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A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  
FEBRUARY 1906. 

(No. 171.) 

BY WALTER WESTON. 

(Bead before the Alpine Club, December 18, 1906.) 
T has always appeared to me that, in whatever fresh 1 country a member of this Club chance to h d  himself, it 

is his bounden duty, given fair opportunities, to do his level 
best to explore its mountains, and, wherever unconquered 
peaks still remain, to annex them in the name of the Alpine 
Club. 

The results of our efforts may vary, and their story will not 
always be as novel or as exciting as those fascinating annals 
of fresh fields of exploration in Central Africa, the Caucasus, 
or the Himalaya. But each can do his best. 

Such, at any rate, have been my own reflections during the 
eight summers I have spent in Japan, whence I returned, for 
the second time, a few months ago. And yet, though seven- 
eighths of that deeply interesting country consists of moun- 
tain land, I fear that my ' plain tales ' from its hills must 
unavoidably fall somewhat flat. 

However, some dozen or so of the highest peaks, averaging 
about 10,000 ft., have now been annexed on behalf of the 
Club, in the sense that until I visited them they had not been 
previously climbed by European travellers. 

Their names I will, for the present, spare you. One of 
them, the ' P h ~ n i x  Peak '-HG-6-zan-had not, till last year, 
been ascended at d l ,  by Japanese or 'foreigners.' Most of 

* We are indebted to the courtesy of the Royal Geographical 
f3ociety for the map which accompanies this paper.-EDITOR A. J. 
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2 3Iountuineering in the Southern Alps of Japan, 

them are not known, even by name, to the majority of the 
natives ; and repeated requests for information, even in the 
most likely quarters, such as the Tokyo Geographical Society, 
always proved futile. I t  was only by personal investigation 
on the spot that one could find out the work to be done, and 
the ways and means of doing it. 

All this, naturally, invested one's expeditions with a keener 
interest. The element of uncertainty ; the fascination of 
peering into the unknown ; the closest contact with the quaint 
customs and the weird superstitions of an old-world Oriental 
peasantry of an almost unique type, whose thoughts and ways 
were of the tenth and not at all of the twentieth century- 
all this helped to weave a spell about one's mountaineering in 
the Japanese Alps that largely compensated for the compara- 
tive absence of those fiercer joys of more difficult rock-climbing, 
and of the subtle fascination of work amidst the world of ice 
and perpetual snow. 

And yet, after all, the true mountaineer is not necessarily a 
specialist ; for the basis of his creed, aa I learn it, is the love 
of mountains, and not simply a taste for a particular form of 
gymnastics, however lofty. AE Sir Martin Conway, in his 
last delightful Alpine classic has reminded us : ' It behoves us 
to make our [mountaineering] interest wide and comprehen- 
sive, not restricting it to mountains as mere things to climb ; 
nor to mountains of a particular character, or at a particular 
time of the year; but allowing it to embrace mountain 
scenery as a whole, and at all seesons.' 

May I then select as specimens of my last three years 
explorations in the Southern Alps of Japan, the ascents of 
Kaigane and of Ha-6-zan, in the province of Kashu, on the 
S.E. border of which stands the famous Fuji-San ? 

Kaigaae is the northern and highest point (10,880 ft.) 
of the triple-topped Shirane-San, the ' white mountain ' of 
K6shu. It is best reached from KGfu, the provincial capital, 
which stands in a flat, fertile, mountain-circled plain (once 
probably the bed of an ancient lake), in the very centre of 
Japan. In this plain there plies, between some of the larger 
villages, a vehicle known as the basha-a cross between a 
hearse and an ambulance. Its astonishing and alarming 
gyrations constantly promise the prospect of its use in the 
capacity of one or other of those undesirable, though neces- 
sary, conveyances. 

Its employment was aiways one of those fond delueions 
to which one so unaccountably clings (and on Japanese 
country roads the basha needs very energetic clinging to). 
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I ts  speed averages, under favourable conditions, 3) miles 
a n  hour, and a ' day out ' in it affords one of the most violent 
forms of esercise in which an active man of. robust health 
and nerve is justified, if unmarried, in indulging. 

Once out of the plain and among the foot-hills, one's baggage 
goes on the pack-horse, and finally has to be transferred to 
the backs of hunters of the big game in which some of these 
mountain regions abound. The frame they use is like that 
familiar in the Alps, and is called gasemma, or 'scraggy 
horse.' 

A day's journey westwards from Kofu brought me to 
Ashiyasu, a hamlet in a lonely valley at 2,200 ft., whose 
dark chalets cling with difficulty to broken slopes and ledges 
high above a wild torrent bed. These chalets are highly 
picturesque, at a suitable distance, though neither of their 
most striking features can be either properly photographed or 
adequately described-their filth and their odours. One soon 
ceases here to wonder at anything one sees, and still less. at 
anything one may smell. At the house, however, of the 
village ' head-man,' a really charming spot, I was received 
with every kindness and courtesy, for I was the f i s t  gwaiko- 
h i i n ,  or ' outside-countries-man,' to enjoy their hospitality. 

The thrae hunters he sent for proved capital companions, 
always willing, thoughtful, and most eager to please. Indeed, 
the comradeship of these simple-minded, good-hearted fellows 
is one of the greatest charms of one's mountain wanderings 
in the Alpine regions of Japan. Each summer I met them 
with fresh interest, and parted with greater regret. 

A 5 hrs. scramble under a scorching sun landed us on a 
ridge, 6,500 ft., to the N.W. of Ashiyasu, which commands 
a fine view of Fuji, 80 miles to the S.E. By a rough descent 
of 4 hrs. more hardgoing, through pine forest, dense bamboo 
grass, and over the landslides that scarred the hill-sides, we 
dropped down into the valley of the swift Norokawa. Yet 
another struggle of 4 hrs. before we gained our bivouac, at 
the foot of Kaigane, and then the last hour had to be done in 
the dark, by the faint glimmer of an Alpine lantern. It is 
this rough work in these splendid torrent ravines that, with 
the intense heat of the plains and of the lower valleys, forms 
the hardest part of one's expeditions, and makes them much 
more fatiguing than most good average Alpine climbs. 

At times we had to wade across, waist deep, in the icy-cold 
water, stepping with difficulty from one slippery boulder to 
another below the surface of the current; once we were 
obliged to fell a tree 40 ft. high, to form a bridge over 
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4 Alountaineering in the Southern Alps of J q ~ a n ,  

the deepest part of the channel. A slip frequently would 
have plunged one into a roaring swirling torrent with little 
hope of rescue. 

Darkness had long fallen when we gained our bivouac, 
at 5,000 ft., a poor little shelter of birch-bark on the river's 
left bank. Its sole furniture consisted of a chamois-skin and 
an old iron cooking pot. We were all tired out, so the 
next day was spent in fishing. Fair-sized trout is taken in 
some of the pools, here 20 or SO ft. deep, and a delicious 
addition it is to our larder. On the third day we were off 
before dawn, leaving the oldest of the three men, quite done 
up, to guard the camp in our absence. We forded the torrent, 
here 150 yards wide, to its right bank, and climbed a steep 
buttress immediately above it for 6 hrs., to the N. arBte 
of Kaigane. In the dense dark forest, near the foot of the 
buttress, we suddenly lighted upon the rotting shattered 
timbers of a little shrine destroyed by an avalanche. It was 
originally dedicated to the mountain divinity, formerly wor- 
shipped here, in times of drought, by deputations from the 
peasants of Ashiyasu. Now, however, an energetic and 
practical Ivfeteorological Department, and improved methods 
of irrigation, have destroyed the cult, as the storms have 
wrecked the shrine, and I was told that it would be no more 
restored. 

Up this forest-clad buttress we fought our way, now by 
rugged broken slopes, extraordinarily steep, and now np 
waterfalls, or by rocky torrent-beds. At one time we had to 
climb from branch to branch of the gigantic hairnutau, creep- 
ing-pine, above the upper limit of the forest trees, but after 
this the worst was over. Beyond it, we reached the bare 
northern ar6te, and found ourselves gazing on a splendid 
prospect in every direction. An interesting climb southwards 
then led us to the highest point; the next in height, of all 
the mountains of Japan, to Fuji-San itself. Every sheltered 
spot on the upward may was bright with Alpine flowers of 
every hue : the Japanese edelweiss, smaller and with a less 
furry coat than the Alpine variety, for it has to keep out less 
cold : the Japanese soldanella (Schizocodon soldanellwides) , 
which excels its European cousin both in colour and in range 
of habitat, for while I found it here at 10,000 ft. in mid 
July, it flourishes also as early as May no less than 7,000 
ft. below. 

On the actual summit grew a bright yellow PotentiUa gelida, 
always the highest in range of all Japanese Alpine flowers ; 
but, loveliest of all, bloomed at 9,500 ft. the most 
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exquisite deep blue and white Japanese columbine, Aquile!/ia 
Ah5tensi8. 

Just below the top, now trodden for the first time by a 
foreign foot, a tiny wooden shrine lay in pathetic ruin, and, 
near it, a little rusty iron sword, the votive offering of a 
solitary hunter, who years ago made the climb to supplicate 
the genius loci for prowess in the chase. 

The ascent had taken us 7 hrs. hard work, but clouds 
were now coming up, and we had to hurry down. Very soon 
my hunters' sporting instincts distracted their attention. 
Fired by the sight of many ptarmigan (the mi-ch, or thunder- 
bird) whose picture, often hung up in hunters' homes, is kept 
as a charm against the lightning's flash, they contrived to 
lose their way. They then lost their heads, and an hour 
of precious time besides, until at last I had to go in front 
and lead down the great rock-face that falls steeply for 
2,500 ft. in the direction of the Norokawa valley, where our 
little bivouac lay. 

For 3 hrs. we worked our hardest and best, and I shall 
not readily forget the monkey-like agility with which my 
hunters scrambled down the unending succession of steep 
pitches and narrow gullies between us and the snow slopes 
below. 

Once there, however, they were pounded, for they had no 
Steigeisen with them, and their straw sandals, splendid on 
rocks, were equally dangerous on the hard snow-slopes where 
I was able to enjoy delightful glissades. Darkness came on 
as we got off the snow, but the descent of the steep and 
broken rocks in the torrent bed leading down to the 
Norokawa was not to be thought of. 

Under the shelter of a friendly wedge of rock, we built a 
fire, and then watched the full moon sail in dazzling brilliancy 
across the band of blue-black star-lit sky that roofed the 
walls of the ravine. We then fell sound asleep until the day 
broke. 

In an hour after leaving our bivouac, we reached our 
shelter, to the joy of the old custodian therein. Great was 
the reception later on at the kindly head-man's house at 
Ashiyasu, after our five days' absence, and sad was the 
' Sayonara ' of his youngest-born when at length I said my 
h a 1  farewell. 

H6-6-zan, the ' Phcenix Peak ' (9,500 ft.), is a fine granite 
obelisk rising from a ridge parallel with, and to the east of, 
Kaigane, between it and the K ~ f u  plain. Until last year it 
had been held inaccessible to human foot. Even KGbG Daislii, 
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the deified father of Japanese mountaineering, himself had 
returned unsuccessful, and to it especially applies the com- 
ment of a native local geography-' This is one of the most 
mountainous regions. There are in it trackless wilds, for 
these mountains are beyond the power of human legs to 
climb ! ' Even my hunters were sceptical of success, though 
willing, for extra pay, to help me to fail. 

From Ashiyasu, the route for the first 7 hrs. coincided with 
that up Kaigane. Then, instead of descending to the bed of the 
Norokawa, westwards, we turned N.E., and in 8 hrs. reached 
a bivouac, at a ruined woodcutter's shelter, on the S.W. 
flank of Ha-6-zan, near the upper edge of a forest of pines 
and larches, at 8,000 ft. By the side of a cheerfal fire I 
slung my pocket-hammock from the stoutest beam, and soon 
was fast asleep. My hunters lay on the floor, but if I 
chanced to roll out in my dreams and to alight, somewhat 
heavily, on one of them snoring peacefully below, his only 
reference to the interruption was simply a word of polite 
apology-' 0 jama wo ,itashimaehita,' i.e. ' I am so sorry to 
have been in your honourable way.' 

The next morning, a 3 hrs. scramble up a watercourse, 
and along a narrow granite arGte, led us to a gap between 
H6-6-zan and its southern neighbour Jizii-dake. 

Just below the saddle I found an exquisite Japanese orchid 
(Cypripedium Yatabean~rin) amongst the creeping pine. On 
reaching the gap my hunters suddenly appeared to become 
possessed-' Look, look,' they whispered, ' the chamois ! ' 
There he was, a fine beast, calmly reposing on a promontory 
projecting into the ravine on our left, some 300 yards away. 

Without a further thought of HGii-zan, two of the men, 
one carrying a rifle, darted off, like monkeys, to stalk him. 
They quickly disappeared down the ravine, leaving the third 
and myself to get on as well as we could. 

As to the possibility of getting up, my solitary companion 
mas wholly sceptical, and grew even scornful as I urged him 
on. Up to a ledge about 150 ft. from the top I persuaded him 
to come, but there he struck work, and flatly refused to go B 
step further. The climbing was very interesting, but not 
particularly difficult. At length I reached a ledge 24 ins. 
by 18, beyond which the way seemed impossible. The final 
peak really consists of two gigantic pillars of smooth granite, 
leaning against each other, the southern one about 15 ft. 
lower than its neighbour, and with a curious block projecting 
near the top. Up to this block ran a convex rib, quite 
emooth, with an angle of 80". Balancing myself on my 
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shelf, I fastened a stone securely to the end of 100 ft. of thin 
Alpine rope, and tried to lodge it in a notch, some 60 ft. above 
me, formed at the point of contact of the two pillars. Each 
time I heaved it up it returned, and as the little ledge afforded 
no space for playing about on, I suffered accordingly. After 
half an hour's bombardment, however, a lucky shot went 
home, and then, testing the rope carefully, I found it firmly 
jammed. As it hung almost vertically for some 50 ft. I 
declined to trust it with my whole weight, so, holding it in my 
left hand, I applied myself to the rib on the right, and began 
to progress upwards somewhat as a snail. 

Every few feet I had to stop for breath, the rope then coming 
in at its handiest. At length I found myself just under the 
block, but it pushed me out into such a position that the rope 
proved useless for further progress. Screwing up my courage, 
I cast it loose, luckily finding one or two fair finger holds on 
the bulging obstacle above my head. Here I hung for a few 
moments to gain fresh breath and strength for a final effort, 
and this enabled me to get my fingers over the upper edge of 
the block. 

For a moment it seemed touch and go, but though my 
handholds were somewhat remote, success now seemed within 
my grasp. Another kick or two found me on the block, 
panting but happy. A couple of steps upwards placed me on 
bhe top of the lower pillar, and the last 15 ft., vertical, but with 
excellent holds, afforded an agreeable climax to the ascent. 
As I stepped on to the little platform, some 4 or 5 ft. square, 
that constitutes the highest point of HG-6-zan, for the first 
time in my life I had the satisfaction of standing where no 
human foot-Japanese or foreign-had ever trod. In  the 
name of the Alpine Club I annexed the Phcenix Peak, and 
heartily, but vainly, wished for the means of drinking the 
health of the President, Secretary, Committee, and all con- 
cerned. 

Externally, however, I was now getting somewhat damp, 
and the gathering mists warned me to depart. Within an 
hour my hunter and I found ourselves at the saddle below 
H6-6-zan, and there, oddly enough, we were joined by the 
two truants. 

One of them bore on his broad shoulders the carcass of the 
chamois, a fine buck some 5 years old, and weighing abont 
70 lbs. This, without ceremony, they laid on the ground, 
cut it open, and forthwith invited me to ' augustly condescend 
to  partake of its honourable inside ! ' As I was by that time 
enjoying a hard-earned meal of my own, the well-meant offer 
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proved somewhat ill-timed, though they protested that it 
would ensure me an integral share of the chamois' own most 
desirable attributes of nimblenees, strength, and speed. 

That night, however, we supped royally. 
For the next two days the chief topic of conversation 

amongst my hunters, I noticed, had frequent reference to the 
ascent of H6-6-zan, thrilling accounts of which, duly em- 
broidered, were detailed by its only spectator. 

They finally approached me with a remarkable request- 
viz. that as I had been the first to achieve it, where even 
K6b6 Daishi himself had failed, I should erect, at the moun- 
tain-foot, a sacred shrine in honour of the genius loci, and 
myself become the first Kannwrhi, or guardian priest, of the 
mountain god ! I t  struck me as the most novel offer of 
preferment, and the most singular proposition for church- 
building I had ever received. 

It has been justly remarked that nearly the whole of 
Japanese civilisation, until recent times, has been derived 
from China. There is one exception, however, in the 
Japanese view, to this-namely, the practice of hot-water 
bathing. The Chinese retort, 'What dirty people the 
Japanese must be to need washing so often ! ' 

As early as 700 B.c., a great Chinese artist had painted a 
series of scenes representing ' The Four Conveyances '-the 
laat and chief of these was a pair of mountaineering boots 
adorned with Mummery spikes ! 

Before the dawn of authentic history in Japan, in the 
fifth century A.D., we find a more modern Chinese artist 
describing in glowing terms the delights of painting mountain 
scenery. ' To unroll the portfolio, to spread t,he silk, and to 
transfer to it the glories of flood and fell, the green forest, 
the blowing winds, the white water of the rushing cascade, as, 
with a turn of the hand, a divine influence descends upon 
the scene-tllcse are the joys of painting.' 

Since a leading art-critic of that period, however, has 
observed that ' I t  is difficult to discuss these things with the 
.~~nuiashed '-an epithet descriptive of most of his fellow- 
countrymen-we are led to infer that an appreciation of 
mountain art was neither so widely spread nor so fully 
developed as could have been wished, in the China of his 
days. 

The father of Japanese mountaineering was one Kiiai ,  
better known by his posthumous name KGbG Daishi. 

Sent to study in China in the ninth century, as young 
Japanese go to-day to Europe or America, he returned to 
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Japan with the lore of the Yogltciirya, a sect whose curious 
rites are now practised, as once they were on the Tibetan 
plateau, on the great sacred mountain of Ontake. 

Clad in white, symbolical of the purity to which they aspire, 
these ascetic mountaineers make their way, sometimes at the 
end of several weeks of walking, to the top of their peak. 
After worship at the shrine of their mountain divinity, they 
withdraw to some secluded spot, and a weird slance then 
begins, known as Kami-oroshi, or ' bringing down the gods.' 

The ~rakaza, or medium, to the accompaniment of weird 
incantations, throws himself into a cataleptic trance, and 
therein becomes the mouthpiece of whatever divinity has 
condescended to grant an audience. Information is sought 
of most incongruous, though invariably practical,.kinds; it 
may be a question of the prospective weather on the climb, 
the healing of strange diseases, the upshot of pending liti- 
gation, or even, perchance, of some forthcoming movement 
on the  Stock Exchange ! 

The constitution of these Pilgrim Nountaineering Clubs, 
and they are not confined to any one particular peak, is quaint 
and  interesting. We are now so often exhorted to take Japan 
as our model, in many ways, of eficiency, that perhaps some 
will advise us to remodel the English Alpine Club on their 
lines. In  view of our approaching jubilee I may therefore 
indicate a few points for consideration :- 

The members' subscriptions are all pooled, and lots are 
drawn so that the lucky ones enjoy their summer's outing at 
the other msn's expense, though the well-to-do are free to go 
a t  their own. The sendachi, or president, has a distinctive 
and  striking costume. He is attired in white gaiters, and 
wears a broad white cincture round his waist, a white tunic 
clothes his body, and on his head is often seen a linen cap 
with little streamers at the side. (Ordinary members may 
only use broad-brimmed hats of flatter shape, usually made of 
fine straw.) 

On the march, a rosary hangs round the leader's neck, 
and a damask etole, adorned with little tufts of silk, falls 
over his shoulders. A huge conch shell serves, when blown 
judiciously, to revive the drooping spirits of his weary 
followers ; but his chief badge of office is a sacred alpenstock, 
topped with rings of brass, whose jangling in the clouds helps 
to ward off evil influences, or to keep chance wanderers, 
unroped as they are, in the right line of ascent. As they toil 
npwards the leader's oft-repeated cry is not some harsh word 
of warning-'keep the rope taut,' or ' 'ware stones,'-but 
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a solemn supplication : ' Rokkon ehorjii o yama Kaieei,' i.e. 
' May our six senses be pure, and may the weather on the 
honourable mountain be fine ! ' 

Inns or mountain huts, selected by the president, are 
presented with tenugui, or towels, stamped with the name, 
address, and device of the club. These are highly valued by the 
inn-keepers, who display them on the eaves of their houses in 
a fluttering fringe of blended colour and picturesque design, 

Alpenstocks are duly branded with the name of each sacred 
ahrine, and so are the white garments of the mountaineers, 
ao that he who runs may read their victories. 

At rare intervals, a temple is erected in honour of the 
conqueror of a virgin peak, and sometimes such are even 
canonized. 

Votive offerings frequently take the shape of zuaraji, or 
straw sandals, of gigantic size, a striking symbol of the 
climber's longing for fleetness of foot. A rigorous eystem of 
training is often imposed on members. Thia involves retire- 
ment for contempltttion, strict asceticism, and frequent lustra- 
tions in the icy waters of some sacred mountain cascade. 

The pilgrim mountaineers I have just described rarely visit 
any but the well-known peaks, usually those of volcanic 
origin, and, therefore, most easy of aacent. To the less 
aocessible, in the wilder, remoter regions, only the com- 
pulsion of duty or necessity sends an occasional climber- 
some chamois hunter, a Government surveyor, or prospector 
on the track of gold or precious stones. 

Even in the minds of those who know them best there is 
a curiou~ mingling of awe with their admiration. This 
attitude is so oharacteristic and so curious that I may be 
allowed to illustrate it by two incidents that befell me in 
widely separated districts. 

When descending the fine peak of Myojin-dake-the loftiest 
granite mountain in Japan (10,150 ft.)-then climbed for the 
first time by a foreign mountaineer, my hunters and I found 
ourselves at the end of a hard day's work in a dense forest 
near its foot. Suddenly the leader stopped dead, and pro- 
ceeded to leap about with the most amazing antics. I found 
he had stepped upon a wasps' nest, hence his activity, and I 
was myself soon writhing in agony from a dozen stings. 
That night, as I was drying my sodden clothes at the camp- 
fire, a member of my party came up and politely begged me 
to show where the wasps had ' wounded my honourable body.' 
I indicated the spots-as well as I could-and turned away, 
By-and-by I looked round, and saw Nakagawa, squatted on 
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the floor, mesmerising my legs. At last he got up, turned 
towards the ghostly moonlit form of the mountain, clapped 
his hands and bowed his head in silent prayer. His petition 
made, he returned, and respectfully informed me, ' This is 
what we call majinai [exorcism]; you'll be dl right in the 
morning.' I t  then appeared that what had looked, and 
certainly felt, to me, like waaps, were really the embodied 
spirits of vengeance sent forth by the mountain god to wreak 
retribution on the first foreigner to defile his sacred precincts 
with an alien hoof. 

With all the love and reverence of the Japallese for the 
idolised form of Fuji-Ban, the same quaint superstitions still 
linger in many minds. 

Some years ago, with two English friends, I left the village 
of Omiya, at its western foot, to climb the mountain early in 
the spring-time, while tho winter's snows still covered its 
upper 7,000 ft. Here the village fathers, backed up by the 
local police, anxiously warned us against the attempt. ' The 
Goddess of the Sacred Peak,' they averred-' She who maketh 
the trees to blossom '-is not at honie to visitors, until the 
yama-birah-i, or official ' mountain opening ' at the end of 
July. Dire were their prophecies of disaster, and we were 
warned to ' look out for squalls ' if we persisted. 

Oddly enough, no sooner had we reached our bivouac, a 
broken-down hut at 5,000 ft., than a frightful typhoon burst 
on us, and we were kept prisoners for nearly three days. At 
length, on a glorious morning, we reached the top, deserted at 
intervals, on the way up, by all our coolies, save one, either 
through terror or fatigue. Traversing the peak, we descended 
to Qotemba, so that the village fathers of Omiyn saw us no 
more. But, a week later, the native ' Daily Mail ' came out 
with thrilling stories of a frightful disaster. ' A party of 
foreigners, supposed to be British, since they alone take plea- 
sure in such risks, started to attempt the ascent of Fuji-San. 
Soon after, they were overtaken by a dreadful storm, and, as 
they have not since been heard of, they have without doubt 
miserably perished.' Subsequently, a Tokyo shopkeeper ob- 
served to my friend O'Rorke, that ' these foreigners deserved 
their fate for their sacrilegious folly,' a sentiment in which 
O'Rorke heartily concurred, particularly, as he informed the 
critic, since he himself was one of the lost mountaineers. 

On my last and sixth ascent of Fuji-San, with my wife, 
last year, I was struck with one of those curious contrasts so 
characteristic of modern Japan with its strange and sudden 
transformations. 
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Near the highest point stands an observatory, with the 
up-to-date instruments of the Meteorological Survey Bureau. 
Side by side with this, at  early dawn, arrived an old-world 
pilgrim, clad in ceremonial white, to offer his morning devo- 
tions to the rising sun. 

Until comparatively recently no woman was allowed to 
ascend to the summit of Fuji-San, although, by a strange 
contradiction, the tutelary divinity of the ' Peerless Peak ' 
is a feminine one. The highest limit allowed lady climbers 
was to a spot known as Nio-L\'i~z-&, ' Woman's Way,' gene- 
rally rather indeterminate, but usually about half-may up. 
Last year, however, when my wife made, with me, a traverse 
of the mountain, and explored the bottom of the crater some . 
650 ft. deep, with some care, she was afterwards predented 
with the gold medal of honorary membership of a Japanese 
Fuji-Climbers' Club, as the first European lady to do so. 

Whatever may have inspired the pilgrim-climbers of the 
past, mountaineering is now growingly practised by the 
younger generation for the love of the pastime itself. 

Nearly eyery Japanese is a born ' mountain-lover,' though, 
till lately, few could be catalogued as ' mountain-climbers.' 
Athletics of nearly every kind have hitherto been largely 
tabooed, chiefly because the Japanese student has looked on 
them as either a waste of time, or as undigniiied and violent. 
But schools and universities are now taking them up with 
increasing keenness. 

The want of good turf as well as want of leisure precludes 
cricket, but at  lawn-tennis they are beginning to hold their 
own with average foreigners, and have already outclassed the 
best of them at  the American national game of base-ball. 
Some universities have taken to Rugby Union football, but 
they are heavily handicapped by their lack of weight and 
strength, and it is almost pathetic to see a heavy English 
forward cross the line with three small opponents hanging 
grimly on his shoulders in frantic but futile efforts to bring 
him down. 

The Japanese are, above all things, a practical people, and 
have already begun to find a practical use for our pastime. 
During the late war an English resident one day observed 
his cook engaged in scaling the highest neighbouring hill 
with unusual energy. As the man repeated this four times 
daily for several days, he at  last enquired the reason. - 
' Begging your august pardon,' the man said, ' I had just re- 
ceived honourable orders to join my regiment in four days' 
time, and, as I have got to fight in the mountains of Man- 
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churia, I want to get myself as fit as I can before I go ! ' 
Mountain-climbing competitions were often organised by the 
commanding officers of rival regiments for a similar purpose. 

The mountain peasantry of Japan are the finest fighters in 
their army. The conditions of their everyday life in times 
of peace admirably fit them for the work of scouts and 
mountain artillerymen in times of war. 

The development of the Alpine cult in Japan should prove 
an interesting study. The love of Nature and the artistic 
tastes of the people are so much more deeply-seated and far 
more widely spread than with the Swiss or with ourselves, 
that, though they have no glaciers whereon to practise ice- 
craft, they will surely have some contribution to make 
towards a completer appreciation of mountains-whether as 
objects to climb or as subjects to paint-that must make us 
welcome any advance in these directions. 

At least, most of the abominable desecrations of modern 
commercial exploitation of the Alps will long be spared us in 
that fascinating land, and no Japanese railway company 
would dare to insult either mountains or mankind with such 
a notice as I read last summer at the railway station on the 
Kleine Scheidegg, where a horde of German tourists were 
exhorted to 'Put a penny in the slot and watch through the 
great telescope nine guides searching on the Jungfrau for the 
dead body of a lost mountaineer ! ' 

I feel sure that as Japan is looking to Great Britain, above 
all lands, for ideals of what is highest and best in the 
institutions of a land of real liberty, so those who there are 
learning to love and to follow the purest and most satisfying 
of all recreations, will, in due time, not look in vain for the 
sympathy and interest of the Alpine Club. 

Perhaps you will allow me in closing this paper, already 
too long, to quote the ip8issima cerba of a Japanese friend, 
the keenest climber and one of their cleverest writers of the 
day. In a recent letter to me he said : ' From what I have 
seen I feel certain that mountaineering is prevailingly 
flourishing, year after year, and that the necessity of associa- 
ting the Japanese Alpine Club will be recognised by many 
young peoples in the future not so long. They are delighted 
with mountains because they can have the pleasure to breathe 
in the pure invigorating air, and refresh their weary souls 
and bodies, and wash their eyes by looking to the green forests, 
the foaming rapids and a hundred other attractions of nature. 
Quite so to me, too ! Mountains, my dearest ! Here I get 
the safety of my mind. Really eternity neighbours to me 
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there ! Mountains are the holy throne of Truth. Mountains 
have a silent eloquence which amuses me for ever ! ' 

His ' fidus Achates,' an office clerk in a Yokohama American 
firm, not long since wrote to me from the Nikko hills : 
' The beautiful sights here are indescribable. Now I became 
a simple child of Nature, while I am wandering in this 
splendid maple-tinged mountain and river running by. There 
is oo war, no bloodshed, no fighting, and no trouble of life 
at all in this beautiful world. I could not forget this pleasant 
scenery which always live until my end. I will ascend 
Nantai-San to-morrow.' 

APPE NDIS. 

PLANTS FOUND BY THE REV. W. WESTON IN THE SOUTHERN 
JAPANESE ALPS. 

ON ~ ( I A N E .  

A h i n e  Arctica (FengL) Phyllodoce PalEasiana (Pall.) 
Anaphalis Alpicola (Makino) PotentiUa gelida (C. A. May) 
Anemone narcispi f i ra  (L.) Sa .c i f rqa  bronchidis (L.) 
A p i l e g k  Akitemia (Huth) S. cernua (L.) 
D i u p e  Lapponica (L., var. Schizocodn?~ SoldaneZloides (Sieb. 

Aszatzea, Herd) et Zucch.) 
Draba Nipponica (bf axim) S e d w n  Rhodiola (DC., var. 
D r y m  octopetala (L.) Tashoioi Fr. et Sav.) 
G e u m  dryadoidea (Sieb. et Zucoh.) Stellaria f i r t d a  (Fisch, var. an- 
Lychnis stellurioides (Maxim) guatifoliu, hfaxim) 
Ozytropis Japonica (Maxim) 
Pedicularia chamissonis (Stev., var. 

Japonica, Maxim) 

A q u i k g i u  Buergeriana (Sieb. et 
Zucah.) 

Arabia amplezicaulis (Edgew.) 
Astragalus frigidua (Bunge) 
Campanula dnsyantha (M. A. Bieb) 
Clematia Alpina (Mill) 
Cypripedium Macranthon (Swartz) 
G. Ya.tabeanum (Makino) 
Draba Nipponica (XIakino) 
EritricJtiun1 peduncularc (A. DC.) 
Euphraaur oficina lie (L.) 
Geranium erwstemon (Fisch) 
G. Hmkusaneme  (Xfatsumura) 
G e r ~ m  dryatloides (Sieb. et Zucch.) 
Hypericum Senanenae (Maxim) 
Leontopodittm Japonic-UT~Z (hfiq.) 
Ped~cu l i r ia  Keiakei (Fr. et Sav.) 

Polygonum viv iparum (L.) 
Ranunculua ua ia  (L. var. Stevnie, 

Regel) 
Rtwdodenrlron ckryaanthum (Pall) 
Saxi fraga bronchialia (L.) 
Schizocodon Soltlanelloides (Sieb. 

et Zucch.) 
S e d u m  S e n a w e  (Makino) 
Thal ic trum apuilcgifolium (L.) 
Thynzua Serpyllu~tr (L. var., vu l -  

garb ,  Benth.) 
Trautvetteria mnltnata (Fiech,var. 

Japomica, Hnth) 
Trientnlia Europetr (L.) 
Trolliua patulua (Salisb. rrtr.) 
Vaccinircnt witis-idretr (L.) 
Viola b i f i r a  (L.) 
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ON KOXAGATAKE.':' 

6,000-7,000 ft. 
Arabis lyrafa (L.) Pirua aucuparin (Gaertn., \nr. 
Astilbe Tl~unbergi i  (Miq.) Japonica, Maxim) 
Cassiope l y c o p o d w i h  (Don.) 1 Polypodium Senunenrr (hIaxinl) 
Cmue C d i e  (L.) Rhododendron rhontbeiuin (Miq.) 
Descha ntpsca plezuosa (Trin.) Sazifraga cor tue~ fo l ia  (S. et Z.) 
Geum Calthefolium (Menz., var. Schizocodon ilicifoliua (JIasim) 

dilatatum, Tom. et Gr.) Solidago Virga aurea (I,.) 
Pedicuhr i s  Chamisson& fStev.) Trientalia Europaa (L.) 
P I ~ y l W c e  taxifoliu (Saiisb.) Tripetakia bractata (Maxim) 

8,500-9,500 ft. 
A lsine drctica (Fengl.) Diapemia Zupponicri (L . )  
Andromeda nana (Maxim) Empetrum n i g r u n ~  (L.) 
Arctoue Alpina (Niedz.) Ptm.rlophylltcnl. rncmrros~~nt (S.  
A m  ien dlpina (Olin., var. A. anguu- et Z.) 

t i  jo l ia ,  Vahl.) 

9,500-10,000 ft. 
A?rgeliea nzultiuecta (Maxim) Potentilla gelida (L.) 
Cnrez montanu (L., var. Ozyan dra, Sauseurea Tanaka  (I+. et Sav., 

Fr. et Sav.) 1 var. phyllolepb, hlnxim) 
Ceraatium scl~izopetalum (Maxim) Schirocodon Soldanelloirler (L.) 
L ~ z u l a  campcstria(DC., var. Multi- Sedzcrn Rl~odiola (DC., var. 

j lora Celanos) Taahiroi (Fr. et SHY.) 
P i k a  petiolark (Bl.) Stellaria florida (Iqisch, var. nn- 
P. p u m i l a  (A. Gr.) gustifolia, Maxirn) 
Pirua aucupwia  (Gaertn., var. V w l a  biyora (L.) 

Japonica, Maxim) Vaccinium vitis-irlmu (L.) 

ON YATSUBATAKR. 

5,000-6,000 ft. 
Ca nlellia Japonica Cornus Canadotris 

Enkianthus Japoniczcs 

8,000-9,000 ft. 
Direntrn puailla (Sieb. et Zuoch.) Linnrea boreal& (Gron) 
Frilillariri Camtrchatewia (Gaud.) I Yinguicula vulyarin (L.) 

(beeides many o f  those already nlentioned). 

VARIOUS LOCALITIES. 
6,000-9,000 ft. 

Botrychiun, Lunaria (Sw.) ' Plileum Alpintciu (I,.) 
Erigeron sabuginosue (A. Gr.) Przrnula Hakuaanetturu I Fr. et 
Gentiann Nipponica (Maxim) Srtv.) 
Grranium Nepalenae (Sweet) Rosa acicularia (Lindl.) 
Lagotie glaucn (Gaertn.) Stellaria rusci fol~n (Willd.) 
Loialeuriu procumbsncr (Desv.) Trollius Aeiaticus (I,.) 

- -- 

Some of  these were supplied br  lny friend Mr. Take& Hisnyoshi. 



EXPEDITIONS FROM THE GAULI GLACIER AND THE 
BACHLITHAL. 

Bx FREDERICK GARDINER. 

1HAT portion of the Berneee Oberland which lies N. and 1 N.E. of the Lauteraar Sattel, between Grindelwald 
and the Grimael Hospice, and is described in Sections vi., 
vii., viii., and ix. of the 'Climbers' Guide to the Bernese 
Oberland,' vol. ii., is perhaps as little known and visited by 
English-speaking mountaineers as any portion of the great 
Bernese chain. There is, of course, the everlasting procession 
of climbers (and others) who ascend the Hasle Jungfrau 
(which is not the highest point of the Wetterhorner), and an 
occasional ascent of the Ewigschneehorn or passage of the 
Gauli Pass, but such peaks as the Berglistock, the Hiihner- 
stock, the Ritzlihorn, or the Biichlistock are rarely ascended 
by English climbers. I have paid many visits to the excel- 
lent Gauli Club hut, and the Pavillon Dollfuss, both of them 
very conveniently situated for working this district, and 
never met an English climber at either. The Dossenhiitte 
above the Urbachsattel, which is almost entirely used for 
the ascent of the peaks of the Wetterhorner, is also a very 
good hut and conveniently situated for reaching the Gauli 
Glacier and the Gauli hut, the most direct route being over 
the Dossenhorn and the Wetterlimmi. To reach the Gauli- 
hiitte from Innertkirchen involves a long walk up the Urbach- 
thal, but it is the nearest point from which supplies can be 
obtained, for were they taken from either the new inn a t  
Gleckstein, the Baths of Rosenlaui, or the Grimsel Hospice 
they would have to be carried over one of such glacier passes 
as the Rosenegg, the Wetterlirnmi, the Hihnerthiili, or the 
Gauli. The Gaulihutte was formerly well provisioned, but in 
1905, when I paid two visits to the hut, I found condensed 
milk the only thing obtainable ; but there is always fuel to 
be had in the hut, which is a great convenience to travellers 
coming over any of the passes. I first visited this district 
(apart from ascents of the Hasle Jungfrau) in 1886 with my 
old friend Mr. Coolidge, but it was not until the year 1897 that 
I began systematically to make expeditions in this part of 
the Bernese chain, which I have continued with the interval 
of but two or three sensons until July 1905, culminating with 
the firat ascent of the Brandlammhorn from the Bachli 
Glacier. Undoubtedly the finest expedition in this district 
is that of the Huhnerstock, of which Mr. Coolidge and myself 
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mede the first ascent on September 15, 1886, from the Psvil- 
lon Dollfuss, and which I described in a short paper in the 
' Alpine Journal' (vol. xi i i  pp. 309-313). There was some 
question among foreign climbers as to whether the point vie 
reached was actually the highest one, and Mr. Coolidge, 
with that painstaking thoroughness which characterises his 
mountaineering career, ascended (1894) the mountain a 
second time (an experience I do not Bnvy him, for the 
mountain is one of the most rotten m d  toilsome that I ever 
climbed), and the point is now conceded to us (see Studer, i. 
p. 510). The Hiihnerstock may be ascended either from the 
Pavillon Dollfuss or the Gaulihtitte by way of the Hiihner- 
thiili Pass with equal convenience. Next in poist of interest 
I am inclined to rank the Ritzlihorn, a peak that evaded me 
for years. I t  is most conveniently ascended from the Metten 
Alp, near the foot of the Gauli Glacier. It can also be ascended 
from Guttannen, in the Haslethal, which was the route taken 
in 1891 by Mr. Coolidge (on the ascent, for he went down to 
the M&ten Alp), but it ie a rery long and steep ascent taken 
that way, and I shuddered when I gazed from its summit at 
the village of Guttannen in the depths ,directly below. The 
peak most frequently ascended from the Gaubiitte is the 
Ewigechneehorn, why I do not know, except that it is very 
easy, and can be oonveniently taken in conjnnction with the 
Gauli Pass, a much-used pass between the Lauteraar Glacier . 

and the Gadi  Glaoier; but I coneider Ankenbiilli a finer 
mountain and equally easy. Numerous passes lead to the 
Gaulihiitte, perhaps one of the h e s t  combinations being to 
go from the Baths of Rosenlaui to the Doseenjoch, then over 
the Dossenhorn and by the Wettarlimmi. Should tbe 
traveller wish to start from Grindelwald, then the beet route 
would be to go to the excellent little new inn at Gleckstein (very 
comfortable and moderate) and cross the Rosenegg, and with 
it combine the ascent of the Rosenhorn, the third peak of 
the Wetterhorner, or ascend the Berglistock and cross the 
Berglijoch to the Gauli Glacier. Instead of crossing the 
Wetterlimmi the Renfenhorn can easily be taken in com- 
bination with the Dossenhorn, and the traveller would arrive 
at the same point on the Gaiili Glacier, where he would leave 
the ice and join the faint track under the Iiammligrat that 
leads to the Gaulihutte. Another combination which I took 
laat year was, first to ascend Ankenbiilli, and then skirting 
under the buttresses of the Grunbergli and Im Hubel to reach 
the Hiihnerthtili Glacier, and then to make the ascent of the 
Hdmerthalihorn, the latter a short but rery interesting 
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rock scramble. In this connection I may mention that fronr 
the poirlt where the ridge was reached between the Htihner- 
thiili Glacier and the Gruben Glacier, 5. of the Hiihnerthali-' 
horn, a very convenient snow-filled gully leads direct to the  
Gruben Glacier and so down to Handeck without (apparently) 
any dficulty. We oould not take it, for we were obliged t o  
return to the hut, where we had left our baggage, and de- 
scended to Innertkirchen that night (being driven down by 
lack of provisions) ; but had it been otherwiee we could have 
reached Handeck with infinitely lese fatigue and hours earlier- 
The Hangendgletscherhorn is the most direct ascent from the 
Gaulihutte, and is made by the Hangend Glacier, keeping 
under the N.E. slope of the Kammligrat ; being quite free 
from difEculty, and not very lengthy, it could be taken on 
a half fine day, when more important expeditions mere im- 
practicable. The precipices on the N. of this peak and the 
view down the Urbachthal are very fine. The Hubelhorn 
is worth ascending for the wonderful view one gets of the 
ridge leading to the Huhneretock, and the Huhnerthiiligrat 
is a convenient paas for reaching the Pavillon Dollfuss and 
the Grimael Hospice, but in doubtful weather and in point of 
time the Gruben Pass (the route to which passes under the K. 
face of the Huhnerthiilihorn and then croeses the Grubengrrtt 
between the ridge of the Huhnerthiilihorn and the S. Golegg- 
horn to the Gruben Glacier, and so down to Handeck by the 
Aerlenalp), is the easier. There are few more desolate and 
unvisited valleye in the Oberland than the Biichlithal. I t  
is best reached from the Grimsel Hospice by crossing the 
bridge below Nollen leading to the old mule track which was 
used before the Grimsel road was made, and following the old 
track for about half an hour ; then taking a very steep and 
faint sheep track one reaches a small tarn under the 
Geisshohle, and bearing always to the left high above the 
Biichlisbach the entrance to the valley is gained. It is then 
necessary to descend slightly to a plain at the termination of 
the Biichli Glacier, and so one arrives at the glacier itself. 
From this valley the Biichlistock and the Brandlammhorn 
can be ascended and crossed to the Unteraar Glacier. I made 
the first ascent of the Brandlammhorn from the Biichlithal in 
July 1905, and crossed the Bnchlistock, both very interesting 
expeditions. Tlie Brunhrg can also be taken from this 
valley, and I should think (judging from what I saw from the 
top) that the Aelplistock could also be reached, but it is easier 
to make the ascent of that peak direct from Hnrldeck by the 
Schafitlpli, as I did, when making the first ascent in July 1903. 
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A pass (the Obere Biichliliicke) still remains to be croesed 
between the Biichlistock and the Gross Diamantstock 
(3,151 m.), which would connect the head of the Bachli Glacier 
with the head of the Hiihnerthiili Glecier, but there is one 
place on the Biichli Glacier side where it aeemed to me that 
ditficulty would be encountered (see ' Climbers' Guide to the 
Bernese Oberland,' vol. ii p. 155). Such a pass would make 
a very direct although not very easy connection between the 
Grimeel Hospice and the Gaulihiitte. Although, with the 
exception of the Hiihnerstock, the ascente referred to in this 
paper might not be appreciated by the climber of the modern 
gymnastic school they are well adapted for men like myself, 
who seek ' mountaineering for the middle-aged ' rather than 
the 'tours de force ' of one's younger days, and the expedi- 
tions, while not being too lengthy, contain many pieces of 
interesting work and a certain amount of novelty as well a s  
difficulty. 

Br HENRY AOEK, D.Pa. 

S E. Bolivia is an extensive mountain-land, correctly 
, peaking a high-level plateau, that sinks gradual11 

towards the E., intersected by several deeply cut valleys, 
above which rise groups and chains of fairly important 
mountains. 

Most of these peaks are uninteresting to the Alpine sports- 
man. Their ascent is tedious and boring, and they belong 
absolutely to the class known amongst climbers as 'cow 
mountains.' 

Still I look back with pleasure on the ascents I made there, 
for the clear, dry desert sir ensures an almost unlimited view, 
which although not beautiful in the ordinary sense of the 
word is yet curious and impressive. Its chief cliaracteristics 
are the extent of the landscape, the soft outlines and grey- 
blue colouring of the whole picture, and the absolute lack of 
a11 miat in the distance-that tender haze which in our own 
Alpine views so readily stirs the romantic and sentimental 
chords of human nature. I t  mas from the highest point of 
one of these E. Bolivian mountain groups, the summit of the 
Cerro Ligui (5,100 metres), that I, for the first time, set eyes 
on the ' Cordillera de Potosi.' To the N.W., separated from 

-- 
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my standing-point by a level debris waste, at least 100 kilo; 
metres broad, broken only by a few low hills, rose a far- 
stretching wall of mountains with striking, becauae indi- 
vidually formed, pesks. I was ignorant as to the name of 
these mountains-as to whether they even had a name at 
all : we baptized them later on the ' Cordillera de Potosi.' I 
did not know if our route would lead past them ; I only knew 
that our goal, ' Potosi,' the Silver Kingdom, lay somewhere 
to the N.W., and yet I could not help speculating on the 
possibility of gaining a glimpse.frorn one of those aummits. 
into an unknown and, on the majority of maps, unmarked 
mountain world. 

During the night following our ascent of the Cerro Ligui, 
Steinmann and I r m h e d  our third companion, with. the 
baggage caravan, and for two days we continued our way 
towards Potosi, always in a N.W. direction. We c rowd the 
great plain, the Pampa of Otavi, upon which I had looked 
down from the Cerro Ligui, and from every hill that we 
prtssed the mountains ahead of us appeared more imposing 
and varied in character. 

Even in our familiar European Alps it is intereeting, as 
you gradually near them, to identify the various details by 
means of maps, panorama, or literature, until you are quite at 
home amongst their-at first sight-indeterminate mass. In 
a strange land thia is a most fascinating occupation, often 
monopolieing the traveller's whole attention. I cannot relate 
more of the long ride on the second day than that the road 
was bad and stony, the dietance apparently endless, the eun 
hot, and water very scarce. From the Cerro Ligui I had 
been able, despite of distance, to epecidly note several peaks, 
which I named on my route sketch map according to their 
shapes, ' Zuckerhut,' ' Klotzberg,' &c. But, as the firtrt day's 
journey took us westwards through a low-lying country with 
no view ahead, it became a difficult problem on the second . 

day to recognise the various peaks and to decide as to 
' which was which.' One feature struck us about these 
mountains that was opposed to anything we had so far seen 
amongst other mountains of S.E. Bolivia : that was n 
massive bastion-like heap encircling the whole base of the 
group aH far as we could see, an enormous mass of debris out 
of which rose naked, steep, and isolated rock-peaks. As we 
neared the mountains in the evening the day's speculations 
proved a certainty; before us lay the traces of ancient 
glaciers. The dkbris masses were moraines, which had been 
discharged out of every valley or formed into a half-circle in 
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front of it. This fact decided our plans. Come what might 
we must force a way into these mountains in order to gain a 
closer insight into the remains of this S. American ice period. 
Fortune favoured us. Late in the evening of November 13, 
1903, we struck a larger road at the S. end of the group, 
leading for some 32 milee round the mountains to Potosi. 
We learned that this road had heen made for the purpose of 
transporting ore from a silver mine to the city, and further, 
that the  mine iteelf lay only about 14 kilometres distant up 
in the  mountains and was attainable by a good path. 

This information wae sufficient. We at once put up the 
tent and passed the night at the cross-roads. Early next 
morning we sent on the ' tropa ' with two of our servants to 
Potosi, while we three, with nnly one pack mule, rode up 
towards the mine, whence we intended to strike straight 
across the mountains and so reach Potosi later on. 

In order to nnderstand our route, I must ask the reader 
to look at the sketch map of the Cordillera de Potosi. By 
giving himself this slight trouble he will save me a great .one 
and many words of description, which could never convey so 
clear an impression as the pictorial one, be the latter ever so 
imperfect. At the time we started to explore the mountains 
we had not the advantage of this map ; in fact, it is the 
result of our journey. Since we had splendid weather, both 
in the 8. half of the group, the Andacaba valley, as also later 
in the N., the Cari-cmi valley, I can safely affirm that the 
relative poeitions of the p d s  and general trend of the valleys 
through which our route led are correctly marked. The 
rest is, of course, merely sketchy. The names are given on 
the authority of a native Indian, and are probably local ones 
due to the various Indian settlers. 

Only the names ' Hembra de Andacaba,' ' Macho de Anda- 
caba,' and, in the N. part, Cerro S. Fernando ' have been 
aseigned to the striking peaks in the vicinity of the mines 
Andacaba and Illimani by the Bolivian engineers there 
employed. In conclusion I will only remark that on En- 
gineer Qermann's map E. of Potosi is marked a high group 
of mountains with everlasting snow and glaciers in the 
place of our ' Cordillera de Potoei.' Like so much of the 
Germann map this is pure imagination. On the highest 
summita of the group small patches of snow do remain, but 
a regular snow-covering is out of the question. 

The group as a whole has a lengthened, elliptical form, the 
greater length being from N. to S. The central axis bears 
the highest summits. From it branch out side-ridges with 
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secondary elevations. At the 8. end the mein range divides 
into two nearly equally importent branches. Between thew 
lies a large valley, in the background of which is situated the 
Andacaba mine. 

At the foot of the mountaine, near the entrance to this 
valley, at a height of 700 metres, we passed a cold, uncom- 
fortable night. The wind whistled through the valley, 
blowing dust and dry refuse into every crevice of our tent, 
and by morning; our sleeping-sscks were covered with a grey 
powder, and the fine sand-dust grated between the teeth. 
Washing was, as usual, next to an impossibility. 

It is a curious experience, this nomad tent-life on long 
travels in a wild country. For the first week the free life 
appears ideal and splendid. It is the idealisation of the joys 
of living in an Alpine hut, of the pleasures of emancipation 
from the constraints of civilisation. But hardly has that 
first week run out ere one begins to discover that cork 
mattresses and sleeping-sacks for continual use form a hard 
bed. The lack of water for toilette purposes makes itself 
disagreeably felt; the mutton roasted on the jack seems 
daily to become tougher, the preserved butter more rancid ; 
the poetry of the free life daily dwindles in importance as 
an object worthy of attainment. In a word-one would not 
object for a change to return once more to the despieed luxury 
of European culture. This phase of mind is, I believe, ex- 
perienced by every traveller, and it varies in intensity 
according to the length of the journey that lies before him. 
The duration of this 'traveller's spleen' is naturally an 
individual matter. One man may not recover from the 
attack during the whole journey. Such an one had better 
never have started. Another may throw it off in a few days, 
and for him then begin all the pleasures of the untrammelled 
life that he has chosen of his own free-will. He is absolutely 
inmerent to all minor privations, is content if he have 
sufficient food and a dry sleeping-place. He, so to say, no 
longer knows any other life. With the greatest self-inde- 
pendence, in itself the truest happiness, he gives up yearning 
for those things he cannot have. Then it is real enjoyment 
to wander free and unfettered through a far country. 

Especially beautiful are the quiet, still nights in the desert. 
When the stars shine like precious stones in the indescribably 
clear, dry upper air, when the glowing heat of day gives way 
to the refreshing cool of night, it is a glorious sensation to lie 
there in the absolute silence of the broad pampa. But there 
are also other nights, nights when thestorm wind tears a t  
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the tent pegs and wildly trhakes the canvas, when every fresh 
squall smothers one in dust and sand, and the cold air 
genetrates into the sleeping-sack. Then is doubly welcome 
the short-lived dawn that agkn brings the all-conquering sun 
with light, warmth, and movement. 

Tbne me oongratulated ourselves when that cold nibht waa 
ended. As mentioned above, the ' tropa,' with two servants 
.and a letter from us, wes sent by the direct road to the crtre 
of the German consul in Potoai. We turned off into the valley 
opening to the 8. The path up to the mine had not been 
aver-praised; for Bolivian ideas it was really first-rate. I t  
was possible to remain the whole time in the saddle, without 
the least discomfort. I shall not here refer to the traces of 
glacial action that met us throughout the ride in the form of 
moraine and d6bris heaps, rather will I try to give a short 
description of the scenery. 

The Andacaba mine itself, i.e. the miners' and overseers' 
dwellings, consisting of low stone huts, lies at the foot of the 
silver-bearing mountain, the ' Hembra de Andacaba,' right at 
the back of the valley, above a m a l l  circular, blue-black hued 
lake, which is embedded in the mountain cirque, and the 
view extends far down the valley. I t  is essentially an Alpine 
view ; on every side are sharp rock-peaks and jagged ridges, 
but even in the finest weather it lacks the friendly, homely 
character of the European Alps. Dull colours prevail, no 
sparkling snowfields greet one from the heights, no murmur- 
ing brooks leap down the mountain-side, no flowers are 
visible to the searching eye, not even a blade of grass. I t  is 
an extinct world, dead and cold, interesting and curious, but 
.almost repulsive. To the E. the contours of the valley are 
not bad. Three rock peaks rise here in a finely rounded 
sweep ; the Hembra de Andacaba, the Cerro Anarogo, and the 
AIacho de Andacaba. 

We reached the mine towards 9 A.X. I t  is all but deserted ; 
.only two half-breed 'ingenieros ' with sixteen workmen live 
there. These two gentlemen did all that lay in their power 
for us. The ' office ' was cleared out and we spread out our 
sleeping-sacks on the floor ; then we strolled out to have a 
look round. 

A few small snow patches cling here and there to the steep 
rocky mountain-sides. Great shale heaps reach down to the 
quiet lake. Not a breath of air is moving ; the sky above is 
cloudless ; at the same time it is very cold, 0" C. 

As we are at a height of 4,700 metres and the highest 
summit L not more than 500 metres above us, Steinmann 
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and I immediately plan to ascend the Hembra de Andacaba, 
which muet afford a very good view into the whole group. 
Neither of the two ' ingenieros ' can tell us whether thia ia 
actually the highest of the surrounding peccks. They only 
know that it has been ascended by Indians, who even built 
a cairn on the top. They cannot say if any of the other 
peaks have been climbed, but think it doubtful. 

In spite of the somewhat late hour we did not heeitate to 
make a start, for, apart from the slight dserence in height, 
the Hembra de Andacaba bears towards the mine much 
the same relation as the Sulzflnh does to the Tilisunna hut. 
And a sudden change in the weather, which a t  such a height 
might prove dangerous, was in all human reckoning not to 
be feared at this dry season of the year. 

Together with our third companion, Baron von Bietram, 
we turned first eastwards towards the level pass between 
Anarogo and Hembra. Bistram was soon obliged to return, 
being more affected by the high air than we were. After an 
hour's going over steep, shale-covered elopes we stood on the 
pass. Our way lay plain before us, a simple easy ridge- 
climb. In another two hours we had conquered this bit. I t  
 offer^ little attraction, requiring only sure-footedness and a 
fairly good head. Only at the laet came some twenty minutes 
of genuine, i f  easy, climbing, which at a height of over 5,000 
metres ie naturally more exhausting than ordinary etraight 
going. 

It was a glorious day when we stood on the summit of 
Hembra. Not a cloud obscured the sun's rays, and it waa 
so absolutely wind-still that the low temperature in no way 
affected us, and we were able to carry out our observations. 
without any hindrance. Our first aim was to sketch in on 
the map the nearest features of the group and to determine 
the position of the various peaks and many little lakes by 
means of bearings. 

Curious enough are the snrroundinge of the Hembra. 
Broad, typical glacial valleys with eteep sides lie between the 
mountains. In their beds lie numbers of small lakes, often 
queerly formed, silent witnesses to the conditions of the 
diluvial period. Bare, naked rock peaks rise above these 
stony, desert valleys. Their shape is often fine, their outlinea 
imposing, yet, in this'dismal brown setting, they have nothing 
in common with the fascinating picture of overwhelming 
power that impresses one amongst the rock peaks of the 
Alps. 

To the S. and E. of the Andacaba group lies the 'pampa,' 
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the high-level plateau. In the hill-like, only slightly steep 
mountains, that rise like waves out of a petrilied sea, the 
feeble erosive power of a dry climate has cut but slight 
furrows. All traces of weathering lie on the slopes. The 
result is a series of broad, V-formed, almost exactly parallel 
valleys, always with similar angles of escarpment. This 
system of almost parallel outlines and similar angles is 
surprising, and at once attracts the attention as a thoroughly 
typical feature. Far away to the 8. and E. are visible groups 
of high mountains. One such group is the Cordillera de 
L i e ,  another is the Chorolque group. Forgotten islands in 
an  endless ocean, they awaken the explorer's curiosity, but 
there is nothing homely about them. 

We could not have chosen a better point of view than the 
.Hembra de Andacaba, for the mountain lies right in the 
heart of the 8. half of the Cordillera de Potosi. I t  is unmis- 
takably surpassed in height by three peaks-first by a steep 
isolated peak to the N., marked on my map as ' F. A.,' secondly 
by the  'Macho de Andacaba,' and thirdly by the ' Cerro 
Anarogo,' which is the highest peak in the vicinity of the 
mine.. 

As i t  was only 3 P.M. when we stood again on the pass 
between Hembra and Anarogo, the ascent of the latter proved 
too enticing for me to resist. While Steinmann went down to 
the mine I climbed leisurely up the W. side of the mountain, 
crossing it completely, and reached a ridge between Anarogo 
and the 8.-lying Macho. This ridge, composed of great sack- 
shaped granite boulders, afforded fine climbing on good, firm 
rock. At 5 P.M. I reached the summit of Anarogo (5,150 
metres). I n  the main the view was similar to that from 
Hembra, only less extensive to the N. and E. I looked down 
more steeply into the wide glacier valley between ' Pasto 
Grande ' and Anarogo, as also into the fine ' cirque ' between 
Anarogo and Maoho, which was also ornamented by an 
almost circular lakelet. 

After I had exhausted the actual scientific interest of the 
view (to use a rather inadequate expression) I was overcome 
by a feeling of absolute loneliness, such as I have never before 
experienced on any peak, not even in mid-winter, when all 
Nature is frozen into silence. Day was fast closing in. 
Everything in the clear distance became gradually merged 
into an  undecided bluish-brown, an extraordinary mauve 
colour. In this lonely hour, when the very silence seemed 
audible, I lay there and listened to the far-away murmuring 
of the hurrying waters of the great Eurol~ean life-stream 
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echoing in my mind. Many an image of home rose up from 
the sea of the past ; but viewed from an altered stand-point 
the prospect also alters. I have come to think dserently of 
many things out here, and to think consciously. In  the 
silence, in the far-off solitude, it often seems as if a quiet 
observer were concealed deep in your innermost being, noting 
your every thought, nnd you are conncious of this ; and this 
observer forces his being into the most secret corners of 
your heart, and 00 on in an endless succession. Strange 
melancholy impressions are awakened by the bare dead land- 
scape in whose centre you are absolutely alone with your 
thoughts. 

I reached the mine after dark, to find supper awaiting me- 
soup with ' aji,' mutton with ' rtji,' potatoes with ' aji.' With 
tea and brandy one manages to wash down the biting stuff. 
Very soon each @ought his couch. That for Bistram was the 
reverse of a 'thing of joy,' since the recumbent po~ition 
brought on a well-nigh insupportable attack of mountain 
sickness. 

Before sunrise our servant brought us the hot mathe. 
The bad maize bread, if flat lumps of half-raw make flour 
merit the title, was speedily disposed of, and me saddled up 
our half-frozen mules. A slight hoar frost covered the hard- 
frozen ground. We rode down to the little lake, in which 
was mirrored the Macho de Andacaba, then ascended to the 
saddle between the Hembra de Andacaba and Cerro Anarogo. 
A bad track leads over the pass ; it brought us into a wide, 
level valley, sinking gradually to the W., with the striking 
form of the mountain ' F. A.' in the background to the N.E. 
Through moraine debris and boulders and scanty bushes of 
spiky pampas grass we pushed on westwards, as it seemed 
unendingly, until at last, shortly before midday, the west foot 
of the mountain0 was reached. Here too they rose out of vast 
glacial dkbris masses. In our valley lay large amphitheatre- 
shaped terminal moraines ; we could count as many as nine 
concentric walls. 

Almost due N., climbing over one moraine mound after 
the other, our path led to Potosi. The landmark was a broad, 
flat depreesion between the outliers of the mountains to the 
right and the cone-shaped, isolated Cerro de Potosi to the left. 

The city of I'otosi itself was first visible after we had 
crossed the pass. Half an hour later we were picking our 
way through the ruins of the outer city to the centre, the 
Plaza, forcing our mules up the steep alleys orer break-neck 
cobbles, and obliged, to our annoyance, to make constant halts, 
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owing to the flocks of llamas that lay about on all sides. 
The llamaa are one 01 the characteristic features of the 
famous old silver city ; the second is its mountain, the Cerro. 
As a third it might well add a drunken Indian to its coat of 
arms. All three can be seen in every street, the Indian on 
the ground, the llama with inquisitive uplifted head, the 
Cerro'e regular shape rising high above in the air. 

The Cerro de Potosi is in many ways an interesting 
mountain, celebrated for the enormous.masses of silver it 
contained, with which the old Spanieh silver fleets were laden ; 
to-day one can count some four thousand mining shafts in its 
bare sides. With its fabulous riches, ' una riqueza fabulosa,' 
i t  dominated tho thoughts of the inhabitants in the former 
mighty city, which at its zenith had a population of two 
hundred thousand. To-day the silver is almost exhausted, 
the prosperity of the city a thing of the past; but still do the 
thoughts of the natives turn to the mountain and its treasure, 
and it is hardly a wonder that, almost without exception, 
nearly every map marks the orographically unimportant 
' Cerro ' and omits all mention of the mighty ' Cordillera,' at 
whose foot the city lies. 

And yet it is ae though one were to cite the Faulhorn near 
Grindelwald as a mountain and omit the s?ow-peaks to the E. 

This is not the place to describe our stay in the for a third 
part ruined town, our reception by our hospitable compatriots, 
the good hotel, or the landlord's skiU in the art of brewing 
cocktail. E n  paesant, on our way to pay necessary cere- 
monial visits we saw the principal monuments of the city's 
Spanish period, the church, the mint, and the Plaza, with its 
.arched ornamentation. Hardly was our business finished 
than the dl-dominating Cerro began to work its spell on us : 
we felt bound to ascend the peak that shone with every 
metallic hue, the famed Cerro de Potosi. And this is no 
question of skill. One must beware of the innumerable 
shafts and holes and steep debris slopes, where the mule can 
find no footing. For almost to the very summit can the 
' climber ' remain in the saddle. Only during the final half- 
hour, above the hst, highest shaft, is it necessary for him to 
exert his own limbs, a necessity that told hardly on me, for 
I suffered more from mountain sickness on this ascent at a 
height only of 4,865 metres than I did either before or after- 
wards at 5,000 and even 6,000 metres. The ascent can easily 
be made in 4 hrs., and well repays the trouble. For, owing 
to the isolated position of the mountain on the W. side of the 
Cordillera de Potosi, it affords the climber a splendid view 
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over that group, ae well as an insight into the confused topo- 
graphy of the sandstone district W. of Potosi. More than an 
idea of the numerous feature.. there visible he cannot obtain 
in a single visit, so great is the distance and the vsriety. All 
the cleerer is the view of the Cordillera de Potoei ; the oro- 
graphical division between the 8. group, Andacabs, and the 
N. group, Cari-cari, is distinctly marked. The latter name is 
very appropriate. Literally translated it means ' Man-man ' ; 
that is as much as ' die Manneln,' a name so often to be found 
in the Alps ; and as a fact the rocky peaks of the N. group, 
viewed from here, somewhat resemble a row of sentinel-like 
rock-giants rising sheer above the moraines and debris, which 
send their last boulders right down into the eastern streets of 
Potosi. . 

We undertook yet another, longer expedition to the W., to 
the rose-embowered ' baths ' of Miraflores. One can easily 
understand the affection that the few European residents in 
Potosi feel towards this place if one compares the friendly 
green of its valley to the stony wastes of the city. A 
picturesque sandstone ravine leads westwards into a second 
valley. Light red sandstone mountains throw up the green 
still further in relief, and the white pillar-like terraces of the 
.hot springs, wher.0 are visible the ruins of an ' Inka ' bath, 
give the place a peculiarity of its own. 

All too soon were we obliged to return to the thin higher 
air of Potosi, for our journey was to carry us further to 
Sucre, the constitutional capital of Bolivia. The first day's 
march is generally as far as 8. Bartolo, N.W. of the Cordillera 
de Potosi, and a good bridle-path encircles the N. end of the 
group. Along this path we despatched our entire baggage, 
tents, &c., to Bartolo, with orders to await our arrival. 

Our wishee were centred on gaining a closer insight into 
the N. half of the mountains and on traversing the Cari-cari 
group. Unfortunately s o t  a soul in Potosi had ever travelled 
this way, but we were assured that the distance could not 
exceed 7 ' leguas ' (about 38 kilometres), and we coddently 
started, somewhat late, at about 8 A.M., thinking we had an 
easy day before us, all the more confident because we knew a 
small mine, Illimani, lay in the centre of the Cari-cari group, 
where we intended to make our midday halt. 

The first half of the day came quite up to the programme. 
First came debris and moraine. Behind this part, at the 
outlet of a valley of the glacial sea, we entered the mountains, 
and 4 hrs. saw us at the Illimani mine. I t  was drizzling a 
little, but not enough to hinder observation. The Cari-cari 
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group shows all the characteristics of the Andecaba moun- 
tains. Only here the rock peaks stand closer together. 
Especially fine is the Cerro 8. Fernando, a regular cone- 
shaped rock-mass, seemingly the highest point of the gronp. 
From it  branch off several ridges, over one of which, the 
connecting link to the S.E. with the Andacaba group, we 
must pass to gain the E. side of the mountains. 

We could plainly see the depression in the ridge over which 
we must go, but doubts assailed us as to the possibility of 
getting the  mules up to this point. However we were told 
at the mine that the route had sometimes been followed by 
mounted men. So I left my companions without misgivings 
to their meal, and began the ascent of a round-shaped eleva- 
tion immediately N. of the pass. I reached the summit in 
2 hrs. over easy terraced rocks, and stood at a height of 
5,050 metres. Luclr was with-me ; the weather improved and 
permitted me to make a fairly complete sketch of the Cari-cari 
group. Towards 2 o'clock our party reunited on the top of 
the ' Abra Illimani.' Two of the mules showed symptoms of 
severe mountain sickness, and .were only dragged up with 
great difficulty, increased by the fact that Herr von Bistram 
was also unwell, We a t  once began the descent on the 
eastern side. Our way led through a long, ancient glacier 
valley, as typical in formation as any I have seen in Norway. 
Small hollowed-out lakes with characteristic sills, steep twists 
in the valley, broad round holes (mills), scratched and polished 
rocks-ev&y proof of undeniable ice-work was visible to 
prevent any doubts in our minds as to the geological history 
of the district in the remote past. 

Lmmediately below the first larger lake a second valley 
debouched from the N.W. into ours, in the background of 
which rose the magnscent rock-mass, the Cerro Maucatambo. 
The left side of the valley shows sharp peaks, with towers 
and pinnacles; the right aide a tamer class of mountain ; 
within the half-circle deep kar-holes are dug out. 

At first all this was very interesting ; but hour after hour 
took us down through similar scenery : no vegetation worthy 
of mention enlivened the picture, and, except for a pair of shy 
wild geese, not a living thing was to be seen. And the rocky 
track was of such a degree of badness that riding was 
impo~sible; by degrees everything worked together to 
thoroughly tire us, and we longed for the end of the valley, 
the Pampa de S. Bartolo, for the day mas rapidly drawing #to 
a close. We had long left more then 7 ' leguas ' behind us, 
and we hoped to see S. Bartolo somewhere near the end of 
the vdley. 
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We toiled up the right side-moraine. Soon reaching i t s  
top, we could overlook all the ground far to the S. and N. of 
the mountain-foot. A vast softly inclined plain with thousand 
upon thousand of great boulders sank away to the E., where 
it was merged in a level of alternate yellow sand and salt- 
white patches. Before the various valleys large moraines 
extended out relatively some distance. Such a moraine lay 
in front of our valley. The two eide-moraines closed up  
together to form an almost novel dam, enclosing a small 
round lake hidden carefully away behind the walls. Further 
S., at the junction between debris and plain, lay a small 
regular cone-shaped mountain, that threw a comical shadow 
on to the plain in the last rays of sunshine. 

A jagged mountain chain, rising dark and threatening 
against the red evening glow in the E., completed the rather 
bizarre picture in the background. 

Had we dreamed that only at the foot of those distant 
peaks lay 8. Bartolo we should most certgnly have decided 
on a bivouac. As it was we were heartily thankful to find an 
Indian's hut. With ditficulty we made the owner understand 
where we wanted to go, and then for hours and hours we 
dragged along our weary mules by the bridles over dreary 
stone wastes, through the beds of dried-up torrents, and over 
many a hill. 

But here begins another chapter. The one concerning the 
Cordillera de Potosi was for the time being at an end. Other 
scenes and other neighbourhoode occupied our interests. I 
first remembered these mountains. when drawing out the map 
at home, and keenly regretted not having devoted a short 
week to the study of that unknown, peaceful, self-contained 
world. That would have enabled me to give a geographical 
review instead of this cursory sketch. 

BY WILLIAM HUNTER WORKMAN, M.A., M.D., F.R.G.S. 

MONG the various mountain chains of the world the A Himalayan, now comparatively little known, is likely to 
come more and more into favour with mountaineers, not 
only because it offers rt more elevated and hence more 
attractive field for climbing endeavour than can elsewhere be 
found, but also because interesting problems connected with 
great altitudes can thus alone be solved. 







The mountaineer of the future will undoubtedly add 
scientific training to his knowledge of mountain technicalities, 
and will be able to make investigations among the higher 
Himalayan regions which will prove to be of importance both 
60 mountaineering and geographical science. 

A condition essential to the value of such investigations is 
that the altitudes at which they are made should be properly 
determined. This subject has hitherto received from Hima- 
layan travellers less attention than its importance demands.* 
Many statements tts to altitudes attained have been made, 
which are wide of the mark, being based on estimates from 
readings of instruments of imperfect construction or not in 
condition to record pressures correctly; or from readings at 
the paints specified only, without regard to other conditions 
essential to proper determination. 

In  the interest of science and of a spirit of fair play 
towards those who are labouring in the same field, where 
every extra hundred feet of altitude is gained at the expenee 
of etrenuous effort, one cannot be too careful to use every 
available means to fix the altitudes reached as correctly as 
possible. 

To do this with an approximation to exactness with the 
means at the command of the mountaineer is, in many parts 
of the Himalaya, a difficult matter. Leaving the theodolite 
out of account, as unmited to his use, he has to rely on the 
mercurial barometer, the hypsometer, or the aneroid, the 
readings of which can only give reliable results when com- 
pared with readings of similar instruments taken at the same 
time, or nearly the same time, a t  (I convenient lower station, 
the height of which has been fixed. Such stations are rare in 
the Himalaya, and until more extensive scientific surveys have 
been made, aside from the peaks already fixed by the Indian 
Survey, the altitude of many others which may be attempted 
will hare to be estimated by single readings uncompared with 
readings at a lower measured station, which estimates can, 
of course, only approximately represent the true altitudes. 

Single readings of reliable instruments at different time8 at 
the same point may indicate for it altitudes differing from 
one another by 1,500 ft. or more, according as the pressure 
may be high or low. The highest of 252 consecutive readings 

* It ~honld be pointed out that this subject has been treated of 
from timo to time by members of the Club, notably by such well 
known authorities as the late Mr. TYilliam Rlathems and hlr. Edward 
W h y m p e r . - E ~ ~ ~ o ~  A .  J. 
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of the Government mercurd barometer at Skardo, taken for 
me during the summer of 1903, indicated for it, without 
comparison with reading at any lower station, an altitude of 
7,268 ft., the lowest an altitude of 8,088 ft., a difference of 
820 ft. Hence it is easy to see how, in the absence of a 
lower station, inaccuracies in estimating Himalayan heights 
may arise. 

One person reaches a given high point a t  a time when the . 
atmospheric pressure is low, and from the reading of his 
aneroid or hypsometer estimates its altitude at 20,000 ft. 
Another visits the same point when the pressure is high and 
estimates. it at 18,600 ft. Neither gets the true altitude, 
which lies somewhere between the two estimates, but probably 
doee not coincide with their average. 

As regarde the three instruments above mentioned, certain 
disadvantages possessed by each, which limit their field of 
usefulness, must be borne in mind From the nature of its 
construction and its fragility the mercurial barometer is not 
adapted to the exigencies of mountain exploration. It is 
cumbersome and easily broken. Its more portable forme have 
not been brought to such perfection as to ensure the degree of 
accuracy, combined with simplicity of manipulation, which 
commends it to mountaineers in the trying circumstances in 
which they often find themselves. They are, therefore, forced 
to discard the mercurial barometer in favour of the hypso- 
meter and aneroid, which possess the great advantage of 
portability. 

The value of the hypsometer depends on the correct scaling 
of its thermometers. If these have been tested and found 
accurate, or their errors determined, there seems no reason 
why the hypsometer should not be as reliable as the mercurial 
barometer. I t  can lw used at all camps and on mountains 
where there is no wind, or where shelter from the wind can 
be obtained. It cannot readily be used a t  points exposed to 
strong mind or deeply covered with soft snow, or where the 
nature of the ground is such as to afford no convenient resting- 
place, as on a sharp slope. Neither could any form of 
mercurial barometer well be employed under such conditions. 
With these exceptions the hypsometer is always ready for use 
without any tedious and often impossible manipulation, such 
as is necessary to the e~nployment of the George barometer. 
Either absolute alcohol or rectified spirit should be used, 
especially at great altitudes, to ensure ready ignition and 
sufficient heat to boil the water quickly. 

The aneroid, depending es it does on an exceedingly 
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delicate mechanism, considerably more sensitive to jars than 
that of a watch, can scarcely be called, or expected to be, an 
instrument of precision under the conditions in which it is 
used by the explorer or the mountaineer. While a good 
aneroid, when a t  rest, mill perform its work perhaps as well as 
a mercurial barometer, when carried about and subjected to 
the motion and jarring which it must receive on an expedition, 

it will develop index errors which render its readings un- 
reliable. It makes no difference whether the jarring occurs at. 
sea-level or at high altitudes ; the result is the same in either 
C a m .  
. -- - - -. . . 

* Summit of Mount Rachel, 17,600 it., Basha Valley. A knife 
edge, falla 1,600 ft. sheer on one side, and at one end only can 
the aneroid be uaed, and that only by a person entirely free from, 
giddiness.-W. H. W. 

VOL. =.-NO. CLXXI. D 
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These index errors, in my experience, do not remain con- 
stant, but vary according to the kind and degree of motion 
brought to bear on the aneroid. They may be positive or 
negative, or may change from one to the other. I have 
seen them developed to more than an inch by rather severe 
jars, such as those caused by step-cutting, a jump, or a fall. 
A jar, which a pocket watch will stand with impunity, may 
suffice to permanently deflect the index of an aneroid. 

Comparing an aneroid with a standard barometer before 
leaving and after return is of little if any value, as, under the 
rough usage to which it is necessarily subjected during distant 
expeditions, it is almost certain to develop index errors, which 
errors are as certain to vary from time to time. Its reading, 
therefore, on return is no indication of the correctness of its 
readings at different points of the journey. 

In conseqlience of these errors the aneroid, when used alone, 
cannot be relied on to measure altitude properly, and is of 
comparatively little value for this purpose, as various reports 
of aneroid eccentricities testify. 

Employed, however, in connection with a reliable barometer 
or hypsometer, by which its index errors can at any time be 
ascertained, it is a useful instrument and may render im- 
portant and, apparently, quite reliable service where the 
hypsometer cannot be used. A moderate index error is of no 
great consequence, if one has the means of determining it. 
In spite of this an aneroid in good working order, if carefully 
carried, may register with considerable accuracy the difference 
of altitude between two points, its reading and the tempera- 
ture being noted on leaving the lower point and on arrival a t  
the upper one. 

One of our Watkin aneroids thus indicated a difference 
between two fixed points in the Alps of 3,500 ft., the measured 
difference being 3,509 ft.; again, a difference between two 
others of 1,875 ft., the measured difference being 1,880 ft. 
The small discrepancies here shown might be due to inability 
to read with absolute accuracy, owing to the closeness of the 
aneroid scale, or to a lack of coincidence in the position of the 
recording instruments, or to a slight change of atmospheric 
pressure during the ascent to the upper point. 

An error from this last cause would be likely to occur 
during an ascent requiring several hours, but at great alti- 
tudes this might fairly be discarded. The result would be 
more accurate if, the index errors of the aneroids having been 
noted, simultaneous readings could be taken with an aneroid 
or hypsometer at  the lower point. 
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If, therefore, the altitude of a high camp be established by 
simultaneous readings of the hypsometer at the camp and 
instruments a t  a lower fixed station, and an ascent of a peak 
be made from that camp, in case the hypsometer could not be 
used a t  the summit of the peak, it would be legitimate to con- 
sider the altitude of the latter as being the height of the 
camp plus the difference shown by the aneroid readings, 
especially if its readings on return to camp corresponded to 
those taken before departure. Still more reliable would be 
the result obtained by comparing the aneroid readings at the 
summit, corrected for index errors with simultaneous readings 
a t  the camp or lower station. 

Under a variety of conditions the aneroid, which can 
quickly be read anywhere, fulfils a purpose which no other 
instrument is capable of doing, and, as an adjunct of the 
hypsometer, is, under proper control, a valuable instrument. 
Independently of index errors it also serves a most useful 
purpose in determining changes in the weather. Two or more 
aneroids should therefore be included in the outfit of the 
mountain explorer. 

On our expeditions among the Baltistan Himalayas in 
1902-1903 we carried with us two hypsometers, each with two 
thermometers, two 3-in. three-circle Watkin aneroids scaled 
to 24,500 ft., one latest pattern 3-in. Watkin mountain 
aneroid scaled to 25,500 ft., and a 3-in. Hicks aneroid scaled 
to 18,000 ft., which naturally played no rcile above the limits 
of its scale. 

The directions given with the Watkin mountain aneroid 
are to allow 1 min. to elapse after turning it into action and 
then read, the understanding being that at first its reading 
will be about -1 in. too high, and that the index will fall in 
1 min. to its proper position. 

Before putting this instrument to practical use a large 
number of observations at elevations from sea-level to 5,200 
ft. were made to determine the value of the apparatus for 
throwing it out of and into action-its distinctive feature. All 
four aneroids were set by a standard barometer, and kept 
under exactly the same conditions. The readings of the 
other three were used to check those of the one tested. I t  
was found that, on putting the last out of action for periods 
varying from 10 min. to 24 hrs., and then restoring it, it 
showed plus index errors of from -3 to -7 in. 

During the first minute the needle fell about -1 in., as the 
maker etated it should; during the second minute about 
-08 in., after which its movements became imperceptible to 

D 2 
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the unaided eye. Although i t  continued to fall a period of 
several hours was required, sometimes 12  to 18, to restore it 
to accord with the other aneroids. The result in all experi- 
ments was invariably the same, the length of time necessary 
for the index to assume its proper working position varying 
in general with the time i t  remained out of action. The 
aneroid was returned to the maker to be examined, but 
nothing amiss was discovered. At the present time, after 
four years of use, and having been recently cleaned and ad- 
justed, it works in exactly the same manner. 

As the aneroid was thus shown to be unavailable for 
immediate reading after being put into action, this feature of 
i t  was never used on expeditions, but i t  was employed, like 
any other aneroid, with the index always in action, in which 
condition i t  worked consistently, and gave about as  good 
satisfaction as the three-circle aneroids, though the latter, 
having a more open scale, appeared more sensitive to changes 
of pressure. 

During the summer of 1908, while we were delayed by a 
storm a t  a snow camp on the Hoh Lumba glacier, a t  a n  
altitude of 15,000 ft., it was thrown out of action for 25 min. 
On being restored to action the index showed a plus error of 
.G in., which after 50 hrs. still stood a t  -2 in., the control 
aneroids having meantime fallen -1. Whether that error was 
ever reduced to zero our further movements prevented m e  
from ascertaining. 

Recently in London, by the kindness of Mr. J. Hicks, the 
maker, who placed nt my disposal a new +in. Watkin 
mountain aneroid, I was enabled to make some further 
observations, of which the followi~g are typical:-Obs. 1 : 
Aneroid put out of action for 5 min. On restoration index 
showed plus error of -11 in. During first minute it fell 
-02 in. I t  returned to normal position in 2 hrs. 45 min. 
Obs. 2 : Out of action 1 hr. ; when restored index error was 
plus .15 in. During first minute index fell -04 in. After 
6 hrs. error of -04 in. still existed. Obs. 3 : Out of action 
12  hrs. When restored index error was -16 in. During first 
minute index fell .03 in. At the end of 10 hrs. it agreed 
with that of control aneroid.* 

From the above observations i t  is evident that neither of 

These resnlts do not necessarily imply any lack of skill on the 
part of the maker, but rather illustrate the extreme difficulty of 
constructing of metal an instrument that shall work with the 
desired precision.--W. H. W. 
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these aneroids could be relied upon to give correct readings 
immediately after being put into action, and that they would 
be useless if used in the prescribed manner by mountaineers, 
who have no time to wait for instruments to adjust them- 
selves. The temporary shut-off index errors not only differ 
in the two instruments, but they are not coustant in the same 
instrument under different conditions of time and altitude, 
which mould have to be the case if any proper allowance were 
to be made for error from this cause. The observation at the 
glacial camp and others of similar nature, together with the 
fact that  that aneroid has always shown a persistent tendency 
to p!us error, lead me to suspect that the use of the shut-off 
may cause a permanent and accumulating plus error, although 
I have not been able to investigate this point sufficiently to 
assert it. 

These are experiences with only two Watkin mountain 
aneroids ; but, as these were made by a manufacturer of high 
reputation, and declared by him to be perfect in construction, 
and as the second was made four years later than the first, 
which latter bears a number well into the second hundred of 
its series, their distinctive feature, presumably, fairly repre- 
sents the same feature of other similar instruments. 

These results throw suspicion on the accuracy of readings 
taken in this manner with aneroids of this class, and suggest 
the desirability of further investigation of the working of this 
arrangement. Every possessor of a Watkin mountain aneroid 
can satisfy himself of its value, in case of his own instrument, 
by repeating these observations. A presumptive test can be 
readily made by setting the marker on the rim accurately 
with the index, after the aneroid has been a day or more in 
action turning it out of action for five minutes, and, on 
restoring it, observing how long a time is required for the 
index to coincide again with the marker. 

On putting the aneroid into action for use I allow 48 hrs. 
to pass to permit it to adjust itself fully to existing condi- 
tions. and then test the index by barometer or hypsometer. 

After starting on our expedition to Baltistan in 1902 the 
four aneroids, which when quiet had read well together, 
although handled with every care and subjected to the same 
conditions, so far as possible, developed different index errors, 
even when there was little change in altitude; and it was 
seldom that any three of them ever read alike. The extremes 
of difference sometimes amounted to -5 inch. Altitude 
did not appear to influence the errors as checked by the 
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hypsometer, and the aneroids averaged as well in this respect 
a t  19,000 ft. arid above as a t  5,000 to 8,000 ft. 

The two which proved most reliable often agreed in their 
readings or differed by only -01 or -02 inch. Both of these 
always showed plus errors above 17,000 ft., except on one 
occasion, when one of them had a slight minus error. 

This last circumstance is of interest in connection with Mr. 
Whymper '~  observations on the loss of aneroids of an older 
type as compared with the mercurial barometer under 
diminished pressure, indicating possibly an improvement in 
construction. 

Further observations with these two and a 84-in. aneroid 
scaled to 25,500 ft., receiltlg made for us, all of which when 
uet and tested in the laboratory were found to correspond 
with the standard mercurial barometer throughout their 
whole range, showed a disagreement in the rcading~ of all 
three after being carefully taken in a hand satchel a t  sea- 
level a few hours' jouri~ey from London. These facts, together 
with others of similar nature, lead me to the opinion that 
motion, if not the chief, is a very important factor in the 
causation of index errors, whatever may be found to be the 
effect of diminished pressure on instrunients of recent con- 
strnction. 

BY THE EDITOR. 

VIL weather drove my friend W. C. Compton and myself, E with our guides, Johann Stoller, of Iiandersteg, a son- 
in-law of Compton's farourite guide, Abraham Miller, and 
Benjamin Pession, a brother of my trusty con~panion Fran- 
qoicl Pession, of Valtournanche, to Belalp on August 28, 3905. 
We walked up from h'aters on that rare delight last season 
a really fine morning. All things were a t  their best except 
the dowers, which had for the most part gone to sleep to 
prepare for next gear's exhibition, except CainpaizrtEa hadata 
alba, which would have been the bliss of solitude, but near to 
so frequented a track was adventuring itself to destruction. 
Shall I not then receive absolution from my readers when I 
admit that I plucked its flowers, lest haply they should be 
conreyed,roots and all, to an untimely sepulchre on the window- 
sill of some pseudo-pllilanthist's bedroom, or be exhibited 
in a purloined soup plate to the languid gaze of a bored 
table d'lrdtc,? The weather, instead of bullying us, laid itself 
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out to be complaisant, and nothing seemed to come amiss. 
Even the bilberries, in widest commonalty spread, were some- 
thing more than a mere purple patch on the hill-side, to 
judge by our  fingers and lips. We reached our destination 
early. Fair indeed laughed the morn, but ere night the 
tempest was abroad again. 

The next day was the very reverse of what our fancy had 
painted it ,  for in the morning snow lay low on the mountains 
and there was a layer of i t  on the wall outside the Belalp 
Hotel. A t  first sight you might even have taken that 
commonplace agglomeration of stones and mortar for the 
arkte of a third-rate mountain. One interview with the 
guides was no sooner over than i t  occurred to us that we had 
forgotten something we wanted to say, or to them that me 
should like to hear the newest bit of gossip about the 
weather. Thus we met and parted and met again with an 
iteration as delightfully irrational as that of Romeo and 
Juliet. But our meetings were not so satisfying as those 
of the Veronese lovers. Shaking of heads, shrugging of 
shoulders, deprecatory spreading of hands, utterances worthy 
of the Delian or Delphic Apollo were all the consolation me 
could get. Our devotioll to tea and coffee became pheno- 
menal, as  novels in their sixpenny superfluity palled upon us. 
Occasional glimpses of one or other of the Fusshijrner in a 
feathery raiment of snow, which as little concealed their 
truculence as  Omphale's rent sark hid the grim strength of 
the burly Hercules, told us we were in the Alps. Otherwise 
we might have been prisoned on any desolate hill-side in 
Connemara or Carnarvonshire. 

Bu t  a t  any rate no possible chance must be lost; therefore 
on August 30, with considerable misgiving, while the sun 
was still suffering from a partial eclipse, we started for the 
Ober Aletsch hut. Before we got to the glacier we passed 
a herd of cattle, very friendly beasts. They stood in the 
path and received our patronage stolidly. Then I expounded 
to Benjamin where his brother Franyois had led us to victory 
on one of the up till then unclimbed Fusshbrner in 1898. 
I saw afterwards that I had been quite mistaken in my 
description of our route; but if Benjamin's memory is 
sufficiently tenacious to remember what I said to him I shall 
but have enlivened the mountain discussions by Valtour- 
nanche firesides this winter. 

Lazily we proceeded to the hut, which we had the good 
fortune to have all to ourselves; and heart-felt were our 
thanks to the Chaux de Fonds section of the Swiss Alpine 
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Club for their kindness in providing climbers with so clean and 
comfortable a shelter. Having deposited our baggage-I did 
not take so much interest in this process as the others, seeing 
that I made no pretence of carrying anything except the 
' Climbers' Guide to the Oberland,' vol. ii. (which, as a matter 
of fact, I had left at  York)-we strolled up in the direction of 
the Sattelhorn, as we had thoughts of croesing that peak to 
the Lotschenliicke on the morrow. 

A little later the weather began to show signs of resuming 
its familiar veil of inky gloom, and we turned in with many 
forebodings for the morrow. 'There were plenty of blankets, 
and I believe we all enjoyed a satisfactory amount of sleep. 

At 3 o'clock next morning (August 31) the guides went out 
to examine the prospect. I followed them. I t  was a gloomy 
trio that retilrned to the hut. To the north the outlook was 
threatening, and a thick fog was ulowly crawling up the 
glacier between the Fusshorner and the Belgrat. Whilst it 
confined itself to creeping in Tennysonian style from pine to 
pine well and good, but when it trespassed upon the summits 
where we would be we gave our views upon it with more 
vehemence than politeness. Our moan thus made, we re- 
sumed our slumbers, or at  any rate pretended to do so. 

At 6 we started, though appearances then were by no 
means reassuring. We decided to give up the Sattslhorn 
and try the Beichgrat, with its two points of 10,676 ft. and 
10,670 ft., to which the 'Climbers' Guide ' attaches the 
strangely hortatory label 'No Information.' If a word is 
enough to the wise, surely two words even to poor average 
climbers must be more than adequate. 

We curved round the end of the Thorberg by the point 
marked 2,617 mttres on the Siegfried map, and then made 
for the figures 2,798 metres of the same invaluable atlas. 
We put on the rope earlier than usual, as there was so much 
new snow that such a precaution seemed advisable. f e 
eventually reached the figures 2,798 mBtres, and then 
climbed the rocks indicated above them. In an ordinary 
summer this would have been a distinctly difficult task, but 
as we found it there was little to complain of. So much 
snow-of a consistency which inconsistent mortals can but 
dream of-covered the smooth rock that we walked up without 
much discomfort, though at  first the guides were distinctly 
distrustful of it. We then traversed, descending slightly to the 
last of the semicircular band of rocks which lies to the S. sf 
point 3,254 metres of the Beichgrat. Keeping to the E. of 
this we mounted for some distance, and then, owing to the 



crevassed state of the glacier, we turned westward and, passing 
the rock-band, went up snow, lying on ice, but perfectly secure, 
so deep was it and so consistent in texture, to point 3,254 
metres, t h e  l a s t  bit of the ascent being over snow-plastered 
rocks. A few stones were then thrown together on the 
highest point,  and Stoller, for some reason which neither 
Compton n o r  I could quite understand, being unable to 
recommend a descent to the W. towards point 3,252, we 
retraced o u r  steps-we had gone some little may westwards 
along t h e  ridge-perhaps two-thirds of the way down the snow 
which we had mounted. After traversing to the W. we 
came t o  the  upper edge of the rock cirque before men- 
tioned a n d  descended ite W. face by an interesting though 
short scramble to the glacier below. On these rocks I found 
Kanzinculus glacialis, scorched by the frost, and C11ry- 
santhemqcm alpinurn, prematurely shrivelled by the same 
pitiless agency. Then turning northwards we reached the 
col between the rocky W. ridge of point 3,254 and the 
beautiful snow point 3,252. Here we lunched, and then 
walked u p  3,252," taking care to avoid the considerable cornice 
which in places overhung its northern face. This point is a 
beautiful snow pyramid, and if i t  were higher would certainly 
claim a distinctive name. We called it the ' White Nightcap,' 
Awing t o  the curve of the actual snow summit as seen from 
the fir. When we reached this little mountain the weather 
improved, and we had fine views of the sharp eastern point 
of t h e  Lonzahorner, the first ascent of which I had made in 
1884 with Alphonse Payot and Seraphin Henry, not without 
a good deal of. stepcutting in steep ice, a task in which I 
doubt if Alphonse has a superior. We greatly admired the 
Lotschthaler Breithorn, which kept changing the colour of its 
scarf of cloud like a beauty unable to fix upon the most 
absolutely captivating head-gear. The N.W. ridge of the 
Nesthorn, so lately conquered t by Messrs. Hope and Kirk- 
patrick, looked most impressive. 

We then descended the rest of the ar6te to the Beich Pass, 
by snow first and afterwards by rocks. There were many 
quite enjoyable little excitements in this descent, the more 
delightful because hitherto the weather had treated us with 
such scant consideration. 

In  going down from the pass we did not keep sufficiently to 

* I t  seemed to us that the eastern point was considerably more 
than two metres higher than the western. 
t Alppne Journal, vol. xxii. p. 618. 
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the W. The fault was mine, for I had recollections of descending 
to the W. of a sort of arkte of rocks. Consequently we went 
straight down by a big snow couloir on the W. of the ridge 
of rocks immediately to the E. of the pass. When we had 
descended some way in deep snow Stoller, who was leading, 
refused to proceed any further, as he said we should have to  
pass under a hanging glacier, which was very visible to the 
W. of our track. With his objection we thoroughly agreed, 
though i t  was urged that the ridge to the E. of our track 
would take us safely to the valley; it was, however, decided 
that we must retrace our steps, make a traverse above the 
hanging glacier, and then seek a way down on the W. of 
that threatening obstacle. To some perhaps a moilosyllable 
would have summed up the situation, but the word was 
not spoken. The snow was nearly up to our knees, but 
the retrograde movement was duly effected, not in what 
remained of our footsteps of the descent, but through un- 
touched snow interspersed with a few rocks a little more to 
the E. These rocks were like the porter in Nacbeth to 
the rest of that play; without them the reascent would have 
been pure tragedy. 

Having passed above the hanging glacier westwards, a 
descent was made practically straight down to the Lotschen- 
thal. We soon discarded the rope, and going as we pleased- 
a glissade of some 500 ft. being part of the programme- 
arrived separately a t  the stream in the valley. I waa the 
last to reach it, and found the others preparing for afternoon 
tea, for we carried with us a small tea-kettle with a folding 
handle-an adjunct to comfort so cheap (it cost a shilling), 
so light, and so consolatory that we are not likely to forget 
it in the future. The guides fully appreciated its virtues and 
had been thoughtful enough to carry with them a few dry 
sticks. The sparkling water of the stream and the latest left 
of our store of lemons completed our happiness. 

We had a beautiful walk down the valley to Ried. The 
woods, fresh from the recent rains, mere charming ; even the 
pastures had some of them received a pleasing verdure. At 
one hamlet half a small God's acre was simply ablaze with 
flowers, many of them annuals. The peasants whom we met 
had not lost the natural friendly feeling for strangers which 
still survives in primitive valleys; they all said, 'Good 
evening.' TITe reciprocated their kindly wishes. Such 
hospitable greetings, though they may cost little, are worth 
much in these days of everything for advertisement and 
advertisement for everything. The younger women were for 
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the most par t  comely and wore a headdress-I know not 
whether i t  should be called hat or cap-which attracted 
Benjamin's attention. Stoller was already acquainted with 
the phenomenon. 

But the mountains were the great attraction. Sometimes 
as we looked back the distant Schienhorn glowed in the 
sumptuous light of evening. Sometimes a scarf of golden 
cloud hid the  stately Lotschenthaler Breithorn. Anon it half 
dissolved, showing a blue space of slry above the icy walls and 
sharp snow-crests. Sometimes a soft, semi-transparent vesture 
of pale pink wrapped the Breitlauihorn ; you lowered your 
eyes to t h e  pine woods or to the pale purple of the colchicum 
in the meadow. When you raised them again it had gone. 
The Lautsrbrunnen Breithorn, which, by the way, from the 
Beich Pass  in sunshine might be taken for a massive Duomo 
of spotless white marble, remained behind a heavy curtain of 
cloud, a s  though a great stage effect was preparing. Suddenly 
the n-ind raised the curtain and a masterpiece of Nature's 
theatre claimed our almost breathless admiration. 

After hearing from more than one quarter disquieting 
reports of the inn at Ried, which had been enlarged since my 
last visit, it is a pleasure to be able to say that we found it clean 
and comfortable and the prices reasonable. The next morning 
was lovely, and it was not till about ten o'clock that we left 
for the Lotschen Pass and Kandersteg. We had a delightful 
walk. On the outskirts of the pine woods there were many 
striking single trees-patriarchs among their kind. In places 
there were acres of Anemone alpina in seed. Fancy the sight 
in spring, when ten tho~isaad of them were raising their open 
cups in sun-worship ! When we had walked some distance, 
as we were lunching, we were witnesses of a curious hybrid 
friendship, if I may be allowed the phrase, between n red 
calf and a black lamb. We watched them with amusement ; 
they were the quaintest pair. When the calf stood still the 
lamb composed hereelf to sleep comfortably in his shadow. 
Khen he moved on she got up and followed. The bulkin 
kept well away from the herd, for doubtless the heifers all 
made fun of him and his ally. 

So far the weather had been splendid, and we had had 
glorious views of the peaks I have previously mentioned, ns 
well as of the tremendous wedge of the Bietschhorn, but 
when we came to the spot where the wnters separate-those 
for the North Sea to the Kander and those for the Rfediter- 
ranean to the Lonza-fog came down upon us. There was 
a considerable quantity of snow about, and we went on, 
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seeing but very little till we had got a good way down into 
the Gasternthal. The special flower of this side was 
Aconitzrm NopeUzss, the great majority of blooms being of 
the ordinary blue variety, but one or two of a pinkish mauve 
tint, such as I had not come across elsewhere. We saw four 
ptarmigan, and then when we got close to the floor of the 
~ a l l e v  the mists cleared t i  little. The cattle had left the high 
pastires, for it was now September, and it was only whin 
we were in the valley, close to the Kander torrent, that we 
found a chalet where we could obtain milk and so enjoy tea. 
The little inn across the stream looked quite inviting, but 
would have taken a good half-hour to reach. The shades 
of night were rehearsing the opening line of, Excelsior as  we 
finished our tea-drinking. I was agreeably surprised a t  the 
Gasternthal, as  I think was Compton, though he knew the 
country and I did not. 

I expected grim crags, storm-worn slopes, and more or less 
btsre flats. with occasional ~ a s t u r e s  : but we found instead 
green meidows and quite imposing' forests, though above 
them there were sheer cliffs almost without a single ledge, 
with an occasional wreath of dangling water-smoke, and 
savage battlemented rock-towers, compared with which the 
famous Chitteau Gaillard of the Lion Heart were hardly 
more than a toy. 

Gradually the light grew less. I n  one or two places the 
Kander had amused himself by destroying the pathway. 
There was no obvious exit from the darkening ravine down 
which we plodded. We seemed to be shut in as  if in a 
prison. The gruff voice of the Icander seemed to mock us. 
The pitiless walls and fast gathering gloom seemed to close 
in upon us. The light went all but out. I t  mas a most 
impressive walk. But of course we knew that there was a 
way out, and moreover Stoller had been sent on to his 
father-in-law's hostelry, the Hotel hliiller, to see that supper 
was ready on our arrival. To be brief, we duly reached the 
inn. Supper was ready. We had had a day and a half's 
fine weather, and mnde good use of such, in 1905, no mean 
good fortune. We deserved to sleep well, and did so. The 
Hbtel Miiller earned our grateful commendation. 

I found Kandersteg greatly altered. The water cart has 
arrived, the electric light is in working order, new hotels 
and restaurants are well-nigh as plentiful as  blackberries. 
I t  is a place for Dives, that lived in purple. To be sure if 
the shortly expected electric railway comes-I say nothing- 
but may Kandersteg never become the place for Dives in the 
last phase of his history. 
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BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD.' 

AST summer Mr. Mumm and I undertook a journey to L the glaciers of the range which claims to be Ptolemy's 
' Mountains of the Moon,' and is known to modern geographers 
ae Ruwenzori. Moritz Inderbinnen, of Zermatt, accompanied 
us. 

From Entebbe, on Lake Victoria, the beautifully situated 
capital of the Uganda Protectorate, it is an easy fortnight's 
march or ride to Fort Portal, the British outpost under the 
low northern spurs of Ruwenzori. Three days more take the 
traveller to the last village in the Mubuku valley, which 
offers, as our predecessors had proved, the easiest, i f  not the 
only, access from the east to the highest part of the range. 
Here, to our surprise, we found among the beehive huts a 
cover of 'Punch' and part of a London weekly illustrated 
newspaper. They had been left behind by a negro sent out by 
an English official as a natural history collector. Civilisation 
advances ; our own mail reached us a few miles lower down 
the valley on our return. 

It was early in November when we approached the moun- 
tain. The time of our visit, after many inquiries in England 
from travellers or recent residents in Uganda, had been 
mainly determined by the printed statement of our most 
distinguished predecessor that November was likely to be a 
good month for climbing and exploration. Unfortunately for 
our plans November proved last year-and I was told locally 
it generally is-one of the very worst months. It was not till 
we got to the spot that we ascertained from Mr. hladdock, a 
mountaineering missionary, from the prime minister of the 
local potentate, Kasagama, a most helpful and intelligent 
person, and from numerous natives, that the fine-weather 
months on the mountain are two-January and July. The 
plains are then frequently wrapped in haze, but on the 
heights the air, as a rule, is relatively clear and cold, the 
streams run low, and the swampy flats are at  least partially 
dried up. You may have bad days, but they are rather the 
exception than the rule. 

We encopntered from the first most unfavourable condi- 
tions. A torrent our predecessors had all waded without 

- - - - - 

- The substance of Mr. Freshfield's narrative printed above firet 
appeared as a letter to the Editor of the Tittles on January 18 last. 



difficulty was unfordable, and had to be bridged. The  
8,000 ft. or 9,000 ft. ascent to the head of the Mubuku 
valley was an alternation of morasses, brimming over under 
incessant cloud-bursts, of precipitous mud-slides, and rotten 
barricades of fallen trees, veiling pitfalls deep enough t o  
swallow a man. The so called ' rock shelters' used by t h e  
natives when hunting in the dry season were now no better 
than dripping wells. From morning to night, with too brief 
intervals, chilly  blast^ drove the teeming mists up the deep 
trench between the dark mountain walls, blotting out every- 
thing 50 yards off. The universal moisture invaded ou r  
tents, it permeated our clothes and bones, and the only 
exercise possible was wading. 

The highest rock shelter in use, Bujongolo, is I+ hr. below 
the end of the glacier. Here, for the sake of our carriers, 
we camped. On the first break in the mists we set forth o n  
a reconnaissance. The head of the Mubuku valley is a flat- 
bottomed basin, hemmed in on all sides by black cliffs, stained 
gold above by mosses, draped lower down in the uncanny 
vegetation excellently described and drawn by Sir Harry  
Johnston, and recently botanically inves tigated by Mr. Mawe.' 
A considerable expanse of glacier is visible on the sky line i n  
front, spreading out its skirts broadly on the top of the cliffs 
to the traveller's left, but on his right letting fall a long fold 
down a cleft or hollow, to within about 500 ft. of the floor of 
the valley. As at  Rosenlaui, but on a smaller scale, a broken 
icefall is contained between steep rocks. I t  was probably the 
appearance of this icefall that induced Mrs. Fisher, the 
plucky missionary lady who accompanied her husband thus 
far, to hazard an  assertion, which has been recently quoted 
as authoritative, that the highest summits of Ruwenzori will 
prove inaccessible. I venture to think that i t  will not be 
very long before this prophecy goes the may of many others, 
made on better grounds, of a similar character. At any rate, 
this has been the ' sticking-point ' of most of the adventurers 
who have approached Ruwenzori. What actually stopped 
them was a rock-face, calling for the use of a rope. My 
companions, who pushed on hoping to make smooth a track 
for use in our final assault, very soon mastered this obstacle. 
Above it, however, they were compelled to take to the glacier. 
In  about an hour, after some step-cutting along narrow 
ridges, which might well prove alarming. or even dangerous, 
to novices in icework, they found themselves on the verge 
- - 

See Journal of the African Society, No. 18, January 1906. 



of the uncrevassed upper slopes, which lead to the gap S. 
of the highest peak. From distant views we obtained and 
photographed there is, I feel confident, likely to be little 
difficulty for practised climbers above this point. But, having 
regard to the  risk that may be run in the icefall by persons 
unused to glaciers, I have recommended l o c ~ l  explorers to 
prefer a more circuitous route indicated by some of our 
predecessors, and to endeavour to reach the snow on the top 
of the cliffs to the left. In this direction one traveller, Mr. 
Moore, believes himself to have gained the watershed at  a 
height of about 14,900 ft. 

My companions stopped when fog again fell on them at  a 
height of 14,600 fa. Their object was entirely a practical 
one ; they had no thought of 'breaking a record.' The 
motive indicated in this singular phrase is, indeed, hardly 
recognised among us elder mountaineers. Our battles have 
been with the mountains, and few of us have ever been at  
the pains to endeavour to disguise defeat, either to ourselves 
or others, by claiming minute advantages over less fortunate 
or less persevering competitors.' 

The opportunity, however, to utilise this reconnaissance 
never came. Fortune did not give us a chance. Moritz's 
step-cutting was thrown away. To be overtaken by storm on 
the well known snowfields of hlont Blanc or hlonte Rosa is, 
as has  been too often proved, perilous ; to venture in fog upon 
those of an unknown mountain would have been in the 
highest degree foolhardy. Our foul weather continued, and 
24 hrs. after our retreat to the lower valley its torrent came 
down in a spate which showed that had we waited longer we 
might have fared worse. 

Though thus defeated in our principal aim we have learnt 
enough from the dietant views we were, in rare but fortunate 
glimpses, able to obtain to be in a position to do a good 
deal towards correcting some of the inaccurate impressions 
recorded by previous travellers. I must postpone for the 
present many details as to topography and nomenclature. I 
will mention only a few of the most salient points. The highest 
crest is not, as has been supposed, the bold rock peak con- 
spicuous from the upper Mubuku valley, but a snowy summit 
more to the N. I t  is depicted from the W. in a fine 

* A German treveller, Dr. David, has stated in a letter (Globus 
for 1904, No. 86, p. 62) that he reached,16,000 ft., on a ridge N. of 
Dr. Stuhlmann's route on the W. side. He gives no details of any 
kind. 



photogravure in Dr. Stuhlmann's book. From Butiti, t he  
second rest-house from Fort Portal on the Kampala road, me 
had a clear panorama of the entire range. I t  was easy t o  
recognise the reversed outline of the portion of it figured in  
the German plate. For reasons I cannot yet set out fully I 
feel confident that the highest point does not exceed 18,000 
ft. I t  is supported by several bold rock peaks, the gullies 
of which hold permanent snow. For the southernmost of 
these the height of 16,757 ft. was obtained by the English 
members of the Anglo-German Frontier Delimitation Com- 
mission.* 

In comparing Ruwenzori to the Alps or Caucasus the extent 
of the snowy range has been monstrously exaggerated. A 
circle 12 miles in diameter would, I believe, completely cover 
all its glaciers. A remarkable feature in these glaciers, 
noticeable to a less extent in the Sikkim Himalaya, is that 
they discharge no meltings, but waste away under atmospheric 
influences. A tiny clear rivulet, the issue probably of some 
fountain beneath the ice, is all that represents the source of 
the highest tributary of the Nile. Trees grow up to 15,000 
ft., and the snow line, in any sense in which the term is used 
by orographers, is not therefore at 13,000 ft., though I did 
make a snowball at  that level. Through the very heart of 
the chain there is a native pass which must be over 14,000 
ft., and which does not touch snow. 

The ' Saddle Peak ' indicated in some maps, several miles 
to the N. of the central group, is an invention, or rather a 
duplication of the highest peak, which has two tops. If 
Mr. Mumm succeeds in developing his photographs these 
matters will be made more clear. 

We found the mountain tribe the Bakonjo, who served us 
as porters, very pleasant people. They carried heavy burdens 
up the worst paths with amazing skill and alacrity ; on the 
march they were willing, helpful, and intelligent. Fortified 
by the blankets and food we supplied (provisionment gave us 
no trouble) they endured the weather without a grumble. On 
rocks they can climb; snow and ice, of course, are beyond 
them. The slopes round their villages are industriously 
cultivated, and we saw many plots on the forest outskirts 
being cleared for maize fields. 

With the frosty splendours of the Alps, Caucasus, or 
Himalaya the solitary African mountain cannot, as I have 
said, pretend to vie. But the scenery of Ruwenzori has an 

' * See Geographical Journal, December 1905, p. 620. 



extraordinary character of its own. I t  must impress even 
those (and perhaps most those) who are familiar with many 
of the great ranges of Europe and Asia. The landscapes of 
the foothills, enlivened by banana groves and beehive huts, 
by clusters of palms and red-blossomed trees ; the deep bays at 
the base of the central range, clothed in a belt of tropical 
forest over which frowns the serrated crest of the Portal 
Peaks-scenery of this kind may be seen elsewhere. But the 
strange and fantastic aspect of the inner glens, with their 
dark, smooth, gleaming walls and broken battlements and 
their almost incredibly grotesque vegetation, is, so far as I 
know, unique. The traveller is tempted to fancy himself 
wandering among the relics of an earlier world, or under the 
influence of a Doresque nightmare. The prevailing im- 
pression, in  our case at  least, was one of gloom. Yet when a 
passing ray of sunshine slanted across the black and gold 
cliffs and lit up the lichens on the gigantic heaths the effects 
of colour were superb. 

Beautiful also, when the pall upon the mountain lifted 
sufficiently to reveal beneath it the sunshine of the lower 
world, were the views out over the broad valley to the east 
and across the shining levels of Lake Ruisamba to the hills 
of Ankole, greener Apennines, glowing through the morning 
hours in aerial colours, more brilliant and translucent even 
than those of Italy. Lake Ruisamba is often represented on 
maps a s  a backwater of Lake Albert Edward. At the time of 
our visit it was connected with it by a swift, smooth-flowing 
stream, several miles in length, and second only in breadth and 
apparent volume to the Trictoria Nile. I t  is strange that in 
a region so riverless as Uganda such a feature should have 
been hitherto little noticed. 

In conclusion I should like to point out that in this 
district me are at this moment engaged in a frontier contro- 
versy of some importance with the Congo State, arising from 
the rough and ready way in which the Foreign Office has 
been accustomed in Africa to tnke degrees of latitude or 
longitude for political boundaries. Here Nature herself had 
provided one in the Semliki River, which, with a little give 
and take, ought to be able to be made accepta.ble to both 
sides. The Belgians owe much to the Ugnnda Protectorate, 
and can hardly afford to quarrel with it. Their mails, their 
officials, their engineers and machinery, their trade caravans 
of hides and ivory pass to and fro through it from the east 
coast to the Upper Congo, to which it affords by weelis the 
shortest route from Europe. I trust that, at any rate, 
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Ruwenzori, even if it is not, as  mas lately thought, the highest 
mountain in Africa, will not be given away as Iiilimanjaro 
has been. To the native chiefs round its base the question is 
one of more than sentiment. One of them has recently 
shown his anxiety by tendering to the Uganda Government 
the house tax for his whole tribe, in the hope that he might 
thereby establish his claim to be, and remain, a British 
subject. 

HIMALAYAN EXPLORATION. 

MR. DOL~GLAB FRESHFIELD, iri concluding his address to t h e  
British Association a t  Durban in September last, referred t o  
the prospects of Himalayan exploration, and made an im- 
portant announcement as  to communications that had re- 
cently passed between Lord Curzon, then Yiceroy of lndin, 
and himself. It was to the following effect :- 

Lord Curzon, acting on his own initiative, had expressed 
his desire that some further endeavonrs should be made to 
explore, and, if possible, to climb, either Iiangchenjunga o r  
Mount Everest, and with this end in view had proposed t o  
Mr. Freshfield to act as  an intermediary in organising such 
an  attempt arid obtaining the sympathy and material support 
of the Alpine Club, the Geographical Society, and any other 
scientific bodies likely to be interested. On his on-n part h e  
promised to recommend to the Indian Government to con- 
tribute substantially to the cost of the expedition, and to do 
his best to get permission from the Nepalese authorities for 
its sojourn in their territory. 

The matter was accordingly brought before tlie Council of 
the Royal Geographical Society and our Committee. The 
Council instructed their President to make further inquiry of 
the Viceroy as to the exact scope of the proposed expedition 
before deciding on any action. The Alpine Club Committee 
promptly requested our President to express their most cordial 
appreciation of the Ticerog's suggestion, and their willingness 
to co-operate as far as mas in their poner. I t  was agreed 
that it was too late for anything to be done last summer ; 
but that the Viceroy should be informed that Dr. T. C. Long- 
staff, who was just starting for the Himalaya for climbing 
purposes, might be able to make useful practical suggestions. 
Dr. Longstaff, after an independent excursion in Kurnaon, 
was permitted by the Ticeroy to accompany the official party 
that visited the Kailas. H e  has not as yet returned to 
England. 
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Neantime the resignation of Lord Curzon has delayed any 
further steps in the matter. To his personal initiative the 
proposal was doubtless due. It is not every Viceroy of India 
who is a n  enthusiastio geographer, and we know as yet 
nothing of what his successor's views may be. We have 
good grounds, however, for hope. Lord Minto has long been 
a member of the Alpine Club. There is, moreover, a growing 
interest among the Survey officers in India, in mountain 
work, and we trust that after due deliberation a joint and 
competent party of surveyors and mountaineers may be 
organised to explore the environs of the highest mountain of 
the world, and to climb as far a s  possible towards its summit. 
T h a t  the summit should be reached in a first attempt is, of 
course, highly improbable. The degree of success attained 
will, we believe, largely depend on the presence in the party 
of Major Bruce or an officer like him, with a little band of 
trained and properly shod Gurkhas under his command. 

-- - - - - - -- - 

THE DISASTER ON KANGCHENJUNGA. 

Lu our last numbar we were only able briefly to record the disaster 
in  which one of the three Swiss members of a party that started 
last summer to attempt Iiangchenjunga lost his life, together with 
three coolies.* The party consisted of three Swiss, Dr. Jacot- 
Guillarmod, M. Reymond, and Lieutenant Pache. They put 
themselves under the leadership of an Englishman, writing over the 
signature Alliston Crowley, and described by the ' Daily Mail ' as its 
a Special Commissioner.' He had been one of the companions of Dr. 
Jacot-Guillarmod in a cosmopolitan company that visited the Kara- 
koram in 1892. Crowley, to whom the commissariat arrange- 
ments had been entrusted, added to the party an Italian hotel- 
keeper from Da jiling, named De Righi. The expedition proceeded 
by the Singalila ridge and the Chumbab La to the Yalung valley, 
and having marched up the glacier at its head attacked the great 
curtain of icy slopes which falls from the base of the cliffs of 
the S.W. face of Kangchenjunga. They succeeded in establishing 
a camp at 6,200 m. (20,843 ft.), and some of them, according to 
Dr. Jacot-Guillarmod, climbed 1,000 ft. higher. Cromley's account 
of the disaster which, on September 1, put a stop to the expe- 
dition has been widely circulated in this country in the 'Daily 
Mail ' and in India in the ' Pioneer.' It  is strongly objected to by 
the remaining European members of the party, and in justice to 
them we think it right to reproduce in an abbreviated form a 
portion of the narrative published by Dr. Jacot-Guillarmod in the 
Gazette de Lausanne ' (November 11, 1905). The party, at least 

One coolie had previously perished by a tall on treacherous snow. 
E 2 
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all its European members, were assembled in the middle of the day, 
on September 1, at  the highest camp. In  the afternoon Dr. 
Guillarmod, Lieutenant Pache, and De Righi, with three natives, 
started to descend the glacier to a lower camp, leaving Crowley 
and Reymond at the higher. Crowley states that he warned them 
of the danger they were incurring in descending so late in the 
day with a large party. While traversing a snow-slope the two 
coolies who were in the middle slipped, dragging with them Pache 
and the third native, who were behind, and the Doctor and De 
Righi, who were in front. The two last-named escaped with 
a severe shaking. Their four companions, Pache and the three 
natives, were buried in the snow brought down by the fall. The 
cries of the survivors soon summoned Reymond, who found 
apparently no difficulty in descending alone from the upper camp. 
Crowley, however, by his own avowal, remained in the tent in 
bed, drinking tea, and on the same e~ening wrote a long letter, 
printed in the 'Pioneer ' of September 11, from which the following 
sentences are culled: ' As it was I could do nothing more than 
send out Reymond on the forlorn hope. Not that I was over 
anxious in the circumstances to render help. A mountain " acci- 
dent" of this sort is one of the things for which I have no 
sympethy whatever. . . . To-morrow I hope to go down and find 
out how things stand.' In  another letter, written three days later 
and published on the 15th, he explains that it would have taken 
him ten minutes to dress, and that he had told Reymond to call 
him if more help was wanted, which he did not do. The first 
search for the bodies was in vain. They were not found until 
3 days later (after Crowley had left the party), buried under 
10 ft. of snow. 

Into the internal dissensions of the travellers, discussed at  
lamentable length in the newspaper correspondence, we must 
deoline to enter. In the conditions described, and with for a 
leader a man capable of writing the extraordinary letters printed in 
the ' Pioneer,' trouble in camp and disaster on the mountain were 
to be looked for. We will only add for the sake of foreign members 
and readers who have not seen these letters that the ' Special 
Commissioner ' of the 'Daily Mail ' has never had any connection 
with the Alpine Club. To those who have seen the letters in 
question this statement will be altogether uuperfluous.* 

We gladly turn to the topographical results of the expedition, 
the chief of which is the exploration of the Yalung basin, which 
lies enclosed between the back of Kabru, the Talung saddle, 
Kangchenjunga, and the long ridge that connects it with Jannu. 
Dr. Guillarmod has brought back many photographs, some of 
which we shall no doubt see in due time. One, of the scene of 
the accident, has been published in the ' Sphere ' (November 18). 
Meantime he has promised to correct the delineation of the Yalung 

- - - - - - - 

* The correspondence can be read in the book of ' Cuttings' kept in the 
Club rooms. 
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glacier in Mr. Garwood's map, which blr. Freshfield has put at  his . 
disposal for this purpose. In view of some recent and possible 
future criticisms Mr. Freshfield asks us to call attention to the 
statements made in his 'Round Kangchenjunga ' with respect to 
this portion of the map. On p. 210 he points out that he has 
been reduced for the Yalung basin to 'interpret the probable 
import of the strange indications (of Rinsing's, the native explorer's, 
MS. map) by analogy from his treatment of the other glaciers we 
explored in detail.' On p. 304 Mr. Garwood repeats this state- 
ment. On the map itself two marks of interrogation are placed 
o n  the Yalung glacier, and in the comer is this note : ' Where 3 
are placed on the map the topogrsphical material at  hand was 
inadequate.' The spur of Jannu and the buttress of Kangchenjunga 
mentioned in the correspondence are clearly indicated on the map 
and in the illustrations in Mr. Freshfield's volume, where the 
latter is numbered 4 (see plates opposite pp. 122, 158, and 234). 

With regard to climbing Kangchenjunga some additional facts 
have been ascertained. From the highest basin of the Yalung 
glacier slopes, variously estimated at  from 20" to 50°, lead up to the 
bese of the cliffs of Kangchenjunga. These slopes are, it appears, 
not, in so far as they have been climbed, dificult, but very dangeroue 
for any but properly shod and practised mountaineers. They should 
not be attempted except by a party whose porters have, and have 
learnt to use, crampons. They would appear to abut on the base 
of the cliffs just to the W. of the highest peak of Kangchenjunga, 
where a broad, sloping shelf runs up close to a singular horseshoe 
crag.* I t  is conceivable that a way to the top of Kangchenj~inp 
may be forced in this direction. But in the panorama for which 
we have to thank Dr. Guillarmod the middle slopes are too much 
foreshortened for it to be easy to judge as to their character, while 
the upper cliffs, so conspicuous in the views from above Jongri, 
almost disappear. 
In another and more important respect we trust that this dis- 

astrous expedition may have results which will, to some extent, 
compensate for the temporary discredit it has brought upon 
mountaineering in India. All who are seriously interested in 
Himalayan exploration must join with us in the hope that the 
authorities at  Calcutta may recognise the expediency of exercising 
in future the same caution they have, as a rule, exercised in tlle 
past before facilitating the entrance of travellers into the native 
States or territories on the northern frontiers of India. 

The Indian Government gave, it will have been noticed, the expedi- 
tion commanded by the Special Commissioner ' of the ' Daily Mail ' 
very unusual assistance. hlr. White and Mr. Dover, the local oflicers 
in Sikhim, procured coolies for it ; permission mas even applied for 
and obtained from the Nepalese authorities for it to enter their 
territory. The travellers, as was to be expected, had trouble with 

See illustration opposite p. 231 of 'Hound K~ngclienjungtr, '  t r n d  paper on 
How to Climb Kangchenjunga,' itllni~c Jozrnlc~l,  \ol. zxii. KO. 164. 
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the coolies, and then blamed the Government in place of themselves 
and the nature of coolies. Fortunately they did not penetrate far 
into Nepal, for we tremble to think what complications might have 
been produced by a leader who has apparently not only succeeded 
to the post but also inherited the methods of Mr. Savage Landor. 

F. D. BROCKLEHURST. 

THE year 1905 was a sad one, marke'd as it was by the loss of 
several of our well known members, amongst whom was Mr. F. D. 
Brocklehurst. 

Like so many of the older members he was possessed with the  
spirit of travel, and ill the days when Japan was an eastern dream, 
and the Salt Plains of America a terrible reality, he explored those 
countries, and completed an Indian tour with a sporting expedition 
to the Himalaya. I t  was on the strength of this last named 
journey that he became a member of the Alpine Club in 1868, 
though, as he often said, the expedition that looked best on his  
qualification list was but a long snow trudge. 

He was to the end essentially a traveller, visiting nearly every 
part of the world, and his keen interest in human nature as well a s  
scenery, coupled with a quiet but vivid power of description, made 
him the most interesting companion at all times. 

He was of a sensitive and rather retiring disposition, and seldom 
talked of what he had done as a climber, but during his repeated 
visits to the Alps he made many ascents in a great variety of 
districts. 

He was one of those men who, leading a simple life, keep them- 
selves mentally young. He was always happy with younger men, 
and the charm of his hospitality and conversation, his advice and 
esample, will ever remain fresh in the minds of those who knew 
him well. At the age of 65 he was still young enough in body also 
to make the ascent of the Matterhorn. 

This is hardly the place to say much of the position he held i n  
hie own neighbourhood. He was a delightful host, a just and 
sympathetic magistrate, a good landlord, and B munificent benefactor 
to his native town. 

.- 
C. P. 

- 

JOSEPH COLLIER. 
Quis tle~iderio sit pitdur aztt lt~odus 
Tnnz cctri capitis .' 

\\.'Ho could but grieve for Joseph Collier, taken from us in his 
prime, the man whom we, his friends, regarded as the type of 
cheerfulness, of enthusiasm, of overflowing vitality 3 Even in our 
grief it is hard to realise that we shall not hear again that pithy 
counsel, the flow of anecdote and flashes of repartee, or the 



cheering voice bidding us follow up on the crags of Scafell or the 
ridges of Ben Nevis. I have before me as I write a pilotograph of 
a group of well known climbers, taken just ten years ago at Fort 
William : i t  is a group of men each rather accustomed to holding 
his own in talking and doing, and yet they all felt themselves 
pleasantly dominated by the high spirits and the intense hzb~lmnity 
of Joseph Collier. When the time came for making up the Christ- 
mas or Easter party for a week's scrambling was not the first 
thought with many of us, ' Will Collier come ? ' His presence on 
the rope was not so much valued because he was a remarkably 
skilful cragsman (and I believe that, for a few years, he was one of 
the two or  three moet brilliant of English rock-climbers), but 
because his decision always inspired such confidence. The boldness 
and rapidity with which he tackled a difficult pitch seemed to rob 
it of half its terrors; the apparent ease with which he ascended 
a vertical chinlney made it look almost inviting I And his judg- 
ment in his own powers was very rarely at fault; very few of his 
friends can remember a rock-face or chimney which remained 
intractable when Collier had once said that ' it would go.' ' Collier's 
Exit ' and ' Collier's Climb ' on the precipitous face of Scafell bear 
witness to .the boldnesrr, the resource, and the agility of their first 
climber. I have good reason to remember Collier's power of hold 
on the overhanging trarerse on the face of IIoss Ghyll. 

A remarkably incisive and dramatic speaker, Collier could 
describe a climb with such accuracy of detail, with so just an 
emphasis on what was really diEcult, and with such appropriate 
gesture and play of feature that those who had climbed with him 
enjoyed nothing more than to listen to the faecinating tale from his 
lips while they watcherE him balancing on some narrow ledge or 
feeling the smooth wall for the invisible finger-hold ! His acting 
would make our flesh creep and then leap with the joy of acconl- 
plishment. But though he possessed the art of the story-teller 
and a large share of humour, Collier, like many men of very active 
life, did not care to put his thoughts on paper. I do not know of 
any written account of his mountaineering experiences escept 
those written home to his wife in letters which did not aim at 
literary form. Mrs. Collier has allowed me to see these letters, 
and with her permission I make one extract from a letter sent from 
bhe Caucasus in July 1894, when Collier with Messrs. Solly and 
Nemlnarch were preparing for a second attempt on Ushba :- 

' Gul C ~ ~ r n p ,  Betsho : Ju ly  25, 1894. 

' We have made the first ascent of a mountain called Bc~khtau ; 
to do this we left our camp early the day before yesterday and took 
our horses and two men as far as we could up the valley towards 
the mountain we had seen in the distance. A glacier descended 
from our mountain by a side valley, so we made for this; but we 
soon had to send our horses back, as the undergrowth in the forest 
was too thick and there was not the faintest path of any kind. 
So we loaded our provisions and sleeping-bags on our backs and 



worked away through the dense primeval forest ; and when we a t  
last got through the lower thickets we came upon miles of a perfect 
garden of all kinds of flowers reaching high above our heads. We 
had to keep near together, so as not to get lost ! And through all 
this were rushing many most beautiful streams. At last we got 
above the flowers to the usual band of rhododendrons which always 
grow here after a certain height up to the foot of the glaciers. 
Here we had supper and lay down to sleep. Up at 2 A.M. and 
tackled the mountain by a route I had chosen from many miles 
away, first up the glacier and then by steep snow-slopes. We 
reached the summit at 7 A.M.. built a cairn, had breakfast and a, 
most glorious view, left our cards in a sardine tin, and got down 
safely and swiftly. But we had a terrible time getting through the 
woods. I got so tired of forcing my way through the dense jungle 
that at last I took to the river deliberately, and we walked down 
the last part knee-deep in water. Back to camp at 6 P.M., all 
tired, as we had been going for almost 16 hrs. . . . A wild- 
looking messenger has just brought up your letter, and I am lying 
on the grass writing to ou while he waits, standing by his horse, 
with his rifle on his b a d  and revolver and dagger in his belt. . .' 

Joseph Collier was born a t  Hyde in 1865, and was educated a t  
the blnnchester Grammar School and the Owens College. He did 
not commence his medical studies until he was 21, but his career 
as a student mas quick and brilliant. He graduated M.B. of the 
University of London in 1883, being University Scholar with the 
Gold Medal for Forensic Medicine. In  1884 he graduated as 
Bachelor of Surgery, winning a University Scholarship and the Gold 
Medal for Surgery. He became Fellow of the Royal College of 
Surgeons in 1885. After serving as demonstrator in anatomy a t  
the Omens College under Professor Watson he turned definitely to 
surgery and acted as house surgeon and then as resident surgical 
officer at the Manchester Royal Infirmary. At the conclusion of 
his period of office he started private practice as a surgeon. Work 
came to hiin slowly at first, but, as his powers developed, with ever 
increasing rapidity, so that during the last few years his practice 
was one of the busiest in Lancashire. For 15 years he was 
surgeon to the Children's Hospital a t  Pendlebury. In  1899 he was 
appointed honorary assistant-surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, and 
in the following year he became full surgeon. Hc was lecturer in 
practical surgery at the blanchester Pniversity. 

As a teacher he was most successful; his energy and ferrour 
were stimulnting and infectious, while his rapidity and skill roused 
the enthusiasm of his classes. As an operator I am assured by his 
colleagues that his rapidity of judgment was no less striking than 
his quickness of hand. ' He mas full of resource in the face of an 
emergency. He was at his best when 11e met with some unespected 
and serious complicntion. He seenied to grasp the situation a t  
once, and without hesitation he ndopted methods to suit the new 
conditions.' Again, a near colleague of his has said, ' It was a 
matter of regret to his friends that he published so little, for h e  



had plenty of originality and a large end varied experience. This 
again was a matter of temperament.' 

A11 his life Collier worked and played hard. As a student he 
was a fine Rugby footballer, playing for Owens College and the 
Manchester Rangers club. Of late years he took up golf enthusius- 
tically and became captain of the Manchester Golf Club. He 
c cled and played lewn tennis and Badminton with keenness. d e joined the l'olunteers, and was captain in the Manchester 
Company of the Royal Army Medical Corps. Though not robust in 
appearance his frame was wonderfully strong ; but it was his really 
oxtraordinrtry agility that distinguished him most from his fellows. 
For years I kept unwhitewashed a dark mark on my library ceiling, 
the mark of Collier's foot : he made it by springing into the air and 
kicking one foot high over his head. I t  was a trick he had learnt 
in the Tyrol. 

For fifteen years Collier was an ardent mountaineer. I n  the 
Caucasus and Norway his name is known as an explorer, but I think 
h e  found his greatest pleasure among the rock pinnacles of the 
Dolomites. And next to these he always loved the English Lakes 
and Scotland. 

I find it very difficult to convey to those who did not know Collier 
how and why he was held so dear in the hearts of those who knew 
him well. To be with him was to be drawn out of one's self and 
to be mentally inrigorated. Although he was self-reliant and wrapt 
up in his immediate pursuit he was one of the most approachable, 
sympathetic, and generous of men. Nothing could exceed his ready 
tact and kindness with children, with the poor and with the unfortu- 
nate. He was singularly happy in his home, and was delightful 
as a host. He made many aud staunch friends : I hardly think 
he can have made an enemy. H. B. D. 

THE BISHOP OF GLOUCESTER. 

I HAVE been asked, as one of the late Bishop of Gloucester's earliest 
companions in the Alps, to write a few words about him as he was 
known to us when taking his favourite pastime in the summer 
holidays. For twenty-five years the month of August was almost 
sure to find him at Be1 Alp. Dr. Ellicott was a true lover of the 
mountains, and delighted in getting away quite alone, or with one 
or two others, to some Alpine recess where he could commune with 
Nature in all her grandeur. He never attempted any exploits upon 
the higher peaks, though in the early seventies I guided him up 
the Unterbachhorn (11,800 ft.), and he thoroughly enjoyed tho 
pretty rock seralllble below its summit. The Great Aletsch Glacier 
was his chief playground ; ase in hand, he would spend hours in 
exploring its 'falls ' and threading his way, with his little party, 
amongst its crevasses. For some years past the Bishop had been 
unable to visit Switzerland, but his love of the mountains remained 
strong even in venerable old age. Many generations of visitors to 



Be1 Alp must remember with pleasure llis genial presence and the 
conversation (always interesting) with which he was wont to beguile 
the after-dinner hour ; those of us who were privileged to know 
him better will ever recall that gentle, kindly, courageous spirit 
which endeared Dr. Ellicott so much to his friends. 

ARTHUR FAIRBANKS. 
- - 

C. J. JOLY, F.R.S. 

BY the death, on January 4, of Charles Jasper Joly, D.Sc., F.R.S., 
Royal Astronomer of Ireland, the Club has lost one of its most 
distinguished scientific members, and those ~ h o  knew him a true 
and well-loved friend. 

A Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, since 1891, he devoted him- 
self chiefly to the study of quaternions, and in 1899 and 1901 were 
published the two volumes of Sir lliilliam Hamilton's original 
work on this subject, which Joly edited a t  the request of the Board 
of Trinity College. 

In 1897 he was appointed Royal Astronomer of Ireland, and 
worked hard in this congenial sphere of duty till his death at the 
early age of 41. His scientific labours mere recognised by the 
Royal Society, which conferred on him its Fellowship in 1904. 

But while the world of science deplores the loss of a brilliant and 
earnest worker his friends in the Alpine Club will remember Joly 
as a singularly gentle, simple-minded, and lovable man. He was 
a true mountain-lover and an active climber, with a real knowledge 
of mountain craft. Gifted with 8 keen sense of humour and an 
imperturbable temper, as well as great physical endurance, Joly 
was an ideal companion on a mountain; and those of us who 
formed a small guideless party at lirolla in 1896 will never forget 
the skill and judgment with which he led us in some difficult and 
anxious situations. He was especially fond of rock-climbing, and 
among the Dolomites of San Martino and Cortina he spent some 
of his happiest mountain holidays. 

Of an estremely modest and retiring nature, Charles Joly was 
not perhaps known to a wide circle in the Alpine Club, but by his 
friends, both within and outside the climbing fraternity, his loss 
will be deeply felt and sincerely mourned. G. SCRIVEN. 

JVISTEII. EXHIBITION, 1905. 
THE ll'inter Exhibition of 1906 was one of great interest to 
members of the Alpine Club and mountaineers generally. I t  
marked the close of a very strenuous art career devoted to moun- 
tains with a sincerity and singleness of purpose beyond all praise. 

I t  would be futile and inadequate to notice such an exhibition 
in the ordinary way, picture by picture, a word of praise here, a 
word of blame there ; it should be rather looked at sympathetically 
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as a whole, with a view to really form an estimate of the deceased 
artist's life work. 

Alfred Williams was at  once a delineator and interpreter of the 
subjects he  loved-a delineator in so far as he faithfully used the 
forms and local conditions of his model, an interpreter in that 
he strove to convey his own strong convictions, even at  the cost of 
some marked characteristic of his subject. He was so impressed 
by the majestic size of the Alps and other great mountains, and 
their atmospheric quality, that he sacrificed the extreme brilliance 
of the sunlit snow against the deep blue of the sky ; indeed it is 
doubtful whether it is possible to convey in art, at  one and the 
same time, the size and the light of an Alpine peak under the effect 
of brilliant sunshine. Therefore the conclusion is that Williams 
was in the  right from his own standpoint, and that he practised 
what a great French critic put into words : ' La premiire vertu de 
l'Art, c'est le sacrifice.' 

One happy reilult of his methods is, that the larger and grander 
the mountain subjects were tlle more successful was his work. As 
a whole the Himalayan pictures were the most impressive. Such 
examples as ' Nanda Devi and Nanda Kot,' ' Trissul,' and the 
' Break in the Xlonsoon ' readily occur to the mind. We have in 
all their  immense size and space. The eye travels over the nearer 
ridges far into the distance, finally reating on the beautiful forms 
of the  distant snows, full of soft but penetrating light. I t  is 
difficult to describe the exact effect on the mind of the spectator, 
but t h e  cant expression ' convincing' is near it. Even if he had 
never beheld the Himalaya the onlooker felt that after he had seen 
Williams's pictures he knew them and had been introduced to a 
new world. 

His  Alpine work is also very impressive, in some cases quite as 
much so, notably in the ' Saasgrat from the Augstbord Pass ' snd in 
' Moonrise and Afterglow at the Schwarzsee.' I t  would be easy to 
name many others, but these mill serve. 

Of his purely ice pictures the ' Icefall of the Gorner Glacier' 
and A Glacier Pool, Foot of Shracs, Col du Gdant ' are amongst 
his most successful works, the soft effulgence of the first draw- 
ing being particularly beautiful. 

Of his British work it is nlore difficult to judge, it being more 
nnequal. He was s t  times not quite so much at home with the 
atmospheric conditions or the forms, and the modifications intro- 
duced by the former in the latter. The rich moisture-laden clouds 
that roll over the British hills from the Atlantio produce a totally 
different set of artistic effects from the dry, clear air of the High 
Alps, and it speaks volumes for his powers that JVilliams succeeded 
so well with such totally different mountain aspects-as, for 
example, the Coolin and the snows of the Jungfrau. That he 
did succeed will be readily admitted by any one who studied his 
' Sgurr nan Gillean ' or ' In Hnrta Corrie.' I t  is true the first work 
has snow on the tops, of which he was master; but the Harts 
Corrie has not, and it is nearly, if not quite, as fine a drawing. 
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To conclude, Alfred Williams was extremely individual as a 
painter ; his work stands on its own merits. Indebted to no school 
and no master, he saw Nature for himself, and won his success 
by virtue of his own great love of the mountains, and by a life, 
when circumstances permitted, devoted to his art. When it is 
remembered how little of his time-for the greater part of his 
life-he could give to it, it is only possible to wonder and admire. 

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

THE following additions have been made since October :- 
ATew Books and hTetu Editmiu. Presei~tsd by thc Auflun-s o* P u b l i s h s .  

Candler, Edmnnd. The unveiling of Lhnsa. 
8v0, pp. xvi, 304 ; map, plates. London, Arnold, 1905. 151- nett 

Tlie story of the Tibetan Mission. 
Caspari, Dr W. ; see Zuntz, PI'. 
Claray, Jean Baptiste. Les Pohsies alpiries dc Jean Baptiste Claray, Insti- 

tuteur B Chamonix en 1815. Malzbrille, Thomas, 190.5 
This is one of 35 copies of a large pnper print of articles published 

in the Bulletin de la Section Vosgienne du C.A.F., 1903-1905, by 
M. E. Woclflin. 

We have referred to these articles as they appeared during the past two 
years. It is of value to have them collected together, as the original 
pauiphlets containing Clarny's work are very rare. Their titles are ; - 

Opuscule pobtique. . . . 8v0, pp. 16. Gendre, Bonnant, 1816 
 chanson^ et hymnes nouveaux . . . par le troubadour des Alpes de 

Faucigiiy. Rro, pp. 8. Paris, Le Normant, 1818 
The titles of Claray's poemn published in this brochure arc;-La 

conquste du Mont Joly ; Itineraire en chanson. B l'usage du Voyageur 
qui risile les glaciers dc la Vallbe de Charnonix ; Chanson descriptive 
des nionta~nes . . . de la sommith du glacier de Buet; La bergere 
du hiont-Envers : La cascade du Pisse-vnche : Tremblement de Terre 
dens toute la T7a11be de Chamouix. Thene are accompanied by notes 
on, and quotatiqns from, contemporary writers and by historical com- 
mentary. Claray's original brochures contain n few other non-alpine 
poems. 

Compton, E. T. ; see Habel, P., Die Hohe Tntra [l905]. 
von DBchy, Moriz. Knuknsus. Reisen und E'orschun~en irn knukasischen 

Hochgebirge. In drei Banden. Berlin, Dietrich Reimer, 1905 
4t0, pp. 348, 396 ; mnps, plates. Vols. 1 and 2 together, Dl. 40 

Vols. 1 and 2 are now published. 
v. Della Torre, Dr K. W. Die Alpenpflanzen in1 Wisscnschntze derdeutschen 

Alpenbewoliner. Festschrift ligg. nnliisslich d. V. ordentl. Generalversamml. 
(1. Ver. z. Schutze d. Alpenpflanzen. Bamberg, Handels-Drnckerei, 1905 - - 
Hvo, pp. 91. 

Dentsche Alpen. Erster Teil : bayerisches Hochland, Algiiu, Vorarlberg ; 
Tirol : Brennerbahn. iitztaler-, Stubuier und Or t l e rp ru~~e .  Bozen. Schlern .. - -  . 
und nosengarten, hlernn. Brenta- und Adamellogruppe ; Bergsmnsker 
Alpen, Gardt~see. 9. Aufl. hfeycr~ Reisebiicher. 

Leipzig u. Wien, Bibliogr. Instit., 1905. M. 5 
8v0, pp. 362 ; maps, plans. 

This edition has been thoroughly revised by Herr Fr. Kuchsrz, with the 
help of members of the ~ a r i o u s  Alpine Clubs. 

Egli, Paul. Beitrag zur I ien~~tniss  dcr Hiililen in der Schweiz. Inaugural- 
Dissertation z. Erlnngung d. Doktor\viirde . . . Ziiricli. 
Hvo, pp. 86 : plate. Ziirich, Ziircher 8. Furrer, 19 
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Etmrs, Sven. Die Phyllopoden, Cladoderen und freilebenden Copepeden der 
nord-schwedischen Hochgebirge. Ein Beitrag zur Tiergeographie, Biologie 
und Sjstematik der arktischen, nord- und mittel-europiiischen Arten. 
Inangurd-Dissertation z. Erlangung d. Doktorwiiide . . . zu Upsnla. 
4t0, pp. 170 ; plates. Naumberg a. S., Lippert, 1904 

Fries, Bob. E. Zur Kenntniss der alpinen Flora im nfirdlichen Argentinien. 
Nova Acta reg. Soc. Sc. Upsaliensie; ser. iv, vol. 1, N. 1. 
4t0, pp. 205 ; map, plates. Upsala, Berling, 1905 

Galzin, Dr E. Les froidures graves. Prophylaxie-premiers soins. 
8 ~ 0 .  pp. 131. Paris, Charles-Lnvauzelle L190.51 

A practical work, by a doctor of a regiment of ' chnsseurs alpinti,' on 
the effects and treatment of the bad results of severe cold, such as 
may be met with during army manceuvres amongst the high Alps. 

Grant, Madison. The Rocky Mountain goat. 
New Pork, Zoological Soc., 1905 

avo, pp. 36 ; ill. Reprinted from the ninth Annual Report of the Society. 
An interesting, well-illustrated, monograph on the ' oreamnos,' one of 

the ' rupicaprinae,' and so related to the chamois, though called a 
' goat.' 

Grindelwald. Winter Life in Grindelwald. Interlaken, Schlaefli [I9051 
Obl. avo, pp. 48 ; ill. 

A pmphle t  describing Grindelwald. 
Habel, Paul. Die Holie Tatra. Sieben Farbendrucke nnd sechsundzwanzig 

Holzschnitte nach Aquarellen von E. T. Compton. 
Folio, pp. 6 ; map, plates. Leipzig, 7I7eber [1905:. M. 10 

The coloured plates are very fine reproductions of sketches by Mr. 
Con~pton. They are most excellently printed, closely resembling 
original watercolours. The size of the plates varies from 11" x 8" to 
18" x 7". Ench is mounted on dark grey cardboard 17" x 12". 
These and the uncoloured pletes and pages of text lie loose in a 
purple grey cardboard portfolio bearing a coloured plate of a sketch 
by Mr. Compton. Altogether a fine work. 

Haglnnd, Emil. Ur de hagnordiska vedaxternas ekologi. Akademisk 
Afhandling. Uppsala, Appelberg, 1906 
$yo, pp. 77 ; plates. 

Henry, Abbe. L'Alplnisme et le Clergb ValdBtain. Notes parues en feuilleton 
dans le Drcckt! d'Aoste. Aoste, Imprim. cathol., 1905 
4to. pp. 47 ; ill. 

This was written for the 34th Congress of the C..4.I. at  Aosta. I t  
deals historically with the hospitality shown to climbers by t l ~ e  
clergy of the district and with the expeditions performed by them 
and their published works thereon. The mention of the names of 
those concerned is sufficient to recall the important part played by 
the111 in mountaineering : Monseigneur Due. Canon Carrel, Canon 
Chanoux, Canon Chamonin and the Abbb~ A. Gorret, Vescoz, Bonin, 
Bovet, Christillin, Clapasson, Rey, Bionaz, A. Currel, ant1 the  rutho or: 
portraits of all of whom are given. 

Hoaie, A. China, no. 1. Report by Nr. A. Hosie, His Ifnjesty's Consul- 
General at Chengtu, on a journey to the eastern frontier of Tibet. I'rc- 
sented to both Houses of Parliament . . . August 1905. 
Folio, pp. 86 ; map. London, JVynian, 1905. 113 

Jenny, Dr Heinr. Ernst. Die Alpendichtung der dtutschen Scliweiz. Ein 
literar-historischer Versuch. Bern, Gustav Grunau, 1905. Fr. 3 
avo, pp. 173. 

This is a most interesting bibliography and criticnl trentment of the 
many poems and novels written t~bout the Alps since the days of 
Haller. The amount of alpine poetry written in German is certainly 
very consiclerable. 
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Joanne, Paul. Collection des Guides-Joanne. Paris, Hachette. 
PyrBnees. 1905 
8v0, pp. 59, xlii, 384 ; maps, plans. 

This edition has been revised by N. Idonmarche from the 1900 edition, 
which wns entirely re-cast by him and If. Boland. 

-- Savoie. 1905 
8v0, pp. 53, xxii, 477 ; maps, plans. 

The ' Guides-Joanne ' are bound in detachable sections. But the 
arrangement of information is not suited altogether to this method 
of detachment. The information on inns, cabs, etc., is given in the 
Index only (which forms the first section) in the case of many places, 
so that if the traveller carry only the section dealing with one district, 
he will find hiniself without information as to inns, etc., in the district. 

There is something to be said for putting hotel information in the 
Index, but probably most travellers find the method of arrangement 
of Baedeker's Guide-books a much more convenient one, especially 
nowadnys, when ' Baedeker ' and ' Joanne ' are bound in sections. 
An addition we would propose to these guide-books is tha t  thera 
should be an index map to the sectional maps ; and an alteration, 
that the 'carte des routes' be moved from its position among the 
advertisements, where it is likely to be overlooked. 

Junk, W. hleine Alpenfahrt. Nit Zeichnungen von Lucian Bernhard. 
Berlin, Modern. Humorist. Verlag, 1905. N. 3 

Folio, pp. 55 ; 3 col. plates. 
Doggerel verses on climbing, such as ;- 

' 0 welch schiines Leben 
1st das Steigerleben, 
Wenn der Klettergreis ist mang uns mang 
Trotzend allen Wettern 
Gleichviel wohin klettern 
Kannst Du, iut das Seil geniigend lang.' 

Kiireteiner, Dr W. Das alpine Rettungswesen in der Scliweiz. IVissenseh. 
Nitteilungen d. schw. alpinen Museums in Bern, Nr. 1. 
8v0, pp. 88 ; map, plates. Bern, 1905. C. 55 

Loewy, Dr A. ; set Zuntz, N. 
Maccnlloch, J. A. The misty isle of Skye. Its scenery, its people, its story. 

Edinburgh and London, Oliphant, 1905. 41- nett 
8vo. pp. 320 ; mnp, plates. 

Many, both of those who already knom the charms of the Skye hills 
and of those who are yet looking forward to acquaintance with 
them, will welcon~e this delightful work. The spirit of the island 
breathes through it and, to such extent ns photography will allow, 
the tones of the light and shade on its hills and waters are here 
reproduced. Visitors to Skye will echo what the autlior says in the 
chapter on ' Nountains';-'The geologist finds in them the n ~ w t  
remarkable group of volcanic rocks in Britain. They tnx the moun- 
taineer's strength and foot and eye, as much as do the Alps. And to 
the mere lover of nature they are eternally wonderful. . . . In 
summer sunshine or on a clear frosty day in winter, every corrie, 
every ~innacle,  every ridge is seen in microscopic detail. . . . When 
3 brilliant winter sun shines on the snowy mantle which descends on 
them so easily, the massive penks shimmer sway into the opalescent 
sky and lobe all their ruggedness and all their weirdness. . . . They 
are hidden from view by clouds and mists, until the wind springs up 
and the wrack of clouds is driven among the peaks, to be torn and 
uhattered by the serrated edges, which emerge black and frowning out 
of the whirling cloud masses.' 

Menbacher, Dr Gtottfried. The Central Tian-Shan Mountains 1902-1903 
I'ublished under the authority of the Royal Geographical Society. 
8v0, pp. ix, 288 ; map, plates. London, Murray, 1905. 181 nett 
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Meyen Beisebiicher ; sre Deutsche Alpen. 
IWlington, P. To Lhassa at  last. London, Smith, Elder, 1905. 316 nett 

avo, p x, 200; frontispiece. 
Xiiller, I% k. ; see zuntz. N. 
Batal. Climbing Natal by Rail and Road. 

Sq. avo, pp. 30 ; plates. Durban, printed by Singleton [I9051 
A government publication ; well illustrated. 
The highest point of the Drakensberg, the range described in this 

pamphlet, reaches over 12,000 ft. Some fine views of the range are 
here given. The best time for visiting the Drakensberg are the 
months of early winter, May and June. Nr Anderson, the Govern- 
ment geologist, contributes notes to hie brochure, from which we quote 
the following ;- 

' To  the mountaineer this range presents many declivities and rock-faces 
which are inaccessible to ordinary climbers. Xumbers of isolated 
pinnacles, buttes, precipices, etc., occur, but usunlly in out of the way 
localities which would try the best nerved and most experienced of 
mountain climbers. . . . There is admirable scope here for local 
mountaineering. . . . The base of the range is so far off the beaten 
track that only parties with organised transport can undertake the 
climbing of the most dangerous parts. There are, however, many 
difficult heights within easily accessible distance of the main railway 
and fanning districts with fairly good roads, which could be conve- 
niently reached for a day or two's climbing. 

'The rock-faces consist chiefly of shales and sandstones. . . . The shales 
are exceedingly friable and disintegrate, even on a more or less 
vertical face, into very small fragments, which form a most treacherous 
foothold. The sandstones are also exceedingly friable and present 
more or less rounded contours on exposed, disintegrated surfaces. 
They are well jointed, but the joints do not, as a rule, penetrate to 
great depths. The sandstones nnd shales usually form the most 
important pinnacles and rock-masses, and are therefore the rocks 
which are most likely to be negotiated in climbing. The basalts 
on their outcrops are generally much decomposed, and owing to the 
fact that the climate is so dry, the decomposed material on these 
outorops does not get washed away, which would leave a clean 
hard rook-surface, as is the case in all temperate and sub-arctic 
climates. . . . 

' I n  the days of the now extinct Bushman, it is said to have been 
marvellous with what facilities these small, wiry freebooters made 
their way up into the inaccessible recesses of these mountains. But 
where these nimble and fearless mountain pigmies could go with 
sefety and impunity the ordinary white man dare not follow, unless 
he is imbued with the courage and experience of a trained moun- 
taineer.' 

Copies of this pamphlet may be had, gratis, on upplicntion to the Assist. 
Secretary, 23 Savile Row. London, W. 

Nieleen, Dr U. ; set3 Ruge, Dr S., Nomegen, 1905. 
(Mrem, James. In the heart of the Canadian Rockies. 

New York and London, Nacmillan, 1905. 1216 nett 
avo, p . xii, 466 ; maps, plates. 

Bawling, 8aptain C. O. The Great Plateau. Being an account of exploration 
in Central Tibet, 1903, and of the Gnrtok expedition, 1904-1905. 
avo, pp. xii, 324 ; maps, ill. London, Arnold, 1905. 151- nett 

Much of the ground described here has been hitherto unexplored. 
Captain Rawling's party trarelled from Lhnsn to Simla by the valley 
of the Brahmapootra (to its source) and past Lake hlanasnzowar. 

Bekstad, J. Fra  Jostedalsbrreen. Bergens hluseums Aarbog 1904. No. 1. 
80.0, pp. 95 ; 30 plates. 1904 
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Bichardson, E. C., Edited by. Ski-running. Dedicated to the Ski Club of 
Great Britain. Second edition. London, Cox, 1905. 216 
Hvo, pp. vi, 116 ; ill. 

Bnge, Dr Sophus, nnd Dr Ungvar Nielsen. Norwegen. 2. Aufl. Land und 
Leute : Monographien hur Erdkunde . . . hgg. von A. Scobel, 111. 

Bielefeld und Leipzig, Velhagen & Klasing. 1905. M. 4 
4t0, pp. 151 ; maps, ill. 

A general description of Norway, with good illustrations of scenery on 
every page. 

The other volumes in this series of Alpine interest are, nos. 4 and 5, 
'Tirol ' and 'Die Schweiz ' : each M. 4. These are in the Alpine 
Club library. 

Shener, William 8. Glacial studies in the Canadian Rockies and Selkirks. 
Smithsonian Expedition, Season of 1904. Preliminary Report. City of 
Washington, Smithsonian Instit. 6 May 1905 
8v0, pp. 453-496 ; ill. Reprinted from Smithson. Miscellaneous Colleo- 

tions, vol. 47, part 4. 
This contains reports on the following glaciers ; the Victoria, 

\\'enckchemna, Wapta, Illecillewaet and Asulkan. The illustrations 
are numeroua and very clear. 

Switzerland. Dictionnaire gbographique de la Suisse. Publie sous les 
auspices de la Soc. neuchkteloise de Gbographie. lOme fascicule, 
comprennnt lea livraisons 105 I\ 116 (tome iii - 13-24). Lugnno, 
Lac de-Morgins, Pas de. Neuchktel, Attinger, 1904 
Sm. folio, maps, ill. 

Tyndall, John. The glaciers of the Alps. A narrative of excursions and 
ascents. London, Routledge ; New York, Dutton [1905]. 11- 
Sm. avo, pp. xii, 207 ; ill. 

A volume of ' The New Universal Library.' 
Vosges. Ballon d'Alsace, Bussang, St-Maurice, Vosges mbridionales. 2me. 

Qdition Revue R- AugmentAe. (C.A.F. Section des Hnutes-Vosges.) 
167 ; map, ill. Belfort, Devillers [1905!. Fr. 1.75 

W g 2  . Guide de la Vallhe du Trient. Excursions-escnlades de la 
Dent-du-Midi au  lfontblanc. 3me Bdition. Genbre, Jullien. 1903 
8v0, pp. 213 ; map, ill. 

Znntz, Dr N., Dr A. Loewy, Dr Fr. Yiiller, Dr W .  Cmpari. Hfihenklima 
und Bermanderunuen in ihrer Wirkuna auf den Nenschen. Emebnisse 
experim&teller Fo~schungen im ~ o c h ~ e b i r ~ e  und Laborntorium. " 

Berlin, etc., Bong & Co., 1906. hf. 18-N. 20 
4to, pp. xiv, 494 ; plates, etc. 

A short historical retrospect is followed by a rfsumPof thegeneral climatic 
conditions holding at  high altitudes. Then come details of the experi- 
ments carried out by the authors, with much reference to nnd discussion 
of authorities, on such matters a s ;  Influence of high altitude on 
muscular work, on condition of blood. on breathing mechanism, on 
action of the heart, on perspiration and temperature of body, on the 
nervous systen~ : outfit for climbing ; mountain sickness : provisioning 
for climbers ; etc. 

O k h  I3wli.9. 

Andr6, Ang. Sur nos monts. GenPve, Fick, 1895 
Hvo, pp. 138. 

Contents;-Salut nur Alpes, Souvenirs et blbvations, Sur la Dent du 
Jlidi, Len cabanes d'Ornj, Aux femmes alpinistes, etc. 

[Budworth, Joseph.] A fortnight's ramble to the Lakes in ~'estmoreland, 
Lnncashirc, and Cumberland. By a rambler. London, Hookham, 1792 
8v0, pp. xxvii, 267. 

This copy has MS. notes by the nuthor. 
The author did n good deal of clinibing in the time. A second edition 

of this work appeared in 1795, nnd a third in 1x10. 
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C., T. H. ; sce [Townshend, C. H.] 
Kgniar, Lo&. Earth and Sea. London, ek., Nelson, 1876 

Boy. 8v0, pp. xii, 715 ; ill. 
A translation, with additions, by W. H. Davenport Adams of ' La terre 

et les mers,' Paris 1864. This translation was first published in 1870. 
pp. 89-212, The mountpins of the world : pp. 269-32'7, Glaoiera : pp. 

387-474, Volcanoes. 
Fortnight'r Ramble, A, 1792 ; see padworth, J.] 
B.ehot, Bdowd. A travers les Blpes. Paris, Flammarion. [c. 19001 

8v0, pp. 312 ; ill. 
La Mer de Glace : Le St Bernard : Le Gothard : Treib et le Butli : 

Piatns-Kulm : eta. 
Gleanings of a Wanderer, 1806 ; ser, Wanderer. 
Brstrvoli, Dr G. De regirnine iter agentium . . . Bdleee, 1681 

E x t d s  from this, which w a ~  probably one of Bimler's authorities for 
his remarks on alpine dangers, are given in 'La Montagne', C.A.F., 
November, 1905. 

Gny ,  b., Journal of northern tour; see West, T.], Guide to the Lakes. 
Honaman, John. A topographical description of Cumberland, Westmoreland, 

Lancashire . . . ; comprehending . . . a Tour through the most interest- 
ing Parts of the District; . . Carlisle, Jollie : London, Law, etc., 1800 
8v0, pp. xii, 636 ; maps, plates. 

p. 118, Borrowdnle : ' the threatening aspect of those awful barriers . . . 
the tremendous rocks.' 

p. 119. 'The straits of Borrowdale replete with hideous grandeur . . . 
sublimely terrible.' He quotes largely from Cfilpin and from Young. 

-- (Portion revised). A descriptive tour, and guide to the lakes, caves, 
mountains, . . . in Cumberland, Westmoreland. Lancashire, . . . 

Carlisle, Jollie ; London, Law, 1800 
8vo. pp. vii. 226 ; 2 plates. 

This is a portion of the larger work. It reached an eighth edition in 
1817. 

[HII*?,-%. John], Tour to the caves 1780 ; soc! [West, T.], Guide to the 
Lakes. 

J d  kept during a summer tow, 1852 ; see [Sewell, E. M.] 
Xattnrr, Chae Gottlieb. Travels through Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, 

eta., in the years 1798 & 1799. London, Phillips, 1805 
8v0, pp. 200. Fo~lnfi part of voL 1 of Phillips' ' Collection of voyages and 
travels.' A translation of ' Reise durch Deutschland, Dnnemark, Schweden, 
Norwegen,' Leipzig, 1801. 

Norway, Tyrol. eta. 
Mignan, Captain B. A winter journey through Russia, the Caucasian Alps, 

and Georgia ; thence across Mount Zauros, . . . into Koordistaon. 
2 vole, 8vo. 

- 
London, Bentley, 1839 

Olaben and Povelsen. Travels in Iceland : performed by order of his 
Danieh Majesty. . . . Translated from the Danish. 
Mvo, pp. 162 ; plates. London, Phillips, 1805 

This forms part of vol. 2 of Phillips' ' Collection of voyages and travels.' 
A translation of ' Reise igiennem Island, . . Soree, 1772,' by Eggert 
Olafsen and Bjorne Paulsen. 

Otley, Jonathan. A concise description of the English Lakes, and adjacent 
mountainri ; with general directions to tourists ; . . . 4th edition. 

Keswick, published by the author: London, Richardson, etc., 1830. 
8v0, pp. viii, 180 ; map. 

Petit, Victor. Souvenirs de Cauterets et de ses Environs. 
Obl. 101.. 14 lith. plates. Bwperes-de-Luchon, Duloll [c. 1850 1 

The plates are very good. 
Phillips' Collection of voyages and travels ; sce Kiittner, Olafhen, Wales. 

YOL. ?LSIII.-NO. CLXXI. F 
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[Sewell, Miss E. M.] A journal kept during a summer tour for the ohildren 
of a village sohwl. By the author of 'Amy Herbert,' . . . In threeparta. 
3 vols, 8vo. London, Longmans, 1862 

Part 1, From Ostend to the Lake of Constance. pp. 121. 
Part 2, From the Lake of Constance to the Simplon. pp. 193. 
Pnrt 3, From the Simplon through part of the Tyrol to Genoa. pp. 203. 
This work was also published in the same year in one volume. 

Sport. Pictorial Sport and Adventare . . . 
4t0, ill. . London & New York, Warne, n.d. 

pp. 70-74, The hero of Mont Blanc, Jacqnea Balmat : pp. 304-307, 
Hunting the chamois. 

Studer, G. Ueber Eis und Schnee. 1869-1883 
4 vols, avo. 

A copy in original paper covers, which belonged to the late Mr. William 
Mathews, has been added to the library. 

Tsstu, Madame Amable. Voyage en France. Tours, Mame, 1852 
avo, pp. 336 ; map, plates; 

- 

m o d e n d .  C. 8.1 A descrivtive tour in Scotland : by T. H. C. - - - 
Brussels, Haumsn : h in don, Whitaker, 1840 

Bvo, pp. x, 395 ; lithographs. 
' A new edition ' appeared in 1846 : and nn earlier version at  Newcastle 

in 1839. 
Wales. A tour in Wales and through several counties of England, . . . per- 

formed in the summer of 1805. London, Phillips, 1806 
Bvo, pp. 182. Forming part of vol. 3 of Phillips' 'Collection of voyages 

and travels.' 
The author ascended Snowdon. 

Walker,  A., Description of caves 1779 ; src [\irest, T.], Guide to the Lakes. 
Wanderer. Gleanings of a wanderer, in vnrious parts of England, Scotland, & 

North Wales. made during an excursion in the year 1804 . . . . 
London, Phillips, 1803 

avo, pp. 132. Forming part of vol. 2 of Phillips ' Collection of voyages 
and travels.' 

[West, T.] A guide to the Lakes, in Cumberland, Westmoreland, t~nd  
Lancashire. By the Author al The Antiquities of Furness. The seoond 
edition, revised throughout and greatly enlnrged. 
avo, pp. viii, 291. London. Richardson, etc., Kendal, Pennington. 1 7 0  

The tirst edition appeared in 1778, tlie only edition during the author's 
lifetime. and the work reached nn 11th edition in 1821. 

In the ' Btldenda ' of this volun~e are printed, 
pp. 10.5-196, Dr. Brown's description of the vale and lake of Keswick. 
pp. 199-225, Thos. Gray's Journal of his northern tour. 
pp. 2501, A. W.'s description of Dunnlil-Mill-Hole, 1760 ; taken from 

tlie Annual llegister for 1760. 
pp. 23'2-237, Adam i\ 'alker'~ Description of caves in Yorkshire ; taken 

from the Genernl Evening Post, Sep. 25, 1779. 
pp. 338-269, Tour to the caves, in the West-Itiding of Yorkshire, now 

first printed : also published separately. [The author was the Rev. 
John Hutton, vicar of Burton in Kendnl, who lived 1736-1811.1 

The q~~otntion,from Mr. [George] Cumberland,on the back of title-pageis 
interesting :-' In truth a more pleasing tour than these lakes hold 
out to men of leisure and curiosity cannot be devised. We penetrate 
the glaciers, traverse the Rhone and the Rhine, whilfit our domestic 
lakes of Ulla-water, Keswick, and Windcrmere, exhibit scenes in so 
sublime a stile, with such beautiful colourings . . . that if they do 
not fairly tnke the lead of all the view in Europe, yet they are in- 
disputably such as no English traveller should leave behind him.' 

- - Fifth edition. 17!)5 
avo, pp. xii, 291 ; map, 2 plates. 
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Club Publications. 

Alpine Journal:  . . . by members of the Alpine Club. Edited by George 
Feld. Vol. 22, nos. 163-170. London, Lonumans, 1905 - 
8v0, pp. 632 ; plates. 

American & o m s ~ h i c a l  Soc.. New York. Bulletin. vol. 37. No. 12. 
~ o n t a i n s  the tbllowing ;- December, 1905 

pp. 703-716 : 0. T. Crosby, From Tiflis to Tibet. 
pp. 727-729 : A. Heilprin, Uniformity in mountain elevations. 

A criticism of Daly's article! q.v. u?& 'Pamphlets.' 
p. 734 : The height of Mt Wh~tney. 

As the result of measurements made by the U.S. Geol. Survey last 
year, blt Whitney is now determined to he the higheat mountain 
in the U.S., 14.499 feet. Mt Rainier is 14,363 and Mt Shasta 14,380. 

Adrian Alpine Club. ijsterreichische Alpenzeitung, Nr. 677-702. 4to. 
1905 

Among the nrticles are ;- 
K. Blodig, Die ente  Ersteigung d. D8me de Rocheford u. d. Aig. de 

Rochefort. 
H. Hoek, Besteigung des Cerro Tecora. 

An ascent in the Andes in February 1904. 
G. Haler ,  Zwei neue Zugange zum Finsteraarhorn. 
0. Schuster, Aus der Pizzongruppe. 
F. Reichert, Aconcagua. 

An expedition in the beginning of 1904 and ascent in 1905. 
Austrian Tourist Club. bsterr. Touristen-Zeitung, vol. 26. 

Folio, ill. Wien, 1905 
Among the articles are ;- 

J. Rabl, Adalbert Stifter und die Alpen. 
A criticism of his paintings. 

K. Eokscblager, Der Triglav. 
Berlin : Akedem. Alpen-Verein. 11. Jahresbericht. 1905 

8v0, pp. 15. 
C.A.F. La Yontagne. Revue Mensuelle. Maurice Paillon, RBdaoteur en 

chef. Volume 1 (1904-1905). Pnris, Plon-Nourrit, 1906 
8v0, pp. xxiv, 600 : plates. 

This takes the place of the ' Annuaire ' and the ' Bulletin hiensuel du 
C.A.F.' 

Among the articles are ; - 
H. E. Beaujard, L'Aig. de la Mpublique. 
F. Blazer, Ehcalade du Brec de Chambeyron. 
.J. Bregeault, La Conquetp de Chamonix. 
W. A. U. Coolidge, Les Cols de la Maurienne en 1667. 
H. Durand, De Niage au Mont-Blanc. 
C. Plahaut, Les hauts sommets et la vie vbghtale. 
G. Flusin et P. Lory, Sp4IQologie alpine. 
G. Ledormeur, La Crete de Yeons. 
N. Paillon, Le medecin Grataroli et les Origines de l'hlpinisme. 
J .  Ronjat, L'utilitP de la boussole et du piolpt. 

-- Hautes-Vosges ; scr Vosges [1905], under ' Sew Books.' 
- Section Lyonnaiee. Revue alpine, lle Ande.  

8v0, pp. 404 ; plates. 
Among the articles are ; 

A. Lavirotte, Nos t6tras. 
Dr Yayot, Document sur la premihre ascension ILU Mont Blanc. 

Photographed copy of an attestation by two visitors at  Chamonix in 
1786 that they saw through glnsses Balmnt and Pnccnrd togethe1 
on the summit of Mont Blanc. 

W. A. B. Coolidge, Deux Cols dans le massif de Mbanmnrtin. 
-- Le &I de la Leisse et les Queches de Tignes. 

v 2 
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Quinze jours au nommet du Mont Blanc, 20 juin-4 juillet 1905. 
MM. Millochau and Stbfanik remained for astronomical purposes 

for a fortnight and did not suffer in health. 
E. W a r d ,  Les crates qui dominent le Vallon d'Aussois. 

C.A.I. Bollettino, vol. 37, no. 70. Torino, 1905 
The articles are :- 

A. Ferrari. I rifugi del C.A.I. 
An elaborate article of 282 pp., describing the various huts, wi th  

illustrations and plans. 
E. Canzio, ecc., L'Aig. Verte nells catena del Monte Bianco. Prima 

ascensione pel versnnte Ovest. 
E. C. Biressi, Castore e Lyskamm, Ascensioni senza guide. Lyskamm, 

prima traversata italiana delle due punte e prima traversata senen 
guide. 

E. Tolomei, ,ills Vetta d' Itrrlia, prima ascensione della vetta pi& 
settentrionale della Grande Catena Alpina aprtiacque. 

G. Dainelli, Negli Alti Tatm. 
-- Bivinta Meneile. Vo1. 24. Redattore: I'rof. Carlo Ratti. 

8v0, pp. 496 ; ill. 1905 
Among tlte nrticles are ;- 

G. Dumontel, Alla Bessanese : una nuova via. 
C. Restelli, I1 q a n  Filler, Mte Rosa. 
E. C. Biressi, La  Dent PanachC. 
E. Questa, La parete N.E. dell' Aig. meridionale d'Arves. 
A. Hess, Monts-Rouges de Triolet. 

Catalonia Butlleti del Centre Excursionish de Cstalunya, 16. Nos. 120-131. 
0vo. Barcelona, 1905 

Among the articlea are ;- 
.J. Armangub. Traucant per 1' Alt BergadA. y per 111. Serralada Pirenenca 

del Mitzjorn. 
C. V. Torras, Excursib a1 Pich de Belandrau o Nalandrau. 
Cte de Carlet. Del Sene  h 1'AriPae A travers 1'Andorra. - - 

Club alpino flumano. Lib-. Rivish bimestrele. Anno IV. 1 '305 
avo, pp. 158. 

Club alpino siciliano. Sicula, Rivista bimeetrale, anno ix, 6 nos. 
Qennaio-Dicembre 1904 

Club eecursionieti di  Iesi. L' Appennino Centrale. Bollettino bimest~ule. 
Redattore L. F. de Nagistris. Voln 1 and 2. 1904, 1905 
avo, pp. 96 and 104. 

Among the article5 are ;-- 
Vol. 1. R. l'onzelli. Salita invernale al gran S w o  d' Italia. 

D. Matteucci, Gita scolsstica a1 M. Rossa. 
.\. Felcini, Dalla sommitd della Hossn. 

Vol. 2. D. Matteuci, Gita scolastica a1 N. Sanvicino. 
L. F. de Magistris, Nel gruppo del M. Catria. 
-- Gita invernale a Mte Mnggio. 

D.u.0e.A.-V. Mitteillmgen. 1905 
Folio, pp. 290. 

Among the ni~icles are ;- 
R. A. Hermann, Die Montes lune., ein deutscl~es Gebirge, Oletscher- 

beobnchtungen am Hintereisgletscher, etc. 
ti. Becker, Die Hochalpenunfiille 1904. 
E. Oberhummer, Die F:rschlie?tsung des Tian Schnn. 

-- Zeitschrift, I1nncI 36. Innsbruck, 1905 
Imp. avo, pp. viii. 400 ; maps, plates. 

Among the articles are ;- 
I*:. Oberhunitncr. Die Entwickelung der hlpenknrtcn i n ~  19. Jahr- 

hnndert. 
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A. C. F. Perber, Die Erknndung des Mnstaghpasses im Karakorum- 
Himalaya 

An expedition in September 1908 by Measrs. Honigmann and 
Ferber. 

H. Hoek, Bergfahrten in Bolivia. 
E. Tewes, Ans den Alpen von Britisch Columbia. 
K. Blodig, Zwischen d. Saaser- u. Maltnvisp. - Ann den Bergen d. Klostertals. 
E. Wiepmann, Der Nordgrat d. Weissmiess. 
- - - Der Ortlergruppe. 

D.a.0e.k-V. Aach. xxuii. Jahresbericht . . . u b a  die Tiitigkeit im Jahre 
1904. 8v0, pp. 16. 1905 

- Baden-Baden. Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 7. 1900 - Datmold. Satsangen. Bvo, pp. 4. n.d. - - Mitglieder. 1905 
- Eaaen. Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 7. 1901 

FrmWmt. Bericht. 8v0, pp. 39. 1905 
- Freiberg i. Sachsen. Satzung. Bvo. pp. 7. 1904 
-- - Veneichnis d. Mitglieder a. Bucherverzeichnia. 1906 

8vo p. 8. 
- &I. KlWog iiber Beitschriften u. Biicher der Bibliothek. . 1904 

89.0, pp. 10. 
- - Satznngen. 8v0, pp. 12. 1900 
- - 2 post cards, col. news of KBnigspitze with Halle'sche Hutte. n.d. 
- - Tarif d. Halle'ffihe Hiitte. 1905 
- -- Fiihrer durch daa Suldenthal. 8v0, pp. 43 ; ill. 1902 - - Bericht . . . fiir die Jahre 1896 bis 1900. Bvo, pp. 37. 1900 - - Berichte 1901-1906. Evo, annual. 1902-1906 
- Krefeld. Statuten. 8v0, pp. 4. n.d. 
- - Biieherrezeichnis. 8v0, pp. 10. 1906 
- - x. u. xi. Jahres-Bericht, 1903 n. 1904. 1905 - Alpnvereins-Sektion " Oberland " in Miinchen. Satzungen. 1904 

8v0, pp. la. 
,-- - Jahresberichte, 1-6 ; 1899-1904. 1900-1905 

4to and 8v0, ill. 
Rinli. In Alto. Croneca bimestrale d. Soc. alp. friolana. Anno 16. 

Folio, pp. 80. Udine, 1905 
Among the articles. are ;- 

G. De Cfasperi, Sulle Prealpi Clautane. 
G. Crichiatti, Florula dells Valle de Raccolana. 

Haxama. A Record of mountaineering in the Paci5o North-west. Vol. 2, no. 4. 
avo, pp. 185-284 ; p l a h .  Partland, Deoehber, 1905 

Among the articles are ;- 
. H. Oannett, Lake Chelan and its Glacier. 
H. F. Reid, Glaciers of Mount Hood and Mt Adams. 
The Rainier outing of 1905. 
R. L. Glisan, Asoent of the Three Sisters. 
M. Banks, Bibliography of the Cascade Mountains. 

Xiinchen. Akad. Alpenverein. XIII. Jahresbericht. 190.5 
8v0, pp. 77. 

Among other firat ascents by members. there are described by Dr. Giin- 
ther von Saar various fvvt ascents made in July l u t  by him and his 
companions in Spitzbergen. The following guideless first nscents 
were made ;- 

Zeltberg, 815 m. ; Zwischenkofel, 860 m. ; Weisswand, 1150 m. ; De 
Oeer's Peak, 1350 m.; Klaas-Billenspitze, 1020 m.; Westl., Ostl. u. 
Mittl. Bchwarzwandgipfel ; White Peak, 2600 ft. ; Johann~sberg, 
1100 m. On general conditions for climbing in Spitzbergen Dl. 
Gunther writes ;-" The treacherous, soft sumnier snow on the colos+nl 
glaciers is best crossed on snow-shoes. The temperature varies 
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between-in July and Augnst- -6" and + 22°C. There is abundance 
of game for the larder. Good water is easily obtained. Expeditions 
are a question of enduranoe and provisioning." 

Out of 2226 expeditions recorded as made (1904-6) by members, 8178 . - 
h c h e e r e r d e l e & .  

penhriinzchen Berggeiat Miinchen. Berichte, 2,3,4,6. 
Avo. 1901-1904 

Each number contains the lists of ascents for the year by membere. 
Founded 1900. 

- - Statuten. 89.0, pp. 13. ,1903 
Seinen Zweck sieht der Verein in der Pflege dea Alpinismus. 
hanptsiichlich der Hochtouristik.' 

pykmeee. Bulletin PyrBnBen, publib avec le Conconre dee'  Sections 
pydnhnnes  du C.A.F., de la Soo. d. Excursionnietes du B h ,  eto. 
Annbs ix et  x, 1901-1905 : nos. 43-64. Pau, bet, 1906 
890, pp. 536 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ; 
A. Meillon, Esquisse toponymique sur la Vallbe de Cauterets. 
L. Briet, La  Vallbe d'AspQ. 
H. Spont, La marche en montsgne. 
L. Briet, La  crevasse d'E8coain. 
P. Labrcuche, Le refuge du Balaiitous. 
Comte H. Russell, L'art de gravir les PyrBnbes. 
L. Briet, Voyage au Barranco de Mascun. 
Brun, Autour de Osvarnie. 
E. RayssB, Balaitous ; premiere ascension, 1825. 
P. Labrouohe. Les Pics #Europe. 

Royal Geographical Society. The Geographical Journal, vol. 26. 
8v0, pp. viii, 762 ; maps ; ill. July to December, 1906 

Of alpine interest are the following articles ;- 
Aug., pp. 153-179: H. Enock, The Upper Maraiion. - pp. 180-187 : H. Peame, Moorcroft's visit to Lake Mansarowar 

in 1812. 
Sep., pp. 272-307 : 1'. H. H. Massy, Exploration in Asiatic Turkey, 
1896-1903. 

Oct., pp. 369-396: C. H. D. Ryder, Exploration from Gyangtse to 
Simla via Gartok. 

R n c k w k  Club, Manchester. Third Annual Report. 1906 
Bvo, pp. 50 ; plates. 

Contains, inter nlia ;- 
W. Heap, A new climb in Skye. 
P. 8. Minor, The a e s t e ~ n  gullies of Tryfaen. 
J. Uttley, Guideless in the T6di. 

S.A.C. Clubhiitten-Kartchen, Nr. 1-9. Bern, Francke. C. 10 each 
These are small portions of the Swiss map, giving the immediate 

surroundings of the Club huts. They are intended for carrying in 
the pocket. There are 26 sectional maps on the 9 sheets. 

- Alpine. Mitteilungen d. S.A.C. XIII. Jahrg. Redigiert von Dr E. 
Walder. Ziirich, 1905 

Folio, pp. 188. 
-- Sections Romandes. L ' B C ~ O  des Alpes, 41. Geneve, 1905 

8v0, pp. 464 ; ill. 
Among the articles are ;- 

R. Hofmann, Les Aiguilles Rouges d'Arolla. 
E. Monod-Herzen, Premiere nscension de llEdelspitze. 
- Le Cervin ptlr l'nrc'te de Z'Mutt. 
H. de GBrard, Trois premitres dans les alpes fribourgeoises. 
C. IJ(.rillat, Aux grendes Jorasses. 
d. Gallet, Les mont~~gnes de Conches. 
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E. A. Des Quuttes, Core et Ramond. Le Snisse et  lee Pyrdndees am 
xviiime sible. 

A. de Salverk, Le Pigne d'holla. 
E. L. Sallaz, Dans la Cordillere des Andes. 

Climbing in the Chilian Andes, 1903-4. 
B. Welther, La Table. 
An asoent of Table Mountain in July 1904. 

Ski Club of GCr $at Britain (1903). Year-book. Vol. I., No. 1. Edited by 
E. Wroughton. 890, pp. 46. London, Cox, 1906. 11- 

Contains ;- 
Ski-ing in Britain, Norway, Switzerland, $0. 
Military Ski--3. 
Rulee. 
List of Members. 

80c. Alp. d. Ginlie. Alpi Qinlie. Rassegna biiestrale. Anno X. 
8vo. pp. 164. Trieste, 1906 

Among the articles are ;- 
N. Cobol, Sull' oragratia delle " Gidie alpine." 
E. Boegan, Qrotte presso Monfalcone. 
- Le sorgenti d' Auriaina. 
A. Russa(l, In Val di Genova. 

80c. d. Alpuristi Tridentipi. Bollettino dell' Alpinista, Rivista bimestrale, 
anno 1. Luglio, 1904 ; Qiugno, 1906. 
Polio, pp. 116. 

80c. de Mographie. La QQographie. Bulletin. Tome xi, lor Semestre, 1905. 
Boy. avo, pp. 504 ; maps, ill. Paris, Masson, 1905 

The only article of alpine inberest is;- 
pp. 436-446; Explorations glaciaires accompliea en France pendant - - 

l'Bt6 1904. 
Soe. Bododendro. Paganella. Numero unico edito dal Comitato pel ' Rifugio 

Alhergo della Psgenella,' promosso dalla ' Soc. Rododendro.' 
Folio, pp. 35 ; ill. Trento, Boc. Tip. Ed. Trentina, 1906 

Soc. d. Tonriatas du Dauphind. Annuaire, 30. 2-a SQrie, Tome 10. 
8v0, pp. 261 ; map, plates. Qrenoble, Allier, 1906 

b o n g  the articles are ;- 
M. Quybet, Excursions Bans guide en Oisans. 
H. Ferrand, Une Collective B la Pork Romaine et  au Col de l'Alpe. 
- Une Collective au Col d'Aussois, le Rateau et la Pointe de 

1'Echelle. 
Jamb, Chas. et Qeorges Flusin, Etude sur le glacier Noir et le glacier 

Blanc, massif du Pelvoux ; avec carte. 
This is reprinted as a sepnrate pamphlet: see Glaciers, under 

' Pamphlets.' 
The Winter Alpine Club. Notice of Formation. 

Manchester, November, 1905 
A notice of fo.kmation of a club for winter tlports in Ywitzerland. 

Pamphlets and Magazine Articles. 
B., P. V. L'alpinisme et les accidents alpins en 1904. In Bull. Touring 

Club de Belgique, vol. 11, no. 9. Septembre, 1906 
4to. p. 266. 

Baillie-Grohman, W. A. Hunting the Rocky Mountain goat. In  Century 
IlL Mag., New Pork, vol. 29, No. 2. December, 1884 
8vo. pp. 193-203 ; ill. 

B l h c a e ,  A., nnd S. Finaterwalder. Zeitliche ~ n d e r u n ~ e n  in der Ge- 
schwindigkeit der Gletscherbewegung. In Sitzungsb. d. math.-phys. KI. 
kciuigl. bay. Akad. d. Wissensch. Miinchen. 1905 
8v0, pp. 109-131. 

Bourgogne, J. En Tarentaise. In Le Nonde IllustrB, Paris, no. 2527. 
Polio, pp. 572-573 ; ill. 2 septembre, 1906 
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Chamohix. Chemonix et Thonon, Rattin, 1905 
8v0, pp. 40 ; ill. 

'Ce Gu~de eat offert gracieusement par le Syndicat des Hbfeliers d e  - 
Chamonix.' 

Czirbnse, Dr (36ur. Das CzLku-Gebirge. In AbrQg6 Bull. Sw.  hongroise d e  
(feogr. Budapest, 1904 
8v0, pp. 46-60. 

Daly, B. A. The accordance of summit levels among alpine mountains ! t h e  
fact and its significance. In the Journ. of Geology, University of Chicago. 
vol. 13, no. 12. February-March, 1905 
avo, pp. 105-125. 

-- see Heilprin, under American Geogr. Sw. 
Dickinaon, G. L. Euthanasia: from the Noh-book of an alpinist. In t h e  

Independent Review, London, Unwin, vol. 7, no. 27. December, 1905 
8v0, pp. 476-486. 

Finsterwalder, 8. ; see Bliirncke, A. 
Flusin, O. ; 8ee Glaciers : Commission franpaise. 
FrenMeld, D. W. On mountains and mankind. 

Washington, Govt. Printing Office, 1906 
8v0, pp. 837-354. From the Smithsonian Report for 1904 : no. 1616. 

This is printed from the author's revised copy of his address a t  the  
Cambridge meeting of Brit. Assoc. in 1904. 

Oavet, Jules. Quelques exoursions dans lea grottes des environs de Marseille. 
8v0, pp. 47 ; ill. (Maraeille. par souscription, Imprim. du Journal) 1900 

Gavet, Paul. Essai sur la spbl6ologie des Alpes-Maritimes. 
Nice, Malvano, 1901 

8v0, pp. 23 ; plates. Reprinted from Anmles Soc. d. Lettres, So. et Arts 
d. U p e s - ~ s r i  times, 19-00. 
These two presented by Dr Guebhard. 

Glaciers. Commission frmnqaise des glaciers. Etude sur le Glacier Noir et  
le Glacier Blanc dans le massif du Pelvoux. Par MM. Charles Jlrcob e t  
Georges Flusin. Rapport sur les observations rassemblhs en AoBt 1904 
dens les Alpes du DauphinB. Avec le conoours de la S.T.D., du Ministere 
de 1'Agriculture et du Ministere de 1'Instmction publique. 

Orenoble, Allier, 1905 
8vo p. 66 ; map, plates. Extrait de 1'Ann. R.T.D., 1906. 

0n6bb$ Dr Adrien. Ponadieu et lea environs de St-Vdier de Thiey, 
Blpe~-Maritirnes. Nice, Ganthier, 1896 
Svo, pp. 29 ; plate. 

- Une grotte curieuse il Saint-Ckzaire, Alpes Maritimea. 
8v0, pp. 18 ; plate. Nioe, Ventre, 1896 

A paper read Mch. a0, 1894, before the Soc. d. Lettres, 90. et Arta d. 
Alpes-Maritimes. 

These two presented by the author. 
Hahn, C. V. Die Taler der ' Grossen Ljechwa' und der Ksanka und das 

siidliche Ossetien. In Globus, Braunschweig ; vol. 88, no. 2. 
4t0, pp. 21-25. 18. Juli, 1906 

Xotele. Guide des hatela et pensions des Stations d'Hiver en Suisse et  Haote- 
Bavoie. Genhve, T m h s e l  [I9051 . - 

8v0, pp. 24 ; ill. 
Iggulden, Lt.401. 8. A. To Lhasa with the Tibet expedition, 190344. I n  

Journ. Roy. United Service Instit.. vol. 49, no. 328. 15th June. 1905 
8vo. pp. 659-679 ; ill. 

Imfeld, X. Panorama vom Torrenthorn. Le Righi du Valais p r l  Loiiche. 
A lithograph, 8 in. x 7 t  ft. Ziirich, Fretz, n.d. 

Jacob, Charles ; see Glaciers : Commission francaise. 
Jsnsson, I. Om varrneleduingsf6rrn5gan hoe sn6. Akademisk afhandling 

. . fijr filosofiska doktorsgradens. Upaala, Berling, 1904 
8v0, pp. 33. 
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Minililr, A. N. Un 14 Juillet dans lea Alpes. 
avo, pp. 39. Besenpon, Cariage, 1905 

A trip from the %as Valley into Italy by some members of the Jura 
Section of the C.A.F. 

Mountrineering of t oday .  In  Bleekwood's Mag. no. 576. May, 1905 
avo, pp. Mil-654. 

W i n .  Dr Ashiom. Schnee-Schuhe, Ski. 
Miinchen, Deutsche Alpenzeitung, 19Wi 

avo, pp. 16. Sonderdruck aus d. ' Dent. Alpenzeitung,' v. Jahrg. Hfte 17 u. 18. 
h n ,  P. A. Brreoscillation i Norge 1904. In Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid. vol. 43, 

no. 2. Kristiania, Februar, 1905 
800, pp. 105-113. 

Panorama dm Vierwsldstiitter-Sea m d  winen Umgebmmn. -Plan 
pittoresque du Lao dea Quatre-Cantons et de ses environs. 

- 

Lucerne, Diiniker, n.tl. 
From steel-plate, 18" x q". 

Penther ,  Dr funold.  Eine Reise in dm Gebiet des Erdsohias-Dagh, Kleinasien. 
hbhendl.  d. k. k. geo5. Oes. in Wien, vol. 6, no. 1. 
Ito, pp. 48 ; map, plates. Wien, Lechner, 1905 
D' Penther visited the voloanio summit of Erziaa Dagh, the highest in 

Asis Minor, in 1902. 
P f ~ l ,  Dr Heinrich. Von meiner Reise sum K,  in den Bergen Baltistans. 

In Mitt. d. k. k. geogr. Ges. in Wien, vol. 47, nos. 7 and 8. 1904 
8vo. pp. 247-260. 

Ramssuer, F. Die Alpen in der grieohischen und romischen Literatur. 
Prouramm d. k. humanist. Gym. Burahansen f. d. Schuljahr 190011901. 
8 ~ 0 : ~ ~ .  71. 

- 
~ u r g h a k e n .  RU& [I901 

St Bernard. La nuova strada del Qran San Bernardo. In  Riv. Mens. d. 
Touring Club italiano, vol. 11, no. 8. Agosto, 1905 
Folio, pp. 259-267 ; ill. 

The article is interesting chiefly for the reproduotion of several old views 
of the hospice. This number of the ' Rivista ' contains also a view of 
the nnveiiing of the statue of St Bernard on the 13th of July of last 
pear by the Bishop of Aosta. This statue is a reproduction of the 
bronze statue ereoted on the Little St. Bernard in 1902. The Bishop 
ascended to the unveiling in a motor I 

8idebothm1, Wm. The Pyrenees. In Caasell's Mag., London. May, 1905 
8vo p. 653-668. 

8tenico.I h vittorio. Rioordi Aloini sulla Valle di Genova. Reorinted from 
* ~ i t o  Adi6e.l Trento, ~ c o t o n i e  Vitti, 1904 
8v0, pp. 10; ill. 

&tlmlrontr, E. Die mittlere HBhe der iiber das Gebirgssystem der Karpaten 
verlaufenden hikbsten Linie. In  Bull. Soc. hongroise de O605., Buds- 
peat, vol. 92, 8. 1904 
avo, pp. 128-132 ; plate. 

Urqnhut, W. J. Davoseries. Davos-Platz, 1904 
8r0, pp. 80 ; ill. - The Davos Sketch-Book. Davos Printing Co. 11904; 
8vo ; 32 plntes. 

-- Davoa Doingn. Zurich, Brimner rl!)Olj 
Obl. 8vo ; 20 plates. 

~Wap. 
La ChaPne dn MontBlanc.  Carte au 1/50,00OQme dressbe sur I'ordre 

d'Ubert Barbey, Preuident de la Section des Diablerets du C. A. S., par 
Y. Imfeld, d'aprhs lee relevbs, les mensurations et la nomenclature de 
Louis Kurz, 1096. Edition de 1905 avec courbes de niveau Cquidlstnntes 
de 50 mbtres. 

This is the map of 1896 with the addition of contour lines. Members 
of the Alpine Club may obtain it from Monsieur Barbey, Lausanne, for 
Pr. 8 unmounted nnd Fr. 10 mounted. Booksellers' prices are in 
each case Fr. 2 higher. 



ALPLNE NOTES. 
' THE ALPINE G u I D B . ' - ~ o P ~ ~ ~  of v01. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 12s. net, and of ' Hints and Notes, Praotioal a n d  
Scientifio, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of t h e  
General Introduction), price Ss., can be obtained from all book- 
sellers, or from Messrs. Stanford, Charing Cross. 

THE LIBRABY CATALOQUE is now printed, and may be obtained, 
bound in cloth, on application to the Assistant Secretary, 23 Savile 
Bow. Price 3s. ; postage 4d. 
THE ALPINE CLUB OBITUARY IN 1905.-H. C. Foster (1896). 

G. W. Stevens (1872), H. E. Buxton (1864), E. F. Stapleton (1892), 
W. Fowler (1864), C. J. Joly (1895), Dr. Martino Baretti, Honorary 
Member. 

MEMORIAL TO FRANFOIS D~VOUASSOUD.-W~ have reaeived t h e  
following note from Mr. Douglas F'reshfield : ' I had ~ o t  intended 
to ask for any help towards the erection of a suitable and lasting 
memorial over F. DQvouaasoud's grave; but several of his old 
friends have expressed their wish to take part in whatever is done, 
and their belief that others may have the same feeling. I t  seems 
to me difficult and undesirable to settle on the form of the memorial 
until we know the exaot position of the grave with relation to others 
and to the neighbouring ground. My prolonged absence from 
Europe has prevented me from getting this information hitherto, but 
I hope to obtain it before long. Meantime Frangois's family are 
content to wait, and I hope contributors may be. I will receive, 
and ackn'owledge (at 1 Airlie Gardens, W.) any contributions 
sent, and will arrange that a photograph of whatever memorial 
may be erected shall be forwarded to each contributor.' 

Tomosa.-This fine peak, near Aconcagua, has been ascended 
by Mr. A. F. Wedgwood. 

THE CAUCASUS.-The first two volumes of M. de Dkhy's 
sumptuous work on the Caucasus (Berlin : Dietrich Reimer) have 
already appeared. We hope to say more of them in our next 
number. 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
TIE Central Tian-shan Mountains, 1902-1903. By Dr. Gottfried Merzbacher. 

Published under the authority of the Royal Geographical Society. (Lon- 
don : .John Nurray. 1905.) 8vo. Pp. is and 285 ; with Illustrations and 
a Map. 

THIS very interesting and well written volume is a record of 
scientific exploration rather than of mountain-climbing. Dr. 
Merzbacher, however, by no means neglected the latter, and took 
with him first one, then a second Alpine guide; but his primary 
aim was to make their craft sub~ervient to securing a thorough 
knowledge of this grand mountain region rather than to win 
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&tinction by ascending a few of its culminating summits. Never- 
theleds he waa much in the snow world, traversing glaciers and 
~ s e s ,  and not  seldom attaining heights varying from 14,000 ft. 
to 16,000 ft. In this remote mountain chain, far from civilisation, 
the climber has  to encounter more then the usual difficulties, 
among the ohief of which, as might be expected, are supplies and 
trsnspt~rt. F o r  expeditions above the snow line pot ters can hardly 
be obtained, and Dr. Merzbaoher, himself a good judge of mountain 
work, remarks that the ascent of the highest peak in the Tim- 
&-Khan-tengri, about 24,000 ft.-would have to be organised 
by the Russian Geographical Society m d  backed up by the Govern- 
ment to have a reasonable chance of success. The peak itself, he 
thiuks, after examining it from both sides, cannot be easy. A 
pyramid of marble, rislng some 6,000 ft. above the last snow taddle, 
which can be readily reached, it is formed of beds disposed one 
above the other like the tiles of a roof. Chimneys are wantmg ; 
ledges and  terraces, so far as can be judged from below, are hardly 
discoverable, except a little beneath the summit ; and the arbte 
leading thither promises to afford not a few obstacles. Yet this 
is the least unpromising line of attack. 

Dr. Merzbacher's party-for he was accompanied by Herr Hans 
Pfann, of Munich, and Herr Hans Keidel, of Freiburg in Baden, a 
young but  experienced geologist-received much friendly assistance 
from the Russian authorities, and notwithstanding the natural diffi- 
culties of the county have made Important additions to the work 
accomplished in the Tian.ehan by their predecessors, Sven Hedin, 
Von Kaulbara, Ignatieff, Kradsnoff, and Yemenoff, with other Russian 
travellers. The present volume does not claim to be more than 
a general account of the expedition ; the measurements and observa- 
tions, the  geological and other collections, have yet to be worked 
out. They first iindertook, in 190.2, a srries of expeditions on the 
northern side of the central massif- that crowned by Khan-Tengri- 
to explore its valleys and glaciers. As the autumn drew on they 
crossed the watershed by the well known Musart Pass, the height 
of which they place at  about 11,500 ft. Its summit is an almost 
level plateau, but the descent on the soubhern side, down an icefall 
of the Jiparlik Glacier, is really difficult. Dr. Lensdell gave a 
vivid description of it in ' Chinese Central Asia,' and Dr. Merzbacher, 
speaking ay an experienced climber, says this could not be sur- 
mounted by caravans without the aid of the guards posted below, 
who ' excavate regular staircases in the icy pinnacles,' and even 
thus ' the skeletons of peck animals, strewn about in large numbers, 
show how g r e ~ t  are the perils of the passage despite all aid.' 

Then they studied the geology of the hill region between the 
central chain and the Tarim river before going into winter quar- 
ters at  Kaahgar, where earthquakes were frequent, and nest year, 
aa soon as the season permitted, they crossed into the Kok-ahni 
valley (running parallel with the watershed), and returned to the 
northern face of the Tian-shan by the Bedel pass (about 13,000 ft.), 
higher but less difficult than the blusart. Thence they made their 
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way to Lake Issik-kul and devoted the rest of their time to exploring 
the valleys and plains radiating westward and northward from the 
eentral massif, and revisiting some places alresdy examined in 
order to replace a set of photographs unfortunately lost. 

The most important geographical result of Dr. hlerzbacher's 
work is to demonstrate that Khan-Tengri is not situated on the 
nmim watershed of the Tian-shan, but rises from a spur which 
projects from it far to the S.W. Thus the true nucleus of the 
central chain is not Khan-Tengri, but a grand lofty mountain 
range, to which the explorers, when first they came upon it from 
the N., gave the name of the Marble Wall. The geological results 
are also important. The rocks constituting the chain exhibit almost 
everywhere contortions and dislocations not less important than 
those of the Alps. These rocks, aa in the latter mountains, are of 
various ages from Archean crystallines to post.Tertiary gravela, 
which were deposited by the rivers still cutting down into the 
massif, but among those of intermediate date strata of carboniferous 
age are very frequent. Besides these intrusive deep-seated rocks, 
such as granites, occur in great force and have often greatly 
metamorphosed the neighbouring sedimentaries. The glaciers are 
large, the largest e x d m g  forty miles in length, but tihey were once 
much more extensive. The Tian-shan mountains d o r d  almost every- 
where, no less distinctly than the Alps, indisputable evidence of a 
p t  age of ice. Numerous photographs enable us to judge of their 
grand scenery. The descriptions are terse and interesting, and the 
book is a valuable addition to our knowledge of this gnand and 
comparatively inaccessible chain. 

Josiaq SSiqnler et ks OrirJinss ds l'dlpinis~~le juspu'a 1600. Avec Illustrations 
et Cartea. Par W. A. B. Coolidge, &o. &c. (Grenoble: Allier Fdw.  
1904 ; and to be had of Mr. Quaritch, 16 Piocadilly, London. Price, 80s.) 

' Prodigious ! ' is the adjective which will best express the feelings 
of the man of average strength and prehensile grasp who is 
fortunate enough to receive the dditim de 1w of this portly and 
strangely proportioned volume. Most possessors even of the 
ordinary edition will, we fancy, after gazing for a few days at 
Mr. Coolidge's monumental work, follow the present writer's 
example and send it off to their binder to be bisected, an operation 
which the arrangement of the text happily renders not impossible. 
I n  all other respects-mve perhaps a somewhat intricate system of 
pagination, and consequently of indexing-the volume does credit 
to its producers. The printing in particular is of singular excellence. 

The first point that must str~ke even an ' indolent reviewer' 
who does not penetrate beyond prefaces and tables of contents will 
be how great a tree has grown from a small kernel. It is amusing 
to put the first or second ' Simler ' (A.D. 1574 and 1633) beside the 
last. The title tells its own tale, even were it not confirmed by 
the preface. An annotated edition of ' De Alpibus ' wss planned ; 
what has emerged from the printing press is a treatise and collection 
of documents relating to the ' Origins of Alpinism ' up to the year 
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1600. Mr. Coolidge's antiquarian knowledge and enthusiasm heve 
led him to surround Simler's text with a broad and sedulously 
laboured frame of Alpine lore, historical, topographical, biographical, 
and mountaineering, such as probably he alone could hare con- 
structed. His book reminds us, in some respects, of the late Sir 
Henry Yule's delightful ' Merco Polo.' Here too the results of 
a lifetime of research among out of the way authorities and unpub- 
lished manuscripts ere poured out in profusion in voluminous notes. 
We take what we are given with gratitude. Yet it is di5cult not 
to wish that Mr. Coolidge would digest his vaet store of knowledge 
into some independent form that would be likely to attract a greater 
number of intelligent reeders. As it is he has furnished a banquet 
of information which will doubtless be eagerly resorted to by monn- 
taineers and also by the tribe of bookmakers who live and flouri~h 
on the labours of others. 

The ' bill of fare ' put before US is indeed varied. To begin with, 
we have a reprint and trensletion of Conrad Gesner's delightful 
letter on ' The Admiretion of Mountains.' This is followed by an 
intereetinq sketoh of Alpinism up to 1600, including lists of peaks 
and passes climbed or crossed before that date, with oomments on 
the implements employed by the early mountaineers and on their 
way of looking at mountains. I t  is curious to find our King 
Henry VI. complaining that his subjects suffer on the Greet St. 
Bernard from 'floods, avalanches, and swamps.' The Great St. 
Bernard seems to heve been the English Pilgrim's Pass. Our 
readera will remember the reference in an Anglo-Saxon charter to 
the ' bitter blasts of its gleciers ' (' glsciemm '). The translation 
Beems allowsble, as the Grindelweld glaciers are celled Glacies 
Superior and Inferior in A.D. 1246. We now ~pproach Simler 
himeelf. We heve chapters on his life, on the sources of his 
treatise, and its bibliography. These lead the way to the text, 
which is printed in the originel Latin, with a French translation 
on the opposite pegea. I t  is followed by 130 peges of notes. The 
final 260 peges are devoted to eighteen 'PiBces Annexes ' with 
the notes' on them of the indefatigable editor. These are, with 
one exception, reprints, or first prints, of documents relating to 
mountain ascents prior to A.D. 1600. Moses is left out, but we 
range from an ascent of Hsemus, B.C. 181, by Philip of Macedon to 
en ascent of the Rochemelon in 1588 by the Seigneur de Villamont. 
The novelties are an account of the Bernese Oberland, by T. Schopf, 
written in 1577, end a very minute description of the Passes of the 
Val d'Aoste. put together in 1691-4 by Philibert-AmBdBe Amod, a 
judge at Aosta, which contain8 an account of the first attempt to 
reopen the traditional Col du GBant. The original test of the 
account of the ascent of the Wonder of Dsuphinh, the Mont 
Aiguille, is for the first time printed from the MSS. preserved in 
the Archives du DBputement de 1'IsBre at Grenoble : the originals 
have been reproduced by photography ; one is given with the 
ordinsy edition end several with the i t l~ t io l z  CIC 116s~. With 

to the early ascents of Pilatus (A.D. 1515, 1525, 1717) it 
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is to be noted that they were not ascents of any point on the  
highest ridge. The Pilatus of the fathers of mountaineering was 
the Gnepstein (6,300 ft.), a grassy hill on the west of the kite of the  
once famous lake. We find also the familiar ascent of Mont 
Ventoux by Petrarch in 1336, the aacents of the Stockhorn and  
Niesen by B. Marti in 1557, an asceut of the Stockhorn, made in 
1636 and told in mock heroic verse by a Swiss scholar who called 
himself Rhellicanus, and severel scraps from the classics. 

I t  is difficult to pick and choose where there is so much room 
for choice, and we must leave Mr. Coolidge's readers to do so, eacll 
for himself according to his particular taste or interest. The  
mountaineer will probably turn first to Mr. Coolidge's own sketch 
of early Alpine travel above the snow line, and particularly to the 
minute details as to the Pennine Passes. But Simler's text is 
very good reading, and there is hardly a page in the book in which 
some curious information does not lurk. 

I confess that I always differ hom our learned colleague 
with the greatest reluctance. If he will pardon an African com- 
parison, I feel like a poor shot aiming a t  an elephant w ~ t h  the 
conviction that his sport is too likely to end in his being trampled 
under foot. Simler discusses at length ' the Pass of Hannibal.' 
I t  is rash, perhaps, to recur to a subject on which feeling runs 
strangely high among the learned. Yet until some reasonable 
ground has been shown for disregarding what I consider the 
obvious and only natural sense of the passage from Varro, accepted 
in this country by the late Mr. W. T. Arnold and other clrnsicd 
scholars, I shall stick to the second pass from the Sea, the 
pass over which Napoleon planned ' a  Route Impbriale from Spain 
into Italy,' the Col de l1Argenti8re. Nor does Rfr. C 3olidge satisfy 
me that the Sax~l.m Blb7~m, R7~pes Alba, and Scez Blanc of three 
documents prior to the middle of the fifteenth century refer to 
l lont Blanc. In my opini n the scribe of the Act of Dotiation of 
-4.o. 1091 probably had in h i b i n d  not thenatural geopraphiral limits 
of the Vale of Charnonix, such as hIont Blanc and the Aiguilles 
Rouges, but the boundary marks between the territory of Chamonis 
and those of neighbouring communities on the principal approaches 
to it, and the scribes of later documents were content to copy 
him. I believe the ' Saxum Album' to have been a rock on the 
Zeft bank of the Arve, nearly opposite the Diosaz torrent. There 
is such a rock (and a Says Nigrum as well) not far from Servoz. 
I further hold that ' sasum ' and ' rupes' and ' scez ' are not terms 
likely to have been applied to a mass of snow and ice. I am in no 
way shaken in this opinion by the fact that from the days when 
Strabo described rhp X~o'vas ~ a l  robs K~VUTC~MOVF of the Caucasu~ 
to the present time in tlie heart of Africa glaciers and crystals 
have been confounded by men of letters, medisval scientists, and 
simple savages. Mr. Coolidge himself tells us that ' u p  to the 
commencement of the eighteenth century the great mountain was 
called " Les Cflacihres " or " hlontagne hIaudite." ' Where was the 
name ' hlont Blanc ' lurking between 1451 and the commenceme~~t 
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of the eighteenth century? The map in which Signor Uzielli 
fancied he had seen ' Roches Blanches ' cannot be found, or rather 
the words cannot be found on it. The temptation to carry back 
the name to  the eleventh century is obvious, but I muat dealine 
to yield to it. Mr. Coolidge, I may add, has recently discovered 
that the ' Mont Blrtnc ' mentioned in Amod's Report on the Passes 
of the Val d'Aosta in 1691 refers to two hamlets near Cham- 
poroher, and has not, as he here assumes, anything to do with the 
Monarch of the Alps.* 

Next as to  Leonardo da Vinci's much discussed Alpine excursion. 
As long ago  as  1892-having ascertained that the expression used 
by Leonardo ' between Italy and France ' might, wben he wrote, 
have included the Valaisan Alps-I abandoned my suggestion of 
Monte Viso, quoted here. I may point out that on the ridge 
separating Val Sesia from the Biellese the Italian survey shows 
not one Monte B6, but two Monte Bas and also a Monte Bose. 
The highest summit is now a 'view point' and provided with a 
hut, and may possibly have been the Rlonboso visited by the great 
artist. 

But enough of minute criticism where there is so little to 
criticise. Taking a broad view of the facts laid before us, we are 
struck with the extensive use of the byeways of tbe Alps in early 
times. The  main passes were made by Nature and remained in 
vogue until our generation learnt to burrow under them.t But 
long before that date the improvement in communications had 
gradually concentrated traffic. Carriage roads first drew the 
countless streams of intercourse into a few channels. The old 
mule passes were neglected and became hardly known by name 
beyond their immediate vicinity. Commerce left them. The longer 
way round was recopised to be the quicker and the safer way there. 
The ' Commercial Mountaineer,' with his alpenstock and his snow 
spectacles, so graphically described by Simler, has long been 
extinct, unless the smpgglers sometimes met on a remote glacier 
may b e  considered as a surviving species of the genus. 

I may take this occasion to point out that quite recently, in the 
November number of the monthly Journal of the French Alpine 
Club, the probable source of some at least of Simler's hints to 
these merchant adventurers above the snow line bas been indicated. 
In 1661, thirteen years before Simler, Grstaroli, a physician, born 
at Bergamo, who practised chiefly at Basle, published a, work with 
the following title : ' De regimine iter agentium, vel equitum, vel 
peditum, vel navi vel curru vel rhedb viatoribus et peregrinatoribuu 
quibusque utilissimi libri duo.' The author, among other and 
more primitive preservatives against snow-blindness, reco~nnlends 
'glass or crystal spectacles.' With regard to foot gear he writes as 
follows : ' 8i super juga montium ac super glaciem ambularr 

- - - - - - 

See Mr. Coolidge's notes, Jahrbzlcl~ c l ~ s  S c l ~ ~ c ~ e ~ r e r  d l ~ ~ e i ~ c l ~ ~ b ,  \ol. auavli 
p. 247; and vol. d. pp. 352-3, for various statements ~ ~ t e c l  above. 

t See that excellent and too much forgotten book Brockedon's Paases of 
the Alps. illustrated edition, 1828-9. 
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wgimur, ubi non de casu solum, aed de pmipitio agitur, levis res, 
cum industril, nos t u b s  reddet ; calceis enim subligantur chalybee 
cuspides ferreis laminis junctr~ ac mnthule, qutt. quadrilaterem 
formam referunt, ut ubique jam f e d  venales extant.' If we ere 
f o m d  to traverse mountain ridges and ice, where it is a matter not 
only of a tumble but of a fall, there is an e q  means, with 
care, of ensuring safety. This is to fanten under the boots iron 
plates, with steel spikes, made of one piece, covering all the sole, 
and square in form, such as can now be bought h o s t  everywhere.' 

This practical advice of the first writer on mountain equipment 
still holds good. To the natives of the Himalaya now, as  to t h m  
of the Alps in the sixteenth century, the hobnailed boot is un- 
known. An explorer will do well to consider and act on Dr. 
Grataroli's adrice before taking his coolies on to trescherous slopes. 
He will probably save their lives and possibly his own, and he will 
double his chance of success in any high ascent he may be eager to 
attempt. 

The volume is illustrated by facsimiles of the engraved portraits 
of several of the authors annotated, and has also plates repre- 
senting the triptych deposited by Rotario d' Asti on the Roche- 
melonin A.D. 1858, and the Roman arch at Susa. D. W. F. 

I Rijugi rlel Club dlyino Italiano. Storin e descrizione i l lushta  con elenco 
dei Rifug canstruiti in Italin da altre Societd Alpine. Con 114 veduw e 
40 disegni di piante, ecc. Da Dr. Agostino Fennri. Torino : Club Alpino 
Italiano. (Hede Centrnle.) 1006. 

This valuable and interesting volume of nearly 900 pages 
(extracted from the ' Bollettino' of the C.A.I. for 1904-1905, 
vol. axxvii. n. 70) is the work of Dr. Agostino E'errari, of Turin, 
assisted by 1)rs. A. Hossi, of Milan, G. Chiggiato, of Venice, and 
E. Abbate, of Rome. \Ve commend it heartily to all who purpose 
climbing amongst Italian Alps, especially to those who climb 
without guides. A study of its pages will be found a valuable help 
both in the planning of a tour and in the search for the desired 
refuge at  the end of a long day's work. The volume, as stated 
above, is freely supplied with illustrations, most of them being of 
excellent quality, while to judge of the help they provide to the 
traveller we have only to turn to p. 117, ' Monte Rosa from Taglia- 
ferro,' where the route to the Capanna Valsesia is indicated, or 
p. 191, ' The Ortler Group, from Monte Confinale,' which il~dicates 
the wey to the Capanne Milano. 

I t  should be stated that the information given ie not confined to 
the Alps. The Apennines are represented by more than a dozen 
refuges, of which the most interesting is that on p. 254, the Rifugio 
a1 Gran Sasso dl Italia.' The Corno (irande in the background seems 
to lwckon mountain-lovers to ascend it. Etna has two refuges, the 
' Cnntoniera Alpina Illeteorologica,' at  1,880 mhtres-4 hrs. from 
Nicolosi-and the 'Casa Etnea ' (consisting in part of the old 
' Casa degli Inglesi '), at about 2,942 mPtres, about 7; hrs. from 
Nicolosi and I$  hr. below the su~nmit of the great volcano. I t  
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will thus be seen that this volume is of much interest and likely to 
be a mt help to all who purpose climbing in Italy, whether in 
the Alps or Apenninee. We offer our hearty congratulations to 
Dr. Ferrari and his helpers on the successful completion of their 
task. 

As showing the growth of the C.A.I. it may be of interest to 
state (we quote from the introduction) that in the ' Bollettino' of 
1883 the Club contained 3,600 members and possessed 30 refuges, 
while st present it has more than 5,500 members and 100 refuges. 

La Chains du Hont-Blanc. Carte au & + n e  dreseee sur l'ordre dlAlbert 
Barbey par X. Imfeld, Ingbnieur, d'aprhs les relevbs, les mensurations et 
la nomenclature de Lonis Knrz et d'aprba les documents existants. 
Kummerly Frbres : Berne. 1896. Edition de 1005. 

This exoellent map wee very fevourably noticed in this ' Journal ' 
an its appearance in 1896.' Contour lines have now been added, es 
have the names of a oonsiderable number of peaks-e.g. the Aignille 
Mummery, between Lee Courtes and the A. de Triolet ; the A. de 
1'Am6ne, one of the points of the Aiguilles Rouges de Dolent ; the 
Pointe de PrB de Bar, and the Pointe de Domino, both between 
the Mont Dolent and the A. de Triolet ; the Pointe des Papillons, 
between the A. de Triolet and the A. de TalBfre ; the A. de Tronchey, 
the Pointe Luigi Amadeo, the A. Joseph Cronx, and the Col Emile 
Bey. 

These names do not exhaust the list. We feel much gratitude 
to MM. Barbey, Imfuld, and Kurz, for we have found this map of 
the greatest help on many occasions. We heartily wish it the 
continued success which it deserves. 

The Yorkshire Ran~blets' Club Journal. Volume 1I. No. 6. 
(London : T. Fisher Unwin.) 

This number maintains the high standard which its editor, Mr. 
Thomas Gray, has led us to look for. In variety and in quality it is 
alike interesting. Place aux dames. Mrs. E. P. Jackson gives an 
excellent account of winter mountaineering in 1888 in the Grindel- 
wald district. Mr. W. Anderton Brigg and the Rev. L. S. Calvert 
carry us with them to the Eastern Alps, the latter to the Kleine 
Zinne (from Cortina), the former to Pontresina, the Bernina, the 
Diegrazia, the Ortler, the Adamello, end the Cevedale. Of the last 
expedition the writer says: 'We proposed to take a guide for the 
Cevedale, ~ n d  spoke to one of them, but he said we must have a t  least 
four, one for each Herr ; such was the rule So of course we did 
without ; nor was there the slightest need for any.' Norway is 
treated of by Mr. J. A. Green in 'A  Holiday among the Horung- 
tinder ' and by Mr. Harold Raeburn in ' Slogen : a Day on the Sea- 
ward Face.' Sir John N. Barran treats of ' hlan-hunting among the 
Mountains,' and Mr. T. 8. Booth supplies a paper on ' Mountaineering 
Reversed,' to which sport the Yorkshire Ramblers have so devotedly 
given themselves ; he treats of ' Jockey Hole and Rift Pot.' A note 

- - -  

Alpine Jou~nal,  vol. xviii. pp. 285-6. 
VOL. XXU1.-NO. CLXXI. G 
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on the Geologid Features of the latter Inferno is furnished by Mr. 
Harold Brodrick. 

There are some excellent illustrations, c.g. of the Cevedale and 
Konigspitze, of the Kleine Zinne, of Store Skagastijlstind. We 
are pleased to notice a satisfactory increase in the numbers of the 
Club. 

THE HIGHEST CLIMBS ON RECORD. 
To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

But,-In the November number of the 'Alpine Journal,' on 
pp. 626-628, Messrs. Collie and Garwood criticise the use of the 
term record ' in the title of a paper by myself which appeared in 
the Alpine Journal ' of August 1905. 

May I be permitted to say I used the term ' reoord ' after mature 
reflection, having read Mr. Graham's account as well as what 
Mr. Freshfield and others have written on the subject, and being 
somewhat conversant with what has been said in different parts of 
the world concerning Mr. Graham's claim ? The foot note on p. 506 
states clearly my reason for such use, which does not commit me 
to any opinion as to whether Mr. Graham did or did not make the 
ascent claimed. 

Further discussion of the possibility, the probability, or the reality 
of that ascent seems to me to be futile, since under the circum- 
stances and so long after the event no satisfactory conclusion 
appears likely to be reached, and the question will probably remain 
a matter of individual judgment. The best way to b y  some of the 
ghosts that have sprung up in connection with it would be for some 
one to make the ascent of Kabru, in which caw certainty would 
take the place of speculation regarding them. 

An important fact, which cannot be ignored, is that Mr. Graham's 
claim is disputed. I t  has been disputed from the first, and Mr. 
Freshfield's elaborate and carefully written arguments have failed 
to convince mountaineers in general, as well as others, of its 
credibility. As doubtful and disputed results are not usually placed 
against acknowledged ones, why should an exception be made to 
the rule in this case 7 On this ground I think the word referred to 
is properly and justifiably used. 

The letters of Messrs. Collie and Garwood leave the matter just 
where it stood before. Nothing is added to what Mr. Freshfield, whom 
both writers cite as authority, has already said. If hlr. Graham's 
account appears to them convincing they are perfectly justified in 
believing it, but their belief does not prove that Mr. Graham 
climbed Kabru, or that hie disputed ascent should stand as a fait 
accompli. 

May I call attention to three points in these letters? (1) Pro- 
fessor Collie states that Mr. Graham climbed 20,000 ft. on A 22, 
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and remhed 22,700 ft. on Dunsgiri, showing that he was capable 
of climbing to nearly 23,000 ft. without suffering very greatly fkom 
altitude, a s  evidence that he might climb to 24,000 ft. on Kabru. 

If it be t rne  that he hsd no barometer-and even if he had one 
he had no corresponding readings a t  a measured lower station to 
compsre i t s  readings with-what is to be judged as to the accuraay 
of these two altitudes ? They are simply estimates, which may be 
wide of t h e  truth and ought not to be admitted as evidence in the 
argument. 

(2) Sir Martin Conway is not the only ' competent authority ' 
who holds a n  opinion adverse to Mr. Graham's claim. Col. Waddell, 
who has a right to be considered a good authority on the topo- 
graphy of a s  well as other matters pertaining to Slkhim, devotee 
contriderable spaoe in his book ' In the Himalaya ' to contesting 
Mr. Graham's ascent. Prominent members of the Indian Survey, 
and among them some of its highest officiab, whose knowledge of 
the circumstances attending Mr. Graham's Sikhim expeditions, 
and of t h e  region around Kabru, as well as their professional attain- 
ments, entitles their opinion to weight, have expressed their disbelief 
in decided terms. germ an^, whose ability to analyse and weigh 
evidence cannot be called inferior to that of other peoples, refer to 
the matter as a ' dnnkle Frege.' And, finally, among leading 
Alpine guides, who have learned of circumstances unknown to the 
general public through means of information peculiar to their craft, 
there i s  a sentiment of incredulity based on reasons that appear 
worthy of consideration. 
(3) Mr. Garwood states that Mr. Freshfield and he oamped for 

severel days in ' immediate proximity ' to Kabru, and ' agreed that 
there was no special obstacle to an ascent having been made.' I t  
does not follow that because. they camped near the mountain they 
could correctly estimate the obstacles it might offer to an ascent. 
I t  is by no means always easy even for experienced mountaineers 
to determine from below what obstacles will be encountered on 
a mountain towering thousands of feet above them, especially if 
the surface of the niountain be broken. Kabru might present 
inaccessible spots that could not be seen at all, or, if seen, could not 
be identified as such from its base, or even higher up. 

There are three sharp rock aiguilles standing over half a mile 
apart on a high spur running out to the Biafo glacier which, when 
viewed from the ice for a long distance, appear to rise close together 
from the base, and to form the apex of a slngle pyramidal peak. 

I have ascended a considerable number of high Himalayan 
summits, all of which were previously studied from different points 
as carefully as possible, and in every case difficulties were met with 
that were not apparent during reconnaissance. The more one 
climbs on Himala an peaks the less confidence has one of one's 
ability to judge reforehand of the obstacles their recesses may 
offer. Trial d o r d s  the only proof. 

\YILLIA~I  HUNTER WORKMAN. 
Bombay : Jan~ary 6,1906. 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall 
on Monday evening, December 18, the Bishop of Brietol, President, 
in  the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members 
of the Club: H. E. G. Bartlett, J. E. Croasdaile, W. H. Ellis, 
J. H. Hollingsworth, W. Sedgwick, S. F. Staffurth. J. W. Stein, 
!P. A. Thompson, J. L. Tod-Mercer, E. A. Wilson. 

The PRESIDENT declared the following officers duly elected for 
1906: Mr. Wm. Cecil Slingsby, Vice-President, in place of M i .  
Walter Leaf, whose term of office had expired ; Mr. E. H. F. Bradby, 
Honorary Secretary, in place of Mr. A. L. Mumm, who did not 
offer himself for re-election ; Mesers. Alfred East, R. A. Robertson, 
and C. H. R. Wollaston as new members of Committee in pleae 
of Mr. E. H. F. Bradby, and of Meesrs. R. N. Arkle and G. W. 
Prothero, whose term of office had expired. The President, Vice- 
President (Mr. J. H. Wicks), and the other members of Com- 
mittee (Messrs. J. J. \Tithers, Captain J. P. Farrar, H. V. Reade, 
and H. Priestman) being eligible were re-qlected 

On the motion of Dr. W. A. WILLS, seconded by Sir MARTIN 
CONWAY, Messrs. J. H. W. Rolland and R. L. Harrison were 
elected auditors. 

Mr. C. T. DENT moved that a hearty vote of thanks be passed to 
Mr. A. L. Mumm for the work he had done as Honorary Secretary 
of the Club. Mr. Dent was sure that every member would agree 
that there mas no one to whom the Club owed more than to its 
Honorary Secretary. The duties of the post were arduous, and 
Mr. Mumm had performed those duties for more than the usual 
period. Seldom had the duties of the office-and he knew from 
experience how hard they were-been carried out with more tact, 
judgment, and quiet efficiency than by Mr. Mumm. 

Mr. CHARLES PILKINGTON had great pleasure in seconding the 
motion that the heartiest thanks were due by the Club to Mr. 
Mumm. 

The motion was carried by acclamation. 
The PRESIDENT referred to the losses which the Club had 

sustained by the death of members during the past year. Lient. 
Martin, one of the youngest members (who had been a member for 
80 short a time that his name did not even appear on the printed 
list), had died of fever in Western Africa. The Club had also lost 
Mr. H. C. Foster, a keen climber, elected in 1896 ; Dr. Collier, 
of Alanchester, elected in 1893, well known to most North Country 
members, and an excellent mountaineer; Mr. G. W. Stevens, 
elected in 1872, and Mr. F. J. Stevens, elected in 1899 ; Mr. 
Brocklehorst, an old member devoted to the Alps, who for the laet 
two or three years had suffered from a long, sad illness ; and Mr. 
H. E. Buxton, who had been elected in 1864 on the same night 
as the speaker. In hlr. Alfred N'illiams, elected in 1878, the 
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Club had lost a very remarkable man. The pictures exhibited 
on the walls carried him (the speaker) back to the days of his 
youth in a way that no other pictures of mountain scenery had 
dona I t  wae a remarkable faot that Mr. Williams was in his 
seventieth year when he went out to study the Himalayas, and his 
Himalayan pictures ahowed what a man of that age could do in 
surmounting the g w t  difficulties inseparable from such an under- 
taking. The  family had kindly presented one of the pictures to 
the Club as a muvenir. The President went on to say : 'Last of all 
I wish to refer to the death of Mr. C. E. Mathews, one of the 
original members. This is not the place to pronounce an eulogium 
on him. It had happened that I was to stay with Mr. Mathews on 
October 23, to deliver a lecture on subterranean ice, and just as 
I was starting for Binningham I received a letter to say that Mr. 
Nathews was very ill. He died before I arrived in Birmingham, 
and I was the  first person to refer to his death a t  a public meeting. 
Mr. Mathews was only a few months younger than myself. The 
minds of many members are so stored with knowledge and love 
of Mr. Mathewe that words are not needed to express their 
feelings. The Club were represented at  the funeral by Mr. Horace 
Walker and Sir Martin Conway.' . 

The ~ S I D E N T  also announmd the death of Dr. Richter, editor 
of the ' Ersohliessung der Ostalpen,' who was elected an honorary 
member some yeere ago. The death of Mr. Sandbach Parker should 
also be mentioned, though he was not a member of the Club, as 
he had, with his two brothers, mado serious attempts on the east 
side of the Matterhorn in 1860 and again in 1861. 

The PRESIDENT then announced that the Committee had elected 
Lord Curzon and Sir Francis Younghusband as honorary members. 

The PRESIDENT said that he wished to mention a matter which 
he had tha t  evening discussed with some of the older members of 
the Club. There were no galleries at  the Whitehall Rooms, but at  
the Hdtel Cecil there was gallery accommodation for a considerable 
number of ladies. The possibility of dmitting ladies to the 
speeches after dinner had long been considered. He was pre- 
pared on hie own responsibility to provide coffee and ices for 
about fifty ladies at  the dinner the next night, if there was not 
a atrong opinion against his trying the experiment. If it was tried 
it would be for the Club to say whether it should be continued. 
After some discussion the President said that he could not put any 
resolution on the subjeot, as no notice had been given ; but he 
would ask those who were not willing to have the experiment tried 
to hold up their hands. A sufficient amount of unwillingness 
beingindicated, the President said that he would not try the experi- 
ment. 

The thanks of the Club were offered to Mr. Macdonald for two 
photographs of New Zealand mountain scenery presented by him. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER said that he would like to make a sugges- 
tion that the Club should erect a memorial to Mr. C. E. Mathems, who 
had been one of the founders of the Club. I t  was not for him to 
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say what form the memorial should take, but he suggested to the 
Committee that they might consider the advisability of erecting 
something under the shadow of hiont Blanc. 

Mr. C H U L E ~  PILKINQTON supported the su gestion. Mr. Mathews t was not only connected with the Alpine Clu , but wee also one of 
the founders of the Climbers' Club, and had assisted the Rucksack 
Club, the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club, and the Scottish Moun- 
taineering Club. He would be very glad to help in perpetuating 
Mr. Mathews's memory. 

Mr. SLING~BY said that one of the great virtues of their beloved 
friend Mr. Mathews was that of keen sympathy with all climbers. 
He remembered how many years ago, when he was a young climber, 
he had received much help and encouragement from Mr. blathews. 
On the occasions when Mr. Mathews came to the Yorkshire 
Ramblers' Club he proved a great source of strength. He wonld 
not forget the warmth with which Mr. Mathews was received by 
that Club at their dinner in February last. He was to have given 
a lecture to them on the very night on which he died. Mr. Mathews 
was a many-sided man. He was of a very romantic nature, and 
in losing him the Club had lost a man whose like they would not 
see again. 

Mr. A. J .  BUTLER said that he was with Mr. Mathewe in Wales in 
August. Mr. Mathews was then as fresh as ever in walking and 
talking. One evening during a walk with six barrels he shot five 
rabbits, which he carried home himself. I t  was difficult to believe 
that shortly afterwards he was dead. Mr. Mathews had loved the 
Club to the last day of his life. 

The Rev. \VALTER WESTON read a paper on ' Mountaineering and 
Mountain Clubs in Japan,' which was illustrated by lantern slides ; 
a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to him for his paper. 

THE WINTER DINNER of the Club took place in the Grand Hall  
of the HBtel Cecil on Tuesday evening, December 19, at 7 P.M., 
the Lord Bishop of Bristol, l'resdent, in the chair. Three 
hundred and forty-three members and guests set down, among the 
latter being the Lord Bishop of London, the Right Hon. Lord 
Methuen, Lord Justice Vaughan Williams, Mr. Justice Warrington, 
Sir James Bourdillon, Major Sir H. W. Barlow, Bart., Professor 
Walter Raleigh, Dr. J. Kingston Fowler, Rev. H. Russell Wakefield, 
Mr. Owen Seaman, and Mr. F. Carruthers Gould, kc. kc. 

AN EXHIBITION of Alpine paintings by the late Mr. Alfred 
Williams was held in the Hall of the Club from Tuesday, De- 
cember 5, to Saturday, December 23, 1905. Refreshments were 
provided on the afternoon of the day of the Winter Dinner, 
December 19. 
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BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

( R e d  before the Alpine Club, March 6, 1906.) 
HEN I last read a paper before the Club-it was on w Kangchenjunga-my companion reproached me with 

being dull. I am afraid I shall be duller to-night. If so, you 
must put the blame on your Secretary, who has forced me to 
tell the story of a failure. My only hope is that I may be 
instructive ; this is always the last hope of dulness. I trust 
t h a t  I may be able to give my successors some of the informn- 
tion Mr. Mumm and I failed to get last summer as to how 
best to approach the Mountains of the Moon. 

I had better, perhaps, at  once defend myself for using this 
term. I am of course aware that the identification has been, 
and is still, disputed by geographers of reputation. I have 
read what the learned Mr. Havenstein, and the first conqueror 
of Kilimanjaro, Dr. Meyer, have to say on the subject. But 
they fail to convince me. I find that Herodotus reports the 
existence of pygmies, that Ptolemy describes a snowy range 
feeding two lakes as the source of the Nile ; in the Harleian 
Atlas (A.D. 1536) I see the Silva Lunm planted beside the 
Montes Lunre (Stanley's forest and Ruwenzori) close to one 
of these lakes ; I am referred to Arab chroniclers who describe 
mow mountains and the inconveniences of climbing them. 
In the face of these authorities it seems to me quite incredible 
that  nothing was known, that no tradition or report had 
reached Egypt or Europe, concerning the heart of Africa, and 
that so many of its natural features were described and 
depicted by a process of happy invention, or what might be 
called telepathic geographical inspiration. I state my ow11 
conviction crudely. I ,shall not trouble you with a discussion 
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which might be spun out by irrelevant learning to as great 
a length as that on ' The Pass of Hannibal.' 

While I am dealing with nomenclature I had better explain 
the principles on which I shall employ modern names. I t  may 
be incorrect to speak of Ruwenzori as a single peak, but 
see no reason whatever for declining to speak of ' the Ruwen- 
zori Range.' The name rightly, or wrongly, has been accepted 
in European usage, and any change now would be vexatious. 
As to particular peaks I must decline altogether to follow 
Dr. Stuhlmann in affixing to them the names of German 
savants whom I fear not to know argue8 oneself unknown. 
I shall prefer the native names employed by Sir Harry 
Johnston to others because, as the head of the Government 
of the Protectorate, he had the best right to establish a nomen- 
clature. I trust that in this region we may not have t o  
protest against the further introduction of the names of 
European celebrities, princely or scientific. Our maps are  
already blotted with too many-and that in inhabited countries 
where there is little excuse for them. Herr Grauer's intentions 
are courteoua, and I trust he will not think me the contrary 
if I suggest that it would be a mistake to name a relatively 
insignificant rock after the sovereign of the British Empire.* 

I have spoken of Government. This may serve as the 
place to point out that a question has arisen aa to what 
Government the different parts of the Ruwenzori Range are  
properly subject to, Great Britain or the Congo State. Lord 
Salisbury, who was fond of short cuts in African politics, 
agreed to take the 30th meridian of E. longitude as the pro- 
visional frontier line. This was at  that time laid down on 
maps as running along the W. base of Ruwenzori and bisect- 
ing Lake Albert Edward. Corrected observations have since 
shown that it cuts the eastern spurs of the range, and thus 
would give the crest of the chain and the whole of the lake 
to the Congo State. If this artificial boundary line were 
accepted as permanent, local trouble and loss must result. 
I t  would cut off our vassal, the King of Toro, from a salt- 
producing district which is his chief source of revenue; i t  
would exclude our commerce from the waterway of the 
western Nile, it would block another bit of the Cape to Cairo 
route. To the native tribes the question is one of much 
concern. One of the chiefs has recently shown hie anxiety 
to remain a British subject by tendering in advance to the 
Government of the Uganda Protectorate the whole house-tax 

-- 
* See post, p. 143. 
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for his tribe. To the Alpine Club it is also a matter of 
legitimate concern. We cannot afford to give awRy any more 
African snows, to have to show passports for Ruwenzori. 
The case is clearly one that calls for the attention of our 
former President, the author of the Access to Mountains Bill. 

All those who know the district will, I believe, agree in 
urging that the time has come when negotiations should be 
entered into for substituting the boundary provided by Nature 
for a n  inconvenient and artificial line that disregards local 
features, commercial interests, and tribal limits. We must 
trust  Mr. Bryce to see, when the Mixed Commission antici- 
pated by the Belgian authorities meets, that the frontier line 
is drawn in a way agreeable to the inhabitants of the country 
as well as  to the members of the Alpine Club. 

The following extract from an article in the ' hlouve- 
ment G6ographiqueY for October 29, 1905, by its editor, 
M. A. T. Wauters, Secretary-General to the Congo Railways 
Company, would seem to show that there should be no 
difficulty in coming to an amicable and satisfactory arrange- 
ment :- 

'La frontikre politique qui separe 1'Etat Independant du 
Congo du colonie anglaise de 1'Uganda coupe le massif du 
Rnwenzori en deux portions d'inegales superficies : la partie 
nord-est, la plus importante, se trouve dans la sphbre d'in- 
fluence anglaise : la partie sud-ouest, qui comprend les 
contreforts en pente vers le lac Albert-Edouard, est situke 
s u r  le territoire de 1'Etat. 

' Cette limite purement geographique est provisoire : il 
viendra un moment ou elle devrait etre prBcis6e sur le terrain 
par une expedition mixte. Telle quelle est elle a ete fixee par 
diverse8 conventions et documents, notamment la declaration 
d e  neutralite adreasbe aux puissances le 1" aotit, 1885, la 
carte officielle en 5,000,000 dress6e par &I. Friedericksen et 
annex& aux " Protocoles et Documents de la Confbrence de 
Berlin," enfin l'arrangement de 20 mai 189.2, conclu avec 
1'Angleterre. 

' L a  limite est indiquee par un pointill6 special sur le croquis 
joint a cette etude et qui a ete mis au courant des dernibres 
observations regues en Europe. A l'ouest du lac Albert et du 
cours moyen de la Semliki elle eat formbe par la ligne de faite 
des bassins du Nil et du Congo jusqu'ii sa rencontre avec le 
30me meridien ; elle eat continuee vers le sud le long de ce 
meridien qui coupe la grande for&t de l'Aruwimi ii ses confins 
orientaux, la  Semliki a peu prks vers le milieu de son cours et 
le lac Albert-Edouard a son extrkmite nord-est pres du poste 
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anglais de Katve.' (The writer has here given the uncorrected 
position of the Meridian.) 

I must assume that all my readers want to go out to 
Ruwenzori, or, a t  any rate, to know how they can best go 
should they want to. If you embark at  Marseilles or Brindisi 
it takes from sixteen to twenty days to reach Blombasa through 
the Suez Canal. The Austrian steamers are the best, the 
English the slowest; there are also fair French and German 
boats. A white town situated on an island between two fine 
harbours, blue bays framed in palm forests, BIombasa is a, 
characteristically tropical port. 

In  1883 I feared I was signing a death-warrant in drawing 
up the instructions to Joseph Thomson to h d  a way to the  
great lake between Kenia and Kilimanjaro. A most un- 
assuming railway station is now the starting-point of a train 
which performs in 48 hrs. the journey of 580 miles which 
used to take three months. This line is one of the most 
marvellous products of British enterprise. A wedge run into 
the heart of a scarcely discovered continent, it crosses two 
ridges, one of which is as high as the top of the old St. 
Gotthard carriage-road, 8,300 ft. But to the traveller a n  
even greater attraction than the scenery is the fact tha t  
the best part of Noah's Ark promenades about the line, and 
that Adam and Eve may be seen watching the trains pass. 
Deer, antelopes and zebras in herds, jackals, hyenas, baboons, 
ostriches, giraffes, all these we saw close at hand, and on our  
way down the train pulled up to give us a better view of 
a lioness who calmly trotted beside it, caring no more for 
Mumm and his rifle than her ancestors did for a certain 
prophet. 

The Victoria Nyanza is reached at  the head of the Kavirondo 
Gulf, whence a luxurious steamer carriea visitors to Entebbe, 
the capital of the Uganda Protectorate. The northern lake- 
shores are low, hills of 300 to 400 ft., but they are exquisitely 
wooded. The open spaces are as green as English meadows, 
and the giant ant-heaps add to the illusion by their resemblalice 
from a distance to haycocks. 

Entebbe is in a situation of singular beauty. The town, 
a group of villas and a street or bazaar, has been planted on 
the steep side of a wooded peninsula and looks out east and 
south over a labyrinth of bays and islands towards the centre 
of the great inland sea. Its site has been more or less cut in 
a primreval forest, and in the villa-gardens English roses 
blossom round the trunks of the tall smooth-stemmed giants 
of Africa. The sunrises are the peculiar glory of Entebbe, 
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The surface of the lake has at all times a greenish hue, at 
dawn it shines like a translucent emerald floor, the islands 
become bars of the deepest sapphire, the grove that still lines 
the water's edge forms a dark frame to the luminous landscape, 
while the white-robed natives in the foreground resemble the 
figures of a dream. I never enjoyed any sunrises so much ; 
I ought perhaps to add that one of their charms was that 
I could see them from my bed. 

Beyond Entebbe civilised communications come to an end. 
Here the traveller first learns what ' going on safari ' means. 
He must organise a caravan and procure tents and provisions. 
He will find a great deal ready to his hand, but he may do 
well not t o  rely too exclusively on the local resources of 
Uganda. The  language difficulty is considerable, unless one 
of the party can talk Swaheli-which, like Latin in the 
Middle Ages in Europe, is a, means of intercourse between 
the superior natives throughout East Africa. We solved it by 
engaging a young Englishman, who had come up from Natal 
to try his luck under the Equator, to act as our interpreter 
and the controller of our caravan of sixty Uganda natives. 

Before we set out on our journey I may take the occasion 
to say once for all that the maps of the Intelligence Depart- 
ment of the  War Office, though good round Lake Victoria, are 
practically. useless in the interior. They are compilations 
from the itineraries of early explorers, and fail to indicate 
even the line taken by the beaten postroad from Kampala to 
Toro and the Upper Congo, or to give the names by which the 
halting places are now known. Ruwenzori is shown by con- 
ventional contours having no reference to Nature. There is 
no respectable map of Ruwenzori in existence. The early 
travellers were misled by the idea that it was volcanic and 
indicated a vast crater in its centre. Stanley's guesses were 
accepted by stay-at-home cartographers as indisputable, and 
his euccessors' work distorted in order to make it fit in with 
them. Mr. Moore and Mr. Scott Elliot * have each contri- 
buted some fragments of observation. A German cartogra- 
pher has plotted out in detail Dr. Stuhlmann's discoveries on 
the W. side of the chain.? But all the work done has been 
somewhat amateurish, and I regret that I have nothing to add 
to it. For surveying in such a region time and fair weather 

- - -  

* d Naturalist in Mid Africa. By G. F. Scott Elliot. London, 
1896. To the LWmtntains of the Moon. B y  G .  E. S. RIoore. 
London, 1901. 

t htit2eilungen der Geographischer Gesellschaft in Hamburg 
(vol. xvii.), 1901. 
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are essential. I trust that the expedition sent from t h e  
British Museum to spend a year on the mountain may be 
able to produce an authentic map of its central group. The 
Government, I am glad to learn, axe taking up seriously the  
mapping of the Protectorate as a whole. 

Either from Entebbe or Kampala it ia 200 miles, or 12 days' 
good marching, more generally 14, to Fort Portal, the British 
post a few miles from the northern spur of the Ruwenzori 
Range. A march varies from 14 to 20 miles and covers two 
stages, at each of which is a rest-house or hut, protected by a 
fence. The day's journey begins at  daybreak and is as a rule 
completed by noon. Towards evening a troup of villagers 
comes in with the carriers' food, unripe bananas, and much 
bargaining goes on. If there is a chief of any importance in 
the neighbourhood he brings a present, poultry or a lamb, 
and expects something in return. Strange to say, we found 
the most acceptable gift to be writing-paper and envelopes. 
Among the old aristocracy of Uganda it is apparently held a 
high distinction to be a man of letters ! 

I t  is worth while to visit I<amprtla, a ride of 4 hours in a rick- 
shaw from Entebbe. The former capital of Uganda is in one 
respect like Rome : it stands on eeveral hills. On one hill is 
the English Station ; on another the royal palace, in old days 
the scene of the many atrocities of King Mwanga, now the resi- 
dence of his grandson, a boy of thirteen. He has an English 
tutor to teach him lawn tennis and footbrtll, and hacks h i s  
subjects' shins instead of cutting off their ears and noses. So 
quickly does the old order change in Darkest Africa. A long 
street lined with the high fences of chequered bamboos thet 
enclose the residences of the nobility of Kampala leads to the  
Protestant cathedral. I t  is called a cathedral, but it is no more 
like a real cathedral than, let me say, a colonial bishop is like 
the real thing. The building is constructed almost entirely of 
reeds and has a vast thatched roof which is fine in colour and  
impressive from a distance. I t  is said to Le capable of ac- 
commodating 2,000 worshippers. Perhaps the best idea of it 
will be given by describing it as a gigantic Gothic summer- 
house. On a more distant hill stand the important buildings 
of the Roman Catholic hIission, which does good work 
throughout Uganda in encouraging agriculture and spreading 
the rudiments of civilisation. There is no visible town, 
except the bazaar, a long row of well-furnished booths. In 
the early morning it is a very pretty sight. 'White cotton 
nightgown country ' Uganda might then be called. The shining 
figures, in their flowing robes, reminded me of the inhabitants of 



the Celestial City in some old Florentine picture. The illusion 
vanished when on nearer approach the colour of their face8 
became visible. 

The walk or ride (we were successful in hiring two 
mules a t  Entebbe) to Fort Portal may be roughly divided 
into three sections. The scenery in each differs, and each 
has its distinctive character. We began by traversing an 
upland region cut by shallow valleys. In their flat bottoms 
are  not streams but swamps, from which foul water oozes out 
to the N. to join the Nile. Here as elsewhere Africa gives one 
the idea of the work of a 'prentice hand. The architect of the 
Uganda plateau omitted to give it any sufficient general slope 
t o  carry off its drainage. On the heights are many hamlets 
and banana groves, in the hollows either exquisite little 
samples of tropical forest, or, more often, fields of papyrus 
covering stinking, stagnant mud. These the path traverses 
on narrow causeways. 

After a large shallow lake. crowded with islets (Lake Isolt), 
has been passed on the left, our second stage is reached. 
The hills become bolder and more individual, about the size 
of English downs, the valley8 wider and less insanitary. 
There is a good deal of bush, but no continuous forest. Here 
(as old travellers say) there be many fierce lions. Within an 
hour I marked the tracks of five on the path as I was walking 
ahead of the caravan one morning. The only objects I 
encountered, however, were a Roman Catholic missionary, 
travelling with a donkey, a hammock and a bicycle, and an 
official from the Upper Congo, to ~ h i c h  Uganda is now, thanks 
to the railway, the direct postal route. A few hours later 
I was thrown from my mule, and a good deal hurt, so that 
I had to be carried in a litter for several days. 

After another five or six days the country assumed a more 
varied aspect. The hills were no longer scattered without 
apparent design or connection. Something like a continuous 
range rose in front. We were approaching the edge of the high 
Uganda plateau, the watershed between the streams flowing 
to the Victoria Nile and to Lake Albert Edward. The pass 
which we crossed at the head of a very pretty flowery valley 
was a mild affair, comparable with the Col di Colma between 
Varallo and Lago d' Orta. 

From this point we might have seen Ru~enzor i ;  but we 
did not, that excitement was reserved for two days later, when 
we were camped in the vicinity of a mission station called 
Bntiti. The spot is 17 miles (one day's march) from Fort 
Portal and about 40 miles from the snows. Hence we had the 
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view, denied to our predecessors, which Sir H. Johnston drew 
from imagination and inserted in his book. His fundamental 
idea was s o ~ d ,  but he was misled by trying to incorporate 
the legends of cartographers. 

The prospect before us was a striking one. In  the im- 
mediate foreground stood bold green hills; beyond them we 
looked across a rolling country to a long range, rising from 
low foothills at  either end, ridge behind ridge, to its final comb 
of shining snow. The vision, welcome as it was, was rather 
fascinating than sublime. The precipices and ice-fields were 
not, like those of the Himalaya, built up on a scale to excite 
awe; the general eflect of the range was such as the European 
traveller is accustomed to. We might have been looking a t  
a bit out of the pdnorama from the Superga. 

There mas one point that struck us even before we began 
to analyse the details of the heights. There was no doubt 
whatever as to the highest visible peak, no more than there 
is in the case of Mont Blanc when seen from Geneva. 

Starting from the S. the first snow lay in streaks on s 
massive rock I may distinguish provisionally as the Southern 
Peak ; a broad snowless depression, obviously meant for, and 
as we subsequently learnt, used as a pass, divided it from 
a bold comb of rock and ice, Sir H. Johnston's Kiymja.' 
Its distinctive outline was at  once recognisable as the reverse 
of that shown on the right of Dr. Stuhlmann's fine photo- 
gravure taken at the head of one of the valleys on the 
opposite side of the range. From its base a glacier-clad 
ridge stretched to the dominating summit, a shapely snow- 
peak of a most inviting aspect occupying the position of 
Sir H. Johnston's Duwoni. I t  reminded me in its proportiona 
of the Weisskugel and looked quite as easy. There seemed 
nothing to prevent anyone armed with an ice-axe from walking 
straight up the snow-ridge from the saddle at  its southern 
base. Moritz Inderbinnen was delighted, he planned another 
route for the descent. Misgivings were banished; we all 
began to count our chickens prematurely. 

To the N.W. of the highest summit mas a second slightly 
lower top. This double peak is shown in Stuhlmann's illustra- 
tion, and also, I fancy, in a woodcut in Stanley's " In Darkest 
Africa," vol. ii., representing ' the tallest peak of Ruwenzori ' 
seen from the N.W. But where was the Saddle Peak seen by 
Stairs and afterwards inserted in maps as 12 to 20 miles to 
the N. of the central group and equal to it in height? For 
- - -. - - - - - - -. - 

* See illustrations. 
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the moment a neighbouring hill prevented us from answering 
this question. But  a n  hour later I saw from the path the 
complete range. North of and close to the double peak were 
three or four inferior snow-sprinkled rock-teeth ; some of 
these no doubt were the summits seen by Stairs. Further 
N. the crest soon became rounded and green. I n  short, the 
Saddle Peak seems to be an African Mt. Iseran.* 

I t  may be well to pause here, and before approaching it 
nearer, to  give an  outline sketch of the character of the 
Ruwenzori Range according to our present knowledge. I t  
hm already a considerable literature, but some of its explorers 
have employed phrases which I think they would hardly have 
hazarded had  they been brought up in the traditions of this 
Club. To compare Ruwenzori with the Alps or Caucasus is 
to risk giving a very exaggerated impression. I ts  snows 
have been said to rival those between Nt. Blanc and the 
St. Gotthard, a distance of 100 miles. Between the Simplon 
and the Griee mould be nearer the mark. The glaciers of 
Ruwenzori cover, I believe, about 12  miles; they certainly 
do not cover more than 20 out of the 60 that, reckoning 
in its lowest foothills, make up the range. I should roughly 
divide the  chain as  follows: at either end 12  miles of low 
foothills, 20 miles for high ridges green to the top, and 16  
at most for Alpine peaks and glaciers. 

I desire to speak with all respect of Dr. Stuhlmann, who 
did very good work, and ha8 given us our best picture of 
what is probably the finest aspect of the central snows. But 
it is a singular instance of the blindness of some scientists 
supric crepidam, that the Doctor and his critics (with one ex- 
ception, whom I will not name) did not recognise as glaciers 
the glaciers in his photograph, or realise the fact that he 
had established Ruwenzori's claim to be the mother of the 
Glaciers of the Nile, described by Ptolemy. 

Mr. Moore was, T think, the first to go up to and describe 
the Mubuku glaciers, and he read a paper to the Club on his 
excursion (vol. xxi.). He attained the crest of the chain 
at  a height of nearly 15,000 ft, My friend Sir H. Johnston, 

* In all Mumm's photographs from this spot the distance has 
unfortunately failed to appear. I give, therefore, a facsimile of 
an outline I took of the highest peak from Butiti, with two views 
of it from different quarters borrowed from Stanley's and Stuhl- 
mann's books. Views of the Southern Peak and Kiyanja taken by 
Mumm in the Mubuku Valley will also be found in this number. 
For the first three views we are indebted to the courtesy of the 
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to whom we are indebted for a fascinating and beautifully 
illustrated description of the whole Protectorate, has given 
a detailed narrative of his climb up the Mubuku to the 
glaciers at its head. In 1901 Mr. Wylde, ' with the aid of 
entrenching tools,' climbed for an hour above the end of the 
glacier to a height he estimated at 15,000 ft. No measure- 
ment, however, seems to have been taken.* 

The main point on which I differ from Sir H. Johnston is 
as to the height of the mountain. He guesses it, as 20,000 ft., 
an estimate formed on his impressions of the' scenery a t  the 
head of the Mubuku Valley. I cannot help surmising that 
his patriotism unconsciously impelled him to raise it above the 
great dome, the dome of Kilimanjaro, which in a fit of mis- 
placed and unrequited generosity we gave away to the Kaiser. 

In this discussion we have now several data to start from. 
The level of the upper terrace of the Mubuku Valley has by 
repeated measurements been shown to be about 18,000 ft., the 
base of its glacier 13,500-600 ft. Mr. Moore, Nr. Tegart, and 
Mr. Wollaston have separately got heights of about 15,000 ft. 
for points on the watershed at the head of the glacier. I con- 
fess that I find it hard to believe that the rise from the valley 
bottom to the ridge is only 2,000 ft. But I cannot dispute these 
combined observations, and I must suppose that, like Sir H. 
Johnston, though in a somewhat less degree, I was misled by 
the well-known magnifying and distorting powers of mist. 
The tbird datum is the height of 16,600 to 16,700 ft. obtained 
by trigonometrical measurement by members of Colonel 
Delm6-Radcliffe's Frontier Survey for a peak in the range. The 
question (which we cannot answer without fuller details) is, 
which peak? From the S. and S.E. the highest peaks are 
often obscured by the southern peak, which is several hundred 
feet lower, and it is, therefore, very possible t.hat the southern 
peak was the point measured. In this case the highest peak 
mill probably prove about the height I first guessed, 17,000 to 
17,500 ft. But if the gap on the Mubuku watershed is really 
only 15,000 ft., and Kiyanja only 16,150 ft.,? the highest peak 
may be not more than 16,500 ft., the height Mr. Tegart 
assigns to it. I t  must not be forgotten, however, that Dr. 
David 1 claims to have climbed to 16,700 ft. on the western 
slope of the mountain. But until he furnishes further details 
this altitude must be taken with reserve. 

I t  may plausibly beargued that a chain under the Equator 
must rise to more than 17,000 ft. in order to send down 
-- - - - -- - - - - . .- 

* See Geographical Journal, vol. xix. p. 86. 
t See pp. 145, 6. See Globzu, vol. 86. 







glaciers to 13,500 ft. I thought so myself until I went to the 
spot. But now, after suffering from the rainfall and observing 
the pall of wet mist, which hangs for weeks over the loftier 
ridges, I can easily believe that perpetual humidity and 
frequent absence of sunshine may be efficient causes for the 
descent of the ice to a comparatively low level. In  this 
connection I may quote a fact recorded in the ' Geographical 
J o m a l '  for hfarch last. On the slopes of Ruwenzori a 
temperature of 39" Fahrenheit has been recorded at  3,670 ft., 
while no equally low temperature has been recorded on 
Iiilimanjaro at  6,200 ft. 

The snow-line is another matter on which my predecessors' 
ideas have, I venture to think, got somewhat mixed. A snow- 
line is not where snow sometimes falls, or where nQve turns 
into ice, but where snow lies all the year round. Snow often 
falls on Ruwenzori down to 12,500 ft.-perhaps lower-but 
trees grow up to 14,400 ft. That is about the height where 
snow lies permanently in gullies and hollows. There is not, 
as in the Alps, a broad bare space between the forests and 
the snows. When we were in Toro the only continuous 
snows were those between Kiyanja and Duwoni; the out- 
lying rock-peaks were only flecked. 

It was a rare day in more ways than one, the last of our 
journey to Fort Portal. As our path wound over the shoulders 
of high downs I recognised the black serrated crest of the 
Portal Peaks, buttressed towards the plain by the army of 
green hills which divides the basins of the TVimi and Mu- 
buku torrents. We lost the view by plunging into a dark 
wood, a sample of the famous forest beyond the Semliki in 
which Stanley wandered. In one place the brushwood was 
torn and the path pounded by the recent passage of a herd of 
elephants. Toro is the home of elephants. I t  is also a land 
of streams. In the thickest of the grove we heard the 
welcome sounds of running water and came on a consider- 
able torrent, tearing its way through the tropical greenery. 

Fort Portal is finely situated on a hill in open country, 
a few miles from the northern spur of Ruwenzori. It con- 
sists of a fort, a large camp of beehive huts occupied by the 
Nubian garrison, a few Indian stores, and one or two official 
residences. The Collector, Mr. Haldane, was unluckily absent, 
but by his kindness Mumm and I were installed in comfort in 
his house. From the balcony there is a very pretty view 
along the range, but the central group is hidden and only a 
few snow patches are visible on its northern outliers and one 
white speck in the extreme S. 

Fort Portal is over 5,000 ft. above the sea, the valley of 
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the western Nile is under 3,000 ft. I t  is a pleasant, almost 
level, walk of 2 hrs. past a small lake full of wild ducks and 
water-lilies and over a level grassy upland to the brink of the 
escarpment of the Semliki Valley. From a hillock to the 
left of the pass there is a most impressive view. In the fore- 
ground the last, spur of Ruwenzori makes its plunge into 
the deeplying trench through which the Nile wanders in 
wide curves on its way to the Albert Lake. The plain is 
green and apparently cultivated in parts, burnt up and red 
in others, dotted everywhere with acacia groves. Opposite 
rises the long range which forms the watershed of Africa, 
breaking down in cliffs to the Lake, the waters of which 
shimmer faintly in the far distance. 

Two miles from Fort Portal on the opposite hill lives a 
black king, Kasagama by name, whom the Government 
recognises and supports. He has for neighbours a colony of 
Church of England missionaries, with their wives and 
children, who live in comfortable houses with pleasant gar- 
dens. Under the instructions of the Collector and through 
the able hands of his Katakiro, or Prime Minister, the king 
organised our transport for Ruwenzori. The missionaries 
proved valuable sources of information as to climate and 
paths. Mr. Maddox, one of them, has been up to the 
glaciers, and is a keen climber, though inexperienced. I left 
him an ice-axe, and I trust he may make good use of it.* By 
him and by the native chiefs we were repeatedly assured that 
there are two dry seasons on Ruwenzori, mid-summer and mid- 
winter. Then, they said, it is much colder on the mountain, 
and the higher swamps are frozen. The dryness can, how- 
ever, only be relative, since Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, the plucky 
missionary lady, and the Austrian-Herr Grauer-- who 
attempted the mountain after us with Nr. Tegart and Mr. 
Maddox, met with broken weather in January. 

The British Museum party, of whom our member Mr. 
A. F. R. Wollaston is one, seem, however, to have been more 
fortunate a week or two later, and we look forward with great 
interest to fuller accounts of their doings. Whatever escapes 
them in the way of summits will doubtless fall before the 
stupendous expedition led by the Duke of the Abruzzi, which 
all mountain-lovers will be glad to learn includes Signor 
Vittorio Sella. 

(To be continued.) 

* Mr. Maddox was subsequently one of Hem Greuer's party in 
1906. See post, Further Attempts on Ruwenzori,' p. 148. 



BY 0. K. WILLIAMSON. 

(Read before the Alpine Club April 9, 1906.) 
Y feelings to-night in bringing to your notice two M expeditions which r e  made last summer are some- 

what akin to those which might be experienced by a 
chaperon escorting two damsels to a dance, having indeed 
little fear as to the future of the elder (to whom I may liken 
the Dent  Blanche), who is already well known, albeit she is 
appearing in a somewhat unusual garb ; but, on the other 
hand, deeply anxious for the success of the younger (repre- 
sented by the Breithorn Joch), seeing that the latter is making 
her dgbut. 

After spending a few days in the Lijtschenthal last July, 
Henry Symons and I with our guides-Jean Naitre and 
Pierre Maurys-crossed over to Ober Steinberg, that delightful 
spot at the head of the Lauterbrunnen Valley, taking the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn en ~ o u t e ,  having as our object the 
reconnoitring and attack of one of the peaks between 
the Tachingelhorn and the Jungfrau by a new route. We 
then proceeded critically to examine the same with a Zeiss 
field-glass, but were reluctantly forced to agree with our 
guides that the proposed ridge was, owing to the slabbiness 
of its steep rocks, probably impossible. 

It now clearly behoved us to find something to justify our 
presence here. Failing a new route up a peak, it seemed to 
us that an untrodden pass would be a worthy object of ambi- 
tion, and scanning the ridge between the Grosshorn and 
Lanterbrunnen Breithorn on that glorious summer morning, 
my eye was arrested by a Col, that between the latter peak 
and the summit, 3,387 m. on the Siegfried map." This, 
always provided that it could be reached from the side of the 
Lauterbrunnen Valley, and likewise if it should afford a means 
of escape on the south side, would be a new pass across the 
main chain of the Bernese Alps. 

This idea was no sooner conceived than I discussed the 
matter critically with the other members of our l~tlrty, with 
the result that they were as eager as I was to attempt the 
expedition, and Jean went so far as to espress an opinion 
favourable to our chances. 

.- A 

Peter Bauxnann informs me that this peak is locally named 
Znckerstock or Zuokerstijckli. 
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A brief summary of the passes across the ridge just 
mentioned may not be out of place. Taking them in order, 
from north-east to south-west, they are :-The Roththal 
Sattel (3,857 m.), the depression between the Roththal Horn 
and the Jungfrau, although it was reached simply in order to 
ascend the Jungfrau thence and was not crossed as a pass, 
mas first reached from the west or Roththal side by a difficult 
and dangerous climb by Messrs. L. Stephen, R. J. S. Mac- 
donald and F. Craufurd Grove, ~ i t h  Melchior and Jacob 
Anderegg and J. Bischoff in 1864. The Lauithor (3,700 m.), 
the gap between the Gletscherhorn and the Gespensterhorn, 
was first crossed in 1860 by Messrs. John Tyndall and F. 
Vaughan Hawkins, with Ulrich Lauener and Christian Kauf- 
mann. These passes, especially the first-mentioned, are 
dangerous from avalanches. The Gletscherjoch, between the 
Ebnefluh and Gletscherhorn, does not seem to have been 
reached from the north. The Ebnefluhjoch (3,750 m.), 
between the Nittaghorn and the Ebnefluh, was first traversed 
by MGsrs. J. J. Hornby and T. H. Philpott and Mr. F. 
Norshead, with Chrietian Almer, Christian Lauener and Jacob 
Anderegg in 1866. The work appears to have been very 
difficult. The Nittagjoch (3,704 m.), between the Grosshorn 
and Mittaghorn, was reached from the north in 1880 by Herr 
H. Diibi, with Fritz Fuchs and Fritz Graf. The Schmadrijoch 
(3,311 m.), between the Grosshorn and Lauterbrunnen Breit- 
horn, was first crossed (from the south side) by Messrs. J. J. 
Hornby and T. H. Philpott with Christian Almer, Christian 
Lauener and Jacob Anderegg, in 1866. The descent on the 
north side was effected by the rocks of the Grosshorn and 
a steep glacier. The Wetterliicke, between the Techingelhorn 
and Lauterbrunnen Breithorn (3,159 m.), was first crossed 
(from soiith to north) in 1864 by Mr. A. W. Moore, with 
Christian Alnler and Anton Eggel. This beautiful pass is 
frequently traversed nowadays. Thus it will be seen that 

. since the last of these passes was crossed for the first time, a 
quarter of a century had elapsed. 

In reading the accounts of first; ascents by mountaineers 
of a past generation, one is struck by the extraordinary 
preference exhibited for avalanche-swept couloirs over ridges. 
To the modern climber this is hard to understand. Besides 
being, from the nature of things, far safer, a ridge climb 
would seem to be incomparably superior, as regards variety 
of scenery, to that on a face or in a gully. 

To return to our proposed expedition. The second day 
following our arrival at  Ober Steinberg saw us relapse into 
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that condition of restive repose caused by the advent of bad 
weather. The same fact will serve to explain a lamentable 
interest in the culinary proceedings which was also observ- 
able. That evening,. however, the outlook was sufficiently 
promising to impel us to make plans for m early start next 
morning. We agreed that it was not worth while to camp 
out, as the furthest suitable spot for this purpose that we 
knew of was not more than about two hours distant from 
Ober Steinberg. 

We were awakened about 1 o'clock on the Monday morn- 
ing to find doubtful conditions of weather and to the necessity 
of solving that  most dficult problem as to whether these 
were good enough to make it desirable to start. This problem 
having been solved in a negative sense (to my aecret joy), I 
retired to bed once more, leaving my companion to finish his 
breakfast and study Shakespeare. Of course, as soon as it 
mas too late to start it became obvious that the day would 
be a brilliant one. This was occupied by a morning stroll 
and a bathe in the Oberhorn See and afterwards by a delight- 
fa1 walk along the hillside to Miirren. On the way back, 
during which Symons again insisted on having a bath in a 
stream, the peaks a t  the head of the valley and those 
bounding the Roththal, seen soaring above the evening mista, 
presented a weird and marvellously beautiful appearance, 
reminding us of photographs me had seen of Himalayan 
peaks. 

The situation of Ober Steinberg, faaing the great wall 
from which rise the peak8 to the south and east, is truly 
a magnificent one. For this reason alone, the spot deserves 
to be better known. We found the Hotel Ober Steinberg, 
moreover, simple it is true, but comfortable. That evening 
we decided that there was no excuse for further sloth, that 
the conditions were now sufficiently good to justify our 
expedition, and that stern duty would necessitate our start 
on the following day. Although there had been nearly two 
days' bad weather, there was but little fresh snow to be seen 
on the mountains. 
Our plan was not only to cross the pass, but also to ascend 

the Groeshorn en route. How absurd this idea mas the sequel 
will show. Strolling out to have a look at the peaks after 
dinner with two Englishmen, who had arrived that evening, 
Borne such conversation as this took place : 

'What expedition are you planning for to-morrow ? ' ' We 
think of trying the Grosshorn.' ' Which way do you attack 
that? ' The natural way would be from the Schmadrijoch.' 
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'What is the route to the Schmadrijoch?' The way was 
indicated. 'We shall look out for you on that slope a t  such 
and such a time.' Now we, of course, had not the remotest 
idea of going over the Schmadrijoch, neither had we the  
slightest intention of divulging our plans. Hence the above, 
perhaps, excusable deception. 

About six hours later, or, to be accurate, at 2 A.M. on 
Wednesday, July 26, in perfect weather, the four members 
of our party solemnly marched out from the hotel and pro- 
ceeded in single file along the narrow path leading to the 
Oberhorn See. I know not whether any member of our Club 
can honestly say that he enjoys this part of an expedition. 
I will confesa that to say so would be, as regards myself, a 
' terminological inexactitude,' and that my temper at  this 
time of day (or night) is at  its worst. 

Leaving the Oberborn See on our right, and climbing up 
in the dark execrable slopes of the moraine of the Breithorn 
glacier, we descended on to the glacier. 

A few words of description will make clem our further 
route. Running northwards from the wall supporting the 
upper glacier, which itself arises from the neve immediately 
under the ridge extending from the Zuckerstock to the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, is a secondary ridge of rock, which 
at  its northern extremity (marked on the Siegfried map as 
2,316 m.) falls abruptly to the Breithorn glacier. We were 
now exactly opposite to the end of this ridge, and our inten- 
tion was to mount the glacier to the E. thereof, and h a l l y  
to ascend to the secondary ridge itself, near the point where 
it abuts on the main mall, and so to reach the upper 
glacier. u- - - 

Daylight was fast approaching as we halted to rope. We 
now diverged to the right from the Schmadrijoch route, and 
ascended the glacier with ease by slopes which after the 
commencement were quite gradual. Turning to the right we 
reached the col immediately S. of the highest point of the 
secondary ridge. I t  mas now considered desirable to refresh 
the inner man. I felt in that condition of semi-moroseness, 
the usual result of an early morning start before one's mental 
and physical activities have received the stimulation of any 
real ditiiculties. \Tie expected that the problem of the prac- 
ticability of the ascent to the pass would be solved within 
the next few hours. Turning once more to the right, Pierre 
cut steps up a short and narrow couloir of snow. About this 
time we were first greeted by the morning sun. To the left 
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of thie couloir we took to ewy rocks. A steep wall of rotten 
rock, some 20 ft. in height, now demanded careful treatment. 
I t  11~1~7, perhaps, be doubted whether experience tends to make 
one climb rock of this sort more quickly, although undoubtedly 
the experienced mountaineer will climb it far more safely than 
the novice. It led us up once more to a continuation south- 
ward8 of our secondary ridge, which me followed without difii- 
cultg to the upper glacier. At this point we erected a stone 
boy. We now traversed snow slopes to the right below a 
conspicuous overhanging serac, and turned sharply to the 
left, now proceeding in a S.E. direction towards the foot of the 
final slope leading up to our col. I do not remember having 
ever Been more impressive scenery than what greeted u~ 
hereabouts, the Breithorn being striking beyond any descrip- 
tion. The peak as here seen rims from the glacier in a great 
fluted mallof quite uncompromising steepnees. Consisting in the 
main of ice, the face is made up of shallow couloirs, separated 
by ribs, with here and there rocks jutting out from them. 
We made rapid progress, and felt considerable satisfaction 
at the fact that no crevmses presented any serious dificulties. 
The slope steepened up before we reached the bergschruntl 
guarding the final wall that stretches between the Zuckerstocb 
on the left and the Breithorn on the right, and we here paused 
to plan our final attack. . 

At only one spot did there appear any probability of our 
being able to cross the schrund, which elsewhere was of most 
formidable width. At the point in question it was narrow 
and mas partly choked by snow ; these advantages, however, 
being counterbalanced owing to the fact that the upper lip 
was at  a considerable height vertically above the lower. The 
slope above was of its kind the most formidable that I have 
ever had the luck to climb. Of similar nature to that form- 
ing the northern face of the Breithorn, it also was of very 
considerable steepness. From just below the bergachrund I 
carefully measured the angle of the slope with a clinometer, 
and found that from the foot to the highest point visible, pro- 
bably two-thirds or three-quarters of the distance from the 
foot to the top of the slope, this was exactly 65". Above the 
bergachrund the slope rose for some feet in hard ice, which 
then gave place to more or less continuous patches of the 
calcareous rock of which the range here is composed. These 
extended upwards for the greater part of the height of the 
elope in a flattened, ill-defined rib. Up this we proposed to 
climb. Further to the left of these rocks the slope appeared 
to consist of bare ice, leading up to the Zuckerstock. The sun 
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was now just touching the topmost rocks, but we neither saw 
nor heard any signs of falling rocks on this side of the pass. 

We now placed ourselves on the lower lip of the bergschrund, 
and Pierre proceeded to climb up me, and, standing on my 
right shoulder, was enabled to reach the upper edge and 
started to cut stepe in tho slope above. 

Mr. Dent, in his Alpine classic, Above the Snow-line,' 
speaks of the bergschrund as ' a god-send to writers on 
mountaineering in search of material to act as padding.' 
On this occasion, however, we thought fit to reverse the 
natural order of things, and acted as padding to the berg- 
schrund, stowing ourselves away in its recesses and admiring 
the gigantic icicles dependent from its upper edge. After a 
time a distant 'Venez, Monsieur,' called upon us to follow, 
and we one at a time emerged on to the ice-slope. By the 
time that the last man had fairly started on the slope, Pierre 
had reached the lowest rocks. These we negotiated with 
extreme care, owing to the steepness of the slope, not that 
they were in themselves difficnlt, but they were not of the 
nature upon which one could place implicit reliance. More- 
over they had a covering of fresh snow. A well-defined rock 
platform was soon reached, and from here we climbed con- 
tinuously up the rib, the angle becoming less steep, till me 
finally emerged on the ice-slope above the rocks and ascended 
this for a short distance. Above us the snow covering faded 
away, and to avoid the bare ice we had to traverse horizontally 
to  the left a few yards, some jutting knobs of rock affording 
welcome hand-hold. Owing to the excellence of the stepe 
which Pierre was mrtnufacturing, ample time was afforded to 
us here to contemplate the glorious scene around us, whilst 
the music of the Schmadribach Fall, thousands of feet below, 
wee broken rhythmically by the ring of Pierre's axe. A few 
steps down the slope, which here consisted of snow, were 
taken, followed by a short further traverse, and we ascended 
hard snow at an angle of 65". This soon commenced to ectse 
off, and in a few steps our leader looked over on to the Valaie 
side and directly after we were all together a t  the top of the 
wall which falls away to the Jagi glacier. 

We had taken nearly three hours from the bergschrund, 
having consumed nine from Ober Steinberg, one of which had 
been spent in halts, and estimated the height of the h a 1  
slope as about 700 ft. Owing to the almost complete absence 
of wind, the temperature had been ideal, although during the 
greater part of the time of the ascent of the ice-wall we had 
been in shade. What a view greeted us as we looked back ! 
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and in truth we were just in the frame of mind to enjoy it. 
To the left was the noble Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, in the 
opposite direction the equally formidable northern slopes of 
the Grosshorn ; beyond this again, the shapely peak of the 
Jnngfrau reared herself above the bare rocky slopes bounding 
the Roththal. Away to the west we recognised such old 
friends as t h e  Bliimlisalp, Altels and Balmhorn, and the 
grandeur of these peaks was enhanced by contrast with the 
quiet beauty of the northern view. In  this direction the eye 
seemed to sweep the whole upper Lauterbrunnen Valley, whilst 
far away to the left we were able to recognise Berne. Beyond 
this, the plains of N. Switzerland and the Schwarzwald faded 
sway in the  blue haze of distance. 

In the opposite direction across the Lotschenthal rose the 
Aletechhorn and Schienhorn. Beyond these some Zermatt 
peaks closed the vista in this direction. Looking down the 
slope which we had just ascended, we were greatly struck 
by its formidable appearance and, had we reached the col 
from the  opposite direction, should certainly never have con- 
templated descending these northern slopes. The col itself 
is a saddle of snow a few feet in width, from which fall away 
southwards precipitous rocky slopes to the Jiigi glacier. 
'Round the strait pass, whose perilous edge shows like an 
evil dream.' Judging from the height of the Zuckerstock, 
that of tho paes must be almost exactly 11,000 ft. An hour 
and a half passed in enjoyment, only marred by the neces- 
sary labour of photography and by the discovery that a 
certain porter of Ried, whom we had engaged to bring over 
to Ober Steinberg certain delicacies, including a tin of peaches, 
for our  proposed expedition, had himself taken possession of 
them (he had returned to Ried with a friend of mine some 
days previously) ; and at 12.30 we started for the descent. 

The direct route down to the glacier was voted out of the 
question. It was accordingly decided to descend obliquely to 
the left. Walking along the good snow of the ridge in 
10 min. we reached the top of the Zuckerstock, 3,387 m., 
and continuing eastwards arrived at the base of a large 
rectangular rock tower. We now started our climb down the 
muthem wall. The work here resembled that met with 
during the ascent of the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn by the 
ordinary route, the rocks being loose but not difficult ; they 
were, as on the N. side, pertly covered by fresh snow. Bear- 
ing on the whole slightly to the left, we, after a time, deecendod 
a gully followed by a short chimney. This gave an enjoy- 
able scramble. Climbing down the right-hand wall of it we 
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dropped upon the upper edge of a snow-slope, which was 
separated from the rock wall by a fissure. This slope, which 
was of no great height, stretched horizontally for a consider- 
able distance, dividing tlle rock face into two parts. 

Here I endeavoured to obtain a photograph of- tlle curious 
antics exhibited by the two last members of the party, but  
could find no suitable spot on wllich to place the camera, so 
waited, 'lying on the snow like any other fly.' Traversing 
the snow-slope obliquely to the left, we now once more reached 
rock. This was of diflerent character from that above, being 
granite or something similar, and had the further advantage 
of being dry and free from snow. Climbing down the slabs 
the angle steepened as we approached the glacier, and the 
climbing became most enjoyable. A point was reached where 
a council of war had to be held, and when (as usual on 
similar occasions) we had abundant opportunities for study- 
ing the patois of the T'al d'HPrens. 

I t  was, owing to the fact that the glacier sloped away to 
the east or left, desirable to strike it as  high as possible in the 
opposite direction where the rock wall was of necessity of less 
height. To the right, however, there seemed to be a cut-off 
owing to the smooth glacier-worn rocks, and the majority 
decided against a chimileg below 11s. Finally a route to the 
left was decided upon, and afforded the best rock-climbing 
of the day, reminding me forcibly of the Mont Blanc aiguilles. 
A ledge leading downwards, affording in the crack between i t  
and the overhanging rock above good hand-hold, was fol lo~ed,  
the cameras being here responsible for some gentle remon- 
strances. Eilquiries from Jean, who was leading, as  to the 
nature of the work below, elicited merely that monosyllabic 
sound of deprecatory evasiveness wllich is one of his distinc- 
tive characteristics. Scnr the lower end of this crack was a 
convenient resting-place where the hinder members of the 
party anchored thenlselves in turn, whilst those in front 
descended to the extreme end of the fissure. Swinging our- 
selves over a wall of rock 6 or 7 ft. high to the right, ~e 
thus reached the bergschrund. We had occupied 4 hrs. ex- 
cluding halts from the pass. JYe now trudged rapidly down 
the Jiigi Firn, for the crevasses gave us no difficulty as  they 
were well bridged over, and, once more joining the Schmad- 
rijoch route, reached the right moraine, a t  which we freed 
ourselves from the encumbrance of the rope, and descended 
some easy slabs to the lower glacier. Halting for photo- 
graphic reasons, and in order to take a last look at  our pass 
and the Grosshorn, we descended along the right-hand side 
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of the glacier to the Lotschenthal, which we reached just 
about the t ime that 'the western waves of ebbing day roll'd 
o'er the glen their level way.' 

Here Symons, according to his wont, took a bath in the 
icy Lonza, whilst the rest of us refreshed ourselves with milk. 
It was dark ere we reached Blatten, and the intricacies of 
that village mere such that it was only after a prolonged rest 
on a tree-trunk in the ' High Street,' during which our guides, 
at  the expense of much vernacular, succeeded in lighting the 
lantern, t h a t  we were able, owing to previous experience, to 
rescue ourselves from what might have been an unromantic 
end to our  expedition. We then tramped steadily on to 
Ried, which we reached at 10.5 P.M., having occupied 20 hrs. 
including halts, or about 16 hrs. of actual going. An all too 
short night  followed, owing to the necessity of packing, for 
we were to leave Ried early next day'. 

The expedition had been, owing to its great variety, to all of 
us one of unqualified enjoyment, and i t  this paper induces any 
members of the Club to repeat it, one principal object of its 
anthor will have been achieved. The weather had been perfect, 
and we had, moreover, observed no signs of falling stones. 

To those who cross the pass in the future we mould advise 
first that  the pas8 should be crossed, as in our case, early in 
the season, for, not to speak of the difficulties of the final ice 
slope in the autumn, the J6gi glacier might present serious 
obstacles to those descending it late in the day. And, in the 
second place, that it should be taken from N. to S., for 
in a descent it would be extremely difficult to hit off the point 
of crossing of the northern bergschrund. We suggest the 
name Breithornjoch. . 

The beautiful scenery of the Liitschenthal, till now un- 
affected by the inroads of the modern tourist and rendered 
more fascinating by its prosperous villages and large corn- 
fields, haa for me a great attraction. 

T l t e  Dent Blanche.-The following week me had an un- 
euccessful quest of a new way up the southern peak of the 
Dents des Bouquetins, a peak, I may parenthetically remark, 
of such difficulty that since its first ascent by Mr. A. G. 
Topham, in 1894, it does not appear to have been once 
climbed. Although, however, we climbed no peak, we had 
Bome remarkably h e  rock scrambling. The chief incident 
which remains impressed on my memory was the descent 
of the find wall to the Italian Za-de-zan glacier, during 
which my companion chose that particular moment when he 
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was completely immersed in a waterfall, down which lay our 
route, to deliver to me a carefully reasoned discourse on some 
important questions of the day. 

A day or two later we walked round to Ferpecle, intent 
upon the W. ridge of the Dent Blanche at the first favourable 
opportunity. In driving up the Val d'Herens the previous 
week we had noticed that the mountain was exceptionally 
' dry,' and it mas clear that many seasons might elapse before 
we should be again afforded another such opportunity. Jean 
Maitre had for many years past been anxious to attack the 
peak by this route, and had, I believe, once confided to me 
a secret hope that it might become the favourite way up from 
the Evolena side. 

I would now in a few words remind you of the various 
routes on this side of the mountain. The W. or Ferpbcle 
ar6te of the mountain separates the extremely precipitous 
northern wall from the S.W. face ; the latter may be con- 
sidered as being divided into two parts ; namely, that which 
falls away from the S. ar6te and the portion between it and 
the W. ridge, the second being in reality a gigantic couloir 
narrowing from below upwmds. The south-eastern wall of 
this couloir is exceedingly steep, and is separated from the 
remaining part of the S.W. face by a well-marked rib. (On 
looking at the mountain from Evolena this rib cannot be 
distinguished from the W. arkte.) This description will be 
clear on examining a photograph of the mountain from the 
Aiguille de la Za. I t  should also be mentioned that the 
W. arcte does not start from the summit itself, but articulates 
with the short siiow ridge which runs northwards from the 
latter. I t  was by a combination of the S.W. face and S. 
ar6te that the peak was first climbed in 1862 by Messrs. 
T. S. Kennedy and W. Wigram with J. B. Croz and a porter. 
The second ascent was made in 1864 by Mr. J. Finlaison 
with Christian Lauener and Franz Zurfluh by the S.W. face, 
the party having reached the foot of this at about its centrd 
point. Owing to the unsatisfactory nature of the rock the 
party kept dividing their attentions between ribs and gullies, 
and Mr. Finlaison compared. the process to the dancing of 
a bear on hot plates. In this climb the face is either ascended 
direct to the top or else the S. ar6te is struck about 20 min. 
below the summit. There appears to be some riak of falling 
stones by this route. It was not till 1876 that Mr. I?. 
Gardiner made the first recorded ascent by the S. arete, the 
route which is now usually followed. In 1884 Mrs. E. P. 
Jackson and Dr. K. Schulz, with Alois Pollinger and J. J. 
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T r d e r ,  climbed the W. arbte for the first time, using the 
ridge for the  descent. 

The note in the 'Alpine Journal ' states that they ' followed 
the W. ar6te in its entire length to the southern branch of the 
glacier de  la Dent Blanche. . . . It is described as very long 
and difficult.' 

In the  ' 0e.A.-Z. ' ' Dr. Schulz says : ' Vom Ferpbcle-Glet- 
=her ans durch die Z t t e  der sud-westlichen Wand, direct zum 
Gipfel erstiegen . . . abstieg iiber den bisher noch nie betret- 
nen weetlichen Grat nach Ferphcle. Wegen bedeutender 
Schwierigkeiten ~ u r d e  auf diesen Grat in einer Hohe von 
ca. 4,000 m. bivouakirt. Am 25. August war es sehr schon ; 
am 26. fiuh trat Nebel und Schneesturm ein. Aufbruch, 6 h. 
Der ganze w. Grat wurde bis zu seiner letzten sehr steilen 
abfallenden Erhebung verfolgt, dann auf der a. Abdachung 
deeselben unter grossen Schwierigkeiten abgestiegen und ein 
siidlicher Seitenarm dee Glacier de la Dent Blanche erreicht. 
Ferpkle,  5 h. Nachmittags.' 

In the 'Mitteilungen d. D. und Oe. A.-V.' 1884, p. 291, 
Dr. Schulz says they descended the W. ridge ' bis sum 
letzten Thurm. Die Oberschreitung des westlichen Grats 
iab eehr lang und schwierig, jedoch dem gewohnlichen Weg 
iiber den siidlichen Grat im Falle der so hiiufigen Vereisung 
desselben vorzuzeichen. Der westliche Grat hat keine 
vereisten Platten.' t 

Alois Pollinger, senior, has kindly marked for me on 
photographs the route taken. This shows that the party 
followed the arbte itself (with the exception of a short traverse 
on to the S. side at the ecene of the 1899 accident) until they 
were below a steep, nearly vertical portion of the arete, near 
the junction of the middle and lower thirds, where they left 
the ridge to descend by the S. side. Of subsequent ascents 
and descents by this route the only ones I have heard of 
have been as follows : An ascent by Mr. Schintz with Alois 
Pollinger, senior and junior, in 1893. On this occasion the 
point a t  which the 1884 party left the ridge was reached by 
wending the northern slopes. An expedition guided by 
Alois Pollinger, senior, of an unknown date, on which the 
same route as that taken by the first party was followed. 

The terrible accident during the ascent of 1899, resulting 
in the death of Mr. 0. G. Jones and three guides and the 
---- . - - - - - -- - - - - - - 

1884, p 267. 
t I am indebted to Mr. Coolidge for the references to these two 

eoaonn te. 
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wonderful escape of Mr. F. W. Hill, will be fresh in the 
memory of you all. In his account of the accident,' Mr. 
Hill implies that the party followed the ridge except for one 
traverse on to the 8. side to the point where the accident 
occurred. He speaks of 'steep slabs broken and easy 
occasionally, but on the whole far too smooth,' and of places 
where the leader had to be pushed over an overhanging rock. 

In 1904, Mr. Oppenheim and Alois Pollinger, junior, and 
Heinrich Pollinger descended by this route. Alois Pollinger, 
junior, has kindly indicated for me on photographs the routea 
followed on the occasion of this descent and on that of Mr. 
Schintz's ascent, and shows that these coincide with the 
route followed by the first party down to the point at  which 
they left the ridge. I am told, though I have no details, that 
Mr. Eckenstein has descended the mountain by this arete. 

Ferpkcle is, like Ober Steinberg and Ried, ' a  charming 
spot,' quite unspoiled as yet. Although the weather had been 
unsatisfactory for a few days, there was but little fresh snow 
to be seen on the peaks around, and August 3, the day after 
our arrival there, was perfect. 

Our plan was to camp out under some rocks at the foot 
of the W. ridge and to start at  daybreak the following 
morning. We made all our arrangementn, including the 
engaging of s porter to accompany us as far as the sleeping- 
place, and 'slowly climbed the many-winding way,' soon 
after mid-day, reaching the bivouac before 5 in the after- 
noon in 3) hrs. This is on the S. side of a ridge of rocke 
known as the Rocs rouges, which stretch W. from the foot of 
the W. arbte of the Dent Blanche, and is near the foot of 
the latter. I t  consists of a low-pitched cave. To the S. it 
is protected from the glacier air by a high moraine. We 
were quite glad to escape from the severe heat in the shelter 
afforded by the cave. Our route was to lie up the glacier 
which lies on the uppermost shelf immediately under the 
S.W. face of the mountain, and Pierre Riaurys started to cut 
stepe up the ice-fall, so as to save time on the morrow. 

It would seem that to become an adept in the art of rock- 
climbing is the chief aim of the modern mountaineer, but 
surely proficiency in snow and ice craft is at least equally 
important, especially for the would-be guideless climber. 
Admitting that most amateurs cannot hope to be anything 
like equal to a good guide in the matter of step-cutting, 
they could do much to diminish this inferiority by a little 

* Alpine Jo?lrnal, vol. six. p. 691. 
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systematic training. An hour or two spent wood-chopping 
during leisure hours would do much to develop the necessary 
muscles, or  better still, why should not the Alpine Club 
provide, in these days of artificial ice, a frozen surface which 
with its solid substratum could be tilted up to any angle and 
thw afford to its younger and more enthusiastic members 
opportunities of learning and practi~ing the ar t  of s t e p  
cutting on slopes of all degrees of steepness? 

After an excellent supper on fried bacon, we turned into 
our goose-down sleeping bags, the only bar to a perfect 
night's rest  being the occasional dripping of water from the 
roof of the cave. Next morning, after breakfasting and pack- 
ing our sleeping-bags and cooking apparatus for the porter 
to take back to Ferphcle, we started a t  4.5 A.M. in perfect 
weather, and after roping ascended the glacier by gentle 
dopes in a S.E. direction. The slope steepened, we bore to 
the left, and  passed rapidly under a n  overhanging s6rac and 
along a n  ice ridge. A jump now landed us on the gently 
doping nCtve above the ice-fall. We ascended, keeping, 
roughly speaking, parallel to the base of our peak, until we 
were almost a t  the level of a nearly horizontal shelf in the 
mountain wall, well shown in photographs, which strikes 
the W. art30 immediately below that vertical portion to which 
I have alluded in the description of the first descent. After 
a few minutes' rest, me reached a t  6.15 A.M. the rocks of our 
peak at the base of the gigantic couloir above-mentioned. A 
few minutes up easy rock brought us to the above-mentioned 
ledge. Fragments of rock of all sizes mere scattered here- 
abouts, but throughout the day we saw no falling stones. 
We now ascended the rock wall in a direction on the whole 
directly upwards. Above the ledge the loose rocks rapidly 
disappeared and the climbing became more interesting. Zig- 
zagging to and fro, a pretty traverse to the right round a 
buttress brought us to the foot of la truly sporting slab, which 
our leader negotiated to the right whilst me made the direct 
ascent. Above this a steep wall of unreliable dark grey rock, 
made sufficiently easy, however, by good ledges, led us to the 
foot of a chimney. This afforded us a splendid climb of 
20 or 30 ft. in height and landed us a t  8.35 A.M. in a well- 
defined notch ' in the W. ar&te at  no great distance to the E. 
of the above-mentioned vertical portion. 

This point is at the centre of the right-hand (W.) ridge in the 
photograph of the peak taken from the IV. Pointe de Mourti, and 
st the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the left-hand 
(W.) ridge in that taken from the Col dlHL.rens route. 
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The terrifically steep N. face of the Dent Blanche down 
which we now gazed is familiar to all who have crossed the  
Col du Grand Cornier, and is one of the most imposing 
precipices in the Alps. ' The sudden deeps; where slip or 
fall brings swiftly crashing end.' 

Here a halt for breakfast was taken. Jean now made 
the remark that the Dent Blanche was a particularly bad 
mountain to be on during bad weather ; seeing that, although 
there was some wind, the sky was cloudless, this oracular 
utterance, although doubtlese true generally, appeared to ne 
not specially applicable to the present circumstances. Start 
ing again at 9.5 we now clambered along the ridge itself, 
traversing for a few steps on the N. side, then following t h e  
actual crest, and then again turning to the S. side. This 
kind of thing continued for less than an hour, the traversing 
being mainly on the S. side, but always being near the  
actual crest. The climbing was enjoyable but not really 
difficult, being somewhat similar to that met with on the E. 
ridge of the Weisshorn. We now reached a point where w e  
first obtained a view of the wall of rock looming several 
hundred feet above us which was the scene of the accident to 
Mr. Jones's party. Up till now the climbing had been nearly 
entirely on firm red rock. We now traversed, more or less 
horizontally, into the great couloir on our right, having for 
the nest hour or two to negotiate slabs of friable dark grey 
rock. Having reached the centre of the couloir, we crossed 
it, and with frequent eshortat.ione from Jean to ' aller douce- 
ment,' ascended an ill-defined rib on the aide of the couloir 
opposite to the W. arcte. On account. of the steepness and 
smallness of the holds, great care was necessary, although 
the technical difficulties were not great. ' While fast I clung 
where treacherous stone no foothold more allowed.' The 
summing up of the situation, to judge from sundry remarks 
emanating from our senior guide, was that the locality was 
a ' sale endroit.' The angle steepened and small fragmente 
of ice playfully skipped past us, going as near aa possible 
without touching us, reminding us of a similar experience 
affecting n certain lean cat alluded to by the editor of the 
ALPINE JOURNAL in a former number. One's attention was 
more or less divided between the look-out for fragments 
from above and the more urgent need of attention to the 
holds. In fact, it was impossible here not to recognise 
painfully one's inferiority to certain extinct animals in 
that the back of one's head was unprovided with an eye. 
It was now necessary to cross the couloir again to the left 
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at its narrowest point. Above and opposite to ue towered the 
ill-omened Gendarme. The slabs here, although sound, were 
steeper than ever, and were wet owing to the melting of the 
wow above. The leader proceeded carefully to the rope's 
length. ' Est-ce que vous 6tes solide, Pierre? ' ' Non, 
Monsieur, mais il faut que vous viendrez,' was the reply. Thus 
it came about that for some minutes, whilst the whole party 
was on the  slope, the leader could get no eatisfactory 
anchorage. Reaching the rocks on the opposite side of the 
gully, we climbed straight up these and once again breathed 
more freely. Then leftwards a few minutes over easy rocks 
at a comparatively gentle angle brought us to the ridge just 
abore the Gendarme at 11.55 A.M. 

A short halt was now taken, as me felt fairly confident that, 
although we were still a considerable distance from the summit, 
all serious difficulty was past. Above this level there was a 
small amount of fresh snow on the mountain. TI7e now 
followed the broad snow crest of the ridge itself. This was 
succeeded by alternate snow and rock to the right of the crest, 
the side of which here merges imperceptibly into the S.W. face. 
A steep ice-slope with some rocks jutting out from it brought 
ue once more to easy snow and rock, by which in a few minutes 
we reached the short snow ar6te which runs northwards from 
the top, and walking along this at 1.49 P.M. we arrived at 
the summit, having occupied 12  hr. from the time lhal we 
passed the Gendarme, or about 88 hrs. actual going from the 
eleeping-place. 

A long rest followed, during which we consumed a much- 
needed meal, then walked by the ordinary route down the 
5. ar6te. The slabs below the great tower were in first-class 
condition, and the whole descent corresponded pretty accurately 
with my recollectione of it twelve years before. On account of 
the risk of falling seracs we thought it better to avoid going 
down by the upper glacier, which we had ascended in tho morn- 
ing, so tramped along the Wandfluh ridge until we reached the 
8. side of the point (3,912 m.). Clouds had been gradually 
collecting ever since mid-day, and these now treated us t.o 
eome superb sunset effects behind the dark Perroc ridge. 

K e  had, indeed, ample leisure to study the artistic side of 
mountaineering whilst waiting for Pierre to cut steps down 
the crest of an ice-ridge, which were necessary before we 
could reach the easy rocks leading down to the Ferpkcle 
glacier. Down thie Jean led us in the fast gathering dark- 
neea with that masterly skill which excited our admiration 
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and envy, threading his way among the crevasses at a trot, 
although the details of the glacier were of necessity unknown 
to him, seeing that he had not been on it for two years. 
We thus reached the 'dry ' glacier below just as the last  
gleam of daylight was vanishing. Jean's cautions to us as we 
stepped over a few small crevasses by lantern-light resembled 
the exhortations of a conductor on the 'twopenny tube.' 

Right glad were we on reaching the moraine to cast off the  
rope. By the (to me doubtful, seeing that one of my com- 
panions effectually screened me from it) aid of the lantern 
we traversed the hill-side on that night of inky darkness, 
crossed streams which in number seemed to approach the  
infinite, and it occurred to me that a well-known terse saying 
of Mr. Mantalini's would have very inadequately expressed 
the situation. How interminable seemed the descent from 
Uricolla, and how execrable that most wretched apology for a 
path ! To cut a long story short, however, at  12.55 A.M. on 
August 5, we re-entered the Hbtel du Col d'Herens, and were 
soon experiencing that soundest of sleep known only to the 
tired mountaineer. 

That same night the threats of bad weather were fulfilled, 
and were destined to result in a most unusually heavy fall of 
snow on the peaks, as q e  discovered during an ascent of the 
TV. Pointe de JIourti on August 7 ; so we were able to con- 
gratulate ourselves on having accomplished the climb when 
we did, as it would probably not have been again possible any 
time during the succeeding fortnight. 

One word as to our route. Our climb up to the point of 
~triking the ridge was a good sound rock-climb, and we can 
recommend it from this point of view, although it is probable 
that there is at times risk from falling stones. To judge from 
Mr. Hill's remark that from the place where the accident 
occurred it would have been impoaaible for him to descend, 
the rouie followed by his party must be more d i5cd t  than 
ours up to the point where we left the ridge to m&e the long 
traverse in the couloir. 

This latter part of the expedition, we feel bound to state 
emphatically, as will be gathered from the above description, 
that \ye are unable to recommend. I t  seems quite probable 
that the best way of turning the Gendarme during an ascent 
may be that adopted by Mr. Hill. During the descent I 
understand that the direct route over the Gendarme is taken 
by the aid of a spare rope. 

I must not forget the guides. They worked together on all 
occasions admirably, and it would be hard to give Pierre 
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greater praise than ia implied in saying that he is a worthy 
pupil of his uncle, Jean Maitre. 

I cannot agree with those mountaineers who are content 
with having ' done a peak,' and would deem it a waste of time 
to repeat the  ascent. To me the want of novelty in a second 
expedition is more than compensated for by the recollections 
called up of incidents of bygone days, linking one as they do 
with memories of the past; and I should be well content to 
spend all future climbing expeditions wandering among the 
rocky buttresses and over the shapely snow ar6tes of the Lady 
of the White Tooth. 

N E  montagne ou I'on ne s'est pas un peu cassk la tete, 
' U lea Anglais n'y viennent plus,' declared the immortal 
Bornpard. This indispensable qualification does not, fortu- 
nately, as yet belong to the Aiguille Blanche de Pkteret, 
but  that  noble peak possessed until quite lately another and 
perhaps unique attraction. I t  had in due course been 
ascended from two different sides, but no one had euer descended 
-at any rate more than about a hundred feet from the top- 
it having been treated, in spite of its 4,000 odd mktres, 
aimply as a stepping-stone to Mont Blanc. 

My friend Dr. Blodig and I arrived last summer at 
Courmayeur with the determination to give the Aiguille her 
due  as an independent peak, making her the goal of our ascent, 
provided only we could establish one conditio s ir~e qua non- 
namely, that, at  an hour not too late in the afternoon, stones 
ceaaed to fall in dangerous quantities on the line of ascent. 

Our first day, July 18, was accordingly spent in recon- 
noitring from the opposite ridge of the Mont de la 
Brenva. The weather was thundery, and therefore only too 
favourable to clzutes de pierres; but, as far as me observed, 
there was comparative silence as soon as the sun left the 
east flank of the mountain. Noreover we were rejoiced to 
see that the central part of the glacier at our feet was 
apparently less crevassed than our predecessors had found it, 
and that the bergschrund, that skirts the rock buttresses, 
appeared to offer no very serious obstacle. One other im- 
portant point we especially wished to decide mas how to reach. 
if possible before daylight, the dbbris-covered slopes on the 
n m  side of the Brenva glacier without having to tackle the 
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smooth rook slabs at its foot, which had given Dr. Pfannl's 
party a good deal of trouble a t  the start. Descending by a 
steep, stony couloir on the south side of the ridge, we were 
able to trace a practicable route up the next rib as far as a 
grassy terrace that seemed to l e d  without interruption round 
the brow overhanging the bed of the glacier nearly on a level 
with the patch of rock in its icefall, known as the Modin 
Graynot. Thus encouraged we returned in drizzle by the 
left moraine to Entrkves and Courmayeur. 

The next day being still doubtful, we reconnoitred the 
approaches to Mont Brouillard from the Niage, but, the 
weather improving towards evening, we hurried back and 
completed our preparations for an early start before going to 
roost with the fowls. 

The f i s t  throbs of the shrill clarion-not of Chanticleer, 
but of my pocket darum-brought us both to our feet at 11.90, 
and precisely a t  midnight our heaviest boots clattered up the  
silent street, each footfall accentuated by the clank of 
crampons outside our sacks. At 1.25 we stole past the chalets 
of the Brenva Alp and followed a faint path through steepish 
woods on the slope facing the moraine, crossed our couloir 
of two days before, and, scaling the broken, partially wooded 
face on its west side, easily reached the grassy terrace, which 
we followed to the polished bed of the stream which drains 
the eastern branch of the Brenva glacier. The moon had 
just gone behind the Mont Chetif, and we could not tell, until 
clowe to it, whether we should be able to cross a t  the only 
point it seemed poseible to reach. Comparatively level slabs 
and a shallow swirl made this perfectly easy, and we soon 
found ourselves well up on the bid between the two branchee 
of the glacier, where we seated ourselves for our first meal, 
eagerly scanning meanwhile the cliffs and couloirs of our 
mountain. From here, of course, they appear far less pre- 
cipitous than from high up on the opposite ridge, but still, in 
places, euggestive of interesting work by-and-by. 

At 7.30 we left the half-submerged medial moraine and, 
keeping to the well compressed and neerly level stretch, steered 
for a triangle of steep n6v6 at the foot of the Dames Anglaiees, 
glancing back frequently to get bearings for the return course. 

Two hours and a half sufficed to reach the far side, and the 
condition of the slope was so good that, shod with crampons, 
we were able to reach the bergschrund without cutting a 
single step. Giissfeld's sleeping place remained far away on 
our left. After Borne search we found a cunningly contrived 
curtain, whose hem just swept the lower lip of the schrund. 
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This Blodig managed to scale, whilst I secured him with the 
rope from a safe niche, and we now knew that our way was 
open-nly too exposed, in fact. From the cl8s above there 
had already come more than one warning missile, but now 
not a minute elapsed without their deadly music. We hurried 
on, keeping to the right towards the impending rocks of the 
aiguille itself, with one eye constantly on the watch for the 
threatening black spots that grew in the transparent blue over 
our heads and often had to be dodged. At last they became 
so frequent that we were forced to remain under the shelter 
of a ledge, in hopes the volleys would cease when the sun got 
round to the Fresnay side. Not till 2.40 did it seem prudent 
to proceed, but there was no time to spare if we were to cross 
the dreaded couloir and reach a place of shelter for the night 
before darkness overtook us. The couloir begins eome three 
hundred feet above the spot at which we struck it, at the foot 
of the perpendiculm rock wall, uo well seen in Donkin's view 
from the Col du Geant. At about an equal distance below us 
it plunges into space, and, at an immeasurable depth, the 
crevasses of the Brenra glacier look like a tattered net spread 
over a marble pavement. 

To our delight there was abundant snow in first-rate con- 
dition across nearly the whole width, and we were able to 
rush across without using our axes, save for a couple of steps 
in the central channel, where no stones came at the time, 
though recent marks proved what a lively traffic there had 
been during the heat of the day. 

We now expected to find disagreeably rotten rock inter- 
spersed with snow couloirs, as described by Dr. Pfitnul, but 
we had evidently crossed the great couloir a good deal lower 
down than his party had, and we had all the more to 
ascend, but firmer rock on a broad rib. For a long while we 
looked in vain for the sleeping place which that party had 
improved. We took two lines of march, and I had ascended 
some distance up the enormously steep and rather insecure 
rocks, and was about to call Blodig to inspect a possible 
cranny, when a shout from him brought me across the face 
in euch haste that I dislodged a mass of stones, and was in 
mortal fear he might be unable to get out of their way. 
However he was safe enough behind a pile of blocks, and 
triumphantly held up the white cream jug mentioned in 
Pfannl'e account as left behind. 

A few stones had been built up to widen and level a ledge 
under a slightly overhanging block, but we found it too 
narrow for two to lie abreast, and one of us proceeded to 
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arrange a second berth a few feet lovier down, whilst t h e  
other fetched water from the nearest snowfield and made tea. 
Thus it was already quite dark before vie were through with 
our domestic arrangements, which had left us hardly a minute 
to enjoy the wondrous beauty of the dying day and all t h e  
grandeur around us. I shall not dwell. on the hours of 
endurance through which our aching muscles took prints of 
each many-cornered stone in our narrox berths, whilst summer 
lightning flickered over the Lombard plains and the con- 
stellations followed each other in tardy procession across t he  
sky. After a while the outline of the Grandes Jorasses 
became more clearly defined against a pale light, and the 
waning moon rose, fantastically bisected by the Matterhorn. 
She mas still the reigning luminary when, after a hasty md, 
we packed away our sweaters and tlie thin waterproofs we 
had slept in with all surplus pro~isions, kc., having quite 
decided to return the same way. 

The rocks, though steep, afforded, in their then dry state, 
delightful climbing, and onr long pointed crampons gave 
sufficient grip on the snow ribs and gullies. Having the 
whole morning before us-for we could not think of venturing 
over the stone-raked face before 2 P.lr.--re gave ourselves up 
to the enjoyment of the climb and the ~ i e w ,  watching the 
oft-admired but ever new miracle of awakening day and the 
gradual dinappearance of the mysterious shades of night 
from the world below us. Ever since leaving the great 
couloir we had deposited strips of scarlet paper a t  doubtful 
spots, and continued to do so to the last rocks. After e 
couple of hours the broad rib began to narrow away, and we 
soon found ourselves at  the edge of the final ice-slope and 
judged the summit could not be far to the right of the bit of 
cornice directly above us. 

The sun had been shining on this slope long enough to 
soften the thin coating of snow that still covered most of it, 
and this, a t  an  incline of some 55 , was not quite welcome ; 
still the crampons took hold of the ice after a kick or two, 
and the axes had hardly any work. At last we stepped on to 
the cornice, and a few minutes later the summit was ours. 

Extraordinarily impressive-almost appalling-is the mass 
of Mont Blanc, still towering far above us in a sheer wall, 
fretted with ice and streaked myit11 apparently perpendicular 
couloirs, its foundations buried in the Fresnay glacier, far 
below. A dizzy causeway coped with a beautifully curved 
cornice leads across to the great yellow buttress on our right, 
giving access to the upper aretes and the calotte of Mont 
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Blanc de Courmayeur. In  the opposite direction the Aiguille 
Noire rears its dark head in front of the bluer shadows of 
Mont Chetif and the Cramont, whilst the receding chain of 
Mont Blanc from the Mont Meudit to the Jorasses is bathed 
in full sunshine. 

Our descent, after the rather perilous passage of the firat 
ice-wall, went merrily enough-in fact rather too carelessly, 
for, following our train of red signals, we overlooked the epot 
where we ought to have turned aside to the sleeping place, and 
only diecovered our miatake when confronted with the couloir, 
whence of course we had to return for our impedimenta. 

The loss of time was really of little consequence, for we were 
still obliged to wait over an hour for the batteries to cease 
firing, and did not reach the glacier till 5 P.x., and had to pass 
a second night, this time on grass, at the foot of the Nont de 
la Brenva, reaching Courmayeur for breakfast next morning. 

A more delightful expedition for an efficient party under 
favonrable conditions it would be hsrd to find, but if those 
conditions should change, or any accident occur after passing 
the critical zone, it is easy to see that the consequences would 
be most serious. In bad westher the traverse of Mont Blanc 
would be bad enough, but less desperate, to my thinking, than 
the descent to the Brenva glacier. 

Srx WEEKS IN THE LILLOUET DISTRICT, B.C. 
BY 0. J. BAINBRIDGE. 

Give me the sport which calls a man 
To some far off and lonely land, 
Where cold, unconquerable peaks 
And crevassed glacier8 sternly guard 
Impenetrable forest land ; 
Where safe recesses hide the lair 
Of silvertip and grizzly bear, 
Where ' skeeto ' ridden swamps conceal 
The loon, the wild duck, and the teal. 
And tho' the yello\v pine and fir 
Are monarchs of the forest drear, 
Perchance an avalanche has made 
An open and refreshing glade, 
Where gentler vegetation grows, 
The alder, mountain ash, and rose. 
There would I pitch my tent . . . 

OME apology is needed for the inclusion in the ALPINE S JOURNAL of a paper which does not record the ascent of 
any peak. No useful addition can be given to the 8e- 

eoriptions of those who have made the intricacies of travel in 
VOL. XXIII.-NO. CLXXII. K 
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the brush the foreword to more purely mountaineering record. 
Only the consideration that no one else has, as far a s  I know, 
given hi8 impressions of travel in the Cascade Range, has 
induced me to offer any contribution to a subject which has 
been so fully dealt with by other members of the Club. 

The opportunity, so long anticipated, of making an expe- 
dition among the mountains of British Columbia came when, 
in the early summer of 1904, I found myself in Vancouver. 
Too early in the season for climbing, the occasion was 
sufficiently auspicious for a journey in the brush, and I 
decided to make Lillouet a starting-point for an expedition, 
which I hoped would give me a sight of snow mountains in 
the Cascade Range, and incidentally add to my collection of 
big-game trophies. 

A 47-mile drive from Lytton on the C.P.R. brought me to 
Lillouet on May 10. Situated on the banks of the Fraeer 
River, this little township is typical of many other mining 
camps which have enjoyed more activity in the past than 
they are experiencing in the present. A few scattered houses, 
an hotel, and one or two stores, with an  Indian settlement 
close by, are all that remain of what was once an  active camp 
in old alluvial mining days. A boom, nine years ago, wag 
followed by inevitable reaction, and Lillouet remains, pending 
the occurrence of a fresh outburst of activity, a mining centre, 
whence prospectors go out into the brush, and a centre for 
sporting expeditions. 

I was fortunate enough to secure the services of ' Billy' 
Manson, a celebrated hunter in the district, and on Nay 12, 
with an outfit of six horses and provisions for two months, we 
made our first march along the north shore of Seaton Lake. 
Twenty miles of beautiful surroundings brought us to a point 
where the trail, passing over the northern range, descended 
into Bridge River Valley. Late in the day we made our first 
camp, by the side of the trail which leads to the Lorne Mines, 
and here was my first introduction to camp life in British 
Columbia. 

We mere by no means remote from civilisation in the Bridge 
River Valley, as  occasional prospectors' encampments testified ; 
and I spent several very delightful days fishing in the river 
or making excursions into the forest. Blue grouse provided 
sport for the pistol, and sometimes we returned with the 
addition of a mule deer to our bag. Above us on the hillside 
the glass disclosed bighorn and goats, while the early summer 
blossoms and the varied colours of the sprouting foliage 
rendered the place a charming picnic ground. 
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Nay 20 found us 15 miles further up the valley. Now 
could be seen two fine peaks of the Cascade Range and the 
country which we hoped would conceal the haunts of the 
grizzly bear. Perhaps we were rather shorthanded on the 
march, as, with the horses to be found in the morning and 
the packs to be prepared, and the cooking to be done, we 
found that all our time was taken up. We really needed all 
extra man. 

One more march and we were no longer to derive the 
benefit of the Government trail, as a ferry across the river 
marked its terminal point on the N. side of our valley, and 
from our third camp, which was situated at this point, we 
made our first expedition to the haunts of the grizzly on the 
lower slopes of Mount Penrose, the only peak with a recorded 
ascent in the Cascade Range. The trail, such it was, was 
rough, and gave us some idea of the work we had to expect 
in the valley which w a s  our destination. 

Our observations unfortunately showed us that the late 
spring had retarded the growth of new grass on the snow 
elides, and we were compelled to loiter in the Bridge River 
Valley until the lower snows had had time to melt. I t  is 
only when bears are in the open that a fair chance of 
approach is available, and at  dusk in hot weather it is the 
practice to wait for them in the slides where snow avalanches 
have cleared the timber and produced fresh vegetation and 
suitable feed. We made a second attempt on the slopes of 
Mount Yenrose a day or two later, camping close to the - 
haunts of bears, but without success. 

I was by this time getting impatient to be in new country, 
and on Nay 30 we crossed the Bridge River in a canoe which 
had been left by Nanson under a tree the year before, and 
which having been in the meantime much devoured by a por- 
cupine, caused a day's delay. The day was not without 
incident, however, as I shot a lynx which appeared as I was 
putting on buckskins preparatory to an  excursion in the brush. 

A steep climb the next day surmounted the spur which 
divides the Bridge River from the Kimwit Valley, and we 
found ourselves in the evening in the heart of the Cascade 
Range, in the new country where no trail existed and in 
which Uanson's experiences had been confined to the hunting 
of grizzly on the slides adjacent to our camp. To our right, 
above the northern slopes of the valley, rose a fine peak ; far 
up the valley could be seen snow-capped mountains, guardians 
of impenetrable forest land which it was our hope to approach, 
but a spur of the northern slopes ten miles away interfered 

K 2 
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with our view, end we made this a mark whence we expected 
to secure an  extensive panorama. 

After spending some days in unsuccessful efforts to locate 
a grizzly, frequent and fresh though their signs were, we left 
four of the horses on the hillside where plentiful feed secured 
their safety, and pushed on with two horses only. Nanson 
led the way with the axe, continually going ahead to discover 
the best may of surmounting some obstacle, while I followed 
with the horses. Fallen timber made the going very hard, 
and the ho r~es  gave some trouble by attempting to rejoin 
their ccmradcs in the night. It was marvellous what country 
they could go through even when hobbled, and the feed 
becoming more sparsely distributed we had to improvise 
fences to p r e ~ e n t  them from leaving us altogether. This ie- 
the work mountaineers must be prepared to face in exploring 
mountains in a new land ; and, if considered as a branch of 
mountaineering, it a t  least provides peculiar fascination. 
The woodman's a r t  is here apparent, and i t  was interesting 
to watch Manson's expert manner in dealing with all con- 
tingencies that arose. On June 9, after a long and wearisome 
march, me came to a stream which effectually blocked our 
progress, and we cleared a space among the fallen timber for 
the tents. We had no fresh food a t  this time, and were 
becoming depressed a t  our unavailing efforts to bag a grizzly. 
On the following morning I climbed a hill and spied the  
country ahead. We had hoped that the jack pines would 
provide easier going than the tangled undergrowth of our first 
few marches, but the fallen timber was an  enemy to be coped 
with. I was regretting the weakness of our party, and 
wondering how the stream, referred to above, mas to be 
successfully negotiated, when a call from below brought me  
back to camp; Mancron had seen a bear on the southern 
slopes of the  alley, and we decided to go for him then and' 
there. It was not orthodox practice to go for a bear in the 
middle of the day, but we were reduced to desperation by o u r  
many failures. We crossed the river by means of fallen timber, 
and then began a steep and weary climb through the forest. 
I felt, on this day more than any other, how useless heavy 
boots and ordinary clothing are for this kind of work. 
Moccasins are light and silent, and buckskins withstand the- 
tearing qualities of spruce and pine, nhile a broad brimmect 
hat protects the face. In  a comparatively open spot a t  the- 
beginning of the walk I took a photograph of hianson; 
thereafter it was only possible to see for a few yards until 
the forest gave way to patches of snow and rock and clumpe 
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of alder. We found the trail of the bear and the wallow 
where he took his bath, and eventually the open space where 
we had seen him in the morning. After waiting some time 
Nmnson went off to reconnoitre with a second rifle, and while 
he was absent, as luck would have it, the bear appeared. 
One shot disposed of him, and for some days we had fresh 
meat again. 

After upending the necessary lime in camp, preparing and 
stretching the skin, we now set ourselves to find some means 
of crossing the stream which had blocked our progress, first 
exploring the valley from which it took its source. We were 
above the snow line here in a veritable home for grizzly, 
but tracks and marlm on the trees were the only signs we 
found. The next day we crossed the stream on foot and 
endeavoured to reach the spur which would give us a com- 
manding view of the Cascade Range. Mosqnitos bothered us 
for the first time now, and the profusion of fallen timber was 
disheartening ; we were unable to reach the spur and returned 
to camp. TVe dared not try to ford the stream with the 
horses on account of the hot weather and the effects of the 
melting snow. We had not the time at  our disposal to 
improvise a bridge, and were therefore reluctantly compelled 
to retrace our steps, which we did on June 17. We found the 
horses feeding where we had left them, and nothing tran- 
spired to interrupt our return to Lillouet, where we arrived 
on June 27. 

Insignificant in its results as my six weeks in the brush 
turned out to be, it gave me at  least a very enjoyable 
experience of camp life. I am disappointed not to have been 
able to penetrate further towards the base of the peaks which 
lie at  the head of Kimwit Valley and cannot say whether 
they offer attractions to the mountaineer. A visit to the 
district is worth while for the sport alone. The Kimwit 
TTalley appeared full of bears ; on each side of the river bear 
trails ran, one of which we followed on our marches. Fresh 
tracks could be seen frequently, and I saw seventeen or 
eighteen bears besides a grizzly, during the short time I was 
in the valley. There are lynx and cougars and any amount 
of goats, & I I ~  sheep and deer on the lower ranges. 

There are no facilities in the Cascade Range, at least in 
the Lillouet district, for mountain climbing. There are few 
trails and the woodsman is as important in the outfit as 
a guide. 

From the slight experience I gained of travel in unexplored 
valleys, I am led to the conclusion that among the important 
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points which stand out from the many considerations s, 
mountaineer has to deal with in preparing his outfit, that 
of the strength of the party is the most insistent. Personally 
I regretted the absence of a native cook, who would have been 
available for many purposes. Our party was not strong enough, 
but there is no doubt that too large a party is a disadvantage 
where the possibilities of travel are limited according to the  
available feed for the horses. 

BY MALCOLM ROSS. 

HAD given up all thoughts of attempting the ascent of I Mount Cook, for with an injured ankle i t  would be criminal 
for me to join any party in sucll nn undertaking, seeing that 
i t  would not only endanger my own life but also the lives of 
the others. Fyfe and Graham, however, were keenly anxious 
for me to join them, and it was decided on the day they left 
for Mount Cook that I should give my leg a good trial on the 
Bealy Range, and, if it stood the test, join them the same 
evening at  the Ball Hut. Accordingly, in company with Pro- 
fessor Baldmin Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. Lindon, and Jack Clarke, 
I went up the Sealy Range. We spent a delightful day, t he  
weather being glorious, and the views of Sefton, Mount Cook, 
and many other mountains magnificently grand. My leg stood 
the test, and I returned to the Hermitage in high glee, feeling 
confident that another day's rest at  the Mount Cook bivouac 
mould complete the cure. Accordingly I bade farewell to my  
friends a t  the Hermitage, and that evening rode up with 
Clarke, in the moonlight, to the hut. Crossing the dangerous 
Hooker lliver, we changed horses, Clarke insisting that I 
should cross on the safer of the two, and giving instructions 
that I should hold on to his mane if he got bowled over. 
However these horses, which are wonderful at  crossing rivers, 
got over safely. I shall neyer forget that glorious ride in the 
moonlight. We galloped over the tussock flats, and then 
slackened our pace a8 we entered upon the narrow and un- 
certain path between the dark spur of Aorangi on our left 
and the great moraine of the Tasman Glacier, that loomed on 
our right lilie some Brobdingnagian railway embankment. The 
talk was of climbing and climbers, reminiscences of former 
victories and defeats, glorious days spent amongst the higher 
snows, and of brave companions who had shared our alpine 
joys and sorrows in the years now past. Meanwhile the stare, 
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dimmed by a glorious moon, swung westward o'er our path ; 
the 14 miles went past like 4, and presently, about 10 P.M., 
we spied the  solitary light of the hut window, like a star in 
the lower darkness, and our cheery jodelling awoke the echoes 
of the valley and brought an answering cry from Graham 
and Fyfe. 

On Monday, Januaiy 8, we-Fyfe, Graham, Turner, and I 
-went u p  to the Bivouac Rock, on the Haast Ridge, from 
which the  early New Zealand climbers made their heroic, 
though unsuccessful, attacks on the monarch of the Southern 
Alps. W e  climbed the steep rocky ridge with heavy swags- 
tent, sleeping bags, ice axes, Alpine rope, and provisions for 
three or four days. Green, a promising climber, came with 
us in the capacity of porter. We had to shovel the snow from 
the little stone platform on which we were to sleep, and we 
had no sooner got our camp pitched than the weather changed. 
Dense clouds, borne on southerly airs, quickly filled the valley, 
blotting out from view the moraines and icy tongues of the 
Great Tasman Glacier, thousands of feet below. We made a 
billy of tea and dined on bread and butter and cold mutton, 
after which Green very reluctantly left us to join Clarke and 
a party a t  the Malte Brun Hut, further up the glacier. Graham 
went down with him over the first snow slopes. As he did 
not return for some considerable time we got rather anxious, 
and Fyfe went to see Hhat was the matter. Presently he 
returned with Graham, and we heard Green jodelling from the 
misty depths thousands of feet below us. We gave him answer- 
ing jodels from the bivouac, this interchange of signals being 
kept up till Green's voice grew fainter and fainter, and at  
last we got tired of answering him. Then we made things 
enug about our eerie perch and turned in for the night. The 
four of us were packed like sardines in a tin, but, with our 
clothes on, in the eider-down sleeping bags, and under the 
shelter of my i17hymper tent, with its waterproof floor, we 
were fairly warm and comfortable. Fyfe fimoked a pipe and 
I an evening cigar, greatly to Turner's disgust ; but it was a 
burnt offering to the soothing goddess long to be remembered. 
Then the clouds that had overwhelmed the ridge began to 
patter-patter on the tent roof in gentle rain, which, later in 
the night, turned to snow. Visions of a night in this same 
bivouac years ago, when the lurid lightning dazzled our eyes, 
the thunder shook the ridge, and the tent was frozen to the 
rocks in a terrible storm, came back to me; but that is 
another story, and rather a long one too. 

We breakfaeted at 7 o'clock next morning, after 1 4  hrs. 
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of the tent-on cold mutton, tea, bread and butter, and jam. 
The weather was warm and the new snow was peeling off the 
slopes of Mount Cook. Avalanches hiased and thundered 
all around us, the mountains beingliterally alive and in a most 
dmgerous condition for climbing. This, however, did not 
concern us greatly, for we had decided to rest for a day a t  the 
bivouac, and there was a t  last a good prospect of the weather 
clearing. lJ7e spent the day in delightful idleness, idling on the 
warm rocks, pottering about the camp, and photographing. 

Fyfe acted as chief cook, and for each meal prepared 
us a billy of delicious hot tea, using a little bit of deal board 
we had brought up for firewood, together with some old 
candles found under the Bivouac Rock, to melt snow and boil 
water. We also added to our water supply by spreading 
snow on a warm sloping rock, allowing the drip therefrom to 
collect in a billy and an empty fruit tin. 

For the greater part of the day we were above the lower 
stratum of cloud, which spread itself like a fleecy counterpane 
over the great valley, or swathed itself about the giant peaks, 
leaving the dark summits standing in startling and stately 
grandeur like pointed islandsin a vapoury sea of white and grey. 
Every now and then this counterpane would be torn by some 
sportive wind or partially dissolved by thewarmrays of the sun, 
and, through the holes thus made, we could see the upper snows 
of the Great Tasxnan or its lower tongues of attenuated ice 
flowing down between the piled debris of the grey moraine- 
the largest in the Southern Alps-thousands of feet below. 
Later, as the mists gradually dissolved, a e  obtained glorious 
views of the great alps, with their tributary glaciers pouring 
streams of broken ice into the valley to feed the parent stream. 
Here were all our old friends, Haidinger, and De la BBche, 
and the Minarets, whose 10,000-ft. summits Fyfe and I had 
trodden, looking down at  us with a lofty disdain, and across 
the valley Malte Brun, the Matterhorn of the Southern Alps, 
heaved his strong shoulders of grim dark-brown rock through 
a veil of surging mist and cleft the azure blue of heaven, 
recalling to my mind Fyfe's memorable ascent and his equally 
memorable entry in the visitors' book I had left at the h u t  
' Played a lone hand with l f ~ l t e  Brun, and won.' Yes, all 
our old friends were here, strong in their might, each with 
his own character moulded in everlasting form, and as I 
recalled the joyous days spent on slope and summit, the 
pulses quickened and the hour-glass ran in golden sands. 
' Glorious creatures ; fine old fellows ! ' as Lamb says. I 
solemnly took off my hat to these old friends, and gave 
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them reverent greeting, befitting their greatness, thinking 
that 

When time, who steals our yars away, 
Shall steel our pleasures too, 

The memory of the past will stay 
And half our joys renew. 

We decided not to go to sleep that evening, but to start 
for the traverse of Mount Cook before midnight. We, 
however, crept into our sleeping b a g  inside the tent, to keep 
warm. Turner had complained about the dampness at  the 
end of the tent the night before, so I took his place and gave 
him an inside berth. At 10 o'clock Fyfe was astir boiling 
us a billy of tea, and at 12.20 P.M. we breakfasted. The sky 
was clear, and the moon was shining; but higher up the 
range the clouds were pouring over between Haidinger and 
De la Beche, which did not augur well for our success. We 
went through our rucksacks again, and discarded a few things 
to make them lighter, but what with cameras, spare clothing, 
food, and the two aluminium water bottles-one filled with 
claret and the other with water-we had to carry from 15 lbs. 
to 20 lbs. each, rather heavy loads for so difficult a climb. 

Our provisions consisted of half a loaf, 1 large tin of ox 
tongue, 1 tin of sheeps' tongues, 1 tin of sardines, 2 tins of 
jam, some butter, 2 oranges, 2 lemons, a few raisins, and 
about a pound of brown sugar, upon which I existed almost 
entirely on all our climbs. I had remembered reading about 
the virtues of brown sugar in one of Sir Nartin Conway's 
books, and my wife had obtained some special brown 
Demerara sugar for me from our grocer. Then I went across 
to the Parliamentary Library and looked the subject up in 
Conway's book on the ' Ascent of Aconcagua.' I found that 
Conaay, after mentioning the necessity for light foods, such 
as soup and jam, for high ascents, stated that on the Acon- 
cagua ascent more important than all these was a great tin 
of coarse brown Demerara sugar, the finest heat-producing, 
muscle-nourishing food in the world. For men taking violent 
exercises, such as soldiers on active service or athletes in 
training, a plentiful supply of sugar was, he stated, far better 
than large meat rations. A quarter of a pound per day per 
man wae his allowance on the mountain-side, and he was 
inclined to think that this might be incrcased to nearly half 
a pound with advantage, cane sugar of course being selected 
for this purpose. 

We were aware that on such a climb, what with the great 
exertion, the want of water, and the reduced atmospheric 
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pressure, we should be able to eat very little, and that, if we 
were successful, most of the provisions we were taking would 
be thrown away. Still there was the danger, in consequence 
of a sudden storm or other unforeseen di5aulties, of our 
having to spend the night out on an exposed ledge of rock a t  
an altitude of ten or eleven thousand feet, in which case our 
lives would depend upon a supply of extra clothing and food. 
Therefore we dared not make our loads any lighter. 

At 11.15 P.M. on the night of Tuesday, January 9, we 
started, having rolled up all our belongings that we did not 
require in the sleeping bags and the tent. This made one 
big bundle, which we jammed under the rock as far a8 poseible 
and weighted down with stones, so that it should not be blown 
away. We took with us a180 one 65-ft. length and one 50-ft. 
length of Alpine rope, made by Buckingham, of London, and 
tested to a breaking strain of 2,000 lbs. In single file, in 
tho moonlight, we toiled up the snow-slopes leading to the 
Glacier Dome, 1,300 ft. above our bivouac. For the most 
part me climbed upwards in solemn silence, each one being 
busy with his own thoughts. Ten minutes after midnight we 
had left the final steep snow-slope of the Dome behind us and 
looked across the great plateau that stretches, at an altitude 
of over 7,000 ft., for a distance of some four miles, a t  the 
foot of the precipitous slopes of Mounts Cook and Tasman. 
From the Dome we had to descend 700 ft., and then cross the 
plateau to gain the foot of the north-eastern ridge that was 
to lead us to the summit of our peak. The snow was in bad 
condition, and we sank in it over our boot-tops. I n  place8 it 
was in that most tantalising of conditions, with a frozen crust 
that let one foot through while the other foot held on the 
surface. As we were crossing the plateau a vivid streak of 
lightning flashed athwart the northern sky, and a weird effect 
was produced by the moon, which, with a great halo around it, 
was dipping westward over the snowy peak of Mount Hrrast. 
We crossed the plateau in the shadow of the high peaks of 
the main divide, behind which the moon had sunk, and pre- 
sently we encountered the d6bris of a great avalanche that 
had fallen from the slopes of bIount Tasman. A mass of 
broken ice and snow was piled in confusion to a height of 
16 or 20 ft., and we had to make a slight detour to avoid the 
obstruction. 

At about a quarter past 2 A.M. we started to ascend the 
long snow-slope leading to the Zurbriggen ar6te ; and in the 
dusk before the dawn we reached a bergechrund that might 
have given us a good deal of trouble to cross. Graham led 
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carefully through the broken ice, and, peering into the dull 
grey light, thought he saw a bridge over which we could 
scramble. We made a traverse to the right and skirted 
under the overhanging wall of ice that formed the upper lip 
of the schrund, and which, had it fallen, would hare crushed 
us out of existence. At this hour of the morning, however, 
it was perfectly safe, and Graham, disappearing round a huge 
block of ice that towered above us, crossed a frail snow bridge 
and gained the upper lip of the bergschrund. Turner 
followed, and I paid out the rope as he gradually disappeared 
from view round the corner, Graham driving the handle of 
his axe deep in the snow, while Fyfe and I, below, took a 
firm stand and kept the rope taut. In a few minutes we were 
all safely across, and congratulated ourselves on having so 
easily overcome the first serious obstacle of the climb. 

We mere now fairly on the long 3,000-ft. snow-slope that 
leads up to the rocks of the Zurbriggen arete. This slope 
was found in fairly good order. In places we could kick 
steps, but  in other places the steps had to be chipped with 
the ice axes. As we slowly climbed upwards the slope got 
steeper and steeper. Indeed the angle was just about as 
steep a s  it is possible for snow to rest on. We had not been 
going long before we were startled by a magnificent avalanche 
that fell with thundering roar from high up on the ice-slopes 
of Nount Tasman. I t  crashed on to the Great Plateau, 
sending ice blocks to a great distance, and throwing up a 
cloud of snow, like some huge breaker that sends its spray 
high into the air above a rock-bound coast. 

Hour after hour went by. We began to get a little tired 
of the never-ending snow-slope, so traversed to the right to 
gain the rocks. These rocks, however, were difficult, as 
there were few holds for hands or feet, and the snow 
and ice with which they were coated made our progress 
still very slow ; therefore we were once more reluctantly com- 
pelled to traverse back to the snow-slope. At last-3 hrs. and 
25 rnin. from the schrund-~e gained the rocks of the main 
arete. 

It was now 6.40 A.M., and we halted on a narrow ledge of 
snom, had a drink and some bread and marmalnde, and took 
a number of photographs. The sun had risen from a bank 
of dull cloud that loomed above the eaetern mountains, and, 
as there was at  last every prospect of fine weather, our spirits 
rose considerably. From this point a beautiful snom ridge 
rose in a gentle curve to a series of rocky crags. There was 
just room for our feet on thie narrow ridge. On the right a 
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steep couloir led down to the Linda Glacier, and on the left 
the mountain fell away in very steep slopes, for over 3,000 ft., 
to the Grand Plateau. At the end of the snow ridge we had 
some fine climbing up a shoulder of rock. This was scaled 
without incident, except that of a falling stone which Turner 
dislodged, but which, fortunately, went past without hitting 
either Fyfe or myself. Then we climbed along another 
narrow snow arete, which, though steeper than the first one, 
was somewhat shorter. On gaining the rocks at  the head of 
this ridge at  9 A.M. we halted for an early lunch. We 
replenished the wine bottle and the water bottle with the 
drippings of snow that we melted on a slab of warm stone. 

We had now gained an altitude of between 10,000 ft. and 
11,000 ft., and the views were magnificently grand. Tasman, 
the second highest mountain in New Zealand, with hie 
wonderful slopes of snow and ice and a magnificent snow 
cornice, was quite close to us on the N. Then came Mount 
Lendenfeldt, and the jagged, pinnacled ridge of Haast, which, 
from this point of view, seemed to bid defiance to the moun- 
taineer. Further along on the main divide rose the square 
top of Mount Heidinger, from which the magnificent schrunds 
and broken ice of the Haast glacier fell away towards the 
Tasman valley. Beyond that the rocky pinnacle of De la 
Bkche and the beautifully pure snowy peaks of the Minarets 
cleft the blue, leading the eye in turn to the gleaming mrasses 
of Elie de Beaumont and the Hochstetter Dom, at  the head 
of the Great Tasman Glacier. Across the valley the rugged 
mass of Malte Brun towered grandly above all the other 
rocky peaks of the range, and still further away, towards the 
N.E., was the finest view of all, range succeeding range and 
mountain succeeding mountain for more than 100 miles, or as 
far as the eye could reach. In  the distance, to the N. of the 
main range, we looked down on a sea of clouds upon which 
the sun was shining, the higher peaks piercing the billows of 
mist and looking like pointed islands. We could plainly 
trace our steps along the snow arktes that we had climbed, 
and across the Plateau thousands of feet below. Lower still 
were the great schrunds and toppling pinnacles of the Hoch- 
stetter icefall, and below that the magnificent sweep of the 
Great Tasman Glacier. Eastward a few fleecy cumulus clouds 
sailed over the foothills, and beyond were the plains of 
Canterbury and the distant sea. 

An hour passed all too quickly amidst scenes of such 
magnificence and grandeur ; but there was still a long climb 
ahead, and, in high spirits, we started to cut steps up another 
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very sharp snow ridge with a drop of 4,000 ft. on one side. 
This ridge led us  on to the last rocks, which were steep and 
afforded some fine climbing. Fyfe led up to a shoulder 
below the final ice cap, still cutting steps, and then the order 
on the rope was reversed and Graham ~ e n t  to the front. 
lh is  shoulder turned us to the left, and soon we gained the 
find snow arete, that rose steeply almost to the summit. The 
k t  bit of the ice cap waa fairly easy climbing, and at 1 o'clock 
on Wednesday afternoon we stepped on to the topmost 
pinnacle of Aorangi-13 hrs. and 45 min. from the time we 
left our bivouac. The view mas again magnscent-almost 
indescribable. We looked across the island from sea to sea, 
and, in addition to the views northward, eastward, and west- 
ward, we now beheld a glorious alpine panorama stretching 
to the 8. as far as the eye could reach. The giant Tasman 
and all the lesser mountains were dwarfed, and the whole 
country was spread out like a map in relief at our feet. 
Hector, the third highest mountain in New Zealand, seemed 
a pimple, St. David's Dome had become a low peak; but 
Elie de Beaumont, nmr the bead of the Tnsman, still looked 
a grand mountain. 

Through rents in the clouds to the westward patches of sea 
appeared like dark lagoons. I stepped out of the rope to 
m u r e  the firet photograph of a party that had ever been 
taken on the summit of Mount Cook; then we congratulated 
each other, and while Graham got the provisions out of the 
rucksacks Fyfe employed himself in taking in the view and 
coolly cutting up his tobacco for a smoke. 

Fyfe had intended to take the pulses of the party, and I to 
make eomo careful notes of the surrounding mountains ; but 
we did not do so. Professor Tyndall in his famous descrip- 
tion of the ascent of the Weisshorn says that he opened his 
notebook to make a few observations, but he soon relinquished 
the attempt. There wae something incongruous, if not pro- 
fane, in allowing the scientific faculty to interfere where silent 
worship was a 'reasonable service.' Thus I felt as I gazed 
around a t  the marvellous panorama. Then thoughts of the 
descent began to obtrude themselves on the mind. We had 
climbed M o ~ t  Cook from the Tasman side. A more serious 
problem now presented itself. Could we descend on the 
Hooker side, and so make the first crossing of Aorangi ? 

We spent altogether 25 min. on the summit of the 
mountain-12,397 ft. above the sea. The views were cer- 
tainly grand and very beautiful, but not so fine as from 
between the altitudes of 10,000 and 11,000 ft., for the simple 
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reason that, from the greater height of the summit, all the 
lesser mountains were dwarfed, and many of those that 
looked imposing from below had now dwindled into insignifi- 
cance. 

Having replaced our rucksacks, we gave one last glance 
about us, and then started down the slope on the other side 
of the mountain. We were now struck by a wind, which, of j 

course, at this altitude, was very cold. The snow-slope was 
not steep, but it was frozen, and we had to cut a number 
of steps before we could reach the rock ar6te. I n  IJ hr. 
we were on the highest rocks of this arAte, and, to our horror, 1 

we found them in the worst possible condition for climbing- 
plastered with snow and ice and festooned with great icicles. 
We might have returned to the summit and climbed back to 
safety before nightfall down our upward route ; but we were 
very keen to cross the peak for the first time, and decided to 
take the risk. Very little was said, and, after a brief consul- 
tation between Fyfe and myself, the word was given to continue 
the descent, and we started with grim determination to conquer 
the difficulties and overcome the dangers that lay between us 
and the upper slopes of the Hooker Glacier, 4,000 ft. below 
the summit on the western side. I t  now became a question 
of climbing not only with care, but also with all possible 
speed, for there was no place on this long ridge, in its present 
condition and with the cold wind blowing, where we could 
bivouac in safety. TVe had reckoned on a comparatively 
easy climb down these rocks, and also upon crossing 
the bergschrund at the head of the Hooker Glacier before 
nightfall; but we soon saw that this would be out of the 
question, especially as Turner was a slow climber, both on 
snow and on rocks. Fyfe, who held the responsible position 
of last man on the rope, repeatedly urged him to hurry and 
trust for safety to the rope. I came next, and Turner was 
between me and Graham, who, under general directions from 
Fyfe, led down. After descending for a few hundred feet we 
soon found that, owing to the ice-glazing and the snow, it wae 
impossible to keep to the crest of the ridge, and the descent 
became largely a series of traverses across di5cult and a t  
times precipitous faces of rock, mostly on the eastern face of 
the arkte. On the west the climbing mas even more difficult, 
and there was a bitter wind blowing, so we avoided that side 
as much as possible. In one place we had to climb back from 
the eastern face through a gap of overhanging rock and great 
icicles. Peter smashed the greater part of the icicles with the 
handle of his ice axe, and the broken pieces went swishing 
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down the precipices towards the Hooker. Under the circum- 
stances there was naturally some hesitancy in selecting the 
best route ; but there was little time for undue deliberation, 
and, as Graham paused now and then in some doubt, Fyfe 
would call out, ' Will it " go," Peter ? ' Peter, in quiet and 
solemn tones, would invariably give the one answer, ' Well, 
it doesn't look too good ; ' and then would come the answer- 
ing admonition from Fyfe, ' Get down-get somewhere ! ' 

At last we came to a break in the ridge that looked utterly 
unscalable. We halted, and glanced ahead and from side to 
side. Then we cast longing eyes to some snow-slopes leading 
down to the Linda Glacier, on the E. ; but that was thousands 
of feet below us. 'Will it " go," Peter ? ' we asked, and back 
came the non-committal reply, ' I t  doesn't look too good.' 
There was considerable hesitahcy. I t  now appeared to me 
that the moment for decisive action had come, so I suggested 
that we should unrope, and be lowered down singly over the 
face of rock. I was lowered down first, and then, untying, 
the rope was hauled up and Graham was lowered. I had 
gained a footing on a knob of rock that jutted out from the 
snow and ice in a narrow ' chimney; ' but there was not room 
on this for two people, so I cut a few steps and climbed down 
Rome 12 or 15 ft., and held on in a somewhat insecure posi- 
tion. I confess that I was anxious to see the last man 
make his appearance, for, with a keen wind nearly freezing 
the fingers with which I clung to the rock, and without even 
the 'moral '  support of the rope, my position was not alto- 
gether one to be envied. Graham climbed down the slanting 
' chimney ' for a few feet towards me, and then Turner was 
lowered to the knob of rock on which I had gained my 
first secure footing. I t  remained for Fyfe to get down. This 
w s s  the position of the greatest responsibility, and required 
a cool head and splendid nerve, for there was no one to lower 
him, and he had to use the rope doubled and hitched over 8 

projection of rock. The greatest care had to be exercised, 
especially for the first few feet, in case the rope should slip 
over the knob. Fyfe, however, managed to get down in 
safety, and then we all roped up once more. We could not 
shift our positions to revert to the original order on the rope, 
so that I now had to take the lead. We climbed round the 
foot of the steep wall that had cut us off, and once more 
gained the crest of the ridge ; but it would not ' go,' and we 
crossed to the eastern face, scrambling down a short broken 
'couloir,' and then traversing back to regain the ridge. I 
had to hack a hole through long icicles that were hanging 
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from a jutting rock. There mas just room to crawl through, 
the knapsack grazing the broken fingers of ice above. There 
might have been a route on the eaatern side of this face ; but 
a glance down the dark precipices and ' couloirs,' filled with 
clear ice, to a depth of 3,000 or 4,000 ft., mas somewhat 
startling, when that glance was made in search of a, prac- 
ticable line of descent. Besides, under such conditions as  
we were face to face with, the known is always preferable to 
the unknown, especially when time is so important a factor 
in a climb. We knew the ridge we were on could be descended, 
but we might have got into a ed-de-sac on those grim ice- 
plastered eastern precipices. 

Our difficulties, however, were by no means over, for, in a 
few minutes, I was peering over the face of a dangerous- 
looking precipitous cliff. A glance showed that there was no 
practicable route either to the right or the left. The after- 
noon was wearing on, there was no time for hesitancy, so 
I went over the edge, and with the assistance of the rope 
scrambled down a steep chimney with square smooth sides 
and few hand-grips. This chimney, however, fell away from 
the perpendicular near its foot and sloped inwards. On its 
final twelve feet there were neither hand nor foot holds. 
There was accordingly nothing for it but to unrope again, 
and be lowered down singly. Graham lowered me down with 
one rope, Fyfe and Turner anchoring on the rocks above. 
For a little way, by clawing at the rock with feet and hands, 
and by the friction of my body, I was able to descend with 
some slight amount of dignity, and I told Graham to lower 
away. Then, as I reached the part where the chimney sloped 
inward from the perpendicular, I lost contact with the rocks, 
and hung suspended, like Mahomet's coffin, between heaven 
and earth. The strain of the rope round one's waist, 
threatening to effect a complete change in one's internal 
anatomy, a vague clawing at air with one's hands and an 
equally vague searching for foothold with the nether limbs 
as you dangle in mid-air at the end of a forty-foot rope with 
precipices and snow-slopes of over a thousand feet below, 
have a chastening influence on the most seasoned mountaineer, 
and, however exhilarating the experience may be, it is always 
with feelings of supreme satisfaction and almost devout 
thankfulness that he once more comes to close grips with 
mother earth. At all events when, after my brief and more 
or less graceful gyrations at the end of that particular rope, 
I found the strain removed from my waist, and footholds and 
handholds once more actual realities, I made no complaint, 
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even though the middle finger of my left hand, which had 
been cut on the sharp rocks, was spurting blood and dyeing 
the snow a t  my feet a beautiful crimson. 

The spot on which I found my feet was not the best of 
landings, for the rock shelved outwards into snow. I t  was 
now Peter's turn to descend, so I planted myself as well as 
I could, and watched the operation. He was a good stone 
and a half heavier, so there must have been a considerable 
strain on Fyfe's arms. As he slid off the rocks illto the air 
his ice axe caught in the chimney, and sent him swinging 
round. I saw a long body, a swirling mass of arms and legs, 
and a nice felt hat sailing down on the wind to the Linda 
Glacier, thousands of feet below, and then a somewhat blown, 
but otherwise cool mountaineer, with a little assistance as to 
where to plant his feet, landed beside me. Peter's descent 
was so comical that I could not refrain from laughing. 
Turner was the next man, and Fyfe urged him forward. The 
rope was fastened round his waist, and he, too, cut a comical 
figure as he slid off from the perpendicular, clawed at vacancy, 
and eventually landed beside us. Fyfe's grinning coun- 
tenance peered over the edge of the cliff above, as if he were 
enjoying the sport. Sensational as this performance was, 
especially until a landing-place had been found, a more 
serious one remained for Fyfe to accomplish. I, however, 
knew Fyfe's capabilities ; otherwise I should never have under- 
taken such a descent. I had been with him in some tight 
corners before, and I had absolute faith in his ability to get 
down. Once more he hitched the double rope over a rock, 
and scrambled down the precipice. The only rock available 
aaa slightly loose, so he had to be very careful at the start 
in case the rope should slip over the projection. Such 
experiences are apt to be a little nerve-shattering, and these 
two sensational descents-especially the latter one-must 
have taken something out of him. However, he was again 
equal to the emergency, and, assisted by Graham's long reach 
as he swung over the last few feet like a pendulum, he was 
soon beside us in safety. 

We now halted for a few minutes while we donned our 
spare clothing. I gave Graham my hat, as I had a spare cap 
in my rucksack, and then bound up my bleeding finger with 
eome strips of Johnston's adhesive plaster. After all there 
was eomething very exhilarating in such difficult work. 
Every nerve and mnacle was at  full tension, and thoughts 
of all else save the matter in hand were banished from the 
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brain. The way ahead now seemed clear. We had ' drunk 
delight of battle with our peers,' and thus far had won. 

We roped up once more in the old order and continued t h e  
descent. We were still a long way from the addle, and t h e  
summit of Mount Hector seemed far below us. The climbing, 
however, now became easier, and we were able to make fairly 
quick progress in places. Eventually, we left the dreadful arete 
behind us, and Peter cut steps across a frozen slope that led 
from Green's Saddle into the long 2,000-ft. couloir that doped 
steeply down to the Hooker Glacier. I t  was a quarter to 7 on 
the evening of Wednesday, and, as we had now been going since 
11.15 P.M. on Tuesday, or for 19& hours, we hoped to find t h e  
couloir in good order. Our hearts sank as we saw Graham 
plying his ice axe. Fyfe shouted to him to endeavour to do 
without the cutting, and to kick steps ; but this was impossible 
-the slope was frozen hard ! The wind was also increasing 
in violence, and it wae bitterly cold. There was still the  
alternative of cutting down to the Linda Glacier on the 
eastern side and of a comparatively easy and comfortable 
descent, out of the wind, to the great plateau, from which 
we could gain the Glacier Dome and then descend to the 
Bivouac Rock by means of our steps of the night before. 
The matter was mentioned between Fyfe and myself; but we 
scarcely gave it a second thought, and decided to stick to our 
original intention to cross the peak. The word was given to 
go forward down the couloir, and young Graham, who was 
leading, treated us to a splendid example of ice-craft and 
physical endurance rn he proceeded to hack a way with his 
axe down that 2,000 ft. of frozen slope. It was a narrow, 
steep gully, varying in width from about 15 to 20 yards, and 
flanked on either side by great walls of precipitous rock. 
Hour after hour went by, and we seemed to be getting no 
nearer to the foot of the couloir. The wind seemed to pierce 
t o  our bones, and every now and then it would send a shower 
of broken ice from the precipices above swishing down about 
our ears. In  one place we took to s rib of rock in the middle 
of the couloir. Occasionally the rocks on the left of the 
couloir were used for hand-pips, thus enabling Graham to 
cut smaller steps. Turner then began to feel the want of 
sleep, and he asked me to talk to him to keep him awake. 
The mere suggestion of a man's falling asleep in such a 
situation was, of course, sufficient to keep me more than ever 
on the alert, especially as, if Turner had slipped, it would 
have devolved on me to hold him up, I being next on the rope 
to him. A few minutes later some bits of rock, dislodged, 
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no doubt, through the falling icicles that were broken by the 
wind, came whizzing past us, and, as Turner immediately 
cried out, ' Oh, my head ! my head ! ' I knew that he had 
been struck. In a moment I had driven the handle of my 
axe into the frozen snow and had hitched the rope around 
it, while Fyfe, behind me, had already taken a firm stand. 
Turner, in his account of the mcident, says, 'We would 
have been dashed to eternity if I had fallen and upset Graham 
out of his step while step-cutting, which would have been a 
very easy matter.' Such, however, was not the case, for both 
Fyfe and I had the rope absolutely taut, and, being well 
anchored, we could easily have held up three times Turner's 
weight. As a matter of fact he could not have fallen a yard. 
Fortunately the accident was not a serious one. I t  resolved 
itself into a scalp wound about 2 in. long, and Turner, 
after a few minutes, was able to continue the descent. Stones 
falling fkom such a great height-probably a thousand feet- 
acquire an extraordinary velocity. Indeed, they come so fast 
as to be invisible, and you can only hear them whizzing past. 
Had this atone struck Turner on the top of the head it would 
undoubtedly have cleft his skull in twain. Luckily it only 
grazed the back of his head at the base of the skull. 

We had now descended about 1,000 feet of the 'couloir.' 
The sun had dipped to the rim of the sea, and the western 
heaven8 were glorious with colour, heightened by the distant 
gloom. Almost on a level with us, away beyond Sefton, a 
bank of flame-coloured cloud stretched seaward from the 
lesser mountains toward the ocean, and beyond that again 
was a far-away continent of cloud, eombre and mysterious, 
aa if it were part of another world. The rugged mountains 
and the  valleys and forests of Southern Westland were being 
gripped in the shades of night. A long headland, atill 
thousands of feet below us, on the S.W., stretched itself out 
into the  darkened sea, a thin line of white at its base indi- 
cating the tumbling breakers of the Pacific Ocean. Difficult 
aa was our situation, Fyfe and I would find ourselves gazing 
in contemplation at this mysterious and almost fantastic 
scene of mountain glory. Turner was concerned mostly with 
his head, and Peter had to devote his whole attention to the 
stepcutting. We climbed down a rib of rock in the dusk 
between the lights, and then zigzagged on down the ' couloir ' 
in the steps cut by the never-tiring Graham. Presently the 
moon rose and bathed the snowy slopes of Stokes and Sefton 
and other giant mountains in a flood of silver. After the 
accident we kept closer in to the rocks, to evade any falling 

L 2 
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icicles or stones that might come down the couloir. Graham, 
anxious, no doubt, to get out of the couloir, was now making 
the steps rather small, and there was sometimes difficulty in 
seeing them in the semi-darkness, and in standing in them 
once they were found; but we got occasional hand-grips on 
the rocks, so that the danger from a d ip  was reduced to a 
minimum. On one occasion I did slip in a bad step ; but 
Fyfe was easily able to hold me on the rope. Down, down, 
down we went on this apparently never-ending slope. Hour 
after hour went past and still the end of the ' couloir ' seemed 
a long way off. Very little was said. Occasionally there 
would be a request by Turner for me to hold him tight on 
the rope, or a plaintive cry of, ' Peter, where are the steps? ' 
To such queries 1 would reply cheerily, ' Ruck up, Turner, 
old man ; you're doing splendidly. There's only another couple 
of hundred feet of it ! ' As a matter of fact there was more 
nearly 1,000, and I hope the Lord will forgive me for all the lies 
I told between half-past 9 and 12 o'clock that night about the 
length of that blessed ' couloir.' Nine o'clock, 10 o'clock, 11 
o'clock went pnst, and still we could not see the final berg- 
schrundat the foot. Fyfe took a turn a t  step-cutting, but quickly 
relinquished the task in favour of Graham. Fyfe, however, 
relieved Graham of his knapsack, and, with his double load, 
must hare had a difficult tirne coming down in those 
' economical ' steps that Graham was making for the sake of  
speed. 

Towards the bottom the couloir broadened out somewhat, 
and the work was easier. We progressed a little more quickly, 
and at  last reached the bergschrund. This schrnnd, i n  
ordinary seasons a very formidable one, had been often i n  
our minds during the past few weeks, and gave us some 
concern from the commencement of the descent; but we 
reckoned that we could cross it somehow, even if we had to 
sacrifice an ice axe and one of the lengths of alpine rope. 
The first attempt to find a bridge failed ; but Graham with 
a pretty bit of snow-craft, in the uncertain light, found a 
comparatively safe snow bridge, over which we crossed one by 
one, while the others anchored with their ice axes and held 
the rope taut in case the man on the bridge at the time 
should show an unpraiseworthy desire, by reason of his 
weight or the rottenness of the snow under him, to explore 
the unknown depths of the schrund. In  a few minutes we 
were all across in safety, and, just after midnight-on 
Thursday morning-we stepped on to the upper slopes of the 
Hooker Glacier, and the first crossing of Mount Cook had 
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been safely accomplished. We went down a little way to 
where the slope eased off, and, gathering together on the ice, 
we lit the lantern, hung it on an ice axe stuck in the snow, 
and proceeded to explore the rucksacks for food and drink. 
We hsd now been climbing for 223 hours, with but little to 
eat and drink. Even now we could scarcely eat ; but the 
little water and a very small quantity of wine that was left 
in the bottles were soon disposed of. I had some of my 
Demerara sugar, and the others were content with a sardine 
or two and a little bread and jam. What remained of our 
provisions we now threw away. Fyfe, Graham, and I also 
indulged i n  a little whisky that Dr. Fitchett had sent us to 
the Ball Hut, and a small flask of which Fyfe had carried 
in his rucksack during the climb. Now that the mental strain 
of the climb was practically over we felt that little stimu- 
lant would do us no harm. Drink and sleep were what we 
most needed, and we almost went to sleep standing up. 

After our long spell of over twenty-two hours' climbing we 
now had to devote ourselves to a journey of some ten or eleven 
miles down the Hooker Glacier and the valley at  its termina- 
tion to the Hermitage. We had some little trouble amongst 
the enormous crevasses and s6racs of the glacier, which, even 
in the moonlight, were a magnificent sight. We got through 
the first crevasses by candle light and then plodded on down 
the glacier by the light of the moon. Once or twice we got 
blocked, and had to retrace our steps to find a route through 
the maze of crevasses and broken ice. The sunrise was 
splendid. The silver of the moon gave place to the grey of 
dawn, and then the higher snows were flushed with rose and 
gold, the ice cap of Mount Stokes being the first to catch the 
glow. The great ice-paved valley, loth to reveal the secrets 
of its grandeur, waited yet awhile in the sombre shade. But 
presently the sun searched the dimmest recesses of the lower 
crags, blazed upon the gleaming snows, and all the world 
was filled with light. 

But I must draw a veil over that long, wegry walk. Lower 
down the roar of a waterfall, born on the snowy slopes of 
the Noorhouse Ragges, mocked our thirst, but on the lower 
ice-elopes of the glacier we found some pools of water and 
moistened our parched throats with mighty draughts. We 
plodded on down the valley, lifting our feet almost mechani- 
cally, halting at  every stream, and falling asleep at  every 
restingplace, till some resolute member of the party would 
prod us into mechanical action once more. Never have 
I travelled such long, weary miles. Towards the end of 
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the journey the one impression fixed indelibly on the 
brain seemed to be ' the Hermitage.' Once across the 
Hooker River, it was ' the Bar '  which loomed large in our 
minds with a capital B. We pulled ourselves together for 
the last hundred yards; but I am afraid it was with a rather 
faltering stride that we reached the winning post after our 
long struggle of thirty-six hours from Bivouac Rock, many 
miles away on the other side of the great range. Turner, for 
sartorial reasons, had to make a bee-line for his bedroom ; but 
the three New Zealanders went boldly into the kitchen of the 
Hermitage and discussed a bottle of dry wine amidst the 
congratulations of Friend Macdonald and his worthy family. 
Fife and Graham followed this up with ham and eggs and 
copious draughts of milk. I had a jug of hot milk, a hot 
bath, and bed. We had not had a wash nor taken off our 
clothes for several days, and were now in a position fully to 
appreciate the luxuries of civilisation. I slept till the dinner 
gong woke me in the evening, and, as there was not time to 
dress, I had dinner in bed. Later on Fyfe, Graham, and 
Clarke came into my room, and we climbed the mountain 
over again. On the way down the Hooker I liad sworn to 
myself that I would never climb another peak ; but so strange 
an animal is man, and so fascinating is his most glorious 
sport, that no sooner had me recovered from our exertions 
than we immediately began to discuss plans for the ascent 
of Mount Sefton. The mountain, however, was in bad 
condition, and I had already outstayed my leave, so that climb 
had to be reserved for another day. But I must conclude-or 
perhaps it were better that I should let another conclude-so 
I shall end by making an appropriate quotation from Norman 
Collie's delightful chapter on ' The Alps.' ' Those,' he says, 
'who have learned to nnderstand the language of the hills 
can appreciate the mmy-voiced calls of the mountains, and, 
I am sure, are not in the least afraid that, for the present, 
the Alps will be wholly ruined and degraded. For my own 
part, they will always possess an attraction which I care 
neither to analyse nor to destroy. I shall go back there just 
as the swallow at the end of summer goes south ; and if by 
an unfortunate combination of circumstances anything should 
hnppen to prevent my ever returning from that world of 
snow, my ghost, could it walk, would then, at any rate, be 
surroulided by nothing uncommon or unclean, which might 
perhaps not be so should it be compelled to wander amongst 
the tombstones of a London cemetery.' 



FURTHER ATTEMPTS ON RUWENZORI. 

THE following communication (dated ' Church Missionary Society, 
h i n d i ,  Uganda, B.E.A., February 11, 1906 ') has been received 
by the Secretary of the Geographical Sooiety from the Rev. H. W. 
Tegart. Mr. Tegart and Mr. Maddox, of the C.I\l.S., accompanied 
Herr Grauer, an Austrian traveller, in an attempt on the highest 
peak of Ruwenzori in January last :- 
' We failed to reach the highest peak, I am very sorry to say, and 

our failure was due to mists and want of porter8 to carry up 
snffioient outfit to enable ns to camp out for a night. Even then 
I em afraid it would be a difficult undertaking, unless by good luck 
a whole day without mist was obtained. I enclose you a photograph 
which shows the peak or rock we got to on the watershed. It took 
us two days to get from the permanent snow-line, 14,150 ft., to the 
peak ; we made three ascents from our camp just below the glacier. 
' T h e  first day we found a road up the rock alongside the glacier, 

only having small spurs of ice to cross, and got to the top of the 
icefall (about 100 ft. below the line of permanent snow), or 
14,000 ft. I am afraid hlr. hiumm made a mistake in saying he 
got to 14,000 ft., for they did not get out of the sight of the chief 
who guided them, and he himself told Mr. Grauer that he only got 
to the  top of the icefall; perhaps he had only an aneroid (most 
unreliable things) . 

Well, the second day we got to 14,650 feet, and had to turn back 
owing to the thick fog, and knowing that a dangerous-looking ridge 
was ahead of us. On the third day we came up rapidly in mist in 
our previous da 's tracks, and then we were about 4 h r ~ .  doing the 
last 100 ft. d e  stood for 2 hrs. in thick mist and a hailstorm 
within 50 yards of our rock before it cleared a bit, and we then 
made a spurt, and got on to what Herr Grauer of Austria was good 
enough to name King Edward's Rook, the top of which is about 
15,070 ft. or thereabouts. We waited for 2 hrs. to see if it would 
clear sufficiently to locate the peak, which is to the right of the 
photograph I enclose ; but we had to come down, and we did not 
relish a fourth climb. To make a good confession, I think the three 
days was a strain, and we were a bit nervous on the last day coming 
over some difficult rocks. Anyhow, the weather broke, and we had 
two bad days coming down the lower slopes. However that central 
peak can be climbed if the porterage difficulty can be got over. 

' Sir H. Johnston thought the Iiyanja, or knob-shaped peak, the 
highest, but we looked down upon it from the watershed.* 

The mountain falls away very quickly on the Congo side, and 
there is a very sharp ridge and a deep crevasse along it ; we crossed 
this on a snow bridge to get to our rock, which is about 40 ff. long 
and .U) ft. broad at the base, rising to a sharp point. 

'1 got yon some specimens of the rocks, which I will send with 
the thermometer. At about 13,000 ft. the rock looks like good trap 
- -- 

* See, hovever, Mr. Wollaston's account of Kiyflnja Peak, p. 146. 
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rock, or the stone used at  home for the roads ; below 13,000 ft. the 
rocks aresoft and coiitain a good deal of mica. The rocks bear 
traces of the glaciers down far below their present lowest point. 
I don't think there is much quartz. I could see blocks of it on the 
other side of the valley, high on the hill-aide, but they were few and 
of small extent. 

' Of the stratification I am afraid I do not know enough to 
express an opinion. Indeed, me were going so hard at  it that all 
om attention mas given to getting over the rocks as quickly as 
possible. 

' I am sorry to my that I forgot to take the certificates of the 
tests of the thermometers with me ; we tried at  most plsces, and 
found them read exactly alike, strange to say ; yet I now find 
that there ia a considerable error, comparing the standard instm- 
ments with each other. I read at the highest point the one 
numbered lH,HCi7. Mr. hiaddox checked my readings at every 
point, and kept a separate note of them. We then worked them 
out independently at Kabaroli, which we took as our base, using 
the tables in the Society's "Hints to Travellers." I have not a 
copy, or I would make the corrections for error now, but this I 
must leave to you. We should be extremely pleased to hear if our 
height for King Edward's Rock, on the watershed, is correct. 

'Mr. hiaddox thinks the height for Kabaroli, 6,000 ft., is fairly 
correct, for quite a number of aneroid barometers have been tried, 
and all closely agree. Mr. Maddox's own, registering to 15,000 ft., 
gave the height on our list when he first came out, and also when 
he returned five years later. I think it is fairly certain that the 
highest point is not over 16,600 ft. 

' ALTITVDW ON RCWESZORI, B.E.A., JASC.\RY, 1906, FROM ORRERVATIONR OF 

BOXLIN(I-POIST THERUOYETER SUPPLIEII BY HOYAL ~ E O ~ R . ~ P E I C A L  SOCIETY 
AND AN ANEROID BAROMETER (25,000 u ~ . j  LENT BY THE BRITISH ~ ~ C R E U U  
NATURAL HIRTORT HUVENZORI EXPEIIITION. R.G.S. T.\RLEB USED. 

~ -~ ~. - - - - - - - - - 

- IloILinu- Ten~pcra- Differmce , Ilnronleter 
point ture in .4ltltude Rmtli11p3 

- -. 
C.M.S. station, Kabaroli, 1 203.0 ,i9.5 

Toro, as lower station, I 0 
Kakindo, Mubuku valley. 204.2 81.0 703 
Can~p at Bihanga . . 200.0 84.0 1,778 
Kichuchu rock shelter . 194.9 49.5 I 4,669 

Glacier camp . . . 1899 4 3 3  8,103 
Bsse of glncier . . 188.5 45.0 8,409 
Top of icefall 187.7 40.0 8,848 
King Ed\vnrd9s &ck, 

jnn. 18, on ! 186.2 42.0 9,756 
Height of rock abo\,e last - - - 

point about 40 feet } 

Ft. 

5,200 
I 

t 4,497 
6.978 
9,869 

Ft. 

Pern~anent snow, 14,150 ft. 

Exanlined and found correct ' H' '' TEnART. 
\ H. E. ; \ l .u~~os ,  F.S.I.' 



We have to.thank Dr. G. Scriven for kindly translating from 
t h e  ' Jfitt. D.u.0.A.-V.' the following aacount from Herr Grauer of 
the  same expedition :- 

'We have received the following account of an expedition in 
Central Africa,-n the little known Ruwenzori range, from a member 
of the D. und 0. d. -V.  It is dated Fort Portal, Feb. 6 :- 

' " As a member of the I). und 0. A.-V. for many years permit me 
to send you the news that, accompanied by two English missionaries, 
hlessrs. Naddox and Tegart, I have been the first to reach the 
watershed of Ruwenzori, on January 8 of this year.* This is now 
the only mclimbed snow mountain in Africa, and it may be a long 
time before this splendid chain of mountains is really conquered. 
I t  stretches for a distance of about 40 kilometres between Lakes 
Albert Edward m d  Albert, and forms the boundary between the 
English Uganda Protectorate and the Congo Free State; t its 
height cannot yet be positively stated. Sir Harry Johnston, who 
was t h e  first to set foot on the glacier, and who reached a height of 
13,500 ft., estimated the highest point at 20,000 ft. or more ; in my 
judgment it can scarcely be more than 18,000 ft. 
' " T h e  AIubuku glacier, which has hitherto been the starting 

point of all the attempted ascents, descends at  its lowest point to 
13,20Oft., though the boundary between vegetation and perpetual 
snow lies nearly 1,000 ft. higher. 
"'In November of laet year the well known English climber 

Mr. Douglas Freshfield, with Mr. Mumm, and a Zermatt guide, 
attempted to reach the highest point from this gl~~cier  ; in conse- 
quence, however, of very unfavourable weather and extremely thick 
mists they only succeeded in reaching a height of 14,000 ft. at  the 
e n d  of the icefall, which was very steep and fearfully broken. 
' " As an old Dolonlite scrambler I preferred the rocks to the ice, 

and by them managed to circumvent the most difficult part of the 
icefall, so that I only reached the actual glacier at a height of 
14,000 ft., from whence the further advance does not present any 
great difliculties if reasonable care is exercised. First there is 
200 ft. of hard ice, which can be overoome with the help of crampons 
without step-cutting ; then comes deep snow. This we crossed in 
very dense mist and a heavy snow-storm, reaching the end of the 
glacier, the watershed towards the Congo State, at a height of 
15,000 ft. The measurements were taken with the instruments of 
the Royal Geographical Society of London. 

'" The greatest obstacle to the ascent of this chain of mountains 
is the estraordinarily thick mists, which almost always ensliroud 
the higher regions. We had to wait for an hour at  a time in our 
tracks without being able to move a step backwards or forwards till 
a light puff of wind opened a view for a few minutes. Thus mnch 
time was lost, a great drawback, especially here on the Equator, 
- ----- - -- 

Mr. Xoore reached the watershed not far from the same point in 1900. 
See Alpine Jorrrnnl, ~ o l .  xxi. No. 150. 

t Thir is not accurate. See Mr. Freshfield's artic!e in this number, p. 89. 
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where daylight only lasts for twelve hours. A ractised climber g could reach the watershed in four hours from the eginning of the  
glacier. Although we had already trarersed the greater part of the 
route on the two previous days we took lllore than seven hours, 
for the numerous crevasses render an advance in the mist 
impossible. 

I would be very grateful to you it you would make known this 
news in the ' Mitteilungen des D. und 0. A.-Y.' Perhaps it may 
induce some lovers of first ascents to come out to beautiful Uganda, 
to visit Ruwenzori, the fabled ' Mountains of the Moon ' of ancient 
Arab writers. 

' I am, of course, always ready to give information. My address 
is : Entebbe, Uganda, East Africa. 

RUDOLF GRAUER aus Troppau, Osterr. Schlesien." ' 

A private letter from Mr. Woosnam, of the British Museum 
party, adds some interesting details as to his repetition of Herr 
Grauer's climb :- 

' Ruwenzori, February 2, 1906. . . . I have been away with 
Cruthers for a ten days' expedition up to the snow and missed 
the mail. I t  is absolutely the most estraordinary country up high 
that you can think of. Look a t  Sir H. Johnston's photographs of 
high ground ; they are good. I have now been to the exact places 
and seen the same things and taken photographs of them. Most 
estraordinary, but a photograph can't give an! idea of such a place, 
nor any description on paper. I will tell you all. I t  is beautiful, 
and terrible, and delightful, and yet horrible. The extraordinary 
vegetation-forest, then bamboos, then giant heather and bmg, all 
hanging with long grey lichen, masses and yards of it, and half 
covered up in soft deep moss and what R. calls " rot of ages " (right 
too), and the great tall, tliin posts of lobelias, taking many years to 
grow and die (I am sending you good dry seed of them) ; then 
higher, at 12,500 ft., only moss and lobelias and huge trees of 
groundeel left, and then the lobelias go, and only groundsel and 
nloss and everlasting flowers, and at last only xlloss and glacier and 
snow, and highest of all rock. 
' We have got some glorious new birds from high up, just below 

the glacier-most surprising and unexpected birds too, and animals. 
I t  is a little cold, but not very, but we had remarkably fine weather, 
IW rain and little mist. 

' We did a surprising thing. We also reached the watershed, the 
same point reached by Grauer and Co., and this is how it came 
about : The first morning after we got up to tlie head of the valley 
and camped a t  12,600 ft., being a fine day, we started early to 
walk up to the glacier, to have a look at it and see what birds mere 
there. There were very few birds-in fact, few a b o ~ e  10,000 ft. 
\Vhen we got to the foot of the glacier we took the spoor of Grauer 
and Co., which was still quite fresh, and followed it up the rock on 
tile right of the glacier. TVe soon came to a place which is  
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described in Sir H. Johnston's book * as a " tunnel." Here we 
found no less than seven ropes hanging down, of different sizes. I t  
is not really a difficult place to climb, so we took most of the rope 
back to camp with us on our return. The place is not a tunnel cut 
by water through the rock at  all, but a great flat stone f d e n  across 
or lying across a water-worn crack or channel. After we had gone 
u p  about 500 or 600 ft. we lost al l  traces of Grauer's party at a point 
where they had left a tin with their names the first day. We knew 
that they had gone up the rocks higher than this before getting on 
to the anow, but the glacier looked to me to be quite climbable if a 
few Bteps were cut in it ; but C. wanted to keep to the rocks, so he 
went to try the rock, whilst I tried to get up the glacier; and, with 
the  help of my hunting-knife, I cut about forty or fifty steps in the 
ice and got up on to the middle of the glacier. By this time C. hsd 
got as fnr ~s he could go on the rocks, and came back to where 
I had got on to the glacier, and tried to follow me up, but failed 
here also. I was so afraid of mist coming on and spoiling the view 
from the top--for I could see now that, unless there was a crevasse, 
I could easily walk right up-that I could not go back to show him 
the way. So I just walked right up the snow to a black rock on the 
ridge ; and when I got there (it was hard work breathing) I found 
I had got to Grauer's highest point (my aneroid read 15,100 ft.), and 
fonnd a tin with their three names (Cirauer, hladdox, and Tegart) ; 
so I put my card into the tin too with a rifle cartridge. 

' I had a feirly good view over to the Congo side, end took some 
photographs (the first that ha\-e ever been taken, 'as it was niisty 
when arauer was here). He called this rock "King Edward's 
Rock." We could see a little lake down below on the Congo 
side. I could not, of course, see very far, as there were more hills 
beyond, but lower, and undoubtedly I was on the watershed. I 
might have gone on to a higher ridge on one side, but I was a bit 
tired with the altitude, and wanted to get back to C., as we had 
a long way to get back to canlp before dark, so decided to turn 
back. I came down pretty fast, sliding over the snow, and aliding 
or falling down most of the glacier, for the steps I had cut had melted 
nearly away. I found C., and we had some lunch and returned 
safely to camp, having climbed as high as Graner. My opinion 
is this : that there is no point on Ruwenzori higher than 17,500 ft., 
that the highest point' is bare rock, not snow, and that on a fine 
day i t  is not hard to climb to the top ; but on a rainy and misty 
day it must be awful; we were lucky and had fine dry wecather. 
My aneroid read 15,100 ft., but that is about 150 ft. too high., for 
Grauer took the same point by boiling-point and made it 14,966 ft.' 

We print next a note we have received from our member, Mr. 
A. F. R. Wollaston, describing two ascents made subsequently to 
those previously recorded here :- 

I On February 16 hfessrs. A. F. R. TYollaston, R. 13. Tlroosnam, 
and R. E. Dent, starting from Uujongolo (12,GGO ft.), reached the 
- -- -A -- - - - - 

Thc L ja~arla Prc~trctornte, \ol. i. p. 1R1.  
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foot of the Ilubuku Glacier in two hours. They followed the edge 
of the glacier to 18,660 ft., then turned away to the roaks on the 
right, up a steep gully full of loose stones, water, and moss, to about 
14,000 ft., then sharp back horizontally on to the glacier near the 
beginning of the icefall. Thence, keeping near to the b a ~ e  of the 
rocks on the right (true left of the glacier), by an easy slope to the 
watershed at  a point called by Herr Grauer "King Edward's Rock."* 
Herr Grauer reached the same point on January 18, 1906, by a, 

somewhat different route. View down on to the Congo side mostly 
obscured by clouds. Hocks between 18,600 and 14,000 ft., not 
difficult but dangerous, owing to loose stones and water. Numerous 
avalanches falling from Duwoni Peak, on the right, can be mostly 
avoided by keeping towards the middle of the glacier. Time from 
Bujongolo to the ridge in wet weather, 64 hrs. 

' On February 17 Messrs. A. F. R. \Vollaeton and R. B. Woosnmn, 
starting from Bujongolo, left the hIubukn valley half a mile above 
the camp, following the first stream that colnes in from the left. 
Over a low hill into the valley coming from the Kiyanja glacier. 
Three hours through trackless swamp and moss and bushes of ever- 
lasting flowers. Crossed the stream coming from Kiyanja glacier, 
about 13,600 ft. Thence up a steep gulley to the left (W.) and 011 
to loose boulders and screes at 14,000 ft. Turning N. good 
granite rocks were reached at 14,800 ft., which led to the glacier on 
the S.W. side of the mountain at 15,500 ft. Thence up over easy 
ice and snow to Kiyanje Peak, which Sir H. Johnston thought to be 
the highest point in the range. 16,125 ft. by aneroid, 16,000 ft. by 
boiling-point thermometer. Tlie last three hours in dense fog, 
which led the party to the lower of the two tops of the peak. At 
the. moment of starting to descend, the true top, a snow mound 
oonnected with the point reached by a short snow arPte, was seen 
to be perhaps 150 ft. higher. There seem to be no higher peaks 
than this on the Uganda side of the range, but at least three on 
the Congo side-one N.W., about 16,800 ft., and two to the N. 
(9 Baddle llonntain), perhaps 17,000 ft. Rocks easy and good 
going. Moss and bog at the foot of the mountain very heavy and 
tiring. Time from Bujongolo to the summit, about G hrs.' 

Mr. Freshfield supplies the following further information and 
comment on the preceding narratives :- 
' Rlr. Tegart's interesting letter to some extent exonerates my 

informants for having sent me in November; for in January, one 
of the months specially recommended by local experts, Herr Grauer 
and his companions had, it w m s ,  five consecutive days of broken 
weather. There are one or two points in Mr. Tegart's letter in 
which he vill, I trust, shortly make his narrative more definite. 
Mountaineers would like to know what was the nature of the diffi- 
culty which made the party epend two hours in climbing the last 
400 feet before reaching their Rock. And how long did they take, 

* 15,100 it. by aneroid; 14,956 it. by boiling-point thermometer. 
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exclusive of halts, from their highest camp to their highest point? 
I felt convinced from the first that the summit depicted as Kiyanja 
by Sir H. Johnston was higher than any point on the watershed 
between itself and Duwoni and therefore must be higher than the 
Rock. Mr. Wollaston has proved this to be the case by his recent 
climbs. I can only suppose, therefore, either that in the mist Herr 
Grauer's party mistook a lower crag for Kiyanja, or else that they 
had previously wrongly identified a minor peak as Johnston's 
Kiyanja. While far from contesting the possibility of traces of 
ancient glacier action being discovered in the lower portions of the 
Ruwenzori valleys, I do not think they are so easily recognisable 
by the passing traveller as Mr. Tegart supposes. On this subject 
I shall have an opportunity to write elsewhere. 

' With regard to the lofty peaks 'I on the Congo side " of the 
chain noticed by hlr. Wollaston, it is quite possible that the double 
summit I saw from Butiti nlay lie (like the Orteler) near, but off, 
the watershed, and not be identical with Johnston's and Wollaston's 
Duwoni. But the photographic plate and drawing of the range 
from the IF'., published by Dr. Stuhlmann, shorn no detached and 
lofty spurs running out to any distance towards the Semliki. 
There are, it is evident, plenty of topographical questions left for 
further investigation by the British Museum party and the Duke of 
the .-ibruzzi's formidable expedition of twelve Europeans, amongst 
whonl is Signor Yittorio Sella. The Duke and his companions 
sailed from Naples on April 16. 

'As to the hnight attained by Mr. hlumm and Inderbinnen, we 
(aa I have written elsewhere) attached no importance to what was 
an off-day excursion. Expecting to make a serious attempt in 
a day or two, me took no measurements. But my companion is 
convinced, and he speaks with much experience, that he climbed 
something like 1,000 ft. above the glacier's snout (13,500 ft.), and 
he adds that the statement that the local chief had him in sight all 
the time must not be taken in a strictly literal senpe, though it is 
quite true that he watched the climbers as far as he could with 
great interest. 

' Ruwenzori has already a considerable literature of its own. I 
may mention here two of the latest additions to it, hlr. Maddox's 
account of his first visit to the 3Iubuku glacier (" Uganda Notes," 
June, 1905), and Mr. Dawe's botanic~l article in the " Journal of 
the African Society" for January last. Allusions to an ascent on 
the western side of the mountain by Dr. David are made in the 
" Globus " for 1904, and a map compiled from Dr. Stuhlmann's 
observations has been issued in the " Proceedings of the Hamburg 
Geographical Society " for 1901 (vol. xvii.). There is as yet no 
complete map of the range that hes any pretension to accuracy in 
detail, and no attempt has been m d e  to define and delineate its 
glaciers.' 
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THE following additions have been made since February:- 

New Books am3 New Editions. Presented by the Aull~ors or Pliblishers. 

Abraham, O. and A. Rock-climbing in Sorth Wales. 
8v0, p. xxii, 394 ; plates. Keswick, Abraham, 1906. 211- nett 

Bsdeker, i. Le sud-est de la Frrrnce du Jum A la NhditerranBe, y compris 
la h r s e .  Erne Bdition. Leipzig, Btedeker, 1906. M. 8. 

xxxvi, 488 ; maps. &,,,,:;: g; Quida di Lecco ; see C.A.I. Lecco. 
Calendario Artistico Piemontese 1908. Coi disegni di Augusto Carutti. 

Sm. folio. pp. 51 ; plates. Torino, Hanu Rinck, 1906. L. 3 
Among the plates are views of Monte Viso and of Aosta. 

Carnet de poche ; see Taschen-Kalender. 
Croeby, 0. T. Tibet and Turkestan. A journey through old lands and a study 

of new conditions. New York and London, Putnam, 1905. 10,6 nett 
8v0, pp. 350 ; plates. 

The nuthor travelled with a French officer in tbe end of 1903. They 
came dangerously near being lost at  the head of the Knrakah Valley 
in the Kuen Lun Mountains. The book is largely political and 
historical. The author writes strongly in what he thinks to be the 
interest of the various Asiatic states in their opposition to contact 
with the western peoples. The numerous illustrations are of little 
value. The best for effect is the frontispiece, ' Yak-caravm on the 
Baser Glacier, in a snow-mist.' 

Cumberland, Weetmorland and Fnrness. The English Counties. A series 
of supplementa ry readers. London, Blackie, 1903. Ed. 
8v0, pp. 128 ; maps, ill. 

de Derwies, Vera. Recherches gkologiques et pdtrographiques eur les laccolithes 
des environs de Piatigomk, Caucase du Nord. GenPve, Kiindig, 1905 
4t0, pp. 84 ; plates. 

Dentache Alperneltang. V. Jah rgan~ ,  1905/1906. 11. Halbband. 
Miinchen, Gustav Lamrner, Oktober 1905-Miirz 1906. N. 12 

4t0, pp. 284 ; col. and other plates, etc. 
Among the articles are :- 

A. Steinitzer, Adamellogruppe. 
J. Simon, Das Bietschhorn. 
0. Langl, Die Nordwand d. Schriitterhorns. 
0. Sehrig, Der Brsndjoch-Siidhwat. 
H. Hoek, Andine Bergfahrten. 
0. Ua~th ,  Auf d. Grossglockner ii. d. N.W.-Grnt. 
H. Sattler, Mte d. Diwmzia. 
H. Scheid, Der Plankemkin. 
J. Kuhfahl, Winterbilder a. d. Riesengebirge. 
- Hochtouren in Bergell. 
M. v. Prielmayer, Ein Besuch in deutschen Sprachinseln. 
H. Barth, Der Rax als Skiberg. 

The illustrations of this work are, ns in previous volumes, notably good. 
They are very varied in style, being from photographs, sketches and 
coloured pictures. 

A p e a t  deal of information on the doinus of the sections of the various 
Alpine cluba is contained in ' Verkekr u. Sport,' which forms a supple- 
ment to the paper. 

Hedin, Sven. Central Asia and Tibet. Towards the Holy City of Lassa. 
2 vols, roy. 8vo; maps, plates. London, Hurst and Blackett, 1903. 421- 

Heirn, Dr A. ; see Switzerland, Beitriige z. geolog. Karte. 
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H m r ,  Emil. Neuer Pfdzfiihrer. Ein Reisehandbuch fiir die bayerische 
Pfala und angrenzende Oebiete. 3. -4110. Neustadt a. d. H., Witter. 1905 

3 parts ; maps. 
Henett ,  G. M. A. The pedagogue at  play. 

8vo. pp. 296 ; ill. 
London, Allen, 1903 

A Swiss winter ; pp. 116-146, Norway. 
Xing, &arena : Momoh.  Sew York and London. published for the King 

Memorial Committee by G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1904 
8vo. pp. viii, 426 ; portraits. 

Clarence King, born 1842, died in 1901. This book is a colleotion of 
articles byvarious writers-J. Hay, W. D. Howells, Hy Adams, J. La  
F a  e, E. Cary-on King and his surveying and mountaineering work. 

h c r e n o n , % .  Impressions d'hiver dens les Alpes. De la Mer Bleue au Mont 
Blanc. Paris, Plon-Nourrit, 1906. Fr. 10 
8v0, pp. 242 ; plates. 

Thia is a charnilngly written series of articles on winter climbing and 
walking in the district between Mont Blanc and Nice, by an  artillery 
oflicer. The plate4 are numerous and good. The last chapter gives 
a vivid account of a dangerous winter attempt in March 1900 to 
reach the summit of Uont Blanc. A strong south wind and heavy 
snow made imperative a descent from the Vallot hut, the highest 
point reached. The writer from the military point of view repeats 
in h is  own experience what has frequently proved to others the chief 
attraction of climbing, thnt the sharing of common dangers is n 
great producer of comradeship. Soldiers on alpine stations readily 
acquire the fundamental spirit of disciplined action, co~lradeship in 
danger and fearlessness combined with caution. 

h d o r ,  A. H. Savage. Tibet and Nepal. Painted and desaribed. 
8v0, p. x, 233 ; map. plates. London, Black (1906). 201- 

l e f l ,  Lrgm P. Contributions to the history of American geology. 111 

Annual Rep. Smithsonian Instit. for 1904. 
8v0. pp. 189-733 ; portraits. Washington, Govt. Printing office, 1!)06 

Thi s  includes portraits, biographies, and notes on work of (among; 
others), L. Agassix. F. V. Hayden, C. King, J. Le Conte, J. hla~.cou, 
J. D. Whitney, J. C. White. 

xeurer,  Jn l iw .  Weltreisebilder. Leipzig, Teubner, 1906. hi. 'J 
Roy. 8v0, pp. viii, 398 ; plates. 

This  contains, pp. 167-180, an interesting chapter, 'Am Fusse des 
Himalaya,' which being written by a mountaineer, has an accunwy, 
which would be lacking in the recital of the ordinary globe-trotter. 

Homo, Dr Carlo. I1 canto della montagna. Conferenza Domodossola, 2% 
Ottobre 1904. Torino, Simondetti, 1905. L. 1.50 
4b ,  p . 80 ; plates. Published by the Soc. escursionisti Ossolani. 

l onod ,  h e s .  Zermatt et Saas-Fee. Description. Histoire. Ascensions. 
Excursions. Itinbraires. Altitudes et Tarifs des Guides. 
8v0, pp. 128 ; map. ill. Genhve, Haissly [c. 19001. Fr. 1.50 

de Monteasw de W o r e ,  F. Les tremblements de terre. GBographie 
dismologique. Paris, Armand Colin, 1906. Fr. 12 
Roy. 8vo. pp. v, 475 ; maps, ill. 

I n  general it is along the great mountain ranges that earthquakes occur, 
especially on that side which is the steeper, where there is the greater 
geological instability. I t  is in connexion with this instability in the 
relations of the older and the younger layers of the earth's surface 
that earthquakes occur, though it is still usually impossible to state 
the local unstable conditions producing the earth movement. By a 
very elaborate working together of multitudinous reports, the author 
has been able to construct seismological maps of the two hemispheres. 
That of the western hemisphere shows that the line of disturbance 
follows very closely the great mountain line from the Himalayas, 
through the Caucasus and the l l p s  to the Pyrenees. On the whole, 
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the disturbed areas lie south of that line. For instance, northern 
India suffers while Tibet escapes. In South America the area of 
instability is on the western side of the Andes. As mountain ranges 
are so closely identified with earth shocks, the greater part of this 
book is devoted to the consideration of the geological formations of 
those ranges. 

Oldsen, 0. Through the unknown Pamirs. The second Danish Patnir ex- 
pedition, 1898-99. London, Heinemann, 1901. 151- nett 
8v0, pp. xxii. 229 ; map, plate: 

Daa Schnee Enhn. Fuhrer auf d ~ e  Cfipfel d. Schweizeralpen. 11. Jahrgang : 
62 Nummern. 8. April 1906-31. Mirz 1906. Fr. 5 
4to and 8v0, pp. 102 ; ill. 

Each number contains a drawing of a peak with route marked thereon 
and short letterpress descriptions of route. 

de Selincourt, E. ; see Wordsworth's guide, 1906. 
Skifilhrer fiir das bayerische Hochlnnd und angrenzende Gebiete. Hgg. vom 

Akadem. Skiclub Miinchen. 2. Autl. der Ykitouren um Munchen. 
Sm. avo, pp. viii, 130. Miinchen, Lindauer, 1906 

Stuart-Menteath, P. W. Pyrenean geology. 8vo. London, Dulau. 
1. The alpine paradoxes. pp. 1G Y A ovember, 1903 
2. Scenery in Science. pp. 12. April, 1904 
3. The Pyrene~n pamdoxes. pp. 20. June, 1904 
4. The structure of the Pvrenees. DD. 28. Februarv. 1905 . . 
5. Engineering geology in the Pjrenees. pp. 28. April. 160.5 
6. Uniformitarianism. pp. 37. March. 1906 

Suess. Ed. La face de la terre (Das Antlitz der Erde). Trt~duit de I'Allemsnd 
. . . sous la direction de Emm. de Margelie. Avec une preface par 
N. Bertrand. Tome 1, Les hiontagnes. 3me Tiruge. 
Roy. Hvo, pp. xv, 835 ; maps, ill. Paris, Armand Colin, 1905. Fr. 20 

.- - Tlle face of the enrth. Translated by Hertha B. C. Sollas under the 
direction of W. J. Sollt~s, . . . , Professor of Geology in the t'niversity of 
Oxford. Vol. 1. Oxford, Clareudon Press, 1904. 251- nett 
Roy. 8r0, pp. xii, GO4 ; maps, ill. 

The first volume of Professor Suess' grent and importnnt work deals 
chiefly with the mountains of the world, and the ' trend-lines' or 
lignes directrices ' of the vnrious ranyes : e.g. in Asia they strike and 

are convex townrds the south,-inthe.4lps towards the north. Professor 
Suess handles and rurnnges in t i  brilliant fashion an  enormous mass 
of data, geologicnl and descriptive, with a view to discovering the 
controlliny f~rcts of annngement. He ventures but little into the  
theory as to causes of facts. The results of the author's work are 
best stated in his preface to the English edition :-" Even in 1885 and 
1888, the dates at  which the first volu~ne of this work appenred, the 
possibility was recognised of deducing from the unifom strlke of the 
folds of a mountain-chain a mean general direction or trend-line ; such 
trend-lines were seen to be seldonl straight, but as a rule arcs or curves, 
often violently bent curves of accomn~odation ; the t~end-lines of 
central Europe were observed to possess a certain regular arrangement 
and to be traceable in part as far as Asia. I t  waa further recognised 
that the ocean from the mouth of the Ganges to Alaska and Cape 
Horn is bordered by folded chains, while in the other henlisphere 
this is not the case, so that a Pacific and an Atlantic type may be 
distinguished." 

The headings of the chapters are ;-The deluge : Some seismic areas : 
Dislocations : Yolcanos : Diversity of the movements : The northern 
forebnd of the alpine system : The trend-lines of the Alpine system : 
The basin of the Adriatic : The hfediterraneen : The p e a t  desert 
plateau : The sgntaxia of the mountains of India : The relation of the 
Alps to the mountuins of Asia : South Ameriaa : The Antilles : North 
America : The continents. 
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The translation of the French edition-in which the whole work 
oocnpies three volnmee-has been carried out by MM. DeHret, Qallois, 
Hang, Kilian, and others ; and explanatory notes and many illustra- 
tions added, which do not occur in the original or in the English 
edition. 

The  English edition, when complete, will be in five volumes. The 
seoond volume, dealing with the sea and the coast-line, has just 
recently been published. 

Switxarlaud. Beitr&ge zur geolog. Karte d. Schweiz. N.F., XVI. Lieferung : 
dm ganzen Werkes 46. Lieferung. Des Siintisgebirge untersucht und 
dargmtellt von Dr Ub. Heim. I, Textband : 11, Atlas. 
4to, pp. x, 654 end pp. 32, plates. Bern, Franckc. 1905. Fr. 50 - Mctionnaire g6ographique de 18 Suisse, publib sous lea auspices de 
In 80c. neuchlltelaise de a8ographie. l lme  fascicule, comprenant les 
livr8isom 117 A 128 (Tome 111-25-26) Morgins. Val de -- Obermald. 

Neuchlltel, Attinger, 19d4 [i.e. 19061 
4to. pp. 385476 ; maps, ill. 

Another section of this moat valuable gazetteer. This contains among 
many other articles, Morteratffih, Gleoier de, et Piz: Mountet, Cabane 
e t  Pointe dn : Miisohenstock : Mutthorn : Muveran, Grand : le 
Mythen : Nadelhorn : Nesthorn : Oberaarjoch : Oberalpstock : Ober- 
land. 

T ~ h m - K a l e n d e r  fiir Bchweizer Alpen-Clubisten fiir das Jahr 1906. Dritter 
Jahrgsnf3. Zurich, Tschopp, 1906 
B m . 8 ~ 0 ,  pp. 307. 

Mendar ium,  Tagebuch, Statuten d. B.A.C., Statuten betr. d. Clubhutten, 
Fiihrerkurse, Verzeiohnis d. Mitglieder des C.C. und der Voratiinde d. 
Sektionen d. B.A.C., Schutzhutteu, Fuhrer und Triiger, Qeneraltarif, 
Notsignale, Die erste Hiilfe, Unfall-Versicherung, eta. - - Carnet ds  pochs A l'usage des membres du C.A.9. 1906 

A French tranelmtion of the above. 
Thome, Pmf. Flora von Deutschland, Osterreich und der Schweiz. 2te. 

vermehr(e und verbesserte Auflage. Band 1. Mit 160 Tafeln in Farben- 
druck. b r a ,  Fr. v. Zezschwitz, 1903. M. 18.75 
8v0, pp. 108,376 ; 160 col. plates. 

The  plates of this work are very carefully drawn and coloured. Text 
and plates together form an excellent and authoritative work. 

Tornquint, Dr A., Dr A. W t s e r  u. Dr C. Porro. Fuhrer durch Ober- 
Italien ; I. Daa Qebirge der ober-italienischen Seen. Sammlung geolo- 
giacher Fiihrer IX. Berlin, Borntraeger, 1902. M. 5.50 
Sm. 8v0, pp. xvi. 302 ; maps, plates. 

No. X of this series-A Rothpletz, Qeol. Fiihrer d. d. Alpen, M. 4-was 
added to the library in 1902. Both volumes are handy guides to 
portions of alpine geology. 

Torrents, J. Masso. Croqnis Pirenencs. Nova edicib. Primera serie. Vagtant 
per la montanya-Tot tent cami-La Guilla-El correu de Camprodon- 
Agonia-La relliscada-En Po. Bibliotheca popular de '' L'Avenp." 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 100. Barcelona, " L'Aven~," 1903 - Croquis Pirenencs. Nova edicib. Segona Serie. Records de noi-En 
Jonret-La sirem de montanaya--L'anyorament-En Valenti-Interior. 
Bm. 800. pp, 108. 1903 

mddl, John. The glsciers of the Alps & Mountaineering in 1861. 
London. Dent : New York. Dutton (1906). 11- 

avo, pp. xiv, 274 ; ill. A vol. of ~ v e r ~ t k ' s  library.' w i th  an '  intro- 
duction by Lord Avebury. 

White, S. E. The mounb i s .  London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1904 
8vo. pp..aBa ; pletea. 

Clrmolnn out on the mountaim of the Pacific slopes of the western United 
~Gtea: I t  is to this form of enjoyment of mountains rather than to 
the climbing of them thnt the members of the varione Amerioan 

VOL. XRII.-NO. aLXXII. Y 
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Mountain and Alpine Clubs devote their " outings." I t  is adistinctive 
development of mountaineering produced by the economic circnm- 
stances and the bates of the people and the character of t h e i r  
mountain regions. 

Wordmorth'r guide to the Lakes. Fifth edition (1835). With an intro- 
duction, appendices, and notes textual and illustrative by Ernest de 
86lincourt. London, Frowde, 1906. 216 nett 
8v0, pp. xxviii, 203 ; map, 8 plates. 

One plate is from West's ' Guide,' 1789; the others from Green's 
Series.' 1814. 

Wordsworth's Guide was publi~hed as foUows;- 
1. Wilkinson, J. Select Views. 1810 

In this it formed the text, and wee anonymous. 
2. The River Duddon, A series of Sonnets. . . . 

London, Longmans, 1820 
In  this it appears as  ' Topographicnl description of the country of 

the Lakes.' 
3. A description of the Scenery of the Lakes in the North of England. 

3rd edition, now first published separately, with additions, and 
illustrative remarks upon the scenery of the Alps. 
8v0, pp. 1.56 ; map. London, Longmans, 1822 

The ' Scenery of the Alps,' pp. 88-106, waa added to the previous 
text after his viait to Switzerland in 1820. 

4. -- 4th edition. 8v0, pp. 144; map. 1823 
5. - 5th edition, with considerable additions. 

12m0, pp. xxiv, 139 ; map. 
Kendal, Hudson and Nicholson : London, Lonumms, 1835 

This was the last edition published by Wordsworth. w he text was  
reprinted in, 

6. Prose Works. Edited by A. B. Cirossrt. 1876 
7. -Edited by Prof. Knight. 1896 

The portion referring to the Lakes wee incorporated in, 
8. A complete guide to the Lakes. Kendal, Hudson and Nicholson, 1842 

This reached a 6th edition in 1864. 
9. Shaw's guide to the English Lakes. London, 1873 

This afterwards became, 
10. Ward and Lock's Guide. London [lW] 

The present edition is very carefully edited, printed and bound. 
The variations in the texts of the difierent editions which are 
generally well worth attending to, are given in the notes. The 
' Guide ' is of course of very great interest bnd should be more 
widely known and read than it is. It used to be a fashion in 
more leisurely days than the present to illustrate guide-books by 
quotations from the great poets. This guide is unique in b e i i  
by a great poet and illustrated from his own poems. The com- 
parison drawn between the scenery of the Lakes and of Switzer- 
land might well be read with Shelley's ' History of a six weeks' 
tour,' to restore the balance which Wordsworth has weighted too 
little on the alpine side. 

Older Books. 
Acbleitner, A. Aus Freier Wildbahn. Thierstudien aus den Hochalpen in 

Momentaufn~hmen von Franz Grainer. Begleittext von Arthur Achleitner. 
Bad Reichenhall, Grainer : Berlin, Rud. Schuster, 1898. M. 10 

Folio, pp. 12 ; 12 photogravure plates. 
This contains fine folio plates of deer, chamois, bouquetin and marmots, 

from instantaneous photographs among the Alps in circumstances of 
considerable difficulty. The photograph of the listening chamois was. 
for instance. taken after long waiting, when a human cry made them 
suddenlg stop. 
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A h ,  W. H. D. Wonders of the Phyaical World. The glacier, iceberg, 
icefield, and avalanche. Characteristics and phenomena of the world of 
ice. London, etc., Nelson, 1880 
8v0, pp. x. 314 ; ill. 

U b d ,  R. T h e  tourist's handbook to Switzerland. . . . 12th edition. 
avo, pp. xii, 344 ; maps, etc. London, etc., Nelson, 1807 
First edition. 1881. 

Alpenriischen. Schweizerisches Teschen-Liederbuch. Eine ausgewiihlte 
Sammlung der . . . Alpenlieder . . . Wanderlieder. 2. Aufl. 

Bern, Heuberger [1 c. 18501 
Begmsnn. Riedr. ps., see [Zwicky, Fr.] 
Bhk, C. B. Guide to Switzerland and the Italiau Lakes. 

8vo. pp. xiv, 170 ; maps, ill. London, Sampson Low [I8731 
This wae published in Edinburgh in [? 18641 and republished in London 

in  [1877]. 
Breton, Lient. W. H. Scandinavian sketches ; or, a tour in Norway : 

intended as a tourist's guide through the interior of that country. Second 
edition. London, Bohn, 1887 
8v0, pp. vii, 354 ; lithographs, those of costume being coloured. 

T h e  firat edition was published in 1835. 
A good account of the tour, with slight ascents. He was the first 

Englishman to give an account of the Romsdd: he says that the 
firet ascent of the Romsdalhorn was made by two peasants in 1832. 

brmensti, I. I nostri monti. Conferenza geologica popolare. 
8vo. pp. 96. Sondrio, Quadrio, 1890 

On t h e  mountains near Lecco. - Chiacchiere alpinistiche. Torino, Candeletti, 1897 
avo, pp. 32; reprinted from Riv. Mens. 1897, nos. 1, 2,4. 

Contains, Alpinismo e musica, Alpinismo vino e libertl, Mare e mon- 

Presented by the C.A.I. Sez. Lecco. - ws C.A.I. Leoco. 
vetreherin, R.] Fliichtige Bemerkungen anf einer Turnfahrt durch mehrere 

Kantone der Schweiz, im Juli und A n g u ~ t  1822. 
avo, pp. 117. St  Gallen, Wegelin u. Riitzer, 1823 

Grimeel, Airolo, Bmnnen, eta. 
Plachtige Bemerknngen ; see [Fetsoherin, R.] 
-&tick, Dr M. Taschenatlas d. Oebirgs- und Alpenpflanzen. 

8v0, pp. xxiii. 1M) ; col. plates. Stuttgart, Ulmer, 1896 
Biordani, h Giovanni. La colonia tedesca di Alagna-Valsesia e il suo 

disletto. Operapostuma pubblicata per curs e a spese della Sez. Valsesiana 
del C A I .  Torino, Candeletti, 1891 
8v0, pp. vii. 201. 

hi l l er ,  F. ; nee Achleitner, A. 
Bregorovius, F. Corsica in its picturesque, social, and historical aspects : the 

record of a tour in the summer of 1862. London, Longmans, 1855 
8v0, pp. viii, 493. 

A vol. of ' The traveller's library.' 
I n  his ascent of Monte Rotondo, p. 336, the author used a sharp stone 

for step-cutting in the snow near the top. 
Gregorovius, 1821-1891, contributed letters on Corsica to the ' Allpemeine 

Zeitung,' which were re-issued in book-form in 1854 ; and translated 
into French, Italian and English. 

Jsnkinson, E. I. Practical mide to the English Lake District. 7th edition. 
avo, pp. xciii, 464 ; maps, panoramas. London, Stanford, 1881 

This guide was published also in four parts, and in a shortened form. 
b r r ,  E. W. Seton. Shores and Alps of Alaska. 

avo, p. xiv, 284 ; maps, ill. London, Sampson Low, 1887 
h, J. 9. Peaks and Pines. Another Norway book. 

80.0, pp. xii, 378 ; plates. London, etc., Longmans, 1899 
r 2 
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[de Malten, Baron]. Taschenbuch fur Reisende im Berner Oberlande. . . . 
am. 8v0, pp. 276 ; maps. Aarau, Sauerliinder, 1829 

This was also published in French, ' Manuel abrbg6 du voyageur dans 
l'oberland Bernois.' 

lY[etcalfe, Bev. Frederick. The Oxonian in Norway; or, notes of excursions 
in that country in 1854-1865. London, Hurst and Blackett, 18-56 
2 vols, 800, plates. 

- The Oxonian in Thelemarken; or, notes of trarel in south-western 
Norway in the summer of 1856 and 1857. 
2 vols. avo, plates. London, Hurst and Blackett, 1858 

Metcalfe, 1815-1885, was ' an accomplished Soandinavian scholar. H e  
frequently spent his holidays in Norway, Sweden, or Iceland, and his 
books had considerable influence in bringing these countries to the  
notice of the student, the sportsman and the tourist ' : Dict. Nat. Biogr. 

Milner, Bev. Thoe. The gallery of nature: a Pictorial and Descriptive tour 
through creation, . . . A new edition, carefully revised. London, Orr. 1855 
Imp. Evo, pp. xii, 803 ; plates. 

pp. 200-258, mountains, valleys and caverns. 
The first edition appeared in 1846. Other editions in [1858-91 and 

in 1880. 
Horitzi, A. Die Flora der Schweiz mit besonderer Beriicksichtignng ihrer 

Vertheilung nach allgemein phys. u. geolog. Momenten. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. xxii, 640. Zurich u. Winterthur, Literar-Comptoir, 1844 

Ohvig, Viljam. Beyer's Guide to Wesbrn Norway . . . A special guide . . . 
to the famous Fjord and Mountain Districts of Norway, with two maps 
and a panoramic view from Galdhopig. 
8v0, pp. 199. Bergen, Beyer : London, Philip (1887) 

Parry, Edward. Cambrian Mirror, or a new tourist companion through North 
Wales; . . . Second edition. London, etc., Simpkin, ek., 1846 
8m. Evo, pp. li, 352 ; map, ill. 

First edition 1843 ; last 1851. 
Peters, Dr Carl. New Light on Dark Africa: being the narrative of the 

German Emin Pasha Expedition. London. etc. ; Ward, Lock, 1891 
8590, pp. xviii, 697 ; ill. 

pp. 210-219 ; description and illustrations of Mt Kenya : pp. 419-422 ; 
discussion, with reproduction of early maps, 88 to the ' Mountains of 
the Moon.' 

Babl, J.  Waohau-Fuhrer. Ein Fuhrer im Donauthale zwisohen Krems und 
Melk und in den ~nschliessenden Theilen des Wnldviertels . . . Touristen- 
Fiihrer hgg. v. Oe. T.-C. xvi. Heft. Wien, 1890 
Svo, pp. xv, 346 ; ill. 

Bambert ,  E. Les alpes suisses. Etude de litterature alpestre et La marmotte 
an collier. Lausanne. Rouge, 1889 
Bvo, pp. 426. 

This is the fifth, and last, volun~e, of the second edition of ' Les Alpes 
Suisses,' posthumous and re-arranged. I t  contains ;- 

Schiller, Gethe  et les Alpes. 
Discours B la fete du C.A.S. 1872. 
F. de Tschudi. 
Tartarin sur les Alpes. 
Souvenirs de Jean Muret. 

Beplat, Jscqner. Voyage au long cours sur le Lac d'Anneoy, precede d'uue 
aecension au Semnoz. 2me edition. Anuecy, Philippe, l8S7 
8v0, pp. xix, 180. 

B o n d ,  A. Fra le Alpi. Oita in montagna. Deecrieioni. 
8v0, pp. 126 ; ill. Milano, Gnocchi, 1877 

Presented by H. Montaguier, Esq. 
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Skinner, Captain Thomss. Excursions in India ; including a walk over the 
Himalaya Mountains, to the souraes of the Jumna and the Qanges. 
2 vols, 8vo ; platm. London, Coulburn, 1832 

Tour i n  18'26. 
Skinner lived 1800-1843. His 'Excursions ' were chiefly in parts little 

known at the time. 
Switzerland. Oedichte iiber die 8chweiz und uber Schweizer. 

2 vols. 89.0. Bern, Haller, 1798 
A collection of poems by Hopstock, Matthisson, Biirkli, Hottinger, 

Meister, Lavater, Techarner, Stollberg, etc. 
Tarehenb~ch . . . Berner Oberland; see [Malten, Baron de]. 
Taylor, Bayard. Views afoot ; or, Europe seen with knapsack and EM. 

Sm. avo, pp. xvi, 318. London, Sampson Low, 1869 
Includes travels in Reotch Highlands, Styrian Alps, Tyrol, St Gothard, 

eta., i n  1846. 
Bayard Taylor lived 1826-1878. He travelled a great deal in Europe, 
Asia, etc., writing letters on his travels to the 'Tribune' and other 
papers. Some of those letters collected form 'Views a-foot,' first 

ublished in New York in 1846-6 editions in one year. 
Tonstti, gederieo. Guida illustrata della Valsesia e del Monte Rosa. 

8v0, pp. xvi, 522 ; ill. Varallo. Camaschella (1891) 
m n ,  Meline. An American Girl Abroad. 

8v0, pp. 246 ; ill. Boston and New York, Lee and Shepard, 1876 
pp. 168-219; Days in Switzerland, Mont Blanc, etc. 

Twke ,  Mrs B. H. How I shot my bears; or, two years' tent life in Kullu 
and Lahod .  London, Sampeon Low, 1893 
8v0, pp. xii, 318 ; ill. 

Viridet, Marc. Paesage du Roth-horn, montagne de la Vallbe de Saas, en 
Valais. 2me &lition, corrigbe et augmentbe de notes. 
8vo. pp. 40. GenBve, Cherbuliez, 1886 

T h e  first edition appeared in 1833 in ' 1'Etudiant Gbnevois,' 80 copies -. 
only. 

An amusing pamphlet. The author and his friend got into many 
di!Eculties on a botanising expedition. Thus ; "Je  m'assieds sur un - roc. et j'attache mes deux souliers avec des mouchoirs. J'avais ainsi 
l'avantage de glisser fort pen sur la neige, et de fixer ma chaussure 
dont le vacillement m'btait tout-8-fait incommode." For all that he 
did slip often and badly. But he luckily had an umbrella. " Je  vois 
M. Reuter descendre d'une vitesse 8 faire trembler . . . Ne plapant 
en face de I'endroit oh je le vois venir, j'y enfonce mon parapluie de 
toute la force de mon bras. I1 arrive, fra pe avec violence contre 
moi ; le parapluie r&iste, il est notre ancre salut." 

This haa been presented by H. Montagnier, Esq. 
Vormann, W. H. Aus den Fremdenbuchern von Rigi-Kulm. Eine Samm- 

lung der interensantesten Einzeichnungen. Nach den Originalbanden 
rnsammengeatellt und durch eine Oeschichte der Knlmhiiuser eingeleitet. 
8v0, pp. 106 ; ill. Bern, Haller, 1883 

Wiben, J. H. Julia alpinula ; . . . and other poems. Second edition. 
8vo. London, Longmans (c. 1820) 

This contains, pp. 80-82, in the notes, a poem (? by A. A. Watts) on 
Mont Blanc. First edition, 1820. 

Yrmg, M e .  Zermatt and the Valley of the ViBge. Translated from the 
French by Yrs Wharton Robinson. Geneva, Thevoz ; London, Gotz, 1894 
4to, pp. 102 ; ill. 

This riohly illustrated work may now be obtained at  the reduced price of 
8 francs. There are several excellent small illustrations set in the 
text of each page, and many full page plates. 

[Zwicky, R.], p. F. Bergmsnn. Sang und Sage. Aus der Ostschweiz. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 419. Ziirich, Schulthess, 1866 
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Club Publications. 

Austrian Touriat Club ; see J. Rabl, Wachau-Fiihrer, 1890. - m e n  (1878). Oedenkschrift aus Anlass der Feier des funfundzwanzig- 
jiihrigen Bestandes der Sektion. 1903 
Bvo, pp. 64 ; ill. 

- - Stntuten. 8v0, pp. 10. 1895 
- - Bibliotheka-Vemeichnis. Bvo, pp. 16. 1894 
- - xxviii. Jahres-Bericht (1905). 8v0, pp. 15. 1906 
-- Dresden. Bericht 1904105. 8v0, pp. 48. (1406) 
-- Gmunden. Statuten. 8v0, pp. 8. 1885 
-- - Wegmarkierungs-Karte d. Salzkammergutes. 1 : 75000. 

1904. P. 2.40 
On the baok of the map is printed a short descriptive account of the 

district, Fuhrertarif, etc. A very useful map. 
- -- Herz und Sport, von Dr Ferd. Prackoaizer. Vortrageebend. 

800, pp. 23. 4. Jiinner 1906 
-- Krams-Stein. Statuten. 4t0, pp. 12 ; lithogr. n.d. 
- - xxiii. Jahres-Bericht u. 1904. 8v0, pp. 12. 1905 
---- St. Peter-Seitenatetten. Panorama drr Kalserin Elizabeth-Warte auf 

dem Plattenberge bei Kiiinberg. Gezeichnet VOII Ignaz Hartmann. 1904 
Aooompaniei by coloured poster, giving views of scenery. 

- W b n r g .  Jahresbericht u. d. xxiii. Sektionsjahr. Bvo, pp. 17. 1906 
-- - 2 post-cards : HochkBnig-Sohutzhaus and Hoahkiinig-Gipfel. 
- Tsxenbsch. Satzungen. 8vol pp. 18: 1904 
- Wiener-Newtadt. Veneichnls ii. dle Biicher, Karten und Panoramen 

d. Bibliothek. la9 
8v0, pp. 11. - - xxv. Jahres-Bericht 1. 1903. 8v0, pp. 14. - - 

- - - xxvi. Bvo, pp. 2%. 
- -- xxvii. 890, pp. 46 ; plates. 
-- - Btatuten. 8v0, pp. 7. 
- Winter-Sport-Club doe 0e.T.-C. 4to, pp. 4. 
-- - - 4t0, pp. 3. 
--- - Meisterachaft f. Bobsleighs. 
-- Bportfest am Semmering. 

These four are Club notioss. 
-- Bstzungen. 8v0, pp. la. 

'Sein Zwwk ist die Pflege jeglichen Wintersports . . -  
Hochgebirge.' 

- Znsim. Tiitiakeits-Berioht, 1904. Sm. 8vo. DD. 8. 

1904 
im Mittel- und 

- - - - 1905. Sm. 8v0, pp. 12. 1906 
C.A.F. Mre. FGte annuelle. Programme de la soirbe. 

8v0, pp. a. ler FBmier 1906 
An a m u s i ~ ~ g  oomia sketoh, by A. Recoura, of a party of alpinists orowing 

a snow-bridge. Monsieur Paillon has kindly sent a copy of the 
original ' Programme,' ~ n d  also a reprint on thick paper from the plate. 
This aaoeared also in 'La Montame.' for Aoril. 

- Section -&u Sud-onest, o or dean;. ' ~ u l l e t L s  nos. 53-58. Andes  
1908-1905. 8v0, ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
63. M. G., La boucle de Buey A Buzy. 
64. A. Bardie, Les Eyzies, Monpazier et Cadouin. 

L. Briet, De Bielsa B Lafortunada. 
A. Terrier, La Meidje. 

55. L. Briet, La Grotte d'Arreod. 
G. Bartoli, L'Aigoual. 

66. H. Russell, Vignemale. 
Vicomte dlUssel, L'Aiguille inaccessible de MBde. 
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67. C. PBrez, De L w a m  B Ste-Engme. 
L. Gaurier, Vers L'Ardiden. 

58. Viwmte d'Useel, Aignilles de " 10s Encantados." 
A. BardiB, Courses de la Section. 

Two numbers of the Bulletin are published annually, June and 
December. 

C.A.F. Section dn Sad-onest, Bordeaux. Guides et porteurs de la Section. 
Snppldment an Bulletin. Bvo, pp. 8. Dbembre, 1890 

- Section Vosgienne. Bulletin. 24. 1905 
8vo. pp. 107 ; i?l. 
Mont Blanc 18 treated of by M. Mougenot in five out of the six  number^ 

of the year. 
Specimens of Claray's poetry are continued from the previoue volume. 

- - see W. de Beaumont, under Pamphlets. 
C.A.I. Stetuto e regolamento. Bvo, pp. viii. 1902 
- - 8v0, pp. 19. 1905 
- Biella (1872). Relazione . . . nell' anno 1891. avo, pp. 24. 1892 
- ---- --- nell' anno 1893. Bvo, pp. 45 ; ill. 1894 

Th i s  contains ;- 
V. Sells, Ai consoci della Sezione. 
D. Vallino, Carovana scolaatica 1894. 
C. Marco, La geologia d. 8antuario d' Oropa. 
E. Gallio, Due giorni sul Monte Rosa. 

---- - - nell' anno 1894. avo, pp. 47 ; ill. 1895 
This  contains ;- 

E. W l o ,  I1 Monte Mars. 
-- All' Herbetet. 
a. Edoerdo, 11 versante meridionale d. Monte Bo. 
F. Antoniotti, Panoinlli alpinisti. - - La Sezione di Biella negli a m i  1895-1901. avo, pp. 47. 1901 

-- S@o turistico sulla flora della Regione Biellese. V. Cesati. In 
occasione d. 150 Conpeaso alpino nazionale. . l88a 
8v0, pp. 14. 

- - MC F. Ssooo, I terreni terziari, 1888: and M. Leesona, I1 museo 
locale biellese. 
- Bologar (1875). Itinerari dell' Appennino (dal Cirnone a1 Catria) com- 

pilati dai sooi L. Boschi-A Bonora. Bologna, Wenk, 1888 
8v0, pp. 62 ; plates. 
-- Regohento .  avo, pp. 4. 1891 
- - Riwrdo del 310Congresso del C.A.I., Bologna, 17-20 settelubre 1899. 

Obl. 8vo. 6 plates 
- - Belezione gull' andamento morale del 1001. 1902 

8v0, pp. 26 ; plates. 
- - Catel- della biblioteca. - 

81-0, pp. 71. 
- - ses G. Giordani, La colonia tedesca di Alagna-Valsesin. 
- - ClW (1875). Regolemento. Obl. avo, pp. 13. 1884 
- - All' Etna. A. Corsaro. avo, pp. 24. 1904 
- Como (1875). Programma. Obl. Bvo, pp. 4 ; ill. 1904 
--- Obl. 8v0, pp. 8 ; ill. 1905 
- - - Obl. avo, pp. 8 ;  ill. 1906 
-- - Annuario e regolamento. avo, pp. 62 ; plate. 1903 

This contains :-Relazione dell' attivit8, Hegolamento interno, Regola- 
mento per la capanna " Volta " e della capanna " Como," Biblioteca 
mia le  ; and pkte  of the " Como " hut in the Val Darengo. 

- - sse 8ez. di Lecoo, auida itinerario. 
- Firem: Stazione alpina Emilio Bertini, Prato (1898). Statnto e 

regolemento. avo, pp. 12. 1906 
- - Programma delle g~te per il 1906. avo, pp. 16. 1906 
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C.A.I. Iesi (1905). L' Appenninno Centrale, formerly pnblished by the Ciub 
escursionisti, is now (February 1906) the joint publiostion of that Club and 
the C.A.I. Iesi. 

-- Leeco (1874). Inno alpino. Parole di A. Ghislanroni. Musica di A. C. 
Gomes. Milano, Luccs [I8841 
Folio, pp. 15. 
- - Note alpinistiche. Reminiscenee di alcuni soci. 

8v0, pp. 137. Torino, Civelli, 1885 
This contains, inter nlia ;- 

G. Pozzi, Appunti geologici intorno alle nostre prealpi. 
-- Bette giomi in montagna. 
-. Encursione a1 Monte Redorta. 
D. Tornaghi, Da Lecoo alle cascate d. Serio. 
A. Ghislanzoni, Inno populare. 
Elenco d. Soci. 

- - Note alpinistiche. Vol. 2. 
8v0, pp. viii, 271 ; portraits. 

This contains ;- 
hi. Cermenati, L' alpinism~ in  Antonio Stoppani. 
- Cronaca della Sezione, 1874-1892. 
G. Ongania, Ascensioni nell' alta montagna. - - Commemorazione di Giovanni Pozzi. M. Cermenati. 

8v0, pp. 44. 
- - Statuto-Regolamento. avo, pp. 19. --- 8v0, pp. 11. 
-- - Presentando i ritratti di Antonio Stoppani e GiovanniPozzi. 

pronunciate nell' Assembles d. Sezione il 17 settembre 1891. 
Cernlenati. 

1894 
1897 

Parole 
Mario 
1891 

8v0, pp. 35. 
- - Inaugurazione dells Stazione alpina Antonio Stoppani sul Monte 

Resegone. 1896 
Sm. avo, pp. 25. 

- - Commemorazione del xxv" anniversario. 1899 
Sm. avo, pp, 14. 

These two contain list of members and of guides. 
- - Carte delle Prealpi di Leoco e delle Vnlli di Livo, del Liro, di Codera 

e dei Ratti. Lecco, Grassi, n.d. 
In three sheets, from the map of the Istit. geogr. militare. 

-- Sezioni di Como e di Lecco. Guida Itinerario-Alpina-Deffirittiva 
di Lecco. . . . compilata per curs di Brnsoni Prof. Edrnondo. 
avo, pp. xx, 319 ; maps, ill. Lecco, Grassi, 1903 

- Sezione Ligure, Genoa. Annuario. Gite sooiali. Russegna Seeionale. 
Anno 26. 1906 
8v0, pp. 64 ; ill. 

-- Milano (1873). Btatuto. 8v0, pp. 16. 
-- Annuario (anno 17). Sm. avo, pp. 70. 

(1'399) 
1906 

- Monza (1899). Regolamento. avo, pp. 11. 1906 
- -- Steeione Univenritaria (1905). Regolamento. avo, pp. 7. 1906 

' La Yezione di Nonza del C.A.I. ha  fondato la Btazione Univereitah 
a110 scopo di promuovere la conoscenza e lo studio delle montagne 
fra gli studeuti italiani.' 

This section recently held the first Students' International Alpine 
Congress. There are many important Students' Alpine Clubs a t  the 
universities on the Continent, e.g. in Berlin, Munich, Vienna, Ziirioh. 
This is the first in Italy. 

- Sezione Valtellinese, Sondrio (1872). Regolamento. Evo, pp. 11. 1906 
-- see Giordani, Dr G., under ' Older Books.' 
-. Varallo-Sesia (1867). Regolamento. Evo, pp. 7. 190% 
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C H m W  Club Journal, vol. 7, nos. 26-29. 1904-6 
8v0, pp. 254 ; plates. 

Among the uticles are ;- 
J. X. A. Thompson, First ascent of the buttress of Cyrn Me. 
- First ascents on the Glydr Fawr. 
H. E. Balch, Cave work in Somerset. 
A. W. Andrews, Climbing on the Cornish cliffs. 
E. A. Baker, The peah of Glen Tomdon. 
J. W. Wyatt, A day on the Pte dlOrny. 
a. W. Young, Ascent of Mt Ida. 
(f. F. Woodhouse, Dow Crags. Coniston. 
'A7. P. Haskett-Smith, 'Twixt Snowdon and the Sea. 

Clnb dpin de Crim6e. Bulletin (in Russian) vol. 8. 8vo. pp. 253 ; ill. 19011 
Among the articles are ;- 

A. Hansky, Moat Blanc in 1904. 
A. de Meck, Col do G6ant and Jungfrau. 
V. Vojevodski, Tsei Glacier and Col de Mamison. 
S. d'Ilovai~ky, From Koubane to Krasnaja by the Col Psemhko. 

D.u.0e.A.-V., Kalender fiir das Jahr 1906. 19. Jahrgang. 
Miinchen. 1906. M. 1.50 

8vo. pp. 256 ; Notizbuch n. Taschen-Panorama viii. Gross-Veuediger. 
The  following panoramas, d r a m  by R. Reschreiter, have been issued 

with the ' Kalender ' :-(1) Ellmauer Baltspitze, (2) Zugspitze. (3) 
Henogstrmd, (4) Wallberg, (5) Speikboden, (6) Plose, (7, 8) Grow- 
glockner. 

The  only part of the ' Kalender ' which ie annually deficient is the list 
of the leading Alpine Clubs. As this list stands, it is neither a list 
of the leading clubs nor a complete list of all Clubs. It would not be 
difficult to improve this portion, as  it ia not worthy of the rest of thin 
useful publication. There is at present no publication that oontains 
anything like a complete list of climbing clubs. so that it would be 
usefol if this liet in the ' Kalender ' were completed. 

The central oaice of the Clnb is this gear in Innsbrnck. The member- 
ship is nearly 68,000, and the number of sections is now 327. 

-- Fiihrertarife, Heft 3. 8r0, pp. 80. 1906. Pf. 20 
Mientinger- u. Wettewteingmppe, Ehrwald, Lermoos u. Coburgerhiitte, 

Iiochel, Iiarwendelgmppe, Tuxer Alpen, Kaisergebirge, Gmunden u. 
Ebensee, Dachsteingebiet, Bruneck. 

- S t a h t e n .  8v0, pp. 8. 1876 
- bllg.u-Immemtsdt (1874). Jahres-Bericht. 8r0, pp. 14. 1906 
-- m b e e h  (1887). Bericht 1897-1900. 8v0, pp. 32. 1901 

Includes the library catalogue. - - Bericht f. d. Jahre 1901-1903. 8 ~ 0 ,  pp. 20. 1904 
- --- Sateungen. 800, pp. 7. 1903 
- Bayerland ; see Miinchen below. 
- Berlin (1869). Jahresbericht fiir 1906. 870, pp. 192. 1906 

Contains ; Sektionsbericht, Tourenbericht, Hiittenbericht, Mitglieder- 
verzeichnia (2912). - Bromberg (1901). Clatzungen. 8v0, pp. 4. n.d. 

- Buchemtain (1904). Btatuten. &o, pp. 8. 1903 - Chemnitz (1882). Bericht fur die Jahre 1896)-1902. 8v0, pp. 34. 1903 
- - Grundgesetz. 8v0, pp. 8. 1905 
-- - Verzeichuis der in der Biicherei enthaltznen Biicher, u.s.w. 

8vo. pp. 20. Januar, 1905 
Coblenr (1905). Satzungen. Bvo, pp. 4. 1906 

- Eger m d  Eger lmd (1894). Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 10. n.d. 
- Bsra 1879). Jahresbericht ii. das 26. Vereiusjahr 1905. 8v0, pp. 24. 1906 
- St. (1902). Jahra-Bericht f t i ~  1905. 8vo. pp. 8. 1905 - Blei r i tz  (1895). Batzungen. Bvo, pp. 4. 1900 
-- - Blicherei. 8v0, pp. 7. 1906 
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D.n.0e.A.-V., (lleiwitz (1895). Tiitigkeitsbericht, 1902-3. 8v0, pp. 80. 1904 
- - - 1904. avo, pp. 89. 1905 
- mlling (1880). Festschrift zu ihrer 25jiihrigen Griindungs-Feier. 1905 

Obl. 6-10, pp. 8 ; ill. 
- G.oslar (1890). Satzungen. avo, pp. 12. 19&5 

-. Wtha (1896). Satzung der Ortsgruppe Gotha. avo, pp. 8. 1906 
-- Hamover (1885). Einundzwanzigster Jahresberioht; fur das Jahr 1905. 

avo, pp. 31. 
- Karlsmhe (1870). Satzungen. avo, pp. 8. 
- - Bericht u. d. Jahr 1905. avo, pn. 31. - Krems an d. Donan (1896). ~ah res -~e r i ch t e ,  7,8,  9, 10. 8vo. 1903-6 
-- -. Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 4. 1900 - Kremburg (1897). Satzungen. avo, pp. 4. 1898 
- - Jahres-Bericht u. das neunte Vereinsjahr. 8v0, pp. 7. 1905 
- Kiintenland, Sez. litorale, Trieste (1873). Statuten. Hvo, pp. 4. 1886 
- - Jahres-Bericht f. 1905. avo, pp. 23. 1906 - - Neoer kleiner Wegweiser fur die Besucher der St. Canzianer Grotten. 

avo, pp. 16 ; plan. 1894 
The earliest edition was published in 1886. - - - Nuova guida per i visitatori delle Caverne di San Canziano. 1896 - - 

avo, pp. 16 ; plan. 
- Landnberg am Lech (1890). Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 7. 1900 
- Landtz, G6rlitz (1883). Satzung. avo, pp. 8. 1904 - - Jahresberichte fur 1903, 1904. u. 1905. 1904-1906 

8vo. pp. 30, each. 
- Leipzig (1869). Katqog der Bibliothek. 1902 

8v0, pp. vii, 112. 
Addition6 are given in the Jahresberichte. - -- Jahresbericht f. 1904. 8570, pp. 112. 19&5 
pp. 1-30 : H. Reishauer, Friedrich Ratzel u. d. Alpenforsohung. With 

portrait. 
- -- - f. 1905. avo, pp. 99. 1906 

pp. 3-11 : P. B. Schulze, Ein neuer Ansteig auf die Grosse Zinne. 
The Jahresberichte also contain reports on huts, etc., additions to 

library, list of members and of tours by members. 
- Litorale, Sez. ; see Kustenland. 
- Magdeburg (1884). Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 4. 1 8 t ~  

--- 22. Jahresbericht. avo, pp. 24. 1906 
-- Verzeichnis der Bucher. avo, pp. 12. 1905 
- Marburg i. Heasen (1892). Bericht v. 1894 bis 1895. 8v0, pp. 4. 1895 
-. - Bericht f. 1895 bis 1899. avo, pp. 10. 1899 
-- Satzungen. Bvo. pp. 1. 1894 
-- - Satzungen u. Vereinsbestimmungen. Bibliotheksordnun~ u. Katalog. - 

avo, pp. 11. 1899 
- Lktion " Moravia." Brtim (18811. Jabres-Berichte. 1902. 1903. 1905. , , 

8v0, pp. 18, each. 1903-6 
-- Miinchen : Alpenvereinsllektion Bayerland (1896). s. Jahresbericht, 

1905. avo, pp. 130. 1906 
This contains lists of expeditions of members, with short notes on new 

ascents. Nearly all the expeditions are in the eastern Alps and the 
majority are guideless. 

A list of members is added and a history of the Section, which last year 
entered on its 10th year. 

- Nurnkrg. Bucher-Verzeichnis. 8vo. pp. 20. 1899 
- -- - Nachtrag. avo, pp. 8. 1905 
-- Satznng. avo, pp. 13. n.d. 
-- 36. Jahres-Bericbt. avo, pp. 65. 1905 
- PialZ, Ludwigshafen a. Rh. (1889). Statuten. avo, pp. 4. 1904 
-- Nitglieder- und Bucher-Verzeichnis. 8 ~ 0 ,  pp. 15. 1904 
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D.u.0e.d-V. Posen (1889). Satzongen. 1898 
. Folio, pp. 7 : lithographed. 
- Prrg (1870). Jahres-Bericht u. 1909. 8v0, pp. 25. 1906 
---- Bwis (1897). Jahres-Berioht fiir das 2. Vereinajahr, 1898. 

8v0, pp. 11 ; ill. 1899 
-- Begemburg (1870). Jahresbericht fur 1905. 8v0, pp. 24 ; plate. 1906 
- Bentlingen (1905). Sstzung. 80.0, pp. 6. 1905 
- Schliersee (1902). Satzung. Sm. 8v0, pp. 7. n.d. 
-- Silesis (1886). Bericht u. d. erste Decennium ihres Bestandes. 

8vo. pp. 24. Troppau, 1896 
- - Statuten. 8v0, pp. 4. 1886 
-- Stollberg (1899). Grundgesetz. 8v0, pp. 7. 1899 
- V m i n  zum Schutze nnd zur Pflege der Alpenpflanzen, Barnberg. 

1. Bericht. 8v0, pp. 72 ; ill. 1901 
Contains ;- 

H. Correvon, Alpenpflanzengarten. 
K. Goebel, Der Alpengarten auf dem Schachen. 
J. Obrist, Flora d. Wettersteingebirges. 

The Reports for 1903 and 1903 are out of print. Cen any member 
supply copies of them, to complete the set in the library of the 
Alpine Clnb 7 

- - 4. Eericht. 8v0, pp. 103. 1904 
Contains ; - 

Hoock, Parten bei d. Lindauer Hiitte Neureuther Alpenpflanzen- 
garten. 

R. Priedl, Garten auf d. Raxalpe. 
(3. Hegi, Flora d. Sohaohen. 
R. v. Klebelsberg, Flora d. Plosegebirges. 

- - 6. Bericht. 8v0, pp. 91 ; ill. 
Contains ;- 

Hoock, Alpengarten bei der Lindauer Hiitte. 
Neureuther Alpenpflsnaengarten. 
R. Friedl, Alpenpflanzengarten auf der Raxalpe. 
G. Hegi, Schachengarten. 
R. v. Klebelsberg, Alpine Flora d. Plose-Gebirges bei Brixen. - Weiden (1901). Werden und Wirken einer kleinen Sektion. Bericht u. 

die ersten 5 Jahre. Dezember, 1905 
8v0, pp. la. - Wien (1905). Satzungen. Folio, p. 1. 1905 - Wierbden (1882). Jahres-Bericht . . . fur das Jahr 1905. 
avo, pp. 30. 1906 

Fderrdone alpins;  see Prealpi, below. 
Innrbruck. Akad. Alwnklub. 8. Jahresbericht, 1900/1901. 1901 

80.0, pp. 81. 
Contains ; pp. 3-51, F. Hbrtnegl, Die Berge d. Larstig-Cfebietes. - - 9. Jahresbericht, 190112. 1902 

800. pp. 121. 
Contains, pp. 3-90, F. HGrtnagl, Die Berge d. Geigenkammes. - - 13. Jnhresbericht u. d. Klubjahr 190415. 1905 

8v0, pp. 129. 
The contenta are :- 

A. Zimmermann, Die Kalkkogel bei Innsbruck. 
Tnriatisoher Teil. 

Expeditions in the Eastern Alps. 
Hiittenbericht. 
Toren d. Einzelnen Mitglieder. 

- Akad. Alpiner Verein (1900). Bericht 1900-1905. 8v0, pp. 46. 1906 
This contains, pp. 8-33 ;-H. S~hwarz~eber ,  Ans der Durreckgruppe. - - Statuten. Em. Boo, pp. 8. 1905 
' Der Verein ist ein Verein dentsoher katholischer Hochsohiiler.' 
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Lecco. Audax alpinintico i tdiano. M e  centrale in Lecco presso la Boc. 
escursionisti Lecchesi. Statuto e regolamento. 1906 
Sm. Bvo, pp. 16. 

I .  . . a110 scopo di promuovere e popolarizzsre le marcie di resistenza e 
riunire nel medesimo tempo i migliori camminabri di montagne 
d' Italia.' 

Miinchen. Alpenlrriinzchen Berggeiat. Bericht ii. d. VI. Vereinsjahr. 
8v0, pp. 12. 1905 

- Hochtnriutan-Klub. IV. Jahresbericht. 8v0, pp. 24. 1906 
A small club of 25 members in 1905. 

O w l a  : Soc. e s c d o n i d t i  o w l a n i ,  Piedimulera. 
L' Ossola e le sue valli. Milano, Lampognani (c. 1904) 
Obl. folio, pp. 50 ; map, plates. 

-- -- see C. Momo, I1 canto dells Montagna. 
Le h e a l p i .  Anno 1. Nos 1-2. Hivista Trimestr. d. Soc. Encursionisti 

milanesi. 1902 
4to, pp. 24. 

- Anno 2. Nos 3-6. 1903 
4to, pp. 76. 

--- Anno 3. Nos 7-12. Riv. Bimestr. d. Soc. '' Escursionisti milaneai " e 
Bollettino Ufficiale d. Federazione prealpina. 1904 
4t0, pp. 144. 

- Anno 4. Nos 13-16. 1905 
Ito, pp. 188. 

Among the articles are ;- 
no. 2. E. Castelli, La  Punta Sertori. 

5. F. Galbiati, Al Pizzo Cavregasco. 
6. Giovanni Segantini. 
8. C. Lafitte, A1 Grignone cogli ski. 
9. - La Parete Nord d. Sasso Manduino. 
10. G. Corti, La Cima Tradati. 

U. Cerione, Monte Rosa e Cervino. 
15. A. Omio, Mont' Adamello. 

E. Castelli, I1 Monte Agner. 
16. - Nel Gruppo delle Pale di Y. Martino. 

S.A.C. see Thioly, F., uiukr 'Pamphlets.' 
Sicily. Club alpino di Trapani. Statuto. 8v0, pp. 10. Pdermo, 1899 
-- Club alpino siciliano. Sicnla, rivista bimestrale : anno x. 

8v0, pp. 140. 1906 
This ~ o l u m e  is concerned with excursions in Sicily. 

- see C.A.I. Catania. 
Ski Cluba. Alpiner Winter-Sport, vol. 2. Oktober 1 9 0 4 - f i  1W 

4to and 8v0, pp. 240. 
The first three nos. are 4t0, and entitled ' Organ d. Ski-Clob Bern.' The 

remaining 12 nos are 8v0, and entitled Beilage zum " Ski." ' 
Imperfect, lecking nos 5, 6, 8, 10-12. 

- Ski. Orgnn d. Schweiz. Ski-Verbandes. Mit offizieller Beilage, All- 
gemeines Korrespondenzblatt u. Alpiner Winsbraport. I. Jahrgnng. 
8v0, pp. 246 ; ill. Basel, Tanner, 190416 

Imperfect, lacking nos. 2, 3, 5, 7-9 of the 14 numbers. 
Among the articles are ;- 

K. Knecht, Eine Skitour Anfangs November, auf dem Miinnlichen. 
C. Miiller, Ueber Skibindung. 
R. Helbling, Traversbe des Alpes valaisnnnes en ski. - Oberalpstock, Xt Velan, Steghorn, 1902-3. 
E. Naf, Piz Lucendro, Blindenhorn. -- Beilage. Allgemeines Korrespondenzblatt. 19041-6 

8v0, pp. 151. 
The three above papers are issued together but separately paged. The 

laat contains information concerning the various Clobe, their rules, 
meetings, tours, etc. 
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Ski Club. Ski. Amtliohe Zeitschrift d. Mittel-Europaischen Ski-Verbandes. 
11. Jehgeng. Mit amtlicher Beilege, Allgemeines Korrespondenzblatt und 
Alpiner Wintersport : 111. Jahrgang. Basel, Tanner. 1905/06 
8r0, pp. '270, '250, 644 ; ill. : 16 numbers. 

Among the contents of ' Ski ' are ;-- 
R. Helbling. Zermatter Skitouren. 
R. Martin, Dana le massif des Grandes Rousses. 
T. Henog, Ant d. Piz Sol. 
E. C. Richardson, Bkitypos f. d. Schweiz. 
F. Otto, Titlis z. Dammastock. 
'A'. Offermann, Die Vogesen ale Skigebiet. 
J. Maier, Qemhichtliches ii. d. Schnee-Schuhlauf. 
H. A. I., Passtouren im Berninagebiet. 
J. HBppl, Weihneohtsskitour auf die Vallnga. 
J. Welpe, Ant die Rendelspitze. 
C. Frey, Besteigung d. Claridengipfel. 
0. Roegner, Wildhorn-Weisahom-mildstmbel. 
Accident dn Gleaier d. Bmsons. - Miinchen ; see Skifiihrer under New Books. 

80e. d. alpininti tridentini. xxiii h n u a r i o  1909-4. Trento, 1904 
8v0, pp. 379 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
G. Malvezzi, Nel h p p o  di 8. Martino. 
- Nelle Dolomiti d' Ampezzo. 
C. Negri, Nei Gmppi d Presanella, d' Adamello e di Brenta. 
T. Monanni, Cima Venezia, Eissespitz, Cevedale. 
R. Cobelli, Primo saggio di meteorologia comprata nel Trentino. 
D. Reich, I1 Covelo di Rio Malo. 
(3. Bertsgnolli, La poesia sulle rive del Noce. 

8odet.i Rododendro, Trento. Bollettino, Anno 1. Mai-Novembre 1904 
4to, pp. 50 ; ill. - - Anno 11. Febbraio-Dicembre 1905 
Ito, pp. 74 ; ill. 

Turin. Unione eacnnioniati. L' Escursionista. Anni 1, 2, 4-6. 1899-1904 
4to. 

This society, like the Catalonian Club or the SociBt4 Ramond, is not 
concerned with climbing solely or chiefly, but intermingles it with 
excursions for amhmlogy and historical purposes. However a oon- 
siderable portion of ' L' Escursionista ' is concerned with climbing in 
the alpine region within easy reach of Turin. 

- -- Programma, Gita rociali : 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1904, 1905. 
Sm. 8v0. 

-- Sbtuto. 8vo,,pp: 7. 1902 
' b p o  dell' dssoo~az~one e di : 

(a) cnrsre lo sviluppo dell' amore per 1' eecursionismo ; 
(b) promnovere, organizzare e dirigere comitive per gite in montagna 

ed in pianura.' 
-- - Calendario : 1905 and 1906. 

Theee are daintily illustrated wall calendars, with particulars of the 
club e x m i o n e  thereon. 

-- Itinerari di gite ed ewursioni alpine. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 64. 1899 

Pamphlmls and Magazine Arlicks. 

The Aboda of Snow; ses [Wilson, A.] 
A b o ~ e  the Cloud# ; aes Be1 Alp. 
dlmsr. With Chrintian Almer in the Oberland. In Blackwood's Mag. vol. 

130. no. 791. September, 1881 
8ro. pp. 376-366. 
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Alpiner Wintersport ; see Ski undtr Club Publications. 
Alpinirme, LW dangers de 1'. Dramatique amension an somrnet du m o n t  

Boomer. A ooloured illustration with text in ' Le Petit Journal,' suppld- 
ment, Paris. 21 janvier 1906 

A large folio illustration of an alpine acoident, not altogether absurd. 
Alps. At the Alps @n. In  Blackwood's Mag., vol. 102, no. 624. 

avo, pp. 418-435. October, 1867 
The &st of a series of articles. 

- Books on the Alps. In Blaokwood's Mag., vol. 110, no. 672. 
avo, pp. 468-480. October, 1871 

Review of Whymper, Ledie Stephen, Tyndall, etc. 
Andrewe, A. W. The northern cliffs of the Land's End Peninsula. In  The 

Geographical Teacher, London, Vol. 3, part 1. Spring, 1905 
8v0, pp. 13-22 ; ill. : condensed from Climbers' Club Journal, no. 26, 
' Climbing on the Cornish Cliffs.' 

Andrewe, E. C. Some interesting facts concerning the glaciation of south- 
western New Zealand. In Trans. Austral. Aesoc. Advancem. of &. 1904. 
80.0, pp. 189-205 ; 11 plates. Dunedin, Mackay, 1905 

- - A pendix. 89.0, pp. vii. n.d. 
This gas  very kindly been sent by the author. 

Brarat  and the Armenian Highlands. In  Blackwood's Mag. vol. 65, no. 403. 
avo, pp. 677-589. May, 1849 

A review of Wagner's ' Reise.' 
Bailly, Ch. La Photographie en Montagne, loinbins et  sons-bois. Biblio- 

theque de la Photo-Revue, no. 20. 
8v0, pp. 32 ; ill. Paris, Mendel, 1906. Fr. 0.60 

Baltimore, J. M. The hunter's tale. In  The Wide World Mag, vol. 16, no. 94. 
avo, pp. 315-318; ill. January, 1006 

A tale of dangerous climbing in pursuit of mountain sheep in Idaho. 
Bauer, A. Sir Humphry Davy in Oaterreich. Wien, 1606 

8v0, pp. 15 : reprinted from ' Wiener Zeitung ' Nr. 63, 1906. 
A short account of Davy's travels in the Tirol. 

Beaufoy, Col. Hark. Narrative of a journey from the Village of C h a m o ~ i ,  in 
Switzerland, to the summit of Mount Blanc, undertaken on Aug. 8, 1787. 
In Annals of Philosophy, London, vol. 9, no. 2. February, 1817 
avo, pp. 97-103. 

Beaufoy, 1764-1827, the first Englishman to ascend Mont Blanc, waa 
famous for his experiments on resistance of fluids and his magnetic 
and astronomical observations. He was Colonelof the Tower Hamlets 
militia from 1797. 

de Beaumont, W. Conqes du Club Alpin 1906. Yalzdville, Thomas, 1906 
8v0, pp. 32 ; ill. 

This is a reprint, with additions, of an  article in the Bull. Sect. Vosg. 
C. A. F. I t  has been most courteously presented by Monsieur de 
Beaumont, President of the Section. 

Be1 Alp. Above the clouds : a reverie on the Be1 Alp. In  Blackwood's Mag., 
vol. 123, no. 748. February, 1878 
800, pp. 172-181. 

Bouquet, H. L'Himalaya et ses explorateurs. In  La  Vulgarisation Scientiiique, 
Tome 2, No. 11. 16 uovembre, 1905 
Folio, pp. 290-294 ; ill. 

A short historical note, with impressive photographs, the largest of 
which is from a photograph of Signor Sella's magnified. 

BrBgeault, Julien. Les caravanes scolaires du Club alpin franpais. I n  Revue 
fidagogiyue, Delagrave, Paris ; N.S. vol. 47, no. 11. 15 Novembre, 1905 
avo, pp. 464-474. 

An interesting paper on the definite organisation of excursionu-alpine 
and other-for school-boys and school-girls, as f i s t  devised by 
Toeppfer. The paper was read a t  the Sorbonne in October laat in 
presence of the Minister of Public Instruction and of the President of 
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the C.A.F. These excnrsione are organised by the various sections of 
the C.A.P. under supervision of the Commission d. camvanes scolaires 
du C.A.F., and are o5cially recognised by the Minister of Publio 
lnstrnotion aa of great educative and physiaally reonperative value. 
See 'La Montagne,' 1906. pp. 597-599. The President of the 
D.n.0e.A.-V. a t  the Annual Meeting last year oalled the attantion of 
his Club to the great advantages derivable from those school trips. 
See 'Mitt. d. D. u.Oe. A.-V.,' Nr. 5, 1906. 

Mia8 Bremer in Switzerland and Italy. In Blackwood's Mag. vol. 89, no. 548. 
01-0, pp. 682-694. June, 1861 

[Brockdon, William] Extracts from the journals of an alpine traveller, 
2, 4, 5. In  Blackwood's Mag. vols. 39 and 40, nos. 245, 247, 250. 
8vo. March, May, August, 1836 

Three of a series of five articles. Nos. 1 and 3 appeared in January and - - 
April. 

v. Bnch, L. On the limits of perpetnal snow in the north. In  Annals of 
Philosophy, London, vol. 3, nos. 3, 5. March, May, 1814 
8vo. pp. 210-220 : 338-351 ; translated from Gilbert's Annalen d. Physik, 

vol. 41. 1812. 
Buckland, Bev. W. Notice of a paper laid before the Geological Soaiety on 

the structure of the Alps and adjoining parts of the Continent, and their 
relation to the secondary and transition rocks of England. I n  Annals of 
Philosophy, N.S. vol. 1, no. 6. June, 1821 
8vo. pp. 450-468. 

C o l e h k e ,  8. T. On the height of the Himalaya Mountaine : abstracted 
from a p p e r  in the Asiatic Transsetions, vol. 12. In Annals of Philo- 
sophy, London etc, vol. 11, no. 1. January, 1818 
8v0, pp. 47-52. 

Colebrooke, 17651887, wae the &st great European Sanskrit scholar. 
Conybeam, Bev. W. D. Memoir illustmtive of a general geological map of 

the principal mountain chains of Europe. In Annals of Philosophy, 
London, etc., NS. vol. 5, nos. 1-5 : and vol. 6, no. 3. 
8v0, map. January-May, August, 1823 
An unfinished series of articles. 
Conybeare, 1787-1867, wss a well-known geologist. 

Ikvir, W. M. The eculpture of mountains by glaciers. In Scot. Oeogr. Mag. 
Edinburgh, vol. 22, no. 2. February, 1906 
8v0, pp. 76-89 ; ill. 

With this compare the article by Prof. Qarwood mentioned below. 
Prof. Davis' argument is in favour of glacier erosion. The p p e r  was 
written for the Brit. Association Meeting in Cape Town last year. 

Ikrs, M. T. An mcent of Ruwenzori. In Jonm. African h., Macmillan, 
London, no. 18. January, 1906. 61 

The author 'ascended beyond the base of the glacier (from the rock 
shelter Bnjongolo) ae far ae it was possible without the a~sistance 
of a second person.' He ascended in July, but does not state the 
year [? 19051. 

1Sxcrudom sportivw, hiver 1905/1908, organisbes par la maison Au Touriste. 
89.0, pp. 95 ; ill. Qenhve, 1905 

gxtrretr from the journals ; see [Brookedon, W.] 
Pantoli, Gaudenzio. Alcnne note d' idrografia sulk  estensione dei ghiacciai 

nel dominio dei nostri fiumi alpini sul tributo e sul reime delle acque 
glaciali. Milano, Tip. d. ingegneri, 1902 
8vo. ys.58: Est ra tb  del ' Politecnico.' 

Grraood J Alpine Lakes, hanging valleys and corries. In The Geo- 
g r a p h i d  Teacher, London, vol. 3, part 2. Summer, 1905 
8v0, p 62-70. 

G h r d h ,  kul. Les glaciers de Bavoie. Etude physique. Limite des neigcs. 
Betrait. In Boll. 800. Neuchilteloise de gbogr. vol. 16. 1905 
8v0, pp. 17-48 ; plates. 
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Gobet, L. Quelques reflexions sor la &partition de la hauteur moyenne en 
Snisee d'aprds le travail du Dr Liez. In Bull. Soc. Neuch&teloise de 
g+. vol. 16. 1%5 
8v0, pp. 6-16 ; 2 maps. 

Grew, J. C. Ibex-shooting in the Mountains of Bal t ihn.  In  Harper's 
Monthly Mag. London, no. 670, vol. 112. March, 1906 
8v0, p 641251 ; ill. 

GrinneU. . B. The crown of the Continent. In Centurv Illust. Nonthlr 
Mag.' New York, vol. 62, no. 5. * September, 190i 
80.0, pp. 660-672 ; ill. 

A description of Chief Mountain region, U.S.A. 
Gram, R. Karte und Panorama vom Rigi. Ziirich, Honegger-Schmid. 1855 
Hamel, Dr. Extract from " An account of two late attempts to ascend Mont- 

Blano, by Dr Hamel, Counsellor of State to his Majesty the Emperor of 
all the Bussias." In Annals of Philosophy, London, etc.. N.S. vol. 1, no. 1. 
8v0, pp. 33-42 : trans. from Bibl. Univers. January, 1821 

Hendemon, J. A Colorado glacier. In Harper's Monthly Mag. London. 
vo1. l l a ,  no. 670. March, 1906 
8v0, pp. 609-614 ; ill. 

Concerning Arapahoe Glacier. 
Hemhaw, Julia W., photograph by. Mount Maodonnld, British Columbia. 

In English Illust. Mag., London, N.S. no. '26. May, 1905 
8v0, p. 175. 

Herzog, S., hgg. v. Die Jungfrnubahn. Ziirich, Raustein, 1904 
4t0, pp. 44 ; ill. A corrected extract from ' Die eleMr. betriibenen 8-n 

d. Schweiz.' 
Himalayan. Mountaineering in the Himalaya. In Blackwood's Mag.. rol. 119, 

no. 726. April. 1876 
80.0, pp. 429-452. 

Review of Cumming, Mazuchelli, A. Wileon, Bellew. 
- The hunter in the Himalayas. In Bleckwood's Mw. vol. 146, no. 889. - 

8v0, pp. 661-673. November, 1869 
A review of Macintyre's ' Hindu-Koh.' 

-Correspondence with reference to the expedition to Kanchenjmga of 
Messrs Jacot-Gnillarmod and Crowley, oocnrring in the Daily M d ,  
London ; The Pioneer, Allahabed ; and the Gazette de Lausanne. 

AugostDeoember, 1905 
Hodgson, Capt. J. A. Extracts from the " Journal of a survey to explore the 

sources of the Rivers Ganges and Jumna." In Annals of Philosophy. 
London, etc., N.S. vol. 4, nos. 1, 2. Jnly, Angnet, 1822 . . 
8v0, pp. 31-52 : 99-117. 

Hoek, Dr By. Erlauterung zur Rontenkarte der Expedition Steinmann, 
Hoek. v. Bistram in den Anden von Bolivien 1903-01. In  Petermann's 
(feog. Mitt. no. 1. 1906 
4t0, pp. 1-20 ; map. 

Illn&atad Switzerland. Vol. 1, nos 1-4. Berne, Benteli. 1905 
Folio, pp. 52 ; col. plates and ill. 

No more published. 
This paper, with its excellent coloured plates, promised well, but ceased 

to appear after the fourth number. 
Kennion, IY[qjor R. L. Sport on the "Roof of the World." In The Pall Mall 

Mag. London, vol. 88, no. 154. February, 1906 
80.0, pp. 201-208 ; ill. 

From the Hunza Valley over the Mintaka Pass on the Ppmirs after pdi. 
KrackoMzer, F. ; sss Austrian Tourist Club, Gmnnden. 
[Labronche, Paul], pa. d'OiIenut, Paul. Les explorateurs den Hautee- 

PydnCs. Silhouettes d'aprhs Henri Mraldi. 
Tarbea, Soo. A d .  d. Htes-Pyr., 1905 

avo, pp. 66 ; reprinted from Bull. 80c. A d .  d Htea-Pyr., tome 6 ; P a&.. 
46' laso~cule. 
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This contains bibliographical details (taken verbatim from Bfraldi's 
' Cent ans  RUX PyrbnQes') concerning sixty pyrbn8istes ' mentioned 
therein. The names are arranged alphabetically and the exact refer- 
ence to qnoted passages given, so that the pamphlet forms an index 
in a asefnl form to part of BQraldi'e great work. 

[Labrouche, Pad], pa. d'wihenart, Paul. Les Pics d'Europe. h'otes 
Vieilles et  Neuves. Pau, Garat, 1906 
8v0, pp. 16. Reprinted, with corrections, from Bull. Pyr. nov.-dQc. 1905. 

These two have most kindly been presented by the author. 
h n g ,  S. The Iron Tooth. A thrilling story of mystery and adventure in the 

UP- London, Henderson [I9061 
8v0, pp. 64. 

A curious " penny dreadful " describing the marvellous mountaineering 
exploits of two District Messenger boys in pursuit of criminals. 

Ise, W. T. Note on the Glacier of Mount Lyell, California. In Journ. of 
Geol. Chior~o, vol. 13, no. 4. May-June, 1905 
Bvo, pp. 3.58-362 ; ill. 

The writer considers that there has been no decrease in volume of the 
glacier since it was photographed by Prof. Hussell in 1883 ; while 
there are indications that the glacier may be slowly advancing. 

Lessona, M. I1 museo locale biellesse. Sezione biellese d. C.A.I. 
Roy. 8v0, pp. 22. Torino, Gundagnini, 1887 

A paper on the importance of local museums ; with specin1 reference to 
the museum at Biella founded by the locnl section of the C.A.I. 

Macintyre's ' Hindu-Koh,' review of; see Himalayas, 1889. 
McDonald, George. A journey rejourneyed. In The Argosy. London, Mid- 

summer volume, 1866, vol. 1, nos. 1 and 2. December 1865, January 1866 
A fanciful description of the Alps. 

X'Keever, h Thoe. On Hannibal's passage of the Alps. In Annals of 
Philosophy, London, etc., N.S. vol. 5, no. 2. Mnrch, 1823 
8v0, pp. 193-197. 

lkutin, L. ; see Tam, R. 8. 
Moriee, Charles. Baud-Bovy, un peintre de la montagne. 

Sq. 8v0, pp. 21 ; plates. Genbve, Edition de " la Montagne," 18!1!) 
The Xountain and the cloud. A reminiscence of Switzerland. In Blackwood's 

Mag. vol. 58, no. 350. December, 1846 
8v0, pp. 701-710. 

A reverie on Mont Blano. 
Xomtaineering.-The Alpine Club. In  Blackwood's Mag., vol. 86, no. 598. 

8vo. pp. 456-470. October, I859 
A review of ' Peaks, Passes and Glaciers.' 

Hew Zedand. Glacier-climbing on the west coast, N.Z. By Rangitihi." In 
Rev. of Reviews for Australasia, Melbourne, vol. 27, no. 5. 
8v0, pp. 456-468 ; ill. November, 1906 

Norman, Henry. Russia of To-day. 111, The Caucasus. In Scribncr's i l Ia~.  
Sew York, vol. 29, no. 169. January, 1901 
8vo. pp. 64-77 ; ill. 

d'o~lenart, P., ps. see [Lnbrouche, I'.] 
Outram. James. In  the heart of the Canadian Rockies. In English 1llu.t. 

~ a g . ,  London, no. 2'29. ~ G o b e r ,  1902 
8v0, pp. 25-95 ; ill. 

' P h ,  PM and Glaciers,' review of ; sco Mountaineering, 1859. 
Penck, A. Glacial features of the surface of the Alps. In The Geographicnl 

Teacher, London, vol. 3, part 2. Summer, 1906 
avo, pp. 49-61. 

Abbreviated from the Journal of Geology, Jan.-Feb. 1905. 
Pachier, Ch. Physico-chemical inquiry into the red snow of the environs of 

Mount St Bernard. In  Annals of Philosophy, London, etc., vol. 15, no. 6. 
8v0, pp. 416-423. June, 1820 

VOL. XXIII. -NO. CLXXII. N 
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W e r ,  E. Des Schneeschuhlauien im Wiirtt. Schwarzwald. In Aus dem 
Sehwnnwald ; Bhtter d. Wiirtt. Schwtuzwald-Vereins, xiii. Jahrg. Beil. z. 
Nr. 12. Dezember, 1905 
4to. pp. 243-244. 

Simplan. Chemin de fer et Route du Simplon. 40 vues. Edition illustr. 
4to ; plates. Kilchberg, Wehrli [1906]. Fr. 5 

These are fair photographs, bnt photographs cannot convey an impres- 
sion of the steep and rugged vastness of the rocky gorgee through 
which the Simplon road passes. 

@orb d'hiver. Bvo, pp. 175 ; ill. Geneve, Au Touriste, 1905 
Tam, R. S., and L. m. Glaciers and glaciation of Yakutst Bay, Ala~ka. 

In B d .  Amer. Geogr. 80e. vol. 38, no. 3. March, 1906 
8v0, pp. 146167. 

T d e r ,  Pierre. Les Alps entre le Brenner et la Valtelline. In Bull. 8w.  
gbl.  de Frence, 4me d i e ,  tome 6, no. 3. Aotlt, 1905 
8v0, pp. 209-289; map and plate. 

The head* of the seotions of this artiole are ;- 
Structure de la r6gion dn Brenner, de I'Ortler; Les phhnombnes 

teotoniquee sont continus du Brenuer t i  l90rtler, et la v o b  
Sobretta-Confinale 8e prolonge par la vofite des Hohe Tauern; 
Structure ghhrale. 

moly, F. Ascension de la Jnngfran. 
800, pp. 28. Genbve, ohez lee prinoipaux libraires, 1865 - hsceneion du Finsteraarhorn. 
8v0, pp. 16. Suisse, chez les principeux libreires, 1866 

Vol. 1 of ' Echo d. Alpes ' consisted of four separately published items; 
List of members, the two pamphlets above and Thioly's Course au 
Molbson.' A 4to &ition de l u  was also issued of these pamphlets, 
all being at Monsieur Thiolg's expense. 

These two have been presented by E. Nontagnier Esq. 
-1. On the character and manners of the Tyrolese. In Blackwood's Mag. 

vol. 6. September, 1819 
8vo. pp. 643-663 ; ill. 

Undrdl, Capt. J., R.B. An aaoount of an ascent to the summit of Mont 
Blanc, in Angust, 1819. In Annals of Philoeophy, London, eta., N.S. 
POI. 1, no. 5. May, 1821 
8v0, pp. 373-383. 

This ' Account ' wae also privately printed. 
Vmnt'r * Ppneea, '  review of ; see Pyrenees, 1847. 
Volgsr. Wid-boar shooting near the heathen wall of the Vosges. 'In 

Blackwood's Mag. vol. 139, no. 848. January, 1886 
8 ~ 0 ,  pp. 6679. 

Wagner'r Raise,' review of ; 81% Ararat. 
W d t o n - M e ,  Cspt. H. Trevel & Adventure on the Roof of the World. In 

the Wide World Mag., Newnes, London, nos. 95-96, vol. 16. 
8vo ; ill. February and March, 1906 

Waubra, A. J. Le messif neigeox do Ruwenzori. In Le Mouvement 
Wqraphiqne, vol. 22, no. 44. 29 octobre 1905. 2Sc. 
Folio, pp. 526-526 ; map, ill. 

A short history of the exploration of the range. 
A m k  in the pine-region, Transylvania. In Blackwood's Mag. vol. 140, 

no. 852. October, 1886 
8v0, pp. 600-521. 

Web,  E. L. Coasting down some great mountains. In Cosmopolitan, New 
York, vol. 20, no. 3. January, 1896 
8v0, pp. 240-248 ; ill. 

Refers to mounU1ns of the Pacific slope. 
N 2 
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Wheeler, 0. D. Climbing Mount h in i e r .  Descriptive of an ascent of the  
highest peak in the United States-exclusive of Alaska-where glaciers 
are found. St. Paul, BIinn., Riley, 1901 
avo, pp. 68; ill., No. 2 of North. Pacific Monographs. 

Presented by H. Montagnier Esq. 
Van de Wiele, Dr C. Les theories nouvelles de la forination des Alpes e t  

l'influence tectonique des affaissements m8diterrani.ens. In Bull. Soc. Belge 
de Gbologie, Tome 19. h'ovembre, 1905 
8vo. pp. 377-440 ; ill. 

Kindly presented by the author. 
[Wilson, 8.1 The abode of snow. Shigri and ite glaciers. In Blackwood's 

Mag. vol. 117, no. 712. Febmary, 1875 
8v0, pp. 219-237. 

One of a series of articles, which appeared in vols. 116 -118. 
Workman, Mnr F. B. bIountaineering in the Himnlayns. In English Illust. 

Nag., London, no. 227. August, 1902 
8v0, pp. 443-452 ; ill. 

- In unknown Baltistan. In the Wide World Mag. vol. 16, no. 94. 
8v0, pp. 335-343 ; ill. January, 1906 

Zeller, Dr B. Ein Rundgang durch das Schweizerische Alpine Museum in 
Bern. Bern, 1906 
8v0, pp. 15. 

This new museum cont~ins  a great deal of interesting matter. Signor 
Sella's photographs hang on the walls, with Alpine nlaps from the 
earliest days to the present. hlountaineering equipment of to-day 
stands s ~ d e  by side with that of the middle of last century. Models of 
mountain huts are shown, all on the scale of 1 to 10, so that the  
earliest nlny be at  once compared with the latest S.A.C. hut. Mountain 
reliefs and panoramas, nlpine flora and fauna, and geological speci- 
mens, make up what will prove a valuable and instructive collection. 
I t  is very suitable that this museum should have been xnirde in the 
town of Conrad Gesner. 

Bronze medal, Berg-Heil." If. 2.10. Bronze plaque, " Ski-Heil." Pfg. 90. 
Herausgegeben von Carl I'oellath (Inhaber Georg Hitl). Schrobenhausen, 
Oberbayern. 

The medal, by F. Christ, has the figure of a climber standing on a rock- 
eunlmit: on the reverse, three pa-es-which three of the climber's 
many virtues do they represent ? The medal is about the size of a. 
crown-piece. 

The   la clue-1" x $"-is suitable for hanging on a watch chain. I t  re- 
pre'senis a f i gu i  on skis coasting d0G.n'-a nlountain dope. Both 
medel and plaque can be had in various sizes. We have previously 
reoeived from the same makers, and noted in the Journal, a letter 
weight with the figure of a climber thereon, which makes-weight 
6 oz-an excellent and useful object for a writing-bble. 

Hartmann, Ignaz ; Panorama d. Kuiserin Elizabeth-1i'art.e. 1!404; sce Austrian 
Tourist Club, St Peter-Seitenstettin. 

Hirth,  Siegfried, Geoplaetisches Atelier. Cfebirgsreliefe. Miinchen, 1906 
8vo. pp. 17. 

A list of various reliefs at  prices from BI. 4 to 11. 150. 
These reliefs are well nlodelled in plaster and coloured. They are lighter 

in weight and cheaper than metal models, and are of course friable. 
A specimen relief, of the Ziiispitze 1 : 75.000, BI. 4 in price, has been 
presented and may be seen at the Alpine Club. 

Hoch, Franz. Der Gletscher. Leipzig, Teubner, 1906. M. 6 
A lithogrnphic reproduction in colours of a picture by Fr. Hoch. Size 

38" x 27". 
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A well-designed, striking picture, suitable especially for the walls of say 
a schoolroom. The effect of distance between the dark shadowed 
glacier snout in the middle and the brilliant sunlit snow peak of the 
background is well rendered. 

Horny. Obemt Nissen'a Kart over det nordligeNorge. Maalestok 1 : 1 MH) 000. 
Kristiania, hschehoug, 1906. Kr. 2.50 

- Oberst Nissen's Kart over det sydlige Norge. Udarbeidet in 4 Blade. 
Y d e s t o k  1 : 600 000. Kristinnia, Aschehoug, 190.5 

Each sheet, Kr. 2.50. 
These are clearly printed and accompanied by two indexes of plnces, 

one for the north and one for the south map. Each map is in 
cardboard covers. The maps are also published, as  is usual, in other 
toms. 

Tho-, Hans. Lauterbmnnental. 
Miinchen, Verlagsbuchhandlung (3. D. IV. Callwey, 1905. M. 4 

A reproduction in colours-14" x 17"-of a painting of the mountains 
surrounding the Valley of Lauterbrunnen. 

Wieland, H. B. Sternennacht : Matterhorn. Leipzig. Teubner, 1906. M. 5 
A reproduction in coloura- size 22" x 30"-of n picture by Wieland. 

S E W  EXPEDITIONS 1N 1905 AND 1906. 

Zermatt District. 
DEST BLANCHE (4,SG.I m.=14,318 ft.) BY THE GREAT COULOIR OF 

TEE 8.\V. FACE AND W. A R ~ T E . - - ~ ~  August 4, 1905, Dr. 0. K. 
Williamson and Mr. H. Symons, with Jean Maitre and Pierre 
Jlaurys, ascended the Dent Blancho by this route, of which that 
part on the S.W. feoe and in the great couloir, except for about 
twenty minutes after leaving the glacier, is new. 
Leaving a bivouac under the Rocs Rouges at 4.5 A.M. they 

ascended the glacier on the uppermost shelf, the skracs giving them 
some trouble. Reaching a point just below the level of a gently 
doping shelf in the S.W. face which strikes the W. ar6te just 
below an almost vertical portion thereof, and after halting for 
15 minutes, they took to the rocks of the S.W. face (6.15 A.M.). 
After the lower easy rocks they kept a line leading on the whole 
directly upwards until they struck the W. ridge. The rocks became 
h and steep, and afforded fine climbing nntil, by an interesting 
chimney, they reached the W. ar6te at  a well defined notch at just 
about the centre of the ridge (8.35 A.M.). Starting again at  0.5 A.M. 
they ascended the ridge itself, with traverses on one or other side 
for lees than 1 hour. At a point several hundred feet below the 
gendarme which was the ecene of the 1890 accident they again 
tra~ersed, more or less horizontally, on to the face, here consisting 
of alabs, until they reached the middle of the great couloir between 
the W. arCte and the next well defined rib to the S. Having 
ascended the dabs to the right of the middle of the couloir, it 
became necessary again to arose it, the slabs here being wet and 
very steep. This was the hardest part of the climb. The rocks 
now became relatively easy, and in a few minutes the party again 
struck the W. ar6te just above the gendarme (11.55 A.M.). Having 
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halted for 10 minutes they followed the ridge to the point whew it 
articulates with the N. snow ar6te, and so reached the enmmit 

Halting till 2.46 P.M. they descended by the 8. d t e  
route), but, owing to many halts and the necessity 

dam an ice ridge from the Wandfluh, FerpLde 
was not reached until 12.65 A.M. on the 6th inst. The mountain 
was probably in aa good condition as it is ever likely to be, but the 
party cannot recommend that part of the climb on the slabs in the 
great couloir. 

New Zealand. 
ST. DAVID'S DOME (10,410 ft.) AND MOUNT STOKES (10,034 ft.). 

-We learn from Mr. Malcolm Ross that these peaks have been 
climbed by Dr. Teichelmann and hiesere. Newton and Dow. 

Rzrwenzori. 
New climbs on Ruwenzori will be found described in ' Further 

Attempts on Ruwenzori,' pp. 141 foll. They have been placed 
there for convenience of reference. 

pp -- - - - - - - . 

ALPLPTE NOTES. 

THE ALPTKE Gu~~~. ' -Copies  of Val. I. of the new edition of 
this work, price 12s. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price 3s., can be obtained from all book- 
sellers, or from llessrs. Stanford, Charing Cross. 

THE LIBRARY CATALOGUE is now printed and may be obtained, 
bound in cloth, on application to the Assistant Secretary, 23 Savile 
Row. Price 3s. ; postage, 4d. 

THE ALPINE CLUB OBITUARY IN 1906.-G. E. Foster (1864). 
~ ~ E M O R I A L  TO THE LATE CHARLES EDWARD MATHEWS.-A 

movement has been started among the friends of the late Charles 
Edward hiathews to raise a fund for the purpose of setting up a 
monument to his memory. His life-long devotion to the Alps, his 
close connection with the Alpine Club as one of its founders, one of 
its Presidents, and one of its most active and esteemed members, his 
connection also with other confraternities of mountaineers, both 
British and foreign, combine to indicate some mountaineering 
centre ae a suitable place for such a memorial. The name of 
C. E. Biathems is closely associated with two renowned mountains, 
Mont Blanc and Snowdon, the former of which he ascended a 
dozen times, the latter upwards of a hundred. A memorial a t  the 
foot of either, where his friends would be likely to see it from time 
to time, might serve to keep his memory green amongst future 
generations of mountaineers. The nature of the monument must 
be determined by the response made to this appeal, whilst the 
opinion of subscribers will be the safest indication of the position 
to be chosen. 
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The following gentlemen have agreed to act as a committee : 
the Lord Bishop of Bristol, President of the Alpine Club ; the 
Bight Hon. James Bryce, M.P. ; Sir Martin Conway ; C. T. Dent. 
Eeq. ; Rev. H. B. George ; F. Morshed, Esq. ; Charles Pilkington, 
Esq. ; and i t  i s  o n  their behalf that I invite you to become a sub- 
ecnber to the Charles Edward Mathews Memorial Fund. I t   ha^ 
been suggested that the amount of any subscription should not 
exceed one guinea. 

HORACE WALKER, South Lodge, Prince's Park, Liverpool. 
THE DUKE OF THE ABRUZZI'S EXPEDITION TO RUWENZORI.- 

This expedition sailed from Naples on April 16. It consists of 
helve Europeans : H.R.H. the Duke, Captain Cagni, Dr. 
Cavalli, Lieut. Winspeare, Dr. Roncati, a geologist, Signor Vittorio 
Sells, two Alpine guides, two porters, an assistant photographer, 
and a cook. 

ALPINP CLUB DINNER IN DUBLIN.-T~B first dinner of mem- 
ber~ of the  Alpine Club resident in Ireland was held at the 
University Club, Dublin, on January 26, 1906. The members of 
the latter Club having invited their fellow ' Alpinists' to meet 
h e  Right Hon. James Bryce, ex-President of the A. C., the following 
party assembled to welcome him to Ireland: H. de Fellenberg 
Montgomery (senior member), in the chair; Sir F. J. Cullinan, C.B. ; 
Hon. G. Fitzgerald, Rev. W. S. Gwen, H. Warren, G .  Scriven, 
R. hi. Barrington, Rev. P. S. Whelan, H. Synnett, W. J. Kirk- 
patrick, G. 3. Tunstall Moore. 

TEE MS. GUIDE TO AROLLA.-It is proposed to print Mr. 
Larden's BIS. Guide to Arolla. Members of the Club are in- 
vited to help. A subscriber of ten shillings would receive a sub- 
eeriber's copy. Mr. Larden has undertaken to edit and revise the 
book for press. All communications on the subject should be 
addressed to T. Bruahfield, Esq., M.D., Church Road, St. Mary's, 
&illy, Cornwall. 

MOWST RACHEL. CORRECTION.-T~B foot note in ' A. J.,' ~01.  xxiii. 
p. 38, should read, Summit of Mount Rachel, 17,600 ft.,. Basha 
'alley, a knife edge falling away 1,600 ft. sheer on one s ~ d e  and 
on one end, where the aneroid alone could be used, and that only 

8 e person free from giddiness.' On p. 83, line 14, for ' In the 
unalaya ' read ' Among the Himalayas.'--W. H. W. 
TEE SIMPLOX TUNNEL.-T~B official inauguration of the Simplon 

Tunnel by the King of Italy took place on May 19 ult. 
THE NORD ESD IN 1872.-There seems to have sprung up an 

odd little legend as to my route up the Nord End on July 6, 
1872, and, as it appears once more in Mr. Broome's 'Monte 
baa ' article in the November ' Alpine Journal ' (p. 674), it is as 
well to set it finally at rest. My short note in ' Alpine Journal,' 
vol. ri. p. 146, was really intended to record what I then supposed 
to have been the second ascent of one of the highest peaks in the 
Ups ; but it was soon after pointed out * that it was only the - - 

* Bollettino of the Italian Alpine Club, 1873, No. 20, p. 446. 
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third, as the socond had been effected in 1864 by Signor Veggiotti. 
Now in my note I said we ' emerged on the upper snow-fielde, and 
only struck the ridge at  the base of the final rocks.' Notice tha t  
I spoke of ' the ridge,' not of ' the N.W. buttress.' By ' the ridge ' 
I meant that which runs up from the Silbersattel and forms the 
S. ar6te of the Nord End. That this is the case is shown by the 
entry in my diary that 'we got on the ar6te between the HGchste 
Spitze and the Nord End, whence half an hour up some rather 
difficult rocks took us to the top.' We thus struck the S. arhte 
just at the foot of the last rocks, and so much higher than the 
1861 party, which reached the arbte between the two peaks ' a t  a 
point about three-quarters of the distance from the Nord End, 
which was the highest point reached on the preceding Saturday 
by my companions.' * The aforesaid legend appears in 1881 in t h e  
' Zermatt Pocket Book ' (pp. 46-7), which makes me reach and 
ascend the N.W. buttress. But I have never been there in my 
life, so I caused the text to be altered in 1891 in the 'Climbers' 
Guide to the Eastern Pennine Alps ' (p. 68), wherein the reference 
to my 1872 ascent is rightly placed rinder the route by the S. a r k ,  
while the way by the N.W. buttrsss is attributed to its real owner, 
Mr. Morshead, in 1877.t 

On p. 677 of the November ' Alpine Journal ' there is a misprint 
of ' Fulton's ' for ' Hulton's.' The reference is to Mr. E. Hulton's 
well known 1874 route 'by the rocks,' $ which had been taken by 
at  least eight other English parties before 1881 ; 6 it was ' die- 
covered ' by Signor Guido Rey in 1886 and is called by the Italians 
the ' Strada Rey,' or the way by the ' Crestone Rey,' though it i s  
now allowed that this route is identical with Mr. Hulton's route.'\ 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
MONT BLANC DE SEILON. DESCENT OF N.W. ARI~TE. J d y  26. 

1905.-Mr. H. 11. Gardner, with Antoine Bovier fils (who in 1896 
made the first &scent witli Mine. Gallet) and Antoine George, the 
latter as porter, left Arolla at 3 A.N. and arrived on the summit 
by the east ari.te at  9 A.M. After an hour's halt they began the 
descent, and keeping to the ar&te the whole way reached the 
glacier at 3 P.X. The rocks were loose and of the worst description, 
the difficulties being increased by a considerable fd l  of snow the 
previous day. 

DENTE DES BOUQUETINS.-011 July 20, 1905, AIessrs. J. Allen 
and H. M. Gardner, with Antoine Borier fils and Antoine George 
as porter, left the Bert01 Hut at 1 A.M. with the intention of 
effecting the traverse from the central to the southern point. 

Owing to the treacherous nature of the rocks slow progress was 
made after leaving the central point, and on reaching the lowest 
depression between the two points time and prudence called a halt. 

- -- - -- - - -- -- 

* Peaks, Pnsses, a?ld Glaciers, 2nd Series, vol. i. p. 120. 
f See rillri7lc Joztmznl, vol. viii. p. 339. 
: Ibid. rol. vii. p. 107. $ Ibid. POI. xv. p. 464. 
11 See the discussion in the Rivista Memile, 1903, pp. 258-9. 
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The difficulties ahead appeared almost insurmountable, and to pro- 
oeed would have meant a night near the top. Two courses were 
l e f t t o  force a descent down the face to the Arolla glacier or return 
the way they had come. 

They decided on the former, unwisely as it turned out, the 
whole face being raked with falling stones, but by keeping as 
much as possible to the rock ribs the glacier was gained without 
mishap a t  4 P.M. 

THE POINTE DE CERESOLE.-T~~ time given in the new ' Ball ' 
for the ascent of this peak from the Victor Emmanuel Hut seems 
to be rather long, as its ascent is said to take 24 hrs. from the 
Noaschetta glaoier, which is equivalent to 44 hrs. from the hut, 
allowing 1$ hr. to the Col du Grand Paradis and 3 hr. for the 
paesage of the glacier to the foot of the rocks. On September 7, 
1905, the Pointe de Ceresole was ascended by this route in exactly 
3 hrs. from the hut by Miss M. T. Meyer and A. E. Field, with 
Clement GQrard, of Cogne, and a porter. 

THE ASCENT OF THE AIGUILLE DU G o ~ T E R . - I ~  the ascent of 
Mont Blanc by the Aiguille du Goliter one is led to suppose, on 
reading the description in the ' Climbers' Guide ' and in Ball, that 
it is necessary to cross stone-swept couloirs. In  making this ascent 
last August my party followed the ar6te which overlooks the Griaz 
glacier from its foot to the summit of the aiguille without any 
serious difficulty, and it is certain that this route must have been 
frequently followed on other occasions. hfy object in mentioning 
this is to show that it is quite unnecessary and moat undesirable to 
cross the couloirs which are on either side of this ridge, both of 
which are (as we ob~erved on the occasion above referred to) 
frequently swept by falling stones. OLIVER K. WILLIAMSON. 

Zeitschrift dcs Deztlscha und Oesterreichischcn Alpe~tcereins. Vol .  xxxvi. 
1905. 

Is accordance with the custom observed in recent years the 'Zeit- 
schrift ' for 1906 begins with R, series of papers, chiefly of scientific 
interest, and the first hundred pages furnish reading of a rather 
substantial character. I n  the first paper Dr. 0. Ampferer dis- 
cusses the original formation of the Achensee by a dam of moraine 
matter, and the subsequent geological history of the district. The 
addition of a sketch map would have been useful. Herr Max 
Eckert also contributes a geological treatise, reviewing the various 
changes in mountain  form^ brought about by erosion m d  taking 
his examples mainly from the limestone formations of the Eastern 
Alps. 

Herr E. Oberhummer brings his series of articles on the develop- 
ment of Alpine cartography to a close with an instructive chapter 
on French and Italian maps ; the author deals chiefly with the 
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' Carte de Franoe ' (1 : 80000)-begun in 1818 and completed in 
1880-and with comparisons between it and the several French 
maps which have appeared since 1875. The vegetation of the 
Adamello group forms the subject of a paper by Herr H. Reishauer, 
while Herr M. v. Prielmayer, under the title ' Deutsche Spraoh- 
inseln,' describes some of the isolated German communities in the 
neighbourhood of Trent. 

The section devoted to mountaineering in foreign lands contains 
three oontributions relating reepectively to the Himalaya, Western 
Canada, and Bolivia. In the autumn of 1903 Herren A. C. Ferber 
and E. Honigmann made an expedition, without European guides, 
to the Mustegh Pass, and we are indebted to Herr Ferber for a 
very interesting narrative of this journey. The party arrived 8t 
the junction of the hlustagh Glacier (Conway's Piale Gl.) with 
the Baltoro Glacier twenty days after leaving Srinagar ; but on 
gaining the foot of the hlustagh Pass they found the ascent to it, 
on the 8. side, to be impracticable for laden coolies, and only one 
native accompanied the two travellers to the top ; in spite, how- 
ever, of its present unfavourable condition the interesting dis- 
covery of the ruins of twenty-two huts about 2 miles up the hiustagh 
Glacier seems to point to a considerable use of the pass in former 
years. 

Owing to trouble amongst the coolies the original intention of 
crossing the pass was, unfortunately, frustrated till the period of 
fine weather had ended. The paper is illustrated by a number of 
excellent photographs, some of which show the strikingly steep 
and broken character of the precipices which tower above the 
Mustagh Glacier. 

Not less interesting is Herr E. Tewes's account of his excursions 
in the Canadian Rockies and in the Selkirk Range in 1903, the 
most importgnt being the first ascents of hit. Huber, in the Temple 
group, of hlt. Daly, in the Balfour or Waputehk group, and of the 
extremely diEcult N. ridge of Mt. Sir Donald, in the Selkirks ; the 
author abstains from encouraging others to repeat this last severe 
chmb. 

Herr H. Hoek describes his journey, made during January 1904 
with Dr. G. Steinmann and Baron v. Bistram, through the pre- 
viously unmapped mountains lying 6. and S.E. of Illimani. The 
region traversed includes the ranges of Santa Vera Cruz, Quimza 
Cruz, and Araca, with numerous summits estimated to reach 
20,000 ft. Herr Hoek pictures in enthusiastic terms the majestic 
appearance of Illimani as seen from the S.E. at  a distance of nearly 
SO miles, and hlr. Compton's drawing, based on a pl~otograph, lends 
effective support to the author's description. 

In the third section of the volume, dealing with Alpine expedi- 
tions, Dr. K. Blodig, in addition to concluding his series of attractive 
papers on the Saasgrst, narrates his numerous ascents in the 
Klosterthal mountains. This picturesque district is easily ac- 
cessible by means of the Arlberg railway, and, as most of the 
expeditions are of moderate length, it may be visited with advan- 
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tage in late autumn, when the days are short, or in early spring, 
when the mow still lies deep on tbe higher Alps. 

Dr. E. Niepmann also furnishes two articles, the first of which 
graphically describes the difficulties enoountered on the N. ridge of 
the Weismnies ; this route appears to have been very rarely taken 
since the first ascent, made in 1884 and briefly recorded in vol. xii. 
of the ' Alpine Journal.' Dr. Niepmann's second contribution is 
the commencement of a monograph on the Ortler district, in 
which he treats of the north-eastem portion of the group, i.e. of 
the mountains surrounding the heads of the Laaaerthal and 
Martellthal. Most of the numerous ascents recorded can be con- 
veniently made from the Diisseldorf, Troppau, or Zufall huts ; but 
80 great are the attractions of the Ortler and Konigsspitze, and 
possibly of the fleshpots of Sulden, that comparatively few 
olimbers turn their attention to these north-eastern mountains. 

Herr H. Leberle in concluding his description of the Wetter- 
steiigebirge writes about the southern chain, in which are the 
Hochwanner, Teufelsgrat, kc. This range offers rock-climbing of 
the highest order; but, owing chiefly to the absence of Club huts 
and inns, it is, as the author almost plaintively remarks, neglected 
alike by the harmless ' Jochbummler ' and the extreme 'Hoch- 
tourist.' 

A paper specially interesting to devotees of Dolomite-climbing is 
that on the hIarmolata group, the authors being Herr H. Seyffert, 
who took part in the first ascent of the Marmolata W. ridge in 
1898, and Herr A. v. Radio-Radiis. The latter tells the story of 
the first descent to the Marmolatascharte, which he accomplished 
in company with Herr H. Barth a few days after Herr Seyffert's 
ascent. This extremely difiicult W. ridge of the Marmolata has 
now been effectually ' domesticated ' by the Nuremberg Section of 
the D. u. Oe. A.-V. The height of the rocky portion of the ridge is 
about 800 ft., and up this, alas ! has been carried an interminable 
series of iron steps, pegs, ladders, and wire cables-all securely 
fastened into the rock-such as exists, surely, on no other mountain. 
Old-fashioned climbers may, however, derive consolation from 
Herr Segffert's assurance that there is little danger of similar 
tampering with the biarmolata 8. face, which is at  least equally 
difficult and considerably more than twice the height of the W. 
ridge. An account is given of the second ascent of this face by 
the brothers G. and K. Leuchs, without guides, the conditions 
being so unfavourable that 28& hrs. were spent on the rocks of the 
Siidwmnd before the summit was gained. 

The chapter in which Herr A. Gstirner continues his monograph 
on the Julian Alps might be appropriately placed in the first 
section of the volume, as it is devoted entirely to topography and 
to the difficult task of correcting the confusion of Italian, Slavonic, 
and German mountain nomenclature. 

In the final paper Dr. GC. Freiherr v. Saar takes us by way of 
Lonerone to the heed of the Val Montanaia, in the Carnic Alps, 
m d  gives 8 lively description of several new ascents made in 1902 
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in company with the late Dr. V. W. v. Glanvell, who so lamentably 
lost his life in May 1906. The most notable of them ascents was 
that of the remarkable Campanile di MontanlLia, a huge isolated 
obelisk of rock rising perpendicularly between 600 and 700 ft. 
above the floor of the valley and preeenting difficulties which 
severely tested the skill and ingenuity of the climbers. 

The attractiveness of this volume is greatly enhanced by the 
number of Mr. E. C. Compton's picturesque sketches; and Herr 
L. Aergerter's map of the Mermolate group (1 : 26000, or about 
2) in. to 1 mile) is in every respect an admirable piece of work. 

Wall and Roof Climbing. By the Author of ' The Roof-Climber's Guide to 
Trinity.' Eton College : Spottiswoode & Co., Limited. 1'306. 

This handbook to ' the most economical branch of the climber's 
art ' deserves a longer notice than the space at  our disposal will 
allow. I t  treats fully of the art of climbing as practised by the 
roof-climber and mall-climber, and perhaps somewhat unfairly 
emphasises the superiority of the former by dignifying him with 
the title of ' stegophilist,' while the latter remains without his due 
polysyllabic hbel of teichophilist. Much history may be inci- 
dentally picked up as we follow the writer on his enthusiastic 
course. We are reminded how ' the sight of the somewhat forward 
Helen openly practising upon a tower ('EXlvrlv ixl m~pyov ioi,crav) 
causes considerable scandal among the Trojans ; ' * of how the Roman 
paterfamilias and his brood enjoyed even chimney-climbing (on the 
authority of Shakespeare)- 

Many a time ~ n d  oft 
Have you climbed up to walls and battlements, 
To towers and windows, yes, to chimney-tops. 
Your i n f ~ n t s  in your arms.-Julius Casar, I. 1.44- 

of how La liole, an early anticipator of the intrkpidcs of to-day, 
led Henry of Navarre on a famous ridge-climb when, as is some- 
times the case in the Alps, haste mas imperative if the climbers 
were to get home intact. Appendices B and C deal with hay- 
stack-climbing and tree-climbing. By the way we feel sure that in 
this department Shakespeare himself was fully qualified as a 
member of the craft, as he evidently looks with contempt on the 
man who fell from a plum tree, the whilome notorious ' Saunder 
Simpcou, the lyingest knave in Christendom.' 

R e  have noticed but one slip of any consequence, the attribution 
of a famous passage (on p. 93) to Tennyson's 'Dream of Fair 
Women,' in~tead of to ' The Daisy.' The type and paper of the 
book are delightful. 
- - - -. - - - - 

* Iliarl. iii. 154. 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Club Rooms on 
Tuesday evening, February 6, at 8.30, the Bishop of Bristol, Presi- 
dent, in the chair. 

Messrs. H. W. Belcher, P. C. Fletcher, N. L. Hood, H. S. Jones, 
H. 11. Jlacdonald, H. Walker, and J. 0. Walker were balloted for 
and elected members of the Club. 

The PRESIDENT announced that Signor Sella had presented to 
the Club the  whole series of his magnificent photographs, and the 
hearty thanks of the Club were accorded to Signor Sella for his 
generous gift. 

The PRESIDENT then, on behalf of the Committee, invited an 
expression of opinion in regard to the place of the next Winter 
Dinner. The Committee, he said, wished to know how far membera 
who were present at the last dinner a t  the Hotel Cecil had con- 
sidered the room to be satisfactory. Members of the Committee 
held very different opinions, and they would be glad to have some 
idea of the feeling of the Club on the subject. Should the dinner 
be held in the Whitehall Rooms it would be possible to have only 
some 70 guests, about half the number that were entertained at the 
Hotel Cecil. Three hundred and forty-three persons sat down to 
dinner last December at the Hotel Cecil, and the most that the 
Whitehall Rooms could hold was about 280. On the other hand 
the comfort of dining and the hearing of speeches were very 
important factors, which the Club might well think to be Inore 
important than the number of guests. 

Sir HENRY BERGNE thought that there was great difficulty in 
hearing the speeches at  the last dinner. Although he sat near the 
centre of the high table some speakers he did not hear at all and 
others badly. He thought the Club could perhaps do better else- 
where if they could get the same facilities as to numbers. 

The PRESIDENT remarked that enquiries were being made and 
there did not appear to be much chance of having the same 
facilities elsewhere. 

Dr. C. WILSON thought that investigations should be continued, 
as he believed that there were other rooms which were suitable 
which had not been considered. He spoke only from hearsay. 
Mr. STUTFIELD spoke as one of the speakers who could not be 

heard. He thought the rooin was a bad one for sound, but, the 
speeches were not the whole of the dinner, and it was most im- 
portant to invite a large number of guests. He would suggest 
that seats might be provided near the spoakers, to which those who 
were seated on the outeide tables might come to hear the speeches. 

Mr. WESTON heard every word quite distinctly at his seat near 
the centre and not far from the high table. 

Mr. C. E. LAYTON was near the high table, but found it a great 
strain to hear. He suggested that there should be a ballot for 
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guests, and that guest tickets should not be allotted to the same 
members two years running. 

Mr. WALLROTH was at  the left of the high table snd had difficulty 
in hearing. He thought that the dinner should be held in a room 
that would accommodate the guests that sll wished to bring. 

Mr. MUMM, in reply to a question aa to the number of members 
sppl 'ng for guest tickets under the b d o t  system, stated that, 

from memory, the application for guest tickets rose from 
110 to 140, while only 80 were sssigned. Probably there were 
some members who would bring guests were there no ballot, who 
would not ask for tickets while there was e ballot. 

The PRESIDENT thought that the question resolved itself into 
whether the Club should have a large number of guests and hear 
very poorly, or cut down the number of guests snd hear very well. 

Mr. A. J. BUTLER suggested that it might be possible to arrange 
the high table at  one end of the room under the gallery, which 
evidently assisted the sound. He preferred a large number at  
dinner. Perhaps it might be possible to combine numbers and 
good hearing. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER was in favour of continuing a t  the large 
room, so that every member who desired to do so might bring a 
guest. 

Mr. READE suggested that the question of excluding guests 
altogether might be considered. He thought that the Alpine Club 
Dinner should be a dinner of the members of the Alpine Club. 
The President and the Committee might be allowed to introduce 8 
certain number of guests. 

The PRESIDENT said that he considered the expression of opinion 
listened to would help the Committee in coming to a decision. He 
would ask those who thought it important that each member 
wishing to do so should be able to bring a guest to hold up their 
hands, and afterwards those who did not think that this was eo 
important as the question of hearing. 

A show of hands evidenced that opinion was about evenly 
divided. 

Mr. (3. WINTHROP YOUNG read a paper entitled ' Two Notes on 
the Weimhorn, with a Postscript,' which was illustrated by lantern 
elides. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER stated that he had, in 1869, with G. E. 
Foster, ascended by the usuel route at  that time. They had a fine 
day. On coming down they found, when they got to the point 
where the ridge was usually left to descend across the fscs on the 
right, the stones were falling so fast that they did not like to 
face them, and they went straight down the ridge to the Schalliberg 
Glacier. When Jacob Anderegg was about to go down the lower 
part of this glacier, by which the relief party went up for Mr. Brant, 
the other guide unfastened himself, saying that he would not go 
that way, and the rest had to follow him by the very dangerous 
ground at the snout of the Schalliberg Glacier, where probably 
Mr. Cockin lost his life. I t  was a new expedition in those days, 
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the only one he oleimed on the Weisshorn. He knew members 
would be glad to learn that Melchior Anderegg, who had been 
very Beriously ill, waa now much better. 

Mr. BEADE wked if it would be possible for the various Alpine 
Clube to take concerted action with a view to preventing the roping 
-of mountains. The fixing of ropes was, in many places, spoiling 
all the enjoyment of climbing. 

Mr. SHEA mentioned that at Cortina he had been asked by Signor 
lS-lia to subscribe to a fund for the roping of the Eleine 
Zinne, but had refused. 

The PREB~ENT heartily congratulated Mr. Young on his very 
interesting paper. As regards roping of mountains he thought 
that a section of an Alpine Club, to be called the Rope-cutter Section, 
might be formed. 

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Young. 

A GEN- MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on Tueeday 
k g ,  Mamh 6, 1906, at 8.80, the Bishop of Brietol, Presidsnt, 
in the chair. 

Messre. J. C. Morland and T. S. Treanor were balloted for and 
elected members of the Club. 

The PRESIDENT intimated that the Committee had care- 
fully considered the suitability of various rooms for the next 
Winter Dinner of the Club, and had come to the conclusion that 
the large room at the Criterion Bestaurant was the most suitable. 

Mr. DOUGLAS FRESHFIELD read a paper on ' The Mountains of the 
Moon,' which was illustrated by lantern slidee. 

Mr. F'EEBHF~LD, before reading his paper, made the following 
statement : 'Before I approach my mbject to-night I have a duty 
to disoharge. When I landed last August at Cape Town I was 
welcomed by a deputation from two Mountain Clubs, the City 
Club, whose journal we receive, and the Suburban Club. I was 
subsequently led over Table Mountain by an interesting route up 
the Saddle Face and down Skeleton Gorge by some of their 
members, who entertained me at lunch on the summit. They 
begged me to oonvey their filial greetings to the members of the 
parent Club, and I am glad to be able to take this opportunity to 
deliver the message. 

' I had no time to vieit the Drakensberg, but while at Durban, 
where the reeidenta hope eoon to form a Climbing Club, I was pre- 
sented with some very striking photographs (which I will exhibit 
on the soreen) of the rock scenery near Mont aux Sources. These 
towers and pinnacles can be easily distinguished from the top of 
Spion Kop. Ex lorers find a substitute for Club-huts in the 
Bushmen's mvee t 1 at are found on many of the ledges of the range.' 

Aher the paper Mr. Mumm showed a large number of slides from 
his own photographs. 

8ir HAILBY JOHNBTON said that he thou$ht it desirable to make 
a etand for the retention of native names in geographical nomon- 
clature as far as waa possible. I t  was very irritating to find the 
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names of people who had never seen the country given to places 
or natural features of great importance. If a new town were 
founded and there was no native name of harmonious sound suit- 
able one might properly associate with it the name of some pioneer 
in the district.. He regretted to say that there was no place on 
Victoria Nyanza to recall the name of Joseph Thomson, who laid 
the foundations of the East African Empire. In regard to the 
height of the highest point of Ruwenzori, he asked for patience 
before deciding that it was not the highest point in Africa. He 
remembered what had happened with Kilimanjaro. That was 
measured by Van der Decken at over 18,000 ft., but afterwards with 
more careful measurements was found to be nearly 20,000 ft. He 
would ask Mr. Freshfield not to be in a hurry in assuming that he 
had guessed the correct altitude. He thought it very likely that, 
as Mr. Freshfield had indicated, the so-called Saddle Peak did no t  
exist. Stanley's reputation had been deservedly so great that a n y  
subsequent traveller was very unwilling to suggest that he had 
made any error in regard to the existence or position of this peak. 
I t  had been difficult to get any publisher to issue a map that con- 
tained any correction of Stanley's suppositions. Mr. Scott-Eliot 
had made a creditable map of part of Ruwenzori, but he was not 
allowed to publish it because it differed so much from Stanley's 
guesses. Stanley had thought that Ruwenzori was an undivided 
mountain culrnixlating in one Saddle Peak. Mr. Freshfield had 
tried to show that it was a mountain cluster rather than a range. 
He had himself tried to show the same, but stay-at home geo- 
graphers had not allowed him to do so. He had never himself 
seen ' Saddle Peak,' but had inserted it in his drawing on the report 
of a hlr. Chambers, who had given him a very good drawing of the 
Peak. Probably it represented the lligheet peak seen from another 
point of view. He thought that the knowledge of the mountain 
had been carried a step further and that some mistakes had been 
pointed out by Mr. Freshfield. In the early days of African geo- 
graphy the prestige of a man like Stanley had overridden every- 
thing, and his followers in their fear of coming back without 
having seen all that Stanley saw had tried to see things that were 
not there. Those who now followed should be a little lenient, as 
Mr. Freshfield had been, in their judgment of their predecessors. 
He trusted that Mr. Freshfield's remarks as to the meridian 
boundary would be listened to in the right quarters. IJ'hen the 
geographical defiiiitioii of frontiers mas drawn up in a great hurry, 
it was intended that Ruwenzori should be in British territory. 
He did not know why the Semliki had not been chosen for the 
boundary line. From the Belgian point of view ae well from 
the British it ought to be regarded as fair that this should be the 
boundary. I11 regard to the treatment of the native, we ought to 
be lenient. The word ' colony ' should be erased in East Africa. 
There were only patches of land that it was legitimate to turn into 
settlements for white men. The lands of the country must remain 
the lands of the black man. Ruwenzori was one of the patches 
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opened by the energy of the white man and fairly belonged to him. 
In any future expdt ion  he thought that a capable official on the 
spot should insist that the guides should be provided, as Mr. h s h -  
field's had been, with elaborate warm clothing, as otherwise pneu- 
monia wae ap t  to oause many deaths when the men got to cold 
regions. 

Mr. BRYCE said he had to confess that he had never been 
anywhere nearer Ruwenzori than the mountains of Basutoland. 
He was interested to hear that Mr. Freshfield had been able to 
discover traces of old moraines ; he had noted none in Basutoland. 
He thought that  Mr. Freshfield had mmde Ruwenzori ml in a way. 
that i t  was not  before to the members of the Club who had listened 
to him. T h e  narrative of his experienoes had enabled them to 
underetand its difficulties. He would like to ask him whet he oon- 
sidered wes the best mason of the year for an expedition, for surely 
it  could no t  rain every day of the year. There must be some time 
when there was a fair chance of reaching the upper plateau with- 
out rain. He  had been much struck by the combination of grand 
rock aoenery with the most luxuriant vegetation. I t  waa curious 
that the  world should have recently had two other questions 
of boundary in mountain regions, both arising from assump- 
tions by diplomatists that facts existed which did not exist. 
Theee were the Alaekan boundary dispute and the Argentine- 
Chilian dispute. In  regerd to the question of the boundary near 
Ruwenzori, the natural way would be to rely on the old meps, and 
if they were not accepted we might have to consider that if every- 
thing said of the Congo State were true the Congo Government 
had not  observed the rules and conditions under which it was con- 
atituted, and that therefore we had a right to complain, and were 
entitled to reopen any question regarding our boundaries. I t  would 
be a very great advantage to the British settlers in Ugsnde to have 
a hill station, and he gathered that along the N. end E. of the 
range there were places where hill stations could be established. 

Captain HUBBERT mid that he had listened to the paper with 
very great interest, as seven years before he had been in Uganda 
and had often seen Ruwenzori in the distance. He had 
not had any time to attempt to soale any of the great peaks. 
Travelling waa eaaier now than in his day. He was the last 
European to do the whole journey from the coast to the Victoria 
Nyanza by march, and it took about three months in place of 
48 houra. The part he had chiefly seen was Buddu and Ankoli, 
through which Mr. Freshfield had returned. Ruwenzori was gene- 
rally surrounded by great benks of clouds, and it was only when 
the wind blew those away that it could be seen from any distance. 

Mr. MOORE wished to ask if the high camp was the camp on the 
ridge to the S. of the Mubuku glacier. At that camping ground 
there was plenty of water, and it was quite easy to climb up to it 
and to within 20 yards of permanent ice. He thought that it would 
be a distinctly good one to use, for immediately in front there was 
a ready and easy way to the ice. There were, in fact, two easy 
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meens of acceee to the ice. On the other handhe thonght that the 
Mubuku glaoier would be very diffioult. If one got to the top of 
the ridge there would probably be no di5culty in getting round to 
the highest peak. 

Mr. MUMM said that when he stopped they were near the smooth 
upper slopes, but not quite clear of the icwfall. He thought that 
their we up the icefall was the most direct, and might possibly be 
the quiaEest if one started from a a m p  at the foot of the glscier. 
The nativea viewed the white man aa somewhat of a madman, 
whatever he did. Professor Minchin had told him that when he 
waa catching buttedie8 on the k s e  Islands he asked whether the 
nativee would think him mad. He was told of course they would ; 
they had a special word for madneae, whioh was reserved for the 
whlte man. 

Mr. FRE~HFIELD said that, as regarded the season, the mi& 
monariee and the more intelligent natives agreed that there were two 
good seaeons, mid summer and mid-winter, January and the end of 
June and July, when it wee cold on the mountains. I t  wae not, 
however, always fine at those seasons, for Herr Grauer tried the 
ascent lest January and failed, owing to the weather, and Mr. Fisher 
had also found the weather broken in that month. With regard 
to what Mr. Moore eaid he waa glad to find himaelf in agreement 
with him, for he thonght that for those not experienced in climbing 
it might be better to make a camp close to the glscier and 
take the southern and more circuitous route over the upper 
snowfield. 

The PRESIDENT mid that he could add nothing to what had 
frequently been said as to Mr. Freshfield'e merits and the gratitude 
the Club owed to him for his services. 

Errata. 
P. 51, 1. 25, for Alliston Crowley r e d  Aleister Crowley. 
P. 51, 1. 28, for 1892 scad 1902. 
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BY DOU(3LAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

FTER four days' rest in our comfortable quarters at Fort A Portal, where in the Collector's absence Mr. Crean, the 
Inspector in command of the King's African Rifles 

quartered in the neighbouring cantonment, played the host 
moet kindly and efficiently, our caravan marched again. In 
ordinary circumstances, that is when the path is dry and the 
streams are  unflooded, it is a three days' journey to the 
hqhest hamlet in the Mubuku valley: we took four. The 
h t  incident was our farewell to Kasagama, the Kabaka or 
d e r  of Toro, who was waiting on the brow below the gates 
of his spacious compound to greet us and to be photo- 
graphed. A few hundred yards farther on we passed 
through a pleasant avenue forming the approach to the 
Catholic Mission, here, as in most caws in Africa, a centre 
of cultivation. 

The next three days we spent in climbing up and down in 
' forthrights and meanders ' dong a switchback path through 
the tortuous recesses of a labyrinth of fertile but for the most 
part uncultivated foothills. 

Between the Wimi and Mubuku torrents a long, low, green 
spur runs out at right angles to the Ruwenzori range. The 
scenery wae always pleasing but never grand, as the valleys 
were too narrow to admit of any view of the higher ranges. 
Every day we had a thunderstorm, and the steep and slippery 
aacents and descent4 were trying to our porters, who made 
but slow progress. On the second day, the advance-guard, 
having waded the Wimi without much difficulty, sat down in 
a lovely dell near a banana plantation to wait for the baggage. 
Hours passed, while thunderstorms of unusual vigour broke 
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upon us. Moritz and I sat under our umbrellas, like moist toad- 
stools, wondering what could have delayed our companiong. 
At last Mumm and his ragged regiment appeared on the 
horizon and slowly struggled down the winding path. The 
Wimi ford had been the cause of delay ; a porter had fallen, 
and dropped into the stream the hag containing our rope 
and Numm's climbing boots. A search party had been 
despatched after it, and tsas still in the rear. A little later 
it returned successful. But it was too late to move again, 
though there was no village near, and our men consequently 
supped badly and were far from happy. 

Next morning we mounted a side glen which brought us t o  
a gap leading into the Mubuku basin. The descent, of some 
length, was through charming scenery, a narrow vale with 
banana plantations and flowering trees. This opened on the 
broad valley of the llubuku, here encompassed 1)y low and 
verdant foothills, but closed at  its head by steep mountain 
slopes and the dark crags of the Portal Peaks. The usual 
ford was impasaable, but with the aid of the rope we got 
across without much difficulty a hundred yards lower down 
the stream. 

A level track brought us in an hour to an open space 
beside the Nubuku, here a clear dancing burn, brown enough 
to please a Scotchman, close to which was a chiefs enclosure 
and some native huts. This spot, 4,700 feet, is known a s  
Ibanda, and there is a good picture of the view from it i n  
Sir H. Johnston's book. The snows of hie Duwoni a re  
in sight, and on their right the steep faces of the Portal 
Peaks shine between the showers with frequent waterfalls. 
We pitched our tents beside the river. 

The valley here should be interesting to a geologist. It is 
fairly broad, perhaps half a mile, and falls with a gentle 
uniform slope. I ts  alluvial surface is strewn with huge 
boulders, gneiss, and schist, which have obviously come from 
the central ranges. How were they transported, on a slow 
glacial sledge, or on an express waterburst like that which 
fell on the Baths of St. Gervais? I n  my opinion the  
latter agency is the more probable ; a flood caused by some 
earthfall damming temporarily an upper glen. The extent 
of past glacial action in this region is not a problem to be 
solved off-hand with such limited oppwtunities of observa- 
tion as fell to our lot. At about 7,000 feet on the slope at 
the entrance to the upper Mubuku Valley there is a bank 
which seen from Ibande looks rather like a moraine. B u t  
it may well be the result of gashes cut by impetuous streams. 



The upright rocks higher up the valley have smooth surfaces 
that may be taken for the result of glacier polishing. But the 
rock is of a kind that naturally tends to slabbiness. The 
flatter crags a re  too densely smothered in vegetation to be 
easily examined. Of recent oscillations I did note distinct 
proof in a moraine, now overgrown, some five hundred yards 
below the present termination of the glacier. On the western 
side of the mountains that mysterious traveller Dr. David 
(who has failed to furnish to the Swiss Alpine Club Jahrbuch 
his promised article) reports that he discovered several 
morainic lakes near the existing glaciers. 

I may conveniently make here some general remarks as to 
the structure of the range, which has now been pretty well 
ascertained. I ts  inmost portion consists mainly of granite, 
or granitoid gneiss. When this central block was thrust up 
de.rk mica schists and other varieties of the crystalline series 
of metamorphic rocks were thrown asunder and piled against 
its flanks. In these, masses of crystals are found, which are 
distributed a s  charms among the natives over a wide tract 
of country. In the popular belief, at  any rate of tribes who 
dwell at  eome distance, the shining summits themselves are 
held to be blocks of crystal. The student of early Alpine 
literature mill be reminded of the tradition recorded, and even 
accepted b y  eome of the old Swiss scientists, that the crystals 
found near  the St. Gotthard were formed of ice hardened in 
the courss of countless ages of continual frost. 

Ruwenzori, it must be borne in mind by those who read its 
literature, is not volcanic. Round its base, where doubtless 
lines of weakness were produced by the upheaval of the great 
range, many traces of volcanic action exist. There are, 
particularly on its S.E. flanks, a number of crater-lakes. But 
80LUe of  the earlier visitors, misled by what they saw on the 
outskirts of the mountains, have been far too prone to call 
every hollow a crater and every height a cone. The sugges- 
tion tha t  there was once a great central cone is without any 
justification in nature. 

Some preliminary notes as to the character of the central 
valley we visited, may help to a better understanding of my 
narrative. To convey in words any precise picture of topo- 
graphy or scenery is always difficult, except for a few. I find 
Alpine comparisons helpful, and I shall therefore continue to 
use them even though they may offend certain critics. The 
Mnbnku Valley mounts in a series of steps like Val Formazza, 
or the Val di Genova. Above Ibanda, the lower valley 
gradually narrows, until it is closed by a high spur projecting 
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from the southern hills. Behind this spur lies a broad basin 
in which several streams meet. The Mubuku itself pours down 
into it in a continuous cataract of some 2,000ft. When t h b  
height has been gained the traveller enters a mountain glen 
narrow and steep-sided, and fairly level, until it is abruptly 
terminated by a lofty cliff and a waterfall. Beyond these the 
valley rises in three more successive steps separated by 
swampy levels. The uppermost is enclosed in a cirque of clifls 
capped by glaciers, which flow from a n6ve rising in compara- 
tively gentle slopes to an icy ridge connecting two rock-peaks, 
Kiyanja and Johnston's Dnwoni. The rise from Ibanda to 
the foot of the ice is 8,300 ft., to the watershed about 
10,300 ft. The glaciers are rather Pyrenean than Alpine in 
their dimensions and character. They may compare favour- 
ably with the ice N. of the valley of Chamonix on the Buet and 
Dent du Midi range ; they are puny compared to the glaciers 
of the higher Alpine groups. 

The highest village on the Mubuku, Bihunga (6,800 ft.), is 
situated not in the valley but on the spur already mentioned, 
and it is a short, hot climb up to it. There is just room for a 
small camp on the steep slope below the few beehive huts. 
Above them me found the tent of a negro who had been sent 
out by an English official to collect natural history specimens 
on Ruwenzori. He said he had found little, but our experi- 
ence of him did not lead us to believe that he had tried hard. 
He fled before a heavy downpour, leaving behinci him the 
cover of ' Punch ' and a page from an illustrated London news- 
paper, incongruous and unexpected objects in the wilds of 
Ruweneori. 

At Bihunga we changed our carriers. We dispensed tempo- 
rarily with our Entehbe troop, our incompetent cook, and our 
dilatory waiter. In their place we took a company of the tribe 
of the district, men better accustomed to the mountain and i ts  
climate. Their clothes were scanty skins or rags, but we 
provided them, to their greet satisfaction, with blankets 
which we promised should, as a reward for good behaviour, 
become their own on our return. Never have I had better 
porters in a far country. They were willing, good-tempered 
and helpful, and their head man kept up communications 
with our base and brought up provisions when needful. 
The provisions moetly walked up in the shape of sheep. 
The may in which these men carried heavy loads of 50 lbs. 
up the slipperiest mud-slides and over barricades of fallen 
timber was astonishing. I can see no reason why, in fair 
weather, a moderate-sized caravan should not camp as long 
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se it likes at t h e  head-waters of the Mubuku. If suficient 
wraps are  taken  the sickness among the carriers, which 
affected Sir H a r r y  Johnston's plans, may, it seems, be avoided. 

Like most mountain regions, however, Rumenzori has been 
a refuge for varioue tribes, and in other parts of it the traveller 
may not find such serviceable companions. Dr. David has 
complained t b a t  he was purposely misled and made to wander 
up and down in the forest, losing all his goods. He points 
a contrast b y  remarking that within a few miles of this 
adventure the Europeans at  Port Portal were grumbling at  
a delay of three  days in the English post. Another tribe are 
stated by t h e  missionaries to be cannibals with reservations ; 
that is to say,  they do not eat their own relations but pass on 
their remains to friends in the hope that the courtesy mill be 
returned. 

I need not  attempt to describe in any close detail the walk, 
or wade, up the Mubuku. That has already been done by 
Mr. Moore, S i r  H. Johneton, Mrs. Fisher, Mr. h-Iaddox, and 
Mr. Dawe. 

Our start from Bihunga was delayed by the rain, which was 
to be our too constant companion. From the brow of the 
spur, half an hour above the village, there is an enchant- 
ing view. A thousand feet below lies a great bowl filled by 
tropical forests of the utmost luxuriance. The tree-tops are 
broken only in a few places, where brown patches and curling 
~moke indicate new clearings for cultivation. Dark rugged 
peaka a n d  ridges mingle overhead with the shining vapours. 
The path plunges, and the traveller is soon buried in a thicket 
of tree-ferns, dracrenas, lobelias, wild bananas. Stately, 
smooth-stemmed trees spread a shade high overhead; they 
are all new to Europeans and have none but Latin names. If 
any reader wants to know more he must consult Sir H. 
Johnston or Mr. Dame. The ground is carpeted with home- 
like-looking ferns and orchids; clear streams dance over 
rocky channels. It is a gay woodland, more akin to the 
forests of Sikhim than to the outliers of the great Congo 
Forest that shroud the hills of Ankole above Lake Albert 
Edward in majestic gloom. 

After crossing this baein the track climbs at first under 
welcome shade, then up a long, open and warm hillside 
until i t  gains the narrow, projecting crest of a spur, along 
which it runs for some distance. Looking back we had an 
exquieite view over the folds of forest and the foothills to the 
golden expanse of the level country, in the centre of which 
a small lake (Lake Kobokora) shone out with jewel-like 



brightness. On the horizon, the mft outlines of the Ankole 
hills, the rampart of the Uganda plateau, glowed in aerial 
colours. 

Presently the ridge, almost an arkte, broadened mmewhat, 
and a great rock protruded on its crest. Here our troop 
proposed to halt. The afternoon was young, and I objected- 
my bane in distant travel is impatience-but a sudden a n d  
heavy rainstorm settled the argument in their favour. The  
camping-ground was very limited, and water had to be 
fetched from a distance. Two of our men sent in its quest 
were benighted in the steep forest, and spent several uneasy 
hours in fear of leopards before they found their way back. 

Next morning it still rained. Before long the path, 
hitherto fair, entered at  once the upper glen and the bamboo 
zone and became execrable. Frequent halts had to be made 
while our men reopened a track between the dripping stems 
of the bamboos. At each halt a fire was lighted, and we 
clustered round it, shabby Europeans and shivering natives, 
a sorry spectacle. The track got worse and worse-it was 
an dternation'of almost perpendicular sodden banks and deep 
bogs. We either sank up to our knees and were held fast in 
black sludge or stumbled over stumps and stems. We had 
hoped for mountaineering, we found ourselves mudlarking ! 

At last we heard the sound of water, and came out on the 
bank of the Mubuku, a full torrent. Our predecessors had 
all crossed it with ease. Our strongest natives tried the ford 
and failed. A reconnoitring party was despatched upstream. 
After a long absence their leader returned. His speech was 
unintelligible, but his aspect was cheerful. I had clambered 
eagerly after him through the jungle for a hundred yards 
when a bridge met my astonished eyes. The ingenious 
Bakonjos had utilised a boulder in midstream to build a 
bridge with long bamboo poles. A minute later I was 
shouting to my companions from the farther bank. 

The condition of this ford, which had given no trouble to 
our predecessors, may serve as a proof of the exceptionally 
bad rains we encountered. They extended beyond the hills. 
Mr. Haldane, the Collector of Toro, wrote to me, 'You found 
the mountain at its very worst, in such awful, misty, cold 
weather.' 

Beyond the bridge we walked, or rather splashed and 
waded, through a beautiful dripping forest. The rain had 
ceased for the moment, and fitful gleams of sunshine lit 11p 
the rich colours of the vast heights that hemmed us in. 
Presently we saw in front the Mubuku tumbling in a noble 



cataract down the great cliff which closes the valley. Kichuchu, 
the h t  of the so-called rock-shelters or native camping- 
grounds, lies a t  the base of this cliff, where it slightly over- 
hangs. To reach it we floundered for several hundred 
yards through a morass and down the channel of a stream 
which in better seasons may possibly be a path. Kichuchu 
may then be a rock-shelter ; as we found it, it was a dripping- 
well. My companions succeeded in making a fire and 
cooking. Mumm was excellent in the pert of Mark Tapley : 
my melancholy only produced a reaction in his spirits. 

Next morning we started to climb the great step in the 
valley in pouring rain. Henceforth I shall only mention the 
weather when it is fine. 

Rude ladders have been fixed against the lowest rocks, but 
they are not necessary, and in coming down we avoided them. 
The scramble is long and steep, and was rendered arduous by 
the abominable muddiness of the path, on which it was easy 
to  slide beck farther than one had stepped forward. But 
there is no re81 difficulty, nothing but what may be met 
with on many a chalet path in the Alps. On the top we 
found a level meadow. We wore now nearly 11,000 ft. over 
sea-level and above the dense hedge of the bamboo zone in 
a regim of new and strange flowers, a weird and grotesque 
woodland which no one who has once penetrated it is ever' 
likely to forget. Here were open glades filled with the 
upright stalks, 1'1 to 15 ft. high, of lobelias, green obelisques 
which reminded me in shape of the tombstones in a Turkish 
cemetery. About us stood tree-Semcws, or giant groundsel, 
gaunt writhing stems crowned at the top with mops of spiky 
leaves, fit for a witch's broom ; the ground, was carpeted with 
a shrub growing some 2 to 3 ft. high covered with white ever- 
lasting flowers. Blackberries and violets had wandered into this 
strange company. Among the plants representing a northern 
flora Mr. Dawe has also recognised the willow herb, a chervil, 
a ranunculus, a geranium. But these homelike touches were 
lost in the strange aapect of the larger growths. We followed 
the obscure track over bush, over briar, through mud and 
mire, until we came to a fallen forest. The prostrate trunks 
and branches have formed a contilluous barricade, which 
takes half an hour to crose. The logs are hard, slippery, and 
covered with moss, which peels off under the boot. The 
actual soil lies 6 or 8 ft. below, and great care is needed to 
avoid the horrid pitfalls which gape at every other step and 
threaten danger to limb, if not to life. Beyond this obstruc- 
tion Fe  again crossed ths stream-I by a fallen trunk, my 



companions by wading-and climbed beside a fine waterfall 
another step in the valley. At the further end of the next 
level we came to the rock shelter known as Buamba, a 
picturesque but very inconvenient camping-ground. The 
soil was swampy, and as if we had not water enough already, 
a pretty cascade tumbled from the impending cliff, fortunately 
not on us. 

This camp has a story which has apparently escaped my 
predecessors. Sir H. Johnston tells us it is called Buamba, 
meaning ' up aloft,' because of its situation. Our head man, 
however, declared that it was named after a hill tribe known 
as Buamba, who dwell on the Semliki side of the mountains, 
and were accustomed to cross the high pass lying S.E. of 
Kiyanja, and come down as far as this spot in order to sell 
pottery and skins to the Bakonjo, who met them here. Of 
late years, since the Katwe road has become safe, the pass, 
which cannot be under 14,000 ft., has, we were told, been 
disused. We had already noticed in the view from Butiti 
this broad, snowless gap as a probable pass. There are 
several native passes over the lower southern and northern 
portions of the range, but this appears to be the only one 
that traverses the central group. From Buamba to Bujongolo 

. (12,500 ft.) is a short walk, about an hour. We allowed it to 
be made a day's journey because we were anxious to give the 
weather, always detestable, time to improve. The accommoda- 
tion at  Bujongolo is a shade better than at Buamba. There is 
a convenient dry and sheltered site for one 6-ft. square tent, 
and there are a number of holes and crannies for porters. 
Logs have been laid as bridges between the boulders ; they 
afford dry wood f ~ r  the next comer, who is bound in honour 
to replace them. But it is impossible to stroll a yard in any 
direction without getting into water up to the kneee or falling 
among hopeless entanglements of rocks and trees. Nor is 
there any extensive outlook to afford distraction. In  the 
direction of the watershed impending rocks cut off all view. 
In  the opposite direction, across the valley, one summit was 
visible at moments through the streaming vapours, a black 
buttress exposing a long slope of highly tilted rocks of a most 
forbidding aspect, alternately powdered with snow and 
gleaming with wet as the storms came and passed over. In  
these conditions it produced a.n impression which in clear 
weather it might hardly have upheld.'' 

Half-an-hour higher we passed another overhanging cliff 

* See illustration. 







that might serve as a shelter. At  this point the glacier 
crescent at  the head of the valley is first visible. The glen 
becomes very narrow and rises steadily, bending to the right. 
The highest reach is again a level and a marsh. The scenery 
is imposing and most singular. On the precipitous hillsides 
and rocky ledges tree-heaths drip with the perpetual moisture. 
Gaunt and grey, densely covered and draped in preposterous 
masses of moss and lichens, they look like the vegetable 
ghosta of a vanished world. Lobelias, tree-Senecioe and 
Heliehysum grow upon the cliffs high above the lowest ice 
and up to over 14,000 feet. Higher still the rocks are stained 
yellow by mosses and lichens, no doubt the origin of the 
golden belt below the snow noticed by Stanley. The same 
effect may be seen on the seaward trap of the Maritime 
Alpe The explorer ie now too immediately under the range 
for the highest peaks to be dectively seen. What was to 
the N. or E. of the icefall we never saw free from mist. 
Looking hack, however, a bold rocky mass was conspicuous 
south-east of the pass used by the Buamba." 

Some five hundred yards below the ice-tongue the slope 
steepens, and the track passes through a grove of senecios 
growing on a n  old moraine. The glacier now terminates in 
8 cleft between steep rocks ; the stream that flows from it in 
a triple cascade t is insignificant. The water is clear-the 
first clear water I saw in Uganda. I t  is probably rather the 
issue of some sub-glacial spring than the meltings of the ice. 
In Switzerland, in winter, the glaciers discharge clear water, 
while those in whose beds there are no sources discharge 
nothing. Glaciers in tropical and sub-tropical regions lose 
most of their substance by evaporation. The Himalayan 
torrents bear no proportion to the size of the snowfields. 

We were about 14 hrs. from camp. Heavy showers swept 
the sky. We lit a fire under the rocks and ate. With a 
little spadework it would be eaRy to establish a camp at  this 
spot, which is in many ways preferable to Bujongolo. There 
is, however, no natural shelter for porters. 

A slight clearing encouraged Mumm and Moritz to push on. 
I lingered a moment, and when I started found that they 
were already well ahead and had passed the so-called cave 
where the first explorer left a rope. I was still stiff from my 
mule-tumble of a fortnight before, and, feeling confident that 
this was only a reconnaissance, gave up the pursuit, and spent 
my time in nursing the fire, catching glimpses of the upper 

See illustration in last number. t See illustration. 



peaks, contemplating the glacial source of the Nile, which 
vindicated so triumphantly Ptolemy against his critics, and 
reflecting what a very odd corner of the world I had got to. 

My companions came back before I expected them. They 
had soon reached the cliff that stopped earlier explorers, and 
climbed up it ; then they had taken to the ice, and had had a 
fair amount of step-cutting on narrow edges and one or two 
queer passages between ice and rock before they got to the 
top of the ice-fall and the verge of the easy and gently sloping 
upper snowfield. There was nothing to stop them from 
walking to the watershed but the dripping mists and sleet 
which now enveloped them.' They left the farther climb for 
another day, which never came ; for it took us some time to 
realise that the weather ~ o u l d  exhaust our patience before 
we had exhausted its spite. 

We all went back to Bujongolo. Wet fogs, cold rain, and 
sleet again enveloped and persecuted us. The continual 
gloom and damp affected our muscles and our morale, there 
was nothing dry in camp, and i t  was impossible to dry 
anything. Moritz grew rheumatic. When Mumm gave the  
order to retreat no one protested ; we were almost glad of it. 

Mudslides are better to descend than to climb. Despite a 
late start we got down early in the afternoon to our first 
bivouac-that is, we compressed three days' march into.one. 
There were no bridges to build and no bamboo brakes to hack 
out. From the brow above Buamba we had a noble view 
down the valley. On the crest of one of its wooded spurs is 
aet a little tarn which some of our forerunners call, perhaps 
without reason, a crater lake. It is thousands of feet higher 
than any other crater lake, and I very much doubt its having 
a volcanic origin. Nest morning we enjoyed the lovely descent 
down the fern-clad open banks into the bowl of tropical foress. 
We had come, like Moses, out of the local cloud, and bright 
sunshine lit up the eastern plain and made the little Lake 
Kobokora glow like a diamond in its centre. At Bihunga, 
where we arrived just in time to escape a heavy storm, w e  
found our camp and followers, and having bidden a cordial 
farewell to our Bakonjo companions, who had behaved ex- 
cellently to the last, moved on to the open valley at  Ibanda. 

Here we rested a day. What had been going on meantime 
in the mountains was indicated by the river. The Mubuku, 

- -- 

* Among Mr. Wollaston's photographs is one which must hare 
been taken close to the highest point reached by Mr. lfurnm. I t  
shows well the easy character of the upper slopes. 
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in ordinary times a pretty trout stream, came down in a 
sudden spate, filling its channel from bank to bank, rearing in 
yellow waves six feet high against every obstacle, and tearing 
the tall reeds in bundles out of the shallows. I t  was a fine 
sight in itself, and a welcome testimony to our prudence in 
abandoning the heights. 

On the following morning we were haetily summoned by 
the portera When we came out of our tents we found them 
gazing with wonder at an extraordinary sight. The sky was 
gmerally overcast, but low on the eastern horizon a narrow 
belt was clear. Into this belt the sun had just climbed over the 
hills of Bnkole. The peaks of Ruwenzori were visible against 
a leaden vault. The sun's rays, as they struck the snows, 
painted them not an 'awful rose' but a deep blood-red. 
The lower rocks and woods-this was an effect I have never 
seen elsewhere-were turned into a rich purple or strawberry 
colour. In  the circumstances there seemed a demoniacal 
mockery in this farewell appearance of the mountain. In 
five minutes the spectacle was over and the curtain of mists 
speedily fell on the snows. 

At the ford of the Mubuku, which we fortunately were not 
called on to cross, we left our former track and turned to the 
right, up a pretty side-glen. Our path, devious and narrow 
as an English footpath, led ns through charming cultivated 
country. The valleys were green with banana groves and 
fields of maize, broken by groups of palms or bright red- 
blossomed Kaffir trees. The grass, kneedeep, the height of a 
home hayfield, was full of flowers, amongst them tawny 
gladioli ; convolvuluses trailed over the bushes their large 
blue blossoms. In front lay a broad valley, partly filled by 
the shining surface of a large lake, and beyond, some thirteen 
miles off, rose a range of mountains with smooth but bold 
outlines. They reminded me of the Apennines between 
Rome and Naples, but the atmospheric colouring was richer 
than that of Italy and more to be compared in intensity 
(though different in tone, owing to the greater abundance of 
moisture) to that of Greece. The skies in Uganda are a 
perpetual pleaeure. I use the plural advisedly. The dome 
overhead ie never monotonous : in each quarter of the heavens 
there is something different and beautiful going .on ; one is 
never tired of watching the changing complexity of the 
clouds, the delicate shifting of vapours, or the sudden 
onset of the local thunderstorms on the transparent fields of 
blue. There were other distractions close at hand for a 
traveller tired of sky-gazing. On the plains herds of deer and 
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antelopes were always grazing. On the fourth day, ae we  
marched southwards, the path passed close to a bay of Lake 
Dweru* and was entirely poached by the recent pasaage of 
a herd of hippopotamuses. A mile farther on I had a ra re  
treat. Strolling alone in front of the caravan I came on a 
round lake, about a quarter of a mile across, surrounded by 
a dry beach. I t  served as a paradise for birds. On the water 
floated great white cormorants, round them circled a n  
obsequious crowd of ducks of various sorts and sizee. On 
the shore there was a promenade of ibises, herons, pelicans, 
geese, I know not what. Golden-crested cranes danced about 
delicately in little groups of four or six, giving themselves 
the conscious airs and graces of well-dressed beautiee. It 
was the sort of spectacle one finds represented in children's 
natural history books, but never expects to see in Nature.? 

By this time the Ruwenzori range on our right had sunk into 
soft green hills. We crossed two of their last and lowest 
spurs, passing between deeply set crater-lakes, and from a 
third suddenly saw before us the wide expanse of Lake 
Albert Edward, the most remote of the Nile lakes and the last 
to be discovered. I t  has by far the most mountainous shores of 
the three, and, as  it is just not too big for all its shores to be 
visible a t  once, presents a very imposing appearance. The 
range on the W., which falls abruptly into its waters, 
must rise 7,000 feet above them. I ts  long crest reminded 
me of Monte Baldo, seen from the Lake of Garda. Far  away 
on the southern horizon in the clearness after a storm-we 
recognised the forms of the great volcanoes, 13,000 feet high, 
which rise close to the watershed of Africa between the Nile 
eources and Tanganyiks. The grassy shore below us was 
studded with beehive huts and the water alive with fishing 
canoes. 

Next day we walked four miles in order to visit the sal t  
lake of Katwe, which is a source of revenue to the chief of 
Toro and threatens to be a subject of dispute between the 
English Government and the Congo State. It lies, pic- 
turesquely framed in palm groves, in a deep basin among bare 
graesy downs. A narrow ridge, on which stands a ruined 
fort, separates it from the great lake. Ite chief charm, a s  we 
saw it, lay in the extraordinary brilliancy of the reflections 
- -- - - -  - - - -  -- - 

* I use Sir H. Johnston'e name. bfost maps call it Lake 
Ruisamba. 

t See Sir H. Johnston's The Ugnndn Protectorate, vol. i. p. 129, 
for a fuller and more descriptive catalogue of the water-birds of 
Uganda. 



in its waters. The blue of the lower spurs of Ruwenzori 
was unbelievable. In the opposite direction we enjoyed an 
almost panoramic view of Lake Albert Edward with its green 
promontories and islands and impending ranges, on which 
thin columns of smoke gave token of human habitation. 

Our onward course led us along the north-eastern shore 
of the lake. I t  was fringed with reeds and beautiful blossom- 
ing bushes; great white cormorants floated on its waters. . 
The short flowery meadow herbage formed a delightful con- 
trast to the elephant grass, 12 ft. high, that too often cuts off 
all outlook on the paths of northern Toro. Circling over it 
and hungrily chasing their insect food, were flocks of swallows 
Iatelj arrived in their winter quarters. The path keeps along 
the lake shore under a low hill. I t  does not seem to have 
occurred to the earlier passers-by to mount to the brow. At 
any rate, they have not described what is seen from it. Maps 
(moet of the early ones, not Sir H. Johnston's) show Lake 
Dweru as a backwater cf Lake Albert Edward. This is 
a curious mistake, without any excuse or foundation in fact. 
What met our eyes as we crested the hill was a sight new to 
me in Ugsnda ; a noble river, some 600 to 800 yds. wide, flow- 
ing in gracefnl curves with a clear smooth and strong current 
between high wooded banks. Tall palms and strange trees of 
even g ra te r  height hung over the water in the hollows or climbed 
up towards the open grasslands, behind which the blue hills of 
Ankole rose in the distance. On the tree-tops were many 
enormous nests of fishing birds, and a canoe containing some 
native fishers shot round the lowest corner in sight, paddling 
against the current. The landscape was one of the most ro- 
mantic I saw in Africa, and so admirably composed that a 
painter might have put it on canvas without altering a line. 

Returni~g to the path and losing sight of the river for 
a mile or two we came upon it again at the ferry, where 
it falls into the lake. Here we found a flotilla waiting for 
us ; a 'dug-out,' that is, a boat hollowed out of a single gigantic 
stem, and several very patched-up and leaky bark canoes. 
The farther bank wae the popular bathing-place for the 
villages on the shore. Lake Albert Edward enjoys the distinc- 
tion among African lakes of being free from crocodiles. We 
are far here from the primeval nudity of Kavirondo, nnd the 
dark ladies managed their blue gowns with at l e d  as much 
decorum as Parisians at a French seaside resort. On the 
shores of the lake Indian corn, introduced by Arab traders, is 
extensively cultivated. Our next day's march to Kichlamba 
(14 miles) lay across a plain to the foot of the Ankole hills 



which we had had so long for companions. Halfway me came 
on a skull in the middle of the road. I was told that i t  was 
all that remained of a native who a week before had gone to 
sleep under a tree and been devoured by a lion. Soon after- 
wards our Nubian escort had an altercation with a man who 
was, contrary to law, carrying a naked spear, and arrested him. 

That evening, while Mumm shot antelopes, I got a hazy 
view of Ruwenzori, three snow-peaks rising over lower heights. 
Next day we climbed up into and through the hills, a lovely 
march. The valleys were pitted with ancient craters, some 
dry, others containing lakes, set in the richest tropical vegeta- 
tion. Our prisoner made a bolt for onexof these hollows, and 
would have escaped into a thick banana plantation had he  
not near the bottom slipped and turned a summersault. The 
pursuing Nubian went over after him, but was the first to 
recover himself and secured his prisoner. 

At the head of a narrow glen we crossed a steep pass, from 
which there was a glorious view to the south over a vast deep- 
green forest stretching away towards the eastern shores of 
Lake Albert Edward. It is akin to the great Congo Forest, in 
which Stanley wandered ; the general character was sombre, 
perhaps it was not the season of flowers. Straight, smooth 
.trunks ran up to an enormous height, bearing aloft a dense 
canopy of foliage ; the ground was carpeted with dark-leaved 
plants ; brooks trickled through the hollows. After an hour 
in the shade we camped with some woodcutters at  its edge. 

Late in the evening, in place of the natives bringing 
bananas for our porters, the Nubian soldier in charge appeared 
with three prisoners and a wounded man, The villagers 
carrying our men's food had been met and assaulted by a 
party from another village, who had shouted that the white 
men must not be supplied, and in the ecuffle one of the 
carriers had been badly wounded by a spearthrust in the 
arm. The Nubian, being armed with a gun, had run in 
three of the assailants. Next morning, accordingly, we 
started with four ill-favoured negroes tied together with 
Alpine rope. The event of the afternoon was a really terrific 
tropical thunderstorm. The noise was tremendous, and the 
do~npour  incessant for an hour and a half. When a bouquet 
of flashes hit the ground all round us I must confess that I 
felt nervous as to what might come next. It proved, however, 
the final flare-up. 

The c o ~ t r y  we had been going through is an intricate high- 
land region. Seen from Lake Albert Edward its hills appear 
to run N. and S. ; this is, however, only the effect of the 



escarpment of the great Uganda tableland. The main ridges 
in Ankole run E. and W., and are high green downs reaching 
6,000 ft. or more above the sea and 2,000 ft. above the 
plateau. Between them the space is occupied by the oddest 
possible collection of round-topped green hillocks sprinkled 
about thickly and without order. In  form they reminded 
me more of the hills old cartographers used to dot about their 
maps than of anything I have seen in Nature elsewhere. 

We camped in a hollow glen, surrounded by high grass 
and bush-tm unhealthy spot, where I believe I caught 
malaria. At dawn we were told that a man with a spear had 
been seed prowling near our tents. This was unpleasant, as 
we were not far from the spot where, in the preceding May, 
the Collector of the District had been speared through the 
heart while he sat reading in the verandah of a Rest-house. 
Our Nnbians further asserted that the hilltops were thick 
with spearmen. I suspect there was some exaggeration. But 
shouts were certainly audible from the bush, and they were 
interpreted to us ss meaning, ' The white men are starting.' 
The friends of our prisoners may have been hanging about 
with a view to a rescue. We were too strong a party to be 
assaulted in the open. Their only chance would have lain in a 
rush out of the copses that frequently overhung the zigzags of 
the path. There was an opportunity, however, for a display 
of martial ardonr ; we kept close order, and Mumm, as com- 
mander-in-chief, bristled with cartridges. His role was modi- 
fied by the sudden appearance of Ruwenzori, one white peak 
excelling all the rest until it was overcome by the cloude. 
' Cedant arma togm.' The warrior was converted into a photo- 
grapher. In the centre of a hollow square he adjusted his 
camera with his customary deliberation. The result, unfor- 
tunately, was a failure. 

The landscape now became more level, and of enemies we saw 
no more. I despatched a messenger to Mberara, the capital of 
Ankole, and the officials there sent out twelve policemen, who 
relieved us of our inconvenient charge. The explanation of 
the affair given us was as follows :-A chief had died, and 
hia tribe was divided into factions by a disputed succession. 
Hence the villagers had carried their fend into our provision- 
ment ; they will be warned not in future to let their local 
broils affect white men. 

Round Mberara, famous for its majestic long-horned cattle, 
the country is undulating and continues so during the week's 
march to Masaka. The hills are quite low and sparsely 
sprinkled with cactus-trees that look from a distance like yews. 



At Masaka a bare hilltop hae been planted by an artistic 
Collector with oleanders and pomegranates. The interior of 
the Boma, or fortified enclosure, is a bower of roses, rampant 
rose-trees like those in Burne-Jones's pictures, with long 
branchee ablaze with blossom all the year round. Lake 
Victoria lies only a few miles east of Masaka, and is fre- 
quently in sight on the road to Entebbe, which runs, for the 
most part, through fine ' park-like ' scenery. 

My four days at that centre of civilisation, of dress-clothes 
and dinner-parties, of lawn-tennis and football, were luxu- 
riously spent in a bungalow hospital. A certificate that I 
had contracted two fevers relieved me from assisting my 
companion in winding up the accounts of our two months' trip. 
In this task he was ably assisted by Mr. Moggridge, the young 
Englishman from Natal whom we had engaged to act as our 
camp-manager and interpreter, in both of which capacities he 
had proved very efficient. 

At four in the afternoon on the day we left Entebbe our 
comfortably appointed steamer reached Jinga, where the Nile 
leaves the Lake, and anchored a mile above the Ripon Falls. 
To shorten the walk in my enfeebled condition, I got a native 
dug-out with fifteen paddlers, to row down as far as the 
Ferry. The Falls are of the class of Schaffhausen: they 
lwk height. But there ie a glorious rush of green water, 
five floods separated by tiny rocks, or islets, clothed in the 
most vivid verdure. Below the cascade is a great pool, where 
huge fish leap in the eddies and eagles circle overhead, and 
then for several miles the great river hurries on in a long 
rapid between high wooded banks, till a bend in its course 
conceals it from sight. It is a worthy birth for the Nile. 

Another day was spent on the lake, and on the third from 
Entebbe we got into the train. We began to speculate how 
many and what beasts we should see. At first we scored 
rather slowly. There were, of course, hartebeests and spring;- 
boks in hundreds. A large party of baboons, three giraffes, 
and several hyenas next came in view. I t  was not till sun- 
set on the second day that the train pulled up to give us a 
better view of a fine lioness which was strolling beside the 
line some thirtv vards off. The station we came to five 
minutes later i*s famous for lions. Here, during the con: 
struction of the line, an unfortunate engineer was pulled out 
of a carriage in which he was sleeping, and devoured. The 
present station-master, an Indian, is credited-I cannot say 
with what truth-with having recently had occasion to send 
out the following telegrams : ' Please send further police pro- 
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tection. Men very brave, but less so when roaring begins.' 
' Please let 10 A.M. run up to platform disregarding signal. 
Signalman up post, lion at bottom.' 

Le t  m e  recapitulate the main facts we ascertained as to 
Bnweneori. The extant of the Alpine portion of the range 
is not more than 20 miles, probably not more than 12 miles 
of this is ice-clad. None of rts peaks is likely much to exceed 
18,000 ft., perhaps none soars above 17,000 ft. They rise in 
a group, one of them a snow-summit considerably surpaesing 
Kiyanja and the other tops visible from the Mubuku Valley. 
I t  ia probable that this highest peak which is not visible from the 
Mubuku Valley stands W. of the watershed. The only glacier 
basin of any size E. of the chain is that of the Mnbuku; it 
abuts against the western glacier basin photographed by Dr. 
Stuhlmann. The snow-level is high, not less than 14,500 ft., 
and vegetation extends to this height, though snow often 
falls and lies for a time much lower. There is no separate 
group with a summit 20,000 ft. high where ' The Saddle 
Peak' is shown on some maps. The natural history 
collectors from the British Museum will probably conquer 
several of the summits. Whatever they leave in the way 
of Firgin peaks will doubtless fall to the Duke of the Abruzzi.' 
Princes haye formidable methods and means of courtship. 
Were I to go again, which I have no intention of doing, I 
should make every effort to get to the top soon after dawn, 
and before the clouds. I should sleep on the edge of the 
snow and use lanterns, ae people used to on Mont Blanc; 
for to climb Ruwenzori and see nothing would be deplorable. 
The panorama, no doubt, would be more stimulating to the 
imagination than impressive to the eyes. The lower ranges 
would be sunk in dim aerial distances. But it would be 
unique, with the two great lakes in sight, and would embrace 
practically the whole region of the Nile sources. And to the 
topographer the insight gained into the structure of the 
Ruwenzori group would be invaluable. 

I shall not be surprised if Ruwenzori is frequently 
visited in the coming years; for the Nile route to Uganda, 
already open, will very shortly be greatly improved and 
quickened, and the Messrs. Cook will doubtless soon be pre- 
pared to give circular tickets vici the Red Sea and return by 
the Nile. Ruwenzori is a fortnight's march from Lake 
Victoria and about a week's from- Lake Albert. A four 
month '  winter tour may suffice for the round, including 

See p. 242. 
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a visit to the mountain. Our tour of 500 miles from Entebbe 
and back occupied eight weeks to a day. I was three weeks 
in reaching home from Entebbe. 

I may beet conclude this paper by reverting to an old custom 
in this Journal, and expressing my very heartfelt thanks to our 
guide and companion from Zermatt for his services through- 
out the journey and for the thoughtful care with which he 
looked after me in my fevers. I cannot wish anyone a better 
travelling companion in health or in sickness, on the march 
or in camp, than Moritz Inderbinnen.* 

(Read before the Alpine Club, June 11, 1906.) 

BELIEVE it is usual to commence a paper before this 1 audience by a reference to the Honorary Secretary, and 
I feel that I ought not to depart from so honoured a custom. 
Yet I cannot say that it is with great hesitation, and after 
much pressing by that eminent mountaineer, that I address 
you to-night, because it is entirely due to my own importunity 
that I am here. Neither can I commence, ' Story ! God blem 
you ! I have none to tell,' because before I have finished my 
paper you will be hinting that it is all story and no climbing. 
For both these reasons I ought to be brief; and the Honorary 
Secretary has begged me to be brief. I regret to disappoint 
him. The paper is a very long one, and I have more slides 
than I ought to show you to-night. Furthermore I am sorry 
to find that I can hardly hope to make myself intelligible 
without a somewhat lengthy and perhaps peruonal preface. 
For the latter I ask your pardon, and for the rest your 
patience. 

Like most mountaineers my thoughts have often turned 
towards the Himalaya, but what especially attracted me 
mere the districts of Kumaon and Garhwal in the United 
Provinces. This region, rising in the 8. directly from the 
great Gangetic plain, is wedged in between Nepal on the E. 
and a group of semi-independent hill States on the W., and 
is bounded on the N. by the plateau of Western Tibet. In 
this corner of the Himalaya is to be found mountain scenery 
-- 

* I have used in this paper Sir H. Johnston's local names. I 
must refer readers who desire to  know more of Uganda to his 
invaluable volumes. 
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as fine as any the world can show; indeed I do not believe 
that the scenery of Upper Garhwal can be surpassed any- 
where. The twin peaks of Nanda Devi (25,660 ft. and 
24,379 ft.) are the crowning glory of these wild and intricate 
mountain groupinp, which contain more than 50 triangu- 
lated peaks of over 20,000 feet, of which 7 exceed 23,000. 
These mountains are very easy to get to, and in collsequence 
a large caravan and an expensive outfit are unnecessary.* 

So far as 1 can ascertain the first to actually penetrate 
these snows was Commissioner Trail], who about 1820 crossed 
a high snow-pass (17,770 ft., Sch1agintweit)t from the Pindari 
glacier over the watershed into the Milam Valley. Next, in 
1855, came the brothers Schlagintweit. They crossed the 
pass I have just referred to, visited the Milam glaciers, and 
later made a brilliant attempt on Ibi Gamin, or Kamet 
(25,443 ft.), from the Tibetan side, spending several days 
camped high on the mountain and ultimately attaining a 
height of 22,259 ft. Some years later an altitude of 22,000 
ft. wss  reached on the same mountain by officers of the 
G.T.8.S The Milam Valley was again visited in 1883 by 
T. S. Kennedy with Johann Jaun. I very much regret that 
I can find no record of his doings ; it is quite likely that he 
went over much the same ground as mymlf in this region.$ 
He was followed in 1893 by Dr. Boeck, who made several 
pioneer expeditions on the Milam and Pindari glaciers with 
a Tyrolese guide, and in 1900 published a book on his 
experiences. 

I will now ask you to turn your attention to Graham's 
expedition of 1889. No one who reads the short and modest 
description of his Garhwal trip can fail to be fired with 
longing to revisit the scenes of his strugglee, and no one 
who has not been lucky enough to have been there can 
realiee what he went through, and what a strenuous pioneer 
and splendid climber he must have been. We can only 
lament that he did not give us as detailed an account of his 
doings as we have since come to expect from the returning 
- . - - -- - -- .- - . -- -- -- - - - - 

* It may be interesting to record that during the six months of 
this trip my total expenditure was less than 1001. This includes 
everything except the pay of the two guides. 

t This paas is still marked on the G.T.S. maps, but is shown too 
far to the eastward, and too near to Nanda Kot. 

Cf. Norman Collie's Climbing on the Himalaya, p. 16. 
$ Alpine Journal, vol. xvii. p. 852. Where are these panoramas ? 

They mlght add greatly to the value of the photographs I was able 
to obtain. 

Q 2 
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wanderer. Transport difficulties defeated him before he 
reached the western base of Nanda Devi, but he climbed 
Mount Mona1 (22,516 ft.) and nearly succeeded on Dunagiri 
(23,184 ft.). May I be permitted to point out that the 
altitude of neither of these mountains, nor of any others 
mentioned in Graham's paper, is affected by the fact of the 
climber having or not having a barometer, or a dozen 
barometers, with him? They have been triangulated by a 
succession of moet competent surveyors during the space of 
the last 90 years. 

One word more before we leave the subject of the greatest 
Himalayan expedition that has yet been made. Twenty years 
ago strange ideas were prevalent even in this country on the 
subject of mountain-sickness, ideas which have not yet entirely 
disappeared. In  India at that time such ideas were probably 
more exaggerated, and ignorance of mountaineering matters 
was almost universal. Furthermore, by an unreasonably 
severe criticism of the G.T.S., Graham had set the officials of 
the Survey Department against him. Thus, mainly from 
ignorance, most people in India refused to believe in his 
ascent of Kabru. A well-known Indian official of my 
acquaintance, who was at Darjeeling a t  the time of 
Graham's visit, says now, and said then, that he fully 
believed in Graham's bona j d e s ,  but thought he had mis- 
taken Kabur (16,830 ft.) for Kabru (24,005 ft.), an opinion 
which has since been quoted by others. Now, for anyone who 
is a mountaineer,and has seen Kabru, it is impossible to believe 
that Graham, Emil Boss, and Kauffmann could make any 
mistake as to what peak they were on. They may have been 
impostors, but they could not have been mistaken ; my point 
is that we have no tittle of evidence to show that they were 
either. Any climber who will carefully study Graham's paper 
in its entirety, especially if he knows the country at all, 
cannot but be struck by the strong internal evidences of truth 
which it bears. That he did not suffer from mountain-sick- 
ness is no proof of bad faith. That he made little pretension 
to scientific knowledge is no evidence that he was not a very 
competent mountaineer. I would add that, particularly in 
India, is it unwise to believe tales and rumours to the discredit 
of other people. To quote them is distinctly rash. 

Last year my intention was to try Trisul (23,406 ft.) from 
the 8.-it is only 60 miles from Naini Tal-and then march 
up into Garhwal, and, in imitation of Graham, attempt some 
peaks of the Nanda Devi group from the W. Failing this, 
there was Ibi Gamin (Kamet) and its attendant peaks to the . 
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northward, where I hoped the effects of the monsoon would 
be less marked than in the eouthern ranges. I put this upon 
record, h u s e  should I ever go there again that is the plan 
I should follow. I hoped to have time to go to Sikhim after 
the rains and attempt the second ascent of Kabru, or, at any 
rate, explore the head of the Yalung glacier, with a view to the 
practicability of this route up Kinchinjanga, as suggested by 
Mr. Freshfield. This part of my programme I gave up as 
soon as I heard that another mountaineering expedition was 
on its way there to try this very route. 

I almost persuaded Major the Hon. C. G. Bruce, that most 
experienced of Himalayan mountaineers, to join me and bring 
some of his men. He made all preliminary arrangements for 
me, but unfortunately at the last moment was unable to come. 
Thus I was compelled to fall back upon professional assist- 
ance. My friend Cajrati most kindly allowed me the use of 
his guide, Alexis Brocherel, of Courmageur ; he brought 
with him his young brother Henri, and a better pair of men 
I could not have chosen. He also arranged, with the kind 
assistance of Mr. Bertolini, to have them looked after on their 
way to meet me. 

Thanks to Mr. Freshfield's interest, I was very well received 
in India ; and I should like to say at once that during the ten 
months I spent in the country I experienced the greatest 
kindness and consideration from everyone I met, my especial 
thanks being due to Lord Curzon, Sir James lit Touche 
(Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces), and Colonel 
Burrard (Superintendent of the Survey). 

We reached Almora on May 10. Mr. C. A. Sherring, 
the Deputy-Commissioner, immediately took us under his 
wing, and I feel that I can never be sufficiently grateful for 
all that he did for me then and afterwards. He himself mas 
just starting on a tour up to Milam, in the north of his 
district of 6,000 square miles, and suggested that I should 
alter my plans, accompany him, and try Nanda Devi from 
the E., instead of from the W. I knew that if I did this 
I could only get at the eastern and lower peak (24,379 ft.), 
but the opportunity of travelling with the only man who 
knew the people and the country was too good to be missed. 
From the rhododendron forests of Binsar, the first march out 
from Almora, we obtained a fairly good view of Nanda Devi, 
at a distance of about 60 miles. We never saw it again 
until we reached the head of the Milam Valley, so deep sre 
the valleys and so abrupt the hills of the intervening region. 
After we had gone a few marches up country Sherring 
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received orders to prepare to go on a political mission to 
Western Tibet, and had to return to Naini Tal to make 
arrangements for it. To console me for his involuntary 
defection he suggested that I should accompany him, and 
try to climb Gurla Mandhata and Kailas near the Sacred Lakes. 
I very willingly fell in with his kind suggestion, though I saw 
that my mountaineering trip would degenerate into a walk 
of some thousand miles, with a little climbing thrown in every 
now and then. 

In reference to Gurla Mandhata, I must not omit to call 
your attention to Webber's delightful book 'The Forests of 
Upper India,' in which he ~uggests the probability of an 
attempt to ascend this mountain proving successful.' Though 
his book was not published until 1902, it was in 1864 that he 
visited this part of Tibet. 

Meanwhile we continued on our way to the Nilsm Valley 
without Sherring, but accompanied as far as Mansiari, the 
last inhabited village at this time of year, by Kharak Singh, 
then Tehsildar of Almora, a very pleasant companion, who 
was of great assistance to us. Sherring also sent with me 
the Kanungo of Danpur and Johar, who made all transport 
arrangements during this part of my trip. 

I cannot dwell on our march through the foothills, but the 
stage from Gurgaon over the Kala Muni to Mansiari is a 
particularly fine one. The view of the Panch Chule range 
which suddenly bursts into view across the valley of the Gori 
when the summit of the pass is reached is of quite unearthly 
beauty. At Nansiari, with the kind assist~nce of the Tehsil- 
dar and of Kiahen Singh, Rai Bahadur, the ' Pundit A. K.' 
of the old transfrontier survey, arrangements were made for 
our welfare in the Milam Valley, to which the Bhotias had 
not yet ascended. 

After several marches through the fern-clad cliffs of the 
Gori defile, and up into the bare mind-swept valley of Milam, 
we pitched camp on Nay 27 near the hamlet of Ganaghar, 
on the right bank of the Gori, at  a height of 11,100 ft. On 
arrival I had my first attack of mountain-sickness. It mras 
undoubtedly due to stalking wild sheep in a puttoo (cloth) 
hat instead of a sola topi, and the consequent effects of the 
sun, though I did not realise this till I had had two more 
similar attacks. On May 29 we made a reconnaissance up 
the Paiichu glacier, this being, according to the G.T.S. maps, 
much the shortest route to the eastern peak of Nnnda Devi. 

- - - -- -- - - 

* 011. ci t .  p. 121. 
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The guides would not believe that it was impossible to reach 
the pass at the head of the glacier that day, but we were 
finally turned back late in the afternoon by very soft 
avalanchy snow at  about 16,000 ft. (Watkin barometer.) By 
this time I was suffering again from headache and sickness, 
and I began to wonder if high ascents were possible for me, 
despite the fact that I had been higher than this in the 
Caucasus with impunity. 

Two days later we again left camp with five coolies and 
bivouacked on the right lateral moraine of the Parichu glacier 
a t  14,600 ft. (TV.). The work ahead was too difficult for the 
Bhotias, so I sent them down to Ganaghar. I had a bad 
headache again, and next day felt too unwell to start, but 
as the clouds came up before dawn, and it snowed from two 
to six in the afternoon, we lost little by our inaction. 

We decided that the new snow was against any serious 
attempt at  laying a high cache, so, taking our lunch with us, 
we left leisurely at  7 A.M. (June 2) to examine the col at the 
head of the glacier. Two hours over new snow under a 
scorching sun took us to the foot of the pass, and we com- 
menced the ascent directly under the S.E. buttress of the 
astern peak of Naada Devi. The climbing got harder and 
harder as we continued to ascend. The rocks mere rotten. 
The enow got steeper and steeper, and its condition forced us 
to be very cautious in choosing a line of attack. But about 
1 o'clock, after a splendid finish by Alexis through a big 
cornice, we reached the summit of the col. My Watkin gave 
17,750 ft. as the altitude. According to the G.T.S. we were 
on the main watershed between Garhwal and Knmaon, and 
the glaciers at  our feet ~hould have flowed westward round 
the base of Nanda Devi. But instead of this we saw that 
these glaciers flowed in a southerly and then in a south- 
easterly direction, and that the great southern ridge of Nanda 
Devi was still a long way off and considerably above us. The 
ridge on which we stood had been omitted from the map, and 
the mistake was not really a surprising one when the condi- 
tions under which the survey was made are considered. The 
map rolls two big ridges into one and omits a glacier between 
them, the upper portion of which we, I suppose, were the first 
to have seen. 

Again I was suffering from severe headache and sickness, 
and again I blamed the altitude. But the men put it down 
to the sun, and to the fact that I was wearing a soft puttoo hat, 
and decided that I was not to be allowed out without a sola 
topi in future. I may add that I took their advice, and found 
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that their surmise was so far correct in that I never again 
sdered  from the latter unpleasant symptom. 

Although we had no wraps, and only food enough for one 
meal, we decided to descend the further side of the paas and 
explore the valley below us. We could we that it m w t  
eventually lead us into the main Milam Valley below our base 
camp. I thought we could reach the tree level before dark, 
while the men were quite confident that we should sleep in 
our camp at Ganagarh. 

The descent to the glacier over snow and atone slopes was 
steep but eaey. On the way we had some grand viewe of 
Nanda Kot, opposite, and I took some photos, but my mental 
condition was euch that they were hopeless failures. We 
soon got off the moraines, and held on down the wild and 
deeolate Lwanl Valley until, at 7.15 P.M., we reached a little 
open maidan surrounded by juniper bushes, which supplied 
us with a fire of a sort; the last scraps of food were divided, 
and the guides retired to the ruins of a shepherd's hovel near 
by, while I curled up in the open near the fire. There were 
no inducements to stay long abed in the morning, so we 
roused up before daylight and continued down the Lwanl 
Valley, disturbing on our way a couple of musk deer over 
their first breakfast. We were on the left bank of the stream, 
and carefully refrained from crossing any of the numerous 
snow-bridges over on to the other side, so that, when we found 
the mouth of the gorge impassable, we were able by following 
a sheep track to reach a little pass of 12,460 ft. (W.), which 
led us down to Mapa, and so to our camp at Ganagarh before 
noon, greatly to the astonishment of our servants and coolies, 
who could not make oiit how me had come round. I was 
glad to see that the Watkin barometer again registered our 
correct height, and that therefore it was not likely to have 
been affected by being taken over the pass. For which, by- 
the-by, I suggest the name Panchu, already bestowed on the 
glacier, whose stream flows past the hamlet of that name, by 
the Schlagintweits. 

On June 5 we started again for the Lwanl valley and 
Nanda Devi with my shikari and six coolies, but could not 
get the laden men up to our former sleeping place. Again 
next day the coolies were very reluctant to move on, and we 
had to camp at Narspan Patti (13,150 ft. W., 13,404 ft. 
Schlagintweit). However, the situation of this little alp was 
very lovely, and we had the first really fine sunset of our journey. 
Early on the third day (June 7) we pitched our Whymper 
tent on the last maidan below the snout of the most northerly 
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I .  Panchu Pass. Panchu Valley behind this ridge. 
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4. Nanda Devi Pass, Kumaon-Carhwal water-parting. Bivouac of June 8. 
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of tho Lwanl gleciers. We foolishly decided to push on a t  
noon with three coolies and the light bivouac up the glacier 
to the base of the great wall ahead of us. After 24 hrs. the 
coolies gave up, more from superstitious fear of the deities 
who reaide on Nanda Devi than from fatigue, and we shouldered 
their p a c h  and pushed on alone. We all know that guides 
have an  overmastering passion for following any stray foot- 
prints they may chance to find on a mountain, so when we 
came across the tracks of a snow leopard the men naturally 
ineieted on following them. I t  was true that they led in the 
right direction, but I pointed out that we ought to pay no 
attention to the doings of a solitary climber. Yet I could not 
help noting with satisfaction that it wore crampons. I believe 
it even sleeps in them. 

We climbed till five o'clock, in one place having to haul the 
packs one by one up a wall of rock. By this time we had 
reached an altitude of 17,400 ft. (W.), and decided to bivouac 
on tt small shale slope. We passed a fairly comfortable night, 
but it was very cold. The cocoa had frozen in our flasks 
even during the afternoon of our climb up this sun-abandoned 
slope. 

Next morning (June 8) we did not get off till 7.30. Our 
loads were very hee- the men carrying a good 50 lbs. each, 
while I staggered u-. ar half that weight. We had a severe 
and wearisome climb up a long steep snow-slope, and had 
often to stop to take breath. The cold wind, whipping the 
snow up into our faces, was very trying, and it took us 8 hrs. 
to reach the col. The altitude of this was 19,100 ft. (W.)- 
only some 1,700 ft. above our bivouac of the previous night. 
It would seem natural to call this col the Nanda Devi PASB. 
It is practicable for mountaineers, and it would only take 
about a month to get back to the Milam Valley again by any 
other route. Below us was an extraordinary chaos of wind- 
driven cloud, half veiling the glaciers which surround the 
southern baee of Nanda Devi. Above was the vast southern 
face of the great peak, its two summits connected by a saddle 
of more than a mile in length. From this spot the mountain 
strangely resembles Ushba, and the likeness must be even 
more striking from the W. Directly from the col rose the 
southern ridge of the eastern peak by which me hoped to 
make the ascent. Facing round to the E. the gaze plunged 
down to the confused glaciers of the Lwanl Valley, bounded 
by the northern face of the Pindari ridge, which culminates in 
the enormous snow-draped cliffs of Nanda Kot. 

We had the greatest dificulty in making a tent platform ; 
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the lower side had to be built up for a height of 3 ft., and the 
slope of disintegrated rock was frozen hard. The night mas 
excessively cold. My boots froze, although I put them under 
my head. The primus stove was leaking badly, and how the 
men made tea next morning I cannot understand. Some 
that I spilt on the floor of the tent froze almost immediately. 
Two of my toes showed signs of frost-bite after I had got my 
boots on, and I had to begin that painful process all over 
again. Owing to these numerous delays it was not until 
sunrise (June 9) that we finally started. We took provisions 
and all our spare wraps, but left the tent and sleeping bags 
behind. The climbing was sufficiently difficult to make us go 
slowly. We worked up and over a succession of steep and 
rotten gendarmes, over which it would have been difficult to 
carry heavy loads. 

After about 3 hrs. of this we got on to a narrow but 
comparatively level and easy part of the ridge, with our first 
uninterrupted view of the work before us. I think i t  was 
about 10 o'clock that the utter impossibility of reaching the 
summit that day was borne in upon me. I took out the 
Watkin barometer and found that the altitude was only 
19,750 ft.' The photographs will show you what the r e d  
of the mountain was like much better than I can tell you. 
The men were quite milling to go on, but agreed that at  least 
one and probably two nights in the snow would be necessary. 
I had come out for pleasure and did not wish to get frost- 
bitten; also it did not seem to me by any means certain that  
the ascent was practicable. Anyhow I wouldn't face it, and  
decided on an  immediate retreat. We could see the Pindtlri 
glacier over the ridge to the S.E., and had a wonderful view 
of Nanda Kot as  me turned to descend. We scrambled back 
to our bivouac as fast as  we could go, packed up, and started 
down the great snow-slope which we had so laboriously 
ascended the day before. Our old steps were still quite 
serviceable, and as the snow mas in very good condition we 
were soon able to turn and descend face outwards. Arrived 
at  the bottom of the steep part of the slope we decided that  a 
glissade of some 2,000 ft. wrts practicable, and would be much 
quicker than a descent by the rocks. I thought that glissade 
.- - - pp 

* Then, as always, I gave the barometer & min. instead of the 
regulation 1 min. in which to 'settle.' Hence au my readings 
are presumably too high, that is to say would give too low a height 
above sea-level. Taking into consideration Schlagintweit's height 
(13,404 ft.) for Narspan Patti, I might add 250 ft. to all the altitudes 
I nleasured from this valley. 





Z. 6. LonwloB. Pho!o. S u w m  Electric E m p m i m ~  Ca.. I I 
NANDA KOT FROM THE NORTH. 

Bivouac of June 10 war at the level of the top of the c l ib  to L. of plate. N.E. ridge 
struck at lowest depression. Bin. from L. edge of plate. and followed to what loot, like a 
boss of snow on the sky-line. This n d ~ e  is much steeper than a p p u n  from tbepboto. 

The L. extremity of the summit ridge is probably higher than the R 
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would never end. But by this means we reached our camp 
before it was dark. Henri, ever tireless, ran on ahead to 
warn the coolies, and late in the evening we had shifted 
everything about 2 miles down to Narspan Patti (Watkin again 
13,150 ft.), so as to lose no time in attacking Nanda Kot, 
which was our next objective. 

The Whymper tent seemed like a palace, and we slept like 
kin-I will not say like emperors. June 10 broke gloriously 
fine; we crossed the stream by a snow-bridge to the south 
aide of the valley at noon with five coolies, and mounted 
rapidly up stone and snow slopes directly towards the summit 
of Nanda Kot for 3 hrs., when we reached an altitude of 
16,300 ft. (Watkin). It had already been snowing for nearly 
2 hrs. and there was no good place to bivouac ; but it looked 
worse ahead. So we sent the coolies down and pitched our 
Mummery tent where we mere. 

Next day we started off at 3.45. The night had been fine, 
and therefore cold, and my toes needed much painful beating 
to keep up the circulation ; the new snow was very powdery, 
but there was only about 3 inches of it. A long steep 
snow climb took us up to the N.E. ridge at  an altitude of 
19,800 ft. (W.) in 5 hrs. A sea of snowy mountains-those 
of Byrtlis, Chaudaxis, and Dharma-greeted us in the E., 
while the great peak of Badrinath stood up over the Nanda 
Devi pass far away in Garhmal. After a very short halt we 
continued up the narrow N.E. ridge of the peak, the snow- 
slopes on both sides falling away more and more steeply. 
The summit was well in sight, and I was feeling \yell and 
confident of success. But as the ridge got steeper and 
narrower the snow got worse, and me could not get off on to 
a comparatively easy shelf which now lay far below us on the 
S.E. At about noon Alexis suddenly stopped. He said it 
waa absolutely unsafe to go on. Both Henri and I agreed that 
the risk of starting an avalanche was too great to be faced. 
There was nothing for it but to descend the ridge to the point 
where we had first struck it, and make our way up the shelf 
I have mentioned. The summit is 22,530 ft., and I suppose 
we must have got to over 21,000, but I did not read the 
barometer here. We did not regain our starting-point 
(19,800 ft.) till 1 P.M. and I felt too tired to start over again. 
It wodd certainly have been possible, because we could have 
descended the greater part of the way to our bivouac by 
moonlight. As it was we reached our bivouac at  4 o'clock, 
and after an hour's rest packed the things down to camp at  
Narspan Patti. 
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We reached our main camp in the Milam Valley, which we 
had ordered down to Burphu, next day (June 12), and the 
coolies got in the same evening. On the way I shot a 
Himalayan vulture measuring 8ft. 8in. across the wine. 
Many Bhotias, with their rice-laden sheep, were now passing 
up the valley to their summer quarters. From some news- 
papers kindly sent up by Miss Turner, the missionary at  
Mansiari, we learned the six-weeke-old news of the Battle of 
the Sea of Japan. 

On June 15, ordering our camp down the valley to 
Baughdiar, we again entered the Lwanl Valley, but this time 
by way of Martoli, and, following the S. bank of the 
stream for a few miles, turned up into the Shalang Valley. 
We took only the Mummery tent and four coolies. We 
meant to try Nanda Kot again from the S., or, failing that, 
to cross over into the head of the Politing Valley. However, 
this is to the Bhotias a very terrible glen, abandoned of the 
gods and inhabited by many devils ; to appease the latter i t  
is apparently necessary to sit down frequently and smoke. 
I t  is also necessary to kindle a small fire ewh time the 
common pipe has to be lighted. Hence we were compelled 
to camp at about 12,300 ft. (11,800 ft. W.). 

Starting next morning at  7.30 we had some fine glimpses 
of Shalang Peak, but never a sight of the S.E. face of Nanda 
Kot, which remained obstinately hidden in clouds. Crossing 
some curious moraines and the broad Shalang glacier, we 
reached at  1 o'clock a mossy patch of stones near a big 
boulder. A light drizzle of snow was falling, obscuring the 
view in every direction, and wetting our clothes and wood. 
The altitude was 15,350 ft. (W.), and our coolies never waited 
to be told a second time that they might run off. 

The snow lasted till 6 o'clock next morning, but only a few 
inches was left lying on the ground. Gradually the sun 
dispersed the mist, and we dried our wet things. We had 
very little hope of the peak, but went on up the glacier for a 
couple of hours, carrying everything with us. At about 
10 o'clock we found a suitable place for another bivouac, 
deposited our packs, and examined the head of the glacier 
basin we were now in. We decided that, as we could obtain 
no satisfactory view of our old enemy Nanda Kot, we would 
push over the Politing Pass on the morrow. Our altitude 
was again 15,350 ft. (W.), and to complete the similarity to 
our previous day's experience we had 5 hrs. of light wetting 
snow. 

June 18 broke clear, and we vere off before 3 A.M. We 
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crossed some two miles of comparatively level glacier, and 
climbed slowly on and on up easy snow-slopes. About sun- 
rise we had a magnificent view of Nanda Kot, and our heavy 
packs gave us numerous opportunities of turning round and 
examining it. I was carrying about 30 lbs., and found t.hat 
my pack made an excellent back rest when sitting down. The 
men carried double, and for once did not hurry me. Thus in 
a leisurely manner we reached the pass, just 18,000 ft. (W.), 
at 8 A.M. Nanda Kot was magnscent, but we thought quite 
impracticable from this aide. The pass a t  the head of the 
valley over to the Pindari glacier looked feasible. To the east 
was a chaos of snow-peaks beyond counting, stretching away 
to Nepal, but far too beautiful for me to describe. 

At our feet the Ponting glacier fell away, disappearing 
from sight in an ominous fashion. The map indicated an 
uninterrupted sweep of glacier, but it is doubtful if any 
European had actually seen this glacier before. We found 
below us a range of cliffs cutting diagonally across the n6v6. 
A crevaseed shelf of snow enabled us to pass this obstruction. 
But at 10.40 we were again brought to a sudden stop by a 
eecond and very precipitous line of cMs which appeared to 
stretch right across the breadth of the glacier. Directly 
below us was -a snow couloir, long and steep, and obviously 
the resort of falling stones and avalanches from the cliffs 
immediately to the N.E. of where we stood. To add to our 
troubles clouds were forming thickly on this side of the range. 
After a short rest we decided to work across in a south- 
westerly direction up and along the top of this second great 
atep. Up and down we went, constantly getting a short way 
down the cliffs, only to be forced back again by their steepness. 
I t  would be tedious to detail our attempts. We were always 
haraeeed by wet falling snow and mist. But even if we had 
to spend the night where we were we had our tent and sleep- 
ing-bags. At 5.30 P.M. Henri hit off the head of a snow 
couloir, which certainly led downwards. Into it we plunged, 
descending backwards into seething grey mist. At length we 
saw avalanche debris below us, and soon after found ourselves 
on comparatively level n6v6. We raced across this dangerous 
plateau in the gathering darkness, only to find ourselves cut 
off from the lower glacier by a third range of cliffs. Some- 
how or other we got down the worst of this before the darkness 
stopped us in a dismal couloir. We lit our lanterns and went 
on again, soon to find ourselves safely on the lower glacier. 
At 9.16 P.M. we were able to leave this by the left lateral 
moraine, and soon came to a patch of grass. I foolishly 
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refused to move a step further, so we pitched the Mummery 
tent and crawled into our sleeping-bags, though, as the men 
rightly said, we should have been much more comfortable 
further on. Next morning we found that we were only a few 
minutes from the snout of the glacier, and at an altitude of 
11,600 ft. (W.) The valley below was a great contrast to 
those we had left on the northern side of the chain ; groves 
of tree rhododendrons and silver birches, full of flowers, led 
us down through a forest of pine and cedar to a little pasture, 
from whence a shepherd fled in terror at sight of us. In 
time we reached our camp at  Baughdiar, to encounter the 
first breaking of the monsoon. My Watkin gave the altitude 
as 7,950 ft., which is well under the mark. 

As Sherring had now obtained leave from the Indian 
Government for me to accompany him to Tibet, we had to 
hurry down from the snows through the dripping tropical 
forests of the lower Gori to meet him at Askot. Leaving this 
place on June 29, we followed the celebrated track cut in the 
cliffs above the Kali river to Garbyang, which was reached 
on July 8. The Kali forms the frontier between Nepal and 
British India, but owing to the monsoon we never caught a 
glimpse of Api or Nampa during the whole march, though 
seven months later I saw this group when crossing the Terai 
at a distance of over a hundred miles. 

Sherring having a good many things to attend to a t  this, 
the last village in our territory, I decided to enter Nepal and 
have a look at the Nampa glaciers, visited by Savage Landor 
in 1899. 

With the friendly aid of Pundit Gobaria,* the great trader, 
I was fortunately able to get hold of Linka and Gobria, who 
had accompanied Landor throughout his expedition. Dhola 
was at Taklakot, and the fourth one wae dead. Sherring 
could only give us three days, so I took nine coolies, in order 
that we might travel fast. We crossed the Kali just above 
Garbyang, and shortly afterwards the Tinker and Nampa 
streams, following a faint track along the left bank of the 
latter. Then on through beautiful pine woods and over two 
big grass meadows, till we came to a torrent flowing from the 
glacier on the north slope of the peak, marked 19,919 ft. in 
the G.T.S., which gave us some trouble to cross. 

While we were having lunch we were overtaken by two 
Nepaleee frontier guards, who had seen us cross the Kali, and 

- - 

* Since made a Rai Sahib. He is the most influential British 
subject in this part of Tibet. 
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who insisted that we must go back at once; but by the 
exercise of a little diplomacy we managed to override their 
resistance. Passing Landor's first camp we found the double- 
tongued Elfrida Landor glacier in front of us. The first 
tongue was stone-covered, then came a very old moraine area, 
now dotted over with big silver birches, followed by another 
and larger tongue of ice, considerably crevassed. I can only 
explain the formation by supposing that after the old tree- 
covered terminal moraine was formed the glacier began to 
advance again, and that the advancing end of the glacier was 
split into two tongues by the wedge-like opposition of the 
moraine. Beyond the second arm of ice a short steep descent 
led down to a little grassy maidan with a small empty stone 
hut on it. Landor gives the height as 13,200 ft. My Watkin 
gave it as 12,680. It was 4 o'clock, so we decided to camp 
in this delightful spot. Our coolies were a very musical lot. 
One of the best of them, who appeared to be a lunatic, owned 
a month-organ, while another took possession of a pair of 
pipes I had picked up, and seated round a big fire we epent a 
very merry evening. 

Next morning we started at 6 with Linka, Gobria and two 
other coolies, prepared to sleep out if necessary. Getting on 
to the Charles Landor (or Great Nampa) glacier, near its 
point of junction with the Armida Landor glacier, we had a 
beautiful view of Nampa (23,352 ft.) at the head of the latter 
glacier. I supposed that Landor when he wrote of Lumpa 
had meant this peak, although the natives apply the name 
Nampa to the whole range. However, Linka and Gobria 
insisted on going straight on up the main ice-stream. At 
8.15 we retwhed the camping place from which Landor 
started on his climb. His tent platform and the shelter his 
coolies made were still visible. The altitude was 13,600 ft. 
according to my Watkin. Leaving this camp some time after 
5 A.M., he states that he ascended a peak of 23,490 ft., re- 
turning to the same camp at 6 P.M. 

We left Landor's last camp at 8.45 A.M. and continued our 
way up the main glacier, finally taking to the left lateral 
moraine. We had now reached the upper basin of the main 
ice-stream (Charles Landor glacier), one arm of which extended 
some distance in a south-easterly direction. Without a 
moment's hesitation Linka and Gobria turned off into this 
bay, and soon took to the moraines and stone slopes forming 
its left bank. The altitude of the glacier mas here 15,200 ft. 
(Watkin.) A ehort distance further on I took a photograph 
of Landor's Sayage Pass with his two stone-men on the top 
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of it, the Watkin giving a reeding of just 100 feet higher. 
The time was 11 A.M. I mention this because the barometer 
was dropped and smashed a t  this point, a loss which I felt 
severely during the whole of my subsequent journey in Tibet. 
I fear that my remarks were frequent and painful and free ; 
but since then I have washed in the waters of Mansarowar, 
and the sins which I have committed, and which I am going 
to commit, have been forgiven me. 

Immediately above on the right wae a long peaked ridge, 
running down towards us in a north-westerly direction from 
the main watershed ; and following the advice of the Bhotias 
we began to mount this diagonally by a very tiring slope of 
loose stones, interspersed further on with patches of snow. 
Beer about an hour of this work Gobria pointed to a notch 
in the ridge above us and said that that was our road. I was 
rather mystifled, but there was nothing to do but trust him. 
The last two or three hundred feet were composed of a slope 
of loose stones constantly rolling over as we moved ; this bit 
was certainly extremely fatiguing, and everyone of the party 
sat down to rest pretty frequently. Thus it was not until 
1.35 P.M. that we stood in the notch. I doubt if the altitude 
was over 16,500 ft., because by making use of several gliseades 
we only took 25 minutes to regain the point where the baro- 
meter was smashed a t  15,300 ft., and some distance down 
the glacier. 

From the notah the ridge rose steeply towards the south 
into a beautiful peak. I t  must be between 18,000 and 19,000 
ft. in height. There would be a lot of step-cutting, I thought, 
and I had already decided in my own mind to leave the 
Bhotias behind. The latter had meanwhile climbed up some 
60 ft. of rock on the N. side of the-col, and were calling 
me to come to them. On reaching them they showed me  
two large cairns very much the worse for wear, on one of 
which they said a stone had been placed with their names 
scratched on it. They pointed out where it had been placed 
six years before, at the top of the nearest of the two cairns, but 
we could not find it. Very likely it had been blown away from 
this exposed spot. They persisted that neither they nor 
anyone else had been any higher. I t  was obvious that at the 
time of our visit there was no mountain approaching 23,490 
ft. anywhere near this spot, so I thought that we had gone 
high enough too. 

We stayed up here for over an hour, admiring Nampa, 
some five miles away, and the wonderful array of glaciers 
below us, while the coolies slept after smoking all the 
cigarettes I would give them. 
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At 2.40 we left the cairns. At 3.5 we regained the point 
15,300 ft. ; at  4.45 we reached Landor's camp, and at  7 P.M. 
our own, having gone as fast as possible the whole time. 
Nest day we returned to Garbyang. Three days later we 
crossed the Lipu Lekh (16,780 ft.) with Sherring into Tibet, 
reaching Taklakot (or Purang) on July 15. We made this 
village our base for the attack of Gurla Msndhata. 

Gurla hlandhata, or Memo-Nam-Nyimri, or Nimo-Numgyl, 
is the name applied to a group of snow-clad peaks, the 
highest of which attains, according to the G.T.S., an altitude 
of 25,350 ft.. Though lying close to the north-western corner 
of Nepal and the Kumaon frontier, it is situated wholly in 
Tibet, and is probably the highest mountain lying entirely 
within the limits of that country. So far as I am aware no 
previous attempt has been made to ascend it, or even to 
explore its numerous glaciere, the reason being doubtless the 
political rather than the physical difficulties of access. 

I left Taklakot (13,300 ft.) on July 18 with Alexis, Henri, 
and six Bhotia coolies, who had come with ue over the Lipu 
Lekh from Gsrbyang. We followed the track across the 
Karnali, and past the tomb of Zarawar Singh, whose army 
was annihilated near here in 1841, to the foot of a great 
buttress on the western side of the mountain. As we had 
never yet had a clear view of the group, and had never seen 
ite highest peak a t  all, the choice of this particular buttress 
was mere guess-work. 

We began the ascent of the buttress (vide sketch map) at  
midday, and toiled up steep and apparently interminable 
stone slopes till 6 o'clock, a herd of wild sheep (burrhel) 
keeping easily ahead of us the whole dist8nce.t By this time 
I believe we had reached an altitude of at least 18,000 ft., 
and probably higher, for on the southern slopes the level of 
permanent snow seems to be nearly 19,000 ft. I t  had been 
a perfectly easy wnllr, and I was not carrying a load ; never- 
theless I was suffering from severe headache. The fact that 

On the map illustrating Captain Rawling's paper, and published 
in the Qeogra~hical Jozcrrlal for October 1905 (vol. sxvi. ,  No. 4), 
the height is glven as 25,850 ft., but I think the 8 is a misprint 
for a 3. 

t Graham christened A,, 'Mount Uonal,' because of the number 
of those beautiful pheasants (monal) that he saw on it. Of course 
he did not mean that he saw them on the top (26,616 ft.) ; never- 
theless this is still s stock argument against his veracity. I hope 
I shall escape a eimilar fate when mentioning the presence of game 
at high altitudes. 

VOL. XXII1.- NO. CLXXIII. R 
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I had had nothing to drink since leaving Taklaliot early in 
the morning probably partly accounted for my sufferings. 
The guides did not sufler any inconvenience from the alti- 
tude, but our six coolies straggled in all more or less affected 
with headache or breathlessness. They were immensely 
relieved when told they might leave us and spend the night 
and the nest two days at the foot of the mountain. 

Our Mummery tent was quickly pitched, and in spite of 
the glorious sunset I at once crawled into my sleeping-bag to 
rest, without joining the guides at  their supper. The night 
was fine and cold ; but in the morning, July 19, the clouds 
were down on the ridge above ue, so, as I still felt unwell, we 
decided that it was no good making a start, aud that I had 
better have a day's rest. And a glorious day it was. Clouds 
hid the snows above us and also the great peaks of Nepal 
and Kumaon, but, more than 100 miles to the W., Kamet 
(25,443 ft.) was visible from base to summit, a mighty cone 
keeping guard over the Niti Pass into Garhmal. Below a 
great plain, with rounded hills rising from it, extended west- 
ward as far as the eye could reach, bounded on the N. by 
the Kailas peaks, and in the far N.W. by the Gangri range, 
partially snow-clad on their northern slopes, separating the 
sources of the Indus from the valley of the Sutlej. 

I boiled a thermometer (Hick's), lent to Sherring by the 
Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey, and found 
that snow-water boiled at  169" to 170" F., indicating an alti- 
tude of 23,000 ft. But we were certainly not as  high by 
a t  least 3,000 ft. Similarly at  our bivouac of July 22 
lnelted snow hoiled at  165" F., indicating an  altitude of 
25,400 ft.-a still more absurd result, for the summit of 
Gurla is only 25,350 ft. above sea-level by triangulation. Of 
course I am aware that my methods were very crude, and 
that these observations are quite unreliable. 

Iluring the forenoon the two guides made a short reconnais- 
sance up the first snow dome on our ridge, but the clouds 
prevented them from seeing where they were, and thus 
unwittingly we lost another day. 

Next morning (July 20) we roused up soon after midnight, 
but making tea at  this altitude is such slow work that we did 
not get off till 2 o'clock. Slowly, in spite of the cold (see 
page 25ti), me climbed the last stone slope ; then the rope and 
crampons were put on, and we began the ascent of a steep 
dome of snow. After turning a few crevasses we worked orer 
towards the N., and suddenly had a glimpse of Rakas Tal, iar 
below us, though Mansaromar itself was hidden by another 
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great shoulder of the peak on which me stood. There was a 
grand moon to light us, and we had no need of our lanterns. 
The damn came by almost imperceptible degrees, and the 
moon-shadows melted from the valleys slowly, until suddenly 
one of the great peaks of Nepal caught the first rays of the 
sun. It lay far away to the S.E., seeming to overtop all its 
neighbours ; by its bearing it must have been Dhaolagiri 
(26,826 ft.), 180 miles away. 

A great disappointment awaited us on reaching the top of 
the ridge. We saw that the peak me were making for was 
not the highest one of the group, but evidently that marked 
22,200 ft. on the map. Opposite to us, ncross a deep chasm 
down which flowed a beautiful white glacier,* was another 
great ridge leading up to the true summit. There were two 
possible routes to the top-one by the Gnrla glacier, below us, 
and the other by the ridge just mentioned. I favoured the 
latter route for several reasons. I t  would obviously be prac- 
ticable to take coolies up to 20,000 ft. on it, and make a 
bivouac o n  a patch of rocks amongst the lowest snow-fields ; 
on the ridge there would be no danger of avalanches or falling 
stones ; it looked fairly easy; and, lastly, I thought that me 
should find it less oppressive than toiling among the s6racs 
and crevasses of the glacier below. However, in justice to 
Alexis, it must be recorded that he favoured the other route. 

There was nothing for it but to turn back, so we descended 
to our bivouac and had some food. Our camp and stores 
were packed up, and down we went, the guides very heavily 
loaded, to rejoin the coolies waiting for us below. Soon after 
starting I had a shot a t  a fair ram, but the effort of holding 
my breath was too great for steadiness. 

Near the foot of the ridge we met the coolies, and gave up 
our loads with no great regret. The two guides returned to' 
Sherring a t  Taklakot with three coolies for more petroleum 
and provisions, while I went on with the other three and 
made a camp (about 15,400 ft.) in a very well sheltered corner 
under some rocks, by the side of the stream flowing down from 
the Gurla glacier, and close to an old moraine. On the way 
I managed to knock over a couple of hares and a goa, that 
curious broad-muzzled gazelle of Tibet. 

That night I had a grand 12  hours' sleep with the 
Mummery tent all to myself, and spent the next day very 
pleasantly in doing nothing. The guides got in about 3 o'clocli, 

As this is one of the largest and most important glaciers of the 
group, I propose to call it the Gurla glacier. 

R 2 
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after a very long tramp from Taklakot, and almost imme- 
diately started off after a herd of burrhel that were grazing 
on the slopes above our bivouac ; more successful than I, they 
succeeded in bringing back a most acceptable supply of fresh 
meat at  nightfall. 

At 8 o'clock next morning, July 22, we siarted off with five 
of the coolies, and tramped up a ridge, very similar to the 
first one we had attacked, till half-past 3 in the afternoon, when 
me reached the first patch of snow from which we could ger, 
water, which is very scarce on this mountain. As before I 
had a headache, but the views on the way up almost recon- 
ciled me to it. Kamet, with its attendant peaks, was again 
magnificent, and we could distinctly make out the Sutlej, 
running westward through the Tibetan highlands on its way 
to the plains of the Panjab through the mountains of 
Bashahr. 

As usual we sent the coolies down, this time with orders 
not to expect us back for two or even three days ; as a matter 
of fact we were not to see them again for five. This bivouac 
was a very high one: our altitude must have been nearly 
20,000 ft. However, we did not feel the cold severely, a t  
any rate not nearly so much as during the night me spent a t  
19,000 ft. on Nanda Devi. I suppose because the atmosphere 
is so much drier in Tibet. But I still felt unwell, and 
consequently we did not get under way till nearly 5 o'clock 
on the morning of July 23. 

The snow was in good condition and the ridge quite easy, 
but it proved to be much longer than we expected. We 
had left our tent, sleeping-baga, and most of our kit at  the 
bivouac, carrying only two days' food and a few extra clothes, 
and thus lightly laden seemed to be making good progress. 
Moreover I felt and walked better as the day wore on. At 
2 o'clock we reached a point about 23,000 ft. above sea- 
level : from it we looked right over the top of the sharp peak 
marked 22,200 ft. on the map, and which lay on the further 
side of the Gurla glacier. In front of us a steep descent led 
down to a gap in the ridge, from which again rose the 
final arkte leading to the summit, still a long way off. The 
afternoon clouds were already gathering in a threatening 
manner, and a lively discussion arose as to what we should 
do nest. If we went on we should have to spend a night on 
the esposed ridge, probably at  an altitude of 24,000 ft., with 
no wraps except our gloves and jerseys. Henri suggested 
descending into the gnp and passing the night in a hole in 
the snow. Alexis and I, however, thought it would be much 



wiser to descend the southern slope of our ridge, and spend 
the night among some rocks which we could see standing up 
out of the snow-slopes below us, finishing the ascent next 
day, ae we fondly hoped, by the Gurla glacier and the 
southern ridge of the peak. 

We reached the gap about 3 P.M., and started to descend 
the slope, moving with the usual precautions. At first all 
went well, and we got down 300 or 400 ft. I had let down 
Alexis the full length of his rope, while Henri steadied me 
from above ; just as I turned to take in the slack of Henri'~. 
rope I heard a sharp hissing sound above me ; Henri, lying 
flat and trying hard to stop himself, came down on the top of 
me and swept me from my hold. As I shot down past Alexis 
I felt his hand close on the back of my coat, and we went 
down together. The sensation was a very curious one. The 
mind seemed quite clear, but curious as to the end rather 
than terrified. I found myself taking a dispassionately quiet 
and detached view of our proceedings. Time seemed annihi- 
lated, so slowly did thoughts appear to pass through the mind 
during the very short time we were falling. The glacier 
below, with the rocks just above it, seemed to be rushing up 
towards us at  an incredible pace, just as the engine of an 
on-coming train grows bigger and bigger each instant as it 
approaches. I distinctly remember throwing off my anoff- 
spectacles for fear that I should damage my eyes when we 
reached the rocks ! 

After what seemed an age I heard Alexis shouting, 'A 
droite, a droite ! ' 1 knew he was somewhere to the right of 
me, and was trying to get us into safety. He had seen a 
gully filled with snow, down which he hoped we might slide in 
safety past the first rocks on to a large snow-bed f8r below. 
However, I could do nothing but try and keep on the surface 
of the avalanche. Then somehow I got turned round with 
my head downwards, and saw a few yltrds off a ledge of rocks 
with a drop on the far side ; I seemed to rise on a wave of 
snow and dropped over a low cliff, with Henri mixed np in my 
part of the rope. We were, of course, on moving snow, and 
we fell on to moving snow, so our pace mas only slightly 
checked, and we hardly felt the shock of the fall. On we 
went with the rope round my neck this time ; but it was easy 
to untwist it. Then came a longer drop, which I thought 
must be the last from my point of view. The next thing I 
remember was that suddenly, to my intense surprise, the rope 
tightened round my chest, stopping me with a jerk which 
squeezed all the breath out of my body. The avalanche had 
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spread out, and stopped of its own accord on a somewhat 
gentler slope of soft snow. Henri wae half buried above me, 
and Alexis was away to the right. I suppose that, being 
mnch lighter than either of them, I had been able to keep 
more on the surface of the avalanche, and so rolled on 
further. Both the guides lay quite still. The rope was so 
painfully tight that I cut it. I called to Alexis, who replied 
in an injured tone, ' Why have you cut the rope ? ' I t  was 
a silk one, and we had always been very careful with it. 
Then I started up towards Henri, who had not moved. 
However he was merely more breathless than the rest of us. 

By this time the reaction had set in, and my knees mere 
fairly knocking together. We crawled to the nearest rocks 
to take stock of the damage. Alexis was quite unhurt ;  
IIenri and I had only a few cuts and grazes. We had all 
three lost our topis and ice-axes, and the two men had ewh 
broken a crampon. We must have fallen about 1,000 ft., and 
we fully realised what u miraculous escape we had had. I 
think me mere to blame in having ventured to descend ally 
steep Himalaya11 snow-slope after the sun had been on it all 
day. 

The men very pluckily started up again to recover the 
ice-axes, whilst I cautiously descended the rest of the slope 
tolvards the rocks where we intended to spend the night. On 
the way down I recovered one of the topis ; of the others there 
wtts no trace. After 1% little search I found a small platform 
of rock, half overhung by a big boulder, and built a low stone 
wall round one side to keep the wind off. 'lhe men came 
down about 8 o'clock, having recovered all three ice-axes- 
a very fine performance on their part. We put on what few 
spare clothes we had with us, and curled up for the night. 
However, sleep woiild not come to me, and, worse still, I had 
very little tobacco ! 

In the morning (July 2-1) we found that we had several 
rock gullies to descend before we could take to the glacier, 
and as we spent some time looking for our hats we did not 
start upwards again till half-past 6, when we took to the 
upper part of the Gurla glacier. Soon we began to feel the 
power of the sun, and Alexis most generously insisted on my 
wearing his topi, he and his brother wrapping jerseys and 
handkerchiefs round their heads. The glacier was much 
crevassed, but fairly easy when take11 in big zigzags, and the 
snow was hard. We tramped along as fast ns we could, and 
seemed to inake height rapidly, but the heat in the hollow of 
the glacier was most oppressive, and at  two o'clock Alexis 
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collapsed with a sun-headache. We put him into the shade 
of a small serac, and told him to try and get some sleep. I t  
was very hard luck on him, and most unfortunate for our 
climb ; we quite thought that we could reach the top of the 
peak and get down the short steep bit just below it before 
nightfall, finishing the descent by lantern light. But Alexis 
was too ill to go back alone, and we did not like to leave him 
to wait for us in such a condition. Henri immediately set 
about making a hole in the snow for us to sleep in. He is 
a great believer in this mode of spending the night ; but then 
he never feela either cold or fatigue. I tried to help, but 
found the work was too heavy for me a t  that altitude, which 
1 personally think was a t  least 23,000 ft. (see page 256). 
Henri soon had his cave ready, and we all crawled in out of 
the sun and had a good rest. 

Our food was nearly finished, and as we none of us had 
much appetite dinner mas dispensed with. At night 1 
wrapped my puttis round my feet, coiled down the rope on 
the cold floor, and hoped that the roof would not fa11 in upon 
us. I dreamt that Sherring had sent a square khaki-coloured 
xater-cart, full of warm wraps, up the glacier to us. How- 
ever when it arrived it contained only Jaeger stockings, nnd 
the driver, in spite of my violent abuse, insisted that we were 
only entitled to one pair each. Hence I wns so cold that 
I ronsed up the men about 2 A.N. on the 25th. 

After a very modest breakfast we started off by lantern light 
a t  2.30, threading our may up an icefall among big crevasses. 
.4fkr about an hour's climbing we were stopped by a crevasse 
with an overhanging wall of ice on the far side. We tried to 
get across in two places, but it was soon evident that, we must 
wait for daylight to find some way round it. I got colder and 
colder, and indeed felt quits incapable of climbing another 
step. Want of sleep and food, I think, were responsible for 
my condition rather than the altitude. 

Henri urged me to persevere. ' If you turn back now and 
do not finish the ascent, you will regret it very much when 
you get down into the valley,' said he. The natural retort 
was that if I did not turn back a t  once I never should get 
down into the valley. The guides both insisted that we mere 
only 300 metres from the summit, which certainly seemed to 
be within easy reach the day before. Personally, I think 
that we were a t  least 1,500 ft. from the top, and therefore 
less than 21,000 ft. above sea-level, but, as  I have already 
mentioned, my barometer was broken and my attempts at 
boiling the thermometer had been a fiasco, so that all we had 
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to go upon was a comparison of the triangulated peaks around 
us. I t  really does not matter what the exact altitude mas : 
even if we had known it it would pot have altered the fact 
that we were beaten-at least I was. 

And so at  4 o'clock we turned downwards. For Illen in  
good condition it would have been easy to complete the 
ascent, for the mountain is not really a difficult one by this 
route. But  we had been climbing for two days on short 
commons, and had spent two nights without any proper 
covering. I was utterly exhausted, and Alexis, not yet re- 
covered from his headache, was in little better case. For 
Henri i t  must be said that he was not only willing to go on, 
but very much disappointed at  my refusal to do so. I quite 
believe that had I allowed i t  he would have gone to the top 
alone. The altitude appeared to have no effect whatever - .  
on him. 

In three hours we quitted the Gurla glacier and took to the 
commencement of the moraine high up on its right bank, the 
dry glacier being much too rough to follow. Here we finished 
our last scraps of food and had a couple of hours' sleep. 
Then down over endless moraine, and still downwards beside 
the absurdly small glacier strean],* till at 4 o'clock in the 
afternoon we reached our calnping place of the 21st. Here 
we expected to find our coolies, but they were nowhere to be 
seen, and as our camp, with food and rifles, was some four o r  
five thousand feet above us on the great western spur, we 
pushed on to Bnldak, and thence to Sekung, another camping 
place, which me reached at  half-past 9 that night, thinking 
all the time what wt! mould order for dinner when we got 
there ! Unfortunately there had been a misunderstanding 
as to where our camp was to wait, and it was not until four 
days later that we rejoined it, by which time I was so knocked 
up that I didn't feel well enough to try Gurla again, or to 
tackle Kailas, which we passed a week later. 

We had spent a week on the mountain, and after a good 
deal of hardship had only succeeded in finding the proper 
route. But I hope it will not be long before some other party 
tries it. I honestly feel sure they will succeed, and that they 
need only spend one night in the snow if they take it from 
the Gurla glacier, rts I ought to have done in the first 
instance. 

* Probably due to direct evaporation from the surface of the ice 
in this very dry climate. This would also account for the extreme 
roughness of the glacier as soon as it loses its covering of snow. 
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I wish that  I could tell you of our journey in Tibet, with 
its huge skies and wonderful double sunsets ; but there is no 
time this evening.' We crossed the disputed but very well- 
marked channel between Rakas Tal and Mansarowar, a very 
fine photograph of which Sherring is publishing in his forth- 
coming book, and continued along the Gartok road, past 
Kailas to Missar. Here I separated with great regret from 
Sherring, who had to go to Gartok, and made my way to 
Gyanema, and then westward to Shipchilum, which I reached 
in about three weeks. Another week saw us over the Shel- 
shell (16,300 ft.) and Chorhoti (18,500 ft.) passes into British 
Garhwal. 

I t  was now September, and I was still anxious to try Trisul 
from the S., so I hurried down through Garhwd amidst most 
wonderful scenery to Gwaldam, the home of Mr. Robert Nash 
and his wife. I cannot express what a pleasure it was to meet 
them after so long an absence from civilisation, and how much 
we appreciated their hospitality. 

I n  this beautiful spot, straight opposite Trisul and less than 
30 miles from its summit, we waited nearly a fortnight for 
the monsoon to clear away. The snows were generally hidden 
by rain clouds in the afternoons, though there was little heavy 
rain at  Gwddam itself. The sunsets a t  this season are glorious, 
and  the mornings were often quite fine. 

At last, in desperation, we set off on September 26. I have 
said that the distance to the top of Trisul was less than 
SO miles a s  the crow flies. Yet so difficult is the country 
that  it took us just a week to get our light camp up to the 
highest point of the Kurumtoli t moraine, to which our 
coolies could carry it. Here, just a t  the point where the 
Kurumtoli glacier takes a sharp turn to the S.W., we had 
our first view of the head of this valley, and realised that all 
our hopes were founded on an error in the map. The 
Kurumtoli glacier rises from the slopes of the middle peak of 
Trisul, and from this peak, and not from the northern and 
highest summit, runs the watershed, nearly in a straight line 
eastward to the peak 22,490 ft. of the G.T.S. 

Further the glacier, which is show11 flowing into the 
-- - - -- - - - - 

* Anyone interested in this part of Tibet should read the papers 
of the brothers Strachey, which contain what is still the best 
description of the country (see page 256). 

t The Garhwalis give this name to a glacier on the western 
flank of Trisul, because there is ~t kharak of that name there, 
but the G.T.S. has adopted it for that from which the Kailganga 
rises. 
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Kurumtoli from the E., does not enter the same valley at 
all, but whether it flows N. into the valley of the Rishi 
Gunga, or S.E. into the Sukeram glacier, I could not see. 
From the point of view of the Indian Government there 
would be no object in sending a member of the survey up 
here ; in fact, i t  appears certain that no one before us ment 
on to the upper Kurumtoli glacier, so naturally the map is 
unreliable. 

Starting from our bivouac at  6 o'clock (October 3), on what 
we realised was to be our last day among the snows, we made 
rapid progress up easy, dry glacier till we came to the icefall 
that runs right across from side to side of this narrow death- 
trap of a valley. The two lower peaks of Trisul were most 
eficiently armed with masses of snow and ice poised ready 
to fall, and obviously capable of raking the narrow glacier 
from side to side. JVithout entering into more detail I will 
be rash, find take the responsibility of saying that Trisul i s  
impracticable from the S., nnd probably from the W. too. 
I believe that it can only be attacked from the Rishi Valley, 
n gorge which it is almost impossible to ascend directly. 

We returned to Naini Tal on October 14, and a few days 
later I said good-b3e to Alexis and Henri. More courageous 
guides and better travelling companions in fair meather and 
foul weather, in fat times and in lean times, I am never 
likely to meet. I t  was only through ignorance that they 
abetted a cousin with a turn for literature in publishing some 
of my photographs and an account of the trip, which certainly 
did credit to his imagination, in ' L' Illustrazione Italians ' 
and ' Le Jionde IllustrB.' 

As a postscript I will add that I spent the next month in 
camp among the Hazara hills, getting some fine views of the 
Khagan peaks, Nanga Parbat, and the snows of Kobistan. 
Towards the end of November 1 saw the hills of Tirah and 
Wasiristan from the Samana Tsuk, and spent several days a t  
Parachinar, a t  the foot of the Safed Koh,making an excursion to  
the Peiwar Iiotal ; while at the beginning of February of this 
year I ment out to Sandakphu to have a look a t  Kinchinjanga, 
Iiabru, and Everest. 

After the conclusion of the paper the following note from Mr. 
Douglas Freshfield was read :- 

' I  very much regret that I cannot be present to join in the 
discussion of Dr. Longstaff '0 important paper, and to congratulate 
Litn on the success he has attained, both in explorations of 
esceptional interest and in adding to the material for the inquiry 
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into the effects of altitude on the human frame. I have ventured 
to put on p a p r  some of the remarks I might have made. 

' Firet, with regard to altitude and the ascent of Kabru. In 
the February '' Alpine Journal " Dr. Hunter Workman comments 
on Mr. Graham's statements with regard to the heights reached 
in the Himalaya. His scepticism is, I think, unreasonable, and that 
because the fact that human beings not of any exceptional strength 
and activity can climb over 23,000 ft. has been abundantly proved 
by Dr. Workman's own party. The three climbers of Kabru were 
exceptionally active mountaineers. 

' Dr. Workman adds that "prominent members of the Indian 
Survey," and also Colonel Waddell, have expressed their disbelief in 
these ascents. Colonel Waddell is a high authority on Tibetan 
antiquities ; he is none whatever on " llountaineering," in the 
sense in which the word is used in this Club. The members of the 
Sumey expressed at the time their reasons for doubting, and I dealt 
with them very fully in this "Journal" (vol. rii. pp. 99 foll.). 
Residents, official or otherwise, are a very sceptical class as to 
anything in the country they inhabit tl~ey have not done or seen 
themselves. In Uganda, for example, last autumn I was frequently 
assured that Sir H. Johnston's Okapi mas a fraud, and that he had 
been taken in by a clever skin-mounter. I t  is particularly rash 
for any Himalayan mountaineer to cite local opinion. l l r .  Graham's 
are not the only ascents it has hesitated to credit, nor is he the 
only climber it has criticised. 

'Dr.  \F7orkman's comparison of Kabru to "three sharp rock 
needles " on the Biafo Glacier is quite beside the mark. lye saw 
Kabru as a traveller who goes from the Col de Balme to the Bon- 
hommo and climbs the Brevent sees Mont Blanc. There are no 
doubt dangers and there may be difficulties in its ascent, but it is 
not an inaccessible mountain. 

' I should like to add that the remarks on Watkin Aneroids by Dr. 
IVorkman in the same number of the Alpine Journal " seem to 
many of us unduly depreciatory. This is my own impression, and 
it has been confirmed on inquiry at the Geographical Society. 

'With regard to the general problem of reaching the highest 
altitude on mountains, I hold that no satisfactory trial can be made 
until efficient porterage over 20,000 ft. has been provided. This, 
in my opinion, involves one of two things-the use of a company 
of mountain-born natives, disciplined, properly clad and shod for 
snow-work, previonsly practised in high ascents, and acting under 
a European they both know and trust, or the services of sufficient 
Alpine porters. The latter, of course, means considerable cost, 
which might, but is hardly likely to be, met by the Indian 
Government, or rather the India Office, which at present controls 
closely every item of extraordinary expenditure, and has little 
sympathy for geography, science, or adventure. I t  is not impossible, 
however, that (as for the Arctic and Antarctic regions) some 
wealthy man might be found willing to contribute largely to an 
expe&tion carefully organised under competent lenders. The first 
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essay might prudently be confined to 25,000 ft. For this the district 
visited by Dr. Longstaff may prove to have climatic advantages ; 
for climate, unfortunately, is a most formidable foe in the Himalaya 
as well as in Uganda.' 

IN BIEMOHIAM. 

GEORGE EDWARD FOSTER. 

AMONG the losses which the Alpine Club has sustained of late, few, 
I think, will be more generally regretted than that of Mr. G. E.  
Foster of Brooklands, Cambridge, who died on April 9, in his 66tb 
year. Owing to ill-health Foster had to give up climbing sooner 
than his friends could have wished. He was a constant attendant 
at our meetings, and at one time a not infrequent contributor to 
our ' Journal.' The only time I travelled with him was in 1868, and 
I often think of the pleasant fortnight we had together, of which he 
wrote an interesting account in the 'Alpine Journal.'* In 1871 
Mr. Foster, accompanied by Mr. A. W. Moore, made the first pas- 
sage of the Tiefenmattenjoch,t and in 1873 the same travellers 
made a memorable ascent of Mont Blanc, leming Courmayeur at 
12 20 A.M. and reaching Chamonix at  10.40 P.M. t 

Among other notable expeditions made by Mr. Foster, who was 
regularly accompanied by his favourite guide, Hans Baumann, 
mention should be made of the first ascents of Mont Collon 5 and 
the Gspaltenhorn,l and of the ascent of the Jungfrau from the 
IVengern Alp. 

Of Mr. Foster himself it is perhaps hardly necessary to say 
much, as he was so well known to the Alpine Club. His amiability 
endeared him to all who ever had the pleasure of his company, and 
will live in their memory coupled with regret that the name of 
G. E. Foster should no longer appear in the list of members of the 
Alpine Club. H. W. 

THE ALPINE CLUB ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXHIBITION. 

THE annual Photographic Exhibition, held in May last at tlle 
Alpine Club, fully maintained its high standard of excellence. RTe 
should perhaps have liked to see a little more variety in the tones 
in which the various enlargements were printed. Many of the 
subjects would, we think, have been improved by being printed in 
warmer colours. We regretted to notice that the Himalayas, the 

* d l p i ~ u  Jour~url, vol. iv. pp. 365 foll. and vol. v. pp. 145 foll. 
t Ibid. vol. v. pp. 275 and 321 foll. 1 Ibfil. vol. vi. p. 233. 
$ Ibid. vol. ii. p. 414 and vol. iv. p. 56. 11 Xbd. 001. iv. p. 382. 

7 Ibid .  vol. iv. p. 54. 
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Caucasus, and the New Zealand Alps were quite unrepresented. 
Mr. Mumm showed an exceedingly interesting and successful group 
of views taken during his recent expedition to Ruwenzori. The 
small picture of a canoe manned by natives was quite delightful. 
Next to these were hung four splendid representations of South 
African scenery by Dr. Tempest Anderson. The view of the 
Zambesi Falls, and another of the gmnd Batoka Gorge below the 
Falls, made one realise that Niagara has by no means said the last 
word in the matter of waterfalls. The Rev. Walter Weston and 
his wife sent a delightful series of views taken in the Southern 
Japanese Alps, amongst which we noticed especially ' The Sacred 
Gateway to the Mountains,' a charming little picture, and a view 
from Kaigane with a remarkable cloud effect. The frame of five 
small prints by T. Enammi was also of great interest. Three 
characteristic photographs by the Misses Longstaff were the only 
representatives of the Canadian Rockies. Corsican mountain 
scenery has, if we mistake not, been rarely shown at these exhibi- 
tions, and the two fine enlargements by blr. V. H. Gatty may 
perhaps induce some of our members to turn their attention to that 
roman tic islmnd. 

With the exception of two views in the Snowdon district the 
remaining s ace on the walls was occupied by the Alps. 

A noticea g le feature of the exhibition mas the very large number 
of exhibits shown by ladies. ' A Study of Ice, Marjelen See,' by 
Miss Arkle, was quite one of the best things in the room. The 
delicate transparency of the ice was conveyed with extraordinary 
truth, and the composition and lighting of the whole picture mere 
conspicuously successful. Miss Edna Walter is evidently an ex- 
perienced photographer. 'The Head of the Bliimlisalp Glacier ' 
and ' The Bliimlisalp Glacier ' were both excellent, although me 
think that the latter would lave been still more effective in a green 
tint. Miss Beatrice Taylor's three exhibits were all very good. 
' A Wayside Shrine on the Sellajoch ' made a very pretty and 
artistic picture. Miss K. L. Longstaff's ' Sunrise from the Bert01 
H u t '  mas an admirable study of sunlight on snow and altogether 
pleasing 8s a picture. bliss Venables' work showed the softne~v 
by which it is usually distinguished, while the life-like portrait of 
Monsieur Lopp6 must have given great pleasure to his many 
friends. Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond sent a frame of ' Alpine Winter 
Sports,' needless to say perfect in technique and finish, and of 
great intereat to winter visitors to the Alps. 

bliss Blmdy's ' Guardian of bfont Blmc ' was most effective 
and very typical of the district. bliss Dorothy Pickford displayed 
great artistic feeling in ' hIoonlight and Cloud on the Binnthal.' 
Aiiss Maclay, Miss Field, Niss Dey and Miss Cochran all showed 
work of interest. The foreground in 'A  Glacier Lake on the 
Gorner Glacier,' by Miss Cochran, was very curious and interesting, 
although perhaps not quite correct from the artistic point of view. 

One of the best exhibits in the room was sent by Mr. J. P. 
Somers in his 'Panorama from the Rimpfischhorn,' a singularly 
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fine study of clouds, snow and sunshine, printed in a yery happily 
chosen tone of colour. Perhaps equally successful were Xlr. 
Staffurth's ' Monte Rosa from the Weisshorn Hut,' a really beautiful 
picture of banks of cloud rolling round the mountain ; hlr. Donkin's 
exquisitely delicate ' Weisshorn from the North,' quite a little gem ; 
an extraordinarily beautiful telephotograph of the Weisshorn by 
hlr. Reginald Nevi11 ; Dr. ll'illiamson's ' Summit Ridge of the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn,' remarkable for good lighting and com- 
position ; and also ' Tliun,' by Mr. Northall-Laurie, technically 
perfect and delightful1 soft in tone. 

hlr. Holmes and l Ir. Woolley have long been recognised as 
masters of the photographic art. Of the four enlargements sent 
by Mr. Holmes, we like best ' The Mont Blanc Range ' and ' Blont 
Collon.' I n  the latter the grouping of the-trees was very artistic. 
hfr. Woolley gave us a very beautiful winter scene in the Cliamonix 
Valley, showing the Dru standing out against banks of cloud 
swirling round the Aiguille Verte. This was his only exhibit. 
Why does not hlr. Woolley let us see more of his work at these 
exhibitions ? 

Mr. S. Spencer, as usual, sent excellent work, his subjects ranging 
in variety from the peaceful beauty of the Silent Pool at Saas Fee, 
with its exquisite reflections, to the impressive wildness of the 
Troldfjordvand-a typical Norwegian mountain lake hidden away 
at the bottom of an amphitheatre of ice-worn rocks. 

The 'View from Saas Fee ' was admirable in composition, the 
foreground being quite exceptionally good ; but the most striking 
of the series was the remarkable ' View from the Biittlassen of the 
Jungfrau,' Miinch ~ n d  Eiger soaring above fleecy clouds which 
veil the depths of the valleys below. The peaks of the range, from 
the Jungfrau on the right to the far-off lVetterliorn on the left, 
receded in pleasing perspective, while tlie atmospheric effect of 
distance was rendered most successfully. 

Mr. IV. H. Gover and Mr. Walford showed views of the Ober- 
gabelhorn from the Triftliorn, which were curiously alike and 
probably taken at about the same hour of the day. Both mere 
excellent. hlr. \lTalford showed on the same frame two other very 
good enlargements of views taken from the same mountain. Mr. 
If'. T. Lister's ' View from the Ortler ' was an example of successful 
handling of a very difficult subject in the broad expanses of snow 
bathed in brilliant sunshine. 

Dr. Thurstan Holland and Dr. Atkin Swan both showed work of 
great merit. Dr. Holland's ' Klein Matterhorn ' and ' Breithorn ' 
had fine cloud effects, but might have been sharper in definition. 
' The Zermatt Valley,' printed in a warm brown tint, gave a good 
pictorial effect. He also sent a particularly fine set of slides. 
Dr. Swan's ' Wellenkuppe and Gabelhorn ' displayed good com- 
position, and all his pictures conveyed plenty of atmosphere. 
Amongst his eshibits was an unusually successful telephotograph 
of the Rothhorn. 

The Rev. IV. C. Compton has been most happy in his picture of 
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'The Lonzahorner.' The background shqving the ridge behind 
the peaks disappearing into banks of cloud was altogether delightful. 
Th~s  is one of the best pictures hlr. Compton has shown us. Mr. 
W. Withers showed some nice enlargements. 'The bIonch from 
the Jungfrau ' was charming in tone, and ' The Saasgrat ' had a 
fine cloud effect, but wanted greater sharpness of definition.' blr. 
T. \Yithers1 ' Ebnefluh ' displayed great skill, with a difficult 
erening effect. hlr. Gunston's ' Above Chamonix ' gave us a pretty 
little study of pastoral life in the Alps. 

Mr. Lloyd sent two splendid views of the ' Fiinffingerspitze ' 
taken from opposite sides of this remarkable peak. 

Yr. ll'ollaston's eshibits were admirable, especially that showing 
a somewhat unusual view of the Gabelhorner from the north. 
Mr. P. A. Thompson's ' Clouds on the Dru ' was singularly striking 
in effect. 'The  Zumsteinspitze from the Dufourspitze,' by Mr. 
Osborno Walker. made a splendid picture, and likewise in a totally 
different kind of subject did Mr. Garwood's ' Val Piora and Lago 
Ritom,' both of these being amongst the best exhibits in the 
room. Mr. Hood chose a fine subject in his ' Monch and Eiger 

' from the Jungfrau,' but the result was rather hard and flat. 
hlr. W. J. Williams showed good work in ' The Gross Glockner 

from Fronz Josef Hohe,' and the prettily framed ' Upper Krimml 
Fall.' 

Mr. Tutton and Mr. Symons showed some delightful s~nal l  
prints well-nigh perfect in technique, but we cannot help thinking 
that prints of so small a size are rather lost amongst so many 
enlargements. 

There was a marked improvement in the telephoto graph^. 
Besides those already mentioned, Mr. Hooper, Mr. Nevill, and Mr. 
Lister ahowed remarkably successful examples of a somewhat 
difficult branch of photography. We should add that Miss Venables 
and Mr. Gover sent sets of excellent lantern-slides. 

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

THE following additions have been made since April :- 

Nm Books and New Editions. Presented by the Az~thors w I'ublislret-s. 
Adam, Julie. Der Natursinn in der deutschen Diclitung. 

8v0, pp. 232. mien u. Leipzig, Braunmuller, 1906. h!. 2.40 
Quotations from German literature with connecting notes and critical 

remarks. Many of the quotations show the growth of feeling for 
mountains. 

Baadeker, K. Yiidbayern Tirol und Salzburg Oher- und Nieder-Usterreich, 
Steiermark. Kiirnten und Krain. 32. AuB. Leipzig, Bsedeker, 1906. RI. 8 
8v0, p. xxiv, 648 : maps. 

Boegan, g. Le aorgenti d' Aur i s i~a  con appunti sull' idrografia sotterranelt e 
eni fenomeni del Carso. Trieste, Caprin, 1906 
8v0, pp. 126, ill. Reprinted from Boll. Soc. alp d. Giulie, x,  nos 3-6 ; 

xi, nos 1-3. 
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Montagu, Mary Wortley. Letters from the Right Honourable Lady Mary 
Wortley Montagu, 1709 to 1762. 

London, Dent; New York, Ditton j19061. 11 
8v0, pp. 551. A vol. of Everyman's Library. 
These letters are here chiefly of negative value, of interest for what is  

not seid. The writer was a brilliant observer, but though a great 
traveller, one who crossed the Alps several times, all she has to say 
of them is, in letters dated September 12 and 23, 1718 ;-" I intend 
to set out to-morrow, and to pass those dreadful Alps, so much talked 
of. . . . The next day we began to ascend Mount Cenis, being carried 
in little eeats of twisted osiers, fixed upon poles upon men's shoulders. . . . The prodigious prospect of mountains covered with eternal 
snow, clouds hanging far below onr feet, and the vast cascades 
tumbling down the rooks with a confused roaring, would have been 
solemnly entertaining to me, if I had suffered leas from the extreme 
cold that reigns there." On September 10, 1739, she writes, "I  am 
now, thank God, happily paat the Alps," and next day she complains, 
" I am out of patience to find that, after pawing the Alps, we have the 
Apennines between us." Her letters from Chamberg and Geneva in 
1741 contain no references to the Alps, except that " the greatest 
inconvenience is the few tolerable rides, the roads being all moun- 
tainous." When she was older, her dislike had grown utronger. In  
1759 she writes from Venice, " I  hear such frightful stories of pre- 
cipices and hovels during the whole journey, I begin to fear there is 
no such pleasure going to Tubingen allotted to me in the book of 
fate : the Alp were onoe molehills in my sight when they interposed 
between me and the slightest inclination." However, in 1761 she did 
moss the Alps, for the last time, and came to England. 

N b ,  (Isetano. Quintino Sella. Commemorazione tenuta a1 Club Alpino di 
Milauo il 14 marzo 1884. In  Opere I, Nel Presente e nel Passato. 
8v0, pp. 287-311. Milano, Hoepli, 1905. L. 4.50 

This appeared first in the Annuario d. Sez. Milano d. C.A.I., 2, 1884. 
m c h ,  K., Talbildung ; see Frankfurter Ver. f. Geogr. 
Pebrmann, B. E. Wanderungen in den Bstlichen Niedern Tauern. Fuhrer 

im Gebiete des Grossen Basenstein bis zum Seckauer Zinken, nebst einem 
Anhang iiber den Zeyritzkampel. Herausgegeben durch die Alpine 
Gesellschaft " Edelraute " in Wien. mien, A. Amonesta, 1903 
8r0, pp. 169; ill. 

Pol, Guides ; we Toursier, G. 
Pompecky, J., Bolivia ; sea Frankfurter Ver. f. Geogr. 
Bonrldrhey, Earl of. Sport and politics under an eastern sky. 

Edinburgh and London, Blackwood, 1902. 211- nett. 
Roy. 8-70, pp. xxiv, 423 ; maps, plates. 

In  pursuit of wild game in highest Asia : Simla to London overland. 
- On the outskirts of Empire in Asia. 

Edinburgh and London, Blackwood, 1904. 211- nett. 
Roy. 8v0, pp. xxii, 408 ; maps, plates. 

Svenonine, Fredr. Lappland, samt 6friga delar af Vasteroch Norrbottens 
Liin. 3je upplagan. Svenska Turistfor-Resehrtndb6cker. 9. 

Stockholm, Wahlstriim & Widstrand (1904). Kr. 2 
8v0, pp. xi, 196 ; map. 

Sdtrerlsnd. Excurelous en Sniase et en Savoie. Collection des Guides- 
Banssole. 8v0, pp. 374 ; maps. Paris, Flammarion [c. 19051. Fr. 5 

A unique item in the binding of this work in the insertion of a small 
compass in the top right-hand corner, so fixed that it remains visible 
as the leaves are turned over. 

Toumier, G. Guides Pol. Guide pratique do Vercors et Royans. 
8m. 8v0, pp. 80 ; meps, ill. Valence, Toursier [l906]. Fr. 1 

Wall and roof climbing ; see poung,  G. W.] 
Wqpner, G., Tibet ; see Frankfurter Ver. f. Geogr. 
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Wheeler, A. 0. The Selkirk Range. Pol. 1. 
8v0, pp. xviii, 495 ; plates. Ottawa, Government Printing Bureau, 1905 

This is a most full acmmt of the surveying, exploration and monn- 
taineering in the Range, excellently written and abundantly and well 
illustrated. The history of the various surveys, with extracts from 
the surveyors' reports, published and unpublished, is followed by s 
very ample treatment of mountaineering on the range ; pp. 269-288, 
with many extracts from published articles and many items of 
interest taken from Hotel books, etc. The illustrations include 
portraits of the chief surveyors, climbers, etc., e.g., E. Whymper, 
J. Heotor, W. 8. Green, Sandford Fleming, C. E. Fay. 

The second volume will contain maps and further plates. 
Whymper, E. A guide to Charnonix and the range of Mont Blanc. 11th 

edition. 8v0, maps, ill. London, Murray, 1906. 31- nett 
- The Valley of Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 10th edition, 1906. 31- nett 

8v0, maps, ill. 
[Young, G. W.] Wall and roof olimbing. By the author of "The roof- 

olimber's guide to Trinity." Eton College, Spottiswoode, 1905. 216 
8v0, pp. 109. 

Copies of this may be obtained from the Anaist. Secretary, 23 Savile 
Row, London. 

V. Zebegdny, W. B. Griindorf. Grazer Tourist. Wandernngen in der 
reisenden Umgebung von Qraz. 3. Aufl. Graz, Verlag " Leykam," 1906 
80.0, pp. xxxv, 280 ; map, frontisp. 

One hundred dXerent excursion routes round Qraz are desoribed. 

0klk Books. 

Ball's Alpine Guides. South Tyrol and Venetian or Dolomite Alps. New 
edition. 8v0, pp. 399-534 ; map. London. Longmans, 1876 - Central Tyrol, including the Qross Qlockner. New edition. 1878 
8v0, pp. 139-314. 

Berlepsch, H. A. Der Fiihrer auf den Vereinigten Schweizerbahnen nnd 
deren Umgebungen. Ein Reisetaschenbuch fiir die Ostsohweiz. 
Sm. Bvo, pp. 156; ill. St Qallen, Scheitlin u. Zollikofer, 1859 

v. Buch, Leopold. Travels through Norway and Lapland, during the years 
1806, 1807, and 1808. London, Colburn ; eto., 1813 
4t0, pp. xviii, 460 ; maps. 

Continental adventures. A novel. 3 vols, 8vo. London, Hmst, 1826 
The scene of this novel is in Switzerland, round Mont Blanc and among 

the Italian Lakes. 
Coxe, Wm. Voyage en Suisse. Traduit Cpsr B. L. Lebas] de l'anglois. 

3 vols, sm. 8v0. Lausanne, Qrasset, 1790 
- -- Traduit Cpar T. Mandar] de l'anglois. Paris, Letellier, 1790 

2 vols, Ovo, 1 gate. 
A poor translation, reprinted by Decker, Basle, in 1802. 

h c h s .  Dr Wilhelm. Die Venetianer Aluen. Ein Beitren sur Kenntnies der 
abchgebirge. Solothorn, Jent kQessmann ; ~ i e n ,  Rohrmann, 1844 
Obl. fol., pp. 60; 18 plates. 

Olarnerland. Ausfliige & Touren fiir Schulen, Qesellschaften, eb. in's 
Qlarnerland. Unter Mitwirkung d. Qlarner. Kantonal-Lehrewereins 
herausgegeben . . . 8v0, pp. 32 ; plates. Qlarus, Spiilti, 1899 

HLeidegger], H. Handbuch fiir Reisende duroh die Schweiz. Zweyte, stark 
vermehrte und verbesserte Auflsge. 
2 vola, 8vo. Ziirich, Orell, Qessner u. Co., 1791, 1790 

The first edition, in one vol,, was issued in 1787. This was reprinted 
in 1709, and issued in 1790 with a seoond vol. 'Ortslexikon.' This 
' Ortslexikon ' was issued again with the above seoond edition in 
1791, and this second edition was issued again in 1793, with an 
addition, ' Ueber das Reisen durch die Bchweiz,' which in the third 
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edition, 1796, forms the introduction to the first volume. With the 
i w e s  of the Handbuoh of 1789, 1791 and 1792, the eocompanying 
' Ortslexikon' retains the date 1790, end in each w e  forms the 
seaond vol. of the ' Handbuch.' 

Later on this handbook was used dong with Glutz-Blotzheim's hand- 
book to form the posthumous editions of Ebel. 

Editions in French of this work were published in 1787, 1790, 1795, 
1799, 'Manuel de 1'8trenger qui voyage en Bnisse.' 

Hogard, Henri. Recherche8 sur les glaciers et sur les formatione erratiques 
dea Alpea de la Buiesa avo, pp. ix, 322. Epinel, Gley, 1868 

KoruL, Bmst. Schweizerishrten. Bvo, pp. 186. Leipzig, Brookhaus, 1858 
A volume of Brockhans' Reise-Bibliothek. 

Kummer, K. W., Montblanc-Relief ; see Ritter, C. 
Khg-Dorm~nn, F. Zwischen Bhwarzwald und Jnra. Im Berner Oberland. 

Knrorte IL Fremdenpliitze. Buche-Werdenberg, Kahn [c. 18901 
e o ,  pp. 135. 

m a n ,  Harriet. Goide to Windermere, with tours to the neighbooring 
lakes and other interesting places. With a Map, and illoatrations from 
drawings by T. L. hepland. . . . 

Windermere, Garnett ; London, Whittaker [I8641 
Sm. 8v0, pp. iv, 130 ; map, plates. 

The plates of mountain scenery are very elegant. An edition in 4to 
with colonred plates was also published. 

A 4th edition was published in [? 18601. - A complete guide to the English Lakes, illostrated from drawings by 
T. L. Aspland and W. Banke, . . . 

Windermere, Garnett : London, Whittaker (1855) 
avo, pp. xiv, 233 ; map, plates. 

Other editions of this interesting guide were:- 
2nd edition [I8651 : 3rd edition, illustrated with steel engraving and 
woodcots pasted on [1868] : 4th edition, 1871 : 6th edition, 1876 : 
and ' Tooriet's atlas to the Lake District,' as an addendum [1876]. - Feats on the Fjord. A tale. London, Dent, 1899 

800, pp. 235 ; plates. Temple olsesics for young people. 
First published in 'The playfellow: a series of tales.' - - 

London, Knight, 1841 
M ~ n t  Blmc. First aeoent of the Mont Blanc. In 'The juvenile miscellany.' 

80.0, pp. 159-175 ; ill. ~ondoh ,  Smith, Elder, 1642 
This is probably a compilation from some unacknowledged work. Bal- 

mat's story here does not so depreciate Paooard as in Dumas' narrative. 
' Dr Paocard began to suffer oonsiderably from fatigue, and the extreme 
rarity of the air. At last, when only ten minutes' walk from the 
highest pinnacle of the long-desired objeot of all my wishes, the Dr. 
declared he could proceed no further. I was in despair at  this 
intelligence, re I feared leaving him alone, and to relinquish my un- 
dertaking, when so near its completion, was not to be thooght of :  
therefore waiting till my companion was a little better, I left him, and 
climbed up the last summit by myself. . . . After a little of my 
extacy had subsided, I went down to where I left poor Doctor, and 
insisted upon his exerting himself to ascend, doing my utmost to 
drag him up, in which I finally suoceeded. . . . From the air I did 
not suffer in the least, any more than my companion ; indeed, when 
once on the top, he was as well as ever he was in his life.' 

EUb Dr. i.e. Elizs M. J. Hrunphreye.] Edelweiss. A rommce. 
avo, pp. 160. London, Blackett, 1890 

The scene is on the Rigi. 
Bitter, C. GCeographisch-historisoh-topographiwh Besohreibung zu K. W. 

Krimmer's Stereorama oder Relief des Montblanc-Gebirges und dessen 
niiahaten Umgebuug. 890, pp. viii, 107. Berlin, Knmmer, 1824 

s 2 
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S t n u ~ e r ,  P b m r  Bottfried. Illustrirter Fiihrer der Berner-Oberland-Bahnen 
und Umgebnngen. Beschreibung-Geachichte-Sage. 
8vo. pp. 131 : map, ill. Basel, Wackernagel (189'2) 

Switzerland. MBmoire d'une toute petite tournbe en Suisse. A vol d ' h i n -  
delle dedi6 B mon ami Bept-Croix. 

Imprim6 chez Joh. Enached6 et fils B Harlem, 1863 
8v0, pp.,94 Oberland. Grindelwald, Ohamonix. 

Taylor, Baron I. Les Pyrhbes. Roy. Bto, pp. 618. Paris, aide. 1843 
Chiefly historical. 

Tlchudi, Iwan. Guide Suisse. Livre de poche du voyeReur . . . Nouvelle 
edition . . . St-Gall, Scheitlin & Zollikofer; ek ,  1864 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 450 ; maps: 

W d c h e r ,  S. Taschenbuch zu Schweizer-Reisen. 4. verbesserte Au0. 
xxviii, 342. Schafiausen, Brodtmann, 1851 

Wd%3.Pfi. Merkwiirdige Bergreisen, Seefahrten und Abenteurr onlerer 
Zeit. Der Jugend lehrreich erziihlt. Berlin, Hasselber~ [c. 18501 - - - 
Sq. 8vo. 

Switzerland 153-290; including Savoy and Hamel'e ascent of Mont 
Blanc. 

Club Pttblk?ations. 
Appalschian Mountain Club. Register. 8v0, annual. . 1895-,1906 
C.A.F. Provence. Bulletin. 8v0, pp. 61. 1906 

This contains ;- 
R. Oombault, Exploration d'un ablme dans le massif de Marsiho- - .  

Veyre. - .  
E. Burnand, Deux premihres : Sasso d. Laghetto, Piezo Penw.. 
J. Javet, Sur le mont Ste-Victoire. 
M. Durand, Ascension du Pentblique. 
Excursions, Chronique, Nouvelles diverses. 
Liste d. membres. 

C A I .  Sez. Lignre ; see Dellepiane, G. 
Camonica. ~ssocieiione "Pro Valle Camonica," sede in Breno. Bollettino 

Ufficiale. Pubblicazione Bimestrale. Anno 1, nos. 1 ,2 ,3  ; Anno 2, no. 4. 
4t0. 1905-1906 

- see Camonica, under ' New Books.' 
Canada. Alpine Club of Canada. Notice of formation 8v0, pp. 3. 1906 
- Notice of First summer camp in the Yoho Park. 8v0, pp. 3. 1908 

In March last in Winnipeg a meeting was held for the formation of 
'The Alpine Club of Canada.' 'A constitution was adopted and the 
following oficers elected for a term of two years: Patron, A. 0. 
Wheeler; Vice-Presidents, Rev. J. C. Herdman, and Prof. A. P. 
Coleman: Secretary, Mrs H. J. Parker. The objects of the Club 
are : (1) the promotion of scientific study and exploration of Canadian 
Alpine and glacial regions ; (2) the cultivation of Art in relation to 
mountain soenery ; (3) the education of Canadians to an appreciation 
of their glorious mountain heritage; (4) the encouragement of the 
mountain craft and the opening of new regionm as  a national play 
ground ; (5) the preservation of the natural beauties of the mountain 
places and of the fauna and flora in their habitats ; (6) and the inter- 
change of ideas with other Alpine orgsnisations.' 

I n  1883 8ir Sandford Fleming and others with him, while surveying for 
the Canaditin Pacific Railway, founded n Canadian Alpine Club, which 
however did not get beyond its foundation. 

D. u. 0. A,-V. Anleitung zur Ausiibung des Bergfuhrersbemfes, Handbucb fiir 
den Gebrauch bei den Bergfiihrerkursen und zum Selbstunterricht. 4. Aufl. 
8ro. pp. 191 ; map, ill. Iunsbrook, 1906 
. This contains;- . 

J. Emmer. Fiihrerbemf : Die Ahen. 
J. Aichinger. Techuik d. ~ e r ~ s g i ~ e n s .  
E. Richter, Erdkuude : Landkarten. 

The third edition was issued in 1896. 
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p. p. b. A.-V. , AIlHu-Immemtadt. Jahresbericht. .8vo, pp. 14. ' 1905 
- m e n  bei Wien (1873-1878 : 1904).. Jahresbericht 1905. 1906 

8v0, pp. 15. 
- Cottbua (1901). Satzungen. avo, pp. 9. 1901 
- - Berichte f. 1902-1905. 

8v0, pp. 8, 12, 18, 14 ; lithographed. 
- Dentach-Fersentsl.(l905). ' I. Jahresbericht. Bvo, pp. 12. 1906 
- Qleiwitz. Tiitigkeitsbericht. 8v0, pp. 48. 1905 - @ o h .  Bericht ii. d. ersten zehn J a k e  des Bestehens der. Ortegruppe 

Qotha. 8v0, pp. 21. 1906 
- Heidelberg. Satsuqgen. 8v0, pp. 4. n.d. 
- - Jahreebericht 1. 1905. 8v0, pp. 12 ; ill. 1906 - Sektion " Oberlspd." VII. Jahresbericht f. d. Jahr 1905. Miinohen, 1906 

870. on. 62. -. r =  - -  - Illad. Sektion ~ i e n .  Coloured lithograph portraits of L. Purtscheller 
and E. Zsigmondy : w h  12" x 14". 

Ikuhttih Tnrirrta-E~eeiilet, So~ron .  Ausfliiue im Jahre 1906. - - , - - 
Sm. 8vo. pp. 24. 1906 

Expeditions to the Hohe Wand, Dachstein, Hwhlandsoh, Ror, Hohe 
Tbtra, ek. - Wegmarldnmgs-Karte flir Sopron u. Umgebung. 1906 

@gographical Journal, London, vol. 27. January-June, 1906 
Bvo, pp. viii, 708 ; maps, ill. 

This contains the following srticles of mountain&ring interest ;- 
Jan. pp. 16-36 : W. Waston, Jspanese Alps. 
Feb. pp. 129-143 : F. B. Workman, Hoh Lumba and Sosbon Glaciers. 
May, pp. 477-481 : Another attempt on Ruwenzori. 

pp. 481-486 : D. W. Freshfield. A note on t b  Ruwemori Group. 
pp. 487-491 : V. H. Qatty, Glacial aspect of Ben Nevis. 

June, pp. 586-606: R. A. Daly, Nomenclature of N. American 
cordillera. 

pp. 618-618 ; Buwenzori. 
Hnnguy. Jahrbuch d. ungarischen Karpathen-Vereines, xxxiii. Jshrgang. 

avo, pp. 192 ; ill. Ig16, Sahmidt, 1906 
Tip articlea in this are:- 

K. Siegmeth, In d. lipt6er Karpathen. 
M. Lavy, Traum u. Wirklichkeit. 
K. v. Euglisch, An8 d. tiroler Alpen. 
A. Otto, Der iilbste Weg auf d. Lomnichrspitze. 
8. Weber, Dr Samuel bneriach. 
8. Habgrlein, Fiinf Tege in d. Hohen Tbtrs. 
A. Qrosz, Drei Thtratouren. 
E. Dubke, Im Winter a. Tlrtraspitze. 

Japanese Alpine Club-Ban-gaku-kwai, 11 sanohome Muromachi, Nihon- 
bsshiku, Tokyo. 

&in-gaku-Alpine Journal. (In Japanese) No. 1. 8v0, pp., 40 ; ill. 1906 
w. Unione eacursionisti. Alcune Escursioni nelle Prealpl. . 

Sm. 8v0, pp.. 52. Torido, Massaro, 1905 
Lkn Horake Tunatforenings Aarbog for 1806. Kristiania, I906 

BVO, pp. aa5 ; pi~tes.. 
_ The contents are ; - 

D. Gr#nvold, Bldre engelake reiser i Norge. 
This very interesting article gives a summary of the journeys of 

Price (with reproductions ot the numerous fine mezzotints issued 
by.him), lnglis (" Derwent Conwny "), and Evereat. . 

T. Nieleen, Fra mitreiseliv Rokoberget. 
J. Thoner, Fra Alnas.Njarggas fjorde og jakler af lmge. 
0. Olafsen, Fra Eidfjord om Fjeldberg. 
H. Tensberg, Gjenndm Horungtinderue over Riingsskaret. 
F. Sch'elderup, Stortinderne om vinterep: 
P. A. dyen, Forandringer hosvore brseer. 
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S.A.C. Jahrbuch, 41. Bern, Franoke, 1906 
8v0, pp. viii, 461 ; mapa, plates. 

Among the rvticles are ;- 
C. Tiiuber, Lauterbrunnen e. Mont B h c .  
J. Qallet, A travere la region de I'Oberaar. 
Q. End, Campo Tencia-Qmppo. 
J. Jaoot Quillannod, Vem le gangohijnnge. 
A. Weber, Im zentrdeu Kaukasur. 
W. Bohibler, In Korsika 

The ' Beilagen ' contain ;- 
A. Barbey, Carte du massif do Mont Blenc. 
F. Eymann, Panonuns v. Qrauhaupt. 
R. Zinggeler-Danioth, Panonuna v. P. Muram. 
Jacot Guillannod, Panorama du Camp I Liligo. 
- Panorams du Camp VII Doxam. 
- Cirque auperieur du glaoier de Yalmg. 

- Mitglieder-Verzeichniss. 
8v0, pp. 17. - - avo, pp. 26. 

-- - 8v0, pp. 39. 
-- 8v0, pp. 43. 
- - avo, pp. 61. 
-- avo, pp. 60. 
- - avo, pp. 28. 
- - mit Notizen u. Anskiinften ii. d. Club u. d. Sectionen. 

avo, pp. 43. 
-- 8v0, pp. 91. 
-- 8v0, pp. 107. 
-- 800, pp. 115. 
-- - 80.0, pp. 142. 

-- 8v0, Pp. 127. 
-- Chaw-de-Fonds. Bulletin annuel. No. 14.1806. 

avo, pp. 143 I plates. 
This contains the following articles;- 

E. Courvoisier, Le Syndicat international d. Sommets alpins. 
J. Gallet, L'Aiguille d. Qlaoiers. 
P. E. Stucki, La peinture jurassienne. 
H. Heusherr, De Lauterbrunnen A Brigna 
B., G. C., Tyrol et Engadine. 

- Todi. Die Section " T6di." avo, pp. 11. 
Siebenbiirgischer Karpathenverein H e r m w t ,  Statuten. 

8v0, pp. 7. 
- Festelbum 1880-1905. 

Obl. 8v0, pp. 6, 20 plates. 
---- Jahrbuch, xxv. Jahrgang. avo, pp. 360; ill. 

Among the contents are ;- 
J. HGmer, Des Burzenlandea hohe Ffaupter. 
A. Berger, Aus d. Venatorea-Qipfel. 
Inhalt-Verzeichnis d. Jahrbiicher I-XXIV. 
(3. Lindner, Skizze d. 25jiihrigen Tiitigkeit d Vereins. 

-- xxvi. Jahrgang. 8v0, pp. 161 ; ill. 
Among the contents are;- 

J. Binder, Tour v. Hatszeger Tal. 
F. Hofstadter, Die Ciuha bei Bistritz. 
B. Szalay, Eine unbenannte Spitze im Vietea-Gebiete. 

--- Beilage, 4 Lichtdriicke. 
Ski-Club. Alpin-Club-Bkiator, Cbiasso (1903). Statuto e Regolemento di 

Narcia. 8v0, pp. 21. 1904 
Spelnnca. Bulletin et m6moires de la Soc. de Sp4601ogie. Tome v, Nos 32 

h 40, 1903-1905. 8v0, maps, ill. Paris, 1906 
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Sweden. Svenske turistfbreningens h k r i f t  fbr %r 1906. 1906 
tivo, pp. viii, 402 ; plates. 

There is nothing of mountaineering interest in this volume. 
-- - Cirknlar No. 25. Sm. 8v0, pp. 96. 1906 

This contains index to the Yearbook from commencement. 
- -- -- Vigiraare, n:o 17. Svenska Bilder. 

Obl. 4to ; 82 plates. Stoakholm, Wahlstrbm & Widstrand 1901) 
- - Guides, no. 8. Swedieh scenery and places of interest. 2nd e ition. 

Obl. 8v0, pp. 56 ; plates. 
'4 

Stockholm, Wehlstr6m & Widstrand, 1894 
- -- aea Soenonins, F. 
Vienna Alpine Qerell~chaft " Bdelraute " (1885) ; see Petermann, R. E. 
Y o r h h i r r  Bsmbleun' Club. R d a .  800, pp. 8. 1905 

Pamphlets and Magmine Articks. 
Abraham, 0. D. The highest climbs in the world. Can Everest be con- 

quered ? In  the Pall Mall Mag. London, vol. 38, no. 159. July, 1906 
80.0, pp. 21-28; ill. 

Alpenport, Repertorinm der gesammten Alpenknnde. oegriindet u. herausge- 
geben von Walter Benn. Band 11. Folio. Glarus, 1879 

Amsud, F. L'Ubaye et le Haut-Verdun. Appendice complbmentaire et 
rectificatif de la carte d'btat-major des bessins de 1'Ubaye et du Haut- 
Verdnn. avo, pp. 218 ; map.  Barcelonnette, chez l'auteur, 1906 

The first portion, pp. 1-76, of this valuable topographical esshy was 
published in 1904, and was then presented to the Alpine Club through 
Monsieur Paillon. This has been printed 'aveo le conmum do 
C.A.F.' 

Monsieur Arnaud has known the district from boyhood and has care- 
fully obtained his information from people on the spot and his own 
observations. He has thus noted many corrections and additions for 
current maps. 

C h i a h t ,  Vitale. Vittima della Montagna. Alla memoria di Ercole Daniele. 
avo, pp. 42 ; ill. Bielle, Trentano e Ovaz~a, 1902 

This has been kindly premnted by the author. 
Coy J. Eine E r s t e i p g  des P. Stiiz (Stiizerhorn) im Winter 1861. 

avo, pp. 12. p e r n ,  18621 
This appeared &t in ' Bund,' 13. Jahrg. Nr 57-59, Bern 1862 ; folio : 

as, ' Eine Bergersteigung in Graobiinden.' 
Cresgh, mar-Oen. Fishing in a Himalayan River. In Badminton Mag. 

London, no. 132. Bvo, pp. 74-87 ; ill. July, 1906 
Farinat, F. Per le Communicazioni dirette fra Torino e la Svipzera. Brevi 

cenni. 8vo. pp. 26 ; map. Ivrea, Garda, 1905 
Frirchauf, J. Der Alpinist und Qeograph Eduard Richter. 

8v0, pp. 32. Laibach, Schwentner, 1905 
An adverse criticism of Dr Richter's published works. 

Glaciem. Bericht d. Qletscher-Kommission f. d. Jahr 1904-5. S. A. aus d. 
Verh. d. schw. Naturf.-Qes. avo, pp. 10. Luzern, Keller, 1906 

-- Zeitaohrift fiir Gletscherkunde, fiir Eiszeitforschung und Gesohichte des 
K l i w .  Annalea de glaciologie. Annals of glaciology. Annali de 
glaciologia. Organ der Internationalen Gletschercommission unter 
Mitwirkung von S. Finsterwslder, F. A. Forel, J. Qeikie, W. Kilian, F. 
Nansen, F. Porro, C. Rabot, H. F. Reid, F. Wahnschaffe, A. Woeikof, 
herausgegeben von Eduard Briiskner. Band 1, Heft 1. 

Berlin, Borntraeger, Mai 1906. Volume, M. 16 
Bng:G&i, Dr  1 .  Le mal des Altitudes. In Le Progrh Mbdical, Paris, 

3' d r .  T. 13, ncn, 4-6. 26 janvier et 2 fdvrier, 1901 
4to. pp. 49-54 : 73-78 ; ill. 

A reuord of experiences during thirteen days on Mont Blenc, and dis- 
cussion of theories. 

Honnicke, Dr 0. Aus den franzbsischen Alpen. In  Dentsche Qeogr. Blatter, 
C)eogr. Oee. in Bremen, Bd. 26, Hft 4. avo, pp. 197-216. 1902 
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Hoek, H. Daa zentrale Plessurgebirge. Geologische Untemnchnngen. In 
Ber. d. Naturf.-Gee. zo Freiburg i. Br., Bd. 16. 1906 
8v0, pp. 367-448 ; plates. 

Xerber's T ~ c h e n - F a h r p h  ftir Salzburg, eta. 1906 
Labrouche. Paul. e t  l e  Comb de Seint-Sad. Excnreione dens lee Sierras 

dS~sp&e .  . ~ ~ r b n b e s  asturiennes et Pics d'Enropa 
Tonlouse, Privat, 1895 

. avo, pp. 64 : extrait de la Rev. d. PflnBea, tomes vi & vii. 
The above contains notes on explorstion in 1890-1893, additional to 

the accounts of the eame published in the Ann. C.A.F. 1893 and in 
the Tour dn Monde 1894. 

Le Blond, M n  A. Photography above the snow line. In Badminton Magazine, 
London. no. 132. 8vo. no. 73-78 : ill. Julv 1W 

Letorey, R. ' ~ e  Glacier de ;r'&e-~o;sd. In  Rev. de Gbogr. An. 29, N.S. ho. 16. 
4to, pp. 103-108 ; ill. 1" avrill905 

Liner, Carl. Panorama vom Hohen Kaaten, 1798 m. ii. d. Meer. Nach der 
~ a t u r  gezeichnet u. auf Stein gestochen . . . 1904-5. 

St Gallen. Selbstverlag, 1905 
Morsrchini, E. La crest8 Segantini. Torino, Candeletti, 1905 

avo, pp. 19 ; ill. Reprinted trom Riv. Mens, 24. 
Palatini, Aldo. Alpinismo e Dolomiti. Conferenza tenuta a Padova. In 

Gli Sports, giornale quotid., Milano, Anno 2, nos. 57, 59, 61. 62. 
26 Febbraio-3 Narzo, 1906 

Pidsl, Pedro, Marqnie de  Villaviciona. En 10s Picos de Europa. El Nnranjo 
de Bulnes. In La  Epoca, Madrid, no. 19692. 20 Diciembre. 1904 - - Les Pics d'Europe. Le Naranjo de BulnBs. In  Bull. PyrknBen, 
no. 56. Mars-Avril, 1906 
avo, pp. 73-84 ; ill. Trans. from La Epoca. 

A very d~fficult rock climb. The story of the ascent is very well told. 
Ray, C. Avalanches, the terror of the Alps. In  Pearmn's Mag., London, 
. vol. 21, no. 125. 890, pp. 514-520; ill. May, 1906 
Bobertson, Rev. A. E. Alpine mountaineering in Scotland. I n  Chambers's 

Journal. 8v0, pp. 407-410. 26 May, 190lj 
Saint-Sand, Comte de. Los Picos de Europa. In La  Epoaa, Madrid, 

no. 19146. 29 Setiembre, 1903 - we Labrouche, P. 
The Simplon route from the  Lake of Qenevs to Lake Maggiore. Historical, 

technical and descriptive notes. Berne, Swiss Federal Rys, 1906 
avo, pp. 63 ; map, ill. 

Bkye. In  the heart of the Coolins. [By John Buchan.] In  Blackwood'a 
Mag. London, vol. 179, no. 608. avo, pp. 754-762. June, 190G 

Squinabol, 9. Venti giorni sui monti bellunesi. Note di geografia fisica. 
8v0, pp. 52 ; ill. Livorno, Giusti, 1W2 
- Due grotte del Veneto. Padova, Randi, 1904 

avo, pp. 43 ; reprinted from Atti d. R. Accad. in Padova, vol. 20. Grotts 
dell' Uomo and Grotta dell' Oro. 
These two pamphlets have been kindly presented by the author. 

Stringer, Dr Thos. Welsh excursions: Snowdon. In  the European Mag. 
and London Rev. vol. 79. 8v0, pp. 22-27. January, 1821 

T., R. Le relief du Mont-Blnnc et  des sommitbs environnantes, par N. Sen6 
de Genbve. FQvrier, 1844 
avo, pp. 22 [258-'2741; reprinted from Bibl. Univers. de GenBve, N.S. 49. 

Tiasandier, Albert. Excursion aux " Pics d'Europe." In La Nature, Paris, 
no. 1171. Folio, pp. 374-378 ; ill. 9 novembre. 1895 

Tracheel, Paul. Guide des H8tels et Pensions des Stations d'ktb en Suisae 
et Haute-Savoie. 8vo. pp. 48. QenAve, 1906: 

Vanr ,  O. and W. 8. Observations made in 1900 on Glaciers in British 
Columbin. In Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philadelphia. March, 1901 
8vo. pp. 213-215. 

Very kindly presented by Mr W. S. Vaux. 
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V w ,  W. S. The Canadian Pacific Railway from Laggan to Revelstoke, B.C. 
In  Pnw?. Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, vol. 17, no 2. May, 1900 
8v0, p. 64-86 ; ill. 

Weber, f: B. A short account of a journey to the Qlacieres. in Savoy. 
. Written in form of a Letter to Lady Mary Blair. 

8v0, pp. 28. Bath, Printed for the Author, and sold by J. Watts (1778) 
Messrs Cox (not the Rev. Wm Coxe), Churchill, Weston and Weber left 

Geneva 30th July 1777, and visited Chamonix, the Montanvert, and 
Glacier d. Boissons. Of the Montanvert, the author writes;-'We 
proceeded to climb this terrible rock, about five in the evening, and 
reached the summit, after a fatiguing and dangerous.aacent, of three 
houra and a half. Thia rock is quite covered with fir trees, which we 
fonnd very serviceable, when the stones rolled from under our feet. . . . Mr Bourit ( s ic )  favoured us with a French psalm; the echo of 
his voice redounding on the neighbonring rocks had an admirable 
effect.' 

W i d m r ,  C. Die Schweizeriache Alpenbahn. Ziirich, Biirkli, 1865 
8v0, pp. 64. 

W[ilson], C[lande]. The Climber's Note-book. 
Size 2" x 31". London, Unwin, 1906. 11- 

A pocket note-book, containing lists (Packing-Expedition-Hut and 
Camp), Distress Signal, and other information. Compact and useful. 

Zemtt. Le Chemin de Fer ViBge-Zermatt. Berne, Hubaaher [I9061 
81-0, pp. 34 ; ill. 

Items. 
Bliick, Anton. Morgensonne im Hochgebirge. Kiinstler-Steinzeichnnngen 

No. 403. Leipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1906. M. 1 
A pleasing colonred picture, 9" x 64". 

Phatogrsphs. New Zealand. 42 photographs, 6" x 7fU, and two large 
photographs, 16" x 12", of the Southern Alps of N.Z. have been presented 
by the Tourist and Health Resorts Department. 

P ~ s t  cards. 21 Cartes g6ographiques, Tyrol. Berne, Kiimmerly & Frey, 1906 - a. Leuzinger's Relief-Ansichts-Postkarten d. Schweiz : 16. 
Bern, Kiimmerly & Frey, 1906 

V i m .  The following views lithographed by Hasler, Bern, after J. Roth- 
mdler ,  1834 ;- 

Thoune vers le Niesen. 
Village & Glacier de Grindelwald. 
Interlachen. 
Chflte du Staubbach. 
Vue prise sur le Wengem-Alp. 
Le Wetterhorn, Schreckhorn, etc. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1906. 

DUWONI P~a~.-Messrs. A. F. R. Wollaston, R. B. Woosnam 
and D. Carruthers ascended this peak on April 1. Leaving the 
lower ice-fall of the Jiubuku Glacier on their left, they ascended a 
gully of moss and stones for about 600 ft. to e small plateau. 
Thence turning sharply to the left 200 ft. on to a wider plateau, 
bounded on the N. and E. sides by a wall of steep rocks, and on tlie 
W. by an almost sheer drop on to the Mubuku Glacier. Eight or 
+e hundred feet up the rocks to the North, lllostly in a gully full 
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of melting wow, brought them on to the main ridge of the 
mountain. Croeeing the ridge they ~scended by the upper anow 
slopes of the Eaetern side for about 600 ft. Thence by steep rocks 
about 100 ft. to the top of the Southern peak of the mountah. 
Height by boiling point thermometer 16,893 fi. The Northern 
peak is due N. about half a mile, and appears to be of almoet 
exactly the same height as the S. peak, but thew wae not suffjoient 
time to reech it. The weather wae bad and no distant viewe were 
seen in the N. and W. directions, Fresh and melting snow made 
the rocks unpleaaant and in some places dangerous; in good 
weather the climb should be an eeey one. 

KIYANJA P ~ a s . - - T h e  same party made a second ascent of this 
peak on April 3 to determine the height more accurately and the 
direction of the two-topped peak (probably the highest in the 
range) seen on the occasion of the first ascent. The height of 
Kiyanja was found to be 16,379 ft. and the two-topped peak was 
found to be in a direction N.N.W. from the summit of Kiyanja. 
Unfortunately, ae before, clouds obecured the view, and the rela- 
tion of the two-topped peak to the rest of the range could not be 
determined. 

Mr. Wollaeton adds in a private letter of later date that the Duke 
of the Abmzzi had gone up to Bujongolo, and that a spell of 
exceptionally fine weather favoured his enterprise. 

RUWENZORI.-NO direct news with regmrd to the Italian expedi- 
tion hee reached the Club. We reprint extracts from an account 
published in the ' Tribune ' of August 8 :- 

' A private letter from a member of the Duke of the Abmzzi's 
expedition has just reaohed Italy, giving the h t  interesting 
partioulars of the journey through Uganda, and of the ascent of 
Ruwenzori. 
' The party left Entebbe on May 14, and arrived at  Fort Portal 

fifteen days Lter. 
'On June 1 the expedition moved towards the valley of the 

Mubuku River; the weather, which during the first part of the 
journey had been very hot, grew gradually cooler, until when 
the high glaciers were approacf~ed it became bitterly cold. 

' At Bujongolo the Duke ordered camp to be struck, and, taking 
with him four trusted Italian guides of the Aosta valley, started on 
June. 9 for the ascent of the first peak of the Ruwenzori. Dying the Duke's absence the camp had to be removed and pitched W h e r  
up nearer the glaciers, but of the eighty carriers only seven could 
be induced to proceed, and those only after the promise of a large 
gift in money. Three days later the Duke returned, after having 
reached the first peak, which is 16,000 ft. high. 
' On June 18 the Duke reached the highest and hitherto untrodden 

peak of Ruwenzori (18,220 ft.). This he named " The Margherite," 
in honour of the Dowager Queen of Itnly. A oareful topopuphid 
survey of this mountain chain was made. I t  seems that the l o f t i d  
peaks are in the Congo Stste, and not in Uganda. 

'After the ascent of Ruwenzori the Duke returned to Fort Portel, 
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where he aacompsnied the British Commissioner on an elephant 
hunt. The part is now on its way home.' 

The ~ e o g r a ~ k e a l  Journal ' for July contains a valuable article 
on ' The Gnaw Peaks of Ruwenzori : their probable Positions and 
Heighte,' by Lieutenant T. T. Behrens, R.E., a member of the 
recent Boundary Commiesion appointed to define the Anglo- 
German boundary south of Uganda The poaition of the two 
tops of the highest summit visible from the camps of the Boundary 
Commission was trigonometrically fixed, and their height aaoer- 
tained by six height determinations for each. I' The heights given 
for these summite (16,625 ft. and 16,649 ft.) may be considered 
correct within -C 80 ft. at most. The lower point is 655 ft. south 
of, 256 ft. to the weat of, and 76 ft. lower than, the main and more 
northern summit. The longitude is the same as that in the 
Hamburg Society's map.' 

These peaks lie a mile and a half west and slightly south of 
Duwoni, and Lieutenant Behrens gives the reasons which made him 
believe they were probably the culminating summits of the range. 
He adopte for them the name ' Kanyangungwe.' 

ALPXXX NOTES. 

' THE ALPINE GUIDE.'-Copies of Vol. I. of the new edition of 
this work, price 129. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price 8s.. can be obtained from all book- 
eellers, or from Messrs. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

THE LIBBABY CATALOGUE may be obtained, bound in cloth, on 
application to the Assistant Secretary, 23 Savile Row. Price 8s. ; 
postage, 4d. 

THE MJZMOBIAL TO CHABLEB EDWARD &~ATHEIYB.-A~ a meeting 
held in the Club Rooms in May, a majority of the Committee 
being preeent, it was unanimously resolved to adopt the proposal to 
e red  the memorial to the memory of C. E. Mathews in the garden 
of Couttet'e Hotel at Chamonix. 

Mr. Freshfield having etated that he would shortly have to visit 
Chamonix on business connected with a monument to Frengoie 
DQvonsesoud, and having expressed his willingnese to represent the 
Committee, hie offer was gratefully accepted. 

The Bishop of Brietol, with Mr. Freshfield, kindly undertook to 
provide a suitable inscription for the memorial, and Messrs. Couttet 
undertook to forward an estimate of the cost of the work. 

It wes agreed that any surplus left after the completion of a 

* Pol. xvii. of the Mitteilungen. 
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suitable monument at Chamonix should be devoted to helping the 
fund for a memorial on Snowdon. 

CAROL0 EDVVARDO MATHEWS 
M O N T I V M  AMATORI 

AMATORES 
FRATERNITATIS ALPINAE SODALI 

SODALES 
E FVNDATORIBVS SVPERSTlTl  

FRATRES 
AMlCO IVCVNDISSIMO 

AMICI.  

O B l l T  VALDE DEFLENDVS 

A.S. MCMV.  AET. LXXI I .  

LIST OF CONTBIBUTIONS. 
1 8 .  a. k 8. d. 

Mrs. E. P. Jaakson . . 1 1 0 Brought forward. . 36 14 0 
Austin R. Clover . . 1 1 0 Sir Maurice Holemann, 
Sir W. M. Conwsy . . 1 1 0 C.B., K.O.,V.O. . . 1 1 0 
Eostaoe Hulton . . 1 1 0 M. Pole . , . . 1 1 0 
G. Q. Ramsay . . . 1 0 0 ' J. H. Doncaster. . . 1 1 0 
E. de Quinoey . . . 1 1 0 Dr. R. Liveing . . . 1 1 0 
A. Eaat . . . . 1 1 0 A. 0. Prickard . . . 1 1 0 
G. Yeld . . . . 1 1 0 J. A. Vardy . . . 1 1 0 
L. W. Rolleston . . . 1 1 0 1 J. P. Somers . 1 1 0  
R. Cary Gibson . . . 1 1 0 1 W. Pickford, K.6. . . 1 1 0 
0. J. Bainbridge. . . 1 1 0 H. Cockburn . . . 1 1 0 
W. Douglas . . . 1 1 0 Q. A. SoUy . . . 10 6 
A. Naah . . . . 1 1 0 1 R. Spence Watmn . . 1 1 0 
W. N. Ling . . . 1 1 0 H. E. Robertson . . 1 1 0 
W. Vainsmith . . . 1 1 0 Chas. E. Shes . . . 10 6 
C. Burlingham . . . 1 1 0 D. J. Abercromby . 1 1 0  
Alfred Barran . . . 1 1 0 1 Hon. Gerald FitzQeid . 1 1 0 
H. Q. Willink . . . 1 1 0 D. Winteringham Bbblgs . 10 6 
Ellis Carr . . . . 1 1 0 ' Henry Wagner . . . 1 1 0 
W. E. Davidson, C.B., K.C. 1 1 0 1 Rev. T. G. Bonney, FP.8. . 1 1 0 
Reg.lnald Hughes, D.C.L. . 1 1 0 1 J. Walter Robson . . 10 6 
L. D. Nichdson. . . 1 1 0 i Robert Corry . . . 10 0 
Captain Farrar, D.S.O. . 1 1 0 Wm. Muir . . . . 1 1 0 
Claude Wilson . . . 1 1 0 G.  H. Makina . . . 1 1 0 
I?. A. Wallmth . . . 1 1 0 Hugh Sterling . . . 1 1 0 
Tempest Anderson, M.D. . 1 1 0 F. Qardiner . . . 1 1 0 
James Jackson . . . 1 1 0 G. Chater . . . . 1. 1 0 
Sir Henry Bergne, K.C.B., I Sir F. J. Cullinan, C.B. . 1 1 0 

K.C.M.G. . . M. Carteighe . . . 1 1 0 
Walter Larden . . John T. Osler . . . 1 1 0 
H. T. Mennell . . A. Mortimer . . . 1 1 0 
Walter Barrow . . . 1 1 0 I Canon Beaumont . . 1 1 0 
Max Schintz . . . 1 1 0 Victor H. Qatty . . . 1 1 0 
Hermann Woolley . . 1 1 0 I Wm. Trotter . . . 1 1 0 
G. H. Savage, MJ). . . 1 1 0 , Alfred Booth . . . 1 1 0 
H. E. B. Harrison . . 1 1 0 E. Somerville Tattersall . 1 1 0 

-- -- 
Carried forward . . 36 14 0 Carried forward . 69 15 0 
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k S. a. e S. a. 
Brought forward. . 69 15 0  

J. N. Oollie, F.R.S. . . 1 1  0  
G. L. Stewart . . . 1  1  0  
R. Uaakell. . . . 1  1 0  
A. J. Butler ' . . . 1  1  0  
Fitqerald Whelan . . 1 1  0  
Sir A. B. W. Kenngdy . 1 1 0  
aodfrey W. H, Ellis . . 1 1  0  
R. D. Wilson . . . 1  1 0  
A. M. Bartlkt . . 1 1 0  
Rev. W. A. B. Coblidge . 1 1  0  
Right Hon. Jas. Bqoe, F.R.S. 1 1  0  
SirF.O.&hnster,Bart. . 1 1 0  
F. A C. Bergne . . . 10 6 
Walter Leaf . . . 1 1  0  
Rer. F. T. Wethered . . 1  1 0 
Harry 8. Williams . . 1 0  0 
Thos. Middlemore . . 1  1  0  
P. Wateon . . . . 1  1 0  
Mrs. Fisher Unwin . . 1 1 0  
E. A. Broome . . . 1 1  0  
G. stmllard . . . . 10 .6 
R. L. Fnrnennx . . . 5 0  
E. 8. Moser . . . 1  1  0  
Thw. Blaniord . . . 1  1  0 
Robert Welters . . . 1 1  0  
Harry Bnnge . . . 1  1  0  
E. H. F. Bradby. . . 1 1  0  
J. J. Brigg . . . 10 0  
R. A. Arkle . . . 1 1  0  
A. L. Mumm . . . 1  1  0  
D. W. Freshfield . . 1  0  0  
Chas. Pilkington . . 1  1  0  
C. H. R. Wollaston . . 1 1  0  
Lawrence Pillrington . . 1  1  0  

carried forward . 1m 19 o I 

I Brought forward. 102 19 0  
9. B. Beech . . . 10 6 
C. W. Nettleton . , . 1  1  
C. W. Cobb . . . 1 1  1 
J. C. Atkinson . . . 1  1  0 
H.A.Beachcroft . . 1 1  0  
(3. H. Hodgson . . . 1 1  0  
C. G. Heathaote . . . 1  0  0  
Rev. W. Gilbert Edwards . 5 0  
The Bishop of Bristol. . 1 1 0  
A. Caddick . . . . 1 1  0  
Rev. B. B. George . . 1  1 0  
0xfordA.C. . . . 1 1 0  
A. E. Zimmern . . . 6 0  
Sir F. Pollock. Bart. . . 1 1  0  
Philip Fletcher . . . 1 1  0  
WinwardHooper . . 1 1 0  
J. T. Bremston . . . 1 1  0  
S. D. Williams . . . 1  1 0  
Sydney Spencer. . . 1  1  0  
F. F. Tnckett . . . 1 1 0  
P. H. Gosset . . . 1  1  0 
Dr. H. Diibi . . . 1  0  0  
Horace Walker . . . 1  1  0  
Lucy Walker . . . 1  1  0  
0. W. Hartley . . . 1  1 0  
J. H. Wicks . . . 1 1 0  
G. Wherry . . . . 1  1 0  
Chss. E. Layton . . 1 1 0  
Walter W. Wiggin , 1 1 0  
Prom Membem of shake- 

speare Club, Birming- 
ham, per Whitworth 
Wallis, Esq. . . . 6 0  0  

El36 3 6 

MONUMENT TO F'RANFOIS J. DBVOUASBOUD.-Mr. Douglas Fresh- 
field desires to acknowledge the receipt or promise of subscriptions 
towards placing a suitable memorial of Franpois DQvoussoud in the 
Chamonix Cemetery from Sir R. M. Beachcroft, the Rev. W. A. B. 
Coolidge, Mr. Joseph H. Fox, the Rev. Hereford B. George, Mr. C. 
Comyns Tucket., Mr. Francis F. Tuckett, Mr. J. H. Wainewright, 
and the Rav. F. T. Wethered. 

There must be some delay in the erection of the memorial stone, 
owing to the fact that a new cemetery is about to be laid out at  
Chamonix, to which it is proposed to remove the principal monu- 
ments from the present churchyard. I t  has been decided, after 
visiting Chamonix and taking counsel with the family, the ' maire,' 
and the cud,  to place the memorial in a suitable site in the new 
cemetery. I t  will be in the form of a modified Iona cross with 
rope ornament, and stand about 6 ft. high. The lower portion 
will carry the following inscription :--I Franqois J. Dkvouassoud 
~~cccxxxr r . - rd~ccccv .  Viro integro Comiti Amico sodeli jucundo 
dilecto desiderata Duci sagaci indomito per XL. annos spectato ne 
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tantm Virtutis Memoria et Exemplum perderetur huno Lapidem 
nonnulli ex Amicis quoe smpe inter Alpium Juga et Cauaeei Nives 
duxerat ponendum curaverunt.' The names of the subscribers will 
be placed on the pedestal. Meantime a simple stone with name and 
dates has been laced at the head of the sotual grave, which it  is 
hoped may not 71 e disturbed. 

THIP REFUGES OF TEE FRENCH ALPINE c ~ u ~ . - T h e  President 
of the Alpine Club has received the following letter :- 

Rue du Bnc, 30 : Paris, le 1- Aotlt 1906. 
MONSIEUR LE PB*RIDENT,-La Direction Centrale du Club Alpin 

Franpis a decide que lea membrea du Club Alpin Anglais seraient 
admis dans lee refuges de 1'Aseocistion aux droits et avantegea dont 
jouissent sea propres membres, sur la prksentation de leur carte de 
sooibtaire. 

J'ai l'honneur de porter 8. rotre connaiseance cette ddciaion prise 
en raieon des services que le Club Alpin Anglais s rendus h 
l'alpinisme. 

Venillez agrher, Monsieur le PrBsident, l'hommage de mon 
respect. V. CHEVILLABD, 

Le Secrktuire G&aZ. 
THE MEASUREMENT O F  HIMALAYAN ~L~crE~S.-?rir. &ugh 

Freshfield sends for publication the following letter :- 
a Dear Sir,-The request addressed by you to the Trigono- 

metrical Survey of India in April of last year to aseist in the 
measurements of the movements of Himalayan glaciers is at last, 
I am glad to inform you, in a fair way to produce the result 
desired. The question was discnseed at a meeting of the Board of 
Scientific Advice in December last, and it was resoIved that the 
Geological Survey should undertake the work, as the Surveyor- 
General (Colonel Longe) could not spare men for it. Mr. Holland, 
Director of the Geological Survey, waa unable to take the matter up 
before he went on leave in bia , and left i t  to me to do so. I 
aocordingly drafted proposals, ang  submitted them to the Govern- 
ment of India as soon ae Mr. Holland left, and have just reoeived 
sanction for them. 

' I have already instructed two of our officere, who have gone up 
to Kumaon to report on various minerals there, to make plane of 
the ends of at least three of the glaciers in that district-the 
hiilam, Pindari, and Shunkdpu glaciers, all of which are f i l y  
eaeily accessible-and to fix marks near the end8 of the glaciers 
for future measurements, and also to take photographa When 
their reports are received I hope to be in a poaition to issue sugges- 
tions to travellers and sportsmen for continuing the measurements, 
and have these posted up in the dLk bungalows along the routes to 
these glaciers. The same will be done for other glaciers in the 
Himalayas as opportunity offers, and I hope to be able to send men 
up to Kulu, Spiti and Kashmir during the autumn. 

' In the meantime I have drawn up a set of suggestions for the 
taking of photographs by travellers, &c., a copy of which I hope to 
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be able to aend you next week, and wil l  send a number to Dr. 
A. Neve, in Kaahmir, who has kindly promised to assist us in the 
work, in order that he may distribute them to his friends. I had 
intended to have these suggeetione posted up in d8k bungalows all 
over the Himdayas, but there has been eo much delay in obtaining 
the auction of Government that I think there will be little use in 
doing eo this year, especially ae they will, I hope, coon be super- 
d e d  by the mow definite measurements and instructions which 
ought to result from Messm. Cotter and Brown's work in Kumaon. 

' I have seen a good deal of the Himalayan glaciers myself, and 
think that there will not be much difficulty in fixing permanent 
marks near the glacier snouts, though Colonel Burrard thinks that 
any marks cut on the rocks would soon be destroyed by weathering. 
I f  glacial strim can remain visible for the number of years they do, 
I do not see why dee ly cut chisel-marks, or holes "jumped " into 
t h e  rock, should not !e equally lasting. I will send you a copy of 
m y  inetmctiona to Meeers. Cotter and Brown on these points. 

' The main difficulty, I think, will be to fix the exact position of 
the  wont of the glacier at any particular time in most cases, 
seeing how deeply the ice is usually buried beneath moraine stuff ; 
but  I think that, in many cases, the ice cave will give a fairly well 
defined point to measure to. 

' Colonel Burrard tells me that he will have several men working 
in the Himalayas next year, and that they will no doubt be able to 
make measurements. The main thing is to get permanent marks 
fixed in the first instanoe. Afterwards there will be plenty of men 
willing to carry on the observations. 

' Yours sincerely, 
' THOMAS D. LA Toucm, 

' Officiating Director Geol. Survey of India. 
' Doughs W. Freshfield, Esq., Member of the 

Commission Internationale des Glaciers.' 
The Director has also sent a draft of the very practical set of 

Suggestions for Glacier Observations ' which it is intended to 
ieeue for the use of surveyors and travellers. 

WINDHAM AND POCOCKE'S VISIT TO CHAMONIX.-The first tourists 
to visit the valley of Chamonix have been often ridiculed for their pre- 
caution in takin arms. The following extract from a manuscript 
letter from H. #. de Saussm, to the celebrated Dr. Haller, which 
I copied the other da in the public library at Bern, shows, I think, 
that this may have Len, and probably was, at the time a very 
reasonable precaution. I t  is true that it refers to a period twenty 
yeare later than that of our countrymen's journe But if Savoy 

not wholly safe twenty years earlier. 
g. was insecure in 1761 it is, to say the least, pro able that it was 

Saussure, writing under date September 10, 1761, tells Haller 
the following story. Two German savants had been missing for 
some time. Their bodies, giving proof of robbery and murder, 
were at hsd found in a gorge on the SalBve. They had fallen 



victims to a band of ' Bohemians ' who were lurking ' in the 
forests of the Alps.' These outlaws had been bold enough to 
enter villages and plunder houses in open daylight. 'The 
Chamoniards had turned out in a body to hunt them as if they 
had been wild beasts.' Fortunately for the Bohemians they had 
escaped, for if caught they would assuredly have been put to death 
without any form of trial. Saussnre concludes by lamentingthat 
he ahall have henceforth to give up his solitary rambles on the 
heights ronnd Geneva. DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
Kauhlrs .  Reisen und Fmffihungen in kuukaaiachwa Hochgebirge. Von 

Moriz von Dkhy. (Berlin : Dietrioh Reimer. 1906.) 

IF it is difficult for a mountaineer to explain the fascination 
which draws him year after year to the Alps, it is even more d i 5 -  
cult to define the subtle influence which seema to exist in the very 
air of the Caucasus, which fixes scenes, sounds, impremions, and 
experiences so vividly and deeply in the memory and which has led 
so many travellew to repeat their visits to that magnificent mountain 
region. 

Herr von D6chy must have felt the power of this mysterious 
charm in an exceptional degree, since he hae made no less than 
seven expeditions to various parts of the chain, and hie enthusiastic 
admiration for the great range has impelled him to take an  important 
part in its exploration. 

It  is not eaey at  the present day to realise that only forty years 
age 80 very little waa known, even by geographers and scientists, 
about the mountains and glaciers of the Caucasus, nor is it easy 
to understand why this ignorance died so hard and why, even 
for years after Mr. Freshfield's party of 1868 had drawn aside the 
veil, the old legend about the ineignificance of the Caucasian 
glaciers lingered on with a vitality which seems to be characteristic 
of geographical myths. 

In the course of the last twenty-five years, however, the ice-axe 
and camera have again been at  work in the mountains, and it is in 
no emdl measure owing to the improvemenbe made during; the 
same period in photographic methods and processes that the magni- 
tude of the Caucasian glaciers and the grandeur of the scenery have 
now become subjects of common knowledge. The modest octavos 
of the sixties and seventies have been succeeded by Mr. Freshfield's 
splendidly illustrated ' Exploration ' in 1896, by Dr. Merzbacher's 
comprehensive ' Kaukasus ' in 1901, and now Herr v. DQchy gives 
us two lavishly illustrated quartos with the promise of a third to 
follow. 

The author's method differs somewhat from that of the  two 
previous writers, inasmuch as he does not devote special chapters 
to orography, ethnology, &c., but deals with these subjects in  the 
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narratives of his successive journeys. The plan of describing so 
many as seven expdtions independently has the disadvantage of 
taking the reader two or three times over the same ground in 
certain dietricte ; on the other hand, it enables him to follow more 
clearly the various stages in the opening up of the Caucasue. The 
result, a t  all events, is a most readable book which, in respect of 
excellence of type, quality of illustrations, and general finish leaves 
nothing to be demred. 

Volume I. contains the records of the author's first four journeys 
made in 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, and the first of these journeys 
marks the commencement of an important era. Since Mr. Grove's 
expedition ten years before no experienced mountaineers had visited 
the Central Caucasus, and to Herr v. DQchy belongs the credit of 
having inaugurated a new period of climbing activity by his ascent 
of a peak in the Adai Khokh group, of which a description was given 
in vol. xii. of the ' Alpine Journal.' 

The amount of this ascent is rather difficult to follow on the 
map;  but the author has satisfied himself that the summit he 
climbed is the true Adai Khokh, the culminating point of the group, 
so that the splendid peak, Chanchakhi, which towers above the 
western approach to the Mamison Pass, must now be claseed 
amongst the still numerons virgin Caucasian summits. Indeed 
there is still so much to be done in this interesting group, and it is 
so eaeily accessible by means of the Mamison Road, that it deserves 
more attention than it has hitherto received from mountaineers. 

I t  was during this expedition that the second ascent of the N.W. 
peak of Elbrnz was made. On this occasion the snow was in bad 
condition and the weather most unfavourable, and a graphic account 
is given of the arduous struggle with storm, cold and darkness 
before the party succeeded in regaining the bivouac. The author 
agrees with Mr. Fre~hfield in dismissing as incredible the story of 
the native Killer's ascent of the mountain in 1829. Another local 
tradition for which he failed to discover any substantial foundation 
is that of the alleged Hungarian origin of the Uruebieh family. 

On this first visit Herr v. DQchy was accompanied by the Swiss 
gnides A. Burgener and P. Ruppen ; the following year, being 
intent ohiefly on photographic and topographical work, he travelled 
without guides or interpreter, and relied solely on the assistance of 
the natives. After the usual difficulty in obtaining porters, and at 
the expense of much trouble, worry, and anxiety in managing 
them, he broke entirely new ground by crossing the main chain 
from the Baksan Valley to Suanetia by the Jiper-Azau Pass, and 
later returned to the N. side of the watershed by the Tviber Pass. 
Although the natives frequently drive cattle over this splendid 
glmcier pass, Herr v. DQchy was the first traveller to accomplish 
the passage. Since that time the pass has been crossed on two 
occasions with laden horses, but not without difficulty and risk 
which no Swiss peasant would nowadays think of incurring in the 
up& 

The object of the author's third expedition wee to explore the 
VOL. XXII1.-NO. CLXXIII. T 
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main chain W. of Elbruz ; but his plans were thwarted by the 
indolence and want of enterprise not only of the Teberdans but 
also of the Karachai Tartars, with whom he fared no better than 
Mr. Grove's party in 1874. Eventually he reached Urusbieh by 
making the circuit of the N. side of Elbruz. In 1886 and 1886 
he devoted much time to glacier measurement in the Adai Kholih 
and Elbruz groups ; his observations proved that the Azau Glacier 
had advanced, while during the same period the neighbouring 
Terskol Glacier-also fed by the snows of Elbruz-had slightly 
receded. 

The story of the fourth journey made in 1887 in company with 
Mr. Freshfield is already familiar to English readers of Alpine 
literature. Moreover, Herr v. DQchy pays the author of ' The 
Exploration' the compliment of describing the crossing of the 
Banner Pass, for the most part, in the latter writer's own words. 
After this expedition-with which volume I. concludes-the author 
abandoned the Central Caucasus to climbing specialists and to the 
government officers then engaged on the new survey, and ten years 
elapsed before he returned to the country to devote his attention 
henceforth to the less known Eastern and Western Caucasus. 

The opening chapter of volume 11. brings us to the year 1897, 
when Herr v. Dhhy,  accompanied by two Zillerthal guides-H. 
hloser and G. Kroll-repaired to the Chechen country, E. of 
Kazbek, explored the N. side of the Donos Range and ascended its 
highest peak, Datach Kort or Komito (4,272 mbtres), not knowing 
at the time that it had h e n  climbed in 1892 by Dr. Merzbacher, 
the explorer of the S. side of the Donos Range. After this ascent 
the author gained the Alasan Valley by the Kachn Pass, and, then 
travelling westward, crossing the Atsunta and four other passes 
and traversing the wild, lonely valleys and bare hills of the 
Khevsur country, made his way to the Georgian Military Road. 
Finally he climbed Kazbek by a variation of the route taken by 
the first successful party in 1868. 

The following summer (1898) the author turned his attention 
once more to the Western Caucasus. Taking with him a Tirol 
guide-Unterberger- and six Karachai porters, he crossed the main 
chain by a new glacier pase-the Gonderai Pass (3,025 m.), 
descended the Gvandra Glen to its junction with the richly wooded 
Klych Valley, and returned to the N. side of the chain by the  
Klukhor Pass ; he then made his way to the head of the Amansue 
Valley, in the heart of the picturesque Klukhor Group, which has 
since been more fully explored by Herr v. Meck and Professor 
A. Fischer. On this occasion the Karachai porters belied their 
reputation by giving very little trouble, and, aa is often the cam 
with other Caucasians, when once induced to start completed 
their toilsome journey with patient endurance. 

At this point Unterberger's health broke down, and after he had 
been conveyed to the railway Herr v. DQchy changed his plan8 and  
travelled eastward to Daghestan. Here he entered on a long 
journey southward, visited the Addala or Bogos Group-the scene 
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of several of Dr. Merzbacher's ascents in 1892-traversed the Ikho 
and Sabakunis valleys, and finally reached Kakhetia by the Icodor 
Pass. This part of the Eastern Cauoasus is a remarkable region ; 
the numerous torrents, assisted by a heavy rainfall, have carved 
the whole country into a network of deep ravines and wonderful 
gorges, most interesting to the geologist and strikingly picturesque, 
but entailing endless labour to the traveller encumbered with 
h3grrqe. 

Four years later-i.e. in 1902-the author, with two Tirol 
guides, returned to Daghestan on his seventh and final visit to the 
Caucasus. Starting from Gunib Schamyl's famoua stronghold), I he travelled southward through t e hill country drained by the 
Kara Koisu, crossed the Julty Dagh, a mountain range with several 
summits of more than 4,000 m., and, after descending the Samur 
valley, made his way to the foot of Shslbuz, taking up his quarters 
a t  Kumsh, said to be the highest village in the Caucasus, and 
finding it  to be as duty and malodorous as when visited by 
M e m .  Yeld and Baker in 1890. A few days later Baeardjusi 
waa aecended from the E., and then the party descended the Kussar 
valley to the eandy waste which borderil the Caspian Sea near the 
months of the Samur. 

Before laving the country, however, Herr v. DQhy made one 
more excursion in the Weetern Caucasus, passing through a most 
interesting country, previously almost unknown to travellers. 
Procuring horses at Psebai, in the Kubm district, he ascended the 
valleys of the Little and Great Laba, traversing a region of dense 
forests-part of the hunting domain of the Grand Duke Sergius 
Mikhailovich-and, after crossing the main ohain by the Tsagerker 
Pass, demnded through the deserted valleys of Abkhasia to 
Ejnkhum Kale. The scenery is described as being most attractive. 
Although the Abkhasian Alps to the W. of the Marukh Pass cmnot 
boast of exteneive glaciers, their forms are strikingly picturesque, 
and the richly wooded valleys provide charming foregrounds to all 
the views. 

On four of the expeditions, briefly outlined above, the author's 
wanderings were shared by one or more scientific companions--of 
these Professore Loika and Hollbs were botaniets. and Doctors 
Schafarzik, Papp add Laozk6 geologists. The results of their 
researches are ~romised in the forthcomin~ third volume. 

The illnstra6ons, considered whether as"to their number, variety, 
or quality, form a most noteworthy feature of the book. Photo- 
graphia work occupied a foremost place in the purpose of every 
journey, and Herr v. DQhy spared no pains to record every view 
or object of interest. As a result of his labours the 720 pages in 
the two volumes are embellished with over 400 illustrations in the 
text, in addition to the full-page and panoramic views. 

Of the twenty-eight full-page photogravures almost every one is 
good, and the great majority are remarkably good ; this description 
applies without exception to the portraits and groups of natives, in 
which one cannot but notice the natural and dignified attitudes 
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which the Mohammedans, in particular, assume when before the 
camera. The conformation of the Caucasian mountain ranges is, 
as a rule, peculiarly favourable for obtaining panoramic views, and 
full advantage has been taken of this circumstance ; the mountain 
panoramas-eighteen in number-are a valuable addition to the 
work. 

The smaller photographs in the text are for the most part 
excellent, and some charming representations of fossils, weapons. 
ornaments, kc., have been happily adapted ae tailpiema to many of 
the chapters. Considering the length of the journeys undertaken, 
the roughness of the country, the difficulties of transport and the 
many and various risks which beset the wandering photographer, 
the harveet of the author's industry must be regarded as moat 
satisfactory. 

The two sheets of Herr v. DQchy's map include the country 
between Pitsunda, on the Black Sea, and Derbend, on the Caspian, 
and thus contain all the important mountain groups from Shugus 
to Basardjusi. With a scale of 1 : 400,000 it mnst not be expected 
to satisfy the requirements of climbers; but ae a convenient 
' Uebersichtskarte ' brought up to date, and showing clearly the 
mountain and river systems, it supplies a distinct want. 

The book is essentially a record of personal travel, with deecrip- 
t i on~  of the districts traversed ; but running through the acoounts 
of the various journeys will be found much historical, ethnological 
and general information about this most interesting country. The 
author is at his best in narrating episodes of camp life and inoidents 
of the road, and his unexaggerated and vivid descriptione of the 
distracting scenes with the natives will be appreciated by those 
who have passed through similar experiences. 

There is something delightfully Caucasian about the s h y  of the 
eecond journey through Suanetia, in which charming pictures of 
the exquisite scenery alternate with woeful tales of exasperation, 
bitterness and des~air  each time fresh horses have to be hired. when 
the landscape is iivaded by a frenzied crowd of screaming, qiarrel- 
ling natives. unconscious of the value of time and indifierent as to the 
fulzlment of their promises. Again, the author's description of 
his dkbut as a medical practitioner at Urusbieh and of the miracu- 
lous cure of the comatose Tartar is excellent. 

The reader who follows Herr v. Dkhy on his series of trying and 
toilsome journeys through a difficult country cannot fail to be 
impressed by the energy and perseverance with which he has 
carried out his purpose. Although he did not ascend many of the 
higher peaks, he traversed a large number of pasees, crossing the 
main watershed itself some fifteen times ; and, as in the course of 
his exploration of between 400 and 600 miles of the Caucasian 
Range he visited every important mountain group from the 
Tsagerker Pass in the W. to Basardjusi in the E., his book might 
not inaptly be entitled ' The Caucasus from End to End.' 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
DEAR Bra,-Having been congratulated by several mountaineer- 

ing friends on an article which appeared in 'The Illustrated 
Sporting and Draslatic News ' for March 17 last, concerning the 
trip which I made last year in the Himalayas, I write to say that I 
have never published, or authorised any one else to publish, any 
article or any of my photographs in any newspaper or any 
magazine. Nor did I know that any were being published. Nor 
should I have given an one permission had I known. 

I have now obtaine$copies of ' L s  Illustrazione Italians,' Le 
Monde IllustrB,' ' The Illustrated London News,' and ' The Illus- 
trated Sporting and Dramatic News,' containing reproductions of 
some of my photographs and very curious accounts of the trip in 
three languages. As these accounts all have a common origin, the 
versatile pen of J. Brocherel, a cousin of my good friends Alexis 
and  Henri Brocherel, of Courmayeur, it will save space if I deal 
briefly with a few of the more absurd statements in the last- 
mentioned paper only. 

Naini Tal is not in Central India. I t  is not 'probable that 
during the ascension of Nanda Devi, on June 10, 1905, the tourists 
had beaten the record of altitude,' because, as the barometer was 
not broken, I ascertained that the highest point we reached was 
about 19,700 feet. Nor was it 'indisposition of B member of the 
caravan,' nor ' the lack of provisions ' that ' forced them to go back 
on the way.' I did not ascend Nanda Kot, which is not a peak of 
Nanda Devi. A Yak is not a human being, as the writer seems 
to imply, but a quadruped known to science as Bos grzmn&ns. 

I could go on indefinitely should you be in need of copy, but 
think I have said suffioient to justify me in asking you to publish 
my disclaimer in the ' Journal.'-Yours sincerely, 

TOM G. LONGSTAFF. 
Ridgelands, Wimbledon, May 30, 1906. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENEBAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on Tuesday 
evening, April 8, at 8.90, the Bishop of Bristol, President, in the 
chair. 

The Accounts for 1906 were presented by the HONORARY SECRE- 
TABY and were adopted. On the motion of Mr. TOPHAM it was 
a@ that the Accounts should not in future be bound up with 
the List of Members. 

The PREBWENT announced that Mr. Withers had presented to 
the Club three large cases for holding mounted photographs, and a 
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to blr. Withers. 
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Dr. 0. K. WILLIAMSON read a paper entitled ' The Dent Blanche 
from the West and the Breithornjoch,' which was illustrated by 
lantern slides. 

Mr. READE said that he had been along the ridge croesed by Dr. 
Williamson, and that there appeered to be several points where 
one might get down to the eouth. He had gone over the Lauithor, 
which was reputed to be dangerous, but which he found quite mfe 
in 1893, and he had been told that the pass had only been crossed 
once since Tyndall's time. 

Mr. SYMONS said that he found the climb of the northern slope 
of the Breithornjoch one of the most enjoyable he had ever done 
in the Alps; but it was not a climb which should be undertaken 
late in the season. The couloir on the Dent Blanche referred to 
by Dr. Williamson was very steep, and the slip of any one member of 
the party would have been fatal to all. As to the time bken, the 
Breithornjoch could be crossed in less time by a party knowing the 
route. Probably the chimney mentioned by Mr. Hill, which his 
party did not attempt, owing to its being glazed, might under more 
favourable conditions afford the best route. 

Mr. HILL said that he did not remember having been in the 
couloir on the Dent Blanche, as his party in 1899 had kept on the 
ridge while ascending. As to the fatal Gendarme, he h d  thought 
it obvious that the route was up the chimney, which had seemed to 
him easy enough but for the glaze upon it, which made it dangerous. 
The leaders of his party, trying to avoid this, made a detour to the 
left to attack a buttress, when they ought to have gone to the 
right, where the ground was not particularly difficult. The buttress, 
however, seemed a perfectly safe thing to attack, and a perfectly 
fair climb. The fact that it turned out otherwise was no fault of 
theirs. The other way, up the chimney, was not attractive-looking, 
as it was a mixture of rock and snow and ice. 

The PRESIDENT had found the paper remarkably graphic in 
detail, and illustrated by photographs of singular clearneas and 
beauty. He did not understand how a camera was carried in such 
inconvenient places. 

A very hearty vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Williamson. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on Tuesday 
evening, May 1, at 8.30, t l ~ e  Bishop of Bristol, Presidat, in the 
chair. 

General Lord hlethuen and Messrs. F. R. Finch and C. G. Brown 
were balloted for and elected members of the Club. 

The PRESIDENT referred to the loss the Club had sustained by 
the death of Mr. G. E. Foster. 

The Rev. WALTER WESTON read a letter he had received from 
Japan with reference to the recently formed Japanese Alpine Club, 
and also referred to some of their rules. 

blr. BOURDILLON read a paper entitled ' Another Way of (Moun- 
tain) Love.' 

hlr. FRESHFIELD said tbat they had listened to a very charming 
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paper. He had himself tried chalet life at  St. Gervais and on the 
Prarion. There was much attraction in such life, far from the 
crowded hotels, with one's own family and perhaps a few friends. 
He also fully agreed with the reader of the paper when he spoke 
of the pleasure of going thoroughly into a district, and he could 
strongly recommend that from his own experience of the Savoy and 
Grisons Alps. All would agree with Mr. Bourdillon as to the secret 
charm of mountains, which represented nature perfectly pure from 
the inveeion of humanity, a charm especially welcome to those who 
lived in crowded towns. 

Mr. KENNEDY said that there was yet another way of enjoyment, 
and that was to take your own chalet about with you in the form 
of a tent. He could not conceive of any more delightful way of 
living, as long as the weather kept fine. 

The PRESIDENT said that a hearty vote of thanks was due to 
Mr. Bourdillon for his delightful paper. He had had some expe- 
rience of chalet life, and certainly found it very pleasant. He 
thought that member0 had not before listened to a more eloquent 
exponent of mountain beauty; and he had been glad to observe 
that the reader had been unable to define the cause of our love for 
the mountains, for it was in the mystery that the great enjoyment 
I ~ Y .  

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on the 
evening of Tueeday, June 12, at 8.30, the Bishop of Bristol, Presi- 
dent, in the chair. 

Dr. T. G. LONGSTAFF read a paper entitled 'Six Months' 
Wandering . . in the Himdaya,' which was illustrated by lantern- 
slides. 

Captain O'CONNOR aaid that few of the officers in the Indian 
service had had any experience in the Alps, and it was dangerous 
for untrained men to venture on ice and snow, and the natives did 
not care to venture. Although they could climb on rocks, they did 
not know how to use the ice-axe and the rope, and this made serious 
climbing practically impossible for them. The on1 fully-equipped i man that he knew was Major Bruce. The-only c ance there was 
of their making important ascents in the future would be by their 
coming to Europe for training in ice and snow work on the Alps. 
With that twining it might then be possible to teach some of the 
. --  

hillmen. 
The PRESIDENT asked what effect altitude had had with Mr. 

Longstaffs party, and whether it had affected their rate of progress. 
Mr. C. PILKINGTON asked whether the party became acclimatised 

to heights after being some time high up. 
Mr. LONGSTAFF said that he could only give his personal opinion 

on the matter. He did not believe that anyone became acclirnatised 
by a lengthy stay at very high altitudes, but, on the contrary, that 
the longer anyone stayed very high up the worse was the effect of 
altitude. He hoped that it was clear from the paper that he merely 
referred to the general physical condition of the climbers: that 
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was what he thought would deteriorate during a prolonged stay at 
over 18,000 ft. Of acute attacks of mountain-sickness, incapacitating 
the climber from further exertion, he had no experience whatever, 
although it was true that he suffered frequently and sometimes 
severely from headache, at some times mrtainly due to the altitude 
and at  others equally certainly due to the power of the sun. He 
had slept at  23,000 ft., and did not see why one should not be able 
to sleep some thousands of feet higher. He had lived for nearly 
two months at 15,000 ft., but got very weak after an attack of 
illness, and did not regain his strength until he came lower down 
to about 12,000 ft. He personally thought that if an easy way up 
existed, it would be possible for some exceptionally strong climber 
to reach 29,000 ft., but if the route were hnrd he doubted that 
height being reached. Some of Major Bruce's men were first-rate, 
but he thought that if high peaks were to be ascended it mould be 
much better to take eight or ten Italian porters to carry up 
provisions. 

Dr. COLLIE congratulated Mr. Longstaff on his success and on 
his most inBeresting paper, which dealt with an entirely new 
country. He was pleased that he brought forward again the ascent 
made by Mr. Graham, which had recently been so much disputed. 

The PRESIDENT said it was now evident that the time was not 
get ripe for a joint effort to be made to ascend the two highest 
peaks known. Much and long preparation, and providing and 
training of guides and porters, was still necessary before a successful 
effort could be made for an ascent of those peaks. His own im- 
pression was that it would be many years before anyone could 
attempt the great heights. He proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. 
Longstaff for his paper. Tliis was carried unanimously, and the 
meeting ended. 

Addenda to .?Mr. Longstaf's Paper. 
Page 218, line 6 from the bottom, after ' in spite of the cold,' add 'Yet the 

thermo~ueter stood at 29' F. when we started.' 
P ~ g e  223, line 13. ' In 1864 W. H. Johnson when surveying in Ladak wwes 

compelled to pass a night rtt 22,600 ft.' 
Page 2'26. Add to note * : ' Their map, published in the "Geo. Jonrnal" for 

1900, gives a more accurate ~.epresentation of the Gorla group than is to be 
found on any of the more recent G.T.S. publications.' 
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Two NOTES ON THE WEISSHORN. 

WITH A POSTSCRIPT. 

BY G. WINTHROP YOUNG. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, February 6, 1906.) 
FEEL that your natural criticism may justly expect some I explanation, and my own sense of modesty certainly 

demands some gentle excuse, for t.he audacity of my venturing 
to speak to you of such an old friend as the Weisshorn. 
Mountaineers are notoriously jealous wooers, and this summit 
many of you must have known and courted far longer than 
myself. I might make the usual claim that I was told to 
do so, and that obedience to one's leader is a lesson early 
enforced upon us climbers at a rope's end, or perhaps more 
frequently at its middle. I prefer, however, to ask you to 
look upon me rrs a messenger carrying news between old 
friends, something like the foot pages in the ballads :- 

But never a look had the great Lord James 
For the little foot page upon bended knee ; 
For he brought him news from a distant land, 
News of the love of his White Ladye. 

If service of ' foot ' or ' bended knee ' entitle the messenger 
to m y  share in the attachment of any Lords James here 
present, there is some justification for the pages of my 
measage. It is a number of years since the incomparable 
symmetry of the Weisshorn drew me to commence a very 
importunate acquaintance, and I might claim to have per- 
formed acts of devotion upon ' foot ' and ' bended knee ' over 
a, large proportion of its possible surfaces. Even old ad- 
mirers may not be unwilling occasionally to hear of some 
fresh characteristic, some unexpected attraction in the object 
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of their devotion, and in the case of such a perennially 
reigning beauty as the Weisshorn a younger climber may, 
perhaps, claim indulgence, if he has sought to establish a 
relationship upon lime less s matter of public property than 
the approaches discovered by his fortunate predecessors, and 
charted and printed in handbooks, where the record-breaker 
who merely ' runs ' may read. 

My first message ie from the west face of your 'White 
Ladye.' 

In  1879 Mr. Passinghamlo with F. Imseng and L. Zur- 
briicken, tried this face twice. On the first attempt they 
reckoned to have got within 3 hrs. of the top. Bad weather 
compelled a return under very trying conditions. On their 
second attempt they slept out s t  the top of a snow couloir. 
Stones fell during their ascent. They finally reached the 
ridge rather to the north of the summit. Mr. Passingham 
wrote, ' If future climbers make for our first stone-man and 
thence right up for our second, they will have no difficulty 
about the route.' As Mr. Passingham was climbing 4 hrs. 
to the first and 6 or 7 hrs. to the next cairn it is not 
surprising that later climbers have found some diEiculty in 
identifying or following his excellent climb. He took 12 hrs. 
in the ascent. 

In  1883 Mr. J. P. Farrar,? with J. Kederbacher, crossed the rib 
which divides the Weisshorn Glacier, and ascended ' the steep 
and narrow couloir which opens on the large snow-field half- 
way up.' From this he saw ' s huge couloir sweeping donn 
to his left.' He traversed across almost to the Schdligrat, 
then struck straight up, then traversed at a level back to 
the left. There he spent the night, and reached the summit 
from the north. 'Very few stones fell,' but 'over the slabs 
little assistance beyond example is possible,' and the 'easy 
way is very difficult to find.' This remarkable ascent occu- 
pied some two days and a night. 

In  1888 the intrepid Herr Winkler lost his life in attempting 
the ascent alone from this side ; it is supposed at a height of 
8,800 mktres. 

I n  1889 Mr. Cornish,$ with Hans and Ulrich Almer, made 
a sensational ascent, following approximately Mr. Farrar's 
route. They reached the N. ridge half an hour from the 
summit. Nr. Cornish 'never saw such rotten or friable 
rocks.' His account is worth reading. He took 13 hrs. 

- - - - - - - - . -. - - - - - - - - 
* See Alpilzc Journ(~1, vol. ix. p. 966, and pp. 427 foll. 
t See ibid. vol. xi. pp. 416-7. $ Ibid. vol. xv. pp. 192 foll. 
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Magnificent as these climbs must have been, in security 
and facility they still left something to be desired, and, pre- 
suming that the true 'Badminton ' ascent from Zinal had 
atill to be found, I had fixed on the long rib, or rather wrinkle, 
that ascends at a high angle from the Weisshorn Glacier to 
the great Tower on the N. ridge as the only route pre- 
sumably free from the risks attending the smooth expanses of 
formidable slabs which go to make up this face. 

After three seasons' occasional and somewhat tentative 
exploration, in September 1900 the two brothers Louis and 
Benoit Theytaz, of Zinal, and myself definitely moved up to 
the attack. In 1899 I had seen nothing of the mountain. 
In 1900 it promised hardly better. Twice we slept out in 
soothing rain in a transparent stone shanty on the Arpitetta 
Alp, consoled at night by glimpses of stars through the 
unassuming roof, and cheating the malignant day by bathing 
in the little lake below, whose waters are, to my experience, 
even more breathlessly icy for a header than those of the 
Ma rjelen See itself. A clearing sunset at last enticed us to 
try, in defiance of a possible complication of ice or fresh 
snow. Pressure of time advised the attempt, combined with 
a respect for the valley patriotism of my two guides, whose 
local feeling had impelled them the previous year to make by 
themselves the ascent of a ridge on the Dent Blanche which 
we had designed to do together, and had left me only the poor 
coneolation of following subsequently as ' first amateur.' 

We left at 2.50 A.M. The traverse of the somewhat com- 
plicated north bay of the Weisshorn glacier, crossed on its 
~outhern rim, had been simplified by previous exploration ; 
but we lost much time in darkness among the icefalls, and 
i t  was not until 6 o'clock that we scaled by a steep ice-slope 
the back of our rib, just where it leaves the main mass of the 
mountain and curls round to enclose the lower, southern bay 
of the glacier. For the first 10 minutes the rocks went very 
rapidly, then we passed slightly to the left, and for some 
15 minutes followed iced rocks and snow patches, returning 
again above on to the edge of the rib. Care was necessary 
in dealing with the glaze on these first few hundred feet. 
This diminished with sunlight, and we made cheerful progress, 
though the progressively steepening ridge and an occasional 
awkward step checked the pace more and more as time went 
on. The angle was high, but the rock excellently firm, and 
there was no call to concern oneself with anything but one's 
own holds. The climbing was exceptionally interesting. 
The wrinkle looked very narrow, winding up the face above 

n 2 
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like a large rough caterpillar. At any moment one felt i t  
might be broken by some impassable step, and the smooth 
hopeless-looking slabs, a little below to left and right, swept 
by occasional rockfalls, offered very little hope of lateral 
escape or of a strategic turning movement. The boots and 
stockings of the guide ahead, contorting on the rough granite 
notches, only occasionally decoyed the eye from the few 
feet of steep rock that formed the field of active interest. 

I afforded some distraction to the professional element by 
leading on the first part of the climb. But two or perhaps 
three passages occurring, which called for some support of 
the leader from the second man, made it evident that the  
brothers worked more rapidly and harmoniously together. 
In  compensation I gradually found all the heavy luggage of 
the party gravitating, pack by pack, on to the top of my 
own. At about half the height of the ridge the crux of the  
climb was reached, one which had caused agitation to the 
further end of the telescope on previous examinations. The 
rib rises in a precipitous step, unnssailable direct. Fortu- 
nately, however, the step itself is not quiie so broad aa the 
rib below and above it, and on its N. side it had looked pos- 
sible to traveree on a ledge, to the left of the projecting 
buttress, into the right-angled corner where it springs from 
the main mass. The ledge proved to be crumbling chips, 
cemented with ice, and had to be laboriously refashioned by 
the axe ; but there was excellent anchorage half-way along 
it, and also again in the corner. At the half-way pinnacle I 
took R double turn with the rope, and prepared to watch the 
brothers give a matinee performance of ' Men and Super- 
man.' The corner was some SO to 40 ft. high, a right angle 
enclosed by smooth walls and capped at  the top by a pro- 
jecting block. Half the height went easily enough, but then 
it was necessary for Louis to help his brother, first on to his 
shoulders, then his head, and finally on to his axe, while 
Benoit clawed for hold, out and round the block, on the sheer 
right-hand wall. From his gasps and kicks he obviously 
found it none too easy. Thrice he tried it, while I quoted 
caution from Tenngson : - 

But ever when he reached a hand to climb 
One stayed him : ' Climb not, lest thou break thy neck ; ' 

and twice, accordingly, he redescended lightly on to hie 
brother's cranium. With suitable applause from the gallery 
he at  last disappeared over the edge and vanished up an ice 
chimney, which sloped back at  an easier angle in the direction 
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af the main ridge to our right. The rope soon ran out, and 
Lonia was forced to follow, with a good deal of patois and 
some ethical support. Just at the moment when he was 
squirming round and over the smooth corner came a shout 
from above. A large flat utone, some two ft. square, loosened 
b j  the rope, spun cheerfully out of the invisible, ricochetted 
flatly off his back, and hummed off into space, playfully 
opening the back of my right hand in passing. I mention this 
incident because it has a temperance moral. I had protested 
previously, on principle, against the number of bottles thought 
necessary to celebrate this expedition. Louis had maintained, 
also on principle, that 

hlountain grapes and mountain cheer 
Make the merry mountaineer. 

Now, the stone left Louis uninjured, but every bottle but one 
in his sack was smashed ! I had only, time for a very short 
homily in polished patois, when I was interrupted by the call 
to follow. My right arm was for the moment useless, but 
I was reassured from above, and started. All went well up 
to the overhanging block, but here the right hand failed at  
the pull, and for the first and, so far, the only time in my 
Alpine experience I swung out, gently oscillating, across the 
polished wall of the tower. Rly reqnosts for additional 
support were met by an emphatic statement from the unseen 
Louis that, whereas his situation was all that was satisfactory 
according to cantonal canons of security, he could not spare 
more than one hand to the rope. The feat of lifting oneself 
by one arm on a rope, when dangling at  its end, is one that 
is best practibed first in less stimulating surroundings. 
It waa only after three failures that with the help of my 
.teeth I got high enough to secure a toe-hold on the rock. 
I had plenty of time to meditate on the incompleteness of 
Ecclesiastes as a climbing prophet, who declares, if you 
recollect, that ' two are better than one, for if they fall, the 
one wild lift up his fellow.' The ice chimney after this seemed 
comparatively simple. 

On regaining the rib the climb followed its old lines, 
somewhat steeper perhaps, the holds somewhat slighter, but 
all generally firm and satisfying. Where the rib soarR up 
in the h a 1  wall of the great tower a very little examination 
advised its abandonment. It was the appearance of this 
tower that enabled the north ridge so long to preserve its 
reputation for impassability. We turned to seek another 
way. The wrinkle by this time had lifted itself fiome 
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height off the face, and was occasionally projecting in large 
irregular rock cornices over the slabs to our right ; down the 
face of this cornice a loose, easy chimney, debouching just 
above the highest small pinnacle, gave ready access to the 
uncompromising expanse of couloir. We descended on to the 
slabs some 100-150 ft. below the small well-marked col to 
the south of the great tower. The holds on the Platten, 
ascended diagonally, were microscopic, but quite solid enough 
for one, with an occasional reassurance of a foothold enough 
for two. The col was gained at  10 A.M., after 44 hours' 
actual climbing from the glacier. Here the first short halt for 
food was taken. The snow of the north ridge to the summit 
proved in admirably frozen condition, and the top was 
surmounted, going quickly in 55 minutes, or in 84 hours in 
all from the gi te .  Any slight exultation resulting on the 
ascent was Boon corrected. On the cone sat a ladj ,  a proud 
lady of somewhat medireval aspect, who chillily refused all 
overtures for space until a proper, formal introduction had 
been performed for all the new arrivals. This at  once restored 
the normal, suburban equilibrium of our party, and served 
to let us know our place, in case the height might have gone 
to our heads as  well us to our feet. 

The guides, it subsequently transpired, had an  engagement 
st Zinal the following day, and the attractions of a return 
by the whole north ridge, the Bies-Joch, and the Col de 
Tracuit were chanted so flamboyantly that any mild protests 
on the score of fatigue or snowy weather faded away :- 
Indeed, we were waxen weiry ; but who heedeth weariness 
W'ho hath been daylong on the mountain, in the winter weather'e 

stress ? 

When a mere mortal is fated to enjoy a t  one and the 
same moment the fascination of looking down on the Matter- 
horn and the charm of a conventional drawing-room con- 
versation it is difficult to protest that anything mould be 
impossible. 

We gave our censorious 'Vision of the Heights' a long start, 
and I confess (even to a masculine audience), with a timorons 
consciousness of my want of gallantry, that, as  I watched the 
slow descent of that prim, grim dame I found myself 
murmuring-of course only to myself- 

He clasps the crag with crooked hands ; 
Close to the sun in lonely lands, 
Ringed with the azure world he stands. 
He watches from his mountain walls, 
The wrinkled she beneath him crawls ; 
Then- 
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We hurried off the peak. 
The north ridge, by which we descended, is now too well 

linown to call for description. At that time, if I remember 
rightly, it had been traversed only twice or three times a t  
most. In  1871. Mr. Kitson, with Christian and Ulrich 
Almer, had ascended the ice of the north face from a gite on 
the Biedoch, and had joined the north ar6te just beyond the 
great tower. He was followed shortly by Mr. Coolidge t and 
Wss Brevoort. In 1898 Herr Biehly $ traversed the whole 
ridge, and waa followed in 1899 by Mr. Cooke$ with the 
Theytaz, who made, in passing, the first ascent of the tip of 
the great tower. 

We went over the top of the great tower on the return, in 
50 minutes from the summit, just for the satisfaction of 
doing it ; but the impressiveness of the north ridge and its 
great series of impending castles, plastered with ice and 
inconvenient snow, appealed rather faintly to fatigued 
muscles-travelling, perhaps, somewhat beyond a rational 
pace.. Later in the day a silent trio cut protesting steps down 
the ice of the Bies-Joch, and tramped doggedly, but with 
returning good humour, over the Col de Tracuit. We regained 
Zinal in a cloudy, storm-ray sunset, at 7.20, in 7$ hours from 
the top ; the whole expedition occupying 163 hours. 

The later history of the ridge has been killed by kindness. 
Sureurn corda is an excellent climbers' motto, but the guides 
have read a subtle secondary meaning into sursztnz corda that 
has resulted in tying up many a vigorous climb in infantile 
swaddling bands. The following year eleven of them, led by 
the Theytaz, Gxed 1,000 metres of rope on this rib. A 
Teuton brother subsequently wrote to several papem pro- 
claiming hie first uplifting on these cords. In 1903 they 
were, I think, renewed, and at the difficult corner a loosened 
stone again attacked one of the Theytaz, this time more 
seriously. On our ascent, however, with the one exception 
mentioned, the climb was free from all the accidental risks, 
and I know of none, and I can imagine there are but few, big 
rock climbs in the Pennines to compare with it in sustained 
and varied interest. That is, in its natural state. An easy 
climb i t  can never be; in any but favourable conditions it 
might be found really difficult, but I have little doubt that in 

- - - - - - - - - -- 

* Alpine Journal, vol. v. p. 274. 
t Ibid. p. 277. 
$ Jahrbzcch S.A.C. vol. xxiv. pp. 76-90. 
$ AGpzne J o ~ m l ,  vol. xix. p. 597. 
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objective security and comfort it compares well with other 
recorded ascents of the mountain from Zinal. The ridge does 
not emerge on the actual summit, but it enjoys the distinction 
of a separate and recognisable identity. I t  has been suggested 
that it might be called the Tzirmgrat, from its relation to the 
great tower. To prophesy is dangerous, but when Nature has 
had time to remove from this rib some of the cordage, rope- 
wrack and r i g ~ n g ,  at present masking hand- and footholds 
to the public danger, I have every hope, if age and figure still 
permit, of getting up the ' steep corner ' once again ; and this 
time, I trust, in a more ~eemly manner. 

And now for another message. 
Seen from a distance, there are few more hopeless-looking 

faces in the Zermatt district than the triangular, pallid smile 
that the ' White Ladye ' turns south-east upon Zermatt. From 
neighbouring summits, and yet more often from that much- 
frequented point of abstract and idle speculation the peak of 
the Riffelhorn, I have often meditated on its evil reputation. 

Profet~or Tyndall,. in his account of his first ascent by the 
east ridge in 1861, gives an eloquent description of the sight 
of a great rockfall on this face. 

Mr. Leslie Stephen in 1864, descending from the east ridge, 
' matched one of those great showers of stones.' 

In 1860 Mr. C. E. Nathews, with Melchior Anderegg and 
Kronig, ascended the great snow couloir at the east end of this 
south-eastern face, and were driven back by dangerous con- 
ditions when only 40 minutes distant from the ridge. 

In 1869 Mr. Horace Walker $ and the late Mr. G. E. Foster, 
attempting to traverse below the east ridge, were forced down 
the face at its eastern end and descended on to the great 
buttress, t,hence making their way to the lower Schalliberg 
Glacier. 

In 1877 Messrs. Davidson, Hartley, and Hoare Q gained the 
Schalligrat, 1,500 feet below the summit of the mountain, by 
the couloir and buttress at the western end of this face. 
They ran considerable risks from rockfalls, and Mr. Hartley, 
in his delightful paper, was of opinion that ' the stones 
preferred going down the ribs.' 

In 1900 the late Nr. Cockin, 11 with Messrs. Corry and 
Brant, descended this face in an irregular traverse from the - 

* Hours of Exercise in the Alps (London, 1871), pp. 91-113. 
t Alpitze Jo~~rnal,  vol. i. p. 43. $ Ibid. vol. xxiii. pp. 180-1. 
(5 Ibid. vol. viii. pp. 340 and 419-25. 
1: Ibid. vol. xx. pp. 255-9. 
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summit towards the east. In their account of their terrible 
experiences they mention the special danger incurred from 
stone avalanches. 

I had noticed in almost all these descriptions that stones 
were spoken of as only falling from immediately below the 
summit itself, and I was encouraged to hope that an ascent 
inclining from the east might avoid the chief danger during 
a great part of the day. I shall return to this point shortly. 
The recollection of the firm rocks of the Ttimngrat encouraged 
me to hope also that some ridge might yet be found to clear 
the general character of the face. Chance and weather were 
the real agents responsible for a fulfilment of these old hopes 
in 1905. Mr. Ryan, with Josef and Gabriel Lochmatter, and 
myself with Joseph Knubel, were combined for an attack on 
the Schalligrat. (I refrain from recording that that year, for 
obkious reasons, the unkindly ridge was locally renamed the 
Schantigrat.) Weather and fear of the open Schalli Glacier 
drove us down from the hut and put an end to much indolent 
ehess-playing. In the subsequent recriminations we vowed 
that, if we could not get across the glacier to the Schallijoch 
to reach the old rout,e, we could at  least strike straight up 
the face and make our own. In  this mood chance brought 
us across Mr. W. E. Davidson's path in Randa, and with real 
generosity he supplied us with a sketch and a description of 
his own and other previous ascents on this face. This served 
to determine our purpose. In bad weather we returned on 
Sunday, August 27, to the hut, pledged to wait for a favouring 
day, and with confidence in the ' Monday luck ' so noticeable 
that year. There had been some talk of a gite on the rocks, 
but I have never attained to the snperexcellence of Goldsmith's 
' Traveller ' in this department, who professed to find that 

Though the rocky summits frown, 
These rocks, by custom, turn to beds of down, 

and where possible, in uncertain weather, I prefer the distant 
but at  least waterproof Capua of a cabane. Ryan's persistent 
wakefulness proved too much for the efforts of mist and 
guidee alike, and a somewhat doubtful party was launched 
from shelter a t  4.45 A.M. We followed the ordinary route 
across the little glacier and up the chimney in the small con- 
taining ridge, trudging steadily; a mere matter of ' boots, 
boots, boots, boots, going up and down again.' Striking to 
$he left, north-west across the eastern bay of the Schalliberg 
Glacier, we threaded the crevasses at  a high level, and turning 
slightly down again struck the great split buttress by an easy 
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chimney somewhere below its ultimate fork.* This was the 
buttress from which Mr. Mathews started in 1860, on to 
which Mr. Walker descended in 1869, and which has formed 
the starting-point of most attempts on this face. We followed 
it to some height, and rested at  its top, below the snow slopes, 
for breakfast and a pipe. Personally I rank a pipe before all 
the articles of the mountaineering creed. A confession of faith 
is dangerous, I am quite aware, so I will temperately limit 
myself to saying that it supplies the place for me of food, of 
drink, sometimes of sleep, and, to a certain extent, of warmth. 
In this last respect, however, I must admit that it can be tried 
too highly. I remember once negotiating with unspeakable 
struggles the exit of a delightful, 100-foot quartz-funnel, 
discovered by a friend and myself on the Hohstock above Be1 
Alp. I emerged triumphant, but accompanied only by tlie 
rage of a silk shirt, my pipe, and my boots. I cannot say 
that, during the period of waiting in a bitter wind until my 
companion rejoined me with the remnants which he had 
collected on his ascent, I found smoking more than a rather 
cloudy substitute. But all merit has limitations. Leaving 
the buttress we turned diagonally up to the left, across steep 
hard snow, past the foot of the great couloir by which Mr. 
Jlathews all but reached the east arkte in 1860. The berg- 
schrund was crossed with little loss of time or of step-cutting, 
and passing still further to the left we struck the end of 
the second of the long, shallow ribs which descend to the 
Schalliberg Glacier from various points on the east ar6te. A 
powdering of new snow and an occasional glaze of ice were 
not sufficient to interfere with the good firm holds and 
comfortable angles that these rocks enjoy. We ascended 
rapidly for about half an hour, then crossed upward and 
westward over a depression to the next rib, followed this some 
distance, and then struck west again. The climbing we8 
quite straightforward, and we were making as far as possible 
a, direct line for the summit. The guides pretended a desire 
to follow one rib right up to the east ridge, but they were 
glad to be overruled. 'Dieser Querweg ist a very queer 
way,' was Joseph's attempt at a bilingual pun. Some 800 to 
900 feet, approximately, below the summit the rocks became 
steeper and less frictional, and draping8 of ice and snow 
suggested caution in traversing. So a short halt was called, 
and the ropes, which had hitherto not suggested themselves - . 

* We found this chimney di5oult in 1906: it is sensitive to 
weather changes. 
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as necessary, were put on by both parties. The majority, 
Ryan with the two Lochmatters, led the advance ; a minority 
of myself and Knubel followed, slightly varying the route of 
the first party at our pleasure. The f i r ~ t  passage to the left 
called for some care ; then followed another upward, easy- 
going wrinkle, and another careful, shallow couloir. Finally, 
some 200 feet immediately below the summit, a very fine 
stretch of precipitous slabs had to be clung across on an up- 
ward diagonal. I let Knubel have his full 70 feet out before 
following. The minute but firm holds at long intervals made 
this a most stimulating crossing. About half-way over I was 
checked for some time by an utter absence of further hand- 
hold, although Knubel, whose reach is considerably shorter 
than mine, had not apparently found much difficulty in 
advancing. At last a tiny but sole-supporting crinkle re- 
vealed itself behind a projecting cdrner, and suggested to me, 
as I put it to its proper use, a new interpretation of the old 
maxim that  to ' know-ledge is better than reach-is.' This 
traverse brought us out on to a broken little rib rather to our 
left of the top. Then we pelted direct for the summit and 
surmounted the final snow crest, I say five, but Ryan obsti- 
nately maintains three, feet to the west of the highest point. 
This was at  11.15. The whole climb eo far had taken 65 
hours. Not a stone was seen to fall during the ascent, and 
the lower snows showed little trace of previous falls. A 
considerable covering of fresh snow made it d a c u l t  to judge, 
but the general appearance of the rocks confirmed my previous 
impression that such falls as there are come generally from 
the still unsettled rocks just under the summit, and confine 
their principal action to the couloirs immediately below it 
and off the line of ascents from the east.* This agrees with 
the experience of Mr. Davidson's party in traversing immedi- 
ately below the summit on their first ascent to the Schalligrat. 
It also is confirmed by the starting-place of the falls, as 
witnessed by Professor Tyndall, Sir Leslie Stephen, and 
others. I have not had the advantage of Mr. Broome's obser- 
vations when he made the first ascent from the Schallijoch in 
1895, but Mr. Davidson, following the same route in 1902, 
'particularly observed into the matter of falling stones and 
ice, and though the day was magniiicent and cloudless he did 
not see one single stone fall.' He believes, however, ' that i t  

This view is confirmed by the observations of Mr. Mayor and 
myself during our ascent of the west rib in August 190G. 

t Alpine Journal, vol. xviii. pp. 145-55. 
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was abnormal and wrong on their part not to have done so 
in showers.' His actual observation agrees with our immunity 
in 1905, but I cannot do better than record his opinion that 
' the face fulfils all the conditions of a decidedly dangerous 
face,' and that ' it is so lofty that anything big that does come 
from fairly high up must ricochet all over the shallow ribs, 
once it hae struck.' Apart from this risk the climbing is 
devoid of any special features, and in a good year it might 
well be possible for R, party, starting early and travelling fast, 
to ascend the surprisingly easy angles of the face a t  almost 
any point and in almost any direction. 

In spite of keen wind and snow we halted .under the top for 
lunch, for we had 

Found hard rocks, hard cheer, or none, 
And we were emptier than a friar's brains. 

The breaking weather induced us to abandon our intention 
of descending by the Schalligrat. Indeed, the powdery snow 
of the ordinary, sharp east ridge gave us difficulty enough. 
Coming off the steep slope of the final peak, a sitting glissade 
was suggested. As a sometime schoolmaster 1 should not 
have forgotten my Roger Ascham, who as early as the year 1545 
had discovered that ' a man may, I graunt, sit on a brante 
hill-syde, but yf he gyve never so lytle forwarde he cannot 
stoppe though he woulde never so fayne, but he must nedes 
runne heedling, he knoweth not how far.' I did, however, 
neglect him for the moment. I did ' gyve a lytle forwarde,' 
with the result that I crossed the well-covered schrund in one 
of those attitudes which are familiar to all of us, but which 
never lose their freshness of humour from the spectator's 
point of view. The remainder of the climb just kept the 
interest going. A strange diffusion of yellow light in the 
gathering mist made a singular and spectral wasteland of 
even t,he last dreary rubble-heaps of the descent. Josef 
Lochmatter was sent on from the ridge to arrange for the 
return from Randa to Zermatt. He vanished like an ani- 
mated grey avalanche, and we followed more quietly, reach- 
ing Randa in dreamy contentment in about 34 hours from 
the top. On the way we passed four-and-twenty unhappy 
souls ascending to our previously lonely hut, for a night of 
discomfort and a morrow of disappointment. We could only 
sympathise. They suffered for want of faith in the year's 
Monday-luck. 

Kindly Fortune thus made it possible for me in only 
two completed ascents to make the acquaintance of four 
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several routes up and down this most perfect of all mountain 
forms. The Schalligrat alone of the main ridges invites 
another visit, and since, in order to maintain the average, some 
aixth way will have to be found for the descent, it may have 
to wait some time. Possibly it may be reserved for some 
remote ' combined ' ascent that shall fulfil more closely Tenny- 
son's conditional approval, who bids us each take, if you 
remember, 

Some comfortable Bride to grace 
Thy Climbing life. 

These are the two messages from an old acquaintance; 
they have, I fear, lost much of the original freshness with 
which they were given, and have grown shamelessly blurred 
and dog's-eared on the way to you. But I have been asked 
to add to them, with no cover of excuse-for it is not even a 
new message-a short scrawl from the Furggen Ridge of the 
Matterhorn. I will ask you to allow me to call it a postscript 
bo the messages. I inquired of a small cousin of mine what 
he thought 'P.S.' at  the end of a letter meant, and he sug- 
gested ' Positively Scandalous.' This is the nature of so 
many postscripte that I feel it may even cover the sort of 
way I am introducing this one. 

I t  is a commonplace now to say that there is an incom- 
parable fascination for mountaineers in the sombre magnifi- 
cence of the Matterhorn. Whatever our views as to the 
comparitive merits of our favourite climbs and peaka, I sup- 
pose we should most of us agree that as a mountain to look 
at, a mountain to spend time and energy in lurking round 
and exploring in all its mysterious, mist-haunted recesses, 
a mountain on to which we find ourselves drifting almost 
inevitably every season, and with which we hope io keep in 
touch as  long as years will allow us to totter up to a Theodule 
Pass or a Stdelalp, nothing can really take its place. 

Personally I find it almost magnetic in its infinite varieties 
and fascinating in its memories-nights of wild storm and 
snow in the hut on the Italian ridge, when the timbers creaked 
in their efforts to parachute into space, and it took three of us 
24 hours to regain the Col du Lion by iced slabs on which we 
had ascended in twenty minutes the evening before; days 
of scorched and monotonous pounding up and down the 
parched and dusty east ridge, whose innumerable drearinesses 
can only be compared with Dante's descent through the 
circles of his Inferno (be it noticed, by the way, that Dante 
always took a Guide) ; weeks of wandering round the Furggen 
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Grat and the tremendous ruins of the southern precipices, 
where we made an abortive and ill-timed attempt, wisely 
abandoned, to reach the Pic Tyndall direct from its base, and 
' departing, left behind us footsteps' (more than I care to 
remember) on the ice of the southern and eastern glaciers: 
Of all perhaps the most memorable was a night spent round 
the camp fire, on the side of the Zmutt ridge, the eve before 
our ascent, while a circle of Lochmatters and Pollingers 
jodelled into the frosty starlight, and in the distance the 
Dent d'H6rens and the Dent Blanche chuckled a hoarse 
chorus of spasmodic avalanches. I t  is not surprising then, 
that the Furggrat, the laat of the four main ridges, drew 
Knubel and myself to attempt at least an examination. We 
laid a lot of emphasis to one another on the fact that we only 
meant to examine it. 

The previous history of the ridge is probably well known to 
you. Mr. Whymper looked at it, and tried it from the huge 
couloir on its west, whence he was driven by a terrific stone- 
fall. When he started by himself up to the right--the true 
line of attack-his guides refused to follow him. 

In 1880 Mr. bfummery made the first ascent in stormy 
weather, and just below the head traversed across to the top 
of the Swiss shoulder under rather perilous conditions. 

In  1899 the indomitable Signor Guido Rey failed to get 
beyond this same point without the aid of a cord let down 
from above ; some 200 ft. higher he was compelled to return. 
He subsequently ascended by the west ridge, and had himself 
lowered on a rope-ladder over the cliff to his previous highest 
point, reascending and then descending to Zermatt, ' thus 
visiting,' as he modestly says, ' every foot of the ridge.' 

At the Schwarz-See hotel I met Mr. Ryan with his two 
Lochmatters, bent on the same errand; only, whereas I 
thought at most of trying the traverse to the east ridge, he 
had conceived the bold idea of prospecting a possible traverse 
across the south face to the Italian ridge. Mr. Farrar kindly 
informs me that Daniel Macquignaz also suggested this. We 
agreed to work together, though keeping our several parties. 
We started at 12, an hour too soon I thought, and arrived, 
still in starry darkness, at Ryan's previous gite on the top 
of the ridge north of the Furggjoch. We tried to while 
away time in inspecting his admirably constructed sleeping- 

* A successful ascent direct to the Pic Tyndall was made this year 
(1906) on August 10 and 11 by 88. Ugo de Amicis Ferraris and 
Augusto Ferraris without guides. 
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place and abandoned stores. Ryan makes a sine qua noit of 
a large fowl, with the occasional alternative of several beef- 
steaks, for hut cookery ; to this perhaps he owes something 
of his exceptional staying power. Knubel and myself agree 
on light rucksacks. Knubel's argument is striking. 'If 
you get back,' he maintains, 'you can always eat; if you 
don't, .good food is wasted; and you are more likely to get 
back ~f you have a light sack.' I t  is something like the 
reasoning of the man-you possibly know it-who refused to 
anbscribe money towards sending missionaries to the savages 
of the New Hebrides, because, he said, he was a vegetarian. 

The wind soon beat our patience, and so, still in the dark, 
we made for the narrow crack that gives access from the 
Furggrat to the Furggen ridge-or rather edge, for it is 
more properly the edge of the south-east face than a defhite 
ridge. The crack was so sporting that it raised hopes of the 
climb to come, all too soon to be disappointed. Once on the 
face one can run practically anywhere one pleases; and 
adopting the line of least resistance, for reasons of pace, we 
must a t  one time have been ascending on a line fully a third 
or more out across the face towards the east ridge. This 
line cuts the arc of the first great outward curve in the edge, 
and rejoins the actual ridge where it again swerves in. Dawn 
indulgently waited to appear until we were probably about 
half-way up to the head; but, as it at once announced its 
arrival on  the summit by a succession of express messengers, 
despatched with a careless disregard of their destination, we 
bore back discreetly to the edge on our left. Progress was very 
rapid, and only occasionally checked by anything calling for 
slower negotiation or more than ordinary care. The actnal 
paaeage, up and across some ateep broken chimneys, on to the 
shoulder, or rather notch, just under the overhang of the 
head, was not so easy. The rocks were iced and friable, and 
a slight cord, probably left by Signor Guido Rey, proved more 
of a hindrance than help. 

Once in the notch three of the party secured sketchy front 
seats on the base of the rocks. The other two sat astride of 
the little snow fork. The situation here is certainly impressive : 
below and under the left foot the face falls sway, with its edge 
swaying in and out, in one gigantic swirl to the Matterhorn 
Glacier; under the right foot gapes the vast couloir where, 
thousands of feet below, clouds are seething in a seemingly 
fathomlesscauldron, whose sheer, pitiless walls seem a perpetual 
prison for the hollow writhing8 of lost mountain mists. Above, 
the precipices, wet, crumbling, red and black, in twisted, 
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shattered strata, overhang with the most uncompromising 
aloofness. The idea of a traverse across the south face was at 
once abandoned. On firm rocks, such as are found lower on the  
ridge, the attempt might be just possible, though hazardous ; 
but on these disintegrated, peeling, shale shelves it should 
never be in question. To return down the ridge wrts a dull 
notion, and would mean longer exposure to assault than o n  
the traverse to the Swiss shoulder. The risks of this traverse 
were known to us before, and our hearing and sight now 
confirmed them. ' I n  all kinds of climbing,' writes Edgar 
Allan Poe, ' it is, as Catalani says of singing, easier to get up  
than to come down.' At all events if we had difficulty in 
leaving our high notes it was not for want of wind, of which 
there was much too much for long meditation. The discussion 
that took place was, however, given the circumstancee, 
curiously amusing. One amateur was all for trying the  
corner above us-of which some 50 ft. more would probably 
go-in spite of a stone-douche down the only line of attack ; 
to which one guide responded with a murmur as to h i s  
growing family, and another with dry references to an 
incipient attachment which ran risk of premature cloeure. 
Finally the traverse was resolved on, and it may be here 
stated that no sooner were we out on the face and in a better 
position for seeing, than all unanimously agreed--eren the  
youngest of us-that the corner was impossible, even apart 
from its inevitable risks. The only conceivable line of advance 
leads for a short may up a stone channel to end in a n  
overhang. We found the start from the shoulder was not 
easy, down a steep slab and under an impending corner. 
Tben followed the traverse of an open, loosely built couloir, 
where the risk of falling stones is greater than on the rest of 
the traverse. We took this very rapidly, and on unsatisfactory, 
featureless slabs, coated with fresh snow and broken shale, 
we wound across the face, contorting ourselves into all the 
attitudes inevitable in hanging on to loose, rotten rocks, 
sloped at  a high angle and uncertain in their own minds 
whether they, too, do not want a change of station. 

Unhappy, most like tortured men, 
Their joints new set to be new racked again, 
To mountains they for shelter pray ; 
The mountains shake and run about, no less confused than they. 

Cowley must really have known what it felt like to make a 
traverse on crumbling rock. From above only a few stones 
fell, and those chiefly outside us. We were, in fact, surprised 
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throaghout the day at our comparative immunity. The laat 
200 fi. on to the Swiss shoulder, as we expected, proved the 
real difficulty. Had we not remembered Mr. Mummery's 
account we should have been tempted, aa he was, to descend 
on to the next sloping, repulsive snow-terrace below, and try 
on that level. Of course some 600 ft. lower the dificulties 
almost disappear, but there the risk of stones would be 
greater. The l d e r  here moved meditatively. To the 
second party he seemed to crawl like the hour hand of a 
clock. Possibly our gentle passivity may have suggested to 
the crowd watching us from the Swiss shoulder that we were 
stationed there permanently to register the action of falling 
stones, and were indulging to the full the delight of ' counting 
the dewy pebbles, fixed in thought.' Knubel was firmly 
anchored behind me, but I noticed that all the first party 
were performing on very insufficient hold. With real altruism 
I suggested that we should join on and give them a firm basis 
of operations. With all five on the two ropes it was just 
possible for the leader to get a secure position on the shoulder 
before the tail left its base. Incidentally I may remark that 
I do not think that a less altruistic pair than Knubel and I 
had shown ourselves would have had at all a comfortable 
time in getting on to the shoulder unassisted. Virtue, how- 
ever, is i ts  owner's reward. The traverse ends at the very 
top of the shoulder just a t  its junction with the steep slabs 
of the head. Much of the crowd that had assembled there 
to watch our traverse had dispersed by now, and we managed 
to jostle and shoulder and shove our way to the summit in 
about 2 0  min. In spite of bitter weather and frozen rocks 
it wee a ' parade day ' for Zermatt, and solid peasants were 
hauling themselves and yet more solid masses through the 
trackless mazes of ropes and chains. I half suspect it may 
have been in prophetic anticipation of the usual ' Sunday 
out' on the Zermatt ridge of the Matterhorn that John, 
Duke of Buckingham, remarked centuries ago-  

Behold some toiling u a slippery hill, 
Where, though snivel  they must be toiling still ; 
Borne with unsteady feet, just fall'n to ground, 
Others at top whose heads are turning round ; 
To thia high hill it happens still that some 
The most unfit are forwardest to come. 

We are told that ' of old sat Freedom on the heights,' but 'free- 
dome' would now be an inapt description of the manacled 
Matterhorn. Would it not at least be as much in the 
interests of the best guides aa of the mountain itself and its 
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admirers if these gyves were removed, and the cords unwound 
which are twined grotesquely like the straggling straws of 
insanity round Cervin's sombre head l Subscriptions are 
even asked a t  the hotels to renew these atrocitiee: in one 
place this year a cord was represented only by just a little bit 
of string, as a forcible hint that more funds were needed. 
Ryan, indeed, incurred some additional odium by picking up 
the end of this and offering i t  to a perspiring guide in the 
crowd, under the misconception that it was hanging out of 
his pocket. In  spite of these assistances one stout party 
blocked the narrow corner so long that a permanent residence 
seemed our only outlook. At last, however, I remembered 
my Wordsworth, and appealed tragically to his guides. 

A word from me was like a charm : 
They pulled together with one mind, 

And their huge burthen, safe from harm, 
Moved like a vessel in the wind. 

At least he swung out of the way and let us pass. At the 
top we waited an hour, pondering on the infinite void and 
filling a perhaps more finite one from the sacks. 

Even so the shoulder proved a hardly less congested district 
on our descent; some parties hardly seemed to have altered 
anything but their expression. We unroped below the old hut 
and hurried down as best me might to get the penance of 
that monotonous and detestable descent over. A dangerous 
solitary climber, one of the numerous crowd we p a s d ,  
amused himself by discharging a hundredweight of loose 
rock a t  our vanishing heads. We urged him pressingly to 
wait until the shot should be at  least taken from a more 
sporting distance. He complied, but solaced his soul by 
dismal and derisive howls, growing gradually more distant 
until they finished with a final wail and a resumptive 
stone-discharge as  we turned the corner below the couloir. 
As we had got into the way of using Wordsworth it will 
probably have occurred to you that we a t  once quoted ' Peter 
Bell ' in chorus :- 

Among the rocks and winding crags, 
Among the nlountains far away, 
Once more that ase did lengthen out 
More ruefully a deep-drawn shout. 

Just  below the last little wall of rock above the new hut we 
descended upon a triple line of tourists, seated in a gaily- 
garbed half-circle. They were applauding the returning 
heroes as  they sever all y descended, and immor talising with 
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a gross of cameras the dashing fashion in which their grand- 
fathers and grandsons negotiated the final step into the 
auditorium. 

You will probably agree by now that the content of my 
P.S. is 'positively scandalous ; ' but if I have talked scandal 
of the Zermatt Ridge it is because I wished the postscript to 
supplement the notes, by emphasising in its contrasts any 
juetification that might be needed for the previous climbs. 

The vulgarisation-if one may call it so-of many of our 
chief ridges is the inevitable result of the growirig popularity 
of mountaineering. The price that mountaineers have had 
to pay for their present immunity from journalistic charges 
of lunacy is that they have become something of a fashion. 
They are now no longer left to wander in enforced but pleasant 
solitude among 'the precious things of heaven, and the dew, 
and the deeps that couch beneath,' and ' the chief things of 
the ancient mountains, and the precious things of the lasting 
hills.' In further lands it may be still possible, within the 
compess of a fortnight's holiday, to find somethirig of the 
romance with which the Alps were invested for the earlier 
generation, but it has to be sought, it no longer runs to meet 
us. To sleep in the huge and noisy caravanserai on the 
summit of the Brocken in the Hartz Nountains during 
Walpurgis-Nacht, when the only devils that assail you will be 
little demons of an extremely irritating and concrete species, 
will dispel most of your Goethesque illusions ; but a night in 
the little lightning-shattered chapel, half filled with snow, on 
the summit of Mount Athos, watching the storm surging in 
the great gulleys of its northern face, and drinking herb-tea 
maybe with a white-haired hermit, whose only previous 
thought of England hae been the sight of the solemn pro- 
cession of British battleships passing on their silent watch 
5,000 ft. below his eyrie, is a romance a little more remote of 
attainment. Within four days (if you will) you can see from 
Parnaesus the snowy range of Olympus floating in mid-air, 
like some silvery cloudland of the gods, upon a haze of blue 
shadow that fades into the indistinguishable greyness of the 
sea. Within four days, too, you may find yourself toiling up 
the long snow slopes of that other Olympus in Asia, with the 
red roofs and dazzling minarets of Brusa nestled in green 
mulberry trees in a fold of the hills at your feet. Within 
but two days more you can be seated on Zeus' own rock- 
throne on the summit of Ida, looking away to the north 
where the impetuous Scamander bursts its course through 
rocky gorge and olive grove out on to the soft green levels of 
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wind-enchanted Troy, while behind you the blue waves of the 
a g e a n  fringe with white surf innumerable lilac islands, and 
to the south the low barren uplands of Asia melt into a hot 
distance of sun-coloured mist. 

But in the nearer region of the Alps romance has 
retreated into remoter fastnesses, and those w210 seek i t  there 
must often incur the charge of wilful avoidance of the 
obvious way. We have spoken of the Matterhorn, but any 
popular climb would yield as good a moral. Have you 
ascended the Jungfrau in a good year from the Concordia 
Pavilion ? The shriek of the train is just round the comer; 
the snow track is visible at 10 miles ; near the summit guides 
and parties have trodden out a vast set of ' woppin' old stairs.' 
I t  befell me once to fall into one of these so-called ' steps,' 
and I was only extricated with much difficulty. If I had 
perished there, imprisoned, the words found graven upon my 
heart would have been ' Eiger Junction.' 

Year by year a melancholy antiphone grows louder in an 
ever larger number of Swiss valleys. Listen any still evening 
to the voice of the Rhone, growling hoarsely to drown the 
hoot of the busy engines bustling their long burthens up and 
down the desecrated valleys. I t  is chanting in a clamour of 
indignant surprise, 'Line upon line, line upon line!' 
Listen again and you will hear from the distant silver peaks, 
as they lift appealing heads to the uneasy wind that frets in 
vain to free them from their ravelled drapery of cord and 
chain and iron, an echo like a drowsy anger of response, 
' Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords, and sin as it 
were with a cart rope.' 

It is, indeed, only the climber prepared to leave, with all 
due precaution and knowledge of the conditions he is 
encountering, the snowfield trampled into buffalo-wallows or 
the ridge-climb polished pink with frequent feet, who can 
still find the cloud-wisps of romance clinging round glacier 
and peak, in the new pleasure of untrodden snow-way or 
unviolated summit. 

If it were needful to find a motto to embody the essential 
doctrines of the mountaineer's creed I should myself choose 
the 'good and godly' distich attributed to James V. of 
Scotland- 

Brother, hearken what I say, 
Grip ere thou slide, and, keep forth the highuqay. 
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BY WALTER WESTON. 

NCE upon a time-in the summer of 1897, to be precise- 0 my friend Somerset Bullock and I, after some delightful 
guideless climbs elsewhere in the Bernese Oberland, found 
ourselves at last fuce to face with the pitce de rCaistance of our 
mountaineering menu in the shape of the Eiger Joch. The 
atory of its first conquest, nearly forty years earlier, had 
always exercised a fascination over us, and perhaps the 
experiences that befell us thereon may be sufficient apology 
for venturing on a small ' plain tale from the hills ' on our 
own account. At least the recollections of them will long 
last fresh and green for two of the trio that shared them; 
for one now feels towards the Eiger Joch the gratitude once 
expressed by a Japanese student to a friend of mine in the 
somewhat startling assurance, ' Your noble spirit is prowling 
in my mind. My lamp of hope is still kept burning by your 
vivid kerosene.' 

On a glorioua morning in mid-July we left our quarters at 
the well-known hotel on the Kleine Scheidegg to reconnoitre 
our route before venturing upon a final attack. The guides 
at Lauterbrunnen whom we had invited to come with us on 
our way from the Ober Steinberg had one and all declined 
our offers. Driven, therefore, to make a virtue of necessity, 
and not unwilling to score, if possible, off croakers disposed 
to laugh us to scorn, we determined to play the game without 
profeesionals and to see if, in our match v.  the Eiger Joch, we 
could not win it off our own axes. 

The splendid terrace-shaped ice masses, cleft by great 
chasms, or rent and torn in wild confusion, towered above our 
heads and above one another, like the ruined defences of some 
Tihanic fortifications. An hour's walk over the broken, grassy 
dopes of the Kleine Scheidegg took us to the foot of the Eiger, 
and we were soon on the Eiger glacier m d  struggling with 
the  crux of the climb, the intricacies of the great icefall. 
At one time, like Sir Leslie Stephen, we found ourselves lying 
flat in little gutters on the faces of the skracs, worming 
ourselves along like boa constrictors. The next moment we 
were balancing ourselves on a knife edge between two 
crevasses, or plunging into the very depths of the glacier, 
with a natural arch of ice meeting above our heads. But 
bit by bit we gained ground, and at length emerged towards 
the centre of the frozen cataract, skirting under some 
threatening sbracs which soon began to melt into chilly 
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tears of pity at our presumption in venturing to storm such 
a fortress unaided. We were soon rewarded by the sight of 
one of the grandest crevasses I hare ever seen. 

The picture was framed, as Bullock aptly described it, in 
a setting of gigantic spear-points and wedges of ice, towering 
60 ft. above us, while in the depths of its cold blue ~ a u l t  
hung huge icicles like monster organ pipes. But the only 
music was the slow drip, drip of melting snow and the hollow 
clatter of fallen de'bris. Some of the sBracs rose in the most 
fantastic shapes, sometimes like a gigantic toadstool bdanced 
on a slender stalk, or like church spires or square towers 
defended by trenches of unfathomable blue depth. Here our 
way was barred, and further progress seemed impossible. 
However we had been working hard, so I suggested a good 
square meal, after which our vision might grow clearer. 
We then sat down on our rucksacks under the shade of a 
firm-based, spreading drac,  a shelter pleasant enough when 
it ceased to drop its icy tears of unneeded sympathy down 
the back of our necks. 

The result of our consultation led us to determine to keep 
close to the base of the Klein Eiger, and to force our way 
through the maze of crevasses to the glacier's (true) right 
bank. In Sir Leslie Stephen's historic first ascent this had 
been proposed, but was negatived-a mistake that afterwards 
proved nearly fatal to the expedition. As a matter of fact 
the crevasses of this icefall are so intricate, and their size so 
huge, that when once one has got into their jaws it is almost 
impossible to tell where you are till you get out again, either 
at  the bottom or the top. Vorking hard, however, we some- 
how succeeded in climbing, crawling, or cutting our way 
through till we were again nearly in the shadow of the dark 
rocks on our left. Here we entered a gully in the ice, thinly 
caked with snow, at  an angle of nearly 60". By dint of hard 
stepcutting we reached the top, only to find that half an 
hour had been masted, for a detour of a few yards lower down 
would have avoided the ascent altogether. The ' longest way 
round ' would have been ' the shortest way home.' 

On the other side of the gully we found a mighty rift 
partly choked by the ddbris of a great skrac, which afforded 
a safe but rugged road across. This gave access to a snow 
slope abutting on the Iclein Eiger, for which we were aiming. 
Up this we soon kicked steps, and to our intense delight 
reached steep but solid rocks that gave a aelcome and 
safer way of progression. Climbing these quickly we rose 
nearly 500 ft. in half an hour. With our bodies rose our 
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spirits also, for we found we had overtopped the icefall and 
its dangers, and there was no chance of s6rac or avalanche 
interfering with our enjoyment. 

The rocks we crossed transversely until we once more 
neared the glacier, with which they mere connected by another 
tongue of snow. To get on to this we had somehow to sur- 
mount a perpendicular wall of snow twelve feet high. My 
friend, as the lighter man, kindly volunteered to use me as a 
ladder, and mounted first on my back and then on my 
shoulders, but still failed to reach and grip the edge of the 
snowy barrier. He finally solved the difficulty by stepping 
on to my head, and the way he ' took off' from that spot, 
shod as he was in the heaviest Alpine boots I ever knew, left, 
in more senses than one, a very decided and permanent im- 
pression behind. 

He then calmly remarked that there was a grand view, 
that our difficulties were over, and that he felt uncommonly 
pleased with himself. I, rubbing my head at the foot of the 
snow wall in semi-darkness, was not in a position to see it 
from his point of view ! However, with the help of a long 
silk sash let down from above, and with much struggling and 
kicking on my own part, I overtopped the edge, stood by my 
friend, and then was able to shout ' hurrah ' with him at our 
success. Behind us was the Eiger ; in front rose the mighty 
Monch, its dark precipitous cliffs draped with shining, 
hanging glaciers, that send down their avalanches with a 
thunderous roar, re-echoed from the opposite cliffs with 
appalling effect. Below us, to our right, lay the s6racs and 
crevasses we had climbed or circumvented: to the left an 
obvious route was at our disposal through less broken ice, 
and beyon'd and above this towered the tremendous ice-slopes 
for nearly 1,500 ft. over which the rest of our u p ~ a r d  way we 
knew must lie. 

A close, quick survey of the scene, to photograph it clearly 
in  our memory for the morrow's venture, and we turned to 
descend. In 3) hrs. we were back at our hotel at tea, 
followed by a shower bath and, after that-the deluge. It 
seemed hard linee to have overcome the main difficulties, to 
have, so to speak, got out our most dangerous opponents, and 
then for rain to stop play ! The match was postponed for a 
fortnight owiug to continuous bad weather. 

At 2.45 A.X. on Monday, August 2, three sleepy indi- 
viduals 'might hare been seen,' had any others been so 
foolish as to be looking out at such an unearthly hour, 
stealing burglar-like away from the Bellevue Hotel, where all 
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the other guests and domestics were sound asleep. My 
friend and I had with us a porter, known to be etrong and 
stated to be a capable climber. His qualifications subsequently 
proved to be as limited as those of another 1 heard recom- 
mended mainly as * a good fellow who doesn't more in huts.' 

In  spite of the storms and snow of the past two weeka we 
succeeded in retracing our route without a check, to the 
astonishment of our companion, and in 8b hrs. or so had 
regained the highest point originally reached. Here we sat 
down for our ' second breakfast,' and then hauled ourselves 
up to the top of the snow wall and * made tracks ' for the foot 
of the great ice slopes far above us without delay. Soon 
we had left the crevassed glacier behind, crossed a level 
plateau of snow, and found ourselves at the great berg- 
schrund. 

After crossing this we began to kick steps in the snow, and 
for half an hour our upward progress was fairly fast. By- 
and-by the snowy covering of the slopes began to thin out. 
Step-kicking soon gave way to step-scraping, and a t  last 
step-cutting in earnest became the order of the day. At 
first the slope was only about 60"; it then steepened to 55" 
or more. 

Up to this time Bullock had been leading, and splendidly 
had he worked for nearly five hours, so now I took my turn 
and went in front. I admired his skill more than ever when 
I got there ! At every yard the ice grew harder until our 
progress rivalled the average pace of a Japanese legal process, 
or a snail not fond of active exercise. The fragments of ice 
chipped out by the axe skidded with a musical ring down the 
glassy steep to the bergschrund below. 

The porter at the bottom of the rope now began to lose 
i 

his head, as a preliminary to losing his feet, and insisted 
upon either tying himself into a knot with his share of 
the rope or letting it drag after him in a huge loop, in his 
frantic efforts to embrace Bullock ae a precautionary mertsure 
in case of a slip. I n  pathetic tones he begged me, from 40 ft. 
below, to ' please make bigger holes, as my feet are so big and 
your steps so small.' To please him and keep him quiet 
Bullock enlarged the steps between himaelf aad me; but even 
this was not enough, and the porter found it needm to 
enlarge the icy staircase till a small elephant could allnost 
have romped up it ! 

Meanwhile I cut steadily on-sometimes with both hands 
a t  the axe, sometimes with one hand only, to give the other 
a rest. Bullock offered to relieve me at the work, but we 
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could not have reversed the order of our going without 
risking a catsstrophe through the porter's unsteadiness, and 
I held on. Hour after hour went by and the distance 
seemed scarcely to decrease, and the crest of the icy ridge 
to grow no nearer. And yet the time passed quickly 
somehow. Probably the constant tension of the nerves, and 
the absolute need for presence of mind, forbade all thought 
of anything but the next step in front and our ultimate goal. 
* Look but one step ahead, and secure that step,' was our 
motto. My friend tells me that, for him, motion upward at 
length became merely mechanical, as he realised that no 
personal effort on his part would accelerate arrival any more 
than a railway paaeenger could quicken the speed of the train 
by anxiously poking his head out of the window. He re- 
membered wishing for the loan of a pair of wings, but his 
anxiety to be off the slope was mainly due to the constant 
reminders of insecurity which he received from our elephantine 
friend below. 

After four hours' ceaseless cutting at length came a rest. 
I hacked out the last step, and was able to grip the edge of 
an outcrop of rocks jutting from the snow. But we found 
them too rotten to climb, and we had to cut steps in the ice 
again for thirty or forty feet before we could reach a ledge 
firm enough to cling to, while we made a long-needed meal. 
Half an hour's well-earned repose was broken all too soon, and 
at 2 o'clock we were again on the move. As far as possible 
we kept to the rock, treading as lightly as we could, though 
now and then the porter despatched the larger part of some 
projecting mass with a thunderous clatter down the slopes 
beneath. We were now approaching the foot of the great 
wall of broken red rocks that forms the actual crest of the 
topmost ridge between the Eiger and the Monch. Disin- 
tegration had worked ceaselessly and surely to compass the 
ruin of the rocky fortress, whose tall towers uplifted their 
fantastic forms to a now angry-looking sky. 

Half an hour's interesting scrambling landed us on the 
highest point of the ridgo; on the left is a jagged rocky 
adte, on our right a narrow corniced edge of snow. 

During the intense excitement and interest of the last two 
hours our attention had been so wholly absorbed in our 
work that we had had no time to think of the weather. But 
with the tension relaxed we began to look about, and saw that 
lurid clouds were brooding over the distant peaks, and that 
the sooner we got off'the ridge the better. On our right 
were the slopee on which we had spent nearly eight hours of 
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unceasing toil : on our left black cliffs falling nearly sheer for 
2,000 ft. to the T'iescher Glacier blow were impracticable. 
We must go straight on. 

The porter, whose fears, dispelled by our victory over 
the ice slope, had now returned with reinforcements, 
became our chief danger. The low muttering of the 
thunder, and the weird lights and shadows playing across 
the ridge on which we were balanced, were too rnucli 
for him. His teeth chattering with terror he closed up to 
me and begged us in agonised tones to go back. A sudden 
flash of lightning shot from the clouds, but without waiting 
for the music we started along the narrow edge of the corniced 
ridge. With a mixture of German and Japanese I frightened 
our frantic friend into keeping his tears and hie embraces for 
a more fitting time, and we steadily moved on. The wild 
beauty of the ice world here was mtonishingly impressive- 
The edge of snow below which we were passing exhibited 
every variety of form. Here it rose like a wave arrested and 
frozen at the moment of breaking into spray, or like a 
gigantic arum lily, there a fringe of fantaatic lace, or the teeth 
of some fabled monster of myth. Cautiously but quickly we 
pressed on at a safe distance fro111 the edge of the cornice, 
but before we could quite gain the point where we could 
cross, and turn downwards on the southern side, the storm 
burst upon us. 

As Bullock remarked, we mere in an atmosphere charged 
with electricity, surrounded by the very thunder cloud itself. 
Like the hiss of a hundred serpents the lightning sizzed over 
the snow, and sang weird strains about our steel axe-heads. 
Woollen gloves provided a certain amount of protection as 
non-conductors, but the sensations were still sufficiently 
uncanny. Bullock said his head felt as if a tiny whirlwind 
had started in his hair, and that his funnybones behaved in 
an inconveniently jocular way. I saw him take off his hat 
to see if hie hair was on fire, and then he found it standing 
erect like a blacking brush. As the electricity seemed to be 
charging him too much I insisted on having a change of axa, 
but he still felt, he said, uncommonly like an animated 
lightning conductor. Before us the white bulk of the Nonch 
now loomed out of the mist with strange distinctness, or again 
appeared wrapped in semi-transparent vapours. Below us, 
in the great glacier basin to the south, whole armiee of dark 
clouds were massing, and I have rarely seen a stranger sight 
than this silent hurrying on of panic-stricken black battalions, 
soundless only until with startling suddenness the ranks lit 
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up, and then the roll of heaven's artillery echoed and re-echoed 
from peak to peak. 

The passage along the final crest to the highest point of 
the Eiger Joch was comparatively simple. I t  was now 
4.30 P.M., and we had been working hard, with the exception 
of about fifty minutes' halt for food, for over thirteen hours 
continuously. As we left the top of the hard-won pass it 
waa rather an anti-climax to turn to the left, through the 
gathering mists, and begin a gentle descent over the soft 
deep snow that the past fortnight's Fohn wind had piled on 
its southern side. 

We had been going steadily for nearly an hour from the 
top, intending to make for the Bergli 'Club Hut '  as our 
night quarters, when the seracs of the Tiescher glacier hove 
in eight. Mindful, however, of warm welcomes and cosy 
shelter lower down on past expeditions, we suddenly made up 
our minds to exchange the doubtful luxuries of a night at 
nearly 11,000 ft., on mouse-infested straw and short rations, 
for the certain pleasure of good beds and fresh food in plenty 
a t  the Baregg. 

Instead, therefore, of crossing the Monch Jocli to the 
Bergli Hut, we gave it 8 wide berth, to our right, and steered 
straight for the icefall that dropped abruptly from the snow 
plateau which we were now crossing. 

For two hours onwards the work was of a very difficult and 
intricate character, with crevasses of great size and depth, 
and  only the amount of snow that partly filled them made 
the  passage possible. We were more than pleased at the 
result, when at length we emerged from the icy labyrinth, and 
looked up at it, for we saw we had come down by the only 
possible route, and we afterwards learnt that the passage had 
probably never before been accomplished. 

After consuming the remainder of our store of bread and 
marmalade we continued our march across the now easy 
glacier, and succeeded in reaching the further side, where we 
nnroped, just as twilight was softening the passes and the 
peaks above and around us. 

Darkness had now risen from valley to peak, and as we left 
the glacier for the rocks we felt our difficulties were even not 
yet done with. The faint track, needing care even by day- 
light, was now trying in the extreme. The porter declared i t  
was impossible, and his eye lighting on some dark slimy rocks 
over which small icy cascades were pouring, he coolly suggested 
we should sleep under them. Such a course would have led 
to repose of too permanent a character, and the proposition 
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was dismissed with scorn. By-and-by we came to a rickety 
ladder, down which we crept gingerly, and below it I etumbled 
on an empty wine bottle. A lucky stroke with the point of 
my ice axe made a clean hole in the bottom of this, which a 
candle I fortunately had in my pocket exactly fitted, but only 
after vainly striking some dozens of damp matches did we 
manage to get a light. Our own alpine lantern had unfortu- 
nately slipped out of its owner's pocket, and found a grave in 
the Eiger Joch bergschrund, earlier in the day, and the loss 
we felt considerably. With the aid of our solitary flickering 
flame we picked our way slowly down, and wind and rain 
oeaeed as we finally stepped off the rocks on to the hummocky 
surface of the Lower Grindelwald Glacier, which was now t,he 
only barrier between us and the Baregg Chalet. 

Like fireflies we flitted to and fro, threading the crevasses 
where they were wide and jumping them when narrow. 
Slowly we zigzagged across, only to find ourselves cut off by 
a foaming torrent in an icy channel. We retreated and tried 
lower down, but again with no success. Just then a terrific 
roar burst through the stillness of the night, and down from 
a hanging glacier crowning the Kalli cliffs to our left a 
mighty avalanche thundered on to the glacier below. I t  was 
several minutes before the echoes had ceased to reverberate 
in the great defile, and by that time we had managed to lose 
each other in our tantaliing search for a way off the 
glacier. Up and down in the hollows amongst the waves 
of ice the candle flitted. Was this will o' the wisp wandering 
never to cease, we were beginning to ask, when suddenly 
a cry from the leader is heard, ' Here it is ; we're off.' 

And sure enough so me were. Half a dozen steps took us 
off the last ice-hummock; on to the path we scrambled, and 
by it we mounted to the well-known wooden ladders below our 
haven of rest. The windows of the lonely chalet showed no 
light, and long and loud we knocked before the welcome 
answer came. It mae one o'clock in the morning, but they 
received us as warmly as long looked for friends. Soon we 
were sitting before a roaring fire, revelling in such coffee, 
honey, bread, and butter es never were. Considering we had 
been hard at work for twenty-two hours, with very little rest, 
we felt surprisingly fresh. At 2 A.M. we turned in and slept 
the sleep of the satisfied. 
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URING the long winter evenings the thoughts of a moun- D taineer turn naturally towards the spots in the Alps 
which he has visited in past summers or towards those 
which he proposes to visit in the future. In either case he 
can scarcely help wondering, unless he is a member of the 
strictest school of ' greased pole' scramblers, what has becn 
the past of these Alpine valleys and villages. He may 
perhaps be led to look into this subject for himself, and so 
shorten the weary interval during which he must be absent 
from these much-loved haunts. Now such a subject can 
be treated from several points of view, exclusive of a11 
matters relating to natural science. One man may be 
attracted by the local history of a particular Alpine valley 
or village, or by questions relating to the ethnology, the 
legends, the customs of its inhabitants. Another may fix his 
attention rather on the local names, and especially on the 
forms they assume on the older maps or in the older works 
of travel. A third may amuse himself by following on old 
maps the slow stages by which an accurate topographical 
survey of the region in question has been obtained after 
many strange and curious hallucinations. Yet another 
may like to trace out the history of the invasion of his 
favourite resort by travellers and tourists, or in particular 
the history of the conquest of the various peaks and passes 
around it. Still another interesting branch of inquiry consists 
in working out the history of the easier and more historical 
passes, whether glacier passes or not, in the neighbourhood. 
In short, there are many ways in which a bookish mountaineer 
may profitably employ his leisure while away from the moun- 
tains. I have myself found out the fasciuation of some of 
the lines of study suggested above, and have endeavoured in 
many articles to work out cne or the other separately, or even 
several at the same time. Hence I can recommend others to 
take up a subject of this kind, especially if they find that 
their legs are not as sturdy as of old, though their brain 
remains clear and their love of the everlasting hills is still 
unabated. &me day I may treat in these pages of the early 
history of some valley (e.g. Herens, Annivier~, Bagnes, 
Grindelwald, &c.) for which I have accumulated a goodly 
store of notes. The present paper is meant to supplement 
the investigations already published into the history of the  
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manner in which Zermatt and Saas became known to 
travellers. I refer in particular to my history of Zermatt 
(the $rst detailed history of the place ever published in 
English, for the first edition of Nr. Whymper's ' Guide to 
Zermatt ' did not appear till 1897), contained in my book 
entitled ' Swiss Travel and Swiss Guide-Books ' (London, 
1889), and to that of Saas, given in my friend Dr. H. Dubi's 
excellent work ' Sass-Fee und Umgebung ' (Bern, 1902). It 
has been my good fortune to light on the narratives of several 
travellers who visited these valleys before the great rush 
began, narratives which, it is true, have all appeared in 
print previously, though Alpine historians have hitherto over- 
looked them. As will be seen from the texts I print below 
(carefully preserving the original orthography) these accounk 
are dated between 1777 and 1803, so that they are among 
the earliest-perhaps quite the earliest--detailed notices 
of these regions which \re as yet possess. No doubt other 
travellers had previously visited these districts, though they 
did not print any account of their impressions, so that 
the three documents in question have the importance of 
Windham's and Nartel's descriptions of their visite to 
Chamonix in 1741-2 rather than the extreme interest which 
would attach to the exploration of an Alpine valley which had 
certainly never been visited by travellers before. In  the one 
case a mere chance haa led to the publication of the narrative, 
while in the other it would be the deliberate act of a conscious 
' discoverer.' Still, in default of other sources, these narra- 
tives, which have been preserved to us as it were by an 
historical accident, are often very interesting, while there ie 
a lway~ the possibility of a still earlier account turning up 
some of these days. To these three early accounts I add 
solne extracts from the narrative of a visit to Zermatt made 
in 18-13 by Juste Olivier, a well-known minor Swiss poet, as 
it seems to have escaped notice, and usefully supplements the 
descriptions of Engelhardt, Desor, and Forbes, who were at 
Zermatt in 1835-41, 1839, and 1841-2 respectively. 

This very curious account of Zermatt as the scene of the 
Golden Age appeared in the ' Journal de Paris ' for 1777 (to 
which my attention was drawn by entry No. 899 in vol. i., 
1785, of G. 1". von Haller's 'Bibliographie der Schweieer- 
Geschichte,' this entry being reproduced in Herr A. Wiiber's 
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excellent' Landes- und Reisebeschreibungen der Schweiz,' 1899, 
p. 211), and seems to rest upon the personal experiences of 
the unknown and anonymous writer during a visit to the 
valley. I t  is possible, however, that it is merely a sort of 
a c a d e m i d  exercise, for a little earlier (in 1760) Rousseau, in 
his ' Nouvelle Helolse ' (Lettre xxiii.), had depicted from his 
personal experiences a similar ideal state of things existing 
in the Valais generally, as rather later (in 1781) did Bourrit," 
who quotes Rousseau's account a t  length. But as against 
this possibility we have the personal note of the narrative of 
1777, and the quaint little anecdote as to M. de Courten. 
I n  any case this narrative is the earliest known to me in 
which a detailed account of the village of Zermatt and its 
inhabitants is contained, for up to this date we find only 
brief and passing mentions of either, and those mainly relating 
t o  political matters. 

I t  is worth noting, however, that the notion of the existence 
of a sort of Golden Age in the Valais was not uncommon in 
the  eighteenth century. Thus another anonymous writer 
(said by Haller, u l i  supra, No. 898, to be Ramond) to the 
Journal de Paris,' No. 311, dated November 6, 1780, in the 

course of a lengthy description of the Valais in general 
(continued from a previous letter in No. 304, October 30, 
1780), affirms the existence of such a primitive state of 
thiGgs in the part of the Valais which includes Zermatt, 
though that village is not specially named. 

C'est surtout dans la partie occidentale et mdridionale que cette 
bienreihnce, cette douceur de maurs qui tient ii l'innocence des 
premiers Ages, et en perpktue la crMulit6, occupe le premier rang 
parmi lea vertus naturelles des Valaisiens. . . . C'est dans les vallkes 
m8ridionales, dans ces retraites oh les Voyageurs ont peu @nktrB, 
qn'il faut chercher cette simplicitd, ces maurs patriarchales, qui 
a n t  fonrni au peintre [i.e. Rousseau] de .Julie l'un de ses plus 
touohans tableaux. C'est 1s que se sont rbfugikes ces vertus primi- 
tives qui ont h i  devant nos lumiGres, et qui bientht abandonneront 
ce dernier asyle ; car c'en est fait de l'innocence que l'on commence 
ir remarquer. Si vous voulez donc vous retracer l'image, non de 
l'dge d'or et de la belle nature, mais de la simple ruztzrre et de la 
probit4 de nos ancctres, hritez-vous, cherchez ces vallbes privilhgikes, 
mais n'en sortez pas pour voir si le reste du Valais leur ressexnble ; 
hors de ces retraites tout va comme dans le reste du monde. Vous 
trouverez lee grandes routes frbquentkes par les Voyageurs et lee 
Narchaads, des Auberges oil vous serez rangonnk, des forcts 
infeetbs de brigand#, et l'effroyable appareil de la justice ven- 

* Description des Alpes Pennines, vol. i. pp. 197, 206-6. 
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resae qui couronne butes lee hautem, donnant un dBmenti 
gnnel  B bus  ceux qoi indiquemient, hors de quelques R L l h  
preeque inconnues, le djour de l'innocence. 

Any one who knows Zermatt a t  the present day, or knew it 
thirty years ago, can amuse himself by contrasting the idyllic 
state of the dwellers there as described in 1777, with their 
feverish existence (at least in enmmer) in 1877 or in  1907. 

Journal de Paris,' No. 148,28 Mai 1777. 
ME~~IEURS,-L 'A~~ d'or, le R@e d' Astrke . . . vieilles Fables 

qu'on n'a la bontk d ' h n t e r  que lorsqu'elles sont embellies des 
charmes de la Poesie, mais si l'on veut en voir la dalitd, il h u t  
l'aller chercher en Suisse, dans une Vallb nommb P r a h g w ,  en 
allemand Zermatt ; elle m u p e  un terrain de neuf lienea de 
longueur sur une largeur aasez Btroite, et est ti dix-huit lieues de 
distance do Siola. Ville ca~itale du Valais. C'est lA au'on trouve 
une Nation vraihent libre; sans distinction de rang et de p r Q h c e ,  
sans luxe qu i  l'dnerve. eans ambition oui la tourmente : dBfendue 
par les rempmrta de eek montagnes ; elie code des jouG dans nne 
paix profonde, et ne s'oocupe que de cultiver ses terres et soigner 
ses troupeaur. Ce Penple soumis aux loix quail s'eet donnh, en eat 
l'observsteur le plus scrupuleux; des mceurs puree, douces, reli- 
gieuses, la bonne foi dans tonte ea naivetk, caraot6riae cea habitens 
gBnBreux et simples il 1s fois, qui ont conservk bus  lee anciens 
usages, et pour qui l'hospitrdith est une des premieres vertus. Lee 
Pmureun et lea Notaires sont des 6tres inconnus dans cette 
Vallb; hk, que pourroient-ils gagner avec des hommes qui con- 
naiseent peu l'hriture, et pour qui une convention verbale a la 
valeur d'un serment ? Les contrats, quels qu'ile soient. s'inscrivent 
sur des morceaux de bois tels que lea ont conservk nos boulangera ; 
ils n'ont d'autres dkpositaires de lours engagemens que cee tailles 
grossieres qui conetatent lee ventes, les Bchanges, aaaurent les 
proprikths, et contre lesquelles il eat eans exemple qu'on ait jam& 
rhlamk. Une autre particularitd qui fera d'un mu1 trait c o ~ o f t r e  
ce Peuple estimable, c'est que les serrures sont pour lui an meuble 
inconnu. Le jour ni la nuit n'est jamais troublk par la cupidit6 
d'un voleur on l'adresse d'nn escroc. Ce que renferme un bltirnent 
est sous la sauvegarde d'un !optlet de bois, et oette lkgkre pnhntion 
fait de chaque maison un asyle que personne n'ose violer. Un 
mauvais plaisant seroit pent-&tre tent4 de citer le vers d'un de nos 
premiers Poetes- 

Paurres de tout, et  riches d'abstimtrces. 

Mais l'application en seroit Qgalement fausse dans ses deux parties ; 
les richesses, il est m i ,  sont inconnues ti Praborgnc, mais la 
auvretk ne l'eet pas moins: tout vit, tout est heureux ohez oe b euple cultivateur ; c'eet ii, la lettre l'auream n u d i o m ' w  

d'Horace, et peut-on sentir une privation de ce qu'on ne peut pas 
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d k k r ?  VoU, M.M, l'esqnisse de ce que j'ai vu dans le Vdais : 
heureux Peuple, qui ne connofi pas mkme par relation tous les 
maux qui a i e n t  notre globe, tontea lee passions qui tyrannisent 
les hommes, tons les manx que none nous crdona sans penser B nous 
pr&ener de ceur que nous pouvons dviter : son bonheur est garanti 
par lm nature m6me qui ne pennet qn'aveo peine lee communica- 
tions ; sans quoi 1'Etranger y porteroit bientdt sea arts, ses mienwe, 
aes talens, ss cupidit6, et bientht toutes lea vertns disparoitroient 
d'une Val lb  oii ellee se sont, pour ainsi dire, rkfugikes. 

J'ai l'honneur d'ktre, tc .  

No. 149,29 Mai 1777. 
M~ssr~ws , - I1  est tant de tableaux effraym pour l'humanit6 

qn'on ne  doit pas nbliger de lai en prksenter qui la consolent. 
Permettez-moi donc, hlessieura, de revenir il me8 hsbitans de 
P ~ a b m p .  Ces bons Suisees, dont la vie retrace celle des Pstriar- 
ches par les vertus et la eirnplicitk, vivent ensemble comme friires, 
~ a n s  que rien altAre jamah leur union. Si par hazard il s'klkve 
dans  m e  f d e  un nuage capable d'en troubler l'harmonie, il est 
dans  l'instant dissipd par l'autoritd d'un Chef, ou d'un Vieillard 
dont  les jugemens sont toujours h u t k s  avec respect et docilitb. 
L'autorit6 paternelle, ce tribunal dont on appelle d'ausm bonne 
henre dans nos pays, ne perd jamaie rien dens le Palais de eon 
influence et de sa force. La bonG et l'honnbtetd des ValQisicns 
est bient6t sentie par un ktranger qui traverse leur pays : dds qu'il 
a'arr6te dans un endroit, on roit sortir des maisons voisines des 
personnes de l'un et de l'autre mxe qui portent des vrtses pleins de 
creme on de lait, des paniers remplis de pain, de fruits ou de 
fromages, viennent g6nhreusement lui offrir tout ce qu'ils possAdent, 
et s'indigneroient qu'on vouldt payer leurs prksens. Cette peinture 
pourroit passer pour un Roman, ai je n'avois une Anecdote h. 
rapporter, qui confirmera tout ce que je viens de dire. Mr. le Cte. 
de Courten (fire de celui que none voyons aujourd'hui Grand-Croix 
et Colonel au service de France) avoit avancd des sommes trhs- 
coneidkrables aux habitans de Praborgnc. I1 n'existoit d'autre 
reconnaissance que lea marques faites sur les tailles de bois dont 
j'ai parlk. A la mort de M. de Courten, sea hdritiers comptoient 
pen snr la rentrb de ses fonds, mais il ne se trouve pas un seul 
Paysan quine vint reconnoitre sa dette, et tous paykrent aux Cpoques 
avec la plus scrnpuleuse exactitude. 

Gonvenons, Meseieura, que tone nos Trait68 de morale et de 
b i e h c e ,  kcrits avec tant de faste et de prhtention, sont bien peu 
de chose quand on lee compare avec la pratique si facile, si naturelle 
des vertue, dont on tireroit vanitk dans tout autre pays que le 
FTa2ais. 

J'ai l'honneur d'btre, t c .  
VOL. XXII1.-NO. CLXXIV. Y 
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11. 

Sam, Zer~natt, the Riflel, atrd the St. Thdodule in 1795. 

M. Eugene RambertC boa~ts  with justice: 'Ce sont nos 
botanistes suisses, et Thomas le premier, qui ont decouvert 
Zermatt.' He refers to Abraham Thomas (1740-1824), and 
also to Laurent Joseph Murith (1742-1816), who himself 
says of Thomas: ' Nouveau Colomb, il fit la decouverte des 
vallCes de Saas et de St. Nicolas, oil aucun botaniste n'avoit 
ete avant lui.' t We know $ that the former had visited 
Zermatt before 1795, while the latter had been to Sass 

' 

before 1803. But the earliest published records of a visit 
by either botanist to Saas and Zermatt are contained in the 
letters d ~ t e d  1795 and 1803, which they exchanged on the 
subject of their botanical wanderings. M. Mouillefarine 
indeed rather cruelly expresses hie opinion § that the two 
friends really travelled much together, 'et que le chanoine 
rkdigeait au retour le bulletin de la course sous l'un ou 
l'autre nom. L'unite du. style, un peu manier6 et sentant 
fort le pastiche de Jean-Jacques, permet de l'affirmer. L a  
bonne Nadame Jean-Louis Thomas [grandson of Abraham] 
me disait na'ivement qu'elle avait beau chercher dans sea 
papiers de famille, elle n'avait jamais pu retrouver les 
originaux de ces lettres-li.' For our present purpose the  
question of the authorship of each letter is of small import- 
ance so long as it is admitted that they were drawn up (and 
this is not denied) on the basis of an actual visit to the places 
described and at  a date not long after the journey in question 
was made. 

The two letters which we print below (omitting much of 
the purely botanical information, which does not concern our 
proper subject, the early visits by travellers to those regions) 
appeared in 1810 at  Lausanne in an odd little quarto work 
entitled 'Le Guide du Botaniste qui voyage dans le Val&, 
avec un Catalogue des Plantes de ce Pays,' and written by 
M. Murith, one of the Austin Cmons Regnlar of the Great  
St. Bernard. I apply the epithet ' odd ' to this book because, 
while the Catalogue fills pp. 49 to 108, the first portion of t h e  
work (pp. 1-48) is taken up by a series of letters describing 

* Ascensions et Fldneries, 1888, vol. i. p. 206. 
t Gut& du Botaniste, p. iv. 
Z Murith's G7iu7e du Botaniste, pp. 14  and 29. 
5 Rnntealr de Sapk ,  p. 38. 
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the botanical journeys during which most of the information 
set forth in the dry Catalogue was gathered (habitats, kc.). 
Of these nineteen letters (dated at  various times from 1793 
to 1806) six are addressed by Prior Murith to Abraham 
Thomas, twelve by Thomas to Murith, and one (in 1806) 
by Louis Thomas (Abraham's son) to Nurith. They are 
interesting in many points, especially to a botanist. That 
of 1795, signed by Abraham Thomas, receives as it were an 
answer in 1808 only, when Nurith visited many of the same 
spots, the delay being no doubt due to the political unrest; 
this had calmed down in 1802, when the Valais, having 
previously (since 1798) been a Canton of the Helvetic Republic, 
became an independent State under the name of the ' Rhodanic 
Pepublic,' which lasted till 1810, then becoming (till 1814) 
the Department of the Simplon of the French Republic. At 
any rate, for our purpose, these two letters should be read 
together. 

Despite the fact that they appeared in print i~ 1810 only, 
they give us practically the earliest detailed description of the 
Zermatt valley as yet known, and certainly the earliest of 
the Saas valley (for the first account quoted by Dr. Ditbi, 
p. 120, is that of Hirzel-Escherls visit in 1882, followed by 
that of Brockedon in 1825). No doubt Saussilre visited 
Zermatt in 1789 (he seems never to have been to Saas), 
but his account of the Zermatt valley (as distinguished from 
that of the St. Theodule and the neighbouring peaks) is 
limited (Section 2222) to a few lines, doubtless owing to his 
difficulty in finding sleeping accommodation in the village, 
while these few lines did not appear till 1796, and on his visit 
to  the St. Theodule in 1792 he did not descend into the 
Zermatt valley. Saussure acknowledged (Section 2277) the 
communication of valuable botanical information by J. C. 
Schleicher (d. 1834), an apothecary, who, like the Thomases, 
collected dried plants for sale, and whose visit is placed by 
Sanesure as shortly after his of 1792, and of course before 
1796, the date of publication of that volume of the ' Voyages 
d m s  les Alpes.' But, as far as I am aware, no account of 
Schleicher's journey has been preserved to us. The published 
account * of the visit (a notice of which was first published 
in 1876) of Nr. Cede's party in 1800 to Zermatt relates 
chiefly to the St. Thkodule, and pasAes briefly over the valley 
and village itself. The first edition (1793) of Ebel's ' Guide ' 

- - - -  -- - 

* A@ne Journal, vol. vii. pp. 435-6, and Mr. Whymper'a Guide 
lo Zermt t ,  pp. 13-4. 

Y 2  
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does not seem to mention either rillage or valley. The 
second edition (1805), however, does so (vol. iv. pp. 205-131, 
this description being reproduced in the third edition (1810), 
iv. pp. 440-9. It seems to be based almost entirely upon 
Saussure's narretive, supplemented by botanical information 
received from the Thomases, who may also have given other 
hints; but the whole section deals with topographical and 
scientific facts, and does not indulge in any picturesque 
details. I t  is only in 1818 that Ebel's French edition 
(vol. iii. p. 621) makes an extract from the correspondence 
which interests us, and which had been published eight years 
previously. 

Hence these two letters of 1795 and 1803 have great 
importance as giving the earliest detailed description6 of the 
valleys of Sass and Zermatt, while the pascrage of the St. 
Theodule in 1795 is the first known since those of Sausme 
and Schleicher, and is five years earlier than that of Mr. Cade, 
who was unaware of either Schleicher's or Thomas's expeditions. 
The minute details set down in each of these letters as to the 
excursions to Fee, to the Gletscher Alp, to the Distel Alp, to 
the Z'Mutt glacier, to the Schwarzsee, to the Riffel, and to the 
Findelen glacier are most curious, while the passage (1808) of 
the Augstbord Pass from Gruben to St. Niklaus by Murith, 
and also of some pass N. of the Bistenen Pass from Saaa to 
the Simplon Pass, rereal to the Alpine historian two new routes, 
as  yet unknown to travellers, to our valleys. 

Some account must now be given of the two correspondents 
who lived respectively a t  Martigny and near Bex, and  so 'Rere 
alnlost neighbours.' 
- - 

* For Murith see especially the biography in the Ecl~o des dlpes, 
1874, pp. 202-6 (German translation in vol. ii. of the h'eue 
Alpellpost). For the Thomases the detailed account by If. E. 
llouillefarine printed in the Bf~12eti7z de la Socit'ti botnnique de 
France, about 1889, and reprinted in the Ra?neaz~ rle Sapin (Nen- 
chitel), numbers for August, September, October, and November 
1889, is our chief source ; but there are some interesting details in 
E. Rambert's Bsce~tsions et Fld~ieries  (Laussnne, 1888), vol. i. pp. 
206-10. Scattered mentions of Thomas are to be found in B. Studer's 
Gesc l~ ic l~ te  (7er 2 1 l ~ ! / s i s c k 1 ~  Geographic der ScIiweiz his 1815 (Bern, 
1863), pp. 251, 394-5, Gi6, and of Murith on pp. 438-9, 50% 
616, and 646, while in my Swiss Travel (1889) I mentioned the 
Thomases on pp. 270 and 312, and Murith on p. 25, in connection 
with the first ascent of the VBlan. A short personal sketch of 
Abraham Thomas is given by Frederick Matthisson in his Letters 
(German edition, Zurich, 1795, vol. ii. pp. 2-5 ; French translation, 
Ziirich, 1802, pp. 166-9). 
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Laurent Joseph Nurith (17.121816) was born of a peasant 
atock a t  Sembrancher, and his whole life was associated 
with the Great St. Bernard. His parents gave him a good 
education, but he early gave up a secular career, being received 
in 1760 as a novice at  the Hospice of the Great St. Bernard, 
and taking the solemn vows in 1761 as an Austin Canon 
Regular, or fall member of that devoted community. In 1766 
he  was ordained priest, and by 1774 was ' clavandier ' (the 
officer charged with the reception of guests) of the huuse, 
becoming Claustral Prior there in 1776, but in 1778, as one 
of the seniors, retiring to the incumbency of the parish of 
Liddes. He tells us himself * that his taste for geology came 
from his intercourse with Sauseure, just as his devotion to 
botany took its rise from the visits of Abraham Thomas to the 
convent in the course of his botanical wanderings. In 1767 
and again in 1778 he guided Saussure to the Valsorey glacier,? 
while in 1774 he took Bourrit on the same expedition,$ as well 
a s  to the Pain de Sucre a t  some uncertain date,§ and in 1778 
up the Val de Bagnes to Chermontane and the great Otemma 
@acier.(l I t  was but natural that Nurith, who saw the snowy 
summit of Mont Velan from the windows of his house a t  Liddes, 
should have been led to attempt its ascent, succeeding finally 
in attaining the summit (accompanied by two local hunters) on 
August 30, 1779.7 In 1785 Murith visited (apparently not 
for the first time) the peaks on the left bank of the Orny 
glacier, in order ta obtain geological information for Saussure,** 
who says (Section 990) of him while cure of Liddes : ' I1 aime 
et cultive avec beaucoup de succes l'histoire naturelle.' In 
1791 he became Prior or Dean at  Nartigny and was there 
visited by Bourrit, who writes as follows :- 

On ne quitte pas Martigni sans visiter lee objets d'histoire natur- 
elle rassemblhs par Mr. le Prieur Murith. Douk de gknie, il aurait 
courn la carriere la plus brillante, s'il n'avait Qt4 arretk de trop 
bonne heure per les fonctions de son &tat et lea chargee de sa 
maison : rempli de feu, parlant bien, trh-snpkrieur dens cette partie 
dee sciences S tous ses coll&gues, il a fait le gQn6reux sacrifice de 
ses talens et de tons ses avantages aus soine que sa maison 

-- - -- - - - -- - 

* Letter i. in hie Guide. 
t Voyages, Sections 1011 to 1018. 
$ Description des Aspects t l z ~  Mont-Blnnc, p. 103. 
9 Description des A l p s  Pelmines, vol. i. p. 81. 
, I  Ibid. vol. i. pp. 42-79. 
T Ibid. vol. i. pp. 81-94, and Saussure, Sections 1009 and 

1021-2. 
** Voyages, Section 1022. 
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demandait de lui. On I'a vu dans ses momens de reliche par- 
courir avec su&s les montagnes du St. Bernard et cellea de Char- 
montane, et ellfin atteindre la sommitC du Yelan, l'une des plus 
Blevees des Alpes.' 

In May, 1800, Murith, as Prior, recei~ed Kapoleon at 
IIartigny and accompanied him across the Great St. Bernard. 
He was one of the founders in 1815 of the Swiss Natural 
History Society, though unable to be present at  the inaugural 
meeting, as his health was then failing. He died at  Martipy 
on October 9, 1816. I t  will thus be seen that his botanical 
letters (we have not here to deal with his geological and anti- 
quarian writings) all fall within the period during ~ h i c h  he 
lived at  Martigny after many years' service at  the St. Bernard 
Hospice. He was also probably more free to wander at that 
time than previously. His ' Guide du Botaniste ' c r o n e  his 
career as Alpine explorer and botanist. In his paternal house 
at Sembrancher a special meeting was held in September, 
1862, by the Botanical Society of the T'alais, which very 
appropriately took (on its foundation in November, 1861) the 
name of the ' Societk Murithienne.' 

Let us now turn to the Thomas family, which lired in 
succession at  different villages near Bex (Les Plans de 
Freniirres, Fenalet, and Les Devens). By profession the 
Thomases, a peasant family, were gardes forestiers, entrusted 
xith the care of the forests above their home. In this 
capacity they were naturally under the orders of the celebrated 
Albert von Haller (1708-77), who from 1758 to 1764 aas 
the Director of the salt mines of the district of Aigle, and for 
two of those years also deputy prefect. Tradition has it that 
by accident he came across Pierre Thomas at Lea Plans, 
lodged in his house, and employed him to collect plants for 
him. Pierre's son, Abraham (1740-1824), profited much by 
the favours of the great man, and became a skilful botanist, 
though we must always bear in mind that his purely scientific 
studies (like those of his descendants) were necessarily sub- 
ordinate to his means of gaining his livelihood by the sale of 
collections of dried plants. He tells us (p. 27 of Murith's 
'Guide du Botaniste ') that at  the age of 18 he was sent, 
with his father, by Haller to botanise on the Furka, and 
M. Mouillefarine t adds that, apparentlj- at the same age, he 
made a solitary journey by way of Trient to Chamonk, thus 
anticipating Saussure, who did not visit that valley till 1760. 

* Cols 026 Passages des Alpes, vol. i. pp. 248-9. 
t Rn~r~enu (le Sapill, p. 32. 
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The explorations of Abraham Thomas are recalled with warm 
thanks by Haller in the preface to his great work the 
' Hiahria Stirpium indigenarum Helvetiae ' (1768). 

Matthisson, writing to C. IT. von Bonstetten on July SO, 
1792 (a date not far distant from that of Thomas's letter to 
Murith, given below), communicates his impressions of 
Thomas's knowledge and activity. He took Thomas with 
him on a botanical ramble in the upper valley of the Sarine, 
and was much struck by his extraordinary knowledge of the 
plants of the region, though he was rather a collector of 
plants than a botanist in the strict sense of the term. He 
compares him to a librarian who k n o ~ s  precisely the out- 
ward appearance and exact place of every book in the library 
under his charge, but is ignorant of their contents ; so Thomas 
knew where exactly to find the plants and could identify them 
a t  once, but knew nothing of the philosophy of botany. 
Matthisson narrates how two years previously, being with 
Thomae near Anzeindaz, he asked his companion if perchance 
a certain plant, the Ca~upal~ltla thyrsodea, grew anywhere in 
the neighbourhood. Thomas a t  once led him to some rocks 
half an hour distant from the path, climbed up a projecting 
buttress, then, witliout looking, put his arm over a ledge, and 
withdrew it with the desired plant in his hand, which he had 
found at once, just as if he had been looking for some article 
in a familiar cupboard. He adds that for some time past 
Thomas had done a considerable trade in trees and shrubs, 
especially in England and in France. Thomas was, so says 
Matthisson, the jiige de paix of his home, the village of 
Fenalet. He adds that you might point out any mountain 
in the region of Aigle to Thomas, and he would tell you at 
once what plants grew on it, when they flowered, and on what 
kind of ground they flourished best. Thomas was acquainted 
with the botanical names used by Linnseus as well as with those 
settled by Haller, and had discovered a new species of genthn, 
which he christened G. elegnittissi~na, but which is now beet 
known 8s G. tenella. 

Murith ('Guide,' p. iv.) in 1810 g i v e  the following flatter- 
ing notice of Abraham's activity in the service of Haller :- 

Aucun de ceux qui le servirent ne lui fut d'un plus grand secours 
qulAbraham Thomas, du village de Fenalet, pr6s de Bex. Doue 
d'me agilite, d'une memoire et d'une vue Qtonnantes, cet homme 
Qtoit p lu  propre qu'aucun autre an but que se roposoit Haller. I1 
viaita enwssivement lee diffbrentes parties 1 u Valais : nouveau 
Chriatophe Colomb, il fi t  la ddcouoerte des valldes de Saas et de St. 
Nicolao, oit aucun botaniste n'avoit Bt6 avant lui : il fit connoftre, 
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mieux qu'ellea ne l'avoient kt6 jusqu'alom, lea vallBes de Bagne, 
d'Annivik, dlHerena et de Binn, lee montagnee du St. Bernard, du 
Cervin, du Montmort, du Simplon, du Griks, de la Fourche, du 
Grimeel, de la Gemmi, du Sanetsch, du Fulli, kc., sane pmrler de 
ceux d'Aigle et de Bex, sa patrie. Quelque suc&s que Haller se fut 
promis des expkditions botaniques dlAbraham Thomas, le resultat 
aurpasea de beaucoup son attente : il se vit tout d'un coup enrichi 
des trksom de notre pays, et son immortel oumge ne tarda pas ib 
paroftre. Auesi Haller rend-il ib Abraham Thomas le Gmoignage 
le plus flatteur, comme le plus mkritk, dans la pr6Eace de son 
ouvrage. C'est ainsi que le botaniate de Fenalet exploita le 
premier une mine 01) d'sutres devoient enoore s'enrichir aprks lui. 

Through the influence of Haller and in the course of his  
different journeys Abraham Thomas became associated, as a n  
humble helper in the practical sphere, with all the prominent 
Swiss botani~ts  of the day, and the same was the case with 
his sons, c.g. Nurith (see above), Jean de Charpentier, 1786- 
1855, who from 1813 to his death was Director of the salt 
mines of the Aigle region, aitd J. Gaudin, 1766-1833, who 
consulted Abraham as early as 1804, though his chief work 
did not appear till 1828-33. 

Unluckily materials fail us for a complete itinerary of 
Abraham during all his Alpine wanderings throughout the 
Valais in search of plants; but in the letter of 1795 
printed below he distinctly states that he then cut short his 
stay in the valley of Saas, ' press6 cte reroir la vallee de 
S. Nicolas ' (p. 14  of Murith's ' Guide '), so that he had cer- 
tainly been to Zermatt before 1795. Rambert (p. 208 ; see 
too Mouillefarine, p. 82) has preserved the following amusing 
tradition of Abraham's experiences on h i s j ~ a t  ~ i s i t  (whatever 
be its date) to Zermatt :- 

La premikre fois qu'il y fut, avec je lie sais quels compagnons, 
la population s ' e h y a  de ces Btrangers, armks de couteaux et de 
pioches, et munis d'knormes boikfl telles qu'on n'en avait jamais vu 
dane le pays. Des grou s se formPrent, on se consults, on 
chuchota; chacun fit part r? p ses observations et de ses soupqons, 
si bien que tout Zermatt fut convaincu que ces ktrangers Qtaient des 
espions, qui venaient observer lea passages de la vallh, dans I'inten- 
tion Qvidente de lee franchir au retour avec lea moutons que l'on 
pouvait voler sur les hauts alpages. AussitBt la foule se porta 
devant la maison du curk, la seule du village oh il fut alors possible 
de trouver un logement, et le somma de livrer lea hommes qu'il 
venait de recevoir, attendu que ces hommes 6taient des espions. 
Ce bon curk eut touies lea peines du monde it calmer ses pmis -  
siens : il dut rkpondre pemnnellement des larcins de sea h B h ,  e t  
pour lea mettre A l'abri de tonte injure il les accompagna dans leurs 
COUrBe8. 
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Abraham had five sons, four of whom at least followed in 
the etepe of their father. Francis (d. 1799) was one of the 
companions of Nurith, who after his death took the next 
brother, Louis, with him. Louis became a forest inspector in 
Calabria and died in 1823. Another brother, Philippe, pur- 
sued his botanical researches chiefly in Sardinia, dying at 
Cagliari in 1831. Emmanuel (1788-1859) was the devoted 
companion of Charpentier, and continued the collecting work 
of his father, also issuing in 1818, 1837, and 1841 printed 
catalogues of the plants he had for sale. M. Mouillefarine 
gives portraits of Emmanuel as well as of his son, Jean Louis, 
who often accompanied M. Mouillefarine in his wanderings ; 
and on the last occasion of their meeting (Jean Louis died 
about 1888) he was initiating his own son, Henri (the fourth 
generation of the dynasty), into the joys of such botanical 
wanderings by causing him to repeat the expedition which 
his great-grandfather, Pierre, had made 130 years previously 
by Haller's direction. 

Several interesting points should be noticed in Abraham's 
1795 letter, given below. I t  is an odd idea that the valley of 
the Visp, between Stalden and St. Niklaus, could ever have 
been made to resemble a ' jardin anglois ' (p. 14 of the ' Guide ') 
even by the addition of a few carefully placed huts and 
benches, but it is noticeable that he speaks of the population 
aa being ' souvent tromp6 par des voyageurs ' (p. 15), which 
seems to imply the presence of a greater number of visitors 
than one might have expected. He always uses ' montagne ' 
in the proper sense of an alpine ' pasture,' while he is careful 
to limit the name of 'mont Silvio ' to the St. Theodule, dis- 
tinguishing from it the peak of the Matterhorn, which in the 
Val d'Aosta (he says) was called the Mont Cervin (pp. 16-7). 
Saussure tells us (Section 2221) that in 1789 none of the 
cabaretiers at Zermatt were at first willing to receive him, 
and that the cure, who sometimes lodged travellem, would 
not take him in, so that finally his Valtournanche guide, J. B. 
H6rin,* had to compel one of the innkeepers to admit the 
party. As we have seen above, on occasion of bis first visit, 
Abraham Thomas was lodged by the cure, but in 1795 he 
waa taken in (p. 16) by the surgeon, Kronig, who thus played 
the rde later filled by his successor in that art, Lauber, the 
builder (1839) of the first real inn for visitors to Zermatt. 
(The 1818 French edition of Ebel repeats Thomas's recom- 

* This is the proper orthography of the name-eee Chanoine 
Carrell'a Les dlpes Pennines dans ?m Jozir (Aosta, 1866), p. 32. 
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mendation of Kronig, though dubbing him the 'chatelai~l, '  
and also reproduces Thomas's advice to appeal to  the cur& 
of the valley in case of difficulty-see ~ o l .  iii. 11. 624, quoted 
in my ' 8 wiss Travel,' p. 272.) Mr. Cade's party in 1800 tried 
first the village inn, but finally had to appeal for hospitality 
to the cure." In 1803 Muritli (p. 30) found but a single inn, 
kept by one Joseph Brenni. 

Abraltanl Thonuas to Prior Xurit/i. 
[P. 11.1 Fenalet, 15 Joillet, 1795. 

MOX~IEUR,--Que n'ai-je le pinceau de Ges~w, [Solomon, 1750- 
1788, the pastoral poet] que n'ai-je la lyre d'un @te, je chanterois 
mon voyage; mais, hklas! je ne puis vous le tracer qu'en simple 
botaniste. . . . [P. 12.1 De Tciege, je suivis la route de Stalden qui 
est i deux lieues. Au sortir de Stalden, la vallbe se partage en 
deux branches, [~{parkes] par de haute8 montagnes ; iL gauche est 
la vallQe de Sam et I'L la droite celle de St. Xicolas. Je me 
dPterminai I'L percourir la premikre, et je m'y acheminai par un 
pont de pierre tr6s-6lev6, appuyb sur deux pointes de rocher; le 
torrent prkcipite sous you pieds ses eaur ecumeusee blanchies par 
les sables granitiques des glaciers et par la dhmposition des 
roches magnbsiennes. 

DBs qu'on a travers6 le pont, la montbe devient plus rapide; e t  
au bout d'one demi heure de marche on gravit des uonticules 
garnis de m6li:zes. Le cheinin n'est plus alors qu'wi sentier pour 
les chevaux et les mulets de bit, fray6 ii travers des prkcipices e t  
des ravins. Plus loin on rencontre des maisons sembes en petits 
groups, qui sont eitubes sous des rochers sourcilleux qui seublent 
les menacer de leur chi~te. A quelque distance, le vallon s e  
resserre et forme une gorge dans laquelle on sse et repasae l e  
torrent sur des ponts de bois solides et assez k" ien faits. Tant6t 
vous entrez dans de noires forbts de sapins, tant8t vous ~llarahea 
sur des bboulemens descendus des knormes glaciers qui dominent la 
vall8e ; lee rochers qui les soutiennent resemblent de loin ir des 
nlurs construits de pierres posbes horizontalement. I1 y a une 
alternative frappmte de couches, dont les unes sont nues et lee 
autres boiskes, toutes A-peu-pr6s de la m6me Qpaisseur ; ce qui se 
rbpcte jusqu'ii sept fois, depuis le torrent jusqu'au haut des 
montagnes. Dans cette gorge, au-deli d'un pont, sur la gauche de 
la TriEge, est une petite crois da th  de 1735, avec cette marque .. 

C'est lii que la belle Li?ama borealis croit en quantith. 
T.V. -. . . 
[P. 13.1 A l'aspect de ces lieux sauvages et oe bouleveraement de 

* '4. J. vol. vii. p. 436. 
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eoutenu dans quelques e n h i t s  par dea murs. [P. 14.1 P S s  de l i  
sont deux petits torrens qui se dkhargent dans le lac. 

DBs que j'eus dbpaetd le lac solitaire, j'arrivai de l'autre ~ 6 t h  aux 
chalets de Mackmar [Mattmark]; c'eet an-delB de ces cabanes 
qu'abonde la Primula lonqijlorn. 

En suivant la vallbe paroit, it quelque dietance, un groupe de 
chalets. Cette montagne se nomme Distcl ; je trarersai le torrent 
et je montai du cttk gauche sur des gazons hrmrillI5s de f l e m  
et entrem6lbe de rocailles. Avant d'atteindre lee morhes qn i  
descendent des glaciers, tout pres du torrent, j'ai cueilli aveo 
empressement la VuZerinna celtzka. Je revins A Distel par l a  
droite dn torrent : on y trouve le Senccio n~t$onur it ohaque pas. 

J'aurois dbgirb passer quelques jonra dans cee lieux remruquables ; 
mais press6 de revoir la val1i.e de S. ,Vicolas, je revins B Saw pour 
reprendre le chemin de Stalclen. 

Je couchai dans ce dernier village, d'od je sortis de grand matin 
pour me rendre ti S. Sicolas, it deux lieues de .YtaMor. Le eentier 
par oil l'on est oblige de passer est vraiment afTreux ; des ravins et  
des rochers suspendus snr la tOte des voyageurs, menacent A tout 
moment de lee Ccraser. 

Plus on avance, plus la vall& devient pittoresque ; pendant prda 
de six lieues d'un chemin gagnb sur les rocs et lea torrens, VOn8 
Bprouvez les sensations les plus neuves, au milieu, si je puie parler 
ainsi, des ruines d'un monde surannh et dhmoli, A l'aspect du 
majestneux entassement des dkcombree d'une crbtion bouleve& 
par quelque catastrophe su@rieure tout ce qu'on p u t  se figurer 
de plus dbsastreux et de plus terrible. Le portique d'une telle 
ruine fait un effet des plus imposante. I1 est form6 par deux 
rochers et par des montagnes voisinee couronnees de sapins et de 
mklkzes antiques qui sli.l&vent ti une hauteur immense. A chaque 
pas la surprise augmente; on y voit la nature prodicpuer tout ce 
qu'elle a de plus majestueux et de plus riche, en rochers granitiques, 
en eaux et en forhts. On diroit que le crbteur a voulu ici donner, 
en grand, le mod6le des plus formidables fortifications : des murs, 
des bastions, des remparts taillks B pic dans le roc, sont uniforme- 
ment entassbs des deux cBtks B une hauteur effrayante ; tels qn'une 
garnison nombreuse, d'hnormes sapins rang68 en batiille, hkrissent 
de leur noire file ces superbes e a r  mens. 

An fond de la gorge, la VGge rou r! e sea eaux fougueuses dans les 
sinuositks du canal qu'elle s'est creu& ; un grand nombre de blocs 
dbtachBs des hauteurs s'i.lbvent du milieu de son lit, comme autant 
d'isles tapisshes de mousses et de lichens ; I'eau blanchie par des 
sables, produit de la dbcomposition des mica, des magnbsiea et des 
granits, 8e fait jour au travers de ces obstacles et s'dchappe en 
bouillonnant. I1 ne manque A cette contrke, mai &jour de la 
mblancolie, pour en faire le premier de jardine anglois, que quelques 
habitations propres it rappeler it l'ime absorbbe, I'homme et sea 
travaux chamgtres. Un chalet, un toit pour abriter lee troupeaux, 
un banc place comme au hazard sons un arbre, reposeroient bien 
agrhablement lee yeux fatigues de tous ces grands effetu. 
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[P. 15.1 Ce qu'il peut y avoir de pittoresque dans oette description 
est l'oumage de la nature, ce qu'il y a de monotone est le dkfaut de 
l'auteur, et, le dirai-je? c'est le dkfaut de la langue ; elle est trop 
pauvre pour rendre ces dktails, et quoique l'impression que font ces 
grands objets, mit trds-varike, l'expression est la mdme lorsqu'on 
les d6crit. 

Ioi le voyageur, pour peu qu'il soit verse dans l'histoire naturelle, 
trouvem des choses du plus grand intkrgt, tant en botanique qu'en 
minhralogie. 

C'est de 18 que le voyageur pourra contempler un tableau trds- 
pittoresque. S'il vent se donner la peine de jeter un dernier 
coup-d'aeil sur le village de S. Nicolas, il le verrs oocuper un site 
des plus sin@ers, au fond de la vallb et au pied d'6normes 
rochere qui semblent s'klever jusqu'aux nues ; il verra ue l'bglise 
du village $Ems [Emd] est tellement sur le bord des roc 1 ere, qu'on 
la croimit presqne suspendue en l'air, pr6te it tomber sur le village 
de S. hTicolus. 

Quand vous croyez que le dkfil6 va brusquement finir, il se pro- 
longe soudain, comme par enohantement, an-deli meme du vol de 
l'imagination, ek prkcis6ment du cat6 oh la barridre paroft la plus 
insurmontable. (Note de 1'auteur.-Nous observons, en passant, 
qu'on peut loger Q Randaz chez le chatelain Valter.) 

Tout homme qui ne connoit que les plaines, y sera trompk, Q coup 
s t r .  C'est ce qui a lieu souvent, lorsqu'on voyage dans les gorges 
dm Alpes ; on se croit arrhtb tout-8-coup, quand on voit la vall6e 
s'ouvrir subitement, sans qu'on ait pu le prkvoir. 

C'est dans ces hautes contrkes que le bras vigoureux du laboureur 
ee fait remarquer; il a abattn les antiques sapins, il a creus6 des 
canaux pour a r row  les prairies, il a dkfrich6 la terre la plus 
ingrate, il a bBti des villages et Qlevk de charmantes kglises. Le 
peuple de ces vallkes est simple, laborieux, religieux, hospitalier et 
fid8le; mais mkfiant envers lea ktrangers. Aussi je recommande 
aux voyageurs de faire connoissance avec Messieurs les Curbs, ou 
avec lea personnes les plus considerks de l'endroit, afin de s'attirer, 
per eux, la confiance d'un peuple 8 moitik Rauvage, d'un peuple 
souvent tromp4 par des voyageurs, ou dkqu dans ses esp6rances par 
des malheurs. 

ApSs une lieue de marche paroit le village de Techen [Tilsch]. 
Au sortir de ce village, la Vidge, resserrke entre deux rocs, forme 
plusieure cascades kcumeuses sous un pont de bois trds-solidement 
constmit. Ensuite, le chemin eat tantBt resserr6 entre la montagne 
et la V*e, tant6t bgayh par de petits bassins cultivks : enfin, 
lorsqu'on a fait demi heure de marche, dans un sentier tortueux, 
la vallb ~'Qlargit tout-8-coup, et prksente it l'oeil charm6 du 
voyageur nne plaine tapisske d'une belle verdure, que [p. 161 
termine pittoresquement le village de Zermatten, B une lieue de 
Techen. On doit s'adresser au chirurgien Kroniggueil* qui pro- 
cure avea empressement les secours dont on pourroit avoir besoin 

Johann Josef Kronig, b. 1773 ; see Ruden, p. 63.  
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at qui fournire en m6me temps aux amateurs toutes les plantes de 
la vallke, dont il tient le magazin. 

Le bassin de la vallb de Zcrmtten eat superbe ; les montagnee 
qui le dominent se pdsentent sous mille formea diversee et sont 
couronnbs par des glaaee et des neigee hblouissantes. Vous avez 
devant vous la superbe dent du -Uatter/wm qui semble percer le 
ciel de sa pointe altikre. Au haut de la montagne, pds  du petit 
hameau de Tzenwz~t [Z'hlutt] l'dretia tmn tosa  Schl. [Schlei- 
cher] s'abrite dans lea fentes des rochers caverneux. Pr&s dn 
glacier est une plaine bordke de petits monticnles que nons 
t rouvhes tapissks d'un superbe bleu ; c'ktoit la ,Uyosotis nana 
qui lea recouvroit. Le lendemsin j'avanqai vers le mont Stock 
[probably the Stookje]. 

Pour rendre mon voyage plus int4ressant et dans l'espoir de faire 
encore de nouvelles trouvdlles, je traversai le glacier qui s'8tend 
au pied du Mattcrhorlt (ou Mont-Cervin des Va l  dSOstains) pour 
aller botaniser sur la montagne de Szuartsee. Vis-ii-vis cette 
montagne est celle de Rqel [We l l  avec le mont Silcio entre deux ; 
lee amateurs feront bien de monter sur la premikre, car elle est 
trhs-riche en fossilles et en plantes rares. Pour y parvenir, on suit 
un sentier tortueus, track dans des bois de mhldzes ; apres plnsieurs 
contours, l'on parvient k des chalets [Angstkummen] d'oh l'on peut 
voir le chemin qu'il fsut suivre pour atteindre le haut de la mon- 
tagne ; la pente en est roide et phnible, mais on est amplement 
dklommagh des fatigues de la route par lea beaut& que la nature y 
Ctale. Un petit torrent, descendant de cette montagne, forme 
d'agrkables cascades le long d'un roc parsemk de tres-belles pyrites. 
Dks qu'on a gravi cette premiere pente, la montagne devient moins 
roide ; l'on y trouve de mauvaises huttes de berger. 

Je traversai encore un gazon sur une pente tr&s-rapide tirant du 
c6tk du mont Silvw, et j'aperqus devant moi la cheine des rochers 
calcaires qui domine le glacier de Blattert [Gomer glacier, here 
called Blatten glacier from the hamlet of Platten, near its foot$ 
Je  montai sur la premiere hauteur et j'y d&ouvris nn Phyteum 
P. huncik] nouveau qui n'avoit kt6 trouvh auparavant par aucun b otaniste ; il se plait particulierement dans lea fentes de rocher. 

Revenu sur me8 pas, je remonte une autre pente gazomb. [P. 17.1 
J'admirois toutes les beautes que ce point de w e  offroit i mes 
yeux, et je ne pouvois me rbsoudre i lea quitter. Enfin, je m'a8ve 
encore plus haut, et je ne tarde pas B d b u v r i r  des petits lacs 
d'une eau claire, formbe par la fonte des neiges. Lee Laqoptkh 
de Buffon on Perclriz Blanches se promenoient en tonte t&curit6 
devant moi, et bgayoient cette solitude sauvage. Je  longeai la 
montagne par des pcitnrages entrecoupi5s de rocailles et de prkci- 
pices, et enfin je parvine B une autre montagne nommb T r e j d  
[Triftje]. LA je trouvai le Seltecio t~niflorus, et, pres d'une petite 
cascade, la Rlwdwln roscn et le Rnnlinculw glncinlis que les pays- 
an8 du canton nomment Genepi rolcge, et qu'on nomme aillews 
Caroline. 

Le glacier de Flfle [Findelen glacier] se prksente devant moi 
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comme une barri6re insurmontable ; j'en Qtudie lea glaces et les 
fentes, je me hazarde 11 y monter, et aprds plusieurs contours 
p6nibles et dangereux je parvins 11 le franchir pour arriver enfin 
B la montagne de F l z ~ .  Quelle surprise agrkable, en marchant 
sur les mordnee des glaciers, de trouver 11 mes pieds quelques 
morceaux du cuir on ldge de montag?~ ! En  avanpnt on ren- 
contre un petit lac [Stellisee] au centre de la montagne. Au- 
dessous de Flue est un groupe de chalets qu'on nomme F k b t  
[Findelen], et plus bas sont des petis champs et des ravins, oA l'on 
tronre l ' d n d y a k  lamta et le Leontodon hirtzrm, plantes qui 
n'habitent qne les pays chauds. J'Qtois au bout de ma jonrnCe, 
je revins A Tzemtten.  

Le lendemain, accompapQ de guides, qui sont ici indispensables, 
je pria le chemin du mont Silvio par Blatten [Platten], hameau B 
demi lieue de Tzermatkn. Depuis ce premier village on monte par 
des lieux escarp& dans des ravins oh naft en quaitit8 l'drtemisia 
glacidis. La montagne an-desmus du glacier est oouverte d'un 
gazon agrbablement coup6 par le Ranmzcz~llu glacialis. J'aborde 
peu aprds l e  glacier qui est & une lieue et demie de Blatten. Dans 
un endroit nommQ Blat [Leichenbretter], hQriss6 de monticules 
formb par les morhnes des glaciers, j'obseme la Potentilk multifidn. 
I'dstragalus Halleri et l'dstrag. can~pestris. Apr6s avoir franchi 
les morhnes j'entre enfin dens une vaste plaine de glaces et de 
neiges 6blouisaantes : a droite est le Xatterhorn : h gauche eont 
des plateaux immensee de g h e s ,  couronnds d'aiguilles qui forment 
le plus beau comme le plus Qtonnant tableau. 

Aprds une marche de deux lieues sur le glacier, vous atteignez 
enfin S. T M z t l e ,  au pied du Natterl~orn; c'est lh que le celebre 
de Sanesure avoit fait britir une cabanne pour y passer quelques 
jours. On  y dBcouvre encore des murs, restes de fortifications 
antiques ; ici le vbgbtation est suspendue, et l'on n'y apperpoit que 
l'dretia a l .  abritde dans lea fentes de rocher. 

On reprend, de lil, par une pente assez roide, le glacier qui 
devient trds-dangereux ; il est coupk par d'dnormes crevasses que 
l'on ne sauroit franchir, et il s'en forme souvent de nouvelles oil le 
voyageur imprudent peut se perdre et finir miedrablement son 
voyage, plusieurs de ces fentes Btant masqukes par la neige non- 
eeulement en hiver, mais mdme en dtB, lomqu'il en est tomb6 de la 
nouvelle. 

En quittant le glacier, on suit des gradins qui decendent de la 
montragne sugrieure nommb la Ip. 181 Fournette (Fornet) ; plus 
bas, l$ oA le gazon commence, il est tapissQ en jaune par un 
Cheiranthqts nain, dont lee fleurs sont tr8s-belles, et qui, pour 
l'ordinaire, n'a qu'une pouce de hauteur. I1 paroit que c'est plut6t 
le Cheiranthus alpinus qu'une nouvelle esp6ce. 

La montagne forme un ampithbatre embelli par des lacs, et au- 
d e e m s  wnt des rochers taillds h pic. Cet endroit se nomme le 
Breuil ; il est ii troie lieues de S. Thkodule. On peut s'arrbter au 
petit hameau qui s'appelle ctzr Brezril, et s'y rafraichir, car en QtQ on 
y vend dn vin. 
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A la desoente, pSs du village de Iraltornanche, le rallon se reeserre 
et le torrent se prkcipite de m a d e  en cascade evea un fracas 
effmyant. De Valtorxumche A Chitillon il y a trois lieues. 

(To be conti7nced.) 

THE FINBTER-URHORN BY THE S.E. A R ~ T E .  

AVING a most pleasant recollection of the climb of the H Finsteraarhorn by the 8.E. arkte on August 30, 1899, 
of which my companion, Mr. Valentine-Richards, has left a 
record,. I was glad to seize the opportunity afforded by one 
of the few spells of fine weather the climbers of August 1905 
were favoured with to repeat the expedition in the company 
of my nephew, Mr. E. Harrison Compton, a young climber 
who had eo far nerer reached the magical ' vier tausend 
Meter ' that seems to ..exercise a peculiar charm orer our 
comrades from the D.O.A.Y. 111 doing so I was also in- 
fluenced by the hope of making this route more popular by 
showing that, except in specially dificult conditions, the ex- 
pedition need not be at all hazardous or exacting. 

I t  was after one of those spells of bad weather that we 
started (August 18) from Stein for the Grimsel z.in the Zai- 
schenthierbergen Limmi and the Trift hut, spending, on the 
following morning, a rather chilly half-hour upon the Damma- 
stock, and breaking up from the Grimsel for the Oberaar hut 
on the Monday (August 21), at  a fairly comfortable hour of 
the day, with Johann Stoller, of Kandersteg, as our companion. 
I t  had been our intention to push on to the new Finsteraarhorn 
hut, just opened on the rock marked 3,237 m., almost due 
south of the summit of our peak; but a strong, guidelese 
party, who had kept their intentions dark so far as concerned 
the hour of their departure, got the better of us, and were seen 
well up the Oberaar glacier when we left the green moraine. 
Their halt below the new Oberaar hut was just aljout to end 
when we overtook them. Our time up the glacier was pro- 
bably rather less than theirs, thanks to the experiments they 
had made, with rarying success, upon the bridged crevasses. 
The new hut perched at  the foot of the Oberaarhorn-the old 
one on the opposite side of the col having been removed to the 
site selected for the Finsteraarhorn hut, mentioned above- 
seemed to inrite inspection. This requires a scramble of a 
-- - -. -- - - - 

* Alpine Joz~rnal, vol. xx. p. 142. 
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few minutes up the rocks to the right (N.) of the pass. On 
reaching this haven of rest the force of a well-worn proverb 
impressed itself upon our minds, especially that of our 
guide, and we resolved to desist from the pursuit of other 
fowl. A shout to our friends, now rapidly descending towards 
the Gemsliicke, met with no response, but found its interpreta- 
tion later on when they had the 'bush' to themselves-a 
bush, i t  may be added, which, if it contained a nest, had as 
yet no lining to it, for there were no blankets. Meanwhile the 
Capuan luxuries of the well-appointed Oberaar hut were ours; 
and could we not start all the earlier as there was a good 
morning moon, even though we might not, as we had hoped, 
find a way up the ridge before us from ihe east ? * 

A rapid ascent of the Oberaarhorn would help us to decide 
our route, if one could be found up the east face of the ar6te. 
80 in a few minutes we were scrambling up the loose slabs 
that overhang the hut, and before long the snowy peak was 
under our feet and we had before us the view sketched by Mr. 
A. Cnst.t 

My original idea had been to try the east arkte, climbed 
fust on September 24, 1898 $-unless Meyer's ascent in 1812 
was by this route; and it was a route of which the guides 
who then made it spoke very highly in the book at the then 
Oberaarjoch hut. But at the Grimsel other counsels pre- 
vailed. I n  1904, it was said, a lady had spent 72 hrs. on the 
mountain, ascending it by the east face ; and this event had 
occasioned a fall in the demand for the route in question. 
Yet the Meiringen guides had fixed the rope across the 
awkward slab (see illustration III.), in the hope of popularising 
this route from the Grimsel, and thus from Meiringen also. 
So, ruling this out of court, we had only to see how the slopes 
could be attacked from the Stnderfirn, so as to reach the 
saddle I had made from the opposite side in 1899. Not 
having formed any definite plan of campaign before leaving 
England, I had unfortunately omitted to arm myself with a, 

Climbers' Guide,' and without it or the fuller accounts of 
Herr BodeneBr's ascent,§ or that of Herr Blezinger,ll it was 
the more difficult to discover a way. At the foot of the slope 
at every point there appeared to be a yawning bergschrund 

* A1p.m Journal, vol. xi. p. 369. 
t Ibzd. vol. viii. p. 263. $ Ibid. vol. xx. p. 142. 
§ S.A.C.J.vol.xx.p.469. 
11 D.O.A. V. Zeitschrift, vol. xiv. p. 506. 
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or a hanging glacier to negotiate.* To cut the matter short, 
shameful though it may be, wisdom pointed to a revereion to 
the route of 1899. This at any rate was familiar to one of 
the party and was not likely to afford serious difficulty. 

On our return to the hut about sunset we found our title 
disputed by a rather noisy party of guides or the like. 
Gradually we were able to distinguish a German lady and 
gentleman-both quite young-their two guides, and about 
three labourers engaged in the construction of the other 
(Finsteraar) hut, for whom, for some reason, it appeared to be 
ordained that they must make ours their nightly resting- 
place. Perhaps the blankets, which had decoyed us from the 
path of sterner virtue, were also their justification. Something 
of pathos was imparted to the scene by the distress of the 
German couple. who had taken guides from Rhone Glacier (!) 
for the ascent of the Finsteraarhorn by the Hugisattel, and 
were betrayed by the hopeless incapacity of one of these 
during their ascent of the Obermr glacier. They had allowed 
this guide, as it appeared, to order, as an indispensable 
item, a certain fluid, of which he seems to have been s 
devotee and of which he had possessed himself. That praise- 
worthy spirit of loyalty had made it impossible for the 
younger guide to send him back. What made the situation 
more desperate was the fact, which transpired later, that they 
had not provision to last over a day, while fresh forces could 
be summoned from below, and-though it wes  not then 
apparent--the following was destined to be the last good day 
for some time to come. 

With a bright moon overhead we started at 2.30 for the 
Gemsliicke (reached in 70 minutes), on the further side of 
which there was practically no snow. This made the descent 
less pleasant than it might have been. The stones were very 
loose and it was more difficult to see one's way on the dark 
side. 'As we crossed on to the rocks at the S. foot of the point 
3,597 m. a chamois threw down a few small stones upon ue. 
Thinking I must have dropped something into a hole at the 
edge of the rock me stopped to strike a light, but, as nothing 
was to be seen and I could not find anything missing, we 
proceeded, and soon heard more stones falling, knocked down, 
no doubt, by chamois. Day now began to dawn and the 
traverse of the rocks ended on the snow-slope, which af7orded 
easy going till at 5.15 we reached the point 3,536 m. Here we 

- - 

The E. face is seen in Mr. Valentine-Richarde's view from the 
Oberaa joch. 
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made e brief halt (3 hr.), partook of a very light meal, and 
left behind a11 that we could dispense with. A short half-hour 
brought us (6.40) across the bergschrund at the same point as 
that we had made in 1899. Hence our way, on that occasion, 
followed the red rib between the two snow couloirs (see illus- 
tration II.), and we should have saved, perhaps, as much as 
half an hour had we now followed the same line of ascent ; 
but it appeared to our leader that the rocks on the left (N.) of 
the first (N.) couloir were equally good, and we proceeded up 
these with the couloir on our right. Soon, however, it became 
evident that the rock was not so sound, and it would be as 
well for those who make this ascent to prefer the rib between 
the couloirs. Taking once or twice to the couloir-which of 
course required step-cutting-we reached the ar6te by 
8.10 A.M., and after a brief halt attacked the good rock lead- 
ing up to tbe 'minor summit ' (4,175 m.). This portion of 
the climb is steep, but the rock is exceedingly good, and there 
is no difficulty whatever. Arrived upon the ' minor summit,' 
we had the comparatively level ridge before us, with the a slab ' 
a n d  the real peak a hundred feet or so above it (illustration 111.). 
This is the portion of the ascent about which there has been 
.considerable difference of opinion. The ' Climbers' Guide ' 
describes it as a horizontal distance of 350 m., vertical 100 m. ; 
'yet 2-8 hrs. are required to cover it, save under very 
favourable circumstances. (The 1899 party climbed from 
the  rope [slab] to the top in 20 min.) ' [and from the minor 
peak in about j hr.]. Herr Blezinger, who was with Captain 
Farrar in 1883, says, 'Noch nie sah ich einen Pfad mit 
aolch' schroffen Abblicken wie von hier bis zur hochsten 
Spitze.' * His guide had estimated it as requiring 1 hr., but 
it required 3, of which 40 min. were taken in crossing the 
slab. The final chimney above the slab is described as a 
' Schneeriicken.' Dr. Strauss says his guide, ' Kederbacher, 
versicherte es sei dies eine seiner exponiertesten, wenn nicht 
die schlimmste seiner Klettereien gewesen.'t M. Cordier 
says he found 'rochers trbs difficiles, successivement A droite 
d e  l'arkte, puis B gauche, puis de nouveau a droite, et enfin 
enr un trenchant m6me.' $ In 1$ hr. they came to a hopeless 
impasse. After a halt of half an hour they renewed the 
attack on an 'arhte d'une incroyable difficultk-une s6rie 
d'oMlieques, bizarrement plac68,' &c. 

* Zeitschr. D.A.O.V. 1883. 
t Ibid. 1889. 
$ C.A.F. Ann. vol. iii. p. 398. 
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Herr Bodenehr * ascending from the east reached the arets 
probably near the usual point (above our red rib) at 7.45, and, 
like M. Cordier, found ' Felsenzacken ' (' obelisques bizarres '), 
with some cornices overhanging to the east. At 9.30 he nas 
face to face with the final obstacle, which he negotiated by a 
drop into the couloir below the slab, reaching the summit at 
2 P.M. Thus it would appear that, in his case, 19 hr. was 
required for the part from the point where the arCte was 
struck, over the minor summit to the slab ; and from thence 
to the top (a matter of about 150 ft.) 44 hrs., including the 
halt, the length of which is not indicated. 

A concise summary of 10 recorded ascents by the S.E. ar0te 
will be found in the ' Deutsche Alpenzeitung,' 1902-8, No. 17, 
pp. 118, 119. 

There is, however, an unrecorded ascent in 1903-the second 
by Capt. Farrar-who describes the ridge, as I learn from 
Mr. Coolidge, as ' really very difficult.' 

On September 24, 1898, four Meiringen guides made the 
ascent from the Studerfirn, surely ' a new way,' though the 
' Alpenzeitung ' claims that it is only a repetition of Meyer's 
route in 1812. I read their account in the risitors' book at 
the Oberaarjoch hut in 1899, and fully understood that they 
followed a rib from the Studerjoch almost all the way to the 
final peak, crossing the S.E. ar0te just below the slab where 
they fixed the rope we found in 1899 and again in 1905. 
Their object appeared to be to open this east face ascent, as 
I have already mentioned. 

Finally Herr Hasler (in the article mentioned above) 
describes a descent by the S.E. arkte in 1902 (September 20). 
This party ascended from the Schwarzegg hut by the Agaesiz 
Joch, and commenced the descent a t  4.30 P.N. The rope ma 
used that had been fixed across the slab, of which Herr Hasler 
says it was hardly needed, as  a descent of a few steps would 
have made the traverse easy, though even so it is 'nicht 
besonders schwierig.' Hence followed a good climb over 
pinnacles, which, in view of the good rock, was a real delight. 
The rocka are nowhere wry dificult, but such that a moderate 
cragsman can thoroughly enjoy ('Die Felsen sind nirgends 
sehr schwierig, sondern gerade so dass ein mittlerer Kletterer 
sein helles Vergniigen daran hat '). After 1 hr. and 35 min. 
on the ridge he decided to follow Meyer's route down OD 
the W. side-apparently rather to the N. of the red rib by 
which we ascended in 1899, as  Herr Hasler concluded when 
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he compared his time with ours. Our ascent between the 
bergschrund and the ridge had taken about an hour and a 
quarter, and in his descent of the same portion of the 
mountain (in the moonlight) he took 114 hrs., reaching the 
glacier at 5.45 A.M. 

After this digression upon the records of the ascent from the 
' minor summit ' to the top I must return to the fortunes of 
my party on August 22, 1905. The conditions were precisely 
as they had been in 1899, when we took 2) hrs. from the 
point at which the ar6t.e was struck to the summit. I have 
no record of the time taken on either occasion in reaching 
the ' minor summit ; ' but allowing only 3 hr. for this-a 
low estimate, the time required for this part being given 
in the ' Climbers' Guide ' as 14  to 2 hrs. (Farrar 1 hr. 20 m.) 
-there would remain I$  hr. for the rest. Our time in 
1905 was just 2 hrs. from leaving the point at which we 
struck the arete ; for we were on the final summit at 10.20. 
Mr. Coolidge, following the majority of the records referred 
to above, gives ' 2-3 hrs., save under very favourable circum- 
stances' (referring to the 1899 party). But, as I hardly 
thought the circumstances exceptional, I was anxious to see 
how I might fare at a second attempt. When I wrote to 
acquaint him of the result, his reply, which I have now before 
me, indicated that he was ' of the same opinion still.' ' You 
have obviously had great good fortune on both your ascents.' 
So that I prefer to believe others must have had bad 
fortune, for there was nothing exceptional in the weather 
conditions on either occasion. The rocks were not iced: 
that  is all. ID a fairly large number of ascents I have 
brought off I have very rarely encountered the difficulty of 
glazed rocks. From this I infer that it is the exception, 
and that probably Captain Farrar-I hope he will see this 
and  let us hear why he considers the rocks so difficult-was 
unfortunate enough to find the mountain in bad order. As 
for the older narratives, one knows that pioneers meet with 
difficulties which their experience has smoothed away for the 
humbler folk who follow in their tracks. The ' slab ' which 
can be crossed without touching the rope in a couple of 
minutes (8 or 10 steps at the outside) took Herr Blezinger 
40 min. out of the 3 hrs. occupied between the 'minor ' and 
the h a 1  summit, a climb he describes as along a ridge from 
which the precipitous views down to the glaciers below were 
such as he  had never witnessed before. I t  may be that the 
route I followed on both occasions avoided, by a trarerse 
on to the  weat face, some of the ' very difficult ' places that 
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may no doubt be encountered if the ridge is adhered to all 
the way. We did not, however, miss an interesting bit t ha t  
recalled the ' enjambke ' of the Matterhorn. 

My friend Valentine-Richards, writing in 1899,* says of 
this climb that ' it may be reckoned among the finest climbs 
n the Alps, in some details re~embling the Italian side of t h e  

Matterhorn ; but when the mountain is in good order it 
presents no point of special dficul ty .' I entirely endorse 
these words, confirmed as they are by a second acquaintance ; 
but in doing so I should wish it to be understood that t h e  
Matterhorn has a stronger claim, by p in t s ,  to the honours 
conferred by the epithets laviehed upon the Finsteraarhorn 
by the S.E. arbte. Since writing the above I have had an 
opportunity of reading Mr. Claude A. Macdonald's account 
which appears in ' Alpine  note^ ' in the present number of this  
' Journal.' His experience seems sufliciently like my own to 
justify me in recommending our expedition in good weather 
to any members of the Club who may find themselves in t h e  
district. 

RUWENZORI. 

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF THE ABRUZZI has promised the Royal 
Geographical Society to furnish it with an account of hi recent 
ascents in the Ruwenzori range. The paper, which will be read at 
the Meeting on January 14 next, will be illustrated by a number of 
hotographic panoramas and views taken by Bignor Vittorio Sella 

goring the expechtion. It  is hoped that these may also be shown 
at the February meeting of the Club. 

His Royal Highness, who has visited London since his return, 
reports that he haa climbed the twelve highest peaks of the range, 
none of which exceed 17,000 ft. They all lie within a radius of 
seven or eight miles in a compact group, or rather e cluster of 
small glacier groups separated by high but wowless passes. On 
only one ascent, that of the highest peak, west any serious difficulty 
encountered. The party had no trouble with the natives, whom 
they found friendly and serviceable. Whatever reports to the 
contrary have been circulated mere due to the imagination of a 
press correspondent at Entebbe. 

The letter from Dr. Wollaston printed here gives an interesting 
account af his attempt to reech the western glaciers of Ruwenzori 
and of the reason of its failure :- 

Alpiwe Journal, vol. xx. No. 148, p. 142. 



' Ituri Forest, between Fort Beni and Irumu, 
Congo Free State: 
August 12, 1906. 

' DEAR h. FRESHFIELD,-I think I told you in my last letter that 
I hoped eoon to get round to the west side. After many difficulties 
and delays we arrived at  Fort Beni, the Belgian post on the Semlih, 
about the middle of July. From there we set out with an escort, 
which the Belgian officer insisted on our taking, and which proved the 
causeof odl. undoing, and made the Butagu valley in three daye. I 
left the part camped at 7,000 ft. (Kakalongo in Stuhlmann's map) 
and started L of hope for the upper parts of the valley, with ten 
porters, a oemera, and your old Himalayan iceaxe. A good but 
very steep track, accurately marked in S.'s map, took me up to 
10,000 ft., and I was just laving my s m n d  camp, with only a 
short march ahead, when a mesaage aame from below that a 
detachment of the escort had been attaoked a mile or two below 
our a m p  (at 7,000 ft.) by natives armed with guns-one soldier 
killed and five wounded, two fatally. My services were required to 
bring them together again, and my porters to carry them ; so there 
was nothing for it but to go downhill as speedily as possible. 
As we retreated down the valley on the following day-the da on 
which I ought to have been within reach of the glsaiers and ta%ng 
photographs of immense interest-the snow peaks were all dear, as 
if to spite me, for an hour or more after their usual time, and I saw 
some superb views. I t  was impossible' to take photographs, aa we 
were dodging speara and arrows all the time. In fact it was a sort 
of running fight for three daye back to Beni. A good many natives 
killed, but none of our people badly hurt. I t  was, I think, the 
muelleat disappointment I have ever known, to be within half e 
day's journey of our most coveted goal and then to be compelled 
to turn our back upon it. The root of the evil lay in the Belgian 
who had charge of the escort. In spite of protests he camped in 
the native gardens, cut down the shambas, at one place shot the 
village cow, while his soldiers looted the houses. In return for these 
and doubtless many former barbaritie~ they rose up against him 
and we suffered for it. I am convinced that, had the Belgians let us 

P o without escort, we should have had no trouble at  all. When we 
eft Beni a week ago they were preparing a punitive expedition to 

quell these wretched people, and will doubtless make bad worse. 
So until they have killed off all the natives, or until the Semliki 
becomes the Uganda boundary, the W. side of Ruwenzori will not 
be a very wholesome place for a white man. The latter event is, 
I suppose, too good a thing to hope for. Our people generally 
"climb down," I mm afraid, in any boundary question, and a few 
miles of mountain seem a small thing hardly to be considered by 
the wise men of the Colonial Office. Is it out of the question for 
the Royal Geographical Society to bring some pressure to bear 
upon them? There can be no better evidence of the difference 
between the two Governments than the conditions of the Wakonjo 
on the eaet and the weat sides of Ruwenzori. 
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' The rare views that I got of the range from this side show it to 
be much finer than from the east, as one mould expect, the 
Semliki being about 2,900 ft. at  Beni. There is a very fine valley 
I looked into (Russirubi in Stuhlmmn ; Paka is the name I got for 
it from a native thereabouts) which leads up to the snow, on the 
N. slopes of the highest peaks, I should imagine. No European 
has ever been into it yet. I confess that I am more than ever 
anxious to come back at the earliest opportunity, and this is a 
valley that would be well worth exploring. The Belgian Dr. David 
went up the Butagu valley, but how far he went I have been 
unable to find out. I found the relics of an English pair of 
breeches at 10,000 ft. I Perhaps Scott Elliot's of 1894 ? Stuhl- 
mann's photograph is of the highest peaks looking a little north of 
east. 

' I  hope the Duke of the Abruzzi will find some good nafw 
names for the highest peaks. " Birika " (boiling pot) i s  the only 
name I heard on the E. side for the snow peaks. 

I have a photograph of" King Edward's Rock," taken from above 
Bujongolo, which I don't think its godfathers would like to have 
published, it is so evidently the lowest point of the Mnbnku ridge. 
I am afraid you will not find any of my photographs at  the British 
Museum. I have them all here, and only a few of them are 
developed ; but I shall have great pleaaure in sending them to yon 
when I get back to England next year. This expedition comes to 
an end at  Entebbe in a few weeks ; then I a.m off to the voloanoes 
Mfumbiro, at the S.W. of Lake Albert Edward, Kim, and 
Tanganyika. 

' If you think any extracts from this are of sufficient interest for 
the " A. J." or elsewhere, please send them with apologies. Writing 
letters in this forest of pigmies and okapis is none too easy. 

' Approximate heights of peaks : Duwoni, 16,898 ft. ; Kiyanjs, 
16,379 ft. ; peaks N.W. of Kiyanja, 16,700 ft. ; highest peaks, 
17,000-17,200 ft. ; big snow ( ? Saddle Mount), 16,000 ft.* 

A .  F. R. WOLLASTON.' 

ARAB LEGESDS REGARDING RUWENZORI.-111 A.D. 1686 an h b  
compiler, quoted by Sir H. M. Stanley (' In Darkest Africa,' roL ii. 
pp. 280-11, undertook to describe from earlier authorities the 
legendary snows a t  the Nile sources. I make here a few extracts 
from his compilation :- 

'Others say that the Nile flows from snowy mountains, and they 
are the mountains called Kaf.' 

' There is a difference of opinion as to the derivation of the word 
Gurnr. Some say that it ought to be pronounced Kamar, which 
means the Moon, but the traveller Ti Tarahi says that it was called 
by that name because the eye is dazzled by the great brightness." 

* The observations of the Duke of the Abruzzi will reduce these heights and 
bring them into close correspondence with those obtained trigonometrically by 
Captain Behrens, R.E.-D.W.F. 
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. . . This chain has peaks rising up into the air and other peaks 
lower. Some have said that certain people have reached these 
monntmins and ascended them, and looked over to the other side, 
where they saw a sea with troubled waters, dark as night, this sea 
being traversed by a white stream, white as day, which enters the 
monnbins from the north. . . . Some say that people hare 
asoended the mountain, and one of them began to laugh and clap 
his hands and threw himself down on the further side of the moun- 
tain. The others were afraid of being seized with the same fit, and 
so came back. I t  is said that those who saw it saw bright snows, 
like white silver, glistening with light. Whoever looked at them 
became attracted and stuck to them until they died, and this science 
is called human magnetism.' 

' It  is said that a certain king sent an expedition to discover the 
Nile eources, and they reached copper mountains, and when the 
wn rose the rays reflected were eo strong that they were burnt. 
Others say that these people arrived at bright mountains, like 
crystal, and when the rays of the sun were reflected they burnt 
bhem.' 

Surely i t  is difficult to believe that no substratum of fact underlies 
these graphic details. D. W. F. 

NOTES FROM SIKHIM. 

ME. DOUGLAS F'REBHFIELD writes, ' I have received the following 
account of a journey made last summer in Upper Sikhim, behind 
Kangchenjnnp, from N. de Righi, the proprietor of the Woodlands 
Hotel a t  Darjiling. I t  furnishes an agreeable proof how easy it 
may be for travellers with the necessary will and energy to travel 
in this part of the Eastern Himalaya. I trust that before long this 
wonderful region may beoome fmmiliar to many of our countrymen 
resident in India. 

' For m e  at least, and perhaps for some of your readers, M. de 
Righi's letter hae a further interest. I t  may be remembered that in 
my volume " Round Kangchenjunga " (p. 191) I described how, in 
1899, on our descent from the Jonsong La into Nepal one of our 
ooolies was missing, and was reported by hie companions to have 
begged them to leave him to die. This is what I wrote at  the 
time: "They furnished him with a few biscuits, covered his face 
with a oloth, and continued their march. At first we h d  so many 
disappearances and returns that I was incredulous of the tale ; and, 
anti1 we regained Darjiling, I entertained strong hopes that the 
missing man would appear among the list of deserters. But he 
never did, and Rinsing finally brought forwmrd a claim for damages 
for the life of his retainer or tenant." 

'For  this alleged loss to my party I incurred the blame of the 
egregioue Mr. Crowley and sundry other press writers. They will 
doubtless be g M  to learn, on the excellent authority of the missing 
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man's village chief and landlord, Rinsing Kazi, that my first feeling 
of incredulit was well founded, and that he is now reported to be 
alive and we6 in ~ e p a l .  i D. W. F. 

' "Woodlands Hotel, Darjiling, September 4, 1906. 

' " DEAB SIR,-As a total stranger I muat ask you to excuse my 
liberty in addressing you, but, as I have just returned from a visit 
to the Zemu Glacier, where I found your upper camp, I thought you 
might be interested to hear that it was at the time of my vi~it, on 
August 17, a garden of alpine flowers, with heaps of edelweiss, 
primulas, gentians, primroses, &c. The remains of your a m p  
were very evident, and I am sure I am the first human being to 
visit it. I give you here an extract from my diary :-' On ooming 
across the highest camp abandoned by the Freshfield party I 
immediately marched around for what he says in his book he must 
have left behind-ice axe, &c. Although I thoroughly searched the 
place I found nothing but empty tins-oxtail soup, Lambert and 
Butler's bird's-eye-the labels being still legible. I also found two 
cups (native), one enamelled, in first-class condition, one of china 
with the bottom broken, an empty bottle, the cork inside. I con- 
cluded that the heat of the sun had drawn it in and the contents- 
possibly coolie rum-had evaporated. I also found two iron cooking 
pans (native) and a good many tent pegs, some in situ, with bits of 
rope tied to them, but rotten ; also a couple of malleta, both split 
at one end, a broken toilet bottle, and last of all some remains of 
mutton or deer bones, but no ice axe of any kind. I had the place 
systematically searched by my coolies, but no sign of it. Ve,q 
glad to find heaps of nice dry firewood collected by their ooolies. 

" I experienced very bad weather while on the glacier, and, aa my 
time was limited, I had to push on for the return journey. I t  was 
cloudy all the five days I was there. My highest camp was on the 
same spot as Mr. White's, on the shore of the Green Lake. 

' " My mute was from Darjiling to Gantok, Dikchn, Singtam, B6, 
Talung, Tizong, Yumtso La, Zemu Glacier by the yak route, then 
over the Tangchung La, Th6 La, Lungnak La, Tangu, Lachen, 
Chung Thang, Gantok, and back to Darjiling. Time occupied, 
thirty-four days. As I was alone I had only seven cooliee, and 
sent four black when I could hire yaks from Tizong to Lachen. 

' " I t  may interest you to know that Binsing told me that the man 
who Was supposed to have died during your crossing of the Jonsong 
La is alive and well in Nepal ; at least so he has been informed by 
one of his men who said he saw him. 

' " I am forwarding to you the broken china cup as a memento of 
the camp from which you had such trouble to return. I can quite 
imagine it. I t  was bad enough with no wow on the gronnd. I 
am also enclosing eome edelweiss from the same spot. I ma add 
t M  I never saw Kangchenjunga from the glacier, it always i g  
very cloudy, but I got a fine view from the top of the ThB La. 

' " Youra faithfully, 
A. DE RIOHI, C.A.I." ' 
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' I  may convenient1 note here that Dr. Jacot-Guillarmod has 
contributed,to the " ~ d r b u c b  "of the Bwiss Alpine Club for 1906 an 
article on the unfortunate expedition conducted on behalf of the 
"Daily Mail " by Mr. Crowley in 1905. I t  is illustrated by a pano- 
rama of the Talnng Glacier and other photographs, but the map, 
or at least comeations of Mr. Garwood's map, we had been led 
to expect, are not as yet forthcoming.' 

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

THE following additions have been made since July :- 
New Books and New Edi t ia s .  Presented by ths Authors or Pziblishers. 

Baltzer, A. Dm Berneroberland und Nachbargebiete. Ein geologischer 
Fiihrer. Ssmmlung geolog. Fiihrer XI. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. xvi, 347 ; maps, ill. Berlin, Gebr. Borntraeger, 1906. M. 8 

This, the first of two parts in which the Bernese Oberland is to be 
described geologically, is the part for practical use on geological 
excnrsions. The phenomena along main routes are described and 
well illustrated. The Oberland is an excellent district for field 
geology, for the faults and twists and strata are uncovered to the 
eye : and this book forms a good handbook. It is one of a series of 
small volumes, of which two are already in the Club Library, one on 
northern Italy and one on the district between the Bodensee and the 
Engadine. 

Coolidge, Bev. W. A. B. Illustrierter Fiihrer von Grindelwald. Revidierte 
Ansgebe. Qrindelwald, Luf, 1906. Fr. 2 
8v0, pp. 69 ; map, ill. 

Dandet, A. Tartarin on the Alps. London, Maclaren [1905] 
8v0, pp.. 126. 

Thls 1s a well printed 6d. edition. 
Demuer, A. Das Totenwennerl." Ein hnmoristischer Roman aus dem 

Bergsteigerleben. Kiirechners Biicherschatz, No. 499. 
8v0, pp. 110. Berlin, etc. Hillger, 1905. Pfg. 20. 

Forddemuther, Max. Die Allgauer Alpen. Land und Leute. 1. u. 2. 
Lieferungen. Kempten u. Miinchen, Kosel, 1906. M. 1.20 each part 
8v0, col. and other ill. 

Very well illustrated. The coloured illustrations are from sketches by 
E. T. Compton. To be completed in 8-10 parts. 

Eolich, Major. Militiirgeographie der Schweiz, nebst kurzer Schilderung der 
Entstebung der Neutralitiit Savoyena und historischen Notizen iiber 
verschiedene Alpenpiisse. Aarau, Sauerlander, 1906. 
8v0, pp. iv, 118. 

A work on the boundaries of Switzerland as affording protection from 
attack. Only on the north does the author consider that the broken 
nature of the ground affords serious protection. 

Behring, L. Die Lamprechtsofenloch-Hohlen bei Lofer im Salachtal 
(Pinwan). Berchtesden, Ermisch, 1906. Pfg. 60 
890, Pp. %I. 

- 

Oeorge, Marian H., Edited by. A little journey to Switzerland. For home 
and school. Chicago, Flanagan (1902) 
8v0, pp. 192 ; ma s ill. 

An ercellenb ~ckol-book. The first ascents of Mont Blanc and of the 
Matterhorn are described and illustrated. 

Bardmeyer, J. ; see Illustrated Europe, 114-116. 
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Hartmann, H. Brief guide through the Oberland resorts and Interlaken. 
Published by the Bernese Oberland T r d c  Association. 
8v0, pp. 108 ; ill. Bern, Benteli, 1901 

Hornaday, Wm. T. Camp-fires in the Canadian Rockies. 
Roy. avo, pp. xix, 3.53 ; map, ill. London, Werner Laurie, 1906. 161- net. 

This book is concerned chiefly with the great white Hocky Mountain 
goat. There are many valuable photographs of goats taken from life 
among their rocky haunts. The descriptions of their climbing, and 
of their r a y  of using their feet and legs while climbing, are not only 
delightful reading but of scientific value in connexion with our know 
ledge of this animal. The book carries with it a sensation of the 
freedom and fresh air of the mountains and the excitement of the 
sport of shooting goats, sheep and bears, and of taking photographs 
of them at close quarters on most dangerously steep rocks. 

Illustrated Europe, nos. 114-116. Lugano und die Verbindungslinie zwischen 
den drei oberitalienischen Seen. Von J. Hardmeyer. 4te Aufl. 
8v0, pp. 124 ; maps, ill. Ziirich, Orell Fiissli [l906]. 116 

Keane, A, H. Stanford's compendium of geography and travel (new issue). 
Asia. Vol. I. Northern and Eastern Asia. 2nd edition, revised end 
corrected. London, Stanford, 1906. 151- 
8v0, pp. xvi, 628 ; maps, ill. 

This contains ;-Caucasia, Russian Turkestan, Siberia, Chinese Empire, 
and Japan. 

Kojims and Takato. Nihon Bangakushi. Rand-book to the mountains of 
Japan. (In Japanese.) Tokyo. 1906 
Roy. 8v0, pp. 673 ; plates and woodcuts. 

This is a specially bound presentation copy, presented by the Japanese 
Alpine Club. 

L o n p t d ,  T. G. ; sm Sherring, C. A. 
Luerssen, H. Das Lahntal von der Lshnquelle bin zur Miindung . . . 

8v0 : DD. xiv. 228 : mans. ill. Giessen. Roth. 190'2. M. 8. 
Meyers ' &isebihhei ~ e u t s c h e  Alpen. 2. Teil : Salzburg-Ihrchtesgsden, 

Salzkammergut, Giwlbahn, Hohe Tauern, Unterinntal, Zillertal, Bren- 
nerbahn, Pustertal und Dolomiten, Bozen. 9. Aufl. 

Leipzig u. Wien, Bibliogr. Institut, 1906. M. 5 
avo, pp. xii, 342 ; maps, panoramas. 

Miihlhofer, L t  Fr. Die Reichsritter von nnd zu Eiaenstein-Grotte bei 
Fischau-Brunn. Sektion Wr.-Neustadt d. Usterr. Tour.-Klub. 
8v0, pp. 32 ; ill. Wiener-Neustadt, Hofer & Benisch (1906) 

Norway, the  land of t he  midnight ann. 
Folio, pp. 34 ; maps, ill. Christiania, Cammermeyer, 1906. Kr. 1.75 

This is very well illustrated from photographs and paintings. 
Oberosler, G. Guide illustrate del Trentino. 11- Valsugana. 

8v0, pp. 74 ; map, ill. Trento, Oberosler, 1903 
- Ulustrierter Fiihrer durch Trient und Umgebung. 

8570, pp. 51 ; ill. Wen t ,  Oberosler [c. 19031 
Otter, Joe. Wanderungen im HBll-Loch im Muotathal. 

8v0, pp. 30 ; plates Horgen, Sohliipfer 1902 
Beiach, Franz. Kitzbiihel, seine Umgebung und Ausfliige. 

Obl. 8v0, p. 82 ; map, ill. Innsbmck, Selbstverlag, 1906. K. 1.20 
de  Bicaudy, % VBrgea ; see C. A. F. Canigou. 
Le Bou,  M. ; see Viollier, E. W. 
Sempione ed Oaeola. Guide illustrate Reynaudi. 

avo, pp. 282 ; map, ill. (Torino, Roux e Viarengo, 1906) 
Sherring, C. A., and. Longstad?, T. G. Western Tibet and the British 

borderland . . . w ~ t h  a chapter by T. G. Longstaff . . . describing 8x1 
attempt to climb Gurla Mandhate. London, h o l d ,  1906. 'dl/- net 
Roy. 8v0, pp. xv, 367 ; maps, ill. 

Switzerland. Guide Henchoz. La  Suisse en 16 ou 30 jours. Ire Bdition. 
8v0, pp. 106 ; ill. Lausenne, Henchos, 1908. 60 0. 
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Switzerland. Dictionmire giographique de l a  Suisse. Tome troisibme. 
Langenberg-Pyramides. Neuchdtel, Attinger, 1905. Fr. 46 
4 b ,  pp. viii, 771 ; maps, ill. 

This is the third volume of this valuable gazetteer; a very thorough 
and well illustrated work. 

Tanner, H. A. Beitriige zur Erschliessung du siidlichen Bergeller Berge 
und Fiihrer fiir Forno-Albigna-Bondasca. 
8vo. pp. riii, 168 ; map, ill. Basel, Selbstverlag, 1906. M. 2.60 

Vallot, J. Annales de llObservatoire physique et glaciaire du Mont-Blauc. 
Tome vi. Paris, Steinheil, 1905 
4t0, pp. vii, 216. 
Contents ;- 

J. Vallot, Experiences sur la, respiration nu Mont-Blanc dens lea. 
conditions habituelles de la vie. 

Mongin et Bernard, Etudes exhuk5es an glacier de Tbte-Rousse. 
H. Vallot, Notes sur quelques particularit6s de la determination des 

stations topographiques par relbement. 
-- Etat d'avencement des op6rations de la carte du massif du 

Mont-Blanc B 116chelle du 20.000'. 
Dm Villnostal nnd seine Umgebung. Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung 

von St. Peter, Gufidaun, Bad Froy, Brixen und Klausen, Schliiter-, Plose- 
und Regensburgerhiitte. Herausgegeben unter Mitwirkung der Sektionen 
des D. u. Oe. A..V. Dresden, Regensburg und Brixen. 

108 ; map. ill. Giessen, Roth [1906]. M. 1 
vio$;, g: W., e t  Le Ronx, I. Guide pratique de Genbve, son Lac et ses 

Environs. Vaud, Valais, Haute-Savoie. Guides Pol. 
8v0, pp. 184 ; maps, ill. Lyon, Toursier, 1906. Fr. 2.50. 

Walder, Dr. E., see S. A. C. Uto, Festschrift, 1904. 

Old& Books. 

Cook's Tonriet'e handbook for Switzerland. London, etc., Cook, 1884 
avo, pp. viii, 236. 

Balton, Fnmcis. The art of travel . . . 8th edition. London, Murray, 1893 
8v0, pp. ix, 366 ; ill. 

Bolmmd, Julie [ps. i.e. Louise d'Aulnan]. The young mountaineer or Frank 
Miller's lot in life. The Story of a Swiss Boy. By Daryl Holme. 

8vo. pp. vi, 282 ; ill. London and Edinburgh, Simms, 1874 
This is Bdapted from 'L'enfant du guide,' Paris, 1868. 

Holme, D. ; see Gouraud, J. 
Joanne, A. Geographic du departement de la Haute-Savoie. 8me Qdition. 

avo, pp. 64 ; map, ill. Paris, Hachette, 1902. Fr. 1 
Lemotte, A. Voyage dans le nord de 1'Europe ; consistant principalement de 

promenades en NorwBge, et de quelques courses en SuBde, dans l'annee 
MDCCCVII. . . . Londres, Hatchard, 1813 
Ito, pp. xxiv, 244 ; map, plates. 

The late8 are drawn by Sir Thos Dyke Acland. 
Barnbe*, h g d n e .  Ascensions et flkneries. Linththal et les Claridea, le 

Pilate et  le Rigi,le Rayon bleu, le Bristenstock,de Schwyz A Schwyz par Sion. 
avo, pp. 367. Lausanne, Rouge, 1888 

This is the second volume of the posthumous and altered edition of 
' Les 81 es 8uisses.' 

Smith, ~ l l e x a n ~ r .  A summer in Skye. Popular edition. 
avo, p. 570 ; ill. London and New York, Strahan, 1866 

~ a t t e d ,  (teo. The Lakes of England. Tablets of an itinerant. 
avo, pp. 161 ; map, plates. London, Sherwood, 1836 

Vdlotton,  Charles. En Vacances. Huit jours dans les Hantes-Alpes 
francaiees. Neuchdtel, Attinger, 1902. Fr. 1 
Bvo, pp. 61 ; ill. 

This is a reprint of articles which appeared in Rev. d. Foyer domestique. 
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Clzcb Publications. 
Austrian Tourist Club. Maps. 

1. Wienerwald, n6rdL Blatt. 
2. - siidl. Blatt. 
3. Voralpen. 
4. Aspang- u. Wechselgebiet. 
5. Traisen- Unterberg- u. Reisalpegebiet. 
6. Schneeberg. 
7. Raxalpe. - Vollstiindiges Verzeichnis der in der Biicherei des Oe. Tour.-Klnb 

enthaltenen Biicher . . . Verfasst v. Dr. Fr. C. v. Wingard. Wien, 1 W  
avo, pp. 115. 

- Section Wiener-Newtadt ; ses Miihlhofer, F. 
C.A.F. Guides et porteurs brevet& au 10 Juillet 1906. Folio. 
- Reglement d. guides. avo, pp. 4. 1906 
- A copy of a notice for fixing in Club huts on the use of alcohol ;- 

" Le Congres international de I'Alpinisme, traitant la question de I'ali- 
mentation pendant les courses de montagne, est nnanime B condamner 
l'usage de l'alcool, et surtout de l'absinthe, qui nepeuvent avoir qo'ans 
influence fkcheuse, loin de servir B reparer les forces do  voyageur 
bpuisb." 

Section du Canigou. Notice historique sur la Section do Canigou depuis 
sa fondation jusqu'8 ce jour. Psr M. Em. Verges de Ricaudy, Membre 
fondakur, ancien President de la Section. 
8vo. pp. 79 ; ill. Perpignan, Imprim. de L'hdbpendant," 1906 

This has been kindly presented by the Author. I t  oontains the rules 
and list of members of the section. 

Dauphine. Annuaire de la Soc. d. Touristes du Dauphin& 31me ann9, 
1905. 2me sbrie-Tome XI. 1906 
avo, pp. 274 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
A. Reynier, Ascension B la Torre Ingleee. 
J. Offner, Quinze jours dans les Orandes Rousses. 
Q. E. Questa, Le paroi N.-E. de 1'Aig. Mbridionde d'hrves. 

This is translated from the Riv. Mew. C.A.I., 1905, no. 7. 
A. Ferrari, Traversbe du Mont Vim. 
J. Ronjnt, Souvenirs de NomBge. 
Les impressions d'un tourista en Oiesns en 1833. 

This is printed from MS in the National library, Paris, and is 
accom anied by ao explanatory introduction by M. H. Mbtrier. 

D.u.0e.A.-V., ~ r e a g e n  ; sce Das Villn5sta1, under New Books.' 
- Weinheim. Satzungen. avo, pp. 4. 1906 
La Mographie. Bulletin de la Soc. de gbgraphie. Tome 13, lCr semestre 

1906. Paris, Masson, janvier-jnin, 1906 
avo, pp. 511 ; maps, ill. 

The articles of Alpine interest are ;- 
no. 3, mars, pp. 215-222 ; P. Oirardin, Le percement des Alpes bernoisa 
no. 6, juin, pp. 417-424 ; A. de Lapparent, Lea epoques glaeiaires dans 

le mnssif alpin et la region pyrenbnne. 
-- pp. 437-443 ; C. Jacob, Rapport prkliminaire sur les travans .- - 

glaGaires en Dauphine. 
Innabruck, Akad. Alpenklub. Jahresbericht 190516. avo, pp. 79. 1906 

Anlong the contents are ;- 
W. Hammer, Wintertage im Alpein. 
A. Zimmermann, Im Larstiggebiet. 
I. Hechenbleikner, Im Kaunergrat. . 
F. Hohenleitner. Der Westgrat d. Grubenwand. 

- - 8. Jahres-Bericht 1900/1 870, pp. 80. 
Among the contents is ;- 

PI. HBrtnagl, Die Berge d. Larstig-Gtebietes. 
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Mountain Club Annual, no. 10. 800, pp. 66 ; plates. Cape Town, 1906 
The illustrations, which have always been numerous and good in th 

publication, are still better than usual this year. Among the artiales 
are ;- 

G. F. Trevem-Jackson, First ascent of the Boffels Dome. 
--- Stettin's Berg. 
A. V. Cooke, From Stellenbosch to French Hoek, vi8 Victoria Peak. 
S. Y. Ford, Great Winterbeg. 
- Two ascents of Simonsberg. 
H. J., First complete ascent of Fernwood Gully. 

Bw&n Alpine Club. Year-Book IV. (In Russian.) 1906 
Bro, pp. 179 ; ill. 

The contents are ;- 
A. de Meck, First ~ c e n t s  in the Teberda Valleys. 
A. Fieeher, First ascents in the western Cancasus. 
A. Endrzewski, Glaciers of Digoria. 
Bibliography. 

S.A.C., Sektion Uto. Festschrift zum vierzigjahrigen Beutehen. Von Dr 
E. Welder.) avo, pp. 126 ; ill. Ziirich, hchmann & Schel \ er, 1904 

This opens with an article on 'Die Bergfrennde Ziirichs in friiherer 
Zeit,' which contains short biographies of Scheuchzer, H. C. Emher, 
Ebel, F. v. Dijrler, J. Hegetschweiler, H. Keller, H. C. Hirzel-Escher, 
A. Escher v. d. Linth, 0. Heer, M. Ulrich, J. Miiller-Wegmann, 
H. Zeller-Homer ; with portraits of most. 

Soc. d. Touristea du Dauphin& Guides et porteors. mglement et Tarifs ; 
Chalete et refuges. Nouvelle Bdition. avo, pp. 92. 1906 

Spelunca. Bulletin & Memoires de la Soc. de SpBlt!ologie. Tome VI, 
No. 41-46. La s@l&logie au XXe aibcle. 
Bvo, pp. 810 ; ill. Paris, jnin 1906-septembre 1906 

This is a remarkable critical bibliography of the subject. 

Pamphlets and Magazine Articks. 
Adelbodm. - - 

8v0, pp. 22 ; map. 
Bestanberg. Bern, Hobacher, 1906 

Bodi:Cy? r y E o t h e r  way of (mountain) love." In the Monthly 
Review, London, no. 69. June, 1906 
8v0, pp. 94-109. 

This is the paper read by the Author at the meeting of the Alpine Club 
- - 

in May. 
v. Bremble, J. ; sec Cartellieri, A. 
Cutellieri. A. Reiseeindriicke vom Grossen St. Bernhard aos dem Jahre 

1188 ( h a t e r  Johann v. Bremble). In N. Heidelberg. Jahrb. xi, Heft '2. 
~ V O ,  pp. 177-179. igoa 

This refers to a portion of a letter from Johann v. Bremble in the 
' Episblaa Centuarienses,' which contains the following interesting 
description ;-' In Monte Jovia positus, hinc coelos montium suspiciens, 
hinc infers vallium abhorrens, welo jam vicinior et fidentior audiri. 
" Domine," inquam, " restitue me fratribus mcis, ut annunciem illiq 
ne et ipsi veniant in locum hunc tormentorum." Loca namque 
(ormentorum non immerito nuncupaverim, ubi terram saxeam 
glacierum marmora consternunt, ubi pedem figere non eat, immo nec 
sine periculo ponere, et mirum in modum cum in lubrico stare non 
poeeis, in mortem cormis si labaris. . . . Sed nec digitos movere 
potui ad soribendurn. Barba quoque gelu rigebat, et de spiritu oris 
concreto glacies prominebnt prolixior ' (scs 'A. J.' xix. p. 61). 

Coolidge, Bev. W. A. B. Chtules the Great's Passage of the Alps in 773. Ln 
the Engliah Historical Rev. July, 190G 
89.0, pp. 493- 603. 
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Coolidge, Bev. W. A. B. Les Colonies Vallaisannes de I'Oberland Bemais. 
8v0, pp. 15. Reprinted from B1. f. bern. Qesch. 1906 

These two, along with various reprints from the publications of foreign 
Alpine Clubs, have kindly been preeented by the Author. 

F., J. H. W. How to climb the Matterhorn. In Fry's Magazine, London, 
vol. 5, no. 30. September, 1906 
8v0, pp. 525-629 ; ill. 

Geikie, A. Mountain architecture : a lecture. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 39 ; ill. London and Qlasgow, Collins, 1877 

The Glarnerland. Glarus, 1906 
10 good plates. 

Hauthal, B. Nieve penitente. In  Rev. Museo de la Plata, tomo x. 
4t0, pp. 14 [313-3261; 5 plates. La  Plats. 190'2 

Most interesting plates of ' nieves penitenten.' 
Heer, J. C. Thusis. Samaden, Engadin Press [I9061 

Bvo, pp. 32 ; ill. 
Heimatechdz. Zeitschrift der ' Schweizer Vereinigung tiir Heimatschutz!' 

4to. ill. : monthly. Bern. Benteli. 1906 
The ' Ligue la Beaut&' of which this is the official drgan, is esta- 

blished at  Basle and has branohes throughout Switzerland and in 
England. The subscription is 3 fr. per annnm. 

Hiller, Dr W. Hygienische Winke fiir Bergtonren. 
8v0, pp. 32. [Ituttgart, Hch Moritz, 1906. Pfg. M) 

Hints on clothing, food, hygiene, etc. 
Italia nostra. Periodic0 illustrate. Serie alpina, 2-3, Anno 1. 

Folio, pp. 37-68. Torino, R. Streglio, 1905. L. 8.50 each 
Finely illuetrsted : Gressoney and Monte Rosa. No. 1 of the 'aerie 

alpina ' was published in May 1905 and has already been noted in 
this Journal. I t  illustrated the district round Aosta. 

- Serie Laghi, no. 1. aiugno, 1905 
Johnston, Sir Hany. " The mountains of the moon." In  Pall Mall Mag. 

London. October, 1906 
8v0, pp. 465-471 ; ill. 

Jungfrau-Bahn. Bern, Hubacher, 1906 
Coloured panorama. 

Lucerne. Luaerne, Bucher, 1906 
8v0, pp. 31; ill. 

Lugano. Lugano, Veladini, 1906 
8v0, pp. 20 ; ill. 

Partigny. Berne, Hubacher, 1906 
sap, and small col. ill. 

Meran. Meran, PBtselberger, 1906 
Bvo, pp. 16 ; plates. 

Monod, J. Die Hoch-Taler der Schweizer Alpen. Leukerbad. 
8v0, pp. 31 ; ill. Qenf, Haissly 119061. Fr. 1 

- The High Valleys of the Swiss Alps. A pearl of the Alps. Sass-FBe. 
8v0, pp. 32 ; ill. Geneva, Haissly [l906]. Fr. 1 

(-) The Valley of the RhOne. Qenhve, Imprim. Snisse. 1906 
80 ; map. ill. 

P ~ T B ~ . ~ %  . The hinheat railwavs in the world. In  The World To-day, : chicago, vol. 10, & 6. 
8v0, pp. 511-517 ; ill. 

Philipone, P. Guide to Gruyhre. 

May, 19d6 

Berne. Hubacher, 1906 
avo, pp. 40 ; ill. 

Bebot, C. Les variations glaaiaires en Norvh~e, Suisse et Dauphin& In La 
Nature, no. 1725. 16 jnin, 1906 
4t0, p. 33-38; ill. 

~egaz-Ppaefera. 1906 
Obl. 8v0, pp. 16 ; plates. 
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Bigi-Bahn. Bern, Hubacher, 1906 
Colonred panorama, 18" x 7". 

B w l l ,  I. C., Obituary notice of. I n  Bull. Gleogr. Soc. Philadelphia, vol. iv, no. 4. 
8v0, pp. 51-52. July, 1906 

Prof. Russell died on May 1st last at  the age of 54. His name occurs 
in Alpine literature as the author of 'Existing Glaciers of the United 
States,' 1 9  ; ' Second expedition to Mt Bt Elias.' 1893 ; ' Glaciers 
of N. America,' 1897 ; ' C a d e  Mountains,' 1900 ; and various papers. 

Sdeve. Berne, Hubacher, 1906 
Coloured panorama from the SalBve. 

Steinmsnn, I. An ascent of Mont Blanc. I n  Pall Mall Mag. London, 
vol. 38, no. 161. September, 1906 
8v0. DD. 316-325 : ill. 

S M ,  E.*E. On the'wetterhorn in June. In  The Idler, vol. 29, no. 46. 
Bro, pp. 284590 ; ill. June, 1906 

Willin, B. Among the mountains of Shen-si. I n  Bull. h e r .  Geonr. Soc. 
vol. 38, no. 7. 
8v0, pp. 412424 ; ill. 

The Yverdon-Sta Croix Railway. 
B coloured plates. 

ALPLYE ACCIDENTS IN 1906. 
WE muat all deeply regret the large number of travellers who have 
perished in the mountains during the past summer, though heppily 
no member of our Club has been lost. When so many tourists take 
part in moantain ascents it is natural that some accidents should 
happen, $B they must happen in all sports. When so many of the 
climbers are inexperienced we may expect the list of disasters to 
increase, but the number of lives lost during the past season, when 
the weather was not, like that of 1906, exceptionally bad, makes 
it olear that rashness and want of care are deplorably common in 
the mountains. I t  is not necessary to refer to particular accidents. 
Were the laws of sane mountaineering observed by all climbers 
there would soon be a reduction in the long list of deaths which 
we ell so greatly lament. 

T H E  ACCIDENT ON THE AIGUILLE DU GO'OTER. 
Messrs. Forster and Walker, of the Swiss Alpine Club, after a 

visit to the Vallot Observatory for scientific purposes in their 
descent on July 31, took the Aiguille du Goiiter route. They were 
accompanied by the guide Ambroise Claret-Tournier.* On leaving 
the cabane on the Aiguille du Goiiter at  10 A.M. the guide 
proposed that they should take off the rope, so as to enjoy greater 
freedom in descending the rocks, and to be better able to avoid 
felling stones, which are much to be feared in the couloirs of the 
Aiguille. His proposal was accepted, and he started downwards, 
followed by the two tourists. Suddenly the guide fell backwards, 
owing to the rock to which he was clinging coming away in his 
hand. After a direct fall of 9 or 10 ft. his body rebounded from 

-- 

* T h e  account in the Rit-istn JfmsaIe for September, p. 332, mentions two 
porters alao. 
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rock to rock for a distance of 1,610 ft., and was then hurled down 
a couloir to the Bionnassay Glacier. On August I. a party of 
twelve guides and porters recovered the body, which was disfigured 
almost beyond recognition. Poor Claret-Tournier was aged 44; 
he was married and had a family. A subecription for his widow 
and children was at  once opened at Chamonix on the initiative of 
' La Revue de hfont-Blanc.' This account is abridged from 'h 
hlontagne,' September 1906, p. 436. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE MARMOLATA. 

On August 9 last several parties (amounting in all to t h Q  
persons) started for the hfarmolah by the usual route by the 
glacier. One party, composed of two alpinists from Berlin and the 
guide Nepomuceno Dal Buos, of Caprile, to whom the accident 
ha pened, were at the time traversing the glacier roped together 
an i taking every precaution, as, notwithstanding the early hotu, 
the air was warm and made it likely that the snow covering 
crevasses would give way easily. Close to the Rifugio, hollowed 
out in the rock by the Agordo Section, it is necessary to cross 
large crevasse covered by a snow bridge. This gave way under the 
weight of the caravan, and all three members of the party were 
precipitated into the vault. One of the travellers found himself 
in a sitting position at  a depth of about 26 ft.; after recoverkg 
from the faintness caused by the shock he saw the guide be lo^ hlm 
lying motionless against the wall of ice with a severe wound in the 
h a d ,  and at  a still greater depth perceived his companion, who 
said that he could still support himself for a short time in the 
perilous position in which he was placed. Cries for help were 
heard by the other parties who had halted on hearing the crssh 
caused by the fall of the snow bridge, and the guides hastened to 
the rescue of the fallen climbers. Luigi Pallua and Ivfattia Demez 
with the assistanos of the others were let down into the ore- 
and with the help of the rope drew out the two Alpinists, 
one slightly wounded in the head, the other unhurt. They then 
recovered the body of the guide, whose death must have been 
instantaneous, as his head had been daphed heavily against a sharp 
projection in the ice. The body was transported to Caprile, where 
the funeral we9 largely attended. The two travellers gaye a 
generous contribution to the subscription which was promoted for 
the family of the lost guide. This account is taken from the 
' Rivista Mensile ' for August 1906. 

THE ACCLDENT ON THE SUSTENLIhlMI. 

On August 30 last while Herren Schreiber and Barola were on 
the Susten glacier, close to the Bustenlimmi, Herr f3chreiber.i~ 
leaping a crevasse, which Herr Barola hed already cleared, fell ln. 
His friend, being unable to pull him out, was obliged to leave him 
in the crevasse, suspended by the rope (which had been fastened to 
Herr Barola's ice axe), while he went for help to the Kehlen Alp. 
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He returned with Florian Gehring and two other volunteers. In 
his eagerness to pull out the traveller Gehring fell into the 
crevasse. The story has a pathetic ending, for while Herr Schreiber 
was got out in safety poor Gehring, a heavy man, was so severely 
injured, owing, it would appear, mainly to his having tied the rope, 
which was let down to him, ronnd himself in a slip knot, that 
when at laet he was drawn up life was extinct. The above account 
is much abridged from that given in 'Alpine,' No. 16, p. 157. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE CENTRAL AIGUILLE D'ARVES. 

On September 8 last four young friends, Emilio Questa and 
B. Figari, both of Genoa, E. Maige, of ChambBry, and R. du Verger, 
of St. Thomas, without guides, having ascended this peak by the 
usual route up the S.E. face, descended also by the usual route 
down the S.E. face towards the small glacier between the Central 
and the N. Aiguilles. There remained only a snow gully to over- 
come, and the party would then be on that glacier and free from the 
anxiety of a night  pent in the open. About 6.30 P.M. three 
members of the party had successfully crossed this gully, Questa 
being still about 6 ft. from its edge, and the rope which bound him 
to his comrades being fastend by them round a boss of rock, when 
an avalanche of stones roared down from above. Questa was 
camed away by it and in his descent dragged his three companions 
with him, as the rocks were smooth and afforded no hold. They 
were all carried down for about laoft., the three in advance being 
whirled on to the lower ledge of the bergschrund, while Questa, the 
last on the rope, was supported by it as he hung in the chasm itself. 
Maige was the first to regain consciousness, but darkness had then 
come on. Figari and Du Verger could render no help, as they were 
severely injured. But Msige, looking into the crevasse (which was 
only 13 ft. or 16 ft. in depth), managed to let down Questa a little 
way, so as to rest on the snow at the bottom. Having rendered 
what help he could to his unfortunate comrades, Maige (though 
himself injured) at  8 P.M. set out with a lantern, but took 6 hrs. 
to get down to the first chalets-those of Commandraut. Thence 
he sent four men back to the scene of the accident, while another 
party was despatched h m  Valloire, where Maige arrived at  dawn. 
B u t  Questa had expired (of internal hemorrhage) about a quarter 
of an hour after Maige's departure. The two injured men were 
brought down to Valloire, as was also the body of Questm, which 
was buried in the churchyard there. The three survivors are all 
doing well. Questa, who was but 27 years of age, was making his 
fourth visit to the Aiguilles d'Arves region, which had strongly 
attracted him. The above details are mainly taken from a narra- 
tive by M. Maige in the ' Revue Alpine ' for October, pp. 291-6 (with 
a sketch of the spot where the miden t  occurred), and an article by 
Signor Bozano (the President of the Genoese section of the Italian 
Alpine Club) in the ' Rivista Mensile ' for September, pp. 829-81. 

W. A. B. C. 



Alpine Accidents in  1906. 

T H E  ACCIDENT ON THE DOME DU G O ~ T E R .  

On September 11 last Herr Albin Roessel and Lieutenant Max 
Preissecker, both Austrians, started to make the ascent of Mont 
Blanc without guides. They slept at the Pavillon de Bellevue. On 
the 12th after climbing the Aiguille du Godter they passed the 
night at the Refuge Vallot. On the morning of the 13th it wrfs 
very cold. Lieutenant Preissecker gave up hiont Blanc, while hls 
comrade decided to continue the ascent. Lieutenant Preisseeker 
began the descent by the route of the previous day. Eventually he 
lost his way and got into great difficulties on the steep slopes of the 
DBme du Godter, from which be apparently tried to desceud to the 
Glacier de Taconnaz. By means of glaases he was watahed from 
Chamonix painfully cutting steps and gradually growing weaker 
from 8.30 A.M. to 2.40 P.M., when the end came. He lost his b a l ~ n ~ e  
and fell to the Glacier de Taconnaz, from which his body WM 
rectovered in a terribl mangled state. 

Herr Roessel faile i' to reach the summit of hiont Blanc and was 
found half-frozen ' sur l'ar&te des Bosses ' by Herr Otto Bleir, of 
Vienna, and his guides, one of whom was Edouard Payot. By them 
he was assisted to Chamonix. This m o u n t  is abridged from 'La 
Montagne ' for October 1906, pp. 479-80. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE GRAND MUVERAN. 

On September SO last the bodies of four young travellers, named 
Haller, Kleinert, Schriider, and Gachet, were found on the Plen 
NQv6 Glacier. I t  seems probable that they meant to ascend direct 
thence to the T6te aux Veillon (9,661 ft.), S.E. of that glacier, and 
that the accident took place on the N.W. face of this peak. 

The bodies were found, as mentioned above, on the Plan NQvh 
Glacier some 60 yards to the 8. of the couloir leading to the Col 
du Paschen (c. 9,088 ft.), to the N.E. of the peak named. 

OTHER ACCIDENTS. 

On May 20 lest three young students from Ziirich-Herren 
Gerhardt, Steigelmann, and Kirsch-who had spent the night at 
the Gliirnischhiitte, two hours after leaving it [the ascent of 
Glarnisch having been abandoned), in falling snow, were carried 
down by an avalanche. The two first named escaped, but Iiirsch 
was killed. 

On July 8, on Piz Julier, one of a party of young botanists was 
killed. 

On July 16, on the Winklerthnrm, when the guide, Peter 
Fuchsbrugger, fell, owing to the giving way of a hold, the rope, 
a new one, broke, and he was killed. 

On July 29 one of a party of six soldiers (non-commissioned 
officers) who had ascended the Galenstock shortly after beginning. 
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the descent to the.Tiefensatte1 fell on to the Tiefen glacier and mas 
killed instantly. 

On July 31 Dr. K. Godel was killed on Mangart. 
On August 3, on the Gross Venediger, Dr. Niirnberger lost his 

life. This accident occurred owing to the party not being roped. 
It appears from a communication from Meran in the ' Daily Mail ' 
of November 7 that the guide, who neglected to rope the party on 
the Gross Venediger (referred to above), has been punished by 
three weeks' imprisonment for disregard of the German-Austrian 
Alpine Club's rules as to roping. The guide's name in the 
' Mitteilungen ' is given as Ennsmann, in the ' Daily Mail ' as 
Gnnnisman. 

On August 15, on the Weiaseespitze, Dr. Averbeck, when 
travelling with Herr Willibald Kuppers, fell into a crevasse. The 
axe round which the rope had been fastened was jerked out of the 
snow, and Herr Kuppers fell forward on his chest ; there he lay for 
about half an hour, while Dr. Averbeck was hanging in the crevasse. 
Then, at the request of his unfortunate companion, he cut the 
rope. All that he could hear were some faint moans. After 
waiting about 45 minutes he went to fetch help. The weather 
hindered the rescue party, and when they arrired Dr. Averbeck 
was found dead, after having made a most plucky effort to save 
himself. The editor of the ' Mitteilungen ' (No. 16, p. 200) well 
says in his  comments upon this accident that all travellers who do 
not take guides should make themselves masters of mountain craft 
before they begin guideless climbing, so as to be ready for all 
emergencies. He also insists that on crevassed snowfields the 
number of travellers should not be less than three. 

On August 20 the young guide Umberto illilesi was killed on the 
Cacciabella Pass. 

On September 3, on the Kleine Zinne, Dr. Hober was killed, 
owing t o  the guide having taken a 'rotten' rope which he had 
been warned was unfit for further use. 

On September SO, on Piz Xlorteratsch, one of a party of three 
was h u r t ;  one of his companions stayed with him while the other 
went for help, but when the rescue party, who were hampered by 
bad weather, arrived, the injured man had already succumbed. 

This brief chronicle by no means contains all the accidents 
which have taken place during the season. One life was lost on 
the Ta.* On this occasion the guides \lrichser and Schieber 
won much praise for themselves. We hear also of an accident on 
the Roththal side of the Jungfrau, by which two lives were lost. 
The bodies have not been found, but during the crearch for them 
the corpse of Michael Gander, of Beckenried, was discovered. He 
appears to have been tying the ascent of the Jungfrau alone. 
Quid plura ? 

* Alitteiluitgen, no. 16, p. 201. 



NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1906-conti,tued. 
Dauphint! DDistrict. 

THE RATEAU (3,754 m.=12,317 ft.) BY THE W. ARBTE. FIRST 
TRAVER~E.--O~ July 17, 1906, Mr. H. Scott Tucker, with Chris- 
tophe Turc $re et fils of La BBrarde, the former as guide and the 
latter as porter, left the Refuge Chancel at  2 A.M. They reached 
the Col de la Girose, at  the foot of the S.W. arbte, a t  6.15. Keeping 
on the north-western side of the arbte for about an hour, they 
passed on the left of the first gendarmes, which are quite small, 
and soon climbed to the crest of the ardte itself to attack the first 
peak, on whose summit they arrived at  7.46. After building s 
pjrhmid they descended into the br&che, where there are two small 
gendarmes. These they passed to the right, i.e. on the S.E. slope. 
Next came a difficult descent by broken rocks into a couloir, 
followed at 9.15 by a further descent, to allow a large pointed 
gendarme to be turned in the same way. Afterwards reascending 
somewhat and passing several gendarmes, in the same way they 
found themselves in full view of the great b r k h  which mark8 
roughly one-third of the journey across the mountain. In it are two 
small gendarmes. Descending by broken rocks, crossing two or 
three couloirs, and then gradually ascending, they stood in the 
narrow base of the b r ~ ~  itself. On its northern mde are 
enormous precipices. The views of La Grave and the surrounding 
country are temfying. Passing a little to their right along the 
base of the peak which forms the eastern side of the brhche they 
climbed to its summit by a difficult fissure. Here they placed a 
second pyramid. Descending by a more easterly route they reached 
some slabs of rock-wet in places-forming a sloping platform. 
On the left the rocks rise precipitously to a considerable height. 
Below the beginning of this platform is a hole in the mountain, 
through whioh La Grave can be seen, a proof that the whole of the 
upper part overhangs at  this spot. Paaaing a small brdche on the 
left, they climbed along the arbte to the summit, which was gained 
in a thick fog at  3.45 P.M. This part of the aS te  ia extremely 
narrow and steep. At times it was necessary to sit astride and at 
others to advance on all fours. Led astray by the fog, which had 
become very dense, they missed the road to the Promontoire Club 
hut and were forced to follow the arbte to the Brhche dn RQtean. 
The welcome shelter of the Chltelleret Club hut was reached at 
9.80 P.M. Early in the day the peak on which the second 
was placed seemed higher than the reputed* summit ; it was unfor- 
tunately hidden from the latter b the fog. The weather was, until 7 the later part of the day, extreme y good. The halts were very few 
and short, and it was felt that although familiarity with the route 
.might lessen the time taken it must remain a very long and 

Mr. Coolidge's party had no doubt in 1873 in perfect weather (Alpi* 
J o l c m l ,  vol. vii. pp. 137-8). 
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trying climb. Of course under ordinary circumstances one would 
descend direct from the summit to the Promontoire Club hut, thus 
saving at least two hours. Want of time made it impossible to 
follow the ar6te the whole way, but most of its points seemed 
climbable. For comparison it may be said that two days later the 
pame party crossed the Meije from the Promontoire hut to the 
rocks N. of the Bec de 1'Homme in less than 13 hours. 

Molzt Blanc District. 

A I ~ U I L L E S  ROUGES DE DOLENT. 'LA MOUCHE ' (3,582 m. 
=11,760 ft. by aneroid).-On July 12 Messrs. W. N. Ling and 
Harold Raeburn, without guides, left a gtte on the left bank of 
the Neuvaz glacier, above the moraine, at 9 A.M. Mist and rdn  
had prevented an earlier start. Descending to the moraine they 
crossed it, and numerous torrents, in the direction of the great 
6. buttress of the Tour Noir. Climbing some steep slabs and a 
ahort ice cliff above they got on to the Neuvaz glacier at 10, just to 
their left, W. of the end of the 5. buttress of the Tour Noir. 
Traversing below the cliffs of the Tour Noir they reached the 
bergschrund, a large double one, at 11.17. This was crossed in 
10 min., and after ascending a snow-slope a few hundred feet a 
rocky ridge was reached. This route had been prospected the 
previous day from the Ferret chalet, and led up to the foot of the 
aiguille, on easy but eomewhat loose rocks and short ar6tes, some- 
times of deep, soft snow, sometimes of ice. The aiguille is the 
second peak to the E. from the point marked 3,691 (Kurz map, 
1906), and is marked ' Vierge ' in a sketch given to Mr. Raeburn 
by Monsieur Marcel Kurz. 

The foot of the final tower was reached at 2.15. This final 
peak is about 860 ft. in height, and is exceedingly steep, a 
miniature Petit Dm. I t  is divided into three prongs, of which the 
8.b the highest. A chimney about 200 ft. high runs up to the col 
separating the 5. from the centml prong. This was mainly kept to 
on the ascent. At one place a traverse out on the face of the 
central prong proved necessary. A return to the chimney was 
effected higher by a species of hand traverse over a projecting nose. 
Near the col the chimney was again left, and the ascent made up 
the A b b y  wall of the S. prong. This passage was considered 
better done without boots. The col is very like that below the 
nmuvais as on the 5. Aiguille dlArves, but the drop here on 
either ai t e is steeper. From the col an upward traverse to left, 
with good handholds, but very little foothold, led to the foot of an 
overhanging craak about SO ft. high. At the top of this was 
a good platform, and a ledge then led to right on to the final ar6te. 
The top spike waa alightly overhanging and only 2 or 3 ft. in- 
thickness. No trace of a previous ascent was seen. 

The top was reached at 3.46 (11,750 ft. aneroid). Leaving at 
4.40, the same route was followed on the descent, the last man 
using a rope ring and a light 80-ft. safety cord over the worst part. 
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The glacier wes reached at 7.20 and the gtte at 9, darkneas and 
rain coming on on the moraine about 2 hrs. earlier. 

AIQUILLE D'AROENTIERE. TRAVERSE OVER S. PEAK, ' FLPCH~ 
Rouss~.'--The same party, without guides, left the Saleinaa 
cabane on July 16, 1906, a t  8 A.M. Descending to the glaoier 
they walked up its centre towards the foot of the great E. buttress 
of the Aig. d'Argenti8re. Turning to the left before reaching thk, 
they skirted along below the S. peak and S.E. ridge. This ridge 
stretches, with many gendarmes, from La FlQche Rousse, or S. Peak, 
to the Col du Tour Noir. About midway between these two points 
two ribs of rock, separated by an ice couloir, run from above the 
bergschrund towards the top of the ridge. 

The largest or more northerly of these runs right to the ridge, 
where it finishes in a steep gendarme ; the S. rib dies out under the 
ioe slope rather more than halfway up. The bergschrund, reached 
at 6 A.M., below the larger rib, was impassable. I t  was psssed 
below the smaller, and after some step-cutting in hard ice the rocks 
were reached. They proved icy and difficult, and a lot of cutting wsa 
required. Cutting across the couloir after breakfast, 8.30 to 9, to 
the larger rib, better going was found on somewhat loose but ice- 
free rocks here, and the gendarme on ridge gained at  10.65. 

Thence the ridge was followed, the last tower before the S. peak 
of the Argentidre being traversed on the Glac. dea Am6thyste.s side. 
The steep rocks of the final peak, a double one, were then attacked, 
and difficult and varied climbing led first over the lower or southern 
point, through ' letter boxes ' and along an ice ardte to the foot of 
a steep chimney somewhat iced, at  the top of which easy scrambling 
led to the final peak. 

The party were under the belief that the peak had never been 
before ascended, as hiessrs. Morse, Wicks, and Wilson's party in 
1893,' and Mr. G .  L. Stewart,in 1899,t had both skirted the peak, 
the former on the Saleinaz side, the latter on the Argentidre side. A 
small cairn was, however, found close to the top. I t  was placed 
there by Monsieur Kuhlmann's party,: who ascended the peak from 
the central col on August 18, 1901. The actual summit is formed 
by a huge spike of red rock, ' La Fldche Rousse,' projecting many 
feet over the ice wall above the Saleinaz glacier. 

Its top was gained at 3.7 P.M., 3,885 m. = 12,746 ft. (Kura map, 
1905). The aneroid made the height 12,700, allowing for error. 
Leaving the top at 3.26, a very steep wall led down to the ridge. 
Then the easy ar6te was followed to the central peak, 3,907 m.= 
12,818 ft., a t  4.10. Leaving a t  4.26, the ordinary route was followed 
to the N. peak and down to the Glacier de Chardonnet. Ascending 
this glacier to the col, 6.25, the party then descended the Saleinaz 
glacier to the cabane, which was gained at  8 o'clock. 

- - 

dlpi?w Joztntnl, rol. xviii. p. 207. 
t Ibid. vol. xx. p. 45. : L'E'clw &s A l p ,  1903, p. 05. 
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Zermatt District. 
ASCENT OF THE PIC TYNDALL (ON THE S.W. RIDGE OF THE 

MATTERHOEN) BY A NEW RouTE.-O~ August 10 MId 11 8s. Ugo 
De Arnicie Ferraris and Augusto Ferraris, both of Turin, made, 
without guides, the first ascent of the S.S.W. buttress and ardte of 
the Pic Tyndall. 

Extract from the Italian Matterhorn Hut Book (kindly sent by 
Mr. C.  W .  Nettleton). 

They left the hotel at Giomein about midday on August 10, and 
when I reached the hotel about 6 P.M. they were plainly to be seen 
by telescope well up on the S.S.W. buttress. They stopped about 
8 P.M. for the night, on a small and rather exposed rock platform, 
situate almost on a level with the highest snows of the Glacier du 
Lion as seen from Breuil. The light from their lantern was visible 
until I retired, about 11 P.M. and I subsequently heard that the 
party were not able to get much, if any, sleep, owing to their 
exposed position and the oold. 

Next morning I left Giomein with my wife for the Italian hut 
en route for the ordinary traverse of the Matterhorn, end during 
the rest of the day we were much interested in watching the ascent. 
Soon after the gite had been left we could see that the difficulties 
began and that the huge smooth slabs of the ardte tried the party 
to the uttermost. Generally speaking the ar6te mas kept to all the 
way, it being impossible to traverse to the right, and the few short 
traverses that were made to the left (i.e. in the direction of the 
ordinary S.W. ridge, which we were on) were dangerous, as this 
S.S.W. face is raked by stonefalls. Owing to a snow storm we 
did not see the party actually arrive on the Pic Tyndall, but next 
morning we BBW their tracks on the final snow-ridge leading up to  
this point. I mention this as I subseqoently heard it had been 
stated that  the party did not climb the very severe part of the ardte, 
but that, on reaching about the level of the hut on the S.W. ridge, 
they went across the face direct to-the hut. Thia was not so. 

If time and weather had permitted the Messrs. Ferraris could, 
of course, have proceeded v ia  the Tyndall Grat to the summit, 
but they were content to descend to the Italian hut. They spent 
the night there, and I was glad of the opportunity to congratulate 
them on their first climb and to hear some details. They assured 
me that the climb was an exceedingly difficult one, and, as it was 
not free from danger, they could not recommend it. 
THE TASCHHORN (4,489 m.=14,768 ft.) BY THE SOUTH FACE.- 

On A u g w t  11 Mr. G. V. Ryan and Mr. G. Winthrop Young, climbing 
with Joseph and Fnrnz Lochmatter and Joseph Knubel respectively, 
made the direct ascent of this face. The times were not taken in 
detail and would be of little value. The Tlischalp was left about 
1.46 A.M. Ascending the north bay of the Weingarten glacier, the 
central buttress of the face, of guileless appearance and insidious 
oommencement, was selected, in preference to the great couloir to its 
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east, then full of ice. The rock throughout was bad, deciduous 
and downward-sloping. The first half, however, went satisfsctorily, 
and at about 7.30 breakfast was taken on a wide snowy ledge 
overhanging the big couloir. This was the last voluntary halt, no 
subsequent resting-place offering standing room for more than one. 
Above this the angle and the conditions grew steadily more severe, 
the insufficient ledges being coated with enow or ice. A short 
distance below where the great couloir turns right wross the face 
to join the S.W. arhte, the perpendicular rocks necessitated a difficult 
traverse upward and eastward to join it. The couloir offered, 
however, no relief even when entered, and the upward traverse was 
oontinued across iced slabs of exceptional difficulty to a secand 
slllsll couloir, cutting precipitously up the centre of the face. 
Some 600 ft. below the summit-the height was diflicult to estimate 
in the driving mist and snow-this chimney splayed out in a wide- 
angled corner, some 100 ft. high and almost sheer, ending in 
an overhang. Climbing with remarkable brilliance and nerve, 
Frenz Lochmatter ultimately succeeded in forcing his way over this, 
and from very small holds reunited the party with the Bimple but 
painful rope. For a time the difficulties and uncertainty continued 
with small abatement, but at  last-and with surprising suddennew- 
a shout announced that a way had been forced on to the S.E. 
ridge, some 60 ft. only from the highest point. The top wss 
reached at 6.30 P.M. Descending rapidly by the ordinary (Kien 
glacier) route, the moraine wm reached before dark, but the subtle 
evasions of the old Randa path prolonged the pleasurea of a candle- 
light descent to Randa until 11.30 P.M., and Zermatt was finally 
regained, by a section of the party, at  3.16 A.M. 21q hrs. to Randa, 
or 264 hrs. to Zermcttt, with halts). Time an 6 fair weather are 
apt to prove fatal to most alpine first estimates, but in the opinion 
of all the party the climb wae the most continuously exacting of 
their experience. Some nine hours were spent on the last 900 ft. 
At a cautious estimate the asoent oould not be considered likely k~ 
become 8 popular competitor to the comparative luxury of the 
TezL/elsgrat. 
THE DOM (4,564 m.=14,941 ft.) B Y  THE SOUTH FACE.--& 

August 28 Mr. G.Winthrop Young and Mr. R. G. Mayor, with Gabriel 
Lochmatter and Joseph Knubel, left the new Kien glaoier hut at 
8.60 A.M. Ascending the northern bay of the Kien glacier, the 
bergschrund was negotiated at the eastern edge of the huge central 
couloir. Striking up the broken slabs directly below, and in the 
shelter of, the great yellow buttress that projeots almost into the 
centre of the couloir from the S. ar6te, and thence by steep 
chimne s up the feoe of the buttress itself, the open couloir WIU 
rejoined: Its eastern side was agmin quickly mounted, until it 
opened out on the big amphitheatre of worn slabs, where the 
four or five branch chimneys which descend from the upper por- 
tions of the S. and W. ar6tes join. The few stones that had fallen 
had confined themselves to the extreme western side of the couloir, 
and had been discharged exclusively by the largest md western- 
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most of the branch chimneys above (that by which Messrs. Seiler 
and Eckenstein reached the W. arbte in 1887 *). But as a pre- 
cautionary measure these exposed Platten were taken at  a racing 
pace until the shelter of the ridge, descending from the summit 
alightly westward into the amphitheatre, was gained. A short dis- 
tance up this ridge occasion was made for breakfast and for the first 
halt permitted by policy, at 10.20 A.M. -Starting again at  11.20 the 
ridge gave excellent climbing-smooth curves with infinitesimal but 
firm holds alternating with broken crags-to tlie foot of the final 
wall. This, taken direct, proved partially overhanging, and made 
a very sporting finish exactly on to the highest point, at 1.10 (9& hrs.). 
Resisting the temptation, a strong one in the then remarkably 
favourable condition of the mountain, to descend npon Saas Fee, 
the descent by the Festi glacier was begun at 1.45. The almost 
unendurable heat counselled an early escape from the snow-glare, so 
no halt was encouraged, and Randa mas reached at 4.33 P.M. (2 hrs. 
60 minutes), the whole climb occupying 1 2 i  hrs. In its comfort- 
able angle, firm rock, variety of possible routes, and in its general 
conditions the climb was in marked contrast to the corresponding 
ascent on the Taschhorn. The circumstances, however, can rarely 
be so favourable. A slight covering of ice or snow, which might 
conceal the pleasant rugosities of the slabs, would at  once double 
the difficulty of the climbing, and the consequent check on pace 
would introduce a risk from falling stones on the one or two places 
where i t  is found necessary to leave the shelter of the ridges. 

THE WEISSHOM (4,612 m.= 14,808 ft.) BY THE SOUTH FACE.- 
On August 21 Mr. G. Winthrop Young and Mr. R. G. Mayor, with 
Joseph Knubel, left the Weisshorn hut a t  8.16 A.M., and, following 
the usual route across the eastern bay of the Schalliberg glacier, 
ascended, with some little difficulty in the ice chimney, to the top 
of the great dividing buttress, the starting-point of all ascents on 
this face. After examination it was decided to attempt the eastern- 
most of the principal ribs. This forms the western wall of the 
wide snow couloir by which Mr. Mathews d but reached the E. 
ar6te in 1860. It is also the next rib on the east to that by which 
the ascent, made direct to the summit on August 28, 1906,t was 
begun. Steps in hard snow, with occasional ice, led on to the ridge, 
whose firm slabs gave delightful and straightforward climbing. At 
two-thirds of its height the rib turns north-west and joins the 
second rib in some big ochre-coloured gendarmes. Above the 
junction it continue0 to slope slightly westward and upward until 
it merges in the E. arete. As the ridges converged a certain 
melancholy pleasure was added to the sunny comforts of the climb 
npon this southern rock-face by the contemplation of the sufferings 
of several parties on the ordinary route, who were battling with 
the arctio aonditions of a northern gale. The E. ardte was finally 
joined a normal 20 minutes from the summit, which was sur- 
mounted, in bitter weather, a t  10.15 A.M. (7 hrs.). The descent 

- - 

Alpim Journal, vol. xiii. p. 413. t I&id. vol. xxii. p. 616. 
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was made to the hut in two hours, and Rmnda wached in another 
66 minutes. The climb affords a pleasant variant. With the 
exception of the little ohimney on to the bnttresa, which is apt to 
be iced in the early morning, there are no di5ioultiee and no risk 
of stones. When a north wind is blowing it might well be followed, 
to avoid the step-cutting and tribulation frequently induced upon 
the greater part of the eaetaridge route. 

Bernese Oberland. 
~ ~ O R O E N H O R N  (8,629 m.=11,907 ft.). E. A R ~ T E  BY A VABIAT~ON. 

July 18.-The 1908 party reached this ridge by a couloir a little 
S.W. of the Tschingel Pass, and on the E. side of a rock spur well 
marked on the Siegfned map, in which there was considerable 
danger from falling stones. 

Leaving the Mutthorn Club hut at  2.25 A.M. on July 18, Miss 
Marie Hampson Simpson, with the guides G. Hasler and Fritz 
Kaufmann, of Grindelwald, proceeded in a westerly direction, leaving 
the pass and the 1903 couloir on their right, till they reached another 
conspicuoue couloir descending on the W. side of the above- 
mentioned rock spur. After cutting up the steep snow of this 
they climbed up the very steep rocks of a gully, reaching the ridge 
close to the spot which the 1908 party reached from the E. The 
rocks of the western gully are sound and no stones fell during the 
ascent of the couloir. The E. ridge, the traverse of which haa not 
been repeated since 1908, is a magnificent climb containing greab 
variety and three pitahes of considerable difficulty. Summit 
reached 12.15 P.M. 

N. SUMMIT OF THE TRUOBERG (8,988 m.=12,904 ft.) BY THE 
N. ARBTE. August 7.-The same party, with Heinrich Fuhrer 
instead of F. Kaufmann, left the Bergli hut at  12.50 A.M. 

From the Ober Ilonchjoch they followed the N. ridge, which 
wes at first ice, much step-cutting being necessary. The first 
 itch of rock-work was rather difficult. but short: then, &r 
iurning a gendarme on the W., the ;ock ridge was fillowed 
throuehout its leneth and over the three summits (the central P& 
of whych is the hiihest, not, as the ' Climbers' ~ u i d e , '  vol. i. p.i49, 
says, the N. summit).t The first two summits were reached from 
the western side of the ridge ; the third by a slight descent on the 
E, side. The ridge is a long climb, and its rocks, which are much 
steeper than they appear to be from below, are interesting. Third 
summit gained 6.55-7.40. Descended short time down S. ridge, 
then by E. face to the Ewig Schneefeld. Bergli hut 11.16 A.M. 

GROSS GELMERHORN (2,631 m.=8,682 ft.). DEBCENT BY T- 
5. FACE. August 16.-The above party left the Grimsel Hospice 
at  3.6 A.M., walked past the Gelmeralp towards the head of the 

* Alpi~u Journal, vol. xxi. p. 560. 
t bliss Simpson clearly refers to the three points of the N. summit. The 

Siegfried map says the N. peak is the highest (3,933 m.) ; the othere are 3,660 
and 3,613 m. . 
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Diechterthal. Crossing the Diechterthal torrent just below the 
fust waterfall, they climbed a long, easy gully to the saddle N. 
of the Gross Gelmerhorn. From this point the climb was com- 
pleted over the rocks of the N. face by a series of cracks, slabs, 
and ledges. (This climb, though unrecorded, had been done once 
before by G. Hader, July 27, 1904.) Reached summit at 10.16. 
Left at 11, went down the S. face, which contains three 'Abseil- 
stellen,' to the saddle (Gelmersattel) between the Gross and Klein 
Gelmerhorn, and then to the W. through a steep, smooth couloir, 
which contained four pitches, necessitating the use of a spare rope. 
I t s  foot was reached soon after 3 P.M., and the Gelmeralp track 
rejoined close to the Gelmereee by traversing above the Gelmer 
aarwidi pastures. The couloir on the E. side of the Gelmersattel 
am aleo be descended direct to the Gelmeralp, and is of much the 
same chareoter as the western couloir. Reached Grimel Hospice 
7.80 P.M. 

Todi District. 
BRIGELBERHORNER. Augwt  SO.-hlessrs. A. E .  Measures and 

A. L. Mumm, with Heinrich Schiesser, of Linthal, and Johann 
Stoller, of Kandersteg, reached the ridge of the Brigelserhorner 
from the Puntaiglas glacier by a route which does not seem to 
have been previously taken. They climbed a couloir at  the head of 
a great slope of screes, a little to the N. of the ar6te which 
descends from Crap Grond. At the top of the couloir the way was 
barred by a broad chasm, and the slope leading to the summit 
ridge was reached by ascending small chimneys and rock-ribs to 
the  right. The ridge was attained in 4a hrs. (exclusive of halts) 
from the sleeping- lace at  the foot of the Puntaiglas g h i e r ,  at  a 
point  a little to % north of Crap Grond, from which it iook 
14 hr. more to get to the top of Kavestrau Grond. 

Dolomite District. 
TBCHEINER SPITZE, ROBENGARTEN GROUP (9,166 ft.), BY THE 

W. FACE. August 9.-Mr. E. A. Broome, with Agostino 
Verzi, made the first asoent from the W. or Bozen side of the 
peak. I t  was made chiefly by the big, conspicuous chimney 
which cuts the face of the peak into fairly equal halves. At the 
foot of this couloir (about 24 hrs.' walk up grass and steep scree 
from the Karersee) the nail-boots were left. From here the main 
ohimney was followed for 800 ft., then a very smooth traverse to the 
right (or 8.) into a subsidiary Kamin, which was climbed for perhaps 
another 200 ft. to a F~zEtre 200 ft. below (and to the right of) the 
summit. The difficulties in both chimneys were considerable, the 
principal ones being near the bottom, then at  the traverse, and 
again in the u per one, particularly at one point where some huge 1 stones had to e removed piecemeal. At the Fen&tre a thunder 
storm came on, and the rain and lightning being blinding, and the 
position doubtful (as it had not been visible from below) shelter in 
a cave was sought for 13 hr. When the storm ceased the further 
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route was seen and followed without difficulty to the top. Time, 
3 hrs. to the Fed t re  and 20 min. to the summit. The descent was 
by a slight variation of the usual way on the E. or Vajolet Thal 
side, and back over the Vajolon Pass. The climb can be recom- 
mended. 

TEUFELSWAND-SPITZE (about 9,000 ft.) BY THE W. FACB. 
Azqust 21.-Messrs. E. A. B m m e a n d  H. K. Coming, with Agostino 
Verzi and Antonio Dimai, made this new route. A walk of 2 hrs. 
from the Karersee took them to the steep Gerolk-strewn ledge 
running up diagonally across the perpendicular wall of the peak. 
The real climb began from the top end of this ledge, up a series of 
chimneys running right up to the lower point of the double-headed 
summit. Sevei-a1 of these afforded scope for the leader's climbing 
powers ; but the real crux waa just half-way up, and consisted of a 
black, damp, smooth, and narrow Xamin 40 or 50 ft. high, with 
very little hold and an exceptionally diEcult overhang near the 
top. Dimai led up this, and pronounced it ' molto periculoso ; ' 
Verzi led up the others. The black Kanrin took a good hour, and 
the whole climb (from the ledge) 2b hrs., providing excitement 
enough for 2 1  days. I t  was said to have baffled previous attemph 
The descent mas down the E. side (rope not necessary) to the new 
Ostertag Hiitte. 

NORWAY. 

Justedalsbrce. 
BLAANIPA. August 12.-This mountain, which is so conepicuons 

a feature of the scenery on the W. side of Boiumsdal, was ascended 
by a new route by H. A. Holl and C. W. Patchell, with Mikkel 
Mundal. The beautiful lateral valley of Tverdal was followed as 
far as the Sreter. Looking N. from this point one faces a deep 
gorge, cutting far into the mountain mass, and running roughly 
parallel to the main valley of Boiumsdal. The route chosen kepi 
pretty close to the E. side of this gorge. The slabs were MI steep 
and the holds so obscured by vegetation that the rope was u d  for 
some distance before the wood was cleared, and the safest anchorage 
was often provided by a friendly tree. The climb was frill of 
interest all the way. At the lower shoulder the difficulties were 

ractically over, and it was easy to follow the skyline to the cairn. 
!he magnificent sweep of overlapping slabs which forms the upper 
half of the mountain on the side of Boiumsdal is a sight not to be 
forgotten. The top was reached in about 7 hrs. from Fjterland, 
exclusive of halts, and the descent by the ordinary route over the 
glacier to Kvitevarde, and so to Boiumssaeter and Qrerland, took 
about 4 hrs. more. C. W. PATCHELL. 

KASHhIIR. 

Mrs. Fanny Bullock Workman and Dr. William Hunter Workmm 
have successfully completed their exploration of the Nun Km 
mountain group in Suru, Kashmir, the expedition having ompied 
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10 weeb. They were aocompanied by the Italian guide Cyprien 
Savoye, who was with them in Baltistan in 1903, and six porters. 

The entire circuit of the Nun Kun group was made for the first 
time, this involving a rough journey of between 90 and 100 miles, 
from Suru just north of the mountains out and return. The 
distance was oonsiderably increased owing to the necessity of 
making three extra marches up the Rangdun valley to find a fording 
place over the glacier-fed Suru River, greatly swollen from the 
unusual melting of the ice, due to the prolonged fine weather and 
great heat. 

In making this circuit three glaciers were ascended and two 
descended, three snow cola of over 17,000 ft. and one of 16,600 ft. 
crossed, and one steep pathleu8 rock mountain traversed, undoubtedly 
never before trodden by human foot. 

The central portion of the Nun Kun massif rises sharply above 
the precipitous jagged peaks that guard the approachea to it on all 
sides. At an altitude of over 20,000 ft. it culminates in an oblong 
glacial basin, three miles long by two wide, enclosed by five rock 
and snow summits, three of which tower to heights of over 
23,000 ft., the highest having been measured by the Indian Survey 
at 23,447 ft. 

To explore this portion a base camp was established above the 
north lateral moraine of the Shaffat glacier, at an altitude of 
15,100 ft., from which two snow camps were pushed up on the wild, 
broken glacial slopes above at  altitudes of 17,657 and 19,893 ft., 
and two others pitched in the high glacial basin at altitudes of 
20,682 and 21,800 ft., the last being the highest altitude at which 
mountaineers have camped.* On the two nights passed at this 
camp t h e  temperature fell to -4" and -6" Fahr. 

The highest peak having been found to be inaccessible from this 
basin, an ascent waa made of the next highest--23,264 ft., its 
steep, broken, ice-covered slants demanding hours of step-cutting - 
and the exercise of the greatest caution. At e height of 22,666 ft., 
as clouds were beginning to obscure some important landscape 
features, Dr. Workman and one porter - stopped to make observa- 
tions and photograph desired points before they should be hidden 
from view, while Mrs. Bullock Workman, with the guide and one 
porter, went on to complete the ascent, which gives her e place in 
the small list of those who have passed 23,000 h. 

The continued daily exertion in rarefied air, the loss of sleep 
owing to disturbance of respiration by the altitude, and the effect 
of the great cold upon the vital powers thus weakened, proved 
trying to all, and after five sleepless nights at  19,900 tt. and above, 
all felt the need of returning to lower altitudes. 

Later from the Barmal La, 17,228 ft., ascents were made of two 
sharp snow peaks, one on each side of the head of the Barmal 
glacier, whose final dopes rose at  from 70" to 73". The first has 

Om informant is here in error, as in 1864 Mr. W. H. Johnson, when 
surveying in Led&, peseed a night at 22,600 ft. See ante, p. 256. 
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an altitude of 18,750 ft. and the second-D 41 of the Survey-that 
of 20,168 ft. On the summit of the latter the party was enveloped 
in a dense fog accompanied by an icy wind, which lasted for several 
hours. In  this the descent was acoomplished by following the 
trace which had been made in asoending. The topographical 
features of the region were found to d8er  materially from those 
shown on any existing map. 

ALPLYE NOTES. 
THE ALPINE GUIDE.'-COP~~~ of Vol. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 12s. net, and of ' Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (bein a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price 8s.. can be oftained from all book- 
sellers, or from Messra. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

THE LIBRARY CATALOGUE may be obtained, bound in cloth, on 
application to the Assistant Secretary, 23 Savile Row. Price 3s. ; 
postage, 4d. 

S b l l - R u ~ ~ l ~ ~ . - D u r i n g  the coming season Mr. \Ir. R. Rickmers 
will be found at Kitzbiihel (Tyrol), where everybody eager to learn 
is cordially welcome. No fees. 

THE FIRST APPEARANCE IN ART OF MONT BLANC.-The visitor 
to the Public Gallery a t  Geneva known as the Musee Rath will 
find in the rooms on the basement floor two b e n t s  of the old 
altarpiece, painted on panel, which stood, up b the time of the 
Calvinistic Reform, in the Chapelle des MamhaMee. adjacent to the 
Cathedral. They form the upper and lower right ihutters of a 
large triptych, representing events in the life of St. Peter, which 
was erected in A.D. 1444 by Franqois de Miee, Bishop of Geneva 
and nephew of his predecessor in the See, Jean de Brogny (t1426), 
the builder of the chapel. The panel bears the inscription, ' Hoc 
opus pinxit magister Conradus Sapientis de Basilek, MCCCCXLIIII.' 

The following account of this artist is borrowed from Bryan's 

' DictiOn";S. 
of Painters and Engravers,' new edition, 1905 :- 

I Conrad i t ~ ,  of Rothweil, in Wiirtemberg, was probably one of 
the painters who were invited to come to Basel to adorn the 
churches and other buildings in honour of the Council to which 
prelates from all parts of Europe flocked in 1433. Wite (to use the 
unlatinised form of his name) was one of the most important of 
that group of painters of Swabia and Upper German who were 
the pioneers of realistic tendencies in the art of Sout 'h' Germany 
and exercised an important influence on the development of pamt- 
ing in the first half of the fifteenth century. He is an  artist of 
grace, originality, and powerful endowments.' Mr. Coolidge in- 
forms me that Professor Daniel Burckhardt in an essay on Conrad 
Witz, published in 1891, has reproduced (Plate XSI., opposite 
p. 288) the mountain background of the Geneva picture, and 
identified it (p. 289) as the chain of Mont Blanc, but this essay 







forming part of the ' Festschrift zum 400ten Jahrestage des ewigen 
Bundes zwischen Basel und die Eidgenoasen ' seems to have 
eeoaped attention in Alpine circles. Professor Burckhardt (p. 286) 
eulogisea thia panel 'as a unique work in the history of Old 
German landscape-painting,' and adds p. 289), This work of a 
medieval master may bear comparison wit h Diirer's best landscapes.' 

One of the preeerved ehutters of the Geneva altarpiece represents 
the Miracdone Draught of Fishes and Christ walking on the 8ea, 
of Galilee. The artist has shown his ' realistic tendencies by 
reproducing with great fidelity the landsape of the Lake of Geneva. 
The view is taken from the northern shore from a spot between 
Geneva and the village of Pregny. On the right of the picture is 
seen the water-gate of the city, a lofty structure resembling the Porta 
Romana a t  Florence. A oonical rock, apparently encrusted with 
fossil shells, stands in front of it ; further distant are houses partly 
built on piles. Above it rises the long slope of the Saldve, and 
more in the centre the conical form of the Male is conspicuous. 
Behind and on either side of the latter the artist has been at pains 
to introduce the snows of the Mont Blanc range. The shapes of 
the mountain itself and its aiguilles have evidently been observed 
with, for the time, unusual care and appreciation, as will be seen 
from the accompanying photograph, which I owe to the courtesy 
of the Director of the Musee Archt5ologique-to which the altar- 
piece belongs-and of Monsieur Baud-Bovy, the Curator of the 
Mude Rath, himself the son of a distinguished painter of the 
Alps. This picture gives us what is, I believe, by many years, 
if not by three centuries, the first representation in art of the 
glaciers of Savoy. Leonardo da Vinci went to Geneva, and one of 
his notes runs as follows : Riviera d' Arva presso a G inem ) di 
Miglia in Savoia dove ai fa la fiem in San Giovanni nel villaggio di 
San Gervagio.' * This seems to refer to two distinct places or 
sketches. Some critics have imagined Leonardo's San Gervagio to 
be St. Gervais in Savoy, but it is clearly, I think, the suburb of 
St. Gervais N. of the Rhdne, and on the other side of the town to 
the Arve. If any of Leonardo's mountain sketches that I have 
examined represents the distant view seen from Geneva the 
summits are mnventionalised beyond recognition. 

I may take this masion to suggest to members of the Club that 
a collection of photographs illustrating the representation of higb 
mountains in pictures by old masters might well be combined with 
an exhibition of early prints and lithographs of Alpine scenery. 
Our late member Mr. Josiah Gilbert, in his charming book ' Land- 
scape in Art before Claude and Salvator' (Murray, 1885)) has 
indicated where to look for material. Should the Committee 
see their way to holding such a ahow I believe it might be made 
both interestin and entertaining. If membere or others who 7 possess and wou d be ready to exhibit such prints would communi- 
cate with the Assistant Secretary it might help the Committee to 
form an e s t i ~ a t e  of the material readily available. D. W. F. 
-- - 

* Bee Riohter's L. da Vinci, vol. ii. p. 245. 
VOL. HXIII.-NO. (ILXXIV. B B 
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DR. PACCARD AND MT. BLANC.-The following paaaage, for- 
warded by Dr. Diibi, is an interesting bit of contemporary evidence 
to the view of Dr. Peocard's character taken by Mr. C. E. Mathewe 
and Mr. D. Freshfield, and ma serve as an additional ground for 
discrediting the stories told ty Balmat at a later data to b. 
companion's disoredit. 

In  Friedrich Matthisson's ' Briefe ' (Ziirich, 1796,2 vols. ; French 
freneletion, Ziirioh, 1802, in 1 vol.) the following passege occm in 
Letter 8, vol. i. (between pp. 92 and 106, which deecribes a vimt to 
Charnonix early in Jnly 1788). The letter is dated Bex, Jnly 7, 
1788, and mentions the fact that the writer paid a visit ta Dr. 
Paccard :- 

' Der uns seine Reise nach dem Montblanc sehr bescheiden nnd 
einfsoh erziihlte. E r  scheint weiter gar keinen Werth a d  dies 
W n e  Untarnehmen zu legen und behauptet dass jeder andre, mit 
gleiohen Kriiften, eben so gut als er den Gipfel diesea Bergea hiitte 
emteigen konnen.' W. A. B. C. 

MEASUREMENT OF HIMALAYAN GLACIERS.-The following letter 
hee been received from Mr. T. H. D. La Touche :- 

' Geological Survey Office, Calcutta : 
September 20, 1906. 

' DEAR MB. FBESHFIELD,-Your letter of August 23 reached me 
lest week, and I am glad to hear that you approve of the steps we 
are taking to observe the Himalayan glaoiem. We are malang a 
good beginning this year, as I have been able to send up parties to 
three diiTerent districts-two men to Kumaon, two to Lahoul, who 
are to examine some of the Spiti glaciers as well if they have time, 
and one to Kashmir. Mr. Huyden, who has undertaken the Isst, 
is now up in Hunza, fixing marks near some of the big glaciers 
there, and the Resident, Col. Younghusband, has promid to 
instruct the olitical officers at Gilgit to inspect them from time to 
time. Mr. b t te r ,  who is in Kumaon, has already sent in a very 
nice plan of this end of the Pinduri glacier, and seems to heve 
carried out his instructions in the matter of fixing points for future 
observation very judiciously. Next year I hope the Sikhim glaciers 
will be taken in hand.' 

The following is the notice issned by the Director of the 
Geologioal Survey of India :- 

NOTICE TO TRAVELLERS. 
SECULAR MOVEMENT O F  QLACIEBS. 

For several years past the International Commission for Glaciers 
has been collecting information from all parts of the world where 
glaciers exist with regard to the secular increase or decrease of the 
ice, which in Europe has been found to possess a fairly definite 
period of variation. The observations hitherto reoeived from Indh 
have been very meagre, and the assistance of travellers and 
sportsmen visiting any of the Himalayan glaciers is cordially 
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invited, in order that fuller information on the subjeat may be 
obtained. 

Visitors to the glaciers who are provided with a camera are 
requested to take photographs of the en& of the glaciers from, if 
possible, three points of view, (a) directly in front, (b) and (c) from 
either aide of the valley as nearly as possible in a line with the end 
of the glacier, so as to include in the view a portion of the opposite 
side of the valley. 

If possible the points from which the views are taken should be 
situated near or upon some conspicuous rock or large boulder, on 
whioh a distinctive mark should be scratched with a knife or the 
point of an alpenstock. This mark should be indicated on the 
back of the photograph, with the date and the name of the glacier, 
thus :- 

~ -. - - -- - 

I - - -- - Glacier. 1 
' Date 1 Front 

or 

I Right or left, looking dorm tlu vallq. 
I 

- - - I 
A sketch plan of the glacier-end and sides of the valley, indicating 

the approximate position of the marks and their distance from the 
glacier, would aleo be very useful, and might be attached to the 
photograph. 

I t  is requested that the photographs should be sent to the 
Director, Geologicla1 Survey of India, Calcutta, who will acknowledge 
their receipt. T. H. D. LA TOUCHE, 

Offg. Director, Geological Survey of India. 
TRAVERSE OF THE FINSTERAARHORN (14,026 ft.).-On Septem- 

ber 11, 1905, Mr. Claude A. h l d o n a l d ,  with Rudolf and Hans 
Alrner, ascended the Finaterrtawhorn by the S.E. ar6te by practically 
the 1883 route, and descended by the N.W. ar6te to the Agassizjoch 
to Grindelwald. They found the snow good but the rocks bad and 
a good deal glazed. The fixed rope near the summit was buried in 
ice probably a foot deep; on17 the ends of it were visible. They 
found no very great difficulty in getting up to the left of the couloir. 
The expedition is a very fine one, though if the snow mere not in a 
favourable state it would be a v e v  long one. Times :- 

Ascent. HR. Mln. b e n t .  111% Min. 
Hut to ' Sohrund ' . . 1 30 / To Hugisattel . . . 1 0 
To arbte . . . . 2 15 To Agassiz~och . . . 0 50 
To minor aummit . . . 2 0 
To toot ot final couloir . . 1 20 
To anmmit . . . . 0 35 - 

7 40 

To F~nsterserjoch . . 1 15 
To Schmartzegg . . . 3 10 - 

8 15 

n n 2 
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MARMOLATA (11,OU)ft.) BY THE S. FACE. August 24.-Mr. E. A. 
Broome, with Antonio Dimai and Agostino Verzi, followed this route, 
and although not new (it was done first in 1901, and four times 
since) it has never been recorded or even named in the 'Alpine 
Journal,' and no details of the first climb have ever been available, 
From the Contrinhaus over the Ombretta Pass and then down to 
the foot of the wall took 13 hr. The nail boots were taken off 
(and sent round to summit) about 400 ft. to the right (E.) of the 
enormous couloir which bisects the Siid-Wand precipices From 
here to the Gipfel is about 2,100 ft., and the face is naturally 
divided horizontally by two long narrow terraces into three walls, 
the lowest estimated at  600 ft. high and the middle and highest at 
760 ft. each. The first is very difficult throughout, and the climb 
is up three or four steep narrow chimneys, with traverses and walls 
between, and generally working a little to the left towards the big 
couloir. This took 2 hrs. 25 min. The first terrace is then 
followed for some distance to the left (almost to the couloir) and 
the next wall, 750 ft. in height, is similar to the lower one, but some- 
what less difficult. This time ou work up rather to the right, B and at one traversing point, a out half-way up, must descend 
considerably to make further ascent possible. Time to second 
terrace, 2 hrs. 

This terrace Was followed about 250 ft. to the right, crosing 
several snow patches and a rivulet, to the foot of a bent couloir 
almost directly under the summit. This couloir or couloim and 
the rocks, first on their left and then right, were climbed to the col 
between the E. and real summits, whence the ridge was followed 
to the top. The last 750 ft. was comparatively and incressingly 
easy, and took 1 hr. 25 min., making the whole climb 6 hrs. 
60 min. actual going. 

The descent was along the W. ar6te down to the Marmoleta 
Scharte, and the party considered the expedition to be the finest in 
the Dolomites. 

 DAUPHIN^ ALPS. CHAMOISSI~BE, CENTRAL SUMMIT (c. 3,050 m.). 
-On July 6, 1906, Mr. H. Symons and I, with our guides, Alois 
Pollinger, sen., and Edouard Charlet, ascended this peak, which is 
stated in ' The Central Alps of the Dauphiny ' * to have been 'not 
yet ascended.' Leaving La (have at  9.61 A.M. we reached the 
snow-slopes to the N. of the peak, which were traversed until they 
led us to the foot of the couloir which leads up its N. face. 
Ascending the rocks on the W. side of this couloir we went fairly 
straight up the easy face to the summit (4.7 P.M. where we found 
a stone-men. Starting again at  4.60 P.M. we $. escanded by the 
same route and reached La Grave at  9.30 P.M. Halts on ascent 
about 1 hr., on descent about 4 hr. The views, particularly 
that of the grand ridge between the Meije and Roche Faurio, 
are moat striking, and for this reason the expedition is well worthy 
of the attention of mountaineers staying at La Grave or the Chalets 

* Second English edition, p. 85. 
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de 1'Alpe. It should be stated that the height, 9,007 ft., given in 
the ' Climbers' Guide ' is a misprint for 10,007 ft. 

OLIVER K. WILLIAMBON. 
B~ATTERHORN TRAVERSE TO ITALY BY THE ZMUTT ARBTE.- 

Under the impression that this combination of routes had not been 
followed before, Messrs. W. N. Ling and Harold b b u m  made 
this traverse. There is a reaord, however, in the Italian hut book 
by Mr. W. E. Davidaon, who did it with two guides in 1896. This 
is the first time, however, that the route has been followed without 
guides, and apparently also the firat British guideless asoent of the 
Zmutt ar6te. On July 80, 1906, Messrs. Ling and Reeburn took 
two porters up to the Tiefenmatten face of the Zmutt ar&te. 
They there built a gtte, and aent the portem back to Zermatt. 
Starting a t  4 next morning they took 11 hrs. to gain the summit. 
The slow going was caused by the bad condition of the ridge, 
plastered with snow and ice after much broken weather. Much 
cutting of steps and hacking out of holds was therefore necessary, 
and in many places only one climber could move a t  a time. The 
weether was fine to the summit, but on the way down the Italian side 
a somewhat heavy 0now shower, with thunder, made the rocks 
rather slippery and the going accordingly slow. The Italian hut 
wss reached at 8.10. On the following morning, August 1, return 
ma0 made to Zermatt over the Furggjoch. 

THE TRAVERSE OF THE FINBTERAARHORN. - This traverse, 
aecending by the S.E. ridge and descending by N.W., is now 
facilitated by the building of the new hut at  the foot of the 
Finsteraarhorn. The hut, a neat and clean one, but very small, is 
built on some rocks close to the figures 3,237 on the Siegfried map. 
I t  is well fitted, has wood in a lean-to outside, and a smallquantity 
of provisions for a case of need. The only record of this traverse 
hitherto appeared to be that of Mr. G. H. Morse with Ulrich and 
Hans Almer in 1887.* 

On July 19, 1906, Messrs. Eric Greenwood, W. N. Ling, and 
Harold Reeburn, without guides, leaving the hut at 8 A.M., ascended 
the glacier in en E. direction, crossed the bergschrund 4.16-30, 
then u p  an ice couloir and a somewhat rotten chimney out to 
a broad ridge, 6 ; thence slopes of mom, ice, and easy rocks led 
up to the ridge at  6. This was at  a corniced snow ardte between 
two rock towers just before the ridge begins to rise more steeply. 
The arate was then followed, with its many rock towers, easy but 
interesting climbing with magnificent views, the snow shower, 
accompanied by thunder, encountered lower down now oeasing. 
Breakfast 6.46-7.16. The top was reached at 11.15. There is a 
somewhat weather-beaten rope in a gully on the right of the arbte, 
but it is not required. 

Leaving the top at  12.10, the ordinary route was followed to the 
Hugiaattel-12.45 P.M.-and an ice slope cut down, then by the 

Alp.ne Jmtrnal, vol. xiii. p. 422. See also p. 339 of thie number for a 
traverse by Mr. Claude A. Macdonald in 1905. 
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rock ar6te, somewhat loose, to the Agassizjoch, 2.26 P.M. The 
rocks of the Agassizhorn were then desaended (tea taken on these 
rooks) to near the foot, and an ice couloir cut down to schrund 
above Finsteraar glwier, 6.36 P.M. P m i n g  through the Fin- 
sterrrejoch, 6.46 P.M., a direat route was taken through the s6raca 
and across an ice elope to a m k  island on the right of the Obereis- 
meer, then across this and by snow slopes, oouloirs, and rock ridgas, 
then moraine-strewn glacier to the fkhwarzegg hut, reached at 10, 
just as another thunder storm came on. 

SCHRECKHORN TRAVERBED, ASCENDING BY N.W., DESCENDM~ 
BY S.W. A ~ f i ~ ~ . - T h i s  traverse, which has apparently not been 
made before, was the outcome of a suggestion in Mr. Bradby's 
paper, ' A Month's Climbing in the Bernese Oberland' ('A. J.' 
vol. xxi. p. 499). I t  can be cordially recommended as &ording a 
grand climb, which, though full of interest throughout, cannot be 
described as difficult. 

The S.W. ridge, as pointed out in the above-quoted paper, is 
stee and sooner free from ice than any other route, and when 
clim !I ed in July this gear, not long after bad weather, wae wonder- 
fully free from ice, except near the top. The following is the 
itinerery. The slow going may be accounted for by photography, 
tea-making on the summit, prospecting route, and clearing loose 
stones on the descent :- 

Messrs. Eric Greenwood, W. N. Ling, and Harold Raebum, 
without guides, left the Schwarzegg hut on July 23 at 3.16 A.M. 
Crowded hut ;  no sleep. Ascended by ordinary route to top of 
couloir, 4.30. Across to left below S.W. ridge. Halt, 6.5-6.25, 
above Ober Kastensteinfirn. Then across to N.W. ridge; ice and 
rubbly rocks ; a good deal of cutting necessary, as the party were 
without crampons. Keeping immediately under the steep rocks of 
the peak, the couloir running into the N.W. shoulder was crossed 
high up, and a steep rock wall climbed to the ardte just before it 
suddenly steepens, 8.25-35. Thence 2$ hrs.' olimbing placed 
them on the top, 10.58. Loose rocks on this ar6te all iced up. 
Leaving the top at  12.16, the S.W. ridge was descended to the top 
of the ridge running off to W. Halt here, 4.66-6.16. Near the 
summit some heavy snow cornices and ice were found, but lower 
the rocks are too steep to hold much snow to produce ice. 
Descending the W. buttress for a time, an ice couloir to the left 
was crossed to easy rocks, thence snow easily gained, and a jump 
across the begschrund landed the party on the Schreckfirn. From 
there the ordinary morning route was followed on the descent ta 
hut. Owing to the late hour this was perfectly safe, as the 
avalanches had ceased running. The hut was gained at  8.16. 

NANTILLONS GLACIER.-The perfect conditions prevailing this 
summer made it possible to traverse the four principal aiglulles, 
formin the amphitheatre at the head of this glacier, in one day. 
I t  haa L e n  suggested that a note miaht be of interest. Lesring 
the hlontanvert at  1.45 A.M., Mr. 0. Winthrop Young, with Joseph 
Knubel, reached the sulninit of the C h o z  (11,293 ft.), by the 
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'ice ohimney,' a t  6.60. Twenty minutes were devoted to the first 
gendarme on the ar6teS Leaving again at  7.20, the highest 
d t  of the GrBpon (11,447 ft.) was reached at 11.30 (of which 
time 12 hr. were comfortably spent a t  the foot of 'the Crack,' 
waiting for another large party to ascend). Restarting s t  12.10 the 
Col de Nantillons was gained at 1.20. Here axes and coats mere 
deposited, and, leaving the mow at 1.30, the central, highest peak 
of the Blaitiere (11,649 ft.) was surmounted at  2.16. From this, 
after hr.'s halt, the northern summit {11,497 ft.) was gained at  t 3.10, eft again a t  3.20; the Col regained about 3.46, and the 
Montanvert gently at 6.10-in all 164 hrs. The conditions were, 
of oourse, ideal. 

EEVIEWS APU'D NOTICES. 
Rock.climbing in Eorfh Wabs. By G. and A. Abraham. Kesmick, l9OG. 

EXP~BATION of the rocky recesses of North Wales has been 
carried on with vastly increased energy since the publication of the 
Welsh volume of Climbing in the British Isles.' During the laat 
ten years the work of Hrtskett-Smith and 0. G. Jones has been 
tested ; old climbs have been improved or varied, and new ones have 
been discovered. 

Among all these explorers none have ahown greater vigour and 
skill thaa our fellow member J. M. A. Thomson, and those who 
were i n  a position to know what vast stores of knowledge he was 
haaping together have for several years been eagerly expecting the 
day when he should give to the world the result of his labours and 
studies. Those hopes may yet come to be gratified, but meanwhile 
we welcome a very substantial addition to our knowledge of the 
snbjeot coming to us from a different source. I t  is well known that 
at  the date of his untimely death 0. G. Jones was preparing or at  least 
msking plans for a Welsh companion volume to that whioh he had 
already published on the climbs of the English Lake District, and 
now tLe Messrs. Abraham, who worked so efficiently in illustrating 
and re-editing the f i s t  book, have carried out their friend's plan by 
producing a similar work on the climbs of Wales. 

We may say at  onoe that the book is a great success. The 
writers have for several years given close attention to the district, 
nnd they enjoy the very great advantage of combining in an unusual 
degree physical prowess as climbers with practical mrratery of all 
the reeonrces of the oamera. The result is a beautiful and very 
instructive volume. 

The joint authors have divided their subject between them, the 
deep depression of the Llanberis Pass forming a very natural 
boundary. The southern portion is the larger and on the whole 
the finer and better known subjeot, and is very well handled by 
Mr. A. Abraham, while his brother with less material to dram upon 
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deals with much fresher ground, such w the N. face of the Glgdm 
.and the recent discoveries on the E. side of the Carnedd range. 

The book does not profess to be severely systematio, and ie 
probably not the less interesting on that eccount, but the reader 
must be on his guard against assuming that because, for inetsnce, 
accidents are rather pointedly mentioned in the case of Twll Du 
they have not oocurred elsewhere when nothing is said of them, or 
that because he finds the originators of one climb rather carefully 
detailed he will find similar information in all the other c a w  
It is the opinion of not a few that nowadays we hear quite enough 
about ' first ascents,' and that the purauit of climbing would not 
greatly suffer if the meker of a firet ascent got somewhat less of 
the ' bold advertisement ' which modem newspapers are so ready 
to bestow upon him. For this reason we by no means complain 
of a certain irregularity in the book with regard to this point, 
especially as the authors, in dealing with more than one of the 
best known climbs, would have been under the painful neaessity of 
giving great prominence to their own names. Nearly all the 
climbs are handled in the light of the direct personal experience 
of the authors, and it is wonderful how well they have suaceeded 
in describing nearly a hundred ascents without monoton . Reedem 9 who do not make full allowance for the diBculty o imparting 
variety to suoh narratives may poseibly object that now and agein 
the ' chaff' of the climbers is represented as having been somewhat 
rough and their high spirits as having expressed themselves in 
something very like horse play. One muet not be over-critical in 
these matters, as we all know the exhilarating influence of the 
rocks, but at the same time it is always well to bear in mind bhet 
jokes, practice1 and other, which are delightful among friends on 
the hillside are apt to look less attractive when set down in cold 
print for the perusal of a less intimate public. 

I t  is to be feared that there are one or two passages in the 
book which will not exaatly be relished by the persons therein 
described. 

Towards earlier authorities the attitude of the writers is in 
excellent taste and leaves nothing to be desired. Where fuller 
knowledge has enabled them to detect errors of statement in the 
work of Haskett-Smith or Jones the correction is made in the most 
unassuming manner and with suck adroit delicacy that to the 
earlier writer it is more of a compliment than of a rebuke. 

There is a vest deal in this book which to many will be quite new 
and to all much more accessible than it has been before. Many, 
perhaps most, of the new climbs have been described in the pages 
of the ' Climbers' Club Journal,' but here we find them well 
digested, treated from one uniform point of view, and well illushted, 
often by diagrams in addition to excellent photographs. Among 
these the views of Llyn Idwal and of Cyrn Las are especially fine, i d  

that of the central buttrees of Tryfaen is a splendid study of rock- 
graining. The average climber-a prosaic being-aring more for 
honesty than art, has been apt in the past to regard the photo- 
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graphs of Messrs. Abraham with some suspicion, but in this book 
will find little to object to. If he does not like a climbing scene 
on Cyfrwy or another on LLiwedd, what can be simpler than to 
hold the book some 20" to 80" out of the perpendicular ? 

CORRESPONDESCE. 
THE WATKIN ANEROID IN MOUNTAIN 

MEASUBEMENTS : A REPLY AND A REJOLNDER. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

DEAR SIB,-In a letter appended to the paper of Dr. Longstaff 
in the 'Alpine Journal ' for August (p. 227) Mr. Douglas Freshfield 
takes occasion to criticise certain passages by myself whioh appeared 
in the February number of the ' Journal.' 

Will you allow me to say in reply that I made no 'oomments, 
as Mr. Freshfield asserts, on Mr. Graham's statements. I have 
nowhere in print expressed any opinion as to Mr. Graham's state- 
ments, nor discussed them other than to mention, what all the 
world knows, that they have been disputed. One of the comments 
criticbed by Mr. Freehfield refers to the statement of Professor 
Collie that  Mr. Graham had climbed 20,000ft. on A. 22 and 
m h e d  22,700 ft. on Dunagiri, objection being made to the use of 
them altitudes, whioh I understand to have been not measured but 
estimated, 8e the basis of his argument that Mr. Graham might 
have reached 24,000 ft. Estimates of altitudes reached, especially 
by those who have not had long experience in the Himalaya, are 
ex-gly unreliable. 

It might have been further added that, even admitting the 
aorrectness of these estimates, the contention of Professor Collie 
that bemuse a climber reaches 20,000 ft. or 22,700 ft. he can reaoh 
24,000 ft. is not borne out by facts. There is always the chance of 
the climber succumbing, and that sometimes suddenly, to exhaus- 
tion or mountain sickness, and, if he does, this occurs at a certain 
altitude which varies with the individual. This altitude cannot be 
determined beforehand and may not be greatly above a point where 
he f& well. Time and again I have seen coolies perfectly fit at a 
given altitude entirely incapacitated by mountain sickness SO0 ft. to 
600 ft. higher. Last summer a European porter with us, who was 
apparently in excellent condition at 20,500 ft., gave out completely 
at 21,000 ft. h view of such facts this contention is not tenable. 

Mr. Freshfield is also treading on dangerous ground when he 
reasons that because a man is ' exceptionally active ' he can neces- 
sarily reach a greater altitude than persons of average strength. 
In easerting this he overlooks the two questions of endurance and 
mountain sicknem. I t  is not always the most active men who have 
the most endurance, which counts for much in climbing at great 
altitudes ; neither does the possession of ' exceptiollal strength and 



activity' exempt a man from a liability to mountain eicknees. 
When this attacks such a man he becomes ss prostrate and usel888 
as the weakest. Among others which ocaur to me the porter above 
mentioned furnishes a case in point. He waa one of our strongest 
portera end at lower altitudee carried the heaviest load. Excep- 
tionally aotive men eometimee possess more speed than bottom, 
and their staying power may prove to be inferior Co that of others 
of more moderate strength. 

Mr. Freshfield's implication that Colonel Waddell, not being an 
authority on mountaineering, is not a competent critic is  mi^- 
leading. Colonel Waddell's objection to Mr. Graham's claim is 
made, if I remember rightly, on geographical grounds, which, if 
substantiated, effectively dispose of one of Mr. Freshfield's chief 
arguments in its favour. 

The attentive reader will see that I did not compare ' Kabru to 
three h a r p  rock needles on the Biafo glaoier,' as Mr. Freshfield 
seys. These, which really are three separate peaks, distinct from 
one another but appearing from the glacier to be pointa of a single 
peak, were mentioned as an example of the difficulty of judging of 
the conformation of high Himalayan mountains, the reader being 
left to apply the example to the context. Mr. Freshfield haa hed, I 
believe, no experience in climbing high Himalayan peaks. If he 
had he would doubtless have found, aa othera who have tried them 
have found, that appearances are often deoeptive, and one cannot 
be sure that any high peak is acceesible, however eas its slopes 
may appear, until it has been ascended. In saying %B I do not 
wish to be understood 8s saying that Kabru is inaccewible. I hero 
not seen it from a point near enough to enable me Co form any 
opinion regarding its accessibility ; but, judging from a considerable 
acquaintance with other Himalayan peaks of over 20,000 ft., 1 
consider I did not exceed the bounds of reason in asserting that lt 
might present obstacles to an ascent that could not be dismvvered 
from below. 

Last1 , Mr. Freshfield states his 'impression ' that my remark8 
on Wat 71 in aneroid3 are 'unduly depreciatory.' My paper in the 
February 1906 ' Alpine Journal ' ie based on a large number of 
comparative observations at various altitudes, made in the c o m ~  
of actual exploration and mountaineering. The conclusions are 
such as logically follow from the facts observed. If these concln- 
slons are considered depreciatory to the aneroid or the Watkin 
aneroid the behatiour of the observed aneroids must be held 
responsible. 

My aim in writing the paper was to help, 80 far as my obaervs- 
tions warranted, to assign its tme value to the aneroid. If Mr. 
Freshfield's impression, or the confirming one of the person 
peraons whom he consulted at the Royal Geographical Society, 1s 

based on any similar comparative experiments with hypsometer 
and aneroid, it is to be hoped he or they will publish these for the 
benefit of other observers. Scientific inquiry is not promoted by 
impressions unless supported by adequate evidenoe, and evidence 



more or less in the nature of proof is usually demanded to command 
eseent. 

The w~nra te  ddnition of the value and scope of the aneroid is 
imporbant in view of loose statements as to altitude based on 
wedinga of aneroids in different ways, with which mountain litera- 
ture is being flooded, which are likely in the future to give rise to 
endless confusion and dispute. All possible light which csn be 
thrown on this subject should be welcomed. I do not claim to 
have said the final word, and hope further observations will be 
forthcoming, whether they tend to confirm my present conclusions 
or the contrary. 

In view of the evidenoe now available it may be asserted with 
comiderable certainty that the mountaineer who depends solely on 
the readings of unohecked aneroids for his caloulations of altitude, 
whether these be compared with lower station readings or not, is 
not in a position to determine what altitude he has attained 

Since writing the paper referred to I have met a military engineer 
in India whose conclusions as to the value of the Watkin aneroid 
are more de~reoiatom than mine. He, after a careful trial with it 
in range-fiiding ex&riments, discarded it as absolutely valueless 
even in measurina differences of level at low dtitudes. 

During the pa& summer I have had the opportunity of making 
another extended series of observations with two hypsometers and 
three aneroids at various altitudes from sea level to 21,800 ft., and 
the results, though not yet oollated, give me no reason to alter the 
conclusions stated in my paper. 

WILLIAM HUNTER WORKMAN. 

1 Savile Row, Burlington Gardens, London, W. 
October 29, 1906. 

SIR,-It will be, I think, to the advantage of your readers 
if I profit by your courtesy in communicating to me the above 
letter to reply at once to the several objections raised by Dr. 
H. Workman to my recent note. I will do so as briefly as possible, 
omitting minor points. 

Dr. Workman objects to his letter of January last (p. 82) being 
desoribed as ' a  comment' on Mr. Graham's Himalayan ascents. 
He must, it seems to me, attach to the word a different sense to that 
in which it is generally used in this country by English writers. 

Dr. Workman persists in the attempt to represent Mr. Graham's 
heights as doubtful altitudes. In the large majority of that 
climber's aacents they are heights calculated trigonometrically ' by 
a succession of most competent surveyors ' (see p. 204). 

Dr. Workman esys I overlook ' endurance ' and ' mountain 
sickness.' I have not done so. He assumes that Mr. Graham 
and his guides were not enduring: my information, and it was 
contemporarp information, is to the contrary effect. My argument 
as to ' mountain sickness ' was that after Dr. and Mrs. Workman's 
series of experiences in their repeated climbs over 23,000 feet it is 



impossible to regard that dection as an inen rable obstacle to the  ge attainment of 24,000 ft., or even greater heig ts, by other climbera. 
With re ard to Colonel Waddell's criticiame, I have shown 

(' Round #angohexyunmy p. 209, footnote) that on the chief 
geographical point ta en by that traveller (' Among the Himala a ' 

Graham's mrrative. 
g; p. 121), his argument resta on an obvious misunderstanding of . 

In conolneion I regret not to have made my passing reference to 
Dr. Workman's remarks on Wetkin's aneroid0 more explidt. 
I gave as 'my impression ' the result of my own experience and 
that of several friends. The ' confirmation ' I reoeived at 1 Savile 
Row was a statement that the paper published in this volume 
(p. 80) by Dr. Workman had been first offered to the Editor of 
the ' Journal of the Royal Geographical Sooiety,' who had not 
eocepted it in its then form, and the aaennmce of the Scientific 
Instructor that in the o w  of several travellers of repute the instru- 
ment haa recently given very saWactory results. 
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Gl-uhen, Zermatt, the Rifel, Sam, and tile Siri~plolz in  1803. 

S we have fully explained above the importance of this A letter of Murith's, we need here only comment on a few of 
the most interesting points that it contains. Qne is amused 
to read of Murith's enthusiasm for 'new routes' (pp. 28 and 31), 
though ' new ' meant to him ' not yet taken by any botanist '- 
even so, those which he opened over the Augstbord Pass and 
another pass S. of the Bistenen P a ~ s  show much enterprise for 
the date. As he conlpares the path from Turtmann to Gruben 
with that  from Stalden to Seas (p. 29) it is clear that he had 
visited Saas on a previous occasion (though apparently not 
Zermatt), for in 1803 he took a short cut across the mountains 
from St. Niklaus to the path between Stalden and Saas (p. 81). 
One cannot help smiling at his lamentations at the hardships 
he suffered at the Gruben Alp (p. 29)' though they only con- 
sisted in dozing by a fire in a cow hut and finding the ground 
covered with hoar frost next morning-but it is only fair to 
recollect that hlurith was then sixty-one years of age. The 
three days he spent at  Zermatt m d  the two at Saas were 
mainly taken up with verifying Abraham Thomas's reports, 
especially as to that wonderful new Phyteuma. But Murith 
gives more topographical details than Thomas, whose narrative 
is  thus made clearer than it actually is. As yet I have not 
been able to disco~er what map our two wanderers employed, 
for, so far as I am aware, none the date of which fits our 
requirements gives all these minute details and names at the 
heads of the Saas and Zermatt valleys. Perhaps, indeed, 
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they ascertained them from the inhabitants, for a map is 
never named by either explorer. I have not been able to 
trace precisely Mnrith's route from Seas to  the Simplon Pass. 
It was certainly, as  he  states, S. of the mule path over the 
Bistenen Pass. He  seems to have crossed three ridges, the 
first leading to the Gamsen valley, while the second may have  
been that of the Sirwolten Pass, and the third that  leading 
from the Sirwolten lake to the Nieder Alp. But the 
descriptions of the glaciers traversed (perhaps mere &ow 
slopes) do not agree with the published accounts of the 
Sirwolten Pass. After leaving the Simplon Hospice (where 
he  was greeted by his brother Canons) Murith went over to 
Binn by the Haflisch Pass. 

LETTRE SV. 
Prwr Nurith to  Abraham Thomas. 

[P. 28.1 Nartigni, 20 Aobt, 1803. 
A Nonsieur Abraham Thomas nu Fenalet. 
MONSIEUR,-Quoique Mr. votre fils Louis vous ait d6jh entretenu 

do voyage que nous avons fait eenemble dans le haut Valais, j'aime 
A oroire que vous ne serez pas fiich6 d'en recevoir qnelqnes details 
par moi-mbme. C'est vous, Monsieur. qui avez ouvert la carriere 
de la botanique dans ce pays, et vos d8couvertes ne laissoient que  
pen d'espbrances aux amateure. I1 falloit donc, pour s'assurer de 
quelque succAs, non-seulement marcher sur vos traces, mais encore 
se frayer de nouvelles routes, escalader de nouvelles montagnes. 
parcourir des vallkes qui n'eussent pas encore kt4 visitbs par lea 
amateurs de la botanique, et c'est ce que je me suis proposd dans 
l'excuraion oii j'ai eu pour compagnon Mr. votre fils Louis. 

Noue eommee p r t i s  de Martigni le 26 Juillet svec tout l ' a t t k i l  
nhceseaire pour nous occuper, tant de botanique que de minbralogie. 
Nous eommes all& coucher 8, Siewe, B l'auberge du Soleil, nons 
promettant une riche r h l t e  pour le lendemain. 

Le 26 nous nous acheminons de bon matin vers Tourtcmagm. 
A Tourternape on loge chez Michel Locker. C'est de 19 que nous 
avons tenth de nous rendre B St. Nicolas par un chemin nouvean 
pour lea [p. 291 botanietes. Quittant la grande route de Vidge, 
nous avons pris des provisions et nous nous sommes achemines 
vers la montagne de Grueben qui est B quatre lieues de To&- 
magne ; le tems Qtoit beau, la chaleur tr8s-grande. la route di5oile 
eat beancoup plus roide que oelle de Stalden B Sam ; elle suit le  
coura d'un torrent imp6tueux. AprAs avoir traverab les forGts, B 
une demi lieue de la montagne de Grueben, nous trouvtimee Bur la 
gauche, quand nous eiimes pass6 le torrent sur un pont, le Sedum 
villosunt dans un terrein marhcageux, et 1'Erigeron uniflorum. 

Nous pensions &re A la fin de notre journke, mais on nous dit 
que, les vaches Qtant dane lea chalets du haut de la montagne, none 
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ne pourrions avoir de gite qu'en nous y rendant. Ainsi malgre 
toute I'envie que nous eussions en de rester ici, nons fhmes obliges 
de nous remettre en route pour trouver un abri. Encore aurions- 
nous perdu notre peine, si mon costume ne m'avait servi de 
recommandation. NQanmoine, nous fdmes obliges de passer la nuit 
en sommeillant aupres d'un feu .dont la chaleur nous Qtoit 
d'autant plus necessaire que le terrein se trouva coupert de glapons 
le lendemain matin. Jugez, Monsieur, de notre douleur; mais 
nous ktions preparks d'avance B toue lea contremps et it toutes les 
privations. E n  venant B la montagne haute nous avons gagnQ sur 
la traite du lendemain qui devait dtre longue et fatigante et qui le 
fut en effet. 

Le 27 sachant que nous aurions une journQe phnible, dlapr&s tout 
ce qu'on nous en avait dit, noue quitttimes au point du jour la 
montagne de Grueben; nous fimes un bonne lieue sur un gazon 
kma1llQ de fleurs, maie recouvert d'un verglas qui nous dbroboit une 
partie de leiir beaut& Parvenus au bas de la gorge par oh noue 
devions passer pour redescendre B la montagne de Porta ou .d'Empt 
[Emd], nous visittimes un gazon seme de rocailles qui ~'Btendoit 
sur notre gauche [different flowers found]. Encourages par ces 
dQcouvertes, nous resolames de parcourir le cateau jusqn'au 
sommet ; c'est 18 que nous vimes avec grand plaisir la Potentilla 
subacaulis, la veritable Saxijrraga emrata All. [Allioni], dkcouverte 
pour la premiere fois en Valais, et la Myosotis nana. I1 y a deux 
lieues de la montagne de Grueben juequ'au haut du col [apparently 
the Angstbord Pass] oh il faut passer pour se rendre B St. Nicolas 
qni eat encore B quatre lieues plus loin. 

Au-dessous de cette gorge nous observlmes la Cacnlia tomentosa 
et l'lirnica C1.usii All. B feuillee enti&res, prhs d'nne mine de fer 
qui paroft de bonne qualitk. A une bonne demi lieue d'Empt, nous 
passarnes B la droite du torrent par un sentier qui longe la fordt en 
descendant. On entre ensuite dans lea basses montagnes. Cette 
descente conduit 8. St. Nicolas. M. le cure de St. iTicolas nous 
reput trks cordialement. Nous comptions cueillir an-delB de 
St. [p. SO] Nicolas l'dstragalus Leontinus que vous y avez 
trouv6, Monsieur, mais nos recherches furent inutiles. La journke 
Qtant avancee, nous rhservlmes nos recherches pour notre retour et 
nous nous renames par Randa et Tech [Tasch] droit il Tzernutten 
o i  nons n'arrivlmes qu'a le nuit. Nous logeLmes chez Joseph 
Breni [Brenni], seul aubergiste de l'endroit. Nons eGmes l'avan- 
tage d'y trouver Mr. Necker de Saussure, qui y ktoit avec son fils 
et un 618ve et qui, prkvenu de notre arrivke, nous reqnt il bras 
ouvert. 

Le  28 Juillet, dans la compagnie de hi. Necker de Saussure, 
nous primes le chemin de la montagne de I'zenwut [Z'hIutt]. & 
p i n e  Qtions-nous B Hermiet [Heraattje], il un quart de lieue au- 
dessus de Tzermatten, qne nous etimes le plaisir de voir 1'Astragalus 
exscapua, ui commenqoit B passer. L'Aretia fomentosa 8chl. 
[~lchleicher~ croft un peu au-dessus de cet endmit dans lea fentea de 
rocher. De lil, aprks avoir traverse le village de Tzemout, on 
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L t n m a  borealis. De lh, nous fimes une grande descente, puis 
nous traverstimes avec beaucoup de p i n e  diffQrens ravins; enhn 
nous reconnhes  que la route de Stalden h Sans commengoit il se 
rapprocher de nous ; les gazons Btoient moins sauvages, et c'est 
avant de rejoindre le chemin des mulets que nous avons remarquk 
l'dstragalus exscapus, an-dessus du chemin. Ayant repris la 
route ordinaire, nous trouvitmes, comme vous l'aviez fait avant nous, 
Monsieur, la L i n m a  borealis prks de la croix. En  entrant il 
Saas, nous cneillimes avec un vrai plaisir le Colchicum ?~tontanun~ 
dans une prairie pr&s du premier village; en avan~ant  vers le 
second nous primes, prks du bois sur la gauche, 1'Hypochreris 
maculata, maia non I 'Hypockris blvetica que vous y aviez 
remarqnBe ; vous verrez, en Cchange, Monsieur, que nous l'avons 
rencontrke frbquemment dans la suite de notre voyage. 

Quoique nous eussions fait pris de huit lieues ce jour-lh, voyant 
que nous avions encore deux heures de jour, nous en profittimes 
pour visiter le glacier [a mistake for ' prairie '1 qui est au-delA du 
pont, et nous ne tardtimes pas h y observer le I'rifoliztm saxatile 
en trks-belles touffes. Aux environs des oratoires ou stations de la 
passion qui sont il un quart de lieue plus loin Bur la cbte, nous 
fimee (p. 32) une r h l t e  abondante. 

Le 2 Aoiit, voulant suivre en tout vos indications et vos observa- 
tions, nous tentlimes de visiter le fond de la vallQe de Saas. Pour 
cela, nous primes le chemin de Illameyuel [Almagell], village h 
trois quarts de lieues de Saas. Nous poursuivimes ensuite notre 
route $ travers des Qboulemens de glacier, laissant sur la droite le 
village de Maicre [Zermeiggern]. Aprls avoir traversk le glacier 
[Allalin glacier], non sans beaucoup de danger, nous primes la 
droite dn  lac, impatiens de mestre la main sur la, Prit t~ula longij?oru, 
que vous y aviez dQcouverte. A l'autre extrkmitQ du lac, assez 
prks de la montagne de Mackmar [Mattmark], nous eiimes enfin la 
aatisfaotion de cueillir cette Primula lo~~gi$ora tant dksiree, mais 
elle Qtoit en partio d6fleurie. 

I1 nous restoit A visiter la montagne de Distel qui occupe presque 
le fond de la vallke ; nous nous serions fait des reproches d'y avoir 
manqu6. Aprks quelques momens de repos qu'une excursion de 
plus de troie lieues, dans des chemins trls-pknibles, rendoit nkces- 
saire, nous nous remimes en route. Un mauvais pont de bois 
qu'on ne pouvoit presque atteindre qu'h la nage, tant les eaux 
Qtoient dbbordbes, noue aida ti traverser la rivikre. Aprds une 
heure de marche nous nous trouvitmes il la montagne de Distel. 
LA, sans perdre de temps, nous passimes de nouveau la rivifire sur 
un pont, on, pour mieux dire, sur des poutres sans planches posQes 
Bur I'eau, et vlngt minutes plus loin nous rencontrtlmes la Vnleriu?sa 
celtica, qui nous auroit put-Otre BchappB si elle n'avoit Bt6 en 
pleine fleur ; elle croft sur de petits monticules avec le Senecw 
uniflorus. Aprks nouv Otre rafraichis B Distel (et nous en avions 
grand besoin) ; nous revinmes au chemin de Seas par la ilroite 
du torrent. La Rhodwla rosen fixa d'abord notre attention ; elle 
Btoit fort abondante. Un peu plus loin, avant de monter un escalier 
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taillk dans le roc, none dhcouvrfmes la Sadfraga multijlora le long 
d'une caacade. Ainsi se termina notre course B S m .  
Le 8 Aodt, comme nous nous proposions de passer de Sam au 

Simplon, noue choisimes pour guide un nommk Feenetz [Venetel. 
qui se chargea de nos provisions et de notre presse; c'est Mr. le 
capitaine Zurbrkken [Zurbriicken], chez qui noua avions log6 et 
qui reqoit fort bien lea voyageurs, qui nous l'avoit conseillk. 

E n  sortant de Saas, none prfmes le chemin de la montagne, 
il droite: nous la longerimes par un sentier trks-rapide au com- 
mencement, ensuite agrkable, qui nous ramena bien avant contre 
WGpterminen [Viaperterbinen] sans aller rejoindre cependant le 
chemin des mulets qui conduit au Simplon [b the Bistenen Pass] 
Aprka aroir monte les montagnes de B o d m  f ~ o d m e n ,  1193m.1, de 
Trevail [Diiwaldji] et de Brennei~ [Brandej, noue nous tronv&mes in- 
seneiblement B une grande klkvation. I1 falloit franchir un kboulement 
trhs-coneidkrable et d'knormes amae de piemes jusqu'8 un acqueduc 
qui coupe cet kboulement. DQs lors notre [p. 331 marche devint 
moins pdnible. E n  sortant de l'acqueduc on foule un gazon 
agrkable. Lee glaciers recouvroient toutes les sommitks ; on nous 
indiqua entre lea glaciers une gorge nommb Bisli; mais pow 
y parvenir il falloit escalader lentement un revbtement de rocailles. 
C'est dans cette montke difficile que nous trouvrimes en quantiti le 
Senecw Z L ~ ~ ~ ~ O T W ,  kc. A la deeoenb de la premiere montagne 
nous rencontrrimes la Cacalia to~nentosa. 

Nous avions dkjh fait plus de cinq lieues, mais il falloit en faire 
encore trois pour traverser la vallb du Qanter [Gameen] et remon- 
ter B la seconde montagne. Nous reprimes courage, et  apres avoir 
descendu un glacier dont la surface ramollie ktoit couverte d'me 
neige tendre, et traverse ensuite, avec beaucoup de peine et de 
fatigues la vallke od les rochers entrembl6s de gazon ktoient en 
divers endroits baignds de l'eau des torrens, nous arrivhmes an pied 
de la dernikre montagne qui nous restoit R, gravir. Nous com- 
mencions tl etre extrCmement las, et nous avions en perspective un 
glacier d'une demi heure de traversktr avant d'atteindre le s o m e t  
du col ; noiis ffmes un dernier effort, et nous etlmes enfin la  ati is- 
faction de dkcouvrir au-dessous de nous la montagne du Simplon, 
et l'hospice qui devoit nous servir de gfte ce soir 1&. Au midi 
du col, dans des gazone mblks de rocailles, on retrouve 
m6mes plantea qu'au sommet du Bisti. La perspective h i t  
terrible; il falloit encore descendre un glacier de demi heure de 
largeur, coup&, tantOt par des precipices affreux. tant8t par dm 
ouvertures Qpouvantables dont nous aurions su bien de la pane 
B nous tirer sans notre guide qui alloit en avant pour chercher l a  
passages les moins pbrilleux. Au bout d'une heure de descent% 
un monticule graveleux et sec nous offnt le Ph.yteum pazlc$~a 
et le Hlerirciutn alb1(11111~. Enfin, sur la montagne de Nideralp, 
qui s'btend jusqu'au fond du vallon, nous dkcouvrfmes la Cam- 
pan?ila nouvelle que Mr. Scleioher a nommee tzcisa. Cette montagne 
eat B vingt minutes de llHospice, od nous avions un grand besoin 
de nous reposer, Qtant harassks par une course de douze lieues an 
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moine. Nous fiimes regus 9; brae ouverts. L'aimable famille de 
Mr. le Baron Stokalper ae reunit il nos Messieurs [i.e. the Austin 
Canons, who served the Hospice, and of whose mother house at 
Martigny llurith was the prior] pour entendre le r6cit de nos 
aventures. 

IV. 

Zermutt in 1843. 

I had long been puzzled by an entry on p. 217 of Herr 
Waber's excellent Bibliography of Works and Travel relating , 
to Switzerland, for it was there stated that in the 'Revue 
Suisse' for 1844 there had appeared an article entitled 
' Zermatt, le Chamounix du Monte-Rosa.' I t  was said to have 
for author a mysterious ' 0,' whom Herr Wiiber could not 
identify. The key to this mystery came into my hands one 
day quite by accident. I was writing an article on a certain 
Juste Olivier (1807-1876), a poet of the Canton of Vaud, who 
enjoys a very high local reputation. In  his biography by 
M. E .  Rambert I found (p. 316) that in the early forties 
of the nineteenth century Olivier had made an excursion to 
Zermatt, a great feat in those days. This aroused my 
suspicions, which were confirmed by the facts that this article 
had not merely appeared in the ' Revue Suisse ' for 1844, but 
that from 1843 to 1846 Olivier wgs both editor and owner of 
this periodical (Rambert, p. 310). I do not, therefore, think 
it rash to assume that Olivier was really the author of this 
article, which is entitled ' Zermatt, le Chamounix du Mont- 
Rose,' and occupies pp. 167-180 (March No.), 289-803 
(May No.). The ' Madame ' who is so often addressed in the 
course of the paper is no doubt his wife. I give below some 
extracts only from this article, for it is largely made up of 
reflections on various subjects which have nothing to do with 
the state of things at Zermatt in 1843, soon after Engelhardt, 
Desor, and Forbes had visited the village, but before their 
worke had appeared (Engelhardt's general book appeared in 
1840, but his special work in 1862 only, while Forbes's 
appeared in the very year of Olivier's visit, and Desor's the 
year following). 

The exact date of the visit (save the month, August, p. 179) 
is not given in the article, but was probably 1843, when 
Olivier became owner and editor of the ' Revue Suisse,' though 
hePad been one of its contributors from its foundation in 1838. 
There is a curiously modern flavour in his remark that 
- - - - - - - -- 

* See the latter's Ecrivai~zs de la Suisse Rornande, 1889. 
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already in 1849 (or earlier) the Matterhorn was the richesse 
de l'auberge ' as well as the 'gloire de Zermatt ' (p. 180). 
Supposing that Olivier read the sign of Lauber's inn correctly 
(p. 290), its name is, if I am not mistaken, a fact new to 
Alpine historians. I t  has always been taken for granted 
that Lauber's inn was called ' Monte Rosa,' and that the 
name of ' Mont Cervin ' only appeared when Clemens opened 
his new inn in 1852: As far as T can recollect no other 
writer attributes any special name to Lauber's inn, and that 
house only can be meant, while the date 1839 agrees with 
what we know from other sources. Lauber, of course, though 
locally styled ' Doctor,' was only a bone-setter, as his pre- 
decessor (mentioned by Murith in 1809), Kronig, had also 
been. Born of a Zermatt family in 1787, Joseph Lauber 
married in 1826 Maria Zurtannen, of Pommat-that is, the 
Val Formazza, a t  the head of the Tosa valley.* She was 
thus a member of the Valaisan German-speaking colony 
which has existed in that spot since the thirteenth century. 
Possibly her Italian origin accounts for her devotion to 
housewifely duties (p. 290). The present family which keeps 
the inn a t  Tosa Falls is t~lso called Zurtannen (in Italian 
Zertanna). The list of excursions which Olivier declares 
they must forego making owing to the bad weather (p. 291) 
is interesting as showing us what the travellers of that day 
really did in this matter of expeditions. The ' sommet do 
Itiffel' is simply the ridge at  the foot of the Riffelhorn,t 
for i t  was Sir John Forbes who first (1848) pushed on to 
the Gornergrat. One is surprised to learn that  Olivier 
considered (p. 301) that the Theodule was then all but 
completely abandoned, for the first edition (1841) of 
Joanne's ' ItinBraire de la Suisse ' gives a full account of 
the route over i t  (pp. 616-7). Perhaps Olivier meant that 
i t  was deserted as a trade route, though i t  may be doubted 
whether its importance RR such was ever very considerable. 
Of course the ruined redoubt on the summit was that thrown 
up in 1688 by the Avstans a t  the orders of the Duke of 
Savoy, so as to block the way to the IValdensians seekin! 
their old homes.$ Olivier's mention of the ' Grand Glacier 
(p. 301) carries us back to the days when an  unbroken 'sea 
of ice' was supposed to cover the chain of the Alps, the 
name at  Zermatt being specially limited to the St. ~hkodule 
Pass, the point at  which this frozen ocean could be most e d l ~  
crossed. His German doee not seem to be faultless, for he 

- 
/ 

Ruden, p. 64. t See my Swiss Travel, p. 294. $ IM. p. 179. 
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n i  l a  richesse e t  lea atoura des bernois, ni la gaite de ceux 
des alpes romsnes'  (p. 177), but h n d a  is thua described 
(p. 173) : ' L e  village est charmant, pose sur  le revers de la 
pente qui m'a tmt lasse. Pourquoi, en pays dlemand, 
s'appelle-t-il de ce joli nom de Randa 3 est-ce pour garder 
l'a final dea anciens dialectea teutoniques ? ' (p. 178.) 
[P. 178.1 Saluons Zermatt, Madame, car none y eommee : mais si 

vous voulez 6tre joyeuee de l'arriv6e, ne vous retournez pas. Tout 
naturellement, Madame, votre premier mouvement a btb de regerder 
en arribre et, ne voyant rien dans le beau fond de prairie que none 
[p. 1791 venions de traverser, vos yeux se sont lev6e vers le ciel. 
Oh, dbsastre ! Eh bien. oui, vous le savez & pheent, nos nuages de 
Martigny nous ont suivis pas & pas, et les voilh qui entrent anssi B 
nos troussea dans le basein du Natterthal (Note de l'autenr. Ls 
vallbe particulidre de Zermatt, laquelle est dominbe par le Matter- 
hont: en franpaie le Cervin). Ils ee divieent en deux mrps porn 
occuper lea deux ohalnes, et none laiaseront tout au plue l'auberge. 

Deux heures aprds noue, en effet, le groe de leur armbe btait B 
Zermatt. C'est nne nuit mmplbte sur toutea lea pentes, un 
brouillard lourd, acharnb et opaque autour de nous. L'hdtesse, 
auprbs de qui nons cherchons quelques enmuragemens, noun 
rbpond que 008 nubes ont mauvsise mine, poussbes ainsi par le vent 
oontre la haute paroi dn fond et s'y agglomkrant, an lieu d'&tre 
soulevbes et jetbes par-dessus lea cimes par le balai de la bise. Peu 
contens de cette rbponse, nous nous adreasons ailleurs; autres 
reneeignements dkplorables : ' Quand le temps eat tel qu'aujonrd'hni, 
none dit-on, il pleut ou il neige quelquefois une dizaine de joure de 
suite, m6me au mois d'aoiit oh nous rmmmee.' La  parole humaine 
eat trompeuse et triete, rbp6ttlmes-nous on chaur. Voyons un 
bammbtre, I t  le chasseur. L'hdte rbpondit qu'il n'y en svaib 
point . . . Grande nouvelle I 11 existe un barombtre, un seul, dam 
une des maisons du village, On y court. I1 btait m s k .  Derniiy 
catastrophe ! murmurent mes compagnons. Petite branche qm 
n'btait lh que pour mieux montrer notre complet naufrage au port. 
[P. 180.1 LA lendemain, le temps ktait afTreux, trop mauvais m&me 
pour que pussions songer A redescendre. Nous sommes donc 
enfermbs-avec la perspective de rester ainsi pendant huit ou dir 
jours, vingt-quatre heures durant, dens une petite auberge, 8 s ~ E  

proprette et assez douoette mais oh lee pauvres reseources qu'lfoe 
table varibe et un grand confortable peuvent fournir en pare1110 
extrbmitk, manquent compl8tement. Pas plue de montagnes antour 
de nous qu'en Hollande, seulement d'infranchissables m d e s  
de cachot, bien tendues d'un cr&pe couleur du temps. E t  pour t ~ u b  
perspective, celle de repartir bien vita, eur lea ailes du premier 
rayon, aprhs cet agrbable sbjour, sans connaitre de Zermatt autn 
cl~ose que le vernis de nos chambres, car nous ne voyons pas rnbe 
le clocher du village que l'on dit Etre & quelques pas devant nons. 

Telle fut l'agrkable rkcapitulation que nous fimee en dbjennent. 
L'hBtesse y ajouta encore un trait en noue apprenant le dk@ 
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aonrageux, au travers des dots et des nuaga, de hnit ecol6siestiquea 
valaisans, tant pr&tres que seminaristee, qui nous avaient prhhdha 
ici hier. N'aviez-voua pas, Madame, un pen comptb sur leur 
socikki? N'avions-nous pas tous eap6rb en eux (le malheur 
complet est 6goiste) des compagnons d'infortunes ? 11s ont perdu 
patience, ils sont partiu et, comme le dit l'h8hsse, avec nn aoaent de 
reconnaissance et de fiertk en parlant de ce fameux pi0 du Cervin, 
gloire de Zermatt et richesse de eon auberge : Ils n'ont pas eu 
l'haneur de voir cette corm. Terrible presage du sort qui nous 
attend l 

[P. 289.1 De mon cbt6, j'eesayais a n s ~ i  de tner le temps. 
J'obaervais plus de choses qu'il n'en existait & ma portbe, et je 
rendais compte de tout minutieusement : par exemple, de l'enseipe 
de notre hbtel, dont j'ai copie l'inscription avec une exaotitude qui 
e grandement excite lea souppons de l'h8te. I1 m'aperqut com- 
mettant ce larcin et me lanpa un regard qiii disait clairement : 
' Voulez-vous me prendre ma maison ? ' Je  lui rbpondie par un 
eutre regard oh j'ai mis autant d'innocence que possible, afin qu'il 
prit mon attention comme une Qtude admirative du seul objet d'art 
qai [p. 2901 se trouvIt B Zennatt. Avec un peu de bonne volonte 
on anrait pn y voir un hikroglyphe ; le voici 

HOTEL. CEHVIE. 
BON LOGE A PIES ET 

CHWALL. 1889. 

C m i e  fait-il ici allusion au Illont-Cerrin, comme le penserait 
volontiera un poete ou, selon une autre opinion qui eera sans doute 
celle des hommes graves et froids, faut-il y voir tout bonnement une 
orthographe un peu insolite du mot f ran~ais  servi, h6tel servi P 
. . . Quelle que soit en ce cas embarraesant, la decision des doctee, 
je les prie de ne point juger du reste par l'enseigne : c'est, honneur 
en soit B l a  petite auberge 1 l'inverm de beaucoup de livres dont le 
titre seul est correct, Blkgant, irrkprochable. Je  n'assurerai pas 
qua la cuisine n'ait aucun w e n t  &ranger, mais nous n'y avons point 
remarquk de grosses fautes d'orthographe, de barbariemes revoltane. 
De l'agneau r6ti, du poulet, dee pommes de terre, des ceufs, du riz 
frit : au dessert, du fromage et l'amande huileuse et, parfumbe du 
pin-orole; enfin du vin muscat blanc, cachet6 comme au temps 
d'Horace avec de la cire : en voilir bien aseez pour ne pas pbrir de 

et ne pbrir que d'attente et d'ennui. 
La maison eat bonne et l'une des plus apparentes du village. 

Elle a un perron de pierre, devant lequel se trouve le chemin public, 
e p h e  de petit torrent boueux et noir, od pasaent B la file, comme 
dea canes, choisissant leura pas, et d'un air tout B fait B la pluie, 
me troupe de femme8 et de filles les mains sous le tabher. Nos 
chambres eont propres et fort jolies, avec un vernis bleu, m6me au 
plaf~nd, qni augmente nos iddes noires. J'ai vainement explore le 
logis : pee la moindre distraction B en esperer. L'hdte est solennel 
et inattaquable. I1 domine auaei dans toute la vallbe sous la 
qaelifieation de Hew D o k h  (M. le Docteur). On peut dire de lui 
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qu'il r&gne et ne gouverne pas. Sa femme est seule chargQe de 
l'edministration. Le docteur n'apparait jamais qu'aux instans 
critiques, dans lea gxnndes nkgociations, lee operations de finanwe, 
&c. Quand arrivent quelques etrangers, on tue en leur honneur 
un agneau, un mouton, et je ne rkpondrais pae que le Docteur ne 
profittit de cette circonstance pour achever de se perfectionner dans 
l'art chirurgical. 

The next day it snowed hard. 
[P. 291.1 C'en est donc fait, nous ne verrons rien : ni le Riffel, 

qu'on nous avait tent vant8, et qui eat le Montanvert de ce second 
Chamounix : ni le Sohwartzshe, autre balcon via-&-via des glaciers 
et du Mont-Rose : ni ce Matterjoch ou col du Cervin qni est le 
plus haut passage des Alpes et dans lea neiges duquel ee cache 18 
redoute ruinhe de Saint-Thbodule : ni F'inelen et  Zmouth, lea 
villages d'bt6 de Zermatt. Zermntt lui-mbme, ou PrQborgne, 
oomme il s'appelle auasi d'un second nom roman dans le pays, 
Zermatt s'arrange pour justifier tout B fait B noe yeux ce dernier 
nom qui nous paraft B peine assez expressif. 

The third day the weather cleared, so that  the author could 
see Zermatt  and its surroundings. 

[P. 297.1 Chamounix, adossk li un versant au lieu d'btre accnli! 
au fond comme Zermatt, est m ~ i n s  original, moins sauvage ; mais, 
en revanche, il eat varik et complet, il a tout l'ensemble de ses 
ricl~esses pittoresques dans son rayon direct ; il a le plein aspect du 
Mont-Blanc, et Zermatt n'a pas proprement le Mont-Rose. Le 
Cervin y tient lieu de tout dans aa beaute suprdme e t  singuliire, 
fantastique et immuable. 

About 11 A.M. the  party starts off, Madame on a horse, and 
makes an expedition to  the  Augstkunlmen chalets, where the 
cowherds were amazed at the  arrival of a caravan in such 
deep snow, for the  cattle had been driven down in  consequence 
*(p. 299). The adventurers determine to push on to the 
' sommet du Riffel,' which Madame reaches on foot :- 

La caravane se met en route ; avec deux hommes en tdte, tenant 
horizontalement du c6tB de la pente, et chacun par un bout, un 
long biton auquel notre aimable fke s'appuie pour marcher, le plus 
gentiment du monde. Tout est blanc hormie lee mklt5zes et leg 
aroles qui secouent ici et lli leur neige (p. 800). 

Here is a portrait of one of the  guides @. 300) :- 
Le plus Lgi. de nos guides Qtait un de cea beaux Valaisans a'? 

type pur et rare ; grand, 81anc6, bien taillb, d'une figure prononw, 
droite et fine, avec des dents superbes et un teint cuivre : put 
cela allait fort bien ensemble, et le costume n'y gtitait rien, quolque 
d'Qtoffe grossi;re, taillee en petite reste et en culottes. I1 nom 
montra, en souriant, sur le passago deux traces de rkcente avalanche ; 
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mais sans chercher ti nous en faire une peur que nous n'Qprouvions 
pss. 

An enthusiastic description is given of the  wonderful view 
that  our travellers enjoyed as the result of their efforts. W e  
hear of ' l'knorme Breithorn ou Pic Large ' (p. 300)- 

A droite du Breithorn et sous sa protection, mais avec une fiertQ 
de grande race, se montre le Petit-Cervin, qui s'unit au Grand par 
un col. Sur ce vaste plateau de neige se cachait autrefois un 
aventureux passage vers les plaines d'Italie ; h peu pr4s abandonnd 
maintenant, il voit tomber, sous les brouillards neigeux qui Qgarent 
le voyageur, l e ~  dernidres pierres de la redoute dQmantelbe de Saint- 
Thhdule [p. 3011. Voilh une feuille de la rose de granit ; s'bcrie 
le chaaseur, en nous montrant deux grands mamelons, couronnbs de 
lumidre au-dessus de cassures de glaces qui ressemblaient k un 
esoalier de g h s  pour ce temple de neige. Alms, recueillis, 
silencieux, haletans, nous pressoxs le pas et, au bout de quelques 
minutes, nous sommes en face du Mont-Rose lui-m6me, dans la 
splendeur de son massif sans pareil [p. 3011. Ce spectacle nous 
arrgte, nous anbantit. Nous tombons assis sur un bout de rocher 
d6jA sec, remplissant nos yeux et notre lime de cette majest6 
souveraine, de cette pure splendeur. Le Grand-Glacier, ou la mer 
de glace du  Mont-Rose, plus vaste que celui du &font-Blano, Qtait 
tout entikre devant nous [p. 3011. Voilh le Pic-du-Rayon (Strahl- 
hwn), qui sort aussi, en ligne vive et bride, de sa large base de 

, glaciers. C'est l'extrhme joyau de la couronne scintillante : il 
nous indique plus loill la longue vsllbe de Saint-Nicolas, qne 
paraissent fermer il l'horizon lea glaciers d'Aletsch, seuls rivaux en 
Europe d e  ceux que nous avons en face [p. 3021. Le retour fut 
embelli par le fantame de toutes ces merveilles qui ne cessa de 
flotter devant nos yeux pendant qu'autour de nous [p. 8031 
s'allongaient lee ombres du soir. Le neige avait considbrablement 
diminud, et, dds le lendemain, suivant l'expression des bergers, 
tout serait terrain dans la vallbe. Nous devisimes, entr' autres 
discoure, sur l'excellence de la patience et aussi sur l'admiration 
que notre hdroisme d'entetement avait inspirQe aux habitants du 
chalet. Nous nous flattions qu'il en serait pour le moins de m6me 
au village, car la vanit6 se fourre 1h oh on jugerait bien qu'elle n'a 
que faire ; mais nous avions comptb sans notre h&e, ou plut6t sans 
l1h8tesse dont la voix quelque peu indignke de notre manque de 
sagesse aacueillit notre entree en criant : 'Ah, Messieurs, was 
denken sie, ri, quoi pensez-vous ? ' 

Nous baissilmes la tGte, sans rbpondre. Qu'oussiez-vous rdpondu, 
fanatiques amateurs de la belle nature ? Qu'eussiez-vous dit ? 
Noue primes le parti de souper. 
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Postscript. 
I take this opportunity of indicating the m'ncipal additiolls to 

our knowledge of the history of Zermatt wcich hare been made 
since the publication of m acoount of it in my work ' Swiss z Travel and Swiss Guide-Boo s ' (1889), pp. 251-322. 

On . 257 of that work insert the following mentions of Zermatt, 
C be Pound in the volumes of the late Abbb J. Gremaud's (1829-91) 
invaluable ' Documents relatifs 8 1'Histoire du Vallais ' (Lansanne), 
issued after 1889 - - in vol. vi. p. 459 (publ. 1893) we hear of a gift 
of dues ' apud Pratum Borno,' made by a Raron man to his son in 
1398 ; in vol. vii. p. 130 (publ. 1894), a deed relating to the defence 
of the Alpine passes against the Bernese was executed in 1411 ' in 
Pratoborno,' while in the same vol., p. 534, we learn that in 1428 
the ' curatus de Pratoborno ' had to pay 51. in the shape of annates 
and tithes ; finally, in vol. viii. p. 402 (publ. 1898), we hear of 
' Hans Schmid, sutoris de Prato borno ' in 1449, this cobbler being 
only mentioned because his wife sold a bit of land at  Evolena to 
the reigning Bishop of Sion. On p. 265 it should be noted that 
Bgidius Tschudi, on p. 95 of liis work ' De priscri ac veri Alpiinli 
R h ~ t i L '  (Basel, 1538), m&kes the earliest known mention of the 
St. Thbodule Pass, describing it ae a route 'ex superiori Vallesil 

r montem Gletscher in vallem Ougstal,' and indicating it aim on 
E s  map-the first edition (1538) is lost, but the second (1560) ia 
preserved--under the name of ' Der Gletscher.' Indeed, Tschudi 
himself seems to h u e  crossed the pass before 1538; see my 
' Josias Simler,' 95** in the ' Addenda.' I may here state that in 
my work ' Joeias Simler et les Origines de llAlpinisme jnsqn'en 
1600 ' (Grenoble, 1904) I have traced the history, up to 1600, of 
the three great Zermatt glacier passes-the St. T h M u l e  (pp. lsii- 
lxix), the Weissthor (pp. xcvi-xcviii), and the Col dlHQrens @p. 
xciv-xcvi). On p. 272 a notice should be inserted of Maynard'e 
ascent of the Breithorn in 1813,* on p. 276 of Lord Minto's ascent 
of tho same peak in 1830,t and on p. 291 of recent discoveries as 
to the exact points of Monte Rosa really attained by the esrly 
parties between 1848 and 1854.: On p. 302 it should be noted that 
in 1856 Mr. S. W. King found the old man living on the St. 
ThBodule, and discovered that he was the father of the English- 
man's Valtournanche guide, Auguste Meynet.$ On p. 271 Simler 
(p. 193 of the 1633 edition, or p. 66 of mine) also calls the st. 
Thbodule by the name of Rosa, and is no doubt Scheuchzer'8 
authority. In my ' Josias Simler ' (pp. cxxx, 22') I have explained 
at  length the origin of this name from the old term ' roeerr,' a word 
in the Aostan patois meaning a glacier. As to the name ' marrones ' 
(p. 157 of 'Swiss Travel ') for a guide see Josias Simler,' pp. 
51-6**. 
- - ----  - . - - - -  

* A. J. vol. xv. pp. 437-40. 
t Ibid. vol. xvi. pp. 146-59, 224-36, and 822-5. 
$ Ibd.  vol. xv. pp. 493-6, vol. xvi. pp. 46-7, vol. xvii. p. 365. 
$ The Italian Valleys of the Pennine Alps, pp. 208, 214. 
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Corrigenda and Addendt~in. 

P. 292, note, last line but one, dele the words 'French 
translation,' a s  the 1802 book is simply a new German edition 
of the German 1795 book. 

P. 295, line 1, after ' of '  insert ' Pierre and.' 
Here i s  the actual text (not accessible to me when I wrote 

part i. of my article) of Von Haller's Preface (p. xviii), in 
which he  thanks the various gardes-j-brestiers who had collected 
information for him :- 

Sed neque illaudatoe relinquo sylvarum custodes, qui suo labore 
magnam partem Alpium owidentaliurn, altissimarum, et asperri- 
marum superarunt. 

Ita Petrus T h n a s  vicinos montes la Grandvire, Fouly, Jeman, 
OutreRhdne, Martinets, la Varaz, Darbon, Sion, Serin, Varesay, 
Larzes, Sion : sed etiam Valesiam planiorem in alpes usque griseas 
[Gries Pass] : iterum Bt. Bernhardi alpes et Col de Ferry [Ferret], 
vallem D. Nicolai adiit: iterum amplissimo itinere per montem 
Sylvium [St. Thkodule], in vallis Augustae partem Ternanche, inde 
Der montem D. Bernhardi : alio itinere denuo in vallem D. Nicolai 
ijusque montes Findela, Stafel, Montemor, Trift, Auffkes excurrit 
ckmm Chm' montes Ovanna. 8urcham~. Richard. la Varaz. les 
Martinets, la Grandvire,  ema an, Fot~ly,~i>arbon, ~ ~ r r z e r u s  'M., 
Col de Ferry, Jordan montes vallis Ormond dessus, Audon, Prapioz, 
Cnland, la Paraz, Dunggel [at the N. foot of the Wildhorn], 
Morerod montes Fonly, Alesse, Arbignon, Jeman, Val de Bagnes, 
Dent de Midi, et vallem Eirinbm [Hkrens], Mottier montes 
altismmos et gIaciales Chermontana, et glacielia inter Vikge et Val 
de Bagnes, peragrarunt. C. Jaussiin Col de Ferry, St. Bernardo, 
valle Augusta et circa Courmajor ; deinde in montem Pierre Platte 
et vicinis alpibns ultimis stirpes eruit. Denique Abraham Thomas 
per Val de Trient ad Chamouny iter fecit ; alio patrem in vallem 
Nicolai comitatus est ; alio Clar. Dickiurn, ~ugumque Burmiense 
[Umbrail Pass], et montes Septimum et Bernlnam conscendit ; alio 
per vallem Matten et Saas, in montes Angrogne [mistake for 
Antrona], vrtllem Antigoriam, montes Griseos [Gries Paes], 
Grimstdam, 8d Arolae fontes. Alio in vallem Eirin, montem 
Ferpelo [FerpBcle], llArola, Pragard [Praz Gras], Rouxel [Rous- 
sette], la Cretaz [W. of HaudBresj, &c. ; inde in vallem Ternanche . 
emersit, et per alpes interpositas in Val de Bagnos. , Denuo per 
Sylvium montem, in vallem Ternanche, et montem St. Bernard 
rediit ; et iterato demum idem iter relegit. 

As these lines were published in 1768 i t  is clear that 
Pierre Thomas had visited Zermatt and Saas, and crossed the 
St. Theodule, before that  date. His son, Abraham, too, seems 
to have been twice to Zermatt and Saas before 1768, and 
also to have crossed (probably with his father) once, if not 
twice, the St. Theodule. Thus h b  visit of 1795, which I 
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havo recorded, was not the first to those parts, as I had 
already gathered (p. 296) from a hint of his, while he had 
already crossed the St. Th6odule at  some date between 1758 
(Haller's arrival at  Rex) and 1767 (the preface is daled 
March 7, 1768, so that 1767 is the latest date possible). 

BY EDWARD A. BHOOME, F.RG.9. 

ILL the above title be considered a terminological W inexactitude, or a piece of presumption on my part? 
I trust neither, and certainly the Alpine Club has not latterly 
been kept quite up to date in the Dolomite district. Very 
few English climbers seem to go there now, while no paper 
and scarcely a note has appeared in the ' Alpine Journal ' for 
six or seven years-not, in fact, since Norman Nerudu's sad 
death and the sudden pause in Phillimore's brilliant records. 
This is the more to be regretted as  some new and noteworthy 
big climbs have since then been made, all, with the exception 
of that up the Siidwand of the Tofana di Razes, of which 
more anon, remaining unhonoured and unsung. This com- 
parative neglect of our climbers is incomprehensible; big 
snow mountains and glaciers, rock peaks and passes, come 
first of course ; albeit Dolomite peaks are dainty dishes for 
gourmets, who like quality better than quantity, and must 
always remain a Paradise to those of us who love difficult 
climbing for climbing's sake. Circumstances and the attractions 
of other ranges had kept me away for five years, but I was 
delighted to return this year (190ti), and had in my mind's eye 
some first-class expeditions omitted on former visits, several 
good routes invented since, and one or two possible sporting 
new ' wrong sides.' I n  fact, I wanted to bring nly Dolomites 
up to Date. 

The first objective point was liarersee, whence the Rosen- 
garten, Lrttemar, Langkofel, Sella, and Marmolata groups 
could all be more or less conveniently commanded. Cortina 
was to be revisited later for two or three special climbs, but 
San hiartiilo di Castrozza omitted ; indeed, its fine peaks had 
previously undergone their full share of ill-usage, stones 
knocked down, and partial demolition a t  our hands (and feet) ; 
besides which I could not hear of any specially interesting 
variations having been lately invented. The journey out 
included the usual cSontretelilps-a connection missed at  Bile i 
luggage missing at  Innsbruck ; a wash-out and.severa1 hours 
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delay on the Arlberg, and another on the Brenner railway, 
that we wished we had missed. Notwithstanding these we 
contrived, either by good luck or good management, to reach 
Botzen and drive on up to Karersee on the evening originally 
intended, though several hours late. 

I hold no brief for the Karersee, but I must say I never put 
lip in a better managed or more comfortable hotel : truly one 
finds there the luxuries of a city in a most lovely mountain 
country. One lives on a high, sheltered plateau (5,270 ft.) 
surrounded on all sides by beautiful pine forests, shady nooks, 
and pleasant sward ; there are lakes near by, and the whole 
dominated by towering Dolomite walls and spires, the sunsets 
on which are not easily forgotten. All kinds of games and 
sports are provided for non-climbers-lawn tennis, croquet, 
and ping-pong tournaments, besides boating and swimming 
on the See. The company very international: not many 
English, but several Eastern and all European nationalities 
represented; indeed, suc l~  a rendezvous of Greeks was i t  
that one almost expected a ' tug  of war' to be included in 
the competitions ! Everybody dances ; everybody plays 
games; everybody eats, drinks, and is merrj-but nobody 
climbs. This is doubtless the reason why the local guides are 
few and poor, some three or four a11 told. Fortunately I had 
engaged Agostino Verei, of Cortina, with whom I climbed my 
whole time, and who is as enterprising and brilliant as he is 
safe and steady. 

The weather being glorious, we judged it wiser to get to 
work at  once, and the first item on our programme being the 
Vajolet Thiirme, we (my friend H. K. Corning, Verzi, and 
myself) trudged off next afternoon to thenew ' Hiitte,' a 34 hours' 
walk over the Tschagerjoch Pass. This Vajolet ' Hutte ' had 
been built since our last visit, and apparently does a huge 
business ; the majority of its clients being, however, not 
climbers, but circular-tourists who tramp on from hut to hut, 
and being members of the D.0e.A.V. live more cheaply than a t  
the inns below or than non-members can live here. When we 
arrived, at  6.30, we found the place packed, and every bed and 
bench bespoke (' Alles bestellt '). However Verzi came to the 
rescue, and after some delay Corning and I were allotted a little 
room with two beds, which we learnt next day belonged to the 
'personnel of the establishment.' 

Delago, Stabeler, and FVinkler Tl1iirme.-In the morning 
(August 7) we were off betimes to traverse these fine rock 
obelisks. I had been disappointed of the first and last named 
on two former occasions, owing to bad weather, and now hoped 
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to be revenged by killing all three birds with one stone. 
They have never been described in the ' Alpine Journal,' the 
only allusion I can find occurring in a review; but as climbs 
they are well known and need not detain you long. 

The best and safest way to traverse the trio is from N. to S. ; 
the Delago first boasts some very steep, smooth, and exposed 
chimneys both ascending and descending, the last part of the 
descent (down the face) into the gap being easier, though 
quite perpendicular. The ' Scharte' between the Delago (No. 1) 
and the Stabeler (No. 2) is very deep-cut and narrow, but 
amusing, inaemuch as the leader takes over 120 ft. of rope, 
uses it all, and when he has descended into and jumped across 
the gap, and climbed up the opposite wall to the level of the 
man still on No. 1, there isn't 20 ft. between them. The 
Stabeler is less sensational than the other two, but always 
good, and on it we were pleased to meet two ' r a r e  ayes in 
Dolomitibus ' in the persons of t ~ o  of our best and steadiest 
English guideless climbers. Lastly comes the Winkler   NO.^), 
over which we made a direct traverse, also steep and exposed, 
and, as Baedeker sags, ' requiring a perfectly s t e d y  head.' A 
guide was killed on this descent three days before ours, and a 
solitary climber two days after, though it was thought the 
latter was struck by lightning. The whole expedition (the 
klettershoe part of it) took us 7 honrs; Verzi had Wked of 
44 hours, but only a quick party of two could, I think, achieve 
this. On the Gartl and at  the hut we met the rest of our 
Karersee family party, and all returned together, the walk 
back (mostly down) taking 3 hours and altogether making a 
sufficiently long first day. 

Tscheiner-Spitze (Hoscilgarlen Range) by its W. Face.-This 
was our next ascent, the first by this face, or indeed from the 
W. side, the route hitherto taken being on the E. or Vajolet 
Thal side, and was Verzi's conception as well aa execution. 
We took a porter to the foot of the wall (24 honrs from the 
hotel), and left him there with instructions to hover about 
near the Vajolon Pass, see if we got up, and deliver the nail- 
boots and sacks on the ' take-off ' or ' landing ' side accordingly. 
The idea was to work as far as poseible up the big, conspicuous 
chimney that cuts the peak on its W. or Botzen face into two 
fairly equal halves, itnd up this we started a t  8.30. I should 
say we were in this main ' Kamin ' for abont 300 feet, and 
divided it into abont five or six pitches. The first waa difficult. 
as the first usually is ; the second moderate with a jammed 
- - -- 

* Alpine Journal, vol. x i ~ .  p. 666. 
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stone at the top end, but a small hole to squeeze through, 
leading to the third, which was very smoothand difficult. These 
three took 40 minutes. Then 8crambling over another jammed 
stone we got into an  easier part for another 15 minutes. At 
this point it ueemed necessary to get out of the main chimney, 
so Verzi made a horrid smooth and difficult traverse off up to 
the right (or S.), the temptation of which I withstood, pre- 
ferring to climb down 25 ft. or so and then work straight 
up to his point by the face. The advantages of a horizontal 
rope are sentimental and possess no charms for me. 

The subsidiary crack into which we had now got (at 10.15) 
practically formed the rest of the climb and took us perhaps 
200 ft. further to a regular gap or fenktre between the highest 
and a lower western summit. It was fairly easy for about a 
quarter of an  hour, but then seemed to come to an  end, there 
being only two bare vertical walls above us. The right-hand 
one wasattempted first, but proved impracticable, so I,  sitting 

In Stygim cave forlorn, 

watched Verzi while he tried the other. On the top of the 
left-hand wall was a conglomerate mass of big stones, which 
blocked further progress, but which he managed to remove 
piecemeal, and then got on to a tiny ledge of rock above which 
the obstacle had been wedged. I followed without so much 
effort, as he was securely placed and the chief difficulty 
removed. After this the couloir was followed for perhaps 150 ft. 
more to the aforesaid fenktre (reached at  11.80). 

It wae, of course, a t  once decided to call our way the Verzi 
Kamin, and christening arrangements were simplified by the 
weather, which had looked threatening for some time, and 
now, after a wind storm which sent the stones flying in all 
directions, fairly broke and promptly became a deluge. We 
were not quite sure of our exact position, for it mas impossible 
to see many yards, while this fenktre had not been visible from 
below; so I mas lucky to descry a small cave just over our 
heads, big enough to shelter us both, though doubled up and 
with all four feet sticking out. Here we remained for 1 4  hr., 
finished what little food and drink mere left, and were treated 
to a tremendous display of fireworks, doubtless the same in 
which the p o u ~ ~ g  Austrian lost his life on the Winkler Thurm. 
At 1.15 it cleared; we saw where we were and our further 
route, and, though the rocks were wet, 15 or 20 min. landed 
us on the top. 

We came down to  the Vajolet Thal by a variation from the 
usual way. Verzi had not been up the peak before. I led 

D D 2 
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down, as ueual inissing the easy way, which, however, was hit 
off again a little lower, ultimately finding our porter and 
boot> on the grass close to the Vajolon Pass, wliich mas then 
crossed back to Karersee. The climb is a sporting one, not 
unreasonably diecult, and can be recommended for repe- 
tition. 

Rosewgartert-Spitze by its S.E. E'ucc2.-This, an expedition 
on wliich Corning and I had both set our affections for solne 
time, was carried out two days Liter (August 11). It mas in 
the beginning,* is now, and ever must be a reallg difficult 
climl) ; but we made it still more dieicult by taking aith us 
a second guide, who was a shoemaker, and equally incorn- 
petelit in both capacities, .first and last. The peculiarities 
of this S.E. wall are its exceeding steepness-as tlie first 
party said, you can climb it for eeveral hours and then throw 
a stone down to the scree a t  the bottom without touching the 
face-also the sad fact that the hardest work for the muscles 
colues towards the end, when they begin to tire. 

We slept at  the Kollner Hutte, crossed the Tschagerjoch to 
our climb, roped a t  6.50, climbed steadily up the face, and 
were glad to rest and breakfast on a tiny platform about half- 
way 111) a t  8.40. A couple more chiinneye and crack traverses, 
then another climb of 120 ft. straight up the wall brought 
us to tk18 chimney. This is 100 ft. in height, perpendicular, 
deep-cut, smooth, aiid very narrow, not much over 2 ft .  wide 
in places. Verzi had been on the first ascent, and of course 
led up now ; the other man chiefly occupied himself with 
entangling up our ropes into a hopeless muddle, and once or 
twice I liad to wait in uncomfortable positions, with little or 
no hold, till my relative below, also insecurely placed, undid 
the knots and released me. Any choice language not used 
during the passage of this memorable ' Kamin ' (which tcok 
jnst 24 hrs.) must have been something not remembered; 
but I really think ' we said 'em all ' ! 

Once at  the top of the chimney there was a monotonous 
grind of 40 min. to the summit, the whole ascent thus occupy- 
ing 5 lirs. 50 min. actual going. We of course came down by 
the ~.rrr(tc ortlinairc via the Gartl to the Vajolet, and then 
past our starting point, and over the easy paw again to 
Knrersee. Ascending there had been, not for the first time, 
arguments as to the relative merits of backing or climbing 
up certain difticult bits. Descending the discussion seemed 
to run iiiorc on the relative merits of our nether garments. 

* Alpine Joz~ra l ,  vol. xviii. p. 184. 
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Mine were not much the worse, which gave the advocate for 
arms and legs cerizua back and legs somewhat the best of the 
argument. 

Latemar, Ed. Sum?nit.-Our expeditions had so far been con- 
fined to the one range, but the Latemar group, which over- 
looked us on the other side, had a very impressive appearance, 
and I felt I must go up one of its peaks, the E. one for choice. 
Verzi was not very keen about it, as  he thought, after what 
we had been doing, it would prove tame. I, however, rather 
welcomed an easy day, so after some study of the N. face 
(you see the whole of this from the hotel front) we started for 
it on August 14, having previously arranged a picnic at  or near 
the top with the other members of our party. Leaving the 
ordinary way up, which is really little more than a steep path, 
and after the Col Cannon passes round to the 8. slopes, we . 
crossed a little snowfield and then struck straight up to the 
E. summit. The rope was only on for 1-la hr. for three 
good chimneys and an interesting face traverse or two. The 
upper part was easy and not exciting, though steep, but, as I 
expected, it made a pleasant change and took 3fr hrs.' actual 
climbing. 

We now thought we would vary the scene and put in a day or 
two on the Langkofel group ; my friend R. A. Robertson joined 
me and next day we drove down the new road over the beautiful 
Karer (or Caressa) Pass to Campitello. Had we known that 
the one bit of bad weather of the season was coming me might 
have hesitated to leave our comfortable quarters. 

We found Campitello greatly improved ; at  Bernadi's inn 
the offensive odour that nlwnys greeted you was agreeably 
missed, the food was good, attendant maidenr~ oljliging, and 
there were ' Bader im Haus ' in place of the first rude tub that 
Pryor and I had fashioned some years ago out of an old 
wine cask; and which, though useful to us, created awe and 
astonishment in the native mind. After lunch we renewed 
acquaintance with the steep, stony path to the Sella Pass, 
rain coming on just as we arrived there and lasting all 
night. 

Next day being wet and cold climbing was impossible; 
eo all we could do was to vary the monotony by donning 
mackintoshes and c o m ~ a r i n ~  the co~isomn~ationa at  Valen- 
tine's (our quarters) ';he D.Oe.&V. inn just over 
the col. Late in the afternoon, however, between storms, 
we walked up the Rodellrt, the top of which is now clefended 
by barbed-wire entanglements, so as to force besiegers through 
the ' Gasthaus.' This we resented a.nd turned the obstructions 
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by a flank movement and scramble up the face to the view- 
point, though the view wae confined to clouds. 

Fiin@in{ger-Spitze by the Schmidt-Kaatin.-Next morning 
(August 17) was doubtful, but both parties started out, 7;erzi 
and I for the above, all getting back iu the early afternoon, 
without a dry thread among us. The celebrated ' Kamin' (which 
I had been prevented doing on my last visit) took us 2f hrs., 

and is, as everyone knows, a splendid climb, thodgh it recalled 
sad memorie~ of an old friend. I did not find the sensational 
bit quite as hard as anticipated, but above it we were handi- 
capped by snow and hail all the way to the top and by heavy 
rain all down the steep faces of the first Finger, and below it 
to the bottom. 

Fiinfinger-,5'pitze by the Daunten-Sc1tarte.-The following 
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day (18th) was h e  again, and though Verzi and I had some 
nebulous ideas about scaling the Zahnkofel, when Luigi 
Rizzi, whom Robertson had engaged, failed to put in an 
appearance, we were only too glad to tackle the Daumen- 
Scharte once more with him. A cold wet night had made 
yet another contrast from yesterday, and the rocks required 
extra care, there being a glaze of ice on all the faces and 
cold wet snow in all the holds. However we got up and down 
again in fairly good time, lunched, and strolled down the 
pleasant meadow paths to Canazei, and drove off back in the 
afternoon to Karersee, arriving just as the rain began to come 
down again in earnest, unfortunately spoiling the illulnina- 
tions and fireworks loyally arranged for the grand old Iiaiser's 
birthday. 

I t  is always said to be a good sign when the snow comes 
down low after bad weather. Well, we had this consolation, 
such as it was : the snow lay white in the valleys, but the 
hills, though highly ornamental, were of no use for climbing the 
next day or two. This was vexing, inasmuch as I had wired 
for Antonio Dimai to join Verzi for one very special expedi- 
tion (the Marmolata), and it mas sad to see such a well- 
matched pair, so to speak, eating their heads off! However, 
in the end it turned out all right, for we decided to defer the 
big peek, and try first something new, nearer a t  hand and 
less lofty, meanwhile giving the Queen of the 1)olomites 
time to discard her white robes. 

Y'lre l'euj2lsuiand-Spitze by the I t ' .  Face was the stopgap ; 
and a sanguine party, Corning and I, with the two best guides 
in Tyrol, started up it on August 21. We knew our way would 
be difticult, as it had baffled previous attempts ; but the men 
were keen, and, if they couldn't climb it, we were prepared to 
swear it was unclimbable ! 

The Teufelswand is just to the right or S. of the Roth- 
wand, and a steep walk of 2 hrs. from the hotel, straight up 
the meadows and a rocky stream-bed, brought us to the foot 
of the W. wall, whence a broad ' Gerol1e'-strewn band ran up 
to the left diagonally across the face at an angle of perhaps 
40". This band or ledge was followed for some distance to 
a point almost directly under the double-headed summit. 
Here the boots were left, and s series of broken irregular 
chimneys and faces going almost straight up were tackled. 
They proved easy enough at first, and soon a large jammed 
stone which from below had looked like giving trouble was 
paased with ewe. As we got higher the work got harder, and 
the ' Kamin ' deeper and narrower, till just half-way between 
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the band and the top, the real crux of the climb was en- 
countered. 

This was a black, damp, narrow, and very smooth slippery 
chimney-flue, not over 50 or 60 ft. high, but of almost de- 
sperate difficulty, and with no alternative. How Toni Dimai 
got up first puzzled us then, as it puzzles me now, and though 
long familiar with his strength, skill, and determination, it 
for once frightened me to watch him. From the bottom the 
black hole was difficult and emooth ; but higher up, where 
there is practically no sort of hold, the rock juts out and 
completely overhangs, so he had to swing out and then get 
an arm over the slippery overhanging bit. It was a brilliant 
performance, and we all below breathed more freely when 
he was over and out of sight, though to breathe freely was more 
than he could do just at  first, for it was some minutee 
before we could get a word out of him in reply to our shouts. 
Even when our turns came (plus the rope) we pronounced it 
the hardest thing we had ever done, and Dimai afterwards 
said it was molto yericoloso and no one should ever persuade 
him to do it again. This bit took the four of us just a n  hour, 
and we wanted some extra breathing time besides. 

The rest of the climb wae practically a continuation of the 
snme chimney, varied by e traverse or two where i t  became 
impracticable ; it was good average hard work, and ultimately 
landed us on the left-hand summit, whence there was an  easy 
brroll over to the real one. The whole climb, from kletter- 
shoes to top, took 24 hrs., and furnished excitement enough 
for 24 days. Dimai led, as I said, up the sensational 
bit, which we called the Dimsi-Kamin, and Verzi every- 
where else. 

From the summit down the old way to the newly opened 
(1906) Ostertag Hutte, where our boote awaited us, was 
neither long nor steep, and no rope was needed. Thence it was 
n delightful walk round the S. spur of the range to the Karer 
Pass. The Teufelsmand Spitze is not much of a ' Spitze ' in 
height (about 9,000 ft.), but i t  is rightlynamed and is a ' Teufel' 
of a ' Spitze ' to climb. 

This had been \iTednesday, and the weather being again 
settled, and Dimai obliged to be back in Cortina on Saturday, 
there was no time to lose. Accordingly nest morning we 
drove over to Canlpitello and lunched, afterwards taking our 
Einspitnner ' as far as  Pcnia, whence the three of us walked 

up through woods and pastures to the ' Contrinhaus' of the 
D.0e.A.V. This was comfortable, convenient, and not 
crowded, and for once I met two compatriots. 
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~liarntolata Siid?cn~ld.-I shall not apologise for describing 
this at  some length, for not one single word has ever appeared 
about it in the ' Alpine Journal,' though the mountain is 
the highest, the S. precipices the most stupendous, and the 
climb undoubtedly the best in the Dolomites. Some years 
ago I had discussed it with local guides, but apparently it mas 
not then ripe, and i t  was only in 1901 that Bettega and 
Zagonel, of San Nartino, with an English lady, made the first 
ascent. Details have never transpired, nor is it even known 
if and how the summit was gained ; but later, in 1902, the 
Siidwand from bottom to top was climbed in 28 hrs., and 
again in 1904 three times on three consecutive days by 
Austrian parties, taking 74 hrs. and upwards. 

Our ascent (August 24) was therefore the sixth, but it was 
at  least new and interesting to us, being the biggest item on 
my 1906 programme, and the guides mere just as eager to do 
it as I was. 

Well, we left our quarters at  4 A.M. aud had a steep walk 
of about 14 hr. to the grand and wild Ombretta Pass. On the 
col we discussed the route, and Verzi went off to prospect, wast- 
ing perhaps 9 hr. ; for there really mas no choice as to the 
starting point, which mas 10  min. below the pass, but with 
some very deep loose scree and atones to plough through first. 
\Ire changed our boots on a little platform about 150 yds. to 
the right (and below) the foot of the enormous couloir which 
runs down from the summit ridge and bisects the S. face ; 
and our porter took them thence round to the ' Gipfel,' up the 
way n7e hoped to descend. 

The ~nountain on this side is of course all steep rock ; no 
snow can be seen in good weather ; ancl the huge precipices 
are divided naturally by two long horizontal terraces into 
three divisions. The height from bottom to top is about 
2,100 ft., and I estimated the lower portion a t  GOO ft., and 
the two higher ones a t  750 ft .  each. We started on the first 
a t  5.40, along a ledge to the lower end of a narrow chimney, 
which looked difficult and did not belie its appearance. This 
bends somewhat to the left. and the first bit (to an overhang) 
was very hard: here and higher the rucksack and axes 
having a l m o ~ t  always to travel each pitch alone. About 
1$ hr. from the foot we trarersed a little to the left to 
another ' Kamin,' which was also difficult, and this, with some 
wall faces near the top, ultimately landed us on terrace 
No. 1 (much nearer the big couloir than at  the foot) at  9.5, 
after 2 hrs. 25 min. of real, arduous, continuous work. 

This first terrace is long and broad, and we made use of it 
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to rest and refresh a little ; had we known we had now done 
perhaps the hardest third of the climb we should have 
enjoyed ourselves still more. We next proceeded to follow the 
terrace to the left, almost too close to the big couloir, looking 
at the possibility of falling stones ricocheting, and then 
we started up the wall agein at  9.30. 

The second portion was like unto the first, though rather 
less so; and the proof of its being easier was that it took 
only 2 hrs. as against 2 hrs. 25 min. We started up the 
face, and indeed for nearly an hour the chimneys were 
rudimentary and the climbing was on the open face. After 
this said hour me were still very near the big couloir, but 
now made a considerable traverse away from it along 
R narrow ledge (to the right), followed by a descent of 
40 or 50 ft., requiring care. This landed us a t  the foot of 
another well-marked crack, which was very hard in places, 
and trended still further to the right, and almost up to 
the second terrace, though here again the last few yards 
were surmounted by the wall. Terrace No. 2 was reached 
at 11.30. 

live were now some distance from the main couloir, but 
still following the broad band to the right we put yet another 
80 or 100 yds. between it and us, passing several little snow 
patches and a delightful stream of water, which invited a 
further short halt. Just E. of this we started up once more 
(11.50) for the last part of the climb, which certainly was 
again easier, and indeed after the other seemed quite reason- 
able. \Ire zigzagged up chimney flues, traverses, and faces 
with an increasing amount of 'Gerolle ' as the angle lessened, 
but in the main followed a bent couloir which comes down 
more or less directly from the summit, and down which a 
special breed of avalanche, chiefly composed of sardine tins 
and jam boxes, descends. (I myself, out of compliment to the 
mountain, contributed a marmalade tin.) We finally left the 
couloir about 100 ft. below a little col on the arkte between 
the E. peak (Punta di Rocca) and the summit, scrambled up 
an easy face, and followed the snow ridge to the highest point 
(Punta di Penia), reached at 1.10, having taken 1 hr. 20 min. 
for the last portion and from the foot 5 hrs. 45 min. actual 
going. 

lVe had been warned of dangerous stone-falls, but away 
from the main couloir, which should be given a wide berth, 
we saw none but those we ourselves sent down. I might also 
mention that from time to time we saw small pitons, which 
were of course useless for ascending, so could only be supposed 
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to have been fixed by a former party ni th a view to possible 
descent. 

The boots stood on the snowy peak, whence all but they 
had fled (including our porter) ; and, as it was now thundering 
on the Langkofel, we quickly changed, and, like a~~otlter pious 
climber of old, ' made haste and came down.' There was no 
view to-day, unlike my last time, when every mountain on 
the horizon was visible, and the Venice lagoons (75 miles 
off) glimmered in the distance. 

Of the route down I prefer to say little ; tlie whole thing 
was a day-nightmare. The smooth, glacier-worn rocks of 
former days (Tuckett's 1872 route) are still there, but are 
now festooned with metal right away down to the ' Scharte ; ' 
not simply stanchions, but regular stairca~es of huge iron 
staples, forming perhaps 1,000 steps, besides half a mile of 
wire-rope balustrade. I wanted to return by another way and 
cross the glacier to Fedaja, to avoid such an unsporting anti- 
climax, but unfortunately our sacks nere at  the ' Con trinhaus,' 
so thither we had to return (3 o'clock), taking 14 hr. over the 
descent and 11 hrs. from the start. Later we walked down 
to Campitello and took the post to Karersee next morning. 

D ian tan t i t l i -T l iu r4 t  was now nearly time for our party 
to disperse, but Corning and I wanted one more climb 
together, and we chose this chiefly, I fancy, from the appear- 
ance of its ' beetling crags,' which beetle, so to speak, nlore 
than other Dolomite crags. We none of us knew much about 
it, and found it neither safe nor pleasant ; in fact, except as a 
warning I should prefer to say nothing, but it is surely better 
to call attention to expeditions which, whatever precautions 
are taken, involve certnin riek. 

Our routes, both in ascending and descending, were on the 
K. side, the tourist way being entirely on the S. or Val Sorda 
side. The ascent (August 27) was by a very steep couloir 
and extra loose rocks, mounting to a gap just below the 
summit. It might be fairly safe early in tho season, when one 
could travel rapidly up hard snow ; but now all was ice, stones 
came whizzing down, and me were forced on to the shelly 
rocks, even on them only just escaping one or two cannonades. 
The descent was by a long slanting traverse facing the S., 
but soon over a little col and down a different ice couloir 
considerably to the W. of the ascent and somewhat wider 
and safer. Both were connected wit11 the valley by a very 
steep expanse of horrible, loose moraine and scree a mile long, 
which possessed a lively sense of gravitation, and indeed the 
whole mountain mass seemed in motion. 
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We had a glorious view, and opportunities for studying the 
extraordinary internal Dolomite formations of pinnacles and 
spires ; neither of us had seen anything like it before, except 
perhaps in the recesses of the Cadore side of Antelao ; these 
were, however, hardly compensations for the risks, and we 
were not sorry to get back with whole skins. 

I should scarcely be acting up to my rrile as self-dubbed 
Dolomiter up to Date if I said nothing about the new Austrian 
Government road now open from Karersee to Cortina, the 
length last finished being from Campitello to Falzarego. 
Ascending gradually in zigzags from Canazei to the Pordoi 
Joch, near the Narmolata glaciers, it goes down again to 
Arabba and Buchenstein (near Caprile), then up once more by 
Andraz, over the Falzarego Pass and close under the Tofana 
precipices, affording fine views all the way and greatly 
increased facilities for getting about the country. The road 
itself is well designed, has easy gradients, and is magnificently 
made and macadamised: it is hard to believe that  it is 
practically the same route over which an impressionist friend 
(since dead) drove not so long ago, and wrote of i t  that as 
his strong little cart survived unbroken he knew nothing 
on earth could break it ! 

I t  is still impossible to do the whole drive from Karersee 
to Cortina in one day, so I had sent for a comfortable little 
carriage and pair of active, well-bred horses I knew of, and 
starting early with my daughter, we lunched a t  Campitello, 
had tea a t  Pordoi (picnic to the view point not to be omitted), 
and even then arrived a t  Pieve (Buchenstein) in time to see a 
glorious sunset on the Civetta, while next day we got to the 
Faloria by midday. In  travelling in the reverse direction it is 
better to drive on to Pordoi the first day, as  that hotel is 
better than the inns at  Pieve or Arabba. 

T(!tiina tii Hnxcs.-Being now a t  Cortina, with just five 
days left for three climbs, Verzi, who had preceded us, ran 
me right up nest morning (August 31) at  4 3 . ~ .  to this 
favourite south  all (of which he made the first ascent in 
1901). I shonld have preferred one day later, so as to sleep 
out, but time pressed ; and surely there is no peace unto the 
wicked ! This expedition was well described in the 'Alpine 
Journa1,'"except that it was probably the fourth, not the second 
ascent ; but the correct chronological order of such climbs is 
not of vital Consequence ; anyhow the route cannot ba much 
altered or improved, so I shall not detain you long. 

- - - - -- -- ------- -- 

* Vol. ~ x i .  p. 428, and vol. xxii. p. 238. 
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I found it a grind from the Faloria to the foot (3$ hrs.), 
and tlie whole mountain on this side is one sheer wall : it took 
us 54 hrs. (8.15-1.45) from foot to summit, including half an  
hour's meal. The first 14 hr. on the right (or E.) of the 
main couloir is nowhere difficult ; then the huge hollow basin, 
where snow always lies, is crossed, and above this again, but 
on the W. of the couloir, tbere is a further 4 hr. of easy rocks ; 
after which two or three chimneys and faces that take some 
doing must be surmounted to one end of the very long, 
unique wall-traverse, tlie feature of the climb. The holds on 
this are good and firm, if small and wide apart, and there- 
fore i t  cannot be called specially difficult ; but ' exponiert ' 
and sensational it certainly is, with a sheer drop over the 
smooth perpendicular ciiffs below. After the traverse some 
more good steep rocks are negotiated up to the easy summit 
slopes, over which loose shale is struggled through to the top. 

I neither call the actual climbing so high-class nor the 
intereat so well sustained as on, say, the Narmolata, the 
Cadore face of Antelao, the Rosengarten, or several other 
peaks in the San RIartino and Langkofel groups. Perhapa, 
however, I may be prejudiced, for I never could get up much 
enthusiasm over the Tofana climbs, old or new. I tried them 
as they s e r e  invented, but never thought even the exciting 
Via Inglese or Via Heywood on Tofana di Mezzo worth their 
uninteresting grinds and inevitable amount of scree. De- 
scending now we had a tremendous dose of both, but pounded 
d o ~ n  a s  quickly as possible, taking 50 min. to the hut and 
1 hr. 15 min. thence to Pocol. 

Puttta Cesdalis.-Our penultimate effort (September 2) mas 
the S. face of this little peak, the most easterly of the trio of 
minor summits surmounting the well known Pomogognon 
wall. I t  is the latest of the short climbs invented by the 
Cortina guides, their idea being to combine a minimum ex- 
penditure of time with a maximum of talent and tariff! I 
found it harder than the central peak, and about equal to the 
W. summit (Punta Fiammes) and the Col Rosn ; all four are 
short and sensational. 

Verzi and I left Faloria at  6 A.M., and going quietly arrived 
at  the foot at  8.45. Starting again in klettershoes a t  9.15, 
we reached the top at  11 o'clock, the climb thus taking I$ hr. 
The first 55 min. was nothing out of the common ; easy rocks 
and traverses, on which there was a good deal of vegetation. 
One episode, however. must be related. We had to climb a 
small pine tree in order to get on to a rock face. Most of us 
hare a t  some time pr other been ' up a tree ' on a mountain, 
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but to deliberately clamber up the tree, so as to get on the 
mountain, is unusual ! The last 50 min. was certainly as 
difficult, steep, and exposed as the N. face of the Kleine Zinne, 
though of course shorter. 

The descent was the worst part. After a short steep drop on 
the N. side down into the Val Grande an interminable rough 
trarerse had to be made amongst dwarf trees and rhodo- 
dendron scrub, finishing with a slight ascent to a col on the 
ridge between Yomogognon and the Zumeles. This was 
followed by another steep descent over scree and slippery 
grass direct to the Tre Croci road. It took 26 hrs. from the 
top to Faloria. 

dfonte Cristallo. Siid-Grat.-Much talk in atrocious German 
and incomprehensible Italian finally resulted in my choosing 
Nr. Phillimore's 1899 route, as above, for our last day, Sep- 
tember 4. Dimai and Verzi had accompanied Phillimore, 
and their climb had seldom, if ever, been repeated. I judged 
from the note' that it was long, interesting, and not very 
difficult, and so it proved. We changed our boots, and started 
on the easy rocks at  the extreme S. end of this long arPte at 
8.90, and took 14 hr. to that first deep gap in the ridge from 
both sides of which steep ice couloirs descend. After cutting 
steps across the col a smooth vertical wall had to be sur- 
mounted, followed by narrow ledges, and more faces and steep 
chimneys, the best of these coming last. Soon after this our 
route joined the ordinary one at  the so called ' Bijse Platte,' 
and the summit was reached a t  12.45. 

The way down, formerly described by me as a bicycle track, 
has since developed with constant traffic into something more 
like a country lane ; but for all that a t  one place the cautious 
Verzi called a halt to connect his careless companion to the 
cord. \Ye took 19 hr. from the top to Tre Croci, and were 
abollt 11 hrs. out from the H6tel Faloria. 

Two Find Re~nnt.ks.-A paper on Dolomite-climbing would 
hardly be complete without some mention of the San Martino 
peaks. This district is second to none, and a month could 
always be profitably spent there. The finest are, or were, the 
Cimone della Pala, Pala di San Nartino, Cimrt di Canali (all 
traversed), Campanile di Val di Roda (by face), Sass Maor 
and Cima della Madonna (also traversed). The inns are 
much 8s when I wrote 10 years ago. Panser's ' Dolomiten ' is 
too crowded, ' Toffol's ' none too clean, but I hear a new one 
(' Alpenrose ') well spoken of. 

* Alpinc Journal, vol. xis. p; 601. 
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The painful subject of accidents has again cropped up, and 
this year it appears to have been in Tyrol and the Dolomites 
especially that most lives have been so sadly sacrificed. 
The Marmolata, Winkler Thurm, Santner Spitze, Croda 
Rossa, Kleille Zinne, and one each of the Sella and Adamello 
peaks claimed victims, besides others of which I have not 
been able to get particulars. On the Winkler Thurm two 
lives were lost, as already named, and there have also been 
unverified 'Daily Mail' reports of tourists murdered at  a 
' Gaethaus ' near Botzen. Fortunately no British climber 
met with any disaster. Various erplanationtl might be given, 
such as longer training, more experience, good ropes, greater 
care, and less rashness ; also perhaps judicious choice of 
suitable guides for difficult peaks, or equally judicious choice 
of suitable peaks for guideless expeditions ; above all absence 
of solitary climbing. I think, however, to these reasons one 
more should be added, namely, the relative scarcity of olu 
compatriots in these parts. If they do not go they cannot - 

come to grief, for here as elsewhere- 
On Dolomite faces, in perilous places, 

More safety we all of us find- 
True sportsmen and shoddy-in absence of body 
Than even in presence of mind. 

BY DB. H. HOEK. 

1HE most terrible foe the winter tourist, and especially the 1 ~ki-runner, has to shun in the Alps or other steep 
mountains is the avalanche. But when you know your 
enemy he loses half his terror. I have Reen something of 
this White Hydra of the Mountains, an account of which may 
interest the reader. 

Avalanches are the rule, not the exception, throughout the 
Alps in winter. They are, indeed, the rule on all steep slopes, 
whether these are above or below the snow-line. The elevation 
and the neighbourhood of glaciers do not influence these 
phenomena. The widespread belief that avalanches are 
influenced by elevation or glaciers could only arise in the 
mind of such as visit the Alps in summer exclusively, and 
because few have seen the very highest Alps in winter, for 
but rarely do avalanches reach down to the bottoms of the 
principal valleys. 

A big, typical avalanche is not such a simple affair as one 



might suppose; it is, in fact, a complicated phenomenon. 
Nearly every avalanche has its starting-point (starting-line, 
a s  the case may be), its gathering funnel, its track and place 
of arrest, where it is heaped up for the most part in the form 
of a cone. 

Such, at  least, is the regular course not only of those 
avalanches in the highest regions, that bring down the white 
powdery snow from the edges and the ridges to the cirques 
and glaciers, as well as  of those that tear their course throagll 
the sides of the woods, bringing death and destruction to 
everything in their way. They are of such common occurrence 
that there are known stretches in the higher Alps where the 
starting districts of several avalanches almost or  literilly 
touch each other. 

The motion of the avalanche is a flowing one. Avalanches 
take place more or less periodically, but for all tha t  they are 
real snow streams. The solid masses and congiobated snow 
lumps naturally hinder each other in this movement. The 
lower ones get into rotation ; the upper are hurled upwards, 
and often, if only the snow be dry enough, travel forwards 
in the air. 

The course, direction and speed of the flowing avalanche 
are determined by the shape of its bed ; in certain conditions 
i t  rushes over the cliffs like a waterfall. The larger the  moring 
mass grows and the smaller its single components are, the 
more does the analogy of a river force itself upon us. Many 
avalanches never de~elop  this character; they abort before 
attaining full dimensions. 

For instance, when on the slopes of a steep valley the 
equilibrium of the snow is disturbed, and the whole of it 
slides down and corers up the road for hundreds of yards ; then, 
destructive as that i ~ ,  it is not the full-fledged avalanche, it 
it is only one arrested in formation. The difference between 
an avalanche and a snow-slip (' snow shield ' or 'snow board,' 
which would be the literal translation of the expressive German 
words) is only a grndual one. Small, harmless snow-slips are, 
with few exceptions, only avalanches that were stopped at an 
early stage of their course. 

Have you ever noticed how the snow slides off the sloping 
roof of a house S Flake upon Bake had settled ; thicker and 
thicker the layer had grown. Suddenly there conies a gust 
of wind ; it blows off a patch of the light, loose material. The 
snow purls from above into the gap ; more follows ; finally 
the mass gets into movement, powdery snow whirls up, and 
the whole falls like a heavy veil over the eaves. 
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On the other hand, the snowfall may gradually turn into 
rain. Then the whole white layer becomes saturated. It 
gets heavier and heavier with water ; at  last the fluid reaches 
down to the mossy tiles. The weight increases further, and 
begins to carry the mass on its slipper? floor, and, to the street 
arabs'joy, it crashes down upon the silk hats of incautious 
pedestrians. 

Now imagine the analogous process on a vaster scale and 
on a mountain slope, and you have types of the two prhcipal 
forms of avalanches-' the powdery avalanche ' and the 
' solid avalanche' ~Staub- Lawine and Grund-Lawine). Of course 
there are transitional phases. The sharp division is merely a 
convenient one, like every other division of natural phenomena. 

On a steep slope lies snow several yards deep. This is 
subject to the laws of masses resting on inclined planes. 
The chief determining factors are weight, height, internal 
friction, and inclination of slope. I t  may happen that the 
equilibrium is just maintained ; then it needs but the slightest 
disturbance, sometimes the mere acoustic vibration, to start 
the movement. How much more must, then, the continual 
cutting of a ski track disturb the equilibrium? 

Slowly some particles begin to move ; they start others ; the 
movement grows swifter. The consequence is a current of 
air directed towards the valley, a current that itself again 
moves snow and whirls it up. Finally the whole slope is  
alive ; rt destructive whirlwind, laden with enormous quantities 
of the finest snow, ' the powdery avalanche' roars down, 
destroying everything in its way. At the foot of the slope 
most of the snow settles down in a loose, smooth, symmetrical 
cone, in which the foot sinks deeply. The snow-laden wind 
rushes onward against the opposite side of the valley. The 
strongest blast is often some distance above the avalanche; 
it spares the woods on its own side and uproots those on the 
opposite slopes. Dry snow is the first condition of this kind 
of avalanche : the steeper the mountain, the smoother the 
substratum, the easier it is started. 

The most liable sites are smooth graesy slopes with the 
blades bent down, or glassy snow on which fresh powdery 
snow has fallen without being congealed. There must of 
course be innumerable transitions between the gigantic de- 
structive avalanche and the small harmless snow-slips that 
only hide the cliffs for a moment like a thin flultering veil. 

Powdery avalanches are most typical in winter. After a 
heavy snowfall in cold weather they are a great and always 
threatening danger for the ski runner, all the more so as they 
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are quite incalculable, and not bound to certain tracks like 
the ' solid avalanche ' of the spring. 

Quite different in its nature is the last-named, 'the solid 
avalanche.' The season is advanced, and ' Fohn ' has settled 
in, with warm, thawing days. Rain or snow water from the 
surface has saturated t t e  whole layer, it has reached the mil 
and looaed the icy band between the snow and its substratum ; 
but the ground has not yet deeply thawed, and under the 
snow you encounter only a slippery, muddy, soapy slush. 
As though on a prepared slide, the snow is awaiting the 
moment when the slightest imaginable cause starts the first 
movement. A small quantity begins to glide-a piece of 
a corniche has broken down, and is first rolled up to a ball ; 
it is shoved like a wedge into the lower situated mass, the 
snowball being the apex. The apex advances; the sides of 
the wedge grow and attain gigantic dimensions. 

Soon the wedge is lost in the general rush, the whole slope 
is alive. From above the gliding massea push and press; 
they set the lower-lying snow going also; it starts with an 
undulating movement, and the wave advances downhill with 
ever-increasing speed. 

I t  rushes down, a roaring river, a thundering waterfall of 
solid snow, an all-destroying stream. The characters of 
solid avalanche are a pronounoed flowing movement ; the 
absence of whirling, and in its place conglomerating snow, 
which often in the moment of arrest immediately turns into 
a mass like a well-pressed snowball, hard as plaster of Paris. 
Especially when the avalanche cannot spread out, when it is 
banked up and the succeeding masses prees against those at 
rest, the result is a hard compact mass, which imprisons its 
victim. in an iron grasp. A creaking noise, like that of 
a heavy waggon on hard snow, is often heard-' Die Lamine 
schreit,' ae the Swiss say. 

The surface of such an avalanche is lumpy and uneven, 
often witt gaps between the pieces, and is difficult to crose. 

If the avalanche, still moving, reaches gentler slopes, one 
may occasionally observe that the front is t ~ r n e d  over whilst 
the rear is still gliding. The edges and the bottom move 
much more slowly, because of the greater friction, and some- 
times become stationary. The result is that the avalanche 

- - -- - - 

+ I cannot sufficiently empliasise the fact that a 'balling' 
aralanclie never occurs-no such thing as a house-high giant's 
football, such as one may read of in the May number of Peasson's 
JI~ryatine 1906, and elsewhere. 
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slides in a trough formed by itself. And n further result of 
this is that the avalanche at  final rest has a streaky ap- 
pearance. 

This kind of avalanche is most typical in spring. The 
weight of the wet snow, and the river-like movement are 
responsible for its course, which generally follows the tracks 
of the torrents. 

Between the two kinds of :~valanche stands, in respect of 
structure and nature of movement, ' the powdery-solid 
avalanche.' The name speaks for itself (Staub-Qmnd-Lawine 
of German authors). 

By far the most avalanches travel during the day. Especi- 
ally on bright days in March, April and May, when the heat 
of the sun makes the snow melt, the ' day avalanche ' is the 
rule; and naturally slopes with south aspects are most 
dangerous. Whoever has visited the Alps in spring will 
remember how the avalanches begin to thunder a couple of 
hours before noon. From every mountain one hears the low 
rumble; between one and three o'clock the uproar is .at its 
height, and dies slowly away towards the evening. 

One is accordingly sometimes obliged to remain in the high- 
lying huts, avoiding descent during the day, and to wait till the 
cold of the night has frozen the snow again. With a pro- 
nounced thaw and warm rain, such precautions of course 
would be useless, for then the avalanches travel during the 
night as well as during the day. But, the quantity of snow 
i n  the mountains not being unlimited, the sportsman who 
is surprised by bad weather can sometimes wait till most of 
the avalanches have descended, and return to the valley in 
safety. 

The usual rule is, in fine weather, do not traverse suspicious 
slopes-if you can by any means avoid it-except before ten 
or after five o'clock. 

Besides the two type8 of avalanches already described there 
is a third, the so-called ' snow-slip ' or ' snow shield ' (the 
Schnee-Brett of German authors). One might call it a kind of 
superficial avalanche, for almost without exception a higher 
layer of snow slides down on the smooth surface of a lower 
one. 

The chief characteristics of a snow shield are the clean 
cut, with the mass broken off some two yards deep and even 
more, the breaking of the whole shield into clods, the absence 
of conglobating snow, and the tendency to start at tempera- 
tures below freezing point. 

Especially liable to the danger of snow shields are slopes 



on the mountain sides protected £rom the wind. When snow 
has fallen under heavy wind, a great quantity of fine snow is 
heaped up at  such spots in ' the shadow of the wind.' At all 
events this snow is of different consistency from its substratum ; 
generally it is more compact because finer. It seems as if 
such masses got lifted a little locally, and no longer lay wholly 
on the lower snow, thus developing a etate of tension. 
Therefore it is not necessary for the snow first to be saturated 
by rain or snow water, and then to be frozen again. At 
falling temperatures freezing water expands, as is well known, 
and it seems as if the closely packed snow surface in tob  
expands more than the substratum, from which tension must 
naturally result. I t  may happen also that locally the lower 
layer sets, and in this manner a cavity is produced. The effect, 
of couree, is the same. When a layer in such tension is 
disturbed it breaks off in a sharp line and is splintered into 
floes, which glide down, and in doing so often break into 
small clods, but, if the movement be slow enough, remain 
whole. 

The original starting-place is generally small, but the mass. 
once alive, may lead to the breaking down of more snow on 
the sides. Thus I have noticed a successive lateral breaking 
away of layers. Of course, it happens often enough that such 
snow-shields start regular avalanches. 

The exact reason for these snow-slips is not yet fully under- 
stood, hut at any rate big snow shields are among the most 
serious dangers for the ski runner, the more so as they are so 
treacherous and apt to deceive even the most experienced. 
On an apparently safe and hard slope you imagine yourself 
quite secure. Suddenly big cracks arise ; with a dull crash, 
a moment later, huge angular blocks begin to slide down in 
a vast swarm. 

Snow shields are doubly dangerous, owing to the rapidity 
with which they break down. 

As already stated, the rupture of a snow layer in tension 
sometimes seems to be the cause of a snow shield. On the 
high plateaux in Sweden I have noticed the same cracking, 
the same splits, and often the collapse of a large mass of 
snow like a flat-formed shield within a radius of about fifty 
yards. This occurs there ewn on level ground on which 
large quar~tities of the finest powdery snow have been deposited 
and after a long spell of severe cold (10" to 20" C.). 

My practical advice to ski runners is accordingly 8s 
follows : the moment the ominous crack of the snow shield is 
heard, or splits in the snow are noticed on a slope of more 



than 2S0, return at  once! After strong gales every alope 
protected from the wind is more or less suspicious, even when 
it has not snowed for days. I t  is especially the drift snow on 
its new resting-place that originates snow shields. 

The only protection for the ski runner against avalanches 
is caution and the avoidance of suspicious places. If @ certain 
dope looks dangerous, on no account attempt it. Often you 
may circumvent such a slope; you may follow ridges and 
edges, and traverse it high up under the protection of rocks. 
Sometimes i t  is quite safe to go up the face  of a slope, while 
the crossing of it would be fatal; sometimes you may walk 
in it, whereas the continual cutting of the ski would disturb 
the equilibrium. 

'The why, when, and wherefore' of all those pos~ibilities 
cannot be taught by precept ; it is matter of experience, of 
personal instruction, instinct, feeling. 

To sum up, neglect no precaution, never use the rope, let 
the members of a party be well spaced on all slopes where an 
avalanche is in question. 

Only when crossing small gullies, and with a sure foothold 
for the holder of the rope, should you rope as a protection 
against an  avalanche. And, finally, follow this rule : the 
snow is safe on all slopes of less than 2S0, safe also on 
steeper slopes if it appears of the same consistency through- 
out, is not deeper than a yard or so, and the slope has 
a rough surface (bushes, stones, and so on). In 1111 other 
conditions the pbssibility of tin avalanche exists. 

But should you, in spite of all precautions, be caught by 
an avalanche, do your utmost to keep on the surface of the 
flowing snow stream, so as not to be overwhelmed by it. In 
rare cases one may escape by lying flat on the back, freeing 
the limbs as they again and again are imprisoned by the 
snow, so, as it were, swimming on the avalanche. But 
this is out of the question with the long ski blades on the 
feet. Your first thought must be to get rid of them. Cut 
the binding with your knife and let the blade go. The above, 
of course, only applies to the solid avalanche and the snom- 
dip. I n  the whirlwind of the powdery avalanche one is 
helpless. 
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BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

N January 12 our member H.R.H. the Duke of the 0 Abruz~ i  read before the Royal Geographicd Bociety, in 
the presence of its Patron and Vice-Patron, his Majesty the 
King and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, an  account of his 
recent explorations and ascents in the Ruwenzori range. The 
Duke's narrative has been printed in full in the February 
number of the ' Geographical Journal.' With the leave of the 
Duke and the Council of the Society the illustratione and map 
that accompany it are here reproduced. I propose to take 
the opportunity to join with them a few notes on the result8 
of this most successful expedition. 

I shall imitate the Duke of the Abruzzi in avoiding any 
lengthy discussion as to the identification of Ruwenzori with 
Ptolemy's hiountains of the Noon. It is enough for me that 
its snows feed tno  of the Sile lakes. But I may point out 
the sort of runlours which two hundred years and more %o 
were recorded in Arab chronicles. For it is highly probable 
that stories of the same kind reached the Greek 
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and were the ground of his long disputed assertion that the 
lakes of the Nile are fed by eternal snows. 

In A.D. 1686 an Arab compiler, quoted by Sir H. M. Stanley," 
undertook to describe from earlier authorities the legendary 
snows a t  the Nile sources. I make here a few extracts from 
his compilation :- 
' Others say that the Nile flows from snowy mountains, and 

they are the mountains called Kaf.' 
' . . . This chain has peaks rising up into the air and other 

peaks lower. Some have said that certain people have reached 
these mountains and ascended them, and looked over to the 
other side, where they saw a sea ~ i t h  troubled waters. dark 
as night. . . . Some say that people have ascended the 
mountain, and one of them began to laugh and clap his hands 
and threw himself down on the further side of the monntain. 
The others were afraid of being seized with the same fit, and 
so came back. It is said that those who saw it saw bright 
snows, like white silver, glistening with light. Whoever 
looked at them became attracted and stuck to them until 
he died, and thie science is called human magnetism ' (sic). 

' It is said that a certain king sent an expedition to discover 
the Nile sources, and it reached copper mountains, and when 
the sun rose the rays reflected mere so strong that the men 
were burnt. Others say that these people arrived at bright 
mountains, like crystal, and when the rays of the sun were 
reflected they burnt them.' 

Here we have a curious combination-reference0 to snow- 
bume, mountain sickness, and one might almost add to the 
' amor scandendi.' 

It is, surely, rather a large claim on our credulity to insist 
that theee graphic details were all pure inventions of the 
happiest kind and had no connexion with the corresponding 
local facts. 

I turn from legend to discovery. The accompanying map 
supplies us for the first time with a clear pictui-6 of the upper 
region. Its characteristic is the absence of any continuous 
snowy chain and the number of relatively small glacier-clad 
blocks or mass$ separated by gaps 2,000 ft. below them. In the 
upper region no extensive nev6s are found ; the gneiss summits 
carry frozen caps, the substance of which heat and consequent 
infiltration rapidly turn into ice. A conspicuous and peculiar 
feature are the cornices supported by icicles which have grovin 
into ice columns, till, looked at from below, they recall in 
-. ~ ..~ 

* In Darkest Africa, vol. ii. pp. 280-1. 
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form the CUTS of Staffa. There is little or no permanent enow 
apart from glaciers, but here and there an avdanche lie8 nn- 
melted among the exuberant vegetation. As in most region8 of 
similar geological structure (the Maritime Alps, the Adamello 
group) rock basins abound, and not a few have escaped from 
being choked by alluvial deposits, and contain still tarns, 
which reflect the snows and waterfalls of the highest peaks 
in a framework of giant Senecios and white Everlastings. Of 
these tarns the Bujuku Lake appears to be the most fascinating. 
The rocks everywhere are much weathered, and easy to climb. 

M o u s ~  STANLEY: MAROHERITA AND ALEWSDRA PEARR. 

The glacier slopes present no dficulty to the mountaineer. 
The Duke's party met witb. but one serious obstacle, and that 
because they took a short cut from one to the other of the 
highest.peaks. The final slope of the Margherita Peak seem 
to have been found of the nature of that of the Wetterhorn in 

, its worst state. 
With his excellent Cormayeur guides and portere the Duke 

made a thorough sweep of the snows. Fourteen summits 
were scaled, and those that remain are of secondary ifl- 
portance. The finest expedition left is probably the glacier 
pass between, the Alexandra and Moebius Peaks, the mestern 
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side of which may be studied in the excellent illustration 
opposite p. 288 in Dr. Stuhlmann's book ' Mit Emin Pas& 
ins Hers von Afrika.' The illustration on p. 296 of the same 
work can, by the help of Signor Sella's photographs, be 
recognised as King Edward's Peak. The westernmost summit 
of Mount Stanley, conspicuous from Butiti, is also unnamed 
and unclimbed, and the W. rock-face of King Edward's Peak 
should afford a good climb. The extent of the glacier re ion 
being so small and the snow level being only 2,500 to 2,Wt It. 
below the peaks, two could often be climbed in a day. The 
weather was far from perfect, but it was more than tolerable. 
This is proved by the photographs. Moreover one of the 
views shows that there was scarcely any water in the Mobuku 
torrent at  the spot below Kichuchu where we found it unford- 
able and had to build a bridge. Midsummer is clearly the 
Ruwenzori season. 

In one respect the Duke was unlucky. He never when on 
the highest summits enjoyed a view of the great lakes or a 
clear horizon. Now Ruwenzori can be seen in intervals in the 
rains from as  far as Mbarara, some seventy miles to the east 
as the crow flies. The explanation may be-at any rate this 
explanation is suggested by the tales of previous travellers- 
that during the dry season on the mountain haze obscures 
the lowlands. Most of those who have approached Lake 
Albert Edward speak of its fogs. When we passed it the air 
between the storms was gloriously clear, except about 
Ruwenzori, and we saw distinctly the Sfumbiro volcanoes. 
Dr. David, the Belgian traveller, tells us that he saw them 
and the lake from a point 1,400 ft. below the top of Ruwenzori 
on its western slope. 

Ki th  regard to the traces of ancient glacial action Dr. 
Roccati, the geologist who accompanied the Duke, confirms 
and enlarges my observations with the authority of an expert. 
He sees distinct traces of moraines on the steep slope at the 
mouth of the upper Mobuku valley, five miles from and 6,500 ft. 
below the existing glacier. With regard to the blocks scattered 
still lower in the level valley at  Ibanda, he, like me, hesitates 
to express a definite opinion as to their mode of transport. I 
shall be interested to ascertain if he is disposed to entertain 
my hypothesis of a flood caused by the bursting of a sub- 
glacial reservoir. 

As regards the practical uses Ruwenzori may prove to 
have for Uganda, it will be discovered, I imagine, that it is 
not in the valleys below the snows but on the broad upland 
slopes at the northern end of the chain that sites for 
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European cultivation and for a sanatorium may be found 
in the future. 

I would ask map-makers to bear in mind two physical 
fects often misrepresented. The Kafuru Straits, connecting 
Lakes Albert Edward and Ruisamba, are only 700 to 800 
yards wide and many milee long. They are more accuratelj 
shown in Sir H. Johnston's maps than by any other carto- 
grapher. Next, the Ruweneori range ends to the N. in a 
bold spur thrown out into the Semliki valley, and there is a 
deep recess between this and the escarpment which runs N. 
from the neighbourhood of Fort Portal to the southern end 
of Lake Albert. 

With respect to the main characteristics of the glaciers of 
the Nile, it will be seen that my own first impressions have 
been, as a whole, confirmed. The highest peake reach very 
nearly 17,000 ft.-the elevation Mumm and I conjectured on 
the spot. I may note, parenthetically, that I did not (sg 

Mugherlta Peak. Mount Spoke. 
I t 

has been quoted) assign to them 18,000 ft., but put the 
possible limits of their height as 16,500 and 18,000 ft., inclining 
myself towards the lower figure. I estimated the glacier 
region to be included in a circle twelve miles in diameter ; on 
the Duke's map it is reduced to ten. As to the permanent 
snow level, 14,400 ft., I am in exact accordance with the Duke. 
The snowy mass we saw from Butiti proves, as I wrote in May 
last, to be composed of the tope of the highest peake (Mt. 
Stanley) seen over Duwoni (or Mt. Baker). This summit is 
rightly known as 'Johnston's Duwoni,' since it is the peak he 
drew from Ibaada. But some confusion has arisen from the 
fact that when at the head of the Mobuku valley Sir HA 
Johnston thought the summite to the E. of the icefall were 
identical with those he had seen from Ibanda (see john st on'^ 
' The Uganda Province,' vol. i. pp. 158 and 187). 

On the other hand Dr. Wollaston's report led me into the 
erroneous belief that the highest peaks were not on the water- 
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shed. The Duke has cleared up and established the topo- 
graphy of the inmost portion of the group by his discovery of 
the importance of the long Bujuku valley. When we passed 
its opening mists and rain storms hid the landscape ; but it ia 
strange that it should altogether have escaped the British 
Museum party, for whom it might have proved a happy 
hunting ground during the weeks they spent a t  Bihunga. 
The Duke has also shown that all previous travellers were in 
error in regarding the crest a t  the head of the Mobuku 
Glacier (Moore Glacier) as  part of the watershed. 

The route of the Italian expedition can be followed on the  
map. Grauer's Gap was first reached and Kiyanja (King 
Edward's Peak) climbed from it. The Buamba Pass (Fresh- 
field's Pass) was then crossed and the western flanks of King 
Edward's Peak traversed to the Scott Elliot Pass, whence all 
the summits of Kanyangungwe (Mount Stanley) were climbed. 
The party then proceeded in a northerly direction across the 
heads of the western valleys to Duwoni (Mt. Speke) and 
Mt. Emin, and recrossing the watershed explored the heads 
of the Bujuku valley and climbed two more outlying ice-clad 
summits, Mt. Gessi. They were forty days in the mountains. 

Captain Behrens, R.E., has, with the advantage of the 
more exact positions ascertained by the Italian party, re- 
calculated the heights he had trigonometrically measured, 
with the following results :-' 

Captain Behrens' Duke of the Abruazi's 
Heights. Heights. 

Margherits Peak . . 16,619 ft. 16,815 ft. 
Alexandra Peak. . . 16,643 ft. 16,749 ft. 
Mt. Speke . . 16,846 ft. 16,060 ft. 
King Edward's peak : . 16,748 ft. 15,988 ft. 
Mt. Emin . . 15,564 ft. 16,647 ft. 
Mt. Gessi . . 16,258 ft. 16,647 ft. 
Mt. Luigi di Savoya . . none 15,286 ft. 

In the foregoing remarks I have been greatly assisted by 
the superb panoramas and photographs presented to me by 

- - - -  - - 

The Anglo-German Boundary Commission values for the two 
highest peaks were determined by seven rays each from different 
Ations, the means of which were taken as the result. The remainder 
were obtained from one ray only, all rays being observed from one 
station of the Anglo-German Boundary Commission triangulation. 
The Duke of the Abruzai's positions for these summits, therefore, have 
been used as a basis in the cttlculation by Captain Rehrens. There 
would seem to be some error about the height of the Yolanda Peak 
(Mt. Gessi), the height of which is the result of boiling-point 
r d i n g s .  With this exception all the Duke's heights depend 



m y  former companion in  the  Himalaya, Signor Vittorio 
Sella. The perfect panorama from King Edward'e Peak 
(Kiyanja) is a masterpiece of mountain photography, which 
rivals his ' Caucaeus from Elbruz ' or his ' Kangchenjunga 
k o m  the North-West.' 

It is not uncommon, even in  unexpected quarters, t o  find 
it assumed that  ' a mountaineering party ' i s  incapable of 
rendering any  return to geography and science. Mountaineers 
may point, in  Ruwenzori, to a n  instance where they  have 
succeeded, aMer many experienced travellers, who were not 
mountaineers, had failed, in  lifting the  veil of centuries and 
giving the world accurate knowledge of a most interesting 
and fascinating region-the .Snows of the  Nile. T h e  Duke 
of the Abruzzi and Signor Sella have done for tpe  region above 
the  enow level what Sir H. Johnston had previously done for 
the  lower zone of forests and flowers. 

upon mercurial barometer observations referred to Bujongolo as s 
lower station, the height of Bujongolo above Fort Portal having 
been previously determined by a series of barometer readings 
extending over a month, reduced as nearly as possible to the same 
time, at  each place. The height of Fort Portal above Entebbe was 
in the same manner determined by a comparison of mercurial 
barometer readings taken at  these two places, but in this case the 
series of readings extended over a period of three months. The -. following are the figures for these three places :- 

Entebbe . , 3,862 ft. (barometer cistern) 
Fort Portal (near C,ollectorate) . .5,026 ft. (barometer cistern) 
B~jongolo . . 32,461 ft. . 

The ,height of the barometer cistern at Entebbe depends upon 
the surface of the lake being 8,726 ft., but according to Captain I 
Behr.ens, R.E., of the Anglo-Gennan Boundary Commission, the 
lake is only 8,720 ft. As the height of port Portal, which wes the 
first station to be determined after leaving Entebbe, has not yet 
been definitely fixed trigonometrically, some correction may have 
tolbe made to the height of Bujongolo, which depends upon Fort 
Portal, and consequently to the heights of the peaks depending 
upon Bujongolo; but probably the necessary correction will, in 
any case, be small, since the barometric results agree (with one ' 

exception, for which reasons can be given) within 100 to U)O feet 
of the trigonometricel determinations of Captain Behrens. In 
addition to the barometer observations Captain Cagni fired the 
height of the Cagni Peak above R~ijongolo by theodolite vertical 
angles, and from the summit of this peak took vertical angles to 
the other peaks. The heights resulting from these observations 
agree very closely with the barometer determinations. 







BY L. S. ANERT. 

OST climbers who have been to Arolla are familiar with M the traverse of the Aiguilles Rouges. It has been 
described in this ' Journal ' fairly recently (August 1904), 
and all that I need say of it here is that it combines one 
of the finest views in the whole Alps with an  abundance 
of interesting and diversified scrambling. But even the 
best of mountains have their imperfections, and the Aiguilles 
Rouges, I most regretfully acknowledge, are not wholly above 
suspicion in the matter of loose rocks and falling stones. 
The ingenious efforts of one of these rocks to annihilate our 
party, both singly and collectively, may be worth recording 
in the 'Journal ' as an interesting tale in itself and a s  
presenting several curious technical features. 

On August 21 last we-that is to say, my brother, Captain 
Harold Amery, and myself, accompanied by Martin Pralong 
and Jean Betriaon, of Evolena, the former as  guide and the 
latter as  porter-traversed the ridge from north to south. 
We had practically completed the climb by noon, and were 
lunching on the ridge above a large patch of snow, very 
conspicuous on the accompanying illustration,' by which the 
descent of the east face of the mountain is usually made, 
when I suggested that we might as  well continue along the 
ridge and do the last little piece of it which rose in front 
of us, and which climbers as a rule do not seem to have 
bothered about. Martin laughed a t  my anxiety to add 
another ' dix minutes de m~ra ine , '  as he scornfully called it, 
to the exertions of the day, but readily acquiesced. We went 
down the ridge to the col from which the last piece rises 
fairly steeply, and, instead of mounting all the way along the 
ridge traversed to our left on to the eastern face. We 
crossed the upper end of it shallow gully which ran straight 
down, a s  far as  I remember, to the glacier some 1,500 to 
2,000 ft. below, and started climbing up the steep but not 
otherwise particularly diflicult face on the far side of the 
gully, in order to rejoin the ridge some 60 ft. above us. We 
were now all on the face, more or less in a vertical line, 
Martin some 10  to 15 ft. below the summit, Harold, who was 

* Mr. C. D. hlcCorlnick's drawing is from a, photograph by 
Mr. A. TV. Andrews. 
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second on the rope, about the same distance below him, 
myself 8 to 10 ft. below Harold, and Betrison just out of the 
gully. Martin was wriggling up the only difficult bit when, 
suddenly, a large rock, which had been poised on the very 
crest, started sliding straight down on him. 

There was neither time nor opportunity for dodging, but 
Martin, as the rock reached him, most gallantly tried to push 
i t  to one side, in order to save us. But the rock, an ugly 
lump, 2 ft. or more in length, and perhaps half as wide and 
thick, simply crushed end doubled back his right hand and 
passed on, bent on mischief. Harold was not over well 
placed, but, hearing Martin cry out, at once gripped hard 
on to his holds and tucked in his head as well as he could. 
The rock struck him right on the head, but apparently with 
only part of its weight, and, thanks to the many thicknesses 
of knitted wool in his passe-mo~ataigne cap and to his snow 
goggles, whose wire frames it completely flattened out, it 
failed to kill or even to stun him. At the same moment 
it fell upon the rope between him and Martin above, and 
jerked Martin, already maimed in one hand and no doubt 
shaken, backwards right off the face of the rock. 

So fer I have given the story as pieced together by Martin 
and my brother afterwards. Now for my own share in the 
proceedings. I was standing on an excellent level ledge, 
6 or 6 ft. lollg and varying from a foot to nearly two feet in 
width. When I became aware of the rock it had passed 
Harold and was falling clear, apparently straight for my 
head. I shifted a step to the left, barely enough for the 
purpose, for it just touched the fingers of my right hand 
and, missing my foot by a few inches, struck the ledge with 
a tremendous crash and bounded on. Almost a t  the same 
moment I saw Martin flying past me, well clear of the face, 
head down and feet clawing about in the air. I glanced 
up, saw the rope come taut on Harold's waist with a jerk 
which no one in that position could have held up against, 
and knew that my turn had come. There was nothing over 
which I could have slung the rope; the only thing was to 
turn round, so as to face outwards, haul in the slack, and lean 
well back to take the strain. There was hardly time for much 
reflection, but I distinctly remember feeling a thrill of setis- 
faction at  the excellence of my foothold, and recollecting, 
as in a flash, some story I had once heard of a guide 
holding up two men who had fallen from above him, mixed 
with a vague doubt as to whether that had happened on 
rock or on ice-a curious instance of the inconsequent 
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things that may pass through one's mind at a critical 
moment. 

Then came the jerk ; exactly how or when I cannot for the 
life of me remember,.for the next thing I waa clearly corlscious 
of was that Harold was lying on his face across my right foot 
right along the edge of the ledge, with both hands clutching 
tight in a crack at the inner angle of the ledge, and that we 
had escaped. Though he had not managed to save himself 
from being torn out of his hold he had held on tight enough to 
prevent his being jerked right away from the face, and had 
fallen vertically, striking the ledge below feet first. The joint 
action of Martin's drag downwards and of my haul inwards 
had then pulled him over on his face in such a way that not 
only was his weight transferred as a factor on my side of the 
equation of forces, but that, by lying on the rope, he caused 
the final jerk to be largely taken by the angle of the ledge. 
A luckier combination of circumstances it would be difficult 
to imagine. 

A second later we heard a most unearthly yelling and 
wailing below us. I noticed that the strain waa off the rope 
and thought for a moment that it must have parted and that 
Martin was gone. I looked over, and saw BBtrison holding 
Martin in a safe position in the gully, and concluded that 
the sound came from both of them and that Martin was, at 
any rate, alive and conscious. We made our way down 
cautiously, and in doing so discovered that, as a culmination 
of its performances, the rock had, after missing me, fallen on 
the rope between me and Betrison and cut it clean in two ! 
So instead of joining us in a sudden descent to the glacier, if 
things had not turned out so fortunately above him, Betrison 
would have been left alone on the top of the mountain with a 
few feet of rope round his waist, and, perhaps, have incurred 
the suspicion of having cut the rope himself. Martin presented 
a terrible spectacle. At first I thought his face had been 
clean torn off, but on coming closer I found that what had 
happened was that a large piece of the flesh on the top of 
hie head and most of the forehead had been scalped to the 
bone, and that the flap of scalp hanging down concealed 
the rest of the features, which were badly cut about, but 
nothing like destroyed. Harold, with a coolness I envied, 
poked about the exposed skull with his fingers, declared that 
it was intact, and proceeded to put the scalp back into its 
place and tie it up with a large silk handkerchief. I got 
some snow and applied it to stanch the flow of blood both 
from the scalp and from the other cuts, which was very heavy. 
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We then felt his ribs and limbs generally, and found that, 
except for his right hand, which was evidently very painful, 
nothing was damaged. A lot of blood came from his 
mouth, but from the colour I concluded it was only from the 
inside of his lips and cheeks, and though he moaned a good 
deal about internal pains I was inclined to think it was only 
the result of the jerk on the rope, which must have been 
tremendous, considering that he fell some forty feet clear. I 
imagine the fall must have been taken almost entirely b j  
the rope, otherwise he could never have got off so lightly. 
In  that case his head must have grazed the face of the rock 
near the end of his fall, which would account for the 
extraordinary clean cut which lifted off his scalp. 

In about twenty minutes or so the flow of blood had 
decreased considerably. Martin ~ v a a  evidently able to move 
about, and we decided to try and get down. Fortunately the 
climb down to the glacier was easy. Martin led the waj, 
climbing for a few minutes at a time and then lying down to 
rest and recover. More than once he showed great reluctance 
to start again, but I was determined, if possible, to get him 
down to the glacier, where it would be easier to get help and 
where he could be carried. This was the worst part of the 
whole bueinesa, but at last, after about three hours of it, we 
got down. I senOBBtrison ahead to Arolln to fetch bandagee 
and spirits and to telephone to Evolena for a doctor. We 
followed by slow stages and got in towards half-past seven. 
The doctor arrived at nine o'clock and stitched away till 
midnight. He found no internal injurieg, and with good luck, 
he assured us, Martin would be well in a month. 

The next day he was pretty bad, but the day after, coming 
in from a long scramble on the Bouquetins, I found him in 
the best of spirits and very anxious to do some more climbing 
before the season was over. A day or two later he was 
sitting about outside the hotel, watching my progress up the 
Za with a telescope, and seriously distressed that his lo cull^ 
tenena shirked the last steep pitch to the summit by trarers- 
ing to the right. On the twelfth day after the acoident ae 
took the field together again and went up to Bricolla to try 
the west arete of the Dent Blanche next morning. Brit 
IIartin's hand was still too bad, and after an hour on the 
rocks we decided, somewhat to his regret, to get down on to 
the glacier again and work round the side of the mountain 
up to the top of the Wandfluh and thue down to Zermatt. 
Even so we had a good eighteen-hours day before we got in. 
no small performance for a convalescent. Martin's ambition 
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to add the Zmutt arete to his book was gratzed a few days 
later, though I think his pride was a little mortified by his 
having to play the passenger rather than the guide, and 
though his hand gave him many a painful twinge. For the 
traverse of the Rothhorn, however, he insisted on taking the 
lead again. We parted at  Sion soon after. A most cheery 
companion, an excellent climber, and a man of remarkable 
pluck, I hope I may yet have a chance of accomplishing with 
Martin Pralong some of the many climbs we had fixed up 
before our programme was cut short by that shameless rock 
on the Aiguilles Rouges-not so short, though, as it well 
might have been. I only hope that before this account is in 
print his summer's earnings will not have been wholly 
swallowed up in a pending action for grievous assault and 
battery committed upon another guide with whom, at the 
time of the last cantonal elections, he had a serious difference 
of opinion on the subject of denominational teaching in the 
schools. 

BY W. R. CAESAR. 

highest point of the Gross Lohner (10,020 ft.) is 
ascended from the S. almost daily during the Oberland T" 

season, but for several years past whispers have come from 
Kandersteg of an untrodden ridge, which investigation proved 
to be the range running fro111 the highest summit to the 
Bonderkrinden. 

Last year (1906) I was coming from the Valais with 
Abraham Miiller, jun., and his brother Gottfried, and, while 
crossing the Gemmi, we had a good view of the ridge, with 
the result that on the next day-August 21-we marched off 
at 3.15 A.M. up the Kanderstrasse and the Ueschinenthal. 
Some people object to roads on principle, but at  that hour 
a eharp walk on an even surface sets the machinery of 
muscles running smoothly, and seems to me to have ad- 
vantages over spasmodic movements on moraine or scree. 
After 3 hrs. we reached the foot of the rocks on the E. flank of 
the ridge and near the most northerly patch of snow seen in 
the photograph taken from above the Oeschinen See. The 
snow patches showed traces of falling stones, and one or two 
sniping shots were fired down the couloirs on either side of 
our breakfast place. After our meal we set off again at  
5 5  A There is a seeming choice of several broad couloirs, 
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but, to avoid tlifficulties on the loose face below point No. 5, 
it is desirable to take one about a hundred yards to the N- 
of that summit and almost exactly opposite the Gellihorn. 
Stones fell at times, but quick progress can be made, andr 
edging a little to the right, we struck the ridge a t  8.45 A.M. 
immediately to the left or 8. of a pointed gendarme and 
about 200 ft. loner than point No. 5. 

The srkte is not tempting. I t  is rather steep and very 
rotten, and we descended on the western side by a couloir 
filled with new snow, made a short traverse, and then nent 
straight up to point No. 5 (11 A.M.). After replenishing the 
inner man-no snloking yet-we continued a t  11.30 along 
the ridge, but met with diBculties a t  once. The friable rocks 
everywhere broke away, and we were forced from the crest 
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two or three times, and traversed on the western side for 
short distances. 

During these traverses we encountered new snow, which to 
some extent plastered loose stones together, but on the whole 
it wss an uncertain blessing. After a short time there would 
be an inquiry, answered by, 'Back to the ridge.' A small 
chimney on the eastern side was interesting, and we found in 
it several good handholds, but as a rule they were bad, and i t  
goes without saying that each one of them had to be tested 
carefully, and frequently there was only a choice of evils. In 
some places rocks were piled loosely together, and one could 
not help thinking of the immortal ' seven maids with seven 
brooms,' roped together, I suppose. We three cleared away 
quantities where opportunity offered, but there are plenty for 
other sweepers. Abraham attacked one little gendarme with 
his axe, to try to reach something solid, but pieces came off 
and such rs hole was made that, for safety's sake, we upset our 
top-heavy ' policeman.' He fell with a crash and, bursting 
into a thousand fragments, dashed down like a cataract, 
gathering innumerable contributione. Perhaps I should add 
that no one awaited him below. At another spot we crept 
through a rectangular hole about 4 ft. by 3 ft., something like 
the arches on the Cornish coast. 

We arrived at point No. 4 at  1.5 P.M., and were surprised to 
find another distinct summit between us and No. 2-that i s  
to say, we had not expected to find four marked gaps along 
the ridge. After building a stoneman on point No. 4 we 
continued to No. 3, keeping to the crest and under conditions 
similar to those already met with. For about 35 ft. there is 
a wall of loose stones about 15 in. wide, and on this as well 
a s  on several small gendarmes we spread our weight as much 
a s  possible, often crawling on hands and knees. We came 
acrose the tracke of chamois here. Point No. 3 was gained at 
1.26 P.M., and then our difficulties came to an end. Tberidge 
broadens and falls considerably and then rises to point No. 2 
(1.40 P.M.). At 2.55 P.M. we proceeded to No. 1-the highest 
summit-which we reached at  3.55 P.M., and we returned by 
the ordinary route to Kandersteg, arriving at  8 P.H. I t  was 
an intereliting scramble, because holds were no more easy to 
find than on harder but smoother slabs in other districts, 
and though the rocks were rotten I do not think a caref~il 
party incurs more than the ordinary risks. It only remaius 
to add that 80 ft. of rope was ample. 



BY DB. ARTHCR NETE. 

OME years ago, in ' Picturesque Kashmir ' and in  some 8 notes about Nun Kun in tho Alpine Journal,' I soggested 
that in the Hirnalayar, a period of glacial advance had set in. 
Last year two cataclyems took place, oue of the upper Shayok, 
the other of the Gilgit River, both clue to glaciers blocking 
high valleys. 

I have just visited Nanga Parbat and Hunza, and find very 
full evidence of glacial increase. 

In 1887 I saw and sketched the snout of the Tarshing 
glacier of Nanga Parbat, 74" 7' E. long., 36" 2' approximate N. 
lat. I t  had already advanced, judging by the careful descrip- 
tion of Drew, since he saw it fifteen years earlier. Now I 
find that the whole maes of the glacier is some fifty feet 
higher than in 1887, and at  the point where the snout crosses 
the valley, and is tunnelled by the Rupal River, it is now some 
800 feet high, and it has turned down to the east for about 
100 yards. Similarly the other Rupal glaciers are now far 
more prominent than formerly. 

Coming to the Hunza-Nagyr group, the advance there 
signalled must be quite unique. Thie year there was a flood 
caused by the Shimshal valley being blocked by ice and the 
dam giving way after about a fortnight. The flood wave rose 
to about thirty feet above the ordinary level a t  the Tushot 
bridge, and continued at  nearly that height for eight or ten 
hours, causing much damage to the road in places and many 
landslips. 

The Ninapin and Pisan glaciers have advanced for the last 
three years, but the most remarkable by far is the Muteazil 
glacier, which now comes down to within a quarter of a mile 
of the main road on the west side of the valley close below 
hliabad, Hunza. From three independent witnesses, two on 
the spot and the third the Wazir Hnmtryun in darbar, I 
ascertained that three years ago that glacier was five or six 
miles up the valley (one man said three days' walk !). The3 
all agreed that it had advanced two miles or so during the 
summer months of the present year, but not since the end of 
July. Their chief grazing ground is up that valley, and also 
the heads of two importtrnt irrigation canals, upon which 
depend the very existence of two villages, so there has been 
every reason for careful observation of the icy inroads. I was 
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also told that  fifty or sixty years ago the glaciers mere almost 
aa low as a t  present. 

The Government of India has  sent Mr. H. H. Haydyn t o  
survey and report upon the Hindu Kush glaciers, and surveyors 
have also been a t  work this year in  Kumaon, so before long 
detailed reliable information will be available. Laet year 
there was a flood in the upper Shayok, due to the  advance of 
the lower Kunduz glacier, which c ~ u s e d  a similar catastrophe 
sixty years ago. 

IK MEMOHIAM. 
GEOHGE CHEETHAM CHURCHILL. 

h George Cheetham Churchill, who died at Clifton on October 11 
of last year, the Club lost a member who added to a love of the Alps 
a remarkable knowledge of their flora. Born at Nobtingham on 
September 25, 1822, and educated as a solicitor, he followed that 
profession, first in his native town and afterwards at  Mancheater. 
An ardent naturalist from boyhood, he gredually gave his chief 
attention to botany, devoting his holidays to the enrichment of 
his herbarium, while an earl interest in geology and agriculture 
h d  led, through William ~ i l g e r t ,  afterwards knighted in honour 
of his reseemhes in agricultural chemistry, to s friendship with his 
artist brother Josiah. The two, with their wives (Churchill married 
in 1863), were gradually drawn to the Alps, and in 1856 obtained 
their first glimpses of the Dolomites, then all but unknown to 
English travellers. They were fascinated at  once, though some 
time elapeed before a really close acquaintance became possible. In 
1860 Churchill, unaccompanied, visited the Fassathal, and the four 
together carried out a systematic tour in the fobwing summer. 
Starting from Atzwang in the Eisack valley they worked their way 
through the now well-known Dolomite mountains to the Gailthal in 
Cerinthia, and thence through the Terglou district to the Sulzbacher 
Alp in Styria. In the summer of 1862 they again traversed the 
eame region, mostly by different routes, in the oppoaite direction 
(Churchill and his wife starting for botanical reasons a month 
before the others), and completed their knowledge by a supple- 
mentary journey in 1863. The outcome was ' The Dolomite 
Mountains,' published in the following year. Gilbert's sketches 
illustrate the volume and he apparently wrote much of the text, 
but Chumhill contributed the scientific remarks, the account of 
his journey in 1860, and the concluding chapter on the physical 
geography of the region, his wife's letters describing their 
wanderings in the early summer of 1862. Well written, with a 
certain sense of humour and a keen appreciation of natural beauty, 
the book attracted much attention, opened a new region to Alpine 
travellers, and is now numbered among their classics. 



In 1868, Churchill was able to retire from business and devote 
himself wholly to scientific pursuits, settling ultimately at  Clifton. 
He was elected a member of this club in 1864 and a Fellow of the 
Geological Society in the same year. In  1866 he suffered the loss 
of the companion of his rambles, and, marrying again two ywrs 
later, was a seoond time left a widower in 1870, till in 1873 he found 
a consort who survived him. Though not a climber in the ordinary 
sense of the word, for he frankly confesses that his ' willingnew to 
ascend ceases with the last phanerogamous specimen,' 'Churchill 
had nevertheless s deep and true love of the Alps, snd in his 
extensive and minute knowledge of their flora was probably ex- 
celled only by John Ball. A man of wido sympathies and generous 
nature, he won the regard of all who knew him, and deserves ta 
bo remembered, if only for the gift of his great herbarium to Kew 
Gardens. 

T. G. B. 

THE ALPINE CLUB PICTURE EXHIBITION O F  1906. 

THE index to the oatalogue of this year's Exhibition suggests some 
curious inquiries. The contributors are divided into exhibitors and 
artists. 6ome appear as both, but Mr. Colin Phillip is entered ai 
a contributor and not among the artists I I t  would appear that 
the intention was to make one class of those who lent pictures, 
whether as owners or painters, and a second of painters only. The 
result is open to misapprehension. We notiae also misprints which 
confound family relationship-J. Fox and Miss J. M. Dox, W. 
Donne and Mrs. W. Foune ! 

The aspect of the show as a whole suggests tc, us some general 
reflections. The wave of impressionism has made but little stir in 
the beckwater of Alpine art. We might expect, remembering Turner, 
that the mountains would lend themselves readily to such treat- 
ment. But then we recollect that the modern impreasionid is a~ 
s rule averee h m  light and sunshine and the great effects of Nature. 
He cares little for line or delicacy of detail. He finds himself more 
at home under gloomy skies when the trees recall Mrs. Browning's 
description of them as ' saturated sponges ' than among the snom. 
Take the general purpose of the paintings on our wells, and we 
shall conclude that they are not characteristic of any particular tend- 
ency of the day, unless it be a negative one, an effort to discard the 
prettiness of the old-fashioned watercolour art of the chalet and 
pinewood period. They represent more or less capable attempts 
put faithfully on paper or canvas the average impreesions of oon- 
temporary kisitors to Switzerland. If there is no commanding 
talent, no such originality as carries with it a fresh impresmon to 
our minds and reveals to us new beauties, there is plenty of honest 
and plea~ing endeavour. 

We can mention but a few of the meritorious works n o t i ~ b l e  
on the walls. First in order of place is a luminous coast view, 
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' Alpw Maritimes from Viareggio,' from the practised h m d  of Mr. 
Fulleylove. Mr. Compton has many exhibits. We prefer the 
Five Terns,' a Norwegian scene with a dark pool and deep shadows, 

and next to this his views in the chain of hit. Blanc. When he 
draws in Tyrol, Mr. Compton has a tendency to make his rocks 
monotonous and weak in colour. Mr. Cecil Hunt is one of the 
few contributors who has a dash of impressionism. His Mountain 
Silver ' and his ' Jungfrau unveiling ' are dignified and effective ; 
hia Pilatus ' gives the contrast of light and storm cloud and is 
skilfully composed. The sail in the foreground on the misty lake 
adds muoh to the pioture. But when he paints the Lake of Como 
in cheerless gloom, one regrets the want of a feeling for the genias 
loci. 

In 'Alpine Notes' Mr. Rackham shows that he is as familiar 
with Alpine tourists as with hobgoblins. 

The black and white drawing he exhibited was a compendium of 
tourists, from which the climbing class was not excluded. We 
saw ourselves on CUB and in crevasses, but even more graphic were 
the portraits of paterfamilias and his family at  lunch, of the 
spinster pursuing Edelwei~s to her own destruction, and of her 
younger sister mapshokting the maid of the restaurant as she 
brings her a glass of milk. We trust the author of this delightful 
drawing may deaign the card for our Jubilee dinner. 

Miss Hilda Heckle knows how to paint an icefall or a crevasse. 
We doubt if her Bergschrund is improved by the lady, ' Natura' 
maligns,' at  the bottom of it, apparently engaged in using strong 
language to a climber who is stepcutting in a perilous. position on 
the slope above. She is not without reason, for the ice that yields 
to his axe is falling on her in a smart shower. Miss Norton's 

Twilight a t  Davos ' was sober and harmonious. ' Fuji- from 
the North-east,' lent by the Rev. W. Weston, was a good specimen 
of the traditional art of Japan. No. 100 was a curious example of 
the mechanical result that may arise from an attempt by a Japanese 
artist to follow European examples. I t  was an admirable bit of 
topogmphy--of realistic reproduction with no attempt a t  feeling, and 
no  charm. Herr von Kleiner sent some capable views near the Gross 
Glockner. One of the most prolific exhibitors was Miss 11. H. Fox. 
She sketches snow-subjects, peaks or glaciers, with force and syrn- 
pathy: ' Sunrise on the Vieecherhorner ' and an ' Ice Cliff near the 
Berg11 Hut ' were effective examples of her work. Mr. Walter 
Donne showed several charming small views, surely in some instances 
incorrectly described in the catalogue. In Mrs. Jardine's winter 
scenes in the Engadine, there was good workmanship. 11. Jeanbs 
paints Dolomites lit by fiery sunsets ; the effects obtained were crude 
eimplifications of Nature's colouring, and the result was too theatri- 
cal for our taste. Miss Pertz contributed two of the best paintings 
of winter landscapes by any new hand ; in her ' Sunset on Piz 
Languard,' the shadow thrown across the snows mas delicately 
indicated, and a view of the ' Piz Margna ' was equally successful. 
Our old friend, hi. LoppB, gave us excellent likenesses of Mont 
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Blano and the Wetterhorn, and the icebergs of the blii rjelen See. 
A welcome variety wes a very forcible rendering of an Alpine gorge 
in winter, from the same hand. Mr. NcCormick, anohher old 
favourite, again appealed to our imaginations. He sees in a glacier 
' The Gate of Fairyland,' and a t  dawn the ranges resolve themselves 
for him into opposing armies of light and darkness. 

One of the most important oil-paintings was Mr. Howard's 
picture of the glow of sunset on the Dent Blanche ; as near to Nature 
ae paint can come in seizing a momentary effect. Mr. Hardwicke 
Lewis's ' The Gremmont : Lake of Geneva ' was a delicate repre- 
sentation of winter sunlight on water and mountain snow. \Ye 
have left to the last the striking contributions of Signor Gimmetti, 
an avowed follower of the late Signor Segantini both in technique 
and feeling. Of these, ' Springtime ' was the most important. Had 
some atmosphere been indicated between the spectator and the 
snowe in the background, this picture would have been a sucoess. 
There was much to admire in the vivid redisation of the fruit- 
bloaaom and flowers, and the restrained sentiment of the fignres. 
5. Giacometti also showed a strong Engadine landscape, and a 
violent head of a red-haired boy. 

In  endeavouring to notice a few chmter is t ic  works we have had 
to leave unnoticed many paintings by the artiets referred to, as well 
as much meritorious effort by other and here unnamed contributors. 

T H E  ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

The following additions have been made aince October :- 
brew Books and ATeu, Editimrs. 

Alpine Oipfefiluer. 8v0, ill. 
Stuttgart u. L~ipzig.  Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt. 1900. M. 1.50 each. 

5. A. v. Radio-Hadiis. Der Dachstein. 8v0, pp. 74. 
6. H. Cranz. Bettelwurf- und Speckkarspitze. pp. 104. 
7. J. Gmelch. Der Orossglockner. pp. 80. 
8. R. Roschnik. Der Triglav. pp. 84. 

This is a very useful series of monographs. well printed m d  well 
illustrated. The four earlier numbers, published in 1905, were on 
the Zqspitze, the Elmauer Hauptspitze, the Ortler, and Monte Rosa. 

Baedeker, K. The Dolu~nion of Canada with h'ewfounclland and an excursion 
to Alaska. Handbook tor travellers. 3rd edition. 
avo, pp. lxiv. 930 ; maps. Leipzig, &c., Baedeker, 1907. 61- 

Tile notes on climbing have been supplied by Messrs. Jackson, Fay, 
Vaax, and Wheeler. 

Barrere, E.] see ps. Phagon. h rock, B. W. The Lnrdeau District, B.C. In Geol. Survey Canada, Summar5 
Report AA tor 1903. Ottnna, Dawson, 1904 
8v0, pp. 42-81. 

On the Pool Creek valley, Xlr. Brock a r i b s  :-' The glaciers have 
retreated little during the last few years. The present gleciers 
merely relnnl~nts of large valley glaciers. Some are more than 
100 it. thick. even at  their lower terminals. These valley glaciers 
have produced rock basins and cirques at  the head of the streams. 
but in s l ~ ~ t e s  and schists thefie are ~lsunlly not well preserved, unless 
the glncier h11s o111y recently vacated them, the stream altering the= 
forlns to funnel-shaped basins. For this reason, if for no other, well- 
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formed cirques are less common than in granitic rocks. . . . There 
is strong evidence of the important edects of abrasion by the ice-masa . . . A characteristic result is the production of lake basins. Trout 
Lake is 765 ft. deep, has a rock lip, and there is II rock divide above 
its head. There is no evidence of important faulting here, but every 
indication that the valley bottom is a huge " dug-out." ' 

Brooke, A. E., Alaska : see Heport 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Chaney, L. W., Montana Rockies ; see Report 8th Geogr. Cougr. 
Chiavero A., see Santi, F. 
C-, d., Bettelwurf- und Fpeckkarspitze ; see Alpine Qipfelfiihrer, 6. 
Deutsche Alpenzeitung. Natur und Kunst. VI. Jahrgang (1906-1907). I. 

Halbband (April 1906-September 1906). 
Miinchen, G. Lammer. 1906. M. 7 

I to ,  pp. 880 ; plates. 
Among the articles are ;- 

Dr. Uhde-Bernaps, In oorsischen Bergen. 
L. Giinthersberger, Die Guglia in den Brenta-Dolomiten. 
M. Hoek-Kaltenbach, Auf Skiern in Jotunheim. 
K. Gundlach, Winkelkar, Pyramidenepitze. 
F. X. Endres, Auf d. Innerkofler Turm iiber die Nordostwand. 
J. Simon, Tour SalliBres. 
H. Prey, Der ' Linzerweg.' 
0. Langl, Die Zillerthaler MBrchenschneide. 
A. Halbe, Die neue Kreuzeck-Hiitte. 
R. Zeller, Das Schweizerische Alpine Museum in Bern. 
E. W. Bredt, Alpine Landschaften aus verschiedener Zeit. 
W. Fischer, Eine Ueberschreitung des Blosstoaks im Elbsandstein- 

eebi.w. 
Th. Qlrm-Hochberg, Auf siidlichen Grenzpfaden. 

No. 4, May, is devoted to tho Bernese Oberland. 
As in previous years, this periodioal is again remarkable for the 

number and the excellence of its illustrations, taken from photo- 
graphs, paintings, and woodcuts. 0. Barth and E. T. Compton 
contribute several coloured plates. - Beilage anr Verkehr und Bport. 11. Jahrgang, Nr. 1-12. 1906 

4 b ,  pp. 200. 
Dm'&, Caroh. Im Zauberreich der Berge. Miirchen und Sagen. Den 

Freunden der Bergwelt fiir ihre Jugend gewidmet. 
8r0, pp. 144 ; ill. Btuttgart, Horster, 1906. M. 3 

A volume of well-told fairy tales. 
Eichenbsrger, A. Guide routier Suisse. 2"'' 6dition. 

8v0, p& 124 ; map. Zurich, W. Steffen, 1906 
Ferrand, . Le Vercors. Le Royannais et lee quatre montagnes, R6gion du 

Mont-bignille, du Vilard-de-Lana et des Grands-Gouleta. Lea hlontegnes 
Danphinoisas. Grenoble, Gratier et  Rey, 1904. Fr. 20 
4t0, pp. 96 ; ill. - D'Aix-lea-Bains A la Vanoise. La Savoie MQridionale. 

Grenoblo, Gratier et Rey, 1907. Fr. 25 
4t0, pp. 134 ; plates. 

Very finely illustrated. 
Forderreuther, lax. Die Allgiiuer Alpen. Land und Leute. 

Kemoten u. Miinchen, Kosel, 1907. N. 10 
Roy. avo, pp. xvi, 525 ; plates. 

This finely illustrated work is now complete in eight parts. The coloured 
and other plates are from drawings by E. T. Compton nnd others ; 
and there are numerous illustrations from photographs. The text is 
of very varied interest a s  i t  deals with the scenery, history, and daily 
life of the people. The sections are :-The land and its history, the 
scenery, botany, fauna, inhabitants, buildings (illustrations of all types 
of house, cottage, fence, etc.), industries (fully illustrated), the seasons. 
Altogether a very well filled-in picture of the life of an Alpine district. 
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Omelch,.J., Der (fr~eaglockner ; see Alpine Gipfelfiihrer. 7. 
Utd to Travellerr, scientific and general. Edited for the Council of the 

Royal Geographical Society by E. A. Reeves. 9th edition, revised and 
enlarged. Vol. I. Surveying and practical astronomy. Vol. 11. Meteom. 
logy, photography, geology, natural history, anthropology, industry and 
commerce, archseology. medical, eta. London. R.G.S.. 1906. 151- net 
8v0, pp. xi, 470 ; viii, 280 : maps, ill. 

Vol. 2, pp. 257-260, has an article on Mountain Travel,' by D. W. 
Freshfield, revised by C. T. Dent. 

Eoek, E., m d  E. C. Richardson. Der Ski und seine sportliche Benuteung. 
Erete deuteche Auflage besorgt von H. Hoek. 

Miinchen, Lammer, 1906. Y. 4 
8v0, pp. viii, 196 ; ill. 

Partly a trenslation of Richardson's ' Ski-running.' h second edition 
of this useful work has been prlblished. It is an excellent handbook 
to the sport. 

Holdich, Sir Thoman. Tibet, the mysterious. 
London, Alston Rivers [1906]. 7/6.net 

8v0, pp. xii, 358 ; maps, plates. A volume of ' The Story of Explorstron ' 
seriee, edited by Dr. J. 8. Keltie. This describes the country geographi- 
cally and geologically, gives the history of its exploration by E u r o p s  
and a bibliography. 

J w b ,  Louis. La forumtion des limites entre Le Danphinb et La Savoie 
(1140-1780). Contribution h l'dtude de la CUomaphie historisue du Sod- 

. . 
8v0, pp. 106 ; maps. - Presented by the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge. 

Jiiger, V. In  der Gebirgswelt Tirols. Naturwis. Jugend- and Volksbibliotbelr, 
xxix. Biindohen. Reuensburn, Mam, 1906 - - 
8vo. pp. 132 ; ill. 

Jenny, Dr. E. Ueber Fels nnd Firn. Wetterhorn. Jongfran, ~ i n s k a r h o r n  
und Manch. Zofingen, Fehlmann, 1906 
8 ~ 0 .  OD. 44. 
- -. .~Z - - ~  

Ascents, 1900-1!)06. 
K d i d ~ .  Meghadutm; or, The-Cloud Messenger. London, Scott [1806]. 11- 

This m m  (translated by H:H. Wilson in 1813) describes the wanderings 
of i cloud. 

' Thence to the snow-clad hills thy course direct, 
And Crouncha's celebratgd pass select . . . 
Winding thy way due north through the defile, 
The form compressed, with borrowed grace shall smile: 
The sable foot that Bali marked with dread, 
A god triumphant o'er creation spread. 
Ascended thence a transient period rest, 
Renowned Kailasa's venerated guest ; 
That mount . . . . . . 
Whose lofty peaks to distant realms in sight, 
Present a 8iia's smile, a lotus white. 

- 

And lo ! those peaks than ivory more clear, 
Where yet unstained the parted tusks appear. 
Beam with new lustre, as around their head, 

. . Thy glossy glooms metallic lustre spread ; 
As shows R Halabhrita's sable nest, 
hfore fair the pallid beauty of his breast.' 

Kester, Friedl. Der Falkenstein bei Fitssen-Pfronten und seine Umgebung. 
8r0, pp. iv, 84 ; ill. Miinchen, Selbstverlag, 1904 

K O C ~ C ,  fi., Saviuske planine : see Slovenischer Alpenverein. 
Landon, Perceval. Lhaea. An account of the country and people of central 

Tibet and of the progress of the mission sent there by the English 
Government in the year 1903-4. London, Hurst end Blaokett, 1905 
2 vols. 8vo ; maps, ill. 
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Le Nand, Mrs. Aubrey. True tales of mountain adventure for non-climbers, 
young and old. Third impression. London, Unwin, 1906. 61- 
8v0, pp. xx, 299 ; ill. 

First edition 1902, reprinted 1903. 
Levier, Dr. Emile. A travers le Caucase. Notes et impressions d'un botaniste. 

2me a t i o n .  Ptuis, Fischbacher [I9061 
Imp. 8v0, p. 346 ; plates. 

In-, T. 8. Mountain sickness and its probable cause. 
8v0, pp. 56. London, Spottiswoode, 1906. 11- 

M e & ,  GI. Guida della Carnia. Yeconda edizione. 
avo, p. viii, 50'2 ; maps, ill. Tolmezzo, Ciani, 1906 

MSrtel, li. A., C aves ; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
De Martonne, E., Karpates ; s% Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
N o m y .  Wie reist man in Schweden und Norwegen 7 Agricolas Wander- 

biicher, 3 u. 4. Chemnitz u. Leipzig, Wm. Gronau, 1906-1907. M. 1.60 
8v0, pp. vii, 132 ; maps. 

M, K., Kuen-Lun ; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Penck, A., Valleys of Alps; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Pfordte, 0. F., Glaciers ; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Ph.gos [ps. id. Emm. Barrhre]. E n  Pays Basque. Souvenir du Congrds du 

C.A.F. 1906. Bayonne, Lamaigndre, 1906 
8v0, pp. 29. 

An interesting little guidebook to the neighbourhood of Bayonne. 
Pbntreaina. Health Resort. Samden,  Engadin Press [1906] 

8v0, pp. 23 ; map, ill. 
This contains tariff of guides. 
Presented by H. Cockburn, Esq. 

B d i o - W ,  A. v., Der Daohstein, see Alpine Gipfelfiihrer, 6. 
BOOV~B, E. A. ; see Hints to Travellers, 1906. 
Boichenwallner, L. Alpenzauber. Berglegende und Volkschauspiel in vier 

Aufziigen. Wien, Ersten Wiener Vereins-Buchdruckerei [I9061 
8v0, p .118. 

Bdd, H. #., Reservoir lag; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
&port of the Eighth International Geographic Congress held in the United 

States 1904. Washington, Government Printing Ofice, 1906. 101. 
avo, pp. 1064 ; ill. 

 hie contains ;- 
pp. 138-146 ; E. de Martonne, Evolution d. Karpates m8ridionales. 
166-172, plates ; E. A. Martel, Scientific exploration of Caves. 
173-184 ; A. Penck, Valleys and lakes of the Alps. 
185-191 ; W. N. Rice, Classification of mountains. 
191-192 ; G. K. Gilbert, Sculpture of massive rocks. 
204-230, map ; A. H. Brooks, Geography of Alaska. 
231-238, map ; K. Sapper, Gmndziige d. Gebirgsbau v. Mittelamerika. 
478-479 ; F. E.  Natthes, Lewis Range and glaciers. 
487-491 ; H. F. Heid, Reservoir lag in glacier variations. 
492 ; -- Glaciera of Mounts Hood and Adams. 
493-496 ; L. W. Chaney, Glacial exploration in Montana Rockies. 
497-500 ; 0. F. Pfordte, Glaciers of Poto, Peru. 
734-731, plate ; F. B. Workman, Hoh Lumba and Sosbon glaciers. 
732-736, plate ; W. Workman, Chogo Lungma glacier. 
741-751 ; K. Otani, Where are the Kuen Lun mountains ? 
757 ; H. C. Parker, First ascents in Canadian Alps. 
758-762 ; F. A. Cook, Around Mt. McKinley. 
763-764 ; A. H. Brooks, Exploration of Alaska. 

Biw, W. N., Classifioation of mountains ; see Report 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Bichardson, E. C., Ski-Running ; see Hoek, H. 
Borchnik, B., Der Triglav ; see Alpine Gipfelfiihrer, 8. 
-ti, F., & Chiavero e A. Ferrari. Itinerari effetuabili da Torino in uno 

o due giorni. C A I .  Torino. Torino, Cassone, 1906 
8v0, pp. 115. 
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Bchider, Dr. E. &stein fiir Kurgiste und Touristen. late Aufl. ergiinrt r. 
Dr. 0. Gerka . Salzbug, Mayer, 1906 
Sm. 8v0, p 98 ; frontispiece. 

Sehnyder, Dr. k . Alcool et Alpinisme. Rbsulbts d'une Enqu6te faite parmi 
les Alpinisten. Genhve, Kiindig, 1807 
avo, pp. 43 ; reprinted from Arch. de Psyahologie, vol. 6. 

From replies to various questions sent to medical men and climbera. 
Dr. Schnyder comes to the conalusion that before or during prolonged 
exertion alcohol should not be taken, but it is permissible to take it 
for a special short effort, if needed, or when the expedition is neering 
an end. 

Flehrig, Othmar. Skifiihrer durch Tirol. 
8v0, . 56. Innebruck, Edlinger, 1906. M. 1.50 

de ~ouvof le ,  Henry. Visions dfEngudine. 
avo, pp. 186 ; plates. Paris, V i c t o r - H a d .  1906. PI. 2 

Btsinitrrer, Alfred. Geschichtliohe und kulturgeschichtliche Wandernngen 
durch Tirol und Vorarlberg. Innsbruck, Wagner, 1905. Y. 5 
avo, pp. xvi, 630 ; ill. 

This interesting book would form an exoellent companion volume to the 
traveller's Baedeker or Murray. I t  suppliea much informationon history, 
antiquities, and art, as well as descriptions of places and acener~. 
I t  is clearly written by a oompetent hand, and is well illustrated. 

Switzerland. Dictionnaire gbographique de la Suisse. Livrsisons 141-159 
(Tome IV, 1-12). Quader-Roosbodengletscher. 
Imp. 8vo ; maps, ill. NeuchAtel, Attinger, 1907 

This section of this valuable gazetteer contains, among many other 
articles ;- 

Rhmtikon, 9 pp. 16 illustrations ; Rh8ne glacier, 6 pp., 8 illustrati~a; 
Mont-Rose, 3 pp., 4 illustrations ; and illustrated short articlw On 
Rigi, Rimpfischhor~~. Ringelspitz, P i r  Roseg, Rosenhorn, etc. - Les Sporb d'Hiver en Yuisse. Annuaire de la Suisse hivemale, 1906- 

1907. NeuchLtel, Attinger fdreq 1907 
avo, pp. 280 ; i!l. 

Now that Sw~tzerland is so much resorted to for all forms of wb? 
sport, this handbook will prove useful to many. The first portion IS 
desariptive of the vnrious sports ; and the seoond an alphabetid 
of pleces in Switzerland where hotels will be found open in winter. 
with a few notea on the special attractions of each place, and the 
means of getting to it. 

Unaer letztar Kampf. Das Vermichlnis einee alten kaiserlichen Soldsten. 
Wien u. Leipzig. Stern, 1901 

A story of future war in the eastern Alps. 
Wheeler, A. 0. The hlk i rk  Range, Britlsh Columbia. Ottawa, 1906 

Vol. 2 : maps and plates. 
1. The Yelkirk b n g e  from ' Napoleon.' 
2. Map of portion of N.-W. Territory. 
3. Gketch showing ascents of Swiss Peak and Rogers Peak. 
4. Sketch showing ascents of Mt. Sir Donald and Uto Peak. 
5.  W. 8. Green's Map, lam. 
6. 8elkirk Range, to illustrnte climbing in 1890 from Glacier H o w  
7. Part of Selkirk and Rocky Mountains, 1892. 
8. Sketch showing the Abbott Ridge. 
9. The Helkirk h n g e  fro111 Mount Abbott. 
10. Profile of Canadinn Pacific Railway. 
11. Four sheets of topographical map of part of Selkirk RBnga adjmnt 

to the C.P.Hy., 1901-2. Hcale, 1/80,000 : contour lines, 100 fk 
Winter  i n  Switzerland. Berne, Swiss Federal Railways, 1906 

Obl. Rvo, pp. 63 ; ill. 
An illustrated list of winter resorts with names of hotels open. 

Workman, W .  and F. B. ; see lieport 8th Geogr. Congr. 
Wundt,  I. ; see Spemnnn's Alpen-Knlendar, under ' Items.' 
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Older Books. 

$ m e ,  Wphen Cpa i.e. E.  de Catelin]. De Oenhve B Chamonix. Voyage de 
l a  famille Robineau. Genbve, Vbrhsoff, 1876 
8v0, pp. x, 145. 

B[=ufort], L. Des montagnes de la terre. Sotice servant de commentaire R un 
tableau cornparatif de la forme et de la hauteur des principales montagnes 
du globe ; evec un appendice sur les cascades les plus remarquables. 

Parls, Rey et Gravier, 1827 
B r  & ,  Two Yeara in Switzerland and Italy. Translated by 

Mary Howitt. London, Hurst and Blackett, 1861 
2 vols. 8vo. 

Life round Lauesnne, Hasli Vnlley, Chamonix, Simplon, Zermatt. 
wt, Agn4dBe. Une excursion dens les Apes franqaises. 

Liege (? 1868) 
8v0, pp. 19 ; reprinted from Rev. universelle. Geological. 

mttel, Le Chanoine. Oraison funbbre de3fgr. Louis Rendu, BvBque d'Annecy. 
avo, pp. 46. Annbcy, Burdet, 1859 

Co&bm, Mwor J m w .  Views to illustrate the route of Mont Cenis. Drawn 
from nature, by Major Cockburn ; and on stone, by C. Hullmandel. 

London, Rodwell and Martin, 1822 
Folio, 50 plates. In  10 parts as published. 
- Views to illustrate the route of the Simplon. Drawn from nature, by 

Major Cookburn ; and on stone, by J. Harding. 
London, Rodwell and Martin, 1822 

Folio, 50 plates. In 10 psrts as published. 
Orange, Julw. Recherohes sur les glaciers, les glaces flottantes, les dbpats 

emtiquea, sur l'influence du climat, sur la distribution gbographique 
et la limite infbrleu'm des glaciers. . . . Paris, Masson, 1846 

. Austria. London, Chapman and Hall, 1843 
8v0, pp. 632. 

I&aes, Dr. C. En Bavoie. La  Tarentaise. Guide du baigneur, du touriste 
et du naturaliste. Moutiers, Duclos, 1894 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 626 ; ill. 

LiBgsrd, N p h e n .  Une visite a u r  Monts Maudits (Ascension du NBthou). 
8v0, p. 92. Paris, Hachette, 1872 

Linton, % Lynn. The Lake country . . . illustrations. . . . by W. J. Linton. 
Sq. 8v0, pp. x, 851 ; maps, ill. London, Smith, Elder, 1864 

m u ,  L., Oraison fundbre ; see Buttel, Le Chanoine. 
=orwill, Captain Walter S. Notes upon a tour in the Sikkim Himalayah 

Mountains, undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining the geological 
formation of Knnchinjinga and the perpetually finow-covered peaks in its 
vicinity. [? Calcutta, privately printed, 1862 71 . - 
BVO, pp. 59 ; plate. 

This was also printed, with maps, in vol. 22, 1854, nos. 6 and 7, of the 
Journ. of the Asiatic 80c., ~ & ~ a l .  

Presented by G. W. H. Ellis, Esq. 
-. Notes upon some atmospherics1 phenomena observed at  Darjiling in the 

Hiinlayah Mountains, during the summer of 1852. 
8v0, pp' 9 ; plate. 

Trollope, Mr8. m c e e ] .  Travels and Travellers. Including Rambles in 
Bavaria, Switzerland, and Sardinia. London, Knight [? 18601 
First published in 2 vols. in 1846. 

Among other papers this contains ;- 
A midnight paasage of the Mont du Chat. 
Rousseau's favourite residence. 
Aix-les-Bains. 
One more Savoy ramble. 
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Wieeener, Louis. L'hbtel de la Jungfrau. Souvenirs de Snisse. 
Meulan, Masson, 1869 

8v0, pp. 11 : reprinted from. Ann. Soc. philotechn. 1888. 
Wood, C. W. Norwegian By-ways. London and New Pork, Macmillan, 1905 

8v0, pp. 384 ; plates. 

Club Publications. 
Akademircher Alpen-Verein. Berlin. 111. Jahresbericht. 1906 

8v0, pp. 20. 
This Club consists of 28 members. Amonn climbs made bv members - 

in the past jeer were ;- 
Nutthorn, first ascent by the 8.-E. ridge. 
Castor, new route over the west aide. 
Kanzelkopf, first ascent by north fnoe, dement by east side. 
Gr. Greiner; first traverse of the ridge from Gr. Greiner to the 

Schiinbichler Horn. 
Associazione ' Pro Cadore.' Cadore.' Rivista illustrata della regione delle 

All dolmitiche. Anno 1. no. 1-4. 
4t0, ill. Padova, Settembre-Decembre, 1906 

Thin is a charming little magazine. It will be reviewed on the com- 
pletion of the first volume. 

Austrian Alpine Club. Oeeter. Alpenzeitnng. 1906 
4t0, pp. 310 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
K. Blodig, Eine Woche im Berner Oberlande. 
G. Halaer, Erste Ueberschreitung d. K1. &herhorns.  
E.  Lecher, Route VI a. d. Montblanc. 
N. Pfannl, Die Erste Begehnng d. Matteriol-Siidweatgrates. 
H. Hoek, Vom Adlerpasse z. Alphubeljach. 

Austrian Tourist Clnb. Oeeter. Totuirten-Zeitung. XXVI. Band. 
4t0, pp. 302 ; ill. Wien. 1906 

Among the articles are ;- 
H. Nagele, Die Drei Schwestern. 
W. Fleischmann, Tannheimer Bergen. 
P. Trvmel, Nosemitetal. 
IV. Thiel, Pisciaduaeeturm. 
W. Fleischmann, Die Dreitorspitz-Oruppe. 
A. v. Fetzer, Lofer u, seine Berge. 
J. Sopka, Die I\'estwand d. Spitzkofels. 
0. Barth, Cortina d'hmpezzo im Winter. 

C.A.F. Annuire. Table gbn6rale des quinze dernihres annees . . . par J. 
Lemercier. 1906 
8v0, pp. 212. 

-- LB Montagne, revue mensuelle. 2' annbe. 1906 
8v0, pp. xxvii, 696 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
E. Canzio, L'Aig. Verte du glacier du Mont Blanc. 
S. Ch~ibert, Les pentes Sud Est du massif de Chamrousse. 
F,. Diehl, La montagne aux Salons de 1906. 
L. J. Edmond-Durand, Le Col de la Faucille. 
E. Gaillard. L'Aig. de L&bna 
P. Lory, LQucane, la Pusterle, le Roc de Chabribres. 
H. blettrier, L'histoire dn hlont Iseran. 
A. L. hleurice, Au long du J'algandemar. 
H. Spont, Le Pic Fhchan. 
R. du Yerger. L'Aig. du Fruit. 

-- Alpes Maritimes. Bulletin, 25" et 26"" annbes, 1904-5. 
Hvo, pp. 438 : plates. Nice, 1906 

The articles are : - 
V. de Cessole. Le Cirque de Rabuoni. 

Has li5t of maps ancl books. 
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L. Purtscheller, Dans les Alpes Maritimes. 
Trans. from Zeitschrift d. D. u. (F,. A.-Y. 1893. 

F. Cavillier, La Cime Burnat. 
R. Thierry, Berthemont et le Cirque de Ferisson. 
A. Saint-Yves, La  saxifrage A floraison abondante. 
J. Dinner, Le reboisement dans les Alpes blaritimes. 
P. Casimir, Le Trophee d. Alpes du Col de la Tnrbie. 
M. Giacobini, La montagne, ses ph6nona&nes, et ses glaciers. 
L. Girod-Genet, La pisciculture dans les Alps-Maritimes. 
A. Gnbbhard, Les enceinte8 prbhistoriques des Prhalpes Maritimes. 

C.A.F. Section Lyomsiae. Revue Alpine, vol. 12. 1900 
avo, pp. x, 376 ; plates. 

Amongst the articles are ;- 
P. Helbronner, Un mois dans les massifs de Belledonne, des Grandes 

Ronsses, etc. 
H. Ferrand, Les cartes du Mont Blanc. 
- An pied du Viso. 
W. A. B. Coolidge, Autonr de Panestrel. 
P. Mongin, La debble de Champagny en 1818. 
G. Gignoux, Au Glwier Blanc en avril. 
G. Le Tegnard, Les Pyrbnbes et leurs vnll6es aragonaises. 

C.A.I. Torino ; ate Santi, F. 
C l r W  Club. Butlleti del Centre Excursionists de Catslunya, Any xvi, 

nos. 132-140. Barcelona, 1906 
800, pp. 288 ; ill. 

Among articles of antiquarian interest occur the following on monn- 
taineering ;- 

J. Soler y Santalo, Excnrsione per 1'Alt Ribagorpana. 
E. Vidal y Riba, A travers del Canigo. 
A. Gaza, Circonvalant el Canig6. 

D.n.0e.A.-V. Bticherveneichnis d. Zentralbibliothek. Verfasst v.Dr. A. Dreyer. 
8v0, pp. 316. Miinchen, 1906 

The items are arranged under difitricts nnd subjects, with a reference 
index of authors at  the end. - Zeitachrfi, 37. Innsbmck, 1906 

Roy. avo, pp. 396 ; plates. 
The artlclea are ;- 

G. Steinmann, (feologiwhe Probleme des Alpengebirges. 
H. v. Staff, Wind und Schnee. 

On snow and sand forms taken under the influence of wind. 
, E. W. Bredt, Wie die Kiiistler die Alpen dargestellt. 

With this compare the note and illustration in the Alpine Journal, 
Nov. 1906, p. 336. This article contains illnstrations of 37 
pictures. In  the reproduction of Witz picture the alps in the 
background do not appear. This interesting article is to be 
continued in the next vulun~e. 

L. \.. HBrmann, Der tirol-vorarlberg. Weinbau. 
G. Menbeeher, Der Tian-Echan. 

On his journey of 1902-3 ; very finely illustrated. 
F. Reichert, Bus d. Hochgebirge d. Wiiste v. Atacama. 
H. Hoek, Bergfahrten in Bolivia. 
H. Bertram, Hochtouren in d. Zentralpyreniien. 
0. Becker, Champex u. Unagebung. 
H. Pfonn, Zwei fiilirerlose Fahrten in d. hfontblencgruppe. 
E. Enzensperger, Zur tourist. Er~chliexsung d. Allgiius. 
R. Schlucht, 118s l'itztnl. 
E. Niepmann, Die Ortlergruppe. 
H. Bnrth, Die Brentagruppe. 
A. Gstirner, Die Jnlischen Alpen. 
K. Dombnigg. Die I<nrni?;cben Voralpen. 
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D.n.0e.A.-V. Mitteil-n, N.F. Band 22. 1906 
4to, pp. 298 ; ill. 

Among the principal articles are ;- 
F. Schneider, Erete Ersteig. d. Nordkante d. Croezon di Brenta aus 

d. Val Brente alta. 
IVer ist d. erste Ersteiger d. Kiinigsspitze ? 
M. Hofmiiller, Neue Touren im Nordzuge d. Palagrappe. 
F. Eckardt, Sohderreisen. 
G. Becker, Die Hochalpenuntalle, 1905. 
J. Ittlinger, Die Aig. Verte. 
L. V. Jiickle, Die erste Ijeberschreitung d. Grats v. nardlichen Faul- 

L o p  Sll<O l < * I ' '  1%. 

F. 11, *I t11:~g~l. 1 )re 11,-uen Touren 1905 in d. Ostalpcn. 
Einr Eritricung (1. .Lconcagna. 

0 1 1  .Inn. :)I, 11. R. Hebling. 
Anabach. Berlcht 1!N)1-1903. 1904 

8v0, pp. 20. 
-- -- Satzungen. 8v0, pp. 7. 1903 - Frankkt a.M. Bericht. 8v0, pp. 38. 1906 

This section haa nearly 800 members. During 1906 it had completed 
the Verpeilhiitte. - Landshut. Jahres-Bericht. 1906 

800, pp. 5. 
- Ttlz. Rechenschatts-Bericht nach 2Sjiihriger Tltigkeit 1881-1906. 

4to, pp. 36 ; ill. Niinchen, Wolf. 1906 
Fiume. Club alpino fiumano. Liburnia, rivista mensile, anno V. 1906 

8V0, pp. 148 ; ill. 
T h ~ s  contains among other articles ;- 

R. Paulovatz, Escursioni invernali. 
Prof. Wanka, Risnjak. 
E. Marcuzzi, Obruc. 
R. Fiirst, Sneznik. 
G. Depoli, Pakieno. 
Ci. Sablich, Sul Risnjak. 
G. Depoli, L'evoluzione delle strade nella repione liburnica. 

B o y d  Qeographical Society, London. The Geographical Journal, vol. 88. 
July to Deoember, 1906 

The articles of alpine interest are ;- 
July, pp. 43-60, T. T. Behrene, The snow-peaks of Ruwenzori. 
Aug., pp. 106-130, E. Nordenskiiild, Travels on the boundaries of 

Bolivia and Peru. 
Sep., pp. 245266 ; C. R. Enock, Two expeditions in Southern Pern. 
Nov., pp. 481-487 ; D. W. Freshfield, Ruweneori w d  the frontier of 

~ga;;da. 
Dec., pp. 537660; J. L. Myres, The alpine races of Europe. 

Bucksaclr Club, Mancheater. First report. 8v0, pp. 20. 1909. 
Mr. J. T. Ewen, the editor of the Rucksack Club Journal, has after 

prolonged inquiry succeeded in securing for the Alpine Oub a copy 
of this rare report. The thanks of the Club are due to Mr. Ewen for 
the trouble he has most kindly taken. 

Buseian Alpine Club. Year Book V. Momw, IN 
Roy. 8v0, pp. vi, 169 ; plates. 

The articles are ;- 
N. Poggenpohl, Glaciers of Digoria. 
Dr. Stchourofski, Cols of the Eastern Caucasus. 
N. Korjenefski, Cols of the Alai Chain. 
B. Fedchenkos, Journey on the Pamirs. 
\V. Rasevigue, On Shah-Dagh. 
A. de Neck, Glacier Commission of the Imperial Hussian Gew. 

Society. 
W. Bapojnikof's Journey in the Altai. 
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S.A.C. L'Echo dea Alpea, No. 1. Genbve, 1865 
8v0, pp. 15. 

This contains theRules and Report, and, with three pamphlets published 
by F. Thiolly, forms the first volume of the 'Echo d. Alpes.' By the 
addition of this prrrt, which has been secured and kindly presented to 
the Club by blr. H. Montagnier, the Club set is now complete. 

- Alpins. Bulletin officiel. XIV. Jahrgang. 1906 
4t0, pp. 188. 

Among the articles are ;- 
C. Tiiuber, Auf d. Or. Windgelle. 
F. Zscholle, Qrenzfshrten. 
A. Baumann, Breithorn u. Neues Weisstor. 
W. Baumann, Piz Bernina. 
J. Guex, Au Mont Blanc. 
E. Fankhauser, Tourist u. Fiihrer. 

- Echo dee Alpea. 42-a ann6e. 
8v0, pp. 432 ; ill. 

Among the articles are ;- 
I?. Burky, Trsverde de la Dent Blanche. 
E. Busset, L'Histoire de l'oldenhorn. 
Q. Hantz, -4 la Pointe de Tricot. 
H. E. Qans, Taesch. 
B. et Q. Gallet. Du Simplon B la Disgrazia. 
L. Seglaz, Huit jours dens le massif de Saleinaz. 
T. Aubert, Ascension au hlont-Blanc. 
Q. Rossier, D'holla au Grand Paradis. 

Sloveneko p h i d o  drnatvo ; Sloveniffiher Alpenverein ; Laibach, 1893. 
Seznamek markiranih potov v podrocju 'Slovenskega planinskega drustva.' 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 96. n.d. 

List of marked paths and tariff for guides. 
- Po desetihletih 1893-1603. V. Foerster. 1903 

80.0, pp. 26 ; portraits. 
' Festschrift ' for first ten years. 

- Vova zeleznica skoroskega skozi karavanke, bohingske gore in Cree Cras 
v Trst. n.d. 
8v0, pp. 30 ; map, plates. 

A descriptive account of the district on the opening of the Tauern 
Railway. - Savinske planine. Vodnik po norah in dolinah v Snvinskih paninah. - - 

Sestsvil ~i Kocbek. 1904 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 122 ; map. 

A guide-book to the Sanntaler Alps. - Planinski Vestnik, xii, 4. April, 1906 
A cop of the Club's monthly publication. 

Boc. alp. d. ginlie. Alpe Ginlie, rassogna bimestrale. Anno xi. 
870, pp. 232 ; ill. Trieste, 1906 

The prinaipal articles are ; - 
G. Kngy, I1 &font Dolent. 
N. Cozzi, Impwssioni di una traversab, Nonta Durano. - Nuova via alls Cima d. Cianevate. 
V. Segre, Da Innichen a Cortina d' Ampezzo. 

8ociBtB den Alpinintee Dauphinois, Grenoble. Revue des Alpes dauphinoises. 
Journal mensuel. 8mC annke. Juillet, 1905-juin, 1906 
8v0, pp. viii, 192 ; ill. 

Among the articles are the following ;- 
H. Duhamel, Entre le Valgaudemar et le VBnkon. 
V. Zdier, Le QolBon. 
C. A. Barniaoat, Une NBo-ZBlandaise en Dauphine. 
P. F. Chabert, Le T6te de 1'Etret. 

VOL. XXIII.-NO. OLXXV. 
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\V. A. B. Coolidge. Le Sirec dans l'histoire alpine. 
R. Tissot. L'Aiguille Doran. 

Unions escnrsionbti Torino. Calendario plogramma per 1' anno 1907. . . 

Obl. 4to; ill. 
Each year this society publishes a pretty illustrated wall-calendar con- 

taining the mountaineering engagements for the year. 

Pamphlets and Magazdnc Artick8. 

Benson, E. C. Scrambles in Torkshire. In Pry's Magazine, Newnes, London. 
vol. 6, no. 23. Kovember, 1%. 
8v0, pp. 147-151 ; ill. 

A nell-illustrated article on climbs on Almes Cliff. 
Bcegan, E. Elenoo e cnrta topografica delle Grotte del Carso. Soc. Alp. d. 

Giulie. Trieste, Caprin, 1907 
8v0, pp. 20 ; map. 

Bohr, 0. Hochgebirgs-Photographie. Ratgeber fiir Ausriistung und Arbeitr; 
welse. Unter Mitwirkung von Dr. Kuhfahl, Dresden. Karl Wipplin~er. 
Graz. Dresden, Bohr [1906: 
avo, pp. 64 ; ill. 

A maker's catalogue, with directions. 
Bonrgogne, Jean. Dans les Pyrknbs o~cidentales. Le Pic d o  Midi d ' h o  

et le refuge d'hrrkmoulet. In Le Monde illustr8, Paris, no. 2581. 
Folio, pp. 170-171 ; ill. 15 septembre. 1906 

Brodrick, T. N. ; see New Zealand. 
C[asparie], T. Avers, Graubiinden. 

tho, pp. 32 ; ill. Ziirich, Lobhauer [19011 
A nicely illustrated little descriptive pamphlet. 

Chamberlin, T. C. A contribution to the theory of glacial motion. 
University of Chicego, 1901 

4t0, pp. 16 ; plates. Reprinted from Decennial Publications, vol. 9. 
' A glacier is a oolossal aggregation of crystals grown from snowflakes 

to granules of much greater size. . . . Movement of the  glacier takes 
place by the minute individual movements of the grains upon one 
another. . . . The movement is supposed to be permitted chiefly by 
the temporary paasnge of minute portions of the granules into the 
fluid form a t  the points of greatest compression, the transfer of the 
moisture to adjoining points, and its resolidification. . . . Instead of 
assigning a slow viacous fluidity, like that of asphalt, to the whole 
mnss, which seen18 inconsistent with its crystalline character, it 
assigns a free fluidity to a succeseion of particles that form only8 
tilitlute fraction of the wliole a t  any instant.' 

Churchill, O. C., Obituary notice of. In Roy. Botanic Gardens, 6ew Bulletin. 
vol. 9. 1906 ~. -. 

avo, pp. 384-392. 
Cilvanet, C. Utie ascension militaire au Mont-Blanc. In  Rev. franc. de 

I'Etranger, no. 333. Septembre, 1906 
8r0, pp. 510-518. 

In August last a column of Chasaeurs Alpins, 63 strong, under h p .  
Crignon, with one guide, ascended to within 400 m. of the summit. 

Crammer, Hms. Die Gletscher. 1906 
8\.0. pp. 385-413 ; plates. Reprinted from 'Die Natur.' 

Very good photogrnphv of glaciers. 
Cuenot, Henri. Le Nont Blanc. In  Le tour de Franoe, nos. 21  and 23. 

Folio, pp. 34-38 ; 71-75 ; ilL Aoilt, neptemh, 1% 
Kindly presented by the author. The articles are finely illastrrted. 

Le Grand St. Bernnrd et le Yimplon. In Le tour de France, no. 3%. 
Folio, pp. 266-277 ; plates. Juillet, 19% 

This beautifully illustrated article has been most kindly presented by 
the author. 
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Damenez, Monaienr. L'slpinisme. In Revue pbdagogiqae, Paris, N.R. 
tome 49, no. 8. 15 Aofit, 1906 
8vo. pp. 174-182. 

David. J. J. I1 Runssoro aecondo le esplorazioni del dott. J. J. David. In  
L; Globe, Soc. de Gbogr. Genhve, vol.'45, no. 2. 
8vo. pp. 138-142. Fbmier-Mai, 1906 

&umb of an  article in the Boll. Soc. geogr. ital., vol. 7, no. 4. Dr. David 
travelled in April, 1901. He arrived at  Karewia, and on the 19th 
camped at  ItAre. Thence he ascended to 5,050 m. on the glacier. 

a w e ,  M. T. Mount Huwenzori. In Ugsnda Notes, Mengo, Uganda, vol. 6, 
no. 9. September, 1905 
8v0, pp. 134-135. 

Botanical notes during exploration in .July, 1905. 
Dsmencher, Q. Le Cailon du Verdon. In Rev. frany, de L'Etranger, no. 333. 

8v0, pp. 503 ; ill. Septembre, 1906 
Concerned with speleology. 

Diibi, Dr. Hch. Zwei Beschworungen des Grindelnaldgletschers im XVIII. 
Jahrhundert. In Sonntageblatt des Bund, Bern, Nr. 13-13. 
4to, pp. 92-94 ; 100-102. 25. Miirz, 1. April, 19CG 

These articles contain several interesting details taken from the 
Grindelwald chronicles and elsewhere, including a letter written by 
Herr Mann (whom Dr. Diibi identifies with Sir Horace Mann) in 1723. 
on the glaciers. This was first printed in the works of Abauzit, to  
whom the letter was addressed, in 1783. 

L Dnparc. L'llge du granit slpin. In Bibl. Univ. Arch. d. Sc. GenBve, 
4- &r., tome 21, no. 3. 15 mars, 1906 
8 v 0 ; ~ ~ .  297-312. 

Ferrari, Dr. Agostino. Il nocciamelone. In  I1 Secolo XY, Treves. Milano. 
vol. 5, no. 8. Agosto, 1906 
8v0, pp. 6.37-643 ; ill. 

A well-illustrated article. 
- see Santi, F. 
m o o d .  E. J. The tarns of the Canton Ticino. In  Quart. J. Geol. Soc. 

vol. l'xii. May, 1906 
8v0, pp. 165-193 ; plates. 

The results of investigations during several summers; with a view to 
consideration of the question of method of formation of lake basins. 

Bloeiera, Commieaion internationale des glaciers. Les variations phriodiques 
des glaciers. 11m" rapport 1905 rddigb par Dr. H. F. Reid et Muret. 

Berlin, Borntraeger, 1906 
8v0, pp. 21. ; reprinted trom Annales de Glaoiologie, vol. i. Yep. 1906. 

It 1s of Interest to note that the study of glaciers has received a new 
stimulus in France, on the wmmercial side, from the fact that their 
diminution interferes with the water snpply for agriculture and for 
manufactories. As a consequence the Minister of Agriculture has  
essisted in the soientilk study of glaciers. - see Reid, 13. F. 

Brande, Julian. Irishmen in the Alps. Mountaineering with an Irish terrier 
In Ireland, Dublin, vol. 6, no. 6. September-October, 1906 
4t0, pp. 264-268 ; ill. 

Huntmgten, E. The Vale of Kashmir. Ln Bull. Amer. Ckogr. Soc. New 
Pork. Vol. 38, no. 11. November, 1906 
8v0, p 667-682. 

JIcot ~uilpbrmod, Dr. J. Au Kungchinjunga. In Le Globe, Soc. de gboyr. 
&new. r o t  45, no. 2. Fbvrier-Mai, 1906 
8v0, pa. 87-90.. 

%nmb of a paper read on February 23rd. 
Jdlian, Camille. Hannibal en Qaule. In  Rev. Universitaire, Coiin, Pnr i~ ,  

15' annb no. 8 et 9. 15 Octobre et 15 Novembre, 1906 
avo, pp. 202-213 ; 309-321. . 

c; (1 2 
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Kennedy, Sir A. B. W. Address to the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
avo, pp. 13-15 ; Mountain Railways. Westminster, 1906 

I,., B. Lea glaciers de la Vanoitie. In Rev. mens. du Touring-Club de France, 
16" annhe. Octobre, 1906. 
4 ~ ,  pp. 467-468. 

See note under Musset. 
Latow, A. La triangulation geodesique des hautes r6gions des Alpes. In La 

Nature, no. 1706. 27 janvier, 1900 
ate, p. 138. 

M m ,  S x  H o m ~ .  Letter, 1723, on the Grindelwald glaciers. First printed 
in Abauzit's Works, 1783; reprinted in H. Diibi, Zwei Beschw8rungeen, 
q.v. 

Msrtel, E. A. L'avalanche de 1'Altels. In La Nature, a n n C  23, no. 170. 
4t0, pp. 353-956 ; ill. 2 novembre, 1905 

-. Ruptures de poches d'eau des glaciers. In La  Nature, annb 93, 
no. 1138. 23 mars, 1895 
4to, p. 258-260 ; ill. 

Hertin, bavid. Apercu sur lea travaur relatifs A la mice en observation des 
glaciers dnuphinois. Gap, Jean et Peyrot, 1906 
8v0, pp. 15 ; reprinted from Bull. Soc. d'Etudea, Gap, 2" trimestre 1906, 
no. 18. 

Marcanton, P. L. La 111' conference glaciaire internationale. In Bibl. 
Univ. Arch. d. Sc. GenBve, -Irn' per., tome 21, no. 3. 15 Mars, 1906 
avo, pp. 313-325. 

The first conferenoe was held a t  Gletsch in 1899, the second at  Vent in 
1901, and the third at  Maloja in 1905, About 20 scientists am 
invited to these meetinqa, which are held in districts suitable [or 
practice1 study. 

longin, L. Rapports. Mensurations pluviometriques et  nivom8triqu~ 
Ministere de I'Agriculture, Eaux et Fodts, DBpart. de l a  Savoie. 

Fol. pp. 15, 13, 12. Chambery, 1904, 1905,1906 
- Etat des avalnnches et de leur degats pendant I'hiver 1904-1905. 

PP. 3. 30 juillet, 1905 - - 1905-6. pp. 4. 12 juillet, 1906 
- Etat des chutes de neige survennes pendant I'hiver du 1 octobre, 1904- 

31 mai 1905. 12 juillet, 1905 
pp. a. 

-- - 1905-6. pp. 4. 11 juillet, 1906 
The above ere lithographed folio reports issued by the M i n i s h  de 

I'Agrioulture, Eaur  et ForBts, Depart. de la Savoie, Chambery. 
Mougin, P.. Le glacier de la TBte-Rousae. In La Nature, annBe 32, no. 1633. 

4t0, pp. 331-234 ; ill. 10 septembre, 1904 
Mnseet. Sept jours dans le massif du Pelvoux. In Rev. mene. du Touring- 

Club de France, 1@ annde. Ootobre, 1906 
Ito, pp. 462-465 : ill. 

This has been kindly presented by the Secretary. The a Revue' is only 
for members, and is not sold to the public. 

Newton, Rev. H. E. A new pass and the third ascent of Mount Cook. In 
Christmas Number of Christchurch Weekly Press. 1906 
Folio, pp. 45-50 ; illustrated. 

New W a n d .  Report on the Department of Lands for the year 1905-6. 
Folio. Wellington, 19Gf~ 
C. la, pp. 16-17, 2 maps. Report on Mount Cook Glaciers by T. N. 
Brodriok. 

Ogilvie, J. H. The,efiect of superglacial debris on the advance and re-& 
of some Canadian glaciers. Reprinted from the Journal of ChlogY, 
Chicago, vol. 12, no. 8. November-December, 1904 
4t0, 722-740 ; ill. 

q i n c k e ,  G. The formation of ice and the grained structure of glaoiem. 
In the Proc. Royal h c . ,  London, vol. A76. 1906 
4t0, pp. 131-439. 
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h i d ,  H. F. The variations of glaciers, xi. 1906 
8v0, pp. 402-410 ; reprinted from Journ. of Geol. Chicago, vol. 14, no. 6, 
July-Augnet, 1906. 

Synopsis of report for 1904 ;- 
Switzerland and Eastern Alps : increased tendenq to decrease. 
Italian Alps : indications of coming increase on Italian side of Mont 

Blanc. 
French Alps and Pyrenees : some smaller glaciers disappeared. 
Norway: retreat and advance which does not appear to correspond 

with the diflerence of snowfall in different parts. 
Caucasus : apparent preparation for advance. - see Glaciers. 

Bonchetti, Dr. V. Al Monte Rose da Macugnaga. Rovereto, Grandi, 1906 
avo, pp. 14 ; ill. 

Presented along with reprints from the Riv. Mensile by the Author. 
Tank Boar, Winter in Norwav. the land of the midnight sun. . . 

~risbiaGa,  Cammermeyer, 1906 
Folio, 27 ; ill. Published by the Norwegian Tourist Traffic Assmiation. 

Tam, B. 5. Second expedition to Yekutat Bay, Alaska. In Bull. Qeogr. 
8oc. Philadelphia, voL 5, No. 1. January, 1907 
avo, pp. 1-14. plates. 

Tunwr. 8. Trarerse of Mount Cook. In the Auckland Star. 
January 24, 1906 

This traverse was desoribed by M. Ross in the ' Times ' of April 17,1906 
-. F h t  and only attempt on Mt. Elie de Beaumont. In the Auckland Star. 

February 7,1906 
Der Winter.  Illustriertes Wochenblatt fiir den Wintersport. Vol. 1, Nr 1. 

19. November, 1906 
This is the first number of a weekly newspaper on ski-ing, etc., publiehed 

by the proprietors of the Deutsohe Alpenseitung. I t  ought to be 
useful, a0 it is certain to be well edited. I t  is  issued during winter by 
Q. Lammer, Munich, price, post free, 416. 

Winter in Norway; see Tank, R. 
Yaigh, F. Mountain climbing in the Canadian Alpe. In  the Sunday a t  

Home, R.T.S. London. November, 1906 
avo, pp. 65-72 ; ill. 

Items. 

GOS, Franpoie. Three coloured lithographs of an  Alpine chapel, hut, and 
wayside cross. Vevey, Siiuberlin & Pfeifler, 1907 

J e u  du Simplon. Bern, Punta-Haus A.G., 1907 
This is a game played on a large folding map of the Alps by 6 persons 

or fewer. Each person moves his piece as  many stations along the 
line, LausanneMilan, as the dice-number indicates. A wait at  the 
tunnel entrances, until a 6 turns up, prevents uninterrupted enjoyn~ent 
of the journey. The map is illustrated by small views of the places 
on the line. 

Schwingerfert im Oberland. Charles Giron pinx. Photogravure Bruckmann. 
Miinchen, Photogr. Union, 1906. M. 30 

This plate, 27 ins. by 17 ins.-represents a wrestling-match held 011 

a Swiss upland. The men and women of the district, including the 
' clergyman and an Alpine guide, sit in a semicircle round the two 

wrestlers, one of whom is just throwing the other. In  the background 
rises a range of snow-covered high peaks. 

S p e w ' s  Alpen-Kalendar. Berlin u. Stuttgart, Spemann, 1907. M. 2 
avo, ill. 

Three days on a page with an  Alpine view on each page. Arranged by 
Frau N. Wundt. 

Tonrist. Calendar. E. Lauterburg, Bern, 1907 
A scenic illuetration for each day, a large proportion being Alpine. 



ALPIKT KOTES. 
' THE ALPINE ~uI~E.'-COpie8 of Val. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 12s. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price Ss., can be obtained from all book- 
eellers, or from BIessrs. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

THE LIBRABY CATALOGUE may be obtained, bound in cloth, on 
application to the Assistant Secretary, 23 Savile Row. Price ST. ; 
postage. 4d. 

TEE ALPIKE HISTOBY OF THE FINSTEIUARHORN.-In Mr. 
Compton'~ paper on the ascent of the Finsteraarhorn by the 6.E. 
ar6te (November ' Alpine Journal ') I find a number of mistakes aa 
to matters of faet relating to the Alpine history of that peak, and I 
desire to correct them in order to avoid confusion in the future. 

1. On p. 305 Mr. Compton throws out the suggestion that the 
Meyer party in 1812 climbed the E. arbte. But he has clearly 
overlooked the fact that the line showing their route on the map 
annexed to their 1818 pamphlet makes them reach the S.E. 
artte high up (not the E. ar&(.e, also shown thereon) while the 
test of their narrative, whether in its 1813 or ite 1862 dress, 
confirms the accuracy of this line. Their route on the way up 
from the Studerfirn and down to the Fiescher glacier is accurately 
stated in my ' Climbers' Guide to the Bernese Oberland,' vol. ii. 
p. 33, while the small square inserted on the map leaves no doubt 
that they started from a bivouac on the Gemsliicke, and returned 
to it the same evening. 

2. On pp. 905 and 308 Mr. Compton states quite positively thrt 
in 1898 the four hleiringen guides climbed the E. artte, basing 
this statelllent on the narrative they wrote in the O b e r a a j d  
Club Hut book, and referring to 'Alpine Journal,' xx. p. 142. Nr. 
Conipton, however, is completely in error on this matter, as the 
four guides simply mounted from the Studerfirn to the S.E. arPte, 
never touching the E. arEte at  all. I looked into the matter before 
making this assertion in my book (pp. 54-51 issued in 1901, and 
since the publication of Mr. Compton's article have again examined 
the question. 

Dr. Andreas Fischer very kindly requested Melchior Kohler (one 
of the four guides of 1898, and now guide chef at  Meiringen) 
to address to me a letter (dated January 7, 1907), in which he 
describes the 1898 route as follows (I translate pretty literally): 
from the Oberaarjoch Club Hut 'we went over the Studer6rn 
towards ( g ~ g c n )  the Ober Studerjoch for 1 or 14 hour. Then we 
turned to the left towards the arCte that mounts from the Gems- 
liicke or Rothhornsattel to the top of the Finsteraarl~orn. Our 
first intention was to mount, just to the left hand of the d 
glacier (Gle t sc l~er le i~ t )  which descends from the arbte to join the 
Studerfirn, by a rock rib, but owing to the danger of falling etom 
we had to bear more to the left in order, by a pretty steep rockrib, 1 



to gain the arbte. From this point we climbed over several towers 
on the arbte before gaining the final steep cliff (Stzdta) of the 
Finsteraarh~rn. The best and shortest line of ascent from the 
Studerfirn to the arbte seems to me to be by the rocks just to the 
left hand of the small glacier. One of my comrades tells me that 
Herr Bodenstein, wit11 the guides fitiihli and Tiinnler, in the 
summer of 1905, made use of those rocks in order to mount from 
the Studerfirn to the S.E. ar&, and it i~ said that they offer pretty 
good going.' This letter by one of the 1898 men finally settlea 
the question of the arbte whieh they climbed-it mas the main 
8.E. arkte (descending to the Gemsliicke), and not the E. (strictly 
speaking E.S.E.) ardte (falling towards the Ober Stude rjoch). 

By the courtesy of Dr. H. Diibi I give here the translation of a 
letter addressed to him (in answer to his inquiry) under date 
of December 24, 1906, by Alexander Tiinnler, a well-known 
bleiringen guide, who has ' traversed ' the peak on four occssions : 
'in reply to your query I beg to inform you that the expedition in 
question consisted of the guides Heinrich Rieder, Melchior Kolller, 
Kaspar Kohler, and Albert Huggler, m d  that they took the route 
from the Studerjoch, to the left of the small glacier, up the rocks 
to the arhte. The same route had been taken in July of the same 
gear (therefore previously) as far as the arkte by the guides 
Joh. Moor, Heinrich Fuhrer, and blelchior Koliler, with the similar 
object of fixing the rope, but this party wns obliged to turn back, after 
gaining the arbte, owing to a snow storm. I have myself ' traversed ' 
t,he Finsterasrhorn four times, and have only been able to use (and 
that with difficulty) the rope on one occasion, as it was always 
covered by ice.' I t  will be noticed that Tiinnler uses the term 
' 8tude j o c h  ' to designate what is really the ' Studerfirn,' and this 
is no doubt the detail in the original account of the four guides 
which has led Mr. Compton a~tray. TIinnler says distinctly that 
the four guides mounted to the left of the ' kl. Gletscherli,' and the 
view given by Mr. Compton opposite p. 305 shows that this can 
only be that little glacier which clings to the E. slope of the S.E. 
arCte. 

When writing my book I had before me a note addressed to 
Dr. Diibi by Herr Albert Weber (of Berne), who, with Alexander 
Tiinnler, climbed the peak in 1890. Herr Weber states without 
ambiguity that he reached the ' Siidgrat,' and certainly Tiinnler 
imagined himself then to be following the route taken by his com- 
rades the jear before. My book, on the basis of the above note, 
gives (p. 34) Herr Weber's route quite correctly. 

I t  would thus eeem to be quite certain that none of thew parties 
ever touched the E. art%, which has probably never yet been 
climbed by anyone. 

8. On p. 305 Mr. Compton mentions the case of a lady who ' in 
1904, it was said,' spent 72 hrs. on the mountain, which she 
ascended b the E. face. I have now lived eleven years at Grindel- 
wald, and have made inquiries without being able to discover any- 
thing as to this party of 1904. I am inclined to think that Mr. 
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Compton is really thinking of b f i ~ s  Gertrude Bell's u?uuccessjtJ 
attempt on the peak by its N.E. face in 1902-the party started 
from the Grimsel, and the whole story is narrated in No. 218, 
August 6-7, 1902, of the ' Bund ' newspaper, a reference I give on 
p. 42 of my book, while mention is made of this expedition in 
the ' Alpine Journal,' vol. xxii. p. 322, note t. 

4. On p. 507 Mr. Compton, of course unintentionally, ~nis- 
quotes my book. According to him I wrote: '(The 1899 party 
climbed from the rope [slab] to the top in 20 min.)' Now whet 
I really wrote (p. 86) waa : ' Here . . . is the fixed rope, by means of 
which the steep cliff is more w i l y  scaled (in 20 min. by the 
Englieh party of 1899) than formerly.' 

On p. 309 Mr. Compton seems to be rather vexed with me 
because I considered in m book (as I still consider) that in 1899 
(as again in 1906) he foun '! the mountain in exceptionally favonr- 
able condition. My estimate of the time required from the 'minor 
summit ' on the S.E. ar6te to the top of the Finsteraarhorn is 2-3 
hrs., is baeed on the reports of various parties (I  myself hare 
never taken this route), and is not a ' record ' time, but, as I st&e 
in my Preface, an ' average ' time such ae would be employed by 
average walkers under average circumstances. 

In a hurried addition to his article (p. 810) Mr. Compton states 
\that Mr. Claude Macdonald's experience of the S.E. ar6k (Mr. 
&mpton says textually 'our expedition,' and so cannot refer to 
the final climb only) ' seems sufficiently like my own to justify 
me in recommending our expedition in good weather.' Mr. 
Compton, in order to go from the point where he struck the 8.E. 
ar6te to the top, took 2) hrs. in 1699 and 'L hrs. in 1905. Now 
hlr. blacdonald in September, 1905, to cover the seme ground, 
took (see p. 389) no less than 3 hrs. 65 min., a very considerable 
difference ! I had the good fortune of talking over this climb 
with Mr. blacdonald shortly after he made it, and the impreasion 
our conversation left on my mind was that he inclined to the wual 
estimate of the route and not to that of Mr. Compton, 8s ex- 
pressed in the letter which he had shortly before addressed to ma 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

By the kindness of the Editor I have been permitted to see the 
above, and have only to add that I am glad to note the corrections 
of what I had taken on imperfect information. I made no allusion, 
however (p. 910), to Mr. Claude Macdonald's experience of the S.E. 
nrfte .  I said, ' His experience seems,' &c. And I had mentioned 
(p. 807) the portion beyond the minor summit ' as that ' about 
which there has been considerable difference of opinion.' For big 
portion I gave 14 hr. as my time. Mr. Macdonald gives (p. 
1 hr. 56 min. when the rocks were ' a  good deal glazed ' and 'the 
fixed rope near the summit was buried in ice.' IV. C. COMPTOI. 

A WINTER ASCEST O F  PIZ BERNINA.-Mr. W. Fowler writes, 
' At midday on Thursday, January 17, I left the Hbtel Pontresino, 
with my wife and two guides, Andreas and Anton Rauch, for the 
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Boval Hut, with the intention of climbing the Piz Bernina f13,295 
feet) next day. We arrived at the Boval Hut at  5.16 P.M., having 
taken exactly three hours to go up the hIorteratsch glacier. I left 
the hut with Andreas and Anton Rauch at 4 A.M. on January 18, 
after bidcling my wife good-bye. She was able to watch our move- 
ments with a telescope most of the day. For the firat three hours 
we advanced over the soft snow and glacier with lanterns. Just 
before daybreak a slight accident occurred to the younger Rauch, 
who was leading. He fell into a deep crevasse with no note of 
warning, and was only extricated after 60 minutes had passed. 
His presence of mind in retaining hold of his ice axe and setting 
about to help himself at  once was most praiseworthy and lessened 
the danger considerably. We continued at once, as time wae 
precious, gaining the summit at  1.16. We could only remain there 
15 minutes. The view was superb on all sides, the sky cloudless 
and the sun brilliant. We examined the Piz Roseg from the 
Bernina summit, as I also thought of attempting this some day 
later, but its sides were so steep and slippery with smooth ice that 
my guides did not care about it. We effected the descent quickly, 
being back in the hut *at 5.40 P.M. : 4$ hours from Berninagipfel to 
Bovalhiitte. I have only to add that I found the aecent of the Piz 
Bernina in winter quite as enjoyable and very little colder, though 

* more toilsome and dangerous, than the ascents of, e.g., the Finsterrbar- 
horn, Wetterhorn, and Gspaltenhorn, which I climbed last 
September.' 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

T H E  WATKIN ANEROID IN MOUNTAIN 
MEASUREMENTS. (CONCLUSION.) 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
Sr~,-May I be permitted to reply once again to the renewed 

criticisms contained in the rejoinder by Mr. Freshfield in the 
November ' Alpine Journal,' p. 347. 

Mr. Freshfield asserts that I persist ' in the attempt to represent 
Nr. Graham's heights as doubtful altitudes.' I answer, Mr. Fresh- 
field's zeal in behalf of his contention for Mr. Graham leade him to 
peraid in misinterpreting the application of my remarks. Will he 
explain how one can persist in an attempt which has not been 
made? The only two altitudes ascribed to Mr. Graham which I 
have characterid as doubtful, or even mentioned (see pages 83 and 
345), are those attained on A. 22 and Dunagiri, as quoted by Pro- 
feseor Collie, the summits of which peaks, as I underatand the 
quotation, were not reached. May I ask Mr. Freshfield to cite any 
other ssoents by Mr. Graham to which I refer as being of doubtful 
altitude ? 

He almsaye, ' In  the large majority of that climber's ascents they 



are heights calculated trigonometrically ? ' Where trigonometrically 
calculated peaks are fully ascended, it is self-evident there would be 
no question as to the heights reached. In  case of those not fully 
ascended, the fact that the peaks themselves have been trigono- 
metrically fired is just ae evidently of no account, since this would 
not save estimated heights attained on them from the suspicion of 
not being accurate. Would hfr. Freshfield. for ' the advantage of 
your readers,' end among thew myself, kindly name the instances 
composing the ' large majority ' of Mr. Graham's ascents in which 
he reached the summits of peaks trigonometrically calculated ? 

Blr. Freshfield again says I assume ' that hlr. Graham and his 
guides were non-enduring.' f i l l  he quote the passage in which 
I msume this? I consider my remarks on mountain sickneas 
(page 345) sufficiently explicit to indicate to the average reader that 
they are directed, not against Mr. Graham and his guides, but 
against Mr. Freshfield's method of reasoning. 

Mr. Freshfield's explanation of the grounds on which he bases 
his ' impression ' about aneroids does not improve his position. 
Apparently in support of this, be states that my paper ' had fiat 
been offered to the editor of the " Journal of the Royal Geographical 
Sooiety," who had not ecoepted it in its then for~u, '  thus giving Lo 
the public what should have remained a matter of editorial colifidence, 
which seems in some way to have come to his knowledge. 

If he considem it proper to publish information of this character, 
which certainly does not concern him, and haa no value whatever in 
support of his impre:~sion about aneroids, why did he not tell the 
whde sbory ? He having failed to do so, I will tell it for him, vir., 
I handed the paper in question, in the exact form and wording in 
which it appeared in the 'Alpine Journal,' to the editor of the 
'Geographical Journal,' asking him to read it over and see if he 
would consider it within the scope of the latter journal. He duly 
reported that it waa rather long as there was muah material preesing 
for publication, but if I would ' condense' (not alter) it he would 
use it. As I considered that condensation would deprive it of 8 

part of whatever value it might have, I declined to do this, and sent 
it to the editor of the ' Alpine Jonmal.' Shortly afterwards, while 
in Paris, I received a letter from the editor of the ' Geographical 
Journal,' requesting the paper for publication. 

The question of the value of the aneroid is not to be settled by 
the i se d k i t  of any man, but only by the accumulated evidence of Y care ully controlled observations in actual field service. 

I am yours obediently, 
WILLIAM HUNTEB \VORI(MAS. 

Tn the  Editor of the  ALPINE JOURNAL. 
SIR,-I trust that Dr. Hunter work mu^ will not impute b me 

any discourteous intention if J decline his invitation to go over 
again ground that has been already well beaten in these peg* 
On his return to Europe Dr. Workman will find in the psst 



volumes and numbers of the Alpine Journal ' the basis of my 
recent statements and the answers to most of his enquiries, 
including that as to the triangulated peaks climbed by Mr. 
Graham. 

I may note, however, that the heights assigned to some of these 
peaks in Mr. Graham's paper and quoted by Dr. Norman-Collie 
have been corrected. When blr. Graham's paper was published in 
1884 the final results of the survey of Sikhim were not accessible 
in this country (see vol. xii. p. 57). 

With regard to the merits of aneroidu, I was compelled by Dr. 
Workman's challenge to quote the opinion of the staff of the Hoyal 
Geographical Society, of which I have the honour to be a vice- 
president. The matter, however, is one on which we all agree that 
further diecussion must prove profitable. Every traveller's results 
deserve record. But it seems to me, as it seemed to Dr. Keltie, 
inconvenient to generalise on the result of any one man's obeerva- 
tions. I t  was in this sense-by eliminating generalisations and 
confining himself to individual experiences-that Dr. Workman 
was i n ~ t e d  to ' condense ' his paper. 

With the last sentence of his last letter I am glad to find myself 
in most cordial agreement. 

I am yours obediently, 
D O U ~ L A S  Mr. FRESHFIELD. 

- - - .  - - - - -- - 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the Club mas held in the 
Hall on Monday evening, December 17,1906, the Bishop of Bristol, 
President, in the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members 
of the Club: Messrs. J. Buchan, F. S. Goggs, T. E. Goodeve, 
5. L. King, C. E. Montague, W. F. O'Connor, H. W. Prichard, 
G. Thornson, G. F. Travers-Jackson, and C. A. Werner. 

The PRESIDENT declared the following officers and elective 
members of Committee for 1906 duly elected : Mr. G. W. Prothero, 
Vice-Preadent, in the place of Mr. J. H. Wicks, whose term of office 
expired ; Messrs. T. G. Longstaff and Howard Barrett as new 
members of Committee in the place of Messrs. L. W. Rolleston and 
J. J. Withers, whose term of office expired. 

The Pwaident, the Vice-President (Mr. Wm. Cecil Slingsby), 
the Honorary Secretary and the other members of Committee 
(Captain J. P. Farrar, Messrs. H. \.'. Reade, H. Priestman, Alfred 
Etist, R. A. Robertson, and C. H. R. Wollaston), being eligible, 
were re-elected. 

On the motion of Dr. G.  H. SATAGE. seconded by Mr. F. A. 
WALLROTH, Messrs. J. H. Rolland and R. L. Harrison were elected 
Auditors. 

The PRESIDENT mentioned that theclub had lost a distinguished 
member in bfr. G. C. Churchill, F.R.S., a well-known botanist and 
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geologist, who had left his collection of dried European plants to 
Kew Gardens. 

The PHESIDENT also referred to the expedition of Mr. A. F. B. 
Wollaston to the Ruwenzori range, and to the ascent of the highest 
peaks of that range by the Duke of the Abmzzi, both members of 
the Club. 

Mr. H. RAERURN read a paper entitled ' Some Traverses in 1906,' 
which was illustrated by lantern slides. 

Mr. G .  H. MOBRE congratulated Mr. Raeburn and his party on 
the fine expeditions they had made, and the paper was also ehortly 
discussed by Dr. Wilson, Messrs. C. Pilkington, A. Fairbanks, tind 
W. Leaf. 

The proceeding then terminated with a hearty vote of thanks 
to Mr. Raeburn for hie paper. 

An Exhibition of Alpine paintinge was held in  the Hall from 
Deaember 4 to 29, and was attended by about seven hundred 
persons. Refreshments were provided on the afternoon of Decem- 
ber 18. 

THE WINTER DINNER of the Club was held a t  the Criterion 
Restaurant, Piccadilly Circus, on the evening of December 18, the 
Bishop of Bristol, President, in the chair. Three hundred and 
twenty members and gnests were present, among the latter 
being Lord Kinnaird, the Archdeacon of London, Professor 
Sidney Martin, F.R.S., Sir H. Trneman Wood, Professor Mayo 
Robson, the Rev. Canon Childe, Professor W. P. Ker, etc. 

Corrigenda in No. 174. 

P. 338, lines 7-8, dele the words ''French translation.' 
P. 338, line 9, after ' vol. i.' insert ' p. 27 of the 1802 edition ' (the visit to 

Chamonix being described between pp. 18 and 30 of the 1802 edition). 

Corrigenda in hTo. 175. 

In the Illuslration which faces p. 366, for ' Delaga ' read ' Delago.' 
In the Illustration which accompanies ' A  Near Thing on the Aiguilles 

Rouges,' for ' Rousettes ' read ' Rousette.' 
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SOME TRAVERSES IN 1906. 
BY HAROLD RAEBURN. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, December 17, 1906.) 
T has been well said by a French writer in the pages of I ' L a  hlontagne ' that to know a mountain one should not 

only have climbed it, but should also have traversed it and 
retraversed it in every possible way. This, no doubt, is what 
every mountaineer, who really loves the mountains, ancl who 
is not simply a tourist, ignorant of the ar t  of climbing and 
only intent upon running up  a long list of 'peaks,' would 
choose to do had he the leisure. 

I t  is a counsel of perfection, I fear, and not to be readily 
attained. TVe can, however, often arrange that our peak is 
traversed, and thus in one clay gain a closer and truer know- 
ledge of it than can be obtained by a simple ascent. This 
was the plan of campaign fixed upon by my friend Mr. 
W. N. Ling ancl myself in settling our Alpine holiday of 
1906. 

The sub-title of the 'Alpine Journal' is ' A Record of 
Nountain Adventure.' Now I regret that, owing to the 
absolute smoothness ancl hitchlessness with which all our 
plans worked, and to the extraordinarily accommodating 
manner in which the somewhat patchy weather of July 
arranged itself for our benefit, adventures, except in the sense 
that all the climbs might be said to be aclventures, were 
conspicuous by their absence. Not even a night out occurred 
to make contrast, with its darkness, cold, and discomfort, to 
the glorious days of sunshine and pleasure on the ridges and 
summits of the great peaks. I feel, therefore, some diflidence 
in bringing before the Club an account of the Alpine doings 
of our party. We were visitors to well known districts and to 
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old and favourtte mountains. Only on one of our traverses 
did we explore any extent of aew ground. The actual interest, 
therefore, must be sought for in the general idea of the cam- 
paign, which was designed to bring back as far as possible 
some of the charms of the old days of exploration. 

The pioneers of this Club were fortunate men. They came 
to the Alps, all round them they saw unclimbed peaks, 
unmade passes, and untrodden glaciers. They conquered 
these, and now the would-be mountain explorer and maker 
of first ascents must go far afield if he desires to emulate or 
surpass their exploits. Indeed, the great peaks of the 
Himalaya will soon be the only possible field for conquest on 
a great scale at  the rate a t  which the dominating peaks of 
Africa, North and 0outh America, New Zealmd, and the 
Caucasus have fallen in the last few years. 

These early pioneers of the Alps were also true ' guideless 
climbers,' for the Swiss and Savoyarcl peasants they employed 
were rather in the capacity of comrades or porters than as 
guides in the modern sense of the ~ o r d .  The amateurs of 
those days, if not in most cases the actual physical leaders of 
the party, were almost always the mental. They were the 
planners of the battle and the organisers of victory, and 
ofttimes drew their hesitating companions to the icy summits 
by the rope of will. 

The modern 'Alpinist ' (hateful word in English) is quite 
a different being. Without going so far as  to dub him ' the 
fibreless contents of fashionable clothes,' for, to do him justice, 
he is often a sufficiently active and athletic young man ; yet 
he may be styled the ' Kodaker ' of the ar t  of climbing. He 
is content to 'press the button ' of his breeches pocket; the 
guides contract to do the rest. 

Naturally enough, the pioneers climbed the peaks by the 
easiest routes; all others, to an  explorer, are wrong routes. 
There came a time, however, when the Alps ceased to be a 
field for any large exploratory climbing. Then all the so- 
called wrong routee afforded means of making practically new 
ascents, and they were done for the new interest, sport, and 
training thereby afforded. Nowadays, almost all the wrong 
routes that should be done, and some perhaps that should 
not, on the great peaks have been accomplished, and on the 
traverses included in the title of this paper our party has on 
only one any portion of novelty to report. 

To ourselves, of course, all the routes were exploration, and 
to carry out our plan of campaign we agreed that all tracks 
of other parties, ropes, chains, tin cans, broken bottles, kc., 
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should be avoided as much as possible. We had been struck 
by the fact that, though members of this Clab for several 
years, we had never visited the Oberland. The Swiss section 
of the chain of Mont Blanc was also unknown to us. There 
is a well known advertising phrase, ' Come early and avoid 
the rush.' We resolved to apply this advice to the Alps, and 
to go a t  the beginning of July. We should, no doubt, if the 
weather was a t  all unfavourable, find the peaks iced ; but, on 
the other hand, the glaciers were likely to be less trouble- 
some. Chief advantage, we should be able to almost dispense 
with the lantern. Personally I should prefer to deal with 
1,000 ft. of iced rocks, than hunt  along in the dark over 
moraine and scrub for the alleged track on the lower slopes, 
Diogenes-like for the non-existent. There may, I suppose, be 
a non-existent track as well as  an invisible hold. This is truly 
a game which ' ne vaut pas la chandelle.' 

Wishing to extend our knowledge of the Alps as  much as 
possible, but looking upon the dictum that no two nights 
should be spent in the same place, as  the mere fanaticism of 
eccentricity, we divided our time of three weeks between three 
districts-the Swiss Val Ferret, the Oberland, and Zermatt. 
I n  the second of these we had the pleasure of the company of 
Mr. Eric Greenwood. I n  one respect we fell from exploring and 
sporting grace (like the modern big game shooter, who smashes 
his lions with explosive bullets). We took guides, three in 
number, crammed full of local information and of a con- 
venient bulk to go into the breast pocket. We cannot sufficiently 
praise their ' intelligence,' though occasionally finding their 
times too fast for Herren who were also porters as  well. 
Their names were the well known ones of Siegfried, Conway- 
Coolidge, and Kurz. 

On July 13, 1906, Ling and I strolled down the Val Ferret 
to Praz de Fort, past chalets still untenanted except by 
black redstarts, and through uncut hay meadows bright with 
Alpine flowers, where numerous pairs of whinchats chided 
with harsh notes the disturbers of their domestic peace. On 
the previous day, a fine one, sandwiched in between two bad 
nights, we had succeeded in making-thanks to information 
kindly given by Nonsieur 11. Kurz through Monsieur E. Phil- 
dius--the first ascent of a hitherto unclimbed pinnacle of the 
Aiguilles Rouges de Dolent. From its slender spire, as from 
a wrecked ship's mast, we had enjoyed a marvellous view. 
Below our feet, and stretching to the horizon, lay a 
white plain of cloud like a frozen sea. Out of this soared 
the mighty form of Mont Rlanc, a great Arctic island, its 
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attendant aiguilles, like islets, rocks, and stacks, clustering 
round its shores. 

Two sleepless nights had we spent under a boulder, above 
the Neuvaz glacier, dodging by the flickering light of a fire of 
pine roots the cunningly pursuing water drops from the roof 
of our gi te .  

Now we felt we had earned a day off, and it was so just as  well, 
as it gave the new snow, fallen even far down on the Catope,  
time to melt. 

On the afternoon of the 14th we walked up to the Saleinaz 
cabane, by a well-engineered track on the right bank of the 
grandly shattered ice cataract of the lower Saleinaz glacier. 
The hut is splendidly placed on the shoulder of the Planereuse, 
a good many meters above the placider upper portion of the 
Saleinaz glacier. I t  is a very comfortable hut,  with central 
kitchen, and sleeping-rooms on each wing, is in charge of an 
attendant, one Ferdinand Droz, but is not as  yet provided 
with provisions. 

The evening was a fine one, and we sat long outside the 
hut admiring the magnificent surroundings, till a t  length 
driven indoors by the increasing cold. 

rl'rnrerse of the Aiguille tl'ilr:lenti?re by the Snlcinnz Ice Il'nll 
arltl over I,a E'IZclie Ro~isse (South Peak). 

We were duly called nest morning by the attentive Droz, 
and at  3 left the hut. Bright starlight and a faint ex- 
piring moon allowed of the lantern being dispensed with, 
as we descended by a well marked track across snow slopes 
and screes to the Saleinaz glacier. The route for the Col du 
Chardonnet at once crosses to the left side of the glacier, but 
we soon left it, and after roping, turned straight up the 
glacier in the direction of the great E. buttress of the Aiguille 
d'Argenti6re. Kow slowly came the dawn; but what words 
can paint the colour glories of dawn on the great ice peaks, 
the million infinitely delicate tones and gradations of shade 
that are so ever new, and so fleeting before the full blaze 
of the risen sun ? As we gradually neared the mountain we 
hoped to cross, we had its whole east side exposed to view, 
and could readily discover its weak points and its strong. 
The former, it appeared, were decidedly in the minority. 

The Aiguille d1Argenti6re was first climbed on July 15, 
1861, exactly forty-tn.o years ago, by Nessrs. Adams Reilly 
and Whymper, with Croz and Couttet, after two previo~is 
defeats. They attacked i t  from the Chardonnet side on the 
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N.W., still the ordinary way of ascent. A way up on the 
Saleinaz side was discovered by a party composed of NhI. 
Albert Barbey and Eug. Zschokke, with the guide Justin 
Bessard, in 1884. This leads up from the great ice bay under 
the S. side of the E .  buttress, on to that ridge, which is then 
followed to the top. 

In  1899 a strong guideless party, Nessrs. Morse, Wicks, and 
Wilson, invented a new route.* A long, high, and very 
jagged ridge connects the S. peak of the Argentibre with 
the Aiguille de la Neuvaz. Reaching this ridge to the N. of a 
minor peak, just N. of the Col du Tour Noir, from Lognan, 
this party trarereed the ridge, avoiding some of the great 
towers and gendarmes, and, skirting the S. peak on the 
Saleinaz side, gained the arkte beyond, and so reached the 
central point. Six years later another party, Mr. E. L. 
Stewart, with two guides,? ascending by the Glacier des 
Am6thystes, crossed the S.W. ridge, and, skirting the S. peak 
on the Argentikre side, succeeded in gaining the arbte beyond, 
and by it the central summit. Thus up to that time the 
S. peek was still unascended. Though hardly expecting that 
this would still be the case in 1906, the fascinating appearance 
of the great gendarme-studded S.E. ridge made us resolve 
that the traverse should be attempted this way. A route on 
to the S.E. ridge had now to be found, without going so far 
along as the Col du Tour Noir. The difficulties on the 
Saleinaz side of that col, crossed but once in either direction, 
have led Ball's ' Guide ' to describe its paseage as ' one of the 
greatest tour8 de force in the Alps,' and our force we considered 
not strong enough to attempt the tour. 

About midway between the Col du Tour Noir and the 
5. peak of the Argentibre, two rock ribs, separated by an 
ice couloir, run up the Saleinaz ice wall. The larger, or 
N. rib, runs from a short distance above the bergschrund to 
the top of the ridge, where it terminates in a steep gendarme ; 
the 8. rib, more slightly marked, begins higher up and dies 
out under the ice about halfway up the slope. Could we 
once gain a footing on this N. rib the rest of the ascent to the 
ridge should go fairly easily. 

The bergschrund below the N. rib was reachecl at  5.  I t  
was here a wide gulf, but further S., a little past the S. rib, 
it proved well choked, and after a struggle the sneering upper 
lip was mounted. The thin snow here soon gave place to 
- - - - - - . . - - - - -- .- -- -- - - 

* All-1in.e Jozirnal, vol. xviii. p. 207. 
IbitZ. vol. xx. p. 16. 
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hard ice, and heavy cutting became necessary. On the rocks 
being at  length gained they proved iced and difficult. So steep 
is the wall here that handholds were necessary. Fortunately 
it was often possible to obtain, with juclicious cutting, good 
holcls for the fingers between the ice and the rock, and we 
gradually hauled ourselves up. Thin streams of powdery 
snow came from above, and evinced a rather malignant 
propensity for taking refuge up one's sleeve, or d o ~ n  one's 
neck if given a chance. A guided party-they probably con- 
siderecl us misguided parties-which had left the cabnize 
shortly after us, now settled down for breakfast on some 
rocks at  the foot of the E. buttress, and we should have been 
glad to follow their example. It proved several hours later, 
however, and after a great deal of cutting, that we at  length 
gained a small niche in the 8. rib, where a sit-doan meal 
coulcl be indulged in. A short distance above the breakfast 
place we cut across the ice couloir to the N. rib. The rocks 
here, though loose, were almost ice-free, and fairly easy 
scrambling led us rapidly up to the top of the gendarme on 
the ridge, and to a splendid view of all the peaks surrounding 
the upper part of the ArgentiGre glacier (10.55). Serious 
difliculty for a time now over, we followed the ridge, climbing 
and cairning two gendarmes ett route. Turning the last 
great tower below the S. peak on the Argentihre side, we 
halted for a second meal where some snow water trickled over 
the sun-warmed rocks, then climbed an ice couloir, mostly by 
rocks, on the right bank to near the ridge. Here the rocks 
of the S. peak become exceedingly steep, and are, moreover, in 
large slabs, like those of the aiguilles round the Ner de Glace. 
The S. peak is a double one. From this point, Mr. Morse's 
' false col,' an ice couloir runs up between the two peaks to 
a connecting ice ar6te. This, if in snow, would be the obvious 
and easy way of gaining the foot of the final peak. On our 
attacking it, however, it was evident that, like the cold lady 
of the Frenchman's apostrophe, it was 'pure ice from head 
to foot.' Our severe spell of step-cutting above the berg- 
schrund had made us think that a change was now preferable, 
and me accordingly attacked the slabs. These did not prove 
easy, and, as  they were out of the sun and, moreover, some- 
what iced, they were rather cold. The climbing, in fact, will 
compare not unfavourably with the more difficult parts of the 
Dru or the Charmoz-Grepon ridge. 

The summit of the lower peak is composed of great blocks, 
through letter boxes of which one creeps. A short drop then 
led d o ~ n  to the ice arkte between the two peaks. To keep up 





THE FINSTERAARHORN 

FROM THE SCHRECKHORN. 



the interest to the 1p.st this ar6te abutted against the foot of 
a nearly vertical wall. 

Fortunately, however, this was cleft by a narrow chimney, 
which, though a little iced, let us up without serious resist- 
ance to where a short scramble led to the summit. Here wag 
a small cairn. Across a narrow cleft and somewhat higher 
there shot into the air the projecting ' Cannonstone' of the 
' FlGche Rousse,' many feet overhanging the ice wall above 
the Saleinaz glacier. A seat on the point of the 'Arrow ' 
gives a curious sensation of insecurity, almost of flight, so 
narrow is it and so much does it project. We gained the top 
at  3.7 P.M. The ' Flkche Rousse ' (name only on the 1905 
revision of N. Kurz's map) was first ascended by a party 
consisting of N. Kuhlmann with two guides on August 18, 
1901." They climbed it from the central col, returning by 
the same way. We left the top a t  3.25. The first drop to 
the ridge on the N. is well-nigh overhanging, but the reserve 
cord, which our party is never without, was not uncoiled. 

The aritte soon becomes easy, and we strolled up to the 
central peak, a beautiful snow cornice, a t  4.10. 

Willingly would we have spent an hour or two there in 
admiring the splendid views from this frontier coign of 
vantage, especially as  we had ' no guide to point the 
way, no porter chiding our delay,' but thoughts of evening's 
fading light, and of the long traverse before us for the 
morrow, drove us at  4.25 down the ordinary way to the 
Glacier du Chardonnet. The toil up from there to the col, 
slipping and slopping in the semi-soft snow of the track, ' the 
sun,' if not ' the  knapsack, full upon the back,' was about the 
stiffest work of the day, but by 6.25 we stood once more on 
the Swies frontier. The rest was eaey, and we had gorgeous 
visions, revealed and veiled alternately by strange forming 
and vanishing masses of vapour, as  we wandered down in the 
glowing evening light to the Saleinaz cabnne, which we 
entered precisely a t  8. 

Tlie Fi~lsteraarhorn ' jiaon~ E1d to End.' 

The following morning we left our comfortable quarters 
at  4, and, bidding a16 recoir to the obliging Droz, dropped 
down the steep track under the walls of the ' Clochers de 
Planereuse,' past ' La, Gare,' where the whistling of a 
numerous colony of marmots had to do duty for the engines, 



down the ' Pas des Cables,' and through the dim cool aisles of 
the pines, out into the already glowing and tremulous light 
of the Val Ferret a t  Praz de Fort. Thereat bath and break- 
fast, and a walk to Orsibres to catch the diligence, and at 
evening we found ourselves a t  Fiesch. An interrogative mire 
to the ' Jungfrau ' brought a diplonlatic reply from our com- 
plemental party for the Oberland traverses, Mr. Eric Green- 
wood. We, however, felt stifled in the thick, dusty air of the 
underworld at Fiesch, after our free life among the peaks 
above the Val Ferret, and went up to the Eggischorn that 
evening, not, I may here confess, on our own feet. On the 
following afternoon, accompanied by a porter, Greenwood, 
Ling, and I ,  took the charming walk past the Niirjelensee, 
and up the Aletsch glacier to the Concordia Inn. A comfort- 
able little place we found it, with excellent cooking, good 
food, and reasonable charges, considering that  everything 
must be transported on men's backs. The eggs and coiTee 
were particularly good, and a haunting and punning French 
rhyme I had picked up and infected Ling with-it became 
a kind of ' Punch Brothers ' to us-of no application. The 
libel runs- 

Dans les montagnee de la Suisse 
Le cafe noir est tres mauvais, 
hlais il est bon pour l'alpinisse, 
Car il est encore pi-o-let. 

As evening came on the ' white maiden ' wrapped herself 
up in multitudinous folds of thicli mist, and we were told, 
' For to-morrow it will be fine ; but after 1 ' 

I11 the morning we crossed, sans portetii., the Griinhorn- 
liiclie to the new hut at the foot of the Finsteraarhorn. This 
hut, I~uilt out of the materials of the old Oberaar hut, is 
placed on some rocks above the Fiescherfirn, close to the 
figures 3,237 on the Siegfried hIap. It is neat and clean, 
but very small, has ~ o o d  in a lean-to outside, and a small 
s ~ ~ p p l y  of provisions, in case of need. Little more than an 
hour above the hut runs the bergschrund which marks t,he 
junction of tlie Fiescherfirn with the rocks of the great 
S.E. arete of the Finsteraarhorn. For our purpose of going 
over thnt peal; from ' end to end,' it mas necessary to find It 
may on to t,hifi ridge fi~irly low down, before the actual peak 
begins to rise more steeply. TVe did this, and returned to 
the hut for dinner. We mere congratulating ourselves on 
having tlle hut to ourselves when, about 6, a party of fifteen 
Swiss and guides turned up from the Oberaar hut. 
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At 3.10 on the morning of the 19th we left the hut, and, 
steering an E. course, threaded our way through some 
crevasses, and reached the bergschrund at  4.15. Thunder, 
with some hail and rain, had been going on all night, and 
now the weather mas rather threatening, thick mists veiling 
all the upper crags of the Finsteraarhorn. We were, how- 
ever, too glad to escape from the stifling, overcrowded hut to 
think of waiting till it cleared. Thunder still growled faintly 
in the distance as  we crossed the bergschrund, and, by our 
steps cut yesterday, mounted an ice couloir. Escaping fro111 
this soon, by a somewhat rotten chimney on our left, me 
came out on an  easy elope of rock, ice, and snow which led 
with no difficulty up to the ridge. This was at  rt snow arcte, 
between two rock towers, just before the ridge begins to rise 
more steeply. 

Here met  us a keen wind from the Finsteraar glacier, and, 
after a smart  snow shower, the mists began to open out, and 
gradually the wonderful panorama visible from the highest 
ridge in the  Oberland unfolded around us ae we gradually rose 
up the steepening arete. We reached the summit a t  11.15 in 
perfect weather. 

The S.E. arkte of the Finsteraarhorn is long, and broken 
into many rock towers, and wns at  this date tolerably snoiv 
and ice c b d  ; but a t  no place is the climbing really difficult, 
while always full of variety and interest. Like Kederbacher, 
Mr. Farrer's leading guide in 1883, I had wasted a good deal 
of the party's time in a well-meant attempt to follorv the 
ar6te straight up to the right of the ' slab.' I am still mis- 
guided enough to think that, in good conditions and with 
scarpetti, or without boots, this could be done.' 
- - - -- - - - - - - - . - - - - - -- - - 

* Since writing the account of our traverse I have been much 
interested in reading RIr. IV. C. Compton's well illustrated and 
capital paper of his party's ascent in 1905, in the Al11in.e Jour7aal 
for November 1906, and also Mr. Coolidge's comments on that 
paper in the Journal for February 1907. It  rappears that the chief 
pint about which there seems to be a question is in regard to the 
time occupied in getting from the ' slab ' to the top of the mountain. 
I regret that I cannot give exact records of this from our notes, 
but our recollection makes it about 30-35 minutes. If I may be 
allowed to euggest, however, I think any discrepancies may be 
easily reconciled by the conditions encountered by the various 
parties. Certainly Mr. Valentine-Richards's photograph shows that 
the conditions were very good in 1899, and Mr. Compton hilliself 
indicates that they were similar in 1905. 

When we did it the conditions mere not really bad. There mas a 
little fresh snow on the rocks, and a good deal of ice in the final 
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After a glorious hour on the summit we left a t  12.15 and 
rapidly descended a well-worn track to the Hugi Sattel, 12.45, 
but from thence to near the Schwarzegg, the snow and ice 
of the mountain, passes, and glaciers, mere traceless as an 
Arctic waste. 

After a short piece of horizontal snow on the Hugi Sattel, 
the slope plunges down pretty steeply, the good snow 
gradually thinned out till the ice ases had to be set 
a-swinging, and a good deal of stepcutting was necessary 
before we gained the cornice-free rock arete leading down to 
the Agassizjoch. This ar6te is loose, but easy, and we 
reached the Agassizjoch a t  2.25. 

I don't know if the couloir here is ever climbed in the 
afternoon, but we did not consider it attractive. The loose 
snow cornices a t  the top lay on hard ice, and small ava- 
lanches mere constantly sliding down. We mounted the 
Agassizhorn for a short distance, and then descended the 
rocks on the left bank of the  couloir. These rocks are dis- 
agreeably disintegrated, but nowhere difficult, and  in a warm 
niche we made the longest halt of the day-about 2 hrs.- 
boiled ~ a t e r ,  and made afternoon tea. Towards the bottom 
it  became necessary to leave the rocks, and cut down the last 

gully. The rope was partly buried, but it was only used to save 
the cutting of a few steps, in swinging across to the right wall, 
practically free from ice, and offering good holds and no difficulty. 
One could easily understand, however, that if completely iced this 
part of the climb might be really difficult, and take a considerable 
time. One might say, generally, as regards the S.E. ar6te of the Fin- 
steraarhorn, that while Mr. Compton has given a perhaps slightly 
too favourable account of the ease of the climb, Mr. Valentine- 
Richards is by far too flattering in comparing it with the Italian 
ridge of the Matterhorn. Cut the bonds of rope, chain, and ledder 
from that ' Samson bound to make sport for the Philistines ' and no 
comparison will hold for a moment. 

As regards the attempted ascent by the N.E. buttress by a lady 
in 1902, this is mentioned, as Mr. Coolidge reminds Mr. Compton, 
in the dlpiue Jolrr~ul, vol. xxiii. p. 822. 

We had the good fortune to meet on the summit of the peak 
Fuhrer (with a party by the Hugi Sattel) who led on that occasion. 
He indicated to us the place-' 100 meters from the top,' he put it- 
where his party finally stopped. They were altogether 60 hours on 
the mountain, and were lucky to get off with only a few frostbites. 
He gave, he said, information as to the route to Fritz Amatter, and 
this young fellow, in 1904, with Mr. G. Hasler, completed tpe 
ascent of the Finsterrtarhorn by this splendid climb ( A ~ I P ~ :  
Jol~rnnl, vol. xxii. p. 322). 



part of the couloir-out of the avalanche tracks-to the 
choked up bergschrund. This was the only place during our 
whole season where any real risk had to be run. The snow 
had mostly run off here, and what remained merely adhered 
loosely in sodden strips, so a lot of cutting had to be done. 
Occasionally stones came sailing down, but no large flocks 
flew. The steps were made as small as consistent with 
safety, and the axes swung and the splinters 0ew in double 
quick tencpo. Over the bergschrund with a jump into deep 
snow, and me plunged to the Finsteraar glacier, 6.35. A 
brisk ten minutes' rather heavy going then placed us on 
the Finsteraarjoch, 6.45. Here we gazed on the great 
unknown-to Ling and myself-ice-filled valley of the 
Obereismeer, the vast crags of the Lauteraarhorn and the 
Schreckhorn rising high above on the right, and great ice cliffs 
ranging round to the Eiger on the left. We gazed also 
down into a black gulf, the Grindelwald valley, whence 
ominous-looking thunder clouds were rising. The orthodox 
way from the Finsteraarjoch appears to be to climb to the 
right, X.E., to meet the route from the Strahlegg; but we, 
considering that i t  was so early in the y e u ,  resolved to try 
the direct descent through the seracs and by the right bank 
of the glacier to the Schwarzegg. Keeping well to the right, 
we sueceedeil in forcing a way through the sbracs, having 
some weird glimpses of the under-world depths of the ice 
caverns from rickety snow bridges. Then we went across 
snow and ice slopes to a rock island. Here a short halt was 
called for a period of ' hydropathic treatment,' combined 
with the ' open air rest cure ' for ' that tired feeling,' and 
one of the party then discovered a couloir on the N. side of 
the island cliffs which let us down the precipices to the 
snow slopes below. The bergschrund was just a convenient 
jumping width for loaded, and somewhat e1~n1cyCs mountaineers, 
and in the fast gathering darkness we traversed rock and 
snowslopes, many tracks of chamois, and got down a 
short snow couloir on to the almost level, moraine-strewn 
Eismeer. 

For some time before this we had had a magnificent 
display of lightning, brilliantly bringing up the outlines of 
the great peaks. The thunder rolled and crashed, but, like 
the old fox in the song, we thought, ' That is fine music, still 
I'd rather be in my den, 0.' 

TVe did eventually reach the hut, a t  10 p.ar., by the aid of our 
little aluminium lantern, just in time to escape the heavy rain 
now beginning. The hut was in the sole occupancy of a German 



climber, who had, it appears, made rendezvous with three 
friends, and who, I fear, was somewhat disgusted to find he 
had risen with alacrity to give admission to three someahat 
uninterested and taciturn strangers. After a meal, of ahich 
the pih-e de rdsiatance was pea and maggi soup with a dash 
of cognac, we dropped off into delicious slumber, soothed by 
the dashing of the rain outside the hut. The morning was 
again fine, and we walked down to Grindelwald past the 
Biiregg, again almost rebuilt after its destruction by an 
avalanche this spring, and to the ' Bear ' for dt!jetolcr and 
1001118. 

The following day, July 21, the weather was thoroughly 
bad, and, while Greenwood, the blasL: ItabitliC, loafed, Ling 
and I, as in duty bound, according to our plan of campaign, 
made another traverse, the little Scheideck. We did it by 
the easiest route, i .c. by train, but got no view. We could 
hear the avalanches falling from the great ice cliffs of the 
Jungfrau, but of the grand scenery saw very little. The mist 
was dense and rain fell a t  intervals all day. The 2211d, 
however, saw the weather again fine, and we sent a man up 
in the morning to the Schwarzegg hut with a heavy sack, 
and in the afternoon walked up ourselves. 

Twenty-eight people in the hut overnight, but our part1 
luckily the only one for the Schreckhorn. 

We left the hut--sleepless of course-at 3.15, and walked up 
the great couloir of the ordinary route, taking to  the rocks 
on its left when it became too steep for our nails to ' bite.' 
At the top we crossed and followed the route to the K.V. 
ridge, except that we kept higher up and close under the 
steep rocks of the peak, crossing rubbly rocks and ice slopes 
above the upper Iiastensteinfirn. A good deal of cutting a s s  
necessary, as the party mas not using crampons. Crossing 
the couloir running into the N.lY. face of the Schreckhorn, 
near its head, on ice, we climbed a steep chimney and rock 
wall to the N.W. arrte just before it suddenly steepens. The 
N.W. nrcte, or Anderson Grat, as it is called-the first ascent 
was made in 1883 by J. Stafford Anderson and G. P. Baker, 
with Elrich Almer and Aloys Pollinger *--affords a first-rate 
climb, continuously steep, but without any passage of serious 
dificnlty. It is apt to be prettj- icy early in the season, and 

* A1111m Journal, vol. xi. p. SG1. 



was so at  this date. It appears to be the better plan-and 
there is certainly no necessity of doing otherwise-to adhere 
to the arkte as  closely as  possible. At one point, not far from 
the top, a very sensational, though perfectly safe, passage 
occurs, reminding one somewhat of the arcte of the Ecrins 
close to the ' Almer Gap.' 

Two and a half hours' interesting climbing landed u3 on the 
summit at  11 o'clock. 

Perfect weather and glorious views rewarded our efforts. 
Already the new snow was melting, and running in streams 
of water off the S. side of the summit, and we were able to 
get water and set our aluminium stove a-boiling. Thereafter 
me lay, basked, and admired for over an  hour. Few Oberland 
peaks can beat the Schreckhorn for views and pictures seen 
from it. 

At 12.15 the descent was begun. 
At first the S.'AT. ridge is of easy angle and narrow, and 

was now crowned and adorned by a tall corniced edge of ice 
and purest enow, the lovely wind-carved curves and flutings 
of which i t  almost appeared like sacrilege to shatter by the 
brute force of the ice axe, but it had to be done. 

Soon broadening and steepening, the ridge became almost 
snow-free. It is, lower, almost vertical in places, but con- 
venient chimneys and ledges always appear, and our spare 
cord was not uncoiled. At 4.55 we were down a t  the foot 
of the steep upper portion, then, getting on the west-running 
buttress, descended this for a time, first on good, then on loose 
rock. Then, crossing an ice couloir to the left, gained easy 
rocks, which soon led down to avalanche-marked snow slopes 
above the bergschrund. A jump across this landed us on 
the Schreckfirn. Descending this, and crossing the rocks, me 
jumped into the great couloir and had some capital standing 
glissades back to the hut. Our taking this route over the 
Schreckhorn was the outcome of a suggestion of the dis- 
coverers of the ' S.W. passage.' ' I here most heartily endorse 
the opinion expressed in Mr. Bradby's paper of the S.W. route 
up the Schreckhorn as a good climb, and a safe and interesting 
route, and one which, under the leadership of good guides, 
onght, I believe, to become the quickest, as  it is the most 
direct, from this side. This does not mean always that thenearer 
the climb approaches the right angle the righter the route. The 
formidable appearance of the great red bluff of the upper 

* See Mr. Bredby's paper, ' A Ztlonth's Climbing in the Bernese 
Oberland,' AZpine Journal, vol. xxi. p. 499. 



part seems to frighten most parties off, but there are in 
reality only two or three places of actual ' technical diffi- 
culty,' to use an expression much in favour with our Conti- 
nental friends. No doubt the descent, as usual on really 
steep but good rocks, is considerably easier than the ascent, 
but the risk from falling stones is practically nil, unless sent 
down by the party themselves, and this risk, with a properlj 
trained climbing party,. should be extremely small. The 
route our party took off the ridge to the Schreckfirn might 
require modification. No stones or snow fell a t  the hour we 
crossed the couloir, about 6 P.M. 

Greenwood's time was now nearly up. We discussed 
crossing the Jungfrau or the Eiger. He had ascended both, 
Ling and I neither. Ling rather inclined to the Jungfrau, 
I to the Eiger, but Greenwood would not hear of the latter. 
His memory of it had been for ever spoiled, he said, by the 
spectacle of an intoxicated guide standing on his head and 
singing on the very summit of the peak. Rather a test of 
sobriety, I should think. Our discussion was settled the same 
day, however, by the weather, and we went to hfeiringen by 
rail and steamer in pouring rain, and in the same and 
a closed cab crossed the Grimsel col. Emerging from a wall 
of mist into sunshine again in the RhBne valley, we drove 
down to Brieg, our party again the poorer by the loss of 
Greenwood, who dropped off at  Fiesch to rejoin his baggage. 

Arrived a t  Zermatt on the 26th, Ling and I found the 
' Wall ' lined with ' unemployed ' guides, all climbing stopped 
for oyer a week by bad weather. To give the new snow time 
to evaporate, and still to keep up the character of the expe- 
dition, Friday and Saturday were devoted to traverses of 
various kinds, including the ' Shoehorn ' by various routes 
and the Riffelhorn by the Matterhorn couloir. 

7'rarc.t-se of t l ie  dIuttr~.hortt to I taly by the Ztnlctt Arcte. 

On RIonday, July 30, the attractions of the Matterhorn 
traverse had finally prevailed over the charms of the Dent 
Blanche, and, accompanied by two porters, procured through 
the good offices of Joseph Biener, a former guide of Ling's, 
we set out for the Tiefenmatten face of the Zmutt arete. 
Two porters were taken, as  we wished to carry with us plenty 
of wood, and to send them back from the gite the same day. 
One of these porters proved a good man, but of the other the 
less said the better. 

We walked up the lovely path to the Staffel Alp, and then, 
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without halting, except to collect wood a t  the last dead trees, 
along the grass slopes to the side moraine of the Zmutt 
glacier. Here we came upon a brood of ptarmigan, the 
young, though little larger than a sparrow, already able to 
fly. Getting on the ice we rounded the first rocky promon- 
tory that projects into the glacier from the lower part of the 
Zmutt a rde .  This ar i te  is divided near the foot into two 
projections or capes, which enclose a steepish little glacier 
or icebay. Ascending this we then turned to our right, and, 
leaving the place known as the lower gite on our left, reached 
a shoulder or col of the TT. promontory, which leads over to 
the upper part of the Tiefenmatten glacier. On the ice here 
we passed the much-weathered remains of an unfortunate 
chamois, probably killed by a fall some years ago. From the 
top of the little col we descended slightly to the Tiefenmntten 
glacier beyond (height about 2,900 meters), and then skirted 
along below the Zmutt ridge. We had here to wait over an  
hour for the porters, who had lagged behind, and on their ct  
last coming roped them up. 

Plenty of stones come down hereat times, and at  this hour 
-about 1 P.M.-we could not think of going up a gully, so it 
aas necessary to find a safe access to the face. This was 
found at  the  buttress or rib forming the true right wall of 
Penhall's couloir. Penhall's party of course did not climb 
the couloir, but, as his diagram shows, crossed it at  a 
narrow place pretty high up. Little difficulty was found in 
crossing the  bergschrund, and effecting a lodgment on the 
rocks. We then ascended the rib a good \Yay, and, bending to 
the left, slanted up towards the arCte, crossing the rock 
couloir that  bounds the rib on its right. The rocks here are 
easy but very loose. 

M'e now began to look about for the alleged 'upper gite.' 
One of the porters was supposed to know of its whereabouts, 
but we speedily found that he knew about it less than me 
knew ourselves. So, leaving Ling to bring on the impedi- 
menta slowly, I took half the wood and went on to prospect. 

After some hunting, I came upon an excellent shelter rock, 
with a ledge underneath just large enough for two. With a 
wall in front to prevent our rolling off it would do capitally. 
Re therefore pitched camp here, a t  a height by aneroid of 
10,900 feet. Water ran down plentifully on either hand 
from melting snow beds, so afternoon tea mas soon ready. TYe 
gave the porters a good rest, several cups of tea, and a share 
of our fare, and then sent them off. They got back to 
Zermatt that night, but I believe pretty late. Free nt last, 



Ling and I built up our wall, made the gite as comfortable 
as  possible, and spent a heavenly afternoon and evening 
basking in the warm rays of the westering sun and admiring 
the grandly impressive views, ranging round from the stone- 
swept western face of the Matterhorn, to the avalanche-rushing 
ice cliffs of the Dent dlHPrens, and to where the sun set 
behind a crimson cloud above the shoulder of the glorious 
Dent Blanche. For a few hours in late afternoon our 
locality grew lively with falling stones ; they buzzed and sang 
down the slight channels on each side of our rock, and one 
bolder than the rest would occasionally use our roof as a 
leaping off place. But these are birds that fly by day, and 
when the sun set they rested from flight and song. 

Gradually it grew dark, but occasionally flickers of summer 
lightning lit up the ghostly white ice cliffa of the Dent d'H6rens 
opposite. From thence reverberated the whole night through 
the growling thunder of the ice avalanches. I n  our com- 
fortable shetlands and blanket bags we were quite warm, 
but nothing, not even a coil of rope, could mitigate the 
uncompromising hardness of our rock couch, and sleep fled 
far from us. 

There is, however, a kind of uplifting excitement, a 
nervous tension of a healthy kind, in such a situation as 
ours. So very different is the sharp, clear air from the stifling 
reek of a crowded hut, that one does not feel the aan t  of 
sleep, and I think we went none the worse the nest day on 
that account. 

At 4 A.M. on July 31 we left the gite,  incidentally also tao 
blankets, tt large bundle of wood, and one paiti. Some 
aches we did at  first take with us, but soon dropped them as, 
with crampons on for the first time this season, we scrambled 
up the broken rocks above the gite to the big ice patch below 
the arcte. The angle of this is fairly steep-43" measured- 
nnd even with the crampons a little cutting was necessarg. 
I t  was full dawn as we reached the arirte, 5.15, and gazed 
down on the sleeping world of the Zermatt valley. The 
arete was of ice with a thin, delicate, semitransparent cornice 
of snow, of infinite beauty, adhering to the east side. The 
angle soon eased ofY, and walking up this true ' highway ' ae 
reached the first of the great ' teeth ' at 6.15. These in 
normal condition would offer little dificulty, save that arising 
from the looseness of the rocks. To-day, there were at any 
rate no loose rocks ; all were iced firmly into their places. 

I 
The first two teeth were traversed, the third passed on the 
Tiefenmatten side, the fourth mostly traversed. 
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Abore the 'gap,' cutting off the ' teeth,' the arkte rises 
very steeply, and we were forced out a short distance on the 
Great Zmutt Couloir side ; but the work was so hard, every- 
where iced and snowed up, that, to shorten the labour of the 
cutting and hacking, we presently turned straight up and 
got back to the arete again. 

Though still very steep it went better for a while, but 
then became almost vertical and as iced as ever. Nevertheless 
we refused to be forced into the couloir, which looked a conve- 
nient path for stones, though we saw none fall, and at  length 
gained the short level shoulder which the top of the couloir 
cuts off from the main arete, only a few yards to the left (E.) 
of its edge. The climbing now became less difficult for a 
while as we followed the arkte, or rather the edge of the 
TTT. face of the Matterhorn, on the upper side of the Zmutt 
couloir. 

Above here it becomes necessary to go out on the face to 
the right. Most parties on this climb appear to have kept 
too far out here, some as far in fact as the ' curved couloir,' 
Penhall's route. 

The rocks here are all 'wrong,' speaking in a climbing 
sense. They rise in two great steps, like an overlapping 
double roof. The intermediate spaces, again, are composed of 
overlapping, downward tilted edges, like slates. To-day all, 
escept the edges of the slates and the steepest portions of the 
steps, were covered with ice. I t  was perfectly safe from 
falling stones in such condition. From the overhanging rocks 
on the left, however, the edge of the great cliff of the ' Nose,' 
depended vast quantities of icicles, and these were continually 
breaking off and rolling down the ' roof ' towards us, luckily 
broken into fragments too small to cause much inconvenience. 

To shorten the cutting necessary, we only moved a little 
way out on the face, and discovered a narrow vertical 
chimney, which let us up the first step without much di5culty. 
We then started up to the right, cutting, and scraping where 
the ice was thin, to the foot of the next ' step.' This was- 
rather smooth and difficult, and was also iced, and it was 
with considerable relief that on vanquishing it we then found 
ourselves level with an obvious traverse, over the usual 
disagreeable, sloping, ice-covered rocks, back to the arkte. 
I t  was now plain sailing, but at one tower, turned on the 
E. side, a good deal of digging and cutting was again neces- 
sary. In fact on this ar6te our feet hardly ever touched 
bare rock till we reached the top. Here we arrived at  3 P.M. 
The time was very slow-11 hrs., including call halts-but I do 
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not think it could have been materially shortened under the 
conditions without incurring needle~s risk. We both wore 
crampons, but my right one broke shortly after leaving the 
lower arete, and I do not think I went any the worse without 
it. At the angles of much of the climbing, stepe-and hand- 
holds-had to be cut even with crampons, and the steps 
must be larger for a cramponed boot to give an equal security. 

The weather had been fine hitherto, but now light wisps of 
mist began to form and drift about the tremendous cliffs on 
the Italian side of the Cervin. After an hour spent in 
greeting old friends, both near and far-and they were many- 
among the peaks visible from this glorious view-point we 
commenced the descent down the Italian ridge. 

Fine displays of the Brocken Spectre greeted us on the 
shoulder, and a small snow shower with thunder coming on 
we were treated to a considerable manifestation of electrical 
energy on the part of the rocks, and the ice axes sang their 
weird ' chanson du piolet.' 

The wet snow made the rocks-and the ropes-rather 
slippery, and the way a little difficult to find, and we were 
not sorry to step into the Italian hut about 8 P.M. 

Here a comfortable night was spent, no other party being 
there, and next morning, in brilliant weather, we continued 
the descent and then climbed the upper Furgjocli back to 
Zermatt, whence our next traverse, alas ! had to be that of 
France, homeward-bound. 

Perhaps I may be allowed a few comments on the Zmutt 
ar4te route. The great charm of it is that it gives the 
mountaineer a chance of making friends with the unspoilt 
Matterhorn. I t  is utterly free from any ' artful aids,' and 
long may it continue 80 ! Then in scenic impressiveness it 
can hardly be surpassed by any route in the Alps. The 
guides hayo a considerable respect for it, and would refuse to 
go for it except when in good condition, and they are right, 
as tho position of a party containing an incompetent or 
exhausted 'Herr '  on that western face in icy condition 
would be one of considerable peril. I n  places it would be 
very diflicult to check a slip. 

Mr. Baurnnnn, who made the ascent shortly after Mum- 
mery (behind Emile Rev), characterises it as ' a good rock- 
climb.' This may possibly be the case in September, after 
a long spell of fine meather, but I think must rarely be 
a fitting description for the climb in July. I n  fact it gave 
our party about two and a half times as much ice work 8s 
the traverse of the Aig. d'Argcntikre by the Saleinaz ice 
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wall. With regard to Penhall's route up the western face. 
This is altogether inferior both in scenery and in point of 
safety. Penhall's ron te has apparently never been repeated. 
Nessrs. Lammer and Lorria, it is true, made what Nr.  
Whymper calls a ' mad attempt ' to ascend the Matterhorn 
by this route in 1887,' with results that were nearly fatally 
disastrous. They are said to have reached a point ' not very 
far from the top,' but I think could not have been less than 
1,000 ft. below it. Their principal mistake appears to have 
been in not travereing to hlummery's route on the ar&te, 
when the ascent appeared impossible, instead of retreating 
down the western face in the afternoon. Any one who has 
lain on the Tiefenmatten face of the lower part of the ridge, 
and seen and heard the stones fall from the western face of 
the peak, would take good care not to expose himself to the 
risk of being caught there in the afternoon hours. 

Herr Lorria's comment on the adventure seems to me 
a yerj just one. 'The lesson,' he says, ' to be learnt from 
our accident is not, " Always take guides," but rather, " Never 
try the Penhall route on the Matterhorn " except after a long 
series of fine hot days, for otherwise the western mall of the 
mountain is the most fearful mouse trap of the Alps.' t 

BY A. D. GODLEY. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, February 5, 1907.) 

C ANDID friends have taken me to task for the too ambitious 
J title of this paper. Who, they have asked me, am I, 

that I should lecture the Alpine Club on the Alps? and 
need hnrdly say that the same question has occurred to 

myself. I can only plendmy attitude of mind at  the moment 
when the title was demanded of me. This address was not 
at that time actually written ; and having before my mind 
the case of the esjayist who -sas described as ' singularly 
unfettered by a given subject,' I fezred that I might fall into 
his error if 8 too narrowly specified theme tempted me to 
stray outside it. Hence I chose a heading which at least 
allows a rninimum of possibility of wandering fro111 the point. 

- - - - - - - - -- 

-4lpirte Jour7za!, vol. xiii. p. 399. 
t I wish to take the opportunity of thanking various friends, 

JIessrs. Greenwood, Clark, Wilson, Priestman, Nettleton, and H. 
walker, who either lent the negatives or allowed me the use of 
their slides. 
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But in spite of its high-sounding description the part 
which this paper plays is really very humble. Everyone, I 
suppose, knows by experience the temper in which one eats 
that meal which reason pronounces to be necessary, yet 
cannot deny to be indigestible-the two o'clock a.x. break- 
fast. You come to it in darkness and secrecy, like a burglar. 
You eat it-at lsast until a few weeks' climbing has developed 
a kind of bestial appetite-not with desire, but as  a man 
might pack a portmanteau ; you eat with your loins girded, 
like the Israelites ; with the consciousness, like them, that you 
Are going on a long journey, t~nd  that before the Promised 
Land is reached you must stumble for an hour at least over 
boulder-strewn alps and familiar paths which the darkness 
has turned into a difficult and dangerous traverse. Yet you 
know tlla,t if you can weather the horrid meal and the 
succeeding perils, there is a place, high u~ on the moraine, 
where you will rest and see the sun mount over the eastern 
peaks; where you will feel that the worst is over and the 
best lies before you ; and that there you will eat your second 
breakfast in tranquility and gladness of heart. This Paper is 
the first breakfast ; Ruwenzori will be the second. I do not 
mean to imply that there will be the usual interval of two 
hours and a half. 

I uuppose the first and obvious thought of everyone when 
he is asked to read a paper before t h i ~  Club (whether as a 
1~rer cle riiiea~r or otherwise) must be, that it is the proudest 
day of his life. The next and perhaps equally obvious 
reflection for myself personally was, that somehow or other 

. the paper must be constructed ; that after a number of yeare 
chequered by a great variety of hill-climbing expeditions 
there must be ample material ; and the final conclusion of 
the whole matter seemed to be, that however enthralling the 
subjective interest of one's own personal experiences, their 
objective value to an audience was absolutely nil ; and that, 
in short, I had nothing to say. I communicated this fact to 
the Secretary. He, with a promptitude obviously born of 
experience, replied by return of post that the less I said the 
better. He did not put it precisely in that form. He spoke 
of mountains regarded from some other point of view than 
that of the mere (I am pretty sure he said ' mere ') climber 
or the commonplace explorer. This troubled me a little. 
From what other point of view can you regard a mountain P 
I cannot geologise ; to photograph I am-incompetent. 
At one time I did think of reading a paper entitled 
'Nountnins which I Have Not Climbed or Explored,' and 
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of hiring a set of slides illustrative of the Himalayas, the 
Caucasus, and the Breithorn. But eventually I thought I 
grasped the true inwardnesfl of what the Secretary had said. 

I appear, then, as a member of that class of perhaps not 
altogether respectable persons who ascend hills merely for 
pleasare. They have no particular principles, except the 
general maxim that it is better to be at the top of a hill than 
the bottom. They are not centrists nor excentrists; if they 
cannot have a peak, they will take a pass; if they cannot 
have tl pass, they will be content with a glacier. Their 
object is to acquire such skill as will enable them to walk on 
steep places w~thout danger to themselves and others. They 
are smatterers and general readers in an age of specialism ; 
they are wedded to no dogmatic formulre, but are simple, 
undenominational (may one say 7) Cowper-Temple alpinists. 

These are then mere Hedonists ; and yet there is something 
to be said even for them. Their pursuit of pleasure is 
perhaps the less disreputable because they are in a sense 
martyrs. There are few to praise them. JFithin the circle 
of this Club they are re~arded as lacking in seriousness and 
fixity of purpose, and that higher altruism rhich prompts to 
the increasing of knowledge by the ascent of untrodden 
peaks ; mere voluptuaries, votaries of selfish pleasure. Out- 
side, they are exposed to obloquy and detraction. To the 
public in general, which does not lore mountains-except as 
rt background to some scene of rational amnsement-hill- 
climbing is either too difficult or too easy. Once it was too 
difficult, and Alpinists were condemned as bad citizens for 
their suicidal tendencies. Now, in general, the pendulum 
has swung the other way : it is too easy ; with a vague 
consciousness of mountain railways-a distant recollection of 
Tarturin sur 2es dlpes-a hazy reminiscence of expressions 
perhaps used in the heat of the moment by members of this 
Club-with all this mass of imperfectly assimilated suggestion 
simmering in his mind, the uninterested outside critic is apt 
to conclude that mountaineering is a pastime where the 
facilities are too many and too obvious, and the need for 
personal exertion reduced to a minimum ; and that on the 
whole a man who respects the dignity of human nature 
ought to be playing golf. Perhaps that is trne. We are 
quite conscious of these variously unsympathetic attitudes ; 
yet we persist in our vicious courses-being, as I said, mere 
voluptuaries, given over to self-indulgence and the gratifica- 
tion of appetite. And here the philosopher is confronted by 
what he must acknowledge to be a strange paradox. If we, 
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being otherwise for the most part persons of moderate re- 
spectability, and not more obviously mad than other people, 
continue in these unremunerative pursuits merely for the 
sake of pleasure, and proclaim that our climbing days have 
been among the best days of our lives, we ought to be able at 
least to define that pleasure in an  intelligible way. 

It is every man's duty to attempt to arrive a t  truth. That 
is not easy in matters connected with mountains. Speaking 
(if one may eay so) as  an augur to augurs, one may confess 
that inaccurate statements have from time to time been made, 
and even printed. I have even heard mendacity and self- 
glorification described as part of the necessary equipment of 
a true Alpinist. Nevertheless, truth must be investigated. 
Now, if we are to take the aggregate of outside public opinion 
-if not ' quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus,' jet 
what is held by most men a t  most times and in most places- 
we shall find that it speaks with no uncertain voice. I 
remember to have heard Mr. Edmund Gosse make an  excel- 
lent speech when responding for the guests a t  the winter 
dinner of the Club. I shall always recollect his opening 
sentence, which claimed to interpret the real if unconfessed 
sentiments of the Alpine Club itself : ' I dislike,' he said, ' a 
mountain as  much as any of YOU.' Mountains have only to 11% 
known to be disliked : and the Club, knowing them best, must 
dislike them most ! A friend of my own, very highly placed 
in the University of Oxford, told me once that for him 
mountaineering held but two pleasurable moments-when 
you arrive at  the top, and when you arrive (of course, volun- 
tarily) at  the bottom : nor did it appear that the seneual 
delights of the vanquished peak or the regained hotel Irere 
in themselves, for my friend, sufficient to balance the extreme 
agony incidental to the phases of existence preceding these 
two crises of achievement. Here, then, you have Literature 
and the Universities (for once) in agreement. 

Any person of a candid and philosophic mind, not a moun- 
taineer, must arrive at  a like conclusion. The philosopher 
would say: Tour expedition is made up of a series of acts 
which are either painful or unnatural or unneceesary or 
unremunerative, or (more commonly) all these a t  once. You 
get up at  two in the morning-a thing horrible to imagine. 
Dragged or impelled by peasants of great strength and 
ferocious aspect, you ascend steep and slippery heights which 
no one will praise you for surmounting, while no sensible 
person would pity you if you fell. You eat and drink for the 
most part things from which at other times you would rightly 
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recoil. Chicago supplies your viands, and the very name of 
your so-called wine proves it (if proof were needed) the legi- 
timate successor of that vinegar with which Hannibal, the 
first Alpinist, is fabled to have split the rocks. You are 
exposed to excessive cold and excessive heat ; to the botanist 
who delays your advance by searching for probably non- 
existent vegetables, and the photographer who nails you 
like Prometheus to the rock. Can a succession of incidents, 
in themselves painful, compose an aggregate of pleasure? 
Apparently, it can. 

If I may be autobiographical for a moment, I should like 
to describe to the Club my initiation into its pastimes a good 
many years ago. Hills, at  that time, held no special attrac- 
tions for me. I had no friends a t  that time who knew or 
cared anything about the Alps. From reading the usual 
kind of conventional descriptions of mountain ascents I 
supposed that the climbers' choice lay invariably between the 
side of an overhanging precipice and the bottom of a fathom- 
less crevasse. I recollected the perilous rock-and-glacier work 
which (according to Sir Walter Scott) menaceR the incautious 
traveller on the route from Bale to Lucerne. Altogether I 
do not suppose that a more crassly ignorant amateur than 
I was ever walked in a pair of improperly nailed boots. 
However, having been somehow imported into Bwitzerland. 
as I heard people talking about the so-called pastime of 
climbing, I thought I would demonstrate the futility of the 
thing ambulando. I therefore took to myself professionals 
and an alpenstock like ' the mast of some tall amiral '-the 
possession of an axe then implied some pretensions to being 
what is called an 'expert '-and thus equipped I set out to 
walk over the Adler pass from Zermatt to Mattmark. This 
seemed to be a good test, as Baedeker said it was wild and 
hazardous. We scaled those dizzy precipices ; or rather, we 
walked and waded over leagues of very bad snow, which was 
naturally much more embarrassing to me than to the rest of 
the party. I t  wss a misty day, and we saw no view. When 
we got to Mattmark my face felt a little hot after some eight 
hours of exposure to fresh snow, and I cooled it with very 
cold water (lanoline was not invented then). Over the agonies 
which my complexion endured some hours afterwards I can 
only draw a veil-and I remember wishing that I had drawn 
that veil before I started. Looking back on the cold details 
of that expedition, I can find nothing in it that a properly 
constituted mind could call enjoyable ; yet I know very well 
that I seemed to myself to have discovered an entirely new 
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and unmixed pleasure, and to have merely wasted all the 
years which I had spent outside Switzerland. I am almost 
ashamed to say how little I have changed my mind since 
then. 

One cannot say what the pleasure is. I t  defies analysis 
into its agreeable or disagreeable parts. It  appears to be 
independent of external accidents (the word is used in the 
logical sense); it exists on the Diablerets, which is as nearly 
flat as a mountain can be ; it exists on the west face of the 
Pillsr rock, which is not flat a t  all. Novelty is all very well. 
But however delightful to vanquish some rock pinnacle (' noch 
nicht gemacht ')-and possibly to find that your new peak is 
crowned by an old bottle, which you try to persuade yourself 
has been dropped by a passing balloon :-however fascinating 
to climb a gulley, ' equal to new,' where the stones, accumu- 
lated by ages of justifiable neglect, only to fall on your 
devoted head, make you occasionally feel that you could be 
content with that gulley in a, slightly more used condition ; 
whatever the charms of new ascents, it is not on these that 
the grovelling Hedonists for whom I speak primarily rely. 
As Aristotle might say, they do not need novelty, like an 
amulet. They recognise that if newness has its delights, so 
has familiarity ; and, as I am professionally bound to think 
first of instruction, I ought to say that nothing is  more 
educative from a climbing point of view than to make the 
same ascent under different conditions. 

I t  may be urged that persons who approach the Alps in 
this casual and amateurish, and what I may call Bank I 
Holiday, spirit are liable to be accused of forming an un- I 

desirable link between this Club and the ordinary tourist-in 
fact, of being ordinary tourists themselves. Now, no one 
can have studied the recent literature of Alpine adventure 
without realising that it is a very serious thing to be called 
a tourist. While the writer of an article in the ' Journal ' is 
almost invariably tt hero-or at least the hero of the piece- 
the tourist, should he unfortunately appear, almost always 
takes the rtile of the villain. 

And the worst of it is that it is so fatally easy to become 
one. The afliction may come upon a man quite suddenly ; 
it is in a sense an accident of time and place. Tou may be 
successful in your profession and respected by your friends- 
so long as you keep below the snow-line; cross it and you 
may be at once described as hostis h~ittlatti ge~zcris;  in 8 

moment you may find that you are one of a class of persons 
who are generally obese : who belong by preference to some 
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alien nationality: in front of whom the rope is unduly taut 
as they ascend, and unduly slack as they descend; who 
regard the practised mountaineer with peculiar animosity, 
and take every opportunity of dislodging portions of the hill- 
side on to his head: for whose sake mountains are draped 
with ropes and honeycombed by railways-while the true 
climber is driven far afield, before their locust-like advance, 
into distant and hotel-less solitudes. 

Yet the harmfulness even of a tourist may be exaggerated. 
After all, the crowds of persons only qualified for climbing 

by the possession of an ice-axe, who have certainly made 
some parts of the Alps less delightful in the past twelve 
or fifteen years, are not necessarily so baneful as we 
are sometimes given to understand-even granting the 
impossibility of their moral redemption. Natural gre- 
gariousness, which is perhaps the real differentia of the 
tourist, herds him into a few centres where he can dine 
off many courses and all the expeditions have sign-posts. 
But these are after all only a small part of the Alps. 
Fourteen years ago it was the singular good fortune of myself 
and a friend to find ourselves on five fine August days 
the sole visitors of five so-called first-class peaks. Allowing 
that now that would be a very unusual experience indeed- 
allowing the number of ' hardest climbs in the Alps' which 
are now ' an  easy day for a lady '-granting that on fine 
mornings a queue has, I am told, to be formed from the door 
of the Matterhorn hut, and that every peak at Arolla, from 
the Petite Dent de Veisiri to the Aiguilles Rouges, is crowned 
by its own particular picnic-surely those are desperate 
counsellors who would have us retire (as does a recent and 
very eloquent writer in the 'Journal ') to Parnassus or 
Olympus or Ida. We are not really crowded out of the Alps. 
Not to go far afield, it cannot be said the district between the 
Grimsel and the Gothard is over-populated. There is quite 
good climbing there, nor is the climber's initiative hampered 
or atrophied by the excessive skill of local guides. And any one 
who goes even to the Aiguilles of Mont Blanc with the 
' Climber's Guide ' (a work which I mention for the sake of 
honour) will see at  once that topography has not said its 
last word. 

Why not accept the facts in an optimistic spirit, and 
acknowledge the potential perfectibility even of tourists? 
Many a man begins as a member of that class, yet afterwards 
lives quite respectably. Perhaps, among those who in later 
years have acquired quite enough knowledge to lead up (let 
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us say) the Galenstock, more than would care to confess it 
have begun by going up the Matterhoru because it was the 
right thing to do. Even such are men and brothers. This 
Club is based after all on the desires that are shared by 
ourselves with the humblest tripper who crawls on all foura 
across the slab of the easy route up the Pillar-the desire for 
the high air and the sun shining on the peaks and the sense 
of something accomplished. In the ' concentration camps' 
above described, much is being done for the moral, as I 
well as the physical, elevation of the sojourner. When he 
ascends mountains, even those very boulders which he 
dislodges on to the head of the innocent mountaineer may be 
the ' stepping-stones ' of his tourist nature whereby he climbs 
' to higher things.' Even when he only makes what I have 
heard a guide deecribe-in reference to the chief seats at 
feasts gradually attained by length of stay in hotels-as 'la 
grande ascension de la table d'hote'-even then he  may 
1,e imbibing that enthusiasm for mountains, that animrie 
ascendendi which is the sign of the true mountaineer ; which 
will, one hopes, still send some Englishmen to the Alps when 
climbing as a fashion has passed into the limbo of forgotten 
pastimes. And here I seem to be getting near the subject 
which the secretary may have had in mind when he spoke of 
the Alps regarded from an unprofessional point of view ; but 
I have also got to the end of this unnecessary paper. I 
apologise for the length of the expedition. 

I 

(Read before the Alpine Club, March 5, 1907.) 
HOUGH the idea of writing this paper did not occur to T me till much later, it had its first origin in a proposal 

of mine, made about five years ago, to my friend Mr. 
Charles Cannan that we should celebrate the twenty-first 
anniversary of our first season together in the Alps by spend- 
ing a few weeks there in the following summer. He replied 
by inviting me to suggest a district, not too far away, to which 
we had neither of us been before, where we should get some 
not too formidable climbing and be unlikely to meet any of 
our fellow-countrymen. After some deliberation I fixed on 
the Linth Thal as the nearest place which seemed likely to 
satisfy the prescribed conditions, and there accordingly we 
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went, in August 1902, with another old friend, Moritz 
Inderbinen. 

The season was a very bad one, and there was only one 
short spell of five days in which it was possible to do any- 
thing ; but we turned it to most satisfactory account, crossing 
the Bifertenstock to Brigels, going round to the Val Rusein, 
and returning from the Sandgrat pass over the Todi. I 
should like to dwell a little more on my recollections of this 
first visit to the Ti5di region, but space forbids, and I can only 
mention now that two young Swiss whom we met at  Brigels 
told us that next year (1903), when the railway to llanz was 
opened, a new hut would be built in the Val Puntaiglas. 
What happened with regard to that hut I do not exactly 
know. I believe one of the Sections of the Swiss Alpine 
Club intended to build it and then changed its mind, and 
built one on the Dom instead. But the matter did not 
greatly interest me, for I had no thought a t  that time of ever 
going back there. I was then a confirmed 'mountain- 
climber ' of the type described by Sir Martin Conway in an 
inspired moment seventeen years ago." These are some of 
the things he says about the mountain-climber :- 

' What he loves, first and foremost, is to wander far and 
wide among mountains. He does not willingly sleep two 
consecutive nights in the same place. He detests black- 
coated tables d'h6te. H e  hates centres. He gets tired of a 
district and likes his holiday to be a tour. He loves a good 
and companionable guide. He always wants to see what is 
on the other side of any range of hills. He prefers passes to 
peaks, and hates not getting to the top of anything he starts 
for. He chooses the easiest and most normal route. He likes 
to know the names of all the peaks in a view. He cannot 
bear to see a group of peaks none of which he has climbed. 
He covers maps with red lines, marking his routes. He 
willingly explores side valleys. He has ascended the Basodine 
and other splendid points of view of easy access.' 

When I first read that description I felt as if I had been 
sitting for my photograph; but I think I must have left off 
reading a t  that point, for on 100liillg at  i t  again the other day 
I found that Conway goes on to say, ' The future of Alpine 
literature depends on the climber, but the prosperity of 
climbing as a sport depends on the gymnast.' 

Now my experience is that a man may wander for years 
among tbe mountains and remain very happy and entirely 

- - -- - -- 

* Alpine Jou17ln1, YO~. xv. p. 108. 
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unconcerned about Alpine literature, but, once entangled in 
its meshes, he is slowly but surely transformed into an 
impassioned centrist, possessed with a restless desire to 
return to his district again and again, till he has ascended 
every mountain in it by all conceivable routes. . 

Alpine literature laid hold of me when I got home in the 
shape of Mr. Valentine Richards, who asked me to help with 
some of the routes in the Todi section of the new edition of 
the ' Alpine Guide ' ; and, as I did not know then what it was 1 

going to be like, I consented with light-hearted alacrity. 
I expect that when the literary microbe has once gained 

admittance one ie bound to end by reading a paper sooner or 
later, but the immediate occasion of this one mas that my 
earliest attempts to get up the subject resulted in the dis- 
covery of a remarkable gap in the ' Alpine Journal ' which it 
seemed to be somebody's duty to fill. But to make this, and 
what follows it, clear, I must go into some topographical 
details. 

Everybody knows in a general way the main geographical 
features of the district treated in the ' Climbers' Guide ' and 
the 'Alpine Guide' under the name of the Range of the 
Todi or the Todi district. 

The Vorder Rhein in the first part of its course runs, so to 
speak, side by side with the Reuss, but after a short distance 
they part company, and while the Reuss keeps straight on its 
way to the Lake of Lucerne the Rhine takes a great sweep to 
the east as far aa Chur ; after that it turns north again 
towards the Lake of Constance. In the angle between them 
lies the basin of the Linth, which roughly coincides with the 
Canton of Glarus. 

At the peak called Catscharauls is the point where the 
watershed between the Rhine and the Reuss splits into two 
watersheds, that between the Reuss and the Linth, which 
runs over the Claridengrat and the Claridenstock down to the 
Klausen pass, and that between the Linth and the Rhine, 
which may be conveniently called the main chain. The first 
thing on the main chain is the Bandgrat ; then come the 
Todi itself and some minor summits, then Piz Urlaun, the 
little Bundner Todi, and the Bifertenstock. Beyond the 
Bifertenstock lie the Kistenstiickli and the Icisten pass, and 
then the main chain turns N. and runs up as far as the 
Hausstock, enclosing the upper part of the Linth Thal. Beyond 
that point it does not lie within the scope of this paper. On 
the S. side of ihe main chain there are two considerable 
lateral ridges, one which starts from the base of Piz Urlaun, 
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and a much larger one starting from the western end of the 
Bifertenstock, consisting of Piz Frisal and the Brigelser- 
homer. These, in conjunction with the main chain, enclose 
three valleys-the well-known Val Rusein, and the Val 
Puntaiglas and the Val Frisal, which are not so well known. 
On the N. side there are two great projections-they cannot 
be called ridges. One is the Tddi itself, most of which lies to 
the north of the watershed, and forms the northern boundary 
of the Biferten glacier, and the other is the Selbsanft, an 
enormous mass of rock, very precipitous on all sides and 
roofed with glaciers, the largest of which, the Gries glacier, 
runs up to the face of the Bifertenstock. 

The Selbsanft abuts on the Bifertenstock in a very curious 
way; it is not nearly so high as the Bifertenstock, and is 
rather like a two-storied addition to a three-storied house ; 
only at the S.W. corner a steep tongue or slope of n6ve 
connects the Gries glacier with the ice on the summit ridge 
of the Bifertenstock. I t  has no particular top to it ; the only 
well-marked summit is the T'order Selbsanft, which is a good 
deal lower than the main mass, from which it projects very 
much in the same way as the Vorder Glurnisch from the 
Gliirnisch. 

At its northern end the Selbsanft once joined on to the 
Nuschenstock, but the Limmernbach has cut through them 
E very remarkable caiion, called the Limmerntobel. Above 
the caiion, enclosed between the main chain and the Selbsanft, 
lies a ravine scarcely less remarkable ; along its floor, called 
the Limmernboden, the Limmernbach flows down from the 
glacier of the same name, which descends from the Gries 
glacier. The route to the Iiisten pass is high above this 
ravine. 

Now all the western part of these mountains-all, that is to 
say, which lies west of a line drawn from north to eouth 
just west of the Bundner Tddi-is familiar ground to readers 
of the ' Alpine Journal.' Most of it was within range of the 
activity of Placidns a Spescha, whose story has been told by 
Nr. Freshfield ; * the rest was also the scene of much early 
Swiss mountaineering, notably on the part of Herr G. Hoff- 
mann, who discovered the merits of the Maderaner Thal as  
early as 1840. Some of his exploits have been recorded by 
Mr. Sowerby, who himself minutely explored all the hiaderaner 
Thal peaks and passes.t Mr. A. W. Moore wrote a charming 

dlpPzm Jor~mal, vol. r. F. 289. I- Ibid. vol. vi. p. 321. 
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paper on the first English ascent of the Tiidi, and other 
parties visited the Biferten glacier and Piz Vrlaun,: but 
none of them crossed the line mentioned above. 

I believe I am strictly accurate in saying that to the east 
of it the whole of the region I have described was entirely 
non-existent as far as  the ' Alpine Journal ' is concerned till as 
recently as 1895, when an article by Mr. Coolidge gave some 
account of the Brigelserhorner. The rest of it has remained 
a blank to this day, though the Hausstock has been described 
by Sir Martin Conway in the 10th chapter of ' The Alps fronl 
End to End.' $ 

It was but little known even to Swiss mountaineers before 
1863, when the recently formed Swiss Alpine Club selected 
the Tiidi-Clariden groups as the ' Clubgebiet ' for the season, 
and assembled in considerable numbers in the Linth Thal. 
One division of them, under the command of Herr C. Hauser 
and the guides Heinrich Elmer and his son Rudolf, the leading 
pioneers in this region, started on August 15 to attack the 
Vorder Selbsanft. 

I t  is not three-quarters of an hour's walk from Thierfehd 
to the bnse of the mountain, but betu-een it and the traveller 
lies the caiion of the Limmerntobel. This cniion has  bee11 
described in the ' Alpine Guide ' by Mr. Ball, who writes, 
' It is said that when the stream is frozen hard in minter it is 
possible to traverse this extraordinary cleft, utterly inacces 
eible at  other seasons.' I t  is rash to say of any place thnt it 
is inaccessible, but that view was accepted then and for long 
afterwnrds, and accordingly Herr Hauser's pnrty ascended by 
the Kisten pass route to the Nuschcn Alp, went down to the 
Limmernboclen, up to the further end of it, and all the way 
back along the icy roof of the Selbsanft. T h y  slept at 
a chalet 011 the Kuschen Alp, were 5 f  hrs. going from there 
to the summit of the \'order Selbsanft (not reckoning halts), 
and 59 Ilrs. getting bt~ck again to the Nuschcn A111 chalet, 
where thcg slept n second time.]] 

A few days cnrlier another pnrty h i d  been on the Selbsanft, 
with the iclcn of trying the north face of the Bifertenstock 
from the Grics glacier, but not liking the look of it they 
turned tor~rirds the \-order Selbsnnft. Then bnd weather 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

* d l l ~ i ~ d o ~ ~ ~ r z r t l ,  vol. iii. p. 153. t Ibicl. vol. ii. p. 363. 
Ibirl. vol. ii. p. 134. 

S; Mr. R. W. E. Forster'a amusing paper on the ' The Baths of 
Stachelberg,' in the Lrst volume of Prnks, Passes, and Glaciers, 
deals only with the sub-Alpine portions of thie district. 

I S..1.Cy. Jahrbuclt, i. 146. 
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came on, and they descended on the western side by the 
Scheibenrunse, a great gully which runs down towards the 
snout of the Biferten glacier. This was a very plucky per- 
formance, as il ie a queer-looking place from above and was 
unknown ground to all the party.* 

I confess that, so far, I do not feel as if I had presented 
the Vorder Selbsanft in a very attractive light ; the view 
from it down into the Linth Thal is remarkable, but in other 
respects it is inferior to that obtained higher up, and the 
climbing interest of Herr Hauser's expedition does not seem 
to have amounted to much. I do not know that it has ever 
been repeated, and no one visited the Vorder Selbsanft again 
by any route till 1881, when Herr J. J. Schiesser ascended 
it from the north with the guide Albrecht Zweifel. 

They too slept at  the Nuschen Alp, and descended to the 
Limmernboden, then followed a hunter's track along the 
wall of the Limmerntobel, and climbed out to a little grassy 
patch, very conspicuous from Thierfehd (point 1,852 m. on the 
Siegfried map), after which the arOte was followed to the top. 
There is no doubt about the climbing interest of this ascent ; 
it commences almost at  the water's edge, and for nearly 
3,000 ft. from the grassy patch to the summit lasts con- 
tinuously for 4 or 5 hour0.t 

Six years later Herr Carl Seelig conceived the bold idea 
of forcing a way direct from below, and started from Thierfehd 
with Herr Treichler and the guide Heinrich Schiesser. They 
got down from the Ueli Alp into the caiion, where they 
spent an hour, mostly in the bed of the stream, then climbed 
out and reached the grassy patch already mentioned. Aft,er 
that they followed the route of the first party. 'The Grat 
knows the way,' as Herr Seelig drily observes. 

They passed a miserable night in their wet clothes some- 
where on the Gries glacier, descended next morning to the 
Limmernboden, and went right down the Limmerntobel and 
out at  the lower end. They were in the water this time for 
nearly three hours, and state very emphatically that the 
upper part can only be taken down stream.$ 

Heinrich Schiesser was my guide last summer; he has 
repeated this expedition twice since, and had to spend at 
least one other night out. The last thing he said to me wns 
that I must come back nest year, late in the season, when the 

* Alpine Joz~mal, i. 87. 
t S.A.C. Jahrbztch, svii. 290, well worth reeding. 

Ibid. xxiii. 615. 
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water mould be low, and that he mould take me up. I said it 
would be very nice, and I hoped I should do it some day. 

When one parts with a guide after a successful season one 
is generally possessed by a certain ardour and enthusiasm, 
and I daresay my reply was not wholly insincere, but I do 
not like the idea of that ' Kaltes-JVasser-Wanderung.' 

My own experience of the Selbsanft consisted of an ascent 
by the Scheibenrunse with Mr. Claud Schuster, Noritz , Inderbinen, and a local man, on my second visit to the Linth 
Thal in 1904. I t  was the only item of our programme that 
the weather allowed us to accomplish. We slept a t  the Hinter- 
sand chalets (two hours' very easy going from Thierfehd) and 
reached the top of the couloir in 5 hrs. 5. min. from Hinter- 
sand, exclusive of halts. An hour and a half mtts spent in 
the couloir itself; me found the upper part of it almost 
entirely free from snow or ice, which I believe is very rarely 
the case. 

The most remarkable feature of the climb was the extreme 
looseness and rottenness of the rocks. I waited for several 
minutes in one place while Inderbinen was trying to get on 
without endangering the rest of the party, feeling that I 
should dislodge my own weight in boulders if I moved an 
eyelid. The local guide (lid move an eyelid or some other , 
portion of his person, and Schuster got a nasty bang on the 
head. It was a wretched day : a dense mist enveloped every- 
thing just as we reached the top, and through i t  sounded 
the rattle of a tremendous volley of falling stones ; whether 
they fell anywhere near the line of ascent it was impossible 
to tell. 

A porter had been instructed to take a fresh supply of 
provisions up to the Muttsee hu t ;  we proposed to sleep there 
and cross the Ruchi and the Hausstock on the following day; 
beyond that our plans were rather indefinite, as  it had been 
impossible to form any idea of the amount of time that would 
be required for the ascent of the Scheibenrunse. Had i t  been 
fine we might have been tempted-one never can tell-by the 
N. face of the Bifertenstock; at  the least we had looked 
forward to wandering about the Selbsanft and enjoying the 
view, which can only be obtained from here and must be an 
exceedingly fine one, of the Biferten Glacier and the peaks 
surrounding it. But rain began to fall heavily, and there wae 
nothing to be done but to get round to the Muttsee hut as 
quickly as circumstances permitted. 

The local man went astray in the fog; he seemed to think 
ihat as  long as progress was being made the direction wee 
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immaterial; so we put Inderbinen in front, but much time 
had been masted. I knew from the ' Clubfiihrer der Glarner 
Alpen ' (an invaluable little book which no one visiting this 
region should fail to provide himself with) that there was a 
way up from the left bank of the Limmern glacier to a point 
s little to the west of the Kistenstockli, but the description 
sounded as though there was only one practicable line of 
ascent, and I had a momentary vision of failure to hit it off 
followed by a wet night out. However the rocks, when 
approached, did not prove formidable, and a competent party 
mould always get up them somehow without serious trouble ; 
we raced along the Kisten pass track and reached the Muttsee 
hut  between a quarter and half-past five. 

I emerged from i t  a t  8 next morning, to find a blizzard 
raging and 2 ft. of snow on the ground, so that it mas just as 
well that we had not spent the night on the rocks above the 
Limmern glgcier. 

The early history of the Bifertenstock was not unlike that 
of the Vorder Selbsanft. It was reached for the first time in 
the same year, 1863, a few weeks later.+ The party, who 
were led by Heiurich Elmer, slept at  the Nuschen Alp, went 
on from there to the Kisten pass, and ascended by means of 
the ledges on the S. face called the ' Biinder ' ; this route was 
again followed once or twice in the early 'seventies, and then, 
except on one occasion mentioned below, i t  appears to have 
been left severely alone for about twenty years. 

In  the meantime, in 1876, the ascent from the Gries Glacier 
was successfully accomplished by Herr Brunner and the 
Rlmers. They started from the Hintersand chalets a t  2, and 
reached the glacier by way of the Bcheibenrunse, from which 
they got to the top of the ice slope previously described in 
1 hrs. 25 min. ; this included an hour's step-cutting by Rudolf 
Elmer, who went ahead alone for that purpose ; the summit 
was attained in 20 min. more. The expedition was a long one, 
as more than six hours were occupied in getting to the top of 
the Scheibenrunse. The debcent was made by the Biinder to 
the Kisten pass and Brigels, which was reached a little before 
9 o'c1ock.t 

In  1888 Herr Weber-Tmhof, with two Zermatt guides, 
climbed the 8. face from the Frisal glacier, apparently about 
half-way between the summit and the ' Vorgipfel ' (pt. 3,371 m. 
on. the Siegfried map).$ The ' Clubfiihrer ' describes a varia- 
tion of this route, practicable in exceptionally snowy seasoas, 

* S.A.C. Jahrbuch, i. 163. t Ibid. xiii. 3. Ibid. xxiv. 421. 
VOL. XXII1.-NO. CLXXVI. K K 
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by way of a conspicuous patch of n6v6 lying on the face a 
little to the west of the ' Vorgipfel.' In 1902 we found the 
mountain in the condition described (the snow on the Bander 
was in some places up to our knees), and descended from the 
summit ridge nearly all the way on good snow, which extended 
to the very edge of the Frisal glacier. 

How the mountain has fared since I am unable to say, but 
some light is thrown on this question by a remark made by the 
local porter who was with us on this occasion. I asked him 
if the Bifertenstock was often climbed. No, not very often. 
Had he been up it before 7 Yes, three or four times. Then, 
after a short pause, he mentioned in a casual way that he 
had only been as far as the top on one of these occasions. 
I passed this on to Inderbinen, who grinned a good deal and 
told me that the night before the porter had said, ' Oh, yes ; 
let them start for the Bifertenstock if they want to, and go on 
as far as they like. They won't get to the top. Nobody ever 
gets to the top of the Bifertenstock.' 

And it is true that the journey from Thierfehd to the 
Biinder ria the Kisten pass is irritatingly long and circuitous, 
even now that the Rluttsee hut provides a better placed and 
more comfortable half-way house than the Nuschen Alp 
chalets. 

Therefore I was very much interested to learn that a way 
had been found from the Biferten glacier which brought the 
Bifertenstock comfortably within reach of the Griinhorn 
hut. This way goes up a couloir leading to the col between 
the Bundner Tiidi and Piz Urlaun. I t  was discovered in 
1898, and seems to have been used as a direct route from 
the top of the Bifertenstock to the Griinhorn for the first 
time in 1902, when another route was discovered down the 
N. face, straight from the summit to the Obere Frisal 
Liicke, the col lying between the Bifertenstock and Piz 
Frisal. The ascent by this route was the principal item on 
my programme in 1904, when I, never was able to attempt 
it, and again last year. 

But before coming to it I should like, in the interests of 
chronologicltl sequence, to make a short digression, and to 
stray a little outside the limits indicated by the title of this 
paper. I came out last summer to Altdorf, where I met my 
friend Mr. A. E. Measures, who brought with him Johann 
Stoller, of Kandersteg, a most excellent guide, young, very 
competent both on rocks and ice, and full of zest for novelties. 
On August 19, the day after my arrival, there was a heavy 
storm of snow and rain, which heralded three weeks of almost 
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perfect weather, but in the meantime left us nothing to do 
but to walk over the Klausen pass. Now there is a ridge 
which runs down to the Klausen pass to the depression be- 
tween the Claridenstock and the Kammlistock, which looks as 
if it was intended to provide a way to the N.W. arete of the 
Claridenstock. One of the divisions of the invading army of 
1863 started from the Urnerboden, in full confidence of 
success, to make this ascent, but were brought up short, 
at a point where the ridge narrows, 2-2fr hrs. above the 
Klausen pass, by a remarkable ice wall, from which they re- 
tired defeated after a not very resolute attack.' An English 
party, coneisting of Messrs. L. Stephen, F. C. Grove, and 
R. S. Nacdonald, with the two Andereggs, reached the same 
place, with the eame object, in the following year, but ' finding 
themselves cut off by an impassable wall of glacier,' they 
descended to the W. to a glacier o n  the W., called the Gries 
glacier, and crossed the Scheer Joch to the Maderanertha1.t 
Herr Hauser and the Elmers had a similar experience a few 
days later.: 

We learned from the well-informed landlord of the Klausen 
Pass Hotel that this ice wall was now practicable, and that 
an iron ladder had been fixed in the ice to make it easier. 
On August 23, having picked up Heinrich Schiesser a t  
Thierfehd, we croseed the Claridenstock from the Clariden hut 
and came down that way. It is a very curious place, but we 
did not find it very difficult, and only came upon the ladder 
when it was too late to make any use of it. I can, however, 
well believe that in some season8 it may be hopeless. The first 
party spent 4 hrs. cutting steps up it. We got down in about 
35 min., some of which was spent in casting about for the 
right way down. 

We reached the Klausen Pass Hotel at 2.30, in 8 hrs. from 
the Clariden hut, and drove down to Thierfehd, but un- 
doubtedly the expedition is better taken the reverse way ; it 
provides an excellent approach to the Linth Thal for any one 
coming to it from the valley of Reuss. 

On the way to the Griinhorn next day I noted two interest- 
ing entries in the visitors' book at the Fridolin hut. One gave 
the names of V. A. Fynn and A. Bruderlin, and proceeded, 
with a conciseness recalling Captain Walton's report of the 
sea fight off Cape Passaro, ' 1"'" Besteigung des N.W. Bifer- 
- - - -- - - - - 

* S.A.C. Jahrbuch, i. p. 109 kc. t Alpi?~e Joz~rnal, vol. i. p. 436. 
S.A.C. Jnhrbuch, ii. 131-2. 
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tenwand. Abstieg iiber Scheibenrunse.' This was a re- 
markable climb ; so far as  we could judge, i t  must have been 
made up a very long and steep couloir, just at  the junction of 
the Selbsanft and the Bifertenstock, and have ended on the 
slope by which Herr Brunner's ascent was made. Besides 
this I do not know of even an  attempt having been made to 
scale the wall extending from the Bundner Todi to the Vorder 
Selbsanft at  any point except the Scheibenrunse.+ The other 
was a short note of an  attempt to climb the Bifertenstock by 
the rock arPte above the Biinder, which was stopped by 
'smooth towers' above the second Band, i.e. the one 
nearest the summit. The only other actual attempt on this 
ridge of which I have come across any trace was one made 
by Herr Weber-Imhof before his ascent from the Val Frisal ; 
no details are given. 

On August 25 we set out for the Bifertenstock, reached the 
upper plateau of the glacier by the Schneerunse, and crossed 
to the other side. There is no mistaking the couloir, which 
starts from the very edge of the plateau, just above the 
icefall. We started up some rocks to the right, but this did 
not answer very well, and a considerable time was spent over a 
not very easy traverse into the couloir ; we ought to have gone 
straight for the bottom of it. Once in, it was plain sailing, 
and a steepish climb of 35 min. brought us to the top a t  9.15, 
in 4 hrs.' actual going from the Grunhorn hut. I did not 
know what the traverse of the Bundner Todi was going to be 
like, and was prepared for some step-cutting, but me walked 
over it with absolute ease to the Bifertenliicke, the gap 
between it and the Bifertenstock, in f hr., stopping on the 
top to photograph the Bifertenstock, which soared majestically 
above our heads. After a few minutes' descent and a short 
horizontal traverse we scrambled up slopes of shaly screes for 
something under half an  hour to the Obere Frisal Liicke, 
which was reached in less than 2 hr. from the gap without 
diBculty of any kind. 

It is a very simple matter to get down from the gap to the 
Puntaiglas glacier; the direct descent from the Obere Frisal- 
llicke i~lvolves some climbing, but not, I believe, of formid- 
able character. 

The ascent of the Bifertenstock from the Liicke took 
exactly 2 hrs. At starting we went down a short distance 

* There is a good view of this mall in the S.A.C. Jahrbuch, 
xxxvii. p. 240. See also two other views at pp. 72 and 80 of the 
same volume. 
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below the col ; afterwards we were on the arkte once or twice 
for a few minutes, but practically the whole climb is by the 
face. Everything sloped the wrong way, but the rocks were 
not slabby, and there was no great difficulty about it. 

Aiy only contretemps was just below the top, where the 
other three, whose legs were considerably longer than mine, 
got up a place involving a big stride upwards and sideways, 
which I did not see my way to accomplishing. They were 
not straight above me by any means, and I looked at the 
place and did not like it. As always happens on such occa- 
sions the others sat in a row and cheerfully advised me to come 
along ; it was quite safe. So at last I mede my effort, and 
promptly swung out into space, a thing I particularly dislike. 
However no harm was done, and a very few minutes later 
me were on the top. 

On the descent we reached the beginning of the Binder 
in 55 min., crossed the first one in 25 min. and the second in 
18 min. From the end of the second Band the Kisten 
pass route was reached in 1 hr., and Brigels in 2 hrs. 
more. These may be taken as fair average times. Being 
bound for Brigels we passed to the right (S.) of the Kisten- 
stockli, but it is worth making the circuit round to the N., if 
time is no object, for the sake of the view down the ravine of 
the Limmern, which is one of the weirdest and strangest 
T have ever seen. 

We spent a lazy Sunday at  Brigels, where we were fortunate 
enough to make the acquaintance of Dr. Franz nreber, a 
member of the Akdemischer Alpenclub of Ziirich, and one 
of the party who first ascended the Clnriden icewall. He 
was working on the Geological Survey, and gave us much 
interesting information about the climbing, geology, and 
nomenclature of the Todi district. When he heard that we 
wished to see something of the Puntaiglas glacier he said 
that he had a tent at the foot of the glacier, which he would 
not want for the next few days, and if we cared to use it it 
was at  our disposal. TVe accepted this most kind and con- 
siderate offer in the spirit in which it was made, and had the 
satisfaction of turning it to account in the fullest measure. 

We slept out next day about 2 hrs. above Rrigels. Our 
intention was to ascend the Brigelserhorner from the eastern 
end, beginning with Piz Tumbif, and following the ridge to 
Kavestrau grond, and then to try the descent of the western 
face of the ridge by a route described to us by Dr. Reber, 
whom we hoped to meet in the afternoon on the Puntaiglas 
glacier. For once the weather was unfavourable. I think, 
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however, that it was a blessing in disguise, and resulted in 
our eventually making a better expedition on the Brigelser- 
horner than we should otherwise have done. 

The storm did not last very late, and we had a delightful 
walk on the morning of the 28th down to Truns ; but there 
we had to wait for some final tidings with regard to the tent, 
till it was too late to start again that day. 

Truns, as  every one ought to know, is the place where the 
peasant deputies took the oath of fidelity to the Graue Bund 
in 1424. We swore no oaths at  Truns;  the weather was 
mending rapidly, the cook at  the Hotel Tijdi had a touch of 
genius, and I resigned myself to a lazy afternoon with con- 
siderable cheerfulness. 

I n  the evening we heard some chaff directed against the 
landlord with reference to the long-talked-of Club hut  in the 
Puntaiglas valley ; but he declared that officials representing 
one of the sections of the S.A.C. had been up there with the 
president of the commune a short time before to discuss the 
question of a site, so perhaps they really mean business this 
time. 

Next day we set off for the Val Puntaiglas, and I here take 
the opportunity of warning every one whom it may concern 
that if, in reliance on the ' Climbers' Guide,' they reckon on 
getting to the foot of the glacier in 2g hrs., they had better 
make a very early start. That was the time taken by Mr. 
Tuckett's party when they went up Piz Urlaun in 1865 ; we 
started at  a few minutes past 9, and took 4 hrs., and found it 
a grind at  that ; the sun gets on to the valley very early, and 
stays there relentlessly nearly all day. 

About half-way up one reaches a great combe, filled a t  the 
head by worn, slabby precipices, over which the Puntaiglas 
glacier once poured. We could just see above them a small 
patch of white against the sky; I thought it was a bit of glacier, 
but I believe now that i t  was really the top of Piz Urlaun. 
The glacier ends about 300 to 400 yards short of the edge of 
the precipice, and about 50 yards from the edge we found the 
tent. It was a tight fit for four persons, but with the weather 
we were having it served us well, and we spent three nights 
in it very snugly. 

I had long been looking forward to seeing the Puntaiglas 
basin ; now the cirque which surrounded it was in full view, 
and I was not disappointed. Above the mass of rather dirty 
ice in front of us rose the smooth grey walls of Piz Urlaun 
and the Bundner Tddi, partially sheathed in glacier. On our 
left the circle was not complete ; and a jagged rock ridge 
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which had towered finely above the Alp Puntaiglas as we 
aere ascending had sunk into comparative insignificance ; 
but on the right Piz Frisal and the Brigelserhorner stretched 
in an apparently continuous line of precipices, seamed with 
deep gullies, and broken by scree-covered terraces from which 
queer little rock towers rose like fungi. 

Our hot walk up from Truns would have been amply 
rewarded even if we contemplated nothing further. 

On August 30 we started for the Brigelserhorner; the 
evening before we had weighed the merits of Dr. Weber!s 
route, which attacks the face of the ridge at  the extreme 
top left-hand corner of the great slope of screes lying to 
the north of the ar6te which descends from Crap grond, 
and of another which appeared to be practicable, partly up 
the lower part of this ar6te and partly to the south of it 
beyond Crap grond. We learned later from Dr. Weber that 
the summit of the ridge had been reached by the latter 
route also, but eventually we followed neither of them, but 
made for the bottom of a couloir between the two, about half- 
way across the great scree-slope and nearly straight in front 
of us as we faced the ridge from the tent. This couloir 
seemed to offer a more promising line, but there was one bit 
just above, where the couloir came to an end, which we could 
not quite make out. 

The couloir was climbed without much trouble, but the 
doubtful appearance of things at the top was found to be due 
to the fact that a huge cleft, some hundreds of feet deep, ran 
right into the mountain there and completely barred all 
progress in that direction. I thought we were done for, but 
Stoller rose to the occasion and led us up chimneys and 
rock-ribs away to the right without a check, except what was 
due to the necessity of clearing out the loose stones with 
which the chimneys abounded, until we were high enough to 
accomplish a traverse-which required care-beyond and 
well above the chasm which had stopped us. About 14 hour 
after leaving the top of the first couloir our difliculties mere 
at  an end, and rough scree-covered slopes led us to the top 
of the ridge in a little over 4 hrs. from the tent. (Dr. Weber's 
route lies well to the north of the chasm.) 

We were now near the northern foot of Crap grond, which 
scarcely seems to me to be entitled to a separate name, or to 
recognition as a separate mountain ; the steep northern side 
of it took about half an hour ; on the S. it hardly rises above 
the ridge, and we walked from it in 5 min. to the foot of 
Kavestrau grond, a beautiful rock tower which gave us 
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about 50 minutes' climbing. Returning to the foot of Crap 
grond, we descended by the glacier on the N. side into the 
Val Frisal and so back to Brigels once more. This route has 
been described by Herr Diibi * and Mr. Coolidge,t both of 
whom reached the main ridge by it, though a t  widely different 
points, from the Val Frisal. The glacier is very steep and 
much crevassed, and gave Stoller an  opportunity of showing 
his resourcefulness. 

We returned to the tent next day, attempting a short cut 
from Brigels direct to the Puntaiglas Alp with the amount of 
success that usually attends such efforts. On September 1 
we went up Piz Puntaiglas : a lateral glacier led to the foot 
of the peak in a little over 2 hrs., and from there a climb 
of 2 hr. up some very rotten rocks brought us to the top of a 
long shattered ridge with a stone-man at  each end. 

The northern one was selected as better adapted than the 
other for photographic purposes. I t  turned out to be slightly 
the lower of the two, but a perfect standpoint for studying 
the more lofty peaks around it. 

The next day we regretfully bade adieu to our tent, crossed 
the col between Piz Puntaiglas and Piz Urlaun, descended to 
the Gliems glacier, and reached the top of the Todi in 5fr hrs. 
from the tent, cia the Gliemspforte. I think this quite the 
best way of getting to the Gliemspforte, and I believe it is 
also the best and shortest way for any one wishing to descend 
from the Tijdi to the Rhine valley. 

A lazy day at  Thierfehd followed, and we finished up by 
traversing the Ruchi and Hausstock from the Muttsee hut  to 
Elm. 

The moral of my last year's experiences is that a hut  near 
the foot of the Puntaiglas is very much needed ; all the peaks 
on the main chain, except the Hausstock, would be within 
reach of it, as  well as the lateral ridges which enclose the 
glacier. I t  could be worked conveniently in connection with 
Brigels, and all ordinary requirements in the n-ay of supplies 
can be obtained at  Truns. 

I hope some members mill also have drawn the conclusion 
that these mountains are viorth a visit. Though not very 
high above the sea level, they are quite on t h e  grand scale 
(the Tiidi and Bifertenstock rise higher above Thierfehd than 

* S.A.C. Jal~rbuch, n i x .  p. 815, where there is a good view of 
the Brigelserhorner from the N.E. 

t Ibid. xsxi. p. 375, and (more briefly) Alpine Journal, vol. xrii. 
p. 589. 
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the Dent Blanche and Rothhorn above Zermatt) ; much of 
their scenery is beautiful, and all of it has a very distinct 
character of its own. The climbing is for the most part of 
the kind indicated at the outset, not too formidable (though I 
ahould not call our Kavestrau grond expedition an easy one) ; 
but there are plenty of other things to be done, some among 
them probably of greater difliculty than anything I have 
described, and I cannot conclude better than by giving a list 
of expeditions still undescribed in the ' Alpine Journal' and un- 
accomplished, so far as I am aware, by members of the Club. 

On the N. side there are the Bifertenstock from the Gries 
glacier, and the Vorder Selbsanft, from the N., probably the 
finest climb in the whole district. And I should like to 
mention, though it is going a little outside nly beat, the 
Bocktschingel and the Teufelsstijcke, which are only 14 hour's 
walk from the Clariden hut, and must provide some good, 
though short, rock-climbs. 

From the Puntaiglas hut (when it comes into being) there 
are  the eastern arkte of Piz Urlaun, also accessible from the 
Griinhorn hut by means of the couloir, which I have described 
already in connection with the Bifertenstock :- 

Piz Frisal, which I have had no opportunity of mentioning 
hitherto, was another of the spoils of Herr Hauser and the 
Elmers, who climbed it from the Upper Frisal Glacier.* On 
the Val Frisal side it is a fine, symmetrical rock pyramid. 
From the Puntaiglas glacier it is not a thing of beauty ; but 
it has not yet been climbed on that side, and aould be worth 
trying. 

and the Untere Frisal Liicke, reached by a mysterious-looli- 
ing couloir, which I have not seen except from a distance ; but 
I was much impressed by the respect with n-hich Heinrich 
Schiesser spoke of the climb. Any one crossing the col might 
well spend a little time in examining the northern end of the 
ridge of the Brigelserhorner ridge, to see whether it can be 
reached from the Lower Frisal Glacier. This may be quite 
impracticable, but it is worth looking into. 

Another attempt also ought to be made on the main ridge 
of the Bifertenstock above the Binder. 

One last word about the Bifertenstock. I should advise 
any one ascending it by one of the other available aays not 
to miss the descent by the B1~nder.t There is no difliculty 
- -- -- 

S.A.C. Jahrbucl~, vi. p. 17. 
t There are good views of the Bunder in the S.A.C. Jahrbuch, 

XXXV. pp. 326-29. 
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about this route ; but it  is a very interesting and remarkable 
one, and if i t  was within easy reach of a frequented 'centre' 
would be very popular and much talked about. Indeed, con- 
sidering the indignities which are being heaped on mountains 
elsewhere, the Biinder would run considerable risk of being 
fitted up with a handrail. 

TEE following correspondence is taken from the ' Times ' of 
Narch 18, 1907 :- 

To the Editor OJ the ' Tinles.' 
SIR,-On returning to England I have found so much 

dissatisfaction in various scientific circles a t  the ultimate 
refusal of the Home Government to permit the ascent of 
Mount Everest that I shall be grateful if you can find apace 
for the only three official letters, within my cognisance, on the 
subject. Mr. Morley telegraphs that  he has no objection 
mliatever to their publication. 

The conception of this important scientific expedition was 
due to Lord Curzon ; and, as I am neither an  original pro- 
moter of the scheme nor a n  Indian expert, I leave i t  t o  others 
to commellt on the regrettable interposition by a Liberal 
Government of a Himalayan barrier t o  the advance of 
knowledge in this direction. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
GEORGE TAUBXAN GOLDIE, 

1 Savile Row : Narch 16. President R.G.S. 

Ne?~wrnndum. 
1 Savile Row, Burlington Gardens, London, W. : 

January 23, 1907. 

SCIESTIFIC EXPEDITION TO X ~ O U N T  EVEREST. 
1. Fi~tnnce and Authority.-The funds are found by members 

of the Alpine Club ; but the expedition is a h  under the auspices 
of the Royal Geographical Society. 

2. Leaders.-The expedition will be commanded, if the Govern- 
ment of India permit, by Major the Hon. Charles Bruce, M.V.O., 
of the 5th Gurkha Rifles, and son of the late Lord Aberdare. 
Every one in India or in geographical circles at home will know 
that 3fajor Bruce is exceptionally qualified for this work. Next to 
him is Dr. Tom G. Longstaff, M.A. of Oxford (Christ Church), and 
who has also taken there a medical degree-M.D. In 1906, with 
the sanction of the Government of India, Dr. Longsteff accom- 
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panied Mr. Sherring, I.C.S., in his extensive journey through 
Western Tibet and attained a height of about 28,000 ft. Next to 
him is Mr. Arnold Mumm, late hon. secretary of the Alpine Club, 
who travelled last year in Uganda with Mr. Douglas Freshfield. 
Mr. hiumm is the partner of Mr. Edward Arnold, publisher to the 
India Office. 

8. Composition of Party.-The above three gentlemen, with 
three Alpine guides, two of whom were in Tibet in 1905 with 
Mr. Sherring, I.C.S., and showed great tact and consideration in all 
dealings with the inhabitants, while the third guide displayed con- 
spicuously the same qualities in 1905 with Mr. Douglas Freshfield 
in Uganda. There will also he half a dozen Gurkhas from the 
6th Rifles or other regiments ; but these will go without their arms, 
so aa to avoid the possibility of trouble. For the same reason no 
down-country native servants will be taken. Porters and baggage 
animals will be obtained, as usual, in concert with the local 
authorities. 

4. Nepau1.--Nepaul territory would be avoided. The party 
would travel from Darjeeling north to Kambajong, just on the 
Tibetan aide of the Indian frontier. There it would turn sharply 
and nearly due west to Kharta, from near which point it would 
commence the ascent and scientific observations. Whether success- 
ful or not, it would return by the same route, so that the Nepaul 
territory would nowhere be violated ; moreover there would be no 
appreciable inducement to pass through Nepaul if the ascent is to 
be tried from the north, although it might be a convenience if the 
monthly supplies of provisions, sent to restock the party and in 
charge of natives, were allowed to cut the corner of Nepaul territory ; 
but this is in no way essential. 

6. Tibet.-As the expedition would turn its back on Lhasa 
directly it left Indian territory, and as the regions through which 
it would pass are very sparsely populated, there can be no question 
of Tibetan timidity or anxiety being aroused or of any friction or 
trouble occurring during the journey. I t  would not resemble Mr. 
Sherring's mission in 1905, which penetrated into the heart of 
Western Tibet, and which, nevertheless, encountered no opposition 
whatever. 

6. General.-The party undertake that all monetary transactions 
with the natives shall be directly dealt with by the English leaders, 
and that no precaution shall be omitted to avoid any cause of 
friction. GEORGE TAUBMAN GOLDIE, 

President R.G.S. 
To the Right Hon. John Morley, M.P., kc., 

Foreign Office, S.W. 
India Office : Februury 8, 1907. 

DEAR SIR GEORGE GOLDIE,-I have given full consideration to 
the propom1 in your memorandum of January 23 that a British 
party should be given facilities by the Government of India to 
attempt the ascent of Mount Everest from the Tibetan side, avoid- 
ing Nepaulese territory; and I am sorry to be obliged to refuse 



the present request for the same reasons which, as stated in the 
official letter from the Under-Secretary of State to the Royal 
Geographical Society of March 28 last, made i t  necessary for me, 
to my great regret, to decide that it was not possible, coneistently 
with the interests of the policy of his Majesty's Government, for 
the Government of India to give encouragement or help to explora- 
tion in Tibet. There has been no change in the political eituatioil 
since the letter of March 28 from this office to modify the con- 
siderations of high Imperial policy which led his Najesty's Govern- 
ment to decide that it was inexpedient to raise the question of 
facilities for travellers in Tibet with the authorities of Lhasa; 
and there can be no doubt that a British expedition proceeding 
by the route proposed through Tibetan territory, furtively as is 
suggested, and without previous notice to the Lhasa Government, 
would raise the question which his Majesty'e Government wish to 
avoid in a more embarrassing form than if an application were made 
to the Tibetan Government for their consent. 

I would add that this decision is based solely on considerations 
of public policy, and personally I am very sorry for the disappoint- 
ment which it will cause to Major Bruce and Mr. Longstaff. 

Yours sincerely, 
JOHN MORLEY. 

1 Savile Row, Burlington Gardene, London, W. : 
Febru~q- 9, 1907. 

DEAR MR. ~IORLEY,-I am grieved at the decision announced in 
your official letter of the 8th inst., less on account of the public- 
spirited men who were prepared to risk their lives or spend their 
money on a scientific object than of the cause of knowledge itself, 
which would have been promoted by the observations of various 
kinds made during the ascent of Mount Everest. I desire to disclainl 
very clearly and positively two assumptions on which your official 
letters appear largely to rest. 

First, it never occurred to me that the expedition would be in 
any way ' fnrtive.' I assumed that the Government of India would 
notify the Lhasa Government that a purely scientific party desired 
to move from the British frontier along the sparsely populated 
inside edge of Tibetan territory to the summit of Everest, keeping 
its back turned on Lhasa for the whole of that journey. I do not 
believe in ' furtive ' policy except in war, when deceiving the enemy 
is recognised as fair. 

Secondly, I submit that such a journey has nothing substantial 
in comnloi~ wit11 an exploration, such as was refused in your 
letter of March 28, 1906, mliich would have penetrated a considcr- 
able distance into a populous part of Tibet and largely in the 
direction of Lhasa. 

I am yours faithfully, 
GEORGE TAUBMAN GOLDIE, 

President R.G.S. 
To the Right Hon. John hiorley, RI.P., kc. 



IN Narch last our member Nr. Ricluner Rickmers read two 
papers-one before the Research Committee and one at a 
general meeting of the Royal Geographical Society-on his 
recent travels in Central Asia in the range enclosed between 
the sources of the Oxus and Jaxartes. Both papers were 
amply illustrated with excellent photographs. In these 
journeys Mr. Rickmers was accompanied by two ladies and 
a Tyrolese guide. The party explored the great Zarafshan 
Glacier, reaching the gap at  its extreme head, and subse- 
quently climbed a peak of 20,000 ft. The snow was in good 
condition and the climb with crampons eaey. Nobody 
suffered from the rarity of the air. Nr. Rickmers corrected 
in some respects Monsieur Mushketoff s description of the 
Zaraf~han Glacier * and gave many curious particulars as to 
the action of torrents and rain on the dry soil of this treeless 
region. Mr. Rickmers's paper will be published in the June 
number of the ' Geographical Journal.' 

In  introducing the lecturer at the general meeting Nr. 
Douglas Freshfield, who as a Vice-President of the Society 
was in the chair, made the following remarks :- 

' I am glad to have this opportunity formally to acknowledge 
on my own part and on that of the Society and the Alpine Club 
the unfailing courtesy and substantial privileges extended by 
the Imperial Russian Government to all accredited scientific 
travellers, of whatever nationality. I have myself profited 
by these privileges three times in the Caucasus. Not only 
has every help been given to my party by local officials; 
government surveys-even when in progress, and sometimes 
when still in manuscript-have been put nt my disposal. I t  
was through such help that I was able eleven years ago to 
produce the first accurate map of the physical features of the. 
Central Caucasus published in this country. At an earlier 
date, when one of your Honorary Secretaries, I had frequent 
occasion to observe the ready aid granted to our travellers 
who were seeking the further parts of Asia by the Russian 
authorities. To take only one instance, it was from Hussian 
territory that Mr. and Mrs. Littledale started on the adven- 
turous journey that brought them almost to the gates of' 
Lhasa. 

' We geographers and men of science are indebted to the 
- - - - - -  -. - 

* See Supplementary Papers of the R.G.S. vol. i. pp. 246-265. 
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Russian Government for having recognised that it is,not to 
the advantage of a great and civilised State to put obstacles 
in the way of the pursuit and progress of geographical know- 
ledge ; that, on the contrary, such a policy would be unworthy 
of a wise and philosophical and liberal-minded statesman.' 

BY WM. T. KIRKF'ATRICK. 

E-that is, R. P. Hope and myself-usually begin our W mountain season by making straight for some fair1j 
comfortable hut, with provisions for about; a week, so 
as to do two or three days' training in good air and fine 
surroundings, and if possible get in one or two longer expedi- 
tions during the latter part of the time. 

In 1905 we selected the Ober Aletsch hut, and reached the 
Be1 Alp at  11 P.M. on a beautiful moonlight night. The aalli 
thither was very d8erent from one I remember in the early 
morning, and we came to the conclusion that moonlight is 
very preferable to sun on that toil~ome path. We spent a 
lazy forenoon chatting on the terrace, and mentioned the 
fact that we had intentions on the Nesthorn. Toour surprise 
this seemed to create quite a stir, and we learnt that though 
this mountain vies with the Aletschhorn as the best snom- 
climb in the district, besides affording one of the finest view 
in the Alps, only about two ascents are made from the Be1 
Alp each season. 

Clementz Ruppen heard of our intentions. ' They won't 
get up,' he said to a common friend. ' We should not here 
got up the bergschrund two days ago but that we had s sir- 
foot man in the party ; only don't tell them.' Our friend of 
course promptly told us, and although we both fell short of 
the required stature by several inches we only smiled and 
said nothing, as we had no notion of trying to construct a 
liring bridge over that particular bergschrund. 

The previous year Hope had been at the Ober Aletsch hut, 
and strolling about on the glacier had been struck by the 
fine buttress which forms the N.W. ar6te of the Nesthorn. 
In prospecting it he crossed the bergschrund and climbed UP 
some few hundred feet, till thirst, prudence, and slabs together 
counselled a retreat to glacies .finnu. On returning to the 
Be1 Alp he did not give a very accurate account of ahat he 
had been doing, but reserved it for me ; and our principal 
object in visiting the Ober Aletsch hut in 1905 was to try 
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to make a new route up the mountain by what he thought 
would be a fairly short (!) but interesting rock-climb. 

After a hearty lunch we loaded up two porters and started 
for the hut, burdened only with our axes and almost regret- 
ting that we had not added them to the porters' packs. 
Descending the corkscrew path we saw a long black line on 
the Aletsch glacier, and our telescope revealed the fact thnt 
it represented the energetic ones of the Be1 Alp returning 
from their daily promenade to five o'clock tea. On reaching 
the hut  we sent the porters back, and, as there were no other 
occupants, I should probably have slept the clock round, after 
the through journey from London, if Hope's appetite had 
not become aggressively troublesome at about 8 A.M., when 
he awoke me with the question, 'Will you have eggs and 
bacon or fish for breakfast ? ' 

Each season usually sees some new addition to our ntoz i~ .  
The previous year it consisted of plum pudding, sausages, and 
shortbread, all of which obtained a place on our permanent 
list. This year we tried a large tin of Wiltshire bacon, and 
I need hardly say the good old dish of eggs and bacon proved 
no less acceptable in cr, hut than it does on the daily breakfast 
table at home. We also tried a small packet of compressed 
onions, which, on being soaked, expanded to an enormous 
extent. They were added to various dishes and pronounced 
excellent, but-well, I am not quite sure that they mere SUE- 
ciently cooked, or possibly the expanding process had not been 
quite completed when we ate them. After breakfast we con- 
sidered the respective attractions of the Fusshiirner and of a 
walk on the glacier, but lazily decided in favour of the latter. 
Our steps naturally turned in the direction of the Nesthorn, 
and after lunching at a glacier table we carefully examined 
our ar6te. 
The N.W. arGte, as may be seen in the photograph, is rock, 

except for the last 400 ft. or so, and at its base consists of a 
broad face of rock, the westerly edge of which is overhung 
by sbracs. The northerly edge, leading down to the lowest 
rocks, was the only possible line of attack, and we endeavoured 
to trace a route over or round the slabs which had frightened 
Hope the year before. We thought we could negotiate them, 
but above these slabs the ar6te consisted of others ten times 
worse, and we decided to try a gully,' which seemed likely to go, 
hoping that any loose stones in the snow patches higher up 

* This gully was not the well-marked one, full of snow, but 
another seen more to the right in the photograph. 
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would stay where they were. Above the gully we thought se 
should be able to regain the artte and follow it without much 
dificulty. As we were out for a short day we had brought 
extra provisions with us, which we deposited under a rock 
for future use either on the Xesthorn or on the Beichgrat. 

Shortly before we left the hut in the morning two innocent- 
looking country maidens, almost children, arrived with a 
picnic basket, having adopted this unusual method of keeping 
the Feast of the Aasumption. Oddly enough their attempt 
at  lighting a wood fire was hopeless. We therefore lit it for 
them (with our wood), for which they expressed their gratitude, 
and we left them apparently enjoying their simple holiday. 
When we returned to the hut the girls had departed to the 
valley ; so had our store of butter, milk, and cream. This 
was too much. . . . Our careful catering was ruined at one 
fell blow. No more scrambled eggs ! Dry bread and jam 
for breakfast ! Cocoa without milk ! Stewed prunes without 
whipped cream ! Starvation stared us in the face ; gloom 

'and despair reigned in the hut. 
When we had partially recovered our composure me dis- 

cussed the eituation, and Hope suggested that if the next 
day were fine we should climb one of the Fusshorner ; that if 
it were very wet we should stay where we were ; and that  if it 
were betwixt and between he should go down to the Be1 Alp 
and replace our missing stores. Unluckily for him the fates 
proved adverse, but he kept to his bargain and in a drizzling 
mist went down to the Be1 Alp, where, though he failed to 
trace the culprits, he made good our loss. That night it 
rained harder than ever, and not till the following afterno011 
did it clear suficiently for us to take some exercise by making 
a much needed path down the steep moraine to the glacier. 
The path served our turn, but no doubt, as we were told by 
n, guide would be the case, the first heavy rain completely 
obliterated it. The next day, August 18, we were a t  last 
rewarded by a clear sky, and though a thick mist rolled up 
from the valley, and surrounded the hut, we thought fine 
weather was assured. After so much rain it occurred to us 
that the first fine day would very likely attract some of our 
friends from the Be1 Alp, and, lest they should consider 
our provisions as treasure-trove, we left a note to say that 
we were going for the Nesthorn and returning to the hut, 
and started at  4.30 A.M. On reaching our eaclie we found 
that the rain of the two preceding days, instead of descending 
vertically, as all well-conducted rain should do, had driven 
under the stone and considerably damaged our bread and 
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biscuits. Surveying our arkte once more we concluded that 
there was no real difficulty, and attacked it by crossing the 
hrgwhrund to the lowest rocks. The easy way up these 
rocks could only be reached by a long ice traverse, but we 
shirked the step-cutting and had a troublesome little bit of 
rock-climbing in consequence. Then came some easy rocks, 
and we found ourselves really on the crest of the arkte, which 
we followed till we came to the first slabs. Hope had not 
found them hard, but we thought it would probably save 
time if we took to the gully on our left at once instead of 
higher up, as me had intended. Before turning into it we 
stopped for second breakfast, and started again at  9.45. 

The gully was decidedly steep, while the rocks were loose 
and rotten and thickly plaetered with fresh snow. For the first 
pitch me managed to get up the right wall of the gully, keeping 
out of the actual trough, and though an occasional clatter made 
us take euch cover as we could nothing worse than a few bits 
of ice came down. The next pitch we regarded with some 
anxiety, as it seemed the only possible way through the bad 
slabs. The gully at this point becomes very narrow and 
~ t e e p ,  and is composed of several V-shaped grooves, while the 
apparently good holds were without exception rotten and 
descended one after the other to the glacier. At first there 
was nothing for it but to struggle up with a knee in each 
groove. Then the wall of the gully gave some help and the 
difficulty was surmounted. Owing to the quantity of fresh 
snow the climbing continued to be difficult, and finally the 
gully ended in a great slab. Here we traversed to our left, 
climbed up a rib, and followed it for about 200 it. Difficulties, 
however, in the shape of further slabs appeared, and for the 
first and only time during the day we retraced our steps and 
descended for about 100 ft. This brought us to the upper 
edge of the big slab, and, walking delicately, we managed to 
get acroes. We then had ten minutes' easy going, and regained 
the art%, which we kept till the next mauvaispaa. 

This was a vast slab, just at  the apex of the terminal face, 
buried in snow, which was sufficiently firm to give us a footing ; 
but the idea that we might have to descend it when the snow 
was soft, and search for holds which might not exist, was by 
no means pleasant. IVe were horrified to find that it was 
now 2 o'clock, and, as there was a good restingplace in a 
notch on the arGte, we halted an hour for lunch and delibera- 
tion. With the aid of our telescope we examined the couloirs 
which form the ordinary way up and down the mountain, 
and were relieved at  being able to trace a route through one 
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of them, for the descent of which, a t  any rate, a six-foot man 
was not indispensable. The hour was late, but we thought 
we should soon be able to avoid all further dif5culties by 
traversing on the north side of the arkte. Anything seemed 
better than descending by the way we had come up, and we 
were also anxious to finish the climb ; so we decided to go on. 
We followed the ar@te, and soon reaclled a difficult little 
chimney, not very steep, however, and quite safe, as  a slip 
would only have brought us to the starting point ; but holds 
there were none. Immediately above i t  came a small split in 
the ar&te. Standing on the lower edge of this gash we stepped 
across, and, obtaining a painful handhold by putting one's 
hand into a crack and clenching it, we reached, not, as we 
expected, the top of a little tower, but a small platform just 
below it, and separated from it by another slab. This it was 
possible to climb, but the leader shirked it and got round by 
a minute ledge only large enough for his toes, handholds 
being again absent. This was one of several places where 
we had to increase our length of rope from 40 to 80 ft., 
and send up the rucksacs one by one, and then the axes-an 
operation which, being repeated at  intervals during the day, 
accounted for considerable loss of time. Having thus reached 1 
the first knob on the arBte, we saw what was ahmd-8 
prospect by no means encouraging. The easy ar6te which 
we had expected was not there, but instead a horrid tower, 
evidently the first of a series, while the slabs on our right 
were only equalled by those on our left. Again a council of 
war took place, and again we decided to go on. 

The climbing continued difficult, but it is beyond me to 
describe every pitch in detail. Indeed, I am often amazed at 
the power of memory (? aided by imagination) which enablbles 
mnny rock-climbers to recall almost every foot- and hand- 
hold on a peak. At last the traverse on the north side which 
we had seen from below became possible, and we descended 
on that face ; but what from the glacier below appeared a nice 
snow slope was merely a coating of soft fresh snow on a 
smooth, unbroken slab. By scraping a little the leader dig- 
covered a crack, and followed it on and up for about 15 ft., 
when it came to an end. Further scraping on all sides a 
far as he could reach showed no break in the smooth surface, 
and he had to retreat. Another cast revealed a crack some 
6 ft. lower down, and this led horizon tall^ across the slab for 
about 20 ft., when it also ended. A small vertical crack. 
however, ran upwards, and for the first 8 or 9 ft. all went 
well, when the leader, with bleeding fingers, discovered that 
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the crack terminated. With his hands spread over the 
smooth and frozen slab he moved upwards till his right foot 
occupied the highest available hold in the crack, but the good 
handhold a t  the top of the slab was still just out of reach. 
Then, after a pause, he happily found a small knob for the 
left foot a little higher up, and a short struggle landed him 
safely above the slab, whither, with a lightened heart, the 
second man quickly followed. We were soon on the arete 
again and reached the foot of the next tower without diffi- 
culty. A traverse on our left was possible, but the tower 
seemed climbable, and, feeling sure that it was the last, the 
leader went up a short steep pitch and disappeared to the full 
length of the rope, returning in a moment to announce that 
we were clear of rocks and had only snow between us and the 
summit. This joyful intelligence came none too soon, as the 
w n  had long since set and it was getting dark. In  fact by 
the time we had finished a hasty biscuit and a bit of chocolate, 
to which we felt we were entitled now that we had left all 
difficulties behind us, there was barely light enough to show 
the crest of the snow ar6te disappearing into the darkness 
above. Putting on our crampons we climbed doggedly up 
the crest, and as soon as the slope eased off on our right we 
took to it, and in a moment the crest of the arete had 
vanished in the darkness. A few minutes more and we had . 
reached a place where the lie of the ground led us to think 
we were just below the top. We struck upwards, and the 
leader, after fumbling about for some time in the dark, 
declared that he had found it. The second man followed, 
and, as the ground fell away in all directions, he confirmed 
this good report. Time, 9.10 P.M. About two minutes ex- 
hausted the view-stars above, the lights of Brigue below- 
but, best of all, signs of the rising moon on the horizon. 
Turning our backs on it we started down, keeping the west 
arkte, as me imagined, on our left. Suddenly we discovered 
that the snow ended sharply on our right. Being rather 
puzzled, and fearing a cornice, we decided to wait for the moon 
and utilise the time for a hot supper, which we sorely needed, 
and never did we more thoroughly appreciate the advantage 
of carrying the necessary apparatus. As a gentle breeze was 
blowing from the north we dug a hole in the snow for shelter ; 
and when we sat down we found that our clothes, wet from the 
snowy rocks, were frozen stiff about the knees ; but a jorum 
of steaming chocolate, made with melted snow, put new life 
into us. 

By 10.30 the moon was well up and showed a series of 
L L 2  
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magnificent peaks glistening in its brilliant light, nhile the 
valleys below were still wrapped in darkness. Putting out 
our lantern we moved on. We now saw that the ridge on our 
right was the true snow arkte, while that on our left waa a 
line of flat-topped rocks jutting out below it. We followed 
them and, with their assistance, made good progress, travers- 
ing the tops of occasional couloirs which cut across our route, 
and there the snow, which covered ice, just held. We con- 
sidered that here, as well as  on the path to the Be1 Alp, moon- 
light was better than sun, as, if our descent had been at the 
ordinary time of day we should have had to cut innumerable 
steps through soft snow. Then a deeper gully than usual 
appeared through the rocks, but unfortunately it was in 
shadow. I t  might have been easier to ascend to the snow 
arkte and follow it down, but we suspected that there might 
be a, steep pitch, which proved to be the case. A few steps in 
the shadow showed that the sides of the gully were steeper 
and the snow more rotten than we had yet found them. So 
the rope was let out to its full length of 80 ft. and the leader 
disappeared in the darkness, kicking his way down, face to 
the slope, with hands and axe well driven in. The first rope's 
length brought him to fairly sound snow, the nest to a rock 
island, and the third to the other side of the gully, and with- 
out further event we gained the Gredetsch Joch about mid- 
night and felt that another stage was done. 

The way was now clear, as  we had seen i t  all from our 
luncheon place. ' From the col descend to the first crevasse. 
Turn it by going left and the next by going right ; then 
left, and a long traverse to the head of the most northerly 
couloir.' Such were our notes, and we duly followed them, 
though the long traverse mas very wearisome, as  i t  was all 
on a steepish slope, and the crust broke through a t  almost 
every step. By daylight we should have followed an easier 
but more intricate route ; but we knew the one we had 
chosen would lead us to the head of the couloir below a big 
crevasse which stretched across it. As soon as \Te were well 
in the great couloir we plunged straight down, often up to 
our knees in the fresh snow, and only hoping that the slight 
crust on top would be sufficient to keep the slope together. 
The first obstacle was a vast chasm stretching right across 
our route. Guided by our reconnaissance we went to our 
extreme right, where we knew the only bridge lay, close under 
the sbracs. Step by step we felt for firm footing in the soft 
snow which covered the narrow bridge, and, safely over, 
again plunged down the centre of the couloir. Five minutes 
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more and another huge chasm drove us again to the extreme 
right, and me knew that the crossing of the next crevasse, 
far away to our left, would be the crux of the descent. The 
route lay along a tongue of ice, which crossed in a elanting 
direction to the opposite side. At first it mas broad and 
sound, but as it approached the further bank it gradually 
deteriorated, and the last ten feet appeared broken up and 
to consist of little more than soft snow, and for the first 
time during the descent we thought we might have to wait 
till daylight. As a last resort the leader advanced as far as 
he dared, and measured with his eye the distance across to 
the further bank of the crevasse. 

I t  is one thing to spring lightly over a crevasse in bright 
sunshine, with hard ice on each side, but to face the same 
leap after nearly twenty-four hours' continuous work, with a 
bad take-off and only the doubtful light of a waning moon, 
was a very different matter. However it seemed safer than 
trusting to the snow. The leader cut a step, gathered up the 
slack rope, took a jump, and landed safely amid feeble cheers. 
A few seconds later we stood together and congratulated each 
other that our troubles were now ended. Only four more 
crevasses remained to be turned, on the right and left alter- 
nately. Soon the last was behind us, and we bore to our 
right, rejoicing that no more formidable obstacle than glacier 
streams lay between us and the hut. 

There was nothing to vary the monotony of the final trudge 
home but an occasional splash into a hole and muttered 
exclamation, till, a short distance from the hut, we heard the 
sound of voices coming from the other side of a pile of 
boulders, and realised that the end of our expedition coincided 
with the starting of another. h few minutes later we met 
a member of the Club and his guides on the crest of the 
moraine, and were much distressed to find that he had 
diverged from his intended ascent of the Aletschhorn to look for 
us. I t  had never occurred to us that the note we had left at  
the hut might lead to a search expedition, as me fully expected 
that the climb would be a short one and that me should be buck 
early. Even wlien night came and found us near the top of 
the mountain we had not thought of our absence causing any 
worry, as we had so often been benighted before that we 
considered a tventy-four hours' expedition a not unusual 
incident in an Alpine season. Happily the party had not lost 
much time and were able to resume their intended ascent. 

We reached the hut a t  5 A.x., 24h hours after our start 
and refreshed ourselves, one with cold water externally, 
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the other with hot bovril internally. We then turned in for 
a long sleep ; but before ten o'clock the occupant of the upper 
berth found himself wide awake, and wondering h o ~  he was 
to  satisfy the pangs of hunger without disturbing his tired 
friend below ; but a slight movement revealed the fact that 
the tired friend was trying to mlve the same problem, and we 
were soon busily engaged over our morning meal. 

A night out in the Alps is always a doubtful pleasure, but 
me both of us felt that we were repaid on this occasion by 
the novel experience of climbing continuously from sunrise 
to sunset, and then during the twilight and moonlight till 
the sun appeared again. There was a strange fascination in 
tramping almost mechanically throughout the night over 
snow-fields shining in bright moonlight, with the surrounding 
peaks standing up almost a s  clearly as by day;  but above all 
we felt that we were repaid by having planned and completed 
a really good expedition. Our times were of course abnormally 
long, and ever since we have been haunted by the fear that 
some enterprising party, like the unknown one which descended 
from the Col du Geant to Courmayeur in fifty-six minutes,. may 
complete our expedition in perhaps eight or nine honrs. If 
so, I would beg them of their charity to remember that there 
is always some uncertainty about a new route, and that being 
our first climb of the season, our condition, like that of the 
rocks, could hardly have been worse. 

SOME BYWAYS I N  SOUTH TYROL. 
BY A. J. BUTLER. 

ON Wednesday, July 18 of last year, my son and I found our- 
selves at Unsere Liebe Frau, in the Schnalser Thai (I entirely 
refuse to write Tal, in the parsimonious modern fashion). For three 
days, save for a short digression to the Weisskugel (the summit of 
which, alas ! only the younger member of the party reached, while 
the elder, overdone by a long and hot valley walk on the previous 
day, sat about among rocks and snow and reflected what a much 
less fine day he had had on that peak some twenty years before), 
we had been tossed about on the surging flood of North German 
tourists who nowadays seem to be let loose on what once was ' the 
sacred land Tyrol.' Every school-marm from the Elbe to the Oder, 
all the petite bo~irgcoisie of every town in Stettin, Pomeranis, and 
the rest of those favoured regions seemed to be there. Armed with 
:-foot poles they flowed in a steady stream over the Hoch Joch; 
they fed every two or three hours; while feeding they talked 

- - - - - -  ----- 

* See Climbers' Gzeidc, "Chain of hlont Blanc," p. 77. 
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incessantly, and their talk was diluted Baedeker, punctuated by 
occasional cells of ' Frwoll'n ' to the much-enduring Kellnerin. At 
Unsere Frau we found some of them installed in the room which 
Josef Spechtenhauser, at  my request, had bespoken for us ; and I 
doubt if anything but his personal influence would have emboldened 
the TVzrthsleute to dislodge them. Next day, in con\-ersation with 
h ~ m ,  I tried to excuse them on the ground of misunderstanding. 
He replied severely, ' E s  war nicht Missverstiindniss ; es war 
Nachlassigkeit.' I may perhaps mention that on the bill of fare 
at  Unsere Frau the first place is always held by ' Ham und Eggs.' 
An old reminiscence made me enquire into the reason for the 
prominence given to this English viand. I was told that they had 
learnt it many years ago from an Englishman. I think I rose in 
their estimation when I revealed myself as the forgotten benefactor. 

Knowing that the torrent followed only the most frequented 
route-in this case going straight down the valley to Naturns-we 
decided to turn aside and make our way to the Vintschgau by the 
seldom-trodden route over the Jlastaun Scharte. The way is not 
difficult to find with due attention to the map. The great thing to 
remember is that on reaching the foot of the hlastaun Spitze, which 
dominates the valley of the same name, you must turn at a right 
angle to the right, or N.W., and proceed in this direction about 
half an hour before bearing round towards the W. The pass 
(2,927m. = 9,618ft.) is the second depression to the N. of the Mastaun 
Spitze. I t  ought to command a good view of the Ortler ; bus clouds 
had gathered and we saw little. There is a dilapidated shrine at 
the top. The dgscent to the Kortscher Alp, in the Schlandernaun 
Thal, is simple enough. Thence it is a trudge down the straight 
valley, which can be monotonous. In our case it was diversified 
by the fttct that Schlanders is improving its water supply, whereby 
we had to walk for soine distance along an artificial &at, about 
a foot wide, with the torrent roaring a short way below us on 
the left, and on tlie right a yawning chasm, at  the bottom of which 
iron pipes were dimly visible. Finally we made a sporting, though 
perilous, descent upon Schlanders by one of the steepest and roughest 
stone staircases 1 ever saw, going down some three hundred feet 
between orchards of pear and apple, terraced up, or rather plastered 
on to, the almost precipitous hill-side. We landed in somebody's 
back garden, passed through it into the beautiful old arcaded court- 
yard of the building once occupied by the knights of the Teutonic 
Order, now the local law court, no man forb~dding us, and so to 
the good quarters of the Post. 

Next day we walked across the Vintschgan and up to Gand, in the 
hlartcll Thal, where we struck the tourist swarm once more, this 
time on its way to cross the hladritsch Joch (' with eventual ascent 
of the Schontauf Spitze ') to Sulden. We had a touching illustra- 
tion here of Tyrolese courtesy. Our landlord, Eberhofer, had warned 
us that we must espect to have a third person put into our room, if 
need were. I had a v i ~ i d  recollection of a similar occurrence there 
once before, wkeu my colnpanion and I were roused in the middle 
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of the night by the entrance of a heavy-footed Teuton. So I broke 
out, ' Have you not learned yet at Gand that some travellers prefer 
to have a room to themselves? You served me the same way six- 
teen years ago.' At once landlord and landlady exclaimed, ' Have you 
been here before ? ' ' Yes,' I said, ' once in this house, once in the old 
one that was washed away.' They instantly assured me that anold 
guest should not be incommoded, and put us into hheir own apart- 
ment, along with the sewing-maohine and the linen-press, where we 
slept undisturbed. Our object was to cross by one of the little-used 
passes into the Ulten Thal, the most easterly valley that can be said 
in any way to belong to the Ortler group. The Soy Joch was 
recommended, and we started betimes on July 20, with a friendly 
native to show us the way to the pass and carry one sack. Every 
regular guide was engaged in the task of escorting the long-poled 
division by the well-trodden track over to Sulden. 

Our friend, we found, had only once been over the Soy Joch ; and 
that was with a Cfeistlicher some years before. But he knew the right 
point at  which to leave the main valley-road, which is apt to be the 
crux of these expeditions. Once you are through the forest, and out 
in the upper Alps, an unglaciered pass, given decent weather, is 
seldom hfficult to hit off. The recognised way to the Soy Joch takes 
a wide sweep round to the left or N.E. side of the stony Kar, once 
no doubt a glacier bed, which leads up to the pass on this side ; but 
it seemed to me that it would be shorter, if more of a grind, to 
attack it directly. No two authorities seem to agree about the 
height of the Soy Joch. I t  may be taken to lie somewhere between 
3,000 m. and 10,000 ft. The situation is beautiful, overlooking the 
Soy Ferner, which flows N.E. from the Zufritt Spitze, and com- 
manding a good view of that pretty peak. To E. and S.E., as there 
is no higher ground for a long way, the view ought to be very fine; 
but, as usual, last July clouds had gathered over the distant ranges. 
The descent upon the Ulteil Thal is at firtrt over steepish anow-beds, 
then over the usual pastures, where flowers were abundant. IYe 
passed a patch of Aster alpin~ts more than a square yard in extent, 
with several white specimens among the more common purple. Tbe 
ao-called Speik (Pri7,l.z~la glutinosa), beloved of Tyrolese youth, was 
also abundant, tinting whole acres with its rich violet colour. From 
the edge of the pastures the solid little church of St. Gertraud is 
visible, and the descent lies through a fine larch forest. There is 
no proper village, the parish consisting of scattered farm-houses ; but 
church, parsonage, and inn (Zum goldenen Stem) form the nucleus. 
The position of these is as picture~que as one often finds. They 
stand on the last spur of the ridge dividing the two principal 
branches of the valley, at  a height of 5,000ft. above the sea. There 
is an uninterrupted view down the valley and to the mountains 
behind Meran. I t  would form an excellent Sommerfrisch for 
s climber who can still do a little light work and does not mind 
roughish quarters. All the ordinary products-milk, wine, bread, 
butter, eggs-are plentiful, and as good as any one need want. Twice 
we got trout, captured by local talent. Meat was the only lack; 
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but our stay coincided with the local fenst, and they killed a pig, of 
which we got some obscure corners,' like the hero of ' Great 
Expectations.' However one does not need much meat in the 
mountains. We stayed there five days, but, except on the Sunday 
of the feast, the weather was sulkry and thundery. The summit of 
the Hasenohr winked at us every day, but always from under an 
unpropitious helmet of threatening cloud. This peak, which has 
rarely been ascended by a tourist, must command a wonderful view, 
considering how one sees it from everywhere. One day we went up 
the Falschauer Thal, the more westerly of the two branches into 
which the Ulten Thal divides at  St. Gertraud (much as Borrowdale 
does at Rosthwaite), and proceeded to the head of it, meeting on the 
way another member of the Club, who had chosen this way home 
from the Adamello region. Three Englishmen, surely, never till 
then foregathered in Ulten ! Then we turned S.E., and crossed 
the ridge diriding us from the Kirchberg Thal (the Langstrath, say, 
of Ulten). The end of this ridge, where it abuts on the Val di 
Rabbi, is formed by a peak called the Gleck (2,955 m.), again said 
to be a good view-point. That day it was wrapped in cloud, and 
a rumble of thunder hurried us off the ridge-we were at  a height 
of about 9,350 ft.-and down with a little scrambling into what, as 
Schaubach has noted, is orographically the head of the Kircbberg 
Thal, though the waters of the many tarns which it contains flow 
over a breach in the bounding wall into Val di Rabbi. A pass, mnch 
used by the natives, leads this way to the well-known baths, and 
a little caution is needed, especially in dull weather, by tho traveller 
coming from above to ensure that he does not go with the water. 

The Ulteners hare a good deal of Italian blood in them, and 
a good deal of Italian quickness. They are a handsome race, and 
artistic. On the feast day mnch wine was drunk, but I hardly saw 
more than a man or two the worse for it ; and those showed it 
chiefly by the soundness of their slumbers on the grass outside. 
There was some quite good part-singing now and again in the 
afternoon. A new road is being made in the lower part of the 
valley, from Lana to St. Walburg, which will make access easier- 
let us hope, not too easy. 

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

The following additions have been made to the Library since 
Januaq  :- 

New Books and N e w  Editions. 

Alpiner Wintersport. Illustriertes officielles Organ des Ski-Club Bern. 
4t0, pp. 114 ; ill. Thun, Hopf, 1905-4 

- 11. Jahrgang. Zeitschrift fiir den gesamten Wintersport. 
4t0, and 8v0, pp. 246 ; ill. Basel, Tenner, 1904-5 

- 111. Jahrgang. Beilage zum " Ski." Bttsel, Tanner, 1905-6 
8v0, pp. 544. 
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Alpiner Wintersport. IV. Jahrgang. Alpinismus & Wintersport. Illustrierte 
Allgemeine Alpenzeitnng. Erweiterte Folge den '' Ski und Alpiner Winter- 
sport." Basel, Tanner, 1906-7 
8r0, pp. 124 ; 418 ; ill. 
- Ski. Offizielles Organ des Schweizerischen Ski-Verbandes. 

8v0, pp. 246 ; ill. Basel, Tanner, 1904-6 
-- 11. Jahrgang. Offizielles Organ des Mittel Europaischen Ski- 

Verbandes. Basel, Tanner, 1905-6 
8v0, pp. 270 ; ill. 

- -- 111. Jahrpann. Anltliche Zeitschrift des Mittel-Enro~ischen Ski- 
Verbandes. BGlaie zn " Alpinismus und Wintersport." * 

8v0, ill. pp. 281. Basel. Tanner, 1906-7 
- - Allgemeines Korrespondenzblatt. Beilage des '' Ski." 

8v0, pp. 152. Basel, Tanner, 1904-5 
-- -. - 11. Jahrgang. 1 S 6  

8v0, pp. 249. 
-- - - IV. [i.e. 111.1 Jahrgang. 1906-7 

8v0, pp. 260. 
This is Vol. IV., as i t  is now a Beilage e. " Alpinismus u. Wintersport." 
The vol. of " Alpinismus u. Wintersport" for 1906-7 contains the 

following, among other articles ;-- 
V. A. Fynn, Die Nordostwand d. Finsteraarhorns. 
C. Egger, Wie unsere Kiinatler den Schnee malen. 
R. Martin, Travemierung von Luette, Mt. Pleureur u. Salle. 
L'Hiver en No~bge .  
Dr. Adam, t'ber Erniihrung. 
0. Nonnenbruch, Zwei Ortler-Ueberschreitungen. 
Die neue Ychweizerhiitten des Jahres 1906. 
Fr. Berger, Das Kiental. 

And the latest vol. of "Ski " contains ;- 
H. Hoek, Skifahrt z. Bnehaetta. 
W. Paulcke, Die Geschichte d. Ski-Club Schwarzwald. 
R. Hebling, Von Grindelwald nach Andermatt. . 
W. Liefmann, Ueber den Stil d. Skifahrens in Deutschland n. in 

Norwcgen. 
A. Martin, Skiterrain auf d. Siidseite d. Hohen Ta tna  
H. Tissot, Concoura de Ski du C..4.F. 

Alpinisrnua u. Winteraport ; see Alpiner Wintersport, 1906-7. 
Baedeker, K. Southern France including Corsica. 5Ih edition. 

Leipsic, Baedeker ; London, Dulau ; etc., 1907 
8v0, pp. xxviii, 578 ; maps. 

Baring-Wuld, S. A book of the Pyrenees. London, Methuen [1907]. 61- 
8v0, pp. 309 ; plates. 

This deals chiefly with the lower hills of the north side of the Pyreneee, 
and the history of that part of France. A readable book, pleasantly 
illustrated. 

Bieae, Alfred. The Development of the Feeling for Nature in the Middle 
Ages and Modern Times. 
tho, pp. vii, 376. London, Routledge ; New York, Dutton, 1905 

This book deale largely, of oourse, with the growth of feeling for 
mountain scenery. 

Crolard, F. Au pays du Mont-Blanc. Un Beau Voyage dans les Alpes 
Franvaises. AnnQy, HBrisson, 1906 - - 
8v0, pp. 47. 

A lantern-slide lecture. 
Dentsche Alpenzeitnng. Natur und Kunst. VI. Jahrgang (19067). 11. Halb- 

band (October 1906-Marz 1907). Schriftleitung : Eduard Lankes. 
Folio, pp. 311 ; plates. Miinchen, G. Lammer, 1907 

T h i ~  paper is as excellent as ever. A varied text and very good 
illustrations. 
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Among the articles in this volume are ;- 
A. Steinitzer, Alpine Wanderungen in den nordl. Apenninen. 
A. Dessaoer, Die Ostmnd d. Lamsenspitre. 
C. Tiiuber, Ctrindelwald u. Eiger im Winter. 
\Y. A. Besserdich, Der Kordgrat d. Grossvenedigers. 
F. Hohenleitner, Auf Skiern d. d. Glocknergruppe. 

Dentache Alpenzeitung. Beilage. Verkehr und Sport. 11. Jahrgang. 1906-7 
Folio, pp. 400 ; ill. 

This contains many items of information on the prooeedings of Alpine 
Clubs, on Club huts, etc.. etc. 

Eichert, W. Touristen-Fuhrer fiir die Berggebiete von Fischau der Nenen 
Welt und Hohen Wand bei Wiener-Neustadt. 3. Aufl. 
8v0, pp. 52 ; map, ill. Wiener-Neustadt, 6.T.C. (1906) 

Gobat, Marguerite. E n  Norvhge. Impressions de voyage. 
Sm. 8v0, p 66; plates. Berne, Office Polytechn. d'Edition, 190'2 

Jardine, Mrs. i: ; see Rook, C. 
Javelle, Emile. Souvenira d'un Alpiniste. 4me 6dition. 

8vo. Lansanne, Payot, 1906. Fr. 3.50 
This charming work appears to retain its popularity, as it has now 

reached its fourth edition in the original, besides having been several 
times translated. The contents describe asoents of the Matterhorn, 
the Weisshorn and the Dent d'Hbrens. There is a delightful chapter 
on Salcan, detailing the hard year's life of a Swiss peasant. Other 
essays deal with the gorges of Sallanohe, the 'massif du Trient,' etc. 
Those who do not already know these pleaaant chapters ehould 
obtain and read the work. 

Lampngnani's Raise-Fiihrer. Mailand [I9061 
8v0, maps, ill. 
12. Les Lacs Italiens et la Vallbe d'Intelvi. pp. 86. L. 1.50 
37. Venezianer nnd Tridentiner Voralpen. Trient - Vicenza - Pedua. 

pp. 110. L. 2 
61. Chemin de fer du Simplon-Oberland Bernois. pp. 200. L. 3.50 

Lncat, Sylvain. La Vallbe d'hoste. Assoc. ValdBtaine pour le Mouvement 
d. Etrangers. Turin, Houx et Viarengo, 1906 
8v0, pp. 76 ; panoramas and ill. 

Maeon, A. E. W. Running water. 2nd edition. 
8v0, pp. 355. London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1907. 61- 

See review on page 497. 
Oberland. Souvenir de I'Oberland Bernois. 

Obl. 8v0, 26 col. plates. Interlaken, Prell & Eberle [1906] 
Palmer, Wm. T. TheEnglish Lakes painted by A. Heaton Cooper. Described 

by R m .  T. Palmer. London, Black, 1905. 201 net 
8v0, pp. ix, 230 ; col. plates. 

Many charmin mountain views. 
Pollack, Vincenz. Eber Erfahrungen im Laminenverbau in "sterreich. 

Leipzig u. Wen,  Deuticke, 1906 
4t0, pp. 90 ; plfrtes. Reprinted from ~eitscfi .  d. Ost. Ingen.. u. Arch.. 

Vereines, 1906, No. 10-12. 
An interesting paper on various devices for protection from avalanche 

damage : fully illustrated. 
Bsbot, C. Lea d6bOcles glaciaires. Paris, Imprim. Nationale, 1905 

Bvo, pp. 57. Reprinted from Bull. gbogr. hist. no. 3, 1905, pp. 413-465. - - 
~ n -  Interesting account by a competent writer. 

Bivaa, Capitaine. Petit Manuel du Skieur. 
8v0, pp. 33; plates. Briancon, Vollaire, 1906. Fr. 1 

A good little handbook by an enthusiastic sportsman. 
Book, C. Switzerland. The country and its people. Written by Clarence 

Hook ; painted by Effie Jardine. London, Chatto 6 \Vinilus, 1907. 201- 
Fscp. 4to, pp. x, 270 ; coloured plates. 

Ski ; see Alpiner TYintersport. 
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Switzerland. Illustrierter Fiihrer auf die Gipfel der Schweizeralpen. 
11. Band, 52 Nummern. Luzern, Speck-Jost, 1906. Fr. 3 

This guide, published by the " Verlag d. Schneehuhn," contains views of 
52 mountains, with the routes marked, and short letterpress description 
of the route. 

Zschokke, F. Ytudentenfahrten. Zur Erinnerung an sonnige Wandertage. 
8v0, pp. 212 ; ill. Basel, Lendorfl, 1907. M. 6 

A pleasantly written, prettily illustrated diary. The contents are;- 
FVandertage in Tirol ; Buin, Ortler, Weisskugel ; Orenzfahrten ; 
Friihling ; Partnun. The first three have already appeared in the 
' S.A.C. Jahrbuch ' or in ' Alpina.' 

Ol&r Books. 

W ' s  Alpine Guides. A new edition. 
Pennine AIDS. 
Styrian, ~ G n i c  and Julian Alps. 1878 
Central Tyrol. 1878 

Cooke, G. A. Topographical and statistical description of the County of 
Cumberland. . . . To which is prefixed, a copious travelling guide : . . . 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 158. - London, ~ i o k e  LC. 18241 

This is part 27 of Cooke's Topography of Great Britain. 
Coxe, William. Travels in Switzerland, . . . To which are added the 

Notes . . . of Mr. Ramond . . . A new edition embellished with a large new 
map, and six views drawn by Birmann . . . 
3 vols, 8vo ; plates Basil, Decker ; Paris, Levrault. 180'2 

Crodeld,  Gsorge. An excursion from Warrington to the English Lakes in 
1795. Warrington, ' Examiner ' OtXce, 1873 
8v0, p . 16. Reprinted from the Warrington Examiner.' 

hb, fe ~ n  , Voyage rl Badge et  dans les Hautes Pyrbnbes, fait en 1788. 
2 vols, 8vo. Paris, Didot, 1796 

Fineterwalder, F. Gletecherverstoss ; see Verhand. d. d. Geouraplientages, .. - 
1901. 

Ford, Bsv. Wm. A description of the scenery in the Lake District, intended 
as a guide to strangers. 2nd edition. 

Carlisle, Thurnam ; London, Tilt, etc., 1840 
8v0, pp. xi, 190 ; maps, plates. 

Geddie, John. Beyond the Himalayas. A story of travel and adventure in 
the wilds of Thibet. London, etc., Xelson, 1882 
8v0, pp. viii, 256 ; ill. 

This is a story for boys. I t  was reprinted in 1884. 
Giinther, S., Glacial Erosion ; see Verhand. d. d. Geographenbges, 1901. 
Jacobi, Georg Arnold. Beschreibung einer Reise an  den Fuss des Mont 

Blanc, 1791. In Taschenbuch von J. G. Jacobi u. seinen Freunden fiir 
1795. Kvnigsberg u. Leipzig, Nicolovius, 1795 
8v0, pp. 125-170. 

Presented by H. F. Montagnier, Esq. 
Joanne, A. Souvel Ebel. Manuel du voyageur en Suisse et dans la Vallbe de 

Chamonix. l l m e  Bdition. Paris, Naison, 1853 
8v0, pp. xxxvi, 544 ; plates, maps. 

Ka~ff .  9. C. Eine Schweizer-Reise. Stuttgart, Steinkopf, 1843 
- 8\.0, pp. 251 ; plates. 

- 
Getntni, Grimsel, St. Gothard, Rigi, Engelberg, Ibsenlaui, Grindelweld ; 

in 18'29. 
[v. Kiitzow] Therese. Psris und die Alpenwelt. Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1816 

8v0, pp. 306. 
pp. 1-131 ; Die Alpenwelt-Eastern Alps. 

Leigh's Guide to  t he  Lakes and Mountains of Cumberland, Westmorland, 
and Lnncashire. 3rd edition. London, Leigh, 1836 
8v0, pp. viii, 160 ; maps. 
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Ilbackrry, Charlee. The Scenery and Poetry of the English Lakes. A summer 
ramble. London, Longmans, 1846 
800, pp. xvi, 234 ; ill. 

de Mairan, Dortous. Dissertation sar la glace, ou explication physique de l a  
formation de la glace, et de sea divers phknombnes. 
8v0, pp. xxix, 384 ; plates. Paris, Imprim. Royale, 1740 

First published at  Bordeaux in 1716 : reprinted at  BQziers 1717 : and 
in Paris 1730, in vol. 2 of ' Lee vertus mQdicinales de l'eau commune.' 

This is interesting for views as to freezing, etc. I t  oontains nothing on 
glaciers beyond a doubtful supposition that they exist beoause mountain 
tops are removed from the earth's central heat. I t  is curioun to 
notice that in experiments conducted by Mairan, and others about the 
same time, to test the breaking strain of ice, no one used a fine wire 
across the ice to hang weights to. Thus all failed to obtain regelation. 

Presented by H. F. Xontagnier, Esq. 
Martineau, Harriet. A complete guide to the English Lakes. . . . Third 

edition. Edited and enlarged by Maria Martineau. 
Windermere, Garnett; London, Whittaker, etc. [c. 1866) 

8v0, pp. 286 ; maps, plates. 
Mehwald, Fr. Naoh Norwegen. Lorck's Eisenbahnbucher, 28. 

8v0, pp. 184. Leipzig, Lorck, 1858 
Meister, L. Kleine Reisen durch einige Schweizer-Cantone. Ein Ausxu~ sus  

zerstreuten Briefen und Tagregistern. 
Svo, pp. 220. Basel, Schweighauser, 1782 

Uri, Bern, and Zurich. 
Meyer, H., Gletscherkunde d. Troppen ; see Verhand. d. d. Geographentages, 

1901. 
Mon t  Blanc. Ueber die neuesten Ersteigungen des Mont-Blnnc. Aus dem 

Tagebuche eines Schweizer-Reisenden, von 1803. In Gottingisches' 
Taschen-Kalender f. d. Jahr 1805. 
tim. 8vn, pp. 113-228. Giittingen, Dieterich, 1805 

The ascent of Dorthorn and Forneret in 1803 and attempt by Col. Pollen. 
Presented by H. F. Montagnier, Esq. 

- Ersteigung der hiichsten Berge. In  Berlin. Damen-Kalender s .  d. 
Gemein. Jahr 1810. 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 159-261. 

Notes on ascents-nothing new. 
This volun~e contains, pp. 286-290, description of two copper-plates of 

Mont Blanc ; but these are lacking in this copy of the work. 
Presented by H. F. Montagnier, Esq. 

l e igeba tu ,  Dr. Neuestes Gemalde der Schmeiz. Schutz's Allgemeine Erkunde, 
Band 21. Wien, Doll, 1831 
Eva, pp. 498 ; plates. 

l o tov i t ch ,  Nicolas. The Unknown Life of Christ. Translated . . . 
8v0, pp. lii, 257 ; maps, ill. London, Hutchinson, 1895 

pp. 1-131 ; Journey to Thibet. 
Penck ,  A., Eiszeitforschung in d. Alpen ; see Verhand. d. d. Geogaphentages, 

1901. 
IC., W. V. Reise eines Norddeutschen durch die Hochpyrcniien in den Jahren 

1841 and 1842. Leipzig u. Paris, Brockhaus u. Avenarius, 1843 
2 vols. Rvo. 

Bichard,  J. B. Merveilles et beaut& de la nature en Suisse, ou description 
de tout oe que la Suisse offre de curieux et d'int6ressant . . . 2 tomes. 
8vo; plates. Paris, Audin, 1824 

de Sanssnre, H.  B. Le Montblanc et sn premiere n~ceusion. AUS Voynges 
dans les Alpes. Fur die Schule bearbeitet. Ychulbibliothek, Ableitung 
1. Bindchen 11. Berlin, Gaertner, 1895 
89.0, pp. 165 ; map. 
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Scenes of Modern Travel and Adventure. Edinbilrgh, Nelson, 18-44 
avo. 

This contains infer alia ; - 
Lieut. Taylor's ascent of Peter Botte. 
Parrot's ascent of Ararat. 
Mackenzie's ascent of Heola. 
Pass of the Simplon. 

This mas reprinted in 1848. 
Schopenhauer, Johanna. Reise von Paris durch das siidliche Frankreich bis 

Chamouny. 2te Aufl. Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1824 
2 vols. 8vo. 

VOI: 2, pp. 261320;  Reise nach Chrmouny. First edition, 1816. 
Travelled in 1804. 

Simond, C. F. A Pedaller Abroad. Being an illustrated narrative of the 
adventures and experiences of a Cycling Twain during a 1,000 kilom&tl.e 
ride in and around Switzerland. London. Causton. 1897 
8v0, pp. 189 ; ill. 

Simplon, 1812; see Wissenberg. 
Stein, C. G. D. Reise durch Baiern, Snlzbnrg, Tirol, die Schweiz, uud 

Wtirttemberg. Leipzig, Hinrich, 1829 
8vo. pp. 275 ; frontispiece. 

Stiiber, Adolf. Neue Reisebilder nus der Schweiz. 
Sm. avo, pp. 139. St. Gallen, Scheitlein, 1857 

Poetry. Das Chamounythal, Der Nontblanc, Nontblanceussicht, Das 
Sannenthal, Stockhornsbesteigung, V~aMnla, DerTiidi im Hochsommer, 
etc. 

Th6r6se ; see [v. Kutzow]. 
Verhendlnngen d. dreizehnten dentschen Geographentages zu Breslsu, 

1901. Berlin, Reimer, 1901 
8v0, plates. 

This contains the tollowing pnpers on glaciers ;- 
pp. 180-183, F. Finstermalder, Die Erscheinungen welche einem 

Gletscherverstoss voruusgehen. 
la3-188, H. Meyer, Ein Beitrag z. Gletscherkunde d. Troppen. 
188-205, S. Ounther, Der gegenwrirti~e Standpunkt der Lehre v. d. 

Glacial-Erosion. 
205-213, A. Penck, I3inige neuere Ergebnisse d. Eiszeitforschung in 

d. Alpen. 
missenberg]. La route du Sirnplon. Extrait d'un journal de voyage de 

l'an 1811. 1812 
avo, pp. 37. 

Clrrb Pzrblications. 

Austrian Tourist Club. Wiener-Nenstadt. XIVIII. Jahresbericht, 1906. 
1907 

Bvo, pp. 21 ; plate of the Wiener-Seusliidter-Hutte im ijsten. Schneekar 
d. Zuppitze. 

- ---- sre Eichert, W., uiirlcr ' Xew Books.' 
C.A.F. Section Vosgienne. Bulletin 23. S a n c ~ ,  1906 

8v0, pp. 166. 
The chief articles are ;- 

Trnzelle. Les Vosnes. 
~elhronher ,  La clrtographie. 
hlougenot. A travers 11t chaine dn Mont-Blanc. 

D.n.0e.A.-V. h a d .  Section ' Wien.' Nitteilungen. VI1.-XI. Jahrgiinge. - 
5 vols, 8vo. 15wIiw~ 

- Austria. Nnchrichten der Sektion. YIII., SIV., XV. Jahrgiinge. 
vols, 8vo. 1904-1906 
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D.n.0e.A.-V. Bamberg. 6. Bericht des Vereines zum Schutze der Alpenpflanaen. 
8v0, pp. 103 ; plates. Bamberg, 1906 

This contains reports on the Alpine gnrdens a t  the Lindauer Hut, the 
Neurenth garden, on the Rax Alp, and the Schachten garden. 

Also articles ; 
K. Fritsch, Die Artemisia-Arten d. Alpen. 
G. Hegi, Die Vegetationsverhiiltnisse d. Schachtengebietes. - Sektion Bayerland in Miinchen. XI. Jahresbericht. 1907 

8v0, pp. 80. 
Nearly all the climbs by members of this Section are guideless. 
Among the first ascents are : -Thaneller ii. d. Nordwand ; Snuling ii. d. 

Sudostrand ; Gr. Kirchturm, Ueberschreitnng v. Siid nach Nord ; 
Leutascher Dreitorepitze u. d. Siidweetgrat; i5stl. Plattspitze it. d. 
Ostgrat ; Zugspitze u. d. Nordgrat ; Kaiserkopf (Karwendel) d. d. Ost- 
wand ; Peterskopfl v. Norden ; Fiinffingerspitze v. d. Funtlingerschartc 
ans ; Sorapiss v. Westen ; Mte. Castello, fuhrerloser Aufstirg ; Colle 
alto, S.-Tnrm ; Cima Cadin d'Arade v. Norden. 

-- Berlin. Yitteilnngen der Sektion. 6. n. 7. Jahrgange, Nr. 47-64. 
2 vols. avo, ill. 1905-6 

- Chemnitz. Im Bnnnkreis der Chemnitzerhutte. Jubiliinmsschrift der 
Sektion Chemnitz 1882-1907. 1907 
Roy. avo, pp. 79 ; plates. 

A finely illustrated number ; containing the following articles ;-- 
T. Kellerbauer, Die Sektion 1882-1907. 
G. Frauenstein, Unsere Hiitte. 
E. Ruppelt, Zugiinge z. Chemnitzerhutte. 
G. A. Barthel, Am Siidgrate d. Thurnerkamp. 
P. Domsch, Vom Weisszint z. Hochfeiler. 
H. Mutelstiidt. Eine Wintertour z. Chemnitzerhutte. 

- e r a .  Jabresbericht, 27. 1907 
avo, pp. 24. - Hannover. XXII. Jahresbericht. 1906 
81-0, pp. 23. - Heidelberg. Jahresbericht fiir 1906. 1907 
8v0, pp. 14. - Kmuzberg. Jahresbericht, 10. 1906 
avo, pp. 8. - Prag. Jahres-Bericht uber das Vereinsjahr 1906. 1906 
8v0, pp. 30. 

m b r u c k .  Tnrnverein. 41. u. 42. Jahresberichte. 1904 u. 1905 
8v0, pp. 31, 30. 

Anhang ; Bericht d. Bergsteiger-Riege. 
x h c h .  Akad. Alpenverein Miinchen. XIV. Jahresbericht 1905/1906. 

avo, pp. 88. 1906 
Thlscontains, along with records of first ascents in the Eastern Alps, the 

following first ascents ;- 
Corsica : 1. Begehung der Crestn Pozzolo vou Dr. Th. Herzog. 
Picos de Europa : Tiro Tirso, 1. Erst. iib. d. S.-Wand vor Dr. Gustnv 

Schulze. 
Karanjo de Bulnes, I. t'b. v. 0. n. S., Variante in der 0.-Wand ; 

I. Abst. ub. d. 8.-Wand: von Dr. G. Schulze. 
- Alpenkriinzchen Berggeist.' Bericht f.  d. Vereinsjahr. 1906 

8v0, pp. 11. 
&c. d. Alpinieti Tridentini. Bollettino dell' Alpinists, anno 2. 1905-1906 

avo, pp. 230 ; ill. 
Among the articles are ;- 
M. Scotoni, Val Danerba. 
T. Taramelli, Bibliogafin d. pubblicazioni di. 
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Lorenzoni, O., Efficaoia educativa dell' alpinismo. 
- Un tentntivo a1 Campanile Basso, Gruppo di Brentn. 

U. Bonapace, Di refugion in refugio. 
hi. Scotoni, Cima Tom, Campanile Basso, Fravort, Filadonna. 
V. Honchetti, A1 Monte Rosn da JIacugnaga. 
9. Valenti, Hegesto cronologico di docun~enti riguardanti i monti 

Sambino, Zeledria e Malghette nella Valle di Rendenta. 
Turin. Unione excursionisti. Itiner~ri-progrnmma delle Gite h i a l i  pd 

1907. 1907 
Sm. avo, pp. 42. 

Pamphlets and Jfagazine Articks. 

Bistram, A. v. Das Dolomitgebiet der Luganer Alpen. C)eolog.-pliiontoL 
Studien in den Comasker Alpen, 11. November, 1903 
avo, pp. 1-84 ; map, plates ; reprinted from Ber. Naturfors. h e .  Freibarg 

i. Br. vol. 14. 
Bryce, The Bt. Hon. Jamea. In Strnnd Magazine, Newnes, London, vol. 33, 

no. 194. February, 1907 
8v0, pp. 206-218 ; 8 portraits. 

Dauphine. Syndicat d'Initiative du. Croquis itinbraires, no. 1-28. . - 
Orenoble, 1906. Fr. 0.26 escb 

These are useful maps of the various excursions and minor ssoents 
about Orenoble. 

Davis, W. M. Glaciation of the Sawatch Range, Colorado. In  Bull. M m n m  
Compar. Zoiilogy Harvard, vol. xliu, Geol. Ser. vol. viii, no. 1. 

Cambridge, U.S.A., December, 1905 
avo, pp. 11 ; plate of La  Plats Peak, and illustrations. 

Durazzo, A. Una esplorazionc : ascensione della Punta Iunominata nell'anno 
1872. Torino, Cassone, 1907 
avo, pp. 9 ; plate. 

Qribble, Francis. The comedy of climbing. In Strand Magnzine, Newnes, 
London, vol. 33, no. 191. February, 1907 
Mvo, p . 175-179 ; ill. 

~ l l n s t r a t e g  ~ u r o p e ,  nos. 188-188. The Montreux-Bernese-Oberland Railway 
via the Simmenthal. Ug A. Ceresole. Ziirich, Orell Fussli [1907]. 6d. 
Rvn. nn. 74 : ill. - -.cr . - 7  ---. 

Obtainable from Hachette, London. 
Keller, Reinrich. I'nnornma vom Rigi Berg. Zurich, Keller & Fiissli, 1817 
- -. Descrintion du Mout-Hini. des chemins aui r conduisent et de la dlhbm - .  

perspeciive dont on jouit sur sa cime. ~buLservi r  au panorama de Henri 
Keller. Ziirich, Fuesdi, 1884 
Hvo, pp. 90. 

Lombard, Dr. H.  C. Des climats de montngne consid6rbs au point de vne 
rnbdicale. Gen+ve, Ramboz et Schuchardt, 1856 
Mvo, pp. 67 ; reprinted from Bibl. Unirers. 

Petermann, A. Ueber die Oletscher-Welt im allgemeinen und die Gletaober 
des Jlont-Blanc im besondern. Nach Prof. James D. Forbes und Andern, 
vom Herausgeber. In Petennnnns Jlittheil. August, 1855 
410, pp. 178'205 ; map of Mt. Blanc. 

PyrBnBes. In Le tour de France, vol. 2, no. 35. DBcembre, 1906. Fr. 3 
Folio, pp. 433-498 ; ill. 

Text by H. Spont, Ardouin-Dumazet, L. Iioenig, etc. 
Seeland, F. Denlerkungen uber die Tnuern-Gletscher. In Carinthia IL 

Mittheil. d. naturhist. Landesn~useullls fur Karnten, 91. Jahrg. nr. 4. 
u. 5. Klagenfurt, 1901 
8vo. pp. 138-148. 

Stuart-lonteath.  P. W. Pvrenet~n Geolonr. Parts VII. & VIII. Darwinism. 
L. 

Thc convictidus of the n;onkeg mind. Appendix. 
8v0, pp. 27. London, Dulau, March, 1907 
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Wilson, A. I. Mont Blanc & its glaciers ; or, mountaineering in the higher 
Alps, being an account of the ascent of Mont Blanc as far as the Dbme du 
Godter and of the crossing of the Col du Gbant . . . Sheffield, Leng, 1888 
8 ~ 0 .  pp. 27. 

Yeigh, F. Mountain climbing in the Canadian Alps. Part 2. In Sunday at 
Home, R.T.S., London, N.Y. 14. December, 1906 
8v0, pp. 102-109 ; Y good photographs. 

Item. 
Schneiter, J. D. Relief-Karte der Schweiz. 2te Aufl. Bern, 1851 

Map 20" x 13". 

XLPIB! NOTES. 
THE ALPINE ~ u I D E . ' - C O ~ ~ ~ S  of Val. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 12s. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price Ss., can be obtained from all book- 
sellers, or from Messrs. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

CENTRAL AMERICAN VOLCANOES.-D~. Tempest Anderson has 
just returned from a nine months' journey among the Volcanoes of 
hfexico, Guatemala and the West Indies, during which (amongst 
others) Cerro Quemado, Agua, Atitlan, Mont Pelhe, and the 
Soufriere of St. Vincent were ascended, and many photographs 
taken. 

MR. BIRD'S ATTEMPT ON MONTE ROSA AND ASCENT OF THE 
CIMA DI Jazz1 IN 1854.-In Mr. E. S. Kennedy's addition to the 
second edition of ' Where There's a Will There's a Way,' p. 122, 
the following allusion to this expedition occurs :- 

'No further attempt to reach the highest point was, I believe, 
made until July, 1854, when Mr. S. D. Bird ascended to a point 
within 100 ft. from the summit.' 

Now the whole of this addition of Mr. Kennedy's first appeared 
(with a few trifling differences) in 1854 in the ' Illustrated London 
News,' vol. xxv. p. 899 sqq. His narrative naturally attracted the 
attention of Mr. Bird, who, at  p. 422 of the same volume of the 
same periodical, addressed the following letter to the editor. I t  seems 
worth while to reprint it, as it is interesting in itself, and seems 
to settle finally the question of the exact point (the Silbersattel) 
reached by him on his attempt.* His ascent (1854) of the Cima di 
Jazzi seems to be the earliest recorded, for Herr Gottlieb Studer 
only went up in 1865,t and Mr. Hinchliff in 1856,: while Mr. 
Bird's notes seem to have formed the basis of the account of the 
ascent of this peak which first appeared in the 7th or 1856 edition 
of 'Murray's Handbook for Travellers in Switzerland,' p. 306 
(it does 7wt appear in the previous or 1854 edition, p. 297). 

See Alpine Jo~crnnl, xv. p. 496, xvi. p. 47. 
t New edition of Studer's Ueber Eis z~nd Schnee, i. p. 13. 
$ Summer BIonths, p. 155. 
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' To the Editor of the '' Illustrated London News." 

SIR,-Seeing my name mentioned in your last Number as having 
been the first traveller, since the ascent of JI. Studer, to explore the 
northern side of Monte Rosa, permit me to add a few observations 
to the interesting narrative of blr. Kennedy. The name of the 
guide who first attained the summit of the Hdchste Spitze is neither 
Turgwald nor Durchwald, but Tauchwald. He is the best guide I 
have ever known in the Alps ; having a strength and endurance 
truly marvellous. He carried, without apparent effort, the whole 
provisions of my expedition-the two other guides being quite 
exhausted by the rarity of the air, and the fatigue of walking 
through snow up to the hips, on a very steep incline. He also 
anjoys the reputation of being the best cobbler in the valley. 

' I may mention, for the advantage of future ascenders, the reasons 
that prevented my attaining the highest point. Contrary to 111y 
suggestions, the guides all asserted that 2 o'clock would be Boon 
enough to leave the Ryffelberg, though the full moon rose two 
hours earlier. The consequence was that, when we arrived at the 
steepest part of the ascent, the sun had surmounted the crest of 
the mountain, and soon rendered the snow so soft that we sunk up 
to the knees, or even hips, at every step, which made our progress 
excessively laborious. Mr. Kennedy, being a month later than 
myself, avoided this inconvenience. We were also delayed for an 
hour or more in attempting a short cut up a slope of ice, where 
every step had to be cut with the hatchet, and which proved so 
steep that further progress wee out of the question, and we h d  to 
retrace our steps and try another route. This was, no doubt, 
avoided in subsequent ascents. The heat, after the sun rose, was 
most oppressive, though i t  froze hard in the shade-the wow 1 
getting softer ; so, on our arrival at the plateau, Tauchwald strongly 
advised me not to attempt the ascent of the cone, as this would delay 
us 14-2 hrs., and that, by that time, the state of the snow on the 
glacier lower down would be such as to render the return highly 
dangerous. The la3t climb, a t  the time of my visit, would have 
been very hazardous, as the great heat of the sun, during the days 
of fine weather, had melted the snow in the crevices of the rock, 
caueing the water to trickle over its surface, which the mighty 
frosts thus converted into an almost continuous sheet of polished 
ice, so that no foothold was perceptible on it. 

' On our return, I found Tauchwald's advice was wise ; ae we had 
a good deal of difficulty in passing the snow-bridges over the 
crevasses, which frequently gave way with one or other of the party. 
whose fall into the chasm was only prevented by the rope with 
which we were tied together. 

'Let lne advise future travellers, if they attempt the ascent in 
July or August (which is considered the best season tor the High 
Alps), to profit by nly experience, and start from the Ryffelberg at 
midnight, at the latest, so that they may reach the plateau while 
the snow is yet hard, and fatigues of the climb will be thus i 
diminished by one-half. 
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' I may mention to those who wish to explore the snowy solitudes 
of these mountains, that to the N.W. of that mountain is a peak 
13,000 ft. in height, called the Curia [obvious misprint for Cima] 
di Jazzi, to the right of the redoubtable pass of the Weissthor, 
which may be easily reached in 4 hrs. from the Ryffelberg, the 
whole ascent being on a gentle slope. There is no mountain, to 
my knowledge, in the Alps, that may he so easily attained. The 
view is much the same as that from Monte Rosa, except the part 
shut out by the mass of that mountain, comprising the icy sea of 
Swiss, Savoyard, and Tyrolese pinnacles to the N. and E. ; to the 
S., the valleys and lakes of Italy, bounded by the hlaritime Alps, 
whose dim blue outline alone prevents a glimpse of the Medi- 
terranean. S. D. BIRD, 

King's College, London.' 

I t  would be interesting to know more of the climbs of this early 
English mountaineer. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

BREITHORN (ZERXATT) (S.4,771 m. = 13,685 ft.). THE EASTERN 
NORTH RIDGE.-On August 18, 1906, hlessrs. Mayor, C. D. Robert- 
son, and G. Winthrop Young, with Joseph Knubel and bloritz 
Rappen, after s n  attempt on the previous day, which had terminated 
in a wow storm rather below the great gendarme, left the 
Gandegg hut at 3.30 A.M., and traversed the glacier to the con- 
spicuous col on the Triftje at the foot of the western north ridge. 
Descending by an easy chimney, and profiting by previous ex- 
perience, they crossed the rifted plateau that connects the two 
ridges close under the face of the peak, and, using the descending 
steps of the day before, struck the edge of the eastern north ridge 
not far below the lowest rocks visible from this side at 6.80 A.M. 
(On the preceding attempt the ridge had been joined much lower 
down, almost at  the level of the plateau above the Klein Triftje.) 
The ridge, of hard snow and occasional ice, sharp and set at a high 
angle, called for continuous and careful step-cutting, pleasantly 
~ a r i e d  by small gendarmes and exacting little traverses. The 
actual rocks of the great forbidding-looking tower gave delightful 
climbing, equal to that on tho main E. ridge of the Breithorq- 
and therefore to anything in the district,-but all too short. 
The final snow art% proved remarkably steep. \irhere it abutted 
on the precipitous face of the peak a short ice-traverse to the 
W. and a very awkward little corner, that only went at  the third 
attempt, gave access to an open ice-glazed couloir, by which the 
corniced main E. ridge was reached, just W. of the peak, at 
1.20 P.M. The all too seldom visited E. ar&te, with its admirable 
rocks and exquisitely delicate snow-crests, was traversed to the 
final summit of the Breithorn at  4.40. The ridges had exacted n 
rather excessive allowance of step-cutting, and the highroad ' of 
the descent &orded a placid change. By this the Gandegg hut 
was reached s t  6.10, and the Riffelberg, after an hour's halt for 
tea, at  8 P.M. The ridge is deserving of more attention ; it is not 
exposed to the same risks as its more popular western neigh- 

31 >I 2 
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bour, from which a huge avalanche was observed to fall during 
the ascent just described, and though it is not easy to get at and 
somewhat long, yet the climbing is continuously fine and legiti- 
mate. Most of the difficulties after the main ridge has been 
joined can, if necessary, be avoided, and there is always the com- 
fortable prospect, however late the hour, of a ' ar t - t rack '  descent 
from the summit. .G. WINTHROP YOUNO 

REVIEWS ,4SD NOTICES. 
The Lije and Letters of Leslie Skphen. By F. W. Maitland. 

(London : Duckworth & Co., 1906.) 

IT is impossible to take up this volume without a double sense of 
regret. The biographer baa too soon followed hie subject, the 
nephew his uncle. To praise either here would be superfluous. 
Lovers of English literature hare gained as much as friends of 
Leslie Stephen by the time granted to Mr. Maitlmd to complete 
his pious work. Its best praise is that many readers-both men 
and women-who did not know Stephen and are far from sharing 
some of his views or tastes, have laid it down with a sense that 
they have made a new friend. Maitland has succeeded in being 
intimate and appreciative without being uncritically admiring. 
His portrait may be a little softened ; in certain aspects Stephen 
seemed more formidable, especially to younger men, than he is 
here represented. There were times and mood8 in which Stephen 
did not ' suffer gladly ' any social duty or interruption that might 
befall him. His neighbour at  a dinner, such as that humorously 
described by Mr. Gosse, may sometimes have wished that the 
flashes of speech would come more frequently between the silences. 
He hardly appreciated the occasional effect on othera of an ' inward 
groan ' that was not meant to be taken too seriously. He  could 
groan, aa his biographer proves, even in a love letter! But the 
portrait given to the public is undoubtedly that of the real Stephen 
as he was best known to his intimates, to those whom he frequently 
joined in that modest company the ' A.D.C.,' which occupies in 
some port to the Club the position ' the Apostles ' do to Cambridge. 
At those little dinners, held at  first in an hotel in Leicester Square, 
which became too notorious by a murder, but more reoently, under 
episcopal guidance, in the less romantic region of a Regent Street 
restaurant, Stephen and Moore, Grove and Jlacdondd, 1%'. E. Hall 
and C. E. illathews were among the most constant of the early 
attendants. 

Of Stephen as a critic and a man of letters I wrote elsewhere at 
the time of his death (*The Author,' April 1 ,  1904). I msy 
~ e n t u r e  to repeat here to a different public something of what I 
then said with regard to his love of the Alps and his influence 
Alpine literature. 

Stephen was happy not only in his literary profession, but also in a 
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hobby which satisfied al l  his requirements, physical and intellectual 
-mountaineering. His love of mountains was, as he has himself 
explained, complex. Climbing was to him primarily a sport, 
undertaken for the sake of adventure and e~ijoyment, a recreation 
in which he could give play to the muscular energy of the primitive 
man and the holiday humours of the genial Don, who in Stephen 
underlay the critic and the philosopher. But he found the scenery 
of the High Alps sympathetic to his intellect, and that in more 
ways than one. ' I t s  charm,' he writes, 'lies in its vigorous 
originality.' And again, ' The mountains represent the indomit- 
able force of nature to which we are forced to adapt ourselves; 
they speak to a man of his littleness and his ephemeral nature, 
and therefore they should suggest that sense of awestruck humility 
which best befits such petty creatures as ourselves.' The Alps 
were for Stephen a playground, but they were also alternately a 
cathedral in which to worship and a row of idols to fall down before. 
' If I were to invent a new idolatry,' he says, ' I should prostrate 
myself not before beast, or ocean, or sun, but before one of these 
gigantic masses to which, in spite of d l  reason, it is impossible not 
to attribute some shadowy personality. Their voice is mystic, and 
has found discordant interpreters ; but to me at least it speaks in 
tones at once more tender and more awe-inspiring than that of 
any mortal teacher. The loftiest and sweetest strains of hliltoll or 
Wordaworth may be more articulate, but do not lay so forcible a 
grasp on my imagination.' 

Yet to give the scale, and to point the moral he drew from the High 
Places of the Earth, Stephen required, if not an inn, at least some 
trace of pastoral life, ' a weather-stained chalet ' in the,foreground. 
' Scenery,' he says, 'even the wildest that is really enjoyable, 
derives half its charm from the occult sense of the human life and 
social forms moulded upon it. The .Alps would be unbearably 
stern but for the picturesque society preserved among their folds.' 

Yet surely in the recesses of remoter ranges, in the folds of 
primeval forests, there is a sublinlity like that of the starry 
heavens, or the ocean, that would have appealed to his mind. I 
cannot help suspecting that, since such scenery never came within 
his reach, Stephen invented a reason why he might not have cared 
for it. The human interests that linked him to the Alps were 
hardly connected with the influence of the mountains on social 
institutions ! 

Towards the end of his life the Alps had gathered round them 
many deep and tender associations. In  earlier years they recalled 
happy holidays with congenial companions and guides, one of 
whom at least became a lifelong and devoted friend. 

In Stephen's climbing days guides were comparatively rare and 
good. Few amateurs had been trained from youth in the details and 
practice of the craft. Things have changed, and the distinction 
Stephen insisted on between the two classes has been greatly 
diminished. But the implicit faith, generally well founded, of the 
pioneers in their guides, the personal devotion of the best guides to 
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their constant employers, were among the most attractive qualities 
of early mountaineering. 

I was only once in the Alps, and that in winter, with Stephen. 
M. Loppb and Melchior Anderegg completed the party. On our 
last day Stephen and I supped with Melchior in his chalet, high on 
a shelf above the Vale of bleiringen. The descent to Brienz in the 
moonlight, down a path that was a sheet of ice, was the most 
dangerous adventure of our little tour. But the entertainment we 
received, the affectionate courtesy of our host, the reciprocal warmth 
of two men who, far apart in many things, knew and appreciated 
and trusted each other, n~ade the evening memorable and lllore 
than worth all the bruises of that perilous descent. 

Stephen, it may be added, was a pure climber ; there was nothing 
in him of the ordinary traveller. In this he differed from his 
friend Bryce, by whom he was once seduced into going to the 
Carpathians. This was his first and last infidelity to the Alpine 
snows. He was consistent to the end. In a note thanking me for 
a copy of ' Round Kangchenjunga,' written in pencil shortly before 
his death, he says, ' I admire the unnameable mountains, specially 
one beginning with S (Siniolchum) ; but I shall not go to see them 
till you have laid out roads and built comfortable inns.' 

One of the reasons why Stephen preferred the Alps was, perhaps, 
that the mountaineering he enjoyed was not a thing to be made a 
business of; it was for pleasure and relaxation he sought his play- 
ground. He had, like every intelligent man, a proper respect for 
real research. But he resented the assum~tion that a scientific 
aim was required to justify Alpine climbing, and he scoffed at 
anlateur scientists. his friends. who h a n d i c a ~ ~ e d  themselves with 
' instruments ' in drder, as he put it, to a s c e r h  'how nearly their 
observations might approximate to those of a Government survey.' 
In one instance, in an after-dinner speech, he gave offence to a too 
sensitive man of science, but the breach was after an interval most 
substantially repaired, and nowhere were Stephen's Tramps more 
cordially welcolned than by Professor Tyndall on Hind Head. 
These ' Sunday Tramps ' were a visible sign both of Stephen's 
love of walking and of his sociability. He took minute pains in 
their organisation, looking out the trains, planning the route, and 
noting carefully who came. He propounded unwritten laws, one 
of which was against aeking the way ; luxury at lunch wes as a rule 
discountenanced, but there were allowed exceptions, when he 
landed us on the lawn of a distinguished host, or we fell unawares 
on an old-fashioned inn. And there was one occasion, I remember, 
when a large party split and tried different local publicans, and the 
luckier detachment, while feasting on roast goose and apple tart, 
saw the hungry faces of Stephen and his band gazing through the 
window, and heard a groan from our leader, ' We've only found bad 
cheese ; what have you fellows left ? ' I t  was, if I remember right, 
on the same day that somewhere in the neighbourhood of Colney 
Hatch a rustic, after staring at  the philosophic band, turned to his 
fellows with the comment, I say, Jim, who let 'em out ? ' 



Stephen's first appearance in Alpine literature was in the humble 
part of the translator of a now somewhat old-fashioned work, 
Berlepsch's ' Life in the Alps.' Mr. Coolidge objects to its being called 
mediocre.' Perhaps he is right, though, judging from the pungent 

footnotes Stephen inserted on many pages, I fancy he would have 
shared my view. But the information it contains is poured forth 
in periods distastefill to the English reader, which the translator 
has been at no pains to modify. Having, after forty years, looked 
into the ~ o l u m e  once more, I confess that I more than doubt, I 
disbelieve, in Stephen being the prime author of the translation. 
Could he, even when translating, have described the travellers who 
perished in 1860 on the Col du G@ant as slipping ' five kilometres 
down the slope,' or penned such sentences as the following : ' The 
Staubbach is not made great by an irrestrainable wild stream . . . 
which shakes the air by the thunder of its fall and compels 
exclamation of astonishment' (p. 136), or, ' I n  those villages in 
which no inns exist it is often the man of spiritual consolations, 
the parson or chaplain, who also takes charge of the hungry and 
thirsty needs of travellers ; in the Valsis, in Canton Unterwalden, 
and in other districts the wine bottle and the slice of cheese are an 
accidental trade of the spiritual class ' (p. 400) ? I suspect he read 
through and annotated some hack's work. His footnotes are in a 
very different style, concise and contradictory. In one of them his 
view about ' scientific mountaineering ' is very pithily put. ' The 
dificulty and danger of making high mountain ascents, and conse- 
quently the impropriety of making them " without some scientific 
object," are considerably exaggerated in this chapter. If the truth 
were known I suspect that many of the so-called scientific ascents 
have had pleasure and excitement for their object much more than 
science ' (p. 226). 

I t  was in writing about the Alps on his own account that Stephen 
first made a mark in literature. The character of many of the 
chapters in the first edition of ' The Playground of Europe ' was 
influenced by the purpose for which they were written. They were 
to be 'read before the Alpine Club.' Between that body and 
Stephen there was always perfect sympathy. His enthusiasm for 
the mountains was strong and deep, but in papers for such an 
audience it could be taken for granted. Descriptions of scenery 
were condensed, topography was dealt with lightly, while the 
adventures and misadventures of an Alpine climb were dwelt on 
with a lively appreciation which delighted his hearers. Stephen 
' in a holiday humour' did not even despise ' chaff.' His early 
writings revelled in paradox, and no doubt had a considerable 
influence on Alpine literature. Climbers are not born humourists, 
and some of his followers may have at  times forgotten that certain 
forms of wit lose their flavour below the snow level. Our Club 
has been accused of a lack of serious purpose and a tendency to 
feeble jocosity. But there is enough seriousness in the world, and 
pedantry is nowhere more out of place than in sport. 

In  his later articles, written for the magazines, Stephen's style 
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alters. The old fun flashes out from time to time ; but he gives 
more rein to his powers of description and his sentimental 
appreciation of mountain acenery. In ' The Alps in Winter' and 
' A Sunset on Mont Blanc ' he breaks through his habitual reserre 
and reveals to his readers some of his deeper feelings. 'To me,' 
he writes, ' the Wengern Alp is a sacred place, the Holy of Holies 
of the Mountain Ganctuary.' I t  can never be so to our successors. 
The money-changers are in full posseesion, and the temple and the 
' Holy of Holies ' is a noisy restaurant and railway station. 

In 1869 Stephen succeeded hlr. George as Editor of this ' Journal.' 
He only held the post for three years, and when in 1872 he handed 
it over to the present writer the ' Journal ' was apparently in  a mori- 
bund oondition. The summer number had failed to appear ! The 
causes of this temporary depression were not far to seek. Stephen 
had just taken up the editorship of the ' Cornhill,' and was over- 
burdened by the double task, while the Club had a aountry 
Honorary Secretary, who was not active in providing fresh papers 
and material for his colleague. When Charles Packe was followed 
in the Secretaryship by A. W. Moore the Editor'e task became a 
comparatively light one. Now, after thirty-five years, the ' Journal ' 
is, like other veterans, growing stout. The old spirit, Stephen's 1 spirit, survives in it, though it has found many new playgrounds. 
I t  has eerved and still serves its purpose in bringing back to many 
and revealing to some the pleasures of the heights, in forming 
a link between successive generations of mountain lovers and 
keeping alive the memory of our founders and forerunners. I 

I may note a few apparent 'errata ' in the ' Life : ' ' third-rate 
guide ' (p. 96) should read second-rate ; ' on p. 492 Maitland has 
it right. Stephen did not ' cross,' he only discovered the Alphubel 
Joch (p. 83). To the list of ascent6 given on p. 33 I can add from 
a manuscript of Stephen's, supplied me by Mr. Coolidge : 1858. 
Glarnisch, failure on Tiidi, Bristenstock, Oberaarjoch, Adler Pass, 
Zwischbergen Pass, Geisspfad Pass, Wildstrubel, Strahlegg, 
Galenstock, and Gauli Pass. In  1859 the Tachingel, Lotschen- 
llicke, Petersgrat, Ldtschen Pass, IVeissmies, Breithorn. I n  1860 

. the Reissthor, tried Dent Blanche, Zumsteinspitze, Oberaar Joch 
and Horn, Altels. Stephen assisted in the original editions of 
Ball's ' Western ' and ' Central Alps.' The list of his Alpine articles 
given in the general index to the first fourteen volumes of the 
' Alpine Journal ' might be alluded to. 

In writing of Steplien's after-dinner speeches, that he once 
made, in returning thanks for Literature at  the Royal Academy 
banquet, is not alluded to. Stephen did not feel at  home with his 
audience, and regretted afterwards that he had 'left out all his best 
things.' I t  was at the Alpine Club dinners that he was heard at 
his best. 

Finally, while it is true-the passage is a quotation from Mr. 
Dent-that 'the germs of suggestion' of subsequent researahes 
into t l ~ e  origins of Alpine literature may be traced in the historical 
chapter of ' The Playground of Europe ' it needs also to be stated 
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that Stephen's treatment of the subject was relatively superficial. 
The germs have been developed in the brains of ardent specialists, 
who have brought to light much new material, which may in so11ie 
respects modify our views as to the respective influences which 
gave rise to the modern love of the Alps. D. W. F. 

Running Water. By A. E. W. Mason. (London : Hodder c t  SStoughton. 1907.) 

The ingenious author of ' The Four Feathers ' has given the public 
a story which is a mixture of climbing and crime. Never before 
surely has a heroine been introduced reading a back volume of the 
' Alpine Journal.' Never before, we think, haa a ' first-class climb ' 
been made the mainspring of a romance-although ' imaginary 
climbs ' may have been a conspicuous feature in some recent works 
of travel. Mr. Mason knows something of the business, and writes 
as we should expect of peaks and passes, of rock-faces and ice-slopes. 
He writes also as a true lover of the glories of the heights, and his 
vivid descriptions will attract many readers who do not care much 
for the nefarious schemes of the low society from which he draws 
his heroine, only in order to raise her on an Alpine pedestal. Her 
father is described as a climber who, in the late sixties, some 
twenty years before the date of the events described, had made 
sixteen attacks on one of the Chamonir Aiguilles, and at  last got 
to the top, whose hvourite work was ' The Alps in 1864,' whose 
own writing was ' ve funny,' and one of whose oharacteristics was 
neat-handedness. confew-since he turns out to be also an 
ex-convict and a would-be murderer-to some feeling of relief on 
finding that in other respects he is distinguishable from an 
ex-President of the Alpins Club. Some of the minor characters 
may also suggest that Mr. Mason has made studies, or at least 
drawn sketches, for them on the spot-for instance, the guides, the 
brothers Revailloud, Frangois and Michel, who live at a hamlet a 
short walk across the meadows from the H6tel Couttet. But it 
would be difficult to reproduce the wit and wisdom of the real 
Franpois some of us knew and loved, and Mr. Nason has not 
attempted it, though the human sympathy which exists between the 
best guides and their employers is finely suggested in his pages. 

We are not going to give away the story. I t  is enough to say 
that there is a fatal accident on the Col des Nantillons, an adnlirably 
described ascent of the Aiguille d'Argentidre, which decides tlie 
fate of the hero and heroine, and an ineffectual but thrilling attempt 
a t  homicide on the Brenva side of hlont Blanc. What can the 
reader ask for more ? 

Mr. Mason is so accurate in his technical details that it is a pity 
he should have allowed his printers to print in places ' chitlet,' 
' arrhte,' and ' riicksack ; ' and surely he must know that a crevasse 
is only a ' Begschrund ' when it marks the breaking away of the 
moving ice from plastered snow or nBv6. There can be no 
' Bergachrund ' between the middle portion of the Argentiire glacier 
and the rocky slopes on its right bank under the Aiguille du 
Chardonnet (p. 80). 
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Zeitsc7lrgft des Deutscheir uild dsterretchiscllen Alpeuverei~rs. 
Yol. xxx\ i i .  1906. 

This rolume opens with a paper by Dr. G. Steinmann on 
Geological Problems of the Alps, in which he reviews some of the 
most remarkable instances of displacement and folding over an area 
extending from the Jura to the Eastern Alps. The author is of 
opinion that soxne of the complicated disturbances of the strata in 
the Swiss and Western Alps have been caused by the operation of 
two successive folding8 which have occurred with a long interval of 
time elapsing between the first and second movements. The 
sectional diagrams are numerous and instructive; two of these 
indicate the sequence of rock8 expected and that actually en- 
countered in boring the Simplon Tunnel. 

Herr E. IY. Uredt has undertaken the task of tracing the history 
of the pictorial representation of mountains. The first part of the 
article, beginning with the primitive symbols of the thirteenth 
century, deals with the progress made in turn by Cimabue, Giotto, 
Durer, Altdorfer, and by later painters of the Italian, Dutch, and 
Flemish schools. The illustrations-nearly forty in number- 
are selected mainly from originals in German and Italian colle~ 
tions and churches; but two of the paintings represented (Man- 
tegna and Uarofalo) may be seen in our National Gallery. 

Those who have not read Dr. G. I\Ierzbacher's latest book 
(reviewed i11 the ' A. J.,' Feb. 1906) will find in his very interesting 
paper on the Tian Shan mountains a condensed general description 1 
of the central portion of the range, of the conditions of travel, and of 
the extraordinary difficulties encountered before it was possible to 
ascertain even the position of the highest peak, Khan Tengri. The 
author emphasises the wonderfully varied featilres of the country- 
ice-clad summits of unsurpassed grandeur, enormous snow-fields, 
glnciers 20 to 45 miles long, ranees of bold rocky peaks stocked 
with steinbock and other game, splendid forests, valleys br ightkb 
flowers, and, in contrast, vast steppes and endless sandy wasb. 
The flora also of this region is described 8s most interesting and 
peculiar ; many Alpine plants, such as vacciniums, rhododendrons, 
saxifrages, kc., are wanting; on the other hand there are whole 
kilometres of edelweiss. 

The work of the expedition was very much hindered by the lack 
of capable porters and by the great distanoes-in one case over 
miles-from which supplies had to be brought ; but the crowning 
obstacle, which effectually prevented ascents of the greater peaks, 
was encountered at  a height of 5,000 m. and upwards in the form 
of excessively deep, powdery, and dangerously unstable snow. . Dr. 
3Ierzbacher sees no prospect of m y  privately organised e?r@hon 
being able to climb Khan Tengri. 

The illustrations reproduced from photographs taken by the 
nuthor and his companion, Herr H. Pfann, are remarkably good. 

The South American Cordilleras provide material for two 
separate articles. Dr. H. Hoek, continuing his lively and ater- 
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taining paper on the country S.E. of Illimani, describes in vigorous 
and graphic language the discomforts and trials of Bolivian travel 
during the rainy season. In  December 1W3 the author made, in 
company with Dr. G. Steinmann, the first ascent of Cerro Tunari, 
a peak of 5,200 m., situated N.W. of Cochabamba. 

Dr. F. Reichert's contribution deals with a district much 
further muth, his journeys leading through the high mountains 
which encompass the desert plateau of Atacama. 

In the course of his expedition the author without any com- 
panion ascended (May 1905) the Cerro Socompa, a volcanic peak of 
8,080 m. on the boundary line between Chile and Argentina. The 
ascent of 1,680 m. from a high bivouac occupied twelve hours, the 
difficulties of the mute being increased by a high wind. A small 
intermittent geyser, giving out boiling water and steem, was found 
a t  the summit. 

Amongst the articles on European mountains welcome variety 
is introduced in the form of an account by Dr. H. Bertram of a 
climbing tour in the Central Pyrenees. Even an ardent lover of 
the Eastern Alps waxes enthusiastic over the fascinating solitudes 
of this western range, where the tourist throng has not yet pene- 
trated and whose rocks are still innocent of ' Wegmarkierungen ' 
and chocolate advertisements. May they long remain so. 

Pleasant reading is also afforded by Herr H. Pfann's aocounts 
of two guideless expeditions in the Mont Blanc Group-the traverse 
of the Great and Little Dru in 1899 and that of Les Droites in 
1904. Favoured by a full moon the author, with Dr. G. Leuchs, 
left the Montanvert at  11 P.M., and after a short rest at  the 
bivouac place gained the summit of the Great Dru at 12.80 P.M. 
next day. In spite of an insufficient length of rope the descent to 
the ridge of the Little Dru was safely accomplished; but after 
leaving the latter summit the right route was missed and the party 
were benighted on the rocks high above the Charpoua Glacier 
which was not gained till the following morning. 

On the second climb the author with Herr L. Distel traversed 
the exceedingly narrow and jagged ridge from the W. peak 
(4,020 m.) to the summit of Les Droitee, seven hours being occu- 
pied in the arduous work of crossing or turning the numerous rock 
teeth between the two points. On this occasion also the party 
were benighted, but under much more unpleasant conditions than 
on the Dru, as they were overtaken by thoroughly bad weather. 

Amongst the most important of the remaining articles, all of 
which deal with the Eastern Alps, are the somewhat belated con- 
tinuation of Herr R. Schucht's paper on the Pitztal (commenced in 
the ' Zeitschrift ' for 1900), the second inetalment of Dr. E .  Niep- 
mann's treatise on the Ortler district, and the first part of a mono- 
graph on the Brente Group. The Pitztal, in spite of its fin. 
scenery and attractions to climbers, seems not to have received 11~2~1: 
attention before 1892, in which year the Brunswick Section opened 
their hut. In the present paper Herr Schucht gives a description of 
the  chief peaks and passes of the Pitztalerkamm, which bounds the 
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valley on the E., separating it from the ~ t r t a l ,  and also of the ex- 
tensive glacier region at the head of the valley, accessible from the 
picturesquely placed and now greatly enlarged Braunschweigerhi~tb, 
and culminating in the lofty Wildspitze. The article is effectively 
illustrated by reproductions of Herr M. Z. Diemer's drawings. 

Dr. Niepmann deals this year with the N.W. section of the 
Ortler Group, extending from the Cevedale Pass to the Stelvio, nnd 
containing the Konigsspitze, Ortler, and Thurwieserspitze. This 
justly popular district has now been so long one of the most 
favourite resorts of the ' Hochtourist ' that it is hardly surprising to 
find that not many new routes have been recorded since 1894, when 
Hem L. Friedmann's exhaustive treatise appearedin the ' Erschlies- 
sung der Ostalpen.' 

Herren H. Barth and A. von Radio-Radiis begin their mono- 
graph on the Brenta Dolomites with a detailed description of that 
portion of the range bounded by the GrostA Pass on the N. and by 
the Bocca di Brenta on the S. The paper contains an  interesting 1 
account of the first ascents of the various summits of the Fnlrnini 
stock, extending from the Bocoa di Brenta to the Bocca dei Mas&. 
As this section contains, besides the Cima Brenta Alta and the 
Torre di Brenta, the sensational and inaccessible-looking Campanlk 
and Guglia di Brenta and the Croda dei Fulmini it appeals more to 
experts of the strenuous school than to lovers of the picturesque. 
As the author suggests, one does not climb such rock-needles for the 
sake of the views they command. The formidable Guglia with 
stood all assaults till August 1899, and three of the Fnlmini towers 
are probably still unclimbed. Some admirable photogmphs taken 
by Herr von R.-Radiis greatly facilitate the study of the subject. 

In the ' Zeitschrift ' for 1905 Herr K. Domhnigg and Dr. G. 
Freiherr von Saar wrote the first part of a treatise on the veq 
remarkable but little frequented Dolomite region lying E. of the 
Piave valley and occupying a somewhat debatable position between 
the Venetian and Carnic Alps. They now describe a number of 
ascents of the Cime Cadin and other peaks of the bfonfdcone 
Group, and two of Blr. E. T. Compton's sketches bear witness 
the singular wealth and variety of fantastic yet picturesque 
sculpture which nature has lavished on this district. 

The 'Vereinskarte ' issued with this volume is the western 
sheet of Herr L. Aegerter's map (1 : 26000) of the Allgau and 
Lechtal Alps. 

Tlie Clir~ibers' Note-book. By Dr. Claude \JTilson. London : T. Fisher UnmJJ, 
1906. 1s. net. 

THIS is a small waistcoat-pocket note-book in a durable cover, 
as Dr. Wilson hi~nself has been accustomed to use for many y a s  
I t  contains a full Packing List, an Expedition List, and a Hut and 
Camp List ; Notes on Railway Time, Money, Map Scales, and 
Measures-to which is appended ' The Alpine Distress Signal.' 
The rest of the little book consists of pages for notes. I t  will be 
found distinctly useful. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on the 
evening of Tuesday, February 6, at 8.30, the Bishop of Bristol, 
P~esirlent ,  in the chair. 

Mesm. W. I. Beaumont, F. ~esse.1, E. Chnbb, T. Collin, J. C. 
Gait, A. S. Jenkins, H. V. Knox, J. W. Schofield, and A. E. 
Western were balloted for and elected members of the Club. 

The PRESIDENT said that the Committee proposed, in response 
to  a wish expressed hy some of the members, and subject to their 
proposal being favourably received at  that meeting, to try the 
experiment of holding sn informal social meeting of the Club, at  
which no business would be transacted, in each month, except 
December, in which a General Meeting was held. 

This suggestion was agreed to by show of hands, rand the 
P~ESIDENT announced that the first meeting would be held on 
February 19. 

The PRESIDENT dso stated that a letter expressing his regret a t  
h is  temporary severance from the Club hed been received from 
Mr. Bryce, who would cwry with him to his new duties in America 
t h e  best wishes of members. 

Mr. A. D. GODLEY read a short paper entitled The Alps.' On 
t h e  motion of the PRESIDENT a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Godley 
for his clever paper was nnanimously passed. 

Mr. FRESHFIELD then exhibited slides of some of the photo- 
graphs taken by Signor Sella while with the expedition of H.R.H. 
the Duke of the Abruezi to Ruwenzori. 

On the motion of Mr. WALLROTH, seconded by Dr. SAVAGE, a 
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the Duke and to Signor Sella 
for their kindness in sending the slides for exhibition. Photor 
graphic enlargements of some of the views and panoramas were 
hung on the walls of the Hall. 

On February 11, at the request of the Committee, Mr. Freshfield 
again showed Signor Sella's slides at  a special meeting, for which 
every member received a guest ticket. The Hall was full, about 
300 persons attending. 

The first informal meeting of the Club was held in the Club 
Rooms on the evening of February 19, when some sixty members 
were present. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on 
Tuesday evening, March 5, Captain Farrar in the chair. 

Messrs. 0. Lecher and H. A. Millington were balloted for and 
elected members of the Club. 

Mr. A. L. MUMM r e d  a paper entitled ' The Bifertenstock and 
i t s  Neighbours,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. 

Mr. D. W. FRESHFIELD said that he had listened with great 
interest to the paper, as it reminded him of his early visits to that 
region, more than forty years ago. In 1866 he and Mr. Tucker 
went up the ice fall of the Biferten Glacier for the first time. 
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The Tddi was a classic scene in the history of mountaineering, 
for Placidus B Spescha had struggled for years to get to the top. 
I t  was a very evasive mountain. The ascent wes tried in vain by 
Leslie Stephen and Tuckett, both of whom were foiled by bad 
weather coming on, as he had been himself. His party in the descent 
thought that they had got to one of the known gaps, but soon 
found themselves in one of the worst places they had ever been in. 
Any cliinber going to Eastern Switzerland might do much worse 
than give a few days to the Todi group. Its lower parts and the 
surrounding valleys were most picturesque. I t  offered good rock- 
climbing, fine ice falls and steep couloirs. The distant views were 
beautiful, extending from Piz Bernina round by the Lake of 
Constance and the Bavarian plains to hlont Blanc. 

Mr. C. PILKINOTON thought the Todi ought to be better know. 
He had only once been there himself, and only as far as the 
Sandalp, when the weather turned bad ; but he hoped to return 
this summer. 

Mr. WITHERB asked what were the best huts and the best centres 
to start from. 

Sir MARTIN CONWAY described an avalmnche of sheep that he h d  
seen on one occasion near the Muttsee Hut. 

Mr. ~ L U M M ,  in reply, said that a hut was required at  the Punteigl~ 
Glacier. When it was built it would be much the best centre and 
would be within reach of ahnost all the climbs It was a long way 
to the Muttsee Hut, and far from there to the Bifertenstock Birnder, 
but that route was so remarkable that he hoped it would receive 
more attention than hitherto. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Mumm brought the meeting to 
a close. 

An informal meeting of the Club was held in the Club Boomson 
the evening of March 19, which was well attended. 
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BY A. E. FIELD. 

f THE complaint is now often heard that the Alps are 1 crowded, and that even remote mountain villages are 
hopelessly vulgarised by the hordes which are poured into 
them every summer by different tourist agencies. This is 
certainly true of many parts of Switzerland, but there are 
still regions, such as the Grnian Alps, where the mountaineer 
can wander ' far from the madding crowd.' In August 1906 
H. C. Bowen and I had a most enjoyable tour in the Graians, 
in the course of which we climbed fourteen peaks and crossed 
three glacier passes, besides indulging in various cross-country 
walks. 

I travelled straight to the little village of Pralognan,* in 
the Tarentaise, which is cl~armingly situated at  a height 
of 4,672 ft. above sea-level, in a beautiful green basin sur- 
rounded by pine forests, above which rises a fine amphitheatre 
of peaks. From the railway terminus at Noiitiers-Salins 
an electric tram runs to Brides-les-Bains, whence a ~ervice 
of motor-cars now runs to Pralognan, which can be reached 
in just over twenty-four hours from London. The motor 
(seats for which ought to be booked at the railway station 
at  Moiitiers, as the accommodation is limited) does the 
13 miles from Brides-10s-Bains to Pralognan in 70 min., 
which is pretty good going, as there is a rise of nearly 
3,000 ft. 

Here I spent a pleasant ten days till Bowen arrived; 
sometimes I indulged in minor excursions, and sometimes 
I loafed about in the forest, which could be reached in 
10 min. across the meadows. The hotel was full of Freqch 
- --- - 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xxi. pp. 160, 219, 378, 621. 
VOL. XX1II.-NO. CLXXVII. N N 
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families enjoying the mountain air ;  Jean and Marie played 
' le tennis ' on the gravel court just behind, n-hile ' monsieur, 
madame et b6b6' sat in the shade of the forest beside the 
spring, which gushed forth from the rocks. One afternoon 
I visited the Rocher de Villeneuve, a fine view-point, and on 
another I walked up a little peak which rejoices in the rather 
grandiose title of the Petit Nont Blanc, although its height 
is only 8,810 ft. It appears to owe its name to two facts: 
i t  has crags of white marble, and from its summit the Grand 
Mont Blanc is visible. On the way I found a aonderfnl 
variety of Alpine flowers ; I learnt afterwards that Pralognan 
is well known to botanists for the richness of its flora. 

Another day I walked up to the Col de la Vanoise (8,290 ft.), 
the most frequented pass in the Tarentaise, on which stands 
a most comfortable little mountain inn named the Refuge Felix 
Faure, and carried on under the auspices of the French 
Alpine Club. I lunched a t  the Refuge, and then persuaded 
the landlord, an old Chamonix guide, to accompany me up 
the easy peak of the Pointe de la RCchasse (10,575 ft.). We 
went up grass interspersed with rock, crossed an easy glacier 
for 20 min., and then walked along a nearly lerel ridge b 
the summit, which we reached in 1 hr. 35 min. from the 
Refuge. We spent 4 hr. on the top, enjoying the .Fiea 
of the great glaciers of the Vanoise, and then, after a halt 
for tea a t  the Refuge, I went down to Pralognan. 

The day that Bowen arrived we set to work i n  earnest. 
We went up to the Refuge that evening with Jean Amiee. 
who is one of the best of the local guides. Then we cli~llbed 
the Pointe de la Glitre, the Grande Casse, and the Grade 
Motte on three consecutive days. We had intended to be,* 
with the Grande Casse, but the weather was very uncertain 
in the early morning, and we did not get away till 6.40 A.x., 

when we started for the Pointe de la Glihre (11,110 ft.). TBe 
went up a moraine and crossed the Glacier de la Grande Came 
to the foot of eome rock cliffs, which we ascended to the little 
Glacier de la Glitre, which was reached a t  8.25. In  1 hr. 
10 min. more we were sitting on the top of our peak after 
an interesting rock scramble. 

We returned by the same route, and next day we started 
a t  2.30 A.M. in bright moonlight, skirted a little lake, scrambled 
up a loose and shifting moraine, and roped a t  3.10. We 
climbed up some very smooth rocks till we could get on to 
the snow of the glacier. We went up the glacier for some 
distance, then turned to the left and climbed easy but rotta 
rocks for some 2 hrs. till we reached the arete. Near the top 







the ridge steepened and became very narrow ; we found the 
snow much iced, so that a fair amount of step-cutting was 
necessary. However at 7.48 A.M. we reached the summit 
of the Grande Casse (12,668 ft.) and had a magnificent view, 
which included practically everything between Monte Rosa 
and the great Dauphin6 pea!rs. We got back to the Refuge 
at  10.45, and took the opportunity of having an excellent 
wash in a secluded lake about 10 min. away. 

On the following morning we started at 2.5 A.M., walked 
over the pastures for about 4 hr., and then turned off acrosH 
slopes of loose stones, which were very unpleasant. During 
the next 4 hrs. we had a more unpleasant time, for we spent 
them traversing the 8. face of the Grande Casse. This was 
easy enough, but very laborious ; we crossed gully after gully 
by rotten ledges and shifting scree till we were heartily sick 
of walking on the left side of the boot. At last we reached 
the snow col on the long ridge connecting the Grande Casse 
with the Grande Motte ; here we roped at 7.44, cut steps up 
the snow on to the ridge, crossed more stones, and then 
climbed easy but rotten rocks to the foot of the graceful final 
snow cone of the Grande Notte. We found it much iced-in 
fact, the snow on the surface had in parts of the ridge become 
converted into hard ice-so that we were much delayed by 
having to cut many steps, and it was not until 10.3 A.M. that 
we reached the summit of the Grande Motte, having occupied 
8 hrs. in the ascent. 

We came back nearly to the snow col, where me had roped 
on the ascent, and then descended straight to the Vallon de 
la Leisse, first by a series of glissades and then down a long 
grassy buttress, which was a very pleasant contrast to our 
laborious ascent. We reached the bottom of the valley at  
1.10 P.M., and trudged steadily down it till we could cross the 
torrent by a snow bridge and remount by a faint track to the 
Vanoise path. We got back to the Refuge at 3.30 P.M., 
somewhat tired, but after tea we shouldered our rucksacks 
and walked down to Pralognan, where we spent two days in 
placid idleness in beautiful weather. 

The next afternoon we sent off our luggage by.circuitous 
routes to Val d'Is>re, and went up to the Refuge again, 
arriving there at  6.45 P.x., just in time for dinner. We were 
now alone, and next morning, a t  6.30 A.x.,  me turned out 
into cold clouds, and followed the Vanoise track down to the 
chalets of Entre Deux Eaux, where we turned up the Valley 
of the Leisse, one of the wildest glens in the Alps. Three 
hours or so took us up it to the Col de la Leisse (9,110 ft.), at  

s s ?  
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its head. On the other side we crossed another col, the Col 
de Fresse, and descended beautiful pastures to the village of 
Val d'Istre (6,055 ft.), which we reached a t  1.45 P.M. Here 
we found again a company of Chasseurs Alpins, the French 
Alpine troops, who had been at  Pralognan. They enlivened 
the little village, and their band played each evening in the 
street. They were fine, sturdy fellows in a uniform which 
was loose-fitting, and made more for use than for show. We 
were informed that they were cv~ ntancpurre, from June 20 to 
September 8, and we can certify that their officers kept them 
well employed, as we frequently met them skirmishing on the 
mountains. 

We stayed a t  the Hotel hloris, where we were most 
comfortable. The landlord claims descent from the clan 
MacMorris, who were exiled from Ireland in the time of 
Cromwell. The house is full of strange and rambling 
passages, and a beautiful odour of new-mown hay pervaded 
my bedroom, which mas next door to a loft. 

The evening of our arri-ial we engaged Fr6d6ric Rond, one 
of the two guides of the place, and started a t  2.35 A.M. with 
him for the ascent of the Grande Sassikre (12,323 ft.), which 
we reached a t  7.58. We went up by the west buttress, which 
we found exceedingly easy and extremely monotonous. We 
spent an hour on the summit, which is on the frontier and 
commands a fine view down the Italian valley of t,he Val 
Grisanche. n'e went down the S.E. ridge, which was much 
more interesting, and then turned off down the face, where 
we had some trouble in finding a way down a t  all. Some 
prospecting, however, brought us down at  length to a path 
a t  11.15, and we got back to Val d'Is&re at  1.35 P.M. 

The next day we spent in the valley, where we sat down to 
dinner with five other Englishmen, who were also exploring 
this district. On the morrow we set off with Frederic Rond 
a t  3.10 A.M., and traversed the Tsanteleina (11,830 It.), which 
was one of the most enjoyable climbs we had. 

We roped at  6.43 A.M., when we reached the Glacier de 
Quart, on tlie S. face of the peak, whence some step-cutting 
brought us at  7.28 to the Col Bobba, on the frontier. Here 
we found some hard ice, but mere soon able to take to the 
rocks, by which the summit was reached at  8.6 A.X. We 
spent an hour on the top, which looks straight down a 

emes. beautiful and little known Italian valley-the Val de Rh' 
We descendcci by tlie W. ridge, which is very seldom climbed, 
and had some really good rock-climbing of the Cumberland 
variety before we could get down to the Glacier de Derriere 
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le Santet. We unroped a t  the foot of the ice, crossed the 
low pass of the Col de la Brtilletta, had a refreshing swim in a 
little mountain tarn, and got down to Val d'Isi2re a t  2.45 P.M. 

After a day's rest we left our luggage a t  Val d'Iettre, 
packed a few things into our rucksacks, and departed with 
them on our backs just after four o'clock on a cloudy 
morning. We had the pleasure of the company of Bergne 
and Bartlett, who were also going over into Italy. We 
followed the road up the valley for 4 hr. till it ceased, and 
then went up the mule track, which led through a striking 
but rather gloomy gorge to the green postures of Prarion, 
just below the glaciers which form the sources of the IsBre. 
Thence a steep ascent up grass slopes and a moraine brought 
us to the Galise glacier. A few minutes on the ice took us 
to  the Col de la Galise (9,836 ft.), on the frontier. We left 
the sacks there, climbed the easy rock peak of the Pointe de 
la Galise (10,975 ft.) in exactly 45 min., came back to the 
pass, and descended into Italy down a steep couloir, called 
the Grand Colouret, filled with crumbling rocks and d0bris. 
At the foot of this a little plain and another steep couloir, 
the Petit Colouret, led down to the pastures. 

We slid down the couloir, and here we parted company 
with Bergno and Bartlett, who were bound for Ceresole. . 

They went straight down, while we turncd sharp to our left 
along a goat track, which brought us in 25 min. to some 
chalets, where me got some milk. We then followed another 
little track up steep slopes with the hot sun of an Italian 
noon on our backs, till we reached an upper plateau, through 
which a stream meandered with its banks gay with the white 
cotton-grass. Here we had no track and no means of asking 
the way, but our sense of topography caused us to turn off 
to the right and cross a low ridge, which brought us in 
50 min. from the chalets on to the good mule track of the 
Col de Nivolet, a few minutes below the pass. We passed 
two or three lakes, and descended a gently sloping upland 
plateau for about six miles past one of the King of Italy's 
hunting lodges, which was a favourite retreat of Victor 
Emmanuel II., the grandfather of the present Sovereign. 
On the way we had a fine view of the great peak of the 
Grivola, and a t  the end of the plateau, where it suddenly 
descends to the Val Savaranche, me sat down for i) hr. a t  
the brink of the crag, and enjoyed one of the finest views 
in the Alps. Opposite to us was the mass of the Grand 
Paradis, with its attendant peaks, and the jagged ridge 
extending thence to the Grivola, while moro than 1,000 ft. 
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below us lag the green pastures of Pont, the little hamlet at 
the head of the Val Savaranche. In another 4 hr. we had 
descended the well-engineered path which zigzags down the 
face of the cliff, and reached the little inn a t  Pont at 3.43 P.M., 
nearly 12  hrs. after we had started. I t  is charmingly 
situated, and climbers who are not too exacting in their 
requirements can be quite comfortable there. The only thing 
that surprised us was that we had the place to ourselves, for 
the accommodation is good of its kind and the prices are 
exceedingly reasonable. 

Next day we went up to the excellent Victor Emmanuel hut 
(9,105 ft.) of the Italian Alpine Club. This was my second 
visit to the hut, for in 1905 I had reached i t  from Cogne over 
the Grand Paradis. On that occasion our party had a most 
improving conversation round the fire in the evening. Ow 
guide discoursed on the horrors of war, with illustrations 
from his own experiences in Abyssinia; and the porter 
favoured us with his views on conscription. Then we dis- 
cussed various subjects, ranging from wireless telegraphy to 
the methods of elementary education in the Val de  Cogne. 
The woman in charge of the hut next contrasted life in the 
mountains with life a t  Aosta, and we all decided that the 
former was to be preferred. Incidentally we surprised the 
company considerably by revealing the fact that England 
contained neither vineyards nor glaciers, and I think they 
concluded a t  once that it was a vastly overrated country. 
But the astonishment was still greater when, after the good 
lady had remarked that it was the feast of St. Grat, and that 
therefore there would of course be great doings in England, 
we had to confess that the patron saint of all the Aostan 
valleys was unllonoured in our country. 

On the present occasion we stayed the night there, made 
a glacier excursion to the Col de Moncorv6 in the morning, 
and in the afternoon we \~alked up one ridge of the eaay peak 
of the Treseilta (11,841 ft.), and down another to the Col de 
Moncorvi. again. TT'e spent 2 hr. on the summit enjoying 
a magl~ificent view of the Piedmontese plain, with the 
windings of the Yo and the Maritime Alps and the Apennines 
behind : we could see Turin plainly mith the naked eye, and 
even made out the Superga with its monument. 

After another night in the hut we set off just after 4 A.M. 
and climbed tile Grand Paradis (13,324 ft.), the monarch 
of the Graiitn Alps, in a cold north wind, which chilled us to 
the bone and fornled icicles in our bottle of cold tea. We 
made the ascent mith a Swiss party, but they were going 
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THE BERGSCHRUND ON THE GRAND PARADIS 
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down the opposite face to Cogne, and so we parted company 
on the summit, and descended by our two selves. We had 
cut steps on the way up, but we found it uecessary to cut 
a few more on the may down. The bergschrnnd was much 
wider this year than last, and could be crossed in one place 
only by a steep pillar of ice about 8 ft. high, down which we 
swarmed carefully one at  a time, while small icicles rattled 
down from our feet into the depths of the great crevasse. 
After crossing this we moved along steadily, and in 1 hr. 
from the summit we unroped at  the edge of the glacier, and 
mbnt down the easy rocks, which brought us back to the hut 
at  noon precisely. We went down to Pont, slept the night 
there, and next day started off down the valley at  4.26 A.X. 
by lantern light. We turned up one of the royal hunting 
pnths in about 1 hr., and found our way over the easy but 
interesting glacier pass of the Col de I'Herbetet (10,686 ft.), 
whence we descended to the head of the Valnontey, and 
walked down the whole length of this charming valley to the 
village of Cogne, which was reached at  3.18 P.M. 

We found Bergne and Bartlett there, and Bowen spent the 
next day with them in the ascent of the Grivola (13,022 ft.), 
which thev traversed to Val Savaranche, while he returned 
to me. I felt no shame in taking a day off after the labours 
of the last three days, especially as  I had been up the Grivola 
the year beforo. 

Next day was spent by both of us in peaceful idleness, but 
on the morrow me left a t  5.30 A.M. with my old friend 
Clement Gerard, of Cogne, as  guide. We had also to take 
a porter, as we were bound for the Piantonetto hut with three 
days' provisions. The hut, which is ~i tuated a t  9,141 ft. on 
a grasgy shelf a t  the head of a wild valley, was reached at  
2.53 P.X. over the interesting glacier pass of the Col de Monei 
(11,247 ft.). On the way we saw three bouquetins quite close 
to us. The King of Italy was a t  Cogne the meek bcfore, and 
his party shot thirty bouquetins and sixty chamois. 

The next day we started at  4.35 A.M. with ClBment, leaving 
the porter behind with instructions to go down to the highest 
chalets to buy milk and firewood. In 34 hrs. we were sitting 
on the top of the Tour du Grand St. Pierre (12,113 It.), after 
an interesting climb up the rocks of the S. face. In one 
place just below the summit we had a curious crawling 
traverse along a rock ledge, and close by a mass of rocks 
seemed poised in such a state of unstable equilibrium that we 
carefully avoided touching them, lest the greater part of the 
summit should descend suddenly upon us. 
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We remained on the top for 18 hr. enjoying a splendid 
view which extended from Mont Blanc and the Grand Combin 
right past Monte Rosa to the Bernina group in the far 
distance. Over a gap in this frontier chain we even descried 
the Bernese Alps, and could clearly identify the Jungfrau. 
In  the other direction were spread before us all the peaks 
of the Graians with the great mountains of the Dauphin6 
behind. f e climbed down the rocks of a great couloir, in 
some danger of falling stones, to the glacier pass of the Col de 
Teleccio, whence we cut steps down the steep ice of the 
Glacier de Teleccio right to its foot. This descent was 
exciting in places-in fact, in most places, as  the glacier was 
in bad condition this year. However, care and caution, 
combined with the knowledge that even a single slip would 
be inadvisable, brought us safely down, and we got back to 
the hut at  12.37 P.M. In the afternoon we basked on the 
grass in the sun, and after our evening meal, which was 
rather scanty, as our supply of bread was nearly exhausted, 
we retired to bed, if a layer of insect-infested straw can be so 
called. 

Next morning we said farewell to the hut a t  4.18 A.M., and 
reached the Roccia T'iva glacier over many stones in about an 
hour. We crossed the glacier and turned up some old snov, 
whence hr. on easy rocks brought us to the Colle Baretti. 
Here we took 20 min. rest, and after an  easy climb reached 
the summit of the Roccia Viva (11,976 ft.) a t  7.27 A.M. 

The top of this peak affords a spectacle which is, I believe, 
unique, for in a kind of dip a t  the very summit is a small 
frozen lake, which is invisible from any other point. In 
accordance with our usual custom me went down another 
way, descending the great couloir in the S.E. flank to the 
Roccia Viva glacier, which we found much crevassed. We 
unroped at  9.9, scrambled up loose slopes to a pass known as 
the Bochetta della Losa and down the other side to the spot 
where a royal hunting-path began. For the next 6 hrs. xe 
tramped along this path, which took us up hill and down 
dale, crossing spur after spur, and visiting valley after valley. 
TVe fortunately procured some milk at  some chalets, where 
me rejoined our porter, vho  had come by a simpler route and 
was awaiting our arrival. Finally, after much toil in hot 
sun, varied by a smart thunder shower, which wcts quite 
refreshing, me arrived a t  the little village of Ceresole Reale at 
4.40 PA., all much exhausted. 

We paid off our guide and porter, dined in company with 
some yery noisy Italians, while a heavy thunderstorm was in 
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progress, and slept in a bed again, which was quite a treat. 
Next day we saw the sights of Ceresole Reale-the waterfall 
and the mineral spring, ~ h i c h  has converted the picturesque 
valley into a fashionable Italian watering-place. I t  is 
4,907 ft. above the sea, but we had not been so low for more 
than three weeks, and we found it hot and enervating there. 
The weather was lelnpo opprinlelite, and if we had stayed 
there long, we should probably have succumbed, and become 
like the Italian visitors qui ne bougent pas, as we were told. 

Even when we fled away a t  3.38 A.M. next morning a 
hof wind smote us in the face, and the sacks on our backs 
felt exceedingly heavy as we toiled up paths through 
beautiful forest with Bartolomeo Rolando, one of the two 
guides of the place. We felt revived when we got on to a 
glacier again, about 7.30. We crossed it, and went up an easy 
couloir to the S.E. ridge of the Eastern Levanna, which we 
followed more or less till we reached the summit (11,693 ft.) 
a t  9.38 A.M. The last 10 min. along a narrow rock ridge 
were quite interesting, and redeemed the monotony of the 
earlier parts of the ascent. We spent nearly 1 hr. on the top, 
till we were very cold, for a keen wind was blowing, and then 
said farewell to Italy and descended the north ridge to the 
Colle Perduto in 4 hr. Here we roped for the first time that 
day, made our way down the Glacier des Sources de l'Arc, 
and followed that stream down to the little village of Bonneval 
(6,021 ft.), which was reached at  3.49 P.M. by Italian time, or 
nearly 1 hr. earlier by French time. 

After a day's rest a t  Bonneval, which is the highest village 
in the Maurienne, we started at  3.15 A.M. with young Justin 
Blanc, and walked about 5 miles down the road to Bessans. 
We left our sacks here, passed two douaniers who were 
sleeping out on camp bedsteads on the watch for smugglers, 
turned up the Val de Ribon, and went up steep grass slopes 
and a very tedious moraine till we struck the glacier. We 
got some step-cutting here, as there was much ice among the 
snow, and a pretty little rock-climb of about 80 ft. brought 
us to the summit of the Pointe de Charbonel (12,336 ft.) a t  
11.8 A.M. We basked in the sun for 1 hr., and then descended 
by the same route to Bessans a t  3.58 P.M. 

This is a large village, where the women wear a quaint 
costume and all ride about on donkeys, not using side saddles. 
I do not know what is the present fate of the old donkeys, 
but a very few years ago they mere killed, salted down, and 
eaten in the winter, which lasts for a long time in this valley, 
where the snow lies on the high road till June. The mural 
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decorations in the room of the inn where we fed must be seen 
to be appreciated ; they are certainly beyond my powers of 
demription, but I may say that one depicts a railway viaduct 
in which every brick is carefully and indeed painfully drawn , 
in detail, while another contains a fountain, of which the 
perspective has gone hopelessly astray. Here we enjoyed an 
excellent dinner, lit up by a tallow dip stuck into an empty 
~inebott le .  

Next day we left our sacks to be forwarded to Bonneval by 
the diligence, and set forth in rt thick ground mist at  4.10 A.Y. 

As we ascended we soon rose above the mist, and had an 
exceedingly pleasant walk across beautiful rich pastures and 
a large easy glacier to the S.W. face of the Albaron. Here 
we had Q hr. of really interesting work, as we crossed a series 
of small bergschrunds and worked up a narrow snow arete to 
the summit (12,015 ft.), which was reached a t  9.30 A.M. We 
stayed there nearly 13 hr., rajoicing in the view of a beautiful 
sea of cloud, from which the Italian peaks close by rose like 
islands in a stormy ocean. Then we followed the easy S.E. 
ridge and turned down to the great glacier which stretches 
like s shelf alohg the N.E. face of the Albaron. We found it 
very much broken up and had very great trouble i n  fillding 
a way through the intricate network of crevasses. Ke 
jumped several small ones, which had no bridge, but some 
enormous ones in the same condition necessitated consider- 
able d6tours. After 2 hrs. of extreme uncertainty as to 
whether we might not have to climb back to the summit we 
got off the glacier at  1 P.M. and traversed some steep rocks 
for a considerable distance, till we could get down the scree 1 
to the Col des E ~ e t t e s ,  whence a good path led down to the , 
valley. We saw rt fine eagle on the way, and reached 
Bonneval a t  4.18 P.M. 

Nest day we crossed the easy mule pass of the Col d'Iseran 
(9,085 ft.) to Val d'IuGre, where we had left our luggage. 
The following afternoon we spent 5 hrs. in the diligence, 1 
which took us 20 miles down the beautiful Tarentaise to the 
little town of Bourg St. Maurice. We slept there and took 
another diligence to liottiers-Salins, whence the night train 
conveyed us to Paris en route for home. 







BY W. CECIL SLINGSBT. 

r HE district of Troldheim-the home of the Trolds-has r long been known by English salmon-fiahers in Norway 
t o  possess high mountains and considerable snowfields and 
glaciers, though probably the name Troldheim mas unknown 
t o  them. 

Early travellers in Norway, who almost invariably carrioled 
over the Dovrefjeld, end who followed for several miles the 
course of the merry and foaming river Driva, knew much 
more of this region than the luxurious deck-tied yachting 
tourist of to-day ; but though Dr. Yngvar Nielsen and a few 
other mountain enthusiast0 traversed its alpine valleys nnd 
wrote in high terms of praise about their grandeur and beauty 
some years ago, i t  is only quite recently that the tourist 
world of the neighbouring city of Trondhjeni and towns of 
Christiansund and Molde have recognised that they possess, 
close at  hand, in Troldheim a romantic and-so far 8s 
mountaineering is concerned-almost an unknown land. The 
outcome of this recognition is the erection of a few tourist 
huts, some bridges, and the building of ' varder,' or cairns, to 
indicate the route8 over the mountains. So far, but few 
Englishmen have availed themselves of these advantages. 

Troldheim must not be confounded with Jotunheim, the 
region which possesses the highest mountains in Scandinavia. 
Indeed, both names are of comparatively recent origin. The 
Troldheim, with which alone I have now to deal, is in the 
northern part of the province of Romsdal, and is a portion of 
the  ancient and historically interesting kingdom of Nordmdre. 
I t  lies S.W. from Trondhjem, N. of the Dovrefjeld, N.E. 
from the tourists' Romsdal and Eikisdal, and due E .  from 
Christiansund. Reducing its limits still further, it is bounded 
by the grand valley of Sundal, the picturesque Surendal and 
the woody Orkedal, whose rivers, the Driva, the Surna, and 
the Orkla, are well known to many fishermen. 

A score of years ago I closely examined the Amt's kart of 
this region and then felt the fascination of one corner, some 
of which had been painted green on the map by my old friend 
Emanuel Mohn. This colour indicated glaciers, and it was 
easy to see tbat within a few miles, as the crow flies, of 
Sundalsoren, or the mouth of the rirer Driva, and the head 
of the Sundalsfjord, there existed an extremely interesting 
and complex glacier tract of country. I corresponded with 
Dr. Nielsen, who gave me much valuable information and from 
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whom I gathered that the glaciers were then untouched. I 
laid my plans and almost went there ; but the claims of the 
Alps, Arctic Norway, and Sondmore, and the genial companion- 
ship associated with campaigns in those regions and which 
was not available for Troldheim, were too powerful to be 
resisted, and I left Nordmore alone, with the exception of 
enjoying, at  rare intervals, a distant view of the mountain 
from Christirtnsund. 

Last year, 1906, my brother-in-law, William Farrer, re- 
newed an invitation to me to pay him a visit to his fishiug 
lodge in Sundal, where he has the lowest and best beat on 
the river Driva. This invitation, which was extended to a 
friend, I accepted. Rly companion, A. H. Ramsay, a Scotch- 
Canadian Cambridge undergraduate, had also graduated a t  
Zermatt and more or less on Ben Nevis, and was a keen 
climber. 

When steaming up the last reach of the Sundalsfjord late 
one Sunday evening, and seeing the snows on the heights 
blushing faintly in the clear June skies, we felt certain that 
the maps had a t  least not exaggerated the grandeur of the 
Sundal mountains. 

At the head of the fjord are two most impressive gates of 
the hills, the gate of Sundal and the gate of Lilledal. The 
northern gatepost of Sundal, the Hofsnebba, ca landmark 
well know11 to fishermen when in the open sea 50 miles away, 
rises shoreless out of deep waters, with huge precipices, and 
a jagged crest to a height of 5,000 ft. The central gatepost, 
the giant Iiallien, which is common to both valleys, rises to 
the height of over G,000 ft. out of a sandbank consisting of 
sand and pebbles brought down from Snehattan and many 
another dist;tnt n~ountain during many centuries. The third 
gatepost is less high, but what it lacks in height it gains in 
breadth and strength. 

The warm English welcome, the dinner in the cosy quarters 
of Sj?jc)land, and a glance a t  the river Driva flowing with all 
too clear water just below the house, have resolved themselves 
into happy memories which we shall long cherish. 

During the uext few days Farrer and his fishing companion, 
IV. T. Smith, taught us much sbout the manner in which the 
fishing of a great river is conducted, and me were fortunate 
enough to see some sport. Unfortunately, though the net 
fiallermen on the fjord had an exceptionally good season and 
sent tons of salmon to England, the river fishers throughout 
the whole 50 miles of salmon-fishing waters on the Driva had 
but a poor season last year. 
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One day Farrer took us into the wild Lilledal.' The preci- 
pices of Kalken, which rise to such an enormous height out of 
this grim caiion, are of a sort rarely seen in this planet. In 
Norway there are but few real mountain walls over a mile in 
vertical height ; in the Alps there are none. About a couple 
of miles up the valley, there is an  awful crack on the face of 
Kalken, a chimney nearly 6,000 ft. in height. Fired with the 
enthusiasm of youth, Ramsay proposed that we should try to 
climb it. The rest of us were not keen, but sat down instead 
in bright sunshine watching Ramsay climb up the fan of 
detritus to the actual foot of the chimney; in fact, he climbed 
some SO or 40 ft. above this and then returned. Had we been 
able to divide the height by 20, it would still have been a 
remarkable chimney, and could we have reduced that terrible 
angle by 20 degrees, it would still have been steep and for- 
midable. I only know one other gorge so wild as this, though 
it is more than 2,000 ft. lower, that on the TY. side of 
Hermandalstind in the Lofotens, down which we thundered 
rocks into the Arctic Sea.? 

I.-d I'ni~r Atteng~t to Clintb F111-1ireitei~. Ascent of 
tile Peaks of Hojsrtehba. 

I am sorely tempted to let my pen linger over the description 
of the beauty and general interests of Sundal, as I lingered in 
the flesh, but mubt not forget that I sat down to write about 
mountain climbing, and, what is more, I say at  the outset 
that the mountain sport proved to be first-rate and much 
exceeded my expectations. 

One evening, before fishing time, when the four of us were 
having a walk, without any warning one of Ramsay's knees 
went 'click.' It was a tobogganing knee damaged on a 
toboggan run in Switzerland the previous winter. We all know 
excellent mountaineers who have ' football knees ' which give 
trouble when climbing. Here, for the first time, I met n 
toboggan knee. h'ext, I must expect the ' housemaid's knee ' 
to trouble some climber. Ramsay is a philosopher, and 
knew there was no more climbing for him that summer, but 
did not grumble. 

- - .- - - 

* Apparently the name Lilledal is now generally recognised, 
though only a few years ago Norsemen have called and written of 
it in prose and verse as Liltdal, Litldal, and Litledal. To wit, it is 
what we Yorkshirelnen would call a lile dale, the littleness only 
having reference to its exceptional narrowness. 

+ Alpine Jo7irwn1, vol. xxii. p. 6. 
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Farrer, who some years ago did some good climbing which 
is duly recorded in the pages of the ' Alpine Journal,' had 
found for me a local guide, by name Johann Sjolsvik Furu, a 
bright, cheery, strong-limbed young farmer, an  excellent rock 
climber, fond of adventure, and one who does not know what 
fear is. His climbing for the most part, however, had been 
for strictly utilitarian purposes, re~cuing his own and other 
farmers' crag-fast sheep from narrow and almost inaccessible 
ledges on Hofsnebba and elsewhere. 

Farrer's boatmen took almost as  much interest in Johann'a 
mountaineering equipment as  he himself. His boots were 
soon armed with four-pointed screws and shielded with 
clinkers. Ramsay lent him his ice-axe and puttees ; goggles 
and a rucksack completed his outfit. 

The fishermen quite naturally wished us to climb Kalken 
first ; but it failed to appeal to me, and I could not help feeling 
that it is a mountain which looks best from below, though 
1 must say that the bird's-eye view of Lilledal from the 
brink of the mural precipice-over 6,000 ft. in height- 
cannot fail to be weirdly attractive and uncanny. From the 
first, however, I felt that the claims of the hidden glacier 
region on the N. side mere irresistible. Hofsnebba screens 
this mysterious corner of Troldheim from the dalesmen of 
Sundal, but for all that i t  is felt to exist. Moreover, we could 
see, some 5,000 ft. above the river, the icy tongue of an 
unknown glacier, which coils serpent-like round the Furu- 
nebba. Wliere are the head and the body of which this tiny 
white serpent is merely the tongue ? We milst go and see. 
The tongue heads a terrific gorge deeply cut in the mountain- 
wall, and in which we see here and there silow patches which 
suggest nn icy staircase to the heights above. This gorge is 
called Furureiten or Furugjsel, i.e. the gllyll above the farm 
Furu. 

' Johnnnes, have you been up that ghyll ? ' 
' Furuveiten ? No.' 
' Would you like to try to go up ? ' 
'Yes, if you like; but no one has been there, and it is 

impossible to get through.' 
' How do you know ? ' 
' The rocks and snow are too steep. I've looked down into 

the ghy11 from both sides.' 
' From there 9 ' 
' Yes, from that overhanging rock. 
' Hnve you been into the ghyll ? ' 
' Only nt the bottom ; but I can take you up to the gap by 

two routes.' 
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Looking up at Hofsnebba from Sjoland it is difficult to 
realise that its rugged crest is 5,000 ft. above you, so fore- 
shortened is the view. Still more difficult is it to believe that 
those two hardly distinguishable and roughly parallel marks, 
running gently and diagoriallp upwards from right to left, 
are terraces or ledges which lead to green pasturage some 
3,000 ft. above the valley, where ~ h e e p  are grazing happily 
and put on flesh daily. From this pasturage there is another 
terrace, above and below huge rock escarpments, which 
incline@ gently in the contrary direction, viz. from left to 
right, and so on to the gap at  the head of the ghyll. A few 
hundred feet above the valley there is yet another irregular 
terrace, two miles long, which sheep use frequently and 
human beings as little as possible. The lower of the two 
parallel terraces is called the Kjgvsti or Tyvsti-the Thieves' 
Path-because in the days of long ago a party of raiders who 
had looted some of the farms in Sundal escaped by means of 
this wild ledge to safer regions. In one place on this route 
the danger from falling stones is very considerable, and 
there are several places where it is by no means easy to 
follow and where a slip must not be thought of. The 
other terrace has no name and is but rarely used. I have 
traversed all of these terraces and like not one of them. 
The rock escarpments on this face of the Hofsnebba are grand 
and clean-cut. Stones, and ice too, may frequently be seen 
falling over them. I t  is true, however, that this magnificent 
rock-face has a strange fascination for all who have traversed 
and ascended it. 

Even on the 63rd parallel, the approximate latitude of 
Sundal, there is but little difference between day and night 
in the middle of summer; but still, as there is no sunshine 
between the hours of 10 P.M. and 2.30 A.x., that intervening 
time was precious to the salmon-fishers, and a supper at  2 or 
2.30 A.X. often proved to be a jolly and a welcome meal. 
This did not conduce to early breakfasts. But what of that ? 
If fishing in the daytime was a dead letter, that could hardly 
be said of mountaineering by night, as I will endeavour to 
prove. 

After being provided by my host with a liberal supply of 
ordinary provisions, crystallised fruits, and other delicacies to 
last us for two or three days, Johann and I set off on July 5, 
at  12 noon in broiling sunshine, for the great Furugjrel. Thirst- 
ing for adventure, Farrer accompanied us to the first snow. 
I t  was a wild place. On the W. side mere comparatively easy 
rocks, but on the E. a rock mall roae out of tlie snow to a height 
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of several hundred feet. The coping of this wall rose quickly 
towards the main mountain mass, and at  the same time over- 
hung tlie ghyll by a t  least 150 ft. This we could see from 
the water-drops which fell on the snow. Ahead, the ghyll 
looked magnificent-a Cumberland ghyll multiplied by 10. 

After parting with much regret from Farrer, Johann and I 
started up the snow, where, for several hundred feet, we made 
quick progress. Narrower and narrower, steeper and steeper 
grew the ghyll. Higher and more savage were the rocks on 
each side as  we advanced, but good was our snow highway. 
Ahead, we saw a high rock pitch where the snow connection 
failed. An icy tunnel helped us, and a series of rock ledges, 
very narrow and very steep, took us unexpectedly above the 
pitch and on to snow once more. Here was the opportunity 
longed for by Johann-need for the axe. He was very 
soon initiated into the science of step-cutting, and proved to 
be an  apt and a ailling pupil. The ghyll divided into two- 
the eastern arm mas apparently a cul de sac; the other 
narrowed to small dimensions, and the snow probably hid 
many rock pitches. We had plenty of fun, and of real hard 
work too. TYe swarmed up steep edges, cut our way down 
into holes and out again on the other side. We needed care 
to avoid falling through the snow roof into water-formed 
tunnels below UR. It was most enjoyable. There mas hardly 
a trace of falling stones ; but i t  mould never be safe to ascend 
a place like this in the Alps. 

For a long time we had seen ahead of us B high rock pitch, 
from the top of which, as is so often the case in Norway, and 
notably in that terrible central gully between E. and W. 
Rulten in Lofoten, there arose a vertical wall of snow, the 
termination of an exceptionally steep and deep snow slope. 
Johann was sure that we were beaten ; but though I did not 
like the look of thingfi, I thought there was a remote possibility 
of climbing the rocks on the left hand to a crevice between 
the rock wall above the pitch and the snow slope, a gap 
formed by melting arid shrinkage of the snow. The ghjll 
here reminded me of the Sham Rock gully on the Pillar Rock 
above the briclge, but was broader and steeper. We climbed 
fairly easily up to a wide crack in the pitch, on the top of 
which was a large chock stone which formed the usual cave. 
Here was a aall ,  some 16 ft. high, fortunately dry, from the 
top of which a little ledge apparently led behind the chock 
stone to the cre~ice above. The middle part of the wall 
bulged outwards a few inches beyond the lower portion. 
There was one poor foothold about 7 ft. from the bottom, but 
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no handholds for some 12 ft. Johann had no faith in success 
here, but, like his Viking ancestors, was ready to try anything. 

We built a more or less insecure platform, about 2 ft. high, 
on sloping scree. I got on to the perch. Then Johann, with 
many apologies, stood in turn on my knee, my shoulder, and 
lastly on my well-capped head. He could nicely reach the 
wall of the crack behind him with one foot, but did not like 
the sort of locomotion which was suggested by that manceuvre, 
so turned his attention to the more legitimate form of wall- 
face climbing. The one foothold was outwards. He reached 
it, and I held him in by my axe. For the next few feet his 
elbows did him good service, and after some brilliant and 
careful climbing he reached the crevice. Here, as luck would 
have it, he found an excellent hitch, and thus secured our 
safe retreat in case of need. Now came my turn. How I 
wished that I was a gymnast ! How I mentally reproached 
myself for not having turned an all too great amount of 
adipose into muscular tissue! Well, there was the work 
before me, and it must be done. The first 6 or 8 ft. were 
the worst, then I managed to stride across the crack, and 
wished for longer legs. Still, I made several feet in this 
manner, and all the time Johann was pulling like a derrick 
crane, and I got up. Other mountaineers have been in 
similar places before and will again, and they generally succeed 
in their task, little though they may have enjoyed it at  the 
time. I must confess, however, that Johann and I felt mightily 
proud of ourselves, as it certainly was difficult and my corn- 
panion had never before climbed such a place. 

We mere now in the crevice between the rock and the 
snow wall. After roping together, Johann cut up this wall, 
and we found ourselves on hard snow, the steepness of 
which rivals that of the upper portion of the snow gullies on 
the N. face of Ben Nevis. Though Johann had never been in 
so nerve-trying a place before, he went excellently, and, at  my 
suggestion, made large steps. Now and then we made hole6 
for safe anchorage, and only one moved at  a time. We scored 
several hundred feet in this manner, and noticed that tlie 
ghyll was widening out-a hopeful sign. Then we arrived 
at  a broad cross-road, so to speak. In  the main ghgll 
was a waterfall ahead, only some 80 ft. high, but with un- 
climbable rocks on each side. Above the fall the snow con- 
tinued, as far as we could see, very steep ; but utill no steeper 
than where we had been. There was a long lateral tongue 
of snow which went to a point as high as the top of the 
waterfall. Could a traverse be made from that point to the 
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upper snow slope? We cut our way up the snow tongue. 
Neither of us liked the look of it. A huge crag of the 
Furunebba rose, without making any apologies for so doing, 
straight out of what we had faintly imagined might be a 
feasible and flat traveree. I t  was my first day out, and 
possibly I might have looked more kindly upon the place a 
few days later; but it is true enough that I was very glad 
when Johann told me he did not like the place. ' Like,' did 
I say ? I hated it. We examined an intermediate alternative : 
bosees of rock, loose and friable. We believed this route to 
be possible ; we were sure that it was dangerous. Of course 
we turned tail, descended the snow tongue with careful 
anchorages, and re-examined the waterfall. Without weter 
we could have climbed it, and so have ascended the whole 
of this mighty ghyll. It is quite w i t h  the limits of 
probability too, that in its then state we might have forced 
our way up, though the stream coming down seemed formid- 
able. We were cold enough as it was, and more or less tired, 
and, though the weather was superb, we had been out of the 
sun for hours. 

On the W. side of the ghyll a comparatively easy traverse 
to a sunny grass slope lured us to abandon our enterprise 
and to take our ease. I t  was then 4.15, and we had climbed 
some 3,500 ft. in the grandest ghyll it has ever been my good 
fortune to enter, but it was hard luck to suffer defeat and to 
be beaten by so small a foe. 

We soon reached the grass slopes, and Johann recognised 
the place, having once found some sheep there on some 
shepherding search. After a hearty meal, we traversed nearly 
the whole face of Hofsnebba along ledges broad and narrow. 
As rest was of greater importance to me than time, I tried to 
get to sleep for nearly an hour, and would have done so but 
for a few most persistent and really impertinent flies. 

A second traverse, a good mile in length, brought us to the 
brink of the ghyll once more, where we saw above the water- 
fall the steep snow which should have been our highway either 
to the serpent glacier tongue issuing out of the Vinnubrre, 
or to the gap between Hofsnebba and Furunebba, a pass 
which, for want of a better name, may be designated ' Faer 
Skaret '-the sheep's pass-as, oddly enough, the mountain 
sheep cross this pass over to Sandvikdel north. 

At 8.50 we reached the latter pass, and, though the vien 
was very wild, the grand mass of the Vinnufjeld blocked out 
the large glacier region, the representation of which on the 
mnp had so keenly interested me. 
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However, we had no cause to grumble, as the peaks of the 
Hofsnebba, close at hand, were idhitely grander than we 
had expected to find them. They rose out of the snowe of 
Sandvikdal with magnificent precipices to a jagged crest and 
several distinct peaklets. That which in our ignorance we 
took to be the highest overhung on two sides, and, of course, 
invited a close investigation. 

No weariness now on my part, nor yet idleness. There 
was something to win, and well worth the winning too. 

Off we went, up steep snow, then along a merry and a 
narrow rock ridge of the sort beloved by so many of us. 
Yes, the top overhung ; but was there not a romantic winding 
staircase up it, like that on the highest peak of the Aiguilles 
Rouges d'Arolla? Of course there was. But there was 
something else, too-a higher peak a little further on. We 
erected a cairn on our first new peak, and set off once again. 
This time the climb was eminently sensational, the precipices 
on both sides and at the back being very grand. The holds 
were excellent, and we soon stood on an ideal rock summit, 
very small, consisting of two slabs of rock standing end 
upwards, like several of the tops of the Fusehomer, near 
Belalp. We were now on the top peak-not, however, the 
highe~t  peak of the Hofsnebba, as we had fondly imagined, 
but only on the top of the eastern group of the range. We 
made our eecond cairn, and then enjoyed to the full the 
glorious view of fjord and fjeld. The snows of the Eikiadal 
mountains glistened in sunshine, though it was 10.5 when 
we reached the summit. Sundal and the river Driva, the 
music of whoee blue waters, over 5,000 ft. below us, was dis- 
tinctly heard, fascinated us. Sjoland and its green meadows, 
little more than a stone's-throw away, yet nearly a mile of 
vertical height below us, seemed the very embodiment of 
peace and content. Johann pointed out his own house and 
farm with pardonable pride. 

On the W., or further side of our peak, there was a square- 
cut preoipice rising out of a steeply inclined rock slab, which 
ended in a high rock escarpment. This rock slab also was 
continued to the top of the main ridge beyond. I t  was 
covered with thin, hard snow in a very dangerous condition. 
We could have got on to it ; indeed, we climbed down to a gap 
a few feet above it, and Johann proposed that we should try 
to pass this Rubicon. I examined it most carefully, and had 
we been a party of three men, as of course we ought to 
have been, and had we possessed a long spare rope, instead 
of being only two in company with one rope which, though 
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80 ft. in length, was all too short for the purpose, we would 
have gone on, and would have won too. In our case the 
risk was too great to be incurred, so we turned back to the 
Faar Skar. 

At 10.40 we watched the sun set, and the scene reminded 
me of midnight mountaineering near Lyngenfjord, in the 
Arctic Circle. Shall I describe the view? No; not I. Go 
and eee it yourself. 

How we romped along the ridge and glissaded helter-skelter 
down the snow to the pass ! How we ran along the ledge8 on 
the highest sheep's traverse! How I slackened my pace 
when we came to the steep snows ! And how we cheered when, 
after a little exciting rock climb, we found ourselvee on the 
main ridge once more, nearly 3 hrs. after leaving that lovely 
peak, now above, but behind, us ! Ah ! it was indeed a jolly 
climb. 

After making a new ascent on one of the western, and 
slightly higher, series, we see a two-headed peak close to us. 
One of the two heads is undoubtedly the highest of the 
range. Which is it ? We cut across a hard frozen snow 
gully; very steep it is, but Johann is quite at home now, and 
is proud of his work and of his axe too. Whilst making the 
traverse we see the sun rise, and greet it with uncovered heads. 
It is 2.20 A.M. The final climb is good and interesting ; but, 
alas! we note that its jagged summit has already been 
desecrated by human hands. We are, at  any rate, saved the 
necessity of making ourselves into stonemasons. We reach 
the top at  2.50-a grand point of view-and we can readily 
understand its being the great landmark to seamen off the 
coast near Christiansund. 

After a few minutes we left for lower regions, and at  first 
followed a grand northern ridge. Then Johann turned down 
some steep snow to a small glacier, and we went on merrily. 
The first 3,000 of the 5,000 ft. was very enjoyable ; but when 
we reached the tree zone it was another matter. Much practice 
in descending steep hill-sides, where trees, beaten down by 
winter snows, grow out horizontally from the mountain-side, 
does not tend to make one like such places, but rather the 
reverse ; and I fear that my friend Johann must have thought 
me to be-at least a grumbler. He told me that he could 
take me by the squirrel-like process of locomotion, whicb was 
necessary, down to Sundalsoren itself. Then it was about 
1,500 ft. below us. I sat down, wiped the sweat off my brow, 
pulled the moss and lichen from my neck and arms, and then 
counted the fishing-boats being rowed out to the estuary. I 
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questioned Johann, and found that there was a cleaner, or a 
less brushwoody, sheep route, which would take us longer, but 
might be less tiring. 

Off we started, and soon reached this terrace. Up and 
down, round crags, under and over them, now ducking under 
a hazel branch, now stepping over a bramble. A mile and a 
half of this, and after descending a stone shoot worthy of 
T o f ~ n a  or Popena, we reached the green meadows, and lastly 
the haven of Sjoland, which we entered at 8 A.M., or exactly 
20 hrs. after leaving it. Fortunately, we found the maids in 
the  kitchen. 

Who shall say which was the most delightful restorative- 
the bottle of delicious beer the moment of my ~rrival ,  the tea 
and toast a few minutes later, or the cosy bed ? I ,  for one, 
cannot decide ; but I do know that I cherish very happy 
memories of all the three, as well as of the hearty welcome 
given to me when I came down to a late lunch. 

What a jolly, idle day we had ! Were there not fishing and 
ehooting yarns galore? Were there not also mountaineers' tales 
told too 7 Did not the two boatmen-who, by the way, speak 
excellent English-add many a tale of adventure connected 
with Sundal, of bears, of reindeer, of avalanches, of storms 1 
Of course, all contributed to the fun and jollity. Meanwhile, 
where was Johann? Hard at  work, haymaking in his best 
meadow-and making it when the sun shone, too ! 

11.-Ascent of Dronningen's Krone and Passage of 
Sandrikbraen's Skar  to Indredal. 

The grand day on Hofsnebba whetted our appetite for more 
mountain adveuture, and I determined to get to the real 
glacier region, so near as the crow flies, but yet so far off in 
point of time. Johann suggested that we should take the 
Tyvsti ledge and Faar Skar route over to the upper Sandvikdal. 
For me, the memory of the grilling, stewing, and roasting 
which had been my fate so recently when traversing and 
re-traversing the face of Hofsnebba was much too real and 
fresh to require so soon a repetition of the process. No, the 
natural course undoubtedly was by boat to Sandvik, a night 
a t  a smter, and a fair start up the valley in the dewy morning, 
aiming straight for a glacier pass which Ramsay and I had 
noticed from the deck of the steamer which took us to Sundal. 

Johann agreed that this plan was good, so that all that 
was needed now was to put it into effect. After waiting for 
letters, we stepped into our boat at Sundalsoren at 9.30 on 
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Monday evening, July 9 ; and during the half-hour's row to 
Sandvik we passed eight salmon nets, some where stream8 
entered the fjord, others where, failing Dhe white water foam, 
rocks on the shore had been painted white to deceive the 
unwary salmon into the belief that they had already reached 
the mouth of the Driva. A couple of days later we counted 
thirteen nets during an hour's row. Needless to say, this doe8 
not help the rod-fishers on the river. 

The walk up the cattle-path to 0vresaeter was very lovely. 
We found a woman in charge of ten cows. Aboard which just 
held Johann and me, and a sheepskin, were placed at  our 
service, but in vain we tried to woo sleep. About 2 A.M. we 
were disturbed. It appeared that a t  a lower ss te r  a cow had 
got one foot jammed fast between two rocks and could not 
extricate itself. Word had been sent to the owner many 
miles away. He came with a strong lad and a girl, and wit11 
considerable difficulty to themselves and damage to the con- 
they had liberated it, bound up the lacerated foot, and then 
had come up to the higher saeter for coffee and much talk. 
When they left, we got up and had coffee, but went to our 
board once more. 

At 7 o'clock we bade adieu to our hostess, and in an hour 
and a half stepped upon the snows which led us imperceptibly 
to the Sandvikbrae, the glacier which we had seen from the 
fjord. The snow was in excellent order, and as it was fairly 
steep we made height rapidly and easily. On the  S. side 
there was a grand castellated ridge which, if followed con- 
scientiously, would prove to be a very sporting rock climb. 
I had noticed the other side of this ridge in the distance from 
the Faar Skar a few days before. 

At 11.55 we crossed the bergschrund to a belt of rocks, only 
some 40 yards in width, which forms the top of the pass 
and separates the Sandvikbrae from a portion of the eastern 
glacier system called the Grasdalsbrae. An arm of the latter 
glacier in reality overlaps the pass and runs up to the top of 
the peak for which we were making. This we reached at 
12.30. It is marked 5,626 Norsk feet on the map. This is 
equivalent to some 5,800 English feet. Finding no cairns 
on the top we concluded that we had made the first ascent. 
As apparently there was no distinctive name * to this 
really fine mountain, we called it Dronningen's Krone-the 

-- 

* In the Xor. Tur. For. Anrbog for 1880, p. 68, the peak is 
spoken of as ' Sandvikshoug, sydlige top ' (a family name). This, 
of course, is indefinite, and wholly unsuitable. 
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Queen's crown-in partial recognition of the recent coronation 
a t  Trondhjem. A beautiful dome of pure glietening snl,w 
crystals on the very summit suggested the name to us. 

The glacier land of Troldheim, the Grasdalsbrm and its 
several icy tributaries, lay outspread before, or rather below, 
us like a map, and its grandeur much exceeded my expecta- 
tions. The ice scenery was as wild and savagely crevassed on 
the eastern side of our mountain as it was tame, or of an 
ordinary type, on the W. or Sandvikdal side. Down and 
across a tempestuous sea of ice rose up in savage precipices 
to an aiguille-like crest the mountain Trolla, the grandest and 
almost the highest rock peak in Troldheim.' On the 8. 
wae a fine massive snow-capped mountain, the Vinnufjeld, from 
whose mighty shoulders streamed icefalls of the Grasdalsbrm. 
As it was higher than our peak, it hid the Vinnubrte from our 
view. This latter glacier flows 5. and terminates not far 
from the brink of an enormous mural precipice which walls 
in several miles of Sundal on the N. side. I determined 
to explore the latter as soon as I could. Just below us, on 
the S., there were grand precipices and a fine amphitheatre 
bounded on one side by our friend the Hofsnebba The views 
of the Eikisdal mountains and of the blue fjords were very fine. 

Our intended destination was the little mountain inn at  
Indredal, and the important question was, how to get through 
a cornice on to the Grasdalsbrs and, when on the latter, how 
to steer a course through two icefalls and a maze of crevasses. 
Fortunately, we enjoyed almost a bird's-eye view of the glacier, 
and past experience on many similar places came in useful. 
There was, it was clear, one line-an easy one too, but intri- 
cate-whichIcould followwith my glass to within a few hundred 
feet of the valley, and which, if strictly adhered to, mould 
lead us very pleasantly amidst grand surroundings to the valley 
below. 

After a delightful half-hour on the top, we set off quickly 
down the snow tongue to the pass. The cornice was un- 
inviting and dangerous, so we went a little further N., where 
we found a steep narrow snow gully, out of which we noticed 
a lane of snow leading through a rock portal on to the glacier. 
As the gully apparently terminated on the brink of a rock 
escarpment it was clear that care mas needed. The snow was 

* Though I had a camera with me, I omittod to take a photo- 
graph of Trolla until clouds came and robbed me of a view which 
would have surprised many persons. The mountain mas, I am told, 
ascended a few years ago. 
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excellent, and we soon cleared the gully, but had to traverse 
a concave surface of glacier which led down to an avalanche 
dust-shoot, the bin of which was a deep glacier hollow many 
hundreds of feet below us. Care was needed here too. 

Now came the real fun, following the zigzag route which 
we hnd planned on the heights above. All ~ e n t  well. 
Johann, who had never been on a well-crevassed glacier 
before, enjoyed himself immensely. It was the real thing, 
considerably better than the average glacier work one en- 
counters on a mountain ascent in the Alps. Late in the 
summer this pass may prove to be exceptionally difficult. 
Now, on the other hand, we probably had the very best 
summer conditions, and we ran along over crisp snow, glissaded 
400 or 500 ft., and left the glacier at  2.25, or in 1 hr. and 
25 min. from the top. 

More glissading on old snow lanes helped us merrily 
down to Grasdal, where we soon reached the haunts of the 
wheatear, dipper, and sandpiper, well-known friends on our 
Yorkshire fells. 

A mountain path through Grasdal under Trolla leads to 
Sundal through grand scenery. This is but little used, 
though some day its grandeur will be fully recognised, as 
by it the tourist gets into close touch with the ice world. 
A path through the parallel valley, Giklingdal, E., though 
not quite so grand, is rather better known. 

How we chatted with the men who had just arrived at  the 
s~eter ; how we planned other glacier passes; how we found 
and lost, and found over and over again, our way through the 
forest on a so-called path; how we descended hundreds of 
feet, well knowing that we should have to make up our loss 
of height; how we marvelled at  the colossal mountain ruin 
which in olden time has blocked up the valley and formed 
a lovely lake ; how tired I felt when following the steep road 
up to Indredalsvand ; and what a hearty welcome we received 
in the little subsidised mountain inn ! These and many 
other such details can easily be imagined. 

I t  rained all night. I t  was rain, rain, rain, in the morning. 
New snow covered the symmetrical Daltaarn, a high pyramid 
of a mountain, which has a strange fascination for many 
people, but which I fail to appreciate. Clearly our second 
little campaign amongst the mountains, full of enjoyable 
incidents so far, must be ended. 

Though I am sorely tempted to scribble about Indredal, 
I will resist the temptation. 

m e  walked, we drove in a carriole, a stalwart farmer sitting 
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on the shafts, through fine scenery and fertile lands to Opdol. 
What a lovely view from the windows of that charming inn ! 
An hour's row, a short walk, and then an excellent English 
dinner at  Sjoland. 

Fish and glaciers. Surely no other topics for conversation 
were needed for that evening, a t  any rate. 

111.-Ascent of the Vinnzdjekl. 

The day after my return from Indredal, Farrer organised 
a fishing expedition on the fjord, where me spent a most 
enjoyable and idle day. However, good weather had returned, 
and I felt an irresistible call to the mountains again. My 
host repeated his suggeetion that I should climb Kalken, whose 
gaunt 6,000-ft. precipices rose up so grandly in front of us. 
The smallness of its two glaciers was my principal reason for 
declining to visit it, though the only reason why they are so 
small is owing to the fact that the narrowness and steepness 
of the range allow of no large gathering-ground for the snow 
nor for any large hollows. 

No ! I must climb the Vinnufjeld and descend the whole 
length of the Vinnubrae, if possible. Both were out of sight 
except for the tiny serpent glacier tongue which headed the 
Furugjml. There is an air of mystery and romance about the 
Vinnufjeld and its great snowfields, whilst the loftier Kalken, 
proud in its strength, conceals nothing. 

Johann and the gillie Lars were consulted, and each of 
them was apparently determined that I should ascend by the 
Tyvsti, or Thieves' Path. With becoming modesty I expressed 
a doubt as to my eligibility. Still, Lars point,ed out one place 
where stones fell down very frequently over a huge crag 
directly on to this remarkable terrace, and so made it very 
dangerous. Indeed, we frequently saw this happening. Lars 
indicated a way of avoiding this danger by following a remark- 
able ledge-a mere pencil line i t  seemed from below-which 
rnns round the face of a crag and connects the low sheep 
terrace with a place on the Tgvsti beyond the point of danger. 
Lars had discovered this, and Johann had once descended it. 
No one else had traversed it. In honour of the discoverer we 
named it Larsstien. 

On July 13 Johann and I set off at  6.15 A.M., and in a fen- 
minutes were climbing through the brushwood which brought 
us to the lower sheep terrace. My guide then led me up and 
over huge bosses of glacier-polished rock which took us to the 
base of a perpendicular crag. Here the ledge began, broad at 
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first, then it narrowed; and as it narrowed, the rkks  below 
became more and more precipitous, until they were nearly as 
square cut as those above. The ledge meanwhile was ascend- 
ing. At first I enjoyed it immensely, then the ledge developed 
into a groove chiselled by Nature out of the rock, and we were 
forced to resort to creeping locomotion. Our rucksscke were 
in the way, and great care was necessary. Still, all seemed 
right until I saw Johann stop. He stopped because the ledge 
stopped. There was a gap of about three yards, and then 
the ledge apparently went on as before. Yes, only three 
yards. No jumping here. No way of turning it either. The 
rock above us overhung. Below us was a horrid ice-polished 
precipice. Yes, there was indeed one foothold half a yard 
down and half-way across; but though it did exist, it was 
very small. There was no real handhold, but only a sort of 
elbowhold, and to me the place looked horrible. Johann never 
flinched, but, holding on carefully with one elbow, he slowly 
lowered one leg into the gap and then the other, until one 
foot reached the wee foothold. Then he straightened himself 
up, leant over towards the further side of the gap, got an 
elbowhold, then a handhold, but where I could not see, and 
worming himself up to the ledge he crawled forward. 

I told him to stop. I3e did so, but he could not look round. 
A rope would have been of no service here. 

I said little, but thought much, and somehow I got across 
one of the nastiest bits of rock I have ever tackled. 

The ledge soon became broader and we were able to walk. 
Then we came to a gully polished like an old maid's copper 
kettle. This we had to cross, and I liked it almost as little 
as I liked the gap. Johann, on the contrary, seemed quite at 
home. This over, we got to good ground. 

The whole ledge was but little more than 150 yards in 
length, but it was highly sensational the whole distance, and 
of a type which is rarely met with even in Norway, where 
gneiss rock lends itself to square-cut crags and ledges. On 
the aiguilles of hIont Blanc one finds delightfully narrow and 
seiisational ledges, and still more so in the Dolomites ; but 
1 have never come across a groove cut in the face of a moun- 
tain wall except in Norway., Now we were on the Thieves' 
Path, above the place of danger, but for my part I think it 
infinitely safer to run the gauntlet of a possible stone-fall on 
the path than to follow the Larssti. 

* See the illustmtion on p. 800, in 'Norway, the Northen! 
Playground.' 
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We reached the top of the Tyvsti at 9.15 and the F a r  Skar 
at 12.5. From the latter we climbed an easy ridge, having 
on our right hand, far below us, the steep snow of the 
Furugjml. This ridge led us up to the serpent glacier tongue 
which had lured us forward, though in vain, on our fvet 
expedition. 

At 1.26 we reached the top of the gap between Furunebba 
and an outlier of the Vinnufjeld-a glrtcier pass which, being 
also the very top of the Furugjml, we named the Furugjml 
Skar. 

Here we took a well-earned half-hour's rest before embark- 
ing upon the snowy billows of the Vinnubrm. This great 
glacier flows from the massive heights of the Vinnufjeld, with 
grand undulations, steeply down to a great basin which has 
two outlets, the main stream flowing almost due 8. nearly 
to the verge of the huge Vinnu precipice, the smaller one 
going E. to the Grasdale Pass and almost to the foot of the 
mountain Trolla. 

Our way mas clear and easy enough, though later in the 
summer the case would be very different. We roped, and sped 
merrily over capital snow, having on our left the outlier of the 
Vinnnfjeld. We crossed a bergschrnnd by a strong snow 
bridge, and climbed a steep snow slope up to a large glrtcier 
plateau, probably 100 acres in extent, the actual summit of 
Vinnufjeld, which we reached at 3.40. 

The last snow slope made me realise that an ascent of a 
6,000-ft. mountain from sea-level is-what shall I say ?-well, 
it is 6,000 ft. ! 

We walked to the northern edge of this plateau and, looking 
over its precipices, saw the whole glacier system of Grasdal, 
and very grand it looked too. We noticed in the distance 
our footmarks of a few days ago. Then we went to rocks on 
the N.W., the W., and the S.W., where, not finding any 
cairne, we built a few. The precipices on three sides were 
grand, the view magnificent. Old Snehmttan, 50 miles away 
and apparently smothered in snow, glistened in bright sun- 
shine. 

\Ye stopped an hour on this grmd snow-girt mountain, and 
then raced famously down perfect snow. All was straight- 
forward, most of the crevasses being still sealed up with their 
winter snow covering. In 50 min. from the top we sat down 
on an old lateral moraine, near the snout of the glacier, where 
we unroped. 

The tongue of this fine glacier terminates not very far away 
from the brink of one of the grandest rock walls in Norway- 
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a true mural precipice, unclimbable for miles, which must be 
some 2,000 ft. in height. Now and then the glacier advances, 
and tons of ice come thundering down to the valley below. 
But though the Vinnnbrae is larger and generally steeper 
than the Glacier de Gietroz, its powers of destruction are 
much less. The snout of the Vinnubre has room to expand 
laterally, and there is little fear of any really large glacier 
fall taking place, as for some distance its bed is not steeply 
inclined, as is the case in the Glacier de Gi6troz. The 
Norse valley is broad; the Val de Bagnes, above Mau- 
voisin, in which is the Gietroz Glacier, is a mere gorge. 
There is no steep and polished rock shoot, beautifully arranged 
by Nature for evil-disposed glaciers to slide down, below the 
Vinnubre, as is the case with the Bies Glacier or the Altele 
in Switzerland. The Vinnabrm has done, and will do, its 
work slowly and not cause much damage, even by air-blasts. 
It is a most interesting place, both above and below, and 
there are plenty of traces of mischief to be seen. Ordinary 
avalanches of destruction are, however, only too common in 
many other places in Sundal. 

As without a parachute we could not reach the valley 
direct, we turned eastwards, crossed a more or less grassy 
spur, and gli~saded madly down to a frozen tarn. Then we 
looked up a gruesome cul de am headed by Trolla, and 
descended a steep and rough path under Hoaasnebba, f w t i n g  
on wild strawberries part of the way, and reached the farm 
Hoaas at  8.30. From here we drove down the beautiful valley, 
and reached Sjoland at  10.20. 

This was the last expedition which I made in Troldheim, 
and I was as much delighted with it as I had been with 
the others. I intended to have climbed Trolla from Indredal, 
but was prevented from doing this by wet weather. I t  can 
equally well be ascended from Hoaas. 

I t  is quite certain that Troldlieim offers great attractions to 
the tourist who loves to go quite out of beaten tracks. Much 
detailed mountain exploration still remains to be undertaken 
there, in which the spice of adventure, so dearly loved by us 
all, will certainly appear. 

Lastly, I cannot speak too highly of my guide and friend, 
Johann Sjijlsvik Furu, who was invariably cheerful and 
obliging, full of pluck and energy, an excellent climber, and 
in every respect a delightful mountain comrade, of whom I 
have nought but pleasant recollections. 







BY R. L. G.  IRVING. 

THE small expedition I propose to describe has no claim to 1 novelty, for in Mr. Larden's admirable guide to Arolla 
at least one descent by what appears to be the same 

route is recorded. But as the notice is only a brief one, it is 
possible there may still be a good number of visitors to the 
locality who would be glad to know that the Bouquetins may 
be ascended in a single day from the Mont Collon Hotel. 

Very soon after coming out from England in 1905 our party 
had visited the E. side of the Bouquetins, by which the ascent is 
usually made. The previous day had been spent in ascending 
the Za via the North Col de Bertol. We had not left Arolla 
till 9 A.M., and in our untrained condition found the traverse 
over soft fresh snow very fatiguing. Moreover, the Bertol hilt, 
where we spent the night, was crowded, and a very moderate 
night's rest left us decidedly unfit for anything at  all arduous 
next day. TWO members of our quartette had had very little 
experience on steep slopes, and when we saw that to reach the 
glacier that hangs on the E. face of the Bouquetins it was 
necessary to mount a short ice-wall masked by already melting 
snow, we very quickly decided to leave it alone, and reached 
Arolla quietly by the Col des Bouquetins and the N. Col de 
Mont Brfil6. 

The weather during the last week of August was very bad. 
Three of us managed to get in a traverse of the Perroc and 
Grande Dent de Veisivi on a thoroughly wet, misty day, and 
I venture to recommend thiu expedition to anyone who enjoys 
a climb on good rocks withont any very sensational passages. 
Fortunately ice did not trouble us at  all, and the whole round, 
including halts and a slight aberration from the right way just 
before reaching the Grande Dent, occupied just under twelve 
hours. Two or three hopeless days followed, and the only 
final chance of avenging our former defeat by the Bouquetins 
lay in ascending it on our way over to Italy by the Col de 
Collon. Accordingly it was arranged that I should start with 
another enthusiast of our party, Mr. E. Mallory, about four 
o'clock, and attempt to ascend the peak on the W. side, and 
descend by the same route, so as to meet the rest of the party 
on the Upper Arolla glacier, as soon after 1 P.M. as possible. 

The morning promised splendid weather, and not a cloud 
was to be seen when we reached the right moraine of the 
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Glacier des Bouquetins. A cold wind blew from the north- 
west and froze the grit and boulders into a solid mass, 
rendering this bit of the ascent less toilsome than usual. 
After halting for brmkfast (7.30-8.0) we got without any 
difficulty on to the steep little glacier. The problem of finding 
a way up which did not involve step-cutting wae nearly solved 
successfully, and we reached a point just under the bergschrund 
at  8.46. 

The only difEculties of the climb are contained in the next 
300 ft. From the gap between the central and north peaks 
a rib of rock descends, flanked by couloirs on both sides, that  
on the 5. being the more obvious. This rib, like the 
couloir on the N. side of it, is impracticable in its lower 
part, and to join it higher up two routes are available. 
Firstly, the couloir itself, which is very steep and filled with 
real hard ice ; secondly, the rock rib on its S. side. 

The great objection to the first alternative is the danger 
from falling stones. Directly the sun touches the main ridge 
(very soon after sunrise), the couloir is liable to be swept by 
these unpleasant missiles. Although it was still freezing hard 
where we were, we saw several rocks bound right over the  
lower part of the long rib on the north side of the couloir, 
into which most of them ultimately found their may. The 
couloir is very narrow at  the bottom, and anyone engaged in 
cutting steps there when stones fell would have little chance 
of escaping. Warm west winds had prevented fresh snow 
accumulating on the rocks during the previous bad weather, 
and we immediately decided to adopt the second- route. 

The bergschrund just under the rocks gave little trouble, 
but me had to cut a dozen steps in a horribly hard mixture of 
grit and ice before actually getting on to the rib. We found 
the latter uncommonly steep. For about 20 ft. the may lay on 
the 8. side, and then it became necessary to traverse across 
on to the creat. There mas an awkward stride just getting 
past the angle, but once this was negotiated, we enjoyed 
100 ft. up nice clean rock. Beyond this we began to traverse 
diagonally upwards towards the couloir on our left, aiming 
to strike it about one-third of the may up. The traverse is 
not exactly difficult, but the firm rock gives place to a mixture 
of mud and ice and semi-detached rock, which is distinctly 
troublesome to deal with. Late in the day, or in warm 
weather, stones probably fall frequently from the upper part 
of this loose rock into the couloir, but the sun does not touch 
it till the evening, and neither in ascending nor descending did 
me hear anything come down. 
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Once across the couloir, and on the rib on the far (N.) side, 
we could get along at a good pace, and reached the col 
between the N. and central peaks without fiuther +fficulty. 
Ascending a few yards to the right, we sat down on the E. 
side of the ridge, to shelter from the wind and take a short 
meal in the welcome warmth of the sun (10.40-11). Above 
this point'freeh snow lay on the rocks, but no ice, and we 
thoroughly enjoyed all the remainder of the climb. I am sure 
few ridges can afford more exhilarating sport than this of the 
Bouquetins. The rock is a glorious colour, and has settled 
itself in a series of beautiful little problems, with plenty of 
nice trustworthy aids to their solution. As Mr. Larden had 
led us to expect, the terrors of the great jag in the arbte 
vanished on close acquaintance, and a few minutes after 
crossing it we reached the eummit (11.40). We knew the 
descent of the lower rib would take some time, and that our 
friends would not enjoy waiting for us, as the weather had 
suddenly turned sulky again, and an icy wind was beginning 
to drive heavy clouds over the sun ; so we just stayed a 
minute or two to put a card in a bottle we found and taste 
the peculiar sensations of all summit views, and then went 
down without loss of time to the col (12.15). Our progress 
was fairly rapid and uneventful till we had crossed the couloir 
and reached the southern rock rib. I fancy we descended a 
little too far on its crest, for we had to make a short but 
exciting traveree over a vertical wall of red rock. There was 
good holding while Mallory went across. He reached a firm 
place, and though, if I had come off, I must have fallen 12 or 
16 ft. into a little slanting gully below him, he could certainly 
have prevented my going further. 

Those who go in for 'exceptionally severe courses ' would 
make light of the place, but we found it rather too powerful 
a strain on the finger-tips to be pleasant. The place was very 
like the lower part of the big slab opposite the Mont Collon 
Hotel, which provides sport when the weather forbids a better 
outlet for one's energies. The bergechrund was soon passed 
in our ascending tracks, and we made our way down gradually 
in as southerly a direction as possible, so as to strike the 
Arolla glacier high up. We were soon espied and joined by 
our friends (2.301. Though they had waited more than an 
hour for us on the ice in a freezing wind, their greetings were 
most cordial. With the help of an Alpine rope they had held 
a sort of athletic meeting. In  the skipping match the ladies 
had carried off all the honours, but some discussion arose as 
to the fairness of the tug-of-war, in which the men asserted 
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they had been placed on a slope of ice inclined at  several 
degrees to their dimdvantage. Mallory and I were kindly 
allowed a further period for feasting, and then me all started 
off for the Col de Collon just as  the thrmtened snowstorm 
descended on us. We reached the primitive but hospitable 
inn a t  Praraye in the beet of spirits, but sadly bedraggled 
garments. However, the landlady ransacked her wardrobes 
to such good purpose that three beautifully fitting skirts, cut 
in the latest Valpelline fashion, were found for the ladies, 
while a male member of the party excited the envy of his 
less favoured companions by appearing in the cud ' s  best 
corduroys." 

BY J. E. JAMES. 

N the afternoon of August 23, 1906, W. F. Reeve, rnp ) brother, W. W. James, and I left Kandersteg for the 
Balmhorn Hut. With us were the two guides Fritz Ogi and 
Peter Kunei, both of Kandersteg. Our intention in the first 
place mas to discover, if possible, a second climb for which 
the hut could be used ; namely, the direct ascent of the Altels 
and the descent to the hut by the north-eastern ax6te of the 
Balmhorn. If this were not considered feasible we should 
have to fall bAck on the only climb so far made from the  hut, 
the traverse of the Balmhorn and the Altels, ascending by the 
north-eastern ar6te of the former and descending by the 
western ar6te of the latter to the road leading from Kandersteg 
to the Gemmi Pass. 

Accordingly, when we stopped for some minutee at the 
sign of the brass bowl, which is the 'barber's pole' in 
Switzerland, Peter did not wait for us, but went on to 
survey the possible routes and to find out the condition of 
the rocks. The possibility of attempting the new climb gave 
ns food for much thought on the way, and we looked with 
interested eyes on the cliffs far above us and slightly to our 
right hand, up which me might be journeying on the morrow. 
Certainly, if the comparative difficulties of the path to the 
hut and the climb beyond the hut were proportionate to those 
of paths to and climbs beyond other huts in Switzerland, so far 
a? nur experience went, the course proposed would not be an 

-- - - -- - - - - . 

* \Ve are indebted to Mr. G. P. Abraham, of Keswick, for per- 
mission to reproduce the accompanying illustration.-EDITOB A. J. 
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easy one. For if any non-climber staying a t  Kandersteg 
wishes to make a ' sensational ' excursion (I use the word in 
its lay sense), I do not think he can do better than follow 
the path to the Balmhorn Hut, but on no account let him go 
without a guide. 

Peter's report was absolutely non-committal. He  had 
reached the first real dificulty on what appeared to him the 
only possible route, but, owing to the failing light, could not 
say whether or not he considered it insurmountable. It was 
hard ; of that he was satisfied. The condition of the rocks 
was not unfavourable. 

The Balmhorn or Wild Elsigen Hut is not, like so many of 
the Swiss huts, a kind of caravanserai, crowded nightly by 
parties arriving from all directions. We were the only 
occupants. 

Our decision to attack the new route, even although we 
might not be successful in the complete ascent, was un- 
doubtedly influenced by the very natural desire to tread upon 
ground never before in all probability touched by any human 
being. This sentiment has no doubt been felt by most 
climbers of long experience, but it was fresh to us, and had 
a n  undiminished influence over our imaginations. I t  became 
alive directly we reached Wildelsigen; for this alp appears 
quite inaccessible. The grasses, I believe, are never cropped 
by cattle or sheep, or even goats, and have never been cut. 
The chamois have there an undisturbed pasturage. 

Shortly after 2 A.M. we left the hut, the sky being cloudless 
and the stars brilliant. The air was perfectly still. Every 
sign promised a beautiful day, and it turned out that the 
promise was fulfilled. A better day could not have been chosen. 
For about twenty minutes we followed the path which leads to 
the hut, crossing the nnrrow tree-trunk bridge placed over the 
main stream running from the Balmhorn glacier. Our two 
guides carried lanterns, and at  the bridge showed all the light 
possible, for the wood was coated with ice formed by the spray 
from the downrushing stream, and the crossing was not free 
from danger. 

Although the path is only slightly marked on the rock 
debris and by no means easy to follow even in daylight, the 
guides seemed to experience no difficulty, and some twenty 
minutes or so steady walking brought us across the last stream 
fed by the glacier. 

We had descended slightly below the level of the hut ; but 
not much, for our course hnd lain round the bowl-shaped 
alp, from the hut standing on its eastern edge to the spot 

VOL. XXII1.-NO. CLXXVII. P P 
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where the path begins to drop down over its western edge. 
Here we turned sharply to the left up the loose moraine, 
going alternately straight and obliquely to our right. Owing 
to the darkness I cannot be sure of the exact direction 
followed, but from the character of the ground I should imagine 
almost any route could be taken, so long as the right point 
for attacking the clXs was reached ; and as to this point I don't 
think there could be any doubt, as I hope to show later. 

As I remember it, our way was sometimes up very loose 
and powdery dbbris, at other times up loose rocks varying in 
size, and occasionally over very sparse dry grass. The whole 
ascent of the moraine was varied by the necessity of dropping 
frequently into deep water-worn but perfectly dry channels 
in its surface, which showed that we were not following the 
line of greatest ascent.' 

I was particularly struck with the dXerence between the 
actual character of this part of the route and the impression 
I had formed of it from the distant view on the previous day ; 
but probably the darkness is sufficient to account for this. 
I might add that the two patches of grass (at the foot of 
the clXs) which are distinct features in the view from the hut 
have to be reached, and in a general way sufficiently serve as 
objects of attainment. 

At about half-past three, or perhaps a little later, we reached 
the foot of the cl8s up which the real climb lay. Here w e  
sat down on the grass, which I have just referred to, covering 
the moraine or clX dbbris, and ate our second breakfast, and 
waited for the dawn. 

We were at the bottom of the cliffs forming the E. 
face of the N. ar&te of the Altels which show so pro- 
minently t in a westerly direction from the hut. From the 
hut can be seen a deep gully, almost better described as a 
chasm, in these cliffs. We were at the entrance to the chasm ; 
but now it mas quite unrecognisable, and incapable of being 
definitely marked off on, or even distinguished from, the face 
of the cliffs. From a distance the sides had appeared to run 
together at an appreciable, if not an acute, angle, but the 
near view showed that the true shape was widely obtuse with 
a narrow and shallow water-worn depression a t  the angle, 

* The alp and superadjacent moraine are fanshaped. O u r  
destination was not the handle of the fan, but a point lying in a 
diagonal direction across the ribs. 

t Shown on the illustrations in the Swiss Jahrbuch, vol. xxxix. 
pp. 351, 353. 
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forming the true gully. The slope of the sides and of the 
gully appeared almost vertical. 

The whole face was quite dry. 
The actual po~ition we mere in was on the highest mound 

a t  the bottom of the c l 8  which forms the left-hand side of 
the angle (looking up). Between this mound and the gully 
mas a sheer face of rock about 450 ft. wide, increasing in 
steepnese until it reached the buttress I shall mention later. 

The nature of the face between the buttress and the gully 
could not be seen." 

At about 4 o'clock, when there mas sufficient daylight to 
permit an advance without the aid of the two candles, we put 
on the rope; Peter leading, followed by Reeve, Fritz, my 
brother and myself, in this order. Two lengths of rope of 
100 feet were joined, roughly providing a little over 40 feet 
between each two climbers. 

The &st task was to traverse into the shallow gully (situated 
a t  the angle) to the foot of a long chimney, which could be 
seen quite plainly. 

This point to be attained was several feet higher than the 
place on which me had roped, so that an ascending traverse 
had to be made. Peter led, and me mere soon all on the face 
of the precipice. Luckily it mas not such a true precipice 
that no foothold could be secured upon it. I think it over- 
hung above and below us in places, but we found a possible 
path on the rough surface. The rock was not hard, compact, 
and smooth, but inclined to break away in small fragments 
or cubes, having weathered in a somewhat similar manner 
to the well-known Crib Goch ridge on Snowdon. I t  was 
accordingly essential to test well the firmness of every pro- 
tuberance before trusting one's weight to it. 

The steepest and most difficult part of tlle traverse was 
across a slightly hollowed portion of the face, just before 
reaching a small buttrees situated about 80 ft. from the gully. 
On arriving at  the buttress it was necessary to ascend to its 
top, which sloped at  too great an angle to afford any safe 
anchorage. Beyond this the nature of the face was the same 
until the gully was reached, and here at tlle foot of the 
chimney was a good platform with a firm upright rock 
standing on its edge. 

Looking from the roping place, we had inclined to an attempt 
on the chimney in the gully; but when Peter reached the 

Distances have been calculated from the length of rope used 
for the climb. 

P P 2  
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platform he had no need to hesitate. The c l 8  forming the 
opposite side of the angle to the one we had traversed 
promised a series of narrow sloping ledges covered with 
grass. One of these ledges led from the platform, and this 
Peter followed. After going some 100 or 150 ft. along it 
he turned sharply up to the left, climbing the rocks to the 
ledge above. 

Thus we ascended some distance, in a zigzag course, to the 
highest grass ledge, along which we turned to the left, back 
towards the gully. Further ascent of the clX was impossible; 
the only way of progress being up a smooth and nasty-looking 
pitch in a branch of the gnlly, which several feet below our 
grass ledge had divided into two smaller gullies. Before 
attempting this pitch we eat down on the ledge and ate 
our third breakfast, and left a bottle to indicate t o  the next 
climbers the former presence of humanity. 

By this time the sun was well above the Doldenhorn and 
shone from the clear sky with a genial warmth upon the cMs, 
making the ledge a most comfortable resting-place. The 
view was magnificent, but the precipitous cliffs dropping to 
the Gastern Thal were the most striking feature. The lineof 
cliffs on the opposite side of the gully could be clearly seen, 
and it was fascinating to attempt to trace upon the face the 
ledges above, upon which it might be possible to discover a 
path to the top. 

As I have said, the grass ledge ended several feet above the 
point of separation of the two smaller gullies into which the 
main gully divided. One of these small gullies passed the 
end of our ledge and formed, some few feet higher, a deep 
shelf or niche affording splendid anchorage. But above the 
niche this gnlly did not hold out any promise of a practicable 
route to the top. 

The other branch was nearly 50 ft. from the niche, and 
separated from i t  by a boldly projecting rock. This branch 
once reached seemed to offer a way out, up the smooth-looking 
pitch to which I have already referred. To overcome the 
difficulty of the traverse and the pitch the order on the rope 
was altered : Fritz leading and Peter going second ; then 
came Reeve, my brother and myself. Peter fixed himself 
firmly in the niche while Fritz was traversing into the gully. 
The jutting corner of rock made the traverse extremely 
awkward, and it took Fritz a long time to reach the gully. In 
fact, the traverse at  this point and the subsequent mcent of 
the pitch Rere by far the greatest difficulties we met with on the 
climb. Fortunately the rocks were much sounder than below. 
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When Fritz was in the gully (and none too firmly stationed) 
Peter made the traverse to him. To enable Fritz and Peter 
to make the traverse Reeve and my brother had to give more 
rope, shortening the distance between themselves and between 
my brother and myself. When our turns came to move this 
shortening proved a considerable inconvenience, and it would 
be advis~ble for any other party to allow more space between 
the climbers or to carry a sufficient length of spare rope. 

Reeve having fixed himself firmly in the niche, Fritz climbtd 
the pitch with some assistance from Peter. Above the pitch 
Fritz cleared away a large quantity of loose stones, but the 
continuation of the slope was too steep and insufficiently 
rough, or sound, to provide a good anchorage. However, 
without a slip, Reeve joined Peter in the gully, my brother 
occupied the niche, and Peter joined Fritz above. Fritz and 
Peter went forward to the full length of the rope, and my 
brother and I followed Reeve across the traverse and up the 
pitch. 

This was the last serious difficulty to be passed before 
reaching the N. ridge of the Altels. After it was passed 
the only possible route was to continue straight up for about 
40 ft. and then turn abruptly to the left along a sloping ledge 
covered with loose debris, keeping close under the cliff. Great 
care was necessary, but no particularly difficult place had to 
be overcome. 

After a long traverse in this direction, which must have 
placed us high over the roping place, some 1,000 ft. or so 
almost directly below, we turned up to the right, over rocks 
which gradually sloped at a less and less steep angle, until we 
reached the summit of the ridge and looked down to the 
glacier on the other side, between the N. ridge of the Altels 
and the ridge running from the Tatlishorn to the Ober 
Tatlishorn. 

On our left hand the Altels ridge sloped upwards to the 
S. On our right hand it descended for a short distance to a 
notch at the termination of the gully, and then rose up to a 
small peak slightly higher than the spot upon which we were 
standing. This notch is a distinctive feature on the edge of 
the cliffs when looked at from the hut. 

We reached the ridge at 10 o'clock, six hours after we had 
put on the rope. 

I t  is difficult to indicate on the Swiss Government Map (scale 
1.26 inches to the mile) with any accuracy the place at which 
we reached the ridge : but I think it would be slightly to the 
north of the point on the ridge that rises between the black 
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figures 2966 marked as the height of the Ober Tatlishorn 
and the blue figures 2400 marked on the Balmhorn glacier. 

After a fourth breakfast we altered the order on the rope, 
to Fritz, Reeve, Peter, my brother and myself, and struck 
up the ridge, following it for nbout an hour and a half 
without much difficulty. 

Then, to avoid going over the summit of the peak to which 
the ridge rises (called by our guides,I believe, the Klein Altels), 
we continued on its W. side, following a line of almost equal 
altitude and crossing patches of snow, until we reached the 
edge of the glacier below the N.W. side of the Klein Alhls. 
This point is considerably above the main surface of the glacier, 

being connected with it by a long and steep dope of snow. 
We followed the edge of the snow below the face, which here 
rises up very abruptly, until we reached a very plainly marked 
couloir. The opening of the couloir is very sharply defined 
(approached from the direction in which we came it is indis- 
cernible until actually reached), and Fritz, Reeve, and Peter 
disappeared to the left round the sharp corner, leaving my 
brother and me on the snow, close under the rocks, waiting 
for the transmission along the rope of a sign that we could 
advance. We were not left unentertained, for large and small 
rocks and showers of stones came bounding out of the couloir 
with terrific noise, and shot down to the glacier below. We 
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shouted to our companions to know what they were doing, 
but did not receive any reply. So, as it was quite impossible 
to face the cannonade, we had to wait until the work of 
demolition was accomplished. 

When at last all was quiet and we felt the welcome pull on 
the rope, we passed the corner and entered the couloir. 

Fritz, Reeve, and Peter were above the first pitch, which 
was about 20 ft. high and almost perpendicular. I t  was 
formed of loose rocks, all of which seemed ready to fall away 
as soon as an appreciable weight was placed upon them. 
But the clearance effected by the first three of the party had 
uncovered a few fixed points, and my brother and I climbed 
the pitch without much difficulty. I think the position of 
this couloir is near the ' n ' of the words ' Ober Tatlishorn ' on 
the Swiss Map. 

Immediately above, we traversed along the right-hand side 
of the couloir, and then turned up to the left. A short rock 
climb of about thirty minutes brought 11s to the upper glacier, 
above the icefall which lies between the Klein Altels and the 
Ober Tatlishorn. At this point, or possibly slightly above it, 
the climb ceased, I believe, to be a first ascent, as I under- 
stood from Fritz that the Altels had previously been ascended 
from the Gastern Thal by a party of climbers who had 
followed the whole length of the glacier.. 

I t  was 1 o'clock when me reached this point. 
After a short lunch and rest, we crossed the glacier to its 

long and steep rise to the summit. The upper part of the 
ridge was all ice, aud Fritz and Peter alternately took the 
first position to cut steps, keeping as near as possible to 
the top of the ridge. I t  was impossible to make a fast 
ascent up the ice, and it was not until about 4.30 that we 
arrived at  the summit. The lateness of the hour made it 
inadvisable to descend over the Balmhorn as originally 
planned. 

The time for the total ascent was about twelve hours ; but 
I think any other party of climbers can consider this a very 
full allowance, as it is impossible to claim that our pace was 
more than slow. Of course, with five persons on the rope 
a long time was spent over each difficulty. 

But our object was attained, and having eaten and smoked, 
rested and enjoyed the glorious prospect, we turned down- 
wards with cheerful talk, and left the summit of the Altels to 
its lonely contemplation of the sky. 

* See Climbers' Guide to the Bemese Obnland, vol. i. p. 7. 
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THE ASCENT OF TRISUL, m THE GARHITILL HIUALAYAB. 
N May 22, 1907, Major the Hon. C. G. Bruce and Dr. 0 T. G. Longstaff, the guides Alexis and Henri Brocheral, 

Subadar Karbir, of the 5th Gurkha Rifles, and three men of 
the same regiment made a new pass of about 19,500 ft. from 
the head of the Bagini glacier into the uninhabited basin of the 
Rishi river. Starting from a camp near the foot of the 
Bagini glacier, and carrying Mummery tents and prorisione 
for eight days, they encamped on the glacier on Nay 21, at 
a height of about 18,000 feet, near the foot of the pass. 
Steep snow lying on ice required some care during the ascent, 
but the principal difficulty lay in the passage of the rocks 
on the far side, the descent of 1,500 ft. occupying 5 hrs. 
The party camped that night on the glacier which descends 
from the pass, and proceeding down the valley of the Rishi 
river reached their main camp at  Surai Tota, in the  alley 
of the Dhauli river, on May 27, after some arduous marches. 

On June 12-the party having entered the Rishi wlley- 
Dr. Longstaff, the Brocherels, and Karbir made the ascent of 
Trisul (23,406 ft.) from the glacier which descends into the 
Rishi basin, by the easy north-east slopes. 

MOUNTAINEERING CLUBS, 1857-1907. 
By A. J. MACKINTOSH. 

[We are deeply indebtkl to Mr. Mackintosh for the great trouble which he has 
taken in making this list of nlountaineering clubs.-EDITO~ A. J.] 

FIFTY years ago, towards the close of 1857, the first Alpine Club 
was founded; and now, in 1907, as a record of growth, a list 
of the various mountaineering clubs established throughout the 
world within these fifty years cannot fail to be of interest. In 
the following compil~tion every care has been taken to give accurate 
information, but anyone who has compiled a similar list will expect 
to find, and will be indulgent with, omissions and errors. It has 
happened in many cases that those most intimately acquainted with 
the various clubs have b e ~ n  unable to give definite information, and 
contradictions in dates-usually from confusion of formation and 
subsequent confirming meetings-and in other particulars have 
sometimes been provided by the authorities concerned. The list 
aims at including all clubs that are definitely connected with 
mountaineering, omitting those that are conceined only or chiefly 
with mere touring. The dates and places of foundation are given, 
the aim as intimated in the rules, the number of members (most ?f 
the clubs except those in Great Britain admit women) and quah- 
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fication if any is required, the present address (usually the same 
as the place of foundation), and the publications of the clubs and of 
their sections as far as this has been possible. The Editor will be 
very glad to have additions and corrections for publication in a 
future number of the Journal. The various activities of the clubs 
in the building of huts and the ordering of guides, &., have been 
omitted, as they would have made the whole compilation too long, 
and particulars of these are very fully given in the official publi- 
cations of the clubs, which must be referred to also for the complete 
history of the various clubs. The compiler has to thank the secre- 
taries of many of the clubs and others for kindly supplying informa- 
tion and suggestions required to make the list as complete as it is. 

Afrioa. I 1896. *Aloiner Reise-Club 
1891. Mountain Club, Cape I 1899. s ic .  alp. Liburnia, Zara 
1892. +Club d. Alpinistes. Tunis ( lgoO. Caucasus 
1897. Kameruner Alp.-Verein , Akad. Alp. Ver., Innebruck ,, Ischler Bergsteigerbund 

Ameriaa. I 1901. Turner Bergsteiger. Graz 

1863. tWilliamstown Alpine Club 1903. *Verband alp. Vereinigungen 

1873. ?White Mountain Club I Sportklub, Ampzzo 

1876. Appalachian Mount. Club ' li05. Wiener Bergsteigerbund 

?Rocky Mountain Club Belgium. 
l&7. $Oregon Alpine Club 
1892. Sierra Club 1883. club alp. Belge 
1894. Mazamas 
1904. American Alpine Club 

China. 

1906. Alpine Club of Canada 1899. Tsingtau Bergverein 

AluM.. 
1862. $Orsterr. ilpcnverein 
1869. Star.  Gel111 Xivereln 
, Ocqtrrr. 'J'ou~ ~slen-Club 

1873. *I\ ~lile Bnnt l~i .  \']ennu 
,, 'L'ccllnik~.r .\.-C., Cir~lz 

1874. Deutsch. u. Oesten. A.-V. 
1875. tSoo. Alp. dell' lstria 

SSmnthaler ComitP 
lt76. Alpen-Club, Salzburg 
,, $Wr-Neustiidter Tourietenklub 
,, *Steiner Touristen-Club 

1877. *Sud-ungar. Alpinisten-Club 
1878. Oesterr. Alpenclub 
,, Wilde Banda, Innsbruck 

1879. OGmiindner Gebirgsverein I 
1880. Lehrsr-Touristen-Club ! 

1863. *Soc. d. Touristes savoyards 
1865. Soc. Ramond 
1874. Club alp. f ran~ais  
1875. Soc. d. Touristes du Dauphine 
1879. *Club. alp. international 
18r)a. *Union d. Tour. grenoblois 
1892. Soc. alp. daupbinois 
1895. Soc. de Spblt5ologie 
,, *Rocher Club, Grenoble 

1897. Soc. excurs. marseillais 
1899. Club ascens. grenoblois 
,, Soc. d. Grimpeurs, Grenoble 

1902. Club sports alp., Charnonix 
1903. Federation d. Soc. pyrbn. 

1883. Soc. Alp. d. Giulie 1869. SDeutscher Alpenverein 
,, tBer~ateiger Club, Vienna ,, SLeipziger Alp.-Verein 

1884. Club Tourieti triestini I 1874. Deutsch. u. Oesterr. A.-V. 
188.5. Alp. Ges. Edelraute, Vienna 1877. Gebirgsver. sacha.-biihm. 
18rl8. Grazer Alpenclub Schvieiz 
1890. NiederSsten. Gebirgsverein , 1883. Verband deutsch. Vereine 
1893. Tiroler Bergsteiger Ges. Alpler , 1884. Deutsch. Gebirgsver. Iserge- 
,, Slovensko plan. drustvo birge 
,, Aked. AX.,  Innfibruck ' 1889. $Akad. h.-V., Berlin 

1895. Bergeteiger-Riege, Innsbruck I 1892. Akad. A.-V., Ntinchen 
- - -- - - - - -- 

* Dissolved. f Not kFoin  to be still existing. $ Absorbed. 
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1896. Akad. Tour.-Ver., Strassburg 
1899. Hochtouristen-Club, Miinchen 
1900. Alpenkranzchen Berggeist 
1901. Akad. A.-V., Leipzig 
1903. Akad. A.-V., Berlin 
1906. Ski-Verband 

Orsat Britain. 
1857. Alpine Club 
1875. Oxford Alpine Club 
1879. ODundee Institution Club 
1886. Dundee Rambling Club 
1889. Cairngorm Club 
, Scottish Mount. Club 

Manchester Zweigverein 
1l92. Yorkshire Ramblers 
1894. Norwegian Club 
1898. Climbers' Club 

1893. Soc. escors. Torino 
Club alp. Sardo 

1l97. tCircolo alp. Irpinia 
Circolo alp. Garesaio 

1i98. Club alp. Trapani .. Federazione ~realoina 
$ 9 ~ .  alpinistkoGesi 

1899. Soc. escurs. lecchesi 
,, Sac. eecnrs. oseolani 

Club alp. savonese 
l ib l .  *Club alp. Salernitano 
1902. Club eecurs. di Ieai 
1903. Soc. Rhododendm 
1904. Club alp. d e m i c o  
,, Audax alpinistico, Lecco 

1906. *Club alp. popnlare 
Japan. 

Holland. 
1902. Nederland. Alp. Vereeniging 

1899. Kyndwr Club 
1902. Rucksack Club 
1904. Alpine Association 
1905. Winter Alpine Club 
1906. Wayfarers' Club, Liverpool 

,, Fell and Rock Climbing Club 
,, Derbyshire Pennine Club 

H w a r y .  
1873. Ung. Karpathenverein 
,, Siehenbiirg. Yerein 

1874. Towartz. Tatrzariskie 
1888. Club alp. fiumano 
1891, Magyar. Tur.-Egeysiilet 
1898. Slovensko alp. drustvo 

In&. 

1906. Japanese Alp. Club 
l e a  Zedand. I 

1891. N. 2. Alpine Club 
l0rrp.p. 

1868. Norske Tnristforening 
1895. ?Bergens Fjellmannalog 

Burrk. 
1891. Crimean Alp. Club 
190'2. Russian Alp. Clnb 
,, Caucasian Alp. Clnb, Sotchi 
,, Caucasian Alp. Club, Piatigord 

Bpain. 
1878. §Assoc. Catalanista 

,, tjAssoc. d'excorsibns 
1890. Centre excursionists 

1868. *Himalayan Society Bwsden. 
1879. *Himalayan Alpine Club I 1885. Svenaka TuristfBreningen 

Italy. I Switrsrland. 
1863. Club alpiuo italiano 

I 
1863. Club alpin snisse 

1870. *Petite Soc. alp. de Cogne 1865. Club jurassien 
1873. Soc. .Up. d. Trentino 1877. 'Club alp. militaire 

,, *Circolo alp. d. Sette Commune 1886. Club alp. ticinese 
1874. SCircolo alp. vicentino 1887. Soc. AUobrogia, Geneva 
1876. *Club. alp. di Garfagnana 
1881. Soc. Alp. friulana 
,, Club Nonti Berici 

1883. Soc. alp. operuio Lecco 

1890. Alpina Luzern 
,, Union montagn. ancieune, 

Geneva 
1893. Touristen-Club Edelweiss, St. 

1886. $Club alp. livornese Gallen 
1888. SSoc. alp. di Palernlo ,, Piolet Club, Geneva 
1890. *Club. alp. Silano 1894. FQdbration montagn. genevoise 
18'31. Soc. escurs. milanesi 80c. Gyms-montagn., Genevs 
1892. Club alp. sicilinno 

,, Club alp. bassanese 
,, Soc. alp. ~ueridionnle 

I lib. Akad. A.-C., Ziirich 
1901. Piolet Club lausannois 
1903. §Assoc. montagn. genevoise 

,, Unione escurs. torinesi 1904. Club montagn. genevois 
,, $Circolo alp. di Schio 1 1905. Akad. A.-C., Bern 

- ~p - - -- - - . - - - 

Dissolved. t Not known to be still existing. 5 Absorbed. 
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bkadem~cher Alpenclub Bern, 18 October 1906 
' Mitglieder d. Clnbs kBnnen nur aktive Bergsteiger werden, d. h. solche, die 
sich touristisch schon betatigt sollen. Das Erfordernis akadem. Bildung sol1 
nicht streng einseitig betont werden, so dasa auch Nichtekademisohe aufge- 
nommen werden k6nnen ' 
Jahrwbezicht, from 1906 
Address : Hotel Simplon, Aarbergerstr., Bern. 20 members 

Memisoher  Alpen-Club, Innsbruck, March 1893 
Jahrwbeticht, from 1894 ; Hiirtnagel, Das Sel lra iw ff kkrschthul, 1898 ; 
Sohwaiger, KanuedlrJebirge, 3rd ed. 1907. 132 members 

Memisoher  Alpen-Xhb, Ziirich, 19 June 1896 
' Zweclr d. Klubs ist Pflege d. Alpinismus. . . . Mitglieder kbnnen Studier- 
ende . . . werden, deren Eignung zum Bergsteigen erwiesen ist.' 94 mem- 
bers 
Jahresbezicht, from 1897 ; Utner Alpen-Fuhrer, see S.A.C. 1905 

Memisoher  Alpen-Verein, Berlin, 7 November 1889-1892 
'Die wissenachaftliche u. touristische Kenntniss der Alpen unbr  der Berliner 
Studentenschaft zn erweitern und zu vertiefen ' 
Became in 1892 a section of the D.n.0e.A.-V. 

Memischer  Alpen-Verein, Berlin, 27 November 1903 
'Die Pflege des Alpinismus und der Freundschaft nnter den Mitgliedern 
sollen die einzigen Tendemen des Vereins sein.' 28 members 
Jahrcsbwicht, from 1904 

Memischer  Alpenverein zn Leipzig, 12 May 1901 
Membership is  limited to members of D.u.0e.A.-V. sections 
Jahresbericht, from 1901 
Address : Thiiringer Hof, Leipzig 

Memiacher  Alpenverein Miinchen, 8 Norember 1892 
' Die F6rderung der alpinen Bestrebungen unter der akademischen Jngend, 
insbesondere derjenigen Miinchens.' 217 members ; qualification, member- 
ship of a D.u.0e.A.-V. Section 
Jahrcsbezicht, from 1892 ; Ein Bergsteigerleben, J. Enzmpergw, 1905 

Akademisoher Alpiner Verein, Innsbruck, 29 October 1900 
' Ein Verein deutscher katholischer Hochschiiler . . . Pflege d. Bergsports . . . Frenndschaft u. Frohsinn.' About 50 members 
&riehf f900-1905, 1905 

Akademisoher Tombten-Klub, Strassburg, 9 July 1896 
'Bezweckt : die Lust und Liebe zu Wanderungen in den Vogesen, dem 
Schwarzwalde, den pfalzischen Hardt nnd den1 Alpengebiet nnter den 
Stndierenden der Kaiser Wilhelms Universitat zu Strassbnrg zu fvrdern 
n. zu pflegen.' 11 members 

X.B.-For other Aoademical Clubs see Akad. Sektionen d. D.u.0e.A.-V. and the 
C.A.I., Monza 

Alpen- u. Tonrietenverein ' Liburnis ' 
ses SooietA Alpinistica 

Alpen-Club Oesterreich 
lrce Oesterr. Alpenclub 

Alpen-Club Balzburg, 1876 
A local working-class ~oc ia l  club, the members of which make occasionel 
small mountain tours and undertake small local ' improvements ' 

Alpenkrilnzchen Berggeiet, hli'inchen, January 1900 
' Pflege d. Alpiniamus, hauptsiichlich d. Hochtouristik.' 44 members 
Bhcht ,  annual from 1900 
Addrees : Pechorrbraubierhallen, Neuhausestr. 11, Munich 



Alpina Luzern, 13 September 1890 
'Die Forderung d. Gebirgskunde, so\vie die Pflege d. Freundsehaft.' 30 
members 
Address : Hotel Brunig, Luwme 

Alpine Association for Qreat Britain, London, 1901 
This is the Zweigverein En~ land ,  aeiliated to the D.u.0e.A.-V. AIembers of 
this Associntion or of the hfanchester Zweigverein (q.v.) obtain the advantages 
in connection with huts &c. that are possessed by melllbers of the D.u.0e.A.-V. 
Address: M. Marks, 11 Southwood Mansions, Southwood Lane, Highgate 

Alpine Clnb, London, 22 December 1857 
' The object of the Club shall be the promotion of good-fellowship among 
mountaineers, of mountain-climbing and mountain exploration throughout 
the world, and of better knowledge of the mountains through literature, 
science, and art.' 868 members ; qualification, mountain expeditions or 
contributions to Alpine literature, science, or art 
Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, 4 editions, 1859 ; 5th, knapsack, edition, 1860 ; 
Second Series, 2 vols, 1862 ; Alpii~e Journal, quarterly, from 1864 ; Inder, 
vols 1-15, 189'2 ; Lonaman, Suggestioizs for ezploratwn of IceZatd, 1861; 
Heport on Ropes, Axes, and Alpemtocks, 1864; Report on equipment for 
nwuntaineers, 1892 ; Alpine Clzcb map of Szoitzerlrmd, 4 sheets, 1874; 
Catalogus of library, 1880, 1888, 1899 ; Alpine Distress Signnl, 1894 ; 
Catalogus of Mountain Paintings, 1894 ; Ball's Alpine Guide, new edition, 
Western Alps, 1898 ; and Central Alps, pt. 1, 1907 ; In t rodue th  to, new 
edition, 1899 
Address : 23 Savile Row, London 

Alpine Clnb of Canada, Winnipeg, 28 March 1906 
'Promotion of scientific study and exploration of Canadian alpine and 
glacial regions ; cultivation of art in relation to mountain scenery ; eduw 
tion of Canadians to an appreciation of their glorious mountain heritage ' 
Not* of fortnation, 1906 
Secretary : Mrs. H. J. Parker, Winnipeg. On June 28, 1907, the Club n w -  - - 

bered 2:31 members 
In  1S83 Sir Sandford Fleming and a few others founded a Canadian Alpine 
Club, which however did not exist beyond its informal foundation 

Alpine Clnb of Massachusette 
see Williarustown Alpine Club 

Alpine Qesellachaft ' Edelraute,' Vienna, 1 March 1886 
'Die Gesellschaft strebt einerseits die wirksamste Unterstiitzunn u. FBI- ! 
derung alpiner Interessen an, anderseits ist sie bemiiht, den geseIligen 
Verkehr der Mitglieder zu heben u. gemeinschaftliche Ausfliige derselben 
erleichtern.' 25 members 
Petermann, Wawlzrungcn in  d.  Bstl. Niedcrn Tauern, 1903 
Address : Universititsstr. 9, Vienna, I 

Alpiner Reise-Club, Vienna, 15 January 1896-1903 
' F~irderui~g aller das Heisen betreffenden gemeinniitzigen bngelegenhei~ ,  
Entwicklung der alpinen Touristik . . . ' Formed by members of the  
0e.T.-C. 
M ~ t t i w l l t i ~ e n ,  monthly during 1898 

Alpiner Verein ' Innerberg ' in Eisenerz, 1 December 1889 
Formed from the Section of the Steirisch. Gebirgsverein, q.v. 116 members 

American Alpine Clnb, Washington, 2 January 1903 
' Scientific exploration and study of the higher mountain elevations and of 
the regions lying mithin or about the Arctic and Antarotic Circles. The 
cultivation of the mountain craft.' Over 50 member8 ; qualification, 
mountaineering, polar exploration, or science oonneoted with either 
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Constitution, 1902 ; List of nzmbers, etc., 1905 
Appalachia' was at  firat used as the official organ 

Secretary : H. G. Bryant, 2013 Walnut St., Philadelphia 
Appalachian Mountain Club, Boston, January 1876 

To explore the mountains of New England and the adjacent regions and 
to cultivate an interest in geographical studies ' 
Appalrrchia, quarterly, from 1876; Re ' ter, annual from 1879; Chapin, 
Motrntnini?ering in Colorado, 1888 ; ~ c p i n ,  Land of the CliJ Dwellws, 
1892 ; Smne Adironduck Paths, n.d. ; also numerous maps 
Address : Tremont Building. Boston, U.S.A. 1,602 members 

- Alpine Seation, 1898-1900. ' To encourage expert climbing of a dis- 
tinctly alpine character, and in particular among the mountains of N. 
America.' 7 members 

Assooiaci6 Catalaniata d'exoursions, Barcelona, 1878-1890 
L'Exc~irsiandsta, 4 vols. 1878-1890 

hooiaoi6 d'Exoursions Catalana, Barcelona, 21 September 1878- 
1890 

' E s  una societat que t6 per objecte recbrrer lo territori de Catalunya y 
comaroas vehinas para estudiarne y ferne connbixer Ias bellesas naturals y 
artisticas ' 
Anuari, 1882, 1884 ; Butllett, 1878-1890 ; Guim itinerarim, 1888-1890 
These two formed into the 'Centre Exoursionista,' a.v. 

Assooiation montagnarde Oenevoiee, April 1903-1906 
A union of various small clubs : Muguet, Rode d. Alpes, Echo montagnard, 
Joyeux grimpeurs, Soldanelle, Joyeux montagnards, Hhododendron de Plain- 
palais, UruyBre, Flore d. Alpes, Aurore ; joined in 1905 with the FBderation 
montagnarde, q.v. 
For othor small Clubs in Geneva, ace ' F6dBration >Iontagnarde ' 

Audax Alpinistico italiano, Lecco, 2 October 1906 
LPromuovere e popolarezaare le marcie di rcsistenza e riunire nel medesimo 
tempo migliori camminatori di montagna d' Italia ' 

Banater Alpen-Club 
see Sudungarischer Alpinistenclub 

Bergens Fjellmannalog, November 1895 
A club of climbers. Did this join with the Turistforening for Eergens By og 
Stift ? 

Jalzresbeticht, 1895 
Bergsteiger Club, Vienna, 1883 

Hebung und FBrderung des Tooristenwesens, Erweite'rung der Kenntnisse 
der Gebirgswelt.' Does this Club still exist ? 

Bergeteiger-Biege d. Innsbrnoker Tnmvereinea, 1896 
About 50 members 

Cairngorm Club, Aberdeen, 9 January 1889 
To encourage mountain-climbing in Scotland, with special reference to the 

Cairngorm group of mountains.' 155 members; qualification, ascent to 
3,000 feet in Scotland 
Jounuzl, twice yearly from 1893 
Address : Secretary, A. I. M'Connochie, 76 Devonshire Road, Aberdeen 

Canadian Alpine Club 
see Alpine Club of Canada 

Caucasian Alpine Club, Piatigorsk, 1 May 1902 
De faciliter lea voyages au milieu de nos grandioses montagnel ' 

Notice of formtion, 1902 ; Year-book, 1904 

Canoasian Alpine Club, Sotchi, 16 January 1902 
Ruks, 1902 
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Cancam Club. Vienna. 14 Mav 1900 
Der Zweok isi ~ a r d e r u n i  der ~ e i n t n i s s e  des Kaulrasns und anderer Hochge- 

birge.' The membership, limited to 100, is 38; qualification required 
u n t b e d  
Annual Circular, from 1903 
Hon. Sec. : W. Rickmer-Rickmers, Rsdolfzell 

Centre E.curmonista de Catalunya, Baroelona, 1890 
' E l  Centre t6 per objeote recorre les comarques de Catalunya a fi de reeon. 
neixer, estudiir y conservar tot lo que hi ofereixen de notable la naturalm, 
I'historia, l'art y la literature ' 
Butllett, monthly from 1890 
This Society, a union of the two 'Associeoib' above, has also published 
many archatolo(lica1 works and guide-books 
Address : Paredis, 10 prsl., Barcelona. 980 members 

Circolo alpino Qare~io, 16 July 1897 
' Di studiare e far conoscere le nostre montagne.' 76 members 

Circolo alpino Ir inia, Naples, 1897 P ' Di far conoscere e montagne d' Irpinia.' Does it still exist ? 
Circolo alpino di Leoco 

see Em. Alp. operaio 
Ciroolo alpinodischio, 1892 ; in 1896 became Sez. Schiodel C.A.I., q.v. 

Busnelli, Voci sulk Alpi, 1894 
Circolo alpino d. Sette Commune. Asiago, 27 Ootober 1873-1889 
Circolo alpino Vicentino, 1874 ; became C.A.I. Sez. Viaenza in 1875 

Da Schio, Prima escursimw, 1874 I 

Climbers' Club, London, 25 March 1898 
' To encourage mountaineering, particularly in England, Wales, and Ireland, 
and to serve as a bond of union a m o w t  dl lovers of mountain-climbing . . . 
The Conlmittee shall decide on a candidate's climbing and general qualifier. 
tion.' 272 members 
Journal, quarterly from 1898 
Hon. Sec. : (3. B. Bryant, 2 King William Street, London, E.C. 

Club alpin d'Aoste ; same as C.A.I. Sezione Valdostena, Aosta, q.v. 
Club alpin belge, Brussels, 18 February 1883 

A pour but de dhvelopper le gofit des voyages ' 
Bulletin, irregular, from 1886 
Address : Jardin botanique, Brussels. Over 90 members 

Club alpin franpis, Paris, 2 April 1874 
De faciliter et de propager la connaissance exact8 des montagnes de la 

France et des pays limitrophes ' 
Artnitairc, 1875-1904; Z'nbles gWraks ,  1892, 1906; Bulktin, quarterly to 
1881 and monthly after, 1874-1904; La ~Vontqne ,  monthly from 1905; 
Co,tgr~js Inteniatwtuzl. 1880, 1900; Chalets, cabanes et abris, annual from 
1898; Coliirnissitm &s refuges, 1901 ; Cuenot et Lefrancon, Refuges des 
nzatng~ies de France, 1901 ; Commission des gloeiers, 1901. 1904 ; Corn- 
lnissiolt ds topogrnl~liis, Procdr-rerbauz, 1902-1906; Socidtd d .  peintres & 
, , m l t n ~ ,  1904 ; HPglenaent d .  guides, 1905, 1906 ; Manuel de l ' a l p i n h ,  
1904 ; LefBbure, Etnps  d'alpinisme, 2de Bd.. 1904 
Address : rue du Dac 30, Paris 

Bsotionm, 46. 5,568 members 
The following list is beliered to include every sectional publication :- 
h, 1 January-December 1W6. Bt~lletin, no. 1 only, 1886. 
~ix-leo-Baino, 25 November 1874. Budden, Recue d. clubs alpins, 1889; 

Ch&t-rcfwJe nu Grand Rernrd, 1890 ; Misullnnda, 1892 ; Shancc du 
14 mai, 1893 
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Alpeclloritimer, Nice, October 1879. Bulletin, annual from 1880; Index, 
1895 ; Chalet-refuge ds Rabuons, 1905 

At lu ,  March 1880. Bulletin, 1880-1883 ; Ficheur, Itinbraire de la G r a d  
Kabylie, 1886 

Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand, 16 May 1874. Bulletin, annual from 1876 
Buoelonnette, March 1875-1904. Rava, Albumde Barcelonnette, 1879 ; Guide 

daw lo. Vdles ds I'Ubaye. 1898 
Bonneville, 8 May 1877-1878. Monument d J. Bdnurt, 1878 
Brim n, March 1875. Album pittorespue, 1877 ; Guide duns le Brianqonnais, 189r 
Conigon, Perpignsn, May 1881: Section de Roussillon till 13 May 1885, 

when it took the place of the earlier but defunct Section du Canigou. Bulletin 
trinrsstricl, from 1895; Pybt&wientabs, 1904; Verges de Rioaudy, 
Notice historque, 1906 

Carthage, 5 July 1884. Renseignements sur Tunis, 1886 
Ote-d'Or, Dijon, 24 April 1876. Bulletin annuel, 18 numbers, 1877-1900 
D r h e ,  Valence. February 1888. Bulletin. 1891, 1905 
Pores, June 1883. Compte rendu d. srci(rsiun.9, 1893 
EantecVorger, Bellort, 1887 (Epinal, June 1876). Bulletin, annual from 
1887 ; Fournier, Lea Vosges, 1900 ; I-osqes mdridionaks, 1905 

Id re ,  Orenoble, 27 August 1874. Bulletin, 1875, 1878 ; Excl~rsiorrP autot~r de 
Grumble, 1875, 1877 ; Panorama ds la T4ta de la Maye, 1880; Oambiez, 
L'alpinisnre militaire, 1884 

Jura, b s a n w n ,  21 August 1875. Bulletin, 7 vols, 1875-1879 ; Annuaire, 1881- 
1888 

LOp~le-Saunier, 6 December 1894. CongrRs du C.A.P., 1897 
-he, Millau, April 1886-1903. Pro&-verbal, 1885 ; Bulletin, 5 parts, 1886- 
1889 

Lyon, 1 January 1876. Bulletin, 8 parts, 1878-1892 ; Revue alpine, n~onthly 
from 1895 ; Catalogus, 1904 

Haurienne, St. Jean-de-Maurienne, 5 July 1878. Nicolas, Ascension auz 
Aiguillcs d'Arvr, 1878 

Xord, Lille, March 1898. Bulletin. irregular from 1902 
Pan. December 1886. At& Pic dlOssau. 1897 ; Uz~lletin Pyrdr~Pm, monthly 

frbm 1896, in conjunction w ~ t h  Fel&ratiun PyrdnBkfe, q.v. since 1903 
Provenw, Marseilles, 4 November 1875. Bulletin trimsstriel, 1880-1893, and 
1898-1902, annual from 1903 

Lk&nwt-Loire, Chklon-sur-Sdne, April 1875. Bulbtin, annual, 1876-1889 
Lkvoie, Chembbry, 14 November 1874-1883. Ses ddbuts, 1875; La Sac& 

thermale et pittorcsq~cs, jotcrnal hebdomadaire, 187.5 
Bud-Onert, Bordeaux, 7 -4pril 1876. Bulletir~, two a year from 1877 ; Tabks 

alpitabrbdtigues, 1891, 1897 ; Catalog~te, 1897 
Tarentahe, 23 June 1875. Asce?lsion d Crdve-Ttte, 1875 
Vorgienne, Nancy, 31 January 1875. Bulletin, 8 a year from 1882. Various 

local g u i d e - b k s  are also published by this section 
The remaining sections are :- 

Albertville, April 1893 ; Alpem-Provengalem, Dime, October 1897 ; Anneal, 
13 November 1874 ; Bagneremde-Bigorre, Nay 1899 ; Bamque, Bayonne, July 
1898 ; Boargogne (Haute-), Beaune, February 1890 ; Caroux, BBziers, May 
1896 ; Uvsnner, Nfmes, 28 May 1884 ; Charnonix, October 1902 ; Come, 
14 Much 1900; Djle, July 1888; Embran, February 1876; Empinoare, 
Lamalou-les-Beins, 1 January 1904 ; Lemsn, Chonon-les-Bains, July 1888 ; 
Lot-et-Psdiraa, Cahors, March 1899 ; Mont-Blano, Bonneville, 8 Mny 1877 ; 
Xord-Elt, Laon, February 1897 ; PBrigord, PBrigueux, July 1903 ; PyrBnGc 
Centraler, Toulouse, 7 April 1876; Bouen, February 18WL; Bidobre s t  
Montagno-loire, Castres, November 1898 ; Tarbem, January 1904 

Club alpin international, Nice, 28 November 1879-1880 
Fused after a few months with the C.A.F. Alpes-Maritimes, i1.v. 
Concerned chiefly with the Maritime Alps. Internntional membership : 
about 200 members 
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Clnb alpin militaire 
Suggested in 11177. Was this ever formed ? 

Clnb alpin s h e ,  or Schweizer Alpen-Club, Olten, 19 April 1863 
'1)'explorer les Alpes suisses, de les Qtudier plus evactement sous bus lea 
rapports, de les faire mieux connaftre et d'en faciliter I'scc&s ' 
Jahrbuch, from 1864 ; Ortsregister, 1886 ; Metgliedmcerzeichniss, 1865-1877. 
nnd annual from 1889 ; mit X o t i ~ a  74. Arrskflnftm, annual, 1878-18RP; 
Beobachttcngsnofiza, 1866 ; Schzoeizcr Alpenzeitung, fortnightly, 11 vols. 
1882-1893, started by the Section Uto on the cessation of the 'Sene 
Alpenpost,' which hud previously been used for contributions; Alpinn. 
Utcllctin ofleiel, fortnightly from 1893 ; Instrtcctioi~ f. d. C;lctscher-Rksenden, 
1871 ; Grtr?zdzfige rtL einem Reglenlent f. d .  Bei gfflhrer, 1873 ; Siegfried, Diz 
Glefscher (1. S'chlceiz, 1874; Ei~zige Regeln fl. d. Arrfgabpn d. Bergffihm, 
1874 ; Confireme international, 1880 ; Rambert, Chroniqne, 1883 ; Er* 
tioil tzationnlc, 1883, 1896; Baumgartner, Gefahrm d. Bmgsteigm, 1886; 
Buss, Die erstcn 43 Jahre, 1889 ; Becker-Becker, DiE SchbnnWriser, 1892; 
Courroisier, Les cubalws, 1896, 1899; Albunz d. Clubhiltten, 1897; Cotalcq, 
1H97-1898,1905 ; Tnrif GPiiPral, 1897-1899 ; Itimrarien, 22 vola, 1863-1900: 
f i e  Glnrizer rillzn, 1902; Die C'mer .4lpen, verfasst v. Akad. -4.X. Ziirich, 
q.v., 1905; 9 Clubhiltten-K(irtchar, n.d.; Cornet de Poche, or Tosehen 
krthtrler, annual from 1905 ; also many district maps ; and  the  folloain~ 
rcports of annual meetings were issued locally :-St. Galbn,  1866 ; Pilntrra 
Lzcreriz. 1867 ; Benie, 1868 ; Zilrich, 1871 ; Latcsanne, 1872 ; Herisarc, 1873: 
Sion, 1874 ; Thu~z ,  1875 ; RCttnion dcs Cllibs Alpins, 1879 

Section#, 50 ; and 3 sub-sections ; 8,416 members (1906) : Zentmlleitnng 1907. 
Solothurn 
The following is believed to include all sectional publicationn :- 

Baohtel, 1872; subsection under Uto till 1876. Griisschen aus  d. Clribbuch. 
ln82 ; 12csfschrift, 1897 

Bawl, 1863. Pa~~ornma  (Hoffn~ann) u. Filhrer d. J Idraner -Thn l ,  1865: 
Kataloq, 1870, 1878, 1897 ; Tlziersbitler Joggeluner, 1896 ; JahresbericM, 
nnnunl 

Bern, 18(;3. Haller, Rirs tnir ttlithQ h q e ,  1887 ; Recucil de chants, 1873: 
Dns .frulcliche Mto-inelfhier, Liedcrsaminlung, 1883 ; Kata lq ,  1887 ; Diibi, 
I'ier I,t~l)otsliitcfe alpiner Thternitein, 1904 

Biel, 18H2. Strnsser, Uns ,frbhliche Murtizlthier, 1887 
Chaax-de-Fondm, 21 August 1877 ; began in 1881 afi a ~ub-section of Sect. Nen- 

cllktrloise. Cntalogue, 1890 ; Brrlletin nntruel, from 1892 
Davom, 12 October 1886. Chro~tik 1&\6-f696, 1896 
Diableretm, 1863. Chn~zso~ i~~ ie r ,  1896. 1902 
- Sous-section Jaman. Imfeld, Pnnoranta d. R o c k s  d .  %ye, 1883 
Qenevoi~e, 1 % - 9  ; therenfter Sectiom Bomander. Echo d .  A l p ,  sna 

monthly from 1864 ; Iitdex, 1892 ; Schaub, GritXe de l'asmsionniste, 1819, 
1893 

Monte Boma, Sion, 1865. Filhrer-Tazm, 1869,1877 ; Rion, Guide da botnnhth 
1872 

Neachiteloime, 16 January 1876. Imfeld, Panorama de Clrau,nont, 1881, 
1888 ; C'fl?.fr dc Clrnu~izn~tt-Chnssernl, 1888 ; Catalogue, 1889; Jubil4, 1901; 
Borel, P(i?torn?~ra dnc CrCt du Plnn, 1901 

Oberland, In te r l~ken ,  1873. T'erzeichtliss d. Bcrgfilhrer, 1883 
P i l a t u ~ ,  1,ucerne. 1864. Imfeld, Pilntrcs-Pnnornrnn, 1876; Tarif, 1880 
Bhiitia, Chur, 4 January 1864. Excursion a. d. Stclzfluh, 1865 ; Fiihrertmm 

1H71 ; Neisser, C;cschicltte, 1904 
St. Qallen, 18fj3. Heim, Sentis Pattornma, 1871, 1873.4. Aufl. 1890 ; l k ~ & h -  

itiss v.  Tottrz~t iin Sii7ltisgebiet, 1895 ; Katnlog, 1904 
Todi. Glarns, 1863. Tablenn~ d. (;tci&s, 1870; Heim, Palzoratna t. Rucks 

(ilu~.i~isclr, 1870 ; li'e!gk-~~zeilt f. d .  E'ilhrw, 1875 ; Die Sectio~r TMi ,  1881 
Toggenburg, Wattwyl, 1R77. Dm Toi~geizbi~rg, 1877 
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Uto, Zurich, 1863. Bibliothek, 1881 ; Kata lq  z!. Pawatnen, 1882 ; Becker. 
Dm Ll?qlf&k a. d .  Juntjfrau, 1887 ; Walder, Festschrift, 1904 

Webnnotein, Soleure, 1886. Bericht v. 1666-1696, 1896 ; Biblwthck, 1894, 
1905 ; Jahresbericht, annual 

Wi te r thn r ,  1879. Das new frtlhliche Mumlthier ,  1885 
Zo5ngen, 10 November 1874. Festschrift, 1899 ; FVirJgerthal, 1900 

The other Sections are the following (there nre frequent changes in ' Club- 
lokale ') :-Aam, 1869 ; Am Albir, Ziirich 1897 ; Altelr, Frutigen, 1901 ; 
Bernina, St. Moritz 1891 ; B l t h h a l p ,  Thun 1875, with which the Wildhorn 
Section, founded 1878, fused in 1897 ; Bodan, Romanshorn 1901 ; Blugdori, 
1879 ; Eimiedeln, 1903 ; Emmental, Langnau 1889 ; Ootthard, Altdorf, etc. 
1881 ; Hoher Bhon, Wadenswal 1904 ; Liigern, Baden 1900 ; Leventins, 
1904, formed as sub-seotion of Yilatus 1899; Lindenberg, 1895; Mol6lon, 
Fribourg, 1871 ; Mythen, Bchqz ,  1877 ; Oberaargsu, Langental 1881 ; 
Oberhaole, Meiringen 1904 ; Pir Sol, 1893 ; Pir Terri, Ilane 1898 ; 
Riittigau, 1890 ; Bsnden, Sohaffhausen 1886 ; Borsahaoh, Constance 1889 ; 
Boosberg, Zug 1881 ; Biintb, Herisau 1869 ; Tiaino, see Club Alp.-Tioinese ; 
Thurgau, Frauenfeld 1897 ; Titlir, 1877 ; Unter-Engadin, 1893 ; and former 
sections not now existing, Alvier, Appenzell, Scesaplana 

Clnb alpino somdemico italiano, Torino, 6 April 1904 
' E  costituito in aeno nl C.A.I. nn Club alpino accademioo, che si propone 
di coltivare e diffondere 1' alpiniemo senza guide in tutte le sue forme.' 
Address : Via Monte di Pieta 28, Torino 

Clnb alpino bataxme, Bassano, 23 September 1892 
' Lo  studio delle monhgne e pi& specialmente di quelle della provincia, 
facendole conoscere sotto 1' aspetto matenale, scientific0 e artiatico, promuo- 
vendo ogni miglioramento nelle condizioni degli alpigiani ' 
Rollettino anlauule, 3 vols, 1894-1897 ; Gobbi, Le Colonis Alpine, 1901 ; 
Fraccaro, Guda d. Baasnluse, 1908 
160 members. Founded in 1900 a children's mountain convnlescent home, 
on which a report, Colonia Alpina Bassatme, has been published annually 
since 1901 : and is interested in re-afforestation 

Club alpino flumano, F i u m e ,  12 January 1886 
' I)i coltivare 1' alpinismo in generale, e pih specinlmente di conoscere e far 
conoacere la regione fiumana ' 
.-lil?iuario, 1889, 1892; Liburnin, nvista bimestrale, from 1902 
Address : Via Biotia 1, Fiume. 147 members 

Clnb alpino di Qarfagnana, Caatelnnovo, 1876-? 1883 
Bolktti7ro trimestrnlc, 1879 

Clnb alpino italiano, Torino, 23 October 1863: till 1866 called 
Club alpino di Torino 
' Di promnovere la conoscenza e lo studio delle montagne, specialmente delle 
italinne ' 
The 'Giornale d. Alpi' was first used for Club notices ; Bolletti?ro, quarterly 
and annual, from 1865; Inder, 1885, 1894; A l m a w ,  1871, 1872; 
L' dlpi~lista, 2 vola, 1874-1875 ; Rivista awns, 3 vols, 1882-1884 ; Ravish 
meluile, monthly from 1885 ; Indez, 1892 ; Istruzioni ad uso dei soci, 1881 ; 
Eslwstzw71e narwnalo, 1884 ; Cainer, Cronuca, 188d ; Staltcto d. guidc, 
1888 ; Guide e portalori, 1688 ; Catabgo, 1896, 1897-1899 ; Vndcnzecunl 
dell' dlpinista, annual, 1900-1902 
Address : Via Nonte di P i ed  28, Turin 

&otione, 35 ; 6,200 members 
The following is believed to include all sectional publications :- 

dgordo, 3 February 1869. Inatqurazimw d. Osseroalwio, 1872. Adunanze 
stramdinark, 4 vols, 1874-5-8-8 ; Rupiah escursiotw llel Bellunese, 1888 

Alpi marittime, 1882-1891. Annali, 1881-1887, 6 parts 
Ao~ta ,  3 May, 1866 : till 10 March 1873 Succuraale dlAoste du C.A.I. Obser- 
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vations aux guides, 1874 ; Rdglsment, 1877 ; Reynandi, Aoste et sa Faille 
1903 ; Libretto Soeinle, 1906 

Auromo ; ses Cadorina 
Belluno, 1891. I1 vioggiature nel Bellumse, 1893 
Bergamo, Slay 1873. Rota. .Ytudw sul Hesqone. 1873 ; R e l a a h ,  annual, 

1874-1901, and from 1904 ; Stoppani, Cfuida alle prealpi bergamasche, 1877, 
1888, 1900; Varisco, Profib pawamieo  dclb Prealyi, 1881; Pozzi. Guida 
alle Prealpi di LEUY), 1883 ; ffuia'a d. Z& c o q r ~ s s o  alpino, 1897 ; Castell!, 
Prime asemsiona mlle Prealpi, 1898 

Biella, 26 November 187'2. Q u d a  per gite, 1873, 1882; L a  Setiae, 1877; 
Cesati, Sguardo t~cristico sulla flora, 18r32 ; Bnrbieri, Impressioni bkllwi, 
1882 ; Antoniotti, Monograjiu dell' agrdcoltura, 1882 ; Verbale dell' adutuanza, 
1883 ; Camerano, I1 museo biellrse, 1887 ; Ehcco, Carla geologica, 1688 ; 
Sacco, I terreni terziari, 1888; Helazwni, annual 1892-1895; I1 Bielle~,  
1898; De Agostini, Carta del Biellese, 1901; L a  S e s k e  n e ~ l i  anni fbY3-  
f90.1, 1902 

Bologna, 1 March 1875. L a  fondazicnze, 1875 ; Modini, I1 Faucigny, 1878, 
3rd ed. 1879 ; Bombicci, L' Appentibio k~lognesc, 1882 ; Bonora. I t iwar ihU '  
Appeiinino, 1883, 1888, 1898 ; Annuario, 189" ; Rieordo del Cotlgre~so, 1899 ; 
Relasione, 1902 ; Cntalogo, 1904 

B m k ,  4 July 1874. Bolbttino, 3 vols, 1875, 1876, 1896; Guida delkr 
Provinein, 1882, 1889 ; Escalsior, note nlpim, 1886 ; Prospetto delle escvr- 
h i ,  1887 ; Antonio Stoppani, 1897 ; Onryra, Fuhrer durch Brescia, 1901 ; 
Onaga, Gttida d i  Urescin, 1903 

Cadorina, Auronzo, December 1873. Ronzon, I2 C&e, 1876 
Calabrere, Catanzaro, 1879-1883. Serravalle, Relazimi, 2, 1880 
Catania, 1875. Guida d. Seriune, 1888 ; Glcide riw~wscirrti. 1888 ; Corsaro. 

All' Etna,  1904 
Cavaneae, Ivrea, 13 June 1875-1882. Bruno, Misirra d. altezae, 1878 
Como, 1875. Alp; Col~lasche, 1893 ; Ilelazioni, annual 18961900 ; Annuario, 

1901-1903 ; Urusoni, Da &Ii&no a I~ucer~m. 1900 ; Brusoni. G ~ r i d a  di IJem. 
1903 ; Programlna, annunl from 1904 ; Cnrta alp. d .  Alta Lombardia, n.d. 

Domodoaaoln, 1869. B~zet ta ,  L a  Vnlle Antrona, 1881 ; Bazetta, Gutdo &Ir 
OssoZa, 1888 ; Brusoni, Valscsin, Ossola, ecc., 1892 

Ems, 1075. Le montagrw fra la Secchia e 1' Enaa, 1876 ; Reht ionc  d. gas o 
Canossa, 1877 ; fiardotte, il r z l i  Ctnqresso del C.A.I., 1883 

Pirenae, 1 July 1868. Rt-golammrto ed il C.A.I. ecc., 1874; T i p i ,  Q u i d o  
della nzotttagnn pistoic,sr, 1876, 3rd ed. 1878; Bertini, Itincrarw d. Alpi 
Aprcmrc, 1876 ; G. Dalgas, I1 Pisanano, 1876.3rd ed. 1878 ; Osscrvatorio dl 

E'irsolr, 1878 ; Bolleltino, Scrztti uurii, 6 parts, 1878-1882 ; Bnddeo, 
Hiinboschimtto. 1880 ; Beni, (iriida del Cnsfntino, 1881, 1889 ; Bertini, 
Qititln d. Val di Uiseneio, 1881 ; liesoconto, 1883-4-5 ; Atit~uarw, 1886, 
1887 ; Cntalogo, 1894 ; O?nnqgio  alla nwmuria di T. Canhay -Dupg .  1901 ; 
Rebustini, Lircida dell' alta I b l  del Teverr, 1901 
- Stazioni alpine di Lucca, di Prato e di Stia I 

- Stazione alpina Emilio Uertini, Prato, 1898. Stattito, 1905 ; Prooramnla, 
1906 

Fria lan~,  21 April 1879 : became Soc. Alpine friulana in 1880, q.v. Vdasai, 
Ina~~~~rcraz io~w,  1880 ; Rc,lasione, 1880 

Ieai, 1905. L' Ap~wanttw Centrale, monthly from 1906 : sea Club escnrsionisti 
di Iesi I 

Leooo, 30 April 1874-1880 ; reformed 26 February 1883. Gomes, Innu dpino, 
1884 ; f i l e  alpinistlchc, 1885, 1893; Cermenati, C a ~ 1 0 ~ a s i o n e  di  G.  
Possi, 1890; Cermenati, A. S t q p n i  e ff. Poazi, 1891 ; Inaugurasiae d. 
Stasimle Alpina A. Stoppnni, 1895 ; n z m  annaversorw, 1899 ; Cermenati, 
I1 Clrcb alpilw e la lklsassina, 1899 ; Carte delb Prealpi, a d .  ; Guda 
itinclario, 1903 ; Vndnneez~m, ? 1894 

Ligare, C)enoa, 1879. Ricordo, 18H3 ; Portafogli d. Alpinisha, 1886 ; Issel. 
Cnrta geologica d. Ligicri, 1887 ; Martinelli, Regime orestab ed i l  C.A.I., 
1W8 ; Timosci. ASC~IUVIM a1 a. C m i n o ,  1889 ; D e i e  Piane, Quyla IYU. 
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Appnnino Ligure, 1892, 1896 ; Ratti, Da G m u  a Cuneo, 1896 ; Regola- 
m 1 ~ b  e tariJe, 1896 ; Bensa, 02cida d. z m i i i  Co?rgresso alpino, 1896 ; Costa, 
L' igiene i n  matagna,  1896 ; MLiodini, Serra d. Argentera, 1898; Poggi, L a  
LirJuriu ronlcmna, 1899; Gite memili, annual from 1901; Poggi, Le due 
Riciere, 1901 ; Poggi, L a  Poleeuera 477 anni a. C., 1901 ; Annuarw, from 
1902 ; Poggi, Studi Storici, 1902 ; Rasegnu, 1905,1906 

Lombarde, Bezioni, Milan, 16 January, 1907. ' E costituito fra i soci delle 
Sezioni Lombarde del C.A.I. un Gruppo di Alpinisti senza Guide ' 

Lucana, Potenza, 1878-1883. Annrcarw 1878-18g0, 1881 ; Bellucci, Itinmario 
della Bmilicntu, 1879 ; Lomonaco, Dell' a lp in ism  it^ Basilicafa, 1880 

Llmigi.ua, Bagnone, 13 January 1884-1886. Bollettino, 1886 
Marchigicmna, Ancona, 1875-1885. A1 Vettore, 1879 
Milam, 16 November 1873. Qrassi, L e  misure d. altesse, 1876 ; Guida alle Alpi 

di Uergamo, 1877 ; Istrueioni per gli alpinisti, ? 1878 ; Pogliaghi, Cartu d. 
dlpi Vallellinese, 1878; Bossoli, Tavok baromtriclre, 1881 ; Lurani, L s  
montagne del Valmasino, 1881 ; Annuarw, 1883, 1884, and annual from 
1890 ; Pogliaghi, Cartu del Orth-Cevedalc, 1884 ; Bignami-Somami, 
Dizionario nll~inn, 1892 ; Vittndini, G. Poggi, 1894 ; 95'' anniversarw. 1898 ; 
Catnlnqo, 1899 ; Pnnuram d. Grigna Settattrionub, 1899 ; Tari fe ,  1901 

- Ski-Club, 1902. Stat~tto,  1902 ; Reports in ' Annuario d. Sezione ' 
Moxma, 9 April 1899: started c ~ s  Soc. Alpinisti Mouzesi, q.v. Regolamento, 

? annual ; Annuario, 1900, 1901, ? later 
- Starione Univerritaria, 1905 ; ' di promuovere la conoscenza e lo studio delle 

montagne Ira gli studenti italiani.' Membership for University students 
only. Vademeclcm della s tdente  alpinistu, 2 editions, 1907 

Napoli, 21 January 1871 ; in 1899 the 8oc. Alp. Meridionale,q.v., joined with this 
section. Co>qresso i n  Clriets, 1871 ; Cannavale, Passeggirrfe Appn7dm,  1886 ; 
Lo  Sl~cttaturc del Vesuzw, 1887; Savastano, Il rirnboschimento, 1893 ; 
L' r i lg~er~ni~w mneridwm~le, quarterly, 1899-1902 

Palenno, 1877-1882 ; re-formed 1889 ; Societd alpina d i  P a h w ,  1880 ; xziv 
Co~~qresso d. alpinisti italiani, 1892; Guirlo d. Provincia, in hand since 
1890, not get published ; Carta d. Madonie, n.d. ; Carta d. Provineia, n.d. 

Perngia, 18 April 1875. An~rttario, 1884, 1 8 s  ; A ~ ~ t o n i o  Cecchi, 1897 
Piaeno, 1885-1892. Gr~uZu della Provinciu d i  Ascoli PieeM, 1889 
Pinerolo, 1877. Ball, G u d a  d. rilpi Cozis, 1879 
Born,  May 1873. Coleman, Escrcrswne sui Sitnbruini, 1881 ; Abbate, Da 

Urescia a 'Trento, 1881 ; Bolbttino 1660-6, 1887, and annual from 1893 ; 
Fritsclie, Carla drl Grau Sasso, 1686; Fonteanive, Gr~irln a i  lnuninlenti 
detti ciclopici, 1887 ; Annuario, 3 vols, 1887, 1888, 1892 ; Abbate, Guida d d  
Gran Snsso, 1888 ; Abbate, Cfuida della Provincia, 1890,1894 ; Tarife per i l  
(;ran Sasso, 1896 ; Catulogo, 1897 ; Abbate, Gz~ida dell' Abrwso, 1903 

- Circolo speleologico, 1904 
Sarrari, 1879-1883. Lovisato, Gitu inaugurab, 1879 ; Siro, Escursions del 

Camoo Mela. 1879 
~ a v o n h e ,  15 November, 1884-1899 ; continued as Club Alp. savoneae, q.v. 

Uolk7ttino I,S6+.1687, 1887 
Bchio, 1896 ; started in 1892 a8 Ciroolo alp. di Schio. a.v. Relasioni. 1896 : . - 

Fontana, G r d a  di  VaMagno, 1898 
Sura, 1872-1886. Carte altimetriche, 1878 ; L a  semona all' Esposizwne, 1881 ; 

Uollt.ttt~~o, 1879, 1880 ; Caso, Laflora segusina d i  I%. Rd, 1881 
Tolmerxo, 15 January 1874-1880 ; fused with the Seeione frinlana, later Soa. 

alp. friulana. Dal Peralba a1 Canim,  roccolta di  atti, 1875, 1877 ; 
Relazw~ie, 1878 

Torino, 1866. Bossoli, Y Panorams d. Alpi, 1874 ; 6 Conferme alpine, 1876 ; 
Baretti, Fenonmi  sui ghiacciai, 1876 ; Bertetti, Prim; passi in alpiniamo, 
1876 ; Prina, L a  coda e lapiccossa ne lb  grandi ascrmsiai, 1876 ; Vallino, 
Iqiote deZ alpinismno, 1876 ; Denza, Mell.orologia e b mon@,ne, 1876 ; Isaia, 
I1 C.A.I., 1876 ; .90nac4,3  parts, 1880 ; Catalog0 d. Esposizwne, 1881,1904 ; 
Citclda d. Espostzwne, 1884 ; Vaccarone, Cfuida pci Congressi alpini, 1885; 
Notizie, annual from 1887 ; Martelli, eto., Guida d. Alpi occidentuli, 1889, 
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1896 ; Vaccarone, Il &an Paradim, 1894 ; Rey, A1 Monte Rosa, 1697: 
Vaccarone, C f .  Corrd, 1897 ; E s n r r s i a i  d a  Torim, 1897 ; L a  vedotta ed il 
mweo alpino, 1898 ; Le Vdli  d i  Lanao, 1904 ; E s ~ ~  d i  Arle alpina, 
1904 

Veldoatam; see Aosts 
Valtellineae, Sondrio, August 1872. Bonfadini, Gu& a1 Valtellina, 1873, 

1884 ; Atti d. vi Congresso, 1875 ; Regolamento per le guide, 1880 
Vamllo, July 1867. Vallino, I n  Valsesin, 1878 ; Cnrta geolugica di N'owra, 

1881; Spanna, Discorso, 1882; Oallo, &ida del Va'akrcsia, 1883, 1691; 
L '  illuatraoione delln Vabesia, 7 1886 ; Storia della Sezione, 1886 ; Parona, 
Carta geologica d. T'alsesia, 1886 ; Giordani, L a  C o h i a  t&ca di Aiaqna- 
Valse&, 1891 

Venezia, 7 February 1890. Rebawna, annual ; Libro d.guide, 1895 ; Brentari, 
G'uida del Cadore, 1896 ; I1  primo dieennio, 1900 ; Ceresole, Osrcmazioni 
meteorologiche, 1905 

Verbsno, Intra, 1874. BoUcttino, 7 vols, 1877-1886 ; Fsnchiotti, L a  Scsionc 
ed il rimboschinlento, 1885; Itinenrrio, 1891 ; Qabardini, Camemoroziolv 
dell' anniaersario, 1899 

Verona, 13 March 1875. Attivitd, annual from 7 1876 ; Cronaea 4679-fES0, 
1880; Prenlpi Veronese, 1888 

Viaenra, 1875; began in 1874 ss Circolo alpino vicentino, q.v. A1 Paatdio, 
1875 ; Escursioni diverse, 1875 ; (iik ed m u r s i a i ,  1876 ; Bolkttino, 10 vols, 
1876-1889 ; Cainer, Una gito a1 Summano, 1876 ; Prospetto d. escursioni, 
1878; Cronuca, 1881 ; Le Rogazimi d i  Asiogo, 1881, 2 editions; Budden, 
L' a1 'nismo e gli alpiqaani, 1881 ; Colleoni, Val dt  Fieme, ecc., 1881 ; Lioy, 
G u x d i  Recoaro, 1883 ; Cita, L '  alpinismo nel Vmeto, 1884 ; Panorama d. 
Villu Roasi, 1884; Cita, Strenna nntals, 1884; Brentari, Guida &pinu, 
1885 ; Cainer, Guida d i  Vieam,  Recoaro, em., 1887, 1888 ; Cainer, Altczu 
d i  4062 punti, 1888; Colleoni, I1 anniversario d. Seziaa ,  1899 ; Kegri, 
Cnrta gwlogica d. Provincia, 1901 
Other sections are or were:-Abrmrwe in Chieti, 1888, originally Chieti. 
1872-1880 ; Alpi Marittime, Cuneo, 1897, originally Cnneo, 1873-1877 ; 
Apnana, Carrara, 1888-1896; Boaaea, Mondovi, 1881-1889; Cagliari, 1879- 
1H80 ; Crernona, 1887 ; Liri, Arpino, 1890-1891 ; Mmrina, 1897 ; Hodew 
1875-1882 ; Pim, 1875-1878 ; Bannit., Campobasso, 1886-1888 ; Bpoleto, 
1884-1885 

Clnb alpino livornese, March 1886 : in 1887 became Sez. livornese 
del C.A.I. 

Clnb alpino dei Monti Berici 
see Club hfonti Berici 

Clnb alpino operaio di Ban Elocco, Como 
Club alpino popnlare, Milan, 1906 only 
Clnb alpino salernitmo, Salerno, 1901-? 1906 
Club alpino aardo, Cagliari ,  March 1893 

Di far conoscere le nostre montagne, di agevolarne le ascensioni e di pro- 
muoverne le ricerche scientifiche ' 
Uolbttino, 4 parts, 1893-1894 ; continued as Annuario from 1896 

Club alpino ssvonese, Savona,  7 December 1899 
'Lo studio e la conoscenzs pratica delle montagne, organizzando escursion~ 
alpine e dando impulso a studi geografici, ecc.' 78 members in 1905 
Originally a seotion of the C.A.I., q.v. 
Address : Piazza Gtaribaldi 2, Savona 

C lub  alpino siciliano, Palermo, 9 September 1892 
Diffondere in Sicilia 1' nlpinismo specialmente fra i giovani, far conoscere 

le montngne di Sicilia . . . promuovere gli studii delle industrie agriwle, 
ecc.' Sicitla, quarterly from 1896 
Address : Via Maquedn 282, Palermo. 508 members 
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Club alpino silano, Cosenza. Non-existent in 1907 
Club alpino ticinese, Bellinzona, 11 April 1886 ; became in 1887, 

under special rules, the revived Section Ticino d. S.A.C., previously 
existing 1872-5 
' Visitare e far conoscere le regioni montuose del nostro Cantone e del paese 
limitrofo ' 
Annuarw, 5 vols, 1887-1890, 1896 

Clnb alpino di Torino 
see Clnb alpino italiano 

Club alpino di Rapani,  29 December 1898 
' Di promuovere la conoscenza e lo studio deUe monkagne della Provinoia ' 

Clnb ascemionniete grenoblob, Grenoble, 12 January 1899 
'De faciliter par des lectures, des confbrences et au moyen d'escuraions 
collectives et de famille lea connaissances du Dauphin6 ' 
Le Phihnthropc, irregular, 1900-1902 ; L'Ascsnsionniste grenoblois, monthly 
from 1902-1903 ; Revue montqnurdc, monthly from 1906 
Address : Place Grenette 12, Grenoble 

Clnb des Alpinistea, Tunis, 1892 
Clnb escursionisti di Ieei, 1 November 1902 : has worked with the 

Sez. Iesi d. C.A.I. since 1906 
' Si propone di conoscere e di far conoscere i monti dell' Appennino Setten- 
trionale e del Centrale ' 
L' Appmnino Centrals, 6 times a year from 1904 

Club jursesien, Neuchitel, 1865 
Le R a m u  de Sapin, from 1866, except 1873 

Club montsgnard genevob, 1904 
Address : Corps Saints 3, Geneva 

Club Monti Berici, Lonigo, 1881 
' Di far oonoscere le moutagne specialmente del Vicentino . . . di promuovere 
tra i giovani le ewnrsioni nelle regioni montuoae, per rinvigorire il wrpo oon 
alpestre passe(lgiate ed ardue salite e per arricahire la mente di utili cognizioni ' 

Club des Sports alpins, Chamonix, 1902 
' I1 a pour but de favoriser lea excursions sur nos montagnes et d'sttirer les 
alpiniates dans notre vallbe.' 130 members 
President : Dr. M. Payot, Chamonix 

Clnb tonriati trimtini, Trieste, 19 December 1884 
Il tuurista, monthly, 1894-1899, and quarterly thereafter 

Compagnia alpino operaio Lecchese 
see Soc. Alp. operaio 

Crimeen Alpine Club, Krimski Gorny Klub, Odessa, 1891 ; name 
altered in 1906 to Crimean and Caucasian Alpine Clnb 
' To explore the Taurus mountains and the Caucasus, to develop agricullnre, 
to protect animals and plants.' About 900 members 
Znpiski, annual 1891-4, monthly thereafter , Addrese : Gorodskoi Sad, Odessa 

Derby shire Pennine Clnb, Shefield, 30 November 1906 
' The organisation of the sports of rock-climbing, cave-exploring, and hill- 
walking, and the collection and dissemination among the members of 
information, literature, maps, etc., relating thereto.' 20 members 
Hon. Sec., H. Bishop, Avon House, Fieldherd Road, Sheaeld 
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Dentsoher Alpenverein, Munich, 9 May 1869-1873 
' Die Kenntnisse von den Deutschen Alpen zu erweitern und m verbreiten. 
ihre Bereisung zu erleichtern ' 
United with the Oesterreich. Alpenverein to form the 

Dentsoher und Oesterreiohbaher Alpenverein, Munich, 1 January 
1874 
' Die Kenntniss d. Alpen Deutschlands u. Oesterreich zu erweitern u. ZW 
verbreiten, sowie ihre Bereisung zu erleichtern ' 
Zeitschrift, annual from 1870 ; Bcilagen, Anbitung au roissenschafflichen 
Beobachtungen, 6 parts, 1882 ; Wr~senschaftliehe Ergd!n.aungshafte, 4 parts, 
1897-1906; Mittheilungen, fortnightly from 1875; Regkter au d. Publim- 
t iona, 1877,1887, 1896, 1901, 1905 ; Ein Bl ick  auf seine Ziele, 1879; Eine 
~bers icht  seiner Ziels, 1884 ; A t h  d. AlpenpOra, 1881,1896-1898 ; Della 
Torre, Handbuch sum A t h ,  1899 ; Della Torre, WOrterbuch d. botanisehsn 
Fachausdrt(cke, 1884 ; Schulausgabe d. Atlas, n.d. ; Richter, Erschliessung 
d. Ostalpen, 3 vole, 1893-1894 ; Kabnder, annual from 1888 ; dnleitung 
2. Ailsilbung d. BergfUhrers Bmfer,  1891, 1893, 1896, 1906 ; Emmer, Ver. 
fasmng und Verwaltung, 1893 ; Emmer, ffeschichte, 1894 ; Fritsch, I k -  
aeichnis d. Gbtschennarken, 1898 ; Rosenthal. P-erzeichniss d. Schfitshiitten, 
1900 ; Veraeichniss d. atrtoris. Bergfllhrer, annual from 1902 (see under Berlin 
Section) ; BWwweraeichniss, 1902, 1906 ; Fflhrertarife, 1-4, 1904-1907 ; 
Aichinger, Technik d. Bergsteigens, 1906 ; also many maps and panoramas 
There are 343 Beotionr (73,219 members), most of which publish annual 
reports containing list of members and expeditions and news of huts, and 
often summaries of papers read, and many Sections publish guide-book: 
and library catalogues. The following have published ' Pertrohriften : 
Allg&z~-Im-tudt, 1899 ; Allgdu-Kempten, 1896 ; Aupburg, 1891 ; Bcrlan, 
1894 ; Bosen, 1895 ; Breslau, 1883, 1902 ; C h n i t a ,  1907 ; Coburg, 1904 ; 
D a m t a d t ,  1895, 1905 ; Dresda, 1898 ; k a n k f ~ i r t ,  1894, 1904 ; Gern, 190.5; 
Gbiwita, 1900 ; Golling, 1905; Gotha, 1906; Greie, 1906 ; Halle, 1896; 
Hamburg, 1900; H&lberg, 1894; Innsbruck, 1887 ; Karlsruhe, 1895; 
Klqenfurt, 1897 ; KOnigsberg, 1894, 1901 ; Kmtana ,  1899 ; Krnin, 1901 ; 
Kftfstein, 1884 ; Kthtenland, 1883 ; Landshrit, 1900; Leipzig, 1894 ; Naind, 
1897; Marburg, 1901; Mi lnckn,  1894, 1900; N U r n k g ,  1899: Pa~sau, 
1899 ; Prg, 1896 ; Regensburg, 1895 ; Rheinland, 1901 ; Rosenheim, 1902; 
Salaburg, 1890 ; Salakummcrgut, 1900 ; Schwaben, 1894 ; Schroarrer Chnk 
1906 ; Sihesia, 1896 ; Sunneberg, 1901 ; Ststtin, 1898; Steyr, 1899 ; TtJls, 
1906; UZm, 1904; f i l lach, 1895 ; IVarnsdorf, 1902 ; Weiden, 1905; 
Wiesbada, 1907 ; TVZlrzburg, 1902 
For Zweigvereine see Alpine Association of Grent Britain, Manchester 
Zweigverein, T s i n e u  Bergverein. Aaademical Bectiom are :-Vienna, 1887, 
Berlin 1892, Graz 1892, Dresden 1901, Innsbruck 1902 
Address for 1907 : Miinchen 
The publications of the following Sections may be separately mentioned : b 

date,of foundation prior to 1874 indicates a Section of the ' Deutscher Alpen- 
vereln ' :- 
Al lg i in -hen rbd t ,  21 May 1874 : founded as Bezirksverein d. Sekt. Augsburg. 

28 August 1869. Waltenberger, Entfernzcngskarte f. AllgUu, 1886; Panoram 
v. hTebcl lm, 1886 ; Festschrift, 1899 

Allgaa-Kempten, 7 September 1871. Festschrift, 1896 ; Forderreuther, Gcolog. 
Plattderei u. die Al lg i i ~~e r  Blpen, 1897 

Amberg, 23 October 1884. Simon, Panorama d. SckrankogcZs, 1894 
Auntria, Viennn, 3 January 1874 ; the fusion of the Oesterr. Alpenserein, q.v.. 

and of the Sekt. Nien d. deutschen A.-V., founded 18 January 1870. Bwtchf, 
annual from 1873 ; Rcisekarte d. Salzkammergutes, 1877 ; Kiel, ReW- 
karte d. Schneeberg. 1879 ; Fi lhrer d. d. Salakammergzlt, 1880 ; BBhm, 
Hochsch~uabgru~pe, 1881,1896 ; Fickeis, Schneeberg, 1682,1883; Biederma~,  
Fl lhrer atif d. Ho lu  Vcitsch, 1882; Jahne, KarawankenfUhrer, 1882,1896; 
Zoff, Pnnoravtn v. Brandrkdel, 1882 ; Katabg. 1882 ; Geyer, Dachstt%1tgebir@ 
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1886 ; Zur f i n w u n g  an der W n d u n g  dss 0e.A.-V., 1887 ; Nachkh tm,  
quarterly from 1892 

Barmen, 25 November 1896. Erster Berieht 4696-4904,1902 ; Barmsn HUttm- 
T r i l k ,  Festspicl, 1903 ; V i e  gslnngt man tw B a w - H U t t e ,  1904 

Berahteagaden, 17 May 1875. Purtscheller, Fuhrer, 1893 
Berlin, November 1869. Jahrssberieht, annual from 1873; Veraeiehnias d. 

autorist. Fuhrer, annual, 1886-1900, continued in ' Kalender,' above ; 
Eatdog, 1887, 1894-1898,1904 ; P a w o m a  d. Schwarmteingrundes, 1890 ; 
Festschrift, 1894 ; Treptow, Dis Berliner Hl t tm ,  1892,1905, 1907 ; Deegen, 
Bergfaht i m  Zillsrthal, 1896 ; Mitteiluntgm, monthly from 1900 ; Berg- 
fuhrertatif f. d. Zillcrtal, 1904. The Section hae alm publi~hed 4 vole of 
Wanrlerunqen, by T. Wundt 

- Z w q l o r e  Vereinigang v. Hoahtourbten der klrtion, 11 November 1693. 
Festschrift, 1903 

Bladenr, 1896. Bffhrer d. Bludsrrs, 1908 
Beren, 3 November 1869. Peischer, Der R o t h t c i n ,  1890 ; Peisoher, Ordentwr- 

ungsblatt v. Pemgal and u. ScMsm, 1896 ; Featgabe, X X Z V .  Qeneralversamm- 
lung 1904 

Brerha,  30 November 1877. Bcricht 8. d. .? erstm Jahrs, 1883; Schmidt, 
D m  Lied v. d. Hulk ,  1883 ; Aua d. Leben d .  Sektiun, 1688 ; Schmidt. 
Im goMncn Maim, 1890 ; Liedetbueh, 1893 ; Katalog, 1899-1903 ; Fest- 
schrift, 1902 

Braneck, April 1870-1873; reconstituted 16 May 1880. Siegl, P a w a m  d. 
K~mplata, 1896 

Carrel, 1 April 1887. Bericht 4897-f9M, 1908 
Cilli, 24 April 1884 ; see Sannthaler Alpen-Club. Glantschnigg, Cilli u. 8. 

Umyebtcng, 1887 
Drerden, 9 April 1878. Bericht, 1881 ; Festschrift, 1898 ; P a w a m ,  Vd d i  

Cannk, 1897 ; Das Villnllstul, 1906 
Fieberbrann, 20 April 1884. Rudschau v. JVildseel&, 1904 
Rankfnrt  a. M., 8 September 1869. Atls de+ Chronik d. Section, 1890; 

Festschr~ft, 1894; Katulog, 1894; Kirschbaum, L'lumsnless azw d. Alpinen 
Chronik, 1899, and Zweite Blummbse, 1900 ; Bericht 4894-1904, 1904 

Fflraen, 16 January 1887. Roggenhofer, P a w a m  z.. d. Schlicks, 1903 
Oleiwiaitr, 1895. Bericlzt fS95-9,1900 ; Baumgartner, P a w a m u v .  Incbachhorn, 
1901 

Qmiind, 1897. See Sektion Klagenfart and Gmiindner Gebirgsverein. Fuhrer- 
Tarif, 1898 

Oolling, 1 December 1880. Meinhart, Golling u. s. Umgebung, 1889; 
Festschrift, 1905 

@om, 21 January 1888-1901. N h ,  Itinerw f. Gmr. 1891 
Qriiden, 2 July 1885. Cfs*, ein Wegwkser, 1887; 2. Aufl., Moroder, Das 

Cirlidnerthal, 1891 
Ealle, 14 May 1886. Bcricht 4896-4900, 1900; annual thereafter; Fuhrer 

d. d. Suldenthnl, 1902 ; Katalog, 1904 
Eannover. 18 April 1885. Buchheister, Wie d. Fuhrer sieh zu bhalten haben, 
18H2 ; Bwicht, annual from 1886 ; Arnold, Untsno&ung f. d. Mitql ieh,  
lRHT,, 1899, 1900 ; Amold, dlolnitzthal, 1890 ; Arnold, Z i e b  d. Alpmuereins, 
1891 ; Arnold, Ccnnm~rsbllehkin f. Alpenfreunda, 2 Auflagen, 1891; 
F~~stschrijt, 1900 

Hoohpaaterthrl, Niederdorf, December 1869-1874 ; reconstituted 1877. Burger, 
I'anorama v. Dilrrmt&n, 1896 

Imat, 9 February 1872. I w t  u. s. U~ngebung, 1888 
Innabraok, November 1869. Bericht fs7o-rrj~6,  1886 ; Berichte, annual from 
1HN ; Katabg, 1902, with annual ' Nachtrage ' 

h r l r r u h e ,  31 January 1870. Nix ff lr Ungut, 1895 ; KataEog, 1895 ; Brehm, 
Fc~st.ppie1, 1895 ; Liehbuch  ' Fihlitns,' 1896 ; Routenlidrtclm d. HfLtfe 
' FidcLlita,' 1898 

w e n f n r t ,  12 November 1871. Sohiittelkopi, Spnziergdnge a11~ W(h-thersee, 
1895; Oberlecher, Rqmdsehau v. d. Adlersruhe, 1896 ; Oberlecher, Ller (froas 
Olockw,  1897 ; E'eslschrift, 1897 
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Xlagenfirt, h a  Omfind, 14 June 1891-1897. See SektioqWmiind and Gmiindner 
Gebirgsverein. Gmfind u. s. L-~rqebung, 2. Aufl. 1893 ; Jahrcshricht, 1893, 
1894 

- Qaa Kar~wanken, or f i n w a n k e n  Alpen-Club, Klagenfurt, 22 February 1901 
Kon#t.nr, 21 March 1874. Fuhrer d.  K m t n n z ,  1890, 189'2; Festsehrlff, 

1899 ; Katalog, 1904 
Krain, Luibach, 7 March 1874-7 ; reaonstitubd 1881. Keesbacher, d [pint 

D&&tikun, 1882 ; Rosohnik, Runddcliau v. SchLossLerge, 1892, 1904 ; 
Cmgebungskarte v.  Laibach, 1892 ; Sima, I m  B i l l i c h g r m  Gebirge, 1892; 
HUtfen u. Wege, 1896 ; Festschrift, 1901 

Kuf#tein, 15 April 1877. Trier, ~ u n d s c k a u  c. T h i e r k g ,  1880; Jubi&lrm. 
1884 ; Wegmarkinlnqskarte, 1R92 ; Kufstcin u. d .  liaisergebirge. 1904; 
Reschreiter, Patwrama d. Ellnratwr Halbpitze, 1904; Petters, liarte d. 
Kakergebirge, 1906 

Xttrtenl~nd, Trieste, 19 June 1873 ; Bezione litorale. E n k a n ,  a periodid 
irregularly published, 1873-1883 ? ; Itinerar f. d. KihtPnland, 1878 ; 
P a w a m a  v. Ojciwa, 1878 ; Cierknkblatt, 1883 ; Lindenthal, Tabells d.  
Awsichtsweite, 1887 ; Niiller, @often v. S .  Caluian, 1887 ; Chronik 16;J- 
1699, 1893 ; Guida d. Caverne d i  S .  Cansiano, 1896 

Lrdini., 14 October 1886. Enneberg rr. Buelmsstkn, 1889 
Leiprig ; 31 May-26 June 1869 this was the Leipziger Mpenverein. VerOJml- 

l i e h ~ ~ q e n ,  later Jahresberickt ; (1) Piickert, Bericht, .1669-i'i79, 1w; 
(2) Siissmilch, Alpfibergcinge, 1882; (3) 1887, and annual from 1889; 
Miitheillrngen, 1884, no. 2 Festzeitung, 1888 ; Kafalog, 1886, 1902 ; FA- 
schrift, 1894 ; Compton, All~cn-Diorama, 1897 

Lienr, June 1869. Karlc c. Liene, 1889 
Linr, 20 March 1874. Kraus, Spz i e rgd~qe ,  1887 ; L i m  a n  d. Donau, 1887; 

BUcha7verzeichnis, 1905 
L-U, 1885. Patwrama v. Spekreck, n.d. 
Hainx, December 1883. Z u r  E r i n m y  a n  Maina, 1890 ; Festschrift, 1897 
Hemmingen, 1869. Hommel, Panorama v. ScMoss Eisenburg, 1877 
Yittenwald, 1874. Mittenwald-Fff hrsr, 9. Aufl. 1906 
Yittlerea Unterinnthal, 4 February 1886. Fuhrer v. Brizlegq, 1889 
Miinchen, 9 May 1869; the &st section of the Denkcher Alpenverein 

Patwrama v. Wedelstein, 1886 ; Lhe erste Hilfc, 1892 ; Jubi[cTumsgabe, 18% ; 
Gc.sckich& d. Scktion, 1900 ; Waltenberg, Panorama v. Rotken Wand, n.d. 

Riirnberg, 14 December 1870. Johraberieht, annual from 1870; Srktio11* 
vortrd{lc, 1895 ; E'ilhrer d. Numberg, 1898 ; Festschrift, 1899 ; Kafdoy, 
1899, 1905 

Parmu, 7 January 1876. Festschrift : Fuhrer d. Passau, 1899 
Pfalr, 12 December 1888. Bayberger, Sing ma  oam, 1891 
Pforrheim, 28 December 1891. Karte d. S e s v a ~ g r u p p ,  1899 
Pongau, 21 May 1876. Baumgartner, Panorama v. Hochgrundeck, 1887 
Prag, 13 May 1870. Toldt, Zur  WaMfrage, 1883; t ' a w a m  m Vaderm 

Cilniitz, 1889; K'slschrift, 1895 
Beichenau, 19 April 1886. Karte d. Rkchmau ,  1887 
Bheinl-d, 19 February 1876. F&h+ift, 1901 ; Compton, Fernblick v. d. 

Cijl~tcrlriLfte, 1905 
Borenheim, 19 Ootober 1877. Berae u. Vorland. 1886,1902 ; ffebiwsattsicht u. 

$'/111 rer, 1889 
Salzburg, 3 August 1869. lvepeiser d. Salzburg, 1882 ; FestanAger, 188'2 

E'rstschrift, 1890 ; Widrnann, Erste Erskigting d. Ck. V d i g e r s ,  1891 
Bonneberg, 15 November 1890. Zeppezauer, Der H o b  Cfllll, 1900; Bericu 

1491-1900, 1901 
Starkenberg, 2 December 1884. Langheinz, Winke a. Ausrflstung, 1885, 

1889, 1891 
Sten .  9 Aoril 1874. Reichl. Fuhrer a t ~ f  d. Shrthalbahn.  1889: Grindler, 

~ a w n t A a  v. ~ambergwnr t k ,  1889; ~ ; i n m G ,  1899; ~ ' a t s c h ,  P ~ M T ( I ~  
2'. Schobersteiw, 1902 ; liatalog, 1904 

Taufera, 1873. Daimer, Taufers, ? 1880 ; Siegl, Panorama v. Speikbodm, 1886; 
Fiihrertarif, 1904 
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Telfo, July 1884. Telfs u. Untgebung, 1886 
Teplitr, 21 February 1886. Czermack, Die Tglitzor Hiitte, 1887 
Tioh, December 1881. Gmeiner, Panorama d. B~cics~lbergs. 1883 ; Panorama 

c. Hcrzogmtandes, 2. Aufl. 1890 ; Bericht f6\ 1-1906, 1906 
Tramstein, 9 December 1869. Beilhack, D e ~ g t o ~ ~ r ~ ) ~  i ~ n  Bereiehe d. Sektiou, 

1896 
Rostberg, 21 April 1873. Panorama v. d. Siegerlslrlihe ; Seelinger, Panorama 

v. Hochbcrg, n.d. 
Verein r. Sohntre d. Alpenpflanren, Barnberg, 28 July 1900. Berieht, annual 

from 1901 
Vorarlberg, Bregenz, 1 December 1868. Baumgartner, RundJchau v.  d. 

Scaaplana, 1896 ; Rz~ndschau v.  d. Sulzfluh, 1899 
Waidhofen, 18 May 1876. Panorama v.  Sonntagsberg, n.d. 
Weilheim-Xnman, 6 February 1881. Walterberger, P a n o r a m  z'. Krottenkopf, 

1888 
Wien, Akadem. Sektion, 7 Deoember 1887. Bericht, annual, 1888-1894 ; con- 

tinued as  Mittheilungen, quarterly from 1696 ; Karbmkiaoe d. Langkofel- 
grtlppe, 1896 ; L. Purtscheller and E. Zsigmondy, portraits, 1905 

Wolfsberg, September 1875. Hogel, Fuhrer an d. Lauanthal, 1884 
The names of above ~ n d  of remaining Sections can be found in the annual 
' Kalender ' 

Deutscher Qebirgsverein f. d. Jeaohken- n. Iaergebirge, Reichen- 
berg, 29 June 1884 
' Das Interease fiir das Jeschken- u. Isergebirge und die Kenntnis desselben 
in weiteren Kreiaen zu erwecken u. zu verbreiten u. den Besuch dieser 
Gebirge zu erleichtern u. angenehm zu machen . . . sowie durch Ausfliige 
die Liebe z. Heimat zu ftirdern.' 2,509 members 
Mattheilunr~en, 1886-1890 ; Jahrbuch, from 1891 
This Club has 13 ' Ortsgruppe,' several of which publish reports 

Deutscher und Oestsrreichiacher Touristen-Club 
This is another name for the Dreuden section of the Oesterr. Touristen-Club, 
q.v. 

Dundee Institution Clnb, 1879-1889 
Incorporated with the Rambling Club in 1889 

Dundee Rambling Clnb, April 1886 
'To encoumge climbing on the Scotch hills.' 32 members ; climbing 
quRLification needed since 1889 
Secretarg : T. H. B. Rorie, 33 Albert Bqnare, Dundee 

PBdBration montagnarde genevoiae, 1894 
A union of the following small clubs : Bluet, C. A. de Plainpalais, Croissant, 
Edelweiss, Grimpeurs, Genepi, Piolet, Rose d. Alpes, Union montagnarde, 
Cyclamen d. Eenx Vives ; joined by the Association Montagnarde, q:v. 
Bullstin, 2 vola, 1895, 1897 ; L'Alpiniste, Oeneva, used as the official organ 
since 1903 
Address : Cafe rue du RhBne 10, Geneva 
Besides the small clubs mentioned here and under Association montagnarde ' 
there are in (feneve some others, in all about 40, mostly composrd of 
working men, clerks, etc., who meet at  intervals in some oaf6 and take more 
or less interest in climbing 

PBdBration des SociBt& PyrBnBistes, 1903 
A union of the Pyrenean sections of the C.A.F., of local ' SociMs excur- 
sionnietea,' and of the Soc. Ramond. I ts  organ is the ' Bulletin PyrBnBen ; ' 
see C.A.F., Peu 

Pederazione prealpina, Milan, 1898 
*Promuovere la constituzione di Societh alpinistiche nei piccoli centri dells 
Lombardia e vicinanze.' This Federation t o m s  the union of the 12 follow- 
ing small local clubs :-Soc. Alp. oper. A. Stoppani ; Circolo Edelweiss, 



Menaggio ; Cimolo Stella d. Alpi, Delebio, 1895 ; Soc. Alp. monzesi, 1898, 
see C.A.I. Monza ; Escnrsionisti ossolani, milanesi, leochesi, aronesi, Cicla- 
mino, di Valrnadrera, e Cfnifetti ; Soc. mediolanum. Milm 
Rasegnu, Fbr d' Alpe, monthly 1898-1 1902 : thereafter noticeswere printed 
in ' Le Prealpi ; ' ses Soc. escursion. Milanesi 

Fell and Bock Climbing Club of the English Lake Di~triet, 
Coniston, 11 November 1906 

' To encourage rook-climbing and fell-walking in the Lake District, to sme 
as a bond of union for all lovers of mountain-climbing.' Over 100 members. 
Hon. Em., E. Scantlebnry, 11 Clarenae Strwt, Ulverston 

Oebirgeverein f. d. dLchsisahe (originally &haisah-b6hmhhe) 
Schweb, Pirna, 26 November 1877 
' Den unter dem Namen " Siichsische Schweiz " im weiteren Sinne bekannten 
Teil des Vaterlandes der Wissenschaft wie den Wanderfreunden ,zu er- 
schliessen, sowie dessen NaturschBnheiten und Volkstun~ zu erhalten 
Ueber Berg und Thnl, monthly from 1878; Jahrbuclr, 3 vols, 18833, 1W, 
1887 ; Liederbrxh, 1889 
Address : Dresden. 45 Ortsgrnppen ; about 3,900 members 

Qmfindner Oebirgeverein, Gmiind, Carinthia, 1879-1890 
In 1890 became a 'Cfau d. Sektion Klagenfurt,' and in 1897 the Sektion 
Gmiind d. D.u.0e.A.-V., q.v. 
' Den Bezirk Gmiind mit seinen grossartigen Gebirgen nnd Thiilern bekannter 
u. f. Touristen zuganglicher zu machen ' 
GmUnd u. seine L'?r~geLunq, 1883 

Grazer Alpen-Club, Graz, 1 Ma 1888 
' Die F6rderu.g der Alpinistik undl die Verbreitung der Kenntxiiss d. Gaia. 
reich. Alpenwelt.' 20 members 
Wagner, I.& Uruppe d. Hochlantseh, 1906 

Himalayan Alpine Club, Calcutta, November 1879 1 
'For  the exploration of the Himalaya and the climbing of i ts  highest ph i 
especially Mount Everest ' 
Was this proposed Club ever formed 7 

Himalayan kaiety, Lahore, 1868 
Science, anthropology, exploration of the Himalayas Promised to publish 
a Journal, but was the Society ever formally organised? 
I t  has been unfortunately impossible a t  the time of going to press to 5 d  
any certain information regarding these two Himalayan Societies 

Hochtouristen-Klub, Miinchen, 10 September 1899 
' Der Club verfolgt den Zweck, die Kenntnisse der Alpen zu erweitern u. 
deren Uereisung zu erleichtern. Insbesondere macht sich der Club die 
Aufgabe die bergsteigerische Thiitigkeit sowie die Eochtouristik auszuiiben 
und zu fiirdern ' 
Jnliresbcriclit, from 1902. 34 members 
Address : Gasthaus zum Eberlbrau, Sedlingerstr. 79, Munich 

Ischler Bergstsigerbnnd, Ischl, 1900 
' Zweck des Uondes ist hauptsiichlich Bergsteigen und Pflege der Gesel- 
ligkeit.' About 80 members i 

Japaneee Alpine Club, San-gsku-kwai, Tokio, March 1906 
' The object of this Society is the study of science, literature, and rut, in 
relt~tion to mountains, forests, lakes, streams, plteaus,  waterfalls, rocks, 
flora, fauna, nnd nstronomy. The Society will also encourage in every 
the practice of mountain-climbing ' 
S(c~r-(;crlilc, Alpine Journal, thrice a year from 1906 
Addresfi : 10 Nuromachi 3 ChomB, Kihon bashiku, Tokyo 
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Kamernner Alpenverein, Victoria, West Africa, 1897 
'Die Erschliessung u. wissenschaft. Erforschung d. im Schutzgebiet Eamerun 
gelegenen Gebirge d. die Anlsge von Wegen und Wegsanzeigern ' 

Kamwanken Alpen-Club 
sen D.u.0e.A.-V., Klagenfurt 

Kpdwr Club, Derby, 28 November 1899 
' To encourage rock-olimbing and rambling in the wilder prta of Derbyshire. 
and mountaineering generally.' 22 members in 1907 
Addms : Hon. h., H. F. Wightman, Chellaston, near Derby 

Lehrer-Tonrieten-Club, Vienna, 14 April 1880 
'Die Liebe zur Alpenwelt, die Begeisterung f. d. Herrlichkeiten d. Berge zu 
wecken u. zn erhalten' 
Bericht, annual from 1881 
Address : Josefsgasse 12, Vienna viii. 1. 

Leipziger Alpenverein 
see D.u.0e.A.-V., Leipzig 

Xagyaromz4gi K4rphtegyestflet 
sw U q a r .  Karpathen-Verein 

Magyarorseagi Turhta-Egyestilet, Budapest, 29 September 1891 
Formed from the Budapest and other Sections of the Ungar.-Karpathen 
Verein, q.v. 
Turistdk Lapja, monthly from 1889 
There are 9 Sections 

Manohester Zweigverein, 14 March 1889 
This is affiliated to the D.n.0e.A.-V. See note under Alpine Assooiation 

Macarnu, Portland, Oregon, 19 July 1894 ; succeeded the Oregon 
Alpine Club, 14 September 1887-1890 

'The exploration of snow-peaks and other mountains, especially of the 
Pacific North-West, the preservation of features of mountain scenery, and 
the dissemination of knowledge concerning the beauty and grandeur of the 
mountain scenery of the Pacific North-West. Any person who has climbed 
to the summit of a snow peak shall be eligible for membership.' Over 
200 members 
&fa~anra, irr9gular from 1896 

Mount Whitney Club, Visalia, Col., 1902 
'To  aid in making Mount Whitney, the crown of the Sierras, and the 
adjacent mountain region better known to the world.' Over LOO membera 
Journal, irregular from 1902 

Mountain Club, Cape Town, 1891 
' Orgunisation of mountain expeditions in South Africa ' 
Mountain Club Annual, from 1894, except 1897 
This Club has three sections, at  present dormant. There are 457 members 
Address : Hon. Sec., G. F. Travers-Jackson, P.O. Box 164, Cape Town 

Bederlandisohe Alpen-Vereeniging, Leyden, 2 June 1902 
' De Vereeniging stelt sich ten doe1 de kennis der berglanden in het algemeen 
en der Alpen in het bizonder onder de Nederlnndere te verbreiden ' 
Mededtelingen, twice a year from 1903 
Address : Schiedam 

Bew Zealand Alpine Clnb, Christchurch, 11 March 1891 
'To  acquire information regarding New Zealand mountains . . . to inculcate 
knowledge of the general principles of alpine climbing . . . to encourage art, 
literature, and photography in connection with the mountains, to record 
mountain adventure and science.' Qualification for membership similar to 
that for the Alpine Club, London 
Alpins Journal, half-yearly, nos. 1-9, April 1892-May 1896 
Hon. Sec.: G. E. Manering, Timaru, N.Z. 



NiederLterreichischer Qebirgsverein, Vienna, 25 Narch 1890 ; 
became, 14 March 1004, Oesterreiah. Qebirgsverein 
'Die Kenntnis d. deutschen Alpenlander Oestemeichs .zu ~erbreiten n. nu 
vertiefen ; die Zugiinglichkeit u. d. Besuch derselben, insbesondere aber d a  
Wiener Ausflugsgebietes zu fiirdern ; seinen Mitgliedern &legenbeit zo 
bieten, die ganzen Ostalpen u. auch andere Berggegenden zu besuchen, nnd 
ihnen deren Kenntnis zu vermitteln ' 
Dcr Gebirgsjreu~d, monthly, from 1889; Josefsurarte P a w n n u ,  1892; 
Brietze, Dm Tiirnitzer Huger, 1895 
Address : Lerchenfelderstr. 39, Vienna VII/P. About 5,500 members 

Norske Tnristforening, Christiania, 21 January 1868 
' Foreningens nrermeste aiemed er dels vel medlemmernes kontingent, dels 
ved udgivelse af foreningens skrifter at  erhverve midler ti1 a t  lette og udrikle 
turistlivet her i landet.' Over 2,300 members 
Anrbog, from 1869 ; Indez, 1894 ; Catalogue, 1896 

Norwegian Club, London, 25 January 1891 
' To unite those who are interested in or acquainted with Nomap and 
Sweden, either as travellers, mountaineers, sportsmen, artists, etc., by pro- 
viding them with opportunities of meeting in London ' 
Yearbook, from 1896 
Address : 112 Strand, London. 125 members 

Oesterreichischer Alpenclub, Vienna, 6 December 1878; till 
25 January 1884 called Alpen-Club Oesterreich 
'Die Kenntniss d. 6sterreich. Alpenwelt maglichst zu verallgemeinern und d. 
Bereisung derselben zu erleichtern' 
Oesterreich. .4lpcnseitung, fortnightly from 1879 : Katalog, 1887 ; Festschnjl. 
in 'Alpenzeitung,' 1903 ; Biendl, Skitouren, 1906 
Address : Getreidemarkt 10, Vienna I. About 800 members 

Oesterreichischer blpenverein, Vienna, 19 November 1662-1873 ; 
united in 1874 with the Deutscher A.-V., q.v., to form the 
D.u.0e.A.-V., q.v. 
Die Kenntnisse von den Alpen mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der 

osterreichischen zu verbreiten und zu ermeitern, die Liebe xu ihnen Eu 
fiirdern und ibre Bereisung zu erleichtern ' 
Mlttlreilunge~i, 2 vols, 1863-1864 ; Verhandlungcn, one part only published 
sepnratelg, 1864 ; Jnhrbuch, 9 vols, 1865-1873 ; Pernhart, I'anmaia v. d. 
Spitzc d .  6+. G[ock11ers, 1866 

Oesterreichischer Qebirgsverein 
s c ~  h'iederiisterreich. Gebirgsverein 

Oesterreichischer Tonriden-Club, Vienna, 18 Nay 1869 
' Forderung des Alpinismus und der Touristik, Erweiterung der Kenntnisse 
der Gebirgswelt, Hebung des Verkehrs und Erleichterung des Reisens in den 
iisterreich. Gebirgslindern.' [Original aim, ' Erleiehterte, lehmeiche 
m0~lichst billige Bereisung d. ostemeich. Qebirgswelt '1 
Jnlrrc~sbericht, 1870-1872, continued as Jakrbuch, 1873-1681 ; ~rischsuf,  
l ' a f e l~~z .  Hiihnmuungen., 1877 ; Katalog, 1878,1902 ; Wallmann, M n d u n g ,  
1879 ; Frank, Tabelb z. HolzgewcYchse, 1879 ; Chronik, 10 vols, bi-rnonthl~ 
1881-2 and annual, 1883-1890 ; Oesterreich. Touristen-Zeitung, fortnightly 
from 1881 ; Wallmann u. Habl, Oesterreich. Touristen-Kalender, 1882, 1883; 
hi.ii1izc1w~c-dl11ranmh, 1882; Fink, Touristen-Vadmmcum, 1069, 1900; 
Grvger u. Hnhl, Du! E~~twicklung d. Hochtouristik, 1890 ; Fehlinger, 
G~.tci~iisiitze f. Ilhgmarkicrunqen, 1892 ; also various maps 
Address : Biickerstrasse 3, Yienna I. About 14,000 members 

Sections, 65, numerous 'Alpine Gesellschaften ' not included. Many of them 
publish reports, etc. 
The publicntions of the following mny be mentioned:- 

Alpine oesellschaft Kr-holz, 4 April 1882. ' Die Erstiitigung auf alpinem 
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u. alpin-humanitiirem Gebiete, durch Bekleidung u. Erteilnng armer 
Gebirgskinder im Alpengebiet.' Die Krummlwk Zeitung, 1892-1899 

Brden, 1878. KataIog, 1894 ; Gedenkschrift, 1903 
Dreaden, 29 November 1901. Jahrbueh, 1905 
Eiae&ppel, 1877. Twrenverzeiehniss, 1880,1886 ; Uedakschrift, 1902 

mmden, 1877. Kraakowitzer, Das Warken d. Sektiun .1877-1#87, 1887 ; 
Krackowitzer, Hcrz u. S p t ,  1906 

Krenu-Stein, 1883. AusfllQe i n  die Wachnu, 1902 
Innabruck. Miiier, Tiroler AlpenbiMcr. 1884 
Beotion f. Hohlenkande, originally Verein f .  H6hlenknnde, q.v. Mitthilungen, 
7 vols, monthly 1882-1888, when it became the following 

Beation f. Ratwkande. Mifteilungen, monthly from 1889 
Wiener-Reastsdt, 1878 : originally Wr-Neustadter Touristen.Club, q.v. 

Katalog, 1899 ; Q&hschrift, 1903 ; Miihlhofer, Eiscnstein-Grotte, 1906 
The names of other Sections can be found in the ' D.u.0e.A.-V. Kdender ' 
The following have been published by the Central Office or by the Sections :- 

@aide-book~ :- 
Frauberger, M&senbachthnl, 1870 ; Fischer, Schneeberg, 1873 ; Ziegler, 
Lcobersdorf-Gutenstein, 1. Th. Wiener Tour.-Fiihrer, 1884 ; Rabl, Raxalpe, 
1877, 1888, 1897, Sann thakra lp ,  1877, Leobersdor--Kaun6erg, 1880, 
fiaisenthal, 2 pts, 1881, 1884, S m n w i n g ,  2. Aufl. 1883, 6. Aufl. 1890, 1902, 
Zwettl u. d. Kampthal, 1884, 1891,1883, IVachau, 1890,Abbaaiu, 2 Auflagen 
1890; Fruwirth, Dflrrastein, 1882, Mark Zell, 1892, 1901; Leeder, 
Schneeberg, 1888,1889, 1898; Frischanf, Monte Baldo, 1883, GebirgsfUhrer, 
3. Anfl. 1883, Italien. Uebirge, 1887; Miiller, Innsbrtick bis Bludenz, 1883 ; 
Zelinka, E'aidhofen, 4. Aufl. 1886; Klotz, Lechthnl, 1886, 1890 ; Reska, 
Lofer, 1890; Meurer, Madonna d i  Campiglw, 1889; Kranzer, Amstelten, 
1886; Jahne, E'issnkappl, 1903; Eiohert, Hohe Wand, 1903, 1904, 1906, 
Rosalisngebirge, 1903 ; Steiner, Bischofshofen, 1896; and the following 
were nnonymons:-MUhrischs Schweia, 1880; Wien-Aspang, 1882, 1884, 
1892 (Miirzroth) ; Windischgarsten, 1883,1888 ; Innsbrzuk, 1885 ; Wiener- 
waM, 1887 ; Mattsee u. Swhnm, 1886 ; Ost-Karawa?~ke)r, 1886 

Panoraman, published in the ' Jahrbuch,' etc., and separately with text :- 
Silberhuber, &. Sonnleitstein, Schneeberg ; Bchiffner, Spitldeleben ; Haas, 
Hoher Lindkogel, LwpoIdsberg, Hernurnmkogel, Heukuppe, Wetterkogel, 
Rossbmnd, Hallenmn~lern, Tamischbachtz~nn; Urlinger, Ur. Oetsclm; 
Pernhart, Hochschwab, f f r .  Qallenberg, Triglav, f f r .  S toz~;  Sattler, Gaisberg ; 
Zoff, Mte. Maggiore, Urintovc, Hochgolling ; Baum~artner, Helm, Schmettan- 
hahe, Bernkogel; Miilbacher, Zm;ieselalpe, Qr. Priel, Wildcnkogel, Tral~n- 
stein ; Schijnberg, Hohm Hundstein ; Machanek, Unterbcrg ; Siegl, Mte. 
Baldo, E k m  Thor, Schlern, illonto Roirn, Cerna Perst, Bastritz ; Rchweig- 
hofer, Gr. BOsemtein; Gatt, Venet, Pafscherkofel; Pavich von Pfauenthal, 
Hochmabling, Castell Alimonda, Sagrado; Reithmeyer, Karawanka, Gaberg; 
Ender, Nussingkogel; Geyer, Brzccker-Hochlpe ; Edlbacher. P(ist1ingbssg ; 
Janssner, Jenfeld ; Kofler, Hochobir ; Blamnuer, Jochgraben- Warte, Schqfl ; 
Plant, Lazcgenspitz ; Jirasek, JVr-Nezcstiidtmnrte ; Gutmann, G'oklhn~~n- 
Warte ; Hartmann, Plattenberg ; Walter, R i t t n e r i m  

Oesterreichch-ungari~cher alpiner Verband, Vienna 
' Unter Wahrung der vollen Actionsfreiheit jeder einzelnen Corporation, 
mit vereinten Krafter f. d. alpin-tour. Sache in Oesterreich-Ungarn zu 
wirken, u. das Cfefiihl d. Zusammengehorigkeit . . . zu stiirken.' 
This was suggested at  a meeting of Club delegates on 4 August 1882, but 
came to nothing. Compare the later ' Verband alp. Vereinigungen.' 

Oregon Alpine Clnb 
aee Mazamns 

Oxford Alpine Clnb, 25 November 1875 
'The Clnb shall consist of resident members of the University interested in 
the objects of the Alpine Club.' 37 resident members 
Hon. Sec., A. Zimmern, New College, Oxford . . 
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Pennine Club 
'see Derbyshire Pennine Club 

Petite SociBt6 alpine de Cogne, 1870 
Not a constituted society. Formed by MM. les AbMs Chamonin, Veseoz, 
and Carrel, for the writing of the undermentioned work, which appeared fint 
in the ' Fenille d'hoste,' 1870 
(38ographis d u  Pays d'Aoste, 1870 

Piolet Club, Geneva, 17 February 1893 
' De developper le noble sport de la montagne.' Joined in 1905 the FWkra- 
tion montagnarde, q.v. 83 members 
Le Pwlet, monthly 1899-1904 
Address : 3 rue Vallin, Geneva 

Piolet Club lausannois, 1 August 1901 
' De developper I'alpinisme parmi les jeunes gens.' '20 members 
Address : President, C. Thonney, rue du Tunnel 8, Lausanne 

Rocher-Club, Grenoble, 12 July 1896-1898 
' De dbveloppcr le gofit des escalades de rochers, exclusivement sans guides 
c'est-8-dire de developper le courage, mais surtout le sang-froid, l'esprit 
d'initiative et le coup-d'mil qui peuvent manquer aux alpinistes toujours 
accompagnbs de guide ' 

Rocky Mountain Club, Colorado Springs, 16 April 1876 
' Scientific exploration of the Rocky Mountains.' Does this still exist? 

Rucksack Club, Manchester, 13 October 1902 
' The objects of the Club are to facilitate walking tours, cave exploration, and 
mountnineering in the British Isles and elsewhere ' 
dnnunl Report, 1903-1906 ; Jmcrnul, annual, started in 1907 
Headquarters: Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester. 96 members 

Russian Alpine Club, Russkoe gornoe obtschestvo, Moscow, 
23 April 1W1 
Crt5er un centre d'union entre les explorateurs et les a m a t e m  d'excursions 

duns les montagnes ' 
Y e n r - h k  froni 1903, in Russian 
Address : A. r. Neck, Obuchoff per. 6, Moscow 

Ban-gaku-gwai 
see Jnpanese Alpine Club 

Sannthaler Comit6, 1876, i.e. Sannthaler Alpenalnb, Cilli, 1877 
In 1684 became a section of the D.u.0e.A.-V. I t  was an active club of about 
50 members 
'Die weitere Zugiinglichmachung d. Sannthaler Alpen ' 

Schweizer Alpen-Club 
see Club alpin suisse 

Scottish Mountaineering Club, Edinburgh, 11 February 1889 
' To encourage mountaineering in Scotland in winter aa well ss summer . . . 
and to further everything that will conduce to the oonvenience of those who 
take a ple~~sure in mountaineering and mountain scenery.' 170 members; 
qualification, ascents of, or contributions to soienoe, art, or literstnre of 
Scottish mountains 
Joiirttal, twice a year from 1890 
Address : 20 George Street, Edinburgh 

Biebenbiirgischer Karpathenverein, Hermannstadt, 28 November 
1880 ; successor to the Siebenbtirgiecher Alpenverein, Iironstadt, 
1873 
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A Die Karpathen Siebenbiirgens und deren angrenzende Teile zu erechliessen.' 
2,226 membera 
Jnhrbuck, from 1881 ; Fahrerb~ich, 1884; Dbchy, Bi& aus d.  siebenblirg. 
Karpnthen, 1886 ; Festalbum 1680-1903, 19i15 

Beotionr, 11 
Hermannrtadt, 25 February 1881. Fremdmf.flhrer v. Hermunnatadt, 1884, 
1896, 1902 (the last in German, Hungarian, and Riimanisch) ; Alb~tm v. H., 
1896, 1902 

Kronrtadt. 2 April 1881. R6mer, Ein R.Ilckblick. 1881 ; Fieltsch, Die Stadt 
himtstndt, 1885 ; Erinwungsblatt ,  1886 ; Aus d. PfEanzenwelt d.  Burgen- 
lGruEw Berge, 1898 ; Miess, Tourenwesen, n.d. ; and various maps 

Sierra Club, San Franoisco, 4 June 1892 
'To explore, enjoy, and render accessible the mountain regions of the Pacifi 
Const ' 
Bulktin, irregular, from 1893 
Address : 2901 Channingway, Berkeley, Cal. 

Ski-Verband, Mittel-Europitischer, Munich, 5 November 1905 
A union of the German, the Austrian, and the Swiss ' Skiverbande.' This 
Union represents some 160 clubs and small societies, with a total member- 
ship of about 7,000. The official organ is Ski, published in Bale. Many of 
the Sections of the leading Alpine Clubs have sub-sections for ski-ing ; and 
there are also numerous societies for ski-ing in Norway, Sweden, France, 
England and the United States 

Slovensk6 alpsk6 dmzstvo, Prag, 1898 
Alpsky Trestnik, monthly from 1898 

Slovensko plsninsko dmetvo, Laibach, 10 January 1893 
Plnni7uki Vestnik, monthly from 1891 
Has also published several local guide-books 

SocietZL alpina frinlana, Udine, 1 January 1881 ; formed 21 April 
1879 as Sez. friulana d. C.A.I., q.v. 
Di conoscere sotto 1' nspetto materiale, scientifico, econornico ed estetico le 

montagne . . . di assuefare i giovani alle escursioni e di addestrarli alle 
nscese alpine.' 310 members 
Marinelli, L' alpinis7tzo in  Fr i~i l i  #67S-t6;79, 1879 ; C r m n ,  8 vols, 1881- 
1888 ; Narinelli, Mnterriali per 1' alh-imtrin italinnn, 1884 ; Marinelli, etc., 
Ouidn dcl Friuli, (1) nlustrazione dcl Commune di  Udine, 1886, ( 2 )  Canal 
d .  E'mo, 1894, (3) Camia,  1898 ; Comnmorazkme d .  Conk G .  di  Brazza- 
Snvorgluan, 1888 ; In  Alto, six times a year, from 1890 ; Cafukyo, 1887-1890 ; 
Taramelli, Contmemorazbm di G. Marinelli, 1901 
Address : Via Nicolo Lionello 10, Udine 

- Circolo ~peleologico, 1 January 1898. Mondo sottewaneo, 6 times a year from 
1904 

Societh alpina delle Ginlie, Trieste, 1886 ; formed 23 March 1883 
as 800. d. Alpinisti Trieetini 
' La  visita, lo studio e 1' illustrazione deUe montagne in generale, delle Alpi 
Giulie in particolare, nonchh 1' esplorazione delle caverne e grotte ' 
Atti e Munosic, 3 vols, 1885,1887,1893 ; Alpi Giulie, six times a year from 
I Rqfi --"- 
Address : Via del Ponto rosso 9, Trieste. About 500 members 

Societh alpina dell' Istria, Fiume, 1875 
' Di far conoscere le Alpi Qiulie.' Does this still exist ? 

Soaieth alpina meridionale, Naples, 1 July 1892-1899 ; later fused 
with the C.A.I., Napoli 
Bollettino trimstrule, 6 vols, 1893-1898 ; this was continued as ' L' Appen- 
nino Centrale,' see C.A.I. Napoli ; Calendario, 4 vols, 1896-1900, except 1898 
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SooietB alpine operaia A. Stoppani, Lecoo, 1 May 1883 ; first called 
Compagnia alpina di Lecco, and later Circolo alpino operajo 
Lmhese 
' L' unione e la fratellanza, il divertimento, le passeggiate ed escnrsioni in 
montagna . . . concorrendo in tutte quelle opere riconosciute atte a 
promuovere ed incoraRgiare la mora1it.A e 1' intelligenza a degli operai ' 
zx. Anivtrsarw d i  fondaaione, 1903 

Societii alpine di Palermo, 1888 ; became in 1899 C.A.I. Sez. 
Palermo, q.v. 

Sooietil alpine del Rentino, Arco, 9 February 1873; since 1880 
8ocietil d. Alpinbti tridentini 
' La visits, lo studio e 1' illustrazione delle montagne e speaialmente di qaelle 
del Trentino ' 
Annuclrio from 1874 ; nos. 15, 17, 18, 21 of the ' Annoario ' are guide-books 
by 0. Brentari ; Gamballo, La Valalls d i  Rendena, 1882 ; Cmmsmoraaione di 
Q. Selkz, 1884 ; Bolleltino d .  Alpinisla, rivista bimestrale, from 1901 ; 
Largaiolli, Bibliografia d .  Trenti~w, 1904 
Address : Via Dordi 1, Trient ; alternating with Rovereto. Over 2,000 m e m h  

Societil alpinisti monzeai, December 1898 ; fused in 1899 with the 
C.A.I. Sez. hionza, q.v. 
Di fscilitare e propugnare gite in montagne ' 

Societil alpinisti tridentini 
see Soc. alpina d. Trentino 

Societil alpinisti triestini 
see Soc. Alpina d. Giulie 

Societil alpinistica e tnrietioa 'Libnmia,' Alpen- und Touristen- 
verein, Zara, 1899 
Di promuovere I' ~lpinismo e la turijtica in Dalmazia e di ricercare ed 

esplorare le bellezze naturali del regno . . . di esplorare e d' illustrare grotte, 
laghi, monti ed oggetti preistorici.' 129 members 

Societii escumionisti Lecchesi, Lecco, 1 February 1899 
Di diffondere, facilitare e rendere populare 1' escursioniemo ' 

Societil eacmionisti Milanesi, Milan, 11 August 1891 
Per diff ondere, facilitare e rendere populare 1' escursionismo ' 

Le l'realpi, rivista trimestrale. 1902-1907 ; La E'esta d .  Alberi, 1905 
Address : 8 Via Ciavasso, Milan. About 250 members 

- Berione Skiatore, 7 April 1904 
80cietB escmionisti ossolaoi, Piedimulera, 28 February 1899 

Di diffondere, facilitare e rendere populare 1' alpinismo.' 428 members 
1,- Ossoln e le sue vnlli, 1904 ; Momo, I1 canto d .  Monhgm, 1905 

Societir escmionisti Torino, Turin, 1893 
Same object ns the Unione escnrsionisti Torinesi, q.v. 

Societ'a Rhododendro, Trento, November 1903 
' Di dare incrcmento all' nlpinismo col promuovere passeggiate e gite alpine. 
sullc stesse compilnre relnzioni . . . di concorrere, q u ~ n d o  la cassa lo permetta. 
art opere di bencticenzn ' 
Strer~,in, 1003 ; Bollettino, monthly from 1904 ; Battisti, Guida d .  Ptrgittc, 
1904 ; IJngniiclln, 1905 ; Clltida di Mezeolombardo, 1905 ; Dizionarw g e q r . .  
stutist. & I  Trcntino, 1006 

SociBtii Allobrogia, Geneva, 1887 
I l)i.velopper l'nmour de la patrie et de la montagne ' 
U~t l lc t in  setrleslriel, from 1897 ; 28 hectographed reports were issued, 1893- 
18!1ti, and a lithographed report in 1896 
Address : C01l~b.e de GenAve. 81 members 
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SooiBte des Alpinistee dsnphinois, Grenoble, SO January 1893 ; 
originally Soc. d. jennes Alpinistee grenoblois, 14 January 1892 
' De propager le goat des excursions dans lo Dauphin6 . . . de dbvelopper 
chez ses membres I'habitude de In marche en montagne, l'endurance ti Is 
fatigue, et de les prbparer . . . 8 compter un jour parmi lee plus solides 

~ - 

defenseurs dl1 paps' 
.4?1nlcaire, 6 vols, 1892-1897; Revue d. A l p s  dauphinoiaes, monthly from 
1898 
Address : Place Grenette 6 b i ~ ,  Cirenoble 

SociBtk des esauraionnistes Harseillaia, hfarseilles, 28 hfarch 1897 
' h pour but de dbvelopper le godt des exercices physiques et des excursions, 
principalement en montagne, et de faire connaltre nos sites int4ressants et 
nos montagnes des Alpes' 
Ijr~llctiia annrrcl, from 1900 

SociBt6 des Orimpem dee Alpea, Grenoble, 9 June 1899 
'De propager le gofit des excursions et de favoriser le dbveloppement de 
I'alpinisme, principalement en DauphinP.' About 230 members 

Soci6t6 des Qym8-montagnarde, Geneva, 1894 
Address : Quai de In Poste 8, Geneva. 

8oci6tB Ramond, Bagn6res-de-Digorre, August 1866 
' L'Ptude de la chalne Pyrbnbnne, soit nu point de vue scientifique, soit au 
point de rue des explorations proprement dites.' About 80 members 
E x p l m t i o n s  Pydrlknrws,  quarterly from 1866 

Soci6t6 dee Tonriates dn DanphinB, Grenoble, 2% May 1875 
' L'btude des Alpes dauphinoises tant au point de vue de la science qu'ti 
celoi des excursions ' 
dntztcairc. from 1875 ; Index, 1897 ; Bulbtin indicnkur, 1876,1889 ; G ~ i i d a ,  
p r t c z ~ r s  ct tn~rletiers, 1876, 1885, 1896,1901, 1906 ; Merceron-Vicat, Lea d i z  
pretnic'res nnn(es, 1880; Collet, Sotice sur In SociCtt!, 1892; Chabrand, Lea 
yrtirles de h Societz, l8VL ; Catalogue, 1897 ; T a r q ,  La Grave, etc., 1898 ; 
Kilian, Jhr in twi~;  d. gltrcicrs, 1900 
This Society has 165 members, and one section, in Paris, since 1883 

SociBt5 des tonristes avoyards, Chambbry, 1863-1874 
A forerunner of the C.A.F. Section Savoie, q.v. 

SpBlBologie, SociBt6 de, Paris, 5 February 1896 
' Pour assurer l'explorntion . . . des caritbs souterraines ' 
Slwlrrnca, bztllcti~t, quarterly from 1895 ; j-iPrnoires, 1896-1902, later united 
with the ' Bulletin ' 
Severnl sections of the leading Alpine Clubs and some of the smaller clubs- 
such as, q.v., C.A.I. Rome, D.u.0e.A.-V. Kiistenland, 0e.T.X. HBhlenkunde, 
Rucksack Club, Soc. alp. friulana, Soc. alp. Giulie, Yoo. alpinist. Liburnia- 
are largely interested in speleologj, so that the subject l l~ust  be included in 
this litit. See also ' Yerein f. Hiihlenkunde ' 

Bportklub Ampezro, Cortina, 24 January 1903 
' Hebung d. Fremdenverkehrs . . . Bergsteigen, Skilauien, Radfahren . . . u. 
nlle anderen Sporte zu pfiegen.' 226 members ; international 

Steiner ~onri&nalnb~ ~ k n t h i a ,  1876-11684 
' Die weitere Zuaiinalichmachuna der Steiner-Almn ' 

Steirischer ~eb&G- erei in, G a z ,  March 1873 ; originally Verein d. 
Qebirgsfrennde in Steiermark, 4 May 1869 
' Die FBrderung des Touristenwesens und Fremdenverkehrs in Steiermnrk, 
die Bethiitigung humanitiirer Bestrebungen, endlich die Erschliessung der 
steiriwhen Gebirgswelt fiir weitere Kreise ' 
Jahresbericht, annual 1869-1873, and annual from 1883 ; Jakrbuch, annual 
1874-1882 ; Stayri8ch.e Wanderbllcher, 5 vols, 1881-1885 ; Haw, P a w a m  
VOL. XXII1.-NO. CLXXVII. R R 



rlrit Tezt v.  d. Gleiilalpc, and v. d. Zirbitzkogel, 1883 ; Wagner, Panorama 
mil Tert v. HocliEa~~Lsck, 1883 ; Kutalog, 1895 
Address : Qraz. 1.128 members. Xo sections 

Stidnngarischer Alpinistenklnb, or Banater AlpenClnb, K a m -  
sebes, 1877-? 1880 
' Die Erforschung der Banater Alpen ' 

Stidungarischer Karpathenverein, Temesvitr 
SiLdhxrptlwn, annual from 190.5 

Svenska tnristfidreningen, Stockholm, 27 February 1885 
'Att i fosterlandets intresse utveckla och underlnlta turistvasendet inom 
Sverige samt arbeta fiir spridande; af kiinnedomen on1 laud och folk ' 
Circular, annnal from 1885; rlwslirift, fronl 1886; Arlberg, Touristnl- 
A-alender, 1893 ; also various local guide-books 
Address : Stockholm 16. 38,722 members 

Techniker Alpen-Clnb, Graz, September 1873 
'Ausiibung des Bergsportcs : gesellige Zusam~lenkunfte verbunden mit 
belehrenden Tortrigen.' 35 members 
Denkschrift, 1898 

Tiroler Bergsteiger-Gesellschaft ' Alpler,' Innsbruck, 10 Februaq 
1 H9!7 
'Die Fiirderung des rntionellen Bergsteigens in Tirol, Anleitung 2111 

Ausfiihmng von Hochtouren und Ertheilung von Auskiinften uber alpine 
Fragen.' 18 members 

Touristenclnb Edelweise, St. Gallen, 23 November 1893 
' Den Freunden der Bergwelt die Alpenregionen u. nnxnentlich das Alpstein. 
gebiet niher zu erschliessrn, u. Ksmeradschaft, \vie edle Geselligkeit unter 
seinen Nitgliedern zu ptiegen.' 271 members 

Towartzystwo Tatrealiskie, Cracow, 10 BIay 1874 
' Umiejetne badnnie Karpat, a w szczegi~lno<ci Tatr i Pienin, oraz rozpoa 
szechnianie zebranych o nich wiadomoici.' About 500 members 
Putn+t?zik, annual from 1876 
Address : Zakofane, Qalicia 

- Bekoya Turyatyorna, 1903 : a section for expert climbersonly, about 50 mem- 
bers. Taternik, 6 times a Iear, started in 1907. 
There are 3 district sections of the T. T. 

Tsrngtan Bergverein, China, 1899 
Affiliated to the D.u.0e.A.-V. 
'Die Aufschliessung und den Besuch der an h'nturschiinheiten reichen 
gebirgigen Gegenden unseres Gebietes nach hloglichkeit zu fordern u. zu 
erleichtern ' 

Turner-Bergeteiger, Graz, 27 September 1901 
Address : Restaurant ' Stadt-h'eugraz ' 

Ungarischer Karpathen-Verein, Magyarorsztigi KBrpBt-Egyesiileh 
Kesmark, 10 August 1873 
'-Die Karpathen, inbesondere aber die Centralkarpathen oder die Hohe Tetra 
zu erschliessen, sie in wissenschaftlichen Beziehung zu erforschen . . - 
iiberhaupt das Interesse fur dieses Qebirge zu beleben und zu verbreiten ' 
Jahrbuch, from 1874; Kolbenheger, Karte d. Hohetr Tatra, 1877; PayU. 
Biblwtheca Carpathica, 1880 ; Kolbenheyer, Fillirer d. d. H o l m  Tdtra, 18@% 
10. Aufl. 1898 ; Festschrift, 1883 ; DQnes, wtgweiser durch d k  ungar- 
KarpnthPn, 1888 
The Budapest Section became in 1891 the Magyar. Turista-Egyesllet, q.r  
This club hag 8 reotions : Egri Bttkk; Eperjer ; Wolniotal, 06Inicbhp;  
Ig16 ; Oat-Xarpath, Budapest ; Liicw ; Bahlenen ; Z6lyom, Bessteroebanp ; 
Lipt6, Lipthszentmiklos ; about 2,300 members. Address : Ig16 

- Bektion &hleaien, Breslau. Miiller, Wegwekr  f. d. H o b  Tcttra, 1876,1905 



Ungarischer Touristen-Verein 
see Magyar. Turish-Egyesulet 

Union montagnarde ancienne, Geneva, 1890 
Le Mmtagnard, organe rnensuel, 1890-1900 
Address : rue Pierre Fatio, 8, Geneva 

Union den tonristes grenoblois, Grenoble, 1 February 1882-1883 
' DQvelopper les connaissances des direrses parties du dkpartement et 
habituer la jeunesse A la marche et aux fatigues ' 

Unione eacnrsionisti Torinesi, 1 October 1892 
' Promuove e favorisce 1' amore per 1' escursionismo ; organizza e favorisce 
comitive in montagna ' 
Progamma, annual from 1893 ; L' escursb~hisla, monthly from 1899 ; 
Iti~wrari alpine, 1899 ; Calendario, annual from 1905 ; Escz~rsw?~i nelle 
Prealpi, 1905 
Address : Via dei hlille 14, Turin 

Verband alpiner Vereinignngen, Vienna, May 1908-190G 
The object of this ' Verbend ' was to form a bond of union for the larger and 
the very numerous smaller alpine clubs in Vienna. Compare the 0esterr.- 
ung. alp. Verband. 

Verband deutecher Touristen u. Qebirgs-Vereine, Frankfurt a.M., 
16 October 1883 
' Die Bestrebungen des Touristenweaens im deutschen Vakrland zu fardern 
u. zu unteretutzen; die Erforschung u. Kenntniss d. deutschen Gebirge in 
touristlicher u. wissenschaftlicher Beziehung zu hegen u. zu pflegen ' 
Der Tozcrkt, fortnightly from 1883 
This is  the union of some 50 societies, many of which nre somewhat 
interested in mountaineering, such as Vogesenclub, 187'2 ; Glatzer Gebirgs- 
verein ; Hannover'scher Cfebirgsverein ; Harzclub ; Erzgebirgsverein, 1879 ; 
Fichtelgebirgsverein. Nost of the 50 publish journals 

Verein der Gebirgsfrennde in Steiermark 
see Steirischer (febirgs-Verein 

Verein ftir HBhlenknnde, Vienna, 11 October 1879 - 6 April 1881 
'Die wissenschaftliche n. touristische Erforschung von R6hlen ' 
Literatz~r-Anzeiger, 5 nos. 1880 
Became a section of the Oe. Tour.-Club, q.v. 

Wayfarers' Club, Liverpool, November 1906 
' To promote the pursuits of walking, climbing, and allied sports among its 
members, and to bring together persons who are desirous of making the 
same excursions or ascents.' 60 members 
Address : Hon. Sec., G. D. Rioketts, University of Liverpool. 

White lonntain Club, Portland, U.S.A., 1870 or 1873 
Chiefly a social club. Does this still exist ? 

Wiener Bergsteigerbnnd, 8 December 1905 
' Bezweckt die wirksamste Unterstiitzung und FBrderung alpiner Interessen, 
sowie der Oefiillipkeit mte r  die VereinsangehBrigen.' 14 members 
Address : Neubaugasse 46, Vienna vii/2 

Wiener-Benstlldter Touristenklnb, June 1876 - 28 May 1878 
Became a section of the Oesterr. Tourist.-Club, q.v. 
'F6rderung d. Touristenwesen und inbeaonders des Besuches u. d. Kenntniss 
d. bsbrr. Gebirgswelt ' 

Wilde Ban& Innabruck, 18 Ootober 1878 
' Pftege der Bergsteigerei, alpine Turistik ; Fbdernng u. Unterstutzung 
gemeinniitziger alpiner u. alpin-hmanitiirer Unternehmungen.' 18 membe~s 
Address : &sthot Hellenstainer, Innsbruck 

a R 2 



Wilde Bands, Vienna, 28 Mnrch 1878-1888 
Fcrdernng alpiner Unternehmnngen. Errichtung von Schutzhiiusern nnd 

Herstellung von Wegen in den Alpen ' 
Rechm.schuftbtsiehta, 1875, 1877; OrtlsrfUhrer, 1876 
A small active club formed within the Oest. Touristen-Club, originally limited 
to 6 members, increased to 12 in 1876 

Willinmstown, Mw., Alpine Clnb, or Alpine Clnb of Massachneetts, 
April 1868 
To explore the interesting pleces in the vicinity, to become acquainted, to 

some extent a t  least, with the natural history of the localities, and also to 
improve the pedestrian powers of the members 
A club of not more than 24 members for local excursions only, with no 
alpine attribute but in the name. It existed in 1886 ; does it still exist ? 

Winter Alpine Clnb, Manchester, November 1905 
'To  ennble minter visitors to the Alps to get information and travelling 
facilities.' 20 members 
Address : Hon. Sec., W. Coles, 7 7 ~  Market Street, Manchester 

Wooheiner Triglav-Verein, Carinthia, ? 1874 
Yorkehire Bamblen' Club, Leeds, 6 October 1892 
' To organise walking and mountaineering excursions and to gather and 
promote knowledm concerning natural history . . . and kindred subjects 
[till 1895, ' also to further the objectsof the Commons Preserv~tion Society 7. 
Over 90 members ; qualification required, but undefined 
Anrnuul Report, 1892-1898; Journal, twice yearly from 1899 
Address : 10 Perk Street, Leeds 

THE ALPINE CLUB ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXHIBITION. 

THE Annual Exhibition of Photographs was held, as usual, in  May, 
and proved to be considerably above the average both as regards 
the number of exhibits and the high level of general excellence 
attained by them. 

What struck one particularly on perusing the catalogue waa 
that, with a few exceptions, such as the Andes and Alaska, nearly 
every mountainous district in the world was represented. 

Miss Benham sent three taken in New Zealand, two in the 
Canadian Rockies, one in Japan, and one in Corsica, all of which 
showed both technical and artistic skill. 

Mr. Longstaff exhibited two very fine views of the Himalayas, 
that of Nanda Kot being particularly so. 

The Hon. Mrs. Bruce showed some charn~ing pictures taken 
amongst the Kaghan Mountains, and we were particularly impressed 
with the view from Makra and the Panorama of the K a g b a n  
Mounthe.  

Mr. Rickmer-Rickmers took us into a new country with his views 
of the Bokhara Mountains, showing scenery of much grandeur, 
which should tempt some of our enterprising members to pay it a 
visit. hlr. Stutfield sent a view taken in the Mountains of 
hforoaco, and Miss Mudd one taken in Norway (this year strangely 
negleoted). 
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As has been the case of late years, a very fair proportion of the 
exhibits was sent by ladies. Mrs. Bruce's and Miss Benham's 
have already been noticed. Miss Edna Walter again demonstrates 
that she is no tyro. Her panorama of the Finsteraajoch wae 
most pleasing and showed much taste in the method of mounting 
and framing. She also exhibited two effective photographs of 
icefalls-very similar, though that entitled ' The Lower Grindelweld 
Glacier ' struck us as a little the better of the two. The technique 
of all her exhibits was excellent. 

Mrs. Beatrice Taylor had a delightful picture in her ' Near Tw 
Croce, Tyrol,' and Miss Evelyn Arkle must have pleased the 
impressionist with her ' Stormy Evening on the Col de Bertol.' 

Two exhibits sent by Miss Collin displayed much taste in colour 
and framing. That of the summit of the Wetterhorn showed what 
an extraordinary year the last must have been. I t  is very unusual 
to find so much bare rock at the top. 

Mrs. A. G. Spencer sent a very artistic photograph taken in the 
Chamonix valley, excellent alike for composition and lighting, and 
Miss Elsie Ellis delighted us with a very tasteful rendering of the 
well-known view of the Mer de Glace from the Montanvert. 

Of those exhibited by Miss Venables ' A Street in Sierre ' made 
a charming little picture. She also sent six very good lantern 
slides from photographs taken in and about Saas Fee. 

The most striking pictures in the room were undoubtedly 'five of 
Fuji San by Mr. Ponting, the view through the pines being particu- 
larly effective. They were all remarkably fine enlargements of 
a very pleasing and artistic colour, as also was hie other of the 
Great Wall of China. 

Mr. G. Hastings sent six very good exhibits, all worthy of better 
frames. We liked best the one of the ' Col de la Brenva and Upper 
Icefall.' 

One of the gems of the Exhibition was the Rev. F. C. Bainbridge 
Bell's 'On the Riffel Alp Path,' the winding path and the pines 
framing the peaks of the Mischabel making an altogether delightful 
composition. The colour, which was an a r t ihc  green, also suited 
the subject to perfection, but the frame struck us as a little heavy. 

Mr. Sydney Spencer this gear confined his exhibits to the modest 
dimensions of 12 in. by 10 in., but what was lacking in size was 
certainly not lost in beauty. Where all were so good it is hard to 
discriminate, but his picture of the Waterfall in the Val di Genova 
was really remarkable. With a very small stretch of the imagina- 
tion one could see the rainbow in the sunlit spray. He was 
equally successful with his photograph of Fontdnemore, which is 
a oharming composition, admirably lighted, and, needless to say, of 
perfect technique. 

Mr. Woolley only showed us two of his masterpieces, both 
charming winter effects, alike excellent from a technical and 
pictorial point of view. In  fact, that from Le Bourgeat, Chamonix, 
was one of the most perfect photographs in the whole exhibition. 

Mr. Staffurth is one of the best of the recent recruits to our 
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exhibition. The Grandes Jomsws from Courmayeur was dis- 
tinguished by great delicacy of tone and good composition. 

Mr. Hoek showed a fine rendering of a somewhat hackneyed 
subject in his Fi~nffingerspitze, 

Mr. Thurston Holland again sent six very fine enlargements, 
the Oberland from the Pigne d'Arolla and the Aiguilles Rouges 
being both magnificent specimens of the photographer's art. He  
also showed a beautiful set of lantern slides. 

Dr. Northall Laurie had a beautiful picture in his ' Morning 
Mists across the Glacier d'Orny,' and Mr. W. T. Lister was equally 
successful in a cloudy morning on the Cevedale. 

Mr. Alked Holmes's best exhibit was that of the Nord End taken 
from the I)ufourspitze, the track up the snow ridge being marvel- , 
lously defined ; he also secured some very fine icicle effects in his  
photograph near the summit of the Punta Gnifetti. 

hlr. Nettleton is to be congratulated on a very fine picture hl the 
south peak of the iliguilles Rouges, the peaks, beyond making a 
very effective background, and not inferior was his photograph of 
Mont Blanc from the Grands hlontets. 

Of Mr. Wollaston's two that of Monte Viso was much the better. 
being both pictorially and technically excellent. In his view of the 
Sudlenzspitz from the Nadelhorn he has too much cloudless sky- 
doubtless a joy to the climber-and he would have done better to 
have got his centre ridge a little more diagonally. 

Mr. Somers did not this year attempt to rival his exhibit of last 
year, and contented himself with two very realistic little figure 
studies on the bergschrund on the south side of the Lyskamm. 
3Ir. Winthrop Young also exhibited three charming figure studies, 
but of a different nature. 

Mr. Jlontague JIumay sent four very large frames, the best of 
which was his ' Jlidday Clouds.' The other three struck one w 
being thin and over-exposed. 

Mr. Noel Hood also sent a very large picture of the Matterhorn 
from the Rothhorn, but it was of a poor colour and would not bear 
a very close inspection ; the figures of L'autre Caravane ' on the , 
final ridge of the Rothhorn were interesting. I 

Nr. H. C. R. Nevi11 exhibited a fine photograph of the berg- 
schrund on the Grand Paradis, but possibly a green tint would hare 
been preferable to the rather too bright blue. His summit of 
the Grande Casse was very fine, the four figures standing out o n  
the sky line adding interest to it. 

Mr. J. J. Withers sent six taken chiefly in the Engadine, those 
of Monte Disgrazia from the Capanna Cecilia and from the 
Canciano Pass respectively being the best. 

JIr. J. J. Wyatt showed great technical skill in his Cime della 
lladonna and Tofana di Razes ; they were both well printed a n d  
tastefully framed. 

Mr. Gover was hardly so successful as in previous years, p i s  
photograph of the ar6te of the Aiguille du Chardonnet appearing 
very flat and wanting in proper lighting. 
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Mr. Mnmm had six photographs of the Eiferten Sbck and 
district, which, though small, were very pleasing. 

Mr. 0. K. Williamson showed a fine, bold picture in his final 
peak of the Dent de Requin, and hardly less striking was blr. 
Arnold Jones's blt. Pourri and Jlt. Blanc from the Pointe de la 
Sana. Mr. Jones also exhibited two excellent telephotos. 

Other photographs which caught the eye were blr. Fuller 
England's ' Spiez, Lake of Thun,' remarkable for its beautiful 
technique ; an unusual view of the Matterhorn from the Chlteau 
des Dames by Mr. Priestman, Mr. Norman Collie's very charming 
pictures of the Coolins, Nr. Reginald Graham's ' \Veisshorn from 
the Festi Glacier,' and Dr. Atkin Swan's ' Sorapis and Antelao ' 
and ' Cristallino ; ' the last named also sent four other exhibits of 
equal beauty. 

Mention must also be made of Mr. Bymons's ' Cornice on the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn ' and the Rev. W. C. Compton's ' Sandy 
Pylos.' 

We cannot conclude without drawing attention to the delightfully 
interesting set of stereoscopic slides sent by Mr. Winthrop Young. 
Fortunate was the member who could spare an hour to thoroughly 
examine and thereby appreciate them. The overhang on the 
Grhpon and the descent of the Dru were most realistic. 

The Rev. Walter Weston showed a very beautiful and character- 
istic set of coloured Japanese lantern slides. 
- -  

ALPLYE NOTES. 
THE ALPINE Gu~~~. ' -Copies  of Val. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 12s. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
Geneml Introduction), price Ss., can be obtained from all book- 
sellers, or from hlessrs. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

' THE ALPINE GUIDE,' THE CENTRAL ALPS. PART I.-A new 
edition of this portion of the ' Alpine Guide,' by the late John Ball, 
F.R.S., President of the Alpine Club, reconstructed and revised on 
behalf of the Alpine Club under the general editorship of A. V. 
Valentine-Richards, Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, is now 
ready, and can be obtained from all booksellers, or from Rlessrs. 
Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. I t  includes those portions of 
Switzerland to the north of the RhBne and Rhine valleys. 

THE LATE 8. LEOPOLDO BARALE.--In the 'Rivista Mensile ' of 
the C.A.I. for May last will be found an excellent obituary notice 
of this famous Italian mountaineer, by S. Luigi Cibrario. All 
climbers will sympathise with the Italian Club in the greet loss 
they have sustsined by the death of so well known and enthusiastic 
a lover of the mountains. 

EXHIBITION OF ALPINE PAINTLNOB.-A very interesting and 
beautiful exhibition of paintings of Alpine and other mountain 
scenery, by Messrs. E. T. Compton and Harrison Compton, was 
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held at  the galleries of the Fine Art Society, Kew Bond Street, in 
June and July last. 

~ K I - ~ u N N I N Q . - ~ ~ I ' .  W. R. Bickmers will be in Kitzbiihel during 
January. 

MR. EDWARD WHYMPER'B &JLDEs.-W~ have received the twemh 
edition of the ' Guide to Chamonix and the Range of Mont Blanc,' 
end the eleventh edition of the ' Guide to the Valley of Zermatt and 
the Matterhorn.' Each of these well-known works contains, as 
usual, a page of new and interesting notes. 

NOTES ON THE ALPINE FLORA.-In the ' Climbers' Club Journal ' 
for December 1906 will be found an interesting paper on this 
subject by Mr. H. Stuart Thompson, F.L.S. 

THE NEW ZEALAND ALPS.-In the August number of the 
Geographical Magazine ' will be found a paper by Mr. James 

Mackintosh Bell, Director of the Geological Survey of New Zealand, 
entitled ' The Heart of the Southern Alps, New Zealand.' 

THE CONGRESS OF THE ITALIAN ALPINE CLUB, 1907.-The 
Congress will this year be held at Vamllo on September 1-7. We 
notice that the ' Rivista Mensile ' for July. 1907 has changed its 
tanliliar blue cover for a more artistic one of grey. 

THE NEW FELIK CABANE Q. SELLA.-T~~B new 'cabane,' a t  a 
height of 8,630 m., on the ridge between the valleys of Gressoney 
and Ayas, is really a little inn like the Rifugio Torino on the Col du 
Gkant. The service will be maintained till September 15. 

AIQUILLE DE LA GLIBRE (11,109 ft.).-In Dr. Longstaps interest- 
ing and illuminative paper ' An Eccentric Holiday ' * an account is 
given of an ascent of this perfect little peak via the icefall of the 
little glacier flowing S.W. from the Col de la Glikre. No doubt, 
under the abnormal summer conditions his party here encountered, 
the tarn just under the snout of the glacier mas obliterated by 
snow, and the route was a good one. On July 31, 1904, 3Iessrs. 
Harold Raeburn and C. I\'. Walker found it not fast, not pleasant, 
and not particularly safe, though not seriously difficult. T h e  
icefall was almost entirely bare of snow and quite impassable, and 
they were only able to force a passage by scrambling up some steep, 
smooth, slippery, slabs underneath overhanging masses of ice. 
The ordinary route was followed on the descent, and is perfectly 
easy down the 'abominable-looking cliffs,' ehaly and not v e q  
steep, overlooking the snout of the Grande Casse glacier. 

The Glikre is well worth doing by a party visiting Pralognan, 
both for the climb and the views from it. The final peak, though 
very steep, is good rock. The above party took 38 min. up fro111 
the Col de la Glikre and 42 min. down, and from the Col to the 
FQlis Faure Refuge exactly 1 hr. 

GRANDE CASSE (3,861 m.=12,666 ft.) BY N.W. A ~ k ~ ~ . - T h o u g h  
there ure two excellent articles on this ascent in the French Alpine 
Club's ' Annuaire ' there does not seem to be any note about it , 
in English. I t  forms an interesting variation of the ordinary 
- - 

* Al?ine Journal, vol. xxi. p. 377. i 
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route up the Grande Casse from the Refuge Fklix Faure (it 
could also be done from Pralognan), and gives most impressive 
views of the magnificent N.W. face of the Grande Casse and its 
' 800-metre ice slope.' The route is the aame as that for the Col de la 
Grande Caase as far as the Col, then turning at once to the right the 
ar6te-more strictly perhaps the edge of the N.W. face of the 
Grande Casse--is followed to the main arAte, reached about half an 
hoar from the summit. If covered with plenty of snow in good 
condition no difficulty whatever should be encountered, but as a 
rule this face will probably be icy, in which case it will be best to 
keep as near the edge as possible, and avail oneself of the assistance 
of the rocks. These are of shale and disagreeably loose and 
treacherous.* I t  is also necessary to cut across the tops of a 
number of exceedingly steep ice couloirs, running down to the 
Grande Casse glacier, and the route is not one to be recommended 
to any one likely to be subject to ' le vertige.' The following are 
the times taken on the traverse of the Grande Casse, ascenciiug by 
the N.W. ar6te :- 

On August 1, 1904, hIessrs. Harold Rneburn and C. W. Walker, 
without guides, left the Refuge Fdlir Faure at 2.25a.x., traversed the 
d6bris-covered tongue of the Ctrande Casse glacier  toward^ its right 
side, and then walked up it to the Col (4.25-4.45). The main 
ar6te was gained at  8.46 (halts totalling 25 min.) and the summit 
95 min. later. The summit ridge mas a beautifully sharp snow 
arhte, corniced in places, and it was not possible to place more than 
one foot on the actual highest point, and not advisable to do that 
without the second man well anchored some way down the slope. 
(This is mentioned ci popos  of the discussion raised after the first 
ascent.t) 

The return was made by the ordinary route down the Glacier 
des Corridors. The glacier was quitted by steep rocks on its right 
bank, in 2 hrs. 60 min. going time from the summit to the Refuge. 
There were some steps cut here, though very badly, or the descent, 
without crampons, would have taken longer. 

REVIEWS AND KOTICES. 
Bfourztnin Sickness and its Probable Caws.  By T. (3. Longstaff, M.A., D.M. 

(London : Spottiawoode & Co. 1906.) Pp. 56. Price 1s. 

IN this brochure (pp. 56), presented by Dr. Longstaff as a graduation 
thesis for the degree of M.D.'-letters which, with all due re~pect 
to the University of Oxford, sound more academic than the some- 
what ambiguous inversion ' D.hI.'-the subject of mountain 
sickness is for the first time treated in a methodical and scientific 

C.A.F. Ann-&arc, 1900, pp. 62,  67. The actual Frencll is 'abaolument 
dbaagreghe,' * affreusement decon~posbe.' 

t Alpine Jottr>cnl, vol. viii. pp. 101 and 225-6. 
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manner. Veiy little fault can be found with the author's scheme 
of arrangement; and, whatever may be the eventuml outcome of 
research into this matter, his physiological summary will be 
referred to by all future workers, while the statistics gathered 
together in his earlier pages must remain as a valuable collection 
of the actual experiences of mountaineers. 

The body of Dr. Longstaff's work, prefaced by a short ' intro- 
duction ' tbnd terminated by a shorter 'conclusion,' is divided into 
three parts. In part i. we find the testimony of mountaineers, 
with appended notes on the highest inhabited regions, on balloon 
ascents, and on experiments in the pneufnatic chamber. In 
part ii. the author records his own experiences and those of his 
companions in the Alps, the Caucasus, and the Himalaya. I n  
part iii. the character and causes of mouiltain sickness are  
subjected to a systematic inquiry under eight headings :-section (1) 
dealing with the synlptoms, (2) the effects of low atmospheric 
pressure, (3) certain changes in the atmospheric condition a t  high 
altitr~tles, (4) the diminished snpply of oxygen, (5) changes in the  
blood, (6) the diminished supply of carbonic acid, (7) the effect8 of ~ acclimatisetion, and (8) the influence of fatigue and exhaustion. 

The readers of tliese pages will find in them a mine of interesting 
record, much food for thought, and some grounds perhaps for 
criticism. JIost climbers will recall experiences of their own o r  of 
their friends which do not a t  first sight appear to be accounted for 
by the conclusions which Dr. Longstaff draws. More careful 
reading of the physiological data he adduces will, however, tend 
generally to bring apparent anomalies into line with his argument. 
The fact that it is possible to work for hours a t  the rate of almut 
3,000 foot pounds per minute (p. GO) gives some idea of t h e  
enormous expenditure of energy which mountaineering may involve, 
and shows how readily the ordinary symptoms of fatigue, which a r e  
practically identical with those of mountain sickness, may be evoked. 
The work of Haldane and Priestley, alluded to on p. 47, showing 
that human respiration below 10,000 ft. (21.7 inches mercurial 
l~ressure) depends on tlie tension of carbonic acid gas in the lungs, 
and is consequently automatic, whereas above that height i t  depends 
on tlie deficiency of osygen and becomes more or less a voluntary 
action, is of far-reaching importance : and the conclusions of Zuntz,  
Schumberg, and Loc~vy, cited on p. 51, showing that the consumption 
of oxygen on mountain heights is greater than at the sea-level, while 
the wpply is less (p. 42), goes far towards explaining the slow rate 

, 

of progress almost invariably noted at great heights. Indeed, the  
question is suggested whether rapid climbing in the higher ranges 
is n possibility. blr. Freshfield saw Gurkhas &going uphill T-ery 
fast at 20,000 ft.' (p. 21) ; and Mr. blummery's party were ab le  
to accomplish 6,000 ft. of difficult climbing to a culminating point 
of 10,000 ft. at the rate of 1,000 ft. per hour (p. 17). But t h e  
uniform rapid climbing of Mr. Graham's party in the Himalaya in 
lh8S  (p. 15) stands alone ; and, while Dr. Longstaff accepts these 
records frankly, it is perhaps not unfair to recall the existence of 
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those (not all of them ' interested parties ') who have been inclined, 
on other grounds, to accept them with some reserve. But if rapid 
progress at great heights is possible the problems get unsolved may 
prove simpler than seems likely. At any rate Dr. Longstaff's pages 
furnish no reasons for concluding that the highest mountains 
of the world may not be climbed, though the proportion of indi- 
viduals to whom such a feat would be a physiological possibility 
is probably a small one. 

' Acclimatisation ' is a question to which most of us have been 
accustomed to attach importance ; but strong grounds are given 
for believing that prolonged residence at  great heights increases, 
rather than diminishes, the liability to mountain sickness, and 
reduces the powers of the human organism to withstand fatigue 
and cold. The data adduced refer mainly to the Andes and 
Himalaya, but our author pertinently remarks (p. 55) that ' guides 
have a much greater objection than amateurs to spending several 
consecutive days at low pressures even in the Alps.' The effects 
of ' training ' are far different, and much of what has been usually 
ascribed to acclimatisation is doubtless due to training. 

On the question of the treatment of mountain sickness Dr. 
Longstaff says practically nothing, and it will be noted that his 
title-page absolves him from this obligation. His note (p. 64) on 
the value of sugar as a food for mountaineers is, however, a useful 
hint both as to prevention and cure, while Sir Martin Conway's 
allusion (p. 16) to the beneficial effects of small doses of brandy 
also suggests the value of rapidly assimilable carbohydrate. The 
various allusions to brain anemia point to the usefulness, referred 
to by several writers, of placing a sufferer with the head in it lower 
position than that occupied by the rest of the body. 

Whether the last word has been said on the subject of mountain 
sickness may be questioned, but Dr. Longstaff is to be congratulated 
on the piece of admirable work which has led him to his simple 
conclusions. ' Jlountain sickness,' says he, ' consists of two 
elements-firstly, mountain lassitude' (Major Bruce's term, p. 17), 
which, though felt by many at lower heights, ' can be escaped by 
few at altitudes of over 19,000 ft.' This condition is due to imperfect 
oxygenation, but above the altitude referred to it does not appear 
to increase in severity up to the greatest heights yet reached. 
' Secondly, we have the symptoms of fatigue and exhaustion, which 
are more likely to occur during the ascent of mountains than under 
any other conditions to which the human economy is exposed' 
(p. 65). I t  seems pretty certain that most of the ordinary cases 
of the disorder occurring in the Alps are due mainly to this second 
cause, though it is probable that those individuals who succumb 
most readily are those who find a natural difficulty in accommo- 
dating their respiration to the conditions of low atmospheric 
pressure, where voluntary effort has to a large extent to replace 
an automatic reflex, and that in such subjects imperfect oxygena- 
tion may play a minor and a predisposing r6le. 

c. \i'. 
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The Bemse Oberkand. Vol. iii. 'Climbers' Guides ' Series. By H. Diibi. 
32mo. Pp. 136. (London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1907.) 10s. 

I t  may seem at first sight rather quaint that vol. iii. of a work 
should deal with a district that topographically links on to vol. i. 
and not to vol. ii. But this apparent anomaly is explained by the 
first words of the author's preface, which state that this volume 
deals with the 'West Wing' of the Bernese Oberland. Thtu  
vols. i. and ii. describe the main or central mass, extending from 
the Gemmi to the Grimsel, while the work before us forms as 
it were an appendix, and is devoted to the rogion stretching from 
the Dent de blorcles (above St. Maurice), the most westerly s n o ~  
summit of the range, to the Gemmi. I t  thus includes the 
Dent de Morcles, Grand Muveran, Diablerets, Wildhorn, and 
Wildstrubel groups, the loftiest summit described in these 
being the Wildhorn (10,709 ft., misprinted 10,609 ft.). I t  is not 
a country that is much visited by English climbers, though it is 
well adapted for exploration early or late in the season. It does 
not boast of any very diffiault climbs, save the wrong routes up 
the Dent de hiorcles and the Grmd bluveran, but clamberer8 
find in it several short rock scrambles that may attract them, such 
as the Pierre Cabotz, the Tour St. Martin, and the Tschingeloch- 
tighorn. The book is written on the lines usually adopted in this 
series, a full account of the Club huts of the region being prefixed, 
while a very useful index is added. The test seems clear and 
accurate, though it must have been difficult to prepare, owing $ 

the multitude of routes (often joining or crossing each other) that 
may be taken up all the more important summits. I t  is surprising 
how many peaks are enumerated in these pages of which the bm 
nsmes are unknown to most climbers, who can thus make up for 
their previous ignorance. As might be expected, the author 
paid special attention to the history of the names &c. of the 
various peaks and passes. Thus we note that the Dent de blorclea 
is mentioned as early as 1716, though not climbed till 1788, that 
the name of the Diablerets is older than the great landslip of 1711. 
and that both the TVildhorn and the Wildstrubel are mentioned 
on Schopf's map of 1677-8. The historical notices of the Gelten 
Pass and of the Engstligengrat-Rothe Iiumme route are d 
worked out. The author may be congratulated on having brought 
together much interesting information of various kinds, practiesk 
topographical, and historical, and has once more deserved wellof 
the Alpine world, which looks eagerly every year for the SW~S 
' Jahrbuch ' that he has edited so conscientiously for a great number 
of years. 

The Porkshire Rnncblers' Club Journal. Vol. 11. NO. 7. 
London : T. Fisher Cnwin. 2s. net. 

This number of the ' Ramblers' Club Journal ' shows no falling off 
from the high standard set by its predecessors. The first article 
takes us to Norway. In it Mr. Erik Ullkn relates 'Some Rem- 
niscences of Skagastolstind,' the first ascent of which was m d e  
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by Mr. W. Ceoil Slingsby in 1876. The narrative is distinctly 
interesting, and is illustrated by two excellent pictures ; the 
former of these, ' The Skagasklstinder from the Dgrhangsridge: 
will make all climbers who see it wish to try it. There 
are ridges on it almost as formidable as its name. 'An Old 
Rambler' bells us of the 'Jogs of the Open Fell.' And 
then a capital photograph, which at  first sight suggests a tug 
of war, attracts us to 'Further Explorations in Gaping Ghyll 
Hole,' by Mr. A. E. Horn. A plan of Gaping Ghyll Cavern and 
Passages is given, and details of a visit for surveying are supplied 
by Mr. J. ICJ. Buckley. Mr. F. Botterill is the author of 'The 
North-West Climb-Pillar Rock ' (there are two full-page photo- 
graphs to illustrate the narrative), and also of ' Over the 8trahlegg 
Pass by the Rocks.' Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse writes of ' Limestone 
Caverns and Potholes and their Mode of Origin,' and Mr. Charles A. 
Hill of ' Scoska Cave, Littondele.' A plan of the cave is given, as 
well as three illustrations of the skull which was found in the cave. 
It is that of a female Celt (about forty years old) of the Bronze 
Age. This is followed by an ' I n  Ilemoriam ' notice of the late 
C. E. Mathews, and the ' Proceedings of the Club.' The numbers 
of the Club are increasing. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 
A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on 
Tuesday evening, April 9, at  8.30, the Bishop of Bristol, President, 
in the chair. 

The accounts for 1906 were presented by the HON. TREASURER, 
who pointed out that there was an excess of income over expendi- 
ture of 4921. 17s. 7d. He reminded the Club that the lease of the 
Club premises espired in the early part of 1910, and atated that 
they were promised by their landlords that the question of the 
renewal of the lease should be settled in hlarch 1908. 

Some discussion took place as to whether the assets of the Club 
were sufficiently described, and, on the motion of hlr. R. W. LLOYD, 
seconded by Mr. G. W. H. ELLIS, it was agreed that a short 
statement of the Club's property, such as the Library kc., should 
be included with accounts in future. 

Mr. J. H. CLAPHAM read a paper entitled ' Dauphin6 in 1906 : 
a First Visit,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. Mr. Werner 
said that he had found it difficult, on the Pic de Neige Cordier, to 
find a way across the schrund. It was very wide, and there was 
no apparent way across. I t  had taken about 14 hr. The view 
from the top, he considered, deserved everything that had been said 
of it. The position of the mountain was unique in being the 
joining point of three ridges, and the Ecrins and the Meije formed 
respectively the central points of the view towards the S. and N.W. 
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Clapham for his 
P a p .  
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A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on Tuesday 
evening, June 4, at 8.30, the Bishop of Bristol, Preside~tt, in the 
chair. 

Jlessrs. A. E. Clarke, H. W. Dollar, G. F. A. England, and 
C. V. Rawlence were balloted for and elected members of the 
Club. 

The PRESIDEST mentioned that, in accordance with a wish 
expressed by the late hlrs. .Jxkson, her executors, with the approval 
of hIr. H. J. Underwood, had very kindly presented to the Alpine 
Club a painting of the Matterhorn by Arthur Croft as a memento 
of herself. I t  was felt that this picture would be much valued bg 
the Club. 

The PRESIDENT referred to the circular announcing the arrange- 
ments being made with regard to the Jubilee Winter Dinner, and 
stated that the Committee would be very glad to consider an! 
suggestions that members might send in to the Hon. Secreta~. 
The President, in reply to inquiries, also stated that the Committee 
had decided that the guests at  the Dinner must be restrictedto 
those invited by the Club. 

Mr. SYMONS suggested that, in view of the popularity of the 
informal meetings of the Club, one should be held in October or 
November. The PRESIDENT expressed his pleasure that the social 
meetings had been such a success, and said that the Committee 
would be glad to make such an arrangement. 

The PRESIDEST then read an interesting paper on ' Ice Caves' 
which was illustrated by lantern slides. 

Mr. A. J. BUTLER remarked that he had once come across a bed 
of snow in a chalk pit on the Berkshire Downs three months after 
all other snow had melted; also that in some parts of Canah 
the ground some feet below the surface was never unfrozen. 

Dr. TEMPEST .~NDERSON also made some remarks on the pap,  
and stated that he had recently seen Mr. Bryce in Washington3 
who wished him to convey his good wishes to the Alpine Clnb. 

The PRESIDENT then said that he should end the proceedin@ 
by moving, seconding, and oarrying unanimously a hearty vote 1 
of thanks to the members of the Club for their most courteons 
attention. 

Informal meetings of the Clnb were held in the Club Rooms on 
the evenings of April 23, May 21, and June 18. They were all 
largely attended. 
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BY J. H. CLAPHAM. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, April 9, 1907.) 

1' is written that 'apology is a desperate habit,' so I will 
make no more preliminary excuse than this-that though 

I am asking you to listen to an account of something which 
to me was very new and delightful, I fear that it contains no 
new thing worth mentioning from the mountaineer's point of 
view. I am telling you a familiar sort of tale-how I fell in 
love with the peaks of a certain district; how I planned a 
visit; how after a time the plan was carried out; and how. 
the place and the peaks that I had been studying and dream- 
ing over seemed when I came to put them to the test. 

An ex-president has said that every true climber can fix the 
moment when first the mountains set their mark on him and 
made him their disciple. Those are not his words ; but i t  
comes to that. I confess to having explored my memory 
more than once in somewhat morbid fashion to find the day 
and the hour of my Alpine conversion, for I am eager to 
conform to the faith as delivered by ex-presidents ; but I have 
failed. Failed, that is, so far as the mountains in general 
are concerned. But I am proud to say that I can state 
precisely the honr a t  which I fell in love with the high peaks 
of Dauphine. It wns on Saturday, August 16, 1902, between 
12.30 and 1.5 P.x., probably at about 22.55. We were on top 
of the Grande Notte in the Tarentaise ; late in the day, I 
admit, but it was one of those days when the whole circle 
of the horizon is clear at noon and the surface of the upper 
ice and snow melts and glistens everywhere under the sun. 
Just over the way were the harsh and rather forbidding slopes 
of the Grande Casse-alternate streaks of snow and disinte- 
grated black shale. Away in the S.W. the walls of the massed 
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Dauphine peaks seemed to rise perpendicular from their deep- 
cut valleys. From that moment their claim on my imagina- 
tion was established. 

Plans were laid for an approach in the orthodox moun- 
taineering fashion from the llaurienne valley orer one of the 
Cols of the Aiguilles dlArves range to the Lautaret road and 
La Grave. But that befell which dissolved these plans, and 
in the end I came into La Grave on August 8,1906, not down 
the hills with a pack on my back, but up the main high road 
in an extra-powerful hired motor car with ladies and luggage. 
We had been forced to bribe the motor men who ply on the 
Lautaret road to make an additional journey, and that at 
night, because horses were not to be got at Bourg d'oisans. 
So we sat on hot seats and sniffed the mingled scents of 
petrol and the wild larender that grows among the fallen 
rocks of the Combe de Aialaval, as the motor grunted uphill 
through the night. And in the end we were rather glad that 
we had been forced to do it. 

Next day we began three weeks of almost uninterrupthd 
fine weather, with a little training climb of no great interest 
to any one but ourselves. But the weather should be of 
interest to others, for from all that I could learn i t  was one 
of the finest and dryest seasons that Dauphine has known for 
very many years. They told us there had been no rain worth 
mentioning since April or May. Most of the little fields were 
sadly parched and the pessants were looking forward to a 
meagre harvest and a lean winter. At the Chalet de l'Alpe, 
above Villard dvAr8ne, old Mme. Castillan, the keeper's wife- 
upon whose name be peace, for she can cook-told us there 
was less grass and more cattle than she had ever known, and 
that the herds would have to go down long before the usual 
time. Only those pastures or meadows that lay on slopes 
made of the grey-black shale, that crops out and glistens at 
the N. base of the Meije and along the Latuaret road, seemed 
fresh and green, and they only when the tilt of the strata wss 
such as to allow accumulated water to ooze out in the little 
swampy springs that are a feature of that formation. 

In consequence of all this, a good deal of the knowledge one 
had collated from climbers' guides and the like needed correc- 
tion on the spot. We soon learnt that the phrase ' snow gully' 
meant, in August 1906, either a funnel of clean rock or, more 
probably, a funnel partly filled with stones and d l h i s ,  with 
slithery black ice underneath. The Col des Ecrins, for instance, 
was clean rock for perhaps a third of the way down, ice and 
rubble for the rest. The Col du Clot des Cavales was a11 
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rubble, with a very little snow and ice at  the bottom. The 
Brhche de la Neije was very icy, and so were the slopes to the 
Meije ridge on the north. There was an arete of solid ice on 
the Montagne des Agneaux, which we reluctantly left alone. 
The icicles of the Glacier Carre did not exist. Indeed the poor 
little glacier barely filled its shell and looked ridiculously like 
a pocket-handkerchief laid out on the rock to dry. As for 
the hanging glacier of the Ecrins, if it had not retired for the 
season, I must have looked for it in the wrong place, or else 
my powers of observation must have been so interfered with 
by circumstances to which I will refer shortly, that I paseed 
and failed to recognise it. 

We had our first experience of the state of the higher peaka 
on August 11, when the men of the party-Mr. C. F. Bennett, 
Mr. C. A. Werner, and myself-went to look for the S. Aiguillq, 
d'Arves. It is rather a long walk from La Grave, especially 
i f  you take a wrong turning early in the day among the 
villages, as we did, and get the full power of the morning sun 
in the dry and weary land on the way up towards the Col 
Lombard, where the rocks seem to be made of a kind of red 
clinker. Arrived under the peak, we turned on to the broken 
rock at  its S. foot before reaching the Col, as one easily can, 
and looked about for the ' snow-filled couloir' of the ' Climber's 
Guide.' Various rubble-filled couloirs came our way, but very 
little snow. However, the route would be hard to miss, so 
long as one keeps close under the steep part of the S. face ; 
and in time we struck the notch on the S.E. ardte in which 
the gully ends. We had hardly been i n  the gully a t  all, except 
for the last 50 ft. or so, having worked up most of the way 
on the rough and easy rocks of its right bank. The gully 
contained a little snow and ice at  the top; but that we3 a 
hindrance rather t h m  a help. When we came to the notch, 
where one passes on to the E. face to find the ' Mauvais 
pass,' we met a very horrible thing-a red arrow painted on 
the rocks, pointing round the rather ugly-looking but not 
really difficult corner which hides the stiff bit from any one 
standing in the notch. I t  was helpful, but one would rather 
not have been helped in that way. There was a suggestion of 
some Teutonic brain about that arrow, the kind of brain that 
has conceived the notion of filling the woods and daubing the 
rocks of the Harz Mountains, especially the Brocken, with 
arrows red, white, and green, sloped at  ingenious angles to 
indicate contours and facilitate mapless and compassless and 
thoughtless sight-seeing. (I wonder if many members of the 
Club have climbed the Brocken, by the way ? One call climb 
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it in a char iL banca, and dinner in the excellent hotel on the 
top costs 3 m., or 3.50 if you take no wine.) The rest of 
the climb has no special history. One gets up the s t 8  bit, 
gets over the eaves of the gable crest of the mountain, by the 
help of a fixed rope (which at  present haa not got a ring at the 
end of it, as it seems the old rope had); then one climbs b 

straight and perfectly easy crack, and lastly one walks along 
the roof-tree of the gable to the summit. I t  was late in the 
day and there were a few cloude a h n t ,  so that I lost the view 
of the Tarentaise which I had been promising myself on the 
way up, and only got the view of the central Aiguille, which, 
however, is almost as fine in its way as that of the Grepon 
from the Charmoz. I am sorry to say I have not a picture of 
it, for the photographer was slightly o u h f  sorts and apathetic 
that day, and the light waa bad. 

Another instance of the effect of the dry seaeon on the 
climbs came in our way teli days later, on Tuesday, 21. The 
whole party was at  that time established with Mme. Castillan 
at  the Chalet de l'Alpe, and we were prowling about the 
glaciers and peaks of the neighbourhood. Something drew us 
towards the Brbche Charribre at the head of the Glacier de la 
Plate des Agneaux. I think it was the curt notice of the 
' Climber's Guide '-' a steep snow couloir, about 1,650 ft. long 
(stones fall in it).' We did not mean to cross it to La Bkrarde, 
but we had vague notions of cutting up those 1,650 ft. and 
looking over the other side. The Plate des Agneaux is a 
stony glacier, even stonier than the Italian Miage, I am in- 
clined to think ; but about half-way up you mount a lateral 
moraine, such as I have only seen in Dauphink-straight, 
clean-cut, sharp-edged, untrampled, running uphill for a mile 
or so, and generally just wide enough to walk on, though 
one must keep one's eyes on one's boots. This brings one 
in timc to what you might call the apse of the glacier, 
above an ice-fall, where it lies flat and fairly free of stones, 
surrounded by a half-circle of steep reddish walls of rock. 
The Bri~che ia a true Dauphine type. I t  looks as if an 
angry giant had bitten a piece out of the ridge, while it was 
still soft. From it to the floor of the apse runs that 
' steep snow couloir, about 1,660 ft. long ' (in which stones 
fall). 

The local men told us later that it is seldom crossed now, 
and never so late in the season. I should be much interested 
to know if any more experienced member of the Club has 
crossed it in August, and if so, how he found it. Certainly 
it looked uncrossable enough on August 21 last-it was just 
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an evil stone-shoot, full of grey ice, polished by falling rubble, 
with hardly a bit of clean snow in all its 1,650 ft. Between 
9.0 and 10.0 we saw and heard the big stones rumbling down 
it. I t  was about 8.0 when we got to the foot. 

A council of war had decided at sight that it would not do ; 
but there seemed a possible alternative route. To the right 
of the gully, as you face it, stands a great red tower, detached 
from the main wall. From the point where this tower abuts 
on the wall we fancied that a bit of steep traversing might 
bring us  to the Brkche; but I must hasten to say that we 
never tested our theory, except through field-glasses. We 
worked up to the right round the base of the tower, on easy 
glacier-worn slabs, and then turned left into a little gully 
behind it, leading up to the point where it joins the wall. 
The gully was snowy at  first ; but it soon changed to ice, and 
as a few stones came down there also we gave it up. Perhaps 
we were ill-advised to do so, as the stones were not serious ; 
but I think it was sound mountaineering. So we got nowhere 
in particular ; but learnt a good deal, having ' powtered up and 
down a bit and had a rattling day.' Also we were home in 
time for a glorious bathe under a waterfall, in the reasonably 
warm stream that comes down past the Chalet de 1'Alpe from 
the Col d'Arsine. 

I missed one of the most interesting climbs that our party 
did from the Chalet de l'Alpe, the traverse of the Pic de Neige 
Cordier from the G1. des Agneaux to the G1. d'Arsine. The 
misfortune of the mountains had fastened on me, and I got 
up that morning to act much as the navvy acted in Kipling's 
story ' My Sunday at Home.' I made a start all the same ; 
but I rolled in my gait, and when I sat down and dropped my 
ice-axe and looked at  it, it would not keep still, but behaved 
sinuously, for all the world like Aaron's rod. So I decided 
that I was not fit for a, climb, and looked about for a sunny, 
place and curled up to sleep on the stones, while the other 
men did the mountain. They had a great day and superb 
views ; for the peak, standing at  a point where three ridges 
join, is very attractive to any one who wants to learn'the 
country. l h i s  made me sulky when they got back, although 
I was physically convalescent. 

Omitting a few minor excursions from the Chalet de 19Alpe, 
I should like to say something about the Chamoissikre. It is 
but a little one, like the city of Zoar or the less respectable 
baby in fiction ; but it stands admirably, has three peaks, and 
some very attractive rocks along its crest, as indeed most 
Dauphine mountains have. And since it rises etraight above 



the Chalet de 1'Alpe it is available for experiment. Moreover, 
Mr. Coolidge said that the central peak wae still unclimbed. I 
see from the ' Journal' for November 1906 that Messrs. 0. li. 
Williamson and H. Symons went up it, rather more than 9 

month before our party, and, like ourselves, found a cairn on 
top. I said the Chamoissikre was available for experiment. 
Certainly we experimented rather freely. We were three men 
and two ladies. The day was Monday, August 20. Getting 
off about 5.0, we first tried to make our way up the great 
rocky ridge that comes down northward from the W. summit 
towards the Chalet de l'Alpe, with a view to traversing all 1 
three peaks. Careful reconnoitring would have ehown us , 
that it was not a good way up. After a very interesting 
scramble-which I do not for one moment regret-n.e found 
ourselves on top of a big tower, about 7.0 o'clock, and had to 
come down again. After that we got down from the  ridge 
altogether, losing a good deal of time of course, and struck 
across slopes of scree and snow on the N. face of the moun- 
tain to the foot of a very obvious gully that descends from a 
point a little R. of the central summit. Our route must 
have been almost identical with Nr. TVilliamson's-up the 
gully, with a little r e d  climbing at  first, and then on  to the 
easy broken face on its left bank to the ridge. On the 
summit the ladies stayed lo rest, and we had a most excellent 
climb to the E. and highest peak (10,250 ft.) I t  is a narrow 
though not particularly difficult ridge most of the way, and it 
has to be climbed, not walked. We took as nearly as  possible 
two hours out and back, going steadily. 

Then followed what I fear was a fool's experiment, though 
no harm came of it-a descent on the S. side of the ridge 
into the glen that descends eastward from one of the most 
preposterously artificial-looking of all the Dauphine breaches, 
the ' BrPche Gaspard.' It mas a fool's experiment because 
we had ladies with us, and had never seen that side of the 
mountain except from above. Rubble and stone slopes were 
the chief features of the place ; though I had five or ten bad 
minutes when we came to the top of one of the rock walls, 
of which the books had warned us, and did not a t  first see our 
way down. There was of course no danger; but one did 
not want to take the ladies up again. However, an  easy nay 
turned up after a little seeking ; and thenceforward there was 
nothing but sheer boredom of moraine and stone-shoots and 
rubble-covered turf, until we struck the Romanche, just below 
the point where it leaves the glacier to curl round the base 
of the Chamoissikre, back to the Chalet de 1'Alpe. The party 
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broke up at  the finish, for parts of it were tiring, and got 
home in sections between 6.20 and 7.45. 

Two days later it broke up more definitely. Some of the 
sacks and bags were put on shepherd-back and crossed over 
with the ladies by the ' Sentier des Crevasses,' the track that 
winds along the steep hillside facing the E. end of the Meije 
group, to the Col du Laotaret. A few hours earlier-at 
5.10 A.M.-the men had started for La Bkrarde, the Ecrins, 
and the hleije. We took the ordinary route, the Col du Clot 
des Cavales, and were greatly helped by the improvements in 
the track that have been made, on both sides of the ridge, 
during the last year or two. Dropping into the notorious 
Vallon des E tanpons, we met Jean-Baptiste Rodier, whom we 
had commissioned by letter to find good men for us, on his 
way up to the Promontoire hut. He had found I)Bvouassoud 
Gaspard and Pierre Richard, who were to meet us at  La 
Bkrarde. I think I ought to record, to the credit of Dauphine, 
that I did not find the Vallon des Etanqons so insufferably 
stony or the site of La Bhrarde so bare and barren as the 
books had led me to expect. There are some grassy levels in 
the Vallon, full of the scent of juniper, that I for one found 
very attractive. Perhaps it was by comparieon with the 
rather windy and treeless pastures of the alp of Villard 
d'Arl.ne, where we had spent nearly a week before crossing 
the Clot des Cavales. As for La Berarde itself, with its little 
patchwork fields, its few pines and birches and dwarf alders, 
it seemed positively a woodland haunt. We got down among 
the houses between 11.90 and 12, and rushed away at once to 
bathe in the VenBon, at  a place where a big projecting rock 
makes one of those swinging backwaters where one can sit in 
the milky water without too great risk of being ground among 
the stones, and where a jolly bit of wood-birch, if I remember 
right-made a pleasant shade from the sun. 

After lunch and some idle sleep on the grass and tea, we 
started for a late afternoon stroll to the Carrelet hut, along 
by the Vbneon, deepening its voice with the deepening of the 
night,' while the last of the daylight fell on the rocky mass 
of the Ailefroide and the equally splendid snow and ice clad 
mass of Les Bans. Some say the Carrelet hut is too low, 
but I cannot agree. True, it is but an hour and a half above 
La Berarde, is practically in the valley bottom, and still 
among the pines. But those of us who have had the ill-luck 
to be born into the days of high huts may be thankful when 
we are forced and are able, now and again, to make our climbs 
from the pines, up through all the mountain zones, and down 
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through them all to the pines once more. At any rate, ae 
I look back over the not very many seaeons of my climbing 
experience, three climbs seem to stand out above the rest, 
not in point of difficulty, but because of their completeoess 
and the lasting satisfaction that the memory of them yields. 
They are all of this class-the Grivola from Cogne,, the Dent 
d'Herens from Praraye, and now the Ecrins. 

We rolled off the sleeping shelf in the Carrelet s t  about 
12.45, and at 1.30 scrambled across the stream that runs 
below it and up into the woods. We were five men and two 
lanterns, going rather herder than I liked up some sort of 
steep track among the trees. There remain in my mind the 
usual blurred and sleepy memories-of strides up over big 
stones, brushings against low boughs, places where the track 
was sandy, place8 where it was gravelly, shifting lights, the 
sound of water, of breathing, of feet, of a word now and again 
about the pace or about the sweat. Then more air, an easier 
slope, the turf of an alp underfoot, a looming of the Ecrina 
far ahead under the stars: we were above the first line of 
valley bluffs. After that, moraine for an hour or so. When 
we got on to the edge of the Glacier du Vallon, under the 
cliffs of the Pic Coolidge, the stars were paling, and there 
was a band of faint blue above the peaks behind us, shading 
upwards into pink. In the cold grey light that comes before 
the dawn we stopped to rope. A little to our right lay a fan 
of clt:bris at the foot of the rocks. While the men fumbled 
with their rope, which had got into a discreditable mess, there 
came a grumbling roar above the clifls, and then a spout of 
stones over them. The men ran and tripped me up in their 
rope coils, and I fell and hurt my thumb. Their defence was 
that one or more stones dropped close to us, but a s  I saw 
none I remained for a time sceptical and rather cross. 

At 5.0 we stopped to eat under the rocks of the Fifre, and 
about 6.0 the level sunlight struck us through the Col dea 
Avalanches. Far away below lines of blue grey hills stood 
up againat it. The rocks of the peak itself were in wonderful 
condition, the chimneys and gullies dry and clean. I think 
I am strictly correct in saying that me never set foot on snow 
or ice between leaving the neve at the Col des Avalanches and 
striking the final ridge at the head of the snow gully that 
runs down b e t ~ e e n  the Pic Lory and the main summit. 
Certainly we crossed no glacier, and, as I have said, I never 
saw one At the time I did not know that there ought to be 
one. Comparing our route subsequently with the books, I 
can only suppose that we crossed where the glacier normal11 
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is to the rock rib on the right of the snow gully, and that 
while on that rib I neglected to look about for the glacier or 
its site. A stone was the main cause of this reprehensible 
omission, for as we were crossing to the rock rib aforesaid we 
heard the stones coming down and hurried; but I was last 
on the rope, and failed to cross the fire zone in time. Fortu- 
nately the stone had lost some of its pace by cannoning on 
the rocks just above me. Also it hit me very nearly where 
one is meant to be hit, and so did no great damage. But 
until we got on to the summit ridge my attention was all 
given to hand-holds, foot-holds, and the bruised part of my 
person. The ridge was in excellent order-a walk for the 
most p a r t a n d  we got to the highest point at 8.25. The 
views were so good and the day so fine that we stayed there 
until 9.50. 

A direct descent on the N. face was out of the question, 
for the schrund this year was huge and the slopes were icy. 
So we took the alternative route, along the N.E. arete and 
then down and across the face just beneath it, keeping as far 
as possible to the rocks and only being occasionally forced to 
cross a gully. For this one was glad; for the gullies were 
full of hard white ice, with a high glaze, of a kind that I have 
seldom met. However there were eteps in them, another 
party having been up that way, and I imagine that the diffi- 
culties of the route were a t  their minimum. Still it needs 
careful climbing, so that we took about an hour and forty 
minutes from the summit to the snow above the Breche des 
Ecrins. There was no true schrund there and no difficulties on 
the nkve. Exactly at noon we halted for a drink at the top of 
the Col des Ecrins. At 12.20 we started down the rock-wall 
of the gully, and at 1.80 we halted again to drink and look 
about us on the floor of the Glacier de la Bonne Pierre. The 
view of the Ecrins from that side is stupendoua, as all who 
have seen it well know. The summit is hidden ; but the cap 
of the Dome de Neige rises with a perfectly pure outline, 
above 4,000 to 5,000 feet of precipitous walls and pinnacles of 
red rock, which, so far as I know, no one has ever tried to 
climb. 

After this last halt we ran down to La Bkrarde, and got 
in at three o'clock. 

There remained two more possible climbing days and the 
hIeije. We had taken the Ecrins first, because we had fallen 
out of love with the Neije somewhat, while at La Grave. I t  
is not exactly hackneyed, but it was certainly frequented in 
1906. Devouassoud Gaspard said he thought it had been 
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traversed five-and-twenty times before we went ; and I have 
no doubt he was within the mark. Very soon, I fear, it may 
have to become the scene of duffer-hoisting-if it has not 
already fallen to that depth. I myself saw some one lowered 
rather like a sack of potatoes, by Joseph Turc and his eon, 
down into the Brbche Zsigmondy, and heard his shrill protes- 
tations that he was assuredly going to fall, as  he wae hoisted 
up the other side. The tongue in which be called I will no 
more ment.ion than Gilbert would mention the name of the 
discontented sugar-broker who ' waltzed from his abode in 
Fulham Road, through Hrompton to the city ; ' for he gave 
me champagne before the lowering began, and I feel I have 
betrayed my salt enough already. 

When we got to the Chatelleret hut, the day after the 
Ecrins, a queer film of cloud had spread over the sky and 
the wind blew in spiteful jets. Then the film touched the 
Neije and made it look hateful, aa a little rain fell from the 
low grey roof. I t  is never beautiful on that side ; the ridge 
lacks a proper culminating point and the Glacier Carre is 
to my mind unsightly. Our men suggested a night at the 
Chatelleret, as  we were bound to get to the high road next 
day, and the weather looked as if it might rob us of the hleije. 
So we boulder-scrambled and made soup and tea. As we ate 
and drank, the film broke in the S., rolled up t o  the N., 
and left the sky clear. Gaspard proposed that we should 
push on to the Promontoire hut at  once. We agreed with 
clamour. He led us off about 7.0 o'clock, a t  full speed, and 
full of soup m d  ham, uphill over the stones. Until about 
8.0 we managed to do without the lanterns. Then we lit 
up on the slabs under the Etanpons glacier, and had a 
glorious half-hour getting over the uneven ice by lantern 
light. A broken glacier has a monstrous and distorted look 
by night. I t  fascinated me 80 much, that I sat and watched 
it for some time, after we got up to the hut, and before we 
turned in. 

The weather had rearranged itself completely when we started 
a t  3.30 next morning. Everything was in our favour-firm 
dry rock, no wind, the party in good condition-magnScent 
views away to the S., as one waited for one's turn to move 
whilst working up the great red and yellow wall above the 
Promontory and the big Couloir. Assuredly the climb 
deserves all that has been said of it. We halted for twenty 
minutes at  the Pyramide Duhamel, where the Promontory 
abuts on the wall, and again a t  the left-hand bottom corner- 
if that is a legitimate mountaineering phrase--of the Glacier 
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Carre. By ten minutes past seven we were on the top, and we 
stayed there nearly an hour. The views had beell magnifi- 
cent from the Ecrins two days earlier; but from the Meije 
they were, I think, the finest summit views I have ever had. 
About the foreground and the nearer distances there was 
nothing uncommon, only the clear outlines and strong, sharp 
shadows. The long distance0 were what attracted us. In  
the W. the sky was partly filmed over. Northward and east- 
ward and southward every valley from us to Mont Blanc, 
Monte Rosa, and Monte Viso, was full of thin blue vapour, 
the shadows and mists of the morning, and in a few valleys 
-notably about Mont Blanc itself-small masses of low 
cumulus mere lying at rest. 

After that, down the wall into the Breach and along the 
ridge to the top of the Central Summit, the Finger of God. 
So many parties had been that way before that there was a 
well-cut staircase on the ice slope from the lowest rocks 
beyond the summit to the nkve above the Rocher de 1'Aigle. 
I suppose it saved us an hour or two, but it reminded me too 
much of a similar thing on the easy way up the Jungfrau to 
be entirely welcome. We spent one of the saved hours idling 
and photographing at the Rocher de lJAigle; jumped a 
crevasse or two on the upper part of the Tabuchet Glacier; 
crossed the ridge of the Bec de 1'Homme; ran down into 
the forest of Villard d'ArGne, and were on the high road at 
3.30. As it was early me felt bound to walk the four or five 
miles uphill from Villard d'Ar&ne to the Lau~aret  hotel, but 
the  walk was a bore. 

Two days later I was swinging downhill on the front bench 
of a char-2-bancs, watching the hleije change shape as we 
mored along its base; and when we passed noisily into the 
long, cool, lighted tunnels through which the road runs, 
fancying myself on De Quincey's mail coach as it galloped 
through the aisles of his dream cathedral. Then the trees 
became more varied and the sun hotter. Some of the hill- 
sides were turning red and gold. In time we came to Bourg 
d'0isans in its long rock-walled basin, and thence we slipped 
down in the evening on the noisy little steam tram, through 
the village streets, the new power stations along the Romanche, 
and a flaming sunset to Vizille. And so to bed and the end 
of the season. 



BY HAROLD RAEBURN. 

T Ceresole, in the beautiful Val d'orco, the ' Stabilimento ' A is a delightful place to spend one or two obdays in bad 
weather. 

Ling and I appreciated its advantages, gastromomic and 
otherwise, to the full, as they came between a long day of 
204 hours over the peaks on the Franco-Italian frontier, 
and several days' wandering in the lovely remote Italian 
valleys lying between Cogne and the Rutor. Chased from 
the Pic Central of the Meije by blizzards of wind, hail, 
snow, lightning, and all unkindness, we turned towards the 
Tarentaise-over the long, two-mile ar6te of the D6me de la 
Sache and Mont Pourri. Then passing to Italy over five of 
the frontier peaks, we gained the hospitable roof of the Grand 
Hotel Reale at  9 o'clock on the night of August 5, 1907. 

In mist from the Cerru lake we were overtaken by dark- 
ness some way above Csresole, and as in a semi-somnolent 
condition we steadily tramped down the seemingly never- 
ending, ever-descending track, a dream-like feeling stole over 
us. The dim, mysterious pine forests, the chalets, or groups 
of stone houses, half ruinous and seemingly deserted, from 
which no friendly light gleamed; the muffled sound of a 
bell (tolling from some illvisible church) breaking the still- 
ness of the night, the path bordered by the fairy lamps lit 
by numerous glowworms-all combined to induce a sense of 
unreality, as if we were wandering in another world. At 
last, seeing a cottage from which a light shone, we stopped 
to enquire regarding the whereabouts of the ' Stabilimento.' 
We were told that it mas tre quarti d' ora off. But we were 
still able to step out better than the good lady's calculation, 
as in 20 m. we reached ultra-civilisation at  the Grand Hctel, 
with its electric light, table d'hCte, evening dress, and baths ! 

Two days of mist, rain, and thunder followed, our greatest 
exertion a short etroll, and the greatest excitement, matching 
the persevering young Italians snatch a game or two of tennis 
between the showers. 

On the evening of the second day the weather cleared, 
and me resolved to start next morning to sleep out for the 
Gran Paradiso by the S. face. 

The ordinary and the easy way to climb the Gran Paradiso 
is from the Victor Emmanuel hut in the Val Savaranche. 
Even from Ceresole this is the route usually followed. 
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The first day the Nivolet Col is crossed either on foot, or 
more usually on mule back, and aecent made to the hut. 

Next day the mountain is climbed by the easy glacier on 
the west, descended to the hut, and return made over the 
Nivolet Col the same day. 

From Cogne the usual route is over the great Tribulation 
glacier to the top of the Col de lYAbeille, then turning sharp 
to the right, a snow, ice, and rock couloir is climbed to a 
notch between the central rock tower and the highest point, 
which is on the N. ridge. 

If the ascent is made by the N. ridge the climb is a h e  
one. On the 8. side of the mountain a large glacier, the 
Glacier di Noaschetta, lies on a kind of shelf stretching 
along the N. side of the Noaschetta glen, the upper part 
of which is called the Val di Goj. 

Above this glacier rise the great cliffs of the S. face. 
These extend ronnd from the vertical, or overhanging, arete 
of the Becca di Moncorv6, to the Col de l9Abeille. The latter 
is the first 'weak' point in the formidable aspect of the 
peak on this side. This col does not, however, lend directly 
to the peak itself, but to the upper part of the Tribulation 
glacier lying on the N.E. side of the Gran Parediso, where 
it joins the route from Cogne. Our idea was to find a way 
up these cliffs, leading more directly to the final ridge, and in 
order to  get an early start, we resolved to make the Bruna 
chalets our first night's objective. On expressing our inten- 
tion of attacking the Gran Paradiso from .the Noaschetta 
valley, we were diama ed to learn that the King of Italy 
was expected on the fo T lowing day at  Noasca. The King has 
a hunting chalet on a green alp high up in the recesses of 
the Val di Chiamosseretto, and the route from Ceresole to the 
huts of Bruna passes through this glen and alp. These 
King's paths are a great convenience to the climber. That 
we were to follow ascends steeply up the hillside above 
Ceresole to the W., and then passing over a shoulder, swings 
ronnd the Broelie glen without losing height, over another 
ehoulder into the Chiamosseretto glen, and to the King's 
camp. Thence it ascends to a little rocky col, descends 
steeply to Bruna, and passes by the Motta chalets in the 
direction of the Col Noaschetta. When the King is shooting 
of course these tracks are closed ; but the opinion was 
expressed, that as he had not yet arrived, perhaps the 
authorities would let our party through. A day later would 
certainly'-be tm late. 
--We accordjn$y reeolwd to make a n  early start. 
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At 8.15 on the morning of August 8, our porter, ordered 
overnight, turned up in good time. He was a tall, lean, 
active-looking man, who rejoiced in the sonoroue names of 
Bartolomeo Rolando, and is, as we presently discovered, one 
of the leading guides of the district. AR we were only going 
to take him along a mule path, from which it was impossible 
to stray, we could not be considered undergaided with only 
one. Rolando is a pleasant, obliging man, and carried a 
pretty heavy load without complaint, and I have no doubt 
the floods of Italian explanations, which he poured forth to 
the keepers and officers at  the King's camp, were the means 
of us getting through the lines with little worry or delay. 
Be speaks French well, and seems thoroughly well acquainted 
with the Levanna peaks. We followed the King's hunting 
path before mentioned. The whole country was alive with 
parties of beaters, going up to take part in the hunt, and we 
kept company with eome of these for part of the way. We 
learned from them that the Tresenta was to be the field of 
to-morrow's operations. The King's camp presented a bug 
and bustling scene. Numerous tents well floored with straw 
were pitched in addition to the permanent buildings of the 
chalet. A number of soldiers, officers, and keepers were 
already on the spot, and bands of porters were climbing up 
the steep ascent from Noasca, loaded with all kinds of pro- 
visions and articles, for the use of the King and his guesta 

Thanks to Rolando's explanations, we got through after 
a short palaver. We then ascended steeply up to the little 
rocky pass, with built stone butts, leading over to the Noas- 
chetta glen, and descending some hundreds of feet, arrived ab 
the Bruna chalet. 

I t  mas a long low stone building, with no windowe and but 
one small door. Rolando introduced us to the occupants. 
Over a fire of logs hung a great copper caldron full of curd. 
Stirring this mas a huge, half-naked, and shaggy-haired 
Caliban, while on the floor crouched a woman and several 
children watching the operations. The ' Pug,' to uee Ling'e 
expressive phrase, was naturally horrible, and after ae short 
a stay as politeness demanded we were glad to escape into 
the open air. We paid and dismissed Rolando with mutual 
expressions of goodwill, and after an a1 fresco meal turned in, 
under the shadow of a great rock, for forty winks, which 
I was lucky enough to obtain, though Ling was less fortu- 
nate. 

In  the afternoon numerous people began to arrive a t  the 
hut, and after another look a t  our mutaal sleeping place-- 
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merely hay spread along one side of the floor-we resolved to 
' seek higher things ' and to camp out. 

On expressing our intention, Caliban and Co.-tmlimited 
apparently-who evidently considered us eccentric before, 
now thought us quite mad. In  Italian, eked out with bad 
French, Caliban explained that up there we should be lonely 
and cold, while here we should have company and warmth. 

Plenty of both in Hades,' we might have retorted. We were 
obdurate, however, and after getting a load of firewood from 
our friend Caliban, for which we gave him a lira, to his 
surprise and delight, we set off up the glen. 

We found a suitable boulder not far from the moraine of 
the  glacier tongue-this tongue is called the Glacier de Goj 
-coming down from the Col di Gran Paradiso, and pitched 
camp here. 

Though the night was not cold, as usual we could not sleep ; 
so  by 1.20 A.X. on the morning of August 9 we were under 
weigh, and crossing a stream, kept up over screea and boulders 
in the direction of the pass. There are considerable stretches 
of quite a good path here, interrupted by spaces where all 
traces have been ewept away by avalanches of stones and 
bouldercr. Presently we struck the glacier, and walked up it 
partly on moraine, partly on ice. From 2.40 to 3.0 we 
stopped, as the ice was getting steeper, and the stones fewer, 
t o  put in some ice-nails. Shortly after restarting Ling dis- 
covered a splendid comet blazing in the eastern sky. I t  wae 
the comet known as Daniel's, and we had a capital view of it, 
with its wide-spreading tail brighter than the Milky Way. 
Soon the rising flood of daylight, pouring over the rocky 
barrier of the Grand St. Pierre, submerged beneath its waves 
the lesser luminaries of the night, and the comet paled and 
vanished with the rest. 

At 3.15 we were almost level with the Col di Gran Paradiso, 
then turning to the right we mounted the easy, bare Glacier 
di Noaschetta. This glacier extends right along below the 
great S. wall of the Gran Paradiso, and forms an easy high- 
way, for a traverse between the Victor Emmanuel and Pianto- 
netto huts. 

The western boundary of the S. face of the Paradiso is 
formed by the Becca di Moncorv6. 

From the Becca an ar6te falls very steeply towards the 
Col di Gran Paradiso, and we resolved to make our first effort 
in this direction. 

gaining the Noaschetta glacier at  3.30, we soon turned to 
our left towards the rocks of the Moncorve arhte, and halted 
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a t  their foot for breakfast till 4.10. Then crossing the berg- 
schrund, we climbed steep and very loose rocks to the arbte, 
and followed it to a little col looking down to the Val Sara- 
ranche a t  6.7. From then till 8.30 me had some hard climb- 
ing. The arete soon becomes exceedingly steep, and the 
rocks on the edge are, to look at, a miracle of equilibrium. 

Enormous loose blocks appear to adhere to the arbte, and 
seem as though a touch was all that was required to send 
them crashing down either to the Moncorve glacier on the 
one hand, or to the Noascheth glacier on the other. The 
only way to make progress was by dodging to one side of the 
arete or the other, where sundry overhanging slabby chimneys 
were discovered, which enabled us to slowly gain ground. 
These places reminded us of the mountaineer who 'did not 
mind when the rocks were merely steep,' but who ' could not 
stand that infernal dangling.' 

The ' dangling ' here was done frequently by our ' too too 
solid ' sacks. As long as the angle permits of the  rucksack 
behaving in its usual affectionate and clinging manner, all is 
well. When one's back is turned so much earthward that the 
sack wildly swings in air, with the strain almost a t  right 
angles to the cervical vertebrae, thesclimbing becomes decidedly 
tiresome. 

The weather also by now was becoming rather doubtful. 
During the night it had never been cold, and the dawn, though 
a lovely one, was not altogether healthy-looking. Now, clouds 
were gathering in the direction of the Charforon and Tresenta. 
From the slopes of the latter an occasional rifle crack showed 
that the King's party were afoot. 

At 8.7, a t  the height of 12,900 ft., just 1,000 ft. below the 
summit of the Gran Paradiso end 381 ft. below the top of 
the Becca, we abandoned this route. Descending for several 
hundred feet, we traversed off to left-E.-to a broad scree and 
dirt-covered ledge. Narrowing as we traversed E., and in 
places almost dying out, but never quite, this ledge led us 
right acroaa the whole face to the edge of the couloir of the 
Col de 1'Abeille route, a t  about one-third of its height above 
the glacier. No serious difficulties were encountered, though 
at one or two places it looked as if the ledge had completely 
fallen off the face. 

At one point the route crossed a steep ice couloir. Earlier, 
this might have afforded a direct access to the final ridge. 
Now, it mas too lively with falling stones for us to think of 
trying it, and i t  was crossed with a s  great expedition as 
possible. 
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The tongile of ice that comes down from the Col de 
1'Abeille (the Glacier de 1'Abeille) hangs its final ice cliff8 ahd 
beautiful sCracs somewhat threateningly over the lower part 
of the Col de 1'Abeille route. By keeping on the rocks of the 
W. bank, quite easy where we struck them, all danger from 
this source can be avoided. We ascended the W. bank of the 
couloir some way and then traversed back to W.-a good 
many patches of ice here caused some delay-and still keeping 
to the E. reached the final arQte a t  the third tower S. of the 
summit. Probably we followed partly the same route as that 
followed by the Italian party, in the first ascent from the 
Noaschetta glacier.' 

At several places on the ' band there were tracks of a 
chamois, and we also arrived on the arQte, by a neat little 
ledge bearing numerous traces of use by these animals. The 
weather was close and warm, and the snow leading up to the 
final peak extremely soft and fatiguing, so we kept over the 
rock towers on the ridge to the top, which was reached at 
2.15. The weather was now too threatening to allow of the 
intended descent by the N. ridge and the Piccolo Paradiso. 
As we finished lunch, the electric disturbances suggested as 
speedy a retreat down the easy glacier to the Victor Emmanuel 
hut as  convenient. The rocks were ' ~inging  ' loudly, as were 
also the ice-axes, and even our hats. Our hairs rose up ' like 
quills upon the fretful porcupine,' and the breath felt almost 
,solid, as it issued from our lungs in thick visible vapour. I t  
was evidently time we were off the ridge. 

We were some little way from the cairn. Ling had gone 
down a snow slope leading off the ridge, here composed of ice 
and snow. I W ~ R  just leaving it, and about 20 ft. above him, 
when a blinding flash blazed in our eyes. At the same time a 
shriek, like the rending of an acre of silk in a giant's hands, 
was heard, and simultaneously I received R, violent blow on 
the top of the head, causing me to stagger on to my knees. 
The electricity evidently ran along the wet rope, for Ling also 
received a shock, though much slighter. I was dazed for the 
moment, and could only gaze stupidly at my hat, to see where 
the hole was. I rec~yered in a few seconds, and for the nest 
five minutes we were trying our best, in spite of the heavy 
going in the soft snow, to beat the record down the Gran 
Paradiso. 

The electric storm burst with extraordinary rapidity and 
great fury, accompanied by heavy hail. Looking back a t  the 
- - - - - - - -- -- -. - -- 

* See Climber's Guide to Cogne, p. 102. 
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jagged arete, we could KX &rsh aftex &sh darting m m d  out  
d the piles of froat- and lightning-riven rack whkh forms 
the t~were on the srite. Sothing fPrtber oeenrred to u s  
except tkst  ten minutes Inter, sa I put m j  ieeare under my 
right arm, in order to gatber in a dropped loop of the rope, I 
received a sharp ehwk on the under ride of the arm. Lover 
down, where one paeeea along a narrow ice &re between 
two branchea of the glaeier, the ares again became so noisy 
that we left them sticking in the mow, while r e  retired down 
the elope a little way, till their ' song ' c e d .  I t  was curious 
to note that the electric current seemed to ps~e in ,des. 
G r a d d y  the phenomena would begin, increase in intensib, 
then die away to recommence agah 
The storm was a h  very local. Only on the Parsdiso and 

only on the summit did the thundercloud lie. The peak is 
of course like Mont Blenc, the highest for many miles around 
K e  reached the hut in a little over an hour and a half, and 
btopped there for afternoon tea before walliing doan to Pont. 
This, by the way, k a capital little hotel, very clean and com- 
fortable. Sext day, with a young porter, Eli& Dape, we 
crossed to Val de Rh6mes. The weather again threatened 
storm, so we gave up the intended traverse of the Cime de 
l'ouille, and took the Col de 1'Entrelor instead. As the whole 
party were passing along a ridge leading bo the col, we all 
received a decided but harmless shock. The lightning-s 
thunderstorm now raging-seemed bhis time twme way off. 
We, however, deemed it prudent to depoeit the axes, and 
retire below the ridge till their singing and that of the rocks 
ceaded.' 

From Val de Rhkmee we traversed the Bec de 1'Invergnan 
by the E. ridge, this time in h e  weather. A few days later 
we traversed Mont Blanc by the Rocher route from Conr- 
mayeur ; but though we crossed on August 15, the day of the 
great storm, the lightning, of which there was a great deal, 
this time kept away from us. It, with the bitter wind and 
driving snow, hastened our pace from the top considerably, 
however, and landed us in Chamonix, instead of the Midi 
Cabane, in 4 i  hrs. from the summit. 

For notes on the effects of lightning, see A. J. vol-vii. p. 191. 



BY G. WlNTHROP YOUNG. 

R. GODLEY recently, in a delightful paper,* pricked with M sophistical points, refined to soothing gold on the 
philosopher's stone of his wit, the bubble sentimentalism 
of those of us to whom the new route is an inspiratio~l or 
the luncheon-refuse anathema. I t  would be mere bludgeon 
work to argue that there is little of the ' desperate counsel ' 
he imputes-hardly even a 'moderately severe course'-to 
be found in a retreat to Ida or Olympus ; or to protest that 
the sop of a ' depopulated ' perambulation from the Grimsel 
to the Gothard ie a poor compensation for his cheerful sur- 
render of the great monarchs of the Alps to the dominion of 
the 'railway guide ' and the fixed ' excommunication cords.' 
We can only appeal for a kindly indulgence towards pilgrims 
whose poverty of imagination needs the stimulus of external 
circumstance, the unbottled summit and the lonely sunset, to 
revive that spirit of romance which happily seems to palpitate 
unaided for the philosopher even in the omnipresence of the 
Polyglot or the Polytechnic picnic party. At worst me 
are guilty of the pathetic fallacy; and we will accept the 
charge unrepining, if only, as the inevitable lines, railway or 
clothes, tighten round our solitudes-laid by philistinism and 
lauded by philosophy-we may be allowed the privilege of the 
losers, to withdraw to our tents, or sleeping-bags, and protest 
in  peace a moral superiority over the triumphing tripper 
tribe. An irreclaimable sentilnentalist by conviction, it is 
now some years since, as the outcome of a long apprenticeship 
to the craft of climbing and--equally vital-to the nature of 
guides, I registered a vow that when the proper period for the 
great Penniue peaks should arrive they should be ascended 
with every adventitious aid of pomp and circnmstance. The 
experienced guide who knows his Alps, and in whose sophisti- 
cated mind the details of a climb are salted down and ticketed 
a s  ' Here I haul the Herr ' and ' Here I haul him harder,' 
would knock the ' moral support ' to romance out of a moun- 
tain range. On the other hand the good guide whose notions 
of the usual ascents of the Zermatt peaks should not have 
been prejudiced by experience or report would have to be. 
re-exhumed, at the present date, from the congenial company 
of the dodo. No alternative remained but to contrive for each 
summit some new line of approach or fresh combination, 
-- - 

Alpine J o u m l ,  vol. xxiii. p. 448. 
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which might reduce pr~feseional infallibility to a human level 
of speculation and invest the ascents with the romance of un- 
certainty and the semblance, at least, of contributory effort 
on the part of the amatcur. Earlier generations, with a 
wealth of new high-class ridges to draw or be drawn upon, 
could afford to uphold general rules, that may fitly be termed 
'rigid,' with regard to the propriety of visiting, much more 
of leaving their cards upon, so called 'face climbs.' But a 
modern climber, with a dislike for peasant predestination, hae 
to exercise a more independent and individualising scrnting. 
There are good faces and bad faces, and nearly every face, 
however evil its reputation, will be found, if properly investi- 
gated, io have its sound points and salient ribs free horn the 
defects of its general character. The more pronounced the 
stonefall the easier for the seeing eye to trace out the pro- 
tuberant wrinkles. A face generally looks evenly insecure 
from below, and a side view tells us nothing but the general 
angle, suggesting a false rib with every new skyline as we 
ahift. But stones prefer to fall down depressions and betray 
the lines of the real profile. There is, of course, the unreckon- 
able risk of flank attacks from rocks bursting as they strike; 
but this is a peril shared by many accepted aretes; the 
irregular flight in any case is short, and the dominant lines 
of the slope soon regulate the traffic again. The steepness of 
a face is a180 its own protection ; a very small projection gives 
adequate cover for a considerable distance, and often the angle 
alone bars all but very fancy ' drop ' shots. An example might 
be found in the lower part of the E. face of the Rimpfischhorn, 
the climb upon which this year was not only mapped out on 
these principles but considerately conformed to them in execu- 
tion. I t  is, perhaps, worth mentioning that out of pome thirty 
successful face climbs the only occasion on which our party 
has  encountered real risk from a rockfall was on the Zind 
side of the Gabelhorn, a popular ascent that would be classed 
by most with the ridge climbs. The ' single stealthy block ' 
that has occasionally stalked us elsewhere is an importunist 
common to all types of ascents. On a blunt rib the con- 
sequences of stones released by an ill-handled rope or an 
unpardonable foot are clearly more widely spread than on 
a laterally-drained spinal ridge ; but these climbs are, in any 
.case, only for the excessively cautious and never for ' trippers.' 
A greater measure of care and pre-examination is called for on a 
.face, but no popular ridge is sufficiently ' cleared up ' to alloff 
-of-these-hing neglected. - It was, I think, Giraldua Cmbreneis 
who first remarked on this mountain phenomenon, after 
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apparently h i t l e s s  attempts to get the Snowdon gullies into 
a decent state of repair : ' I t  is wonderful that when, after 
diligent search, all the stones hare been removed from the 
mountains, and no more can be found, a few days after they 
reappear in greater quantities to those who seek them ! ' 
Face climbs have an additional merit in affording  chance^ of 
further advance by a lateral escape on to alternative ridges. 
Of course one would rather not cross couloirs on faces, just 
as one would rather not traverse top-heavy towers on knife- 
edges or run over policemen on motors ; but the obstructive 
position of each makes it often inhuman to avoid them, and 
they all serve at leafit one useful purpose in concentrating into 
an almost negligible compass the terrors of irresponsible laws 
of motion and inertia, which mere never intended for the 
purposes for which we break them. Design, caution, and 
above all pace are a rule of three that can deal as securely' 
with the fractions of fdling faces as with the square roots, or 
boots, of gendarmes on ar6teq or on duty. 

It will be seen that there has been a certain reasoned 
quixotism of motive inspiring our efforts to release these 
mountain faces from their unmerited ostracism, not exclusively 
a desire for originality or for a subversion of the equilibrium 
of the guide mind. I t  is hoped that the respectability of the 
Weisshorn, in all its aspects, has been to some extent esta- 
blished ; and if I take the south face of the Dom as the present 
illustrative instance it is only because, in defiance of all 
proof, its east face still labours under the suspicion of assault 
and battery, and it is eminently desirable that one at least of 
its surfaces should be discharged without a stone upon its 
character. 

Mayor and myself had a few days to spare at  the end of last 
season, and the Dom looked irresistible from our Nonte Rosa 
tea table. Joseph Knubel was still handicapped, or rather 
knee-capped, by an injury got on the S. face of the Weisshorn; 
not the result, old-alpine-traditionally, of a falling stone, but of 
trying too hurriedly to get raspberry jam out of a tin. So we 
took Gabriel Lochmatter to help. We should probably have 
strengthened the party in any case. I t  is hard to envisage 
the S. face of the Dom without including the Titschhorn, and 
memory was still busy with the fearsome occasion when Ryan 
and myself, with some professionals in ' walking ' parts, were 
overmuch interested spectators of an extraordinary ascent of 
its southern precipices by Franz Lochmatter. Hinc iEli Locli- 
rimatteri! We got to the new Dom hut with the usual 
dissatisfaction ; it is impossible to time one's weary ascent of 
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these eastern slopes of the valley so as to keep always behind 
the climbing shadow; some objectionable pass is certain to 
let a glare of hot light leak through upon one's back on the  
least sheltered zigzags. The night in the hut was ss inde- 
scribable as all such nights are when one has the starlight and 
the straw to oneself. I do not remember when we started. 
nor yet when we reached the top; our times are decently 
buried in Mayor's official memory and the back numbers of 
the ' Journal." We put on the rope sufficiently prematmely to  
colour the whole day with the glowing consciousness of having 
done the right thing. The so-called central couloir, for which 
we were aiming, is really what is left of the flat 8. face by 
the projecting intrusions of the western and southern ar6tes. 
A previous party? had made s route up it inclining back to 
the left and reaching the summit by the W. arete. We 
attacked it on its right side, not from any contrariness but on 
principle, because a subsidiary ridge, protruding on the right 
from the S. (Dom Joch) ardte and turning downwards almost 
through a right angle, offered a convenient route up the face 
and a secure shelter from the discharges of the couloirs. The 
strata sloped outward and the rocks were loose, but the 
climbing was dry and easy. The arGte, as we mounted, 
gradually drew itself up off the face, until, at  the corner 
where it turned back toward the 5. ridge, we were climbing 
on a shaky and fairly sharp edge with a sheer fall on our 
right into a secondary chasm. A gradual descent on its left 
upper side brought us back into the central couloir or ' flat,' 
and we skirted up its right wall, keeping in the shadow of the 
buttresses of the 8. arkte, until they in turn retreated and 
the couloir developed into a big semi-circus or amphitheatre, 
the meeting place of four or five slantingdicular gullies. This 
was the one unattractive section of the ascent, since in order 
to reach the lower ends of the ribs descending into the top of 
the circus it was necessary to traverse an open and slabby 
arena commanded by at least two couloirs, the angle of whose 
possible artillery admitted of no nice calculation. We collected 
the party and our breath, and then took the danger zone a t  
a hand and foot gallop. In a bad year, with snow or ice to 
check the acceleration, this passage could not be academically 
upheld ; in fact, given such premises, several portions of the 
climb which were easy enough in sunshine and bareness 
might induce plenty of time and a superfluity of matter 
for thought. We struck a prominent rib curving down in 

* AZpine Joumlal, vol. xxiii. pp. 330-1. t lbid.  vol. xiii. p. 415. 
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a westerly direction from the summit and skimmed up its 
corrugations to our first halt and breakfast. On principle I 
had negatived all previous suggestions of pause, and we were 
well ahead of time and of its debilitating effects upon sun- 
swept slopes. The few small stones that fell passed down 
the upper fork of the big couloir to our left, and below followed 
the left-hand (W.) side, where we had located them to our 
satisfaction from the first. We were now free of all external 
considerations and could enjoy at  leisure the sombre view of 
the splendid walls tbat enclosed us on either hand, with the 
northern snows of the Tiischhorn shivering in the first rush 
of morning light before us, and the Rimpfischhorn smiling 
frostily across the beautiful jet and foam curves of the Dom 
Joch, obviously prond of its promotion, and thankful for even 
a temporary divorce from the virtuous but bourgeois society 
of the Strahlhorn. 

The further rib was sound, if steep, with minute but 
gentlemanly holds. Where it merged in the final face of 
the peak the rock deteriorated, and the leader's intense 
anxiety to keep religiously up the centre of the narrow, 
triangular face, and not to be drawn by any soft options 
on to the trodden paths of the now adjacent W. and 8. 
arktes, induced the performance of some remarkable gym- 
nastics up overhanging and dissolute crags. This is a form 
of childiah indulgence which we all condemn in each other, 
and most of us, I suggest with diffidence, in our own perform- 
ance condone. No well polished ridge in the neighbonrhood 
of a popular hotel but has its small pinnacle to be ascended. 
'absolutely for the first time.' No cunning old local guide 
but knows and profits by our unconfessed but universal 
weakness for the ' true and new ' arcte. Mayor and I had 
secure front seats and the knowledge of a broad margin to 
the time sheet ; and while we divided an upward sn1ile of lofty 
superiority it was noticeable that it was the tail which refused 
to more, when we reached the final snow-crest, until the lender 
had made certain by tentative peeps that the steps were going 
to be kicked on to the exact summit. The view was a rare 
one even for the Alps on a day that proved the hottest in an 
exceptional year. With regret we renounced the tempting 
descent on Saas, out of regard for the early closing of our 
holiday, and prepared with set teeth and much 'pomade 
SQchehaye' on our faces to brave the glaring monotony of 
the usual way. I have only once felt anything approaching 
the scorching oppression of the passage of these tracts of 
white heat, on an occasion when Mackay and myself, after 
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being tricked on to the Trugberg, climbed the Nonch et 
midday a i th  the successive detachment of each of our accepted 
seven cuticles. We fled faster and faster from the furnace, 
hunted by puffs of hot breath, and our expressions might 
have suggested to an onlooker a more than usual sensitiveness 
to the ingenuity with which all sub-alpine paths elude the 
tantalising shadow of the fir trees. Two hours and fifty 
minutes stands for the first man's time from the summit to 
the door of the Randa bathroom, and little less should in 
justice be recorded for the paesage thence to the tea table. 

It will be remarked that the climb, like most proper climbs, 
was thoroughly dull, uneventful, and ullworthy of record, 
which makes it all the pleasanter to recall and the better 
illustration of my thesis. As the last-named appeare to h ~ v e  
got involved with several others in the course of the a w n t  
I shall not, by restating it, risk the sort of questioning pause 
which usually follows the striking of the keynote by a con- 
scientious pianist after an unaccompanied verse. It may be 
sufficient to put a problem to the gentle protagonists of 'fine 
old crusted routes ' and rather over ' full-bodied huts.' 'What 
could be the comparative pleasure of the other parties throng- 
ing up the usual ascent of the Dom on that fierce day?  And 
to suggest the solution by a trifling misquotation from the 
'Traveller '- 

Some sterner Virtues o'er the mountain's breast 
Nay sit like falcons cowering on the nest ; 
But all the gentler Morals. such as p l y  
Through life's more cultured walk, and charm the way, 
These, far dispersed, on timorous pinions--come 
To sport and flutter in a End-0'- ' scrum ' ! 

BY 0. K. WILLIAMSON, M.D. 

I G the summer of 1906 I was able to carry out a 
long cherished plan of spending part of a climbing DUB'" 

season among the high alps of Dauphine. 
On July 2 an evening walk up the Lautaret road from 

Bourg d'Oisans brought me late a t  night to the Hotel Juge 
at La  Grave. The following day was spent in repose, and in 
the evening old Alois Pollinger joined me. On the 4th a 
training expedition was decided upon, in accordance with 
custom ; and what more suitable object could be chosen t h ~  
the Aiguille du Golkon, 11,251 ft., that fine view p i n t  to the 
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N. of La Grfbve 7' Starting a l  the unseemly hour of 10 A.M. we 
walked up the high road until just above the first gallery. 
After diverging up a side valley to the left we traversed its 
flower-carpeted slopes to Pramelier, and continuing up the 
treeless uplands lunched at  the foot of our peak. We then 
struck up the slopes of friable rock of which the mountain 
is composed to the S.E. ar&te,* which we followed without 
di5culty to the top (about 4 P.M.). The Pelvoux group watl 
qnfortunately clouded, as the view of these peaks must be 
exceedingly fine. However we were consoled by the striking 
view of the Southern Aiguille d'Arves and the distant lower 
hills, with the ever changing cloud shadows of a stormy eky. 
Descending the same way to Pramelier we now skirted the 
hillside, here rich with fields of corn, until directly above 
La Grave, which we descended upon, losing our way in an 
important thoroughfare of that city (whioh, I am eorry to say, 
my companion designated as a ' Saustrasse '), and so reached 
our hotel just before 9 o'clock. > 

The following day H. Symons and our second guide,Edouard 
Charlet, of Charnonix, joined me. On the 6th we yielded to 
the magnetic influence of the words ' not yet ascended,' which 
we. read in the ' Central Alps of Dauphiny ' as the sole 
deecription of the central peak of the Chamoissikre. Although 
we succeeded in starting from La Grave 10 m. earlier than 
for my  firs^ expedition yet it was past midday when we arrived 
at  the Chalet de l'Alpe, where we proceeded to exsmine our 
peak. 

Roughly speaking the three peaks of the Chamoissiere are 
points on a ridge which stretches northwards from the Pic 
de Neige Cordier. Ascending the elopes towards the western 
eummit we turned off eastwards and traversed slopes of hard 
snow, where we roped, and thus reached the lower end of a 
couloir at  the foot of the N. face of the central perak. We 
now went up the rocks on the true left of this couloir, and so 
directly to the summit (10,007 ft.), having an easy but 
pleaeant climb.? We had seen nail scratches on the way up, 
so were hardly surprised when, on reaching the summit, we 
found a stone-man. The view delighted us. The rock scenery 
in the foreground was striking, but we were especially im- 
pressed by the great rocky wall which &retches from the 

* There is an error anent this expedition'in the Cm~trnl  Alps of 
Dauphiny (eemnd edition). On p. 20, in 6th line from top, ' 1.' 
~hould read ' r.' 

t' Alpine Joz~rnal, vol. xxiii. p. 340. 
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Grande Rnine to the Pic de Neige Cordier, with the ridge of 
the Ecrins towering behind. The Chamoissihre ie placed 
with regard to the neighbouring ridges in a position com- 
parable to that occupied by the Pic du Ttlcul in the Mont 
Blanc group. We went down the same way, halting a few 
minutes for milk at the Chalet de 1'Alpe. My companion 
was only prevented from bathing in the stream here by the 
proximity of a red calf. This was doubtless due to the recollec- 
tion of an incident with a similar bovine animal in North Italy, 
for on that occasion, owing to the dietetic idiosyncrasies of the 
creature, he only narrowly succeeded in rescuing his clothes. 
We returned in the late evening, revelling in the sweet air and 
fine moonlight effects, to La Grave. This smrall expedition 
certainly deserves to rank among the many attractions of 
La Grave. 

On the 8th. leaving the hotel about 7 A.M., we crossed the 
Brkche de la Meije to the Promontoire hut, intending to tra- 
verse the Meije on the following day. The view of the stately 
towers of the great mountain revealed to us above the mists 
I shall not soon f o r g e t  

The wild rocks shaped, as they had turrets been, 
in mockery of man's art. 

We reached the comfortable hut after an eaey half-day a t  
about 3 P.M. This is undoubtedly a far pleasanter route, and 
moreover not n great deal longer, than that through the stone- 
filled Val des Etanqons from La BBrarde. Next morning the 
weather was not sufficiently settled to justify a start, so we 
spent the greater part of the day on a rocky platform close 
by the hut, admiring the stately Grande Ruine and the Pic 
Bourcet. 

On the morning of the 10th we etarted betimes for our 
peak in magnificent weather. The south face of the mountain 
was in a condition as near perfect as poseible, and taking a 
variation of the Pae du Chat we reached the top in good 
time. On starting down the gully leading to the Brkche 
Zsigmondy we soon follnd that the east ridge was likely to be 
in a condition as bad as that of the south face of the 
mountain mas satisfactory. There was much rerglaa, neces- 
sitating careful moving and frequent hitching of the spare 
rope. After walking along the level crest of the Breche 
Zsigmondy Pollinger started up the well known crack of the 
first great tooth, whilst me waited in the shadow of the peak, 
enlivened at  intervals by seeing small avalanches of snow, ice, 
and stones dislodged by the prowess of our leader, although, 
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as he was out of sight, the only other signs of his proximity 
were sundry remarks. At length the time came for us to 
follow one by one. I cannot judge of the difficulty of this 
part of the climb under good conditions, but on this occasion, 
owing to the exceedingly unfavourable circumstances, it was 
certainly of first-class difficulty and quite the hardest part of 
the whole climb; moreover the fixed rope hanging from the 
top of the tower was not placed in the position where it is of 
most use. We now climbed over the crest of the second and 
third teeth, and along the ridges and northern slopes of the 
snowy fourth and fifth. Wonderful were the retrospective 
views of the great ridge revealed in fleeting effects by the 
mists wafted across by the light north wind, the graceful 
snow crest and gaunt rock towers in part bathed in the rays 
of the setting sun, in part wrapped in purple shadow. By 
the time that we reached the foot of the Pic Central it was 
7.30 P.M., and it was evident that our chance of getting off 
the peak by daylight had disappeared. I suggested staying on 
the ridge for the night; but Pollinger was etrongly averse 
to this plan and in favour of attempting the descent, and, as 
he had the advantage of previoue knowledge of our route, 
1 did not feel justified in insisting. We now traversed along 
the northern slopes of the peak. The face here, in part ice 
and in part rock, was covered by fresh snow. By the time 
that  we commenced to descend the slopes immediately beneath 
the summit of the peak it was dusk, and moreover freezing ; 
and moving carefully one at  a time me descended so slowly 
that  night had set in ere we had descended, I should say, 
100 ft. I well remember my regret at leaving the safe 
anchorage afforded by a firm projecting knob to descend a 
smooth wall of rock below, some 20 ft. high, which landed us 
on the top of a short snow slope. At the upper edge of this 
we anchored ouraelves as well as we could whilst Charlet, the 
last man, climbed down the rock. This was an anxious 
moment for us, as, had he slipped, I do not think me could 
possibly have held him. The problem of our further move- 
ments had to be now seriously discussed. The snow slope 
merged a short distance to our right in a couloir or slope of 
mow or ice by which it is customary to make the descent. 
After Pollinger had exemined this, and brought us word that 
i t  consisted of ' blankes Eis,' we agreed that in the night it 
was undesirable to attempt to cut steps down it, and so decided 
upon the direct descent. Below the short slope on which we stood 
was a smooth, steep rock-face, which terminated below at the 
top of the long ice slope which falls away to end at the berg- 
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schrund above the nev6 of the Tabuchet glacier. Pollinger 
busied himself in finding and fixing securely a suitable stone 
on which to tie our spare rope, held meanwhile by Sjmons, 
who was himself firmly placed against a rock, whilst Charlet 
a d  I above contrived to find good footholds. Meanwhile my 
thoughts frequently wandered to La Grave, the lights of 
which were visible near 8,000 ft. below. The night was 
clear, but the little moonlight had been merely sufficient to 
show us the Tabuchet glacier below, and even this had now 
disappeared. We had, however, a certain amount of help 
from our lantern. At last the spare rope was securely fixed 
to the knob, and one by one we did down in the darkness to 
the top of the ice slope below. Without its aid we could not 
have descended the rock face, as, whatever may be the case 
by daylight, on this dark night no hold of any sort could be 
found on it. To judge by the complete absence of ice steps 
which Charlet and I found awaiting us on arriving at  the foot 
of the rock, Pollinger's faith in our natural powers of adhesion 
to ice must have been considerable. He believed that by unty- 
ing ourselves and passing our rope through a noose in the end 
of the fixed one we should now be enabled to reach the berg- 
schrund. Thie procedure we adopted, and Pollinger, holding 
the doubled rope, disappeared into the depths below. ' Wie 
gehts ? ' was our anxious inquiry. ' Ich kann gar mchts 
sehen,' was the answer, and we learned that the schrund was 
still far below and out of sight. As a final expedient we tied 
the end of our rope to the fixed one, and were thus able to 
use its 100-ft. length. Even by the aid of this device, how- 
ever, Pollinger could only reach a point some distance above 
the schrund. We now in turn let ourselves by the help of 
the rope down the ice slope. This was not easy, as we had 
to depend almost exclusively on arm-hold, and Symons's grip 
gave way before he reached the lower end of our rope, and he 
slipped into Pollinger's arms below. 

I t  only remained for us now to wait where we were until day- 
break. After a bit the men summoned sufficient energy to cut 
a shelf on which me could sit, and J think we were all agreeably 
surprised when some 2 hrs. after reaching this spot day began 
to dawn, for, owing to our constant occupation, the night had 
quickly passed ; and most fortunately for us, doubtless on 
account of the complete absence of wind, it had not been cold. 
As soon as there was sufficient light the guides commenced 
step cutting. They quickly arrived at. rather eoft snow, and 
traversing to the right soon came to a point where the berg- 
schrund was easily jumped, and we thus reached the easy 
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slopes of the Tebuchet glacier. After casting a last look a t  
our rope we proceeded down the glacier. We had intended 
to descend the whole length of this, but, owing to our ropeless 
condition, thought it better to go down by the ordinary route, 
and therefore crossed the ridge which runs N. from the Bec 
de 1'Homme; and soon the hooting of motor cars on the 
Lautaret high road annouriced our impending return to 
civilisation. 

I t  is statedon the authority of the 'Central Alps of Dauphiny ' 
that the Pic Central is known in the Nonestier valley as the 
Doigt de Dieu. However this may be, historical accuracy com- 
pels me to record the fact that Pollinger spent the last part of 
our walk to La Grave in diligently searching for the most dis- 
respectful epithets to apply to the peak, and further that his 
efforts in that direction met with a considerable measure of 
succes8. 

At 11 A.M. on July 11 we re-entered La Grave after an ex- 
pedition of 31 hrs. 

A day or two later we left La Grave. We did so with oon- 
siderable regret, as we had spent some very pleasant daye 
there, and had found the Hotel Juge exceedingly comfortable, 
gnd I may here remark that its management contrasts very 
favourably with that of the hotel at La BBrarde. In unsettled 
weather we walked over the Col de 1'Alpe to Venosc, 
a beautiful spot, and from there up the desolate Val VBneon 
to the charmingly situated St. Christophe. Next day we 
strolled up to La BCrarde. 

On the 16th we traversed Les Ecrins from S. to N. We 
found the rocks above the Col des Avalanches very extensively 
glazed ; in fact never before had I met with anything like the 
same extent of v e r g h  as we came across in Dauphin6 last 
summer. On the impressive summit ridge we met Messrs. 
Bartleet and .Douglas, with their guides, this being the only 
party which we encountered on any of our Dauphine climbs. 
For the descent we gladly profited by their steps down the 
ice slope. 

Two days later in perfect weather we left La Bkrarde in 
order to cross the Col du Sel6 (10,834 ft.) to Ailefroide, an 
enjoyable expedition affording many fine views, that which 
struck us especially being the Ailefroide, Pic sans Nom, and 
Pelvouu, as seen from the Se16 glscier, the only unpleasant 
part of the day being the abominable slope of shifting debris, 
or so called ' clapier,' which had to be crossed before we reached 
the beautiful lower valley, the walk down which was perhaps 
rendered more enjoyable by contrast. Everything at  the 
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little hotel at Ailefroide pleased us except the enormous 
number of flies. 

Next morning, July 19, we started at 4.40 A.M. with the 
intention of traversing the Montagne des Agneaux (12,008 ft.) 
to the Chalet de 1'Alpe. After a false start up the right bank 
of the stream, which wasted some minutes, we walked up to 
the Tuckett hut, taking the route on the right bank of the 
icefall of the Glacier Blanc, consoled for the hot grind up the  
hillside by the grand view of the Pelvoux and its neighbours 
and by the vista down the valley, with the hills beyond 

Mellowed end mingling, yet distinctly seen, 

rising above an Italian haze. 
The hut is finely situated above the left moraine of the  

Glacier Blanc. From here, after lialting about 1,1 hr., we 
ascended the hot, stony slopes which lead to the small glacier 
which descends from the Col Tuckett, m d  passing to our 
right beneath the icefall as quickly as possible, so as to escape 
the risk of falling stones, we struck up a thoroughly sound 
face of rock, followed by a ridge on the true left of the glacier 
as remarkable for the opposite characteristics, and ascending 
a short snow slope reached at 2.16 P.M. the col (11,484 ft.). 
The route described in the ' Central Alps of Dauyhiny ' passes 
over the upper basin of the small glacier above mentioned. 
At  2.46 P.M. we started up the N.E. face of our peak. The 
rocks, at first loose, very soon improved, and a pleamnt 
scramble brought us at 3.15 P.M. to the top of the Montagne 
des Agneaux. The reputation of the summit as a point of 
view is well deserved ; Les lhrins is particularly imposing from 
here. Starting on our descent at 3.45, after wain reaching 
t.he col we traversed along the base of the highest or eastern 
summit, and climbing up rotten rocks reached the col between 
i t  and the point immediately to the weet. N.W. of thie point 
is a snow ~ummit,  from which a ridge extends northwards. 
Traversing snow slopes we soon reached this ridge. The way 
down to the Chalet de l'Alpe, we gathered from the description 
in the ' Central Alps of Dauphiny,' lay in t h k  direction, but 
i t  was not obvious, and the guides were unable to help us in  
finding it. We therefore returned in our steps, climbed the 
snow summit by an ice slope and loose rock with the view of 
finding a route on the W. side, but as soon a~ we saw them 
gave up all thought of descending the steep icy northern 
slopes of the ridge which stretches to the W. The amateurs 
of the party then decided that the wisest plan woald be to 
descend from the Col Tuckett to the E. and if possible reach 
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Monestier that night. We accordingly retraced our steps to 
the col, and after deecending a short steep slope reached the 
n4v6 of the Monestier glacier. Leaving on our left the ridge 
of rocks which crops out from the glacier we descended 
rapidly, and soon had a wearisome step-cutting job down the 
steep icefall for some hundreds of feet, reaching the level 
glacier below, and so the left moraine, in the gloaming 
Descending the stony slopes, at 8.30 P.M. we reached a spot 
where it was decided to bivouac, as the guides were of opinion 
that  it was undesirable to attempt to cross by night a certain 
stream over which lay our way. I have never passed a more 
uncomfortable night. We lay as close together as possible on 
snow and rock, partly under an overhanging boulder and 
close to a glacier stream. We suffered considerably from the 
cold-indeed, far more so than when, nine days before, we had 
been benighted on the Pic Central. At dawn next morning 
we continued our descent, and at once found that we might 
easily have proceeded the night before. After traversing 
moraine slopes pleasant walking down the left side of the 
Tabuc glen brought us to the chalets of Grangettes, where 
we halted for a breakfast of milk and bread, and a gradual 
descent amid pleasing scenery led us in about 2 brs.' actual 
walking from our sleeping place to Monestier and a tempera- 
ture worthy of the Italian plain. From here we took the 
diligence over the Col du L~utare t ,  deriving pleasure from 
the contemplation of the Agneaux and Meije, and so to La 
Grave, where we bade farewell to the Dauphin4 Alps, leaving 
the same afternoon en route for Chamonix. 

We had been favoured by weather above the average, and 
indeed during our last week it had been almoet perfect. 

BY THE EDITOR. 

HEN we are on the point of celebrating the Jubilee of W the Alpine Club it would seem that 'the true moun- 
taineering centre of the British Isles ' deserves at least a brief 
recognition, seeing that it is more than twenty years since 
Mr. Charles Pilkington expounded to the Alpine Club what 
excellent ascents there were to be made in the ' Black Coolins,' 
and how he himself and his party had made many of the 
beet of them ; while it is more than sixteen years since 
Mr. Dent in that delightful style of his sang the praises of 
the ' Rocky Mountains of Skye ' in these pages. Since then 
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the Cuillin Hills have'charmed hosts .of climbers, and our 
colleagues of the Scottish Mountaineering Club have explored 
most of the ridges and corries and many of the faces of the 
more noteworthy pmks. They have also laid the mountaineer- 
ing brotherhood under no small obligation by pnbliehing in the 
last number of the ' S.N.C. Journal ' (with a map) a guide to 
themountainsof Skyeby Mr. Douglas, the editor of that journal. 
The work has been excellently done, and the popularity 
of the district is shown by the fact that the number is 
already out of print. 

Dr. Tempest Anderson and I arrived in Skye-to be exact, 
at Broadford-on August 22, 1907. Just as the visitant to 
Chamonix may stop a day at Geneva, we had spent a day in 
Aberdeen in examining its garden city developments. We 
had embarked on the 'Fusileer '-name %ell deserved by its 
state and ancientry'-at Kyle of Loch Alsh, and I at least was 
not long in discovering how climbers who go to Skye are of 
necessity 

Servile to all the Skiey inflnencss ; 

for, sitting on a chance-found chair under a nondescript tar- 
paulin, I received full in tbe face such stinging rain as made 
me glad to shut my eyes. The voyage, I need not add, was 
rich in beautiful sights. Anderson showed, I thought after- 
wards, excellent judgment in choosing this method of approach 
to the ' Black Coolins,' for the drive from Broadford to Bliga- 
chan has a picturesqueness to which the road thither from 
Portree can advance no claim. 

I must say at the outset that I have no new climbs to 
describe, for the weather conld not be called favoureble ; in- 
deed, ' to speak wi'oot prejudice there was some watter.' 
But I had one capital expedition with Donald Macke~~zie to 
Sgurr na h-Uamha. . (The spelling is correct, but, as Mr. Dent 
says, ' gives no clue whatever to the right method of pronun- 
ciation.') The peak was first climbed by Mr. Charles Pilking- 
ton's party in 1881. 

- The S.M.C. guide marks the route we followed, with a 
query as to whether it should be labelled ' easy ' or ' moderately 
difficult.' I regret that I cannot eolve the 'question in the 
manner more honourable to the mountain, though in such 
weather as we encountered some would very possibly be inclined 
to do so. We followed the path for Coruisk up the Sligachan 
glen to about the foot of Marsco, and then turning to the right 
crossed the big burn and went up to the gap to the right of 
the first peak in the ridge S. of Sgurr nen Gillean. In the 
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mist and rain every crag assumed a grandeur of a good deal 
of which no doubt bright sunshine would have robbed him. 
We then traversed the flank of Sgurr Beag, on the Lota Corrie 
side, to the depression at  the N. foot of Sgurr na h-Uamha. 

With a wind fresh from the Atlantic now roaring his war 
cry, now shrieking with furious laughter, now whirling the 
tortured mist in savage glee, even an  easy mountain grows 
impressive. We waited a few minutes to see if the wind would 
lessen its fury, whilst our view, if not perfect, was at  any rate 
a study in mountain gloom. We then tackled our peak. 
Donald said that never in the summer had his hands been 
so cold, and seldom had the wind been higher. In  fact it mas 
thought advisable to put on the rope. 

The glimpses we got from time to time of Lota Corrie, and 
of the great slabs (such slabs are now known as boiler plates 
by up to date conversationalists) of dark rock on the other 
side of it, streaming with rain, were worth all the discomfort ; 
arid I must own that to me the appearance of the sea, albeit 
furtive and fitful, in the distance beyond Coruisk helped to re- 
mind me of the volcanic origin of the hills, for occasionally, 
though not on the day we were on Sgurr na h-Uamha, it 
shone with a splendour of colouring which recalled the days 
I spent with Anderson on Lipari and Vulcano and Stromboli. 
And if the grim rocks and gaunt cliffs were reminiscent of 
JTulcan it would have been hardly a shock to have seen towards 
evening his smiling consort rise from the golden stillness of 
the evening sea 

The sea, indeed, had a way of suddenly appearing in narrow 
gulfs, or wide expanses between islands, and gave an air of 
distinction even to such walks as the traverse of the Red 
E l l  or the dome of Glamaig. 

RTe soon returned to the foot of the final peak, ate our lunch 
in what was by comparison fine weather, and then varied our 
route by descending towards Glen Sligachan by the gap a t  the 
N. foot of Sgurr na h-Uamha. We kept on the left side of 
the Sligachan main stream and so reached the Struan road. 

The next day, with G. T. Glover, I went to Loch Coruisk. 
bIy companion knows the Cuillin Hills thorouehly, and conse- 
quently our walk was most enjoyable, notwithstanding tlie 
persistent attacks of the rain. He pointed out to me many 
of the Lest climbs-not only among the Cuillin Hills, but 
on Blaven and Clach Glits-most of mhich he had made 
himself-from the top of Druim nan Ramh (1,682 ft.), on 
which we found several little bits of enjognble rock-work. 

Sgurr na h-Uamha as we returned to Sligachan showed 
VOL. XXII1.-KO. CLXSVIII. U U 
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finely at  one time like a miniature Eiger, a t  another like an 
Aiguille Rouge in shape, though dark in colour. The ridge of 
Sgurr na h-Uamha, which came down towards us, has not, I 
fancy, been climbed, and we did not think that it was probable 
that it ~ o u l d  prove a t  all easy, to put i t  mildly. Two places 
at least looked likely to demand all the skill that good climbers 
can command. We passed the Bloody Stone, which Glover 
showed me how to climb. If the ' red rain ' from Nacleods 
and liacdonalds had not made the harvest grow it had 
apparently done something to develop the ferns, which were 
abundant. 

The weather was for much of our time in Skye rainy, 
misty, windy, chilly; but the rain raiaed the burns to the 
dignity of rivers, the mist clothed the mountains with raiment 
that enhanced their splendour, the wind with a matchless skill 
lifted or wrapt close the flowing folds of drapery that clothed 
the mountains. The chill of the storm lent appreciation to t,he 
sunshine, when it came, and the wind and the chill between 
them diupersed the midges; for midges there were many, minute 
but maddening. Somehow-I don't know how-bad weather 
in Skye did not affect me in the same way as i t  generally does 
elsewhere. A philosophy (possibly endemic in Skye), whence 
derived I know not, always acquiesced in the work of the 
storm. 

What is decreed must be, and be this so. 

'And pray, sir, how did you spend your wet days? '  I 
hear an  interrogator cry. Why, in the rain I walked along first 
on'e and then another of the three roads that meet a t  the 
Sligachan Inn. If I went towards Struan there mas always ti 
possibility that the curtain might lift and disclose the grandeur 
of Sgurr nan Gillean ; if I went towards Portree I was pretty 
certain as  I returned to see Glamaig, or Beinn Dearg MhGr 
(hoc ptatexit nmnine coUem, Its Calverley might have said, for 
i t  on l j  means ' Red Hill '), in some new and fascinating 
aspect, which made me forget that they were but easy walks ; 
and if I wandered Broadfordwards there was Sligachan 
Loch below me, with sea fowl a t  their fishing avocations or 
engaged in choir practice, or sheep fording a river channel 
with a judgment which gave the lie to their character for 
stupidity, or other sheep hunted by collies from the recesses 
of Glamaig a t  the bidding of a shepherd who loomed far 
larger than human on the misty mountain ridge. 

On a fine erening there was always the ravine of the White 
Burn to visit to count the varieties of trees and shrubs tha t  
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clothed its sides; to mark down the honeysuckle in flower, 
though it seemed a shame to gather it when a wade up to the 
knees would have been the necessary preliminary to its acqui- 
sition ; to delight in the heavy scent of the hay fern, which 
grew there in abundance. I hunted out the leaves of the 
primroses which earlier in the year had made it a delightful 
garden. I watched the dogs, which generally followed me from 
the inn, jump from stone to stone, pausing now and again to 
summon up resolution till they had crossed to the other side. 
T o  the midges, which seemed to enjoy the beauties of the spot 
a s  much as I did, though that did not prevent them from 
biting their very best, I of necessity devoted considerable 
though unwilling attention. They must, as  a deftly bitten 
visitor remarked, have been teetotdlers, for they dined early 
and dined often. 

Even on days when rain was pitiless and persistent we had 
our excitements; for when all the mountain-sides were 
striped with waving lines of white, and the torrents were as 
full of passion for the watery renown of the Sligachan river 
a s  Lancelot's kith and kin for the name of Lancalot, one of 
the side streams grew so swollen with pride and spate as  to 
submerge his bridge and cut off a lingering fisherman. And 
so, instead of a rescue party being gathered for some poor 
storm-bound climber, volunteers were whipt up for a flood- 
foundered fisherman. But let me not be thought to be a 
flouter of the rod and the skilful wielders of it, who so un- 
stintedly produced trout for breakfast and dinner. No-the 
memory of ' chamois,' as  the menu apelt it, so regularly sup- 
plied in old days a t  certain mountaineering centres, is wholly 
eclipsed by the trout of Sligachan-trout which provided a 
double satisfaction, for, regularly exhibited as  they were in the 
entrance hall, they gave at  once a gentle stimulus to the pride 
of the angler and to the appetite of the general public. 

On September 3, Glover having left us, much to our regret, 
Anderson and I, with Archie Mackenzie, went up Sgurr nan 
Gillean by the easy south ridge. We saw Highland stirks as  
you might see chamois in Val Ciamosoretto and deer (eighteen) 
as you might bouquetin in Val Savaranche in the Graians, 
and I foulid Arnbis petrcea and Silene czscubal~~s in flower. 

The weather for once was all that could be wished, and 
though I dismiss our pleasure in a brief paragraph you must 
not think that I wish to belittle it, for we returned from our 
mountain with memories of the glories of the Cuillin Hills 
which will long remain with us. 

On September 9 a large party of UR drove to Glen Brittle. 
u u a 
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It took three hours. We were very late both in leaving 
Sligachan and in starting from Glen Brittle, for nobody could 
be found to carry Anderson's camera, till a t  last our driver 
was magnanimous enough to undertake the task. 

Our party consisted of Dr. D. W. Inglis and Messrs. G. M. 
Lloyd and E. T. A. Phillips, our two selves, and Archie 
Mackenzie. We made across the moors for Sgurr Sgumain, 
enjoying very fine views, both mountainwards and seawards, 
on the way, the day being all that could be deaired ; for if the 
weather in Skye when bad is horrid, a t  any rate when it is 
good it is very, very good. Once on the top we examined the 
great chimneys on the Corrie Labain side, and Anderson took 
photographs. The panorama from the top impressed us much, 
especially the north side of Sgurr Alasdair, the head of Corrie 
Labsin, and Corrie Ghrunnda. Our original intention had 
been to go on to Sgurr Alasdair from Sgurr S g g a i n ,  and 
the younger members of the party were, I few, a little 
disappointed when a council of war behaved as auch councils 
proverbially do and decided not to fight. 

The time left us was in fact so short, owing to our late 
starts both from Sligachan and Glen Brittle, that  we should 
have been benighted if we had persisted in our original 
plan. As it was we did not get back to Sligachan till half- 
past ten. Yes, we enjoyed Sgumain, ' but for Alisander- 
alas ! you see how 'tis-a little o'erparted.' 

We had a pleasant walk back to Glen Brittle, a pleasant 
call on Dr. Norman Collie and Mr. Colin Philip, who were in 
residence a t  Glen Brittle House, and a pleasant drive back 
to our quarters at  Sligachan. 

Anderson and I had proposed a visit to the Quiraing before 
leaving Skye, but the weather said us nay, so on September 14 
in wind and rain we took the steamer from Portree to Oban. 
We might fitly hare bidden good-bye to Skye in the words 
of Antigonus : 

Farewell ; 
The day frowns more and more ; thou'rt like to hare 
A lullaby too rough : I never saw 
The heavens so dim by day. A savage clamonr 1 
\Yell may I get aboard. 
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MOUNTAINS FROM A PAINTER'S POINT OF VIEW. 

BY ALFRED EAST, A.R.A., V.R.B.A., R.E. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, May 7, 1907.) 
PAPER dealing with ' Mountains from a Painter's Point 
of View ' mag perhaps be regarded as an innovation in 

this Club. Alas! as an artist member, I have no thrilling 
adventures to relate, no physical feats to rouse your admira- 
tion, nor am I concerned with the geological structure or the 
topographical details of mountainous regions; no, I must 
content myself with falling back upon their ssthetic aspect, 
and such qualities as are not usually dealt with in papere 
chiefly concerned with the technicalities of climbing. 

The difficulties of mountaineering lend themselves to dra- 
matic description, and readily fire the imagination, but the 
painter's difficulties are of another order ; they often lie too 
deep for words, they are of so personal a nature that they 
elude description and can only be understood by brothers of 
the brush. But just as in scaling great heights one needs 
physical courage and a clear head and calm judgment, so in 
the realm of painting one requires ~ t r o n g  moral and mental 
courage to put down the emotions which the mighty forms 
and forces of nature inspire. 

We artists, I am afraid, hold what is to this Club a 
heterodox opinion, that mountains are better seen from afar, 
that ' distance lends enchantment to the view; ' and 1 am 
sure no member will disagree with me when I say that they 
possess qualities disassociated from physical exertion, which 
stimulate the mental capacities of man and find expression in 
poetry and music. Without depreciating in the least the 
part they have played in the art of painting, I venture to 
think that the arts of literature and music have received 
greater stimulus, and have gathered fuller inspiration from 
them, than the art of painting. 

When one sees mountains for the first time in one's life 
(and who does not envy the man who has yet to see them 7) 
they seem so unrealisable, so surprising in their magnitude, 
so gigantic in their proportions, that one feels that one's 
whole view and conception of the universe must be readjusted ; 
the sudden widening of one's horizon seems to throw one's 
whole preconceived notion of the earth out of all perspective. 
And apart from the effect of their immensity, we are over- 
awed by the sense of their majesty and mystery, we are con- 
scious of that ' sense sublime of something far more deeply 



k~terfu~ed,'  and we feel we must make some effort to express 
their effect upon us. It is this craving to express the truth 
that is in him which impels the painter again and again to 
attempt the impossible, and lures him on to sacrifice himself 
on the rocks of his self-esteem. 

There is a proverb which says ' we cannot paint the lily,' 
yet if you go to any current exhibition of pictures you will 
find many attempting i t ;  and how many a tourist with an  
eye for colour, and a light-heartedness born of blissful igno- 
rance, will sit down gaily with a sketch block before him, 
ready to drag down the eternal giants to the dimensions of 
his little sketch ! 

Well, gentlemen, I am speaking to you as a psiher, and as 
one who knows full well the difficult passes, the steep and 
perilous ascents, and the fearful humiliation of defeat, just as 
you mountaineers know them, in their physical aspect, and I 
know what awaits the man ~ h o  attempts to realise the stn- 
pendous grandeur of nature with paint. When a sketcher 
approaches the question of mountain painting, it may be he 
has never carefully considered whether the subject comes 
within his power of expreesion at  all ; whether it is ever pos- 
sible in his Art to suggest the dignity and solemnity of the 
scene before him. He is so impressed by the view that he 
feels he must make a record of it, and he forthwith gets a 
sheet of paper and endeavours within the limits of its area to 
paint mountains 14,000 feet high ! He fails. Yet he cannot 
tell why he fails to convey a just idea of the majesty of the 
ecene. I t  may be he has overlooked the fundamental prin- 
ciple of relation. 'Are see certain objects, and we can only 
ascertain their actual size by comparison with other known 
objects. We see a picture of a mountain stailding alone, 
there is nothing to indicate its height, and it is only by com- 
parison that we are able to get any idea of its real dimensions. 
You would get a truer sense of the height of Nont Blanc by 
painting it just as a little bulge of white as it appears to you 
in the extreme distance, than if you filled the whole area of 
your canvas with its form, because at  that distance you are 
better able to judge of its height in relation with other peaks, 
and, besides, something is left to your imagination ; it is by 
suggestion, rather than by an attempt to realise the actual 
fact, that the artist is able to convey any idea of the majesty 
of these mountain heights. 

It must be a solace to all who try to paint mountains to 
know that in looking back upon the whole range of classic 
painting you have never known a painter succeed in painting 
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a mou~ltain qua mountain- to e v e  the same qualities as  
literature can express-its dign~ty, its solemnity, and its 
grandeur. I would like you to consider that point carefully. 
I t  is much better to make your sketch and add your notes 
rather than attempt those peculiar qualities which are almost 
if not quite impossible to describe by paint. 

I am reminded of Fuji-Yama, the sacred mountain of 
Japaii, round which have gathered the song and story of a 
thousand years. I t  is some seventeen years ago now sillce I 
first made the acquaintance of that wonderful peak. I was 
on my way to Ny-anoshita when through the clouds which 
drifted across the face of the blue I saw a piece of glistening 
white, stationary amid the movement of the vapour. I t  was 
so high, so remote, EO far beyond the earth ; for all below 
was curtained off by the warm grey of the lower clouds, 
which completely isolated it from the intermediate hills. This 
perfect cone of gleaming snow gave me such an impression of 
dignity and grandeur as  I shall never forget. I t  realised 
all that I had heard and read of it. But one clear morning, 
having settled down to work in the domain of his kingdom, 
I looked to tht: sky expecting to see the ' incomparable one,' 
a s  the Japanese call it ; but I saw, low down, a peak of 
snow depressed as by some great convulsion of nature to 
a very ordinary object. All its majesty seemed to have 
vanished, and no longer was I stirred by the feelings of 
admiration such as I had experienced when I first saw the 
solitary peak amid the sunlit clouds. Before me rose the 
mountain, the same yet not the same, for i t  was stripped of 
its regal garments, its vestments of state and majesty; and 
all the glory of its colouring and the accdssories which had 
given it such dignity and authority had disappeared. And 
so it is with Art and Life. I t  is not the actual fact which 
is so significant to the poet or the painter, but rather the 
glamour which his own personal feeling casts about it, the 
associations so linked with his individual experience. The 
expression of the actual cannot convey the emotions which 
we associate with that actuality. The grandeur of a scene, 
the a~sociations which are gathered round it, frequently form 
its chief interest; and the predominant qualities of moun- 
tains-their size, their majesty, their mystery-me qualities 
which the painter and the poet always nssociate with them. 
They are the legitimate habiliments by which he clothes them, 
and without which they would be poor indeed. The fact that 
a cerlain peak is some 20,000 feet has no special interest for 
him ; he would not trouble to diupute any such statement, 
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nor does he care whether or no he can ascend it. No ; all h e  
is concerned with is the predominance of such qualities a s  
I have mentioned, ru~d which arouse within him emotions 
which he endearours to convey in his own fashion. 

hlost of you have seen Mont Blanc at  the foot of the 
St. Bernard Pass at Pr6-St.-Didiei-. Here the noble moun- 
tain is apparently raised in height by the foreground of 
foliage. On the day I saw it, it did not depend on the gar- 
ment of clouds but by the comparison of nearer objects ; for 
between the noble trees and in the intersection of inter- 
mediate hills I saw the white peak hard against the blne, 
small in quantity-a mere bit of white in comparison with 
other objects of the landscape. But it was the life and soul 
of the scene; all objects, although so fine, seemed as mere 
accessories to it. It was the vitalising point of the composi- 
tion, the artistic raison d'ttrc of their existence. Here it w a s  
possible to paint i t  and to convey some idea of its authority. 

You have probably travelled over the plains of Lombardy 
when the long stripe of warm tcnes of spring green are inter- 
spersed with newly ploughed land or manured earth, and  
through the flowering almond-trees caught sight of the distant 
Alps; you may have noted their subtle colour through the  
interstices of the  blossom^ of such exquisite quality that no  
painter could do it justice. They did not seem to be less 
wonderful nor lose their sense of grandeur because theg were 
seen fro111 a distance, yet had you photographed them, the 
camera would certainly have diminished their grandeur and 
exalted the manure in the foreground. The painter, having a 
free hand, would not have done so, even though he could not 
fully convey to your mind just the sendation yon might have 
recei~ed from nature. He may have given you a truer im- 
pression than the camera could convey, even though he was 
not able in common pigment to touch that exquisite colour- 
chord of the juxtaposition of the distant mountains with t,he 
blossoms. 

As I have already said, ' the predominant sensations' 
aroused by mountains are the real facts to be recorded : there 
is an instinct in human nature to express either by writing, 
painting, or in music everytbing that makes a strong im- 
pression on the mind. And we do not always stay to 
consider i i  the subject is possible to illustrate by any 
of these mediums, but we rush at  it with an uncontrollable 
enthusiasm, often to discover later, in the bitterness of defeat, 
that me have taken the n-rong medium to express the par- 
ticular object we had in view. There is no excuse for the 
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littkrateur or the painter if he select the wrong material 
to exprese the beauties of nature. If the artist wishes to 
paint mountains, he must, like Turner, have sufficient faith- 
that is, they must be subservient to his will-if by their 
alteration he obtains some of their greater qoalities. You 
will see how unfaithful the artist may have been to the 
actual facts if you compare his picture with nature ; you 
may see that the mountains in his picture appear as mere 
accessories, yet you cannot dispute the success of his treat- 
ment, even if you dispute bis authority to transpose nature 
t o  suit his purpose. You may call him a sublime liar, yet if 
his method conveys to you a truer idea of the scene than the 
photograph you may be inclined to withdraw that drastic 
assertion. Turner in no instance painted mountains as 
mountains, but rather the setting of them, the associations 
of forms and effects, and the countles~ accompaniments which 
he used to further the end be had in view-the qualities 
which are never to be demonstrated by mere feet or fact. 

I remember painting in ' the hills of the Sun's bright- 
ness,' as the Japanese call them, so beautiful indeed they 
are that it is said that 'he who has not seen Nikko must 
not use the word " beautiful." ' Two Japanese artists were 
painting the same subject. The pictures were all alike in the 
sense that they represented the hills, but the treatment was 
very different, because I as a European had expressed one 
quality, and they as Orientals had expres~ed another. How 
interesting is this dihrence of treatment resulting from 
difference of birth, education, environment, and ideals ! 

I fear that to-day there is too much of the literary feeling 
in our painting, and I am not so sure, on the other hand, that 
the littiratt~ur does not trespass too much on the artist's 
domain. We must never lose sight of the fact that the art 
of painting has a sphere of its own, a particular sphere, not 
necessarily inferior to literature or music but dxerent. We 
do not want in music the imitation of natural sounds such 
as the thunderstorm, for the real storm is much more 
impressive ; but there are beauties in nature which seem to 
call for the interpretation of music, and such as these are its 
true nktier. And it is so with literature; what is suitable to 
the literary theme may not be adaptable to the painter. 
Each art has di5erent qualities to express. For instance, the 
beauty of progression can be best expressed in writing. The 
charm of the changing light, the progress of the dawn to 
daylight, or the beautiful suggestion of the progress of life 
with its innumerable incidents : all these are for the pen 
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rather than for the brush. The artist must be content to 
take one particular moment in the progression. I t  is in the 
painter's power, however, to give you an emotion which the 
poet cannot convey by words; he can give you the actual 
pomp and circumstance of the conjunction of form and colour, 
which will suggest to your mind ideas impossible to be 
obtained from words alone. 

The association of mountains with literature is far greater 
than with painting. A written description goes farther 
than a painting in giving us a clear conception OF those 
qualities which we always associate with such a subject. 
Who can ever forget Olympua, the home of the gods; or  
' the last peaks of the world beyond all seas ' whereon the  
old Greek poets staged their immortal dramas; or who can 
think of Dante without calling to mind the way he piled u p  
his mighty rocks and mountains; or who can forget the 
beauty of Sir Walter Scott's ' Sentinels to enchanted land' ? 
All of us are familiar with those lines of Shakespeare in 
that sonnet where he says : 

' Full many a glorious morning have I seen 
Flatter the mountain-tops with sovereign eye, 

Kissing with golden face the meadows green, 
Gilding pale streams with heavenly alohemy.' 

Note Shakespeare says, ' Flatter the mountain tops.' Why 
flatter the noblest and most sublime things on earth, why 
not salute them as equals? It is evidently to show the 
sovereignty of the morning that he can-flatter the mountsins 
with his smile of patronage, and kiss the meadows where the 
children play without loss of dignity. 

' Kissing with golden face the meadows green, 
Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy.' 

Such is the beautiful description of the progress of the 
morning's light. We can trace it a s  i t  first touches 
the mountain tops, as  it rises above them, leaving them in 
the effulgence of its glory, till from its greater height i t  kisses 
the meadows which lay in the shadow of the hills, and a t  length 
gilds the pale streams with its heavenly alchemy, and so on till 
the day is done. This is the beauty of progression which no  
painter can express. No, he must be satisfied with other sub- 
jects wherein the poet cannot venture; but which may yet 
revpal quitlities as great, though of a dzerent  character, ao 
that when we attempt to paint mountains we must remember 
that we are to convey something approaching the sublimity 
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that Shakespeare suggests in his sonnet, though our means 
are different from his. We must clothe our mountains with all 
the accessories that will suggest the majesty and dignity with 
which nature has endowed them. But again 1 say the painter 
can never succeed in arousing the emotions which me feel in 
the presence of these lofty peaks. No man who is susceptible 
to the beauties of nature can be indifferent to the effect of 
mountains on the imagination, their all-absorbing sense of 
things great, their solitude, their solemnity and magnificence, 
these which the painter c'annot adequately express. He can, 
however, suggest the splendour of tlle colour along the distant 
hills, or the mystery of distance when the sunset reveals them 
against a glowing sky. He may produce pictures of different 
effects and incidents in the progress of a day amidst the 
mountains, each good, each conveying some of the charm of 
nature; but the writer can in one poem express the whole 
round of the day's events. The painter, however, cannot 
afford to be less observant of each passing event, he must be 
ready with hic! brush to catch just thost! effects which are 
possible to reveal the character of his subject m d  in its best 
mood. If he assumes either the exactitude of the photograph, 
or the progressive quality of the changing light from dawn to 
sunset, he will fail to co~~vey  the impressions the thoughtful 
man enjoys when in their presence. Above all things, if he 
attempts to paint mountains, let him beware of that fatal 
materialism that endeavours to imitate their structure. The 
fact of their material will never give anyone the sense of their 
dignity and style. Let him be content to treat them as a 
medinm to express grandeur, rather than attempt to realise 
their actual constitution. The sense of scale can never be 
obtained by the aggregation of little things, however inter- 
esting. Facts such as chalets, trees, kc., do not make up the 
real qualities we seek for in mountains. The insistence on 
the exactitude of the details in a scene is not consistent with 
the greater qualities we look for. A thousand truthful details 
m a r y e t  suggest one great untruth. 

E congratulate Mr. Valentine Richards and his fellow \V labourers on the appearance of this volume. Informt ,  
type, and, as  far as possible where there are so many different 
writers concerned, in its general lines, it follows its prede- 
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cessor, the ' Guide to the Western Alpu.' Of that volume 
all who have consulted it, and most those who have consulted 
it oftenest, speak in terms of enthusiastic praise. 

We cannot wish the present volume any better destiny 
than that after abiding our questions for eight or nine years 
we may be able to speak of it as we can of its predece~sor. 

The delay in the appearance of the book is fully accounted 
for in the preface. 

I t  does not seem necessary to offer here any lengthy criti- 
cism. The maps are on what Mr. Tuakett, when reviewing 
the ' Guide to the Western Alps,' described as ' the very useful 
scale of 1 : 250000.' They are taken from the general map of 
Switzerland ' by Herr Ravenstein of Frankfurt on the Main, 
and will, we think, be found very useful by those who are  
planning tours in any particular district of the mountains 
which are treated of in this volume. In a by no mans  
exhaustive examination of the book the account of the Todi 
and Titlis regions have struck us as among the most helpful 
and suggestive. Geologists will be delighted to find that all 
information in connection with geology has been brought up 
to date by Dr. T. G. Bonney. 

In a volume of 306 pages which covers so much ground 
i t  can hardly be expected that all errors have been eliminated. 
We notice, for example, a mistake (p. 110) in the date of Mr. 
Tuckett's ascent of the Aletschhorn, which should be 1859, 
not, as stated, 1860. Again, on p. 79, is a statement that a 
church bell, which is said to have belonged to a chapel of 
St. Petronella, may still be seen in the village of Grindelweld. 
This bell mas melted in the fire of 1892.* More minute flaws 
mill no doubt be detected. 

But though it is said that the critic's duty is to criticise, it 
seems to us in the present case a more urgent duty, and it is a 
far greater pleasure, to thank all those who have, in the interest 
of their fellow mountaineers, undertaken as a labour of love 
and at much cost of time and trouble to themselves, a task 
of which only those who have tried can appreciate the diffi- 
culties. We shall therefore conclude this brief notice by 
offering our best thanks to Mr. Valentine Richards and his 
fellow helpers for their self-denying labours. 

-- -. - - 

* A.J., vol. xvi. p. 272. 



IS &IIEMOBIAhl. 
J. W. ROBINSON. 

THE death of this well-known Cumberland man at the early age of 
fifty-four will be felt as a great loss to many of us. 

I t  may be doubted whether any other man outside the Club had 
more or warmer friende within it. Though it fell to his lot only 
once to enjoy a seaeon among the Alps, he had all the qualitiee 
which go to the making of a fine mountaineer-great strength and 
activity, vast endurance, cool judgment, keenness of observation, 
and an unusually retentive memory. I t  was his unrivalled know- 
ledge of his native hille and rocks, and his constant readiness to 
place his knowledge and his time at the service of every genuine 
inquirer, that brought him into contact with so many of o w  members, 
of whom literally hundreds must have at  one time or another 
learned what a delight it was to have a day's climbing with him. 

Brilliant powers as a rock-climber, great natural intelligence, 
and a keen sense of humour, combined mth a singularly gentle and 
loveable disposition to make him the most delightful of com- 
panions. W. P. H.-S. 

THE MOUNTAINS OF DANTE.-11. 
BY DOUGLAS W. FHESHFIELD. 

I CONTRIBUTED to the tenth volume (pp. 400-6) of this 'Journal ' e 
short article with the above title. I t  attracted at  the time some 
attention in Italy, and led in that country to a further and more 
detailed discussion of Dante's references to mountains and mountain 
scenery. 

I now return to the subject because I believe myself to be in a 
position to solve a particular problem which then baffled me and 
has, so far as I know, baffled most commentators since. 

In  the ' Inferno,' canto xxxii. line 29, Dante, in order to impress on 
his readers the thickness of the ice in the innermost circle of Hell, 
says that if ' Pietrapana ' or ' Tabernicch ' were dropped on i t  
it would not even crack : 

cbe se Tnbernicch 
Vi fosse su cnduto, o Pietrapsna, 
Non avris pur dall' orlo fatto cricch. 

' Pietrapena ' is, of course, easily recognisable as the Pania della 
Croce, the Carrara peak visible from Florence. But Tabernicch ' 
has hitherto proved a puzzle. I will first quote what I wrote 
twenty-five years ago about its attempted identifications.* 

* A l p i i ~ e  J o l i r ~ ~ a l ,  vol. x. p. 402, n. 
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I accept provisionally-because I suppose they had some grounds 
for i t t h e  commentators' identification of Tabernicch as a mountain 
in Hungary, though I can find no support for their assertion in  
geographical works. Mr. J. A. Carlyle somewhat cautiously saps 
that Tabernicch is the name of a district containing a mountain. 
and a village called Tovarnich is found near the Lower Save in  
atlases. The only Taburnus known to Boccaccio is Virgil's Taburnm 
in Southern Italy. Massa was anciently Ad Tabernaa Frigidas ; 
the mountain behind, now Monte Tamhura, may have been )Ions 
Tabernicus. There is also an Avernich Kofel above the Predil Pass 
near Tarvis on the ancient amber route from the Baltic. Signor 
Giuliani of Florence, whom I have consulted, refew to a mountain 
near Adelsberg known in the middle ages as Tavorney. But, he  
justly adds, no identification of the least certainty has yet been 
produced.' 

On lookiog again into the matter I find recent edibrs content, 
as a rule, to say that Tabernicch is probably a high mnuntain in 
Sclavonia. hlr. Tozer more wisely writes that it still remains to 
be identified. Mr. A. J. Butler alone comes near the mark in 
suggesting, 011 an authority he cannot now remember, that there 
is a mountain of this name in Bosnia. I believe that I now hold 
the clue to the exact situation of the mysterious mountain. I t  is 
to be found in the district of Focha, on the frontiers of Bosnia, 
Herzegovina, and Montenegro. This district haa recently been 
transferred from the Herzegovina to Bosnia by the Austrian Govern- 
ment.* 

In the couree of a tour in Bosnia and Herzegovina last autumn 
rode and drove for four days on or alongside the old paved caravan 

track which was once the commercial route from Constantinople 
to Ragusa. From the green valleys of the tributaries of the Drina 
it climbs up to the bare highlands of the Herzegovina through an 
extraordinarily picturesque limestone gorge, now known from ite 
stream as the 8utjeska Defile. At the head of this gorge the 
mountains almost meet, rising on either hand in great cliffs crowned 
by fantastic horns and pinnacles, while so narrow is the opening 
that the track is carried on a wooden platform overhanging the 
stream. 

In his paper on ' The Ascent of Maglich,'t M. de Dkchy furnishes 
the following details as to the former importance of this natural 
gate. ' Even in the Middle Ages this route was extremely im- 
portant, since-despite the descriptions which Ramberti (1633) 
gives us of the ill-treatment of travellers here, whether a t  the hands 
of custom-officers or of robbers pure and simple-the merchants of 
the Adriatic coast transported by it their wares from Raguse to 
Bosnia, to Servia, and even to Constantinople, and it is astonishing 
to read how in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the French 

-- - - - -- - - -- 

Mr. A .  Erane, writing in 1880, assigns it to the Herzegovina. See 
Ettcyclol~ccdifZ Britunnicn. 

t Alpine Jounml, vol. xiv. p. 420. 
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ambassadors to the Sublime Porte reached their destination by 
taking this route from the coast.' 

Again, ' There is scarcely room, beside tbe waters of the river, for 
the small path between the walls of the gorge which are scarcely 
fifty paces apart. On the left hand in particular the bare rock 
preoipices were terribly grand and descended nearly perpendicularly 
to the stony bed, along which bubbled the clear waters of the 
stream. This gate once possessed its " keeper " or " guardian " 
" Vrata in Sutiska "-a name given in fifteenth-century docu~nents 
to the castle the ruined walls of which can still be seen on the 
edge of a cliff of the Volujak. Opposite this castle and on the left 
bank of the stream was another smaller one perched on a projecting 
spur. Duke Stephen (1436-1460) established a customs station 
here, and bitter complaints were made by the men of Ragusa of 
attacks made by its occupants on the silver treasure which was 
being transported by the merchants of that great town. Both 
castles were hewn out of the living rock and accessible by a rugged 
path along which one person only could pass at a time. A couple 
of men, armed only with boulders of rock, could easily hold this 
defile against a whole army, and it was also customary to bar the 
way by means of a huge iron chain.' 

In  the collection of photographs presented by M. de Dechy to 
the Royal Geographical Society are two of this $ate. He has 
written under them as a title Felsenthor Tovarnica.' On the 
Austrian Ordnance Map (1 : 75,000) the mountain on the left (N)  of 
the gorge bears the name ' Tovarnich,' and the gorge itself is called 
Prosjecinica Vrata (vrata = gate). 

I t  is surely obvious that a barrier presenting such remarkable 
natural and artificial features, and lying across a high road of com- 
merce (which had probably existed from Roman times) was likely to 
impress itself on the memory of passers-by and to be a matter of 
description and discussion among the lnerchants of the Adriatia. 
The fame of its rocks might very easily have reached Dante's ears. 
He mentions the tombs at  Pola, which, unless he made some un- 
recorded journey towards the eastern shore of the Adriatic, he must 
also have known of only by hearsay. Need we search any further 
for his Tavernicch? I think not. 

THE MEMORIAL TO THE LATE C. E. MATHEWS. 

WE are indebted for the following account to the ' Birmingham 
Daily Post ' of August 24, 1907. 

An interesting ceremony took place on Tuesday last in the garden 
of Couttet's Hotel at  Chamonix, on the occasion of the unveiling of 
a memorial to the late Mr. Charles Edward Mathews, erected by 
the Engl~sh Alpine Club. The monument takes the form of a 
block of grmite hewn to the shape of a frustum of a pyramid on a 
rectangular base, on one side of which a faoet has been cut for the 
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following inscription, written by the Right Rev. G. F. Browne, 
Bishop of Bristol, the present president of the Alpine Club :- 

CAROL0 EDVVARDO MATHEWS 
MONTIUH AXATOBI 

AYATOBES 
FRATERNXTA~~ hrsz SODU 

%DALES 
E F m ~ a r o a r s c s  SUPERSTIR 

F R A T R ~  
AMIco JU~UNDIBSIXO 

Amcr 
OBUT VALDE DEPLENDUS 

AS MCMV AET LXXII. 

The principal figure in the ceremony was Professor Clifford 
Allbutt, of Cambridge, who had been specially deputed to represent 
the Alpine Club. 

Professor Allbutt said that as unfortuuately the Bishop of Bristol, 
the president of the English Alpine Club, had found it impossible 
to be present, the bishop and some senior members of the club had 
requested him to unveil the monument on behalf of the president of 
the club. Although as a mountaineer he could not for one moment 
compare himself with Charles Edward Mathews, get in respect of 
a long and almost unbroken series of seasons in the Alps he might 
consider himself not unworthy of the honourable duty thus entrusted 
to him. He referred also to the Climbers' Club, founded for climbers 
in the hills of Great Britain, of which Mr. Mathews and he himtlelf 
were original members. Charles Edward Mathews came of a 
climbing family. His elder brother, If'illiam hlathews, had been 
president of the English Alpine Club ; his younger brother, George, 
promised to be a yery expert mountaineer, but after a few seasons 
found himself unable to continue his visits to the Alps ; a cousin- 
Mr. Attwood Rlathews-was an active climber, and an original 
member of the English Alpine Club, and Mr. Myles Mathews, the 
son of Charles Edward Mathews. was following successfully in his 
father's footsteps. Nr. Matl~ews was president of the English 
Alpine Club for the years 1878-80, but this stone would give a very 
imperfect idea of the invaluable services rendered by him to the 
club and to mountaineering during a period of some fifty years. 
Of these many and great services time would permit him to speak 
of two only. He would speak first of Mathews's climbing career as 
one of true devotion to the mountains for their own sake, and of 
trae enjoyment of what he was wont to call a noble pastime. Thus 
it was that in his mountain excursions there was no spirit of un- 
worthy rivalry, no petty jealousy, or any theatrical achievements. 
And it mas due largely to the exarllple of Nathews that Alpine 
sport has hitherto been pursued, to speak generally, in a disinterested 
spirit. The second service-one which mountaineers owe more, 
perhaps, to Mathews than to any other of the pioneers of the Club, 
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mas that with his large experience, his strong good sense, and his 
keen and vigorous style of speaking and writing, he was able to 
impress npon one of the youngest of the sports a body of custom, 
and to establish a sound tradition of rules and precautions which 
have served to educate the rising generations of climbers, and if not 
wholly to prevent ra~hness and ignoranoe, yet to diminish these 
errors, and to make them less and less excusable. 

The monument to be unveiled that .day wae more than welcome 
in Chamonix, and was ereoted there with a peculiar fitness. The 
strange, the mighty enchantment whioh all mountaineers had felt 
in the presence of Mont Blanc had laid its spell npon Mathews so 
deeply that he had asoended the mountain no fewer than twelve 
times, and, in his admirable ' Annals of Mont Blanc,' he had offered 
an imperishable tribute to the monarch of mountains. Thus his 
name would worthily stand with those of Balmat, Couttet, 
Psocsrd, Bimond, Saussure, Bourrit-to name a few only of the 
Alpine pioneers of France and Savoy. Among many eminent 
names whioh time forbade him to record, he must, however, add 
that of one whom even in Chamonix he must venture to call the 
' doyen ' of guides-Melchior Anderegg ; indeed, Mathews could not 
be fully oommemorated without a like honour to his tsithful and 
venerable comrade. Nor was Melohior Anderegg without claim to 
a plaoe among the pioneers of Chamonix, for was it not he who, 
with the speaker's deeply-lamented schoolfellow Charles Hudson 
(and Mr. Hodgkinson) made practicable the route to the summit of 
Mont Blano by the Bosses ? And once again, he would remind the 
audienoe that at  the present time another memorial was being 
erected in Chamonix, in the old churchyard, to the late Frmqois 
DQvoneesoud, who might be called the type of modern guide a s  
Mathews was the type of the amateur mountaineer. 

Of Mathews's high qualities in other spheres than that of Alpins 
sport there was no time for him to speak fully. His energy 
in the mountnins was, however, but one expression of his vigour 
and e5ciency in many other fields. As a public writer and speaker 
he was incisive, effective, and interesting, and, as a critic, aa keen 
as he waa kindly. He had man other intellectual interests also, 
including a genuine love for the best English literature. And last, 
if not leest, in the recollections of his friends he was a most genial 
and interesting companion, and an incompsrable host. 

At the conclusion of Professor Allbutt's address, hfiss F. M. M. 
Browne, daughter of the Bishop of Bristol, stepped on a raised 
platform and unveiled the monument. 

Profemor Allbntt then called upon the Rev. E. F. M. MacCarthy 
to address the gathering. The reverend gentleman said that, in 
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the presence of that assemblage of eminent mountaineers, he was 
shy of the prominence given to him, but he would respond to 
Professor Allbutt's call because he had enjoyed the friendship of 
Charles Edaard Mathews for a long series of years, and, in fact, 
Iiad stood in that very garden forty years ago with him, and had 
made his early climbs under his guidance. As no other representa- 
tive of Birmingham, Mr. Mathews's native town, was present, he 
would like to tell that assembly that Charles Edward Mathews was 
a strong man mentally as well as physically, and, like all truly 
strong men, was as earnest and strenuous in the more serious 
activities of life as he was in its pleasurable ones. As 'L'own 
Councillor, Governor of King Edward's School, Clerk of the Peace 
to the Justices, and legal adviser to the School Board, he gave of 
his best in time and powers to promote the welfare of the com- 
munity among which his long life was spent, and on his death, two 
years ago, the Lord Mayor and prominent citizens of Birmingham. 
most of whom knew only remotely of his physical exploits, had 
attended a memorial service in the Parish Church to testify to the 
value of his munioipal and social activities. Such was the massire 
man whose physical prowess was borne witness to by that massire 
granite pillar. The snows of ' Sovran Blanc ' would know his foot- 
prints no more; but this was a fitting moment to record that  
Charles Edward Mathews had left a more enduring impress, not 
only on the tablets of his comrades' memories, not only on the 
pages of hie own painstaking history of the monarch whose devoted 
subject he was, but also on the records of his native town. 

M. Loppk, the eminent Alpine artist and mouhtaineer, then spoke 
on behalf of Savoy and France in terms of cordial acceptance of the 
monument erected in Chamonix to the memory of his dear friend 
and the best of good fellows, Charles Edward Mathews. He hnd 
known hlr. Mathews almost for a lifetime, and admired him as a 
disinterested lover of the mountains, as a successful and indefatigable 
climber, and as e master of the art  of mountaineering. No one 
bad done more tlinn Mathews to establish this noble pastime, and 
to teach how its risks were to be foreseen and prevented. H e  
lamented in him also the loss of a genial and interesting companion 
and friend. 

PROTEST AGAINST THE PROPOSED MATTERHORN 
RAILWAY. 

So long as there seenled any possibility of action from external 
quarters being unwelcome in Switzerland, the Alpine Club, although 
feeling strongly on the subject, refrainedfronl making, either through 
its Committee or in this 'Journal,' any representations in favour 
of tlie preservation of tlie scenery of the High Alpe from the assaults 
threatened by sp~culittors ill the tourist industry. But last spring our 
Committee, having been invited by the Swiss Alplne Club to express 
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their opinion in the matter, forwarded to that body a strong protest 
against what waa then the last of these proposed violations-the 
scheme for piercing a shaft in the Matterhorn and converting its 
summit into a series of grottoes with glazed windows and bal- 
conies. On October SO last this protest was endorsed at a general 
meeting of the English branch of the Swiss Ligue pour la Conser- 
vation de la Suisse Pittoresque, held at the Society of Arts, Sir 
W. Martin Conway in the chair. 

The following is a summary of the proceedings : 
The Report, having referred to the opposition which the Ligue 

offered a year ago to the attempt of the town of Ziiricli to dram off 
a large body of. water from the Rheinfall at  Schaffhausen, con- 
tinued: ' I t  is satisfactory to record that this claim has been 
rejected by the Federal tribunal and that tlie danger may be 
regarded as past, and strong hopes are entertained that by next 
year the efforts now being made to save the Matterhorn will have 
resulted not merely in the defeat of that scheme, but in the firm 
establishment and recognition of the principle on which the petition 
of the Ligue against it is based as a bulwark against all similar 
projects. The heading of the petition is as follows :-" The high 
summits of our Alps are the ideal poasession of the whole Swiss 
people and the symbol of Swiss freedom. They are not for sale. 
Relying on this principle, the undersigned declare their agreement 
with the protest which the special commission appointed by the 
Ligue is presenting to the Federal Council." On August 31 
more than 40,000 signatures had already been received in Switzer- 
land. Mention should be made of the gratitude evoked among 
the guides by English support. They espress the deepest obligation 
to the English branch for working in their cause.' 

The chairman, in moving the adoption of the annual report, 
said the two matters of greattst importance with which it dealt 
mere the proposed tunnelling of the Matterhorn with a lift or 
railroad for the purpose of hoisting tourists to the top, and the 
still more atrocious proposition h lay down on the virgin snow of 
the Aletsch glacier a kind of sledge railroad which should traverse 
the whole length of that marvellous solitude. Against both these 

-proposals they entered the heartiest possible protest, and they would 
be asked to express their strong hostility to the Matterhorn scheme. 

Mr. F. W. Bourdillon seconded the motion. 
Professor P. Ganz, in supporting the motion, thanked the branch 

heartily in the name of the Schweizerisclle Vereinigung fiir 
Heimatschutz for tlieir most valuable assistance. The formation 
of an English branch of the Ligue had brought them an ally who 
would be very unwelcome to their opponents, for it nTns principally 
on behalf of the foreign visitors to Sivit~erlaud that it was pro- 
posed to build tlle many mountain railways and luxurious residences 
in the Alps. 

Mr. Hart-Davies, M.P., having also supported the  notion, it 
was carried unanimously. 

The Bishop of Bristol then moved the following resolution : 
x x 2  
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That this meeting fervently echoes the numerous protests of the 
Swiss people against the construction of a railway or lift up the 
Matterhorn, believing that, in the eyes of the great majority of 
English visitors, and of all to whom the sublimity of nature appeals, 
it would be an act of profanation and spoliation, and that the  
sacrifice of such a mountain to sectional interests and the materi- 
alism of the age would involve an irreparable loss to humanity and 
a wrong to succeedinggenerations.' He said that on that occasion 
he spoke for the Alpine Club, which was absolutely at  one on this 
subject with the branch of the Ligue. The branch desired to be 
completely courteous to the Swiss Parliament, which, he was told, 
would have this matter before it next month. He suggested that 
they should urge the desirability of a Freiheit from invasion by 
railways for all Swiss mountains above the limit of perpetual snow 
(cheers), or, if this could not be conceded, then that there should be 
a Freiheit for the greatest of the Swiss mountains, which would, 
of course, include the Matterhorn. 

Sir F. Pollock seconded the resolution, and said the suggestion 
of the watchword ' No railways above the mow line ' appeared t o  
be most sound and practical. 

The chairman read a letter received from Mr. J. Bryce, in which 
he expressed his ' cordial sympathy with the efforts of the English 
branch of the Ligue to elicit a declaration of opinion from lovers 
of the Alps against the scheme to construct a railway up the 
Matterhorn.' A letter was also read from Mr. Whymptr, in which 
were the following passages: 'The project of a railway up the 
Matterhorn is not a new one. I t  was formulated mow than a dozen 
years ago, and has been held back until what is deemed a favourable 
moment. I t  is a scheme of a small group of company promoters. 
My opinion is that the project of a railway up the Matterhorn 
is injudicious and undesirable. I think that it will not benefit 
Switzerland, and will be injurious to the guides of the Zermatt 
valley and to those of the Val  Tournanche.' 

The resolution was carried unanimously, and the meeting ended 
with a vote of thanks to the chairman. 

THE ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY. 

THE following additions have been made to the Library since 
April :- 

ATcw Books and New Edi tw~w.  Presentsd by the AtcOum or Publishers. 
Alpine Oipfelfiuhrer. 8v0, ill. 

Stuttgart u. Leipzig, Deutsche Verlays-Anstalt, 1907. M. 1.50 each 
12. L. Humpeler, Der Grossvenediger. pp. 78. 
13. A. Witzenmann, Sesvenna u. Lischanna. pp. 78. 
14. G. Becker, Die Hoohwilde. pp. 67. 
15. H. Biendl, Die Jungfran. pp. 84. 
16. A. v. Radio-Hadiis, Der Rosengarten. pp. 68. 
17. K .  Bindel, Die Marmolata. pp. 75. 

An excellent series of monographs. 
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Baedeker, K. The Eastern Alps, including the Bavarian Highlands, Tyrol, 
Salzburg, Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, Carinthia, and Cnrniola. 
11th edition. Leipsig, Baedeker, 1907. 101- 
Bvo, pp. xxiv, 674 ; maps. 

- Switzerland and the adjacent portions of Italy, Savoy, and Tyrol. 
22nd edition. 8v0, pp. xl, 551 ; maps. Leipzig, eta., Baedeker, 1907. 81- 

Baillie-Grohman, W.  A. The land in the mountains, being an account of 
the pnst and present of Tyrol, its people and its castles. 
8v?, pp. xxx, 288 : plates. ' London, Simpkin & Co., 1907. 1216 net 

Beralb, Henri. BaLitous et Pelvoux. Notes sur les officiera de la carte de 
France. Paris, privately printed, 1907 
Sm. folio, pp. 205 ; plates. 

Monsieur Beraldi, who has already placed in his debt by his seven 
delightful volumes on the Pyrenees every lover of mountain literature, 
has made them further indebted to him by this most interesting 
volume on a portion of the range. 

Conway and Coolidge's Climbers' Guides. The Bernese Oberland. Vol. iii. 
Dent de Morcles to the Gemmi by H. Diibi. London, Unwin, 1907. 101- 
32m0, pp. xxiii, 136. 

Illnetrierter Fiihrer auf die G i ~ f e l  der Schweizer-Almn. Vols. 13. 
Obl. 8v0, 52 plates and text-in each.  kern, Speck-Jost, 1905-7 

- Guide Illustrb des Alpes suisses. Vols 1-2. Lucerne, Speak-Jost, 1906-7 
Obl. Bvo, 48 and 30 plates with text. 

The idea of these volumes is good, and it is fairly well carried out. A 
picture of a mountain is given, with routes marked on it, and a short 
description of the routes. The contents of the French and German 
editions differ in arrangement and occasionally in matter. The price 
of each volume is Fr. 3. 

Lorenz' Reisefuhrer. 8v0, maps. Freiburg i. Br. u. Leipzig, Paul Lorenz, 
1907-8 

Fiihrer durch die Vogesen und die elsiissischen Jura. pp. 100. M. 1.60 
R. Noij. Die Schweiz in 15 Tagen. 4te Aufl. pp. 74. M. 1.50 
Kleiner Fiihrer durch die Schaeiz. pp. 127. M. 2 
H. Grabow. Savoyen und die Dauphin& pp. 88. M. 2 
R. Noe. Tirol und die angrenzenden Alpengebiete vom Vorarlberg, 

Salzburg und Salzkammergut sowie das bayerische Hochland nebst 
Miinchen. pp. 92. M. 2 

A handy series of guide-books. 
Pyrenees. The Picturesque Pyrenees. Pall MaU ' Handbook.' 

8v0, pp. 143 ; ill. London, ' Pall Mall ' Press, 1907. 6d. 
Russell, Comte Henry. Mes voyages 1856-1861. 3me edition. Extraits de 

. . . ' 16,000 lieues B travers 1'Asie et l'Oc6anie.' Pau, Vignancour, 1906 
8v0, pp. 69. 

Thome, Dr. Flora von Deutschland, ijsterreich und der Schweiz. Zweite, 
vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage. Gera, v. Zezschwitz, 1903-1905 
4 vols, 8vo ; 612 coloured plates. 
Published in 57 parts a t  1.25 N. each ; 71.25 M. for the whole work. 

The plates of this second edition of this standard work on the mid- 
European flora are very excellently drawn and coloured. They make 
the work thoroughly useful and complete. 

Whymper, E. Chnmonix and the range of Mont Blanc. A guide. 12th 
edition. 8v0, pp. xvi. 206 ; maps, ill. London, Murray, etc., 1907. 31- net 
- The Valley of Zermatt and the Matterhorn. A guide. l l t h  edition. 

8v0, pp. xvi, 224 ; maps, ill. London, Murray, eta., 1907. 31- net 
Zimeter, K., nnd andere. Fiihrer durch Jenbach, Achen-, Ziller- und 

Unterinntal. Jenbach, Verschvnerungs-Verein [I9071 
avo, pp. 80, ill. 

Older Books. 
Beattie, William. Switzerland illustrated. London, Virtue, 1834-6 

4t0, 6 parts in green cardboard covers as published. 
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Smith, Albert. Ascent of Mont Blanc. In ' Travel, Adventure, and Sport 
from " Blackwood's Magazine," ' vol. 4. 
8v0, pp. 1-61. Edinburgh and London, Blackwood [? 19001 

Ravela. A compendious view of the most recent and hlteresting travels . . . 
Europe and Asia. London, Darton and Clark [c. 1840) 
Sm. 8v0, pp. 109-130, Switzerland and Mt. Ulanc. 

Club PtrbIicationn 

Akadem. Alpenclub Bern. 1. Jahres-Bericht. 8v0, pp. 21. 1907 
Akadem. Alpen-Verein Miinchen. Satzung. 8v0, pp. 11. 1905 
Akademischer Tonriaten-Klub m Straseburg. Statuten. 8v0, pp. 16. 1904 
Alpine Geeellachaft ' Edelnrute,' Vienna. Statuten. Folio, pp. 3. 
Appalachian Mountain Club. Index to the Journal, 1-10, 1876-1904. 1906 - - - Register. Rvo, pp. 84. 1907 
A d r i a n  Tourist Club. Wiener-Neustadt. Touren-Verzeichnis. 8vo. p. 16. 1907 
C.A.F. Commission de topographie. ProcBs-verbaux des S6ances des quatre 

premieres anuQes. 870, pp. 69. 
C.A.I. Bollettino, No. 71, vol. 37. 

L1907l 
1906 

8v0, pp. 351 ; ill. 
The articles are ;- 

L. Brasca, Le montagne di Val S. Giacomo. 
V. Oayda, In  Savoia ; Pte. de la Olihre, prima asceneione italiana ; alla 

(3rande Casse ; traversata del Dame de Chassefor&t ; ecc. 
O. Rovereto, Oeomorfologia del Gruppo d. Gran Paradise. 
A. Brofferio, Quindici giorni nelle Dolomiti ; Cima di Val di Rods ; 

Saas Maor; La  Rosetta ; Cima d. Pala;  Torri di Vajolet, prima 
traversata italiana ; Fiinffingerspitze ; Croda da Lago ; Kleine 
Zinne. 

O. V., Carta d. Colonia Eritrea. 
A. C. F. Ferber, L' esplorazione d. Passo Mustagh nel Karakorum- 

Himalaya. 
---- Monza, S t d o n e  Universitaria. Vade Mecum dello Studente Alpinists. 

Sm. 8v0, pp. 48. 1907. L. 1 
Notes on equipment, books, maps, &c. 

- Venice. Osservazioni meteorologiche eseguite a1 rifugio ' Venezia' 
(M. Pelmo) e a Col di Zoldo negli anni 1901-02-03-04, pobblicate per cure 
del socio Dr. Giulio Ceresole. Venezia, Tip. Emiliana, 1905 
8v0, pp. vii, 41 ; plates. 

Club alpino baseanese. Bollettino annuale, 1893-4, 1895, 1896. 
3 vols, 8v0, pp. 78, 122, 108. 1895,1896, 1897 

All get published. - Colonia alpina bassanese Umberto lo. Annumri. 1902-1907 
6 numbers, Hvo, about pp. 20 each. 

Club alpino flumano. Statuto. Folio, pp. 8. 1907 
Club Ascensionniete Grenobloie. Revue montagnarde, 1-5. Quarterly. 

1907 
Club Monti Berici, Lonigo, 1881. Statuto. 8v0, pp. 14, 1881 

' H a  per iscopo di promuovere tra i giovnni le ercursioni nelle regioni 
montuose, per rinvigorire il corpo con alpestri passeggiate ed ardue 
salite e per nrricchire la mente di utili cognizioni.' 

Club dee Sports alpine, Chamonix. Statuts. 4to, pp. 3. 1902 
Founded 1002, now 130 members : President, Dr. M. Payot. ' ll a pour 

hut de favoiiser les excursions sur nos montagnes et d'attirer lea 
alpinistes dans notre vallbe.' 

D.u.0.A.-V. Bamberg. XIX. u. XX. Jahresberichte. 1905, 1906 
8v0, pp. 47, 50. 

- Barmen. Elster Bericht 189&1901. 1902 
8r0, pp. 48 ; ill. 

-- - Wie gelnnfit man zur Banner Hiitte. 1904 
8 ~ 0 ,  pp. 15; map. 
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D.u.o.A.-V. Barmen. Barmer Hiitten-Triller. Festspiel. 
avo, pp. 28. 

-- Berlin. Jahresbericht fiir 1906. 80.0, pp. 230 ; ill. 
This contains papers read before the Section ;- 

E. Hahn, In  den Savoyer Alpen. 
F. Kronecker, Aus d. Bergwelt Japans. 
0. Mohr, Aus dern Parzin m. d. Allgauen Bergen. 
-- Aus d. Dauphinb. 
C. In Quiante, Der Unfall am Zermatter Weisshorn. 
F. Klinitz, Ueberschreitung d. Konigsspitze, des Zebru u. d. Ortler. 

Bozen. Statuten. .avo, pp. 4. 1904 
-- --- Jahresberichte 36. u. 37. avo, pp. 34 each. 1906,1907 
- Brannachweig. Bericht f. 1906. avo, pp. 24 ; ill. 1907 - Breslau. IX. Bericht, 29. Veyeinsjahr. avo, pp. 27. 1906 
- Brixen. Verzeichnis d. Wegmarkierungeu im Arbeitsgebiete der Sektion. 

3. Aufl. avo, pp. 23 ; map. 1906 
Donanworth. Bericht 1896-1906. avo, pp. 12. 1906 
Dortmnnd. Jahresberichte 1905, 1906. avo, pp. 12, 14. 1907 

- Frankfurt a. Oder. Jahresbericht fiir 1906. avo, pp. 20. - - Satzungen. avo, pp. 4. 1900 
-- Barmisch-Partenkirchen. Jahresberichte 1905, 1906. avo, pp. 16, 24. 
- Bmiind. Fiihrer-Tarif der Sectionen Gmund, Osnabriick u. Villach. 

avo, pp. 14. 7 1898 
-- Hochpnetertsl. Rundschau von dem Diirrenstein von F. Burger. 

Nuderdorf, 1896 
-- Hochet a. I. Verzeichnis d. Bibliothek. avo, pp. 12. 1906 
- Inner-otztal, S6lden. Statuten. avo, pp. 7. 1882 
-- Innsbmck. Bericht fiir 1905. 800, pp. 54. 1905 
- - 1906. 80.0, pp. 74. 1906 

Tariffs, huts, path-marking, library additions, list of members, eto. 
- - Kiistenland, Gau Gmiind. Gmiind in Karnten und Umgebung. 

avo, pp. 192 ; map, ill. 1893 
For earlier edition sea Gmiindner Ciebirgsverein. 

-- - Jahresberichte, 1893, 1894. 
- - Landau, Pfalz. Satzungen. avo, pp. 4. 1903 
-- -- 9. Rechnungs-Abschlusa. 4to, pp. 4. 1906 
- - Miinchen. 37. Jahres-Bericht. avo, pp. 64. 1907 

' Oberland,' Miinchen. VIII. Jahres-Bericht f. 1906. avo, pp. 66. 1907 
- - Starkenburg. Statuten. avo, pp. 4. 1886 
- -  -- - Bericht 1896-8. 89.0, pp. 13. 1899 
.-- - - 1899-1901. avo, pp. 24. 1902 
- - - - 1905. 8v0, pp. 23. 1906 - Stettin. Satzungen. avo, pp. 7. 1886 
-- Straseburg. Jahresbericht 1904 u. 1905. 1906 

avo, pp. 28 ; 2 plates. 
The plates are ' Strassburger Hutte gegen d. Pnnuler Schrofen ' and 

' Oberzalimhutte.' 
---- Rannstein.  Jahresbericht. avo, pp. 20. 1907 
- Tiibingen. Satzung. avo, pp. 4. n. d. 
- -- Jahres-Bericht f. 1906. avo, pp. 15. 1907 
- Vorarlberg. Statuten. avo, pp. 8. n. d. 

-- - Hundschau von der Scesaplnna. Gezeichnet v. A. Baumgartner. n. d. 
- - - Jahres-Berichte, xxv.-xxxvii. 8vo. 1894-1906 
-- Waldenburg. Jahresberichb, 3. avo, pp. 7, 7, 9. 1903-4-5 
-- Statuten. 8v0, pp. 4. 1901 
- Wiesbaden. Fest-Schrift zur Feier des 25jiihrigeu Bestehens der 

Sektion. Wiesbaden, 1907 
avo, pp. Fj ; 11 plates. 

This is a finely illustrated number, chiefly concerned with the Wies- 
badener Hutte on Piz Buin. 
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Derbyshire Pennine Club. Rules. 4to, p. 1. 1906 
This Club was founded in Shefield on November 30, 1906, for ' t he  

organisation of rook-climbing, cave.exploring, and hill-walking, and 
the collection and dissemination among the members of information, 
literature, maps, etc., relating thereto.' There are 20 members. 
The Hon. ,%c. is H. Binhop, Avon House, Fieldhead Road, ShefEeld. 

Dundee Bambling Club. Notioe and list of members. 190ti 
This Club waa formed in April 1886 with the object of enconraging 

climbing of the Swtch hills, and monthly meetings were organised. 
In 1889 the summer meeting8 were diecontinued and three winter 
meetinp substituted. The same year the Dundee Institution Cluh, 
formed in 1879 by Mr. James Brebuer, a member of the Alpine Club. 
was incarporated with the Rambling Club. The qualification for 
membership was till 1889 n o m i d ,  but is now a regular climbing 
qualificetion. 

The Hon. Sec. is Mr. T. H. B. Rorie, 33 Albert T e r m ,  Dundee. 
Mr. Harry Walker, A.C., han kindly furnished the above information. 

The Fell  m d  Bock Climbing Club of the English Lake District. 
Rules and list of members. 1907 

This Club was formed at  Coniston on November 11, 1906, with the  
intention at first of its being a local Coniston Club. There i s  a 
membership of over 100. I t s  objects are ' t o  encourage r d -  
climbing nnd fell-walking in the Lake District, to mrre a s  a bond of 
union for all lovers of mountsin-climbing, to enable its members to 
meet together in order to participate in these forms of sport . . .' The 
Hon. Seo. is Mr. E. Llcantlebury, 11 Clarenea Street, Ulverston. 

Qmiindner Gebirgsverein, 1879-1890. Qmiind in Kiimten nnd seine 
Umgebung. 8v0, p p  117. 1883 

This Club became in 1890 a ' Qau d. Sektion Kiistenland,' and in 1897 
the 8ektion Gmiind d. D.n.6.A.-V. 

Brazer Alpen-Klnb. R. W w e r ,  Die Qrnppe dea Hoahhtsch. clml 
:I 

. - - - 

. , avo, pp. 98 ; maps, ill. 
Hochtonrieten-Club Miinchen. Statnten. Bvo. PD. 12. 1902 

Der Club verfolgt den Zweck, die ~enntniss'e d. Alpen zu e r w e i h  . . . 
die bergsteigerische Tatigkeit, sowie die Hochtouristik anszuiiben u. 
zu fbrdern.' 

.Japanese Alpine Club. Rules. 1906 
A typewritten copy of the Rules, trandated by the Rev. Walter Wesbn. 

Kyndwr Club, Derby. Rules. 8vo. pp. 4. 1899 
This Club was founded on November 28, 1899. Its object is 'to 

encourage rock-climbing and rambling in the wilder perta of Derby- 
shire and mountaineering generally.' At preaent the membership is 
only 22. Cave-exploration has been an important pnrt of the work of 
its members. 

Norwegian Clnb, London. Yearbooks 1904, 1905,1906, 1907. 
avo, ill. 

Buckaack Club. Journal, vol. 1, no. 1. Edited by &XI. T. Ewen. Issued 
yearly. Mancheater, Barber, 18 St. Ann St., February 1907 
Hvo, pp. 62 ; plates. 

This first number opens with an article ' Round Pralognan,' by Mr. 
Chas Pilkinaton. This is followed by articles on 'The N.W. climb, 
Pillar ~ o c k , ~  'British Alpine plants- 'A Traverse of Mont Blanc,' 
* Upper Valley of the Wharfe,' followed by notee on Club proceeding 
and reviews of the various numbers ot the 'Climbers' Clnb Jonmsl.' 
We heartily wish success to the new venture. 

S.A.C. Basel. Jahresbericht fiir 1906. avo, pp. 52. 1907 
Beilage : H. Thornmen, Die Eroberung d. Leventina d. d. Eidgenossen. 

- -- Jahresbericht fiir 1905. avo, pp. 60. 1906 
Beilage : C. Egger, Vom Geant zum Leman. 
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Sierra Clnb. Seventh Annual Outing. Yosemite, etc. June-August 1907. 
8v0, p. 28. 

S a i e t i  aypinistica e tnriStic8 Liburnia,' Zara. Statuto. 8vo. qp. 10. 1899 
This Society was founded in 1899 to promote mounhuneering and 

touring in Dalmatia. In a letter accompan~ing the Rules, the 
Secretary kindly offers the services of the Society to auy members of 
the Alpine Club who may visit Dalmatia, adding the useful informa- 
tion that a number of the members can speak English. 

Societi Bododendro. Statuto. 8v0, pp. 16. 1904 
SociBtQ de l a  flore valdbtaine, Aosta. Bulletin, no. 3. 1906 

In  sending this, M. 1'AbbQ Henry has very kindly communicated the 
following information with regard to the various Societies st Aosta 
connected with mountaineering ;- 

(1) L a  Petite Sociltd alpine de Cogne was never regularly constituted 
as a Society. I t  was composed of MM. Chamonin, Vescox and 
Carrel, chiefly for the purpose of preparing and publishing 'La 
GQographie du pays dlAoste,' which first appeared in the 
'Feuille d'Aoste ' for 1870. The Cltcb alpin dlAos&, sometimes 
referred to, is another name for the C.A.X. S e a h  Valdastanu 
or di Aostu. This w a ~  formed on May 3, 1866, as  a ' Succursele 
du C.A.I.,' and as a section on March 10, 1873. (2) The above 
Soc. de In $he valdbtainc, formed in 1878 and re-constituted in 
1884. (3) L'Association pour Ze mouvemmt d .  Etrangers, formed 
January 7, 1906, which has published a guide to the valley. 

SociBtB de Mographie, Paris. La GBographie. Bulletin. Tome xiv. 
avo, pp. 426 ; map, ill. Paris, Meeson, 1906 

Nov. pp. 261-274; W. Kilian, L'brosion glaciaire et la formation du 
terrain. 

SodBtB d. Orimpenrs dea Alpes, Grenoble. Statuts. 8v0, pp. 11. 1900 - - Liste des membres et Liste d. Courses. 1907. 
Sport-Club Ampezzo, Cortina. Statuten. Bvo, pp. 16. 1902 
Stsiriecher Oebirgwerein, Graz. Satzungen. avo, pp. 8. 1900 
Timler Bergsteiger-Oeaebchdt " Alpler," Innsbmck, 1894. Statuten. 

8v0, pp. 7. 1895 
'Die F6rderung d. rationellen Bergsteigens in Tirol, Anleitung zur 

Ausfiihrung von Hochtouren und Ertheilung v. Anskiidten u. alpine 
Fragen.' 

Towanystwo Tatrzanakie, Cracow : Sekcya turystyczna. 
Taternik, nos. 1, 2. 8vo. March, May 1907 

This section is solely for expert climbers. I t  consists of about 60 
members. 

WayfarersJ Club, Liverpool. Roles. 8v0, pp. 4. 1906 

Pamphlets and Xagazine Articles. 
B-, A. Quelques recherches sur le volcanisme. 

8v0, pp. 54 ; plates. Reprinted from Arch. d. Sc. Geneve. 
Mai, juin 1906 ; novembre 1906 

Presented by Mr. H. F. Montagnier. . 
Ferrand, 8. Les premieres cartes de la Savoie. Paris, Imprim. nat., 1907 

avo, pp. 331-353 ; reprinted from Bull. gbogr. hietor. no. 3, 1906. 
- La conservation den montagnes. 

8v0, pp. 10. Grenoble, Rey, 1907 
Oletacher-Kommiaaion. Bericht fiir das Jahr 1905-6. 8v0, pp. 6. 1907 
Newbiggin, Marion I. The Swiss Valais, a study in regional geography. I n  

Scottish Geographical Mag. April-May, 1907 

schg:;,'% 
172-191 : 226-239 ; ill. 
rs. Ches. The Valleys of the tiaskatchewan with horse and 

camera. In Bull. Geogr. Soc. Philadelphia, vol. 5, no. 2. April, 1907 
Avo, pi: 36-43 : maps, plates. 

Willcox, W. The viscous v .  the granular theory of glacial motion. 
avo, pp. 23. Published by the nuthor, Long Branch, N.J., 1906. 30c. 
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Items. 
The C.A.I. Stazione UniversiWia, Monza, has kindly sent one of their 

brooches, a silvered ice-axe, 2 inches long, with the name of the section on 
the handle. 

Stnder, O. Copies of the panoramas from the following drawn by G. Stnder 
between 1850 and 1859 have been presented tn the Alpine Club by 
Mr. Rickmer-Rickmers ;- 

Aegischhorn, hlt. Brbvent, Mt. TQlan, Piz Languard. Seelisburger Kulm, 
Uri Rothstoek, Saasberg, Sentis, Piz de la Padella, Rinderhorn, 
Gornergrat, hlt. Pers, H6he d. Sustenpasses, Gemmenalphorn, Gemmi- 
h8he. 

ALPINE ACCIDENTS IN 1907 
ANOTHER season of broken weather has produced a lamentable loss 
of life amongst the mountains, for which the weather cannot be 
held alone responsible. 

To climb without guides-though we have nothing to say 
against it when undertaken under proper conditions-must always 
demand particular experience and precaution on the part of the 
climbers. To attempt the w e n t  of a great mountain without 
guides in bad weather must be exceptionally dangerous. Climbing 
in bad weather at all inevitably involves great risks, and, where . 
there is no professional skill to fall back upon, it is not to be 
wondered at  if lives are lost. Climbing alone, if, as would appear, it 
offera to some climbers exceptional satisfaction, also involves ex- 
ceptional risks-we have before spoken of it only to condemn it. 

Instead of further comment of our own we quote the following 
remarks from an article by a well-known mountaineer, which under 
the title ' Mountaineering in 1907 ' appeared in the ' Times ' of 
September 24 last. After pointing out that as far our countrymen 
are concerned no serious climbing accident has occurred in the past 
season, not because their achievements have been less, but because 
guideless British climbers, recognising that mountaineering is not 
only a sport but a craft that must be mastered, have thoroughly 
learnt on their native rocks and on Alpine snows the laws of the 
game and observe them, the writer says- . 

We might be content to congratulate ourselves upon our white 
season. But a mountaineer who climbs in the Alps assumes, 
together with his share in the delights of the mountains and the 
resources of the huts, a part in the responsibility for the general 
repute of Swiss mountaineering. Consequently it is his duty to 
call attention to a serious feature of the past season-the dangerous 
increase in the numbers of unqualified, guideless parties attempting 
the great peaks. \Ve have no quarrel with guideless climbing. 
An expert has every right to choose for himself, and there is far 
more of mountaineering and of holiday in crossing a small pass 
with tried friends for pleasure than in being treated as an item in 
the business of a big climb by an unsympathetic peasant. Guides 
are not the demigods the early explorers found them. They are 
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vary human, very limited, and entirely professional. With a few 
hopeful exceptions their notions of climbing travel on iron rails of 
convention. Yet guides are a necessary insurance policy, a reserve 
of physical endurance and native instinct. The more the climber 
knows, the less he is inclined to dispense with them on wcents 
where his experience tells him that the balance of strength and 
chance is not largely in his favour. The guideless parties of .this 
August were not experienced. They consisted chiefly of students, 
Swiss or French boys fresh from school, to whom olimbing has 
recently come to fill the place our games occupy with us-fine, 
manly fellowa, brown as the rocks, with a minimum of vest, knicker- 
bockers rolled up and stockings turned down, to intensify this 
boyish vanity. The Austrian students set them the example in the 
p t ,  arid on the Dolomites and small rock peaks of East Switzer- 
land, where little is required beyond strength and agility, the prac- 
tice had more justification ; but, even so, their death-roll has been 
ominous. Now the fashion has changed. The rosy narratives of 
big guideless ascents, published by gentlemen who learnt little 
wisdom from their experiences, have had time to reach the least 
qualified enthusiasts. Emulation is stirred, and the check of the 
cost of guides, formerly deemed indispensable on such peaks, seems 
attractively removed. Whereas the aspiring Rasselas found " all 
the summits inaccessible by their prominence," the very promi- 
nence of a peak seems now its principal attraction. The conse- 
quences were seen this year in the crowd of young climbers cling- 
ing round all the notable summits, and the further consequences 
in the tragic weekly and almost daily notices in the local papers. 

'Youth and strength are only of secondary importance in the 
great Alps. Time is the secret of all security and success. The 
saving of time, with all its chances of night and change, demands 
pace. Paoe implies the ability of all the party to move rapidly and 
with the mutual disregard that confidence begets over places of all 
but exceptional diaculty, the power of the leader to negotiate the 
awkward passages without undue pause, and the power of the 
weakest to last out the day. These can only come as the result of 
practice and experience. That each member of the party should 
possess them, and should feel that the others possese them, is the 
first condition of guideless climbing. Pace is not only the police- 
man of time, it is a seven-foot lifeguardsman in. the contest with 
chance. But it is just this regard for time and chance which the 
new fashion neglects in its often calamitous inexperience. In the 
space of ten days this season we encountered on one morning three 
separate guideless parties descending from involuntary bivouaos on 
the Gr6pon; on another two parties descending over the RIont 
Maudit after a night on RIont Blanc ; on another two couched in 
chilly lairs near the top of hlollte Rosa, almost within hail of a 
refuge of which they were ignorant ; on yet another three parties 
benighted on the shoulder of the Matterhorn. To all appearances 
they accepted the incident as an integral part of their climbs, and 
in the event of a warm night no harm might ensue. But the great 
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peaks cannot be played with like bricks or Dolomites. A change ~f 
wind after sundown, a cloud hardly noticeable from the valley, and 
in an honr the belated party may k fighting for the warmth that 
means life, with the prospect of iced rocks for numbed limbs on the 
morrow's descent. They are fortunate if partial frostbite is the 
worst consequence. In such hazards cf endurance youth and 
warm blood are the first to sumumb. On the most culpable of 
these ventures this gear, an attempt on the Matterhorn in bad 
weather, persisted in against every dictate of sanity or mountain- 
eering, of the two ounger members of the party one died of 
exposure and the otger waa maimed for life by frostbite; the 
responsible and older leader alone escaped. The mountaineer can 
only feel sorrowful resentment that such disaetrous folly should be 
graced with the name of mountaineering.' 

The writer goes on to point out that a somewhat similar develop 
ment in e Werent form is takin p h  in our own islands, and to 
suggest precautionary methods \ y which its most serious eon=- 
quencee may be guarded against. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE MEIJE. 

On Jdy 10 three Italian mountaineers, SS. Bertani, Moreschini, 
and Roamni, slept at  the Promontoire Refuge with the intention of 
climbing the Meije on the morrow. On the morning of the l l t b ,  
as 8. Rossini was unwell, his comrades sbrted to make a recon- 
naissanoe with the intention of returning to the Refuge at  an early 
honr. Towards evening, as his friends did not arrive, S. Bossini 
went up some considerahle way above the Refuge in search of them, 
but no voice replied to his cries. He eventually returned to the 
hut and spent a night of cruel suspense. On the morning of the 
12th 8. Rossini made two journeys-the second a very plucky 
attempt indeed-alone in search of his aompanione, but to no 
purpose. 

At 9 o'clock the guides of La Grave, Hippolyte and Emile Pic, 
on their way home by the Breche de la Meije on reaching the 
Glacier des Etanqons heard 8. Ros~ini's call for help and hastened 
to join him. Shortly afterwards the guide J. B. Rodier, of La 
BQrarde, and his eon also arrived. 

The whole party of five then started en reconnaissance by the 
l~sual route for the Meije. Above the ' wmpement Castelnau' a 
little way from the bonne route they saw an axe, accrocM d une 
mpdritc du rochr.  But as the axe might have been left there 
to be recovered on the way down they continued their search. But 
their investigations were vain, and they came to the conclusion that 
a disaster had happened. From the position of the axe i t  was 
clear that if an accident hsd occurred at  that point the bodies 
would be found at the bottom of the couloir which falls to the 
Col du PavO branch of the Glacier des Etanpons. On proceeding 
to the foot of the couloir, above referred to, they found the two 
bodies. The funeral took place at  Saint-Christophe on the 16th. 
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This account is taken mainly from the ' Revue Alpine ' for August 
1907, pp. 352-3. A longer narrative, written by S. Roseini, the 
survivor, will be found in the ' Rivista Mensile ' for July, pp. 317-20. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE COL DU ClkANT. 

On the morning of Saturday, July 13, 1907, I was nt the Rifugio 
Torino, on the Italian side of the Col du Gbant, intending to start 
for the ascent of the Aiguille du GBant. Owing to strong wind 
and great cold in the early morning I was not called until 7.30, 
when one of my guides informed me that the weather and the 
condition of the Aiguille rendered the ascent impossible. He added 
that Mr. Sillem. a Dutch gentleman. whose acauaintance I had 
made at my hotel at  ~ o u r m e ~ e u r ,  had just arrivedat the Rifugio. 

Mr. H. Sillem. of Amsterdam, had had. I understand. consider- 
able climbing experience, not. only i n r  the Alps b"t in the 
Himalayas, Andes, and New Zealand. On the morning in question 
he was on his return to Courmayeur after ascending the Aiguille 
du Midi from the hut at  its base. He and I had arranged to 
start together on Sunday, the 14th, for the Grandes Jorasses. 

By the time I had dressed and had come downstairs, Mr. Sillem 
had left the Rifugio alone, telling his two Courmayeur guides, 
Joseph Petigax and Laurent Croux, to finish their meal, aa there 
was no hurry for them, and to follow at their leisure. He said to 
my guides, ' Be sure and start with your morlsieur and me for the 
Grandes Jorasses to-morrow.' Nobody beyond the four guides was 
present, the hut-keeper being in another part of the building. 

Mr. Sillem then, my Swiss guide informs me, started down alone 
by the ordinary route to Courmayeur, his hands in his pockets and 
his ice axe under his arm. The weather was then cold and windy, 
but quite clear, and remained m, though the high peaks clouded 
up later in the morning. The time was roughly 8.80 A.M. Five 
minutes later, Mr. Sillem's guides followed him. I saw the two 
men start, as I was dressing, from my window ; but Mr. Sillem's 
departure I did not witness. 

At 9.30 A.M. I started for the Aiguille du GQant, but, as we 
expected, the wind, which was both strong and cold, rendered the 
uscent impossible, apart from the fact that there wee too much 
snow on the peak. We turned back at  the base of the rocks, 
descended to the Rifugio, and quitted it at  1.5 P.M. for Counnayeur. 

At 1.40 P.M. we were nearly off the steep and rocky part of the 
descent, and were a few mir~utes above the wooden building where 
the mule path begins, when my guides suddenly drew my attention 
to the Glacier du Mont FrBty. On the snow of the glacier, some 
200 yards to our left and on a level with us, wee a body, whioh we 
knew at once must be that of Mr. Sillem. I t  lay, face downwards, 
at the foot of the steep snow oouloir, the head of which abuts on 
the route some ten minutes below the Efugio. 

We were, of course, horrified in the extreme, and could hardly 



believe that such an experienced and careful climber could have 
fallen in so easy a descent. I determined to go down on to the 
glacier and ascertain if life were extinct, but my guides pointed out 
to me tracks on the snow leading to aud from the body, evidently 
those of Mr. Sillem's guides. We then walked down for a few 
minutes until we reached the wooden hut where the mule path 
starts. Here we found four men who had been mending the path, 
and they informed us that the guides had ascertained that Mr. 
Sillem was dead an2 had gone down to Courmayeur for help. 

We estimated the fall a t  from 1,200 to 1,300 ft., down the hard 
and steep snow of the couloir. I satisfied myself that nothing 
could be done, and, after 40 minutes' halt, went down to the inn 
at Mont FrBty, where I waited until 4 P.M., expecting that a party 
would arrive from the village and that my guides' services would be 
needed. No party could be traced through the telescope, although 
we could see one man ascending rapidly below the pine trees. I 
then continued the descent with my Swiss guide, leaving the second 
man, the son of one of Mr. Sillem's guides, at the inn to help the 
party on their arrival. 

The man we had seen was Mr. Sillem's second guide, Lament 
Crous, and he told us that the authorities had been epplied to for 
permission to bring down the body. The necessary authorisation 
arrived quickly, and the body eventually reached Courmayeur by 
midnight of July 13. 

I was informad that the chief injury was a blow on the head, 
sufficient of itself to cause death. The body was, I understand, 
comparatively slightly injured externdly. 

I remained in Courmayeur for two days, during which my guides 
were questioned by the police as to their knowledge of the occur- 
rence. My Swiss guide tells me that the general opinion was that 
Mr. Sillem, who, as I have said, started with his hands in his 
pockets and with his axe under his arm, presumably owing to the 
cold, stumbled from some cause very sbortly after leaving the 
Rifugio and fell from the rocks into the steep couloir a t  the foot of 
which we saw him. 

The snow in the couloir must hape been very hard on the 
morning in question, and there would have been no possibility of 
Mr. Sillem arresting his fall, even had he been uninjured when he 
reached the couloir. There seems to be some probability that his 
hands were in his pockets at the time of the fall, and, if this were 
so, his axe would have been lost a t  once. I t  had not, a t  the time 
of my leaving Courmayeur, been found. 

The fall must have occurred a very few minutes below the  
Rifugio. Otherwise the two guides, who were only five minutes 
behind, would have shortly overtaken Mr. Sillem. As it was, they 
did not know that an accident had happened until they saw the 
body, although they inust have suspeoted it. 

Mr. Sillein was buried in the cemet,ery a t  Courmayeur on July 17. 
R. R. HOWLETT, A.C. 
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THE ACCIDENT ON THE SOUTHERN AIGUILLE 
D'ARVES. 

The brothers Dr. Robert von Wyss and Dr. &lax von Wyss, 
Messrs. Paul hlontandon and Th. RangB, accompanied by a porter, 
reached, on July 81 last, at  about 9.30 A.M., the big slab at  the foot of 
the blauvais Pas, half an hour below the summit of the Southern 
Aiguille d'Arves. The fixed rope mentioned in Coolidge's Central 
Dauphiny Alps ' has been removed from that place by a guide, but 
a big wooden piton driven into the rock helps much. Dr. R. von 
Wyss, mounting, with the assistance of his comrades, upon the 
shoulders of the porter, stepped from there upon the piton and 
climbed, apparently without special difficulty, somewhat higher. 
A very good hold, having the form of an egg-cup, is said to be near 
there, and when once this hold is in hand it is ' tout facile,' as the 
gnides say. Dr. von Wyss did not find this hold and climbed higher 
up, apparently too much to the right, where the rocks &re rotten. He 
lost hold-exact reaeon unknown-and fell bmkwards 5 or 6 metres 
down upon the slab (not 50 mktres, as the papers said). He was 
instantly retained there from right and left by the two ropes to which 
we had attached him. He had unfortunately fallen on his head 
and died 45 minutes later, without having regained consoiousness. 
None of his comrades were hurt. His body was brought down to 
La Grave on the morrow by two guides and four porters. 

Dr. Robert von Wyss was a very bold end experienced mountaineer. 
He had climbed without gnides all the great summits of the Bernese 
Oberland and of Zermatt, many of them several times. The 
traverse of the Schreckhorn by the N.W. and ordinary route, of 
the Jungfrau from the Wengern Alp (twice, up and down), of the 
Matterhorn (twice), the ascent of the Monch from the N., the 
traverse from the Bliimlisalphorn to the Weisse k a u ,  the first ascent 
of two peeks of the Kleine Laoteraarhorner, and other first climbs in 
the Gotthard group were among his most striking feats. 

As a doctor he was exceedingly appreciated at Steffisburg, near 
Thonne, where he practised. PAUL MONTANDON. 

Cflokental, Thoune : August 8,1907. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE PIZ BERNINA. 

On the morning of August 5, SS. A. Kind and A. Weber, both 
members of the Turin section of the Italian Alpine Club, left the 
Tschierra Cabane to ascend the Bernina without guides. There 
had been a storm during the night. On the same day between 
11.80 and 3 o'clock P.M. they were seen by a number of people from 
the Diavolezza climbing the north ridge of the Bernina. After 
that nothing more was seen of them. On August 7 e large party 
of guides and travellers found the bodies at  the foot of the wall 
about midway between the Monte Rosso di Scerscen and the 
Bernina. The writer in the ' liivista ' thinks it probable that at  
the lnoment of the accident they had given up the ascent of the 
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Bernina as being too hazardous in the bad condition of the snow 
after the storm of the previous night, and that% returning either 
crest or cornice gave way under them.-' Riviata blensile,' August 
1907, p. 369. 

THE ACCIDENT ON THE MATTERHORN. 

On August 14 Dr. R. Helbling and Herren K. Imfeld and S e r r i  
left the Schwarzeee above Zermatt to traverse the Matterhorn from 
the Italian eide. After crossing the Furggjoch they went up to the 
Col du Lion, where they spent the night. On the 15th they got as 
far aa the Pic Tyndall, where they were stopped by a furious tour- 
w t e ,  which raged all night. Spam wes overcome by the severity 
of the cold and perished in the arms of his comrades, who did all 
they could to save his life by administering restoratives and rubbing 
him. On the morning of the 16th, having placed the body under 
the shelter of a rock, they continued the ascent, thinking that it 
would be easier to descend by the Swiss side. But, exhausted as 
they were by the terrible night which they had passed, they did not 
reach the summit till 8 P.M., and were compelled to spend the 
night on the shoulder on the Swiss side. On the morning of the 
17th they continued the descent, whioh was very slow and painful, 
owing to the state of exhaustion in which they found thernselvea 
Presently Helbling, utterly knocked up, and with his hands and feat 
frost-bitten, stopped, incapable of movement, while Imfeld went on 
to seek for help. Eventually he fell in with some guides, to whom 
he told .his story. Tho guides went up and brought Helbling down 
to the Schwaresee, where in a terribly exhaushi condition he re- 
joined his companion. Both had passed four days and three nights 
on the mountain at  a distanoe from all help and in bad weather. 

A body of guides went in searoh of the dead body of Spijrri, but. 
owing to the excessive difficulty of carrying the body in their arms, 
they were compelled to throw it down to the Zmutt glacier tied up 
in a sack and bound with many folds of rope. I t  arrived below in  
a shapeless mass. This account is extracted from the 'Bivieta 
blensile ' of the C.A.I. for August 1907, p. 364. 

OTHER ACCIDENTS. 

A large number of other timidents also took place. We mention 
a few of them. On July 6 M. Walther Stempel wes killed i n  
descending from the Grand Som. On July 29 S. Giuseppe de 
Gasperi was killed when attempting alone a very difficult climb on 
the blonte Civetta. On July 31 Mlle. C. Beyerinck was killed by 
a falling stone at a spot called La Pilliaz, near the Montenvew. 
On August 9 M. G. Gauthier, becoming giddy near the summit of 
the Aiguille dl1 GoQter, slipped and fell : his body was found 
500 m&tres below. On August 16 Signorina A. M. Costamsgna 
died of exposure on the Punta Grin Bagna. Herren E. Bieder- 
mann, Lehmkuhl, and H. Lehrnann, said to be experienced 
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climbers, were killed on the Jungfrau on the descent on the 
Roththal side. Bad weather was the probable cause. We are 
sorry that we cannot give a full account of this accident. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1907. 

Dnuphint?. 
PIC SANS NOM (3,915 m. = 12,845 ft.). FIRST ASCENT FROM 

THE COL DU PELVOUX.-On June 20 Mr. E. L. Strutt and the 
guides Alois Pollinger, senior, and Joseph Pollinger, of St. Niklaus. 
left the Lemercier Club Hut at 3.35 A.M. and reached the Col du 
Pelvoux at 5.15 A.M., where a halt was made till 6.50. They then 
climbed up the E .  arhte of the Pic Eans Nom, keeping on the 
N. (Glacier Noir) side at first ; they then turned on to the S.E. face 
and climbed a steep ice and snow couloir just to the right of the 
f i r ~ t  buttress, descending towards the Sans Nom glacier. After 
ascending some 100 ft. they found themselves cut off by cliffs from 
regaining the arbte, and were forced to descend and to traverse to 
the left on to a second buttress, which was gained by climbing a 
very difficult chimney, the rocks being iced, rotten, and overhanging 
in one part. They then continued traversing to the left over easy 
but very rotten rocks till the E. ar6te was regained. This again 
proved quite impracticable, and the traverse of the S.E. fwe had 
to be continued, in the course of which three more buttresses 
were crossed, the arEte being then regained at a higher point. 
Being here of snow instead of rock i t  was followed for a very short 
distance. The party then, on reaching a very conspicuous tower, 
which may be mistaken for the summit, again turned left, and 
after crossing another buttress and excessively loose rocks were 
able to reach a conspicuous steep snow couloir, which they followed 
till i t  merged into easy rocks, by which they attained the summit in 
a few minutes (9.5 A.M.) Tliey descended at 9.20, and being ignorant 
of the usual route, which according to Mr. Coolidge seems only 
to have been accomplished four times, preferred to go down the 
aforementioned conspicuous snow couloir till it ended in the rock 
rampart which cuts off the entire S.E. face from the Sans Nom 
glacier. They then traversed to the left, turning all the buttresses 
a t  their lowest extremities just above the rampart, without 
difficulty, but in pretty continuous danger froill falling stones, 
till the last buttress-the first one traversed in the ascent-was 
reached. There they found themselves apparently cut off, though 
there seems to be somewl~ere a small couloir and ' rock crevice ' 
by which Rlessrs. Coolidge and Gardiner effected an ascent on July 
13, 1880, and accordingly were obliged to climb straight up the 
buttress about 300 ft. over difficult rocks, till they regained the 
chimney which had given trouble in the ascent. This was 
descended, and the Col du Pelvoux regained a t  12.20 on the 8. 
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side. The 100-ft. rope proved rather short for the descent of the 
last man, aa of course i t  had to be used doubled. The ascent d m  
not seem in the opinion of the party one to be recommended. 

Mmtt Bhnc District. 
L'EVPQUE (11,274 ft.). W. ARBTE AND 8. FacE.-On August R, 

in ignorance of the route followed on the Grst ascent by the hiessrs. 
Pasteur, Carr. and Wilson,* Jlessrs. G. Nrinthrop Young and 
C. D. Robertson, with Joseph Knubel and Eeinrich Pollinger, 
effected an unconscious variation of their traverse. On reaching 
the foot of the couloir, ascended by the first party, between La 
Nonne and L'EyQque, they forced with difficulty a passage on to 
the foot of the W. ar6te to the left of the couloir. They then 
traversed to the left on to the N. face of the ridge, and up an 
easy chimney out on to a conspicuous ' epaulet ' overhanging the 
Charpoua glacier. Thence a splendid granite chimney led them 
back on to the crest of the arQte and through a window to its 
S. side. By some interesting traverses, keeping below the crest, 
they rejoined the couloir some 100ft. below the col to the S. of the 
peak. From here, by a depression in the S. face, the 5. ar6te, and 
finally the W. arEte (doubtless the line followed by the first party), 
the summit was reached. The climb is hardly less pleasing, and 
certainly sounder, than anything on the Petit Dru in its present 
condition. I t  is, however, expedient to call attention to the fact 
that the easy but rickety couloir used by both parties on their 
subsequent descent to the Glacier de Talifre was observed to empty 
its whole contents on to the glacier some fifteen minutes after the 
party had passed down it. 

AIGUILLE DU MIDI (12,609 ft.) TO AIGUILLE DU P m  (12.051 ft.). 
-No record appears to exist of a traverse of this ridge, although it 
has been crossed at various points and its two ends form parts of 
the usual ascents of the two Aiguilles. I t  deserves more notice. 
The ascent of the Aiguille du Midi by itself is too short for a day, 
that of the Aiguille du Plan, by the rational route, too long for its 
interest. The combination of the two forms a very fine expedition 
of varied but not exacting character. From the Cabane du Midi, or 
better the Col du GQant Refuge, i t  would make an excellent 
' return ' day to the Montanvert. In  the reverse direction the long 
snow ridge of the Midi, ascending from the so-called Col du Plan, 
might be found laborious. 

On August 10 Joseph Knubel and myself left the JZontanvert a t  
3 A.M., and reached the top of the Col du GQant sQracs a t  5.30. A 
happy route up the icefall of La Vallke Blanche, and a novel but rather 
disreputable scramble straight up the rocks of the S.E. face of the 
peak, brought us to the top of the Aiguille du Midi at 8.90 (5?j hrs.). 
Descending by the firm rocks of the E. ridge, we hurried cheerfully 
down its snow continuation until the appearance of ice, an all too 
prevalent phenomenon this season, introduced an hour or so's hard 
-- . . - - 

* Alpine Jotirnnl, vol. xvi. p. 265. 
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step-cutting down to the Col du Plan. This should rightly have 
been called the Col des Pklerins, the name Col du Plan belonging 
properly to the little pass between the Glaciers du Plan and des 
PAlerins, immediately below the Aiguille du Plan. The mistake 
may have arisen from a belief that the indeterminate mass of rock, 
an aiquille spoilt in the making, marked on the Kurz map east of 
the Col but given no height, forms part of the Aiguille du Plan. 
Under this impression, I believe, its inadequate summit was first 
ascended by Mr. W. E. Davidson. For distinction I should suggest 
for the mass the name of Pointe des Pdbrins. To previous 
examination--on an ascent of the Plan and Requin three days 
before-its ' rise ' at either end from the ar6te had looked formid- 
able ; but an easy loosely-built couloir on the Chamonix face, into 
which we turned whenever the ardte proved too stiff, gave quick 
access to the senile stone man on the summit. From here by a 
delightful granite ridge, sharp edges, short stepa, and interesting 
cracks we reached the second col (de jzsre Col du Plan) at 12.6, 
and the top of the Aiguille du Plan at 12.46 (9% hrs.). The unpro- 
pitious weather throughout the day, fine driving snow with occa- 
sional mild thunder, here broke in a veritable snowstorm, and 
prevented the prolonged halt which public opinion now demands 
of climbers anxious to avoid the charge of ' hurrying back to hotels.' 
The chilly step-cutting, necessary this jeer down the final wall of 
the pass, gave time, however, for the day to recover itself. A burst 
of sunshine promieed drying rocks, and the ascent of the Dent du 
Requin (11,218 f t.), an afterthought, offered occasion for getting 
warm. The ascent from the glacier to the summit took 62 minutes, 
and the descent 38 minutes. [The trustworthiness of ' times ' is 
illustrated by the fact thet last year our party spent some 
16 strenuous hrs. on the same peak.] After a dutiful bask in the 
sunshine we reached the Montanvert at 5.46 P.M. (148 hrs.). The 
whole expedition, though shorter in time and less gymnastic, is of 
a finer mountaineering character than that undertaken on August 6,  
1906, to which it formed a complement, and of which a note 
appeared in the ' Alpine Journal,' vol. xxiii. p. 342. (3. W. YOUNG. 

THE ROCHER DU X ~ O N T  BLANC. SOUTH SUMMIT.-On the map 
of the chain of Mont Blanc the Rocher du Mont Blanc is marked 
as  a single peak of 3,873 mhtres : it really consists of a ridge with 
four peaks of almost equal height, the highest being the third from 
the south, which is about 5 metres higher than the first. On 
June 27, 1907, Xlessrs. 0. Eckenstein, A. E.  Bellars, and 
H. 0. .Jones started from the Quintino Sella hut and traversed the 
steep snow slope horizontally in an easterly direction to the rocks, 
which were ascended, a t  first straight up and then to the left, until 
the upper snow slope was reached in 1 hr. The steep slope, partly 
ice and partly snow, was ascended in a northerly direction until 
the ridge o~erlooking the hlont Blanc glacier was reached ; this 
was then followed until the couloir on the (orographical) left of the 
penk was reached in 45 min. A rudimentary chimney on the right 
was ascended for about 20 ft.; the couloir was then traversed 
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horizontally, and after a short time i t  was again traversed in an 
upward direction over loose d&ris to the rocks on the right, which 
were followed to the crest in one hour. The crest of this ridge was 
followed over several minor summits and the tops of small couloirs 
to the foot of the s o d h  peak. The first pitoh, which was vertical, 
was ascended by the aid of some handholds conveniently placed, 
after which an easy scramble led to the top, on which a cairn was 
erected, in about 50 min. from the top of the large couloir. The 
same route was followed in the descent, which occupied 3 hra. and 
80 min., as the snow on the slope nest the rocks required care. 
Crampons were worn and saved much time which would have 
been spent in step-cutting. The expedition is interesting and is 
free from danger of stone-falls. 

Zermatt District. 

DEST D'HERENS.-On August 27 Mr. J. W. Wyatt and the Rev. 
W. C. Compton, with Joseph Lochmatter and LQon Truffer, of St. 
Niklaus, with whom, on a separate rope, was also Mr. W. H. Gover 
with J. Peter Perren and Joseph Marie Julen, ascended the Dent 
d'Htrens by the west face, descending also by the same route. In 
1906 Joseph Lochmatter took Mr. Ryan down the face through the 
s6racs by the same route as that followed by the above party this 
year; but he asserts that it would then have been impossible to 
ascend, owing to the ' Abhang ' of the glacier. The conditions 
proved this year very favourable for the ascent. The party had 
hopes to avoid the stones of the Tiefenmatten Joch by cutting up 
the ice wall of the col to the left (E.) of the couloir. On approach- 
ing, however, it was evident that the ice would be in an unfavourable 
condition, and Lochmatter declared for the ascent through the 
scram of the west face of the mountain, i.e. between the W. and 
N.W. arctes. Sixty-five minutes from the foot of the Tiefenmatten 
Joch, first under overhanging skracs and finally up a very steep 
snow slope (in good order), brought the party to the ridge over 
which the ordinary ascent is made just below the last group of 
gendarmes. From here to the summit required 13 hr. After a 
yery enjoyable 1) hr. on the top in magnificent weather the 
descent was mads to the base of the face in 2) hrs. The party 
reached the Staffel Alp at about 5 P.M., the whole expedition 
haling taken 16 hrs. 

I t  may be noted that the ice-fall above the Stockje has since last 
year receded so far as to necessitate a very unpleasant passage of 
the rock-wall on the west side of the glacier. The rock is here 
exceedingly steep, smooth, and in places very loose, so that one 
party must wait for another to avoid risk from falling stones. If 
this ice-fall could be forced without having recourse to the rocks, 
as seenled not impossible, the only disagreeable portion of this 
expedition would be avoided; and the route can be recommended 
as a compnratively short means of reaching the summit from the 
Zermatt side. 



RIMPFISCHHORN (18,790 ft.) BY THE EAST FACE.-On Allgust 14 
Mr. C. D. Robertson and myself, with Joseph Knubel and a porter, 
left the Riffel Alp at 2.15 A.M. and reached the Adler Joch at  7.40. 
Thence the usual Adler Joch route slants up the southern end of 
the E. face to the summit. Descending from the pass we circled 
round the foot of the E. face to a point somewhat N. of a direct 
line to the top from the E. In a hot sun the rotten rock of the 
fsoe was already demonstrating the routes which it uses for its 
refuse. Very careful examination revealed a blunt, precipitous 
rib, starting from a broad band of snow which traverses mcross this 
face from the Adler Joch some 200 ft. above the base of the cliff. 
The rib forms the northern wall of a fairly defined couloir, identi- 
fiable by a huge icicle-draped cavern at  half its height. 8ubsequent 
observation confirmed our impre~sion that this buttress is the only 
line by which the exceedingly steep cliffs can be attacked, for a very 
oonsiderable distance, with any hope of success or with immunity 
from falling stones. In order to secure early lodgment upon it 
we took the lower, broken rocks rapidly, getting pleasing shelter 
from some overhanging crags. A dawdling, rather indolent block 
that passed within hail caused some professional agitation at  this 
point. I t  waa our only visitant durlng the day. After crossing the 
mow-band the first step of the rib was climbed-at the second 
attempt-mlmost in the couloir itself. Above, a projecting shoulder 
made a good basis for more serious climbing. The first 150 ft. 
proved decidedly stiff, very steep, with poor holds and rocks that 
required careful treatment. The next 200 ft. eased gradually off, 
and renewed our failing hopes of success. Some 160 to 200 ft. 
higher the rib ended in a comfortable ' breakfast ' shoulder, a.t the 
foot of a splayed-out couloir. Here an outcrop of yellow rock gave 
ocoasion for a conspicuous cairn. T h g  left-hand side of this 
depression or couloir, with occasional ice and gradually improving 
rock, offered no special features. Finally an excellent, firm rock 
chimney brought us out on the N. ar&te, just under the snow- 
capped summit of the second large gendarme to the N. of the 
peak (at 12.45). The summit was reached in 22 min. from this 
point (in all 12 hrs.), and the descent made by the ordinary route. 

G. W. YOUNG. 
ROTHHORN (ZINAL) (18,865 ft.) BY THE EAST FAc~.-on August 21 

the same party, with Heinrich Pollinger instead of the porter, left 
the Trift Refuge at  3.15, and breakfasted at 6.50 A.M. on point 
8,672 m. (S.), above the Rothhorngletscher. Thence we ran 
down to the foot of the great couloir that bisects the E. face 
of the Rothhorn rather N. of tho summit. The rib on the right 
of this we had chosen as, to all appearances, the only reasonable 
line of attack upon this face. Climbing on the right (N.) wall, with 
occasional steps in the ice of the couloir itself, we reached the foot 
of the conspicuous ' pitch ' of grey rock which bars direct advance. 
[Here a broad snow traverse comes in from the left, by which 
it might be possible to reach the great shoulder high up on the 
S.E. arcte.] Following our predetermined line we starteil out 
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and up, on a more faintly marked traverse, on to the edge of the 
ridge to our right; and here our pleasure was greater than our 
surprise-for we had marked i t  from below as the only flaw in the 
formidable slabs- to find ourselves in a crack deeply cut up the 
very nose of the rib. By this, and subsequently on the edge of 
the ardte, we mounted comfortably, until progress was interrupted 
by an uncompromising step.' An attempt to scale this ended in 
defeat and a return by the help of the reserve rope. We then 
traversed out to the right into an open, slabby couloir, and mount- 
ing the snow and slabs, first to the right and then back to the left, 
we came up on to the slight rib which for~ns the lower, retaining 
lip of a small glacier impending from the cornice of le Blanc, 
and which would, were it properly developed, constitute the true 
ar6te between the Rothhorn and the Mominghorn. Following this 
back to the left we struck up the face of the peak again, and, 
scrambling up some fine granite slabs, came out on to the X. ar6te, 
just under the right ear of the second big gendarme (at 11.50). 
The summit was reached in exactly 20 min. (12.10 P.M. ; 9 hrs.). 
Descent to Zerrnatt by the ordinary route. The only stones 
observed to fall during the day fell to the left of or in the couloir. 
The first 2 hrs. up the rib give delightful climbing on excellent 
rock. The rest of the climb is less interesting. Close examination 
leads us to the opinion that i t  would be hardly possible to find a 
more direct route to the summit on the left of the great couloir. 
In parte i t  might be feasible, but the higher portions of the face to 
our left, as of the rib we abandoned, would appear to be traversed 
by intervals of sheer and even overhanging rock. Since the dis- 
covery of the route by the Rothhorn-joch, Zinal has been in 
pos~ession of its own traverse of the peak, with return to the 
liountet. The present $limb, which includes the traverse of the 
most interesting portion of the N. ardte, offers the same advantages 
to Zermatt and the Trift. G. W. YOUNG. 

Sam District. 
D03f (4,554 m. = 14,942 ft.) BY E. FACE A N D  8. ARETE.-O~ 

August 3, Dr. 0. K. JVilliamson, with Joseph Pollinger and Hein- 
rich Fuu, left the sleeping-place on the rocks of the E. face of the 
D0tU at 2.40 A.M. 

They ascended straight up snow until they reached, in about an 
hour's time, the foot of a rock rib which here arises from the face, 
and which ultimately becomes a well-defined ridge before joining 
the S. ardte of the mountain. This rib was followed throughout its 
length. Consisting at first of easy rock, higher up it became a snow 
ridge, wliich was at first extremely steep. A comparatively gentle 
portion led once more to rock, and after a short traverse to the left 
the S. arcte of the mountain was reached a t  a point probably about 
half-way between the Dom Joch and the summit (6.8 A.M.). Total 
halts up to this point, 15 min. The summit was reached a t  7.25 A.M., 
after a further halt of 20 min. Randa was reached by the ordinary 
route, after many and prolonged halts for photography, a t  about 



2.30 P.M. From the time of leaving the sleeping-place until the 
S. arhte was reached there was no sign of falling stones, which may 
be attributed firstly to the fact that the mountain was unusually 
snowy, and secondly that the party reached the ardte at an early 
hour. I t  would seem that the rib by which the 8. arhte was reached 
had not before been climbed. 

Bernese Oberland. 

BIETSCHHORN. TRAVERSE, WITH DESCENT TO THE BALTSCHIEDER 
GLACIER.-O~ August 2 Messrs. E. (3. Oliver, 8. L. Courtauld, 
and Willoughby Jardine, with Heinrich Fuhrer and Kaspar Maurer, 
having spent the night at the Bietschhorn hut, ascended the moun- 
tain by the W. arhte. Leaving the summit at 11 A.M., they pro- 
ceeded to the snowy S. summit and descended thence by the arhte 
which runs in a S.E. direction down to the Baltschieder glacier. 
The crest of the arhte was followed for about 1 hr., the rocks being 
rotten and steep. Furtlier progress then became so difficult, owing 
to an obstructing tower, that the party was forced to traverse to the 
left into the couloir which descends from between the middle and 
8. summits to the Baltschieder glacier. The couloir is always the 
path of falling stones, and on this occasion was composed of mixed 
rock and ice. This downward traverse into the couloir and back to 
the S.E. ridge took about a hr., and waA the main difficulty of the 
descen t. 

The party followed the ardte for another hour by steep but fairly 
firm rocks, then finally abandoned it, and turning to the right went 
straight down rotten rocks into a small couloir which led them 
down to the bay of glacier between the S. and S.E. ardtes. They 
cro~sed the bergschrund without difficulty at 3.10 P.M., and after 
a long tramp down the glacier and the Baltschiederthal reached 
Visp at 8.16 P.M. This route appears to be a variation of those 
taken by hlessrs. C. T. Dent and J. 0. Maund in 1878 and Herr 
hi. Kuffner in 1102. See 'Climbers' Guide to the Oberland,' 
vol. i. pp. 69-70. 

BREITLAUIHORN (12,018 ft.) AND LOTSCHTHALER BREITHORN 
(12,412 ft.) TRAVERSED. Aligzist 10.-hiessrs. G. H. Bullock, 
H. E. G. Tyndall, and R. L. G. Irving left Ried a t  3.20 A.M., 

reached the Baltschiederjoch a t  8, traversed the Aeusser Ralt- 
schiederfim, and ascended by S. face and W. arhte of the Rreit- 
lauihorn to its summit (9.40). Thence they followed the N.E. 
ardte, turning the first great gendarme by a difficult traverse on 
the N. ffice, and the second by a short ice arOte which curved round 
on the N. face. Between the two gendarmes was a splendid sharp 
edge of rock much like the W. ardte of the Bietschliorn above the 
' Rothe Thurm,' but longer. They halted twenty n~inutes (at 1 p.nr.) 
shortly before reaching the lowest point of the arhte. They had to 
make several short and rather difficult traverses on the N. face 
while passing the level portion of the ar&te near the lowest point. 
At 2 they found a bottle a t  a point obviously accessible from 
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the Innerer Baltschiederfim. They followed the arete of loose 
rocks and a snow-ridge to the top of the Lijtschthaler Breithorn 
(3) ; thence they passed over the S.E. summit and the Beich 
glacier to the foot of the Beich Pass (5.40). 

ROTHTHALHORN (12,947 ft.) BY S.E. AHETE. ilzbgust 17 a d  18.- 
The same party with Mr. G. S. Leach left Ried at  6 P.M. on 
August 17, reaching the Lijtschenliicke at  3.15 A.M. on August 18 
(fresh snow). They ascendcd the Kranzbergfim between the 
Kranzberg and the Gletscherhom, reaching the foot of the Roth- 
thalhom a t  10 A.M. They went on by a short steep snow-slope and 
the left-hand bit of rocks flanking a narrow ice couloir and forming 
the actual S.E. arete. The rocks were good but uniformly difficult 
and the 600 or 700 ft. of ascent to the summit required three hours 
(1 P.M.). Their route is clearly seen in the illustration opposite 
p. 568 of vol. xxii. of the ' Alpine Journal,' where it forms the 
sky line of the peak. The descent to the Roththal Sattel took 
twenty minutes. There waa fresh snow, and the bergschrund in  
the descent from the Sattel w a ~  difficult. Grindelwald was reached 
via  the Ober and Unter hfonchjoch at  10 P.M. ('28 hours). 

Bernina District. 

PIZ ARGIENT BY the S.W. Anfc~~.--On July SO blr. C. F. Meade, 
with the guides Christian Zippert, of Pontresina, and Pierre Blanc, 
of Ronneval-sur-Arc, left the Marinelli hut at 2.30 A.M. to climb 
this ridge. I t  ifi very well seen from the Crast'agiizza, but it 
should be observed that the sheer drop, which appears to occur 
near tne bottom, is really part of another ridge beyond it further 
E., and has nothing to do with the main ridge itself, which runs 
up to the top of the Piz Argient from the point marked 3,237 m. in 
the Swiss map. 

At this point began the real climb at 4.80 A.M., the rocks on the 
crest being firm and easy. Yet at 5.15 A.M. the weather looked so 
threatening that it was decided to wait in shelter from the strong 
6.W. wind in hopes of an improvement. After 2 hrs.' delay these 
hopes proved vain, but a start was made, and hr. further up 
the ridge a difficult rock-step was dealt with by Zippert taking 
off from Blanc's shoulders. Some red rocks were remhed a t  
7.40 A.M., and a traverse was made to the left without difficulty. 
The steep pitch which threatened to be the worst part of the climb 
was now abovo on the right. I t  was turned by climbing to the left 
and up a steep faintly niarked chimney. The rock was rotten and 
covered with ice, as well ss  snow, which was now falling fast. This 
was the only bad part of the climb, and was formidable only on 
account of the weather. By 9.45 A.M. the final and more horizontal 
part of the ridge h,ad been reached, and thence an easy scramble 
over rickety gendarmes led to the top of the Argient by 10.20 A.M. 
From the top, down to the Boval hut by the ordinary way, was 
a glacier tramp of 2; hrs. in increasing storm. 



The traverse of the Piz Argient by the S.W. arkte can be strongly 
recommended as a fine expedition offering no special difficulties in 
fmvonrable weather. 

KASHMIR. 
MT. HARAMUKH (16,900 ft.).-On September 4 Major the Hon. 

C. G. Bruce and Mr. A. L. Mumm, with Moritz Inderbinnen, of 
Zermatt, and three Gurkhas belonging to the 5th Gurkha Rifles, 
ascended this peak by the glacier which descends from it to the 
Gmgabul lake. The route by which the few previous ascents have 
been made was joined at the head of the glacier. 

SHIKARA, KAGHAN (about 16,600 ft.).-On September 22 the 
same party [as on Haramukh], with the exception of one of the 
Gurkhas, made the first ascent of this peak, by the N.W. arthe, 
from the head of the Batti Kundi valley. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
' THE ALPINE Gu~~~. ' -Copies  of Vo1. I. of the new edition of 

this work, price 129. net, and of 'Hints and Notes, Practical and 
Scientific, for Travellers in the Alps ' (being a new edition of the 
General Introduction), price 8s., can be obtained from all book- 
sellers, or from h1essrs. Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. 

' THE ALPINE GUIDE,' THE CENTBAL ALPS. PART I.-A new 
edition of this portion of the ' Alpine Guide,' by the late John Ball, 
F.R.S., President of the Alpine Club, reconstructed and revised on 
behalf of the Alpine Club under the general editorship of A. V. 
Valentine-Richards, Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, is now 
ready, and can be obtained from all booksellers, or from hlessrs. 
Stanford, 12 Long Acre, W.C. I t  includes those portions of 
Switzerland to the north of the RhBne and Rhine valleys. 

GIFT TO THE ALPINE CLu~.-hlr. T. How88 ha0 presented t0 
the Alpine Club a very valuable collection of dried specimens of 
alpine flowers and mosses, carefully classified and arranged by him. 

MEMORIAL TO CHARLES EDWARD ~ ~ A T H E W S . - T ~ ~ S  Fund now 
stands as below :- 

L 3. d.  
First list of Contributors as announced in the ' Alpine 

Journal' of August 1906 . .  136 3 6 
C. T.Dent . . . . . . . .  1 1 0 
Whitworth Wnllace . . .  1 1 0 
Bank interest to September 1907 . 4 13 3 
Unaccounted for . 1 14 O 

- 
El41 12 9 

- - 

Of these subscriptions 1G2.  16s. have been specially marked for 
a memorial at Chamonix, and 141. 14s. for one in the Snowdon 
district. 

Forty-eight pounds have been paid in respect of the memorial 
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erected at  Chamonix, which leaves a balance of 961. 12s. 9d., the 
disposal of which will be speedily decided on. 

The Climbers' Club and the Yorkshire Ramblem' Club also 
opened lists, and some of our members have subscribed through 
them. 

Should anyone find that his subscription has been omitted it 
will be issued in a supplementary list on notice being .sent to 
C. Pilkington, Esq., The Headlands, Prestwich, Mancheater. 

THE ~ ~ E M O R I A L  TO FRAX~OIS D ~ ~ o u ~ s s o ~ ~ . - M e m b e r s  of the 
Club will be glad to know that after considerable delays a most 
suitable site has been obtained for the monument erected to the 
memory of Franqoi~ Ii6vonassoud by a few of his old friends and 
employers. I t  stands to the right of the church door in entering, 
on the platform in front of the parish church, and at the top of the 
village street. Franqois's grave, which is close by among those of 
his farnily at the back of the churchyard, is marked by a single stone 
with his name and dates. 

A description of the monument with the inscription, which was 
kindly revised and approved by the late Sir Richard Jebb, will be 
found on pp. 2.15-6 of the present volume. 

THE ~ ~ E A S U R E M E N T  OF HIMALAYAN GLAOIERS.-In 1905 Mr. 
Douglas Freshfield, on behalf of the Commission Internationale 
des Glaciers, called the attention of Lieutenant-Colonel Sir S. G. 
Burrard, F.R.S., Superintendent of Trigonometrical Surveys in 
India, to the importance of recording data for the determination 
of the secular movements and oscillations of Himalayan glaciers. 
In rol. xxxv., part 3, of the Records of the Geological Survey of 
India,' we have the firstfruits of the action which, with the sanc- 
tion of the Government of India, has been taken by that Depart- 
ment. I t  contains an introduction by the Director of the Survey, 
Mr. T. H. Holland, F.R.S., and ' Notes on Certain Glaciers in N.W. 
Kashmir,' by hfr. H. Hayden, F.G.S., illustrated with many admir- 
able photographs, maps, and diagrams. The glaciers examined 
were in Hunza, Nagir, and Bagrot. Many glaciers in Lahaul and 
Kumaon have also been examined, and the results will be pub- 
lished in the nest part of the ' Records.' The glaciers of Kangchen- 
junga will sl~ortly be attacked. The Director of the Geological 
Surrey has earned the warmest thanks of all interested in glacial 
science for the promptitude and energy with which he has taken 
up a difficult task. We hope to deal with the results of hie and 
his staff's labours in our next volume. 

MR. L.UIDEN'S ' GUIDE TO AROLLA.'-Unforeseen difficulties have 
arisen in the publication of Mr. Larden's ' Guide to Arolla,' but-i t  
will be printed and in the hands of subscribers about Easter 1908. 

SKI-HUSNISG.-~~~.  W. R. Rickmers will be in Kitzbiihel during 
January. 

WATCH FOUND ON POIXTE DE Z I N A L . - - \ ~ ~ ~ ~  descending the 
Pointe de Zinal towards the Col Durand on August 13 Backwell, 
Collins, and I found a broad black belt containing a watch. It was 
lying in a small niche in the rocks some 200 ft. below the summit. 
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The spot would hardly be chosen as a resting-place. The belt is  
weather-worn, but the watch goes well. If the owner will com- 
municate with me the rights of treasure-trove mill be waived in his 
favour. J. M. ARCHER THOYSON. 

THE GIRDLE TRAVERSE OFLLIWEDD.-T~~ traverse of the central 
zone of the N. face of Lliwedd is a climb of exceptional length, 
beauty, and interest. The four buttresses, the Far  East, the East, 
the West, and the Slanting, present an intricate labyri~ith of slabs 
and projecting arstes, the formation resembling a half-opened book 
set upright on a table. Thus the distinctive feature of the climb i s  
the combination of problems in rock-climbing with the constantly 
recurring difficulty of finding a fresh line of advance, and the 
appetite for novelty and variety is fed with perpetual gratifications. 
The climb indeed affords, with obvious limitations but in a more 
liberal measure than any other south of the Tweed, the exquisite 
pleasures we seek in ascending without guides the peaks of the 
Alps. A 40-foot interval of rope is convenient, but this is best 
lengthened to 60 ft. for crossing the east and central couloirs and 
for the ascent of the cave pitch of the Slanting gully. A party of 
three should allow 9 or 10 hrs. from the Gorphwysfa. 

I t  may interest those who visit the Welsh mountains at Easter 
to add that a new route awaits them up the Slanting buttress and 
the east peak of Lliwedd. 

These climbs were made in September last with E. S. Reynolds. 
J. hl. A. THOMSON. 

TITLIS JOCH.-On August 29 last I crossed from the Engstlen 
Alp to Stein by tbe Titlis Joch with Sebastian Gasser. As far as  
the so-called Breakfast Place we followed the frequented route to the 
Titlis, and then turned westward over an intervening elevation to  
the head of the couloir leading down to the Klein Gletscherli. 
Here we found an angle at the top of the chimney closed by s 
jammed boulder, by the side of which was a vertical drop of some 
twelve or fifteen feet to the floor of the chimney. I looked at it, and 
did not quite see how I was to get down, but Gasser said cheerfully, 
' Oh, you go down ; there is a step on this side ; and then you can 
stretch across to the other side.' Thus encouraged I went over 
the edge, but, as I thought, the step was only a sloping projection 
which would not hold the boot, and, although I am over Ci ft. high, 
neither arm nor leg would reach the opposite aide of the gully. The 
result was that I was lowered practically altogether by the rope. 
Then it mas Gasser's turn, but when he came to the point my light- 
hearted friend found no more resting-place for the sole of his foot 
than I had, and recoiled. Eventually a yard or two further down 
the gully, he found a place where he could get a sort of sideways 
hitch for the rope, and wit11 the help of this and a projection or two 
on which he could put one toe and his fingers he got down; but if 
the rope had slipped he must have fallen, and I was lnuch relieved 
when he landed beside me. 

He said the place was worse than it used to be, as a rock over 
which the rope could be secured had disappeared, and talked of 
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having on iron holdfast driven in to take its place. The rest of 
the couloir was easily descended, partly on steep snow and partly 
in the hollow between the snow and the rock wall. We found no 
difficulty either in descending the rocks at  the foot of the Klein 
Gletscherli along or close to the watercourse at the extreme S.E. 
comer of the glacier. E. CLAYTON. 

REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
Den Norsks Turist Forening's Anrbog for 1907. 

ONCE more the lovers of the wild mountain tracts in Norway 
welcome the ' Aarbog ' and find that the present rlumber fully 
sustains the high reputation gained many years ago. The succes~ 
of the ' Aarbog ' is a reflection of that of the Turist Forening, 
which now has a membership of 2,301. Each annual edition, from 
the small but excellent issue for the year 1868, which treated 
principally of the three great waterfalls, the Skjteggedal, the 
Voring, the Rjukan, to the present number hae ite own indiriduality 
and special interest. 

This year there are several papers of unusual interest. Notably 
so one on ski-running-the true national eport. The scene was in 
Glitterheim, amongst some of the highest mountains in Norway, 
and the writer, H. Tonsberg, is one of the greatest exponents of the 
craft. The paper, which is beautifully illustrated, should lead 
many rotaries of the sport into Jotunbeim in the winter. I t  is 
indeed rather strange that so few have done this before, though it 
has been often suggested. The present writer tried it in 1880 under 
rather unfavourable conditions of weather, and wrote a paper about 
it in English in the Aarbog ' for thtrt year. 

A paper on the Rondane, a lovely mountain range which suffer6 
from having loftier neighbours, will well repay the reader. 

The ascent of Skagastiilstind by a new route, the N.W. ridge, 
forms the subject of a most interesting and modestly-written 
paper which will some day be considered a mountain classic, and 
which it is to be hoped will sooner or later be translated into 
English. The climb, which was one of exceptional severity, was of 
nearly 4,000 ft. in height from the glacier to t8he cairn on the 
summit ; it occupied 74 hrs., and i~ not likely to be done in less 
time, as the two men who made the ascent, Herr Egill Rostrup and 
Kr. Tandberg, are first-rate mountaineers, and the former had 
carefully reconnoitred the route with the aid of telescope and 
camera from near and far during five previous summers. Though 
the route in the main was up difficult rocks, there was yet a 
sufficiency of ice to be encountered to render the use of ice-axes a 
sine qtuz ~ron .  

The conclusion arrived at by Herr Rostrup is as follows :-' The 
expedition, which is indescribably interesting, should only be 
attempted by absolutely safe, very experienced, strong and careful 
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mountaineers, and not by more than two on the rope. I t  must be 
only attempted under perfect and settled weather conditions; as, 
should a party be surprised by bad weather and cold, and it be 
necessary to turn, the descent of the N.W. ridge would make the 
strongest demand on their strength, experience, and care-so strong, 
indeed, that the adventure would be dangerously near the allowable 
limit.' 

Kaptein I<. S. Klingenberg, who is on the Government Survey, 
has a short paper on the mountains of the Lyngen peninsula, 
which were so carefully explored some years ago by Mr. Hastings 
and others. The gallant Captain, speaking of the peaks above the 
Jsgervand, rightly says : * They are worthy objects for a mountain- 
climber, but to take up instruments which weigh 30 kg. in their 
cases was not to be thought of.' However, he and three others 
ascended the lofty Store Isskartind. ' I t  was a fatiguing walk, but 
after 104 hours'exertion, reckoning from Jmgervand, I was victorious, 
and in the most glorious midnight sunshine there lay the wildest 
mountain region in Norway before me. The picture from Isskartind 
will give an idea of the wildness of the mountains.' 

No man can climb in arctic Norway without being deeply im- 
pressed with the weird grandeur of the mountains and the solemnity 
of the northern sea and its coast. 

A short paper on the island of Moskenesij in the Lofotens by 
Dr. Hollander is a welcome addition. Unfortunately the doctor 
was alone, otherwise he would probably have visited Bunss and 
Hermansdal. Eleine is indeed a good centre, but better still is it 
to be encamped on the rocky shore of the Fors fjord or the Buntes 
fjord. Amongst other illustrations is an excellent one of the jagged 
mountains and peaceful waters of the Kirke fjord. 

Herr P. A. @yen gives us an all too short account of the glacier 
movements during the years 1906 and 1906. Apparently the 
glaciers near the coast in Central Norway have advanced from 
15 to 34 m8tres. In Jotunheim in 1005, out of twenty-three glaciers 
observed, six advanced and seventeen retreated, but in 1906, out of 
seventeen glaciers measured, seven advanced and ten retreated. 

At last tourists have awakened to the fact that on Galdhopiggen, 
the highest mountain in Scandinavia, good new work awaits the 
mountaineer who possesses originality. Herr K. Lous describes an 
ascent which he made last year by way of the Sveljenosbrre, and is 
to be congratulated upon his success. The descent of the mountain 
by this route would have been made in 1874, but for the fact that 
when it was suggested by two of the party of four ' the faces of our 
two companions expressed such horror at  the bare notion of such a 
course that we meekly abandoned the project.' I t  is relnrtrkable 
that, whilst the noble glaciers and rock faces of the range of Gald- 
hopiggen are so much neglected, the details of the Horungtinder are 
being worked out alnlost as carefully as the fells of Cumberland 
have been during the last quarter of a century. 

A tour of inepection of the huts, bridges, roads, kc., which have 
been made or are supported by the Tnrist Forening is described 
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by Herr E. A. Tholme, the treasurer of the club. As this journey wag 
through 7" of latitude, i t  was of a very comprehensive nature, and 
is very well described. Herr Thomle was apparently unusually 
favoured in the north, as he was able to photograph the Ohtinder, 
a range of mountains which almost invariably veil their faces on 
the approach of any stranger. Other papers there are, and these 
are good too. War. CECIL SLISGSBY. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL XEETINO of the Club was held in the Hallon Tuesday 
evening, hlay 7, the Bishop of Bristol, President, in the Chair. 
Mr. W. B. N'orthington was balloted for and elected a member of 
the Club. 

Mr. ALFRED EAST, A.R.A., read a paper entitled 'blountains 
fro111 the Painter's Point of View,' which was illustrated by lantern 
slides. 

Sir MARTIN CONWAY : I have listened with interest to the 
remarks made by Mr. East. I am not a painter, and do not think 
I bave the right to express an opinion about mountains from a 
painter's point of view. I have always been interested to see how 
mountains are painted. The general desire of mountaineers is to 
see the way np the peak, and the attempt to satisfy that desire hes 
a very bad effect upon the artist. If you could produce upon paper 
or  canvas a reproduction in colour and in form absolutely truthful, 
on a tiny scale, of a mountain, you would probably get something 
entirely ugly, however beautiful the view of the mountain itself 
might be. I t  certainly would not produce an effect similar to that 
produced on the eye by sight of the mountain itself. I may illus- 
trate the difference by a comparison between the elaborate model of 
a ship and the ship itself. If you look a t  one such a model, and 
then at the ship, it will be obvious at a first glance that the effect 
produced by looking a t  the two is entirely different. If you look 
a t  the ship, the effect produced is of its enormous weight, solidity, 
force, and volume. Now, the most perfect model on a small scale 
produces no effect upon the spectator of either force, weight, strength, 
or  any of those qualities which are the impressive qualities of the 
thing itself when seen. If you wish to tell an absolute lie about 
anything, you will do so in the most conclusive manner by an 
accurate reproduction of every detail on a tiny scale. If, therefore, 

ou wish to paint a picture of a mountain in a manner whioh shall 
{e entirely wrong in every respect, the way to do so is to depict the 
mountain with absolute exactness in every detail. A small picture, 
10 inches high, of the hlatterhorn, entirely truthful, in which yon 
can see the way up and point out all details and so on-such a 
picture will not tell the truth about the mountain, nor truthfully 
represent the M~tterhorn as we know it. 

Now, hlr. East has said that no picture of a mountain reproduces 
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npon the spectator the effect of its majesty, which is the primary 
effect of mountains. No picture has ever yet been painted which 
gives that effect. There are numbers of effects which have not 
been reproduced by translation into paint. 

You come nearer to producing on the eye the effect of the 
mountains which the mountains themselves produce when you have 
a large and fine lantern slide than in any other way. We haye 
seen on this screen over and over again effects which do to some 
extent produce npon us something like the effect of the mountains 
themselves. They are not always the best photographs by any 
means that do so. I t  is not easy to say which do and which do 
not. I think i t  is partly due to the effect of the illumination. No 
painting can compare in brilliancy with a slide thrown on the 
screen. You have some of the fire of sunlight on it. Lantern 
slides have suggested to me over and over again that there is a 
future for glass painting. I t  is conceivable that some effects might 
be produced by some future development of glass painting which 
we cannot well foresee. I t  does not follow that even the effect of 
mountains cannot some time or somehow be produced by actual 
paint. 

How long is i t  since the sea was first expressed on canvas ? 
Certainly not any great number of years ; and in time many things 
will be accomplished which have not been done up to the present. 
I am not without hopes that the day will come when the majesty 
of the mountains, from which we who have experienced it get such 
a high degree of pleasure, may yet be transferred even to canvas. 

Mr. CHARLES PILKINGTON : I do not know that I have anything 
particular to say. Every photographer is a nuisance on a climbing 
expedition, and anybody who paints even worse. I am, unfortu- 
nately, not a painter, but I quite appreciate what Mr. East says 
about painting being hard work. One of the difficulties is to find 
a place from which to make your attempt. Then it is hard to find 
a position to sketch from. We mountaineers are under a special 
difficulty, as we feel obliged to show the exact places we climb, and 
so it is very difficult to sketch these in accurately. I t  is a very 
good thing not to draw the whole thing before you for a time and 
save unnecessary work. You can then bring out your foreground 
after. I only wish that we could all attempt some little thing. 
Mr. East has given us some very good hints. 

Mr. DOUGLAS FRESHFIELD: First I have to make a personal 
complaint. I came expecting to see a beautiful collection of Mr. 
East's pictures, and was very much disappointed to see nothing 
but pictures in black and white. When Mr. East spoke of slides, 
I still hoped that he would show some of his own pictures. I t  
has been alleged that the Alpine Club, by requiring to have the 
mountains painted with literal accuracy, has exercised a bad 
influence on mountain painting. This, I think, cannot be said to 
be true now, if it ever was. The Club has always accepted painting 
as a qualification for its membership. Nobody could accuse Elijah 
Walton of being too topographical, or blr. IlcCormick of being 
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unimaginative, while Mr. Watts, R.A., who had been one of our 
honorary members, in his noble landscapes of the ' Nountains pf 
Carrara ' and ' Mount Ararat,' treated mountains from the point of 
view of a poet. I &m not an art critic. Some thirty years ago 
I did once play that r6b, with somewhat successful results. For 
I drew three letters from Mr. Ruskin. But I am not sure that I 
should care to repeat now all I said then. If you would paint 
mountains properly you must, in the first place, love them. In 
the next place, go and live among them. I fancy the difficulty 
many painters find is that they have not lived long enough among 
them to free themselves from what Mr. East told us were the 
prejudices caused by their surroundings. I believe that probably 
the first great painter of the Alps will be a man who spends a 
large part of his life among them. Again, one of the reasons of 
the difficulties that painters find is that they are apt to travel 
during the tourist months. The Alps reserve their most picturesque 
aspect until late autumn, when the mists are apt to play most de- 
lightful tricks and hide the ugly parts of the mountains, and give 
them wonderful tones of atmospheric colour. I am sorry I cannot 
add anything more to thio discussion, except to express our indebted- 
ness to Mr. East for the very suggestive paper he has given us. 

Mr. GOTCH: When my brother invited me to be present this 
evening, and told me that Mr. East was going to speak from the 
painter's point of view, I could not help thinking of something 
relating to Ireland, to the effect that there were no snakes in 
Ireland. The connection is this: that to these painters' minds 
there are no mountains for a painter's use. They have always 
seenled to be quite beyond the painter's art. Although we all 
have the same image on our retina, what me do see is what we 
choose to see; and I take it that people see in mountains what 
they look for-that is to say, the mountaineer will see the group of 
mountains, he will see the plaoes where the paths are, and so on. 
The hunter will see the places where he can find game. The 
tourist will Ree what appeals to him ; and the painter will see what 
appeals to him as a painter ; and though we all see the same view, 
we all look at different things in it, and, consequently, it seems to 
me it must be very difficult for a painter to satisfy anyone but a 
painter in his representation of mountains. What the last speaker 
said seems to be right. His suggestion is that the real painter of 
the Alps, when he comes, will come from the Alps-a man who 
h ~ s  spent his life there, and who has the intimate knowledge 
necessary to form a picture which will satisfy not only himself as 
a painter, but contain the things we all of us see ; and I suppose, 
sonle day, the ~ n a n  mill come forward to satisfy all our expectations. 

I)r. CLAUDE \VILSON : I would like to ask Mr. East one question 
in regard to showing the height, and also as to showing depth. 
Could we have views of mountains showing depth as well as height ? 
Many show great height. 

hlr. II. V. READE : I t  is much more difficult to talk about a 
thing than to do it. I t  is very much more difficult to paint 
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a mountain then to climb it. I t  is also diffioult for us aa monn- 
taineers to look at pictures of mountains fairly. Tho painter tries 
to give truth of effeot, and we look for truth of detail, and if he 
does not show this we say he ie wrong. We do not give him a fair 
ahmnce. 

The Rev. G. BEOKE : Mr. East might tell us a little more as to 
whether the difficulty is not one that Sir Martin Conway pointed 
out to us, when he laid stress on the value of the lantern slide in 
giving us a true impression, and that is the impossibilit in 
pminhng of giving the rmnge in mny sort of way over a en g ject 
which probably includes 6 miles, and may include 150. The 
lmntern, with the power of light behind it, gives snch an enormously 
increased rmnge that there is a poseibility that the pminter oan 
never hope to express it. This is borne out in some of the piotures, 
where we see that a great deal of it is done away with by the 
judicious use of clouds or mist. I remember once crossing a pass 
abont 6 o'clock one morning, and, the sun being exactly behind us, 
there appemred a sort of movement in the sky to the W., and 
through a gap appeared a mountain not quite 10,000 ft. high, 
whioh appemred to be quite 19,000 ft., of overwhelming mmgnifi- 
cence. I wee very mnch struck, end turned to my companion for 
some explanation, who smid he had never seen snch a thing, and 
added, ' Now I understand why so many nations have invaded this 
land.' 

Mr. E A ~ T  : I appreciate dl that has been said by all the members 
of the Club, but may I point out that the object of painting is to 
expresa something that literature mnd mueic cannot-not necessarily 
better but Werent 7 To give the exact expression in painting is 
~WEcult. Even if a picture is vague, it may convey a greater sen'se 
of joy than when a painter puts down everything he sees. Thie 
he does at the expense of truth, simplicit , and dignity. Of aourse, 
one cannot go into technical matters wit g the mountaineer, beaaw 
he looks at mountains from a totally different point of view from the 
artist. A lady once went into a studio and looked at a picture very 
oloeely to see the detmils of it, instead of looking at the effect that 
the pminter wished to give, when the nrtist came along and, eeeing 
her, said, ' Madam, it does not amell.' 

You mountain climbers wmt to look too olosely into its details 
instead of looking at the grmndeur of its ensemble. The pdnter 
treats it with mnch greater respect. 

There is a story of a mountain shepherd, who was rmther keen 
about art, and went to an exhibition of pictures of mountains and 
said they might have his dog if he wae dlowed to look round. He 
was told he might keep his dog, so he tied it to the doorpost mnd 
went in. He looked at the pictures from the mountmineer's point 
of view. He knew them in reality, and he walked round, came out, 
and mid, ' Well, I am glad I kept my dog.' It  is a very curious 
thing that we in London see less of its beauty because we are so 
used to it. We go to Rome or Paris and say what beautiful plmces 
they are. I t  is because they are fresh to us; and so with 

YOL. XXII1.-NO. OLXXWI.  Z Z 
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mountains. Instead of calmly considering what is possible you 
rush into paint under impossible conditions. 

In  reference to one of the speakera, who talked about painting 
depth as well ee height, I do not care what he does if he realises 
hia object. If he can do this by taking a point of view half-way up 
the oppoeite aide of the mountain, he can do ao. There is no law 
against it. I have read much bigger lies in fiction than I have ever 
aeen in paint. I have read books written by men who have never 
visited the p l e a  described. What would you my if I painted a 

iotnre of amountain which I had never seen ? You demand fact, and 
~eam one did not put in that particular detail you feel aggrieved- 
yon never think of the object of the painter. 

I would not like you to go away feeling that I have said anything 
to belittle my own art. The strong man is he who recognises hia 
own limitations, and does not attempt that for which his art is not 
suitable. 

Yon know as well as I that every mountain has a character of its 
own. You never see them twice alike, and remember that perhaps 
a sunset at the back of a mountain has such a rare and beautiful 
effect that may never be repeated. In the course of a tour in the 
United States I saw a sunset of such magnificence, I had ever seen 
ench a one before, and not one man looked round. I mid to one 
of them : ' Look here, my friend ; if that was a firework display in  
Central Park you would pay a dollar to see it, and here yon see thL 
for nothing ; therefore you take no notice.' 

The PRESIDENT: We are greatly indebted to Mr. East for the 
many things he hee said. I t  seems to me that he has touched upon 
a question that has very often entered my own mind. I t  has been 
said time after time that the one thing people care about is the 
climbing. I maintain that it is the love of the mountain and the 
sense of its majesty which appeal to the imagination. This is 
the magnet which draws us to the mountains, and from that point 
of view the painter and the mountaineer are on the same plane ; 
but it seems to be brought out that the question of the power of 
enabling us to see what we dq see is in the mountains rather than 
in the various ways of representing them. Mr. East haa contrasted 
the power of literature with the power of painting from that point 
of view. I am inclined to think that the painter paints with one 
idea; he tries to put into his picture of the mountain some one 
idea of something great, something majestic, or it may be some- 
thing else ; and I am inclined to maintain that the painter gives 
an idea of that particular monntain better than any descriptive 
literature can possibly give and better than the best photograph can 
possibly do. To me literature, however well written, never influences 
me to use my imagination of a mountain anything like as well as 
a beautiful painting. We all see the same thing in a photograph, 
but in looking at a good painting we see so many good things 
there. I have taken an extreme interest in what haa been said 
and the remarks that have been made, and we all thank Mr. East 
for what he has put before us. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. East for his paper mas unani- 
mously accorded. 
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Lkiihgrat, point 3,SMrn. Pseendal, 1 4ILl 
Berlrpsch'r 'Life in the Alps.' 491 , Bernard, Great St, paas, 73,77 
Bernese Oberland, ' Climben' 

Gulde ' to, voL iii. reviewed h78 
Bcn~eae Oberlnnd, geology of 316 
Hernlna, Pi7, nccldeut on, 843-4 
Bcrnina, Fiz, d o t e r  ascent of. 

420-1 
Bewan!& 011-2 
Uletacl~honr trnvrreed. ES1 
Ilifertcnstork and i ts  neighboure, 

460.08. 604 
Bifertenltork nsceuded, 460 
nlfertenstnck d l s c u ~ l .  465-8 
Biferten~tmk,  history of, 467 
Bjhunga, 188-9 
Blnnnipn n w m d d ,  334 

8 Binnc. Yoof Dr. Paccnrd and. 338 
Blanc. Mont, early ment'ond of, i 8  
BIanc, Monf Brnt appeara~rce in 

a r t  of, 336-7 
Blnnc, Yont, group, gnidelesa 

climbing in. 499 
Blanc, Mont, map of the  chalu of, 

-- 
Blanc >Iont, Rocherdu, S. summit 

climbal, 617-8 
Bhnr ,  Nont, cravered, 698 
Boerk, Dr., 203 
Dokhnrn, mountaln exploration 

In. 469-70 
Bonuersl511 
Bo~~guctins, 609 
Ilouquetiug Dents deg, 107,174-5 
I lo~~q t~e t ius ,  D r l ~ t s  dei, central 

penk of, climbed from W., 631-4 
Brnndlsmmhoru. Brst Pseent of, 

I I R  

, . 
IR-9 Drritiiorn. 7 ~ r m n t t .  301 

13wlrinatl1, 211 Ur r i thor~~ ,  Zermntt, eastern north 
Iliiuini gia~cier. 645 ridge. &went by, 491-2 
h k o n j o  tribe h* porters, 48 Brcitlnl~il~orn tmverml, 651 
I3nkh11 ~ ~ * c e ~ ~ c l < d .  65 Dri~clserderbi i r~~er  wenlled,  338, 
I l i l ~ I e ,  1.mpoldo Y., death of, 573 463 loll. 
Ilnretti. (hl. 610 I Brittle Glen. 615-8 
llarrn>8i, h i 3 3 5  Brochcrcl, ~ l e x l a ,  the guide 206 
l&~aardjusl cwceuderl, 261 1 foil. 



BRO 
Bmhehel. Hen& the guide, 206 

f0L 
Brockeq s tre of. 44!l 
Bmke", t r m 3  
Bmklehurst. 8. D, o b l t m q  

notice 05 M 
Brnna. IA. 694 4 
Bnemtna, 193 ; story of, 199 
Buek 188 
Bujongolo, 48, 192, 199, 191 
BUndner Tddi traversed, 460 
Butam valley, 311 
Butiti. 48 

ACCIABELLA psq accident C on, 336 
Cectua trees, 199 
Oampltello, accommodation at, 869 
Canada, Alpine Club of, 936 
CanadIan Rocklet!, 316 
C a n d U m .  189 
Cari-Cpri group, gIac.ci.1 lake in, W1 
Oari-hri group vidted, P8-80 
Cam(. glacler, 689 
Carrelet hut. 687 
CPse, Gmnde, by N.W. asrete, 

climbed, 674-6 
Cstechamulq 462 
Cauca~iun flowers, 66 
Caucasus 148-63 
Cnucasus: map of, 263 
Cavales. Col du Clot dee, 667 
Ceresole, Pointe da. -ded, 176 
C-le Reale. 61&1 
'Genie ' for Cerpin, 369 
OesdPllq Punta, olimbed, 877-8 
Chalet llfa, 266 
Chamoia, 609 
Chamohsii?re, central aummil 

cl imW, 340-1.806 
Cl~amolsi&e, the, S864 
Chnmo~~ix, W~ndllam and Pcm 

cocke's vtdt  to, 347-8 
Charbouel, P o i n t  de,cllmbed. 611 
('ImrriPrc, Br+cl~e, 684 
Cllntrliprrt hnf 590 
Chorhoti pas ,  226 
C h u r c l ~ l l ~  Q. C., obltuary notin 

of, 401-2 
Clamoseretto, r a l  di. 693 
C'lvettn, Noutr, ncrident on, 644 
Clar~den ice wall. 469 
Oliu~kr ' s  note &k, 600 
C1iuil)ing Club? in 9. Africq 181 
Climb, the highest, on m r d  

Y1-2 .- " 
Clubs, mouutaineering. 549-70 
Collier, Joaeph, obitunry noticeof 

51- i  
Columbia, British, sport in, l2( 

fnll. 
ci&&u. E. T. a1111 H., painting 

by; 673-4 
Cook, Nt.. 6 n t  crosslug of, 1 9 4 4  
Coolidge, W. A. B., hi% edition 01 

Slmlm r e r i e ~ c d ,  76-80 
Conlier, Pic lit: Seige, traversed 

686 
Corrigenda, 424 
Cor~~lsk. Locl~. 613 
Crater l ake ,  l 8 i  
Cratem, 198 
C'rean, Mr., 183 
Cnstallo, Moilte, by 9. ridge 

climbed, 378 
Crocr, Ptrnia drlla, 625 

CUI 
Jnillin HUL% the. 611 folL 
Qpriprdium Ihlabmmum, 6 

41  amended. U6 

Dank, the Yta of, 626-6 
DntMb Knrt, wr KOrnlto 
h u  h i d  In 1906, 679, 682 foll. ~.d4 at., b e  w a d e d .  179 
W h y ,  Morir Yon, book by, re- 

viewed, 248-62 
Delego T h m  rscended, 366 
Dent Blanche sacended by 6.W. 
face and W. ridge, 108-15.171-3 

Dent Blnnche from W., 264 
Dent Blanche, ronlaa on, 108-10 
Dbvorussood. Bran@#, memorial 
to, 74,946-6.6b4 

DhuU river M X  
Diablereta. &me, 578 
DhmantldiThnrm ~ d . S i 6 - 6  
Dieclaimer, a, 913 
Dolent, AlgnUlm Rwgea de, 427 
Dolent, A4pdlla Roqm de, 'Ia 

Mooche ' aacenbed, 327-8 
Dolomiteq nccidmb in, 379 
Dolodtea rnountrlnq 401 
Dolomlten n p  b date, 364-79 
Dom by E. fnoe and & &te, 

c l imhl ,  660-1 
Dom by 6. fsae, arcended, 830-1 
Dom fmm the E, d e d ,  601 

folL 
Drakenabgg, olimblng in, 68 
Drlva river. 614 
D m l W  Le.. climbed, 499 
Dronniqr?nh Krone -ended, 528 

f0lL 
Drnlm nan b m h .  818 
DUbl Dr. E, book by, b e w e d ,  

676-7 
Dublin, A. C. dinner at, 171 
Dunagiri 204 
Duwoni, Johnston'& 188 
Dnwonl peak ueended, 241-2 

AGLE, 612 E Euthquakes, 149 
Bastern Alpe. olimbing in, 4BS-600 
Ecrinq tlic, awended. 688-9 
Ecrin& the, traversed h m  8. to 
ti., 809 

Edelweise, Jspnese,  4 
J3ig J w b ,  an adrentnre on, 417- 

E ~ ~ ; I M  saxnded, 349 
EUicott, Blahop, o b l t ~ r y  notioe 

of, 67-8 
Entebbe. dtolt ion of, 90,200 
Etns, mfugca on, 80 
Enrope. 'Playground of' 496 
Everest.Mt, scientific ixpdi t ion  
to. 466-8 

Earigscbneehorn, 16 

ACE climb, a, 599 foll. F FeUk aabne ,  new, 674 
Ferrari. Dr. Agoatinq book by, 

rev iead ,  80-1 
Pindtenrarhorn, alplne history of, 

4 lb20  
Fii~steraarhorn ascended by 8.E. 

a rW,  804-10,488 

QRU 
Finstenrarhorn by X.E buttre?~, 

433 note 
Pinatemarhorn traverued, 339. 

241-3,431 folL 
Fhatersarjwh, 433 
Flkhe  Rouae ascended, 328,431 
Plowem, Caoc0si.n. 66 
Ponsts of lodi  book on, 206 
PormnaaS. Val. 187 
Foster. G.'E.. h memoriam of, pnR 
French Alpine Club refugeq 246 
Ymhfleld. Mr. D. W, letter by, 

499-9 

P&&.-COI de, cmmed, 606 
Frizal, P& 4e5 
FujiS.n traversed. 11 
Poji-Yamq 619 
Piinflnger Ypitie by the Women 

Scharte amended, 371 
Flinflnger Spitm by the E d m i d t  

hmiq 8scended. 370 
Pnmg)al sknr 629 
Pnmveiten, a tLmpt  on, 518 f d l  

ALDHoPIGQEN. 867 G Q a ~ C 0 l d e ~ ~ s O 7  
M a e .  Palnte de la. climbed. 607 
Oannghar, 808 . 
Gand. 480 
Qarwha/Upper, penetmtion oQO3 
Garwhal, Upper, w e m y  of, SO3 

m e ,  686 
&%lzwier, e x w , o m  -, 

16 foU 
Qadi  Hllttg 16 
%nt, &I du d d m t  on 641-2 
Qeimahoru, dross, by 8. {sce, de- 

wended. 552-3 
Oeoova. Vpl di, 187 
Geology of monntslne, 160, 166 
Gertreud, st.. -1 
Glacial action. 186 
0Inde.m. adrnhce of, W1 
O l a d w  in Britkh OolnmMq 404-6 
Olaolerq movement of, in Xoruay, 

w.7 
aGiologg, 3x1 
QUmisch. w d d m t  on, 324 
Qliemepforte. 464 
QUke, digoille de la, arandd. 674 
Glike, Pointe de la, clmbed, WI 
Qlornormq 691 
Gnepsteln. i 8  
Qoldie. Sir G.T, letters fn1m,46@-8 
Qori r iva,  308 
Gotthard, St, 187 
OoQter, Aiguille dn, 176 
Oohta, Aignilh do, .oddsnt CQ. 

831-4. 644 
Wter. W m e  do, &dent on, 344 
Graham, Mr.. Ms -t of W r a  . . 

82-3 
Graham, Mr. his c l h b  in the 

Hllmdam 9024 
Qnh.m, Mr., his c l l m b  i n  t h  

HImr,Isyna dlscusapd. 227, IP1-S 
Qraianq through the. 6OI-IS 
QIUII Bsgoe. aooldent on, 644 
Grsngetted chalet.?, 611 
QrMdd. 6% 
Gratsroli. work by (1561), 79-80 
Grauer, Herr Hudolf, on Bnaen- 

mri, 143-4 
Qri~ola  sscended, 609 
Qroundset, giant, 191 
Gruben psy 18 



GUB U S  NUN 

l ay4  PO2 foll. Mnlruku glacier, 193 
/ LongataU, T. G ,  letter fmm, 263 Yubuku river and valley, 186 foU 

BAX'DA. I86 Lonzabiirner. 41 Yubnku river in alutte. I95 I Ibi t ian~in,  ur Kamet ( Liitachenthnl, 42 Mubuku, sce~~ery  of, 49 
Ice cnvea, 580 3Iubuku valley. 46. 187 

Gnrla glacier. 219 
Qnrh hndhato attempted, 217- 
24 

GwJdrm.  2% 

WOENWLETSCEfBn- H HORN. 184 
Hnnmnkh  c h b e d ,  66s 
Hausstock traversed, 464 
H- Hill.. 258 
Heath tree. 193 
Hrlfchryrum, 193 
Hembmde And~caba  esoended, 94 
Herbatet Col de l'. croaaed, SO9 
H6renq ' Dent d', by W. fme, 

cllmbed, 648 
Himalaya, exp lordon  In, 30-1, 

202-28 
Himalaya glacierd, me~surerneut 

oG 246-7 538-8 0M 
Eimnleya 'porter:reanrreotion of, 

a 1 3 4  
Himalaya, aix months' wandering 
ln. 266-6 

Himalaya travel, a disclaimer, 363 
Himnlapn  bamer,  a. 466-8 
H n d n  Kush, glaoial advance in, 

400 
H m b  J o c k  cmwd on, 478 
Hofnnebba, 314 
Hofsuebba, peaks of, asceudnl, 

616 folL 
HbbLnn sscended, 6-7 
Hobelhorn. 10 
HUhuerstoek ascended, 16 
HUhnerthalhorn ascended, l(i 

I .\Iuritlr, Laurel~r Joscpb, 293 loll. 
innocent- Jiustugh pans, 176 

; M u W i l  ultuler. sllvance of. 400 

~liwedyi, ;die  traverse of, 666 Yotintaln s i c k n a a u d  its probable 
Labeli~.191,19Y cauacu, 676-7 
L o h e r ,  O m ,  traversed. 89i-9 1 hfour~toirra fmnr a plnter 's  polnt 
Lon~stnff, T. G. ,  book by, of view 617 loll. 060 loll. 

Inverguau, bx de 'I', t b c r s a i ,  Nnitland, P: W., book by, re Muremu,-~mr~li .  ncddeut oil, 324 
698 viewol 492-i Myojindukc ~ c m d a l ,  10 

Idre, Vnl d', iun at. 608 Mnlte Brun penk, 126 
Manvart an,i(lenl nn .(96 

Kuhmlr ,  climb. in, 3344,863 Md '  a nlgbt on, 608 

Hnwa-Hagyr group, glncicr d- , viewed. 575-i Mourti, W. ~o in t ; ?  de, moended, 
vmce in. 4UJ LonustiiIY. T. C: . climbs in Hlma- 114 

AOKSOX. M n ,  gift to A.  0.. b8O J J a p a u w  Alpiue Clubs, 8 toll. 
Japane-e Alp& Horn of, 14--5 
Japan% Alpe, mou~r tu ina r i~ rg  in, 

1-11 
Jazzi, Cima di, Arst wceut of, 48D- 

Ill 

Katwe salt lake, 190 
Kichocbu. 191 
Kiyanga peak, 188 
Kiyangr peak d e d ,  949 

-- 
July, C. J.. obituarJ. uotice of. 58 
Jolier, Pk accident ou. 324 
Julty Dagb. 251 
Jnnvfrau (Rothtbnll, ncclrleut on, 

326. 64- 

Msi~amended ,  690-1 
Mdle tnverscd. 606 loll. 
Merzlmoher. Dr. (lotttried, book 

by, reviewed, 74-6 

~ a i a  a i u l l ~ ,  206 ' 
Kali river, 214 
bet a t t r n l p t d  2U3 

Klnkbor gmup, 960 Midi. Algnllle do. climbed, 646 
Kobokora lakc l l  / Midi. Aig. du, traverm to A. du 
Komita s s c e n d d  260 
Kundur glacier, advance of, 401 MUnm valley, 909.406 
KummtoU glecier. 296 1 ML?ny2ler, advance of, 400 
Kurumtoli glacier, errma in map 1 Miraeda, baths of, vlslted, 28 

of, 496-6 Mombaao. 90 
Kuraab, 261 Yonal, Mt., 204,417 

, Moncorvb ar&ta, 696 
Monel, 001 de, crossed. 509 

ANDOR Elfridn glacier, 216 Molrejtier glacier, night on, 611 L Latemar, E. summit ascended, I Moufnlcoue gmup, 600 
869 I Montagu. Lady M. Wortley, 2S8 

La PiUaz, accident at, 644 Moubbuvert in 1777. 241 
Lavender, wild, 582 Moon, Y k ,  of the, 87. 1 8 1 4  
Legends. 319-8 JCoraine, a later& 584 
Leiaae. Col de la, orowxi, 506 Morclea. DEnt de. 678 
Leopard snou,), 409 Yorgeuborn by X. a&k, nscenrld, 
Levanrra.(h8tern. crosaal 511 335 
L'Eveque. by W. d t e  'an3 5. Morley, Rt. Hon. Jobn, letter 

face, climberl, 646 fmm. 4674  
Liglltuing, 697-8 Jlorteratscb, Ph, nccident on, 
L i p e  pour la Ooncwatlon de la 326 

S u b  Plttoreaque. 631 Yotte, Ln Omnde. nu?ended, 606. 
L i ~ u i  Cerro asoe~~ded, 19 681 
LiUedalli16 Monche, La, ascended. 357-8 
LLllooet distri* B. C., six weeks ' Yountaln Love, Allother Way 

in. 119-24 of.' 2M 

Yatterl~o&; Furgprat rid&! of, ; ~ i g b t c & ,   bite,' the, 4'1 
2iU-l Nile. 2W: aot~rce of hiyhest 

Yatterl~orn, uilc for, 4:594O tributury of. 48 

"-. -, -.., --- 
Yaurnrou'ar. 226 
.Uanslari, 206 
Yarmolatn. nccide~lt on. 322 
.\[aruolnta by S. face, nsoe11ded,34O 
X~irmoloto yroup, awerrt8 In, 177 
Marmolata wnll usceudd, 373-5 
M d a .  2WI 
Mason, A. E. \V., book by, rc- 

Kamef view of. 218, 120 
. .  . 1 agninat. 6:lU-2 Surd E I I ~  111 1872, li3-4 

Kampala. 92 .\Il~er~bm. I99 ' Nuu Kon. ~ u . e n t s  io, 335-6 
ffinychel~ju~lpn. diuisWr on, 51-4 Jlberr~rn rnttlr. 199 I Yun Kuu, p l ~ k  of. 53,284 It.. 
Iiurerr~?, 3(61 loll. I >leljv, f~ccidellt on, 040-1 I nrct.11~1~~1, 335 

AYPA ((ireat) glncier, 215 N Sampn (ti r a t )  peak, 215 
Nauda Devi, 503 
Suudn h v i .  l~tterllpt nu, 210 
Xnndn Kot. nttrrrrpt on, 411 
h'a~ltillnlra glacier, nscelrts from, 

342-3 
Sarspnn Fntti, 208.210-1 

v~ewed, 497 I Sntal, climbing in, 63 
Xtlitnun Schlirte cro~sR1, 479 Srpnlcm guards. 214 
Nntllewr, C. E .menlorial to, 172-3, 

913-6. 627, 663-4 
.\lntterirorn. nrcldt~nt ou. 644 
Jlntterllom a.u,endol, 397 
Mattcr l~orl~ by Zurutt ariw. tm- 

vrrwd withoot goa le ,  341, 138 
foll. 

Matterlrorn. ~lifHcilltira of. 442-3 





Index. 

TYN 
Tgndall. Pic, by new route, ss- 

oended, 399 
T p l ,  Sooth, some byways in,  

478-81 

TTBAYE 239 
U ~ ~ ~ ' i d a , a n i m n l s  of, ID6 
Uganda. birth of, 106 
Uganda boundary, 88-9 
Upanda forest, 198 
Ug~nda,  maps of, 197 
Uganda railway. 90, MO 
U m i d a  sties. 196 
~ & d a  thunder storms, 190 
Ulten Tbd, 481 
Ulten Thal, people of, 481 

AROISK Col de In, 104 V Venediger, Orosq ncoident 
on, 326 

Venosc. 600 
Vieacber glncier descendd, 283-4 
Vinci. Leonard0 da. his Alpille 

excnraiou, i9  
Vionubm, 630 
Vinnufjeld ascended, 52; 1olL 
Vlntschgnn, 479 

VOL 
Volomoes African 196 / ~olomoes :  ~ n t r a l k r n e r i c a n ,  489 ' 
W A L E S ,  North, rockelimblng 

' 
in, wa-6 

Wall and roof climbing. 178 
W a s p  in Japen, 10 
Watch feud, 6M-5 
Water clear in Uganda, 198 

I Watkin anerold, 80 loll., 297 
, Watkin anemid. wrreswndeuce 

on 34-8  1 ~ a t l i o  anemid' in mountain 
meaaurementa,421-3 

W e b  Ypitze. Poddent on, 326 
I 

Wehhorn,  ascents of, 180-1 
Weisshorn by N. ridge, 2634 
Weinshorn by 8.E. ince, 284-8, 

331-2 
Weisahom by W. face, 2S8-62 
W e i s s h o ~ ,  two notea On, 267-78 1 Wbymper'a, hfr. Edwanl, gulden, 

6 7 ,  

w y i i m i g m ,  b s 4 1  
Wildstrubel. 578 1 
\~illiams;zfred, the late, paint ' 

inga by, exhibited, 88 
Wllson. Dr. Claude, book by, re- ' 

viewed, bMl ' 

ZIN 
Wimi torrent 185 
Winkler  hub, m i d e n t  on. 324 
Winkler Thurm ascended, 3M 
Winter climbing and walking In 

French Al 140 
Witz, C o n ~ h i s t .  338-7 
WoUaston.Mr. A. P. R.,onRnwen- 

wri, 146-6 
Wooallrun, Mr., on Bnwenmri, 

144-6 
Workman. Dr. Wm. Hnnter,letter 

by, 421-2 

'ORKSHIRE Ramblers' Clob 
' 1 Journal ' reviewed, 81 

r;/ARAFSHhN glacier erplored. 
k!A 468 
Zealand, New, climbing.ln, 168 
'Zeltschrift des D.n.0.A.; re- 

viewed, 498-600 
%mu glacier viaital, 314 
Zermatt and Saas in li77.288 loll. 
Zermatt and Sass in 1803,349foll. 
Zermntt and Gaas in 1843.3b5 loll. 
Zermatt and 9ws, some early 

vleits to. 286-304,319-64 
Ziud, Pohtc  de, watch found on, 

654-6 
Zhne, Kldne, accident on, SZb 












